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Coexpression Networks Based on Natural Variation in Human Gene
Expression at Baseline and Under Stress
Abstract
Genes interact in networks to orchestrate cellular processes. Here, we used coexpression networks based on
natural variation in gene expression to study the functions and interactions of human genes. We asked how
these networks change in response to stress.
First, we studied human coexpression networks at baseline. We constructed networks by identifying
correlations in expression levels of 8.9 million gene pairs in immortalized B cells from 295 individuals
comprising three independent samples. The resulting networks allowed us to infer interactions between
biological processes. We used the network to predict the functions of poorly-characterized human genes, and
provided some experimental support. Examining genes implicated in disease, we found that IFIH1, a diabetes
susceptibility gene, interacts with YES1, which affects glucose transport. Genes predisposing to the same
diseases are clustered non-randomly in the network, suggesting that the network may be used to identify
candidate genes that influence disease susceptibility. These analyses showed that human coexpression
networks based on natural variation may offer information on gene functions and interactions.
We then examined the extent to which networks change upon stress. We studied changes in expression levels
and gene relationships induced by two stresses: endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress and exposure to ionizing
radiation (IR). Using large datasets, we found between 30-70% of genes change expression upon stress. In
contrast, the majority (between 65-95%) of gene relationships are maintained as assessed using statistical,
network and machine learning methods. However, a subset of genes altered relationships upon stress. These
genes tended to be critical for the cellular response to the specific stress examined. For example, BIP and
CHOP altered relationships in ER stress; p21, GADD45A and CCNB1 altered relationships in IR stress.
Some genes with altered relationships have not been implicated in ER or IR stress or do not change
expression; these are genes that may be critical but remain unexplored. We provide evidence implicating two
such genes, INHBE and SLC3A2, in the response to ionizing radiation. Our results suggest that the majority
of gene relationships are maintained upon stress, but those genes with altered relationships tend to be critical
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Genes interact in networks to orchestrate cellular processes.  Here, we used 
coexpression networks based on natural variation in gene expression to study the 
functions and interactions of human genes.  We asked how these networks change in 
response to stress. 
First, we studied human coexpression networks at baseline.  We constructed 
networks by identifying correlations in expression levels of 8.9 million gene pairs in 
immortalized B cells from 295 individuals comprising three independent samples.  The 
resulting networks allowed us to infer interactions between biological processes.  We 
used the network to predict the functions of poorly-characterized human genes, and 
provided some experimental support.  Examining genes implicated in disease, we found 
that IFIH1, a diabetes susceptibility gene, interacts with YES1, which affects glucose 
transport.  Genes predisposing to the same diseases are clustered non-randomly in the 
network, suggesting that the network may be used to identify candidate genes that 
influence disease susceptibility.  These analyses showed that human coexpression 
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networks based on natural variation may offer information on gene functions and 
interactions. 
We then examined the extent to which networks change upon stress.  We studied 
changes in expression levels and gene relationships induced by two stresses: endoplasmic 
reticulum (ER) stress and exposure to ionizing radiation (IR).  Using large datasets, we 
found between 30—70% of genes change expression upon stress. In contrast, the 
majority (between 65—95%) of gene relationships are maintained as assessed using 
statistical, network and machine learning methods.  However, a subset of genes altered 
relationships upon stress.  These genes tended to be critical for the cellular response to 
the specific stress examined.  For example, BIP and CHOP altered relationships in ER 
stress; p21, GADD45A and CCNB1 altered relationships in IR stress.  Some genes with 
altered relationships have not been implicated in ER or IR stress or do not change 
expression; these are genes that may be critical but remain unexplored.  We provide 
evidence implicating two such genes, INHBE and SLC3A2, in the response to ionizing 
radiation.  Our results suggest that the majority of gene relationships are maintained upon 
stress, but those genes with altered relationships tend to be critical to the stress response. 
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Development of “omics” biology and the deluge of data 
Living cells consist of thousands of components working in concert to orchestrate 
diverse processes.  Researchers aim to identify these components and understand how 
they work together.  The former aim has been aided by the development of new 
technologies.  DNA sequencing technology has provided a catalogue of the ~20,000 
genes present in humans (Lander et al. 2001).  RNA sequencing (Mortazavi et al. 2008) 
and microarray technologies (Schena et al. 1995) measure the abundance of thousands of 
transcripts simultaneously and tell us which genes are expressed in different tissues or 
conditions.  Proteomic technologies (Gstaiger and Aebersold 2009), such as mass 
spectrometry, measure the protein abundance (Pandey and Mann 2000) and post-
translational modifications (Kang et al. 2008; Matsuoka et al. 2007) of hundreds of genes 
at a time, though this technology is still in its infancy.  These are exciting times because 
we have a more complete picture of the components that constitute biological systems 
than ever before. 
However, these technological advances reveal gaping holes in our knowledge of 
biological systems.  The functions of many human genes are unknown; even the 
functions of genes in tractable organisms, like yeast, are incompletely characterized 
(Sharan et al. 2007).  The functions of new types of RNA molecules, such as long non-
coding RNAs and siRNAs, remain to be investigated (Mercer et al. 2009).  Proteomics 
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studies have similarly produced unexpected insights into protein modifications (Kang et 
al. 2008), but leave many questions regarding the functions of these modifications. 
Furthermore, insight into how these “parts” (i.e. DNA, RNA and protein) work 
together to give rise to the remarkable system of a living cell is incompletely understood.  
Much of our current knowledge focuses on small subsets of genes and pathways that are 
well characterized.  This is because, as a community, we tend to study genes and protein 
that have been studied before (Pfeiffer and Hoffmann 2007).  Thus, we lack information 
on how pathways influence each other. This knowledge is critical in clinical settings, 
where we know little about how the cellular machinery goes awry and what can be done 
to remedy such pathologies. 
 
Motivation for network-based analysis of biological systems 
 The deluge of data and the need to understand how cellular components work 
together have led researchers to develop computational tools and models to 
systematically analyze large datasets; networks are one such tool (Barabasi and Oltvai 
2004).  Networks (or graphs) provide an intuitive representation of relationships that exist 
between molecular components.  Additionally, the fields of graph theory and machine 
learning have provided a set of tools to study large networks and their properties, to 
quantify them and to examine how they change (Barabasi and Oltvai 2004).  Biological 
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networks of human genes, and how these networks change, are the main focus of this 
dissertation. 
 Networks are attractive models of biological systems because genes do not work 
in isolation but rather in the context of molecular networks.  Compelling evidence comes 
from humans, where mutations in genes participating in the same protein complexes lead 
to similar diseases (Lim et al. 2006).  This suggests that genes work coordinately to 
orchestrate cellular processes.  Additional evidence comes from studies on double 
mutants in yeast.  For example, two genes are synthetic lethal when mutation of either 
one alone does not cause death but when mutation of both does (Bender and Pringle 
1991).  Genes that are synthetically lethal tend to be involved in similar pathways or 
complexes, implying that genes influence each other (Boone et al. 2007).  Sometimes, the 
roles of genes in specific processes can only be discerned by studying them in the context 
of other genes:  a screen examining double mutants in yeast uncovered functional 
dependencies between genes in the unfolded protein response (Jonikas et al. 2009) and 
implicated many genes that were previously unexplored.  These studies illustrate that 
genes act in networks and their functions can be learned by studying them in the context 
of other genes. 
 
Network biology: state of the art 
Investigators have studied various types of networks to examine diverse processes 
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in multiple organisms (Zhu et al. 2007).  In this dissertation, I study human gene 
coexpression networks, and describe a select few below for comparison. 
 
Coexpression networks:  Coexpression networks represent genes that are correlated in 
expression across different samples.  They are used to identify genes that are coordinately 
regulated or perform similar functions (Eisen et al. 1998).  To construct networks, the 
Pearson correlation coefficient is typically used to quantify coexpression, and genes 
which are strongly correlated are connected (Stuart et al. 2003).  One limitation is that 
some correlations can be artifacts or arise from confounders.  This can be addressed 
partially by identifying reproducible correlations across several datasets (Lee et al. 2004; 
Stuart et al. 2003).  The relative ease and speed with which expression levels can be 
measured across a large number of genes and conditions makes coexpression networks a 
feasible genome-wide method of examining relationships among many genes (e.g. in 
comparison to protein-protein interactions).  Additionally, advances in microarray 
technologies have led to improvements in the quality of expression measurements (Ness 
2007), and a spectrum of genes can be studied because gene-specific reagents are not 
required.  Similar types of networks include relevance networks (Butte and Kohane 
2000), mutual information networks (Basso et al. 2005), and others (Zhang and Horvath 
2005). These all share the common property that they are mainly constructed using 




Protein-protein interaction networks:  Protein-protein interaction networks (PPIs) 
represent proteins that physically interact (Ito et al. 2001; Rual et al. 2005; Stelzl et al. 
2005; Uetz et al. 2000).   Protein interaction is determined by yeast-2-hybrid (Y2H) 
assays or affinity purification-mass spectrometry (AP-MS) (Bork et al. 2004).  One 
limitation of the yeast-2-hybrid approach is that interactions are identified outside of their 
normal context (i.e. interactions between human proteins are tested within yeast cells).  
While AP-MS can reveal context-dependent interactions, purification of protein 
complexes are required, so many interactions are missed.  Thus, multiple methods of 
identifying protein-protein interactions are required to query all possible interactions (Yu 
et al. 2008).  Currently, identification of all combinations of protein-protein interactions 
in humans is time- and labor-intensive and remains a difficult enterprise (Alexander et al. 
2009).   
 
Genetic interaction networks:  Genetic interaction networks represent pairs of genes 
which, when mutated, influence a specific phenotype of interest (Boone et al. 2007; 
Jonikas et al. 2009).  For example, synthetic genetic array analysis is a high-throughput 
method developed to generate genetic interaction networks (Tong et al. 2001).  These 
studies are primarily done in yeast, where mutant genes can easily be introduced into 
cells and examined for their effect on growth (Boone et al. 2007).  This type of study is 
difficult in human because there are no high-throughput methods to delete pairs of human 
genes.  It is conceivable to knockdown pairs of genes using siRNA libraries, but such 
experiments may be difficult to interpret when knockdown is incomplete or non-specific 
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(Boutros and Ahringer 2008).  To my knowledge, no study has examined pairwise 
combinations of knockdowns of human genes to uncover a human genetic interaction 
network. 
 
Transcription factor regulatory networks:  Transcription factor regulatory networks 
represent transcription factors that physically bind genomic DNA and directly regulate 
gene expression.  Chromatin immunoprecipitation (Blais and Dynlacht 2005) (ChIP) or 
DamID (Vogel et al. 2007) is followed by microarray or next-generation sequencing 
(Johnson et al. 2007) to identify transcription factor binding sites. This is combined with 
expression profiling to determine whether a binding event also corresponds to altered 
expression of the target.  These networks are “directed” because the transcription factor 
causally regulates the expression levels of its targets.  Only one or a few transcription 
factors are examined in a given study since a large amount of cellular material and 
transcription factor-specific reagents are required. 
 
Gene regulatory networks:  Regulatory networks represent causal regulatory 
relationships between genes, where one gene regulates the expression of another (these 
are “directed” networks).  This is a more generalized version of a transcription factor 
regulatory network, where regulators include other genes in addition to transcription 
factors.  Investigators have inferred gene regulatory networks using a combination of 
gene expression levels, presence of transcription factor binding motifs, siRNA-based 
perturbations of the putative regulators, and genetic perturbation (generation of null 
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mutants) of the putative regulator (Amit et al. 2009; Bonneau et al. 2007; Oliveri et al. 
2008).  Many of these studies have been done in model organisms, focusing on specific 
processes and pathways. Arguably, the most impressive of these gene regulatory 
networks represents specification of the endoderm and mesoderm in sea urchins (Oliveri 
et al. 2008).  This wiring diagram, which includes 40 transcription factors, was 
discovered over the course of six years, attesting to the time and labor required for the 
careful dissection of a gene regulatory network. 
 
Additional types of networks include metabolic networks (Duarte et al. 2004; 
Forster et al. 2003; Jeong et al. 2000), co-citation and literature-based networks (Jenssen 
et al. 2001), protein modification networks (Kang et al. 2008; Matsuoka et al. 2007), and 
networks based on combining naturally-occurring genetic perturbations and gene 
expression (Chen et al. 2008; Emilsson et al. 2008; Zhu et al. 2008).   
 
Motivation for studying human biology using gene coexpression networks 
Here, I examined coexpression networks because they enabled me to study a wide 
spectrum of genes across multiple conditions in human cells.  By studying genes in the 
context of gene networks, I was able to learn about functions of human genes (Chapter 
1), their relationships to each other (Chapter 1), and how these relationships change upon 
stress (Chapter 2).  Studying human genes provided insight into possible mechanisms of 
human diseases, and to allowed me to propose a hypothesis for a poorly-characterized 
human gene (Chapter 3).  A unique strength of these studies was the use of multiple large 
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datasets.  This was a consequence of the fact that our lab is interested in the genetic basis 
of variation in human gene expression; thus, I was equipped to exploit genetic variation 
to identify relationships between genes using large sample sizes.  I examined data from 
~100+ samples growing at baseline or under stressed conditions.  Thus, I was well-poised 
to ask questions that have not been explored before. 
 
 
Coexpression networks provide insight into gene functions and gene interactions 
Since the major focus of this thesis is on human gene coexpression networks and 
how they reveal gene functions and altered relationships, I describe studies that highlight 
insights from network-based analyses of gene expression. 
Coexpression networks provide insight into gene function.  This was first 
demonstrated by Stuart et al. (Stuart et al. 2003).  These investigators studied four 
evolutionary diverse organisms: humans, flies, worms and yeast.  Using gene expression 
levels measured under varying conditions by microarrays, they calculated correlation in 
expression levels for all pairwise combinations of genes.  A network was assembled from 
coexpression patterns that were conserved across four organisms.  In this network, genes 
involved in similar processes were found to be connected to each other.  Stuart et al. then 
examined poorly-characterized genes, inferred the functions of these genes based on their 
neighbors in the network, and validated these predictions using siRNA experiments.  This 
study demonstrated the utility of using a “guilt-by-association” approach to determine 
gene function of evolutionarily conserved genes.  
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Additionally, coexpression networks provide insight into altered interactions.  
Investigators have compared coexpression networks from different species to identify 
species-specific gene relationships (Bergmann et al. 2004).  For example, Oldham et al. 
(Oldham et al. 2006) compare coexpression networks in human and chimpanzee brains in 
order to identify genes with altered interactions.  They find that coexpression patterns in 
the cerebral cortex are less conserved in chimps and posit that these different 
relationships are the drivers of evolutionary change.  Investigators have also compared 
networks from normal and diseased tissue to identify genes with altered relationships in 
cancer tissues (Carter et al. 2004; Choi et al. 2005).  Thus, comparison of gene 
coexpression networks can provide insight into how interactions between genes are 
altered under different conditions, as well as insight into human disease. 
 
Limitations of coexpression network analysis 
There are limitations to what can be learned from coexpression network analysis.  
For example, the functions of some genes are not reflected in their mRNA levels or in the 
mRNA levels of other genes; these genes will not be represented in the coexpression 
network.  Thus, coexpression networks are incomplete.  Additionally, they are an abstract 
representation of the molecular networks that operate within cells.  Perhaps most 
unsatisfying is that coexpression networks do not provide insight into the mechanisms 
that give rise to the observed correlations nor do they identify causal regulatory 
relationships that may exist between genes.  However, we know so little about many 
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human genes (Figure 0.1, number of Pubmed articles for each human gene).  And, the 
literature has demonstrated that coexpression relationships have proved useful in learning 
about genes (Stuart et al. 2003; Wolfe et al. 2005) and in providing a basis for additional 
studies (Hagberg et al. 2010).  Thus, given the lack of knowledge on the functions and 
interactions of many human genes, as most recently acknowledged in genome-wide 
association studies (Hirschhorn 2009), I considered it worthwhile to undertake the study 
of human gene coexpression networks using uniquely large datasets in this dissertation. 
 
Static versus dynamic networks 
We know that biological networks change, but current methods of studying 
networks imply fixed, unchanging relationships between genes.  This is partly because 
studying dynamics is difficult for many of the networks described above. For example, 
studies of coexpression networks pool heterogeneous data together in order to use 
variation in expression that arises from environmental perturbations.  This makes it 
difficult to determine whether coexpression patterns change. There have been only a few 
studies examining if and how relationships between genes are altered in disease states or 
across species (Bergmann et al. 2004; Choi et al. 2005; de la Fuente 2010; Oldham et al. 
2006).   
To my knowledge, no studies have prospectively examined the effect of stress on 
gene networks in the same samples both before and after stress.  Furthermore, while it is 
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clear that some gene relationships are rewired in response to stress or upon development, 
the extent to gene networks change has not be examined.  In Chapter 2 of this 
dissertation, I address some of these questions by studying how human coexpression 
networks change in response to 2 types of stresses: endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress 
and stress induced by ionizing radiation (IR).  In studying these stresses, I use support 
vector machines, a machine learning algorithm, to examine relationships between genes 
and further explore genes with altered relationships. 
 
Motivation for using support vector machines to examine relationships between genes 
Support vector machines (SVM) are a set of supervised machine learning 
algorithms used to identify patterns or relationships in large datasets (Boser et al. 1992).  
SVMs are valued for their ability to generalize well to unseen data (Smola and Schölkopf 
2004).  Here, I use support vector machine regression (Drucker et al. 1997; Müller et al. 
1997) in order to identify relationships between genes using expression levels from 
unrelated individuals.  Specifically, I use SVM regression to estimate a function which 
predicts the expression of a given (“target”) gene using the expression of all other genes 
(“predictor genes”).  The SVM algorithm assigns a weight to each predictor gene, and the 
relationships between the target gene and predictor genes are captured by these weights 
(Ahmed and Xing 2009).  I consider this to be a modified form of a coexpression network 
since the primary method of examining relationships between genes is based on 




Suppose that we have training data {(x1, y1), (x2, y2)…,(xN,yN)}, where xi 
represents a vector of gene expression levels (e.g., xi=[gi1, gi2,…gip], where p is the 
number of predictor genes), yi represents the expression of a target gene, and N represents 
the number of individuals in the training set.  The SVM linear regression algorithm 
estimates the function: 
 
y = w·x + b 
 
, where w is a vector representing the weights (a set of real numbers), b represents the 
bias term (a real number) and w·x is the dot product between w and x (the sum of the 
products of pairs of entries in w and x) (Smola and Schölkopf 2004).  This is similar to a 
traditional least-squares fit multivariate linear regression model.  However, in a least-
squares fit linear regression, the sum of the squared error between the model prediction 
and the training sample is minimized, leading to overfitting on the training data for high-
dimensional datasets.  In contrast, in SVM linear regression, the following loss function 
is minimized: 
 
        0 if |ξ| ≤ ε 
|ξ|ε =   
        |ξ| - ε otherwise 
 
, where ε represents the amount of error that is tolerated on the training data, and ξ 
represents the deviation of a training sample from the model prediction.  In essence, the 
algorithm searches for a function that permits some error (specified by ε) in making 
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predictions on the training samples, but avoids larger errors (represented by ξ) and 
penalizes on these larger errors with a cost of |ξ| - ε.  This is referred to as “epsilon-
insensitive loss.”   
Additional constraints are also used to estimate the linear function.  One 
constraint is to minimize the complexity of the function, which is achieved by 
minimizing ||w||2, or the square root of the sum of the squares of each entry in w (also 
called the L2 norm).  A second constraint specifies the degree to which large errors are 
tolerated (specified by parameter C>0).  This is represented as follows (some details 
excluded for the sake of clarity): 
              N 
Minimize ||w||2 + C Σi=1  (|ξ|ε)i 
 
 
In minimizing model complexity and using an epsilon-insensitive loss function, 
SVMs avoid overfitting on the training data.  Details on implementation (using convex 
optimization) are beyond the scope of this dissertation.  However, these details and a 
further discussion of SVM regression can be found in Smola et al (2004).   
SVMs can be used to examine non-linear relationships in the data.  The input data 
can be mapped (transformed) to a higher dimensional feature space, and a linear model 
can be learned in this feature space.  SVMs use “kernel” functions in order to achieve 
this.  Here, we found that employing kernel functions on gene expression data led to 
worse performance of SVM models (further described in Chapter 2).  Thus, we did not 




Motivation for using SVMs over other learning methods 
Because we do not use kernel functions in our SVM modeling, it is reasonable to 
consider alternative statistical or machine learning models for our purposes.  Alternative 
models include traditional linear regression models and LASSO.  At first, we used least-
squares fit linear regression models and found that these indeed overfit on the training 
data (further described in Chapter 2), likely because of the large number of predictor 
variables and the relatively small number of training samples.  We found that SVM 
performance far exceeded that of least-squares fit linear regression (see Chapter 2). 
We considered the possibility of using LASSO, but reasoned that doing so would 
complicate the interpretation of relationships between genes.  LASSO is an algorithm that 
estimates a linear model with the primary aim of shrinking weights on predictor variables 
down to 0 (Tibshirani 1996).  This is achieved by minimizing ||w||1, or the sum of the 
absolute values of each entry in w (also called the L1 norm).  The main motivation for 
using LASSO is to identify a subset of predictor variables that are most useful in making 
predictions; selecting a subset of predictors also facilitates interpretation of the resulting 
model.  If we used LASSO here, some genes would have weights of 0 in predicting the 
expression of a target gene; these genes would essentially be excluded from the model.  
Thus, we did not use LASSO because we wanted to examine the relationship of the target 
gene to all other genes, not just a subset of genes.  Additionally, we wanted to examine 
how these relationships, and the underlying weights, are altered upon stress (see 
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GADD45A example in Chapter 2).  Such an analysis would be complicated by use of the 
LASSO model, in which some predictor genes would be included and others would be 
excluded.  However, it will be interesting to examine LASSO in future studies for the 
reasons described above. 
 In summary, the key reasons we chose SVMs to model relationships between 
genes is to (1) develop models that generalize to unseen data and (2) examine the 
relationships between a gene and all other genes and how these relationships change upon 
stress. 
 
Significance of examining of ER and IR stress 
Endoplasmic reticulum stress 
The endoplasmic reticulum is an organelle that is the site of synthesis of proteins 
that are destined to be secreted or inserted into the plasma membrane (Schroder and 
Kaufman 2005).  The lumen of the ER provides an environment where proteins are 
modified and fold properly before being transported to other parts of the cell.  The ER 
can be a specialized organelle in specific cell types.  For example, in B cells, it 
participates in antigen presentation (Rock and Goldberg 1999) and antibody production 
(Zhang et al. 2005); in β-pancreatic cells, it is critical for insulin secretion (Harding et al. 
2001); and in fibroblasts, it is the site of synthesis of collagen and extracellular matrix 
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proteins (Prockop et al. 1979).  Thus, the ER can play diverse and critical roles in normal 
cellular processes (Schroder and Kaufman 2005).   
ER stress results when the demand on the ER exceeds its capacity.  Cells respond 
by synthesizing more ER and expanding ER size, decreasing input to the ER by reducing 
protein production, and removing existing protein from within the ER (termed ER-
associated degradation) (Schroder and Kaufman 2005).  When these efforts fail, cells die 
(Kaufman 1999).  Sustained ER stress has been implicated in diabetes, 
neurodegeneration, cancer, stroke and ischemia (Kim et al. 2008).  An improved 
understanding of the critical players in the response to ER stress may be useful in 
delaying or reversing the pathological changes that occur in these diseases. 
Given its critical role in normal physiology and pathology, over the past 20 years, 
investigators have started to uncover the roles of genes in the ER stress response.  
Common tools to study ER stress include drugs, such as tunicamycin, or chemicals that 
prevent proteins from folding properly in the ER.  This induces the “unfolded protein 
response” (UPR) which induces ER stress.   Cells initiate a signaling cascade that results 
in gene expression changes that facilitate expansion of the ER and reduction of ER 
protein load.  The three main molecular arms of the UPR involve IRE1 (called ERN1 in 
humans), PERK (called EIF2AK3 in humans), and ATF6 (Ron and Walter 2007).  BIP 
binds these molecules and keeps them in the inactive state.  When unfolded proteins 
accumulate in the ER, BIP dissociates from IRE1, PERK and ATF6 and is recruited to 
these unfolded proteins.  Dissociation of BIP leads to activation of IRE1, PERK and 
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ATF6.  If these molecules fail to adapt to the stress response, then DDIT3 (also called 
CHOP) is upregulated and leads to cell death (Zinszner et al. 1998).  Details of the 
mechanisms of these pathways have been reviewed previously (Kaufman 1999; Ron and 
Walter 2007; Schroder and Kaufman 2005). Here, I study the roles of additional human 
genes in the ER stress response. 
 
Cellular response to ionizing radiation 
Since the discovery of x-rays, we have known that ionizing radiation (IR) can 
have many effects on humans, ranging from skin burns to radiation-induced cancer 
(Gudkov and Komarova 2003).  Given that humans are regularly exposed to ionizing 
radiation, both from the environment (radon, cosmic rays) and man-made sources (x-rays, 
radiotherapy, fallout from nuclear weapons testing) (National Council on Radiation 
Protection and Measurements. 1987), there is a need to understand the molecular and 
cellular responses to ionizing radiation.  Such knowledge would be useful in predicting 
the effects of exposing humans to ionizing radiation, and possibly modulating the effects 
of IR in medical settings. 
Ionizing radiation damages DNA, and thus is a mutagen and a carcinogen, as 
illustrated by the studies of the atomic bomb survivors (Moloney and Kastenbaum 1955).  
Therefore, studies of the cellular response to ionizing radiation have traditionally focused 
on the DNA damage response (Shiloh 2006).  Some of the genes involved in this 
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response were identified by studying individuals with “genomic instability syndromes,” 
such as ataxia-telangiectasia and Nijmegen breakage syndrome (O'Driscoll and Jeggo 
2006).  These studies reveal that genes involved in DNA damage surveillance and repair, 
such as ATM and NBS1, play critical roles in the cellular response to ionizing radiation 
(O'Driscoll and Jeggo 2006).  These genes, along with several others (e.g. ATR, MRE11, 
RAD50, CHK1, CHK2), activate a cascade of signaling and transcriptional responses in 
order to repair DNA damage (Shiloh 2003; Shiloh 2006).  If the damage is irreparable, 
this complex network of genes (including p21, GADD45A, cyclin B1) induces cell cycle 
arrest or cell death (Shiloh 2006). 
In addition to DNA damage repair, other processes are also implicated in the 
response to ionizing radiation, as suggested by recent studies using high-throughput 
methods (Amundson et al. 1999; Jen and Cheung 2003; Matsuoka et al. 2007; Said et al. 
2004; Workman et al. 2006).  Changes in gene expression are critical (Elkon et al. 2005; 
Shiloh 2006), and investigators have found that genes induced or repressed by IR are 
involved in processes such as chromatin remodeling (Said et al. 2004), vacuole function 
(Said et al. 2004), RNA metabolism (Said et al. 2004), lipid metabolism (Workman et al. 
2006), stress responses (Workman et al. 2006) and metabolic pathways (Workman et al. 
2006).  However, many genes that are differentially expressed in response to IR have 
unknown function (Jen and Cheung 2003; Said et al. 2004), suggesting that we still have 
much to learn about the cellular response to ionizing radiation.  Here I expand upon 
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previous studies on human cells examining the roles of genes and their relationships in 
the cellular response to ionizing radiation. 
 
Advantages and disadvantages of using immortalized B cells 
Our studies are primarily done in human immortalized B cells because they offer 
many advantages.  First, the immortalized B cells used in our studies are part of a 
collection that has been used for various gene mapping and functional studies.  They are 
normal individuals in the Center d’Étude du Polymorphisme Humain (Dausset et al. 
1990) (CEPH) and the International HapMap (International HapMap Consortium 2003) 
collections.  Second, this collection provides the natural variation in gene expression 
levels that is used to identify relationships between genes.  Third, for ethical reasons, we 
cannot examine the effect of tunicamycin or ionzing radiation on individuals in controlled 
experimental settings; however, we can examine the response of cells derived from 
individuals to gain insight into human biology.  The main drawback of using 
immortalized B cells is that they are not primary cells.  One way to address this is to 






Contributions and findings of this dissertation 
Here I identify human coexpression networks at baseline and examine how they 
change upon stress.  I take advantage of normal variation in human gene expression 
levels of >4,000 genes in >95 individuals to study baseline and stressed networks.   
First (Chapter 1), I identified gene coexpression relationships under baseline, 
unstressed conditions, and used these relationships to learn about human gene functions 
and interactions. By studying expression levels of 4,238 genes in cells from 295 
individuals, I constructed human gene coexpression networks by identifying significant 
and reproducible correlations in expression levels of more than 8.9 million gene pairs.  I 
found biological processes, such as translation and glycolysis, co-occur in the same 
subnetworks.  Additionally, I predicted the functions of poorly-characterized human 
genes and provided supportive experimental evidence for one of these genes, TMEM111. 
In the network, genes that predispose to the same disease were clustered non-randomly, 
suggesting that the network may serve as a resource for identifying additional candidate 
genes that influence disease susceptibility.  This study showed that coexpression 
relationships identified by exploiting genetic variation may provide insight into gene 
functions and interactions in normal and disease processes. 
In the second study (Chapter 2), I examined the extent to which relationships 
between genes were altered upon exposure to two stresses.  To examine endoplasmic 
reticulum stress, gene expression was measured in cells from 131 individuals treated with 
tunicamycin or DMSO (control). To examine stress induced by irradiation, cells from 95 
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individuals were exposed to ionizing radiation and expression levels were measured 
before irradiation (0 hours) and 2 and 6 hours after treatment.  I found that although there 
were extensive changes in the expression levels of genes induced by ER or IR stress, 
network and machine learning methods suggested that the majority of gene relationships 
were maintained.  However, a subset of genes altered their relationships with other genes, 
and these genes tended to play critical roles in the specific stress response examined.  
Furthermore, some genes did not change expression level upon stress, but did alter their 
interactions with other genes, providing me with an opportunity to explore aspects of the 
cellular response that are unlikely to have been previously characterized. 
The third study (Chapter 3) is ongoing and examines the role of a poorly-
characterized gene, INHBE, and its function in endoplasmic reticulum stress.  I use gene 
relationships to explore the function of this gene. 
Overall, these studies offer information on the functions of human genes as 





Figure 0.1.  Many human genes have few publications associated with them in PubMed.  
Each circle represents a gene.  Genes are ordered on the x-axis by their Entrez Gene ID.  
We used the Entrez Gene FTP site to download all the PubMed IDs (publications) 
associated with each human gene.  This information was accessed on August 23, 2010. 
There were 30,296 human genes (Tax ID = 9606) in the database.  Genes with the most 
number of publications include TP53 (number of publications is 4068), TNF (3088), 
APOE (2534), MTHFR (2061), IL6 (1944), HLA-DRB1 (1890), VEGFA (1807), EGFR 
(1797), TGFB1 (1774), ACE (1656), ESR1 (1543), IL10 (1516) and others.  The median 
number of publications associated with genes is 5, but many of these articles do not 
describe the functions of these genes and instead list the gene among thousands of others 
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Coexpression network based on natural variation in human gene expression reveals 
gene interactions and functions 
Abstract 
Genes interact in networks to orchestrate cellular processes.  Analysis of these 
networks provides insights into gene interactions and functions.  Here, we took advantage 
of normal variation in human gene expression to infer gene networks, which we 
constructed using correlations in expression levels of over 8.9 million gene pairs in 
immortalized B cells from three independent samples.  The resulting networks allowed us 
to infer biological processes and gene functions.  Among the biological pathways, we 
found processes such as translation and glycolysis that co-occur in the same subnetworks.  
We predicted the functions of poorly characterized genes, including CHCHD2 and 
TMEM111, and provided experimental evidence that TMEM111 is part of the 
endoplasmic reticulum-associated secretory pathway.  We also found that IFIH1, a 
susceptibility gene of type 1 diabetes, interacts with YES1, which plays a role in glucose 
transport.  Furthermore, genes that predispose to the same diseases are clustered non-
randomly in the coexpression network, suggesting that networks may provide candidate 
genes that influence disease susceptibility.  Therefore, our analysis of gene coexpression 
networks may offer information on the role of human genes in normal and disease 





The functions of many human genes are unknown.  It is not unusual that when 
one searches the literature on a gene, one fails to find any papers that provide information 
on its biological roles.  Identifying gene function is difficult, especially if no hints, such 
as homologies to known genes, are available to direct the search.  However, since genes 
work by interacting with other genes, we may learn about their functions through their 
neighboring genes (Stuart et al. 2003; Ayroles et al. 2009).  Identifying gene function is 
increasingly important; in the last several years, genome-wide association studies 
(GWAS) have identified DNA variants that are associated with common complex 
diseases.  But for many of these studies, the functional links between the susceptibility 
genes and the diseases are unknown.   
In this study, we used correlations in expression levels of more than 8.9 million 
human gene pairs in immortalized B cells from three datasets to infer gene coexpression 
networks.  The resulting gene networks were based on correlations between genes that 
were found reproducibly in the three datasets.  This provided us with gene networks in 
which we had high confidence in the gene correlations.  We then used the networks to 
examine key biological processes and interactions among those processes in our cells.  
Then, we inferred the functions of 36 human genes with no known functions and 4 genes 
that have been implicated in GWAS as susceptibility genes for common human diseases, 
including IFIH1, which was recently found to be associated with type 1 diabetes. 
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The results from this study are available at 
http://www.geneticsofgeneexpression.org/network/ which allows users to explore our 
gene networks and to characterize genes of interest. 
 
Results 
Gene coexpression network 
In order to construct coexpression networks, we took advantage of normal 
variation in gene expression (Cheung et al. 2003) among unrelated individuals.  We 
measured expression levels of genes using microarrays.  We focused on 4,238 genes in 
immortalized B cells of 295 normal individuals in the Centre d’Étude du Polymorphisme 
Humain (CEPH) (Dausset et al. 1990) and the International HapMap collections 
(International HapMap Consortium 2005).  These cells have been used for various gene 
mapping and functional studies (Aggarwal et al. 1985; Morley et al. 2004; Stranger et al. 
2007).  Our samples include 148 unrelated grandparents in the CEPH-Utah pedigrees, 43 
Han Chinese in Beijing (CHB), 44 Japanese in Tokyo (JPT) and 60 Yoruba in Ibadan, 
Nigeria (YRI) from the International HapMap Project.  Since the expression levels of 
most genes are similar between the CHB and JPT samples (Spielman et al. 2007), we 
combined the samples as “ASN” for this analysis, as was also done by the International 
HapMap Project (International HapMap Consortium 2005).  First, we analyzed gene 
expression data from each population separately, and computed 3 population-specific 
correlations for each of the 8,978,203 pairs of genes (4,238 choose 2).  Then for each 
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gene pair, we compared the 3 population-specific correlations using Fisher’s test of 
homogeneity (Sokal and Rohlf 1995) (Fig.  1.1), and identified gene pairs that were 
similarly correlated in the 3 datasets.  The results showed that less than 1% of gene pairs 
differed significantly (P < 0.05, Bonferroni corrected) in correlation among the three 
populations (Supplementary Table 1.1); most gene pairs (> 99%) were similarly 
correlated in gene expression among populations.  For gene pairs whose correlations did 
not differ significantly among populations, we summarized the extent of their correlations 
by calculating the weighted average correlation, weighted by the number of individuals in 
each population (Fig. 1.1).  Among the correlated genes are ones that are known to 
interact functionally.  For example, BTK encodes Bruton agammaglobulinemia tyrosine 
kinase (Vetrie et al. 1993) that inhibits FAS (Vassilev et al. 1999), a pro-apoptotic gene.  
BTK and FAS are negatively correlated in expression in all three populations (rCEPH-Utah = 
-0.52; rASN = -0.47; rYRI = -0.52; test of homogeneity P = 0.87); the weighted average 
correlation is -0.51 (Fig. 1.1a).   Similarly, UMPS and CTPS encode the enzymes UMP 
synthase (Suttle et al. 1988) and CTP synthase (Yamauchi et al. 1990), which are 
essential for the production of CTP nucleotides used in the synthesis of DNA.  These two 
genes are positively correlated in the three populations (rCEPH-Utah = 0.69; rASN = 0.64; rYRI 
= 0.68; test of homogeneity P = 0.80), and the weighted average correlation is 0.67 (Fig 
1.1b).  Next, we used the weighted average correlations of our gene pairs to construct 
gene coexpression networks by placing connections between genes with an average 
correlation exceeding different thresholds (Table 1.1).  A network formed by gene pairs 
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correlated at |r| > 0.50 consisting of 44,872 gene pairs and encompassing 3,056 genes is 
shown in Figure 1.2a.   
 
Properties of human gene coexpression networks in B cells 
We examined the topologies of the resulting human gene coexpression networks 
(Table 1.1).  Though we present properties of coexpression networks constructed using 
various thresholds in Table 1.1, in this paper we focused on the coexpression network 
where connections were placed between genes that were correlated at |r| > 0.50 in order 
to facilitate discussion of a representative subset of the data (Fig. 1.2a).  At this threshold, 
we expect very few false positive correlations between genes; the chance that genes are 
correlated at |r| > 0.50 in our three samples is very small (P < 10-10).  We found that this 
network shares properties of other biological networks (Table 1.1).  The scale-free 
topology criterion (Zhang and Horvath 2005) is 0.84, which suggests that the network is 
comprised of many genes with few connections, but a few genes have many connections.  
In addition, the clustering coefficient (Watts and Strogatz 1998) and another network 
parameter, gamma (Barabasi and Albert 1999), are within the ranges expected for 
biological networks (Jordan et al. 2004; Zhang and Horvath 2005) (Table 1.1).     
As indicated by the scale-free topology criterion, our network consists of many 
genes with relatively few connections (mean = 29, median = 14), but a few genes have 
many more than the expected number of connections (> 200).  This is illustrated by the 
distribution of connections in the network (Fig. 1.2b).  Eighty percent (35,912/44,872) of 
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the connections in the network had at least one end point incident on 19% (588/3,056) of 
genes.  Since these genes are highly connected to other genes in the network, they have 
the potential to influence the expression of many other genes.   
In addition to calculating various network parameters, we assessed if our 
networks reflect known biological interactions by examining the functions of neighboring 
genes.  We found that gene pairs that are correlated at |r|>0.50 shared Gene Ontology 
(GO) (Ashburner et al. 2000) annotations significantly (P<10-16, χ2 test) more than 
expected by chance.  Among the 44,872 gene pairs correlated at |r|>0.50, 4,936 (11%) 
have the same GO annotations compared to 5 samplings of 10,000 randomly chosen gene 
pairs where only 481 ± 21 S.D. (4.8 % ± 0.1%) gene pairs shared the same GO 
annotations (only 5 samplings of 10,000 random pairs were done because we used a 
public resource, Entrez Gene, to identify GO terms and this is computationally intensive).  
This analysis requires gene pairs to have identical GO annotations.  Genes in the same 
functional pathways do not always share the same GO annotations.  But despite this 
stringent criterion, a significant result was obtained.  This suggests that neighboring 
genes in the networks tend to be related functionally. 
We also examined chromosomal locations of gene pairs correlated |r| >0.50.  We 
found 126 genes pairs (Supplementary Table 1.2) correlated at |r|>0.50 were located 
within 500 kb of each other, and this is significantly (P = 1.8 x 10-9, χ2 test) more than the 
47 ± 7 pairs in the randomly paired gene sets (50 random samplings of ~44,000 pairs).  
These findings suggest that genes that are significantly correlated in gene expression tend 
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to be located close to each other on a chromosome. 
 
 
Biological processes in B cells 
 To examine the subnetworks among the larger network, we parsed the network 
into 3,056 “local subnetworks.”  Each subnetwork consists of a “central gene” and genes 
that connect directly to the central gene based on correlation threshold (i.e., “neighbors” 
of the central gene).  We then examined the functions of genes in each of the 
subnetworks using Gene Ontology (GO).  Of the 3,056 subnetworks, 2,087 (68 %) 
subnetworks showed significant enrichment (after Benjamini-Hochberg multiple testing 
correction) for one or more functional categories (Table 1.2).  These categories include 
basic cellular processes, such as RNA processing and protein folding, as well as cell-type 
specific processes, such as antigen processing / presentation and response to DNA 
damage, which reflect the functions of B cells.  Other studies have also found that DNA 
damage repair is part of the normal developmental process of lymphocytes (Bredemeyer 
et al. 2008) and processes such as protein folding are enriched in B cells (Dixon et al. 
2007). 
 Some functional groupings are found together in many subnetworks.  For 
example, a subnetwork may include genes that play a role in RNA processing and those 
that participate in protein folding.  We identified six pairs of functional groupings that are 
found more often than expected by chance within the same subnetworks (Table 1.3).  
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Among the 2,087 subnetworks, 102 subnetworks include genes that play a role in 
glycolysis and translation, compared to only 37 such subnetworks in a random network 
(P = 4.0 x 10-8, χ2 test) (only 1 random network was analyzed in studies examining 
functional enrichment within subnetworks because these analyses are computationally 
intensive and utilize external resources, such as BiNGO or DAVID NIH).  These findings 
suggest that processes such as glycolysis and translation may be functionally related or 
coordinately regulated in B cells.  
 
Predicting gene functions using coexpression networks 
 Next, we used the networks to examine gene functions.  For each subnetwork, we 
used the functions of the neighboring genes to predict the functions of the central gene.  
First, we examined central genes with known functions and asked whether our analysis 
recapitulates those recognized roles.  Among the 2,087 subnetworks that showed 
significant (Benjamini-Hochberg corrected) enrichment of one or more functional 
categories, 1,824 central genes were annotated by Gene Ontology.   The functions of 368 
(20%) of these genes were the same between Gene Ontology and our prediction.  By 
comparison, in a random network, the overlap between Gene Ontology and our prediction 
is only 8% (143/1,789) (P < 10-16, χ2 test).  An example is RPL35, which is part of the 
large ribosomal subunit that is involved in protein translation (Uechi et al. 2001).  In our 
network, 69 of its 114 neighbors are also involved in translation (P = 10-73, Benjamini-
Hochberg multiple testing correction).  Another example is TOP2A, a topoisomerase 
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which alters topological states of DNA during replication (Tsai-Pflugfelder et al. 1988); 
32 of its 66 neighbors are involved in mitosis (P = 10-41, Benjamini-Hochberg multiple 
testing correction).  In both cases, if we did not know the functions of RPL35 and 
TOP2A, we would have been able to assign their functions correctly based on the 
function of their neighbors.   
We extended these analyses from Gene Ontology to BIND protein-protein 
interactions (Bader et al. 2001) and KEGG pathways (Kanehisa and Goto 2000) 
databases.  While fewer central genes (135 in BIND, 167 KEGG) could be analyzed in 
these databases compared to Gene Ontology (1,824 genes), they allowed us to examine 
interactions and pathways.  The interactions of 46% (62/135) of genes were the same 
between BIND and our prediction, whereas for a random network, only 24% (25/105) 
genes were the same (P = 4.1 x 10-4, χ2 test).  The pathways for 61% (102/167) of genes 
were the same between KEGG and our prediction, compared to only 20% (24/120) in a 
random network (P = 4.6 x 10-12, χ2 test).  For example, NDUFA3 encodes an NADH 
dehydrogenase subcomplex.  When examining the direct neighbors of NDUFA3, we 
observed an over-representation of genes that participate in the “oxidative 
phosphorylation” pathway (P = 0.002, Benjamini-Hochberg multiple testing correction).  
These results suggest the coexpression network may reveal gene interactions and 
functions. 
These results encouraged us to use this approach to predict the functions of poorly 
characterized genes in our coexpression network.  We defined poorly characterized genes 
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as genes with no PubMed articles and no Entrez Gene description.  There are 66 such 
poorly characterized genes in our network.  Among these 66 genes, we were able to 
predict the functions of 36 genes (55%); their identity and predicted functions are listed 
in Table 1.4.  For the remaining genes, we did not observe evidence of functional 
enrichment.  CHCHD2 is a gene that we were able to characterize.  CHCHD2 is 
connected to 83 genes in the coexpression network which are enriched for genes that are 
involved in glycolysis (P = 0.003, Benjamini-Hochberg multiple testing correction) and 
translation (P<10-70, Benjamini-Hochberg multiple testing correction) (Fig. 1.3) by GO 
annotation and also by KEGG pathway analysis (“ribosome” (P = 4 x 10-65, Benjamini-
Hochberg multiple testing correction) and nominal enrichment for “glycolysis / 
gluconeogenesis” (P=0.04, not significant after multiple testing correction)).  
Examination of the protein domains of CHCHD2 reveals that it has a coiled-coil-helix-
coiled-coil-helix that is structurally homologous to a yeast protein MRP10 (Marchler-
Bauer et al. 2007).  MRP10 is essential for translation of mitochondrial genes in yeast 
(Jin et al. 1997).  Together, these findings suggest that CHCHD2 plays a role in 
translation in human cells.  Another example is TMEM111, which is connected to 17 
genes in the coexpression network.  These genes are enriched for several GO biological 
processes including endoplasmic reticulum (ER) to Golgi vesicle-mediated transport 
(P=0.05, Benjamini-Hochberg multiple testing correction), secretory pathway (P=0.03, 
Benjamini-Hochberg multiple testing correction) and macromolecule localization 
(P=0.03, Benjamini-Hochberg multiple testing correction)(Fig. 1.4a).  Furthermore, by 
KEGG pathway analysis, the TMEM111 coexpression network showed nominal 
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enrichment for genes in “N-glycan biosythesis” (P=0.04, not significant after multiple 
testing correction).  To further examine this prediction, we treated immortalized B cells 
from 10 unrelated individuals to tunicamycin, an ER stress-inducing agent, and measured 
the expression level of TMEM111.  We found a significant (P<10-5, paired t-test) increase 
in the expression level of TMEM111 in response to tunicamycin-induced ER stress (Fig. 
1.4b).  The expression levels of 5 ER-associated neighbors of TMEM111 (COPB2, 
TMED10, SSR2, DNAJB9, RPN2) were also significantly increased (P<10-5, paired t-test) 
in response to ER stress.  Together, these results support the prediction that TMEM111 
plays a role in ER-mediated secretory pathways. 
 
Predicting the functions of genes implicated in GWAS 
Of the 4,238 genes in our network, 201 have been associated with phenotypes in 
genome-wide association studies (GWAS) (Hindorff et al. 2009a).  Of these, 140 genes 
were connected to at least one other gene in our coexpression network (Supplementary 
Fig. 1.1, and http://www.geneticsofgeneexpression.org/network/ select the tab labeled 
“GWAS”).   
We first examined genes whose roles in disease susceptibility are fairly well 
understood.  We found that the subnetworks confirm the known disease mechanisms and 
include other susceptibility genes for those diseases.  For example, TRAF1 was identified 
as a susceptibility gene for rheumatoid arthritis (Plenge et al. 2007).  TRAF1 mediates 
TNF-stimulated signal transduction, and plays a role in apoptosis (Tsitsikov et al. 2001). 
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In our coexpression network, TRAF1 is directly connected to other apoptotic genes such 
as CTNNAL1, HDAC1, CDC2, STAT5A, TNFRSF8, NFKBIA, BUB1B, TOP2A, IFI16, 
CD40, and TNFAIP3 (P=4.7 x 10-4, Benjamini-Hochberg multiple testing correction) 
(Fig. 1.5a).  In the TRAF1 subnetwork, two other genes, TNFAIP3 and CD40, have also 
been implicated in rheumatoid arthritis (Raychaudhuri et al. 2008).  These three genes, 
TNFAIP3, CD40 and TRAF1, modulate the transcription factor activity of NF-kB, a 
critical player in the immune response (Perkins 2007).  Another example is HMGCR that 
encodes HMG-CoA reductase, which is a target of statin drugs (Endo et al. 1977).  The 
HMGCR subnetwork is enriched for genes that participate in sterol metabolic process 
(P=6.6. x 10-5, Benjamini-Hochberg multiple testing correction) (Fig. 1.5b).  LDLR is in 
the HMGCR subnetwork; genetic variants in LDLR are associated with susceptibility to 
high cholesterol levels (Kathiresan et al. 2008).  These results imply that the coexpression 
network may provide candidate susceptibility genes for complex diseases. 
With the above findings, we explored other genes that have been implicated in 
GWAS, but whose roles in disease pathogenesis are unknown.  Both common (Todd et 
al. 2007) and rare (Nejentsev et al. 2009) variants of IFIH1 have been implicated in the 
predisposition to type 1 diabetes (T1D).  In our coexpression network, IFIH1 is positively 
correlated with YES1 (rCEPH-Utah = 0.60; rASN = 0.55; rYRI = 0.56), a tyrosine kinase that 
facilitates glucose transport by mediating SLC2A4 (also known as GLUT4) translocation 
(Imamura et al. 2001) (Fig. 1.6a).  To determine if YES1 and IFIH1 are functionally 
related, we tested whether YES1 influences the expression of IFIH1.  Since our samples 
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are those in the CEPH and HapMap collections, high density SNP genotypes are 
available on all samples (International HapMap Consortium 2003; International HapMap 
Consortium 2005).  We regressed the expression level of IFIH1 on genotypes of SNPs in 
YES1 and found that variants in YES1 are significantly (rs7232858, P=0.01) associated 
with expression level of IFIH1. We also noted that a SNP (rs3786347) in YES1 is 
nominally significant in a recent meta-analysis of type 1 diabetes (P=0.02) (Hulbert et al. 
2007).  This result suggests that IFIH1 influences the susceptibility of T1D by playing a 
role in glucose transport.  Studies have demonstrated that defects in glucose transport 
precede the onset of overt type 1 diabetes, and that such defects may play a role in the 
pathogenesis of diabetes (Unger 1991). 
Another example is B3GALT4, which has been implicated in influencing LDL 
cholesterol levels (Willer et al. 2008).  B3GALT4 encodes a glycosyltransferase.  While it 
is widely expressed in multiple tissues, it is only known to act on ganglioseries glycolipid 
biosynthesis.  The role of B3GALT4 in influencing LDL cholesterol levels remains poorly 
understood, though it is hypothesized to glycosylate lipid receptors (Willer et al. 2008).  
In our coexpression network, B3GALT4 is connected to 30 genes, and 5 of them play a 
role in protein folding (P=0.002, Benjamini-Hochberg multiple testing correction) (Fig. 
1.6b).  This suggests that B3GALT4 may influence cholesterol levels by affecting the 
folding of proteins such as the LDL receptor.  To further examine the role of B3GALT4 in 
protein folding, we analyzed the expression of B3GALT4 in cells with tunicamycin-
induced ER stress.  We found that B3GALT4 was significantly increased (P=0.03, paired 
t-test) suggesting that B3GALT4 plays a role in the unfolded protein response.  These 
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findings further support previous studies that have demonstrated links between protein 
folding and cholesterol metabolism (Lee et al. 2008). 
 
Human gene coexpression website 
 In this study, we examined over 8.9 million pairs of genes.  The results we 
reported are summaries of key points.  To allow readers to explore the data, we have 
developed a website, http://www.geneticsofgeneexpression.org/network/, where one can 
input a gene of interest and find genes that are correlated with it.  The underlying gene 
expression data used to calculate the correlations are provided in graphical and tabular 
forms on this website.     
    
Discussion 
 In this study, we took advantage of the extensive variation in expression levels of 
human genes to construct gene coexpression networks.  We analyzed gene expression 
data from one cell type, immortalized B cells, of normal individuals.  In contrast, 
previous studies have pooled data from normal and diseased tissues to construct 
coexpression networks; the resulting interactions may not represent those in particular 
cells and/or tissues.  To construct networks, we used gene pairs that are correlated in 
three datasets in order to minimize spurious correlations. 
Our analysis shows that correlated genes tend to have similar functions.  This 
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allowed us to infer the functions of unknown genes based on functions of their neighbors 
in coexpression networks.  Using this approach, we explored the functions of 38 genes 
with no known functions, including those that were implicated in GWAS as disease 
susceptibility genes.  One of these genes is TMEM111; we predicted that it plays a role in 
the endoplasmic reticulum because it is significantly and reproducibly correlated in 
expression to several genes that function in the endoplasmic reticulum.  We provide 
support for this prediction by showing that its expression level increases upon 
tunicamycin-induced ER stress, similar to other genes that function in the ER.  Another 
example is IFIH1, a susceptibility gene for type 1 diabetes.  In our network, the 
expression level of IFIH1 is significantly correlated with YES1, a kinase that is involved 
in GLUT4-mediated glucose transport.  We found that individuals with different 
polymorphic forms of YES1 have significantly (P=0.01) different levels of IFIH1, 
suggesting that IFIH1 may influence susceptibility to diabetes through its role in glucose 
transport.   
 In addition to allowing prediction of gene functions, coexpression networks may 
provide candidate disease susceptibility genes.  We find evidence for non-random 
clustering of disease susceptibility genes in the networks.  The TRAF1 and HMGCR 
subnetworks include more susceptibility genes for rheumatoid arthritis and cholesterol 
levels, respectively, than expected by chance (P<10-6).  Among the 4,238 examined in 
this study, 7 genes have been implicated in rheumatoid arthritis (Hindorff et al. 2009b).  
Three of these genes are part of the TRAF1 subnetwork, which is 30 times what we 
would expect by chance based on the hypergeometric distribution (P=9.9 x 10-7).  This 
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suggests that although the remaining genes in these subnetworks have not been 
implicated as susceptibility genes, some may be associated with increased risks of 
rheumatoid arthritis. 
Since the disease susceptibility genes that are in a coexpression network often 
participate in the same functional pathways, interactions among these genes may be 
studied.  Many of the sequence variants identified in gene mapping studies, such as 
genome-wide association, have only modest effects.  While the contributions of each 
gene to disease risk may be small, their contributions in aggregate are likely to be more 
substantial.  Thus, understanding their interactions is important for quantifying a person’s 
risk of developing a disease and for characterizing disease mechanisms.   
 In this study, we focused on B cells from normal individuals.  Similar analysis of 
coexpression networks for other human cell types will elucidate the functions of other 




Samples and gene expression measurements 
Lymphoblastoid cell lines were obtained from Coriell Cell Repositories.  Samples 
are those from individuals from 4 populations:  European-derived individuals from the 
Utah pedigrees of the Centre d’Étude du Polymorphisme Humain collection (CEPH-
Utah), N = 148; Han Chinese in Beijing, China, N = 43 (CHB); Japanese in Tokyo, Japan 
(JPT), N = 44; and Yoruba in Ibadan, Nigeria (YRI), N = 60.  The CHB and JPT samples 
were combined as “ASN.”  We first collected samples from the CEPH-Utah collection, 
the majority of which were processed from October 2002 through 2004.  We then 
analyzed the HapMap samples (ASN and YRI) when they became available; these were 
processed in 2005 and 2006.  However, we do not consider batch effects to be a major 
concern for our analyses, since samples from each population were analyzed separately.  
Furthermore, batch effects would have resulted in significant differences between 
populations, which we did not observe in our analyses.  Gene expression was measured 
as described previously (Cheung et al. 2005; Spielman et al. 2007; Price et al. 2008).  
Briefly, expression levels of genes were measured using Human Genome Focus Arrays 
(Affymetrix, CA).  RNA was extracted using the RNeasy Mini-Kit (Qiagen), amplified, 
labeled and hybridized as per the manufacturer’s instructions.  Gene expression signals 
were normalized using the MAS 5.0 algorithm (Affymetrix, CA).  Expression intensity 
was scaled to 500 and log2 transformed.  The NCBI GEO accession number for this 
collection of microarray data is GSE12526.  For a subset of the data, we also normalized 
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the expression signals using RMA (Irizarry et al. 2003).  We compared the gene 
correlations between MAS5.0 normalized and RMA normalized data; among the 8.9 
million gene pairs, only 7,515 (0.8%) gene pairs differed significantly (P<0.05, 
Bonferroni corrected).  Thus, for the remaining analyses, we used the MAS 5.0 
normalized data.   
Gene correlation and construction of the coexpression network 
Of the 8,793 genes on the microarray,  4,238 (48%) genes were called “present” 
or “marginal” by the MAS 5.0 algorithm (Affymetrix, CA) in at least 80% of individuals 
in one or more populations, and those genes were considered as “expressed” in our cells; 
we focused on these expressed genes for all analyses in this project.  For all possible pairs 
of genes, we calculated the Pearson correlation of expression levels across individuals 
within a population.  This calculation was done separately for each population.  Fisher’s 
test of homogeneity (Sokal and Rohlf 1995) was used to identify correlations that were 
significantly different (Bonferroni corrected P<0.05) among the 3 populations (CEPH-
Utah, ASN and YRI).  For gene pairs that were not significantly different, we estimated 
weighted / common correlation coefficients (Sokal and Rohlf 1995).  As an alternative to 
taking the weighted / common correlation, we examined correlation coefficients upon 
pooling data from the populations, but found that this did not change the results 
dramatically.  Then, correlated gene pairs were connected to construct a coexpression 
network.  We constructed multiple networks using different thresholds and measured 
topological properties of the resulting networks.  Correlations and topological properties 
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of the network were analyzed using MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc, Natick, MA).  
Networks were represented as adjacency matrices in MATLAB, and standard MATLAB 
functions were used to calculate the number of genes, the number of connections and the 
distribution of connections in each network.  MATLAB functions for determining the 
clustering coefficient (Watts and Strogatz 1998), gamma (Barabasi and Albert 1999) and 
scale-free topology criteria (Zhang and Horvath 2005) were implemented as previously 
described.  Code will be provided upon request.  Figures of the resulting networks were 
drawn using Cytoscape 2.6.0 (Shannon et al. 2003) or GraphViz (Ellson et al. 2002). 
Random gene pairs and networks 
Random gene pairs were genes that were paired randomly as opposed to being 
paired based on correlation patterns.  Random networks were constructed as described 
previously (Maslov and Sneppen 2002).  MATLAB code provided by S. Maslov 
(http://www.cmth.bnl.gov/~maslov/matlab.htm) was used to generate random networks.  
Briefly, random networks consisted of the same 4,238 genes as in the observed networks 
and were constructed to have the same distribution of connections as observed networks.  
To do this, a gene in the random network had the same number of connections as in the 
observed network, but its connections to other genes were random instead of being based 




Enrichment analysis of Gene Ontology Biological Processes was performed using 
BiNGO (version 2.3) (Maere et al. 2005) with the default parameters except that the 
organism was set to “Homo sapiens.”  Enrichment was assessed using the 
hypergeometric test with Benjamini & Hochberg correction (Benjamini and Yekutieli 
2001). Significant enrichments were those with P<0.05 (after Benjamini-Hochberg 
correction).  Enrichment analysis for BIND protein interactions or KEGG Pathways was 
done using DAVID (Dennis et al. 2003; Huang da et al. 2009).  Significant enrichments 
were those with P<0.05 (after Benjamini-Hochberg correction). 
Co-occurrence of biological processes 
To identify processes that were commonly found together among subnetworks, 
we used the Apriori algorithm for frequent item set mining (Agrawal et al. 1993), an 
implementation of which was provided by C. Borgelt 
(http://www.borgelt.net/apriori.html).  The default parameters were used except that we 
focused our analysis on pairs of biological processes, and lowered the threshold of 
minimal support to identify pairs of processes that occurred with a frequency of 0.1% or 
more (in at least 2 subnetworks).  The output of this program lists all pairs of processes 
and how often they were observed together in the subnetworks.  We examined this output 
to identify processes that are different (e.g., translation differs from glycolysis), noted the 
number of times these different pairs were observed among subnetworks, and compared 




The following cell lines were treated with 4 ug/ml of tunicamycin (T7765 Sigma, 
MO) in DMSO or only with 0.5% DMSO (untreated) for 8 hours:  GM12146, GM12239, 
GM12144, GM12145, GM07022, GM07056, GM06994, GM07000, GM07034 and 
GM07055.  RNA was extracted using the RNeasy Mini-Kit (Qiagen), amplified, labeled 
and hybridized as per the manufacturer’s instructions.  Expression levels of genes were 
measured using Human Genome U133 Plus 2.0Arrays (Affymetrix, CA).  Gene 
expression signals were normalized using the RMA algorithm (Irizarry et al. 2003).  
Changes in gene expression were assessed by t-test. 
Databases 
“A Catalog of Published Genome-Wide Association Studies” database was used 
to identify genes that have been implicated in genome-wide association studies 
(www.genome.gov/26525384) (Hindorff et al. 2009a).  
Entrez Programming Utilities (Perl scripts) were used to access information in the 
Pubmed (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/, date accessed: March 2, 2009) and 
Entrez Gene databases (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez, date accessed: March 
2, 2009). These databases were used to identify genes with no entry in the “Description” 
field of the Entrez Gene database and no articles in PubMed when querying with the gene 
symbol.  The resulting gene list was manually examined to confirm that these genes were 
poorly characterized, and there was nothing published about their functions.  Manual 
examination involved using the “Related Articles in Pubmed” link for each gene on the 
Entrez Gene website (which allowed us to identify and exclude genes in our list that are 
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well studied but are reported in the literature using an alternative gene symbol), and the 




Figure 1.1.   Examples of gene pairs that are significantly and reproducibly correlated.  
(a) BTK and FAS are negatively correlated in expression across unrelated individuals 
from three different populations.  The weighted average correlation between BTK and 
FAS is -0.51.  (b)  Similarly, UMPS and CTPS are positively correlated in expression and 
are connected in the coexpression network.  Expression levels for these genes are 
provided on the axes and given in log 2 transformed intensity units.  The population-




Figure 1.2.  Coexpression network where connections are placed between genes that are 
correlated at |r| > 0.50.  (a) The coexpression network includes 44,872 connections 
among 3,056 genes.  This network consists mainly of a giant connected component.  (b) 




Figure 1.3.  CHCHD2 Subnetwork. This subnetwork consists of CHCHD2 (center) and 
its 83 direct neighbors.  Genes colored in red are known to play a role in translation.  




Figure 1.4.  TMEM111 Subnetwork.  (a) This subnetwork consists of TMEM111 (center, 
grey) and its 17 direct neighbors.  Genes colored in green are known to function in the 
secretory pathway or the endoplasmic reticulum based on Gene Ontology annotations.  
Genes colored in orange are involved in tRNA aminoacylation.  (b) Log 2 expression of 




Figure 1.5.  TRAF1 and HMGCR Subnetworks.  (a) This subnetwork consists of TRAF1 
(center, grey) and 20 direct neighbors. To simplify the figure, only the top 20 genes that 
are most correlated in expression with TRAF1 are shown even though TRAF1 has 56 
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neighbors.  CD40, TNFAIP3 and TRAF1 have been implicated in the pathogenesis of 
rheumatoid arthritis and are marked with star symbols. (b) This subnetwork consists of 




Figure 1.6.  IFIH1 and B3GALT4 Subnetworks.  (a) This subnetwork consists of IFIH1 
(center, grey) and 8 direct neighbors.  IFIH1 has been implicated in the pathogenesis of 
type I diabetes.  (b) This subnetwork consists of B3GALT4 (grey) and its direct 
neighbors.  To simplify the figure, only the top 11 genes that are most correlated in 
expression with B3GALT4 are shown. 
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0.1 4,924,688 4,238 3064 
2324  
(2394) N.D. 0.21 N.D. 
0.2 2,139,551 4,238 1944 
1010 
(1034) N.D. 0.06 N.D. 
0.3 737,626 4,216 1102 
350 
(319) N.D. 0.28 N.D. 
0.4 201,183 3,972 535 
101 
(70) 0.43 0.76 0.93 
0.5 44,872 3,056 210 
29 
(14) 0.48 0.84 1.19 
0.6 9,636 1,585 97 
12 
(5) 0.54 0.83 1.32 
0.7 2,762 511 76 
11 
(2) 0.63 0.55 0.88 
0.8 1,084 122 56 
18 
(6) 0.81 0.41 0.48 
0.9 139 40 21 
7 
(6) 0.69 0.53 0.64 
*The clustering coefficient was measured as defined by Watts and Strogatz (1998). It 
measures the amount of “cliquishness” among genes in the network, and represents the 
probability that two genes that are connected to a common gene are also connected to 
each other. 
**The scale-free topology criterion was measured as defined by Zhang and Horvath 
(2005).  It was developed to select parameters, such as correlation thresholds, that 
produce network topologies similar to other biological networks.  This measurement 
ranges from 0 to 1, with 1 representing networks that are most like other biological 
networks. 
†In many networks, the probability that a gene is connected to k other genes is given by 
the power law distribution (Barabasi and Albert 1999; Barabasi and Oltvai 2004): P(k) ~ 
k -gamma. A gamma less than 3 indicates that the network consists of many genes with 
relatively few connections and a few genes, hubs, with many connections. These hubs 
have the potential to affect many other genes in the network. 
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Table 1.2. Biological processes active in B cells. 
Process Number (%) of Subnetworks P value 
Observed  
(N = 2,087) 
Random  
(N = 2,046) 
RNA processing 313 (15%) 221 (10.8%) 5.8 x 10-5 
Protein folding 240 (11.5%) 117 (5.7%) 3.7 x 10-11 
Intracellular protein transport 198 (9.5%) 147 (7.2%) 0.0074 
Response to DNA damage 
stimulus 
184 (8.8%) 57 (2.8%) 1.1 x 10-16 
Glycolysis 171 (8.2%) 61 (3%) 3.4 x 10-13 
Secretory pathway 171 (8.2%) 6 (0.3%) < 10-16 
DNA replication 169 (8.1%) 37 (1.8%) < 10-16 
Antigen processing and 
presentation 
98 (4.7%) 35 (1.7%) 5.4 x 10-8 
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Table 1.3.  Biological processes that frequently co-occur within subnetworks. 
Process 1 Process 2 Number (%) of Subnetworks P value 
Observed  
(N = 2,087) 
Random  
(N = 2,046) 
glycolysis translation 102 (4.9%) 37 (1.8%) 4.0 x 10-8 
protein folding RNA 
processing 




translation 83 (4%) 10 (0.5%) 4.01 x 10-14 
protein folding nucleotide 
biosynthetic 
process 












Table 1.4.  Predicted functions of poorly characterized genes based on the functions of 
their neighboring genes.* 
Gene Symbol Predicted Functions (# of Genes in Subnetwork with these 
Functions) 
AIMP2 ribonucleoprotein complex biogenesis and assembly (13), 
protein folding (11), nucleotide biosynthetic process (7), protein 
catabolic process (8), mitotic cell cycle (7) 
C11orf58 RNA splicing (4), axoneme biogenesis (1), mRNA transport (2), 
protein amino acid O-linked mannosylation (1), cytoplasmic 
sequestering of NFkB (1), cell morphogenesis (3) 
C17orf85 RNA splicing (4) 
C22orf28 establishment of mitotic spindle (3), mitosis (9), protein folding 
(7), proton transport (4), heme metabolic process (2) 
CHCHD2 translation (59), glycosis (4) 
COPS7B protein import (3) 
COX4NB RNA processing (12), pyrimidine nucleotide biosynthetic 
process (4), protein folding (7), oligodendrocyte development 
(2), tRNA processing (4), polyamine biosynthetic process (2), 
quinone cofactor metabolic process(2), cellular component 
disassembly(3), biopolymer catabolic process(7) 
DUS1L protein polymerization (4) 
FAM117A pyrimidine nucleotide biosynthetic process (3), ER overload 
response (2), regulation of apoptosis (8), protein folding (6), 
translation (8) 
GPN3 double-strand break repair via homologous recombination (2), 
amine metabolic process (2) 
MMS19L alcohol metabolic process (3), protein import into nucleus (2), 
GMP metabolic process (1) 
NUCKS1 nuclear transport (3), RNA processing (4) 
PMS2L3 protein catabolic process (2) 
POLR3G IMP metabolic process (2), purine nucleotide biosynthetic 
process (3), steriod hormone receptor complex assembly (1), 
response to unfolded protein (2) 
SLC35B1 protein folding (5) 
TM9SF3 secretory pathway (8) 
TMED3 peptidyl-asparagine modification (2), protein folding(4) 
TMED9 protein localization (7) 
TMEM111 tRNA aminoacylation for protein translation (2), secretory 
pathway (8) 
TMEM165 RNA splicing (6), protein targeting (5) 
UBXN1 ER to Golgi vesicle-mediated transport (4), energy derivation by 
oxidation of organic compounds (4), cell division (5), purine 
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ribonucleoside triphosphate biosynthetic process (3) 
ZNF226 pyrimidine nucleotide metabolic process (4), RNA processing 
(9), amino acid and derivative metabolic process (7), 
ribonucleoprotein complex biogenesis and assembly (5), 
regulation of epithelial cell proliferation (2) 
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Genome-wide study of human gene relationships at baseline and upon stress 
 
Abstract 
 Cells respond to their environment by altering the expression levels and 
interactions of genes.  Here we examined the extent to which human cells alter 
expression levels and gene relationships in response to two stresses:  endoplasmic 
reticulum (ER) stress and stress induced by ionizing radiation (IR).  Using large datasets, 
we found extensive changes in expression levels upon stress.  To examine relationships, 
we measured correlation in expression levels between >5,000 genes in >95 individuals.  
We also examined relationships using network and machine learning methods.  In 
contrast to the extensive changes observed in gene expression levels, we found the 
majority (between 65–95%) of relationships between genes were maintained upon stress.  
However, a subset of genes showed altered relationships. These genes tended to be 
critical for the cellular response to the specific stress.  For example, BIP and CHOP alter 
relationships in ER stress; p21 (CDKN1A), GADD45A and CCNB1 alter relationships in 
IR stress.  Some genes with altered relationships have not been implicated in ER or IR 
stress and some also alter their relationships without changing expression; these are genes 
that may be critical but remain unexplored.  We provide evidence implicating two such 
genes, INHBE and SLC3A2, in the response to ionizing radiation and cell death.  Our 
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results suggest that the majority of gene relationships are maintained upon stress, but 
those genes with altered relationships tend to be critical to the stress response. 
 
Introduction 
Cells respond to their environment by modulating the activity of thousands of 
genes.  They do so by changing gene expression levels and altering interactions between 
genes.  While stress-induced changes in expression levels can be identified by 
microarrays, changes in gene interactions are more difficult to study.  In humans, the 
most feasible genome-wide method of characterizing gene interactions or relationships is 
to identify correlated expression patterns of genes across sample (“coepxression”). 
However, few human studies have asked if coexpression patterns are altered upon stress.  
This is because few large datasets have been collected to examine gene relationships in 
both unstressed and stressed conditions. 
Here, we examine the extent to which relationships between human genes are 
altered upon stress.  We examine large datasets of gene expression levels before and after 
exposure to 2 types of stresses:  endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress and stress induced by 
ionizing radiation (IR).  Since genes do not work in isolation, we study them as members 
of networks and examine their relationships with each other (Hartwell et al. 1999).  We 
can construct networks representing cellular states before and after stress because we 
exploit inter-individual variation under each condition.  This inter-individual variation is 
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a dimension of our data that is not present in many other studies.  Few, if any, studies 
have compared biological networks in the same cell type over the same set of genes, both 
before and after a perturbation, though the concept of doing so has been noted (Sharan 
and Ideker 2006).  Most studies compare networks across different species (Bergmann et 
al. 2004; Oldham et al. 2006; Stuart et al. 2003), different tissues (Yan et al. 2007), or in 
different disease states (de la Fuente 2010). 
By combining expression measurements with network and machine learning 
methods, we found that while expression levels of many genes are altered upon stress, the 
majority of relationships between genes do not change.  However, some genes are 
exceptions and alter their relationships. These genes tend to play critical roles in the 
cellular response to ER or IR stress.  We also found a set of genes that alter their 
relationships without changing expression level; these genes represent aspects of the 
cellular stress response that are potentially new avenues for exploration. 
 
Results 
Human cells exhibit extensive changes in gene expression levels upon stress 
First, we studied the extent to which gene expression levels change in response to 
stress.  We studied 2 types of stresses: endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress and stress 
induced by exposure to ionizing radiation (IR).  We have previously reported individual 
variation in gene expression response for both of these stresses (Dombroski et al. 2010; 
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Smirnov et al. 2009).  To induce ER stress, we treated immortalized B cells from 131 
unrelated individuals with either DMSO (vehicle control) or tunicamycin and measured 
gene expression 8 hours after treatment (hereafter referred to as the “ER dataset”) 
(Dombroski et al. 2010).  To study IR stress, cells from 95 unrelated individuals were 
treated with 10 Gy of ionizing radiation and gene expression was measured at 0 (before 
irradiation), 2 and 6 hours after irradiation (post-IR) as described previously (Smirnov et 
al. 2010) (hereafter referred to as the “IR dataset”).  We focused our analysis on 6,775 
genes and 5,975 genes that were expressed in at least 80% of individuals at any time 
point / treatment in the ER and IR datasets, respectively.   
A unique aspect of our study is that we used a large number of individuals to 
identify stress-induced changes in expression. Because each individual is a biological 
replicate, we can identify subtle, statistically significant changes in expression levels that 
have not been observed previously.  For example, Figure 2.1 shows that CCNB1IP1 is 
significantly up-regulated 1.23 fold on average in 95 individuals 6 hours after exposure to 
ionizing radiation (P=1.12 x 10-24, paired t-test with Bonferroni correction).  CCNB1IP1 
(also called HEI10) has not been previously implicated in IR stress or DNA damage, 
perhaps because many studies set a fold-change threshold of >1.5.  However, CCNB1IP1 
is an E3 ubiquitin ligase that binds and degrades cyclin B (Toby et al. 2003).  
Degradation of cyclin B delays or arrests cell cycle progression (Toby et al. 2003).  It is 
plausible that cells up-regulate CCNBIP1 to delay or halt the cell cycle in response to IR.  
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This may have clinical relevance since CCNBIP1 expression levels have been implicated 
in the prognosis of breast and lung cancer (Confalonieri et al. 2009). 
Thus, using large sample sizes, we found extensive changes in gene expression 
upon ER and IR stress.  Upon tunicamycin treatment, 71% (4,801 / 6,775, P<0.05, paired 
t-test with Bonferroni correction) of genes changed significantly.  Of these, 45% (2,160 / 
4,801) were up-regulated and 55% (2,641 / 4,801) were down-regulated. The distribution 
of fold changes is given in Figure 2.2A.  Supplementary Table 2.1 lists genes that show 
significant changes upon tunicamycin treatment and whether they have been previously 
implicated in ER stress (see Methods section for caveats). 
Upon exposure to ionizing radiation, we found that 23% (1,381 / 5,975; P<0.05, 
paired t-test with Bonferroni correction) and 32% (1,902 / 5,975; P<0.05, paired t-test 
with Bonferroni correction) of genes changed significantly 2 and 6 hours post-IR, 
respectively.  At 2 hours, 35% (488 / 1,381) were up-regulated and 65% (893 / 1,381) 
were down-regulated.  At 6 hours, 50% (951 / 1,902) were up-regulated, and the other 
half were down-regulated.  The distribution of fold changes is given in Figure 2.2B and 
2.2C.  Supplementary Table 2.2 lists genes that show significant changes upon irradiation 
and whether they have been implicated previously in the IR stress response.   
Thus, depending on the stress, between ~30 – 70% of genes are differentially 




Examining gene relationships upon stress 
We examined relationships between genes and asked if they too change extensively 
upon stress.  We took three approaches to determine if relationships between genes are 
altered: 
1. We compared unstressed and stressed conditions and asked if correlation in 
expression levels between genes significantly differed upon stress. 
2. We asked if changes in expression induced by stress are consistent with 
coexpression relationships observed at baseline.  If two genes are positively 
correlated at baseline, and one gene is up-regulated upon stress, the other should 
be up-regulated assuming relationships between genes are maintained.  We 
examined the extent to which this was true. 
3. We trained support vector machines (SVMs) to model relationships between 
genes in the unstressed state.  We then asked whether SVMs trained on unstressed 
data were also accurate models under stress.  If so, it implies that relationships 
between genes are maintained upon stress. 
 
Correlation in expression between genes at baseline and under stress 
To identify correlation in expression levels (“coexpression”) between genes, we 
took advantage of normal variation in gene expression among unrelated individuals 
(Cheung et al. 2003).  For all pairwise combinations of genes, we calculated the 
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correlation in expression across unrelated individuals; we analyzed each time point and 
treatment independently.  Thus, two sets of correlations (DMSO and tunicamycin) were 
calculated for 22,946,925 pairs of genes (6,775 choose 2) in the ER dataset (see Figure 
2.3A); three sets of correlations (0, 2 and 6 hours) were calculated for 17,847,325 pairs of 
genes (5,975 choose 2) in the IR dataset (see Figure 2.3B).  Correlations were calculated 
across 131 individuals in the ER treatments and 95 individuals in the IR time points.  The 
distributions of these correlations are given in Figure 2.4. 
 
Coexpression between genes does not differ significantly upon ER stress 
We then asked if correlations significantly differed upon tunicamycin treatment 
using Fisher’s test of homogeneity (Sokal and Rohlf 1995).   Among the 22,946,925 gene 
pairs examined, more than 99% of gene pairs did not show correlations that significantly 
differed upon stress.  Thus, the majority of gene pairs were similarly correlated at 
baseline (DMSO) and upon tunicamycin treatment.  Figure 2.3A shows the correlation 
between ATF3 and FAS; they show similar coexpression patterns under both conditions 
despite increasing expression upon tunicamycin treatment (shifted axes).  ATF3 and FAS 
promote cell death (Jiang et al. 2004; Timmins et al. 2009).  In contrast, only 284 gene 
pairs showed correlations that significantly differed upon tunicamycin treatment (P<0.05, 
Bonferroni corrected) (Supplementary Table 2.3).  Figure 2.3C shows the correlation in 
expression between TMSB4X and HSPA5 (also known as BIP or GRP78) significantly 
increases upon tunicamycin treatment.  While BIP is well-known to play a critical role in 
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ER stress (Bertolotti et al. 2000), the actin-sequestering gene TMSB4X has not been 
previously implicated in the unfolded protein response.  Additional genes with altered 
correlations that have been previously implicated in the ER stress response include 
PPP1R15A (also called GADD34) (Brush et al. 2003), DNAJC3 (also called P58) (Yan et 
al. 2002), VCP (also called p97) (Ye et al. 2004), TRIB3 (Ohoka et al. 2005), SEL1L 
(Lilley and Ploegh 2005), AIFM1 (Desmots et al. 2008; Mungrue et al. 2009), DNAJB9 
(also called ERdj4 or MDG1) (Shen et al. 2002), MANF (also called ARMET) (Apostolou 
et al. 2008), HSP90B1 (also called GP96 or GRP94) (Melnick et al. 1992), EDEM2 
(Olivari et al. 2005), and HSPH1(also called HSP105) (Meares et al. 2008).  These 
findings show that although the majority of genes (71%) change expression level upon 
tunicamycin treatment, the majority of coexpression relationships between genes are 
maintained under ER stress.  Anecdotally, genes with altered relationships appear to play 
important roles in ER stress. 
 
Coexpression between genes does not differ significantly upon IR stress 
We examined coexpression in cells exposed to ionizing radiation and similarly 
found that the majority of gene relationships are maintained.  Among 17,847,325 gene 
pairs examined, over 99% of gene pairs did not alter coexpression patterns upon IR stress 
(example in Figure 2.3B). Only 50 gene pairs showed correlations that significantly 
differed either 2 or 6 hours post-IR (P<0.05, Bonferroni corrected)(Figure 2.3D and 
Supplementary Table 2.3).  Many genes with altered correlations, such as BNIP3 (Zeng 
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and Kinsella 2010), BIRC5 (also called Survivin) (Lu et al. 2004; Zaffaroni et al. 2005), 
FADD (Verbrugge et al. 2008), DDB2 (Yoon et al. 2005), DDIT4 (also called REDD1) 
(Ellisen et al. 2002), and APTX (Gueven et al. 2004; Moreira et al. 2001), are known to 
play important roles in the cellular response to ionizing radiation or DNA damage.  
Others, such as KDM3A, a histone demethylase (Yamane et al. 2006) implicated in 
cancer (Suikki et al. 2010), or ZNF395, a gene implicated in cell death (Tsukahara et al. 
2009), have not been associated with DNA damage response or IR stress, but are 
biologically-plausible candidates.   
Our results examining two stresses suggest that most genes do not significantly 
alter their coexpression patterns with other genes upon stress.  While Fisher’s test of 
homogeneity is an accepted method of determining whether coexpression patterns are 
altered upon stress (de la Fuente 2010), it is limited to looking at pairs of genes. We 
sought a second method of examining gene relationships within networks to determine 
whether specific genes showed many altered relationships.  We also wanted to know how 
these relationships compared with gene expression changes. 
 
Examining whether subnetworks of genes change expression as expected upon stress 
As a second method of examining gene relationships, we asked if stress-induced 
changes in gene expression are consistent with coexpression relationships observed at 
baseline.  The analysis is done and interpreted as follows: 
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• Given two genes that are positively correlated in the unstressed state, if one gene 
is up-regulated upon stress, we expect the other to be up-regulated (if it changes).  
Or, if one gene is down-regulated, the other should be down-regulated.  Positively 
correlated genes should change expression in the same direction (both up- or 
down-regulated).  Thus, the positive correlation observed in the unstressed state is 
reflected in stress-induced changes in expression levels. 
• Given two genes that are negatively correlated in the unstressed state, if one gene 
is up-regulated upon stress, we expect the other to be down-regulated (if it 
changes).  Negatively correlated genes should change expression in opposite 
directions upon stress.  Thus, the negative correlation observed in the unstressed 
state is reflected in stress-induced changes in expression levels. 
It is possible to do the above analysis on pairs of genes, but we chose to examine this 
in the context of gene networks to better synthesize the results.  By studying networks of 
genes, we were able to count the number of connections a gene had and ask how many of 
these were maintained upon stress.  Thus, we could identify genes with many altered 
connections.  Examining gene networks also allowed us to compare our results with those 
we expect to see by chance using random networks (see Methods). 
To construct coexpression networks, genes were connected if their expression levels 
were correlated with a coefficient exceeding some threshold.  We constructed 
coexpression networks for each treatment and time point separately.  Supplementary 
Table 2.4 describes the network properties of each coexpression network.  Although we 
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present properties of coexpression networks constructed using various thresholds, we 
focus on a single threshold below to facilitate discussion.  Figure 2.5 shows the 
distribution of connections per gene of each network using a threshold of |r|>0.50.  This 
distribution is similar to those of other biological networks, where many genes have 
relatively few connections but a few genes have many connections.  The networks are 
primarily large-connected components, similar to ones we have described previously 
(Nayak et al. 2009). 
We examined networks identified in unstressed conditions (DMSO treatment or 
before irradiation) and asked whether these relationships are maintained when cells are 
stressed.  First, we parsed each unstressed network into subnetworks consisting of a 
“central gene” and its “direct neighbors” (genes directly connected to it).  For each 
subnetwork, we compared the central gene with each of its neighbors.  If the central gene 
was up-regulated upon stress, we first asked how many of its neighbors changed 
expression.  Of those that change expression, we asked how many of the positively 
correlated neighbors were up-regulated and how many of the negatively correlated 
neighbors were down-regulated (Figure 2.6A).  Not all neighbors changed expression 
upon stress since our analyses showed that 30-70% of genes change expression 
depending on the stress.  Therefore, we focused our calculations on neighbors that 
showed changes in expression. An alternative method of including all neighbors in the 
calculations, even those that do not change expression, produced similar results to those 




Upon ER stress, the majority of neighbors in a subnetwork change expression as 
expected based on baseline correlations 
The DMSO coexpression network was parsed into 5,939 subnetworks having at 
least 1 neighbor (using |r| >0.50; see Supplementary Table 2.5 for alternative thresholds).  
In 4,278 subnetworks, the central gene changed expression upon tunicamycin treatment; 
this allowed us to ask whether the neighbors of the central gene changed expression, and 
if so, whether they were regulated in the expected direction.  On average, 75% of a 
gene’s neighbors changed expression.  Of these, on average, 64% of neighbors were 
regulated in the expected direction, whereas we would expect half (52% ± 0.3% S.D. 
from 10 random network simulations) just by chance (P<10-16, goodness of fit test, Figure 
2.6B).  Figure 2.6B shows a histogram of the fraction of neighbors that change as 
expected upon tunicamycin treatment.  There are hundreds of subnetworks in which 
>80% of neighbors change in the expected direction, which is more than we expect to see 
by chance.  Thus, when a gene changes expression upon tunicamycin treatment, its 
neighbors tend to change in a manner that reflects correlations observed at baseline, 





Upon IR stress, the majority of neighbors in a subnetwork change expression as 
expected based on baseline correlations 
The IR 0 hour coexpression network was parsed into 5,588 subnetworks.  Of 
these, the central gene of 1,301 and 1,785 of them changed expression at 2 and 6 hours 
after IR, respectively (using |r| >0.50, see Supplementary Table 2.5 for alternative 
thresholds).  On average, 26% and 34% of a gene’s neighbors were differentially 
expressed 2 and 6 hours after exposure to ionizing radiation, respectively.  On average, 
when a central gene changed expression upon stress, 67% and 66% of differentially 
expressed neighbors were regulated in the expected manner at 2 and 6 hours post-IR, 
whereas 52% ± 0.6% (S.D.) and 51% ± 0.4% (S.D.) were expected by chance based on 
10 random network simulations (P<10-16, goodness of fit test, Figure 2.6C,D).  Figure 
2.6C and D shows there are hundreds of subnetworks in which >80% of neighbors 
change as expected.  Thus, when a gene changes expression upon irradiation, its 
neighbors tend to change in a manner that reflects correlations observed at baseline, 
suggesting that the majority of relationships between these genes are maintained. 
Across two stresses, many of the positive and negative correlations (64 – 67%) 
that could be examined using this method were reflected in the stress-induced changes in 
expression levels.  This implies that many gene relationships observed at baseline are 




Analysis of genes with altered relationships 
In the above analysis, some genes did not change expression in concert with their 
neighbors upon tunicamycin treatment (left-most bins in Figure 2.6B); these genes 
appeared to alter their relationships with their neighbors.  However, based on our random 
network simulations, we found that a similar number of genes were expected to alter their 
relationships by chance. Therefore, we interpret the following results with caution.  For 
example, for 385 genes, <30% of neighbors changed as expected.  While Gene Ontology 
enrichment analysis failed to find functions that were enriched after correcting for 
multiple testing, one functional category was nominally enriched among these genes:  
“response to endogenous stimulus” (P = 0.04, not significant after Benjamini-Hochberg 
correction).  Genes among this set include EIF2C2 (also called AGO2 or Argonaute), 
EIF5, EIF4EBP1 (also called 4EBP1) and JUNB. These are genes that are known to 
degrade transcripts (AGO2) (Meister et al. 2004), inhibit translation (EIF5, 4EBP1) 
(Maiti and Maitra 1997; Pause et al. 1994) and suppress proliferation (JUNB) (Passegue 
and Wagner 2000).  Among these four, only JUNB has been implicated in the ER stress 
response (Gurzov et al. 2008), even though all are biologically plausible candidates.  
Again, we interpret these findings with caution. 
Among genes in the IR dataset, there were 93 genes and 91 genes at 2 and 6 
hours, respectively, where <30% of their neighbors changed in the expected direction.  
However, based on our random network simulations, a similar number of genes were 
expected to alter relationships by chance.  Thus we interpret these findings with caution.  
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At 2 hours, though not at 6 hours, we found only nominal enrichment for genes playing a 
role in “regulation of transcription” (P=0.0019, not significant after Benjamini-Hochberg 
correction).  Examples include EGR2, NOD2, ING2 (Nagashima et al. 2001), 
SMARCAL1 (Postow et al. 2009) and KLF10 (Engelmann et al. 2010).  Of these, all but 
ERG2 and NOD2 have been implicated in the response to ionizing radiation and DNA 
damage. 
 
Subnetwork analysis has limitations 
This second method allowed us to examine a gene’s relationship with its direct 
neighbors in a coexpression network (the first method was limited in this regard because 
it only looked at pairs of genes at a time).  However, this method was limited in that we 
could only examine relationships between genes that changed expression upon stress.  
Additionally, we only looked at direct neighbors of a gene.  This prompted us to develop 
a third method to examine genes and their relationships.   
 
Using machine learning to model relationships between genes 
As a third approach, we used a machine learning method to uncover relationships 
between genes.  This allowed us to examine genes that are more distant neighbors in the 
network, and to include genes that do not change expression but may change 
relationships.  We also sought a more quantitative method to measure changes in gene 
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relationships.  Machine learning regression models have been used to identify 
relationships between genes in model organisms (Ahmed and Xing 2009; Bonneau et al. 
2007); here, we used support vector machine (SVM) regression. 
We trained a SVM regression model to predict the expression of a given 
(“target”) gene using the expression levels of all other genes under unstressed conditions: 
 
expression(gene1) = w2*expression(gene2) +…+ wn*expression(genen) 
 
…where “expression(genex)” means “expression level of gene x” and where “wx” is a 
weight that is learned by the SVM.  Relationships between the target gene and the other 
genes are captured in the learned “weights” (the w’s in the above equation) assigned to 
each gene in the regression model.   
To examine whether relationships change upon stress, we asked if a SVM trained 
on unstressed samples is a good model under stress.  If so, then gene relationships are 
maintained, and the weights learned in the unstressed state are good predictors in the 
stressed state (Figure 2.9A for example).  If gene relationships change, the weights 
learned under unstressed conditions are no longer predictive under stress, and SVM 
performance will decrease.  We assessed performance of each SVM by calculating R2, 
which is the square of the correlation between the predicted and actual expression of the 




Testing SVMs and setting parameters 
Though we describe the results of SVM modeling below, we initially tried least-
squares regression to examine relationships between genes.  Our preliminary analyses 
examining a subset of genes (N=4,238) revealed that least-squares regression overfits on 
the training data and generalizes poorly to unseen data: the average R2 on unstressed 
testing data was 0.07±0.06 (S.D.).  Thus we turned to support vector machines, and found 
that SVM models outperformed least-squares regression on every gene examined, and the 
average R2 was 0.54±0.18 (S.D.).  We tested two different SVM kernels: linear and 
polynomial.  We found that polynomial kernels (with a degree of 2) performed worse 
than linear kernels (average R2 was 0.13±0.08 using polynomial kernels versus 0.54 for 
linear kernels), even after varying some user-specified parameters (e.g. “s” set to 1 or 2 or 
“epsilon” set to 0.05, 0.1, or 0.2).  Thus, below we describe results using linear SVM 
regression (using epsilon = 0.1) because preliminary analyses on unstressed samples 
indicated that linear SVMs are most suitable for our purposes. 
We trained a linear SVM model for each gene (6,775 or 5,975 genes in the ER 
and IR datasets respectively).  We tested performance of each SVM on unstressed 
samples (independent from samples that were used for training) and compared this to 




Most genes maintain relationships with other genes, but those with altered 
relationships tend to play critical roles in the ER stress response 
Under unstressed (DMSO treatment) conditions, 80% (5,411 / 6,775) of genes 
were modeled by SVMs that predicted their expression level with R2>0.3, confirming 
that there are predictive relationships between genes. Figure 2.7A (DMSO, grey bars) 
shows the distribution of R2 values for 6,775 SVMs. 
We asked if the SVMs trained on unstressed samples can model expression under 
tunicamycin treatment. For many genes, SVM performance in stressed samples was 
similar to performance in unstressed samples.  Figure 2.7A (tunicamycin, white bars) 
shows that the general distribution of R2 does not shift dramatically in stressed samples.  
The performance of each SVM on unstressed versus stressed samples is plotted in Figure 
2.7B.  Most points fall along the diagonal, indicating the performance of the SVM is 
similar before and after stress.  Those points falling above the main diagonal represent 
SVMs that predict a gene’s expression better upon stress (R2 increases upon tunicamycin 
treatment).  This may be noise or it may indicate that relationships identified at baseline 
are more enforced upon stress (i.e. cells tolerate less variance in relationships upon 
stress).  Those points falling below the lower dashed diagonal represent SVMs whose R2 
drops by >0.20 on making predictions in tunicamycin-treated samples.  The genes 
modeled by these SVMs are discussed further below.  Overall, however, these results 
imply that for 95% of genes, their relationships with other genes are maintained. 
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We further examined genes that were poorly-modeled upon stress, i.e. those 
falling below the lower dashed diagonal in Figure 2.7B.  These constitute 5% of genes 
(324 / 6,775).  For these genes, their relationships with other genes seem to change upon 
stress.  Table 2.1 gives these 324 genes and the number of times they are reported in 
PubMed as playing a role in “unfolded protein response or endoplasmic reticulum stress.”  
When we performed Gene Ontology enrichment analysis on these genes, there were no 
functions that were significantly enriched after Benjamini-Hochberg multiple testing 
correction.  However, the top three processes that showed nominal enrichment were: 
“ribosome biogenesis” (P=2x10-4, nominally significant), “DNA repair” (P=8x10-4, 
nominally significant), and “unfolded protein response” (P=0.014, nominally significant).  
Translation (and ribosome biogenesis) (Harding et al. 2000) and the unfolded protein 
response (Schroder and Kaufman 2005) are critical to the ER stress response.  For 
example, it is known that DDIT3 (also known as CHOP) is critical in the unfolded 
protein response (Zinszner et al. 1998).  Figure 2.8A (second panel) shows that it is well-
modeled under DMSO conditions (R2=0.64) but not upon tunicamycin treatment 
(R2=0.04), implying that DDIT3 alters its relationships upon stress.  Other genes with 
altered relationships that are known to play a role in ER stress include HSPH1 (Meares et 
al. 2008), PPP1R15A (Brush et al. 2003), DNAJB1 (Fewell et al. 2001), HSP90B1 
(Marcu et al. 2002), MAP1LC3B (Rouschop et al. 2010), CHAC1 (Mungrue et al. 2009), 
HSPA5 (BIP) (Bertolotti et al. 2000), and CREB1 (Luo et al. 2003).  We also note that 
some of these genes show less than 1.5 fold-change in gene expression (e.g. CREB1), 
indicating that altered relationships do not necessarily stem from changes in gene 
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expression levels.  These findings suggest that genes with altered relationships tend to 
play critical roles in the cellular response to ER stress. 
As noted above, “DNA repair” was the second ranked hit among processes that 
are nominally enriched among genes with altered relationships (and includes genes like 
ATR and BLM). This implies a role for DNA metabolism in the response to ER stress in 
immortalized B cells, which normally undergo DNA repair when generating antibodies 
(Bredemeyer et al. 2008).  Many of the genes that function in DNA repair are down-
regulated upon ER stress (for example, ATR and BLM decreases 1.4 and 1.3 fold, 
respectively).  This finding is consistent with the fact that cells respond to ER stress by 
arresting the cell cycle (Brewer and Diehl 2000).  Though these results reflect nominally 
significant enrichments, it appears that genes with altered relationships may play a role in 
DNA metabolism in response to ER stress. 
Some genes alter relationships without changing expression level.  There were 52 
such genes among the 324 genes in Table 2.1.  These genes may play important roles in 
ER stress, but are unlikely to have been explored previously.  An illustrative example is 
BAT3 (also called Sycthe), which has been implicated in ER stress through one study 
(Desmots et al. 2008).  It is a pro-apoptotic regulator that is cleaved by caspase 3 (Wu et 
al. 2004).  It stabilizes pro-apoptotic factor AIF, and sensitizes cells to endoplasmic 
reticulum stress (Desmots et al. 2008).  More recently, it has been described to aid in the 
targeting of proteins to the endoplasmic reticulum (Mariappan et al. 2010).  Its expression 
is not altered upon tunicamycin treatment in our data, but SVM modeling indicates that it 
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has altered relationships with other genes.  Another gene with altered relationships that 
has not previously been implicated is THAP1 (Figure 2.8B).  THAP1 is a DNA-binding 
protein that has been shown to inhibit cell proliferation (Cayrol et al. 2007) via 
interactions with the Rb/E2F pathway.  It also promotes cell death (Roussigne et al. 
2003).  THAP1 may play a role in ER stress by inhibiting the cell cycle and inducing 
death.  We are further characterizing such genes and their roles in ER stress.  
 
Most genes maintain relationships with other genes, but those with altered 
relationships tend to play critical roles in the IR stress response 
We then looked at a second stress, IR stress.  To simplify our analyses, we 
examined relationships at 0 and 6 hours.  We found 81% (4,866 / 5,975) of genes were 
modeled by SVMs that predicted expression with R2>0.3.  Figure 2.7C (0 hour, grey 
bars) shows the distribution of R2 values for the 5,975 SVMs.  We then asked whether 
these SVMs performed similarly in predicting expression levels 6 hours after exposure to 
ionizing radiation.  For many genes, the ability of the SVM to predict expression was 
similar even upon stress (Figure 2.7C, D and example in Figure 2.9A).  These results 
imply that upon exposure to ionizing radiation, for 95% of genes, their relationships are 
maintained upon stress. 
For some genes, the SVM showed a drop in performance under stress, suggesting 
altered relationships.  For 5% of genes (338 / 5,975), the R2 dropped by > 0.20.  Table 2.2 
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shows the top 338 genes with altered relationships and the number of times they are 
reported in PubMed as playing a role in “ionizing radiation or DNA damage.”  Many of 
these genes, such as cyclin B1 (CCNB1) (Zhan et al. 1999), BNIP3 (Zeng and Kinsella 
2010), GADD45A (Hildesheim et al. 2002), FAS (Reap et al. 1997), PLK1 (Syljuasen et 
al. 2006), ATF3 (Kool et al. 2003), CDC20 (Matsumoto 1997), DDB2  (Yoon et al. 
2005), CDKN1A (also called p21)(Dulic et al. 1994), DDIT4 (Ellisen et al. 2002) and 
BIRC5 (Lu et al. 2004) are known players in the IR stress response.  Figure 2.9B shows 
expression and model predictions of GADD45A, a p53 target that regulates cell cycle 
progression, death and genomic stability (Hildesheim et al. 2002).  GADD45A is well-
modeled at 0 hours but not at 6 hours (R2 drops from 0.81 to 0.26), indicating that it 
changes its relationships upon ionizing radiation treatment.  Among the 338 genes with 
altered relationships, the most significantly enriched function was “mitotic cell cycle” 
(P=0.023, Benjamini-Hochberg multiple testing correction).  The second most 
significantly enriched function, which only showed nominal enrichment, was 
“microtubule-based processes” (P=7.6 x 10-4, not significant after Benjamini-Hochberg 
correction).  Both processes are critical in the response to ionizing radiation, and they are 
exploited when targeting cancer cells for radiation-induced death (Vakifahmetoglu et al. 
2008).  As under ER stress, these findings suggest that genes with altered relationships 
tend to play critical roles in the cellular response to IR stress 
Again, we found a class of genes with altered relationships but without altered 
expression levels.  There were 178 such genes among the 338 genes in Table 2.2.  Some 
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genes in this class have known roles in IR stress or DNA damage: SP100 (Conlan et al. 
2004), PER1 (Gery et al. 2006), CASP2 (Shi et al. 2009) and VEGFA (Gorski et al. 
1999)(Figure 2.9C).  A gene with no reported role in IR stress but that is a plausible 
candidate is PKP4.  It is an armadillo protein (also known as p0071) that is essential for 
cytokinesis (Wolf et al. 2006).  Dysregulation (both overexpression and knockdown) of 
this gene resulted in multinucleated cells and subsequent apoptosis (Wolf et al. 2006).  
Thus it may play a role in IR stress by altering cell cycle progression at the cytokinesis 
stage.  RAB35 is another gene that has not been implicated in the IR stress response but 
has altered relationships in our study.  It is involved in cytokinesis (Kouranti et al. 2006) 
and may influence apoptosis (Gourlay and Ayscough 2005) through its role in actin 
bundling (Zhang et al. 2009).  Efforts are underway to examine the roles of these genes in 
IR stress. 
 
Limitations of SVM modeling and enrichment analysis interpretation 
There are some limitations to the interpretation of the machine learning analyses 
we conducted here.  First, we note that because we have examined >5,000 SVM models, 
it is possible that some of the genes we identify as having altered relationships in our 
analyses may be “false positives” and that, presently, we do not have a good way to 
assess the percentage of false positives.   Thus, here we presented a characterization of 
these altered genes in aggregate, but proceed with caution when examining specific genes 
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(in part by examining the underlying data).  Future work will focus on a better statistical 
assessment of identifying genes with altered relationships upon stress. 
Second, we note that in some of our functional enrichment analyses, we report 
enrichments that are not significant after multiple-testing correction.  We do so because 
multiple-testing correction can still be overly conservative in the incipient field of 
enrichment analysis in humans, where tested terms are redundant and where functional 
annotation of many human genes is still incomplete (Bluthgen et al. 2005; Huang da et al. 
2009a).  Thus, as opposed to using it as statistical proof of our findings, we use enrichment 
analysis to summarize our findings in a non-anecdotal manner and to identify promising 
trends in our data that may be useful in further exploration.  
 
Learned weights suggest new relationships between genes 
SVM modeling allows us to examine the weight of each gene in modeling the 
expression of the target gene.  These weights provide quantitative information on how 
genes are related to each other within a complex system.  We looked at the learned 
weights of an SVM model for one target gene, GADD45A, to ask whether learned 





SVM weights recapitulate the role of GADD45A in cell death and cell cycle control 
We examined GADD45A in the IR dataset since it is a well-studied, up-regulated 
gene that shows many altered relationships in our data (Table 2.2 and Figure 2.9B).  
Thus, we can ask if SVM weights confirm what is already known about GADD45A and 
whether we can learn something new.  GADD45A promotes apoptosis and cell cycle 
arrest (Hildesheim et al. 2002); it is a critical player in the IR stress response.  GADD45A 
increases 2.79-fold 6 hours post-IR (P = 2.54 x 10-32, paired t-test with Bonferroni 
correction), and SVM modeling suggests that it alters its relationships with other genes 
upon IR stress (Figure 2.9B).  We looked at genes with the most positive and negative 
weights in the SVM model for GADD45A.  At baseline, the four genes with the highest 
positive weights are, like GADD45A, targets of p53: ATF3 (Amundson et al. 1999), 
CDKN1A (el-Deiry et al. 1993), FAS (Owen-Schaub et al. 1995) and SESN1 (Velasco-
Miguel et al. 1999).  Table 2.3 gives the top 200 genes with positive SVM weights at 0 
hours. This set is enriched for genes that play a role in “regulation of apoptosis” (P = 
0.012, top hit, Benjamini-Hochberg multiple testing correction).  Table 2.4 gives the top 
200 genes with negative SVM weights at 0 hours.  Gene Ontology enrichment analysis 
does not produce any functions that are significant after correction, but the top hit which 
shows nominal enrichment is “M phase” (P = 0.0072, not significant after Benjamini-
Hochberg correction).   This suggests that GADD45A has positive relationships with 
genes involved in cell death and negative relationships with genes involved in cell cycle.  
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Thus, SVM weight assignments confirm what is known about GADD45A as a gene that 
promotes apoptosis and induces cell cycle arrest (Hildesheim et al. 2002).   
 
SVM weights recapitulate relationships between GADD45A and other genes upon IR 
stress 
To learn about GADD45A and its altered relationships, we trained a new SVM to 
model the relationship between GADD45A and other genes at 6 hours after IR.  The 
model, which was trained on half of the individuals and tested in the other half, predicted 
expression of GADD45A with R2 = 0.52, confirming quantitative, predictive relationships 
between genes.  At 6 hours, genes with high positive weights still include ATF3, 
CDKN1A and FAS and are functionally enriched for being involved in apoptosis (P=0.04, 
top hit, Benjamini-Hochberg multiple testing correction) (Table 2.5).  But additional 
genes appear at the top of this list that were not present at 0 hours.  They include death-
inducing genes such as DDIT3 (Fornace et al. 1989; Luethy and Holbrook 1992), BAD 
(Yang et al. 1995), AIFM1(Kim et al. 2008), DDIT4 (Malagelada et al. 2006), ZAK (Liu 
et al. 2000), VEGFA (Ferrari et al. 2006),  and IRF1 (Tamura et al. 1995). Genes in the 
TGF-beta pathway are also part of this set: ACVR1, SMAD5, SMAD7, and INHBE 
(Hashimoto et al. 2002; Massague 1998).  The TGF-beta pathway is known to activate 
p53 upon irradiation (Ewan et al. 2002).  Genes with the strongest negative weights show 
nominal enrichment for genes that play a role in cell cycle (P=0.01, not significant after 
Benjamini-Hochberg correction) as before, but now include additional cell cycle genes 
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such as CDC7 (Njagi and Kilbey 1982), CDC16 (King et al. 1995) and CCNA2(Galvin et 
al. 2008).  Many of these genes (DDIT3 (Fornace et al. 1989; Luethy and Holbrook 
1992), DDIT4 (Ellisen et al. 2002), AIFM1 (Kim et al. 2008), ZAK (also called MRK) 
(Tosti et al. 2004), VEGFA (Gorski et al. 1999), ANXA5 (Wilkins et al. 2002), CDC7 
(Njagi and Kilbey 1982), and CCNA2 (Galvin et al. 2008)) have been associated with 
GADD45A, ionizing radiation or DNA damage.  Thus, the function of GADD45A does 
not change upon ionizing radiation, but some of its relationships with other genes do; 
these findings using SVMs recapitulate what is known about GADD45A. 
 
SVM weights suggest GADD45A is related to INHBE and SLC3A2 and provide insight 
into their functions 
To see if examining weights of the GADD45A SVM could teach us something 
new, we selected genes with the strongest positive weights at 6 hours and asked whether 
they are associated with death in human cells.  We have previously measured cell death 
(caspase activity) in these 95 individuals 24 hours after irradiation (Smirnov et al. 2010).  
We first confirmed that changes in GADD45A expression are correlated with cell death 
(correlation = 0.25, P=0.007).  Note that we ask whether changes in expression at 6 hours 
correlate with death at 24 hours; despite the time-lag between the measurement of 
expression and death, we find significant results that are biologically plausible.  Among 
the top 200 genes with the strongest positive weights, expression changes in 7 genes were 
correlated with death (ATF3, SLC3A2, DDIT3, CEPBD, INHBE, HSPBP1, RGS1; 
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R>0.23, P<0.01).  We discuss two further because they have not previously been 
implicated in IR-induced death: INHBE, a ligand of the TGF-beta pathway (Hashimoto et 
al. 2002), and SLC3A2, an amino acid transporter which also plays a role in integrin 
signaling (Feral et al. 2005).  Little is known about the role of these genes in IR stress or 
DNA damage response.  Six hours after irradiation, some individuals increase expression 
of INHBE whereas others decrease it (Figure 2.10A); therefore a t-test shows no 
significant changes in the expression of INHBE.  The same is true for SLC3A2 (Figure 
2.10C).  However, as noted, changes in the expression of these genes are correlated with 
death.  This means that individuals that up-regulate INHBE or SLC3A2 tend to undergo 
more cell death, and individuals that down-regulate them tend to undergo less cell death.  
We took individuals that changed expression of these genes by at least 30% (either 
inducers or repressors) and examined cell death in this subset of 95 individuals (Figure 
2.10B,D).  There was a significant difference in cell death between inducers and 
repressors of these two genes (INHBE, P=0.003; SLC3A2, P=0.04, t-test).  Furthermore, 
SVM modeling of these genes showed a drop in R2>0.20, indicating that they change 
their relationships upon IR stress and may be critical players. These findings suggest that 
INHBE and SLC3A2 may be related to GADD45A, may be involved in cell death upon 
exposure to ionizing radiation, and may play critical roles in the IR stress response. 
Thus, examining SVM weights provides insight into the functions and 
interactions of GADD45A and how these change in response to stress.  The correlations 
between GADD45A and these genes are given in Tables 2.3, 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6.  Some of 
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these genes have very significant correlations with GADD45A and others do not.  Thus 
SVM modeling provides additional, non-redundant information compared to the 
coexpression network.  This may be because SVM models tolerate variability / noise 
(termed “epsilon insensitive loss”) in identifying relationships between genes.  It may 
also be because a gene’s relationships with other genes are considered in aggregate as 
opposed to being calculated in a simple pairwise fashion. 
 
Estimates of extent to which relationships change upon stress 
Our results examining gene relationships gives different estimates of the extent to 
which relationships between genes are altered upon stress.  The first method, examining 
correlation in expression across baseline and stress conditions, suggests that >99% of 
gene relationships are maintained.  The second method, which asks whether subnetworks 
of genes change expression as expected based on baseline correlations, suggests that 
~65% of gene relationships are maintained (of the ones that could be assessed).  The third 
method, asking whether machine learning models trained on unstressed data can make 
predictions on expression levels in stressed samples, suggests that 95% of genes maintain 
the majority of their relationships.  In arriving at these numbers, we had to set thresholds 
(P-value thresholds, Bonferroni corrections, and decrease of R2 performance) that 
influence these percentages.  However, all three methods suggest that the majority of 
relationships are maintained across stress.  We estimate that between 65 – 95% of gene 





Here, we studied gene relationships and how they change in human cells after two 
differing stresses.  First, using large samples sizes, we identified extensive changes in 
gene expression levels upon endoplasmic reticulum stress or upon exposure to ionizing 
radiation.  We found subtle but significant changes in expression, and implicated genes 
that have not been examined previously in the ER or IR stress response.  Second, we took 
advantage of natural variation among unrelated individuals to ask if relationships 
between genes change upon stress.  Using three methods of examining relationships 
between genes, we found that the majority of gene relationships in the unstressed state 
are maintained upon stress.  However, there are some genes whose relationships with 
other genes change.  These genes tend to be critical for the specific stress response under 
investigation.  Furthermore, there are a class of genes whose expression does not change 
but whose relationships with other genes do – these are a class of genes that may play 
important roles but are unlikely to have been explored previously. 
 
Most genes maintain relationships upon stress even though expression levels change 
We provide three lines of evidence suggesting that genes maintain the majority of 
their relationships with other genes upon stress. First, by comparing pairwise 
coexpression patterns at baseline and upon stress using Fisher’s test of homogeneity, we 
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found that most coexpression patterns do not significantly differ upon stressing human 
cells.  Second, when gene expression levels change upon stress, they tend to change in a 
manner that is consistent with coexpression patterns observed at baseline.  Thus, if two 
genes are positively correlated at baseline, and one gene increases upon stress, the other 
tends to increase.  This was true for a majority of the gene-gene relationships that we 
were able to examine.  Third, SVM modeling revealed that gene relationships that were 
predictive at baseline were similarly predictive upon stressing cells, suggesting that many 
gene-gene relationships are maintained upon stress and that a model trained on baseline 
data will perform similarly under stress.  These findings support the idea that cells utilize 
pre-existing “wiring” to up- or down-regulate expression of genes in order to coordinate a 
cellular response. 
 
Genes with altered relationships tend to play critical roles in stress response 
However, a small set of genes altered many of their relationships.  These genes 
tend to show functional enrichment for processes that are critical to the specific stresses 
examined.  Additionally, many of these have known roles in the response to ER or IR 
stress. For example, the test of homogeneity revealed that BIP altered coexpression 
patterns with other genes upon tunicamycin treatment.  BIP is a molecular chaperone that 
is dramatically up-regulated and is essential for the ER stress response (Bertolotti et al. 
2000).  Upon treatment with ionizing radiation, genes with altered coexpression patterns 
included BNIP3 (Zeng and Kinsella 2010), BIRC5 (Lu et al. 2004), FADD (Verbrugge et 
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al. 2008), DDB2 (Yoon et al. 2005), DDIT4 (Ellisen et al. 2002), and APTX (Moreira et 
al. 2001); these genes play known roles in IR stress.  In addition to having altered 
coexpression patterns, these genes have altered relationships when studied using SVM 
modeling.  Thus, they are reproducibly observed to have altered relationships.  Genes 
identified as having altered relationships in two out of three methods used in this study 
are listed in Table 2.7.  Thus, we found that relatively few genes change their 
relationships upon stress, but those that do tend to play critical roles in the cellular stress 
response. 
 
Genes with altered relationships but without altered expression levels 
Some genes alter their relationships without altering their expression levels.  
Examples of such genes with known roles in the IR stress response are PER1 (Gery et al. 
2006), CASP2 (Shi et al. 2009), SP100 (Conlan et al. 2004), and VEGFA (Gorski et al. 
1999).  We implicate two more here: INHBE and SLC3A2.  Thus, the genes identified 
here represent an opportunity to study aspects of the cellular response to stress that are 
unlikely to have been explored previously.  We are currently testing such candidates for 






SVM modeling provides insight into gene function and relationships 
SVM modeling suggested that GADD45A altered its relationships with other 
genes upon IR stress.  By examining the weights learned by the SVMs at 0 and 6 hours, 
we found genes that changed their relationship with GADD45A.  At 0 hours, the highest 
weights were assigned to genes that, like GADD45A, are regulated by p53, including FAS 
(Owen-Schaub et al. 1995), CDKN1A (el-Deiry et al. 1993), SESN1 (Velasco-Miguel et 
al. 1999) and ATF3 (Amundson et al. 1999).  Six hours after IR treatment, additional 
genes are given higher positive weights, possibly reflecting the new relationships that 
GADD45A has with these death-inducing genes.  Two genes INHBE and SLC3A2 
acquired new relationships with GADD45A at 6 hours; we found that these genes are 
associated with radiation-induced cell death.  Negative weights were assigned to CDC7 
(Njagi and Kilbey 1982), and CCNA2 (Galvin et al. 2008), which regulate cell cycle 
progression.  Thus, SVM modeling recapitulated the functions of GADD45A as a gene 
that is involved in death and cell cycle arrest.  SVM modeling did not simply select genes 
with the highest and lowest correlations with GADD45A.  Instead, SVM modeling 
provided additional, complementary information to understand gene relationships. 
 
Summary 
Here we find that many genes change expression but few genes alter their 
relationships upon ER and IR stress.  However, genes that show altered relationships tend 
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to be critical players in the response to the specific stress studied.  Though we cannot 
infer the mechanisms that give rise to these altered relationships, our study uses what is 
currently the most feasible method of examining relationships between human genes in a 
systematic, genome-wide fashion.  Our results suggest that just knowing which genes 
have altered relationships appears to enrich for key players in the stress response.  By 
focusing on these and further exploring genes that have not been previously studied, we 
may be able to identify targets for modulating the response to endoplasmic reticulum 
stress or exposure to ionizing radiation.  Finally, these studies could not be done without 
the use of networks.  By examining the context in which genes function within human 
cells, we show how a network-based approach may aid in understanding human gene 




Methods and Materials 
Cells and gene expression experiments.   
Lymphoblastoid cell lines were obtained from Coriell Cell Repositories.  Cell lines 
treated with DMSO / tunicamycin (N=131) or ionizing radiation (N=95) are listed in 
Supplementary Table 2.6.  Gene expression was measured as described previously 
(Dombroski et al. 2010; Smirnov et al. 2009).  Briefly, cells were grown in RPMI 1640 
with 15% fetal bovine serum, 2 mM L-glutamine, and 100 U/mL penicillin-streptomycin.  
RNA was extracted using the RNeasy Mini-Kit (Qiagen), amplified, labeled and 
hybridized as per the manufacturer’s instructions.  Expression levels of genes were 
measured using Human Genome U133 Plus 2.0 or Affymetrix Human U133A 2.0 arrays 
(Affymetrix, CA).  Gene expression signals were normalized using the MAS 5.0 
algorithm (Affymetrix, CA).  Expression intensity was scaled to 500 and log2 
transformed.  Some genes are represented multiple times on the Human Genome U133 
Plus 2.0 Arrays (ER dataset) and Affymetrix Human U133A 2.0 arrays (IR dataset).  If a 
gene was represented more than once, only one of the probesets was selected (randomly) 





Cells were treated with 4 ug/ml of tunicamycin (T7765 Sigma, MO) in DMSO or DMSO 
alone (vehicle control) for 8 hours.   
Ionizing radiation treatment 
Cells were harvested prior to radiation and at 2 and 6 hours following exposure to 
ionizing radiation (IR) (10 Gy in a 137Cs irradiator).   
Gene correlation and construction of coexpression networks 
There were 12,660 unique genes that were represented on both the Human Genome U133 
Plus 2.0 and Affymetrix Human U133A 2.0 arrays.  Of these, 6,775 genes were called 
“present” by the MAS 5.0 algorithm in at least 80% of samples in either the DMSO or 
tunicamycin treated samples.  There were 5,975 genes were called “present” in at least 
80% of samples at 0, 2 or 6 hours after radiation treatment.  We considered these genes as 
“expressed” and focused on these for all analyses.  For all possible pairs of genes, we 
calculated the Pearson correlation of expression levels across individuals.  This 
calculation was done separately for each treatment or time point.  Fisher’s test of 
homogeneity (Sokal and Rohlf 1995) was used to identify correlations that significantly 
differed (Bonferroni corrected P<0.05) between treatments or among time points.  
Correlated gene pairs were connected to construct a coexpression network.  We 
constructed multiple networks using different thresholds and measured topological 
properties of the resulting networks.  Correlations and topological properties of the 
network were analyzed using MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc, Natick, MA).  Networks 
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were represented as adjacency matrices in MATLAB, and standard MATLAB functions 
were used to calculate the number of genes, the number of connections and the 
distribution of connections in each network.  MATLAB functions for determining the 
clustering coefficient (Watts and Strogatz 1998), gamma (Barabasi and Albert 1999) and 
scale-free topology criteria (Zhang and Horvath 2005) were implemented as previously 
described.  Code will be provided upon request. 
Random networks 
Random networks were constructed as described previously (Maslov and Sneppen 2002).  
MATLAB code provided by S. Maslov (http://www.cmth.bnl.gov/~maslov/matlab.htm) 
was used to generate random networks.  Briefly, random networks by randomly rewiring 
the connections that were seen in the observed networks of 6,775 (ER coexpressin 
network) or 5,975 genes (IR coexpressin network).  Each gene in the random network 
maintained the same number of connections as in the observed network, but its 
connections to other genes were random instead of being based on correlation patterns.  
Additionally, each gene maintained the same number of “positive correlations” and 
“negative correlations” in the random network. 
Significance testing 
For genes examined in tunicamycin-treated samples, changes in expression levels were 
assessed by Student’s paired t-test with Bonferroni correction for 6,775 tests (P<0.05).   
For genes examined in samples treated with ionizing radiation, changes in gene 
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expression levels were assessed by Student’s paired t-test with Bonferroni correction for 
5,975 tests (P<0.05). 
Caspase assays 
Cells from 95 unrelated individuals were irradiated at 10 Gy in a 137Cs irradiator.  
Cellular response to radiation exposure was measured 24 hours after irradiation using the 
Caspase-Glo 3/7 assay (Promega).  Caspase activity levels were log2 normalized for 
comparison with log2 transformed gene expression levels. 
Machine learning using support vector machines 
Each gene was treated as a target gene whose expression was predicted using the other 
genes as “predictor variables.”  Expression was modeled using support vector machine 
(SVM) regression with a linear kernel (Joachims 1999). The amount of tolerated error is 
set to 0.1 (epsilon=0.1), with remaining parameter set to their default.  For each of 6,775 
genes in the ER dataset, the remaining 6,774 genes were used to train an SVM using 
unstressed (DMSO) samples.  For each of 5,975 genes in the IR dataset, the remaining 
5,974 genes were used to train an SVM using unstressed (0 hour) samples.  To train and 
test the SVM models, individuals were randomly divided into training and testing 
datasets.  In the ER dataset, 66 individuals were used to train each SVM and the 
remaining 65 were used to test it.  In the IR dataset, 48 individuals were used for training 
and 47 individuals for testing.  SVM performance was assessed using alternative 
parameters (varying epsilon or using non-linear kernel) and those that performed best 
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(epsilon=0.1 and linear kernel) were used in the present analyses.  Trained models were 
then tested on stressed samples.  For modeling analyses, expression of each gene was 
normalized to have a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1 in each dataset (training and 
testing sets were normalized separately).   SVM performance was assessed by calculating 
R2 (square of the correlation coefficient) between expected and observed expression 
levels in individuals.  In the ER dataset, R2 was calculated across 65 individuals in 
unstressed samples and across 131 samples in stressed samples.  In the IR dataset, R2 was 
calculated in 47 individuals at 0 hours and 95 individuals at 6 hours.   
Enrichment analysis.   
Enrichment analysis of Gene Ontology Biological Processes was done using DAVID 
NIH (Dennis et al. 2003; Huang da et al. 2009b).  Default parameters were used except 
the background was modified to be the genes examined here (either 6,775 genes for the 
ER dataset or 5,975 for the IR dataset).  Enrichment results that were significant after 
Benjamini-Hochberg (Benjamini and Yekutieli 2001) are noted as such and those that 
were not significant after correction but were nominally significant are also noted.  We 
performed functional annotation clustering using “GOTERM-BP-FAT” categories. 
Literature mining 
 To determine whether a gene has been previously implicated in ER or IR stress, PubMed 
was searched with the following queries: 
• Gene symbol and (“unfolded protein response” or “endoplasmic reticulum stress”) 
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• Gene symbol and (“ionizing radiation” or “DNA damage”) 
The number of PubMed abstracts returned indicated the number of times the gene has 
been implicated in the specific stress response.  We note there are limitations to searching 
the literature this way, especially when the official gene symbol is not the common 





Figure 2.1.  CCNB1IP1 increases six hours after exposure to ionizing radiation.  On average, 





B.     C. 
 
 
Figure 2.2.  Distribution of expression changes upon stress. (A) Distribution of significant fold 
changes upon tunicamycin treatment.  Distribution of significant fold changes (B) 2 hour and (C) 











Figure 2.3.  Correlation in expression levels before and after stress.  (A) ATF3 and FAS show 
similar correlations under DMSO and upon tunicamycin treatment (P>0.05). (B) PPIB and 
ATP6B1B2 show similar correlations before and after irradiation (P>0.05).  (C)  Correlation in 
expression between HSPA5 (BIP) and TMSB4X increases upon tunicamycin treatment (P<0.05, 
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Bonferroni corrected). (D) Correlation in expression between BIRC5 and CENPE decreases upon 
irradiation (P<0.05, Bonferroni corrected).  Each circle represents an individual and log2 
transformed expression levels of genes are depicted on the X and Y axes. The correlation 
coefficient (r) is given in the upper-right corner of each plot. 
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Figure 2.4.   Distribution of correlation coefficients between all pairwise combinations of genes.  




A.      B.  
 
 
Figure 2.5.  Distribution of connections per gene in (A) DMSO and tunicamycin networks (ER 
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Figure 2.6.  Stress-induced changes in gene expression are consistent with coexpression 











they are expected to change expression level. (B)  Fraction of neighbors that change in expected 
direction upon ER stress is more than observed by chance.  (C)  Fraction of neighbors that change 
in expected direction upon IR stress is more than observed by chance at 2 hours and (D) 6 hours. 
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Figure 2.7.  Performance of SVMs on unstressed and stressed samples. (A) Distribution of R2 
values representing the performance of 6,775 SVMs in predicting expression in DMSO-treated 
(unstressed) samples and tunicamycin-treated (stressed) samples.  The average R2 is 0.50 for both 
distributions.  (B)  The performance of each SVM on DMSO samples versus tunicamycin 
samples (each circle represents an SVM).  Those falling below the lower dashed diagonal 
represent genes whose SVM performance drops in stressed samples.  (C)  Distribution of R2 
values representing the performance of 5,975 SVMs in predicting expression in samples before 
irradiation and 6 hours after irradiation.  The average R2 is 0.51 for both distributions.  (D)  The 
performance of each SVM on 0 hour samples versus 6 hour samples (each circle represents an 
SVM).  Those falling below the lower dashed diagonal represent genes whose SVM performance 










Figure 2.8.  Expression and modeling of DDIT3 and THAP1 upon ER stress.  (A) DDIT3 
expression increases upon tunicamycin treatment (first panel) in 131 individuals.  Its expression 
in 65 individuals is well-modeled by an SVM under DMSO conditions (second panel) but SVM 
performance drops upon tunicamycin treatment in 131 individuals (third panel).  The 
performance (R2) of the SVM in predicting expression is given in the upper-left corner.  (B)  
THAP1 expression does not change upon tunicamycin treatment in 131 individuals.  It is well-
modeled under DMSO conditions but poorly-modeled under tunicamycin.  Expression of each 
gene in the first panel is log2 transformed.  Expression levels in the second and third panels are 









Figure 2.9.  Expression and modeling of CDK8, GADD45A and VEGFA upon IR stress. (A) 
CDK8 expression decreases and then increases in 95 individuals (first panel).  Its expression is 
well-modeled by an SVM before and after IR (second and third panels).  (B)  GADD45A 
increases upon irradiation (first panel).  Its expression is well-modeled by an SVM at 0 hours but 
by 6 hours, the performance of the SVM drops.  The difference in R2 is 0.55 (0.81 minus 0.26).  
(C) VEGFA does not change expression upon irradiation.  It is well-modeled at 0 hours but by 6 
hours, SVM performance drops. 
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Figure 2.10.  INHBE and SLC3A2 are associated with cell death.  (A)  INHBE expression 
increases in some individuals and decreases in others upon irradiation.  (B)  Individuals that 
increase in INHBE expression >30% (inducers) show significantly higher cell death (caspase 
activity) than individuals that decrease INHBE expression >30% (repressors).  There was one 
outlier (who decreases INHBE expression >16-fold) that was removed from the analysis.  
Removal did not change the conclusions. (C)  SLC3A2 expression increases in some individuals 
and decreases in others upon irradiation. (D)  Individuals that increase in SLC3A2 expression 
>30% (inducers) show significantly higher cell death (as measured by caspase 3/7 activity) than 




Table 2.1.  Genes that alter their relationships upon tunicamycin treatment 
Gene Symbol Citations in Literature 


















IMP4 0 0.62 0.02 0.60 -1.37 0 
DDIT3 189 0.64 0.04 0.59 9.77 1.13E-100 
HMGCS1 0 0.61 0.05 0.56 -2.51 2.66E-71 
HSPH1 1 0.79 0.25 0.54 -2.57 3.30E-97 
CCDC86 0 0.79 0.27 0.52 -2.58 1.61E-81 
BLM 0 0.82 0.35 0.48 -1.31 1.50E-12 
PPP1R15A 20 0.62 0.15 0.47 2.50 6.12E-76 
PIGV 0 0.64 0.18 0.46 1.43 4.79E-34 
DNAJB1 4 0.66 0.20 0.46 -2.16 5.87E-84 
CTNNBL1 0 0.57 0.11 0.46 -1.17 2.16E-09 
FDFT1 0 0.81 0.38 0.43 -2.02 1.16E-88 
THAP1 0 0.80 0.37 0.43  N.S. 
PEX13 0 0.76 0.34 0.42 -1.15 1.13E-11 
IFNAR1 4 0.50 0.09 0.42 1.14 5.94E-06 
PWP2 0 0.44 0.04 0.41 -1.69 5.08E-55 
ZNF143 0 0.61 0.21 0.40 -1.41 1.14E-47 
ABHD11 0 0.54 0.14 0.40 -1.62 5.81E-49 
NOC2L 0 0.44 0.04 0.40 -1.53 5.78E-38 
AARS 0 0.65 0.26 0.39 2.55 1.89E-95 
DDB1 0 0.70 0.31 0.39 -1.07 9.65E-06 
CSGLCA-T 0 0.63 0.24 0.39  N.S. 
KPNA3 0 0.70 0.31 0.39 -1.33 1.36E-60 
HSPA8 2 0.78 0.39 0.39 -2.42 1.10E-63 
EIF5 0 0.68 0.30 0.38 1.22 1.09E-21 
GOLGB1 0 0.57 0.19 0.38 1.63 1.39E-51 
KIAA0196 0 0.41 0.03 0.38 -1.28 1.64E-20 
SC4MOL 0 0.65 0.27 0.37 -1.98 7.57E-72 
TBL3 0 0.73 0.37 0.37 -1.99 7.50E-68 
CBX7 0 0.52 0.16 0.37 2.13 3.84E-66 
FASN 1 0.70 0.33 0.36 -3.16 1.78E-88 
RAB3GAP1 0 0.37 0.02 0.36 1.63 1.45E-63 
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NETO2 0 0.50 0.14 0.36 1.20 3.99E-05 
ORC2L 0 0.53 0.18 0.35 -1.33 6.82E-40 
NFE2L1 0 0.56 0.21 0.35 3.62 3.88E-114 
MCART1 0 0.52 0.17 0.35 1.38 1.23E-27 
INO80B 0 0.63 0.29 0.34 -1.35 3.88E-25 
COG8 0 0.65 0.31 0.34 -1.14 1.41E-17 
DHCR7 0 0.73 0.38 0.34 -2.77 5.32E-76 
ARFIP2 0 0.63 0.29 0.34  N.S. 
WDR3 0 0.65 0.32 0.34 -1.75 3.04E-73 
NUP62 0 0.86 0.53 0.33 -2.30 1.51E-67 
FDPS 0 0.80 0.47 0.33 -1.55 1.95E-71 
POLR3C 0 0.85 0.52 0.33 1.49 9.46E-38 
C9orf40 0 0.63 0.30 0.33 -1.49 3.18E-37 
RPS6KC1 0 0.56 0.23 0.33 1.33 6.38E-41 
TCEB3 0 0.67 0.35 0.32 -1.13 1.85E-08 
NFKBIL1 0 0.56 0.23 0.32 1.82 0 
NOC3L 0 0.61 0.29 0.32 -1.27 1.92E-41 
SUPV3L1 0 0.51 0.19 0.32 1.18 0 
MFSD9 0 0.43 0.10 0.32 1.62 1.07E-21 
TCOF1 0 0.78 0.46 0.32 -1.67 3.59E-63 
HSP90AB1 1 0.70 0.38 0.32 -1.34 1.71E-43 
GNL3 0 0.67 0.36 0.32  N.S. 
KLHL12 0 0.47 0.16 0.32  N.S. 
TOX4 0 0.42 0.10 0.32 1.13 5.38E-24 
RRS1 1 0.61 0.30 0.32 -1.62 9.99E-44 
PSAT1 0 0.82 0.50 0.31 5.06 1.78E-87 
ACO2 0 0.74 0.43 0.31  N.S. 
WDR43 0 0.64 0.32 0.31 -1.52 6.37E-63 
ENDOG 0 0.44 0.13 0.31 -1.43 5.91E-33 
HIST1H1E 0 0.79 0.48 0.31 -1.44 6.92E-08 
GRPEL1 0 0.51 0.20 0.31 -1.36 9.57E-46 
CAD 1 0.68 0.37 0.31 -1.34 4.62E-38 
ARHGDIA 0 0.77 0.46 0.31 -1.96 5.36E-55 
C8orf55 0 0.56 0.25 0.31 -1.69 6.42E-33 
DNAJC9 0 0.82 0.51 0.31 -1.37 5.77E-62 
XPOT 0 0.77 0.46 0.31 2.30 3.64E-104 
MED17 0 0.58 0.27 0.31 -1.06 7.37E-04 
SMC6 0 0.57 0.27 0.30 1.25 2.31E-31 
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STX5 0 0.50 0.19 0.30 2.32 2.80E-73 
TRAF6 0 0.39 0.09 0.30  N.S. 
INPP5K 0 0.30 0.00 0.30  N.S. 
TFRC 0 0.76 0.46 0.30 -1.66 8.98E-65 
RASSF1 0 0.44 0.13 0.30  N.S. 
TMEM177 0 0.45 0.15 0.30 -1.63 1.05E-64 
XRCC5 0 0.87 0.57 0.30 -1.41 1.35E-75 
PCGF3 0 0.56 0.26 0.30 -2.23 5.72E-71 
TIMM8A 0 0.38 0.08 0.30 -2.26 9.78E-66 
CCDC49 0 0.53 0.23 0.30  N.S. 
GNL2 0 0.70 0.41 0.29 -1.48 6.51E-58 
SFRS2 0 0.76 0.47 0.29 -2.01 1.39E-80 
SFRS12 0 0.66 0.36 0.29 -1.10 3.10E-22 
ERCC6L 0 0.68 0.39 0.29 -2.03 1.42E-67 
OSGEPL1 0 0.49 0.19 0.29 -1.26 2.08E-20 
OS9 0 0.40 0.10 0.29 1.76 2.23E-57 
ZZEF1 0 0.57 0.27 0.29 1.06 1.02E-03 
GGNBP2 0 0.58 0.29 0.29 1.10 0 
KHK 0 0.51 0.22 0.29 -1.26 2.67E-07 
QTRTD1 0 0.56 0.26 0.29 -1.40 9.42E-53 
PER1 0 0.35 0.07 0.29 1.24 3.41E-20 
TRIP13 0 0.91 0.62 0.29 -1.79 2.77E-74 
RPAIN 0 0.65 0.36 0.29  N.S. 
MAPRE1 0 0.44 0.15 0.29 -1.14 3.37E-33 
EXOSC9 0 0.69 0.40 0.29 -1.62 7.04E-75 
MYD88 1 0.61 0.32 0.29 -1.36 1.74E-52 
C16orf88 0 0.58 0.30 0.29 -1.94 1.72E-72 
PCK2 0 0.64 0.35 0.29 3.47 5.88E-117 
MAP1LC3B 2 0.30 0.02 0.29 1.86 2.29E-73 
HEATR1 0 0.74 0.46 0.29 -1.47 1.85E-56 
INSIG1 1 0.31 0.02 0.28 -3.10 1.65E-63 
ARHGAP1 0 0.57 0.28 0.28  N.S. 
MAEA 0 0.50 0.22 0.28  N.S. 
ST3GAL2 0 0.73 0.45 0.28 -1.50 0 
CCT3 0 0.73 0.45 0.28 -1.51 7.02E-75 
RAB35 0 0.72 0.44 0.28  N.S. 
ERF 0 0.57 0.29 0.28 -1.48 1.71E-39 
TDG 0 0.75 0.47 0.28 -1.50 7.84E-72 
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MTIF2 0 0.56 0.29 0.28 1.16 5.08E-30 
LY96 0 0.57 0.29 0.28 1.68 8.50E-58 
GOT1 0 0.71 0.43 0.28 2.22 6.46E-91 
HMOX2 0 0.40 0.13 0.28 -1.29 2.14E-19 
CHAC1 2 0.34 0.07 0.28 15.92 5.14E-91 
MARS 0 0.79 0.51 0.28 2.21 2.10E-99 
MCM3APAS 0 0.62 0.35 0.28 -1.91 5.76E-33 
GARS 0 0.78 0.51 0.28 2.32 1.63E-101 
ZCCHC8 0 0.51 0.23 0.27 1.49 6.39E-53 
RAG1AP1 0 0.61 0.33 0.27 1.40 9.41E-34 
KDM6B 0 0.67 0.40 0.27 1.25 0 
C1orf35 0 0.37 0.10 0.27 -1.38 1.26E-42 
NCAPD3 0 0.78 0.50 0.27 -1.31 1.87E-45 
HSPA5 75 0.62 0.35 0.27 2.07 2.89E-49 
TWISTNB 0 0.78 0.51 0.27 -1.70 6.55E-31 
EPOR 0 0.46 0.18 0.27  N.S. 
HIRA 1 0.49 0.22 0.27 -1.14 0 
HNRNPF 0 0.77 0.50 0.27 -1.60 6.99E-68 
ACLY 0 0.66 0.38 0.27 -1.43 4.22E-47 
WDR6 0 0.75 0.48 0.27  N.S. 
RER1 0 0.61 0.33 0.27 1.10 9.83E-18 
PORCN 0 0.47 0.19 0.27 1.24 0 
IRGQ 0 0.61 0.34 0.27 -1.15 8.76E-08 
RBM12 0 0.43 0.16 0.27 -2.05 2.65E-73 
NVL 0 0.44 0.17 0.27 1.13 3.15E-07 
BOP1 0 0.75 0.48 0.27 -1.56 2.89E-37 
DDX11 0 0.74 0.47 0.27 -1.47 1.17E-20 
LOC644617 0 0.66 0.39 0.27 -1.45 1.74E-48 
TBP 2 0.56 0.29 0.27 -1.12 3.01E-12 
LINS1 0 0.34 0.08 0.27  N.S. 
EGR1 1 0.50 0.24 0.27 1.17 3.74E-02 
SCLY 0 0.54 0.27 0.27 -1.28 1.65E-34 
FEN1 0 0.75 0.48 0.27 -1.81 6.86E-74 
CLK1 0 0.62 0.35 0.27 1.30 3.18E-43 
STARD3 0 0.57 0.31 0.27 1.12 2.29E-02 
ITFG1 0 0.76 0.50 0.26 1.29 2.32E-42 
LETM1 0 0.71 0.45 0.26 -1.43 2.05E-44 
GABPA 0 0.60 0.33 0.26  N.S. 
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COG2 0 0.35 0.09 0.26 -1.22 4.26E-34 
MYBBP1A 0 0.53 0.27 0.26 -1.61 9.65E-55 
DNAJA1 1 0.78 0.52 0.26 -2.14 5.39E-76 
OASL 0 0.57 0.30 0.26 1.19 7.08E-05 
FXYD3 0 0.57 0.30 0.26  N.S. 
MORF4L2 0 0.68 0.42 0.26  N.S. 
RBM3 0 0.59 0.33 0.26  N.S. 
NOP2 0 0.72 0.46 0.26 -1.85 4.04E-68 
PUF60 0 0.72 0.46 0.26 -1.33 1.10E-52 
UBIAD1 0 0.65 0.38 0.26 -1.30 2.35E-39 
CCNG2 1 0.78 0.52 0.26 2.00 3.11E-43 
TARS 0 0.91 0.65 0.26 1.34 2.25E-49 
TXNRD1 0 0.66 0.40 0.26 -1.12 7.52E-13 
SP3 1 0.75 0.50 0.26 1.05 4.68E-04 
FKBP14 0 0.64 0.38 0.26 3.55 3.51E-73 
PUS7 0 0.70 0.44 0.26 -1.72 2.48E-77 
RBM22 0 0.72 0.46 0.26  N.S. 
DHX9 0 0.67 0.41 0.25 -1.86 7.53E-82 
CCNE1 0 0.66 0.40 0.25 -2.24 3.51E-72 
ARL6IP4 0 0.62 0.37 0.25  N.S. 
SMEK2 0 0.31 0.05 0.25 -1.40 5.00E-08 
ADSS 0 0.82 0.57 0.25 -1.22 5.76E-22 
SLC25A40 0 0.41 0.16 0.25  N.S. 
ZFAND3 0 0.74 0.49 0.25 1.71 6.71E-57 
TBC1D13 0 0.42 0.17 0.25  N.S. 
BYSL 0 0.59 0.34 0.25 -2.04 1.31E-72 
CARS2 0 0.50 0.25 0.25 -1.23 4.44E-31 
TELO2 0 0.61 0.37 0.25 -1.58 1.68E-53 
RPS6KA4 0 0.27 0.03 0.25 -1.35 1.50E-12 
TMED3 0 0.58 0.33 0.25 -1.19 5.43E-18 
DYRK4 0 0.63 0.39 0.25 1.98 3.03E-67 
ASB1 0 0.45 0.21 0.25  N.S. 
SNX1 0 0.44 0.20 0.24 1.30 1.35E-45 
JHDM1D 0 0.54 0.30 0.24 1.19 8.56E-03 
POLR3G 0 0.68 0.44 0.24 -1.71 1.42E-24 
CSK 0 0.67 0.42 0.24 -1.31 1.02E-38 
PFKP 0 0.47 0.23 0.24 -1.90 6.14E-60 
ILF3 0 0.81 0.57 0.24 -1.43 8.83E-56 
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CALM1 0 0.53 0.29 0.24  N.S. 
CREB1 4 0.64 0.39 0.24 -1.23 0 
RBM14 0 0.70 0.46 0.24 -1.57 3.35E-66 
RFK 0 0.45 0.21 0.24 -1.55 1.57E-39 
SNRNP35 0 0.44 0.20 0.24 -1.30 3.18E-29 
FLAD1 0 0.67 0.43 0.24 -1.08 1.07E-02 
NOP56 0 0.90 0.66 0.24 -1.74 1.18E-84 
PET112L 0 0.48 0.24 0.24  N.S. 
C12orf47 0 0.40 0.16 0.24 1.19 3.54E-10 
WIPI1 0 0.47 0.23 0.24 3.91 6.01E-96 
TIPIN 0 0.78 0.54 0.24 -1.53 1.61E-66 
RRP9 0 0.76 0.52 0.24 -1.95 3.33E-57 
WDR76 0 0.46 0.22 0.24 -1.35 1.18E-24 
ARAF 0 0.63 0.40 0.24 1.17 3.00E-25 
BAT3 1 0.76 0.52 0.24  N.S. 
WDR33 0 0.27 0.04 0.24  N.S. 
GORASP2 0 0.73 0.50 0.24 1.43 7.84E-56 
MAPKAPK5 0 0.59 0.35 0.24 -1.10 2.59E-08 
ARMCX3 0 0.70 0.47 0.24 1.92 5.25E-70 
KIAA0907 0 0.42 0.18 0.24  N.S. 
XRCC6 0 0.71 0.47 0.24 -1.14 4.95E-22 
SOLH 0 0.69 0.46 0.24 -1.25 3.02E-24 
MAST2 0 0.67 0.44 0.24 -1.20 3.63E-23 
HSD17B4 0 0.79 0.55 0.23 1.22 1.62E-35 
DNAJB9 3 0.68 0.44 0.23 6.32 1.56E-80 
TAF15 0 0.54 0.30 0.23  N.S. 
BRE 0 0.58 0.35 0.23 1.09 0 
ATRX 0 0.77 0.54 0.23 1.09 4.59E-11 
CCDC85B 0 0.72 0.48 0.23 -2.07 3.11E-75 
GRWD1 0 0.44 0.21 0.23 -1.85 5.13E-52 
MRPL12 0 0.56 0.33 0.23 -1.56 3.77E-57 
KLHL20 0 0.65 0.42 0.23  N.S. 
TSPYL2 0 0.35 0.11 0.23 1.66 1.46E-33 
POLA1 0 0.70 0.47 0.23 -1.08 4.58E-05 
C14orf156 0 0.88 0.65 0.23 -1.36 4.18E-63 
L2HGDH 0 0.33 0.10 0.23 -1.35 0 
PRPF8 0 0.86 0.63 0.23  N.S. 
NUP133 0 0.83 0.60 0.23 -1.16 1.39E-31 
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GINS2 0 0.84 0.61 0.23 -1.64 2.05E-60 
DHX15 0 0.69 0.47 0.23 -1.48 3.15E-64 
TWF2 0 0.63 0.40 0.23 1.21 8.05E-25 
CDK5RAP2 0 0.66 0.43 0.23  N.S. 
ASNSD1 0 0.45 0.22 0.23  N.S. 
KIF22 0 0.50 0.27 0.23  N.S. 
SLC39A14 0 0.60 0.38 0.23 2.53 3.65E-88 
CBX4 0 0.51 0.29 0.23 2.43 5.07E-70 
PEX19 0 0.42 0.20 0.23  N.S. 
LOC150776 0 0.75 0.52 0.23 -1.24 2.61E-24 
POLD3 0 0.67 0.45 0.23 -1.51 3.63E-72 
MLLT3 0 0.49 0.27 0.23 1.10 1.12E-05 
RPS20 0 0.25 0.02 0.23 -1.25 3.89E-03 
DNAJC2 0 0.74 0.52 0.22 -1.24 3.25E-30 
TBC1D5 0 0.55 0.32 0.22  N.S. 
DPH2 0 0.34 0.12 0.22 -1.60 2.39E-47 
MIS12 0 0.51 0.29 0.22 1.80 8.91E-75 
LOC100134089 0 0.53 0.31 0.22  N.S. 
USP39 0 0.48 0.26 0.22 -1.28 2.18E-30 
TMEM115 0 0.39 0.17 0.22 1.25 8.92E-21 
CCT4 0 0.85 0.63 0.22 -1.26 4.25E-43 
WDR46 0 0.30 0.08 0.22 -1.52 1.40E-28 
CDK8 0 0.79 0.57 0.22  N.S. 
PCYT2 0 0.26 0.04 0.22 -1.48 4.25E-24 
POLDIP2 0 0.54 0.32 0.22 -1.09 3.84E-11 
RNF146 0 0.67 0.45 0.22 1.24 1.61E-20 
NKRF 0 0.31 0.09 0.22 -1.66 2.62E-68 
C2orf42 0 0.66 0.44 0.22 1.26 3.31E-33 
PRMT3 0 0.82 0.60 0.22 -1.78 1.10E-69 
C9orf78 0 0.44 0.22 0.22 -1.23 3.84E-20 
FASTKD2 0 0.75 0.54 0.22 -1.64 1.43E-74 
CNNM2 0 0.44 0.22 0.22 1.20 1.55E-06 
RPL13 0 0.28 0.06 0.22 -1.85 9.09E-29 
DCTPP1 0 0.77 0.55 0.22 -1.87 1.10E-73 
C19orf29 0 0.37 0.15 0.22 -1.14 7.25E-05 
MMS19 0 0.66 0.44 0.22  N.S. 
AKTIP 0 0.58 0.37 0.22 1.39 5.64E-44 
PPP2R1A 0 0.71 0.49 0.22 -1.25 0 
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PPRC1 0 0.73 0.51 0.22 -1.78 1.09E-75 
POP1 0 0.62 0.40 0.22 -1.68 9.29E-50 
ACTN4 0 0.49 0.27 0.22 -1.75 3.44E-52 
ATP5G3 0 0.81 0.59 0.22 -1.23 1.84E-33 
POLE2 0 0.91 0.69 0.22 -1.85 5.70E-85 
DDX18 0 0.69 0.47 0.22 -1.31 4.37E-59 
BAZ1A 0 0.73 0.51 0.22 -1.60 3.95E-65 
RNMTL1 0 0.78 0.57 0.22 -1.44 7.54E-54 
PLOD1 0 0.75 0.53 0.22 1.07 2.41E-02 
YAF2 0 0.55 0.33 0.22 -1.15 4.33E-25 
NUSAP1 0 0.66 0.44 0.22  N.S. 
GALE 1 0.28 0.07 0.21 -1.29 3.46E-07 
GEMIN4 0 0.72 0.51 0.21 -2.22 2.22E-86 
SLC20A1 0 0.65 0.43 0.21 -1.67 8.29E-72 
EXOSC10 0 0.67 0.46 0.21 -1.18 3.99E-38 
ITPR3 0 0.61 0.39 0.21 -1.21 4.71E-18 
CCT6A 0 0.67 0.45 0.21 -1.70 1.02E-83 
MRPL28 0 0.42 0.21 0.21 -1.27 2.30E-23 
ATR 0 0.54 0.32 0.21 -1.40 8.88E-68 
ACBD4 0 0.46 0.25 0.21  N.S. 
MTF2 0 0.70 0.49 0.21 -1.41 5.57E-58 
AKAP1 0 0.75 0.54 0.21 -1.79 1.59E-54 
FASTKD1 0 0.51 0.30 0.21 -1.49 6.72E-78 
FKBP11 1 0.63 0.41 0.21 2.03 2.15E-49 
DDX56 0 0.67 0.46 0.21 -1.36 6.79E-47 
HRAS 1 0.63 0.41 0.21 -1.47 1.53E-51 
RBM39 0 0.83 0.62 0.21 1.08 0 
UQCC 0 0.24 0.03 0.21  N.S. 
TMEM127 0 0.70 0.49 0.21 1.20 0 
CKAP2 0 0.56 0.35 0.21 -1.10 4.95E-08 
POLA2 0 0.45 0.24 0.21 -1.39 1.54E-43 
KIAA0753 0 0.45 0.24 0.21  N.S. 
WDR45L 0 0.36 0.15 0.21  N.S. 
SLC1A5 0 0.71 0.50 0.21 3.78 1.51E-104 
SLBP 0 0.90 0.69 0.21 -1.90 4.66E-92 
RAB11B 0 0.48 0.27 0.21  N.S. 
DCLRE1B 0 0.67 0.46 0.21 -1.49 3.93E-40 
TRPC4AP 0 0.39 0.18 0.21 1.35 3.84E-37 
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TXLNA 0 0.61 0.40 0.21 1.25 8.06E-35 
C12orf41 0 0.36 0.15 0.21  N.S. 
PSMC1 0 0.65 0.44 0.21 -1.24 2.02E-36 
EIF2S2 0 0.85 0.64 0.21 1.40 8.24E-69 
NUTF2 0 0.71 0.50 0.21 -1.16 5.93E-37 
MAGED1 0 0.55 0.34 0.21 -1.44 1.06E-49 
DNA2 0 0.69 0.48 0.20 -1.70 1.44E-58 
PRICKLE4 0 0.88 0.68 0.20 -1.53 1.06E-65 
LRRC20 0 0.34 0.13 0.20 -1.94 1.26E-62 
STK24 0 0.36 0.16 0.20 1.26 5.97E-47 
SFRS1 0 0.90 0.69 0.20 -1.20 1.16E-46 
DTX2 0 0.48 0.28 0.20 1.54 2.51E-29 
EZH1 0 0.80 0.60 0.20  N.S. 
C1orf56 0 0.35 0.15 0.20  N.S. 
RNF216 0 0.59 0.39 0.20 1.08 7.01E-06 
CCNB1IP1 0 0.60 0.39 0.20 1.38 3.81E-54 
SLC29A1 0 0.39 0.19 0.20 -1.62 2.74E-51 
RDH11 0 0.64 0.44 0.20 -1.35 1.85E-05 
C10orf2 1 0.59 0.39 0.20 -1.61 3.13E-58 
TOMM40 0 0.75 0.55 0.20 -1.66 2.71E-76 
RPS6KA3 0 0.47 0.27 0.20 -1.15 0 
TTC17 0 0.29 0.09 0.20 2.20 3.31E-79 
TOMM34 0 0.27 0.07 0.20 -1.22 1.02E-18 
ATAD2B 0 0.50 0.30 0.20  N.S. 
BCL2 8 0.41 0.21 0.20 1.20 6.37E-09 
NUP85 0 0.82 0.62 0.20 -1.65 1.25E-82 
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KDM3A 0 0.77 0.05 0.72 -2.19 1.09E-25 
ZNF395 0 0.75 0.06 0.68 -2.51 1.97E-26 
BNIP3 6 0.75 0.12 0.63 -1.88 8.80E-21 
CCNB1 227 0.79 0.19 0.60 -2.72 2.69E-42 
GADD45A 134 0.81 0.26 0.54 2.79 2.54E-32 
KPNA2 3 0.71 0.17 0.54 -1.30 5.29E-18 
FAS 433 0.55 0.04 0.51 1.88 2.27E-39 
CENPE 0 0.69 0.19 0.50 -2.06 2.65E-26 
CHORDC1 0 0.88 0.40 0.48 -1.14 3.18E-02 
IER5 2 0.69 0.22 0.47 1.46 3.20E-33 
INSIG2 1 0.74 0.27 0.47 -1.58 5.55E-14 
PKP4 0 0.52 0.05 0.46  N.S. 
PSRC1 3 0.50 0.04 0.46 -2.25 1.17E-28 
KIF20A 0 0.68 0.23 0.45 -1.67 9.71E-17 
UBIAD1 0 0.71 0.26 0.45 -1.23 1.53E-09 
NARF 0 0.76 0.32 0.44 -1.30 5.52E-14 
PLK1 87 0.66 0.23 0.43 -2.87 4.33E-36 
ATF3 28 0.73 0.30 0.43 2.24 1.14E-29 
AK3L1 0 0.63 0.20 0.42 -1.41 9.84E-09 
PDK1 7 0.72 0.30 0.42 -1.87 2.78E-15 
ARHGAP11A 0 0.57 0.16 0.42 -1.55 8.46E-15 
C1orf63 0 0.75 0.34 0.42 1.31 2.89E-05 
CDC20 32 0.81 0.40 0.42 -2.45 5.54E-34 
RAB35 0 0.69 0.29 0.41  N.S. 
P4HA2 0 0.64 0.24 0.40  N.S. 
CENPA 4 0.70 0.30 0.40 -2.07 8.88E-36 
RANBP10 0 0.54 0.15 0.40 1.33 2.71E-14 
SORBS1 0 0.44 0.05 0.40  N.S. 
LOC731049 0 0.85 0.46 0.39 -1.55 2.48E-18 
CSTF3 0 0.64 0.25 0.39 1.39 9.33E-27 
DDB2 106 0.60 0.21 0.38 2.62 5.76E-49 
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GTF3C2 0 0.77 0.39 0.38  N.S. 
YEATS2 0 0.71 0.33 0.38 -1.18 1.12E-04 
SP100 3 0.51 0.14 0.37  N.S. 
C7orf68 0 0.62 0.24 0.37 -1.64 1.19E-14 
MOSPD1 0 0.71 0.34 0.37 1.60 1.43E-38 
PAQR4 0 0.56 0.19 0.36  N.S. 
TAX1BP1 0 0.59 0.23 0.36  N.S. 
TPCN1 0 0.48 0.12 0.36 -1.21 2.31E-02 
SLC16A3 0 0.74 0.39 0.36 -2.16 3.64E-16 
PER1 15 0.45 0.09 0.36  N.S. 
CEP68 0 0.73 0.37 0.36  N.S. 
NUDT9 0 0.61 0.26 0.35 -1.18 2.96E-07 
C14orf118 0 0.48 0.13 0.35  N.S. 
RNF126 0 0.69 0.34 0.35 -1.15 3.89E-02 
FAM50B 0 0.57 0.22 0.35  N.S. 
RNASEH1 0 0.67 0.33 0.34  N.S. 
TMEM45A 0 0.74 0.40 0.34 -1.57 3.16E-14 
SLC2A3 2 0.56 0.22 0.34 -2.23 1.57E-26 
MRPL49 0 0.70 0.36 0.34 1.77 1.42E-46 
N4BP2L2 0 0.46 0.12 0.34 1.29 3.32E-07 
BBS4 0 0.53 0.19 0.34 1.64 3.54E-14 
CDCA8 0 0.67 0.33 0.34 -1.34 3.20E-16 
PARN 1 0.89 0.55 0.34 1.25 1.94E-14 
PSMA2 0 0.73 0.40 0.33  N.S. 
RNF121 0 0.40 0.07 0.33 1.19 5.69E-04 
ZNF434 0 0.63 0.30 0.33  N.S. 
CLN5 0 0.63 0.30 0.33 1.16 5.48E-05 
CDKN1A 1183 0.67 0.34 0.33 2.69 7.89E-37 
TACC3 0 0.62 0.29 0.33 -1.33 1.79E-09 
UNC84B 0 0.40 0.07 0.32 -1.59 2.21E-17 
ETV7 0 0.58 0.26 0.32 1.22 1.04E-02 
ELAC1 0 0.55 0.23 0.32 1.23 8.15E-05 
ZMPSTE24 5 0.77 0.46 0.32 1.12 3.25E-03 
ZNF410 0 0.48 0.16 0.32 1.09 9.48E-04 
PSMD12 0 0.80 0.48 0.32  N.S. 
CYTH2 0 0.57 0.26 0.32  N.S. 
THUMPD2 0 0.48 0.16 0.32  N.S. 
KIF23 0 0.69 0.37 0.32 -1.62 1.47E-13 
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TMEM39A 0 0.45 0.13 0.31  N.S. 
TRIM27 0 0.74 0.43 0.31  N.S. 
RPIA 0 0.69 0.37 0.31  N.S. 
FAM57A 0 0.52 0.21 0.31 -1.38 2.42E-13 
SFRS14 0 0.42 0.11 0.31  N.S. 
HNRNPH3 0 0.59 0.28 0.31  N.S. 
SESN1 6 0.45 0.14 0.31 5.28 1.41E-46 
PSMC6 0 0.83 0.52 0.31  N.S. 
EXOSC2 0 0.74 0.43 0.31 -1.12 5.56E-03 
CRTC3 0 0.76 0.45 0.31  N.S. 
TNFRSF10B 74 0.89 0.58 0.31 1.65 3.70E-27 
LY6G5C 0 0.41 0.11 0.31  N.S. 
MADD 1 0.61 0.31 0.31  N.S. 
FKTN 0 0.70 0.40 0.31  N.S. 
DUSP1 5 0.65 0.35 0.30 -1.28 3.28E-06 
CLEC16A 0 0.57 0.27 0.30  N.S. 
CLK4 1 0.62 0.32 0.30 1.58 5.45E-22 
HSPBAP1 0 0.46 0.16 0.30 1.30 1.84E-13 
UTP3 0 0.58 0.28 0.30  N.S. 
ZFP161 0 0.40 0.10 0.30  N.S. 
SETX 4 0.53 0.23 0.30  N.S. 
CARS 6 0.57 0.27 0.30 1.15 2.66E-02 
TFB2M 0 0.70 0.40 0.30  N.S. 
P4HA1 0 0.83 0.53 0.30 -2.04 2.75E-24 
NUP43 0 0.46 0.16 0.30  N.S. 
CASP2 11 0.68 0.39 0.30  N.S. 
DAPK3 1 0.52 0.23 0.30  N.S. 
SLC1A5 0 0.65 0.36 0.30  N.S. 
CERK 0 0.48 0.19 0.29 -1.28 1.84E-13 
MAPKSP1 0 0.51 0.22 0.29 1.12 8.33E-05 
RBM12 0 0.60 0.31 0.29 -1.34 1.66E-10 
DEXI 0 0.58 0.29 0.29 1.18 1.77E-04 
KIN 14 0.76 0.47 0.29  N.S. 
AHCTF1 0 0.58 0.29 0.29 -1.13 5.34E-03 
GLT25D1 0 0.56 0.27 0.29  N.S. 
ADPGK 0 0.50 0.21 0.29  N.S. 
CTSO 0 0.63 0.34 0.29 1.35 6.20E-20 
C18orf8 0 0.55 0.26 0.29  N.S. 
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DNAJA1 1 0.57 0.28 0.29  N.S. 
HNRNPA3 1 0.76 0.48 0.29  N.S. 
ARHGDIA 0 0.68 0.39 0.29  N.S. 
C17orf75 0 0.48 0.20 0.29 1.15 1.75E-03 
CSNK2A1 0 0.66 0.38 0.28  N.S. 
PSMC3IP 0 0.82 0.53 0.28 1.42 4.52E-20 
CEACAM1 0 0.54 0.25 0.28 3.55 1.00E-29 
VEGFA 9 0.57 0.29 0.28  N.S. 
COPS5 6 0.80 0.52 0.28  N.S. 
ILKAP 0 0.58 0.30 0.28  N.S. 
SREBF2 1 0.50 0.22 0.28  N.S. 
GTF2E2 0 0.43 0.15 0.28 -1.41 5.22E-35 
AMPD2 0 0.82 0.54 0.28 -1.25 8.50E-09 
GPATCH3 0 0.36 0.08 0.28  N.S. 
AHSA1 0 0.67 0.39 0.28 -1.32 6.36E-19 
ZNF193 0 0.35 0.07 0.28 1.26 6.13E-04 
CHCHD7 0 0.81 0.53 0.27 1.24 2.15E-15 
ASCC3 0 0.69 0.42 0.27 1.22 4.89E-08 
C3orf37 0 0.47 0.19 0.27 -1.20 1.24E-04 
CHCHD3 0 0.75 0.48 0.27 -1.11 1.53E-07 
ASB7 0 0.27 0.00 0.27  N.S. 
OIP5 0 0.77 0.50 0.27  N.S. 
GON4L 0 0.61 0.34 0.27  N.S. 
USP7 11 0.68 0.41 0.27 -1.13 1.18E-07 
C12orf11 0 0.75 0.48 0.27 -1.33 3.07E-21 
SERPINI1 0 0.53 0.26 0.27  N.S. 
PNN 1 0.57 0.30 0.27  N.S. 
UNC119B 0 0.45 0.18 0.27 1.16 1.29E-08 
NR2C2 0 0.40 0.13 0.27  N.S. 
PPWD1 0 0.62 0.35 0.27 1.11 4.45E-05 
PGM1 1 0.81 0.54 0.27 -1.20 7.76E-08 
CCDC76 0 0.76 0.49 0.27  N.S. 
GTSE1 4 0.71 0.44 0.27 -1.30 6.44E-07 
PMS2 49 0.56 0.30 0.27  N.S. 
SLC39A1 0 0.56 0.29 0.27  N.S. 
DHPS 3 0.63 0.36 0.26 -1.20 8.41E-07 
DDX54 0 0.51 0.24 0.26  N.S. 
ENO3 0 0.39 0.12 0.26  N.S. 
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SFRS16 0 0.56 0.30 0.26  N.S. 
CEP63 1 0.47 0.21 0.26  N.S. 
SLC37A4 0 0.68 0.41 0.26  N.S. 
NIPA2 0 0.68 0.42 0.26 -1.13 1.02E-06 
BIRC5 39 0.70 0.44 0.26 -1.13 1.78E-04 
POLS 38 0.50 0.24 0.26 -1.12 3.45E-02 
HAUS7 0 0.66 0.40 0.26 -1.16 4.57E-02 
SFI1 0 0.42 0.16 0.26 -1.33 2.18E-12 
MCC 3 0.67 0.41 0.26  N.S. 
DYNLT3 0 0.78 0.53 0.26  N.S. 
FAM172A 0 0.74 0.48 0.26 -1.30 1.50E-12 
WDR76 0 0.54 0.28 0.26  N.S. 
ITFG1 0 0.70 0.45 0.26 1.18 1.07E-04 
C12orf49 0 0.47 0.21 0.25  N.S. 
POMGNT1 0 0.61 0.36 0.25  N.S. 
SENP6 1 0.39 0.14 0.25 1.27 7.73E-05 
COL11A2 8 0.59 0.34 0.25  N.S. 
TRIM22 0 0.66 0.41 0.25 1.45 4.75E-21 
LRIG2 0 0.48 0.23 0.25  N.S. 
PANK2 0 0.45 0.20 0.25 1.16 2.32E-11 
EIF4H 0 0.70 0.45 0.25  N.S. 
NR4A2 5 0.26 0.01 0.25 -1.52 9.92E-05 
PFKM 0 0.67 0.42 0.25 -1.35 1.15E-17 
LARP5 0 0.43 0.18 0.25  N.S. 
PFDN6 0 0.30 0.05 0.25  N.S. 
NPLOC4 0 0.68 0.44 0.25  N.S. 
STIM1 0 0.56 0.31 0.25 -1.21 8.63E-04 
MAP2K3 2 0.50 0.25 0.25 1.25 1.14E-15 
HACE1 0 0.57 0.32 0.25  N.S. 
ZNF224 0 0.66 0.41 0.25  N.S. 
C11orf57 0 0.75 0.50 0.25  N.S. 
DKFZP564O0523 0 0.25 0.00 0.25  N.S. 
UBE2A 7 0.73 0.48 0.25 1.14 7.44E-16 
NRF1 2 0.50 0.25 0.24  N.S. 
PTCD3 0 0.45 0.21 0.24 -1.14 1.19E-06 
GPATCH1 0 0.45 0.21 0.24  N.S. 
SLC7A6 0 0.72 0.48 0.24 1.70 4.82E-31 
MMS19 2 0.83 0.58 0.24 -1.17 2.60E-06 
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CHIC2 0 0.75 0.51 0.24 1.14 4.83E-04 
RGL2 0 0.44 0.20 0.24  N.S. 
GRPEL1 0 0.64 0.39 0.24 -1.21 5.55E-15 
FAM160B2 0 0.68 0.44 0.24  N.S. 
PRIM2 0 0.73 0.49 0.24  N.S. 
C8orf33 0 0.66 0.42 0.24  N.S. 
UTP14C 0 0.47 0.22 0.24 1.19 1.55E-16 
ZNF200 0 0.36 0.12 0.24 1.20 2.12E-12 
PDCD2 0 0.68 0.44 0.24  N.S. 
ARSB 0 0.37 0.13 0.24  N.S. 
BRD8 0 0.61 0.37 0.24  N.S. 
FADS2 0 0.58 0.35 0.24 -1.37 8.62E-12 
C6orf47 0 0.57 0.33 0.24  N.S. 
TSEN34 0 0.57 0.33 0.24  N.S. 
DIS3 0 0.78 0.54 0.24  N.S. 
PITPNB 0 0.58 0.34 0.24  N.S. 
FRYL 0 0.61 0.38 0.24  N.S. 
PIGF 0 0.69 0.45 0.24  N.S. 
NR2C1 1 0.38 0.14 0.24  N.S. 
TAF11 0 0.63 0.39 0.24 1.11 4.07E-06 
D15Wsu75e 0 0.59 0.35 0.23  N.S. 
APEX2 4 0.38 0.15 0.23  N.S. 
C11orf58 0 0.51 0.28 0.23  N.S. 
SOCS6 1 0.46 0.23 0.23  N.S. 
CGGBP1 0 0.39 0.16 0.23  N.S. 
ORAI3 0 0.78 0.54 0.23 1.86 2.37E-28 
CCNB2 11 0.75 0.52 0.23 -1.35 8.28E-22 
PRPF38B 0 0.78 0.55 0.23  N.S. 
LOC649169 0 0.35 0.12 0.23  N.S. 
BET1 0 0.62 0.39 0.23  N.S. 
C17orf39 0 0.46 0.23 0.23  N.S. 
RER1 0 0.74 0.51 0.23  N.S. 
TCOF1 0 0.72 0.49 0.23  N.S. 
MAPK14 4 0.66 0.43 0.23 1.17 1.27E-06 
OR1D2 0 0.31 0.08 0.23  N.S. 
GRK6 1 0.56 0.33 0.23 -1.23 2.48E-06 
SLC3A2 0 0.46 0.23 0.23  N.S. 
BTG3 3 0.36 0.13 0.23  N.S. 
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MPI 5 0.62 0.39 0.23 -1.22 6.55E-04 
RBM39 0 0.77 0.54 0.23  N.S. 
KIAA0232 0 0.55 0.32 0.23 1.22 6.73E-08 
PDHA1 0 0.78 0.55 0.23  N.S. 
GMPS 0 0.73 0.51 0.23  N.S. 
RAB14 0 0.38 0.15 0.23  N.S. 
RABL2A 0 0.72 0.49 0.23  N.S. 
SYNCRIP 0 0.65 0.43 0.23 -1.17 4.25E-05 
ARFRP1 0 0.43 0.20 0.23  N.S. 
SLC25A1 0 0.50 0.28 0.23  N.S. 
IFFO1 0 0.66 0.44 0.23 1.15 9.47E-10 
SLC35E3 0 0.50 0.27 0.23 1.82 5.06E-27 
ARL5A 0 0.67 0.45 0.23  N.S. 
ORC2L 1 0.69 0.46 0.23 -1.16 1.19E-06 
UBE2C 0 0.82 0.60 0.23 -1.55 1.38E-17 
MED22 0 0.77 0.55 0.22  N.S. 
RNASET2 0 0.65 0.43 0.22 -1.84 1.23E-27 
PLOD1 0 0.72 0.50 0.22 -1.40 9.42E-15 
BECN1 6 0.70 0.48 0.22 1.12 3.38E-11 
WDR45L 0 0.28 0.06 0.22  N.S. 
KDSR 0 0.56 0.34 0.22 -1.10 4.90E-02 
DLGAP5 0 0.80 0.58 0.22 -1.90 3.50E-30 
RASSF7 0 0.72 0.50 0.22  N.S. 
TMEM183A 0 0.52 0.30 0.22  N.S. 
ZNF16 0 0.55 0.33 0.22  N.S. 
MUS81 71 0.56 0.34 0.22 -1.11 9.78E-05 
SMARCD1 0 0.34 0.12 0.22  N.S. 
RWDD2B 0 0.54 0.32 0.22 1.10 2.05E-04 
ZNF207 0 0.65 0.43 0.22  N.S. 
RAD23B 28 0.74 0.52 0.22 -1.14 3.53E-03 
DDX28 0 0.35 0.13 0.22  N.S. 
HMHA1 0 0.65 0.43 0.22 -1.30 8.69E-08 
TUBGCP5 0 0.58 0.36 0.22  N.S. 
YARS 0 0.73 0.51 0.22  N.S. 
FICD 0 0.61 0.40 0.22  N.S. 
ZNF654 0 0.65 0.43 0.22 1.50 2.99E-18 
NUP160 0 0.26 0.04 0.22 1.33 1.26E-09 
ZNF248 0 0.34 0.12 0.22  N.S. 
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RLF 0 0.51 0.29 0.22 -1.31 5.31E-12 
CLPB 1 0.69 0.47 0.22  N.S. 
NOL10 0 0.30 0.08 0.22  N.S. 
TATDN2 0 0.63 0.41 0.22  N.S. 
MLX 0 0.58 0.36 0.22  N.S. 
hCG_2024410 0 0.22 0.01 0.22  N.S. 
SLC38A1 1 0.65 0.43 0.22 -1.16 4.09E-06 
ST3GAL2 0 0.74 0.52 0.22  N.S. 
PHF21A 0 0.61 0.39 0.22  N.S. 
CROT 0 0.57 0.36 0.22 1.72 7.52E-30 
PSME3 1 0.74 0.52 0.22  N.S. 
EXO1 40 0.73 0.52 0.22 1.15 5.11E-04 
UBA5 0 0.67 0.45 0.22  N.S. 
KIAA0892 0 0.50 0.28 0.21  N.S. 
SCRIB 1 0.82 0.61 0.21 1.32 1.52E-16 
GEMIN4 0 0.76 0.55 0.21 -1.49 3.61E-17 
TFIP11 0 0.51 0.29 0.21  N.S. 
PPP2R5B 1 0.31 0.10 0.21  N.S. 
NCAPH 0 0.79 0.58 0.21 -1.22 1.89E-05 
PAM 33 0.63 0.41 0.21 -1.34 8.80E-10 
STX10 0 0.49 0.28 0.21  N.S. 
INHBE 0 0.45 0.23 0.21  N.S. 
DHX32 0 0.62 0.41 0.21  N.S. 
KHDRBS1 2 0.69 0.48 0.21 1.06 3.31E-03 
C1orf183 0 0.34 0.13 0.21 2.94 1.41E-26 
SLC39A7 0 0.61 0.40 0.21 1.16 1.41E-02 
SAP30BP 0 0.69 0.48 0.21  N.S. 
ALKBH4 0 0.45 0.24 0.21  N.S. 
NSDHL 0 0.50 0.29 0.21  N.S. 
MAT2B 0 0.71 0.50 0.21  N.S. 
SLC18A2 0 0.56 0.35 0.21  N.S. 
PBRM1 0 0.70 0.49 0.21  N.S. 
FAM168B 0 0.84 0.63 0.21  N.S. 
POLR2C 0 0.62 0.41 0.21  N.S. 
VAV1 1 0.70 0.49 0.21 -1.19 2.16E-07 
RRS1 0 0.70 0.49 0.21 -1.16 5.01E-04 
TRIP10 1 0.67 0.46 0.21  N.S. 
ACTR6 0 0.80 0.59 0.21  N.S. 
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METTL3 0 0.61 0.41 0.21  N.S. 
DEDD 0 0.43 0.22 0.21  N.S. 
COMMD8 0 0.75 0.54 0.21  N.S. 
SMEK2 0 0.27 0.06 0.21  N.S. 
NIP7 1 0.80 0.59 0.21  N.S. 
GPR89A 0 0.70 0.49 0.21  N.S. 
C17orf68 0 0.55 0.35 0.21 -1.17 3.39E-04 
RBM15 0 0.45 0.24 0.21 -1.21 1.13E-09 
MED15 0 0.57 0.37 0.21  N.S. 
DDX21 0 0.80 0.59 0.21  N.S. 
LGALS8 0 0.43 0.22 0.21 -1.27 2.87E-07 
FAM98A 0 0.73 0.52 0.21  N.S. 
KDM5A 1 0.52 0.31 0.20  N.S. 
C2orf47 0 0.75 0.55 0.20  N.S. 
C17orf91 0 0.81 0.61 0.20 1.26 1.25E-05 
DNTTIP2 0 0.79 0.59 0.20 -1.12 1.14E-06 
LRRK1 0 0.34 0.14 0.20 -1.19 3.28E-02 
LAS1L 0 0.68 0.48 0.20  N.S. 
RALGDS 3 0.85 0.65 0.20 1.68 1.05E-23 
FHIT 37 0.50 0.29 0.20  N.S. 
ZBTB32 0 0.56 0.36 0.20 -1.60 1.61E-16 
HMGCL 0 0.81 0.61 0.20  N.S. 
OAZ2 0 0.58 0.37 0.20  N.S. 
BTK 3 0.44 0.23 0.20 -1.21 4.21E-09 
LCMT1 0 0.72 0.51 0.20  N.S. 
BOP1 1 0.74 0.54 0.20  N.S. 
KIF14 0 0.69 0.49 0.20 -1.64 8.17E-23 
PWP2 0 0.81 0.61 0.20 -1.16 6.94E-05 
PPME1 0 0.71 0.51 0.20 -1.21 2.79E-03 
NOL8 0 0.72 0.52 0.20  N.S. 
PBLD 0 0.58 0.38 0.20 1.61 1.06E-25 
DDIT4 17 0.61 0.41 0.20 1.32 9.63E-07 
USO1 0 0.56 0.36 0.20  N.S. 
C4orf10 0 0.55 0.35 0.20 1.32 8.71E-06 
C1orf77 0 0.51 0.31 0.20  N.S. 
CDCA3 0 0.68 0.48 0.20 -1.47 1.62E-15 
SMARCAL1 6 0.49 0.28 0.20  N.S. 
RIT1 1 0.71 0.51 0.20  N.S. 
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TMEM159 0 0.69 0.49 0.20  N.S. 
NOD2 0 0.50 0.30 0.20 -1.22 1.99E-05 









weights - 0 
hours 
Correlation with 




(by 6 hours) P value (corrected) 
ATF3 0.003593 0.76 2.2 1.14E-29 
CDKN1A 0.0035558 0.75 2.7 7.89E-37 
FAS 0.0034732 0.66 1.9 2.27E-39 
SESN1 0.0033957 0.55 5.3 1.41E-46 
FOSL1 0.002966 0.65 3.8 4.94E-24 
FHL2 0.0029458 0.64 3.3 6.39E-41 
DDB2 0.0028929 0.46 2.6 5.76E-49 
IER5 0.0028757 0.67 1.5 3.20E-33 
PPM1D 0.0028408 0.44 3.7 3.41E-51 
PHLDA3 0.0028088 0.73 2.4 2.46E-38 
CYP4F3 0.0028032 0.42 2.6 5.10E-34 
PMAIP1 0.0027441 0.54 1.6 5.26E-28 
AEN 0.0026792 0.47 1.8 1.51E-32 
RNF19B 0.0026742 0.62 2.1 1.45E-29 
OSBPL3 0.0026649 0.50 1.2 4.46E-08 
TRIAP1 0.0026294 0.46 2.2 2.22E-44 
GLS2 0.0025414 0.33 4.8 2.94E-28 
C12orf5 0.0025076 0.44 2.2 8.92E-44 
FDXR 0.002458 0.54 3.2 7.53E-47 
XPC 0.0024214 0.45 2.2 7.82E-39 
NUP160 0.002363 0.26 1.3 1.26E-09 
C1orf183 0.002351 0.51 2.9 1.41E-26 
TNFSF9 0.0023391 0.63 1.6 4.58E-22 
EI24 0.0022972 0.48 1.9 1.34E-48 
IER3 0.0022742 0.69 1.6 2.32E-18 
FAM46A 0.0022705 0.57 1.8 9.17E-20 
FDX1 0.0022633 0.25   N.S. 
CD70 0.0022485 0.52 1.6 5.20E-21 
GNG11 0.0022453 0.24   N.S. 
TSPAN14 0.0022405 0.39 1.3 3.63E-14 
TNFSF4 0.0022403 0.45 2.0 1.43E-27 
VPS24 0.0022254 0.25 1.6 3.27E-39 
PHKA2 0.0022183 0.22   N.S. 
CABC1 0.0021924 0.33 1.8 7.52E-32 
PRKAB1 0.00217 0.39 2.0 9.48E-35 
PIR 0.0021645 0.34   N.S. 
RPAP2 0.0021627 0.11 1.5 3.24E-07 
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TP53I3 0.0021462 0.40 2.9 4.21E-37 
TBC1D5 0.0021209 0.37   N.S. 
CITED2 0.0021209 0.31   N.S. 
TNFRSF10B 0.0021186 0.54 1.6 3.70E-27 
ZBED1 0.0021181 0.27 1.7 3.40E-19 
TNFAIP3 0.0021154 0.39 1.3 3.30E-13 
BAX 0.0021126 0.34 1.5 6.05E-15 
PLK2 0.0021112 0.62 4.8 1.41E-30 
CCDC90B 0.0021061 0.43 2.0 2.98E-45 
DRAM 0.002089 0.60 2.1 9.20E-35 
ID2 0.0020153 0.56   N.S. 
ROBO1 0.0020121 0.32   N.S. 
F8 0.0020086 0.22 1.2 1.00E-14 
SLC12A9 0.0020041 0.19   N.S. 
GCC1 0.0020002 0.42   N.S. 
INPP4B 0.0019947 0.51   N.S. 
ISCU 0.0019918 0.55 1.4 1.91E-19 
TSPYL5 0.0019888 0.07 -1.2 3.01E-02 
XAB2 0.0019712 0.38   N.S. 
MEF2D 0.0019672 0.03   N.S. 
TMEM185B 0.0019638 0.36 1.2 2.43E-09 
TMEM57 0.0019619 0.33 1.8 6.26E-31 
ABTB2 0.00195 0.43 1.2 6.97E-03 
FKBP14 0.0019491 0.10   N.S. 
NEK3 0.0019457 0.41   N.S. 
FILIP1L 0.0019451 0.47   N.S. 
TP53TG1 0.0019307 0.22 1.7 3.47E-15 
CSTF2T 0.001928 0.16   N.S. 
ZC3H7A 0.0019206 0.09 1.5 1.03E-34 
CLP1 0.0019156 0.35 1.6 3.38E-49 
ZC3H12A 0.0019043 0.51   N.S. 
CEBPD 0.0018936 0.39   N.S. 
LAMC1 0.0018871 0.32   N.S. 
NEDD4L 0.0018868 0.25   N.S. 
TNFAIP6 0.001883 0.37   N.S. 
TAX1BP3 0.0018766 0.38 1.7 3.10E-31 
TM7SF3 0.0018749 0.30 2.1 2.25E-33 
BBC3 0.0018727 0.37 2.0 7.08E-29 
CEACAM1 0.0018664 0.42 3.5 1.00E-29 
TMEM30A 0.0018645 0.27 1.4 2.69E-24 
FRK 0.0018616 0.37 1.3 7.60E-10 
DDR1 0.0018403 0.37 1.6 2.31E-28 
SIDT2 0.0018381 0.44   N.S. 
INPP1 0.0018351 0.51 1.9 8.74E-37 
PPIF 0.0018349 0.25   N.S. 
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TRIM32 0.0018312 0.37 1.6 4.11E-34 
GTF2B 0.0018298 0.21 1.2 1.56E-12 
CLUAP1 0.0018187 0.43 1.2 9.11E-07 
GM2A 0.0018179 0.37 1.4 4.22E-06 
SENP6 0.0018096 0.30 1.3 7.73E-05 
F8A1 0.001808 0.46 1.3 1.38E-21 
DMD 0.0018072 0.48   N.S. 
LHFP 0.0018026 0.47 1.4 4.62E-06 
TMUB2 0.0017987 0.30   N.S. 
RETSAT 0.0017924 0.30 2.0 1.45E-35 
CST3 0.0017914 0.56   N.S. 
LEPROT 0.0017846 0.30   N.S. 
MSX1 0.0017826 0.44   N.S. 
SMUG1 0.0017804 0.38 1.2 3.34E-07 
KIAA0564 0.0017787 -0.03   N.S. 
HMOX1 0.0017741 0.20 1.3 2.30E-14 
DDOST 0.0017652 0.26 1.1 2.68E-08 
CYB5R1 0.0017597 0.44 1.3 1.91E-20 
PODXL 0.0017575 0.23 2.7 7.06E-21 
NGRN 0.0017447 0.61   N.S. 
TGIF2 0.0017391 0.28   N.S. 
PLA1A 0.0017333 0.57 1.3 4.29E-08 
TRIM22 0.0017308 0.39 1.4 4.75E-21 
RGS16 0.0017265 0.44 2.2 1.04E-28 
DAK 0.0017233 0.41   N.S. 
KCNK1 0.0017196 0.18   N.S. 
MAD1L1 0.001717 0.44 1.7 8.85E-21 
NUDT15 0.0017059 0.25 1.6 1.41E-29 
ACYP2 0.0017031 0.47   N.S. 
TAP1 0.0016976 0.39 1.3 8.30E-21 
ITFG1 0.0016953 0.41 1.2 1.07E-04 
MFHAS1 0.0016926 0.33   N.S. 
DOCK9 0.0016875 0.23   N.S. 
BCL2L1 0.0016839 0.51 1.3 6.64E-17 
ZNF654 0.0016778 0.13 1.5 2.99E-18 
BBS4 0.0016716 0.40 1.6 3.54E-14 
GEMIN8 0.0016705 0.51 -1.4 7.30E-12 
CTSS 0.0016703 0.47   N.S. 
RARRES3 0.0016694 0.47   N.S. 
CRTAP 0.0016643 0.15   N.S. 
CNR1 0.001664 0.37 1.5 2.81E-12 
SOX9 0.0016631 0.50   N.S. 
RASSF4 0.0016563 0.60   N.S. 
ZMYM6 0.0016559 0.50   N.S. 
TNFRSF14 0.0016554 0.45   N.S. 
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ANO3 0.0016554 0.34 2.1 8.78E-15 
FBXW7 0.0016545 0.33 1.6 2.40E-21 
PERP 0.001651 0.35 1.3 4.48E-06 
GTF2F1 0.0016505 0.36   N.S. 
C11orf24 0.0016413 0.44 1.6 7.76E-41 
CD80 0.0016348 0.62 1.2 3.89E-10 
C17orf91 0.0016326 0.42 1.3 1.25E-05 
CASP1 0.0016275 0.60   N.S. 
ETV6 0.0016197 0.32   N.S. 
SPARC 0.0016108 0.02 1.6 5.04E-21 
CCNG1 0.0016094 0.03 1.5 2.55E-39 
STEAP3 0.0016007 0.31   N.S. 
BBS1 0.0015966 0.44 1.2 3.38E-10 
GAMT 0.0015946 0.38 1.6 4.23E-18 
UGT2B17 0.0015917 0.13 1.4 2.26E-02 
DDA1 0.0015884 0.42   N.S. 
FZD6 0.0015881 0.24 1.5 2.62E-16 
ANKRA2 0.001584 0.38 2.4 2.19E-39 
FBRS 0.0015785 0.00   N.S. 
TCTN3 0.001577 0.35   N.S. 
JUNB 0.0015751 0.51   N.S. 
C16orf68 0.0015715 0.28   N.S. 
SOD2 0.0015681 0.15   N.S. 
CYP7B1 0.0015677 0.19   N.S. 
GTF3C4 0.0015656 0.23   N.S. 
GNB5 0.0015652 0.34   N.S. 
MLLT3 0.0015641 0.38 -1.2 4.65E-05 
TUFT1 0.0015638 0.11 1.4 1.03E-14 
ASCC3 0.0015607 0.16 1.2 4.89E-08 
APOBEC3G 0.0015583 0.40 1.4 9.37E-27 
PGAP1 0.0015578 0.32 2.0 3.08E-31 
ACVR1 0.0015548 0.21 1.3 4.63E-06 
INTS12 0.0015517 0.38   N.S. 
CD24 0.0015478 0.21 -1.2 1.42E-02 
MAPKSP1 0.0015469 0.30 1.1 8.33E-05 
FAM168A 0.0015465 0.29 1.2 1.85E-05 
CROT 0.0015438 0.43 1.7 7.52E-30 
LMNA 0.0015392 0.61 1.3 1.37E-09 
ATP6V1A 0.0015363 0.32   N.S. 
RIOK3 0.001536 0.30 1.2 5.84E-04 
RAB13 0.0015347 0.41   N.S. 
TAGLN2 0.0015335 0.47   N.S. 
PAPSS1 0.0015309 0.30 -1.2 3.15E-15 
OGFRL1 0.00153 0.32   N.S. 
DUSP14 0.0015266 0.36 2.0 5.41E-35 
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CCND2 0.0015256 0.50   N.S. 
VPS37B 0.0015248 0.30 1.5 6.11E-13 
DUSP5 0.0015229 0.58 -1.5 4.67E-15 
PANX1 0.0015227 0.28   N.S. 
IFT88 0.0015214 0.17   N.S. 
IDH3B 0.0015189 0.43 1.1 6.21E-03 
RNF14 0.0015186 0.36   N.S. 
RIPK2 0.0015172 0.39   N.S. 
STK24 0.0015171 0.19   N.S. 
CD86 0.0015171 0.49   N.S. 
TMEM168 0.0015164 0.17 2.0 1.01E-40 
GLT25D2 0.0015153 0.07   N.S. 
ZNF177 0.0015125 0.30   N.S. 
ANXA6 0.0015114 0.37 -1.1 1.12E-03 
RPS27L 0.0015067 0.25 1.4 4.36E-12 
FAM169A 0.001506 0.07 2.2 4.10E-18 
CLIC2 0.0015027 0.33   N.S. 
TMEM159 0.001502 0.39   N.S. 
SLC30A1 0.0014998 0.22 2.0 1.78E-31 
DAPK3 0.0014965 0.32   N.S. 
NIACR2 0.0014964 0.36 2.6 3.23E-41 
AMZ2 0.0014925 0.25 1.2 1.21E-14 
MOCOS 0.0014888 0.07   N.S. 
S100A6 0.0014825 0.32   N.S. 
RASGRP1 0.0014804 0.52   N.S. 
ANXA4 0.0014769 0.55 1.2 4.00E-20 
GUCY1B3 0.0014754 0.35 -1.5 1.30E-10 





Table 2.4.  Genes with most negative SVM weights for GADD45A at 0 hours 
Gene Symbol 
SVM 
weights - 0 
hours 
Correlation with 




6 hours) P value (corrected) 
SEMA4D -0.0027189 -0.40 -1.3 1.66E-12 
PTPN6 -0.0022863 -0.25 -1.2 2.15E-06 
NIPA2 -0.0020822 -0.60 -1.1 1.02E-06 
SERTAD3 -0.0020514 -0.17   N.S. 
PANK3 -0.0020367 -0.25   N.S. 
PTPRCAP -0.0020351 -0.32 -1.6 2.76E-21 
HNRNPD -0.0020348 -0.49   N.S. 
GINS2 -0.0020063 -0.46 -1.1 1.39E-03 
ENSA -0.0019574 -0.04 -1.2 4.74E-07 
BRD7 -0.0019471 -0.30   N.S. 
MAP3K9 -0.0019406 -0.18   N.S. 
IL16 -0.0019195 -0.18 -1.5 1.10E-26 
BARD1 -0.0019128 -0.39 -1.1 1.96E-02 
TBP -0.001911 -0.28   N.S. 
RSBN1 -0.0018965 -0.32 -1.2 1.38E-08 
TPM4 -0.00189 -0.18 -1.3 5.45E-09 
MLH3 -0.0018809 -0.06 -1.3 5.70E-11 
STAU2 -0.0018788 -0.45 -1.2 1.71E-07 
UNC84B -0.0018739 -0.37 -1.6 2.21E-17 
C3orf63 -0.0018719 -0.31 -1.4 4.79E-19 
ARHGEF6 -0.0018712 -0.37   N.S. 
PSIP1 -0.0018704 -0.41 -1.2 4.96E-09 
LOC150759 -0.0018645 -0.19   N.S. 
CCR10 -0.0018508 -0.47 -1.2 3.80E-03 
TIMELESS -0.0018385 -0.48   N.S. 
DKFZp547G183 -0.0018229 -0.27   N.S. 
GTF2E2 -0.0018176 -0.19 -1.4 5.22E-35 
LTB -0.0018116 -0.36 -1.4 2.60E-09 
CMAH -0.0018056 -0.42 -1.3 1.09E-10 
KLF2 -0.0018043 -0.55 -1.9 2.84E-23 
RABIF -0.0017952 -0.34   N.S. 
MEX3D -0.0017853 -0.36   N.S. 
AUH -0.0017786 -0.24 -1.3 2.66E-19 
FAM45A -0.0017686 -0.12   N.S. 
STK38L -0.0017298 -0.39   N.S. 
TCF4 -0.0017252 -0.13 -1.4 1.15E-24 
PLA2G15 -0.0017248 -0.01 1.3 1.51E-12 
BUB3 -0.0017246 -0.42   N.S. 
GLT25D1 -0.0017215 -0.18   N.S. 
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CENPN -0.0017103 -0.32   N.S. 
INPP5B -0.0017055 -0.43   N.S. 
ABCA7 -0.0016986 -0.01   N.S. 
TRAF5 -0.0016899 -0.23 -1.6 1.20E-28 
ARHGAP15 -0.0016853 -0.29 -1.5 1.31E-30 
FAM50B -0.0016813 0.07   N.S. 
SFRS1 -0.0016774 -0.47   N.S. 
SIPA1 -0.0016757 -0.14 -1.6 1.29E-15 
DFFB -0.0016679 -0.34   N.S. 
PGRMC2 -0.0016638 -0.22   N.S. 
FADS1 -0.0016585 -0.17 -1.2 2.47E-13 
PAN2 -0.0016531 -0.17   N.S. 
THUMPD2 -0.0016506 -0.43   N.S. 
KHDRBS1 -0.0016312 -0.48 1.1 3.31E-03 
TM6SF1 -0.0016222 -0.20   N.S. 
L2HGDH -0.0016205 -0.16   N.S. 
SLFN12 -0.0016182 -0.01   N.S. 
MOSPD2 -0.0016149 0.00   N.S. 
GPR63 -0.0016135 -0.15   N.S. 
PAFAH1B3 -0.0016117 -0.27   N.S. 
USP7 -0.0016098 -0.30 -1.1 1.18E-07 
STX7 -0.001607 -0.14 -1.3 1.39E-11 
KBTBD2 -0.0016007 -0.45   N.S. 
ZNF562 -0.0015921 -0.18   N.S. 
NASP -0.0015914 -0.50 -1.1 1.75E-04 
TAF1B -0.0015894 -0.22   N.S. 
CBX5 -0.0015856 -0.28 1.1 3.52E-02 
ARID5B -0.0015847 -0.35 -1.3 6.03E-10 
ALMS1 -0.0015826 -0.18   N.S. 
C1orf63 -0.0015721 -0.12 1.3 2.89E-05 
DCUN1D1 -0.0015704 -0.20 1.1 5.46E-10 
TMCC1 -0.0015652 -0.11   N.S. 
MEF2C -0.0015645 -0.49 -1.4 1.04E-23 
TMEM97 -0.0015563 -0.38   N.S. 
CARD8 -0.0015534 -0.25   N.S. 
RRBP1 -0.0015507 -0.33 -1.2 3.91E-04 
WASF1 -0.0015459 -0.41   N.S. 
KIAA0182 -0.0015441 -0.39   N.S. 
SLC31A1 -0.0015414 -0.15 -1.3 1.59E-12 
C4orf29 -0.0015404 -0.22   N.S. 
ZNF318 -0.0015397 -0.17 -1.5 1.21E-18 
PVRIG -0.0015393 -0.40 -2.0 1.17E-25 
SNRPA1 -0.0015286 -0.38   N.S. 
THAP11 -0.0015209 -0.08   N.S. 
BCL10 -0.0015127 -0.15 1.2 1.09E-09 
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ARMC9 -0.0015106 -0.03   N.S. 
CASZ1 -0.0015089 0.02   N.S. 
HDDC2 -0.0015063 -0.19   N.S. 
MYO1C -0.001506 -0.04   N.S. 
BTN2A2 -0.0015026 -0.01   N.S. 
HMBS -0.0014999 -0.16 -1.1 1.09E-09 
SUZ12 -0.0014935 -0.49   N.S. 
CCDC41 -0.0014928 -0.34 1.2 2.31E-05 
SHQ1 -0.0014862 -0.34 -1.1 3.81E-02 
ARL5A -0.0014826 -0.41   N.S. 
EGLN2 -0.0014775 -0.18 -1.2 7.83E-04 
KIF15 -0.0014766 -0.57 -1.2 6.91E-06 
HIBCH -0.0014763 -0.20 -1.2 4.52E-03 
KPNA2 -0.0014677 -0.40 -1.3 5.29E-18 
FAM136A -0.0014605 -0.38   N.S. 
NCAPH -0.0014588 -0.55 -1.2 1.89E-05 
TMEM106C -0.0014544 -0.30 1.1 2.83E-03 
NUP88 -0.0014513 -0.50 -1.2 8.75E-17 
LINS1 -0.0014485 -0.18   N.S. 
R3HDM2 -0.0014343 -0.01   N.S. 
TMEM123 -0.0014333 -0.43 -1.1 2.26E-04 
ALG8 -0.0014295 -0.21 -1.1 1.63E-04 
BRCA2 -0.0014269 -0.27   N.S. 
ZDHHC6 -0.0014266 -0.21   N.S. 
PPP3CB -0.0014193 -0.31 -1.1 4.19E-06 
ADSL -0.0014192 -0.23 -1.1 1.92E-11 
CCNE1 -0.0014177 -0.17   N.S. 
POLQ -0.001408 -0.26   N.S. 
DGKD -0.0014045 -0.44 -1.3 3.91E-05 
PRKCI -0.0014021 -0.32   N.S. 
MRPS11 -0.001399 -0.04   N.S. 
MED13L -0.0013972 -0.44   N.S. 
ATP11B -0.0013972 -0.28   N.S. 
COPZ1 -0.001397 -0.15   N.S. 
HJURP -0.0013957 -0.42 -1.4 1.06E-11 
ARHGDIB -0.0013946 -0.39   N.S. 
SFRS12 -0.0013944 -0.36   N.S. 
JMJD6 -0.0013943 -0.17 -1.3 3.86E-12 
EVI2B -0.0013912 -0.36 -1.3 9.13E-22 
ZFP161 -0.0013879 -0.30   N.S. 
EVI2A -0.0013851 -0.41 -1.7 1.23E-25 
RABEP1 -0.0013826 -0.22   N.S. 
GMPS -0.0013814 -0.52   N.S. 
ATF7IP2 -0.0013814 -0.32   N.S. 
CDCA8 -0.0013735 -0.43 -1.3 3.20E-16 
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FAM111A -0.001373 -0.29   N.S. 
HIF1AN -0.001373 -0.15   N.S. 
ATAD2B -0.0013718 -0.30   N.S. 
ITGB7 -0.0013632 -0.26   N.S. 
TRMT12 -0.0013552 -0.04   N.S. 
HNRNPH1 -0.0013498 -0.34   N.S. 
LIG1 -0.0013492 -0.21 1.5 6.64E-20 
SMARCC1 -0.0013462 -0.50   N.S. 
C1orf35 -0.0013457 -0.16   N.S. 
PSPH -0.0013412 0.04 1.2 3.68E-05 
CCNH -0.0013396 -0.23   N.S. 
UBL4A -0.0013392 -0.22   N.S. 
YWHAH -0.0013381 -0.13 -1.1 1.76E-04 
ANP32E -0.0013369 -0.51 -1.1 5.73E-03 
DNAJC4 -0.0013364 -0.25   N.S. 
TTC28 -0.001336 -0.34   N.S. 
LRRK1 -0.0013357 -0.28 -1.2 3.28E-02 
CENPQ -0.0013336 -0.20   N.S. 
LCK -0.0013319 -0.16 -1.3 3.98E-13 
RAD50 -0.0013309 -0.11   N.S. 
PAPOLA -0.0013286 -0.40 -1.1 1.93E-03 
VRK1 -0.0013223 -0.48   N.S. 
PDHB -0.0013213 -0.12 -1.1 3.56E-07 
FRYL -0.0013201 -0.09   N.S. 
NAT11 -0.0013184 -0.34 1.2 2.81E-05 
DOK1 -0.0013173 -0.30 -1.1 8.19E-03 
CDK5R1 -0.0013154 -0.28 -1.6 5.46E-15 
ADPGK -0.0013149 -0.26   N.S. 
KIF20A -0.0013129 -0.50 -1.7 9.71E-17 
HLTF -0.0013127 -0.39 -1.5 1.24E-23 
FNTA -0.0013077 -0.01 1.1 3.48E-02 
SNHG3 -0.0013005 -0.27 -1.2 1.43E-06 
EBP -0.0013002 -0.29   N.S. 
PPWD1 -0.0012986 -0.24 1.1 4.45E-05 
NCRNA00115 -0.0012986 -0.30   N.S. 
HMGN1 -0.0012956 -0.38   N.S. 
PPM1G -0.0012949 -0.34   N.S. 
C1GALT1C1 -0.0012937 -0.24 -1.2 9.37E-10 
NCAPD3 -0.0012919 -0.48 -1.1 3.27E-03 
RAB7A -0.0012877 -0.11   N.S. 
SAMHD1 -0.0012868 -0.20   N.S. 
SLC12A8 -0.0012858 -0.12 -1.3 2.78E-13 
CUTC -0.0012833 -0.21 -1.2 6.34E-16 
SP100 -0.0012817 -0.19   N.S. 
RPS6KB2 -0.0012795 -0.10   N.S. 
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PRKRIP1 -0.0012792 -0.07 1.2 3.28E-04 
PSG1 -0.0012746 -0.04   N.S. 
TAF5 -0.001269 -0.57   N.S. 
SACM1L -0.0012649 -0.38   N.S. 
WDR4 -0.001264 -0.25   N.S. 
PRPSAP2 -0.0012628 -0.28 -1.1 4.01E-03 
TNFSF11 -0.0012616 -0.31 -1.4 8.15E-14 
AHI1 -0.0012561 -0.20   N.S. 
PHC3 -0.0012518 -0.20   N.S. 
GPR89A -0.0012518 -0.37   N.S. 
GSTCD -0.0012517 -0.13   N.S. 
DDX46 -0.0012498 -0.33   N.S. 
GDI2 -0.0012496 -0.29 -1.1 3.65E-05 
HNRNPA2B1 -0.0012489 -0.36 -1.1 8.58E-05 
UAP1 -0.0012463 -0.37   N.S. 
FAM64A -0.0012453 -0.21 -1.4 2.21E-20 
BLK -0.0012446 -0.19 -1.4 5.66E-10 
FAM38A -0.0012432 -0.27 -1.4 3.81E-12 
MPHOSPH6 -0.0012415 -0.20   N.S. 
XIAP -0.0012363 0.14   N.S. 
STIM1 -0.0012339 0.00 -1.2 8.63E-04 
ASPM -0.0012333 -0.56 -1.9 2.98E-23 
ZC3H11A -0.0012332 -0.22   N.S. 
APOLD1 -0.0012312 -0.13   N.S. 
HSD17B4 -0.0012302 -0.24 -1.2 1.23E-10 










- 6 hours 
Correlation with 




6 hours) P value (corrected) 
ATF3 0.0032393 0.42 2.2 1.14E-29 
RAP2B 0.0025645 0.41 1.7 1.63E-36 
ACVR1 0.0024853 0.20 1.3 4.63E-06 
SLC3A2 0.0024533 0.34   N.S. 
TMEM185B 0.0023897 0.33 1.2 2.43E-09 
USP36 0.002384 0.06   N.S. 
DDIT3 0.0023619 0.58 1.6 1.57E-10 
MSX1 0.0022882 0.19   N.S. 
BAD 0.002252 0.50   N.S. 
PARD6A 0.0022496 0.34   N.S. 
CEBPB 0.0022361 0.38 1.4 2.80E-07 
SMAD5 0.0021889 0.29 2.3 3.40E-24 
PPIE 0.0021122 0.44   N.S. 
PMAIP1 0.0020766 0.18 1.6 5.26E-28 
DHRS4 0.0020692 0.40   N.S. 
CTNNBL1 0.002069 0.27   N.S. 
FAS 0.0020616 0.33 1.9 2.27E-39 
DUSP14 0.0020464 0.35 2.0 5.41E-35 
CD70 0.0020347 0.57 1.6 5.20E-21 
CEBPD 0.0020193 0.17   N.S. 
NQO2 0.0020176 0.19   N.S. 
FOSL1 0.0020008 0.46 3.8 4.94E-24 
TIMM44 0.0019939 0.25   N.S. 
IER5 0.0019916 0.29 1.5 3.20E-33 
ARPC5 0.0019745 0.07   N.S. 
AIFM1 0.0019714 -0.13   N.S. 
TSPYL5 0.001965 0.13 -1.2 3.01E-02 
GALC 0.0019625 0.16   N.S. 
CDKN1A 0.0019342 0.36 2.7 7.89E-37 
DDB2 0.0019158 0.24 2.6 5.76E-49 
ZAK 0.0019091 -0.04   N.S. 
ATP6V0B 0.0019047 0.51   N.S. 
IQCB1 0.0018957 -0.06   N.S. 
C1orf183 0.0018946 0.24 2.9 1.41E-26 
CINP 0.0018876 0.44   N.S. 
SRPX 0.0018851 0.28   N.S. 
DDIT4 0.001865 0.31 1.3 9.63E-07 
MAP2K3 0.0018593 0.21 1.3 1.14E-15 
MLEC 0.0018563 0.39   N.S. 
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STK39 0.0018321 0.22   N.S. 
ERCC8 0.001825 0.00   N.S. 
C6orf48 0.0018155 0.63 1.2 7.07E-06 
TMED3 0.0018112 0.29   N.S. 
SNTB2 0.0017736 0.22 1.1 5.46E-05 
PBX2 0.0017714 0.06   N.S. 
BATF 0.001766 0.47   N.S. 
VEGFA 0.0017606 0.16   N.S. 
BAG1 0.0017281 0.38 1.3 7.50E-21 
SPR 0.0017271 0.32   N.S. 
ACTR10 0.0017261 0.31 1.3 1.50E-20 
NUBP2 0.0017237 0.33   N.S. 
IRF1 0.0017228 0.33 1.2 5.26E-10 
ARFRP1 0.0017205 0.30   N.S. 
SSNA1 0.001718 0.51   N.S. 
CHIC2 0.001715 0.21 1.1 4.83E-04 
FRAT2 0.0017083 0.22   N.S. 
STX18 0.0017014 0.30   N.S. 
PIR 0.0016895 0.19   N.S. 
ADA 0.0016824 0.24 1.2 9.63E-03 
APEX2 0.0016773 0.13   N.S. 
PBLD 0.0016744 0.20 1.6 1.06E-25 
MORC4 0.0016729 0.19   N.S. 
FLAD1 0.0016729 0.25   N.S. 
CGRRF1 0.0016714 0.34 1.5 1.44E-30 
ANXA5 0.0016714 0.25   N.S. 
CLUAP1 0.0016632 0.23 1.2 9.11E-07 
AAAS 0.0016594 0.17   N.S. 
TAP1 0.0016424 0.16 1.3 8.30E-21 
CLP1 0.0016418 0.32 1.6 3.38E-49 
BCAP31 0.001638 0.45   N.S. 
DGCR6 0.0016338 0.49   N.S. 
INHBE 0.0016334 0.22   N.S. 
ABCB1 0.001623 0.10   N.S. 
PSMB9 0.0016174 0.55   N.S. 
DDRGK1 0.0016133 0.50   N.S. 
KIAA1128 0.0016086 0.11 1.5 1.17E-16 
IMPACT 0.0016054 -0.03   N.S. 
HIPK1 0.0016045 -0.01   N.S. 
EI24 0.0015968 0.27 1.9 1.34E-48 
GPR63 0.0015961 0.04   N.S. 
CD86 0.0015881 0.26   N.S. 
NARS 0.0015876 0.03 1.1 9.99E-04 
SLC30A1 0.0015802 0.06 2.0 1.78E-31 
PGPEP1 0.0015798 0.25   N.S. 
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ACYP2 0.0015687 0.40   N.S. 
HIST1H3F 0.0015659 0.36   N.S. 
DCUN1D2 0.0015596 0.16   N.S. 
TAGLN2 0.0015485 0.35   N.S. 
IMPAD1 0.0015465 0.04   N.S. 
C11orf24 0.0015452 0.25 1.6 7.76E-41 
SFRS2B 0.0015372 0.17 1.2 1.36E-09 
ARPC2 0.0015326 0.39   N.S. 
C17orf86 0.0015287 -0.05 -1.2 3.16E-03 
C1GALT1 0.0015273 0.09   N.S. 
NAV2 0.0015222 0.09   N.S. 
C12orf5 0.0015192 0.35 2.2 8.92E-44 
ACOT1 0.0015184 0.39 1.1 2.00E-02 
IFT122 0.0015173 0.30   N.S. 
SAP30L 0.0015168 0.49 1.1 4.70E-02 
DUSP12 0.001514 0.41   N.S. 
EAF2 0.0015137 0.33 -1.2 2.21E-07 
CLEC2B 0.0015118 0.29 -1.3 1.95E-03 
PRMT1 0.001509 0.37   N.S. 
RPL39L 0.0015089 0.25   N.S. 
GMDS 0.0015071 0.01 -1.2 2.69E-07 
TSC22D3 0.0015002 0.20   N.S. 
CD248 0.0015002 0.26   N.S. 
ARF1 0.0014893 0.24   N.S. 
WDR62 0.0014893 0.09   N.S. 
ZNF202 0.0014825 0.15   N.S. 
IFIH1 0.0014819 0.09   N.S. 
C19orf24 0.0014769 0.50   N.S. 
FANCF 0.0014753 -0.07   N.S. 
TSC22D1 0.0014751 -0.03   N.S. 
PRPF40A 0.0014746 0.47   N.S. 
HSPBP1 0.0014734 0.44   N.S. 
RAB1A 0.0014699 0.37 1.3 5.71E-25 
TSGA10 0.001467 -0.03 1.4 3.18E-05 
PHLDA3 0.0014622 0.57 2.4 2.46E-38 
SPG20 0.0014622 0.04   N.S. 
DGUOK 0.0014553 0.38   N.S. 
HIST1H4C 0.0014531 0.30   N.S. 
SMAD7 0.0014524 0.04   N.S. 
DAP3 0.0014517 0.35   N.S. 
MCRS1 0.0014497 0.21   N.S. 
SARS 0.001449 0.23 1.3 1.09E-25 
NHLH2 0.0014477 0.37 1.8 5.47E-13 
THAP10 0.0014435 0.02 1.4 1.13E-11 
BRMS1 0.0014428 0.40 1.1 1.14E-04 
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MAPK10 0.0014415 0.31   N.S. 
TRIB3 0.0014373 0.18 -1.1 2.34E-02 
VIM 0.0014365 0.22   N.S. 
BTG1 0.0014319 0.40 1.3 3.78E-19 
POMGNT1 0.0014312 -0.10   N.S. 
PSMC4 0.001428 0.31   N.S. 
RAB7L1 0.0014276 0.47   N.S. 
LMAN2 0.0014263 0.43   N.S. 
CLK2 0.001423 0.09   N.S. 
TSPAN3 0.0014184 0.04   N.S. 
CAPZB 0.0014178 0.22   N.S. 
TOM1L1 0.0014167 0.17   N.S. 
SAFB 0.0014132 -0.16   N.S. 
ZNF643 0.0014127 -0.07   N.S. 
B3GNT1 0.0014114 0.09 1.2 1.42E-07 
IFRD1 0.0014089 0.10 1.2 2.93E-02 
RBBP7 0.0014035 0.13   N.S. 
RAC2 0.0014 0.35 -1.1 4.10E-04 
TNFAIP6 0.0013974 0.23   N.S. 
CFLAR 0.001397 0.20 1.2 1.04E-02 
SAP30BP 0.0013955 0.31   N.S. 
PKD2 0.0013942 -0.09 1.3 5.84E-15 
SORD 0.0013922 -0.06 1.3 1.85E-23 
GPR172A 0.0013881 0.19   N.S. 
YIPF6 0.0013865 0.08   N.S. 
HRAS 0.0013862 0.47 1.7 2.83E-26 
TRIAP1 0.0013849 0.49 2.2 2.22E-44 
NDFIP1 0.0013809 0.05 1.2 2.60E-04 
NBEA 0.0013807 0.27 -1.4 1.69E-05 
ACTR1A 0.0013806 0.24 1.1 3.64E-08 
PPM1D 0.0013805 0.05 3.7 3.41E-51 
RPGRIP1 0.0013795 0.18   N.S. 
MOCOS 0.0013794 0.13   N.S. 
LMNA 0.0013772 0.18 1.3 1.37E-09 
SRD5A1 0.0013752 0.11   N.S. 
MTHFD2 0.0013731 0.16 1.1 2.42E-05 
CLK3 0.0013729 0.13   N.S. 
BSG 0.0013728 0.29   N.S. 
RPL21P68 0.001364 0.12   N.S. 
ZNF239 0.0013634 0.05   N.S. 
TGDS 0.001362 0.04 1.3 2.70E-22 
SH3GL1 0.0013608 0.05   N.S. 
RGS1 0.0013604 0.16 -1.4 4.67E-13 
FDXR 0.001359 0.21 3.2 7.53E-47 
TSPO 0.0013581 0.39   N.S. 
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CHPT1 0.0013565 0.09 -1.1 2.36E-02 
ZNF195 0.0013559 0.01 1.5 3.03E-30 
NPTN 0.001355 -0.02   N.S. 
CEBPG 0.0013549 0.39   N.S. 
PANK2 0.0013516 0.26 1.2 2.32E-11 
MARCH3 0.0013512 0.13   N.S. 
SFRS11 0.0013506 0.14   N.S. 
DYNLT1 0.0013492 0.55   N.S. 
DDOST 0.0013455 0.22 1.1 2.68E-08 
DNASE2 0.0013454 0.27   N.S. 
PDPR 0.0013446 0.04   N.S. 
PJA1 0.0013436 0.12   N.S. 
PSMC3 0.0013403 0.48 1.1 1.67E-10 
STK19 0.0013398 0.52 1.1 2.74E-10 
NCF4 0.0013383 0.14 -1.2 8.89E-07 
MICAL2 0.0013374 0.06   N.S. 
HLA-E 0.0013357 0.16 -1.1 5.01E-06 
MED18 0.0013357 0.13   N.S. 
PHKA2 0.0013356 0.29   N.S. 
CYB5R1 0.0013353 0.50 1.3 1.91E-20 
UNC84B 0.0013351 -0.03 -1.6 2.21E-17 
SLC1A5 0.0013327 0.18   N.S. 
C1orf77 0.001332 0.17   N.S. 
PSPH 0.0013313 0.15 1.2 3.68E-05 
BNIP1 0.0013295 0.41   N.S. 









- 6 hours 
Correlation with 




6 hours) P value (corrected) 
GEMIN4 -0.0026223 -0.55 -1.5 3.61E-17 
BANK1 -0.002565 -0.28 -1.4 1.13E-06 
IL6R -0.0023995 -0.29   N.S. 
RAB11FIP1 -0.0022989 -0.39 -1.4 4.75E-14 
LTB -0.0022568 -0.23 -1.4 2.60E-09 
KIAA0746 -0.0021441 -0.39 -1.2 9.74E-03 
MYO1E -0.0021113 -0.43 -1.3 5.57E-08 
GPX7 -0.0020903 -0.11   N.S. 
KBTBD2 -0.0020808 -0.36   N.S. 
KIAA0391 -0.0020706 -0.37 -1.1 1.78E-05 
SLC20A1 -0.0020644 -0.43 1.3 1.14E-15 
WDR41 -0.0020555 -0.25   N.S. 
TRIM34 -0.0020366 -0.48 -1.3 1.27E-14 
KCTD12 -0.0020147 -0.50 -1.5 1.08E-09 
RRBP1 -0.001981 -0.40 -1.2 3.91E-04 
COPS2 -0.0019622 -0.28   N.S. 
FAM38A -0.0019345 -0.42 -1.4 3.81E-12 
LASP1 -0.0019222 -0.47   N.S. 
KCTD7 -0.0019164 -0.20   N.S. 
TRAF5 -0.001909 -0.40 -1.6 1.20E-28 
MAP4K3 -0.0019038 -0.42   N.S. 
DYRK2 -0.0019008 -0.24 -1.2 1.24E-07 
TARBP1 -0.0019002 -0.40 -1.4 1.12E-12 
PNN -0.001892 -0.32   N.S. 
LCK -0.0018894 -0.33 -1.3 3.98E-13 
TRMT12 -0.0018889 -0.04   N.S. 
FA2H -0.0018515 -0.18   N.S. 
SEMA4D -0.0018184 -0.47 -1.3 1.66E-12 
AMPD2 -0.0018039 -0.28 -1.2 8.50E-09 
MCM3APAS -0.001792 -0.12 -1.2 2.68E-02 
DIS3 -0.0017843 -0.39   N.S. 
IL16 -0.0017812 -0.36 -1.5 1.10E-26 
DPF2 -0.0017764 -0.13   N.S. 
SPIB -0.0017743 -0.14 -1.3 4.25E-12 
UAP1 -0.0017695 -0.41   N.S. 
TSR1 -0.0017642 -0.59 -1.2 1.30E-06 
C2orf44 -0.0017634 -0.36   N.S. 
GSPT1 -0.0017377 -0.48 -1.2 3.05E-16 
GORASP2 -0.0017375 -0.52 -1.1 3.28E-07 
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ALS2CR8 -0.0017348 -0.36   N.S. 
CDC16 -0.0017271 -0.15   N.S. 
HIBCH -0.0017143 -0.20 -1.2 4.52E-03 
SUV39H1 -0.0017091 -0.20   N.S. 
CCNA2 -0.0016899 -0.40 -1.2 6.77E-05 
CRTC3 -0.0016871 -0.32   N.S. 
TMEM109 -0.001683 -0.23 -1.1 1.15E-05 
UFSP2 -0.0016824 -0.06   N.S. 
IFNGR1 -0.0016813 -0.38 -1.3 2.32E-16 
INPP5B -0.0016812 -0.47   N.S. 
PPP2R5C -0.0016744 -0.39 -1.2 4.20E-09 
CBFA2T3 -0.0016709 -0.16 -1.2 7.99E-05 
NAT10 -0.0016627 -0.50 -1.1 2.35E-04 
POLD3 -0.0016581 -0.48   N.S. 
H3F3B -0.0016474 -0.23   N.S. 
PRKAA1 -0.0016436 -0.37   N.S. 
PPP1R16B -0.0016429 -0.45 -1.4 1.13E-14 
PIK3CA -0.0016382 -0.49   N.S. 
PNKP -0.0016305 -0.18 -1.1 4.50E-03 
NUP88 -0.0016263 -0.55 -1.2 8.75E-17 
LHFPL2 -0.0016262 -0.27   N.S. 
NUPL2 -0.0016262 -0.21   N.S. 
HSD17B4 -0.0016235 -0.44 -1.2 1.23E-10 
PFAS -0.0016233 -0.45 -1.2 6.62E-07 
PDCD4 -0.0016158 -0.39 -1.2 3.40E-07 
TTC1 -0.0016152 -0.11   N.S. 
KDM3A -0.0016067 -0.56 -2.2 1.09E-25 
CDC7 -0.0016066 -0.35   N.S. 
ZNF512B -0.001604 -0.06   N.S. 
FTSJ2 -0.0015992 -0.13 1.5 4.66E-27 
SLC12A8 -0.0015886 -0.15 -1.3 2.78E-13 
DNTTIP2 -0.0015829 -0.36 -1.1 1.14E-06 
ARHGAP15 -0.0015758 -0.30 -1.5 1.31E-30 
AMD1 -0.0015752 -0.46 -1.2 6.17E-04 
TRIP4 -0.0015744 -0.26 1.1 1.69E-06 
ANGEL1 -0.0015633 -0.33 -1.1 2.13E-02 
C13orf15 -0.0015629 -0.15 -1.6 3.80E-16 
KPNB1 -0.0015601 -0.31 -1.3 2.77E-17 
UBE2N -0.0015584 -0.22   N.S. 
LARP5 -0.0015581 -0.20   N.S. 
EGR3 -0.0015561 -0.19 -2.0 2.79E-20 
HAUS5 -0.0015495 -0.16 1.1 4.18E-02 
SGK1 -0.0015492 -0.24   N.S. 
TOX -0.0015468 -0.17   N.S. 
SLC35A3 -0.0015466 -0.29   N.S. 
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ST7 -0.0015465 -0.25 -1.3 6.76E-18 
TMEM106C -0.0015456 0.01 1.1 2.83E-03 
SMAD3 -0.0015427 -0.10   N.S. 
C11orf57 -0.0015391 -0.42   N.S. 
RNF167 -0.0015358 0.16   N.S. 
RPS6KA3 -0.0015334 -0.43   N.S. 
RGL2 -0.0015244 -0.35   N.S. 
TSEN2 -0.001524 -0.27 -1.3 1.53E-11 
ADPGK -0.0015223 -0.18   N.S. 
RXRA -0.0015198 -0.08 1.6 5.64E-21 
CLK1 -0.0015183 -0.23 1.5 9.72E-16 
MYBBP1A -0.0015172 -0.29   N.S. 
ST20 -0.0015161 -0.14   N.S. 
DNMBP -0.0015126 -0.27   N.S. 
PION -0.0015093 -0.24   N.S. 
TK2 -0.0015038 0.02   N.S. 
LRRC42 -0.001501 -0.12   N.S. 
RPIA -0.0015006 -0.03   N.S. 
LBH -0.0014927 -0.26 -1.3 4.05E-06 
SRR -0.0014913 -0.08   N.S. 
NCRNA00115 -0.0014862 -0.27   N.S. 
TPP2 -0.0014838 -0.49 -1.2 4.03E-10 
BLK -0.0014833 -0.25 -1.4 5.66E-10 
NT5C2 -0.0014829 -0.33   N.S. 
CAMTA2 -0.00148 -0.21   N.S. 
SEC14L1 -0.0014687 -0.22 -1.3 2.96E-13 
FAM172A -0.0014686 -0.44 -1.3 1.50E-12 
UGP2 -0.0014646 -0.16 -1.1 7.79E-19 
KIF23 -0.0014621 -0.40 -1.6 1.47E-13 
KBTBD4 -0.00146 -0.30   N.S. 
TRIT1 -0.0014532 -0.28 -1.1 1.80E-06 
TIMELESS -0.0014472 -0.42   N.S. 
TCEB3 -0.0014452 -0.30   N.S. 
TRAF3IP3 -0.0014438 0.06 -1.3 2.10E-21 
SFRS5 -0.0014408 0.17 -1.3 9.38E-22 
RMI1 -0.0014371 -0.40 1.2 7.22E-06 
APOLD1 -0.0014366 -0.16   N.S. 
LTA -0.0014333 -0.16 -1.6 1.67E-21 
ALG8 -0.0014309 -0.28 -1.1 1.63E-04 
DDX28 -0.0014306 -0.27   N.S. 
ZNF330 -0.0014251 0.01 -1.1 2.92E-05 
CRYL1 -0.001424 0.11   N.S. 
TNFRSF1B -0.0014232 -0.18 -1.2 1.33E-06 
DONSON -0.0014227 -0.36 1.1 1.30E-04 
AP1S2 -0.0014191 -0.34 -1.2 3.87E-02 
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CTPS2 -0.0014183 -0.48 -1.1 7.07E-08 
CCNE2 -0.0014175 -0.34 1.4 7.37E-15 
MYST4 -0.0014137 -0.31   N.S. 
MAGEH1 -0.0014136 -0.03   N.S. 
RFX5 -0.0014096 -0.42   N.S. 
GFOD1 -0.0014021 -0.22 -1.5 2.12E-26 
CEP63 -0.0013984 -0.21   N.S. 
RBM12 -0.0013953 -0.24 -1.3 1.66E-10 
PHF8 -0.0013939 -0.30   N.S. 
DHCR24 -0.001393 -0.54 -1.2 2.15E-08 
PRPF3 -0.0013918 -0.37   N.S. 
PCYT1A -0.0013904 -0.27   N.S. 
NUDT9 -0.0013878 0.16 -1.2 2.96E-07 
THOC1 -0.0013872 -0.34   N.S. 
LEPR -0.0013856 -0.19   N.S. 
IRF8 -0.0013823 -0.25 -1.3 2.69E-16 
PTOV1 -0.001382 0.04 -1.2 1.55E-03 
FASN -0.0013799 -0.37 -1.4 4.22E-17 
MYO1C -0.0013784 -0.19   N.S. 
SMARCA5 -0.0013776 -0.35   N.S. 
PFKM -0.0013765 -0.36 -1.4 1.15E-17 
ZNF271 -0.0013752 -0.31   N.S. 
ATM -0.0013746 -0.40 -1.4 1.49E-10 
HDHD1A -0.0013739 -0.05 -1.1 1.27E-05 
UROS -0.0013738 0.07   N.S. 
BNIP3L -0.0013725 0.03 -1.2 4.01E-07 
SSBP1 -0.0013721 -0.07 -1.2 1.20E-03 
CUL2 -0.0013712 -0.47   N.S. 
STMN1 -0.0013701 -0.15 1.3 7.11E-16 
ZNF395 -0.0013696 -0.27 -2.5 1.97E-26 
TLN1 -0.0013685 -0.09   N.S. 
NCBP1 -0.0013678 -0.58 -1.1 4.81E-02 
MLH3 -0.001367 -0.19 -1.3 5.70E-11 
GMPS -0.0013661 -0.35   N.S. 
PITPNB -0.0013642 -0.21   N.S. 
DDX42 -0.0013565 -0.46   N.S. 
POLDIP2 -0.0013564 -0.18   N.S. 
UTP6 -0.0013542 -0.20   N.S. 
ASB1 -0.0013541 -0.43   N.S. 
FOXM1 -0.0013537 0.00 1.2 5.63E-03 
RYK -0.0013518 -0.24   N.S. 
RASA1 -0.0013508 -0.31   N.S. 
PPFIBP2 -0.0013506 -0.35 -1.2 1.23E-03 
RPS6KA4 -0.0013497 -0.06   N.S. 
KIAA1279 -0.001341 -0.22   N.S. 
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ELAC1 -0.0013391 -0.16 1.2 8.15E-05 
EMID1 -0.0013389 0.00   N.S. 
HSD17B11 -0.001338 -0.11 -1.2 1.33E-07 
EIF4G3 -0.0013362 -0.42 -1.2 1.64E-08 
CEBPZ -0.0013357 -0.36 -1.1 4.11E-07 
H1FX -0.0013307 0.05 -2.0 6.47E-20 
SLC39A1 -0.0013306 -0.09   N.S. 
DYNC2LI1 -0.0013279 -0.15 -1.2 7.31E-03 
SNN -0.0013253 -0.05   N.S. 
NOTCH2NL -0.001323 -0.11 1.4 8.42E-11 
PAWR -0.0013194 -0.20 -1.2 2.59E-06 
IQWD1 -0.0013189 -0.50   N.S. 
PEX3 -0.0013138 -0.28 -1.2 2.75E-07 
BAHD1 -0.0013136 -0.27   N.S. 
SMC5 -0.001313 -0.40   N.S. 
ZNF434 -0.001313 -0.19   N.S. 
UNC119B -0.0013119 -0.11 1.2 1.29E-08 
CAMSAP1L1 -0.0013065 -0.22   N.S. 
RARS -0.0013052 -0.38   N.S. 
MYO9B -0.0013022 -0.13   N.S. 
SEC23IP -0.0013013 -0.56   N.S. 
SLC17A9 -0.0013 0.07   N.S. 
CBLB -0.0012975 -0.18 -1.3 5.88E-08 
GLOD4 -0.0012962 -0.17   N.S. 
SMC6 -0.001294 -0.45 1.1 1.89E-02 



























ACTN4  Yes 0.22 0 
AIFM1 Yes Yes  4 
AKTIP Yes  0.22 0 
C19orf62 Yes Yes  0 
CCDC59 Yes Yes  0 
CCT3 Yes  0.28 0 
CCT4 Yes  0.22 0 
CHAC1 Yes  0.28 2 
CROT Yes Yes  0 
DNAJA1 Yes  0.26 1 
DNAJB9 Yes  0.23 3 
EIF2S2  Yes 0.21 0 
EIF5  Yes 0.38 0 
FDFT1 Yes  0.43 0 
FDPS Yes  0.33 0 
FKBP11 Yes  0.21 1 
FTSJ1 Yes Yes  0 
GARS Yes Yes 0.28 0 
GNL3   0.32 0 
GOT1 Yes Yes 0.28 0 
HMGCS1 Yes  0.56 0 
HSPA5 Yes  0.27 75 
HSPA8 Yes  0.39 2 
HSPA9 Yes   1 
HSPH1 Yes  0.54 1 
IMP4 Yes  0.60 0 
INSIG1 Yes  0.28 1 
IRGQ  Yes 0.27 0 
LETM1 Yes  0.26 0 
MAP1LC3B Yes Yes 0.29 2 
MARS Yes  0.28 0 
MIS12  Yes 0.22 0 
MRPL12 Yes  0.23 0 
MTIF2  Yes 0.28 0 
NETO2  Yes 0.36 0 
NFKBIA Yes Yes  0 
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NOC2L Yes  0.40 0 
NOP56 Yes  0.24 0 
NVL  Yes 0.27 0 
PCYT2 Yes  0.22 0 
PEX13 Yes  0.42 0 
PFKP Yes  0.24 0 
POLA1 Yes  0.23 0 
PPP1R15A Yes  0.47 20 
PSAT1  Yes 0.31 0 
PWP2 Yes  0.41 0 
RAB3GAP1 Yes  0.36 0 
RNF216 Yes  0.20 0 
SFRS1 Yes  0.20 0 
SLC43A1 Yes Yes  0 
SUPV3L1  Yes 0.32 0 
TARS Yes Yes 0.26 0 
TCEB3  Yes 0.32 0 
TDG Yes  0.28 0 
TRIB3 Yes Yes  10 
WDR46 Yes  0.22 0 

















drop in R2 
In Literature 
(associated 
with IR stress) 
BIRC5 Yes  0.26 39 
BNIP3 Yes  0.63 6 
C7orf68 Yes  0.37 0 
CENPE Yes  0.50 0 
CERK  Yes 0.29 0 
CHCHD7  Yes 0.27 0 
DDB2 Yes  0.38 106 
DDIT4 Yes Yes 0.20 17 
DNAJA1  Yes 0.29 1 
hCG_2024410 Yes  0.22 0 
INSIG2 Yes  0.47 1 
KDM3A Yes  0.72 0 
KHDRBS1  Yes 0.21 2 
KIF20A Yes  0.45 0 
N4BP2L2  Yes 0.34 0 
NARF Yes  0.44 0 
NOD2  Yes 0.20 0 
NUDT9  Yes 0.35 0 
NUP43  Yes 0.30 0 
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P4HA1 Yes  0.30 0 
PGM1 Yes  0.27 1 
RABL2A Yes  0.23 0 
RBM39 Yes  0.23 0 
RIT1 Yes  0.20 1 
SEC22A Yes Yes  0 
SLC16A3 Yes  0.36 0 
SLC2A3 Yes  0.34 2 
SMARCAL1  Yes 0.20 6 
SMEK2 Yes  0.21 0 
YEATS2 Yes  0.38 0 
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The role of INHBE in the endoplasmic reticulum stress response 
 
Introduction 
The endoplasmic reticulum (ER) is an organelle that provides the site of synthesis 
of proteins that are destined to be secreted or inserted into membranes (Schroder and 
Kaufman 2005).  The ER lumen provides an environment where proteins fold properly.  
The ER can be a specialized organelle in specific cell types.  For example, in B cells, it 
participates in antigen presentation (Rock and Goldberg 1999) and antibody production 
(Zhang et al. 2005);  in fibroblasts, it is the site of synthesis of collagen and extracellular 
matrix proteins (Prockop et al. 1979).  The ER can play diverse roles in normal cellular 
processes.   
ER stress results when the demand on the ER exceeds its capacity.  Cells respond 
by expanding the ER, decreasing protein production, and removing existing protein 
within the ER (termed ER-associated degradation).  When these efforts fail, cells die 
(Kaufman 1999).  Sustained ER stress has been implicated in diabetes, 
neurodegeneration, cancer, stroke and ischemia (Kim et al. 2008).  Understanding of the 
genes involved in the ER stress response may be useful in delaying or reversing the 
pathological changes that occur in human diseases. 
We previously reported that INHBE is dramatically up-regulated in immortalized 
B cells from 60 individuals (fold change = 23, paired t-test <10-51) (Dombroski et al. 
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2010).  INHBE is a poorly-characterized ligand of the TGF-β pathway.  When 
overexpressed in mice livers, INHBE induces hepatocyte death (Chabicovsky et al. 2003).  
Liver cells deprived of cysteine (Lee et al. 2008) and liver cells treated with insulin 
(Hashimoto et al. 2009) upregulate INHBE, suggesting that it may function in 
metabolism.  The role of INHBE in ER stress or the unfolded protein response has not 
been investigated.  Furthermore, members of the TGF-β have not previously been 
implicated in ER stress. 
This work describes on-going studies to examine the role of INHBE in ER stress.  
Our goal is to examine whether INHBE influences the ER stress response (activation of 
BIP, ATF4 and CHOP) and whether it induces cell death.   
Because our initial discovery implicating INHBE in ER stress was made in 
immortalized B cells, and because we sought to determine if INHBE functions in ER 
stress in primary human foreskin fibroblasts, much of the work described below is 
devoted to characterizing the ER stress response in primary fibroblasts.  Below, we also 
start to examine the specific role of INHBE in the ER stress response; future studies will 




INHBE is correlated in expression with TGF-β pathway members and genes 
involved in apoptosis 
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To learn about the functions of INHBE in ER stress, we identified genes that are 
correlated in expression with INHBE in immortalized B cells from 131 individuals treated 
with either DMSO or tunicamycin.  This data was described in Chapter 2 of this 
dissertation.  INHBE is connected to 0 genes in the DMSO coexpression network and has 
38 connections in the tunicamycin coexpression network (|r|>0.50 across 131 individuals, 
P<10-10) (Figure 3.1).  Table 3.1 lists these genes by their correlations with INHBE.  The 
neighbors of INHBE did not show significant enrichment of Gene Ontology functional 
categories.  However, two TGF-β family members are positively correlated with INHBE 
(BAMBI, r=0.60; TGFBR2, r=0.51) (Massague 1998).  Additionally, five neighbors are 
involved in apoptosis (TNFRSF10B also called DR5, TNFRSF11B also called OPG, 
FAIM, PHLDA1 also called TDAG51, GAS2) (Emery et al. 1998; Lee et al. 1999; Park et 
al. 1996; Schneider et al. 1999; Sheridan et al. 1997).  This raised the possibility that 
INHBE is involved in apoptosis in immortalized B cells undergoing ER stress. 
 
INHBE mRNA levels are induced in primary fibroblasts undergoing ER stress 
Next, we examined primary fibroblasts to determine if ER stress induces INHBE 
expression in primary cells, as we observe in immortalized B cells.  We treated primary 
human foreskin fibroblasts with tunicamycin for 2, 4 and 8 hours.   
First, we confirmed that ER stress was induced by monitoring XBP1 splicing, a 
hallmark of ER stress (Figure 3.2).  The most intense splicing occurred at 4 hours and 
appeared to decrease by 8 hours.  This may be because, by 8 hours, cells have started to 
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adapt to ER stress by transcribing and translating genes, and XBP1 splicing is undergoing 
negative feedback, as has been reported in mammals (Yoshida et al. 2006). 
Next, measurement of expression levels of INHBE by qRT-PCR revealed 4 to 5 
fold induction of INHBE upon ER stress (Figure 3.3).  We see that, on average, INHBE 
expression continues to increase at 4 to 8 hours, even though XBP-1 splicing appears to 
be decreasing by 8 hours.  We speculate that this may be because the regulatory 
mechanisms influencing XBP1 splicing and INHBE induction vary (i.e. XBP1 splicing 
utilizes negative feedback whereas INHBE mRNA induction may involve positive 
feedback).   
These results show that, similar to what is observed in immortalized B cells, 
INHBE mRNA levels increase upon ER stress in primary human cells. 
 
Characterization of the ER stress response in primary fibroblasts 
Because we had not done so previously, we characterized the ER stress response 
in primary fibroblasts by examining the induction of BIP and CHOP (also called DDIT3) 
proteins in primary fibroblasts treated with tunicamycin for varying amounts of time 
(Figure 3.4).  BIP is a protein chaperone that aids in protein folding and also plays a 
critical role in activating the unfolded protein response (Bertolotti et al. 2000).  CHOP is 
a transcription factor that activates cell death (Zinszner et al. 1998).  Figure 3.4 shows 
that BIP and CHOP protein levels are upregulated upon 3 to 4 hours of tunicamycin 
treatment and continue increasing to 24 hours.  BIP is maximally induced at 24 hours, 
and CHOP continues to increase even at 48 hours.  These results allowed us to establish 
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time points at which to examine BIP and CHOP induction upon ER stress in fibroblasts 
(i.e. likely 24 hours for BIP and 24-48 hours for CHOP to detect maximal differences). 
This information will be useful in determining whether INHBE modulation influences 
BIP and CHOP at the protein level. 
We also characterized ER stress response in primary fibroblasts by transmission 
electron microscopy, in part to visually inspect and confirm that changes are occurring in 
cells upon ER stress.  We examined fibroblasts treated with DMSO (Figure 3.5) or 
tunicamycin (Figure 3.6 and 3.7) for 8 hours.  At 8 hours, we did not observe much 
dilation of the ER in tunicamycin samples, but we did observe the prevalence of double-
membraned vesicles (Figure 3.6) and lipid droplets (Figure 3.7) relative to DMSO-treated 
samples.  This raised the possibility that upon 8 hours of ER stress, fibroblasts are 
removing parts of the ER by digesting them in autophagosomes and expanding the size of 
their ER by synthesizing lipids.  By 24 hours, we observed dilation of the ER (Figure 3.9) 
which was not seen in DMSO treated samples (Figure 3.8). 
In examining cells using transmission electron microscopy, we noticed that there 
was variability in the ER stress response across cells.  We did not have a chance to 
quantitate the variability seen among different cells within a treatment (stochastic 
variation) or among different treatments (stochastic variation or technical variation).  We 
also did not have an opportunity to examine individual variation among unrelated 
individuals since we only examined one fibroblast cell line here.  These are possible 
avenues of investigation in future studies, especially since our studies in immortalized B 
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cells indicate that there is individual variation in the expression response to ER stress 
(Dombroski et al. 2010). 
 
These studies allowed us to achieve our initial aim of qualitatively characterizing 
the ER stress response in fibroblasts treated with tunicamycin at the mRNA, protein and 
ultrastructural level.  The earliest events we observe are splicing of XBP-1 (seen as early 
as 2 hours, Figure 3.2).  INHBE expression levels increase at 4 and 8 hours, and we plan 
to examine later time points to further understand the kinetics of INHBE expression 
levels in primary cells.  CHOP and BIP protein levels appear to be near maximal around 
the same time that we observe ultrastructural changes in cells (~24 hours). 
 
Preliminary evidence that siRNA knockdown of INHBE attenuates the ER stress 
response 
To begin to examine the role of INHBE in the ER stress response, we knocked 
down the expression of INHBE using siRNA in primary fibroblasts.  We achieved 90% 
knockdown of mRNA levels in cells treated with tunicamycin (Figure 3.10).  Figure 3.10 
shows that INHBE, BIP, ATF4 and CHOP are upregulated upon tunicamycin treatment 
(compare “control siRNA+DMSO” versus “control siRNA+Tm”) 4 hours after ER stress.  
The expression of genes unrelated to ER stress is unchanged (RAF1 and EXT2).  
Knockdown of INHBE appeared to attenuate the induction of BIP, ATF4 and CHOP 
(compare siINHBE+DMSO versus siINHBE +Tm) whereas expression nof RAF1 and 
EXT2 remained unchanged.  However, there was large variation across biological 
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replicates, which prevented our findings from achieving statistical significance.  Results 
only trended toward significance when comparing control siRNA vs. siINHBE treated 
samples undergoing ER stress (INHBE, P=0.10; BIP, P=0.11; ATF4, P=0.10; CHOP, 
P=0.12; one-tailed t-test).  These experiments will have to be repeated to confirm that 
these results are reproducible.   
These initial observations suggest that ATF4 may be more dramatically affected 
by INHBE knockdown than BIP or CHOP.  The mechanism by which INHBE, a TGF-β 
ligand, causes altered mRNA levels of ATF4, BIP and CHOP is likely complex.  One 
possibility is that ATF4 mRNA levels are regulated differently than BIP or CHOP, either 
by a different set of TGF-β regulators or through different mechanisms.  Additionally, a 
major mode of regulating ATF4 activity is post-transcriptional (Harding et al. 2000), and 
thus looking at protein levels of ATF4 might provide additional insight into 
compensatory mechanisms that cells might be employing upon INHBE knockdown.  
Overall, these results provide preliminary evidence suggesting that INHBE may influence 
the ER stress response. 
 
Future directions 
Future directions aim to understand the role of INHBE in the ER stress response.  
We will characterize the effects of INHBE knockdown on protein levels of CHOP and 
BIP in order to determine whether knockdown attenuates induction of these genes.  We 
are developing TUNEL assays to monitor death in fibroblasts and to determine whether 
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knockdown of INHBE attenuates tunicamycin-induced death.  This is what we would 
expect given the coexpression network identified in Figure 3.1. 
We have constructed FLAG-tagged constructs of INHBE to determine whether 
overexpression of INHBE will promote apoptosis in cells undergoing ER stress.  These 
will be carried out in future experiments. 
 
Methods 
Cells   
Primary human foreskin fibroblasts were cultured in MEM medium supplemented with 
10% fetal bovine serum, 2 mM L-glutamine, and 100 U/mL penicillin-streptomycin.   
Tunicamycin treatment 
Cells were treated with 4 ug/ml of tunicamycin (T7765 Sigma, MO) or DMSO for the 
indicated time periods. 
Western blot 
Cells were lysed in 1X Lysis buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 
1 mM Na2EDTA, 1 mM EGTA, 1% Triton X100) (Cell Signaling) supplemented with 1X 
Complete protease inhibitors (Roche) and 1X phosphatase inhibitors I and II (Sigma). Cell 
lysates containing 40-60 μg of protein were loaded on SDS-PAGE gels (Ready-Gel Precast 
gels, Bio-Rad, CA).  Proteins were analyzed using anti-BIP (1:1000, Cell Signaling 
Technology, #3177), anti-CHOP (1:1000, Cell Signaling Technology, #2895) or anti-tubulin 




RNA was extracted using Qiagen RNAeasy kits and gene expression was analyzed by 
quantitative PCR (7900HT Analyzer, Applied Biosystems).   Expression of beta-actin 
was used as a control for normalization.  Sequences of PCR primers are listed in Table 
3.2. 
siRNA knockdown 
For knockdown experiments, 2 x 105 cells/ml of primary fibroblasts were plated in 12-
well plates in growth media lacking antibiotics. Silencer Select siRNAs (Applied 
Biosystems) against INHBE (#s38151, s38152, s38153) or control siRNA were 
transfected into fibroblasts using the Neon transfection system as per the manufacturer’s 
instructions (Invitrogen).  Cells were treated with tunicamycin 24 hours after transfection.  
RNA was harvested 4 hours after tunicamycin treatment.  Changes in expression were 
calculated relative to cells transfected with control siRNA. 
Transmission electron microscopy 






Figure 3.1.  Genes correlated with INHBE expression levels in tunicamycin-treated 
samples of immortalized B cells from 131 individuals (|r|>0.50).  Red connections 
indicate positive correlations and green connections indicate negative correlations. Genes 






Figure 3.2.  XBP1 splicing in primary fibroblasts treated with tunicamycin.  Primary 
fibroblast experience ER stress as early as 2 hours after treatment with tunicamycin.  This 
is indicated by XBP1 splicing (lower band, 132-base pair amplicon), a hallmark of ER 
stress.  “Tm” indicates treatment with tunicamycin. 








Figure 3.3.  Primary human fibroblast upregulate the expression of INHBE following 2, 4 
and 8 hours of tunicamycin treatment.  This is a representative qRT-PCR experiment. 
Error bars represent ±SEM from three technical replicates.  These results have been 









Figure 3.4.  Time course of ER stress response activation in primary fibroblasts over (A) 
1 to 4 hours, (B) 5 to 8 hours and (C) 24 to 48 hours.  BIP and CHOP protein levels begin 
increasing by 4 hours.  At 4 hours, CHOP shows a 2-fold increase relative to DMSO.  
BIP and CHOP continue increasing over 5 to 8 hours.  BIP is at maximal induction by 24 
hours.  CHOP continues to increase at 48 hours. 
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Figure 3.5.  Transmission electron microscopy image of fibroblast treated with DMSO 
for 8 hours.  This represents baseline state of the endoplasmic reticulum.  Tracts of the 
endoplasmic reticulum are studded with ribosomes that are translating proteins into the 










Figure 3.6.  Transmission electron microscopy image of fibroblast treated with 
tunicamycin for 8 hours showing double-membraned vesicles.  There is some dilation of 
the endoplasmic reticulum (indicated by “ER”) 8 hours following tunicamycin treatment, 
but this did not appear dramatically different from DMSO-treated samples.  This 
fibroblast shows two double-membraned vesicles that appear to be autophagosomes 
(indicated by “AP”).  We did not observe many double-membraned structures in DMSO-








Figure 3.7.  Transmission electron microscopy image of fibroblast treated with 
tunicamycin for 8 hours showing lipid droplets.  Lipid synthesis may be contributing to 
expansion of the ER.   These lipid droplets were not seen in any DMSO-treated 







Figure 3.8.  Transmission electron microscopy image of fibroblast treated with DMSO 




Figure 3.9.  Transmission electron microscopy image of fibroblast treated with 





Figure 3.10.   siRNA knockdown of INHBE attenuates the induction of BIP, ATF4 and 
CHOP 4 hours after tunicamycin treatment.  Knockdown does not affect genes unrelated 
to the ER stress response (RAF1 and EXT2).  Cells were transfected with a pool of three 
siRNA constructs targeting INHBE 24 hours prior to tunicamycin treatment.  The control 
siRNA is a construct that does not target any gene.  Fold induction is calculated relative 
to expression of each gene in “control siRNA+DMSO” samples.  Measurements are the 




Table 3.1.  Genes that are correlated with INHBE in tunicamycin treated individuals. 
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Genes interact in networks to orchestrate cellular processes.  In humans, the 
compendium of genes that participate in cellular networks was identified with the 
sequencing of the human genome, which was a major milestone in human genetics.  
However, the challenge before us now is to learn about the functions of these genes and 
how they work together to orchestrate processes. 
In Chapter 1, we use human coexpression networks based on natural variation in 
gene expression to study gene functions and interactions.  By taking advantage of 
variation in gene expression among unrelated individuals, we identified correlations in 
expression levels of 8.9 million gene pairs.  Focusing on correlations found reproducibly 
in three independent samples encompassing 295 individuals, we constructed human 
coexpression networks.  The resulting networks possessed properties that were similar to 
other biological networks.  Focusing on one of these networks, we inferred processes 
occurring in B cells and examined interactions among these processes.  To gain insight 
into gene function, we parsed the large network into subnetworks and confirmed gene 
functions can be learned by examining network neighbors. Thus, we used a “guilt by 
association” approach to predict the functions of poorly-characterized human genes, 
including CHCHD2 and TMEM111, and provided experimental evidence supporting the 
predicted function of TMEM111.  We then studied the functions of poorly-characterized 
genes in disease, and found that IFIH1, which is implicated in diabetes, interacts with 
YES1, which affects glucose transport.  Additionally, genes predisposing to the same 
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diseases, like HMGCR and LDLR, are clustered together non-randomly in the network, 
suggesting that the network may be used to identify candidate genes that influence 
disease susceptibility.  These analyses showed that human coexpression networks based 
on natural variation may offer information on human gene functions and interactions. 
In Chapter 2, we examined the extent to which human coexpression networks 
change upon stress.  We studied changes in gene expression levels and gene relationships 
induced by two stresses: endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress and stress induced by 
ionizing radiation (IR).  By taking advantage of large datasets, we found that between 
30—70% of genes change expression upon stress. In contrast, the majority (between 
65—95%) of gene relationships are maintained.  This was found by studying gene 
relationships in three ways using statistical, network and machine learning methods.  
However, a subset of genes showed altered relationships upon stress.  Based on the 
identity and functions of these genes, we found that they tend to be critical for the cellular 
response to the specific stress examined.  For example, BIP and CHOP altered 
relationships in ER stress; p21 (CDKN1A), GADD45A and CCNB1 altered relationships 
in IR stress.  Some genes with altered relationships have not been implicated in ER or IR 
stress and some also alter their relationships without changing expression; these are genes 
that may be critical but remain unexplored.  We provide evidence implicating two such 
genes, INHBE and SLC3A2, in the response to ionizing radiation and cell death.  Our 
results suggest that the majority of gene relationships are maintained upon stress, but 
those genes with altered relationships tend to be critical to the stress response. 
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Two key strengths of our studies in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2 are that we take 
advantage of natural variation in human populations and use large numbers of individuals 
/ samples.  This gave us the power required to (1) identify reproducible relationships 
(coexpression patterns) between genes, (2) identify subtle but statistically significant 
changes in gene expression to obtain a catalogue of the genes which alter expression 
upon two stresses, (3) ask how gene relationships change upon stress, and (4) train 
predictive models and test them using independent datasets to further examine gene 
relationships.  These studies enabled us to examine a spectrum of human genes to better 
understand human biology. 
 
Discussion & Future Directions 
Chapter 1 
How does natural variation among unrelated individuals lead to coexpression 
patterns between genes involved in similar processes?  
A question that has come up in discussion is why natural variation among 
individuals can be used to identify correlations between genes.  One possibility is that 
genetic variation among unrelated individuals produces variation in the activity of 
pathways (Gargalovic et al. 2006; Rockman 2008).  For example, some individuals may 
have more active secretory pathways and require coordinately higher expression levels of 
pathway members.  Thus, pathway-based variation may be manifested in expression 
levels of genes, allowing us to use coexpression patterns to uncover genes participating in 
similar processes.  Evidence supporting this possibility comes from human genetics 
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studies: Sankaran et al. have shown that genetic variants in BCL11A, a transcription 
factor, influence its own expression; this in turn influences the expression of its target, 
fetal hemoglobin (Sankaran et al. 2008).  Thus, is it possible for genetic variation in the 
genes of a pathway (i.e. BCL11A ? fetal hemoglobin) to lead to coordinate changes in 
expression levels that can be used to identify relationships between genes. 
It is also possible that variation in expression may arise from naturally-occurring 
stochastic processes.  Investigators have found variation in expression among genetically 
identical populations of single mammalian cells (Raj et al. 2006).  These investigators 
find that genes undergo “transcriptional bursts.” One possible mechanism for these bursts 
is that chromatin unpacks to allow transcription of a gene and then condenses, leading to 
inactivation of the gene.  They call these chromatin “breathing” events, which are 
influenced by histone modifying enzymes. While our studies are not conducted in single 
cells, such processes may be occurring in aggregate in the samples we study.  It is 
tempting to speculate that some individuals are more prone to transcriptional bursts and 
this gives rise to variation in expression levels.  Our correlation analyses may be 
identifying transcriptional bursts in gene expression levels (averaged over time) that lead 
to coordinate changes in the expression levels of pathway members, perhaps through 
feedback mechanisms.  
 
To what extent do cells functionally link cellular processes?  Can genes mediate 
these functional interactions? 
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We find that certain processes tend to co-occur in subnetworks, prompting us to 
ask whether cells coordinately regulate these processes.  For example, we found that 
genes involved in translation and glycolysis co-occurred in the same subnetworks (for 
example, the CHCHD2 subnetwork, Figure 1.3).  Do cells coordinately regulate the 
production of energy (glycolysis) with the synthesis of proteins?  Evidence supporting 
this possibility comes from studies of AMPK, a molecule that couples energy 
homeostasis with protein synthesis (Hardie and Carling 1997).  We also found that genes 
involved in RNA processing and protein folding tend to co-occur in the same 
subnetworks.  Is this because cells coordinate the process of making of proteins with the 
machinery that folds these proteins?   To what extent do single genes participate in 
different processes?  And if genes participate in multiple processes, can this explain some 
of the pleiotropism that is observed when human genes are mutated in disease? 
Evidence that genes can assume multiple roles is present in the literature.  For 
example, STAT3 is a well-known transcription factor that is activated by cytokine 
signaling pathways.  A recent study (Wegrzyn et al. 2009) noted that STAT3 has genetic 
and physical interactions with a gene that interacts with the mitochondrial respiratory 
machinery.  Following up on these interactions, Wegrzyn et al (2009) uncovered an 
unexpected role for STAT3 in the electron transport chain that is distinct from its role as a 
transcription factor.  They hypothesized that STAT3 plays dual roles to link signaling 
pathways to energy metabolism.  Other examples of genes with multiple functions have 
been described (Jeffery 2009; Sriram et al. 2005). 
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Our studies (Chapter 1) provide an opportunity to examine processes which may 
be linked and to ask whether specific genes coordinately regulate these processes.  This 
may provide insight into how pathways of genes influence each other. 
 
How can we improve our ability to learn about the functions and interactions of 
human genes? 
Learning about the functions of human genes has become increasingly important 
with the proliferation of genome-wide association studies (GWAS).  These studies 
implicate genes in diseases by identifying genetic variations that are more prevalent in 
diseased populations compared to normal controls.  Often times, the functional link 
between the identified gene(s) and the disease is unknown (Hirschhorn 2009).  This 
creates a bottleneck in our understanding of human disease processes.   
One way to alleviate this bottleneck is to study genes in the context networks.  
Here we use coexpression networks to learn about the functions of genes, including 
disease genes, based on their network neighbors.  The power to learn about human genes 
is dependent upon existing databases (such as Gene Ontology) that describe gene 
function.  Thus, as we learn more about the functions of some genes, we can learn more 
about the functions of other genes (their neighbors).  Information is propagated through 
the network to uncover the functions and interactions of genes.  This illustrates that two 
things must occur in order to improve our ability to learn about the functions of human 
genes:  (1) we must learn about the functions of specific genes, and (2) we must identify 
connections between genes.  The former is accomplished through classical, mechanistic 
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studies; the latter is accomplished by the methods used in this dissertation and by other 
network-based studies (i.e. protein interaction networks, transcription factor networks, 
etc).  The strategies are complementary and feedback on one another:  information from 
studies on a specific gene can be used to learn about the network neighbors of that gene 
which can then highlight unexpected connections between biological processes.  This 
process was illustrated by a study (Lim et al. 2006) where a protein-protein interaction 
network among 54 proteins involved in inherited ataxias was used to uncover candidate 
and disease-modifying genes for inherited ataxias. 
 
Future directions   
In the near future, we would like to integrate the baseline coexpression network 
with genome-wide information that is being generated for immortalized B cells via the 
ENCODE project (Birney et al. 2007).  Information on chromatin marks, transcription 
factor binding events (for ~20 transcription factors) and DNAse hypersensitivity regions 
are being released.  For example, we can examine subnetworks of genes in the 
coexpression network and ask if genes in the subnetwork are bound by a particular 
transcription factor.  In this way, we can start to integrate coexpression networks with 
transcription factor binding networks. 
Additional future directions include incorporating additional types of molecules 
into the coexpression network.  These include microRNAs and long non-coding RNAs.  
Methods that examine chromatin conformation such as Hi-C (Lieberman-Aiden et al. 
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2009) can identify “transcriptional factories” of genes that are co-transcribed, providing 
information on genes that are connected in chromatin networks.   
 
Chapter 2 
How do genes change their relationships without changing their expression levels 
upon stress? 
In Chapter 2, we found a subset of genes that alter their relationships without 
changing their expression level upon stress.  This prompted us to consider the ways in 
which this might occur.  We can think of two possibilities.  The first simple possibility is 
that a gene does not change expression but its neighbors do (if we consider genes in 
networks).  This may arise if the regulatory mechanisms that couple gene A with its 
neighbors change upon stress.  Another possibility is that given two genes, A and B, 
neither change expression but they change their relationships with each other.  Figure 4.1 
provides a “toy example” of how this may occur, in which gene’s A and B are correlated 
in expression at baseline.  Figure 4.1A shows Gene A’s expression in 4 individuals before 
and after stress; its expression does not change.  Figure 4.1B shows Gene B’s expression 
in the same 4 individuals.  Upon stress, two individuals increase expression of Gene B 
and the other two decrease expression; thus, Gene B does not change its expression upon 
stress (at least not in a consistent manner).  Whereas at baseline, Gene A and B were 
correlated across individuals (Figure 4.1C), now they are no longer correlated in 
expression (Figure 4.1D).  Other variations of this scenario leading to the same results 
can be imagined.  Again, this may occur because the regulatory mechanisms that couple 
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gene A with B are altered upon stress.  In this way, the expression levels of Genes A and 
B do not change (at least not consistently), but their relationships with each other do.   
Another possibility is that these genes change expression at a later time point (and 
not in concert with their neighbors).  This is unlikely since we have profiled the temporal 
response of cells in previous studies (Dombroski et al. 2010; Smirnov et al. 2009) and 
selected time points when most genes that were deemed stress-responsive have shown 
changes in expression.  However, it is still possible that some genes change expression at 
different time points.  For those genes, the observed alteration in relationships may be an 
initial manifestation of the critical role these genes are about to play in the stress 
response.   
In any case, many of these genes that we identified with altered relationships 
(both with and without altered expression) have not been implicated in the stress 
response.  We are exploring promising candidates currently to see if genes with altered 
relationships play critical roles in the cellular response to stress. 
 
To what extent are networks identified in immortalized B cells active in other cell 
types? 
Here we study networks in immortalized B cells.  Do these networks apply to 
other cell types?  We know that different tissues have characteristic patterns of gene 
expression levels that can be used to identify the tissue (Ross et al. 2000).  This may 
suggest that biological networks also vary by tissue.  But how different are networks in 
different tissue types?  This remains to be investigated.  While here we do not examine 
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different tissue types, we provide evidence showing that it is possible for gene expression 
levels to vary while relationships tend to be maintained.  Differences between cell types 
may stem from specific sets (or modules) of genes which get switched on or off.  To 
address this and related questions, we will need to examine networks across tissues, 
conditions, developmental stage and do the appropriate comparisons.  
 
How can human networks be used in developing therapies? 
How can human networks be used in the development of therapeutics?  First, 
networks can be used to understand how genes that are identified as biomarkers may be 
related to a particular disease.  Second, targeting sets of genes involved in similar 
pathways may aid in the development of multi-drug regimens that achieve the desired 
effect with lower toxicity (Hopkins 2008).  Human networks can be used to identify sets 
of genes to target.  A third way that gene networks can aid in drug development is to use 
them to identify genes which may play critical roles in a process.  Chapter 2 suggests that 
many genes can be biomarkers of a disease process since many genes change expression 
levels upon stress.  The key is to identify a set of genes that are critical to the response 




Here we examine coexpression networks based on natural variation in human 
gene expression to learn about gene interactions and functions. We then examined how 
these networks change in response to two stresses: endoplasmic reticulum stress and 
stress induced by ionizing radiation.  These studies show that human coexpression 
networks based on natural variation may be used to learn about interactions between 
pathways or processes within cell.  These networks offer information on the functions of 
poorly-characterized genes, including genes implicated in human diseases.  Additionally, 
disease genes cluster non-randomly in the network, suggesting that the network may be 
used to identify additional candidate disease susceptibility genes.  Upon stress, human 
coexpression networks show extensive changes in expression levels of genes but 
relationships between genes tend to be maintained.  These studies examine for the first 
time the extent to which gene relationships are altered by examining relationships among 
the same set of genes both before and after a stress in a single cell type.  Though the 
majority of gene relationships are maintained, some genes show many altered 
relationships and these genes tend to be critical to the cellular response to stress.  Thus, 
learning about gene functions and interactions in the context of networks may provide 







Figure 4.1.  Two genes do not change expression but do alter relationships.  This is one 
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Affy ID 1 Gene Symbol 1 Affy ID 2 Gene Symbol 2 R CEPH-Utah R ASN R YRI
200012_x_at RPL21 200026_at RPL34 0.53 0.88 0.86
200012_x_at RPL21 200029_at RPL19 0.42 0.88 0.80
200001_at CAPNS1 200041_s_at BAT1 -0.11 0.68 0.34
200001_at CAPNS1 200042_at C22orf28 0.28 -0.55 0.14
200008_s_at GDI2 200042_at C22orf28 0.62 -0.02 -0.11
200029_at RPL19 200042_at C22orf28 -0.41 0.40 -0.30
200023_s_at EIF3S5 200044_at SFRS9 -0.26 0.55 -0.27
200042_at C22orf28 200045_at ABCF1 0.64 -0.16 0.56
200036_s_at RPL10A 200046_at DAD1 0.30 -0.54 -0.01
200041_s_at BAT1 200046_at DAD1 -0.45 0.35 -0.33
200042_at C22orf28 200046_at DAD1 0.54 -0.48 -0.03
200042_at C22orf28 200052_s_at ILF2 0.61 -0.29 0.42
200001_at CAPNS1 200055_at TAF10 0.04 0.80 0.74
200003_s_at RPL28 200055_at TAF10 0.51 -0.25 0.01
200029_at RPL19 200055_at TAF10 0.61 -0.32 0.20
200034_s_at RPL6 200055_at TAF10 0.47 -0.39 0.09
200046_at DAD1 200055_at TAF10 -0.23 0.54 -0.34
200052_s_at ILF2 200055_at TAF10 -0.38 0.32 0.43
121_at PAX8 200056_s_at C1D 0.14 -0.60 -0.03
1861_at BAD 200059_s_at RHOA 0.47 -0.33 0.22
200016_x_at HNRPA1 200059_s_at RHOA -0.08 0.58 0.56
200029_at RPL19 200059_s_at RHOA -0.37 0.30 0.42
200042_at C22orf28 200059_s_at RHOA 0.55 -0.20 -0.34
200059_s_at RHOA 200063_s_at NPM1 -0.14 0.58 0.55
200055_at TAF10 200066_at IK 0.11 -0.63 -0.52
121_at PAX8 200071_at SMNDC1 0.08 -0.70 -0.37
200055_at TAF10 200071_at SMNDC1 -0.47 0.22 -0.64
121_at PAX8 200076_s_at C19orf50 -0.24 0.54 0.20
200059_s_at RHOA 200077_s_at OAZ1 -0.30 0.56 0.45
200059_s_at RHOA 200078_s_at ATP6V0B 0.45 -0.31 -0.27
1494_f_at CYP2A6 200079_s_at KARS -0.40 0.42 -0.06
200065_s_at ARF1 200079_s_at KARS 0.36 -0.49 -0.25
1494_f_at CYP2A6 200086_s_at COX4I1 -0.36 0.58 0.01
200042_at C22orf28 200086_s_at COX4I1 -0.21 0.61 0.21
200055_at TAF10 200086_s_at COX4I1 0.56 -0.47 -0.25
200019_s_at FAU 200088_x_at RPL12 0.80 0.25 0.62
200055_at TAF10 200089_s_at RPL4 0.59 -0.30 0.07
200028_s_at STARD7 200090_at FNTA -0.37 0.43 -0.22
200033_at DDX5 200094_s_at EEF2 -0.25 0.37 -0.58
200042_at C22orf28 200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 0.65 -0.40 0.22
200086_s_at COX4I1 200600_at MSN -0.03 -0.71 -0.20
121_at PAX8 200603_at PRKAR1A 0.19 -0.74 -0.01
1494_f_at CYP2A6 200603_at PRKAR1A 0.19 -0.64 -0.13
200079_s_at KARS 200619_at SF3B2 0.64 -0.14 0.41
200001_at CAPNS1 200623_s_at CALM3 0.04 0.71 0.55
200041_s_at BAT1 200623_s_at CALM3 0.34 0.83 0.66
200066_at IK 200623_s_at CALM3 0.14 -0.52 -0.56
121_at PAX8 200626_s_at MATR3 0.29 -0.74 -0.27
1494_f_at CYP2A6 200626_s_at MATR3 0.35 -0.61 -0.25
200008_s_at GDI2 200626_s_at MATR3 0.61 -0.10 -0.19
200035_at DULLARD 200626_s_at MATR3 -0.61 0.21 -0.39
200042_at C22orf28 200626_s_at MATR3 0.56 -0.52 0.21
Supplementary Table 1.1.  Gene pairs whose correlations in gene expression levels differ significantly 
(Pcorrected<0.05) among the 3 datasets
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200048_s_at JTB 200626_s_at MATR3 0.48 -0.18 -0.26
200051_at SART1 200626_s_at MATR3 -0.68 -0.01 0.03
200055_at TAF10 200626_s_at MATR3 -0.60 0.33 -0.21
200070_at C2orf24 200626_s_at MATR3 -0.36 0.38 0.34
200073_s_at HNRPD 200626_s_at MATR3 -0.25 0.57 0.40
200055_at TAF10 200633_at UBB 0.27 -0.50 -0.26
200066_at IK 200634_at PFN1 0.26 -0.51 -0.54
200086_s_at COX4I1 200634_at PFN1 0.38 -0.49 -0.26
200005_at EIF3S7 200645_at GABARAP 0.48 -0.24 -0.16
200036_s_at RPL10A 200645_at GABARAP 0.44 -0.39 -0.14
200042_at C22orf28 200645_at GABARAP 0.36 -0.58 -0.17
200012_x_at RPL21 200650_s_at LDHA 0.38 0.86 0.68
200055_at TAF10 200650_s_at LDHA 0.41 -0.43 0.29
200029_at RPL19 200655_s_at CALM1 0.26 -0.51 -0.21
200046_at DAD1 200655_s_at CALM1 -0.35 0.56 -0.26
200079_s_at KARS 200655_s_at CALM1 0.08 -0.69 -0.03
200086_s_at COX4I1 200655_s_at CALM1 0.13 -0.64 -0.33
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 200655_s_at CALM1 -0.50 0.49 -0.04
200626_s_at MATR3 200655_s_at CALM1 -0.45 0.53 0.05
200645_at GABARAP 200655_s_at CALM1 -0.43 0.40 0.20
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 200657_at SLC25A5 0.44 -0.32 -0.37
200626_s_at MATR3 200657_at SLC25A5 0.51 -0.35 -0.28
200001_at CAPNS1 200668_s_at UBE2D3 0.09 -0.62 -0.51
200029_at RPL19 200668_s_at UBE2D3 -0.46 0.42 -0.19
200045_at ABCF1 200668_s_at UBE2D3 0.49 -0.13 -0.30
200046_at DAD1 200668_s_at UBE2D3 0.54 -0.56 0.27
200052_s_at ILF2 200668_s_at UBE2D3 0.66 -0.16 -0.02
200078_s_at ATP6V0B 200668_s_at UBE2D3 0.51 -0.35 0.04
200089_s_at RPL4 200668_s_at UBE2D3 -0.46 0.35 -0.01
200012_x_at RPL21 200674_s_at RPL32 0.59 0.92 0.80
200055_at TAF10 200674_s_at RPL32 0.54 -0.31 0.27
200041_s_at BAT1 200675_at CD81 -0.06 0.65 0.47
200042_at C22orf28 200675_at CD81 0.19 -0.63 -0.22
200055_at TAF10 200675_at CD81 0.04 0.70 0.71
200614_at CLTC 200675_at CD81 0.01 -0.75 -0.20
200655_s_at CALM1 200675_at CD81 -0.32 0.53 0.40
200042_at C22orf28 200681_at GLO1 -0.30 0.62 0.25
200055_at TAF10 200681_at GLO1 0.35 -0.62 -0.15
200655_s_at CALM1 200681_at GLO1 0.21 -0.63 -0.22
200668_s_at UBE2D3 200681_at GLO1 -0.32 0.57 -0.06
200016_x_at HNRPA1 200682_s_at UBE2L3 -0.32 0.47 -0.08
200018_at RPS13 200682_s_at UBE2L3 -0.30 0.50 -0.21
200046_at DAD1 200682_s_at UBE2L3 0.15 -0.56 0.29
200062_s_at RPL30 200682_s_at UBE2L3 -0.36 0.46 -0.24
200593_s_at HNRPU 200682_s_at UBE2L3 0.50 -0.05 -0.31
200619_at SF3B2 200682_s_at UBE2L3 0.43 -0.40 -0.25
200633_at UBB 200682_s_at UBE2L3 -0.33 0.49 0.22
200650_s_at LDHA 200682_s_at UBE2L3 -0.26 0.49 -0.34
200001_at CAPNS1 200691_s_at HSPA9 -0.34 0.41 0.42
200079_s_at KARS 200691_s_at HSPA9 0.36 -0.50 0.39
200086_s_at COX4I1 200691_s_at HSPA9 0.17 -0.58 -0.29
200681_at GLO1 200691_s_at HSPA9 0.30 -0.54 0.13
200682_s_at UBE2L3 200691_s_at HSPA9 0.35 -0.53 -0.10
200044_at SFRS9 200699_at --- 0.30 -0.54 0.09
200042_at C22orf28 200704_at LITAF 0.55 -0.24 0.03
200036_s_at RPL10A 200707_at PRKCSH 0.15 -0.56 0.24
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200682_s_at UBE2L3 200716_x_at RPL13A -0.38 0.44 -0.29
200682_s_at UBE2L3 200717_x_at RPL7 -0.32 0.47 -0.17
200077_s_at OAZ1 200718_s_at SKP1A -0.17 0.56 -0.22
200029_at RPL19 200722_s_at CAPRIN1 -0.63 0.00 0.11
200059_s_at RHOA 200722_s_at CAPRIN1 0.70 0.01 0.20
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 200722_s_at CAPRIN1 0.65 -0.04 -0.10
200626_s_at MATR3 200722_s_at CAPRIN1 0.67 -0.30 -0.29
200668_s_at UBE2D3 200722_s_at CAPRIN1 0.56 0.26 -0.36
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 200728_at ACTR2 0.60 0.01 -0.28
200042_at C22orf28 200735_x_at NACA -0.35 0.45 -0.21
200055_at TAF10 200735_x_at NACA 0.48 -0.44 -0.03
200668_s_at UBE2D3 200735_x_at NACA -0.32 0.50 -0.16
200682_s_at UBE2L3 200735_x_at NACA -0.23 0.56 -0.06
200028_s_at STARD7 200736_s_at GPX1 0.14 -0.61 -0.30
200036_s_at RPL10A 200736_s_at GPX1 0.34 -0.50 0.06
200042_at C22orf28 200736_s_at GPX1 0.21 -0.57 0.10
200086_s_at COX4I1 200736_s_at GPX1 0.37 -0.41 -0.16
200600_at MSN 200736_s_at GPX1 -0.13 0.63 0.51
200655_s_at CALM1 200736_s_at GPX1 0.02 0.76 0.44
200682_s_at UBE2L3 200738_s_at PGK1 -0.34 0.43 -0.40
200046_at DAD1 200741_s_at RPS27 0.20 -0.58 0.20
200079_s_at KARS 200741_s_at RPS27 -0.46 0.40 -0.30
200650_s_at LDHA 200741_s_at RPS27 0.47 0.87 0.44
200681_at GLO1 200741_s_at RPS27 -0.18 0.63 -0.10
200682_s_at UBE2L3 200741_s_at RPS27 -0.39 0.63 -0.01
200042_at C22orf28 200745_s_at GNB1 0.60 0.02 -0.11
200059_s_at RHOA 200745_s_at GNB1 0.55 -0.26 0.05
200626_s_at MATR3 200745_s_at GNB1 0.59 -0.22 -0.14
200728_at ACTR2 200745_s_at GNB1 0.64 -0.09 0.09
200682_s_at UBE2L3 200748_s_at FTH1 0.35 -0.41 -0.26
200046_at DAD1 200750_s_at RAN 0.24 -0.56 -0.16
200699_at --- 200768_s_at MAT2A 0.44 -0.38 0.30
200045_at ABCF1 200779_at ATF4 -0.43 0.37 -0.36
200768_s_at MAT2A 200779_at ATF4 -0.48 0.35 -0.33
200059_s_at RHOA 200793_s_at ACO2 0.58 -0.28 -0.15
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 200793_s_at ACO2 0.59 -0.22 -0.03
200010_at RPL11 200800_s_at HSPA1A -0.16 0.47 -0.48
200013_at RPL24 200800_s_at HSPA1A 0.00 0.46 -0.53
200008_s_at GDI2 200802_at SARS 0.60 0.05 -0.24
200059_s_at RHOA 200802_at SARS 0.42 -0.18 -0.38
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 200802_at SARS 0.48 -0.15 -0.47
200001_at CAPNS1 200804_at TEGT 0.39 -0.41 0.06
200059_s_at RHOA 200804_at TEGT 0.59 -0.14 -0.16
200086_s_at COX4I1 200804_at TEGT -0.31 0.50 0.11
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 200804_at TEGT 0.55 -0.27 0.01
200603_at PRKAR1A 200804_at TEGT 0.11 -0.63 -0.32
200626_s_at MATR3 200804_at TEGT 0.56 -0.70 -0.26
200645_at GABARAP 200804_at TEGT 0.49 -0.45 -0.01
200675_at CD81 200804_at TEGT 0.27 -0.64 -0.06
200681_at GLO1 200804_at TEGT -0.44 0.45 -0.15
200800_s_at SPA1A ::: HSPA 200804_at TEGT -0.45 0.34 -0.04
200055_at TAF10 200808_s_at ZYX 0.24 0.47 0.84
200019_s_at FAU 200809_x_at RPL12 0.78 0.17 0.57
200055_at TAF10 200809_x_at RPL12 0.45 -0.41 0.04
200046_at DAD1 200816_s_at PAFAH1B1 0.29 -0.50 0.00
200029_at RPL19 200817_x_at RPS10 0.52 0.89 0.89
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200674_s_at RPL32 200817_x_at RPS10 0.70 0.94 0.91
200668_s_at UBE2D3 200820_at PSMD8 0.50 -0.18 -0.24
200008_s_at GDI2 200828_s_at ZNF207 0.74 0.55 -0.14
200626_s_at MATR3 200828_s_at ZNF207 0.62 -0.36 -0.26
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 200828_s_at ZNF207 0.82 0.55 0.06
200793_s_at ACO2 200828_s_at ZNF207 0.66 0.10 -0.08
200033_at DDX5 200830_at PSMD2 0.05 -0.39 0.57
200019_s_at FAU 200834_s_at RPS21 0.80 0.18 0.55
200042_at C22orf28 200834_s_at RPS21 -0.14 0.57 -0.33
200055_at TAF10 200834_s_at RPS21 0.44 -0.42 -0.08
200055_at TAF10 200846_s_at PPP1CA 0.02 0.59 0.72
200682_s_at UBE2L3 200846_s_at PPP1CA 0.43 -0.50 -0.35
200066_at IK 200852_x_at GNB2 0.08 -0.61 -0.57
200682_s_at UBE2L3 200852_x_at GNB2 0.04 -0.63 -0.63
200007_at SRP14 200854_at NCOR1 0.37 -0.32 -0.45
200065_s_at ARF1 200862_at DHCR24 0.34 0.06 -0.56
200042_at C22orf28 200866_s_at PSAP 0.63 -0.24 -0.17
200626_s_at MATR3 200866_s_at PSAP 0.59 -0.01 -0.26
200655_s_at CALM1 200866_s_at PSAP -0.55 0.23 0.13
200691_s_at HSPA9 200866_s_at PSAP -0.54 0.23 -0.10
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 200866_s_at PSAP 0.79 0.15 0.37
200728_at ACTR2 200866_s_at PSAP 0.60 -0.09 -0.01
200804_at TEGT 200866_s_at PSAP 0.76 0.05 0.06
200800_s_at SPA1A ::: HSPA 200869_at C390354 ::: RPL -0.12 0.50 -0.42
200003_s_at RPL28 200870_at STRAP -0.49 0.36 -0.42
200089_s_at RPL4 200870_at STRAP -0.38 0.41 -0.18
200674_s_at RPL32 200870_at STRAP -0.38 0.42 -0.32
200716_x_at RPL13A 200870_at STRAP -0.29 0.42 -0.49
200735_x_at NACA 200870_at STRAP -0.24 0.54 -0.10
200809_x_at RPL12 200870_at STRAP -0.43 0.37 -0.37
200819_s_at RPS15 200870_at STRAP -0.42 0.36 -0.41
200834_s_at RPS21 200870_at STRAP -0.42 0.40 -0.24
200042_at C22orf28 200873_s_at CCT8 -0.44 0.37 0.08
200741_s_at RPS27 200873_s_at CCT8 0.02 0.76 0.20
200045_at ABCF1 200876_s_at PSMB1 0.52 -0.20 -0.06
200052_s_at ILF2 200876_s_at PSMB1 0.64 0.04 -0.11
200086_s_at COX4I1 200876_s_at PSMB1 -0.38 0.37 0.24
200626_s_at MATR3 200876_s_at PSMB1 0.50 -0.31 -0.03
200656_s_at P4HB 200876_s_at PSMB1 0.32 -0.16 -0.57
200793_s_at ACO2 200876_s_at PSMB1 0.54 0.36 -0.40
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 200877_at CCT4 0.40 -0.30 -0.37
200626_s_at MATR3 200877_at CCT4 0.53 -0.30 0.10
200042_at C22orf28 200882_s_at PSMD4 -0.36 0.35 0.54
200718_s_at SKP1A 200882_s_at PSMD4 -0.28 0.54 0.29
200005_at EIF3S7 200885_at RHOC 0.49 -0.34 0.42
200042_at C22orf28 200885_at RHOC 0.44 -0.57 -0.15
200655_s_at CALM1 200885_at RHOC -0.43 0.53 -0.06
200691_s_at HSPA9 200885_at RHOC -0.45 0.41 -0.09
200793_s_at ACO2 200885_at RHOC 0.61 -0.18 -0.06
200804_at TEGT 200885_at RHOC 0.57 -0.42 -0.04
200793_s_at ACO2 200895_s_at FKBP4 -0.18 0.58 0.35
200882_s_at PSMD4 200896_x_at HDGF 0.47 -0.10 -0.55
200626_s_at MATR3 200901_s_at M6PR 0.41 -0.30 -0.26
200055_at TAF10 200922_at KDELR1 0.00 0.66 0.57
200682_s_at UBE2L3 200922_at KDELR1 0.17 -0.65 -0.46
200055_at TAF10 200926_at RPS23 0.53 -0.40 0.16
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200623_s_at CALM3 200926_at RPS23 0.36 -0.43 0.24
200668_s_at UBE2D3 200926_at RPS23 -0.30 0.53 -0.05
200682_s_at UBE2L3 200926_at RPS23 -0.23 0.53 -0.15
200741_s_at RPS27 200926_at RPS23 0.54 0.92 0.74
200042_at C22orf28 200929_at TMED10 0.48 -0.21 -0.26
200750_s_at RAN 200929_at TMED10 0.44 -0.20 -0.37
200682_s_at UBE2L3 200933_x_at RPS4X -0.39 0.40 -0.20
200043_at ERH 200944_s_at HMGN1 0.50 -0.20 -0.19
200059_s_at RHOA 200944_s_at HMGN1 -0.29 0.46 0.37
200691_s_at HSPA9 200944_s_at HMGN1 0.40 -0.31 -0.48
200655_s_at CALM1 200947_s_at GLUD1 0.32 0.85 0.31
200736_s_at GPX1 200947_s_at GLUD1 -0.05 0.73 0.26
200028_s_at STARD7 200950_at ARPC1A 0.44 -0.46 0.18
200042_at C22orf28 200950_at ARPC1A 0.61 -0.13 0.26
200668_s_at UBE2D3 200950_at ARPC1A 0.51 -0.26 -0.36
200802_at SARS 200950_at ARPC1A 0.51 -0.19 -0.17
200626_s_at MATR3 200955_at IMMT 0.47 -0.29 -0.17
121_at PAX8 200961_at SEPHS2 0.11 -0.66 -0.29
200066_at IK 200964_at UBE1 0.20 -0.50 -0.51
200682_s_at UBE2L3 200964_at UBE1 0.37 -0.38 -0.33
200066_at IK 200976_s_at TAX1BP1 -0.28 0.48 0.28
200626_s_at MATR3 200976_s_at TAX1BP1 0.13 -0.60 0.07
200675_at CD81 200976_s_at TAX1BP1 0.14 -0.60 -0.44
200682_s_at UBE2L3 200976_s_at TAX1BP1 -0.36 0.40 0.24
200055_at TAF10 200978_at MDH1 0.04 -0.69 -0.17
200736_s_at GPX1 200978_at MDH1 0.34 -0.60 -0.11
200042_at C22orf28 200984_s_at CD59 0.78 0.18 0.26
200059_s_at RHOA 200984_s_at CD59 0.63 0.03 -0.10
200626_s_at MATR3 200984_s_at CD59 0.63 -0.23 -0.10
200657_at SLC25A5 200984_s_at CD59 0.65 0.30 -0.16
200728_at ACTR2 200984_s_at CD59 0.53 -0.14 -0.14
200955_at IMMT 200984_s_at CD59 0.62 0.32 -0.24
200023_s_at EIF3S5 200989_at HIF1A -0.17 0.45 -0.47
200055_at TAF10 200990_at TRIM28 0.16 0.68 0.85
200012_x_at RPL21 200996_at ACTR3 0.03 0.66 -0.08
200018_at RPS13 200996_at ACTR3 0.17 0.75 -0.01
200062_s_at RPL30 200996_at ACTR3 0.06 0.70 -0.15
200650_s_at LDHA 200996_at ACTR3 -0.04 0.67 -0.07
200674_s_at RPL32 200996_at ACTR3 -0.04 0.67 -0.09
200716_x_at RPL13A 200996_at ACTR3 -0.09 0.64 -0.24
200738_s_at PGK1 200996_at ACTR3 -0.12 0.61 -0.21
200741_s_at RPS27 200996_at ACTR3 0.02 0.69 -0.03
200809_x_at RPL12 200996_at ACTR3 -0.07 0.62 -0.14
200819_s_at RPS15 200996_at ACTR3 -0.11 0.62 -0.24
200886_s_at PGAM1 200996_at ACTR3 -0.27 0.49 -0.27
200052_s_at ILF2 201002_s_at UBE2V1 0.62 -0.33 0.22
200950_at ARPC1A 201002_s_at UBE2V1 0.56 -0.21 0.22
200079_s_at KARS 201011_at RPN1 0.31 -0.59 -0.14
200682_s_at UBE2L3 201011_at RPN1 0.34 -0.49 -0.12
200682_s_at UBE2L3 201020_at YWHAH 0.36 -0.52 -0.26
200029_at RPL19 201030_x_at LDHB 0.30 0.82 0.46
200650_s_at LDHA 201030_x_at LDHB 0.28 0.84 0.47
200926_at RPS23 201030_x_at LDHB 0.42 0.86 0.48
200055_at TAF10 201031_s_at HNRPH1 -0.17 0.59 0.02
200634_at PFN1 201031_s_at HNRPH1 0.00 0.71 -0.07
200691_s_at HSPA9 201031_s_at HNRPH1 0.03 0.71 0.04
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200736_s_at GPX1 201031_s_at HNRPH1 -0.21 0.68 0.05
200996_at ACTR3 201031_s_at HNRPH1 0.51 -0.30 0.14
200623_s_at CALM3 201039_s_at RAD23A 0.01 0.53 0.79
200055_at TAF10 201040_at GNAI2 0.22 0.76 0.75
200012_x_at RPL21 201049_s_at RPS18 0.63 0.94 0.82
200055_at TAF10 201049_s_at RPS18 0.47 -0.37 0.25
200682_s_at UBE2L3 201049_s_at RPS18 -0.36 0.42 -0.26
200817_x_at RPS10 201049_s_at RPS18 0.73 0.96 0.95
200870_at STRAP 201049_s_at RPS18 -0.32 0.43 -0.36
200996_at ACTR3 201049_s_at RPS18 0.02 0.68 -0.09
200055_at TAF10 201051_at ANP32A -0.56 0.23 0.20
200059_s_at RHOA 201051_at ANP32A 0.54 -0.29 0.12
200626_s_at MATR3 201051_at ANP32A 0.68 -0.13 0.25
200925_at COX6A1 201051_at ANP32A -0.53 0.26 -0.37
200028_s_at STARD7 201052_s_at PSMF1 0.21 -0.57 -0.09
200036_s_at RPL10A 201052_s_at PSMF1 0.33 -0.63 -0.21
200041_s_at BAT1 201052_s_at PSMF1 -0.15 0.65 0.17
200042_at C22orf28 201052_s_at PSMF1 0.42 -0.44 0.24
200066_at IK 201052_s_at PSMF1 0.39 -0.44 0.09
200668_s_at UBE2D3 201052_s_at PSMF1 0.49 -0.54 -0.10
200705_s_at EEF1B2 201052_s_at PSMF1 0.11 -0.63 -0.41
200945_s_at SEC31A 201052_s_at PSMF1 -0.35 0.43 0.16
200978_at MDH1 201052_s_at PSMF1 0.14 -0.67 -0.15
200079_s_at KARS 201055_s_at HNRPA0 0.18 -0.57 0.08
200085_s_at TCEB2 201064_s_at PABPC4 0.53 -0.22 -0.07
200028_s_at STARD7 201066_at CYC1 0.37 -0.49 0.00
200668_s_at UBE2D3 201066_at CYC1 0.47 -0.24 -0.50
200802_at SARS 201066_at CYC1 0.57 -0.21 0.11
201002_s_at UBE2V1 201066_at CYC1 0.42 -0.35 -0.15
200055_at TAF10 201075_s_at SMARCC1 -0.33 0.08 0.68
200613_at AP2M1 201075_s_at SMARCC1 0.67 -0.06 0.32
200876_s_at PSMB1 201075_s_at SMARCC1 0.63 0.06 -0.38
200896_x_at HDGF 201075_s_at SMARCC1 -0.21 0.20 0.67
200042_at C22orf28 201077_s_at NHP2L1 -0.53 0.32 -0.13
200655_s_at CALM1 201077_s_at NHP2L1 0.49 -0.35 0.08
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 201077_s_at NHP2L1 -0.55 0.16 0.04
200055_at TAF10 201082_s_at DCTN1 0.29 0.77 0.79
200066_at IK 201082_s_at DCTN1 0.29 -0.51 -0.38
200682_s_at UBE2L3 201082_s_at DCTN1 0.40 -0.62 -0.51
200023_s_at EIF3S5 201088_at KPNA2 -0.32 0.52 -0.35
200603_at PRKAR1A 201088_at KPNA2 0.50 0.86 0.35
200626_s_at MATR3 201088_at KPNA2 0.18 0.79 0.48
200996_at ACTR3 201088_at KPNA2 0.51 -0.26 0.50
200008_s_at GDI2 201089_at ATP6V1B2 0.67 0.40 -0.18
200626_s_at MATR3 201089_at ATP6V1B2 0.59 -0.20 0.25
200866_s_at PSAP 201089_at ATP6V1B2 0.55 0.07 -0.30
201075_s_at SMARCC1 201089_at ATP6V1B2 0.67 0.36 -0.21
200086_s_at COX4I1 201098_at COPB2 -0.38 0.39 0.20
200682_s_at UBE2L3 201102_s_at PFKL 0.02 -0.62 -0.62
200066_at IK 201113_at TUFM 0.37 -0.26 -0.42
200682_s_at UBE2L3 201113_at TUFM 0.35 -0.35 -0.42
200055_at TAF10 201115_at POLD2 -0.26 0.31 0.58
200682_s_at UBE2L3 201115_at POLD2 0.48 -0.17 -0.29
200036_s_at RPL10A 201119_s_at COX8A 0.28 -0.58 0.18
200041_s_at BAT1 201119_s_at COX8A -0.26 0.59 0.17
200042_at C22orf28 201119_s_at COX8A 0.36 -0.47 -0.23
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200043_at ERH 201119_s_at COX8A -0.20 0.56 -0.09
200055_at TAF10 201119_s_at COX8A -0.13 0.74 0.27
200614_at CLTC 201119_s_at COX8A 0.17 -0.57 -0.35
200623_s_at CALM3 201119_s_at COX8A -0.11 0.68 0.44
200634_at PFN1 201119_s_at COX8A -0.03 0.69 0.22
200655_s_at CALM1 201119_s_at COX8A -0.26 0.66 -0.07
200668_s_at UBE2D3 201119_s_at COX8A 0.30 -0.55 -0.04
200691_s_at HSPA9 201119_s_at COX8A -0.15 0.66 -0.13
201057_s_at GOLGB1 201128_s_at ACLY -0.42 0.32 -0.52
200626_s_at MATR3 201142_at EIF2S1 0.54 -0.37 0.31
200709_at FKBP1A 201142_at EIF2S1 0.14 -0.59 0.09
201128_s_at ACLY 201142_at EIF2S1 -0.30 0.00 0.61
121_at PAX8 201146_at NFE2L2 0.27 -0.55 -0.31
1494_f_at CYP2A6 201146_at NFE2L2 0.33 -0.52 -0.28
200042_at C22orf28 201146_at NFE2L2 0.55 -0.39 0.21
200051_at SART1 201146_at NFE2L2 -0.65 -0.01 0.05
200055_at TAF10 201146_at NFE2L2 -0.64 0.21 -0.28
200655_s_at CALM1 201146_at NFE2L2 -0.47 0.44 -0.06
200657_at SLC25A5 201146_at NFE2L2 0.39 -0.39 -0.38
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 201146_at NFE2L2 0.59 -0.20 -0.07
200804_at TEGT 201146_at NFE2L2 0.49 -0.38 -0.26
200828_s_at ZNF207 201146_at NFE2L2 0.59 -0.12 -0.02
200984_s_at CD59 201146_at NFE2L2 0.59 -0.15 0.14
200075_s_at GUK1 201176_s_at ARCN1 0.19 -0.58 0.29
200059_s_at RHOA 201192_s_at PITPNA 0.55 -0.16 -0.15
200626_s_at MATR3 201192_s_at PITPNA 0.56 -0.26 -0.09
200042_at C22orf28 201194_at SEPW1 0.62 -0.22 0.13
200804_at TEGT 201194_at SEPW1 0.52 -0.26 0.04
201075_s_at SMARCC1 201194_at SEPW1 0.49 -0.11 -0.39
201077_s_at NHP2L1 201195_s_at SLC7A5 0.49 -0.30 -0.02
200626_s_at MATR3 201198_s_at PSMD1 0.32 -0.55 0.18
201088_at KPNA2 201198_s_at PSMD1 0.13 -0.54 0.41
201077_s_at NHP2L1 201209_at HDAC1 0.48 -0.28 -0.15
200023_s_at EIF3S5 201210_at DDX3X -0.36 0.47 -0.38
200071_at SMNDC1 201210_at DDX3X 0.36 0.83 0.20
200626_s_at MATR3 201210_at DDX3X -0.01 0.74 0.32
201198_s_at PSMD1 201210_at DDX3X 0.10 -0.49 0.44
200079_s_at KARS 201216_at ERP29 0.31 -0.52 -0.28
200055_at TAF10 201221_s_at SNRP70 0.02 0.64 0.68
200682_s_at UBE2L3 201221_s_at SNRP70 0.18 -0.52 -0.50
200023_s_at EIF3S5 201225_s_at SRRM1 -0.36 0.50 -0.12
200885_at RHOC 201225_s_at SRRM1 -0.53 0.46 0.00
200042_at C22orf28 201227_s_at NDUFB8 -0.53 0.26 0.22
200055_at TAF10 201227_s_at NDUFB8 0.49 -0.14 -0.28
200626_s_at MATR3 201227_s_at NDUFB8 -0.63 0.01 0.15
200718_s_at SKP1A 201227_s_at NDUFB8 -0.34 0.43 0.35
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 201227_s_at NDUFB8 -0.75 -0.20 -0.30
200728_at ACTR2 201227_s_at NDUFB8 -0.50 0.30 0.05
200896_x_at HDGF 201227_s_at NDUFB8 0.43 -0.11 -0.43
200870_at STRAP 201231_s_at ENO1 -0.39 0.40 -0.49
200996_at ACTR3 201231_s_at ENO1 -0.15 0.58 -0.27
201146_at NFE2L2 201232_s_at PSMD13 -0.52 0.18 0.17
200055_at TAF10 201237_at CAPZA2 -0.22 0.55 0.11
200600_at MSN 201237_at CAPZA2 -0.15 0.64 0.12
200655_s_at CALM1 201237_at CAPZA2 0.22 0.82 0.35
200668_s_at UBE2D3 201237_at CAPZA2 0.43 -0.49 -0.01
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200682_s_at UBE2L3 201237_at CAPZA2 0.28 -0.59 0.11
200947_s_at GLUD1 201237_at CAPZA2 0.32 0.82 0.16
200978_at MDH1 201237_at CAPZA2 -0.01 -0.70 -0.03
200996_at ACTR3 201237_at CAPZA2 0.17 -0.53 0.31
201031_s_at HNRPH1 201237_at CAPZA2 0.09 0.75 0.15
201210_at DDX3X 201241_at DDX1 0.14 -0.45 0.48
200066_at IK 201250_s_at SLC2A1 -0.44 0.38 0.08
200882_s_at PSMD4 201250_s_at SLC2A1 -0.47 0.29 0.09
200682_s_at UBE2L3 201252_at C652826 ::: PSM 0.52 -0.28 0.04
200793_s_at ACO2 201256_at COX7A2L 0.29 -0.50 -0.22
200944_s_at HMGN1 201256_at COX7A2L -0.29 0.51 0.20
201192_s_at PITPNA 201256_at COX7A2L 0.31 -0.41 -0.40
200682_s_at UBE2L3 201257_x_at RPS3A -0.38 0.43 -0.31
200870_at STRAP 201257_x_at RPS3A -0.16 0.49 -0.40
200996_at ACTR3 201257_x_at RPS3A 0.18 0.72 -0.09
200036_s_at RPL10A 201264_at COPE 0.17 -0.64 0.00
200055_at TAF10 201264_at COPE 0.20 0.82 0.66
200066_at IK 201264_at COPE 0.15 -0.60 -0.34
200668_s_at UBE2D3 201264_at COPE 0.10 -0.65 -0.33
200682_s_at UBE2L3 201264_at COPE 0.20 -0.68 -0.45
200613_at AP2M1 201267_s_at PSMC3 0.77 0.06 0.45
201146_at NFE2L2 201271_s_at RALY -0.59 0.16 -0.42
200033_at DDX5 201274_at PSMA5 0.13 -0.51 0.43
200045_at ABCF1 201274_at PSMA5 0.56 -0.25 0.33
200086_s_at COX4I1 201274_at PSMA5 -0.26 0.54 0.26
200682_s_at UBE2L3 201282_at OGDH 0.40 -0.33 -0.44
200042_at C22orf28 201284_s_at APEH 0.56 -0.25 0.21
200668_s_at UBE2D3 201284_s_at APEH 0.50 -0.33 -0.23
200804_at TEGT 201284_s_at APEH 0.41 -0.49 0.18
200876_s_at PSMB1 201284_s_at APEH 0.58 -0.01 -0.35
201002_s_at UBE2V1 201284_s_at APEH 0.57 -0.24 0.04
201089_at ATP6V1B2 201284_s_at APEH 0.51 -0.15 -0.24
200022_at RPL18 201285_at MKRN1 0.13 -0.45 0.49
200044_at SFRS9 201285_at MKRN1 -0.61 0.13 -0.47
200825_s_at HYOU1 201285_at MKRN1 -0.45 0.34 -0.36
200059_s_at RHOA 201288_at ARHGDIB 0.02 0.74 0.58
200668_s_at UBE2D3 201290_at SEC11A -0.41 0.12 0.43
201256_at COX7A2L 201290_at SEC11A 0.13 0.71 0.75
200023_s_at EIF3S5 201292_at TOP2A -0.26 0.43 0.44
200626_s_at MATR3 201292_at TOP2A -0.10 0.70 0.03
201088_at KPNA2 201292_at TOP2A 0.52 0.85 0.11
200996_at ACTR3 201293_x_at PPIA 0.07 0.71 -0.03
200059_s_at RHOA 201317_s_at PSMA2 0.68 0.08 0.05
200085_s_at TCEB2 201317_s_at PSMA2 -0.38 0.45 0.29
200086_s_at COX4I1 201317_s_at PSMA2 -0.44 0.37 0.22
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 201317_s_at PSMA2 0.59 -0.31 0.21
200626_s_at MATR3 201317_s_at PSMA2 0.69 -0.22 0.14
200745_s_at GNB1 201317_s_at PSMA2 0.56 -0.12 -0.09
200757_s_at CALU 201317_s_at PSMA2 0.41 -0.36 -0.23
200828_s_at ZNF207 201317_s_at PSMA2 0.77 0.32 0.05
200866_s_at PSAP 201317_s_at PSMA2 0.60 -0.14 0.01
200929_at TMED10 201317_s_at PSMA2 0.56 -0.18 -0.03
200984_s_at CD59 201317_s_at PSMA2 0.75 0.08 0.36
201051_at ANP32A 201317_s_at PSMA2 0.61 -0.02 -0.13
201075_s_at SMARCC1 201317_s_at PSMA2 0.52 -0.05 -0.28
201146_at NFE2L2 201317_s_at PSMA2 0.62 -0.25 0.05
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201227_s_at NDUFB8 201317_s_at PSMA2 -0.50 0.35 0.24
200059_s_at RHOA 201322_at ATP5B 0.62 -0.24 -0.08
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 201322_at ATP5B 0.53 -0.42 -0.05
200626_s_at MATR3 201322_at ATP5B 0.50 -0.52 -0.21
200668_s_at UBE2D3 201322_at ATP5B 0.56 0.04 -0.38
200929_at TMED10 201322_at ATP5B 0.50 -0.20 -0.25
201077_s_at NHP2L1 201322_at ATP5B -0.37 0.38 0.22
201146_at NFE2L2 201322_at ATP5B 0.34 -0.49 -0.28
201088_at KPNA2 201327_s_at CCT6A 0.54 -0.33 0.47
201128_s_at ACLY 201327_s_at CCT6A 0.26 -0.21 0.75
201198_s_at PSMD1 201330_at RARS 0.30 -0.46 0.27
200728_at ACTR2 201339_s_at SCP2 0.51 -0.22 -0.06
201051_at ANP32A 201339_s_at SCP2 0.41 -0.30 -0.28
200634_at PFN1 201342_at SNRPC 0.47 -0.29 -0.22
201055_s_at HNRPA0 201342_at SNRPC 0.26 -0.50 -0.26
121_at PAX8 201343_at UBE2D2 0.33 -0.46 -0.27
1494_f_at CYP2A6 201343_at UBE2D2 0.34 -0.50 -0.23
200626_s_at MATR3 201356_at SF3A1 0.43 -0.39 -0.01
200682_s_at UBE2L3 201358_s_at COPB1 -0.38 0.23 0.44
200613_at AP2M1 201364_s_at OAZ2 0.53 0.09 -0.32
200626_s_at MATR3 201364_s_at OAZ2 0.28 -0.39 -0.48
200055_at TAF10 201376_s_at HNRPF -0.40 0.13 0.59
200876_s_at PSMB1 201376_s_at HNRPF 0.69 0.14 -0.34
200029_at RPL19 201386_s_at DHX15 -0.60 0.12 -0.06
200046_at DAD1 201386_s_at DHX15 0.50 -0.23 -0.24
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 201386_s_at DHX15 0.56 -0.10 -0.20
200626_s_at MATR3 201386_s_at DHX15 0.55 -0.38 0.07
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 201386_s_at DHX15 0.80 0.75 0.03
200828_s_at ZNF207 201386_s_at DHX15 0.78 0.73 0.04
200984_s_at CD59 201386_s_at DHX15 0.75 0.57 0.01
201146_at NFE2L2 201386_s_at DHX15 0.58 -0.23 0.00
200682_s_at UBE2L3 201388_at PSMD3 0.48 -0.48 -0.26
201142_at EIF2S1 201394_s_at RBM5 0.16 0.12 -0.65
200682_s_at UBE2L3 201406_at RPL36A -0.40 0.40 -0.27
201102_s_at PFKL 201414_s_at NAP1L4 0.46 -0.23 -0.23
200626_s_at MATR3 201415_at GSS -0.47 0.43 0.00
200055_at TAF10 201429_s_at RPL37A 0.47 -0.34 0.14
200668_s_at UBE2D3 201429_s_at RPL37A -0.33 0.46 -0.12
200682_s_at UBE2L3 201429_s_at RPL37A -0.33 0.45 -0.20
200626_s_at MATR3 201434_at TTC1 0.55 -0.34 0.16
200925_at COX6A1 201434_at TTC1 -0.61 0.20 -0.03
201146_at NFE2L2 201434_at TTC1 0.57 -0.19 0.38
200042_at C22orf28 201441_at COX6B1 -0.52 0.35 0.09
200051_at SART1 201441_at COX6B1 0.70 0.10 -0.03
200055_at TAF10 201441_at COX6B1 0.61 -0.28 -0.33
200655_s_at CALM1 201441_at COX6B1 0.43 -0.36 -0.38
200668_s_at UBE2D3 201441_at COX6B1 -0.53 0.16 0.24
200673_at LAPTM4A 201441_at COX6B1 -0.47 0.06 0.37
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 201441_at COX6B1 -0.74 -0.13 -0.35
200876_s_at PSMB1 201441_at COX6B1 -0.44 0.31 0.21
200896_x_at HDGF 201441_at COX6B1 0.41 -0.21 -0.44
201194_at SEPW1 201441_at COX6B1 -0.51 0.15 0.28
201274_at PSMA5 201441_at COX6B1 -0.31 0.47 0.22
201317_s_at PSMA2 201441_at COX6B1 -0.55 0.44 0.20
201386_s_at DHX15 201441_at COX6B1 -0.67 -0.05 0.04
200046_at DAD1 201455_s_at NPEPPS 0.48 -0.33 0.08
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200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 201455_s_at NPEPPS 0.47 -0.42 -0.01
200626_s_at MATR3 201455_s_at NPEPPS 0.36 -0.43 -0.13
201146_at NFE2L2 201455_s_at NPEPPS 0.50 -0.40 -0.18
200042_at C22orf28 201470_at GSTO1 -0.30 0.48 0.12
200701_at NPC2 201470_at GSTO1 0.44 -0.35 -0.14
200870_at STRAP 201470_at GSTO1 -0.52 0.23 -0.03
201195_s_at SLC7A5 201471_s_at SQSTM1 -0.30 0.64 0.18
201277_s_at HNRPAB 201471_s_at SQSTM1 -0.44 0.40 -0.18
200626_s_at MATR3 201498_at USP7 -0.48 0.30 0.12
201077_s_at NHP2L1 201498_at USP7 0.53 -0.12 -0.23
201142_at EIF2S1 201503_at G3BP1 -0.08 -0.10 0.70
200046_at DAD1 201520_s_at GRSF1 0.53 -0.23 -0.10
200626_s_at MATR3 201520_s_at GRSF1 0.44 -0.35 0.03
200645_at GABARAP 201520_s_at GRSF1 0.53 -0.25 -0.17
200046_at DAD1 201526_at ARF5 -0.24 0.52 -0.28
200079_s_at KARS 201526_at ARF5 0.28 -0.51 0.22
200626_s_at MATR3 201526_at ARF5 -0.55 0.23 -0.26
201119_s_at COX8A 201526_at ARF5 -0.02 0.70 0.26
201470_at GSTO1 201531_at ZFP36 0.35 -0.44 -0.07
200086_s_at COX4I1 201532_at PSMA3 -0.50 0.23 0.16
200064_at HSP90AB1 201546_at TRIP12 0.21 -0.31 -0.60
200820_at PSMD8 201546_at TRIP12 0.42 -0.34 -0.25
200950_at ARPC1A 201546_at TRIP12 0.43 -0.50 -0.40
201066_at CYC1 201546_at TRIP12 0.29 -0.57 -0.38
201118_at PGD 201546_at TRIP12 0.39 -0.39 -0.23
201192_s_at PITPNA 201546_at TRIP12 0.48 -0.29 -0.02
201290_at SEC11A 201546_at TRIP12 -0.16 0.54 0.49
201358_s_at COPB1 201546_at TRIP12 -0.25 0.48 0.44
200682_s_at UBE2L3 201555_at MCM3 0.48 -0.22 -0.28
200001_at CAPNS1 201556_s_at VAMP2 0.03 0.77 0.56
200086_s_at COX4I1 201556_s_at VAMP2 0.20 -0.60 -0.32
201119_s_at COX8A 201556_s_at VAMP2 -0.29 0.55 0.22
201234_at ILK 201556_s_at VAMP2 -0.27 0.46 0.45
201264_at COPE 201556_s_at VAMP2 -0.08 0.61 0.53
201121_s_at PGRMC1 201567_s_at GOLGA4 0.38 -0.11 -0.51
201194_at SEPW1 201574_at ETF1 0.45 -0.32 -0.06
200626_s_at MATR3 201576_s_at GLB1 0.43 -0.35 -0.08
201146_at NFE2L2 201576_s_at GLB1 0.49 -0.28 0.02
200682_s_at UBE2L3 201577_at NME1 0.57 -0.21 0.11
201142_at EIF2S1 201577_at NME1 -0.03 0.05 0.75
200042_at C22orf28 201588_at TXNL1 -0.42 0.39 0.12
200655_s_at CALM1 201588_at TXNL1 0.38 -0.42 -0.25
200745_s_at GNB1 201588_at TXNL1 -0.63 -0.06 0.11
201433_s_at PTDSS1 201588_at TXNL1 -0.41 0.34 0.22
200023_s_at EIF3S5 201592_at EIF3S3 0.78 0.12 0.69
200650_s_at LDHA 201592_at EIF3S3 0.22 0.79 0.54
200682_s_at UBE2L3 201592_at EIF3S3 -0.37 0.53 -0.01
200735_x_at NACA 201592_at EIF3S3 0.30 0.81 0.75
200926_at RPS23 201592_at EIF3S3 0.19 0.82 0.64
200996_at ACTR3 201592_at EIF3S3 -0.12 0.66 -0.05
201119_s_at COX8A 201600_at PHB2 0.43 -0.37 0.10
200042_at C22orf28 201611_s_at ICMT -0.04 0.67 0.32
200044_at SFRS9 201611_s_at ICMT 0.46 -0.40 0.30
200634_at PFN1 201611_s_at ICMT 0.36 -0.51 0.09
200655_s_at CALM1 201611_s_at ICMT 0.29 -0.56 0.26
200691_s_at HSPA9 201611_s_at ICMT 0.53 -0.30 0.31
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200733_s_at PTP4A1 201611_s_at ICMT 0.31 -0.47 0.18
200804_at TEGT 201611_s_at ICMT -0.28 0.58 0.17
200976_s_at TAX1BP1 201611_s_at ICMT -0.42 0.44 -0.25
201088_at KPNA2 201611_s_at ICMT 0.27 -0.51 0.19
201210_at DDX3X 201611_s_at ICMT 0.35 -0.53 0.25
201503_at G3BP1 201611_s_at ICMT 0.56 -0.27 0.41
200626_s_at MATR3 201624_at DARS -0.20 0.62 0.04
201066_at CYC1 201624_at DARS -0.52 0.13 0.31
201115_at POLD2 201624_at DARS -0.41 0.24 0.35
201343_at UBE2D2 201641_at BST2 -0.65 -0.30 0.16
200944_s_at HMGN1 201653_at CNIH -0.25 0.53 0.14
201121_s_at PGRMC1 201653_at CNIH 0.52 0.29 -0.38
200086_s_at COX4I1 201659_s_at ARL1 -0.50 0.22 0.25
201146_at NFE2L2 201659_s_at ARL1 0.70 -0.08 0.12
201376_s_at HNRPF 201659_s_at ARL1 0.35 -0.27 -0.52
201441_at COX6B1 201659_s_at ARL1 -0.60 0.03 0.23
200682_s_at UBE2L3 201665_x_at RPS17 -0.31 0.49 -0.24
200996_at ACTR3 201665_x_at RPS17 0.00 0.67 -0.10
201077_s_at NHP2L1 201666_at TIMP1 -0.43 0.28 0.25
200063_s_at NPM1 201669_s_at MARCKS -0.18 0.60 -0.01
200077_s_at OAZ1 201669_s_at MARCKS -0.33 0.49 -0.11
200882_s_at PSMD4 201669_s_at MARCKS -0.48 0.36 0.01
200055_at TAF10 201675_at AKAP1 -0.37 0.20 0.56
200673_at LAPTM4A 201675_at AKAP1 0.25 -0.34 -0.71
200944_s_at HMGN1 201682_at PMPCB -0.04 0.71 0.48
200750_s_at RAN 201687_s_at API5 0.13 0.67 -0.15
200066_at IK 201698_s_at SFRS9 0.37 -0.10 -0.52
200888_s_at RPL23 201698_s_at SFRS9 0.18 -0.58 -0.24
200046_at DAD1 201703_s_at PPP1R10 -0.20 0.41 -0.60
200071_at SMNDC1 201703_s_at PPP1R10 -0.26 0.40 -0.64
201600_at PHB2 201703_s_at PPP1R10 -0.07 -0.51 0.48
200042_at C22orf28 201707_at PEX19 0.58 -0.17 0.19
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 201707_at PEX19 0.52 -0.08 -0.25
201434_at TTC1 201707_at PEX19 0.57 -0.19 0.07
1494_f_at CYP2A6 201713_s_at RANBP2 0.25 -0.55 -0.35
201277_s_at HNRPAB 201714_at TUBG1 0.76 0.17 0.74
200626_s_at MATR3 201717_at MRPL49 0.39 -0.35 -0.31
200679_x_at HMGB1 201717_at MRPL49 -0.38 0.27 0.38
200718_s_at SKP1A 201717_at MRPL49 0.31 -0.43 -0.43
201317_s_at PSMA2 201717_at MRPL49 0.51 0.06 -0.41
200047_s_at YY1 201738_at EIF1B 0.04 0.70 0.19
201195_s_at SLC7A5 201738_at EIF1B -0.53 0.27 -0.15
200001_at CAPNS1 201746_at TP53 -0.23 0.51 0.46
200675_at CD81 201746_at TP53 -0.20 0.53 0.46
200808_s_at ZYX 201746_at TP53 0.22 0.76 0.74
201051_at ANP32A 201746_at TP53 -0.17 0.55 0.41
200008_s_at GDI2 201748_s_at SAFB -0.58 0.05 0.17
200029_at RPL19 201748_s_at SAFB 0.49 -0.44 0.04
200071_at SMNDC1 201748_s_at SAFB -0.41 0.41 -0.36
200077_s_at OAZ1 201748_s_at SAFB 0.53 -0.16 -0.12
200079_s_at KARS 201748_s_at SAFB 0.34 -0.51 0.10
200086_s_at COX4I1 201748_s_at SAFB 0.46 -0.44 -0.24
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 201748_s_at SAFB -0.62 0.27 -0.24
200626_s_at MATR3 201748_s_at SAFB -0.71 0.31 -0.19
200650_s_at LDHA 201748_s_at SAFB 0.30 -0.59 0.13
200674_s_at RPL32 201748_s_at SAFB 0.37 -0.42 -0.01
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200675_at CD81 201748_s_at SAFB -0.26 0.44 0.44
200681_at GLO1 201748_s_at SAFB 0.42 -0.51 -0.06
200682_s_at UBE2L3 201748_s_at SAFB 0.10 -0.60 -0.49
200735_x_at NACA 201748_s_at SAFB 0.37 -0.42 -0.18
200804_at TEGT 201748_s_at SAFB -0.68 -0.40 0.13
200866_s_at PSAP 201748_s_at SAFB -0.63 0.14 0.07
200873_s_at CCT8 201748_s_at SAFB 0.39 -0.37 -0.29
200882_s_at PSMD4 201748_s_at SAFB 0.58 -0.15 -0.26
200885_at RHOC 201748_s_at SAFB -0.41 0.52 0.28
200926_at RPS23 201748_s_at SAFB 0.47 -0.45 -0.02
201075_s_at SMARCC1 201748_s_at SAFB -0.42 0.06 0.48
201077_s_at NHP2L1 201748_s_at SAFB 0.55 -0.31 0.29
201119_s_at COX8A 201748_s_at SAFB -0.32 0.54 0.08
201146_at NFE2L2 201748_s_at SAFB -0.73 0.33 -0.17
201227_s_at NDUFB8 201748_s_at SAFB 0.55 -0.09 -0.20
201441_at COX6B1 201748_s_at SAFB 0.60 -0.31 -0.19
201588_at TXNL1 201748_s_at SAFB 0.31 -0.49 -0.35
200008_s_at GDI2 201756_at RPA2 0.54 -0.08 -0.33
200029_at RPL19 201756_at RPA2 -0.70 0.10 -0.33
200051_at SART1 201756_at RPA2 -0.69 -0.07 0.01
200052_s_at ILF2 201756_at RPA2 0.49 -0.38 0.27
200059_s_at RHOA 201756_at RPA2 0.51 -0.01 -0.34
200077_s_at OAZ1 201756_at RPA2 -0.68 0.03 -0.56
200092_s_at RPL37 201756_at RPA2 -0.66 0.09 -0.38
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 201756_at RPA2 0.61 -0.14 0.15
200626_s_at MATR3 201756_at RPA2 0.65 -0.24 0.28
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 201756_at RPA2 0.67 0.02 -0.18
200735_x_at NACA 201756_at RPA2 -0.60 0.20 -0.35
200828_s_at ZNF207 201756_at RPA2 0.65 -0.07 0.33
200866_s_at PSAP 201756_at RPA2 0.55 -0.10 -0.26
200882_s_at PSMD4 201756_at RPA2 -0.55 0.11 0.12
200925_at COX6A1 201756_at RPA2 -0.63 0.12 -0.19
200926_at RPS23 201756_at RPA2 -0.63 0.19 -0.41
200929_at TMED10 201756_at RPA2 0.47 -0.13 -0.34
201077_s_at NHP2L1 201756_at RPA2 -0.52 0.20 0.21
201146_at NFE2L2 201756_at RPA2 0.65 -0.36 0.02
201227_s_at NDUFB8 201756_at RPA2 -0.61 0.01 0.05
201375_s_at PPP2CB 201756_at RPA2 0.47 -0.31 0.34
201429_s_at PLK1 ::: RPL37A 201756_at RPA2 -0.57 0.19 -0.44
201441_at COX6B1 201756_at RPA2 -0.72 0.08 -0.24
201659_s_at ARL1 201756_at RPA2 0.67 0.00 -0.01
201672_s_at USP14 201756_at RPA2 0.55 -0.29 0.57
201707_at PEX19 201756_at RPA2 0.57 -0.17 0.04
200626_s_at MATR3 201757_at NDUFS5 -0.56 0.14 0.13
201256_at COX7A2L 201757_at NDUFS5 -0.41 0.23 0.36
201317_s_at PSMA2 201757_at NDUFS5 -0.51 0.08 0.40
201748_s_at SAFB 201757_at NDUFS5 0.57 0.06 -0.32
200042_at C22orf28 201762_s_at PSME2 -0.39 0.49 0.54
200655_s_at CALM1 201762_s_at PSME2 0.60 -0.23 0.02
200679_x_at HMGB1 201762_s_at PSME2 0.59 -0.01 -0.30
200691_s_at HSPA9 201762_s_at PSME2 0.65 -0.19 0.46
200741_s_at RPS27 201762_s_at PSME2 -0.31 0.47 -0.25
200976_s_at TAX1BP1 201762_s_at PSME2 -0.50 0.23 0.10
201011_at RPN1 201762_s_at PSME2 0.45 -0.37 0.08
201142_at EIF2S1 201762_s_at PSME2 -0.35 0.02 0.60
201231_s_at ENO1 201762_s_at PSME2 -0.16 0.51 -0.35
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201292_at TOP2A 201762_s_at PSME2 0.38 -0.25 -0.43
201669_s_at MARCKS 201762_s_at PSME2 -0.53 0.28 0.05
201748_s_at SAFB 201762_s_at PSME2 0.65 -0.23 -0.12
201756_at RPA2 201762_s_at PSME2 -0.55 0.24 0.29
200042_at C22orf28 201770_at SNRPA -0.50 0.31 0.01
200718_s_at SKP1A 201770_at SNRPA -0.63 0.04 -0.11
201455_s_at NPEPPS 201770_at SNRPA -0.45 0.35 -0.03
201748_s_at SAFB 201770_at SNRPA 0.49 -0.35 0.27
200008_s_at GDI2 201771_at SCAMP3 0.63 0.10 -0.26
200059_s_at RHOA 201771_at SCAMP3 0.42 -0.31 -0.30
200626_s_at MATR3 201771_at SCAMP3 0.48 -0.31 -0.06
200657_at SLC25A5 201771_at SCAMP3 0.59 0.16 -0.23
200866_s_at PSAP 201771_at SCAMP3 0.65 0.19 -0.12
201317_s_at PSMA2 201771_at SCAMP3 0.61 -0.07 0.05
201386_s_at DHX15 201771_at SCAMP3 0.60 0.20 -0.29
201756_at RPA2 201772_at AZIN1 0.52 -0.31 -0.15
200086_s_at COX4I1 201779_s_at RNF13 -0.39 0.39 0.19
200626_s_at MATR3 201779_s_at RNF13 0.33 -0.57 -0.25
200885_at RHOC 201781_s_at AIP 0.70 -0.06 0.32
200626_s_at MATR3 201783_s_at RELA 0.25 -0.70 -0.07
200675_at CD81 201783_s_at RELA 0.40 -0.43 0.16
200885_at RHOC 201783_s_at RELA 0.44 -0.39 -0.03
200976_s_at TAX1BP1 201783_s_at RELA 0.48 0.70 -0.34
201146_at NFE2L2 201783_s_at RELA 0.31 -0.47 -0.30
201343_at UBE2D2 201783_s_at RELA 0.38 -0.39 -0.26
201762_s_at PSME2 201783_s_at RELA -0.55 0.19 -0.03
200626_s_at MATR3 201791_s_at DHCR7 -0.38 0.40 0.14
201669_s_at MARCKS 201791_s_at DHCR7 -0.42 0.31 0.23
200042_at C22orf28 201800_s_at OSBP 0.39 -0.36 -0.41
201118_at PGD 201800_s_at OSBP 0.40 -0.20 -0.41
201756_at RPA2 201800_s_at OSBP 0.49 -0.16 -0.36
200055_at TAF10 201801_s_at SLC29A1 -0.36 0.21 0.68
200626_s_at MATR3 201801_s_at SLC29A1 0.47 -0.25 -0.20
200668_s_at UBE2D3 201801_s_at SLC29A1 0.48 -0.10 -0.33
200896_x_at HDGF 201801_s_at SLC29A1 -0.09 0.48 0.65
201546_at TRIP12 201801_s_at SLC29A1 0.23 -0.45 -0.51
200089_s_at RPL4 201803_at POLR2B -0.61 0.16 -0.30
200735_x_at NACA 201803_at POLR2B -0.54 0.24 -0.09
201717_at MRPL49 201803_at POLR2B 0.52 0.14 -0.45
200042_at C22orf28 201805_at PRKAG1 0.71 0.02 0.02
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 201805_at PRKAG1 0.69 0.15 -0.03
201322_at ATP5B 201805_at PRKAG1 0.67 0.03 0.11
200008_s_at GDI2 201812_s_at TOMM7 0.25 -0.53 -0.04
200735_x_at NACA 201812_s_at TOMM7 0.03 0.65 0.69
200873_s_at CCT8 201812_s_at TOMM7 -0.18 0.61 0.15
201119_s_at COX8A 201812_s_at TOMM7 0.46 -0.38 0.21
201471_s_at SQSTM1 201812_s_at TOMM7 0.37 -0.47 -0.08
201692_at OPRS1 201812_s_at TOMM7 -0.37 0.36 -0.45
201762_s_at PSME2 201812_s_at TOMM7 -0.37 0.44 -0.28
121_at PAX8 201816_s_at GBAS 0.25 -0.60 -0.37
1494_f_at CYP2A6 201816_s_at GBAS 0.26 -0.59 -0.25
200042_at C22orf28 201816_s_at GBAS 0.35 -0.44 0.15
200804_at TEGT 201816_s_at GBAS 0.36 -0.61 -0.07
200996_at ACTR3 201816_s_at GBAS 0.17 -0.43 0.51
201748_s_at SAFB 201816_s_at GBAS -0.61 0.13 -0.08
201756_at RPA2 201816_s_at GBAS 0.56 -0.22 0.25
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201783_s_at RELA 201816_s_at GBAS 0.07 -0.66 -0.23
200626_s_at MATR3 201823_s_at RNF14 0.71 0.04 0.22
200804_at TEGT 201823_s_at RNF14 0.62 0.10 -0.12
201077_s_at NHP2L1 201823_s_at RNF14 -0.71 -0.02 -0.21
201317_s_at PSMA2 201823_s_at RNF14 0.65 -0.07 0.25
201756_at RPA2 201823_s_at RNF14 0.58 -0.08 -0.06
200626_s_at MATR3 201827_at SMARCD2 -0.27 0.51 0.26
201516_at SRM 201832_s_at VDP 0.05 -0.64 -0.55
200626_s_at MATR3 201835_s_at PRKAB1 0.51 -0.40 -0.32
201077_s_at NHP2L1 201835_s_at PRKAB1 -0.59 0.11 -0.01
201146_at NFE2L2 201835_s_at PRKAB1 0.50 -0.19 -0.22
201434_at TTC1 201845_s_at RYBP 0.44 -0.36 0.29
200008_s_at GDI2 201847_at LIPA 0.48 -0.22 -0.30
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 201847_at LIPA 0.54 -0.12 -0.19
200804_at TEGT 201847_at LIPA 0.55 -0.10 -0.12
200944_s_at HMGN1 201847_at LIPA -0.33 0.46 0.01
201441_at COX6B1 201847_at LIPA -0.51 0.23 0.27
201717_at MRPL49 201847_at LIPA 0.43 -0.15 -0.39
201801_s_at SLC29A1 201847_at LIPA 0.27 -0.46 -0.46
200626_s_at MATR3 201853_s_at CDC25B -0.23 0.45 -0.49
200947_s_at GLUD1 201853_s_at CDC25B 0.10 0.73 0.17
201119_s_at COX8A 201853_s_at CDC25B -0.10 0.68 0.36
201237_at CAPZA2 201853_s_at CDC25B -0.05 0.64 -0.19
200052_s_at ILF2 201864_at GDI1 -0.66 0.09 -0.07
200086_s_at COX4I1 201864_at GDI1 0.30 -0.45 -0.28
201052_s_at PSMF1 201864_at GDI1 -0.33 0.47 0.24
201066_at CYC1 201864_at GDI1 -0.50 0.15 0.26
201441_at COX6B1 201864_at GDI1 0.38 -0.31 -0.33
200042_at C22orf28 201886_at WDR23 0.32 -0.46 0.18
200655_s_at CALM1 201886_at WDR23 -0.33 0.55 0.04
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 201886_at WDR23 0.38 -0.46 0.03
200804_at TEGT 201886_at WDR23 0.42 -0.37 0.04
200945_s_at SEC31A 201886_at WDR23 -0.37 0.44 0.08
201198_s_at PSMD1 201886_at WDR23 0.29 -0.53 -0.04
201835_s_at PRKAB1 201886_at WDR23 0.47 -0.33 0.11
200059_s_at RHOA 201891_s_at B2M -0.19 0.58 0.48
200773_x_atOC643287 ::: PTM 201891_s_at B2M 0.86 0.59 0.37
200079_s_at KARS 201894_s_at SSR1 0.12 -0.67 -0.32
200655_s_at CALM1 201894_s_at SSR1 0.25 0.78 -0.06
200668_s_at UBE2D3 201894_s_at SSR1 0.39 -0.38 0.36
200947_s_at GLUD1 201894_s_at SSR1 0.33 0.74 -0.15
201703_s_at PPP1R10 201894_s_at SSR1 0.04 0.61 -0.37
201853_s_at CDC25B 201894_s_at SSR1 0.05 0.74 -0.03
200042_at C22orf28 201895_at ARAF 0.65 -0.17 0.00
200055_at TAF10 201895_at ARAF -0.25 0.44 0.57
200059_s_at RHOA 201895_at ARAF 0.57 -0.23 -0.07
200655_s_at CALM1 201895_at ARAF -0.54 0.26 0.28
200668_s_at UBE2D3 201895_at ARAF 0.47 -0.28 -0.14
200804_at TEGT 201895_at ARAF 0.66 0.09 -0.02
200876_s_at PSMB1 201895_at ARAF 0.39 -0.26 -0.60
201195_s_at SLC7A5 201895_at ARAF -0.40 0.38 0.09
201256_at COX7A2L 201895_at ARAF 0.39 -0.31 -0.40
201317_s_at PSMA2 201895_at ARAF 0.56 -0.31 -0.36
201455_s_at NPEPPS 201895_at ARAF 0.51 -0.21 -0.08
201746_at TP53 201895_at ARAF -0.40 0.33 0.27
201748_s_at SAFB 201895_at ARAF -0.54 0.30 0.24
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201812_s_at TOMM7 201895_at ARAF 0.31 -0.52 -0.43
201292_at TOP2A 201897_s_at CKS1B 0.01 0.65 0.68
201756_at RPA2 201897_s_at CKS1B 0.37 -0.23 -0.43
201771_at SCAMP3 201897_s_at CKS1B 0.27 -0.24 -0.59
200007_at SRP14 201899_s_at UBE2A 0.34 -0.42 -0.35
200066_at IK 201903_at UQCRC1 0.34 -0.54 -0.45
200086_s_at COX4I1 201903_at UQCRC1 0.39 -0.45 -0.22
200681_at GLO1 201903_at UQCRC1 0.35 -0.48 -0.16
200682_s_at UBE2L3 201903_at UQCRC1 0.22 -0.56 -0.46
200626_s_at MATR3 201913_s_at COASY -0.67 0.13 -0.31
201284_s_at APEH 201913_s_at COASY -0.31 0.49 -0.08
200044_at SFRS9 201924_at AFF1 -0.06 0.51 -0.42
200046_at DAD1 201924_at AFF1 -0.50 0.26 0.41
200626_s_at MATR3 201924_at AFF1 -0.45 0.44 0.01
201194_at SEPW1 201924_at AFF1 -0.55 0.15 0.11
201770_at SNRPA 201924_at AFF1 0.33 -0.36 -0.48
201895_at ARAF 201931_at ETFA 0.49 -0.35 -0.20
200086_s_at COX4I1 201933_at CHMP1A 0.49 -0.22 -0.22
200735_x_at NACA 201933_at CHMP1A 0.37 0.04 -0.52
200781_s_at RPS15A 201933_at CHMP1A 0.29 0.04 -0.60
201146_at NFE2L2 201933_at CHMP1A -0.47 0.27 0.11
200944_s_at HMGN1 201944_at HEXB -0.54 0.22 0.15
200029_at RPL19 201946_s_at CCT2 -0.60 0.17 -0.22
200086_s_at COX4I1 201946_s_at CCT2 -0.47 0.36 -0.03
200626_s_at MATR3 201946_s_at CCT2 0.53 -0.36 0.18
200656_s_at P4HB 201946_s_at CCT2 0.46 0.10 -0.45
201194_at SEPW1 201946_s_at CCT2 0.53 -0.17 -0.10
201237_at CAPZA2 201946_s_at CCT2 0.41 -0.44 0.26
201441_at COX6B1 201946_s_at CCT2 -0.68 -0.03 -0.16
201800_s_at OSBP 201946_s_at CCT2 0.43 -0.28 -0.40
201886_at WDR23 201946_s_at CCT2 0.34 -0.52 -0.06
200046_at DAD1 201952_at ALCAM 0.04 -0.47 0.56
200891_s_at SSR1 201952_at ALCAM 0.24 -0.42 0.53
200626_s_at MATR3 201955_at CCNC 0.62 -0.34 0.28
200681_at GLO1 201955_at CCNC -0.41 0.39 0.10
200709_at FKBP1A 201955_at CCNC 0.26 -0.46 -0.50
201031_s_at HNRPH1 201955_at CCNC 0.24 -0.59 0.02
201119_s_at COX8A 201955_at CCNC 0.24 -0.55 -0.35
201237_at CAPZA2 201955_at CCNC 0.22 -0.53 0.16
201376_s_at HNRPF 201955_at CCNC 0.44 -0.12 -0.41
201801_s_at SLC29A1 201955_at CCNC 0.26 -0.25 -0.60
121_at PAX8 201956_s_at GNPAT -0.43 0.47 0.02
200042_at C22orf28 201956_s_at GNPAT -0.58 0.56 0.07
200055_at TAF10 201956_s_at GNPAT 0.38 -0.59 -0.28
200655_s_at CALM1 201956_s_at GNPAT 0.45 -0.71 -0.41
200657_at SLC25A5 201956_s_at GNPAT -0.56 0.33 -0.03
200668_s_at UBE2D3 201956_s_at GNPAT -0.45 0.48 0.05
200691_s_at HSPA9 201956_s_at GNPAT 0.27 -0.68 -0.35
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 201956_s_at GNPAT -0.71 0.26 -0.26
200741_s_at RPS27 201956_s_at GNPAT -0.17 0.60 0.14
200745_s_at GNB1 201956_s_at GNPAT -0.66 -0.10 0.03
200804_at TEGT 201956_s_at GNPAT -0.59 0.49 0.03
200828_s_at ZNF207 201956_s_at GNPAT -0.65 0.12 -0.25
200854_at NCOR1 201956_s_at GNPAT 0.38 -0.38 -0.24
200877_at CCT4 201956_s_at GNPAT -0.43 0.35 0.18
200947_s_at GLUD1 201956_s_at GNPAT -0.12 -0.81 -0.24
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200984_s_at CD59 201956_s_at GNPAT -0.70 -0.04 -0.34
201002_s_at UBE2V1 201956_s_at GNPAT -0.40 0.42 -0.10
201089_at ATP6V1B2 201956_s_at GNPAT -0.49 0.29 0.12
201225_s_at SRRM1 201956_s_at GNPAT 0.25 -0.58 -0.30
201322_at ATP5B 201956_s_at GNPAT -0.58 0.23 -0.29
201386_s_at DHX15 201956_s_at GNPAT -0.55 0.34 0.30
201433_s_at PTDSS1 201956_s_at GNPAT -0.34 0.46 0.33
201526_at ARF5 201956_s_at GNPAT 0.17 -0.60 -0.40
201695_s_at NP 201956_s_at GNPAT -0.44 0.43 0.04
201748_s_at SAFB 201956_s_at GNPAT 0.52 -0.70 -0.31
201756_at RPA2 201956_s_at GNPAT -0.57 0.17 -0.02
201771_at SCAMP3 201956_s_at GNPAT -0.66 0.16 -0.29
201783_s_at RELA 201956_s_at GNPAT -0.30 0.58 0.23
201835_s_at PRKAB1 201956_s_at GNPAT -0.66 0.16 -0.07
201924_at AFF1 201956_s_at GNPAT 0.57 -0.27 0.04
201946_s_at CCT2 201956_s_at GNPAT -0.60 0.32 -0.04
201955_at CCNC 201956_s_at GNPAT -0.37 0.50 0.17
201146_at NFE2L2 201968_s_at PGM1 0.41 -0.43 0.08
200066_at IK 201991_s_at KIF5B -0.31 0.60 0.28
201183_s_at CHD4 201991_s_at KIF5B 0.51 -0.33 0.31
201229_s_at ARIH2 201991_s_at KIF5B 0.31 -0.53 0.20
201956_s_at GNPAT 201991_s_at KIF5B -0.19 0.57 0.06
200626_s_at MATR3 201994_at MORF4L2 -0.32 0.38 0.37
200802_at SARS 201994_at MORF4L2 -0.66 -0.11 0.18
201284_s_at APEH 201994_at MORF4L2 -0.65 0.08 -0.63
201886_at WDR23 202024_at ASNA1 0.47 -0.33 0.11
200042_at C22orf28 202028_s_at RPL38 0.11 0.60 -0.34
200079_s_at KARS 202028_s_at RPL38 -0.50 0.42 -0.21
200682_s_at UBE2L3 202028_s_at RPL38 -0.30 0.51 0.09
200975_at PPT1 202028_s_at RPL38 0.06 0.68 -0.21
201119_s_at COX8A 202028_s_at RPL38 0.14 -0.61 0.03
201611_s_at ICMT 202028_s_at RPL38 -0.17 0.55 -0.33
200001_at CAPNS1 202039_at MYO18A 0.05 0.71 0.42
200046_at DAD1 202039_at MYO18A -0.38 0.47 -0.20
201119_s_at COX8A 202039_at MYO18A -0.27 0.53 0.19
201895_at ARAF 202039_at MYO18A -0.23 0.46 0.49
200046_at DAD1 202041_s_at FIBP 0.20 0.50 -0.55
200055_at TAF10 202041_s_at FIBP 0.14 0.70 0.79
200066_at IK 202041_s_at FIBP 0.27 -0.54 -0.58
200668_s_at UBE2D3 202041_s_at FIBP 0.17 -0.53 -0.46
200682_s_at UBE2L3 202041_s_at FIBP 0.33 -0.47 -0.41
200876_s_at PSMB1 202041_s_at FIBP 0.38 -0.29 -0.35
201241_at DDX1 202041_s_at FIBP 0.44 -0.34 -0.25
200626_s_at MATR3 202043_s_at SMS -0.10 0.70 0.37
201762_s_at PSME2 202073_at OPTN -0.65 -0.04 0.04
200045_at ABCF1 202077_at NDUFAB1 0.49 -0.30 0.28
200681_at GLO1 202077_at NDUFAB1 -0.26 0.43 0.47
200929_at TMED10 202077_at NDUFAB1 0.46 -0.35 -0.20
201097_s_at ARF4 202077_at NDUFAB1 0.48 -0.34 0.18
201227_s_at NDUFB8 202077_at NDUFAB1 -0.37 0.57 0.23
201441_at COX6B1 202077_at NDUFAB1 -0.39 0.45 0.05
201470_at GSTO1 202077_at NDUFAB1 -0.18 0.61 0.02
201574_at ETF1 202077_at NDUFAB1 0.66 -0.03 0.59
200046_at DAD1 202078_at COPS3 0.33 -0.48 -0.24
200062_s_at RPL30 202081_at IER2 -0.28 -0.27 0.58
200082_s_at RPS7 202081_at IER2 -0.19 -0.32 0.60
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200886_s_at 8 ::: hCG_20152 202081_at IER2 -0.09 -0.46 0.58
201231_s_at ENO1 202081_at IER2 -0.01 -0.33 0.63
200017_at RPS27A 202092_s_at ARL2BP 0.46 -0.17 -0.33
200055_at TAF10 202092_s_at ARL2BP -0.53 0.12 0.17
200056_s_at C1D 202092_s_at ARL2BP 0.33 -0.46 -0.16
200059_s_at RHOA 202092_s_at ARL2BP 0.52 -0.28 -0.10
200595_s_at EIF3S10 202092_s_at ARL2BP 0.29 -0.54 -0.19
200626_s_at MATR3 202092_s_at ARL2BP 0.61 -0.48 -0.29
200691_s_at HSPA9 202092_s_at ARL2BP -0.50 0.11 0.34
200728_at ACTR2 202092_s_at ARL2BP 0.56 -0.16 -0.22
200896_x_at HDGF 202092_s_at ARL2BP -0.53 0.15 0.17
200925_at COX6A1 202092_s_at ARL2BP -0.59 0.13 0.07
201077_s_at NHP2L1 202092_s_at ARL2BP -0.54 0.30 0.12
201146_at NFE2L2 202092_s_at ARL2BP 0.51 -0.31 -0.26
201256_at COX7A2L 202092_s_at ARL2BP 0.49 -0.26 -0.35
201273_s_at SRP9 202092_s_at ARL2BP 0.29 -0.60 -0.27
201317_s_at PSMA2 202092_s_at ARL2BP 0.60 -0.11 0.06
201653_at CNIH 202092_s_at ARL2BP 0.41 -0.31 -0.31
201669_s_at MARCKS 202092_s_at ARL2BP 0.47 -0.38 0.03
201707_at PEX19 202092_s_at ARL2BP 0.45 -0.30 -0.17
201713_s_at RANBP2 202092_s_at ARL2BP 0.50 -0.46 0.13
201738_at EIF1B 202092_s_at ARL2BP 0.37 -0.46 -0.38
201748_s_at SAFB 202092_s_at ARL2BP -0.64 -0.05 0.09
201931_at ETFA 202092_s_at ARL2BP 0.47 -0.36 0.00
202026_at SDHD 202092_s_at ARL2BP 0.36 -0.55 -0.21
201738_at EIF1B 202095_s_at BIRC5 -0.42 0.36 0.12
201762_s_at PSME2 202095_s_at BIRC5 0.41 -0.31 -0.33
200621_at CSRP1 202102_s_at BRD4 0.11 0.56 -0.42
201737_s_at 03/06/09 202102_s_at BRD4 0.44 -0.23 0.61
201991_s_at KIF5B 202102_s_at BRD4 0.65 -0.05 0.67
200059_s_at RHOA 202109_at ARFIP2 0.39 -0.41 0.14
200626_s_at MATR3 202109_at ARFIP2 0.37 -0.47 -0.53
201256_at COX7A2L 202109_at ARFIP2 0.36 -0.47 -0.33
201273_s_at SRP9 202109_at ARFIP2 0.09 -0.65 -0.29
201847_at LIPA 202109_at ARFIP2 0.28 -0.48 -0.33
201480_s_at SUPT5H 202110_at COX7B 0.38 -0.21 -0.43
200044_at SFRS9 202116_at DPF2 -0.02 0.45 -0.55
201533_at CTNNB1 202116_at DPF2 -0.35 0.46 -0.27
201991_s_at KIF5B 202118_s_at CPNE3 0.63 -0.10 0.43
200055_at TAF10 202121_s_at CHMP2A 0.51 -0.38 -0.21
201011_at RPN1 202121_s_at CHMP2A 0.32 -0.49 -0.13
201216_at ERP29 202121_s_at CHMP2A 0.41 -0.47 -0.06
201903_at UQCRC1 202121_s_at CHMP2A 0.47 -0.34 -0.01
200044_at SFRS9 202122_s_at M6PRBP1 -0.42 0.21 0.35
200691_s_at HSPA9 202122_s_at M6PRBP1 -0.45 0.34 -0.09
200825_s_at HYOU1 202122_s_at M6PRBP1 -0.37 0.43 -0.12
200976_s_at TAX1BP1 202122_s_at M6PRBP1 0.43 -0.34 -0.17
1294_at UBE1L 202139_at AKR7A2 -0.45 0.14 0.40
200008_s_at GDI2 202139_at AKR7A2 0.82 0.31 0.58
200035_at DULLARD 202139_at AKR7A2 -0.29 0.34 0.48
200041_s_at BAT1 202139_at AKR7A2 -0.26 0.58 0.47
200042_at C22orf28 202139_at AKR7A2 0.66 -0.16 -0.11
200055_at TAF10 202139_at AKR7A2 -0.33 0.53 0.56
200059_s_at RHOA 202139_at AKR7A2 0.65 -0.11 0.22
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 202139_at AKR7A2 0.57 -0.03 -0.20
200626_s_at MATR3 202139_at AKR7A2 0.56 0.08 -0.29
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200655_s_at CALM1 202139_at AKR7A2 -0.55 0.30 0.17
200668_s_at UBE2D3 202139_at AKR7A2 0.50 -0.46 -0.37
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 202139_at AKR7A2 0.77 0.17 0.45
200773_x_atOC643287 ::: PTM 202139_at AKR7A2 -0.38 0.05 0.57
200802_at SARS 202139_at AKR7A2 0.60 -0.06 -0.29
200804_at TEGT 202139_at AKR7A2 0.64 -0.32 0.13
200828_s_at ZNF207 202139_at AKR7A2 0.65 -0.15 -0.26
200866_s_at PSAP 202139_at AKR7A2 0.77 0.19 0.32
200876_s_at PSMB1 202139_at AKR7A2 0.54 0.11 -0.43
200984_s_at CD59 202139_at AKR7A2 0.69 0.07 -0.15
201089_at ATP6V1B2 202139_at AKR7A2 0.62 -0.11 -0.21
201142_at EIF2S1 202139_at AKR7A2 0.44 -0.28 -0.31
201256_at COX7A2L 202139_at AKR7A2 0.45 -0.50 -0.23
201317_s_at PSMA2 202139_at AKR7A2 0.69 0.11 -0.13
201386_s_at DHX15 202139_at AKR7A2 0.67 0.07 0.09
201415_at GSS 202139_at AKR7A2 -0.36 0.40 0.44
201532_at PSMA3 202139_at AKR7A2 0.38 -0.08 -0.56
201574_at ETF1 202139_at AKR7A2 0.51 -0.05 -0.32
201624_at DARS 202139_at AKR7A2 -0.42 0.20 0.45
201659_s_at ARL1 202139_at AKR7A2 0.39 -0.21 -0.43
201707_at PEX19 202139_at AKR7A2 0.46 -0.25 -0.22
201746_at TP53 202139_at AKR7A2 -0.28 0.40 0.44
201748_s_at SAFB 202139_at AKR7A2 -0.56 0.36 0.25
201771_at SCAMP3 202139_at AKR7A2 0.62 -0.13 -0.08
201772_at AZIN1 202139_at AKR7A2 0.52 -0.26 -0.23
201805_at PRKAG1 202139_at AKR7A2 0.62 -0.15 -0.08
201807_at VPS26A 202139_at AKR7A2 0.07 -0.49 -0.66
201835_s_at PRKAB1 202139_at AKR7A2 0.70 0.02 0.32
201931_at ETFA 202139_at AKR7A2 0.62 -0.12 -0.07
201955_at CCNC 202139_at AKR7A2 0.32 -0.50 -0.45
200779_at ATF4 202140_s_at CLK3 0.50 -0.29 0.29
201274_at PSMA5 202140_s_at CLK3 -0.48 0.24 -0.57
200051_at SART1 202151_s_at UBAC1 -0.35 0.37 0.39
200055_at TAF10 202151_s_at UBAC1 -0.32 0.38 0.62
200668_s_at UBE2D3 202151_s_at UBAC1 0.35 -0.32 -0.42
200896_x_at HDGF 202151_s_at UBAC1 -0.31 0.29 0.56
200984_s_at CD59 202151_s_at UBAC1 0.65 0.02 -0.02
201002_s_at UBE2V1 202151_s_at UBAC1 0.53 -0.20 -0.07
201256_at COX7A2L 202151_s_at UBAC1 0.26 -0.54 -0.51
201339_s_at SCP2 202151_s_at UBAC1 0.45 -0.26 -0.30
201415_at GSS 202151_s_at UBAC1 -0.36 0.33 0.35
201546_at TRIP12 202151_s_at UBAC1 0.29 -0.54 -0.33
201707_at PEX19 202151_s_at UBAC1 0.40 -0.42 -0.07
201770_at SNRPA 202151_s_at UBAC1 -0.12 0.41 0.69
201779_s_at RNF13 202151_s_at UBAC1 0.24 -0.18 -0.64
201800_s_at OSBP 202151_s_at UBAC1 0.38 -0.29 -0.37
201805_at PRKAG1 202151_s_at UBAC1 0.64 0.05 -0.04
200623_s_at CALM3 202161_at PKN1 0.23 0.79 0.72
200042_at C22orf28 202164_s_at CNOT8 0.51 0.03 -0.41
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 202164_s_at CNOT8 0.65 0.07 -0.03
200626_s_at MATR3 202164_s_at CNOT8 0.67 -0.09 0.01
201089_at ATP6V1B2 202164_s_at CNOT8 0.71 0.40 -0.16
201146_at NFE2L2 202164_s_at CNOT8 0.66 -0.16 0.00
201441_at COX6B1 202164_s_at CNOT8 -0.73 -0.25 -0.02
201705_at PSMD7 202164_s_at CNOT8 0.25 0.36 -0.56
201756_at RPA2 202164_s_at CNOT8 0.64 0.10 -0.36
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201771_at SCAMP3 202164_s_at CNOT8 0.45 0.19 -0.45
202139_at AKR7A2 202164_s_at CNOT8 0.71 0.04 0.42
202151_s_at UBAC1 202164_s_at CNOT8 0.61 0.02 -0.14
200001_at CAPNS1 202168_at TAF9 0.25 -0.53 0.00
200046_at DAD1 202168_at TAF9 0.32 -0.58 -0.20
200626_s_at MATR3 202168_at TAF9 0.47 -0.35 0.23
200675_at CD81 202168_at TAF9 0.09 -0.65 -0.37
200709_at FKBP1A 202168_at TAF9 0.28 -0.50 0.12
200736_s_at GPX1 202168_at TAF9 0.26 -0.59 -0.02
200885_at RHOC 202168_at TAF9 0.30 -0.49 -0.28
201956_s_at GNPAT 202168_at TAF9 -0.35 0.53 0.22
202041_s_at FIBP 202168_at TAF9 0.27 -0.58 -0.06
202139_at AKR7A2 202168_at TAF9 0.48 -0.42 -0.10
121_at PAX8 202169_s_at AASDHPPT 0.08 -0.72 -0.33
200055_at TAF10 202169_s_at AASDHPPT -0.58 0.21 -0.36
200870_at STRAP 202169_s_at AASDHPPT 0.75 -0.08 0.59
200996_at ACTR3 202169_s_at AASDHPPT 0.36 -0.40 0.48
201216_at ERP29 202169_s_at AASDHPPT -0.44 0.38 -0.49
201800_s_at OSBP 202176_at ERCC3 0.43 -0.34 -0.13
200626_s_at MATR3 202179_at BLMH 0.42 -0.43 0.04
201886_at WDR23 202179_at BLMH 0.41 -0.42 -0.07
201956_s_at GNPAT 202179_at BLMH -0.45 0.40 0.04
201892_s_at IMPDH2 202182_at GCN5L2 -0.19 0.33 0.63
200029_at RPL19 202199_s_at SRPK1 -0.54 0.10 0.18
200055_at TAF10 202199_s_at SRPK1 -0.58 -0.23 0.35
200086_s_at COX4I1 202199_s_at SRPK1 -0.50 0.30 -0.12
200626_s_at MATR3 202199_s_at SRPK1 0.60 -0.46 -0.18
200802_at SARS 202199_s_at SRPK1 0.41 0.00 -0.47
201146_at NFE2L2 202199_s_at SRPK1 0.50 -0.39 -0.25
201738_at EIF1B 202199_s_at SRPK1 0.29 -0.53 -0.53
201771_at SCAMP3 202199_s_at SRPK1 0.68 0.16 -0.02
201847_at LIPA 202199_s_at SRPK1 0.47 -0.20 -0.25
201956_s_at GNPAT 202199_s_at SRPK1 -0.66 0.23 -0.40
200682_s_at UBE2L3 202212_at PES1 0.44 -0.33 -0.27
200626_s_at MATR3 202213_s_at CUL4B 0.67 0.07 -0.09
201756_at RPA2 202213_s_at CUL4B 0.58 -0.12 -0.43
201771_at SCAMP3 202213_s_at CUL4B 0.49 0.00 -0.45
200682_s_at UBE2L3 202218_s_at FADS2 0.23 -0.57 -0.47
200736_s_at GPX1 202218_s_at FADS2 -0.11 0.56 0.53
200079_s_at KARS 202223_at STT3A 0.27 -0.49 -0.30
200682_s_at UBE2L3 202223_at STT3A 0.30 -0.49 -0.13
201845_s_at RYBP 202223_at STT3A -0.33 0.43 0.24
201991_s_at KIF5B 202223_at STT3A 0.20 -0.51 0.41
200626_s_at MATR3 202224_at CRK 0.49 -0.30 0.30
202139_at AKR7A2 202224_at CRK 0.35 -0.34 -0.40
200885_at RHOC 202227_s_at BRD8 -0.39 0.46 -0.26
201611_s_at ICMT 202227_s_at BRD8 0.41 -0.39 0.04
201762_s_at PSME2 202227_s_at BRD8 0.45 -0.35 -0.12
201800_s_at OSBP 202227_s_at BRD8 -0.39 0.31 0.34
121_at PAX8 202228_s_at NPTN 0.25 -0.56 -0.15
200042_at C22orf28 202228_s_at NPTN 0.38 -0.42 0.20
201756_at RPA2 202228_s_at NPTN 0.50 -0.33 0.34
202092_s_at ARL2BP 202228_s_at NPTN 0.44 -0.39 0.00
202095_s_at BIRC5 202228_s_at NPTN -0.34 0.54 -0.11
201414_s_at NAP1L4 202247_s_at MTA1 0.37 -0.33 -0.33
202224_at CRK 202256_at CD2BP2 -0.33 0.31 0.48
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200944_s_at HMGN1 202264_s_at TOMM40 0.46 -0.33 -0.42
201142_at EIF2S1 202264_s_at TOMM40 -0.38 0.05 0.53
201756_at RPA2 202264_s_at TOMM40 -0.42 0.11 0.49
202151_s_at UBAC1 202264_s_at TOMM40 -0.27 0.44 0.62
201434_at TTC1 202277_at SPTLC1 0.41 -0.41 0.28
201756_at RPA2 202277_at SPTLC1 0.58 -0.31 0.10
201801_s_at SLC29A1 202277_at SPTLC1 0.28 -0.32 -0.52
200028_s_at STARD7 202296_s_at RER1 0.23 -0.52 -0.32
200042_at C22orf28 202296_s_at RER1 0.42 -0.37 -0.17
200668_s_at UBE2D3 202296_s_at RER1 0.44 -0.38 -0.19
201546_at TRIP12 202296_s_at RER1 0.32 -0.54 -0.23
201812_s_at C201725 ::: TOM 202296_s_at RER1 0.07 -0.67 -0.24
200086_s_at COX4I1 202298_at NDUFA1 0.40 -0.45 0.12
200626_s_at MATR3 202298_at NDUFA1 -0.43 0.61 0.07
200675_at CD81 202298_at NDUFA1 -0.17 0.60 -0.16
201146_at NFE2L2 202298_at NDUFA1 -0.43 0.38 0.22
201611_s_at ICMT 202298_at NDUFA1 0.28 -0.60 -0.15
201713_s_at RANBP2 202298_at NDUFA1 -0.43 0.36 0.04
201816_s_at GBAS 202298_at NDUFA1 -0.35 0.54 0.07
201886_at WDR23 202298_at NDUFA1 -0.31 0.54 -0.02
201956_s_at GNPAT 202298_at NDUFA1 0.39 -0.44 0.07
200042_at C22orf28 202313_at PPP2R2A 0.59 -0.13 -0.06
200793_s_at ACO2 202313_at PPP2R2A 0.45 -0.25 -0.39
202139_at AKR7A2 202313_at PPP2R2A 0.65 0.05 -0.23
202151_s_at UBAC1 202313_at PPP2R2A 0.57 -0.11 -0.19
200626_s_at MATR3 202314_at CYP51A1 -0.16 0.54 0.59
201441_at COX6B1 202328_s_at PKD1 0.40 -0.04 -0.47
200001_at CAPNS1 202329_at CSK -0.18 0.58 0.25
200086_s_at COX4I1 202329_at CSK 0.25 -0.59 -0.30
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 202329_at CSK -0.53 0.25 -0.16
200626_s_at MATR3 202329_at CSK -0.51 0.51 0.36
200681_at GLO1 202329_at CSK 0.39 -0.56 0.13
200736_s_at GPX1 202329_at CSK -0.04 0.70 0.14
200866_s_at PSAP 202329_at CSK -0.57 0.16 -0.08
200885_at RHOC 202329_at CSK -0.34 0.54 -0.05
201119_s_at COX8A 202329_at CSK -0.35 0.60 -0.25
201142_at EIF2S1 202329_at CSK -0.49 -0.44 0.42
201146_at NFE2L2 202329_at CSK -0.52 0.31 0.06
201441_at COX6B1 202329_at CSK 0.42 -0.30 -0.45
201588_at TXNL1 202329_at CSK 0.27 -0.52 -0.17
201611_s_at ICMT 202329_at CSK 0.29 -0.49 0.34
201930_at MCM6 202329_at CSK 0.20 -0.43 0.50
201956_s_at GNPAT 202329_at CSK 0.35 -0.60 -0.08
202092_s_at ARL2BP 202329_at CSK -0.57 -0.08 0.27
202139_at AKR7A2 202329_at CSK -0.48 0.42 -0.05
200042_at C22orf28 202332_at CSNK1E -0.54 0.27 -0.09
201748_s_at SAFB 202332_at CSNK1E 0.50 -0.29 -0.11
121_at PAX8 202334_s_at UBE2B 0.23 -0.56 -0.06
200023_s_at EIF3S5 202334_s_at UBE2B 0.11 0.55 -0.42
201051_at ANP32A 202337_at PMF1 -0.53 0.25 0.04
202092_s_at ARL2BP 202337_at PMF1 -0.59 0.16 -0.07
201664_at SMC4 202345_s_at LOC729163 ::: L 0.62 0.30 -0.22
200804_at TEGT 202346_at HIP2 0.43 -0.21 -0.36
201434_at TTC1 202346_at HIP2 0.54 -0.26 0.27
202092_s_at ARL2BP 202346_at HIP2 0.52 -0.33 -0.10
202109_at ARFIP2 202346_at HIP2 0.24 -0.52 -0.44
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200042_at C22orf28 202348_s_at TOR1A 0.59 -0.19 0.54
200055_at TAF10 202348_s_at TOR1A -0.46 0.30 0.09
200668_s_at UBE2D3 202348_s_at TOR1A 0.53 -0.26 0.14
200870_at STRAP 202348_s_at TOR1A 0.52 -0.29 0.23
201955_at CCNC 202348_s_at TOR1A 0.48 -0.30 -0.01
202169_s_at AASDHPPT 202352_s_at PSMD12 0.64 -0.12 0.53
201077_s_at NHP2L1 202370_s_at CBFB 0.52 -0.13 -0.13
201256_at COX7A2L 202370_s_at CBFB -0.44 0.40 0.02
201955_at CCNC 202370_s_at CBFB -0.44 0.37 0.27
202096_s_at TSPO 202370_s_at CBFB 0.41 -0.31 -0.24
202228_s_at NPTN 202370_s_at CBFB -0.28 0.46 0.35
200042_at C22orf28 202384_s_at TCOF1 -0.52 0.28 0.12
200679_x_at HMGB1 202384_s_at TCOF1 0.79 0.39 0.09
200793_s_at ACO2 202384_s_at TCOF1 -0.20 0.59 0.30
201290_at SEC11A 202384_s_at TCOF1 -0.08 -0.72 -0.61
201322_at ATP5B 202384_s_at TCOF1 -0.31 0.36 0.50
201717_at MRPL49 202384_s_at TCOF1 -0.34 0.27 0.45
202151_s_at UBAC1 202384_s_at TCOF1 -0.18 0.51 0.55
202223_at STT3A 202384_s_at TCOF1 0.45 -0.16 -0.36
202370_s_at CBFB 202384_s_at TCOF1 0.44 -0.51 -0.07
200716_x_at RPL13A 202392_s_at PISD -0.05 -0.47 0.50
200626_s_at MATR3 202396_at TCERG1 0.01 0.71 0.54
200014_s_at HNRPC 202397_at NUTF2 0.15 -0.63 -0.22
200682_s_at UBE2L3 202397_at NUTF2 0.16 -0.61 -0.29
201119_s_at COX8A 202397_at NUTF2 0.07 0.71 0.05
201956_s_at GNPAT 202397_at NUTF2 0.04 -0.67 -0.23
201991_s_at KIF5B 202397_at NUTF2 0.16 -0.57 0.16
201800_s_at OSBP 202399_s_at AP3S2 -0.50 0.23 0.15
201805_at PRKAG1 202399_s_at AP3S2 -0.40 0.33 0.27
200876_s_at PSMB1 202417_at KEAP1 0.48 0.11 -0.45
200668_s_at UBE2D3 202418_at YIF1A 0.49 -0.30 -0.17
201059_at CTTN 202420_s_at DHX9 -0.44 0.17 0.48
200626_s_at MATR3 202423_at MYST3 0.50 -0.41 0.06
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 202423_at MYST3 0.62 0.10 -0.21
200882_s_at PSMD4 202423_at MYST3 -0.64 -0.25 0.17
200925_at COX6A1 202423_at MYST3 -0.67 -0.03 -0.07
201146_at NFE2L2 202423_at MYST3 0.49 -0.30 0.13
201441_at COX6B1 202423_at MYST3 -0.58 0.12 0.01
201713_s_at RANBP2 202423_at MYST3 0.41 -0.48 0.38
201762_s_at PSME2 202423_at MYST3 -0.68 -0.08 0.01
201956_s_at GNPAT 202423_at MYST3 -0.47 0.42 0.12
202092_s_at ARL2BP 202423_at MYST3 0.75 0.32 0.13
202337_at PMF1 202423_at MYST3 -0.57 -0.06 0.24
200086_s_at COX4I1 202424_at MAP2K2 0.41 -0.41 -0.44
200675_at CD81 202424_at MAP2K2 0.23 0.71 0.81
200802_at SARS 202431_s_at MYC 0.35 -0.24 -0.53
201574_at ETF1 202431_s_at MYC 0.35 0.69 -0.22
201256_at COX7A2L 202447_at DECR1 -0.16 0.57 0.40
201546_at TRIP12 202447_at DECR1 0.04 0.65 0.65
200623_s_at CALM3 202448_s_at ZER1 -0.21 0.19 0.66
200626_s_at MATR3 202448_s_at ZER1 0.38 -0.25 -0.42
200679_x_at HMGB1 202448_s_at ZER1 -0.39 0.34 0.38
200896_x_at HDGF 202448_s_at ZER1 -0.44 0.23 0.42
200052_s_at ILF2 202461_at EIF2B2 0.65 -0.14 0.36
200090_at FNTA 202461_at EIF2B2 -0.49 0.31 -0.17
200736_s_at GPX1 202461_at EIF2B2 0.37 -0.47 0.08
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201052_s_at PSMF1 202461_at EIF2B2 0.44 -0.37 0.24
200668_s_at UBE2D3 202466_at POLS -0.51 0.01 0.31
201077_s_at NHP2L1 202466_at POLS 0.58 0.05 -0.24
201526_at ARF5 202466_at POLS 0.27 -0.27 -0.55
201772_at AZIN1 202466_at POLS -0.46 0.13 0.37
201955_at CCNC 202466_at POLS -0.40 0.24 0.47
200997_at RBM4 202471_s_at IDH3G 0.30 -0.46 -0.29
200066_at IK 202483_s_at RANBP1 0.38 -0.24 -0.51
200682_s_at UBE2L3 202483_s_at RANBP1 0.51 -0.23 -0.25
200071_at SMNDC1 202488_s_at FXYD3 0.13 -0.72 -0.22
200079_s_at KARS 202488_s_at FXYD3 -0.45 0.55 -0.04
200603_at PRKAR1A 202488_s_at FXYD3 0.25 -0.72 -0.04
200626_s_at MATR3 202488_s_at FXYD3 0.29 -0.73 -0.13
200891_s_at SSR1 202488_s_at FXYD3 0.01 -0.71 -0.13
201077_s_at NHP2L1 202488_s_at FXYD3 -0.42 0.44 0.06
201146_at NFE2L2 202488_s_at FXYD3 0.29 -0.63 -0.18
201241_at DDX1 202488_s_at FXYD3 -0.28 0.50 -0.16
201343_at UBE2D2 202488_s_at FXYD3 0.39 -0.43 0.10
201738_at EIF1B 202488_s_at FXYD3 0.41 -0.42 -0.20
201816_s_at GBAS 202488_s_at FXYD3 0.23 -0.66 -0.26
201956_s_at GNPAT 202488_s_at FXYD3 -0.28 0.55 0.11
201963_at ACSL1 202488_s_at FXYD3 0.28 -0.56 -0.08
202169_s_at AASDHPPT 202488_s_at FXYD3 0.04 -0.67 -0.17
202334_s_at UBE2B 202488_s_at FXYD3 0.27 -0.56 -0.06
202431_s_at MYC 202499_s_at SLC2A3 0.18 -0.56 0.25
202092_s_at ARL2BP 202502_at ACADM 0.22 -0.55 -0.05
121_at PAX8 202505_at SNRPB2 0.23 -0.57 0.20
200055_at TAF10 202505_at SNRPB2 -0.61 0.25 0.28
200804_at TEGT 202505_at SNRPB2 0.34 -0.52 -0.15
201434_at TTC1 202505_at SNRPB2 0.56 -0.16 -0.14
201659_s_at ARL1 202505_at SNRPB2 0.67 0.10 -0.08
201748_s_at SAFB 202505_at SNRPB2 -0.57 0.21 0.10
201756_at RPA2 202505_at SNRPB2 0.65 -0.12 0.46
201955_at CCNC 202505_at SNRPB2 0.48 -0.27 -0.16
202224_at CRK 202505_at SNRPB2 0.33 -0.45 0.21
202298_at NDUFA1 202505_at SNRPB2 -0.47 0.31 -0.04
202352_s_at PSMD12 202505_at SNRPB2 0.53 -0.27 0.11
202423_at MYST3 202505_at SNRPB2 0.45 -0.37 -0.25
200045_at ABCF1 202518_at BCL7B -0.19 0.49 0.51
200944_s_at HMGN1 202518_at BCL7B 0.37 -0.44 -0.34
201119_s_at COX8A 202518_at BCL7B -0.21 0.67 -0.01
201146_at NFE2L2 202518_at BCL7B -0.42 0.38 -0.14
201221_s_at SNRP70 202518_at BCL7B -0.12 0.52 0.62
201441_at COX6B1 202518_at BCL7B 0.24 -0.52 -0.35
201771_at SCAMP3 202518_at BCL7B -0.45 -0.06 0.45
201895_at ARAF 202518_at BCL7B -0.29 0.50 0.45
201956_s_at GNPAT 202518_at BCL7B 0.25 -0.57 -0.40
202092_s_at ARL2BP 202518_at BCL7B -0.42 0.22 0.35
202109_at ARFIP2 202518_at BCL7B -0.33 0.33 0.49
200944_s_at HMGN1 202520_s_at MLH1 -0.26 0.42 0.61
201756_at RPA2 202520_s_at MLH1 0.56 -0.17 -0.06
201322_at ATP5B 202527_s_at SMAD4 0.35 -0.40 -0.44
201434_at TTC1 202527_s_at SMAD4 0.47 -0.31 0.00
201756_at RPA2 202527_s_at SMAD4 0.65 -0.22 0.00
202092_s_at ARL2BP 202527_s_at SMAD4 0.53 -0.29 -0.40
201748_s_at SAFB 202529_at PRPSAP1 -0.65 0.02 -0.18
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200043_at ERH 202545_at PRKCD -0.45 0.33 0.34
200055_at TAF10 202545_at PRKCD -0.24 0.52 0.44
200691_s_at HSPA9 202545_at PRKCD -0.44 0.26 0.24
201098_at COPB2 202545_at PRKCD 0.23 -0.57 -0.36
201339_s_at SCP2 202545_at PRKCD 0.43 -0.42 0.01
201746_at TP53 202545_at PRKCD -0.38 0.36 0.49
201779_s_at RNF13 202545_at PRKCD 0.52 -0.04 -0.37
202154_x_at TUBB3 202545_at PRKCD -0.31 0.49 0.48
202264_s_at TOMM40 202545_at PRKCD -0.38 0.34 0.39
202518_at BCL7B 202545_at PRKCD -0.27 0.47 0.50
200793_s_at ACO2 202546_at VAMP8 0.52 -0.15 -0.16
200042_at C22orf28 202562_s_at C14orf1 -0.66 -0.14 0.15
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 202562_s_at C14orf1 -0.61 -0.06 0.23
200626_s_at MATR3 202562_s_at C14orf1 -0.56 0.20 0.21
200675_at CD81 202562_s_at C14orf1 -0.35 0.44 0.08
200679_x_at HMGB1 202562_s_at C14orf1 0.53 -0.08 -0.22
201142_at EIF2S1 202562_s_at C14orf1 -0.53 -0.49 0.33
201317_s_at PSMA2 202562_s_at C14orf1 -0.59 -0.10 0.25
201322_at ATP5B 202562_s_at C14orf1 -0.60 -0.07 0.27
201756_at RPA2 202562_s_at C14orf1 -0.56 0.15 0.26
201823_s_at RNF14 202562_s_at C14orf1 -0.67 -0.26 0.28
201931_at ETFA 202562_s_at C14orf1 -0.52 0.15 0.35
201956_s_at GNPAT 202562_s_at C14orf1 0.60 -0.08 -0.02
202077_at NDUFAB1 202562_s_at C14orf1 -0.37 0.35 0.45
202092_s_at ARL2BP 202562_s_at C14orf1 -0.72 -0.30 -0.03
202139_at AKR7A2 202562_s_at C14orf1 -0.64 0.26 -0.17
200086_s_at COX4I1 202573_at CSNK1G2 0.50 -0.17 -0.37
200626_s_at MATR3 202573_at CSNK1G2 -0.56 0.29 0.18
201441_at COX6B1 202573_at CSNK1G2 0.52 -0.04 -0.33
201624_at DARS 202582_s_at RANBP9 0.63 0.36 -0.33
200079_s_at KARS 202584_at NFX1 -0.41 0.40 -0.15
200691_s_at HSPA9 202591_s_at SSBP1 0.52 -0.26 0.33
201011_at RPN1 202591_s_at SSBP1 0.27 -0.57 -0.17
201894_s_at SSR1 202591_s_at SSBP1 0.17 -0.60 -0.26
202223_at STT3A 202591_s_at SSBP1 0.24 -0.51 -0.40
200626_s_at MATR3 202592_at BLOC1S1 -0.64 0.19 -0.34
201146_at NFE2L2 202592_at BLOC1S1 -0.65 0.15 -0.30
201434_at TTC1 202592_at BLOC1S1 -0.62 0.15 -0.22
202139_at AKR7A2 202592_at BLOC1S1 -0.33 0.39 0.40
200008_s_at GDI2 202593_s_at MIR16 0.78 0.44 -0.20
200052_s_at ILF2 202593_s_at MIR16 0.74 0.12 0.39
200059_s_at RHOA 202593_s_at MIR16 0.66 -0.11 -0.17
200086_s_at COX4I1 202593_s_at MIR16 -0.50 0.31 -0.28
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 202593_s_at MIR16 0.69 0.01 0.34
200626_s_at MATR3 202593_s_at MIR16 0.69 -0.37 -0.09
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 202593_s_at MIR16 0.85 0.71 0.21
200728_at ACTR2 202593_s_at MIR16 0.61 0.03 -0.08
200745_s_at GNB1 202593_s_at MIR16 0.72 0.36 -0.04
200866_s_at PSAP 202593_s_at MIR16 0.77 0.14 0.17
201051_at ANP32A 202593_s_at MIR16 0.70 0.15 0.12
201077_s_at NHP2L1 202593_s_at MIR16 -0.57 0.15 -0.06
201146_at NFE2L2 202593_s_at MIR16 0.59 -0.30 0.11
201194_at SEPW1 202593_s_at MIR16 0.66 0.02 0.08
201227_s_at NDUFB8 202593_s_at MIR16 -0.74 -0.18 -0.10
201256_at COX7A2L 202593_s_at MIR16 0.42 -0.29 -0.36
201317_s_at PSMA2 202593_s_at MIR16 0.75 0.26 0.19
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201386_s_at DHX15 202593_s_at MIR16 0.80 0.66 -0.13
201441_at COX6B1 202593_s_at MIR16 -0.76 -0.09 -0.28
201762_s_at PSME2 202593_s_at MIR16 -0.45 0.10 0.43
201805_at PRKAG1 202593_s_at MIR16 0.75 0.28 0.04
201897_s_at CKS1B 202593_s_at MIR16 0.43 -0.12 -0.57
201956_s_at GNPAT 202593_s_at MIR16 -0.67 0.29 -0.31
202139_at AKR7A2 202593_s_at MIR16 0.70 -0.01 -0.11
202164_s_at CNOT8 202593_s_at MIR16 0.68 0.37 -0.43
202213_s_at CUL4B 202593_s_at MIR16 0.59 0.39 -0.29
200079_s_at KARS 202596_at ENSA 0.46 -0.33 0.20
201611_s_at ICMT 202596_at ENSA 0.50 -0.29 0.20
201756_at RPA2 202602_s_at HTATSF1 0.53 -0.23 0.46
201783_s_at RELA 202602_s_at HTATSF1 -0.10 -0.73 -0.11
202488_s_at FXYD3 202602_s_at HTATSF1 0.06 -0.65 -0.13
201077_s_at NHP2L1 202605_at GUSB 0.54 0.02 -0.31
202488_s_at FXYD3 202606_s_at TLK1 -0.05 -0.67 0.09
200055_at TAF10 202621_at IRF3 0.19 0.84 0.64
200614_at CLTC 202621_at IRF3 0.02 -0.72 -0.20
200682_s_at UBE2L3 202621_at IRF3 0.22 -0.60 -0.53
200028_s_at STARD7 202632_at DPH1 0.35 -0.46 -0.13
200055_at TAF10 202632_at DPH1 -0.06 0.60 0.65
200978_at MDH1 202632_at DPH1 0.16 -0.58 -0.43
201002_s_at ua-UEV ::: UBE2 202632_at DPH1 0.43 -0.36 0.07
201812_s_at C201725 ::: TOM 202632_at DPH1 0.18 -0.58 -0.49
202205_at VASP 202632_at DPH1 -0.15 0.63 0.45
202518_at BCL7B 202632_at DPH1 -0.05 0.61 0.64
201128_s_at ACLY 202636_at RNF103 -0.24 0.27 -0.66
200978_at MDH1 202638_s_at ICAM1 0.16 -0.60 -0.04
201393_s_at IGF2R 202638_s_at ICAM1 -0.02 0.68 0.18
201812_s_at TOMM7 202638_s_at ICAM1 0.27 -0.53 -0.47
200079_s_at KARS 202644_s_at TNFAIP3 -0.42 0.35 0.42
201322_at ATP5B 202646_s_at CSDE1 0.45 0.16 -0.48
202092_s_at ARL2BP 202653_s_at 03/07/09 0.09 -0.67 -0.40
201835_s_at PRKAB1 202658_at PEX11B 0.31 -0.49 -0.13
200626_s_at MATR3 202659_at PSMB10 -0.63 0.14 -0.31
200681_at GLO1 202659_at PSMB10 0.21 -0.59 -0.19
201192_s_at PITPNA 202659_at PSMB10 -0.51 0.15 0.23
201956_s_at GNPAT 202659_at PSMB10 0.41 -0.45 -0.26
202092_s_at ARL2BP 202659_at PSMB10 -0.54 0.16 0.27
202139_at AKR7A2 202659_at PSMB10 -0.33 0.57 0.09
200626_s_at MATR3 202666_s_at ACTL6A -0.05 0.58 0.64
200682_s_at UBE2L3 202671_s_at PDXK 0.25 -0.47 -0.40
200046_at DAD1 202675_at SDHB 0.44 -0.44 -0.16
201237_at CAPZA2 202675_at SDHB 0.36 -0.40 -0.38
200052_s_at ILF2 202678_at GTF2A2 0.58 -0.31 0.52
200090_at FNTA 202678_at GTF2A2 -0.55 0.22 -0.27
200619_at SF3B2 202678_at GTF2A2 0.35 -0.50 0.31
200691_s_at HSPA9 202678_at GTF2A2 0.33 -0.45 0.50
200736_s_at GPX1 202678_at GTF2A2 0.14 -0.59 0.20
200976_s_at TAX1BP1 202678_at GTF2A2 -0.43 0.40 0.02
201020_at YWHAH 202678_at GTF2A2 0.40 -0.41 0.44
201252_at PSMC4 202678_at GTF2A2 0.57 -0.17 0.60
201284_s_at APEH 202678_at GTF2A2 0.48 -0.31 0.20
201577_at NME1 202678_at GTF2A2 0.58 -0.03 0.74
202028_s_at RPL38 202678_at GTF2A2 -0.40 0.52 -0.11
200655_s_at CALM1 202679_at NPC1 0.26 -0.41 -0.46
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201433_s_at PTDSS1 202679_at NPC1 -0.44 0.31 0.19
201455_s_at NPEPPS 202679_at NPC1 -0.32 0.50 0.20
200044_at SFRS9 202690_s_at SNRPD1 0.71 0.24 0.06
200682_s_at UBE2L3 202692_s_at UBTF 0.46 -0.31 -0.42
200042_at C22orf28 202693_s_at STK17A 0.57 -0.07 -0.14
200944_s_at HMGN1 202693_s_at STK17A -0.33 0.41 0.31
201192_s_at PITPNA 202693_s_at STK17A 0.42 -0.32 -0.26
201895_at ARAF 202693_s_at STK17A 0.43 -0.33 -0.22
202092_s_at ARL2BP 202693_s_at STK17A 0.42 -0.34 -0.28
202151_s_at UBAC1 202696_at OXSR1 0.48 -0.21 -0.28
201077_s_at NHP2L1 202705_at CCNB2 0.51 -0.27 -0.03
201400_at PSMB3 202705_at CCNB2 0.44 -0.25 -0.25
201762_s_at PSME2 202705_at CCNB2 0.29 -0.39 -0.44
202228_s_at NPTN 202705_at CCNB2 -0.26 0.58 -0.19
201772_at AZIN1 202706_s_at UMPS 0.41 0.03 -0.48
201088_at KPNA2 202708_s_at HIST2H2BE 0.25 -0.48 0.32
200045_at ABCF1 202715_at CAD 0.57 -0.03 0.75
201756_at RPA2 202717_s_at CDC16 0.60 -0.17 0.21
200990_at TRIM28 202725_at POLR2A -0.13 0.61 0.66
201039_s_at RAD23A 202725_at POLR2A -0.23 0.45 0.49
201075_s_at SMARCC1 202725_at POLR2A -0.09 0.13 0.75
201119_s_at COX8A 202725_at POLR2A -0.27 0.54 0.13
202139_at AKR7A2 202726_at LIG1 -0.08 0.63 0.47
200832_s_at SCD 202733_at P4HA2 -0.25 -0.26 0.63
201746_at TP53 202734_at TRIP10 -0.36 0.40 0.36
200042_at C22orf28 202735_at EBP -0.66 0.17 -0.05
200655_s_at CALM1 202735_at EBP 0.64 -0.15 0.12
200741_s_at RPS27 202735_at EBP -0.44 0.34 0.13
200804_at TEGT 202735_at EBP -0.60 0.00 0.12
201128_s_at ACLY 202735_at EBP 0.47 -0.32 0.11
201669_s_at MARCKS 202735_at EBP -0.53 0.21 -0.01
201748_s_at SAFB 202735_at EBP 0.61 -0.07 0.03
201756_at RPA2 202735_at EBP -0.56 0.20 -0.02
202073_at OPTN 202735_at EBP -0.61 0.20 -0.16
202370_s_at CBFB 202735_at EBP 0.58 -0.18 0.14
200682_s_at UBE2L3 202736_s_at LSM4 0.40 -0.40 -0.28
202678_at GTF2A2 202736_s_at LSM4 0.40 -0.43 0.00
200003_s_at RPL28 202764_at STIM1 0.27 -0.46 0.35
200059_s_at RHOA 202778_s_at ZMYM2 -0.44 0.39 0.23
200626_s_at MATR3 202778_s_at ZMYM2 -0.30 0.52 0.27
200668_s_at UBE2D3 202778_s_at ZMYM2 -0.46 -0.15 0.44
200066_at IK 202779_s_at UBE2S 0.27 -0.52 -0.49
200079_s_at KARS 202779_s_at UBE2S 0.52 -0.36 0.13
200682_s_at UBE2L3 202779_s_at UBE2S 0.41 -0.44 -0.30
200891_s_at SSR1 202779_s_at UBE2S -0.32 0.48 0.00
202121_s_at CHMP2A 202779_s_at UBE2S 0.27 -0.51 -0.20
200882_s_at PSMD4 202785_at NDUFA7 0.71 0.17 0.01
201441_at COX6B1 202785_at NDUFA7 0.80 0.28 0.49
201588_at TXNL1 202785_at NDUFA7 0.52 -0.16 -0.24
201956_s_at GNPAT 202785_at NDUFA7 0.52 -0.22 -0.19
202139_at AKR7A2 202785_at NDUFA7 -0.38 0.44 0.11
201756_at RPA2 202798_at SEC24B 0.56 -0.42 0.08
202092_s_at ARL2BP 202798_at SEC24B 0.47 -0.31 -0.11
201434_at TTC1 202799_at CLPP -0.27 0.54 -0.31
202284_s_at CDKN1A 202803_s_at ITGB2 -0.29 0.55 0.14
200626_s_at MATR3 202804_at ABCC1 -0.40 0.13 0.48
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201847_at LIPA 202804_at ABCC1 -0.41 0.19 0.39
200008_s_at GDI2 202810_at DRG1 0.60 0.07 -0.16
200046_at DAD1 202810_at DRG1 0.50 -0.39 -0.07
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 202810_at DRG1 0.53 -0.28 -0.05
200626_s_at MATR3 202810_at DRG1 0.44 -0.37 0.33
200866_s_at PSAP 202810_at DRG1 0.44 -0.27 -0.24
200885_at RHOC 202810_at DRG1 0.31 -0.54 -0.28
201119_s_at COX8A 202810_at DRG1 0.30 -0.45 -0.41
201284_s_at APEH 202810_at DRG1 0.62 -0.20 0.07
201588_at TXNL1 202810_at DRG1 -0.37 0.41 0.31
201886_at WDR23 202810_at DRG1 0.24 -0.60 -0.13
201897_s_at CKS1B 202810_at DRG1 0.44 -0.31 -0.29
201956_s_at GNPAT 202810_at DRG1 -0.38 0.54 0.21
202041_s_at FIBP 202810_at DRG1 0.36 -0.44 0.09
202139_at AKR7A2 202810_at DRG1 0.63 -0.20 -0.15
202471_s_at IDH3G 202810_at DRG1 0.49 -0.21 -0.24
200028_s_at STARD7 202811_at STAMBP -0.20 0.59 -0.01
200626_s_at MATR3 202818_s_at TCEB3 0.17 -0.58 -0.46
200626_s_at MATR3 202839_s_at NDUFB7 -0.58 0.16 -0.02
200643_at HDLBP 202839_s_at NDUFB7 0.52 -0.23 -0.05
201146_at NFE2L2 202839_s_at NDUFB7 -0.59 0.19 -0.08
201717_at MRPL49 202839_s_at NDUFB7 -0.47 0.24 0.19
201956_s_at GNPAT 202839_s_at NDUFB7 0.44 -0.42 -0.10
202092_s_at ARL2BP 202839_s_at NDUFB7 -0.64 -0.07 0.16
202151_s_at UBAC1 202839_s_at NDUFB7 -0.34 0.42 0.32
202529_at PRPSAP1 202839_s_at NDUFB7 -0.64 0.07 0.03
201756_at RPA2 202840_at TAF15 -0.44 0.32 0.11
200042_at C22orf28 202845_s_at RALBP1 0.45 -0.36 0.05
201077_s_at NHP2L1 202847_at PCK2 0.71 0.21 0.07
202370_s_at CBFB 202847_at PCK2 0.53 -0.27 -0.21
202562_s_at C14orf1 202847_at PCK2 0.66 0.22 -0.27
202646_s_at CSDE1 202847_at PCK2 -0.59 0.08 0.07
202735_at EBP 202847_at PCK2 0.71 0.10 0.14
201600_at PHB2 202854_at HPRT1 -0.30 0.42 0.40
200768_s_at MAT2A 202857_at TMEM4 0.56 -0.29 0.29
200997_at RBM4 202857_at TMEM4 0.48 -0.43 0.41
201263_at TARS 202857_at TMEM4 0.42 -0.38 0.07
200626_s_at MATR3 202863_at SP100 -0.31 0.49 0.17
202518_at BCL7B 202863_at SP100 0.14 -0.30 -0.67
200593_s_at HNRPU 202870_s_at CDC20 0.71 0.22 0.08
200626_s_at MATR3 202870_s_at CDC20 -0.49 0.35 -0.20
200837_at BCAP31 202870_s_at CDC20 0.64 0.06 -0.13
201077_s_at NHP2L1 202870_s_at CDC20 0.61 -0.19 -0.12
201343_at UBE2D2 202870_s_at CDC20 -0.51 0.24 0.25
201738_at EIF1B 202870_s_at CDC20 -0.64 0.17 0.09
201762_s_at PSME2 202870_s_at CDC20 0.71 -0.09 -0.25
201897_s_at CKS1B 202870_s_at CDC20 0.01 0.75 0.47
202228_s_at NPTN 202870_s_at CDC20 -0.44 0.39 -0.14
202529_at PRPSAP1 202870_s_at CDC20 -0.38 0.31 0.33
202798_at SEC24B 202870_s_at CDC20 -0.60 0.10 -0.07
202593_s_at MIR16 202880_s_at PSCD1 0.20 -0.57 -0.48
200626_s_at MATR3 202886_s_at PPP2R1B 0.59 -0.19 0.05
202077_at NDUFAB1 202886_s_at PPP2R1B 0.51 -0.28 0.08
200626_s_at MATR3 202896_s_at SIRPA 0.27 -0.60 -0.07
202545_at PRKCD 202902_s_at CTSS 0.58 0.11 -0.27
200051_at SART1 202907_s_at NBN -0.55 0.13 0.13
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200085_s_at TCEB2 202907_s_at NBN -0.53 0.11 0.24
200593_s_at HNRPU 202907_s_at NBN -0.39 0.28 0.34
201400_at PSMB3 202907_s_at NBN -0.45 0.31 0.33
201748_s_at SAFB 202907_s_at NBN -0.42 0.38 0.04
202659_at PSMB10 202907_s_at NBN -0.48 0.28 0.09
202839_s_at NDUFB7 202907_s_at NBN -0.56 0.21 0.05
200055_at TAF10 202910_s_at CD97 0.56 -0.31 0.17
201097_s_at ARF4 202910_s_at CD97 -0.44 0.35 0.10
201669_s_at MARCKS 202910_s_at CD97 -0.30 0.57 -0.23
201871_s_at LOC51035 202910_s_at CD97 0.54 -0.21 -0.03
201903_at UQCRC1 202910_s_at CD97 0.52 -0.33 0.25
202839_s_at NDUFB7 202910_s_at CD97 0.49 -0.31 0.04
200055_at TAF10 202926_at NAG 0.35 -0.47 -0.06
200036_s_at RPL10A 202929_s_at DDT 0.55 -0.25 0.44
200043_at ERH 202929_s_at DDT -0.18 0.56 -0.14
200668_s_at UBE2D3 202929_s_at DDT 0.19 -0.58 -0.29
200691_s_at HSPA9 202929_s_at DDT -0.03 0.62 -0.19
200978_at MDH1 202929_s_at DDT 0.46 -0.35 0.28
201031_s_at HNRPH1 202929_s_at DDT -0.27 0.54 -0.10
201176_s_at ARCN1 202929_s_at DDT 0.19 -0.60 -0.29
202092_s_at ARL2BP 202930_s_at SUCLA2 0.36 -0.45 -0.33
200042_at C22orf28 202934_at HK2 -0.62 0.04 -0.01
200804_at TEGT 202934_at HK2 -0.65 -0.02 -0.08
200925_at COX6A1 202934_at HK2 0.54 0.11 -0.37
201051_at ANP32A 202934_at HK2 -0.58 0.06 0.32
202839_s_at NDUFB7 202934_at HK2 0.53 -0.24 -0.16
201252_at PSMC4 202939_at ZMPSTE24 0.63 -0.12 0.56
200058_s_at ASCC3L1 202950_at CRYZ -0.55 0.04 0.20
200704_at LITAF 202951_at STK38 -0.34 0.50 -0.03
200066_at IK 202954_at UBE2C 0.24 -0.41 -0.51
200079_s_at KARS 202954_at UBE2C 0.43 -0.42 -0.01
200085_s_at TCEB2 202954_at UBE2C 0.57 0.04 -0.28
200086_s_at COX4I1 202954_at UBE2C 0.25 -0.60 -0.25
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 202954_at UBE2C -0.41 0.43 -0.42
200626_s_at MATR3 202954_at UBE2C -0.50 0.44 -0.44
200681_at GLO1 202954_at UBE2C 0.31 -0.53 -0.22
200800_s_at HSPA1A 202954_at UBE2C 0.49 -0.14 -0.30
200830_at PSMD2 202954_at UBE2C 0.41 -0.24 -0.45
200834_s_at RPS21 202954_at UBE2C 0.16 -0.62 0.24
200866_s_at PSAP 202954_at UBE2C -0.46 0.24 0.27
200882_s_at PSMD4 202954_at UBE2C 0.48 -0.33 -0.46
200885_at RHOC 202954_at UBE2C -0.33 0.44 0.26
200886_s_at PGAM1 202954_at UBE2C -0.18 -0.54 0.48
201119_s_at COX8A 202954_at UBE2C -0.10 0.68 0.44
201146_at NFE2L2 202954_at UBE2C -0.54 0.28 -0.51
201227_s_at NDUFB8 202954_at UBE2C 0.41 -0.36 -0.40
201285_at MKRN1 202954_at UBE2C -0.48 0.25 0.31
201342_at SNRPC 202954_at UBE2C 0.51 -0.18 -0.16
201343_at UBE2D2 202954_at UBE2C -0.48 0.39 -0.10
201394_s_at RBM5 202954_at UBE2C -0.38 0.23 0.42
201400_at PSMB3 202954_at UBE2C 0.60 0.02 -0.22
201441_at COX6B1 202954_at UBE2C 0.38 -0.42 -0.12
201470_at GSTO1 202954_at UBE2C 0.34 -0.45 0.11
201611_s_at ICMT 202954_at UBE2C 0.38 -0.45 -0.15
201713_s_at RANBP2 202954_at UBE2C -0.48 0.32 -0.32
201762_s_at PSME2 202954_at UBE2C 0.63 -0.33 -0.39
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201956_s_at GNPAT 202954_at UBE2C 0.37 -0.52 -0.13
201963_at ACSL1 202954_at UBE2C -0.43 0.28 -0.55
202121_s_at CHMP2A 202954_at UBE2C 0.28 -0.59 -0.20
202122_s_at M6PRBP1 202954_at UBE2C -0.22 0.46 0.58
202228_s_at NPTN 202954_at UBE2C -0.51 0.32 -0.43
202334_s_at UBE2B 202954_at UBE2C -0.45 0.26 -0.56
202448_s_at ZER1 202954_at UBE2C -0.40 0.21 0.59
202529_at PRPSAP1 202954_at UBE2C -0.57 0.20 0.24
202839_s_at NDUFB7 202954_at UBE2C 0.73 0.35 -0.01
200042_at C22orf28 202957_at HCLS1 0.53 -0.38 0.24
200668_s_at UBE2D3 202957_at HCLS1 0.36 -0.52 -0.15
200055_at TAF10 202958_at PTPN9 -0.15 0.50 0.63
202659_at PSMB10 202958_at PTPN9 -0.36 0.48 0.21
200675_at CD81 202961_s_at ATP5J2 -0.29 0.41 -0.45
202621_at IRF3 202961_s_at ATP5J2 0.09 0.52 -0.45
200086_s_at COX4I1 203003_at MEF2D 0.30 -0.45 -0.37
202092_s_at ARL2BP 203008_x_at TXNDC9 0.58 -0.20 0.05
202139_at AKR7A2 203008_x_at TXNDC9 0.28 -0.24 -0.56
200802_at SARS 203032_s_at FH 0.44 -0.31 -0.28
200055_at TAF10 203034_s_at RPL27A 0.46 -0.41 0.17
200668_s_at UBE2D3 203034_s_at RPL27A -0.27 0.51 -0.09
200682_s_at UBE2L3 203034_s_at RPL27A -0.28 0.50 -0.19
200870_at STRAP 203034_s_at RPL27A -0.23 0.51 -0.35
200996_at ACTR3 203034_s_at RPL27A 0.19 0.73 -0.09
201592_at EIF3S3 203034_s_at RPL27A 0.31 0.82 0.62
200997_at RBM4 203075_at SMAD2 -0.16 0.61 0.31
200085_s_at TCEB2 203087_s_at KIF2A -0.60 0.05 0.03
200626_s_at MATR3 203087_s_at KIF2A 0.72 0.14 0.18
200804_at TEGT 203087_s_at KIF2A 0.57 -0.10 -0.05
200880_at DNAJA1 203087_s_at KIF2A 0.63 -0.09 0.00
200925_at COX6A1 203087_s_at KIF2A -0.71 -0.07 -0.10
200944_s_at HMGN1 203087_s_at KIF2A -0.39 0.44 0.28
201051_at ANP32A 203087_s_at KIF2A 0.60 -0.10 0.07
201097_s_at ARF4 203087_s_at KIF2A 0.62 0.25 -0.24
201227_s_at NDUFB8 203087_s_at KIF2A -0.62 0.02 0.08
201441_at COX6B1 203087_s_at KIF2A -0.69 0.07 0.02
201756_at RPA2 203087_s_at KIF2A 0.64 0.00 -0.16
201771_at SCAMP3 203087_s_at KIF2A 0.58 -0.07 -0.20
202092_s_at ARL2BP 203087_s_at KIF2A 0.65 -0.07 0.01
202095_s_at BIRC5 203087_s_at KIF2A -0.34 0.39 0.30
202562_s_at C14orf1 203087_s_at KIF2A -0.57 0.11 0.13
202785_at NDUFA7 203087_s_at KIF2A -0.65 -0.05 -0.02
202839_s_at NDUFB7 203087_s_at KIF2A -0.69 -0.06 -0.11
202870_s_at CDC20 203087_s_at KIF2A -0.49 0.33 0.21
202954_at UBE2C 203087_s_at KIF2A -0.56 0.10 0.09
200029_at RPL19 203090_at SDF2 -0.31 0.48 0.21
200603_at PRKAR1A 203090_at SDF2 0.14 -0.62 -0.01
200626_s_at MATR3 203090_at SDF2 0.43 -0.62 -0.38
200675_at CD81 203090_at SDF2 0.24 -0.55 -0.10
201052_s_at PSMF1 203090_at SDF2 0.28 -0.51 -0.11
201146_at NFE2L2 203090_at SDF2 0.46 -0.47 -0.09
201762_s_at PSME2 203090_at SDF2 -0.58 0.20 0.06
201956_s_at GNPAT 203090_at SDF2 -0.40 0.44 -0.03
202527_s_at SMAD4 203090_at SDF2 0.45 -0.22 -0.29
202845_s_at RALBP1 203090_at SDF2 0.41 -0.31 -0.28
200682_s_at UBE2L3 203091_at FUBP1 0.41 -0.40 -0.36
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200066_at IK 203093_s_at TIMM44 0.34 -0.50 -0.21
200682_s_at UBE2L3 203093_s_at TIMM44 0.35 -0.49 -0.17
200944_s_at HMGN1 203098_at CDYL -0.29 0.50 0.48
202447_at DECR1 203098_at CDYL -0.33 0.36 0.40
200042_at C22orf28 203102_s_at MGAT2 0.25 -0.55 0.18
200741_s_at RPS27 203102_s_at MGAT2 0.13 -0.62 -0.23
200947_s_at GLUD1 203102_s_at MGAT2 0.20 0.65 -0.28
201748_s_at SAFB 203102_s_at MGAT2 -0.27 0.54 0.03
201853_s_at CDC25B 203102_s_at MGAT2 -0.09 0.64 0.02
121_at PAX8 203103_s_at PRPF19 -0.33 0.49 0.12
201371_s_at CUL3 203103_s_at PRPF19 0.31 -0.47 0.32
202095_s_at BIRC5 203103_s_at PRPF19 0.44 -0.40 0.18
202488_s_at FXYD3 203103_s_at PRPF19 -0.40 0.46 0.19
202870_s_at CDC20 203103_s_at PRPF19 0.60 -0.19 0.12
200055_at TAF10 203109_at UBE2M 0.09 0.71 0.65
200066_at IK 203109_at UBE2M 0.20 -0.58 -0.41
200668_s_at UBE2D3 203109_at UBE2M 0.15 -0.58 -0.54
200682_s_at UBE2L3 203109_at UBE2M 0.40 -0.67 -0.38
200978_at MDH1 203109_at UBE2M 0.12 -0.61 -0.03
200086_s_at COX4I1 203110_at PTK2B 0.53 -0.23 -0.20
200036_s_at RPL10A 203113_s_at EEF1D 0.25 -0.45 0.42
200066_at IK 203113_s_at EEF1D 0.34 -0.46 -0.27
200682_s_at UBE2L3 203113_s_at EEF1D 0.13 -0.63 -0.20
200691_s_at HSPA9 203113_s_at EEF1D 0.05 0.67 -0.21
200978_at MDH1 203113_s_at EEF1D 0.13 -0.63 0.07
201031_s_at HNRPH1 203113_s_at EEF1D -0.23 0.57 0.12
200626_s_at MATR3 203142_s_at AP3B1 0.42 -0.50 -0.10
201748_s_at SAFB 203152_at MRPL40 0.53 -0.21 -0.08
200691_s_at HSPA9 203155_at SETDB1 -0.21 0.55 -0.29
201237_at CAPZA2 203155_at SETDB1 -0.32 0.47 -0.30
201536_at DUSP3 203155_at SETDB1 0.40 -0.43 0.24
201956_s_at GNPAT 203166_at CFDP1 0.52 -0.28 0.23
200001_at CAPNS1 203175_at RHOG 0.04 0.64 0.71
200086_s_at COX4I1 203175_at RHOG 0.45 -0.47 -0.19
201051_at ANP32A 203175_at RHOG -0.52 0.23 0.14
201441_at COX6B1 203175_at RHOG 0.48 -0.39 -0.25
201801_s_at SLC29A1 203175_at RHOG -0.29 0.26 0.53
202151_s_at UBAC1 203175_at RHOG -0.22 0.22 0.74
202545_at PRKCD 203175_at RHOG -0.15 0.63 0.50
200086_s_at COX4I1 203190_at NDUFS8 0.46 -0.21 -0.27
200675_at CD81 203190_at NDUFS8 -0.16 0.54 0.55
200834_s_at RPS21 203190_at NDUFS8 0.39 -0.29 -0.42
200926_at RPS23 203190_at NDUFS8 0.38 -0.41 -0.13
201146_at NFE2L2 203190_at NDUFS8 -0.65 0.08 -0.13
201441_at COX6B1 203190_at NDUFS8 0.62 0.03 -0.31
201895_at ARAF 203190_at NDUFS8 -0.38 0.20 0.44
202139_at AKR7A2 203190_at NDUFS8 -0.27 0.66 0.27
202151_s_at UBAC1 203190_at NDUFS8 -0.20 0.60 0.72
202545_at PRKCD 203190_at NDUFS8 -0.30 0.48 0.50
202958_at PTPN9 203190_at NDUFS8 -0.10 0.46 0.68
203152_at MRPL40 203190_at NDUFS8 0.71 0.16 0.08
200682_s_at UBE2L3 203198_at CDK9 0.32 -0.54 -0.38
200626_s_at MATR3 203213_at CDC2 -0.03 0.74 0.18
201088_at KPNA2 203213_at CDC2 0.24 0.78 0.13
200042_at C22orf28 203226_s_at TSPAN31 0.54 0.01 -0.30
200626_s_at MATR3 203226_s_at TSPAN31 0.47 -0.33 -0.24
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200728_at ACTR2 203226_s_at TSPAN31 0.46 -0.17 -0.32
201142_at EIF2S1 203226_s_at TSPAN31 0.37 0.20 -0.57
201956_s_at GNPAT 203226_s_at TSPAN31 -0.59 0.05 0.07
200086_s_at COX4I1 203236_s_at LGALS9 0.39 -0.41 -0.12
201121_s_at PGRMC1 203236_s_at LGALS9 -0.54 -0.13 0.33
200066_at IK 203252_at CDK2AP2 0.19 -0.56 -0.33
200645_at GABARAP 203252_at CDK2AP2 -0.18 0.54 0.43
200681_at GLO1 203252_at CDK2AP2 -0.03 -0.71 -0.50
200682_s_at UBE2L3 203252_at CDK2AP2 0.25 -0.52 -0.38
200882_s_at PSMD4 203252_at CDK2AP2 0.33 -0.43 -0.29
201762_s_at PSME2 203252_at CDK2AP2 0.49 -0.38 -0.08
201895_at ARAF 203252_at CDK2AP2 -0.20 0.41 0.56
202121_s_at CHMP2A 203252_at CDK2AP2 0.27 -0.52 -0.02
200046_at DAD1 203254_s_at TLN1 -0.15 0.54 -0.34
200055_at TAF10 203254_s_at TLN1 0.23 0.80 0.81
200623_s_at CALM3 203254_s_at TLN1 0.35 0.80 0.81
201052_s_at PSMF1 203254_s_at TLN1 0.19 0.77 0.33
200626_s_at MATR3 203261_at DCTN6 0.65 -0.21 0.00
200925_at COX6A1 203261_at DCTN6 -0.67 -0.24 0.15
200944_s_at HMGN1 203261_at DCTN6 -0.41 0.39 0.27
201051_at ANP32A 203261_at DCTN6 0.48 -0.01 -0.42
201075_s_at SMARCC1 203261_at DCTN6 0.34 -0.31 -0.46
201146_at NFE2L2 203261_at DCTN6 0.70 -0.06 0.11
201441_at COX6B1 203261_at DCTN6 -0.55 0.13 0.40
201756_at RPA2 203261_at DCTN6 0.59 0.14 -0.31
201762_s_at PSME2 203261_at DCTN6 -0.61 0.03 0.05
201895_at ARAF 203261_at DCTN6 0.43 -0.26 -0.33
202092_s_at ARL2BP 203261_at DCTN6 0.56 -0.06 -0.20
202139_at AKR7A2 203261_at DCTN6 0.43 -0.31 -0.28
202151_s_at UBAC1 203261_at DCTN6 0.43 -0.43 -0.48
202505_at SNRPB2 203261_at DCTN6 0.59 -0.06 -0.19
202545_at PRKCD 203261_at DCTN6 0.33 -0.42 -0.31
202958_at PTPN9 203261_at DCTN6 0.30 -0.16 -0.56
202418_at YIF1A 203262_s_at FAM50A -0.17 0.34 0.64
200055_at TAF10 203267_s_at DRG2 -0.03 0.15 0.84
200682_s_at UBE2L3 203267_s_at DRG2 0.30 -0.15 -0.57
201546_at TRIP12 203267_s_at DRG2 0.22 -0.50 -0.48
203175_at RHOG 203267_s_at DRG2 -0.03 0.13 0.74
200079_s_at KARS 203271_s_at UNC119 -0.17 0.43 0.59
200741_s_at RPS27 203275_at IRF2 0.12 -0.63 0.22
201991_s_at KIF5B 203275_at IRF2 -0.01 -0.70 -0.32
202397_at NUTF2 203275_at IRF2 -0.06 0.67 0.16
202810_at DRG1 203291_at CNOT4 -0.50 0.04 0.33
200626_s_at MATR3 203293_s_at LMAN1 0.61 -0.22 -0.13
200804_at TEGT 203293_s_at LMAN1 0.61 0.19 -0.21
201142_at EIF2S1 203293_s_at LMAN1 0.45 0.18 -0.46
201756_at RPA2 203293_s_at LMAN1 0.53 -0.11 -0.37
201956_s_at GNPAT 203293_s_at LMAN1 -0.58 0.19 -0.07
202466_at POLS 203293_s_at LMAN1 -0.35 0.36 0.36
202488_s_at FXYD3 203302_at DCK 0.13 -0.61 0.13
200008_s_at GDI2 203307_at GNL1 -0.52 -0.03 0.40
200626_s_at MATR3 203307_at GNL1 -0.61 0.14 -0.16
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 203307_at GNL1 -0.65 -0.37 0.23
201386_s_at DHX15 203307_at GNL1 -0.57 -0.25 0.34
201611_s_at ICMT 203307_at GNL1 0.39 -0.38 -0.16
201756_at RPA2 203307_at GNL1 -0.63 -0.02 0.01
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201762_s_at PSME2 203307_at GNL1 0.60 -0.05 -0.25
202092_s_at ARL2BP 203307_at GNL1 -0.66 -0.09 0.02
202107_s_at MCM2 203307_at GNL1 -0.37 -0.25 0.56
202139_at AKR7A2 203307_at GNL1 -0.47 -0.01 0.52
202199_s_at SRPK1 203307_at GNL1 -0.60 -0.10 0.18
202264_s_at TOMM40 203307_at GNL1 0.77 0.10 0.30
202298_at NDUFA1 203307_at GNL1 0.69 0.27 -0.27
202337_at PMF1 203307_at GNL1 0.61 -0.11 0.20
202448_s_at ZER1 203307_at GNL1 -0.47 0.03 0.39
202505_at SNRPB2 203307_at GNL1 -0.59 0.02 0.16
202573_at CSNK1G2 203307_at GNL1 0.67 0.34 -0.13
202839_s_at NDUFB7 203307_at GNL1 0.70 0.16 0.11
202934_at HK2 203307_at GNL1 0.69 0.02 0.37
200059_s_at RHOA 203319_s_at ZNF148 0.40 -0.45 0.21
200078_s_at ATP6V0B 203319_s_at ZNF148 0.25 0.05 -0.67
200944_s_at HMGN1 203319_s_at ZNF148 -0.37 -0.21 0.54
202418_at YIF1A 203319_s_at ZNF148 0.14 0.39 -0.58
202545_at PRKCD 203319_s_at ZNF148 0.50 -0.01 -0.40
201315_x_at IFITM2 203333_at KIFAP3 -0.27 0.27 0.55
201183_s_at CHD4 203338_at PPP2R5E 0.53 -0.24 0.09
200086_s_at COX4I1 203340_s_at SLC25A12 -0.41 0.41 0.17
200626_s_at MATR3 203340_s_at SLC25A12 0.37 -0.47 0.18
201441_at COX6B1 203340_s_at SLC25A12 -0.54 0.12 0.20
201956_s_at GNPAT 203340_s_at SLC25A12 -0.44 0.32 0.22
121_at PAX8 203343_at UGDH 0.20 -0.56 0.09
200023_s_at EIF3S5 203343_at UGDH -0.01 0.58 -0.36
201924_at AFF1 203343_at UGDH -0.23 0.55 0.02
202092_s_at ARL2BP 203343_at UGDH 0.40 -0.42 0.11
202109_at ARFIP2 203343_at UGDH 0.26 -0.57 -0.01
202370_s_at CBFB 203343_at UGDH -0.21 0.52 0.41
201183_s_at CHD4 203345_s_at MTF2 0.71 -0.08 0.53
201229_s_at ARIH2 203345_s_at MTF2 0.44 -0.38 0.24
202102_s_at BRD4 203345_s_at MTF2 0.61 -0.12 0.51
202223_at STT3A 203345_s_at MTF2 0.44 -0.49 0.21
121_at PAX8 203356_at CAPN7 0.42 -0.39 -0.24
200085_s_at TCEB2 203356_at CAPN7 -0.62 0.02 0.11
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 203356_at CAPN7 0.61 -0.02 -0.12
200804_at TEGT 203356_at CAPN7 0.46 -0.33 -0.01
201756_at RPA2 203356_at CAPN7 0.61 -0.26 0.05
202092_s_at ARL2BP 203356_at CAPN7 0.60 -0.16 -0.07
202785_at NDUFA7 203356_at CAPN7 -0.68 -0.01 -0.01
121_at PAX8 203362_s_at MAD2L1 0.16 -0.59 0.13
202488_s_at FXYD3 203362_s_at MAD2L1 0.20 -0.59 0.13
201098_at COPB2 203366_at POLG -0.54 -0.02 0.33
201748_s_at SAFB 203366_at POLG 0.50 -0.22 -0.13
202298_at NDUFA1 203366_at POLG 0.59 -0.25 0.20
202329_at CSK 203366_at POLG 0.45 -0.36 -0.10
202839_s_at NDUFB7 203366_at POLG 0.51 -0.30 -0.02
203307_at GNL1 203366_at POLG 0.68 0.07 -0.18
200045_at ABCF1 203371_s_at NDUFB3 0.40 -0.38 -0.40
200950_at ARPC1A 203371_s_at NDUFB3 0.48 -0.27 -0.26
201441_at COX6B1 203371_s_at NDUFB3 -0.23 0.60 0.50
201675_at AKAP1 203371_s_at NDUFB3 0.27 -0.18 -0.60
202041_s_at FIBP 203371_s_at NDUFB3 0.26 0.00 -0.65
202582_s_at RANBP9 203371_s_at NDUFB3 -0.32 -0.12 0.56
202706_s_at UMPS 203371_s_at NDUFB3 0.47 -0.12 -0.37
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202854_at HPRT1 203371_s_at NDUFB3 -0.14 0.51 -0.36
202863_at SP100 203371_s_at NDUFB3 -0.37 0.12 0.49
202886_s_at PPP2R1B 203371_s_at NDUFB3 0.50 -0.23 -0.12
201628_s_at RRAGA 203376_at CDC40 0.29 -0.52 -0.26
201757_at NDUFS5 203376_at CDC40 -0.46 0.13 0.35
201762_s_at PSME2 203383_s_at GOLGA1 -0.61 0.15 -0.13
200896_x_at HDGF 203388_at ARRB2 -0.09 0.55 0.58
201746_at TP53 203388_at ARRB2 -0.04 0.59 0.65
200085_s_at TCEB2 203406_at MFAP1 -0.46 -0.06 0.42
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 203406_at MFAP1 0.77 0.44 -0.09
200882_s_at PSMD4 203406_at MFAP1 -0.54 -0.24 0.37
201227_s_at NDUFB8 203406_at MFAP1 -0.61 -0.20 0.24
201434_at TTC1 203406_at MFAP1 0.70 -0.05 0.36
201441_at COX6B1 203406_at MFAP1 -0.63 -0.14 0.19
201756_at RPA2 203406_at MFAP1 0.70 -0.12 0.35
201762_s_at PSME2 203406_at MFAP1 -0.61 -0.36 0.37
201895_at ARAF 203406_at MFAP1 0.57 0.06 -0.23
202139_at AKR7A2 203406_at MFAP1 0.67 0.08 -0.23
202164_s_at CNOT8 203406_at MFAP1 0.70 0.46 -0.19
202839_s_at NDUFB7 203406_at MFAP1 -0.58 -0.15 0.29
203090_at SDF2 203406_at MFAP1 0.59 0.02 -0.28
200055_at TAF10 203415_at PDCD6 -0.28 0.33 0.59
200896_x_at HDGF 203415_at PDCD6 -0.27 0.36 0.52
201256_at COX7A2L 203415_at PDCD6 0.31 -0.39 -0.48
201271_s_at RALY 203415_at PDCD6 -0.27 0.39 0.47
201546_at TRIP12 203415_at PDCD6 0.40 -0.32 -0.37
201746_at TP53 203415_at PDCD6 -0.24 0.48 0.61
201803_at POLR2B 203415_at PDCD6 0.59 -0.11 0.02
201805_at PRKAG1 203415_at PDCD6 0.63 0.15 -0.25
202264_s_at TOMM40 203415_at PDCD6 -0.36 0.20 0.51
202518_at BCL7B 203415_at PDCD6 -0.24 0.29 0.61
202520_s_at MLH1 203415_at PDCD6 0.57 -0.18 -0.10
203175_at RHOG 203415_at PDCD6 -0.36 0.31 0.54
203190_at NDUFS8 203415_at PDCD6 -0.18 0.40 0.68
203261_at DCTN6 203415_at PDCD6 0.45 -0.08 -0.44
203371_s_at NDUFB3 203415_at PDCD6 0.39 0.01 -0.51
203406_at MFAP1 203415_at PDCD6 0.65 0.07 -0.04
202678_at GTF2A2 203416_at CD53 -0.33 0.41 -0.47
201532_at PSMA3 203418_at CCNA2 0.63 0.29 -0.24
200682_s_at UBE2L3 203422_at POLD1 0.38 -0.45 -0.56
202447_at DECR1 203445_s_at CTDSP2 -0.22 0.52 0.38
202954_at UBE2C 203445_s_at CTDSP2 -0.40 0.24 0.40
200086_s_at COX4I1 203446_s_at OCRL -0.41 0.44 -0.11
200645_at GABARAP 203471_s_at PLEK 0.32 -0.52 -0.32
200687_s_at SF3B3 203471_s_at PLEK -0.28 0.34 0.57
200008_s_at GDI2 203511_s_at TRAPPC3 0.77 0.36 -0.07
200046_at DAD1 203511_s_at TRAPPC3 0.55 -0.18 0.04
200052_s_at ILF2 203511_s_at TRAPPC3 0.76 0.22 0.26
200059_s_at RHOA 203511_s_at TRAPPC3 0.64 0.02 -0.02
200626_s_at MATR3 203511_s_at TRAPPC3 0.59 -0.20 0.13
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 203511_s_at TRAPPC3 0.75 0.46 0.01
200745_s_at GNB1 203511_s_at TRAPPC3 0.68 0.19 -0.14
200866_s_at PSAP 203511_s_at TRAPPC3 0.70 0.06 0.10
201075_s_at SMARCC1 203511_s_at TRAPPC3 0.64 0.23 -0.25
201227_s_at NDUFB8 203511_s_at TRAPPC3 -0.64 -0.10 0.29
201441_at COX6B1 203511_s_at TRAPPC3 -0.62 -0.03 0.13
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201588_at TXNL1 203511_s_at TRAPPC3 -0.49 0.34 0.10
201781_s_at AIP 203511_s_at TRAPPC3 0.57 0.11 -0.29
201956_s_at GNPAT 203511_s_at TRAPPC3 -0.61 0.31 0.11
202139_at AKR7A2 203511_s_at TRAPPC3 0.68 -0.04 -0.16
202164_s_at CNOT8 203511_s_at TRAPPC3 0.64 0.22 -0.20
202199_s_at SRPK1 203511_s_at TRAPPC3 0.63 0.34 -0.23
202296_s_at RER1 203511_s_at TRAPPC3 0.62 0.12 -0.16
200976_s_at TAX1BP1 203514_at MAP3K3 0.49 -0.26 -0.14
201746_at TP53 203514_at MAP3K3 -0.35 0.33 0.40
203102_s_at MGAT2 203517_at MTX2 0.11 -0.60 0.08
200036_s_at RPL10A 203523_at LSP1 0.35 -0.48 0.04
200041_s_at BAT1 203523_at LSP1 -0.01 0.69 0.60
201082_s_at DCTN1 203523_at LSP1 0.29 0.80 0.74
201746_at TP53 203523_at LSP1 -0.13 0.54 0.57
200626_s_at MATR3 203529_at PPP6C -0.34 0.47 0.40
200645_at GABARAP 203529_at PPP6C -0.31 0.49 0.07
200704_at LITAF 203529_at PPP6C -0.22 0.57 -0.22
201707_at PEX19 203529_at PPP6C -0.33 0.42 0.35
201738_at EIF1B 203529_at PPP6C -0.24 0.48 0.42
201847_at LIPA 203529_at PPP6C -0.27 0.47 0.40
200043_at ERH 203530_s_at STX4 -0.59 0.19 -0.11
201756_at RPA2 203531_at CUL5 0.42 -0.37 -0.06
201784_s_at C11orf58 203538_at CAMLG -0.31 0.47 -0.29
201847_at LIPA 203538_at CAMLG -0.16 0.55 -0.22
200056_s_at C1D 203554_x_at PTTG1 -0.42 0.37 0.06
200059_s_at RHOA 203554_x_at PTTG1 -0.44 0.35 -0.02
201256_at COX7A2L 203554_x_at PTTG1 -0.35 0.36 0.46
201653_at CNIH 203554_x_at PTTG1 -0.35 0.32 0.43
202384_s_at TCOF1 203554_x_at PTTG1 0.35 -0.37 -0.39
203087_s_at KIF2A 203554_x_at PTTG1 -0.56 0.24 0.23
201284_s_at APEH 203564_at FANCG -0.17 0.61 0.15
202139_at AKR7A2 203564_at FANCG -0.29 0.48 0.31
201756_at RPA2 203566_s_at AGL 0.43 -0.36 0.42
202092_s_at ARL2BP 203566_s_at AGL 0.20 -0.58 -0.21
203090_at SDF2 203566_s_at AGL 0.13 -0.61 -0.23
202958_at PTPN9 203572_s_at TAF6 -0.27 0.35 0.50
203008_x_at TXNDC9 203575_at CSNK2A2 -0.59 0.14 -0.52
200030_s_at SLC25A3 203577_at GTF2H4 -0.20 0.00 0.65
202264_s_at TOMM40 203599_s_at WBP4 -0.50 0.03 0.37
203343_at UGDH 203599_s_at WBP4 0.27 -0.52 -0.01
203356_at CAPN7 203599_s_at WBP4 0.47 -0.18 -0.30
201142_at EIF2S1 203606_at NDUFS6 -0.10 0.06 0.74
202870_s_at CDC20 203606_at NDUFS6 0.65 0.33 -0.22
202954_at UBE2C 203606_at NDUFS6 0.54 0.02 -0.44
200866_s_at PSAP 203616_at POLB 0.53 -0.21 -0.14
200944_s_at HMGN1 203616_at POLB -0.38 0.41 0.11
202092_s_at ARL2BP 203616_at POLB 0.60 -0.18 0.02
202109_at ARFIP2 203616_at POLB 0.45 -0.36 -0.36
202448_s_at ZER1 203616_at POLB 0.46 -0.24 -0.42
201119_s_at COX8A 203621_at NDUFB5 0.43 -0.41 0.29
202638_s_at ICAM1 203621_at NDUFB5 0.15 -0.63 -0.38
200008_s_at GDI2 203635_at DSCR3 0.58 -0.18 0.10
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 203635_at DSCR3 0.58 -0.12 -0.02
200828_s_at ZNF207 203635_at DSCR3 0.55 -0.06 -0.22
200866_s_at PSAP 203635_at DSCR3 0.58 -0.12 -0.03
200944_s_at HMGN1 203635_at DSCR3 -0.48 0.44 0.02
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201227_s_at NDUFB8 203635_at DSCR3 -0.47 0.19 0.27
201322_at ATP5B 203635_at DSCR3 0.52 -0.22 -0.16
201895_at ARAF 203635_at DSCR3 0.64 -0.23 0.01
202092_s_at ARL2BP 203635_at DSCR3 0.46 -0.32 -0.25
202139_at AKR7A2 203635_at DSCR3 0.60 -0.21 0.03
202151_s_at UBAC1 203635_at DSCR3 0.47 -0.44 -0.04
202313_at PPP2R2A 203635_at DSCR3 0.66 0.03 -0.04
202447_at DECR1 203635_at DSCR3 -0.34 0.49 0.10
202562_s_at C14orf1 203635_at DSCR3 -0.56 0.16 0.04
202593_s_at MIR16 203635_at DSCR3 0.57 -0.08 -0.12
202902_s_at CTSS 203635_at DSCR3 0.55 -0.16 -0.05
203291_at CNOT4 203635_at DSCR3 -0.40 0.37 0.13
203554_x_at PTTG1 203635_at DSCR3 -0.37 0.31 0.44
200633_at UBB 203652_at MAP3K11 0.53 -0.22 -0.09
200846_s_at PPP1CA 203652_at MAP3K11 -0.21 0.42 0.64
201020_at YWHAH 203652_at MAP3K11 -0.36 0.23 0.46
201358_s_at COPB1 203652_at MAP3K11 0.32 -0.33 -0.50
201801_s_at SLC29A1 203652_at MAP3K11 -0.30 0.29 0.50
202621_at IRF3 203652_at MAP3K11 -0.09 0.48 0.71
200882_s_at PSMD4 203655_at XRCC1 0.33 0.38 -0.50
200079_s_at KARS 203659_s_at TRIM13 -0.46 0.34 0.00
200626_s_at MATR3 203659_s_at TRIM13 0.49 -0.34 -0.03
201343_at UBE2D2 203659_s_at TRIM13 0.50 -0.29 0.08
202678_at GTF2A2 203659_s_at TRIM13 -0.36 0.44 0.00
200773_x_atOC643287 ::: PTM 203664_s_at POLR2D -0.48 -0.15 0.42
201089_at ATP6V1B2 203664_s_at POLR2D 0.61 0.00 -0.20
201748_s_at SAFB 203664_s_at POLR2D -0.44 0.29 0.28
200055_at TAF10 203667_at TBCA 0.28 -0.12 -0.60
200593_s_at HNRPU 203667_at TBCA 0.18 -0.09 -0.66
200655_s_at CALM1 203667_at TBCA 0.42 -0.06 -0.47
201653_at CNIH 203667_at TBCA -0.25 0.33 0.57
201748_s_at SAFB 203667_at TBCA 0.40 -0.12 -0.48
202518_at BCL7B 203667_at TBCA 0.23 -0.44 -0.61
202542_s_at SCYE1 203667_at TBCA -0.23 0.09 0.68
201336_at VAMP3 203668_at MAN2C1 0.37 -0.42 -0.20
200044_at SFRS9 203677_s_at TARBP2 0.37 -0.43 0.24
200997_at RBM4 203677_s_at TARBP2 0.43 -0.44 0.07
201801_s_at SLC29A1 203683_s_at VEGFB -0.06 0.34 0.72
200001_at CAPNS1 203718_at PNPLA6 0.22 0.78 0.67
200046_at DAD1 203718_at PNPLA6 -0.27 0.49 -0.36
200086_s_at COX4I1 203718_at PNPLA6 0.33 -0.44 -0.40
200735_x_at NACA 203718_at PNPLA6 0.28 -0.50 -0.10
200926_at RPS23 203718_at PNPLA6 0.37 -0.47 0.00
200990_at TRIM28 203718_at PNPLA6 0.33 0.60 0.88
202139_at AKR7A2 203718_at PNPLA6 -0.14 0.59 0.55
202505_at SNRPB2 203718_at PNPLA6 -0.50 0.19 0.31
203415_at PDCD6 203718_at PNPLA6 -0.18 0.42 0.58
200052_s_at ILF2 203719_at ERCC1 -0.58 0.29 0.05
200078_s_at ATP6V0B 203719_at ERCC1 -0.47 0.29 0.29
201115_at POLD2 203719_at ERCC1 -0.51 0.28 0.25
201290_at SEC11A 203719_at ERCC1 0.38 -0.14 -0.50
202151_s_at UBAC1 203719_at ERCC1 -0.45 0.33 0.29
202223_at STT3A 203725_at GADD45A -0.36 0.44 0.06
200055_at TAF10 203728_at BAK1 -0.06 0.62 0.69
202488_s_at FXYD3 203739_at ZNF217 0.05 -0.70 -0.06
201327_s_at CCT6A 203743_s_at TDG 0.51 -0.18 0.67
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200079_s_at KARS 203744_at HMGB3 0.35 -0.47 -0.25
200681_at GLO1 203744_at HMGB3 0.23 -0.56 -0.28
200866_s_at PSAP 203744_at HMGB3 -0.43 0.26 0.52
200885_at RHOC 203744_at HMGB3 -0.34 0.47 0.00
201119_s_at COX8A 203744_at HMGB3 -0.12 0.63 0.22
201353_s_at BAZ2A 203744_at HMGB3 0.33 -0.46 0.15
201588_at TXNL1 203744_at HMGB3 0.08 -0.64 -0.37
201762_s_at PSME2 203744_at HMGB3 0.56 -0.29 -0.16
201895_at ARAF 203744_at HMGB3 -0.43 0.23 0.32
201956_s_at GNPAT 203744_at HMGB3 0.22 -0.65 -0.32
202529_at PRPSAP1 203744_at HMGB3 -0.39 0.35 0.37
203102_s_at MGAT2 203744_at HMGB3 -0.15 0.60 0.24
203366_at POLG 203744_at HMGB3 0.38 -0.42 -0.02
200779_at ATF4 203745_at HCCS -0.51 0.31 -0.29
201051_at ANP32A 203749_s_at RARA -0.54 0.24 -0.21
202139_at AKR7A2 203749_s_at RARA -0.45 0.26 0.21
203415_at PDCD6 203749_s_at RARA -0.62 0.10 0.01
200045_at ABCF1 203752_s_at JUND -0.33 0.46 0.10
200086_s_at COX4I1 203752_s_at JUND 0.20 -0.61 -0.22
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 203752_s_at JUND -0.41 0.41 0.08
200626_s_at MATR3 203752_s_at JUND -0.26 0.56 0.22
200681_at GLO1 203752_s_at JUND 0.29 -0.53 -0.13
200885_at RHOC 203752_s_at JUND -0.35 0.45 -0.24
201119_s_at COX8A 203752_s_at JUND -0.40 0.49 -0.10
201146_at NFE2L2 203752_s_at JUND -0.37 0.54 0.17
201738_at EIF1B 203752_s_at JUND -0.26 0.52 0.01
201895_at ARAF 203752_s_at JUND -0.39 0.32 0.33
201956_s_at GNPAT 203752_s_at JUND 0.29 -0.66 -0.14
203150_at RABEPK 203752_s_at JUND -0.07 -0.74 0.09
203740_at MPHOSPH6 203752_s_at JUND 0.21 -0.51 0.39
202501_at MAPRE2 203755_at BUB1B 0.51 -0.25 -0.04
200885_at RHOC 203758_at CTSO 0.40 -0.27 -0.54
202488_s_at FXYD3 203765_at GCA 0.11 -0.66 -0.01
200626_s_at MATR3 203771_s_at BLVRA 0.46 -0.26 -0.19
202041_s_at FIBP 203771_s_at BLVRA 0.33 -0.41 -0.28
200053_at SPAG7 203781_at MRPL33 0.40 -0.44 0.15
200944_s_at HMGN1 203781_at MRPL33 -0.35 0.41 0.41
201756_at RPA2 203781_at MRPL33 0.47 0.12 -0.49
202092_s_at ARL2BP 203781_at MRPL33 0.60 -0.16 -0.02
202370_s_at CBFB 203781_at MRPL33 -0.54 0.42 -0.19
200066_at IK 203804_s_at CROP -0.39 0.40 0.19
203575_at CSNK2A2 203823_at RGS3 0.46 -0.33 0.26
200626_s_at MATR3 203833_s_at TGOLN2 0.33 -0.41 -0.28
200001_at CAPNS1 203839_s_at TNK2 -0.10 0.63 0.34
200885_at RHOC 203839_s_at TNK2 -0.39 0.45 0.01
201119_s_at COX8A 203839_s_at TNK2 -0.33 0.54 0.12
202135_s_at ACTR1B 203839_s_at TNK2 -0.11 0.59 0.46
202139_at AKR7A2 203839_s_at TNK2 -0.49 0.44 0.15
203291_at CNOT4 203839_s_at TNK2 0.39 -0.31 -0.40
200626_s_at MATR3 203843_at RPS6KA3 0.43 -0.42 -0.10
201146_at NFE2L2 203846_at TRIM32 0.53 -0.27 0.05
201956_s_at GNPAT 203846_at TRIM32 -0.36 0.47 0.13
200626_s_at MATR3 203858_s_at COX10 0.57 -0.28 0.01
200896_x_at HDGF 203858_s_at COX10 -0.55 0.16 0.30
200925_at COX6A1 203858_s_at COX10 -0.64 0.00 -0.01
201077_s_at NHP2L1 203858_s_at COX10 -0.47 0.31 0.16
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201146_at NFE2L2 203858_s_at COX10 0.48 -0.37 -0.16
201659_s_at ARL1 203858_s_at COX10 0.52 0.23 -0.42
201713_s_at RANBP2 203858_s_at COX10 0.50 -0.35 -0.20
201762_s_at PSME2 203858_s_at COX10 -0.66 0.06 -0.07
201956_s_at GNPAT 203858_s_at COX10 -0.52 0.25 0.22
202006_at PTPN12 203858_s_at COX10 0.44 -0.37 -0.05
202264_s_at TOMM40 203858_s_at COX10 -0.53 0.05 0.24
202423_at MYST3 203858_s_at COX10 0.72 0.40 -0.05
202529_at PRPSAP1 203858_s_at COX10 0.69 0.02 0.12
202798_at SEC24B 203858_s_at COX10 0.51 -0.32 -0.10
202839_s_at NDUFB7 203858_s_at COX10 -0.68 -0.29 0.11
202934_at HK2 203858_s_at COX10 -0.51 0.04 0.32
203008_x_at TXNDC9 203858_s_at COX10 0.53 -0.07 -0.25
203307_at GNL1 203858_s_at COX10 -0.66 0.02 0.37
203356_at CAPN7 203858_s_at COX10 0.59 -0.09 -0.38
200682_s_at UBE2L3 203871_at SENP3 0.42 -0.36 -0.18
201194_at SEPW1 203880_at COX17 -0.49 0.27 0.46
201956_s_at GNPAT 203880_at COX17 0.57 -0.20 0.14
201424_s_at CUL4A 203909_at SLC9A6 0.33 -0.45 0.22
200873_s_at CCT8 203923_s_at CYBB 0.10 -0.64 -0.05
202735_at EBP 203923_s_at CYBB 0.35 -0.47 -0.24
203275_at IRF2 203923_s_at CYBB -0.17 0.63 0.00
200768_s_at MAT2A 203927_at NFKBIE -0.63 0.11 -0.48
200682_s_at UBE2L3 203931_s_at MRPL12 0.42 -0.39 -0.24
200626_s_at MATR3 203944_x_at BTN2A1 0.26 -0.52 -0.39
201146_at NFE2L2 203944_x_at BTN2A1 0.38 -0.38 -0.19
201762_s_at PSME2 203944_x_at BTN2A1 -0.54 0.25 -0.24
201956_s_at GNPAT 203944_x_at BTN2A1 -0.39 0.41 -0.01
200655_s_at CALM1 203971_at SLC31A1 0.43 -0.44 -0.01
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 203971_at SLC31A1 -0.44 0.38 -0.17
202593_s_at MIR16 203971_at SLC31A1 -0.43 0.37 -0.22
203758_at CTSO 203971_at SLC31A1 -0.44 0.36 -0.04
202157_s_at CUGBP2 203975_s_at CHAF1A 0.24 -0.51 -0.34
202573_at CSNK1G2 203985_at ZNF212 0.61 -0.18 0.30
200042_at C22orf28 204034_at ETHE1 0.45 -0.27 -0.24
201292_at TOP2A 204034_at ETHE1 -0.37 0.39 0.26
202870_s_at CDC20 204034_at ETHE1 -0.42 0.35 0.32
200802_at SARS 204050_s_at CLTA 0.54 -0.07 -0.20
201546_at TRIP12 204050_s_at CLTA 0.48 -0.36 -0.20
203517_at MTX2 204054_at PTEN 0.17 -0.60 -0.30
200046_at DAD1 204071_s_at TOPORS -0.16 0.51 -0.35
200675_at CD81 204071_s_at TOPORS -0.23 0.55 0.18
200736_s_at GPX1 204071_s_at TOPORS -0.17 0.61 0.25
200885_at RHOC 204071_s_at TOPORS -0.25 0.53 0.10
200996_at ACTR3 204071_s_at TOPORS 0.31 -0.50 0.38
201052_s_at PSMF1 204071_s_at TOPORS -0.15 0.67 0.07
201264_at COPE 204071_s_at TOPORS -0.26 0.58 0.09
201894_s_at SSR1 204071_s_at TOPORS 0.13 0.65 -0.29
201991_s_at KIF5B 204071_s_at TOPORS 0.28 -0.46 0.31
202144_s_at ADSL 204071_s_at TOPORS -0.06 -0.58 0.39
203028_s_at CYBA 204071_s_at TOPORS -0.23 0.56 -0.03
203155_at SETDB1 204071_s_at TOPORS -0.14 0.59 -0.14
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 204088_at P2RX4 0.56 -0.19 0.02
200613_at AP2M1 204088_at P2RX4 0.51 0.06 -0.46
200626_s_at MATR3 204088_at P2RX4 0.42 -0.54 -0.29
201051_at ANP32A 204088_at P2RX4 0.41 0.01 -0.53
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201077_s_at NHP2L1 204088_at P2RX4 -0.53 0.21 0.06
201146_at NFE2L2 204088_at P2RX4 0.48 -0.37 -0.23
201441_at COX6B1 204088_at P2RX4 -0.63 0.01 0.06
201956_s_at GNPAT 204088_at P2RX4 -0.52 0.31 0.19
202593_s_at MIR16 204088_at P2RX4 0.64 0.47 -0.22
203511_s_at TRAPPC3 204088_at P2RX4 0.59 0.27 -0.30
203635_at DSCR3 204088_at P2RX4 0.47 -0.32 0.11
200059_s_at RHOA 204092_s_at AURKA -0.42 0.34 0.12
204034_at ETHE1 204092_s_at AURKA -0.35 0.46 0.17
200932_s_at DCTN2 204093_at CCNH -0.41 0.39 0.25
200626_s_at MATR3 204109_s_at NFYA 0.57 -0.13 -0.25
200055_at TAF10 204147_s_at TFDP1 -0.30 0.05 0.71
201546_at TRIP12 204147_s_at TFDP1 0.36 -0.37 -0.30
202209_at LSM3 204147_s_at TFDP1 0.54 -0.07 -0.24
202725_at POLR2A 204147_s_at TFDP1 -0.02 0.11 0.74
203371_s_at NDUFB3 204147_s_at TFDP1 0.27 -0.30 -0.57
203652_at MAP3K11 204147_s_at TFDP1 -0.44 0.13 0.52
1861_at BAD 204158_s_at TCIRG1 -0.40 0.33 0.23
200001_at CAPNS1 204158_s_at TCIRG1 -0.27 0.64 0.47
200029_at RPL19 204158_s_at TCIRG1 0.47 -0.39 0.10
200046_at DAD1 204158_s_at TCIRG1 -0.46 0.43 -0.34
200052_s_at ILF2 204158_s_at TCIRG1 -0.58 0.19 -0.03
200086_s_at COX4I1 204158_s_at TCIRG1 0.32 -0.45 -0.46
200626_s_at MATR3 204158_s_at TCIRG1 -0.75 0.36 -0.16
200645_at GABARAP 204158_s_at TCIRG1 -0.27 0.56 0.42
200675_at CD81 204158_s_at TCIRG1 -0.13 0.65 0.65
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 204158_s_at TCIRG1 -0.70 -0.36 0.13
200766_at CTSD 204158_s_at TCIRG1 -0.24 0.43 0.51
200793_s_at ACO2 204158_s_at TCIRG1 -0.45 0.14 0.43
200882_s_at PSMD4 204158_s_at TCIRG1 0.47 -0.06 -0.36
200885_at RHOC 204158_s_at TCIRG1 -0.34 0.52 0.12
200926_at RPS23 204158_s_at TCIRG1 0.33 -0.48 0.11
201052_s_at PSMF1 204158_s_at TCIRG1 -0.31 0.53 0.26
201077_s_at NHP2L1 204158_s_at TCIRG1 0.62 -0.13 0.04
201119_s_at COX8A 204158_s_at TCIRG1 -0.41 0.47 0.18
201146_at NFE2L2 204158_s_at TCIRG1 -0.61 0.30 -0.12
201194_at SEPW1 204158_s_at TCIRG1 -0.43 0.43 -0.16
201227_s_at NDUFB8 204158_s_at TCIRG1 0.59 0.12 -0.23
201234_at ILK 204158_s_at TCIRG1 -0.15 0.57 0.52
201264_at COPE 204158_s_at TCIRG1 0.10 0.75 0.61
201284_s_at APEH 204158_s_at TCIRG1 -0.42 0.42 0.24
201441_at COX6B1 204158_s_at TCIRG1 0.60 -0.14 -0.41
201588_at TXNL1 204158_s_at TCIRG1 0.49 -0.31 0.06
201816_s_at GBAS 204158_s_at TCIRG1 -0.56 0.23 -0.42
201895_at ARAF 204158_s_at TCIRG1 -0.46 0.32 0.65
201956_s_at GNPAT 204158_s_at TCIRG1 0.60 -0.43 0.05
202139_at AKR7A2 204158_s_at TCIRG1 -0.59 0.48 0.41
202151_s_at UBAC1 204158_s_at TCIRG1 -0.43 0.27 0.39
202348_s_at TOR1A 204158_s_at TCIRG1 -0.52 0.23 0.02
202621_at IRF3 204158_s_at TCIRG1 0.24 0.80 0.70
202804_at ABCC1 204158_s_at TCIRG1 0.50 -0.11 -0.27
202957_at HCLS1 204158_s_at TCIRG1 -0.43 0.36 0.07
202961_s_at ATP5J2 204158_s_at TCIRG1 0.28 0.57 -0.48
203291_at CNOT4 204158_s_at TCIRG1 0.49 -0.20 -0.43
203971_at SLC31A1 204158_s_at TCIRG1 0.42 -0.43 -0.18
201077_s_at NHP2L1 204162_at NDC80 0.55 -0.25 -0.16
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201800_s_at OSBP 204162_at NDC80 -0.43 0.27 0.41
202345_s_at LOC729163 ::: L 204162_at NDC80 0.61 0.17 -0.25
200976_s_at TAX1BP1 204164_at SIPA1 0.29 -0.48 -0.32
203241_at UVRAG 204164_at SIPA1 0.23 -0.56 -0.08
203416_at CD53 204164_at SIPA1 0.13 -0.60 -0.35
200626_s_at MATR3 204170_s_at CKS2 -0.48 0.32 0.13
200691_s_at HSPA9 204170_s_at CKS2 0.57 0.13 -0.27
200867_at ZNF313 204170_s_at CKS2 -0.42 0.37 -0.03
201077_s_at NHP2L1 204170_s_at CKS2 0.56 -0.14 -0.09
201146_at NFE2L2 204170_s_at CKS2 -0.49 0.32 -0.02
201343_at UBE2D2 204170_s_at CKS2 -0.42 0.31 0.23
201713_s_at RANBP2 204170_s_at CKS2 -0.43 0.38 -0.02
201738_at EIF1B 204170_s_at CKS2 -0.49 0.34 0.27
201748_s_at SAFB 204170_s_at CKS2 0.58 0.07 -0.33
201931_at ETFA 204170_s_at CKS2 -0.46 0.32 0.27
202397_at NUTF2 204170_s_at CKS2 0.40 -0.07 -0.52
202934_at HK2 204170_s_at CKS2 0.61 -0.25 -0.36
203261_at DCTN6 204170_s_at CKS2 -0.47 0.16 0.29
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 204174_at ALOX5AP 0.40 -0.24 -0.36
200682_s_at UBE2L3 204178_s_at RBM14 0.49 -0.33 -0.01
202678_at GTF2A2 204178_s_at RBM14 0.51 -0.32 0.41
203936_s_at MMP9 204190_at USPL1 0.31 0.20 -0.59
200036_s_at RPL10A 204192_at CD37 0.27 -0.55 0.25
200623_s_at CALM3 204192_at CD37 0.04 0.64 0.66
200825_s_at HYOU1 204192_at CD37 -0.28 0.50 -0.18
202397_at NUTF2 204197_s_at RUNX3 -0.33 0.47 0.05
202693_s_at STK17A 204197_s_at RUNX3 0.34 -0.34 -0.43
200626_s_at MATR3 204207_s_at RNGTT 0.49 -0.36 0.08
201146_at NFE2L2 204207_s_at RNGTT 0.64 -0.05 0.06
201756_at RPA2 204207_s_at RNGTT 0.56 -0.02 -0.21
200071_at SMNDC1 204209_at PCYT1A 0.14 -0.62 -0.08
200626_s_at MATR3 204209_at PCYT1A 0.38 -0.51 -0.23
201713_s_at RANBP2 204209_at PCYT1A 0.43 -0.38 0.26
201956_s_at GNPAT 204209_at PCYT1A -0.44 0.41 -0.10
1494_f_at CYP2A6 204219_s_at PSMC1 -0.25 0.53 -0.12
200046_at DAD1 204219_s_at PSMC1 0.10 -0.57 0.28
200634_at PFN1 204219_s_at PSMC1 0.27 -0.53 -0.12
200655_s_at CALM1 204219_s_at PSMC1 0.13 -0.64 -0.17
200691_s_at HSPA9 204219_s_at PSMC1 0.50 -0.48 0.28
200741_s_at RPS27 204219_s_at PSMC1 -0.20 0.57 -0.34
200804_at TEGT 204219_s_at PSMC1 -0.26 0.57 -0.08
200976_s_at TAX1BP1 204219_s_at PSMC1 -0.32 0.60 0.22
201216_at ERP29 204219_s_at PSMC1 0.31 -0.58 -0.38
201592_at EIF3S3 204219_s_at PSMC1 -0.36 0.55 -0.39
201748_s_at SAFB 204219_s_at PSMC1 0.34 -0.51 -0.20
201853_s_at CDC25B 204219_s_at PSMC1 0.09 -0.68 -0.33
201894_s_at SSR1 204219_s_at PSMC1 -0.09 -0.61 0.29
201903_at UQCRC1 204219_s_at PSMC1 0.27 -0.58 -0.12
201991_s_at KIF5B 204219_s_at PSMC1 -0.22 0.59 0.05
202028_s_at RPL38 204219_s_at PSMC1 -0.05 0.65 -0.21
202329_at CSK 204219_s_at PSMC1 0.25 -0.65 0.03
202488_s_at FXYD3 204219_s_at PSMC1 -0.22 0.60 -0.10
202726_at LIG1 204219_s_at PSMC1 0.28 -0.50 -0.24
202779_s_at UBE2S 204219_s_at PSMC1 0.23 -0.65 -0.32
202954_at UBE2C 204219_s_at PSMC1 0.38 -0.54 -0.37
203109_at UBE2M 204219_s_at PSMC1 0.26 -0.56 -0.17
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203198_at CDK9 204219_s_at PSMC1 0.19 -0.54 -0.43
203252_at CDK2AP2 204219_s_at PSMC1 0.18 -0.59 -0.12
203416_at CD53 204219_s_at PSMC1 -0.33 0.44 -0.26
203744_at HMGB3 204219_s_at PSMC1 0.27 -0.55 -0.20
202947_s_at GYPC 204220_at GMFG 0.46 -0.34 0.23
200626_s_at MATR3 204222_s_at GLIPR1 0.33 -0.53 -0.08
201330_at RARS 204222_s_at GLIPR1 0.32 -0.50 0.17
200882_s_at PSMD4 204233_s_at CHKA 0.34 -0.42 -0.28
201227_s_at NDUFB8 204233_s_at CHKA 0.26 -0.53 -0.36
201441_at COX6B1 204233_s_at CHKA 0.22 -0.55 -0.31
202078_at COPS3 204234_s_at ZNF195 -0.19 0.57 -0.01
204219_s_at PSMC1 204234_s_at ZNF195 -0.30 0.53 0.04
200626_s_at MATR3 204245_s_at RPP14 0.49 -0.55 -0.10
200042_at C22orf28 204246_s_at DCTN3 0.58 -0.20 -0.35
200626_s_at MATR3 204246_s_at DCTN3 0.45 0.22 -0.51
200655_s_at CALM1 204246_s_at DCTN3 -0.47 0.27 0.18
200804_at TEGT 204246_s_at DCTN3 0.62 -0.12 0.22
200877_at CCT4 204246_s_at DCTN3 0.54 0.02 -0.27
201317_s_at PSMA2 204246_s_at DCTN3 0.57 -0.15 -0.07
201746_at TP53 204246_s_at DCTN3 -0.52 0.29 -0.09
201748_s_at SAFB 204246_s_at DCTN3 -0.62 0.00 0.08
202562_s_at C14orf1 204246_s_at DCTN3 -0.61 0.25 0.02
203529_at PPP6C 204246_s_at DCTN3 -0.39 0.43 -0.06
203744_at HMGB3 204246_s_at DCTN3 -0.53 0.17 0.20
203087_s_at KIF2A 204247_s_at CDK5 -0.55 0.16 0.15
200055_at TAF10 204252_at CDK2 -0.38 0.29 0.42
200002_at RPL35 204265_s_at GPSM3 0.51 -0.33 0.00
204071_s_at TOPORS 204269_at PIM2 -0.26 0.50 -0.21
200603_at PRKAR1A 204274_at EBAG9 0.11 0.74 0.28
200626_s_at MATR3 204274_at EBAG9 -0.23 0.67 0.26
200668_s_at UBE2D3 204279_at PSMB9 0.27 -0.54 0.23
204158_s_at TCIRG1 204279_at PSMB9 -0.26 0.55 -0.21
200668_s_at UBE2D3 204283_at FARS2 0.50 -0.30 -0.09
200828_s_at ZNF207 204283_at FARS2 0.58 -0.09 -0.05
200984_s_at CD59 204283_at FARS2 0.67 0.00 0.13
201192_s_at PITPNA 204283_at FARS2 0.73 0.17 0.20
201415_at GSS 204283_at FARS2 -0.35 0.35 0.43
201574_at ETF1 204283_at FARS2 0.66 -0.03 0.06
201586_s_at SFPQ 204283_at FARS2 0.53 -0.22 -0.12
201771_at SCAMP3 204283_at FARS2 0.53 -0.17 -0.11
202593_s_at MIR16 204283_at FARS2 0.71 0.12 -0.05
204158_s_at TCIRG1 204283_at FARS2 -0.53 0.22 0.21
201703_s_at PPP1R10 204286_s_at PMAIP1 -0.30 0.31 -0.59
202488_s_at FXYD3 204286_s_at PMAIP1 0.14 -0.64 -0.43
201470_at GSTO1 204328_at TMC6 0.21 -0.56 -0.02
200028_s_at STARD7 204331_s_at MRPS12 0.35 -0.48 -0.15
200055_at TAF10 204331_s_at MRPS12 -0.18 0.59 0.78
200059_s_at RHOA 204331_s_at MRPS12 0.56 -0.18 -0.04
200066_at IK 204331_s_at MRPS12 0.22 -0.54 -0.51
200613_at AP2M1 204331_s_at MRPS12 0.65 -0.04 0.21
200655_s_at CALM1 204331_s_at MRPS12 -0.29 0.47 0.34
200668_s_at UBE2D3 204331_s_at MRPS12 0.59 -0.40 -0.32
200682_s_at UBE2L3 204331_s_at MRPS12 0.38 -0.54 -0.34
200691_s_at HSPA9 204331_s_at MRPS12 0.01 0.74 0.51
200847_s_at TMEM66 204331_s_at MRPS12 -0.07 -0.35 -0.78
200913_at PPM1G 204331_s_at MRPS12 0.26 0.79 0.77
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201002_s_at UBE2V1 204331_s_at MRPS12 0.54 -0.27 0.06
201194_at SEPW1 204331_s_at MRPS12 0.65 0.15 -0.14
201256_at COX7A2L 204331_s_at MRPS12 0.16 -0.59 -0.60
201386_s_at DHX15 204331_s_at MRPS12 0.68 0.08 0.12
201526_at ARF5 204331_s_at MRPS12 -0.02 0.50 0.70
201546_at TRIP12 204331_s_at MRPS12 0.37 -0.55 -0.44
201748_s_at SAFB 204331_s_at MRPS12 -0.25 0.53 0.45
201812_s_at TOMM7 204331_s_at MRPS12 0.16 -0.57 -0.46
201864_at GDI1 204331_s_at MRPS12 -0.60 0.14 -0.03
201955_at CCNC 204331_s_at MRPS12 0.27 -0.48 -0.62
202205_at VASP 204331_s_at MRPS12 -0.02 0.70 0.67
202384_s_at TCOF1 204331_s_at MRPS12 -0.08 0.34 0.70
202397_at NUTF2 204331_s_at MRPS12 0.10 0.79 0.27
202461_at EIF2B2 204331_s_at MRPS12 0.57 -0.22 0.04
202518_at BCL7B 204331_s_at MRPS12 -0.12 0.63 0.68
202659_at PSMB10 204331_s_at MRPS12 -0.14 0.64 0.38
203190_at NDUFS8 204331_s_at MRPS12 -0.03 0.57 0.66
203371_s_at NDUFB3 204331_s_at MRPS12 0.33 -0.45 -0.54
203511_s_at TRAPPC3 204331_s_at MRPS12 0.72 0.07 -0.05
203635_at DSCR3 204331_s_at MRPS12 0.40 -0.44 -0.13
203652_at MAP3K11 204331_s_at MRPS12 -0.23 0.43 0.63
203719_at ERCC1 204331_s_at MRPS12 -0.50 0.33 0.17
204158_s_at TCIRG1 204331_s_at MRPS12 -0.42 0.34 0.24
204219_s_at PSMC1 204334_at KLF7 -0.34 0.51 -0.24
202954_at UBE2C 204367_at SP2 -0.46 0.42 -0.05
201039_s_at RAD23A 204369_at PIK3CA 0.42 -0.36 -0.09
201264_at COPE 204369_at PIK3CA 0.25 -0.46 -0.47
202139_at AKR7A2 204369_at PIK3CA 0.46 -0.40 -0.01
202151_s_at UBAC1 204369_at PIK3CA 0.39 -0.39 -0.37
202545_at PRKCD 204369_at PIK3CA 0.30 -0.38 -0.49
202370_s_at CBFB 204370_at CLP1 -0.33 0.46 0.30
203530_s_at STX4 204370_at CLP1 0.29 -0.50 0.11
200007_at SRP14 204372_s_at KHSRP 0.35 -0.30 -0.41
200086_s_at COX4I1 204372_s_at KHSRP 0.13 -0.51 -0.57
200626_s_at MATR3 204372_s_at KHSRP -0.32 0.49 0.28
200675_at CD81 204372_s_at KHSRP -0.20 0.59 0.44
201066_at CYC1 204372_s_at KHSRP -0.50 -0.03 0.54
201119_s_at COX8A 204372_s_at KHSRP -0.48 0.31 -0.30
201140_s_at RAB5C 204372_s_at KHSRP -0.27 0.33 0.53
201146_at NFE2L2 204372_s_at KHSRP -0.47 0.40 -0.02
201441_at COX6B1 204372_s_at KHSRP 0.29 -0.29 -0.69
202139_at AKR7A2 204372_s_at KHSRP -0.57 0.07 0.11
202151_s_at UBAC1 204372_s_at KHSRP -0.42 0.10 0.61
202545_at PRKCD 204372_s_at KHSRP -0.42 0.15 0.44
202715_at CAD 204372_s_at KHSRP -0.04 -0.05 0.71
203415_at PDCD6 204372_s_at KHSRP -0.35 0.16 0.53
203667_at TBCA 204372_s_at KHSRP 0.39 0.30 -0.52
203880_at COX17 204372_s_at KHSRP 0.09 0.04 -0.72
204246_s_at DCTN3 204372_s_at KHSRP -0.60 0.21 -0.35
201956_s_at GNPAT 204415_at IFI6 0.25 -0.61 -0.20
202958_at PTPN9 204415_at IFI6 -0.37 0.45 -0.21
203275_at IRF2 204415_at IFI6 -0.22 0.58 0.27
204197_s_at RUNX3 204415_at IFI6 -0.31 0.54 -0.04
200626_s_at MATR3 204427_s_at TMED2 0.41 -0.50 -0.48
201386_s_at DHX15 204427_s_at TMED2 0.70 0.66 -0.16
201946_s_at CCT2 204427_s_at TMED2 0.70 0.58 -0.17
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202539_s_at HMGCR 204427_s_at TMED2 0.43 0.01 -0.49
203511_s_at TRAPPC3 204427_s_at TMED2 0.70 0.53 -0.16
203652_at MAP3K11 204427_s_at TMED2 -0.40 0.00 0.48
200626_s_at MATR3 204429_s_at SLC2A5 0.46 -0.35 -0.37
201756_at RPA2 204429_s_at SLC2A5 0.52 -0.15 -0.22
202545_at PRKCD 204429_s_at SLC2A5 0.56 0.03 -0.29
202593_s_at MIR16 204429_s_at SLC2A5 0.68 0.60 -0.13
200626_s_at MATR3 204459_at CSTF2 0.39 -0.46 -0.07
202264_s_at TOMM40 204459_at CSTF2 -0.23 0.35 0.63
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 204490_s_at CD44 0.43 -0.33 -0.19
200626_s_at MATR3 204490_s_at CD44 0.26 -0.51 -0.24
203103_s_at PRPF19 204490_s_at CD44 -0.44 0.28 0.23
202488_s_at FXYD3 204496_at STRN3 0.20 -0.60 -0.07
200626_s_at MATR3 204552_at --- 0.35 -0.33 -0.46
202907_s_at NBN 204552_at --- 0.33 -0.37 -0.39
201077_s_at NHP2L1 204558_at RAD54L 0.71 0.07 0.27
201463_s_at TALDO1 204558_at RAD54L 0.63 0.69 -0.22
200976_s_at TAX1BP1 204559_s_at LSM7 -0.33 -0.75 0.06
203508_at TNFRSF1B 204603_at EXO1 0.50 -0.23 -0.13
202139_at AKR7A2 204605_at CGRRF1 0.35 -0.42 -0.23
200066_at IK 204610_s_at CCDC85B 0.24 -0.49 -0.44
200079_s_at KARS 204610_s_at CCDC85B 0.52 -0.32 0.30
200086_s_at COX4I1 204610_s_at CCDC85B 0.35 -0.38 -0.32
200626_s_at MATR3 204610_s_at CCDC85B -0.51 0.45 -0.10
200675_at CD81 204610_s_at CCDC85B -0.13 0.55 0.61
200682_s_at UBE2L3 204610_s_at CCDC85B 0.29 -0.51 -0.33
200699_at --- 204610_s_at CCDC85B 0.33 -0.53 -0.19
201031_s_at HNRPH1 204610_s_at CCDC85B -0.13 0.68 0.00
201146_at NFE2L2 204610_s_at CCDC85B -0.60 0.30 -0.22
201441_at COX6B1 204610_s_at CCDC85B 0.43 -0.16 -0.40
201611_s_at ICMT 204610_s_at CCDC85B 0.38 -0.40 0.31
201692_at OPRS1 204610_s_at CCDC85B 0.44 -0.20 0.65
201956_s_at GNPAT 204610_s_at CCDC85B 0.24 -0.55 -0.14
202121_s_at CHMP2A 204610_s_at CCDC85B 0.38 -0.30 -0.40
202139_at AKR7A2 204610_s_at CCDC85B -0.20 0.56 0.44
202151_s_at UBAC1 204610_s_at CCDC85B -0.11 0.50 0.65
203415_at PDCD6 204610_s_at CCDC85B -0.24 0.22 0.64
203971_at SLC31A1 204610_s_at CCDC85B 0.31 -0.48 -0.26
204286_s_at PMAIP1 204610_s_at CCDC85B -0.34 0.37 -0.51
203514_at MAP3K3 204630_s_at GOSR1 0.40 -0.34 -0.35
203975_s_at CHAF1A 204630_s_at GOSR1 0.31 -0.50 -0.47
204164_at SIPA1 204630_s_at GOSR1 0.18 -0.49 -0.59
121_at PAX8 204641_at NEK2 -0.06 -0.68 0.26
200071_at SMNDC1 204641_at NEK2 0.27 0.73 -0.17
200603_at PRKAR1A 204641_at NEK2 0.35 0.75 -0.12
200626_s_at MATR3 204641_at NEK2 -0.10 0.65 -0.23
200650_s_at LDHA 204641_at NEK2 0.23 -0.52 0.21
200716_x_at RPL13A 204641_at NEK2 -0.13 -0.58 0.42
200738_s_at PGK1 204641_at NEK2 0.34 -0.40 0.43
200885_at RHOC 204641_at NEK2 -0.29 0.52 0.25
200891_s_at SSR1 204641_at NEK2 0.27 0.74 -0.03
201088_at KPNA2 204641_at NEK2 0.31 0.79 -0.14
201210_at DDX3X 204641_at NEK2 0.18 0.67 -0.21
201231_s_at ENO1 204641_at NEK2 0.03 -0.63 0.34
201536_at DUSP3 204641_at NEK2 0.06 -0.68 -0.10
201956_s_at GNPAT 204641_at NEK2 0.30 -0.55 -0.07
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202022_at ALDOC 204641_at NEK2 0.12 -0.58 0.29
202169_s_at AASDHPPT 204641_at NEK2 0.05 0.66 -0.34
202228_s_at NPTN 204641_at NEK2 0.02 0.62 -0.24
202240_at PLK1 204641_at NEK2 0.09 0.51 0.78
202334_s_at UBE2B 204641_at NEK2 0.13 0.52 -0.49
202488_s_at FXYD3 204641_at NEK2 -0.02 -0.66 0.27
202704_at TOB1 204641_at NEK2 -0.04 0.64 -0.24
202942_at ETFB 204641_at NEK2 -0.32 0.45 0.24
203102_s_at MGAT2 204641_at NEK2 -0.09 0.67 -0.11
203334_at DHX8 204641_at NEK2 -0.46 0.36 -0.23
203566_s_at AGL 204641_at NEK2 0.20 0.52 -0.48
203743_s_at TDG 204641_at NEK2 0.06 0.53 -0.43
204634_at NEK4 204641_at NEK2 0.30 0.60 -0.36
200008_s_at GDI2 204649_at TROAP -0.49 0.01 0.43
200866_s_at PSAP 204649_at TROAP -0.50 0.00 0.37
201119_s_at COX8A 204649_at TROAP -0.36 0.37 0.38
201762_s_at PSME2 204649_at TROAP 0.44 -0.06 -0.47
202139_at AKR7A2 204649_at TROAP -0.46 0.25 0.43
202164_s_at CNOT8 204649_at TROAP -0.45 -0.10 0.56
202845_s_at RALBP1 204649_at TROAP -0.48 0.13 0.29
202942_at ETFB 204649_at TROAP -0.37 0.36 0.29
204490_s_at CD44 204649_at TROAP -0.50 -0.42 0.38
202529_at PRPSAP1 204659_s_at GFER -0.64 -0.05 0.03
202934_at HK2 204659_s_at GFER 0.60 -0.08 -0.33
203087_s_at KIF2A 204659_s_at GFER -0.67 -0.01 -0.11
203307_at GNL1 204659_s_at GFER 0.71 0.21 -0.01
201748_s_at SAFB 204675_at SRD5A1 -0.55 0.24 -0.03
204164_at SIPA1 204699_s_at C1orf107 0.31 -0.45 -0.29
201327_s_at CCT6A 204709_s_at KIF23 0.52 -0.21 -0.10
200626_s_at MATR3 204716_at CCDC6 0.63 -0.21 0.11
201097_s_at ARF4 204716_at CCDC6 0.52 -0.01 -0.38
201343_at UBE2D2 204716_at CCDC6 0.42 -0.10 -0.44
201459_at RUVBL2 204716_at CCDC6 -0.56 0.13 0.05
201713_s_at RANBP2 204716_at CCDC6 0.63 -0.02 -0.09
201738_at EIF1B 204716_at CCDC6 0.43 -0.28 -0.25
202228_s_at NPTN 204716_at CCDC6 0.65 0.04 0.02
202346_at HIP2 204716_at CCDC6 0.69 -0.07 0.17
202934_at HK2 204716_at CCDC6 -0.64 -0.01 0.43
202954_at UBE2C 204716_at CCDC6 -0.63 -0.08 0.10
203307_at GNL1 204716_at CCDC6 -0.68 -0.15 0.12
200029_at RPL19 204725_s_at NCK1 -0.60 0.06 0.11
200077_s_at OAZ1 204725_s_at NCK1 -0.56 0.08 0.28
201146_at NFE2L2 204725_s_at NCK1 0.58 -0.10 -0.08
201847_at LIPA 204725_s_at NCK1 0.46 -0.26 -0.25
200603_at PRKAR1A 204762_s_at GNAO1 0.34 -0.49 -0.11
200679_x_at HMGB1 204771_s_at TTF1 0.56 -0.28 0.49
201183_s_at CHD4 204771_s_at TTF1 0.65 -0.11 0.49
202102_s_at BRD4 204771_s_at TTF1 0.67 0.03 0.71
202223_at STT3A 204771_s_at TTF1 0.44 -0.35 0.41
202397_at NUTF2 204771_s_at TTF1 0.54 -0.28 0.29
203975_s_at CHAF1A 204771_s_at TTF1 0.70 -0.04 0.17
201232_s_at PSMD13 204780_s_at FAS -0.47 0.03 0.47
201948_at GNL2 204780_s_at FAS -0.45 0.19 0.30
201956_s_at GNPAT 204780_s_at FAS -0.43 0.37 0.20
202199_s_at SRPK1 204780_s_at FAS 0.43 0.15 -0.48
202735_at EBP 204780_s_at FAS -0.71 -0.05 -0.37
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200086_s_at COX4I1 204789_at FMNL1 0.33 -0.48 -0.38
200626_s_at MATR3 204789_at FMNL1 -0.54 0.25 -0.44
201119_s_at COX8A 204789_at FMNL1 -0.16 0.60 0.31
201441_at COX6B1 204789_at FMNL1 0.39 -0.32 -0.32
201717_at MRPL49 204789_at FMNL1 -0.39 0.02 0.52
202621_at IRF3 204805_s_at H1FX 0.23 0.72 0.80
203416_at CD53 204805_s_at H1FX 0.18 -0.59 -0.09
200033_at DDX5 204812_at ZW10 0.36 -0.41 0.48
200086_s_at COX4I1 204812_at ZW10 -0.63 0.17 -0.32
200626_s_at MATR3 204812_at ZW10 0.63 -0.34 0.24
201146_at NFE2L2 204812_at ZW10 0.59 -0.22 0.27
201441_at COX6B1 204812_at ZW10 -0.73 0.04 -0.43
201713_s_at RANBP2 204812_at ZW10 0.63 -0.14 0.49
201956_s_at GNPAT 204812_at ZW10 -0.51 0.43 -0.15
202505_at SNRPB2 204812_at ZW10 0.65 -0.15 0.18
203008_x_at TXNDC9 204812_at ZW10 0.71 0.04 0.67
203858_s_at COX10 204812_at ZW10 0.67 0.25 -0.15
200626_s_at MATR3 204813_at MAPK10 0.29 -0.54 -0.34
201194_at SEPW1 204820_s_at TN3A2 ::: BTN3A -0.52 0.23 0.33
200023_s_at EIF3S5 204822_at TTK -0.32 0.48 0.28
200056_s_at C1D 204822_at TTK 0.07 0.73 0.34
200059_s_at RHOA 204822_at TTK -0.41 0.41 0.20
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 204822_at TTK -0.55 0.36 -0.24
200603_at PRKAR1A 204822_at TTK 0.12 0.79 0.18
200626_s_at MATR3 204822_at TTK -0.21 0.69 0.10
200885_at RHOC 204822_at TTK -0.56 0.20 -0.20
201077_s_at NHP2L1 204822_at TTK 0.40 -0.39 -0.12
201088_at KPNA2 204822_at TTK 0.47 0.84 0.24
201897_s_at CKS1B 204822_at TTK 0.02 0.58 0.73
202228_s_at NPTN 204822_at TTK -0.07 0.65 0.03
200056_s_at C1D 204826_at CCNF -0.30 0.50 0.02
200626_s_at MATR3 204826_at CCNF -0.51 0.49 -0.06
201119_s_at COX8A 204826_at CCNF -0.35 0.33 0.37
201146_at NFE2L2 204826_at CCNF -0.56 0.34 -0.21
201713_s_at RANBP2 204826_at CCNF -0.43 0.38 -0.11
201738_at EIF1B 204826_at CCNF -0.51 0.27 0.04
201762_s_at PSME2 204826_at CCNF 0.52 -0.17 -0.34
201897_s_at CKS1B 204826_at CCNF -0.12 0.65 0.39
202228_s_at NPTN 204826_at CCNF -0.38 0.43 -0.07
202346_at HIP2 204826_at CCNF -0.44 0.36 -0.17
202488_s_at FXYD3 204826_at CCNF -0.41 -0.62 0.35
202704_at TOB1 204826_at CCNF -0.25 0.60 -0.15
202934_at HK2 204826_at CCNF 0.53 -0.13 -0.17
203087_s_at KIF2A 204826_at CCNF -0.54 0.25 0.09
204246_s_at DCTN3 204826_at CCNF -0.49 0.29 0.30
201052_s_at PSMF1 204828_at RAD9A -0.19 0.58 0.11
200065_s_at ARF1 204835_at POLA1 0.24 -0.32 -0.62
202529_at PRPSAP1 204835_at POLA1 -0.43 0.39 -0.24
202954_at UBE2C 204835_at POLA1 0.62 0.02 -0.08
203334_at DHX8 204857_at MAD1L1 0.46 -0.38 -0.15
203652_at MAP3K11 204875_s_at GMDS -0.32 0.23 0.54
200996_at ACTR3 204892_x_at EEF1A1 0.08 0.70 -0.05
203366_at POLG 204937_s_at ZNF274 -0.50 0.27 0.10
204716_at CCDC6 204937_s_at ZNF274 0.55 -0.17 -0.05
200086_s_at COX4I1 204949_at ICAM3 0.49 -0.35 0.00
201031_s_at HNRPH1 204949_at ICAM3 -0.16 0.66 0.02
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202102_s_at BRD4 204949_at ICAM3 -0.08 0.51 -0.41
200001_at CAPNS1 204960_at PTPRCAP 0.04 0.73 0.37
200028_s_at STARD7 204960_at PTPRCAP 0.04 -0.69 -0.36
200046_at DAD1 204960_at PTPRCAP -0.07 0.61 -0.24
200066_at IK 204960_at PTPRCAP 0.16 -0.59 -0.50
200079_s_at KARS 204960_at PTPRCAP 0.36 -0.45 -0.13
200086_s_at COX4I1 204960_at PTPRCAP 0.32 -0.56 -0.23
200681_at GLO1 204960_at PTPRCAP 0.17 -0.67 -0.39
200682_s_at UBE2L3 204960_at PTPRCAP 0.27 -0.64 -0.51
200834_s_at RPS21 204960_at PTPRCAP 0.23 -0.59 0.13
200978_at MDH1 204960_at PTPRCAP -0.12 -0.79 -0.31
201031_s_at HNRPH1 204960_at PTPRCAP -0.17 0.62 0.09
201119_s_at COX8A 204960_at PTPRCAP -0.05 0.73 0.48
201146_at NFE2L2 204960_at PTPRCAP -0.51 0.30 -0.33
201956_s_at GNPAT 204960_at PTPRCAP 0.22 -0.66 -0.35
202121_s_at CHMP2A 204960_at PTPRCAP 0.33 -0.46 -0.14
202334_s_at UBE2B 204960_at PTPRCAP -0.53 0.28 -0.32
202448_s_at ZER1 204960_at PTPRCAP -0.35 0.18 0.53
203034_s_at G_21078 ::: RPL 204960_at PTPRCAP 0.12 -0.55 0.30
204071_s_at TOPORS 204960_at PTPRCAP -0.09 0.64 0.17
204219_s_at PSMC1 204960_at PTPRCAP 0.16 -0.66 -0.44
204286_s_at PMAIP1 204960_at PTPRCAP -0.35 0.33 -0.60
200975_at PPT1 204961_s_at 1 ::: NCF1B ::: NC -0.09 -0.66 0.18
204603_at EXO1 204961_s_at 1 ::: NCF1B ::: NC 0.10 -0.65 -0.06
202095_s_at BIRC5 204962_s_at CENPA 0.33 0.87 0.78
202870_s_at CDC20 204962_s_at CENPA 0.40 0.83 0.81
203704_s_at --- 204962_s_at CENPA -0.23 0.20 0.62
204613_at PLCG2 204962_s_at CENPA -0.34 0.11 0.64
204826_at CCNF 204962_s_at CENPA 0.07 0.74 0.53
201386_s_at DHX15 204970_s_at MAFG -0.58 -0.16 0.28
202384_s_at TCOF1 204976_s_at AMMECR1 0.40 -0.30 -0.35
200997_at RBM4 204980_at CLOCK -0.35 0.30 0.45
204088_at P2RX4 205013_s_at ADORA2A -0.19 0.55 0.36
201077_s_at NHP2L1 205046_at CENPE 0.40 -0.34 -0.26
201762_s_at PSME2 205046_at CENPE 0.39 -0.30 -0.34
202345_s_at LOC729163 ::: L 205046_at CENPE 0.56 0.01 -0.34
201077_s_at NHP2L1 205047_s_at ASNS 0.53 -0.15 -0.15
200036_s_at RPL10A 205049_s_at CD79A 0.15 -0.62 -0.21
204071_s_at TOPORS 205049_s_at CD79A -0.38 0.46 -0.05
202857_at TMEM4 205053_at PRIM1 -0.19 0.47 -0.41
200741_s_at RPS27 205070_at ING3 -0.22 -0.63 0.30
201991_s_at KIF5B 205070_at ING3 0.51 -0.26 0.60
202092_s_at ARL2BP 205089_at ZNF7 0.42 -0.34 -0.27
201128_s_at ACLY 205133_s_at HSPE1 0.41 -0.32 0.70
202157_s_at CUGBP2 205134_s_at NUFIP1 0.40 -0.48 0.01
200066_at IK 205178_s_at RBBP6 -0.39 0.48 0.20
203975_s_at CHAF1A 205178_s_at RBBP6 0.49 -0.20 -0.17
200996_at ACTR3 205194_at PSPH 0.38 -0.48 0.28
201264_at COPE 205194_at PSPH -0.27 0.51 -0.06
203090_at SDF2 205194_at PSPH -0.10 -0.72 -0.10
200599_s_at HSP90B1 205198_s_at --- -0.25 0.58 0.23
200704_at LITAF 205205_at RELB 0.44 -0.35 0.04
200924_s_at SLC3A2 205205_at RELB -0.20 0.50 0.61
200980_s_at PDHA1 205205_at RELB -0.23 0.28 0.59
201195_s_at SLC7A5 205205_at RELB -0.45 0.36 0.35
201256_at COX7A2L 205205_at RELB 0.28 -0.35 -0.51
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201388_at PSMD3 205205_at RELB -0.02 0.57 0.69
202384_s_at TCOF1 205205_at RELB -0.33 0.27 0.52
203098_at CDYL 205205_at RELB 0.26 -0.46 -0.45
203621_at NDUFB5 205205_at RELB 0.22 -0.36 -0.58
200028_s_at STARD7 205241_at SCO2 0.32 -0.48 0.12
200600_at MSN 205241_at SCO2 -0.42 0.38 0.37
200691_s_at HSPA9 205241_at SCO2 0.10 0.66 0.71
201274_at PSMA5 205241_at SCO2 0.58 -0.20 0.28
201682_at PMPCB 205241_at SCO2 0.24 -0.40 -0.56
201812_s_at TOMM7 205241_at SCO2 0.24 -0.54 -0.74
202205_at VASP 205241_at SCO2 -0.17 0.55 0.49
202518_at BCL7B 205241_at SCO2 -0.04 0.60 0.64
203621_at NDUFB5 205241_at SCO2 0.05 -0.49 -0.72
203752_s_at JUND 205241_at SCO2 -0.35 0.39 0.32
204372_s_at KHSRP 205241_at SCO2 -0.22 0.24 0.61
204599_s_at MRPL28 205241_at SCO2 -0.10 0.60 0.50
204610_s_at CCDC85B 205241_at SCO2 0.09 0.71 0.61
205194_at PSPH 205241_at SCO2 -0.24 0.53 0.35
200042_at C22orf28 205246_at PEX13 0.39 -0.50 0.21
202742_s_at PRKACB 205249_at EGR2 0.19 -0.51 -0.49
1494_f_at CYP2A6 205263_at BCL10 0.33 -0.45 -0.20
202488_s_at FXYD3 205263_at BCL10 0.34 -0.56 -0.04
204610_s_at CCDC85B 205263_at BCL10 -0.56 0.18 -0.53
200019_s_at FAU 205267_at POU2AF1 0.61 0.01 -0.09
200055_at TAF10 205267_at POU2AF1 0.47 -0.08 -0.43
203175_at RHOG 205267_at POU2AF1 0.40 -0.07 -0.47
203719_at ERCC1 205267_at POU2AF1 0.56 -0.15 -0.11
200036_s_at RPL10A 205282_at LRP8 -0.48 0.36 -0.22
200042_at C22orf28 205282_at LRP8 -0.31 0.44 0.29
200099_s_at --- 205282_at LRP8 -0.50 0.32 -0.36
200655_s_at CALM1 205282_at LRP8 0.19 -0.57 -0.11
200705_s_at EEF1B2 205282_at LRP8 -0.48 0.33 -0.33
200817_x_at RPS10 205282_at LRP8 -0.56 0.19 -0.48
202659_at PSMB10 205300_s_at U1SNRNPBP 0.39 -0.47 0.01
203718_at PNPLA6 205300_s_at U1SNRNPBP 0.36 -0.44 0.01
200668_s_at UBE2D3 205324_s_at FTSJ1 0.54 -0.22 0.11
200909_s_at RPLP2 205335_s_at SRP19 0.17 -0.33 -0.72
201077_s_at NHP2L1 205335_s_at SRP19 0.38 -0.44 -0.22
201146_at NFE2L2 205335_s_at SRP19 -0.35 0.42 0.39
201343_at UBE2D2 205335_s_at SRP19 -0.40 0.35 0.35
201738_at EIF1B 205335_s_at SRP19 -0.28 0.51 0.13
201762_s_at PSME2 205335_s_at SRP19 0.68 -0.09 0.52
202954_at UBE2C 205335_s_at SRP19 0.50 0.09 -0.39
203008_x_at TXNDC9 205335_s_at SRP19 -0.19 0.42 0.65
203307_at GNL1 205335_s_at SRP19 0.39 -0.09 -0.50
203758_at CTSO 205335_s_at SRP19 -0.30 0.29 0.54
201229_s_at ARIH2 205345_at BARD1 0.38 -0.40 -0.20
201546_at TRIP12 205346_at ST3GAL2 0.22 -0.52 -0.43
200626_s_at MATR3 205361_s_at PFDN4 -0.04 0.75 0.24
1494_f_at CYP2A6 205371_s_at DBT 0.55 -0.17 -0.06
200804_at TEGT 205371_s_at DBT 0.58 -0.05 -0.11
201748_s_at SAFB 205371_s_at DBT -0.65 -0.28 0.15
201756_at RPA2 205371_s_at DBT 0.49 -0.39 -0.33
202092_s_at ARL2BP 205371_s_at DBT 0.62 -0.19 -0.06
203858_s_at COX10 205371_s_at DBT 0.62 -0.21 -0.05
200626_s_at MATR3 205408_at MLLT10 0.65 -0.15 0.07
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200828_s_at ZNF207 205408_at MLLT10 0.59 0.36 -0.32
201756_at RPA2 205408_at MLLT10 0.61 -0.02 -0.09
201956_s_at GNPAT 205408_at MLLT10 -0.60 0.12 0.16
202678_at GTF2A2 205412_at ACAT1 0.54 -0.26 0.11
202839_s_at NDUFB7 205415_s_at ATXN3 0.28 -0.53 -0.11
200626_s_at MATR3 205417_s_at DAG1 0.22 -0.54 0.14
202151_s_at UBAC1 205423_at AP1B1 -0.27 0.33 0.59
202227_s_at BRD8 205423_at AP1B1 0.32 -0.42 -0.33
202545_at PRKCD 205423_at AP1B1 -0.26 0.34 0.54
203858_s_at COX10 205423_at AP1B1 -0.49 0.21 0.23
200975_at PPT1 205461_at RAB35 -0.14 0.43 -0.51
1861_at BAD 205480_s_at UGP2 0.40 -0.43 -0.12
200001_at CAPNS1 205480_s_at UGP2 0.35 -0.60 -0.20
200008_s_at GDI2 205480_s_at UGP2 0.68 -0.06 0.20
200045_at ABCF1 205480_s_at UGP2 0.39 -0.40 -0.35
200046_at DAD1 205480_s_at UGP2 0.53 -0.42 0.05
200052_s_at ILF2 205480_s_at UGP2 0.53 -0.18 -0.19
200078_s_at ATP6V0B 205480_s_at UGP2 0.39 -0.37 -0.34
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 205480_s_at UGP2 0.69 -0.19 0.01
200626_s_at MATR3 205480_s_at UGP2 0.65 -0.20 0.04
200675_at CD81 205480_s_at UGP2 0.31 -0.55 -0.39
200757_s_at CALU 205480_s_at UGP2 0.44 -0.35 0.10
200828_s_at ZNF207 205480_s_at UGP2 0.68 0.27 -0.22
200866_s_at PSAP 205480_s_at UGP2 0.64 -0.17 0.13
200885_at RHOC 205480_s_at UGP2 0.45 -0.46 -0.01
200926_at RPS23 205480_s_at UGP2 -0.47 0.21 0.22
200944_s_at HMGN1 205480_s_at UGP2 -0.48 0.43 0.24
200950_at ARPC1A 205480_s_at UGP2 0.50 -0.19 -0.20
201051_at ANP32A 205480_s_at UGP2 0.48 -0.15 -0.28
201052_s_at PSMF1 205480_s_at UGP2 0.43 -0.52 -0.12
201066_at CYC1 205480_s_at UGP2 0.58 -0.12 -0.11
201075_s_at SMARCC1 205480_s_at UGP2 0.59 -0.17 -0.34
201119_s_at COX8A 205480_s_at UGP2 0.38 -0.58 0.10
201146_at NFE2L2 205480_s_at UGP2 0.66 -0.21 0.11
201192_s_at PITPNA 205480_s_at UGP2 0.60 0.01 -0.20
201227_s_at NDUFB8 205480_s_at UGP2 -0.54 0.19 0.21
201264_at COPE 205480_s_at UGP2 0.13 -0.62 -0.27
201290_at SEC11A 205480_s_at UGP2 -0.38 0.26 0.39
201322_at ATP5B 205480_s_at UGP2 0.63 0.17 -0.17
201376_s_at HNRPF 205480_s_at UGP2 0.47 -0.14 -0.31
201439_at GBF1 205480_s_at UGP2 0.28 -0.51 -0.29
201441_at COX6B1 205480_s_at UGP2 -0.54 0.34 0.22
201471_s_at SQSTM1 205480_s_at UGP2 0.42 -0.42 -0.16
201473_at JUNB 205480_s_at UGP2 0.26 -0.58 0.02
201588_at TXNL1 205480_s_at UGP2 -0.40 0.50 0.34
201756_at RPA2 205480_s_at UGP2 0.62 0.09 -0.37
201805_at PRKAG1 205480_s_at UGP2 0.66 0.02 0.02
201895_at ARAF 205480_s_at UGP2 0.62 -0.41 -0.11
201956_s_at GNPAT 205480_s_at UGP2 -0.46 0.63 0.39
202092_s_at ARL2BP 205480_s_at UGP2 0.53 -0.07 -0.30
202109_at ARFIP2 205480_s_at UGP2 0.44 -0.28 -0.25
202122_s_at M6PRBP1 205480_s_at UGP2 0.31 -0.51 -0.10
202139_at AKR7A2 205480_s_at UGP2 0.69 -0.26 -0.03
202151_s_at UBAC1 205480_s_at UGP2 0.60 -0.25 -0.22
202296_s_at RER1 205480_s_at UGP2 0.43 -0.38 -0.24
202545_at PRKCD 205480_s_at UGP2 0.38 -0.49 -0.35
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202593_s_at MIR16 205480_s_at UGP2 0.72 0.44 -0.24
202632_at DPH1 205480_s_at UGP2 0.35 -0.54 -0.49
202638_s_at ICAM1 205480_s_at UGP2 0.25 -0.67 -0.16
202679_at NPC1 205480_s_at UGP2 -0.45 0.44 0.26
202929_s_at DDT 205480_s_at UGP2 0.39 -0.46 0.21
202957_at HCLS1 205480_s_at UGP2 0.35 -0.49 -0.25
203291_at CNOT4 205480_s_at UGP2 -0.37 0.36 0.28
203415_at PDCD6 205480_s_at UGP2 0.62 -0.05 -0.32
203523_at LSP1 205480_s_at UGP2 0.24 -0.55 -0.31
203554_x_at PTTG1 205480_s_at UGP2 -0.45 0.19 0.58
203664_s_at POLR2D 205480_s_at UGP2 0.50 -0.16 -0.28
203667_at TBCA 205480_s_at UGP2 -0.49 0.26 0.39
203728_at BAK1 205480_s_at UGP2 0.21 -0.58 -0.30
203971_at SLC31A1 205480_s_at UGP2 -0.38 0.49 0.19
204068_at STK3 205480_s_at UGP2 -0.47 0.30 0.00
204147_s_at TFDP1 205480_s_at UGP2 0.52 -0.05 -0.27
204170_s_at CKS2 205480_s_at UGP2 -0.49 0.02 0.40
204197_s_at RUNX3 205480_s_at UGP2 0.30 -0.54 -0.33
204246_s_at DCTN3 205480_s_at UGP2 0.66 0.13 -0.03
204269_at PIM2 205480_s_at UGP2 0.05 -0.67 -0.18
204331_s_at MRPS12 205480_s_at UGP2 0.49 -0.60 -0.30
200065_s_at ARF1 205512_s_at AIFM1 0.40 -0.26 -0.42
201082_s_at DCTN1 205512_s_at AIFM1 0.57 -0.22 0.15
203093_s_at TIMM44 205512_s_at AIFM1 0.60 -0.15 0.37
201195_s_at SLC7A5 205526_s_at KATNA1 -0.48 0.38 0.03
201659_s_at ARL1 205526_s_at KATNA1 0.47 -0.14 -0.30
201756_at RPA2 205526_s_at KATNA1 0.55 -0.17 -0.08
202934_at HK2 205526_s_at KATNA1 -0.54 -0.19 0.44
202954_at UBE2C 205526_s_at KATNA1 -0.42 0.35 0.15
203307_at GNL1 205526_s_at KATNA1 -0.50 0.12 0.33
203371_s_at NDUFB3 205526_s_at KATNA1 0.38 -0.51 -0.22
204812_at ZW10 205526_s_at KATNA1 0.60 -0.06 -0.06
202929_s_at DDT 205546_s_at TYK2 -0.08 0.57 -0.26
203113_s_at EEF1D 205546_s_at TYK2 -0.10 0.58 -0.25
200626_s_at MATR3 205550_s_at BRE 0.41 -0.48 0.01
200675_at CD81 205550_s_at BRE 0.30 -0.48 -0.19
201077_s_at NHP2L1 205550_s_at BRE -0.49 0.38 -0.12
201146_at NFE2L2 205550_s_at BRE 0.48 -0.42 -0.05
201441_at COX6B1 205550_s_at BRE -0.35 0.39 0.36
201762_s_at PSME2 205550_s_at BRE -0.61 0.13 -0.01
201956_s_at GNPAT 205550_s_at BRE -0.23 0.54 0.21
201762_s_at PSME2 205588_s_at FGFR1OP 0.47 -0.08 -0.39
201956_s_at GNPAT 205588_s_at FGFR1OP 0.50 -0.33 0.10
202420_s_at DHX9 205588_s_at FGFR1OP 0.32 0.03 -0.56
202529_at PRPSAP1 205588_s_at FGFR1OP -0.59 0.15 -0.11
204170_s_at CKS2 205588_s_at FGFR1OP 0.62 -0.13 0.09
200704_at LITAF 205599_at TRAF1 0.54 -0.27 0.29
201077_s_at NHP2L1 205599_at TRAF1 -0.53 0.19 0.17
201256_at COX7A2L 205599_at TRAF1 0.39 -0.31 -0.31
201653_at CNIH 205599_at TRAF1 0.17 -0.57 -0.33
201707_at PEX19 205599_at TRAF1 0.41 -0.38 -0.06
201847_at LIPA 205599_at TRAF1 0.40 -0.42 -0.20
202384_s_at TCOF1 205599_at TRAF1 -0.42 0.40 0.38
202646_s_at CSDE1 205599_at TRAF1 0.59 0.11 -0.26
203098_at CDYL 205599_at TRAF1 0.36 -0.42 -0.47
203445_s_at CTDSP2 205599_at TRAF1 0.22 -0.56 -0.34
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204246_s_at DCTN3 205599_at TRAF1 0.43 -0.29 -0.22
205480_s_at UGP2 205599_at TRAF1 0.42 -0.34 -0.12
200042_at C22orf28 205621_at ALKBH1 0.59 0.08 -0.20
200718_s_at SKP1A 205621_at ALKBH1 0.31 -0.47 -0.25
201441_at COX6B1 205621_at ALKBH1 -0.70 -0.33 0.05
201756_at RPA2 205621_at ALKBH1 0.63 -0.07 -0.17
202151_s_at UBAC1 205621_at ALKBH1 0.58 0.09 -0.23
202593_s_at MIR16 205621_at ALKBH1 0.69 0.45 -0.12
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 205633_s_at ALAS1 0.58 -0.25 0.04
201692_at OPRS1 205633_s_at ALAS1 -0.23 0.45 0.47
201772_at AZIN1 205633_s_at ALAS1 0.37 -0.30 -0.48
201791_s_at DHCR7 205633_s_at ALAS1 -0.29 0.12 0.61
202384_s_at TCOF1 205633_s_at ALAS1 -0.44 0.23 0.37
202562_s_at C14orf1 205633_s_at ALAS1 -0.47 0.15 0.47
200099_s_at --- 205642_at CEP110 -0.35 0.12 0.52
200741_s_at RPS27 205642_at CEP110 -0.41 0.15 0.51
200825_s_at HYOU1 205644_s_at SNRPG 0.14 -0.59 0.01
201011_at RPN1 205644_s_at SNRPG 0.40 -0.44 0.10
200944_s_at HMGN1 205716_at SLC25A40 -0.44 0.18 0.33
201142_at EIF2S1 205716_at SLC25A40 0.21 0.17 -0.67
201146_at NFE2L2 205716_at SLC25A40 0.59 -0.10 -0.10
201756_at RPA2 205716_at SLC25A40 0.48 -0.03 -0.59
202593_s_at MIR16 205716_at SLC25A40 0.52 0.42 -0.49
203554_x_at PTTG1 205716_at SLC25A40 -0.12 0.07 0.73
200042_at C22orf28 205733_at BLM -0.48 0.50 -0.02
200655_s_at CALM1 205733_at BLM 0.37 -0.46 -0.06
200668_s_at UBE2D3 205733_at BLM -0.33 0.46 0.14
200804_at TEGT 205733_at BLM -0.41 0.47 0.25
201748_s_at SAFB 205733_at BLM 0.41 -0.46 0.06
202168_at TAF9 205733_at BLM -0.24 0.57 0.11
202329_at CSK 205733_at BLM 0.33 -0.48 -0.12
203752_s_at JUND 205733_at BLM 0.40 -0.41 0.23
204158_s_at TCIRG1 205733_at BLM 0.32 -0.52 0.07
205480_s_at UGP2 205733_at BLM -0.45 0.49 0.03
200626_s_at MATR3 205851_at NME6 0.44 -0.49 0.04
201075_s_at SMARCC1 205865_at ARID3A -0.25 0.38 0.55
201441_at COX6B1 205865_at ARID3A 0.32 -0.48 -0.16
201717_at MRPL49 205865_at ARID3A -0.44 0.10 0.43
202348_s_at TOR1A 205865_at ARID3A -0.44 0.38 -0.05
204331_s_at MRPS12 205865_at ARID3A -0.26 0.55 0.47
201142_at EIF2S1 205873_at PIGL 0.09 0.10 -0.71
200626_s_at MATR3 205895_s_at NOLC1 0.45 -0.34 0.11
204372_s_at KHSRP 205895_s_at NOLC1 -0.26 -0.33 0.60
200944_s_at HMGN1 205901_at PNOC -0.33 0.47 0.38
201037_at PFKP 205901_at PNOC 0.30 -0.45 -0.31
201503_at G3BP1 205901_at PNOC -0.61 0.14 -0.42
202227_s_at BRD8 205901_at PNOC -0.30 0.37 0.45
202545_at PRKCD 205901_at PNOC 0.39 -0.53 -0.26
203530_s_at STX4 205901_at PNOC 0.41 -0.38 0.21
201339_s_at SCP2 205961_s_at PSIP1 0.46 0.12 -0.44
201756_at RPA2 205961_s_at PSIP1 0.55 -0.24 -0.05
202022_at ALDOC 205967_at HIST1H4C 0.04 -0.63 0.18
200007_at SRP14 206042_x_at SNRPN -0.43 0.27 0.45
200042_at C22orf28 206042_x_at SNRPN 0.58 0.11 -0.32
200613_at AP2M1 206042_x_at SNRPN 0.42 0.03 -0.48
200626_s_at MATR3 206042_x_at SNRPN 0.50 -0.39 -0.29
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200877_at CCT4 206042_x_at SNRPN 0.47 0.39 -0.47
201051_at ANP32A 206042_x_at SNRPN 0.44 -0.05 -0.52
201946_s_at CCT2 206042_x_at SNRPN 0.47 0.43 -0.43
202092_s_at ARL2BP 206042_x_at SNRPN 0.63 0.28 -0.23
202199_s_at SRPK1 206042_x_at SNRPN 0.65 0.47 -0.23
202545_at PRKCD 206042_x_at SNRPN 0.54 -0.17 -0.18
203415_at PDCD6 206042_x_at SNRPN 0.50 -0.03 -0.37
205633_s_at ALAS1 206042_x_at SNRPN 0.43 -0.03 -0.55
205895_s_at NOLC1 206042_x_at SNRPN 0.43 0.32 -0.46
200875_s_at NOL5A 206052_s_at SLBP 0.22 0.55 0.83
202264_s_at TOMM40 206052_s_at SLBP -0.31 0.15 0.56
205219_s_at GALK2 206052_s_at SLBP 0.30 -0.05 -0.65
200029_at RPL19 206066_s_at RAD51C -0.46 0.26 0.30
200626_s_at MATR3 206066_s_at RAD51C 0.25 -0.54 -0.53
201237_at CAPZA2 206066_s_at RAD51C 0.32 -0.50 -0.34
200990_at TRIM28 206074_s_at HMGA1 0.08 0.69 0.75
203858_s_at COX10 206106_at MAPK12 -0.35 0.39 0.40
202306_at POLR2G 206141_at MOCS3 0.36 -0.43 -0.06
202518_at BCL7B 206141_at MOCS3 -0.36 0.40 0.37
205865_at ARID3A 206141_at MOCS3 -0.33 0.40 0.31
200079_s_at KARS 206174_s_at PPP6C 0.40 -0.41 -0.02
200681_at GLO1 206174_s_at PPP6C 0.18 -0.67 -0.21
201762_s_at PSME2 206174_s_at PPP6C 0.23 -0.60 0.08
202121_s_at CHMP2A 206174_s_at PPP6C 0.06 -0.69 -0.09
203102_s_at MGAT2 206174_s_at PPP6C -0.07 0.66 0.46
201762_s_at PSME2 206181_at SLAMF1 -0.46 0.18 0.37
202384_s_at TCOF1 206181_at SLAMF1 -0.53 0.15 0.25
200623_s_at CALM3 206184_at CRKL -0.05 0.02 0.73
200626_s_at MATR3 206212_at CPA2 0.18 -0.62 -0.33
201756_at RPA2 206233_at B4GALT6 0.53 -0.37 0.07
202423_at MYST3 206233_at B4GALT6 0.48 -0.27 -0.16
202839_s_at NDUFB7 206233_at B4GALT6 -0.64 0.00 -0.08
200079_s_at KARS 206238_s_at YAF2 -0.19 0.58 -0.18
200086_s_at COX4I1 206238_s_at YAF2 -0.48 0.38 0.06
200626_s_at MATR3 206238_s_at YAF2 0.66 -0.42 -0.36
200925_at COX6A1 206238_s_at YAF2 -0.62 -0.35 0.26
200944_s_at HMGN1 206238_s_at YAF2 -0.50 0.08 0.49
201031_s_at HNRPH1 206238_s_at YAF2 0.05 -0.67 0.01
201051_at ANP32A 206238_s_at YAF2 0.62 0.04 -0.29
201119_s_at COX8A 206238_s_at YAF2 0.38 -0.47 0.23
201146_at NFE2L2 206238_s_at YAF2 0.63 -0.31 -0.24
201441_at COX6B1 206238_s_at YAF2 -0.62 0.08 0.29
201756_at RPA2 206238_s_at YAF2 0.59 0.03 -0.28
201895_at ARAF 206238_s_at YAF2 0.54 -0.06 -0.21
201956_s_at GNPAT 206238_s_at YAF2 -0.53 0.44 -0.03
202092_s_at ARL2BP 206238_s_at YAF2 0.73 0.23 0.14
202151_s_at UBAC1 206238_s_at YAF2 0.51 -0.11 -0.32
202346_at HIP2 206238_s_at YAF2 0.60 0.04 -0.17
202505_at SNRPB2 206238_s_at YAF2 0.53 -0.16 -0.29
202593_s_at MIR16 206238_s_at YAF2 0.74 0.68 -0.03
202658_at PEX11B 206238_s_at YAF2 0.38 -0.18 -0.47
202907_s_at NBN 206238_s_at YAF2 0.44 -0.14 -0.39
203858_s_at COX10 206238_s_at YAF2 0.64 0.31 -0.21
203971_at SLC31A1 206238_s_at YAF2 -0.37 0.50 0.24
204649_at TROAP 206238_s_at YAF2 -0.56 -0.35 0.32
204659_s_at GFER 206238_s_at YAF2 -0.65 -0.35 0.32
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204826_at CCNF 206238_s_at YAF2 -0.63 -0.33 0.23
201183_s_at CHD4 206240_s_at ZNF136 0.52 -0.34 0.22
203975_s_at CHAF1A 206240_s_at ZNF136 0.49 -0.25 -0.12
200626_s_at MATR3 206313_at HLA-DOA 0.32 -0.42 -0.30
200603_at PRKAR1A 206332_s_at IFI16 0.21 0.77 0.06
200626_s_at MATR3 206332_s_at IFI16 -0.28 0.58 0.11
201077_s_at NHP2L1 206332_s_at IFI16 0.40 -0.38 -0.07
202562_s_at C14orf1 206332_s_at IFI16 0.58 0.17 -0.27
202646_s_at CSDE1 206332_s_at IFI16 -0.56 -0.10 0.27
203971_at SLC31A1 206337_at CCR7 -0.40 0.41 -0.29
201816_s_at GBAS 206353_at COX6A2 0.18 -0.58 -0.17
204641_at NEK2 206353_at COX6A2 0.01 -0.55 0.37
200065_s_at ARF1 206445_s_at PRMT1 0.62 -0.04 -0.33
200668_s_at UBE2D3 206468_s_at KIAA0859 0.56 -0.13 -0.06
200802_at SARS 206468_s_at KIAA0859 0.50 -0.16 -0.27
200626_s_at MATR3 206474_at PCTK2 0.46 -0.37 -0.34
200059_s_at RHOA 206491_s_at NAPA 0.39 -0.43 -0.24
202518_at BCL7B 206491_s_at NAPA -0.20 0.36 0.70
200086_s_at COX4I1 206508_at CD70 0.51 -0.32 0.02
200944_s_at HMGN1 206508_at CD70 0.16 -0.62 -0.31
201051_at ANP32A 206508_at CD70 -0.53 0.27 -0.17
201439_at GBF1 206508_at CD70 -0.06 0.58 0.59
201441_at COX6B1 206508_at CD70 0.52 -0.34 0.15
201717_at MRPL49 206508_at CD70 -0.46 0.03 0.47
201895_at ARAF 206508_at CD70 -0.25 0.45 0.43
202092_s_at ARL2BP 206508_at CD70 -0.41 0.39 0.02
204331_s_at MRPS12 206508_at CD70 -0.05 0.66 0.47
200626_s_at MATR3 206533_at CHRNA5 0.33 -0.52 -0.22
200682_s_at UBE2L3 206559_x_at EEF1A1 -0.39 0.41 -0.28
200996_at ACTR3 206559_x_at EEF1A1 0.06 0.69 -0.10
200626_s_at MATR3 206562_s_at CSNK1A1 0.53 -0.32 -0.31
203307_at GNL1 206562_s_at CSNK1A1 -0.64 -0.09 0.18
200042_at C22orf28 206567_s_at PHF20 -0.50 0.33 -0.08
200668_s_at UBE2D3 206567_s_at PHF20 -0.57 0.05 0.17
201455_s_at NPEPPS 206567_s_at PHF20 -0.45 0.30 0.11
201812_s_at TOMM7 206567_s_at PHF20 -0.19 0.54 0.53
201968_s_at PGM1 206567_s_at PHF20 -0.29 0.46 0.34
202810_at DRG1 206567_s_at PHF20 -0.62 0.17 -0.10
204158_s_at TCIRG1 206567_s_at PHF20 0.43 -0.19 -0.38
205480_s_at UGP2 206567_s_at PHF20 -0.49 0.25 0.35
200626_s_at MATR3 206586_at CNR2 0.40 -0.46 -0.17
201707_at PEX19 206586_at CNR2 0.30 -0.43 -0.37
201713_s_at RANBP2 206586_at CNR2 0.30 -0.48 -0.28
201816_s_at GBAS 206586_at CNR2 0.23 -0.51 -0.34
202228_s_at NPTN 206586_at CNR2 0.29 -0.48 -0.23
202934_at HK2 206586_at CNR2 -0.45 0.13 0.37
204634_at NEK4 206586_at CNR2 0.09 -0.66 -0.46
202139_at AKR7A2 206587_at CCT6B 0.35 -0.51 0.02
202370_s_at CBFB 206587_at CCT6B -0.57 0.19 -0.09
200097_s_at HNRPK 206621_s_at EIF4H 0.13 0.36 -0.58
203271_s_at UNC119 206641_at TNFRSF17 -0.35 -0.86 -0.65
200042_at C22orf28 206653_at POLR3G -0.16 0.63 0.43
202423_at MYST3 206656_s_at C20orf3 -0.46 0.21 0.45
203758_at CTSO 206656_s_at C20orf3 -0.23 0.36 0.55
204826_at CCNF 206656_s_at C20orf3 0.51 -0.14 -0.26
200001_at CAPNS1 206687_s_at PTPN6 -0.06 0.62 0.54
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200046_at DAD1 206687_s_at PTPN6 -0.46 0.31 -0.41
200626_s_at MATR3 206687_s_at PTPN6 -0.43 0.41 -0.23
200645_at GABARAP 206687_s_at PTPN6 -0.18 0.64 0.29
200675_at CD81 206687_s_at PTPN6 0.02 0.70 0.50
201146_at NFE2L2 206687_s_at PTPN6 -0.53 0.32 -0.34
201966_at NDUFS2 206687_s_at PTPN6 -0.34 0.45 0.17
202121_s_at CHMP2A 206687_s_at PTPN6 0.46 -0.36 -0.06
202466_at POLS 206687_s_at PTPN6 0.42 -0.16 -0.43
204286_s_at PMAIP1 206687_s_at PTPN6 -0.39 0.28 -0.59
204603_at EXO1 206687_s_at PTPN6 0.39 -0.47 0.08
201097_s_at ARF4 206688_s_at CPSF4 0.38 -0.26 -0.39
201771_at SCAMP3 206688_s_at CPSF4 0.48 -0.18 -0.26
202154_x_at TUBB3 206688_s_at CPSF4 -0.33 0.28 0.49
203307_at GNL1 206688_s_at CPSF4 -0.57 0.02 0.34
203758_at CTSO 206688_s_at CPSF4 0.38 -0.27 -0.39
200086_s_at COX4I1 206689_x_at HTATIP 0.41 -0.21 -0.38
200828_s_at ZNF207 206689_x_at HTATIP -0.40 0.44 -0.31
201266_at TXNRD1 206689_x_at HTATIP -0.39 0.47 -0.15
201413_at HSD17B4 206689_x_at HTATIP 0.22 -0.60 0.19
201441_at COX6B1 206689_x_at HTATIP 0.35 -0.42 -0.29
202224_at CRK 206689_x_at HTATIP -0.37 0.44 0.22
202934_at HK2 206689_x_at HTATIP 0.56 -0.25 0.17
201748_s_at SAFB 206724_at CBX4 -0.38 0.05 0.54
202121_s_at CHMP2A 206766_at ITGA10 -0.40 0.39 -0.07
200029_at RPL19 206790_s_at NDUFB1 0.52 -0.27 -0.09
200055_at TAF10 206790_s_at NDUFB1 0.41 0.45 -0.47
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 206790_s_at NDUFB1 -0.45 0.16 0.33
200626_s_at MATR3 206790_s_at NDUFB1 -0.38 0.56 0.07
200645_at GABARAP 206790_s_at NDUFB1 -0.17 0.54 -0.25
200668_s_at UBE2D3 206790_s_at NDUFB1 -0.40 -0.37 0.48
200675_at CD81 206790_s_at NDUFB1 -0.37 0.41 -0.43
200876_s_at PSMB1 206790_s_at NDUFB1 -0.47 -0.37 0.46
200885_at RHOC 206790_s_at NDUFB1 -0.44 0.54 0.00
201194_at SEPW1 206790_s_at NDUFB1 -0.37 0.33 0.40
201284_s_at APEH 206790_s_at NDUFB1 -0.59 0.28 -0.35
201317_s_at PSMA2 206790_s_at NDUFB1 -0.47 -0.09 0.47
201816_s_at GBAS 206790_s_at NDUFB1 -0.29 0.50 0.47
201886_at WDR23 206790_s_at NDUFB1 -0.34 0.50 -0.18
201897_s_at CKS1B 206790_s_at NDUFB1 -0.40 0.41 0.28
201956_s_at GNPAT 206790_s_at NDUFB1 0.48 -0.43 -0.13
202041_s_at FIBP 206790_s_at NDUFB1 -0.26 0.51 -0.36
202139_at AKR7A2 206790_s_at NDUFB1 -0.59 0.17 -0.31
204158_s_at TCIRG1 206790_s_at NDUFB1 0.40 0.48 -0.49
204372_s_at KHSRP 206790_s_at NDUFB1 0.44 0.37 -0.50
203409_at DDB2 206825_at OXTR 0.24 -0.54 -0.19
201673_s_at GYS1 206854_s_at MAP3K7 0.18 -0.58 -0.52
202092_s_at ARL2BP 206854_s_at MAP3K7 0.39 -0.36 -0.29
202095_s_at BIRC5 206854_s_at MAP3K7 -0.31 0.53 0.27
202870_s_at CDC20 206854_s_at MAP3K7 -0.41 0.46 0.23
203383_s_at GOLGA1 206854_s_at MAP3K7 0.47 -0.31 -0.09
203858_s_at COX10 206854_s_at MAP3K7 0.42 -0.33 -0.25
204088_at P2RX4 206854_s_at MAP3K7 0.22 -0.55 -0.11
204209_at PCYT1A 206854_s_at MAP3K7 0.33 -0.49 0.03
204716_at CCDC6 206854_s_at MAP3K7 0.53 -0.19 -0.15
204826_at CCNF 206854_s_at MAP3K7 -0.34 0.47 0.22
205335_s_at SRP19 206854_s_at MAP3K7 -0.29 0.48 0.24
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205851_at NME6 206854_s_at MAP3K7 0.45 -0.35 0.04
206586_at CNR2 206854_s_at MAP3K7 0.32 -0.46 -0.23
200626_s_at MATR3 206861_s_at CGGBP1 0.23 -0.61 -0.28
200603_at PRKAR1A 206900_x_at ZNF253 0.35 -0.45 0.01
200626_s_at MATR3 206900_x_at ZNF253 0.42 -0.49 0.04
202505_at SNRPB2 206900_x_at ZNF253 0.24 -0.58 0.03
203566_s_at AGL 206900_x_at ZNF253 0.24 -0.54 0.07
200029_at RPL19 206920_s_at GLE1L -0.48 0.14 0.40
200055_at TAF10 206920_s_at GLE1L -0.40 -0.16 0.52
200623_s_at CALM3 206920_s_at GLE1L -0.04 -0.16 0.71
200626_s_at MATR3 206920_s_at GLE1L 0.48 -0.35 -0.47
201823_s_at RNF14 206920_s_at GLE1L 0.61 0.42 -0.28
201956_s_at GNPAT 206920_s_at GLE1L -0.61 0.19 -0.18
203406_at MFAP1 206920_s_at GLE1L 0.49 0.23 -0.47
203511_s_at TRAPPC3 206920_s_at GLE1L 0.61 0.41 -0.30
203635_at DSCR3 206920_s_at GLE1L 0.41 -0.38 -0.34
200055_at TAF10 206968_s_at NFRKB -0.31 0.08 0.64
200623_s_at CALM3 206968_s_at NFRKB -0.02 0.11 0.77
200773_x_at PTMA 206968_s_at NFRKB -0.19 0.10 0.65
203616_at POLB 206968_s_at NFRKB 0.38 -0.23 -0.53
204960_at PTPRCAP 206968_s_at NFRKB -0.10 0.14 0.70
206854_s_at MAP3K7 206968_s_at NFRKB 0.30 -0.46 -0.25
200691_s_at HSPA9 206976_s_at HSPH1 0.60 -0.15 0.51
200976_s_at TAX1BP1 206976_s_at HSPH1 -0.58 0.16 -0.06
201503_at G3BP1 206976_s_at HSPH1 0.80 0.18 0.77
202140_s_at CLK3 206976_s_at HSPH1 -0.55 0.04 -0.77
202954_at UBE2C 206976_s_at HSPH1 0.34 -0.31 -0.44
121_at PAX8 206989_s_at SFRS2IP 0.20 -0.72 -0.12
1494_f_at CYP2A6 206989_s_at SFRS2IP 0.31 -0.58 -0.19
200042_at C22orf28 206989_s_at SFRS2IP 0.25 -0.64 0.04
200055_at TAF10 206989_s_at SFRS2IP -0.52 0.31 -0.08
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 206989_s_at SFRS2IP 0.47 -0.33 0.00
200804_at TEGT 206989_s_at SFRS2IP 0.43 -0.67 -0.14
200828_s_at ZNF207 206989_s_at SFRS2IP 0.40 -0.41 -0.11
201292_at TOP2A 206989_s_at SFRS2IP 0.12 0.73 -0.03
201748_s_at SAFB 206989_s_at SFRS2IP -0.59 0.28 0.07
201756_at RPA2 206989_s_at SFRS2IP 0.50 -0.45 0.20
201779_s_at RNF13 206989_s_at SFRS2IP 0.39 -0.42 0.14
201783_s_at RELA 206989_s_at SFRS2IP 0.24 -0.63 -0.20
201835_s_at PRKAB1 206989_s_at SFRS2IP 0.36 -0.42 -0.17
201946_s_at CCT2 206989_s_at SFRS2IP 0.32 -0.50 0.12
201991_s_at KIF5B 206989_s_at SFRS2IP 0.56 -0.21 0.49
202092_s_at ARL2BP 206989_s_at SFRS2IP 0.40 -0.50 -0.01
202199_s_at SRPK1 206989_s_at SFRS2IP 0.36 -0.47 0.04
202224_at CRK 206989_s_at SFRS2IP 0.43 -0.38 0.29
202298_at NDUFA1 206989_s_at SFRS2IP -0.30 0.57 0.08
202329_at CSK 206989_s_at SFRS2IP -0.32 0.49 0.39
202423_at MYST3 206989_s_at SFRS2IP 0.49 -0.35 0.22
202488_s_at FXYD3 206989_s_at SFRS2IP 0.20 -0.73 -0.09
202593_s_at MIR16 206989_s_at SFRS2IP 0.47 -0.34 0.16
202818_s_at TCEB3 206989_s_at SFRS2IP 0.25 -0.59 -0.10
202954_at UBE2C 206989_s_at SFRS2IP -0.54 0.32 -0.23
203090_at SDF2 206989_s_at SFRS2IP 0.26 -0.63 -0.16
203659_s_at TRIM13 206989_s_at SFRS2IP 0.46 -0.36 0.09
203858_s_at COX10 206989_s_at SFRS2IP 0.38 -0.40 -0.13
204158_s_at TCIRG1 206989_s_at SFRS2IP -0.50 0.41 -0.10
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204274_at EBAG9 206989_s_at SFRS2IP -0.04 0.70 0.22
204334_at KLF7 206989_s_at SFRS2IP 0.34 -0.46 0.17
204610_s_at CCDC85B 206989_s_at SFRS2IP -0.47 0.34 -0.10
204641_at NEK2 206989_s_at SFRS2IP 0.09 0.68 -0.15
204822_at TTK 206989_s_at SFRS2IP 0.00 0.71 -0.02
205851_at NME6 206989_s_at SFRS2IP 0.34 -0.47 0.01
206238_s_at YAF2 206989_s_at SFRS2IP 0.51 -0.28 -0.14
206332_s_at IFI16 206989_s_at SFRS2IP 0.00 0.76 0.11
206533_at CHRNA5 206989_s_at SFRS2IP 0.22 -0.55 -0.09
206562_s_at CSNK1A1 206989_s_at SFRS2IP 0.37 -0.39 -0.27
206586_at CNR2 206989_s_at SFRS2IP 0.32 -0.49 -0.04
206790_s_at NDUFB1 206989_s_at SFRS2IP -0.20 0.59 0.06
206861_s_at CGGBP1 206989_s_at SFRS2IP 0.13 -0.63 -0.19
206900_x_at ZNF253 206989_s_at SFRS2IP 0.35 -0.51 0.08
200086_s_at COX4I1 207071_s_at ACO1 -0.30 0.48 -0.20
200626_s_at MATR3 207071_s_at ACO1 0.40 -0.57 0.07
201146_at NFE2L2 207071_s_at ACO1 0.45 -0.52 -0.30
201713_s_at RANBP2 207071_s_at ACO1 0.36 -0.41 -0.22
206989_s_at SFRS2IP 207071_s_at ACO1 0.34 -0.46 -0.15
200029_at RPL19 207079_s_at MED6 -0.55 0.13 0.24
200045_at ABCF1 207079_s_at MED6 0.46 0.02 -0.50
200052_s_at ILF2 207079_s_at MED6 0.70 0.20 -0.27
200078_s_at ATP6V0B 207079_s_at MED6 0.56 0.01 -0.52
200613_at AP2M1 207079_s_at MED6 0.66 0.04 -0.23
200626_s_at MATR3 207079_s_at MED6 0.56 -0.30 -0.19
200793_s_at ACO2 207079_s_at MED6 0.63 0.05 -0.34
201052_s_at PSMF1 207079_s_at MED6 0.46 -0.25 -0.35
201066_at CYC1 207079_s_at MED6 0.51 0.01 -0.43
201075_s_at SMARCC1 207079_s_at MED6 0.77 0.42 -0.01
201115_at POLD2 207079_s_at MED6 0.58 -0.07 -0.30
201192_s_at PITPNA 207079_s_at MED6 0.66 0.50 -0.26
201267_s_at PSMC3 207079_s_at MED6 0.68 0.39 -0.20
201284_s_at APEH 207079_s_at MED6 0.64 0.07 -0.26
201376_s_at HNRPF 207079_s_at MED6 0.74 0.47 -0.14
201441_at COX6B1 207079_s_at MED6 -0.54 -0.14 0.35
201574_at ETF1 207079_s_at MED6 0.57 0.27 -0.30
201756_at RPA2 207079_s_at MED6 0.48 -0.04 -0.35
202139_at AKR7A2 207079_s_at MED6 0.69 -0.09 0.16
202151_s_at UBAC1 207079_s_at MED6 0.61 -0.02 -0.35
202348_s_at TOR1A 207079_s_at MED6 0.53 0.23 -0.45
202418_at YIF1A 207079_s_at MED6 0.34 -0.01 -0.57
202593_s_at MIR16 207079_s_at MED6 0.72 0.52 -0.24
202810_at DRG1 207079_s_at MED6 0.59 0.20 -0.28
202957_at HCLS1 207079_s_at MED6 0.47 -0.18 -0.41
203511_s_at TRAPPC3 207079_s_at MED6 0.76 0.51 -0.04
204147_s_at TFDP1 207079_s_at MED6 0.73 0.53 -0.07
204283_at FARS2 207079_s_at MED6 0.59 -0.04 -0.12
204331_s_at MRPS12 207079_s_at MED6 0.70 0.01 -0.10
204820_s_at TN3A2 ::: BTN3A 207079_s_at MED6 -0.53 -0.16 0.34
205895_s_at NOLC1 207079_s_at MED6 0.66 0.51 -0.33
206052_s_at SLBP 207079_s_at MED6 0.47 0.28 -0.44
206491_s_at NAPA 207079_s_at MED6 0.55 0.04 -0.27
200603_at PRKAR1A 207096_at SAA4 0.25 -0.58 0.12
206989_s_at SFRS2IP 207096_at SAA4 0.17 -0.59 -0.11
200055_at TAF10 207163_s_at AKT1 0.06 0.64 0.68
200682_s_at UBE2L3 207163_s_at AKT1 0.28 -0.59 -0.52
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203652_at MAP3K11 207163_s_at AKT1 -0.14 0.41 0.63
200691_s_at HSPA9 207186_s_at BPTF -0.08 0.51 -0.48
203345_s_at MTF2 207186_s_at BPTF 0.62 -0.11 0.59
204771_s_at TTF1 207186_s_at BPTF 0.76 -0.06 0.72
206567_s_at PHF20 207186_s_at BPTF 0.67 -0.14 0.44
200850_s_at AHCYL1 207198_s_at LIMS1 0.31 -0.49 0.25
201991_s_at KIF5B 207198_s_at LIMS1 0.51 -0.36 0.28
201209_at HDAC1 207243_s_at CALM2 -0.33 0.48 -0.02
200626_s_at MATR3 207275_s_at ACSL1 0.58 -0.30 -0.16
200866_s_at PSAP 207275_s_at ACSL1 0.56 0.05 -0.27
202139_at AKR7A2 207275_s_at ACSL1 0.52 -0.16 -0.26
202164_s_at CNOT8 207275_s_at ACSL1 0.66 0.43 -0.22
202845_s_at RALBP1 207275_s_at ACSL1 0.44 -0.14 -0.48
203635_at DSCR3 207275_s_at ACSL1 0.61 -0.04 -0.03
205408_at MLLT10 207275_s_at ACSL1 0.63 0.66 -0.16
202151_s_at UBAC1 207304_at ZNF45 0.53 -0.19 -0.31
203415_at PDCD6 207304_at ZNF45 0.48 0.04 -0.41
200603_at PRKAR1A 207389_at GP1BA 0.15 -0.59 -0.31
200626_s_at MATR3 207389_at GP1BA 0.10 -0.61 -0.47
202169_s_at AASDHPPT 207389_at GP1BA 0.11 -0.64 -0.32
202334_s_at UBE2B 207389_at GP1BA 0.30 -0.51 -0.37
1294_at UBE1L 207419_s_at RAC2 -0.29 0.27 0.55
200613_at AP2M1 207419_s_at RAC2 0.64 0.24 -0.24
200828_s_at ZNF207 207419_s_at RAC2 0.60 0.22 -0.29
200876_s_at PSMB1 207419_s_at RAC2 0.44 -0.14 -0.44
201267_s_at PSMC3 207419_s_at RAC2 0.61 0.26 -0.24
201274_at PSMA5 207419_s_at RAC2 0.21 -0.19 -0.66
201781_s_at AIP 207419_s_at RAC2 0.86 0.45 0.43
201946_s_at CCT2 207419_s_at RAC2 0.50 0.22 -0.47
202810_at DRG1 207419_s_at RAC2 0.45 -0.14 -0.49
203511_s_at TRAPPC3 207419_s_at RAC2 0.63 0.12 -0.17
204158_s_at TCIRG1 207419_s_at RAC2 -0.36 0.27 0.54
200092_s_at RPL37 207438_s_at SNUPN -0.45 0.23 0.25
203406_at MFAP1 207438_s_at SNUPN 0.55 0.03 -0.40
204649_at TROAP 207438_s_at SNUPN -0.56 -0.02 0.34
202488_s_at FXYD3 207513_s_at ZNF189 0.11 -0.64 -0.09
204234_s_at ZNF195 207513_s_at ZNF189 0.46 -0.35 -0.20
206825_at OXTR 207515_s_at POLR1C -0.17 0.57 0.32
200626_s_at MATR3 207524_at ST7 0.42 -0.47 -0.05
200699_at --- 207524_at ST7 -0.34 0.47 -0.09
204219_s_at PSMC1 207524_at ST7 -0.33 0.47 0.19
204334_at KLF7 207524_at ST7 0.60 0.65 -0.19
206989_s_at SFRS2IP 207524_at ST7 0.30 -0.48 -0.31
200042_at C22orf28 207541_s_at EXOSC10 -0.22 0.56 -0.04
200626_s_at MATR3 207565_s_at MR1 0.43 -0.24 -0.30
200008_s_at GDI2 207598_x_at XRCC2 -0.51 0.12 0.23
202164_s_at CNOT8 207598_x_at XRCC2 -0.51 -0.04 0.46
204174_at ALOX5AP 207598_x_at XRCC2 -0.55 0.02 0.28
200001_at CAPNS1 207614_s_at CUL1 0.39 -0.45 -0.31
200008_s_at GDI2 207614_s_at CUL1 0.66 0.11 -0.14
200645_at GABARAP 207614_s_at CUL1 0.18 -0.56 -0.43
200656_s_at P4HB 207614_s_at CUL1 0.42 -0.18 -0.41
200675_at CD81 207614_s_at CUL1 0.33 -0.37 -0.37
200866_s_at PSAP 207614_s_at CUL1 0.56 -0.11 -0.21
200885_at RHOC 207614_s_at CUL1 0.40 -0.43 -0.36
200922_at KDELR1 207614_s_at CUL1 0.27 -0.45 -0.40
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201075_s_at SMARCC1 207614_s_at CUL1 0.70 0.17 -0.14
201119_s_at COX8A 207614_s_at CUL1 0.30 -0.51 -0.31
201781_s_at AIP 207614_s_at CUL1 0.56 0.31 -0.36
201805_at PRKAG1 207614_s_at CUL1 0.64 -0.07 0.10
201895_at ARAF 207614_s_at CUL1 0.53 -0.21 -0.32
201956_s_at GNPAT 207614_s_at CUL1 -0.46 0.34 0.00
202139_at AKR7A2 207614_s_at CUL1 0.63 -0.04 -0.29
202151_s_at UBAC1 207614_s_at CUL1 0.70 0.09 0.06
202164_s_at CNOT8 207614_s_at CUL1 0.59 0.24 -0.26
202296_s_at RER1 207614_s_at CUL1 0.44 -0.32 -0.27
202471_s_at IDH3G 207614_s_at CUL1 0.48 -0.26 -0.25
202957_at HCLS1 207614_s_at CUL1 0.43 -0.38 0.06
204088_at P2RX4 207614_s_at CUL1 0.55 0.22 -0.35
204725_s_at NCK1 207614_s_at CUL1 0.58 0.28 -0.31
207419_s_at RAC2 207614_s_at CUL1 0.58 0.03 -0.52
200640_at YWHAZ 207628_s_at WBSCR22 0.48 -0.28 0.46
200042_at C22orf28 207630_s_at CREM 0.58 -0.30 0.12
201748_s_at SAFB 207630_s_at CREM -0.61 0.11 -0.03
202329_at CSK 207630_s_at CREM -0.57 0.18 -0.13
202593_s_at MIR16 207630_s_at CREM 0.73 0.18 0.17
205480_s_at UGP2 207630_s_at CREM 0.66 0.02 0.01
202329_at CSK 207641_at TNFRSF13B 0.47 -0.29 -0.20
202659_at PSMB10 207641_at TNFRSF13B 0.60 -0.09 0.07
203292_s_at VPS11 207641_at TNFRSF13B 0.64 -0.03 0.15
200079_s_at KARS 207688_s_at INHBC -0.42 0.40 -0.15
200623_s_at CALM3 207722_s_at BTBD2 0.15 0.75 0.74
200626_s_at MATR3 207727_s_at MUTYH -0.58 0.19 -0.04
200055_at TAF10 207740_s_at NUP62 -0.19 0.54 0.67
200613_at AP2M1 207740_s_at NUP62 0.64 -0.08 0.15
200668_s_at UBE2D3 207740_s_at NUP62 0.36 -0.43 -0.41
200682_s_at UBE2L3 207740_s_at NUP62 0.35 -0.43 -0.32
200701_at NPC2 207740_s_at NUP62 -0.27 0.49 -0.20
203371_s_at NDUFB3 207740_s_at NUP62 0.12 -0.65 -0.56
203652_at MAP3K11 207740_s_at NUP62 -0.22 0.48 0.62
205480_s_at UGP2 207740_s_at NUP62 0.27 -0.61 -0.29
205865_at ARID3A 207740_s_at NUP62 -0.06 0.64 0.54
207079_s_at MED6 207740_s_at NUP62 0.66 0.09 -0.05
200726_at PPP1CC 207760_s_at NCOR2 -0.05 -0.75 -0.46
200990_at TRIM28 207760_s_at NCOR2 -0.11 0.59 0.54
201115_at POLD2 207760_s_at NCOR2 -0.40 0.39 0.53
201801_s_at SLC29A1 207760_s_at NCOR2 -0.51 0.17 0.36
202139_at AKR7A2 207760_s_at NCOR2 -0.39 0.42 0.41
202471_s_at IDH3G 207760_s_at NCOR2 -0.38 0.41 0.26
203388_at ARRB2 207760_s_at NCOR2 -0.25 0.46 0.45
204331_s_at MRPS12 207760_s_at NCOR2 -0.53 0.10 0.30
202593_s_at MIR16 207785_s_at RBPJ 0.22 -0.15 -0.63
200609_s_at WDR1 207813_s_at FDXR 0.12 -0.64 -0.39
200675_at CD81 207813_s_at FDXR 0.05 0.71 0.48
200804_at TEGT 207813_s_at FDXR -0.01 -0.71 0.08
201631_s_at IER3 207813_s_at FDXR 0.44 -0.33 -0.10
201952_at ALCAM 207813_s_at FDXR 0.20 -0.59 -0.19
202043_s_at SMS 207813_s_at FDXR -0.21 0.57 -0.07
202461_at EIF2B2 207813_s_at FDXR 0.14 -0.60 -0.35
202621_at IRF3 207813_s_at FDXR 0.05 0.73 0.30
203190_at NDUFS8 207813_s_at FDXR 0.06 0.70 0.09
205126_at VRK2 207813_s_at FDXR 0.15 -0.59 -0.31
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205194_at PSPH 207813_s_at FDXR -0.19 0.58 -0.21
207176_s_at CD80 207813_s_at FDXR 0.33 -0.52 0.01
200626_s_at MATR3 207830_s_at PPP1R8 0.63 -0.21 0.38
202139_at AKR7A2 207830_s_at PPP1R8 0.49 -0.18 -0.32
206238_s_at YAF2 207830_s_at PPP1R8 0.66 0.53 -0.33
200661_at CTSA 207845_s_at ANAPC10 0.41 -0.35 -0.22
203522_at CCS 207845_s_at ANAPC10 0.30 -0.52 -0.09
200086_s_at COX4I1 207945_s_at CSNK1D 0.38 -0.40 -0.18
205194_at PSPH 207972_at GLRA1 0.17 -0.58 -0.30
200046_at DAD1 207974_s_at SKP1A 0.59 -0.21 -0.02
200052_s_at ILF2 207974_s_at SKP1A 0.74 -0.03 0.35
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 207974_s_at SKP1A 0.70 -0.03 0.20
200626_s_at MATR3 207974_s_at SKP1A 0.60 -0.26 0.05
200757_s_at CALU 207974_s_at SKP1A 0.51 -0.22 -0.28
200807_s_at HSPD1 207974_s_at SKP1A -0.24 0.50 0.35
201146_at NFE2L2 207974_s_at SKP1A 0.61 -0.31 -0.02
201227_s_at NDUFB8 207974_s_at SKP1A -0.57 0.03 0.16
201441_at COX6B1 207974_s_at SKP1A -0.60 0.12 0.17
201762_s_at PSME2 207974_s_at SKP1A -0.36 0.36 0.35
201805_at PRKAG1 207974_s_at SKP1A 0.60 -0.08 0.00
201895_at ARAF 207974_s_at SKP1A 0.66 -0.14 -0.03
201956_s_at GNPAT 207974_s_at SKP1A -0.64 0.19 -0.16
202139_at AKR7A2 207974_s_at SKP1A 0.75 0.15 0.17
202313_at PPP2R2A 207974_s_at SKP1A 0.65 0.00 0.06
202562_s_at C14orf1 207974_s_at SKP1A -0.63 -0.11 0.17
204331_s_at MRPS12 207974_s_at SKP1A 0.70 0.05 0.31
206567_s_at PHF20 207974_s_at SKP1A -0.59 0.13 -0.13
207630_s_at CREM 207974_s_at SKP1A 0.68 -0.04 0.11
202384_s_at TCOF1 208003_s_at NFAT5 0.43 -0.38 -0.25
203975_s_at CHAF1A 208003_s_at NFAT5 0.60 -0.04 -0.03
207598_x_at XRCC2 208003_s_at NFAT5 0.66 -0.09 0.24
200626_s_at MATR3 208035_at GRM6 0.38 -0.42 -0.15
206854_s_at MAP3K7 208035_at GRM6 0.41 -0.42 0.08
200626_s_at MATR3 208066_s_at GTF2B 0.40 -0.47 0.03
202139_at AKR7A2 208066_s_at GTF2B 0.33 -0.48 -0.42
202151_s_at UBAC1 208066_s_at GTF2B 0.31 -0.40 -0.45
202929_s_at DDT 208066_s_at GTF2B 0.16 -0.70 -0.35
203415_at PDCD6 208066_s_at GTF2B 0.45 0.00 -0.46
204331_s_at MRPS12 208066_s_at GTF2B 0.29 -0.42 -0.56
200682_s_at UBE2L3 208074_s_at AP2S1 0.40 -0.41 -0.11
204158_s_at TCIRG1 208074_s_at AP2S1 -0.24 0.55 0.05
200056_s_at C1D 208079_s_at AURKA -0.21 0.62 0.24
200059_s_at RHOA 208079_s_at AURKA -0.54 0.42 0.31
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 208079_s_at AURKA -0.54 0.30 -0.24
200603_at PRKAR1A 208079_s_at AURKA -0.10 0.67 0.08
200626_s_at MATR3 208079_s_at AURKA -0.52 0.59 -0.12
200645_at GABARAP 208079_s_at AURKA -0.54 0.32 -0.20
200657_at SLC25A5 208079_s_at AURKA -0.50 -0.14 0.39
200800_s_at SPA1A ::: HSPA 208079_s_at AURKA 0.38 -0.34 -0.44
200804_at TEGT 208079_s_at AURKA -0.69 -0.51 0.22
200866_s_at PSAP 208079_s_at AURKA -0.62 0.01 0.15
200885_at RHOC 208079_s_at AURKA -0.54 0.35 -0.11
201077_s_at NHP2L1 208079_s_at AURKA 0.60 -0.33 -0.11
201088_at KPNA2 208079_s_at AURKA 0.32 0.78 0.09
201146_at NFE2L2 208079_s_at AURKA -0.48 0.40 -0.18
201343_at UBE2D2 208079_s_at AURKA -0.37 0.45 0.22
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201588_at TXNL1 208079_s_at AURKA 0.47 -0.29 -0.09
201713_s_at RANBP2 208079_s_at AURKA -0.34 0.48 -0.02
201738_at EIF1B 208079_s_at AURKA -0.41 0.40 0.24
201762_s_at PSME2 208079_s_at AURKA 0.61 -0.34 -0.29
201800_s_at OSBP 208079_s_at AURKA -0.34 0.38 0.40
201816_s_at GBAS 208079_s_at AURKA -0.29 0.49 0.15
201886_at WDR23 208079_s_at AURKA -0.35 0.46 0.00
201897_s_at CKS1B 208079_s_at AURKA -0.10 0.71 0.70
201956_s_at GNPAT 208079_s_at AURKA 0.61 -0.33 0.04
202042_at HARS 208079_s_at AURKA 0.44 -0.19 -0.35
202164_s_at CNOT8 208079_s_at AURKA -0.50 -0.08 0.38
202174_s_at PCM1 208079_s_at AURKA -0.24 0.49 0.37
202228_s_at NPTN 208079_s_at AURKA -0.35 0.54 -0.09
202520_s_at MLH1 208079_s_at AURKA -0.31 0.30 0.51
202527_s_at SMAD4 208079_s_at AURKA -0.45 0.38 0.10
202529_at PRPSAP1 208079_s_at AURKA -0.43 0.33 0.21
202562_s_at C14orf1 208079_s_at AURKA 0.73 0.27 -0.06
202735_at EBP 208079_s_at AURKA 0.69 0.07 0.21
202934_at HK2 208079_s_at AURKA 0.50 -0.22 -0.15
203087_s_at KIF2A 208079_s_at AURKA -0.41 0.37 0.26
203103_s_at PRPF19 208079_s_at AURKA 0.38 -0.42 -0.03
203293_s_at LMAN1 208079_s_at AURKA -0.54 0.00 0.28
203356_at CAPN7 208079_s_at AURKA -0.44 0.38 0.08
203362_s_at MAD2L1 208079_s_at AURKA -0.09 0.62 0.47
203445_s_at CTDSP2 208079_s_at AURKA -0.28 0.41 0.45
203781_at MRPL33 208079_s_at AURKA -0.50 0.18 0.26
203971_at SLC31A1 208079_s_at AURKA 0.58 -0.20 0.26
204034_at ETHE1 208079_s_at AURKA -0.36 0.42 0.27
204246_s_at DCTN3 208079_s_at AURKA -0.58 0.23 0.26
204444_at KIF11 208079_s_at AURKA 0.13 0.75 0.57
204962_s_at CENPA 208079_s_at AURKA 0.26 0.84 0.75
205371_s_at DBT 208079_s_at AURKA -0.50 0.18 0.26
205480_s_at UGP2 208079_s_at AURKA -0.54 -0.06 0.33
206238_s_at YAF2 208079_s_at AURKA -0.59 -0.22 0.45
206653_at POLR3G 208079_s_at AURKA 0.36 -0.40 -0.27
206854_s_at MAP3K7 208079_s_at AURKA -0.39 0.57 0.30
206989_s_at SFRS2IP 208079_s_at AURKA -0.35 0.60 -0.18
207630_s_at CREM 208079_s_at AURKA -0.46 0.33 0.16
200626_s_at MATR3 208097_s_at TXNDC1 0.63 -0.24 -0.08
201386_s_at DHX15 208113_x_at PABPC3 -0.69 -0.10 0.00
202670_at MAP2K1 208113_x_at PABPC3 -0.56 -0.33 0.34
205480_s_at UGP2 208113_x_at PABPC3 -0.54 0.08 0.28
207438_s_at SNUPN 208113_x_at PABPC3 -0.45 0.27 0.30
207614_s_at CUL1 208113_x_at PABPC3 -0.67 0.08 -0.41
203406_at MFAP1 208118_x_at SLC7A5P1 0.47 -0.02 -0.40
200001_at CAPNS1 208132_x_at BAT2 -0.04 0.60 0.64
200086_s_at COX4I1 208132_x_at BAT2 0.28 -0.32 -0.52
200675_at CD81 208132_x_at BAT2 -0.08 0.60 0.55
201441_at COX6B1 208132_x_at BAT2 0.36 -0.23 -0.57
201675_at AKAP1 208132_x_at BAT2 -0.24 0.15 0.67
201801_s_at SLC29A1 208132_x_at BAT2 -0.16 0.47 0.65
202139_at AKR7A2 208132_x_at BAT2 -0.35 0.48 0.39
202151_s_at UBAC1 208132_x_at BAT2 -0.33 0.44 0.53
202505_at SNRPB2 208132_x_at BAT2 -0.48 0.02 0.39
202545_at PRKCD 208132_x_at BAT2 -0.15 0.63 0.42
202958_at PTPN9 208132_x_at BAT2 -0.31 0.25 0.59
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203415_at PDCD6 208132_x_at BAT2 -0.33 0.38 0.54
204331_s_at MRPS12 208132_x_at BAT2 -0.20 0.47 0.56
204630_s_at GOSR1 208132_x_at BAT2 0.14 -0.43 -0.62
202028_s_at RPL38 208152_s_at DDX21 -0.02 0.55 -0.40
202169_s_at AASDHPPT 208152_s_at DDX21 0.71 0.03 0.60
203416_at CD53 208152_s_at DDX21 -0.23 0.49 -0.33
204031_s_at PCBP2 208152_s_at DDX21 -0.36 0.37 -0.56
200086_s_at COX4I1 208249_s_at TGDS -0.42 0.35 0.10
200626_s_at MATR3 208249_s_at TGDS 0.53 -0.32 -0.11
201051_at ANP32A 208249_s_at TGDS 0.38 -0.17 -0.45
201675_at AKAP1 208249_s_at TGDS 0.27 -0.17 -0.63
201756_at RPA2 208249_s_at TGDS 0.47 0.08 -0.48
201762_s_at PSME2 208249_s_at TGDS -0.59 0.20 -0.18
201956_s_at GNPAT 208249_s_at TGDS -0.27 0.50 0.23
202151_s_at UBAC1 208249_s_at TGDS 0.30 -0.19 -0.61
202169_s_at AASDHPPT 208249_s_at TGDS 0.44 -0.33 -0.12
202505_at SNRPB2 208249_s_at TGDS 0.54 -0.23 -0.27
202798_at SEC24B 208249_s_at TGDS 0.71 0.09 0.23
202910_s_at CD97 208249_s_at TGDS -0.56 0.21 -0.03
203366_at POLG 208249_s_at TGDS -0.48 0.29 0.13
204219_s_at PSMC1 208249_s_at TGDS -0.29 0.51 -0.06
206989_s_at SFRS2IP 208249_s_at TGDS 0.44 -0.36 -0.15
200008_s_at GDI2 208310_s_at C7orf28A 0.72 0.25 0.06
200029_at RPL19 208310_s_at C7orf28A -0.59 0.18 -0.51
200046_at DAD1 208310_s_at C7orf28A 0.40 -0.42 -0.12
200059_s_at RHOA 208310_s_at C7orf28A 0.72 0.02 -0.14
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 208310_s_at C7orf28A 0.66 -0.08 0.28
200626_s_at MATR3 208310_s_at C7orf28A 0.73 -0.28 0.25
200657_at SLC25A5 208310_s_at C7orf28A 0.62 0.22 -0.22
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 208310_s_at C7orf28A 0.77 0.60 0.04
200866_s_at PSAP 208310_s_at C7orf28A 0.68 0.00 0.10
200885_at RHOC 208310_s_at C7orf28A 0.35 -0.50 -0.28
201194_at SEPW1 208310_s_at C7orf28A 0.46 -0.30 -0.06
201227_s_at NDUFB8 208310_s_at C7orf28A -0.66 -0.07 -0.06
201317_s_at PSMA2 208310_s_at C7orf28A 0.68 0.05 -0.02
201588_at TXNL1 208310_s_at C7orf28A -0.54 0.30 -0.37
201653_at CNIH 208310_s_at C7orf28A 0.45 -0.22 -0.28
201956_s_at GNPAT 208310_s_at C7orf28A -0.61 0.35 -0.15
202139_at AKR7A2 208310_s_at C7orf28A 0.67 -0.11 0.04
202169_s_at AASDHPPT 208310_s_at C7orf28A 0.39 -0.39 0.32
202264_s_at TOMM40 208310_s_at C7orf28A -0.32 0.31 0.51
202505_at SNRPB2 208310_s_at C7orf28A 0.56 -0.30 0.05
203087_s_at KIF2A 208310_s_at C7orf28A 0.66 -0.01 0.03
206989_s_at SFRS2IP 208310_s_at C7orf28A 0.47 -0.43 -0.05
207079_s_at MED6 208310_s_at C7orf28A 0.73 0.47 -0.12
207630_s_at CREM 208310_s_at C7orf28A 0.64 -0.17 0.35
200042_at C22orf28 208313_s_at SF1 0.62 -0.39 0.25
200046_at DAD1 208313_s_at SF1 0.54 0.29 -0.38
200055_at TAF10 208313_s_at SF1 -0.25 0.47 0.62
200655_s_at CALM1 208313_s_at SF1 -0.35 0.51 0.40
200668_s_at UBE2D3 208313_s_at SF1 0.63 -0.11 -0.19
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 208313_s_at SF1 0.62 -0.14 0.27
200876_s_at PSMB1 208313_s_at SF1 0.50 -0.26 -0.34
201002_s_at ua-UEV ::: UBE2 208313_s_at SF1 0.64 -0.09 0.07
201192_s_at PITPNA 208313_s_at SF1 0.76 0.12 0.64
201256_at COX7A2L 208313_s_at SF1 0.20 -0.22 -0.63
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201274_at PSMA5 208313_s_at SF1 0.42 -0.38 -0.02
201317_s_at PSMA2 208313_s_at SF1 0.49 -0.28 -0.30
201322_at ATP5B 208313_s_at SF1 0.71 -0.16 0.51
201455_s_at NPEPPS 208313_s_at SF1 0.43 -0.42 -0.08
201659_s_at ARL1 208313_s_at SF1 0.29 -0.39 -0.49
201748_s_at SAFB 208313_s_at SF1 -0.33 0.46 0.36
201805_at PRKAG1 208313_s_at SF1 0.64 -0.05 -0.02
201847_at LIPA 208313_s_at SF1 0.39 -0.30 -0.32
201924_at AFF1 208313_s_at SF1 -0.70 -0.03 -0.59
201946_s_at CCT2 208313_s_at SF1 0.67 -0.15 0.33
201955_at CCNC 208313_s_at SF1 0.32 -0.31 -0.46
202039_at MYO18A 208313_s_at SF1 -0.40 0.34 0.31
202179_at BLMH 208313_s_at SF1 0.59 -0.16 0.17
202329_at CSK 208313_s_at SF1 -0.29 0.50 0.35
202384_s_at TCOF1 208313_s_at SF1 -0.12 -0.08 0.77
202461_at EIF2B2 208313_s_at SF1 0.54 -0.22 0.14
202518_at BCL7B 208313_s_at SF1 -0.02 0.65 0.67
202593_s_at MIR16 208313_s_at SF1 0.72 -0.20 0.35
202715_at CAD 208313_s_at SF1 0.45 -0.17 0.69
202810_at DRG1 208313_s_at SF1 0.59 -0.28 0.15
202954_at UBE2C 208313_s_at SF1 -0.11 0.66 0.24
203150_at RABEPK 208313_s_at SF1 0.28 -0.46 0.32
203190_at NDUFS8 208313_s_at SF1 -0.21 0.22 0.67
203340_s_at SLC25A12 208313_s_at SF1 0.56 -0.29 -0.04
203371_s_at NDUFB3 208313_s_at SF1 0.43 -0.32 -0.54
203511_s_at TRAPPC3 208313_s_at SF1 0.68 -0.04 0.04
203752_s_at JUND 208313_s_at SF1 -0.26 0.62 0.32
203771_s_at BLVRA 208313_s_at SF1 0.45 -0.36 -0.21
204088_at P2RX4 208313_s_at SF1 0.44 -0.32 -0.16
204158_s_at TCIRG1 208313_s_at SF1 -0.46 0.28 0.25
204274_at EBAG9 208313_s_at SF1 -0.55 0.16 -0.59
204372_s_at KHSRP 208313_s_at SF1 -0.19 0.54 0.67
204641_at NEK2 208313_s_at SF1 -0.32 0.51 -0.04
204780_s_at FAS 208313_s_at SF1 0.47 -0.24 -0.25
205480_s_at UGP2 208313_s_at SF1 0.50 -0.46 -0.40
206238_s_at YAF2 208313_s_at SF1 0.42 -0.31 -0.29
206687_s_at PTPN6 208313_s_at SF1 -0.31 0.52 0.46
207079_s_at MED6 208313_s_at SF1 0.57 -0.03 -0.25
207974_s_at SKP1A 208313_s_at SF1 0.70 -0.06 0.15
208079_s_at AURKA 208313_s_at SF1 -0.36 0.45 -0.26
208132_x_at BAT2 208313_s_at SF1 -0.19 0.49 0.60
208310_s_at C7orf28A 208313_s_at SF1 0.65 -0.18 0.52
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 208319_s_at RBM3 0.51 -0.18 -0.26
203293_s_at LMAN1 208319_s_at RBM3 0.54 -0.22 0.13
208113_x_at PABPC3 208319_s_at RBM3 -0.13 0.61 0.02
200626_s_at MATR3 208336_s_at GPSN2 -0.56 0.13 0.04
200643_at HDLBP 208336_s_at GPSN2 0.53 -0.26 0.17
201077_s_at NHP2L1 208336_s_at GPSN2 0.66 0.09 -0.09
201669_s_at MARCKS 208336_s_at GPSN2 -0.68 -0.14 -0.03
202907_s_at NBN 208336_s_at GPSN2 -0.64 0.06 -0.09
204603_at EXO1 208336_s_at GPSN2 0.53 -0.27 -0.19
204050_s_at CLTA 208361_s_at POLR3D 0.52 0.05 -0.32
200682_s_at UBE2L3 208369_s_at GCDH 0.32 -0.44 -0.25
202151_s_at UBAC1 208369_s_at GCDH 0.17 0.75 0.68
200603_at PRKAR1A 208384_s_at MID2 0.19 -0.56 0.07
200626_s_at MATR3 208445_s_at BAZ1B -0.53 0.10 0.19
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200804_at TEGT 208445_s_at BAZ1B -0.60 -0.15 0.21
201051_at ANP32A 208445_s_at BAZ1B -0.39 0.22 0.41
201077_s_at NHP2L1 208445_s_at BAZ1B 0.55 -0.15 -0.09
201142_at EIF2S1 208445_s_at BAZ1B -0.46 -0.15 0.44
201227_s_at NDUFB8 208445_s_at BAZ1B 0.44 -0.14 -0.37
201441_at COX6B1 208445_s_at BAZ1B 0.42 -0.15 -0.44
201756_at RPA2 208445_s_at BAZ1B -0.48 0.09 0.32
201762_s_at PSME2 208445_s_at BAZ1B 0.73 -0.01 0.22
202092_s_at ARL2BP 208445_s_at BAZ1B -0.60 0.05 0.22
202423_at MYST3 208445_s_at BAZ1B -0.64 -0.17 0.15
202529_at PRPSAP1 208445_s_at BAZ1B -0.60 0.18 -0.02
202735_at EBP 208445_s_at BAZ1B 0.63 -0.12 0.03
202954_at UBE2C 208445_s_at BAZ1B 0.78 0.49 0.09
203667_at TBCA 208445_s_at BAZ1B 0.33 -0.22 -0.54
204812_at ZW10 208445_s_at BAZ1B -0.47 -0.20 0.47
200626_s_at MATR3 208447_s_at PRPS1 0.49 -0.46 -0.09
200802_at SARS 208447_s_at PRPS1 0.60 0.00 -0.15
200866_s_at PSAP 208447_s_at PRPS1 0.70 0.16 0.08
201146_at NFE2L2 208447_s_at PRPS1 0.41 -0.35 -0.21
201886_at WDR23 208447_s_at PRPS1 0.41 -0.46 -0.13
201956_s_at GNPAT 208447_s_at PRPS1 -0.55 0.38 0.14
202139_at AKR7A2 208447_s_at PRPS1 0.77 0.11 0.36
202593_s_at MIR16 208447_s_at PRPS1 0.74 0.72 -0.03
203307_at GNL1 208447_s_at PRPS1 -0.50 -0.29 0.41
206042_x_at SNRPN 208447_s_at PRPS1 0.67 0.59 -0.14
200029_at RPL19 208453_s_at XPNPEP1 -0.59 0.12 -0.07
200626_s_at MATR3 208453_s_at XPNPEP1 0.53 -0.41 0.08
200802_at SARS 208453_s_at XPNPEP1 0.62 -0.06 -0.09
200828_s_at ZNF207 208453_s_at XPNPEP1 0.70 0.49 -0.19
200866_s_at PSAP 208453_s_at XPNPEP1 0.66 0.22 -0.09
201956_s_at GNPAT 208453_s_at XPNPEP1 -0.50 0.20 0.20
203635_at DSCR3 208453_s_at XPNPEP1 0.55 -0.31 0.21
203664_s_at POLR2D 208453_s_at XPNPEP1 0.69 0.12 0.08
206854_s_at MAP3K7 208453_s_at XPNPEP1 0.29 -0.49 -0.12
207614_s_at CUL1 208453_s_at XPNPEP1 0.70 0.27 -0.15
200069_at SART3 208478_s_at BAX -0.50 0.29 -0.15
200600_at MSN 208478_s_at BAX -0.24 0.53 0.19
200682_s_at UBE2L3 208478_s_at BAX 0.27 -0.51 -0.17
204219_s_at PSMC1 208478_s_at BAX 0.33 -0.46 -0.41
207513_s_at ZNF189 208478_s_at BAX -0.47 0.36 -0.02
201546_at TRIP12 208511_at PTTG3 -0.42 0.45 0.15
201812_s_at TOMM7 208511_at PTTG3 -0.24 0.58 0.28
203635_at DSCR3 208511_at PTTG3 -0.31 0.46 0.22
200626_s_at MATR3 208524_at GPR15 0.52 -0.35 -0.18
201956_s_at GNPAT 208524_at GPR15 -0.62 0.21 -0.26
202139_at AKR7A2 208524_at GPR15 0.56 -0.14 -0.01
208313_s_at SF1 208524_at GPR15 0.58 -0.25 0.06
200008_s_at GDI2 208549_x_at PTMA -0.45 0.01 0.45
200014_s_at HNRPC 208549_x_at PTMA 0.33 -0.51 -0.08
201994_at MORF4L2 208549_x_at PTMA 0.53 -0.22 0.04
202139_at AKR7A2 208549_x_at PTMA -0.42 0.36 0.35
204331_s_at MRPS12 208549_x_at PTMA -0.40 0.38 0.16
204490_s_at CD44 208549_x_at PTMA -0.42 0.17 0.44
204638_at ACP5 208588_at FKSG2 0.46 -0.26 -0.22
201052_s_at PSMF1 208610_s_at SRRM2 -0.36 0.41 -0.57
203319_s_at ZNF148 208610_s_at SRRM2 0.37 0.27 0.88
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204771_s_at TTF1 208610_s_at SRRM2 0.79 0.17 0.79
1494_f_at CYP2A6 208619_at DDB1 0.41 -0.18 -0.39
200655_s_at CALM1 208619_at DDB1 -0.48 0.16 0.29
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 208619_at DDB1 0.67 0.11 0.04
200804_at TEGT 208619_at DDB1 0.58 -0.08 -0.07
200828_s_at ZNF207 208619_at DDB1 0.74 0.10 0.42
200854_at NCOR1 208619_at DDB1 -0.42 0.15 0.51
201441_at COX6B1 208619_at DDB1 -0.59 0.19 -0.07
201463_s_at TALDO1 208619_at DDB1 -0.39 0.35 0.35
202562_s_at C14orf1 208619_at DDB1 -0.54 0.08 0.47
202839_s_at NDUFB7 208619_at DDB1 -0.56 0.21 -0.01
203858_s_at COX10 208619_at DDB1 0.61 -0.16 -0.14
204659_s_at GFER 208619_at DDB1 -0.62 0.21 -0.28
205408_at MLLT10 208619_at DDB1 0.56 -0.10 -0.17
206238_s_at YAF2 208619_at DDB1 0.65 0.09 -0.01
206586_at CNR2 208619_at DDB1 0.44 -0.27 -0.26
208445_s_at BAZ1B 208619_at DDB1 -0.49 0.24 0.34
200035_at DULLARD 208620_at PCBP1 -0.08 0.07 0.74
200055_at TAF10 208620_at PCBP1 -0.17 -0.01 0.74
200626_s_at MATR3 208620_at PCBP1 0.40 -0.42 -0.35
200668_s_at UBE2D3 208620_at PCBP1 0.42 0.09 -0.48
200852_x_at GNB2 208620_at PCBP1 0.20 0.28 0.87
201256_at COX7A2L 208620_at PCBP1 0.27 -0.40 -0.60
201317_s_at PSMA2 208620_at PCBP1 0.51 0.19 -0.43
201738_at EIF1B 208620_at PCBP1 0.16 -0.58 -0.38
201807_at VPS26A 208620_at PCBP1 -0.07 -0.64 -0.70
202313_at PPP2R2A 208620_at PCBP1 0.50 -0.10 -0.38
202384_s_at TCOF1 208620_at PCBP1 -0.20 0.43 0.60
203175_at RHOG 208620_at PCBP1 0.05 0.25 0.79
203239_s_at CNOT3 208620_at PCBP1 0.02 0.19 0.79
203376_at CDC40 208620_at PCBP1 0.27 -0.45 -0.58
203406_at MFAP1 208620_at PCBP1 0.49 0.02 -0.38
204158_s_at TCIRG1 208620_at PCBP1 -0.43 -0.10 0.49
205423_at AP1B1 208620_at PCBP1 -0.14 0.40 0.64
205480_s_at UGP2 208620_at PCBP1 0.61 0.03 -0.26
207614_s_at CUL1 208620_at PCBP1 0.57 0.21 -0.34
201386_s_at DHX15 208628_s_at YBX1 -0.39 0.41 0.24
201801_s_at SLC29A1 208628_s_at YBX1 -0.25 0.37 0.52
201946_s_at CCT2 208628_s_at YBX1 -0.40 0.48 -0.12
202199_s_at SRPK1 208628_s_at YBX1 -0.50 0.41 0.09
202448_s_at ZER1 208628_s_at YBX1 -0.36 0.27 0.55
203538_at CAMLG 208628_s_at YBX1 0.32 -0.48 0.36
203858_s_at COX10 208628_s_at YBX1 -0.49 0.11 0.31
203880_at COX17 208628_s_at YBX1 0.35 -0.51 -0.23
204725_s_at NCK1 208628_s_at YBX1 -0.47 0.28 0.16
205267_at POU2AF1 208628_s_at YBX1 0.59 0.09 -0.20
206184_at CRKL 208628_s_at YBX1 -0.31 0.38 0.41
206474_at PCTK2 208628_s_at YBX1 -0.33 0.48 0.09
206687_s_at PTPN6 208628_s_at YBX1 0.50 -0.28 0.39
206920_s_at GLE1L 208628_s_at YBX1 -0.31 0.41 0.37
200052_s_at ILF2 208631_s_at HADHA 0.69 -0.04 0.02
200078_s_at ATP6V0B 208631_s_at HADHA 0.52 -0.20 -0.08
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 208631_s_at HADHA 0.59 -0.10 -0.08
200626_s_at MATR3 208631_s_at HADHA 0.56 -0.14 -0.31
200793_s_at ACO2 208631_s_at HADHA 0.69 -0.14 0.26
200802_at SARS 208631_s_at HADHA 0.64 0.10 -0.06
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200828_s_at ZNF207 208631_s_at HADHA 0.65 0.20 -0.14
200876_s_at PSMB1 208631_s_at HADHA 0.58 -0.05 -0.41
201051_at ANP32A 208631_s_at HADHA 0.48 -0.28 -0.05
201052_s_at PSMF1 208631_s_at HADHA 0.55 -0.32 -0.01
201089_at ATP6V1B2 208631_s_at HADHA 0.61 0.12 -0.22
201264_at COPE 208631_s_at HADHA 0.46 -0.33 0.27
201267_s_at PSMC3 208631_s_at HADHA 0.59 -0.08 -0.01
201956_s_at GNPAT 208631_s_at HADHA -0.56 0.26 -0.02
202139_at AKR7A2 208631_s_at HADHA 0.79 0.06 0.48
202151_s_at UBAC1 208631_s_at HADHA 0.63 -0.11 0.26
202593_s_at MIR16 208631_s_at HADHA 0.68 0.18 -0.21
202810_at DRG1 208631_s_at HADHA 0.61 -0.04 -0.08
203511_s_at TRAPPC3 208631_s_at HADHA 0.72 0.07 0.24
204331_s_at MRPS12 208631_s_at HADHA 0.68 -0.19 0.27
204649_at TROAP 208631_s_at HADHA -0.49 0.06 0.35
208079_s_at AURKA 208631_s_at HADHA -0.46 0.16 0.33
208319_s_at RBM3 208631_s_at HADHA 0.41 -0.28 -0.32
200741_s_at RPS27 208642_s_at XRCC5 0.01 0.60 -0.27
201082_s_at DCTN1 208642_s_at XRCC5 0.33 -0.44 0.35
201748_s_at SAFB 208642_s_at XRCC5 0.07 -0.63 0.16
205241_at SCO2 208642_s_at XRCC5 0.24 -0.33 0.61
208249_s_at TGDS 208642_s_at XRCC5 -0.17 0.45 -0.52
201471_s_at SQSTM1 208652_at PPP2CA -0.17 0.62 0.11
200042_at C22orf28 208654_s_at CD164 0.34 -0.35 -0.40
201748_s_at SAFB 208654_s_at CD164 -0.64 -0.08 0.05
201756_at RPA2 208654_s_at CD164 0.56 -0.14 -0.13
202092_s_at ARL2BP 208654_s_at CD164 0.49 -0.22 -0.15
208079_s_at AURKA 208654_s_at CD164 -0.45 0.42 -0.02
208310_s_at C7orf28A 208654_s_at CD164 0.70 0.09 0.04
201823_s_at RNF14 208655_at CCNI 0.39 -0.38 -0.27
201145_at HAX1 208659_at CLIC1 0.51 -0.30 0.34
201991_s_at KIF5B 208662_s_at TTC3 0.75 0.10 0.61
202102_s_at BRD4 208662_s_at TTC3 0.77 0.09 0.75
203975_s_at CHAF1A 208662_s_at TTC3 0.43 -0.33 -0.15
207198_s_at LIMS1 208662_s_at TTC3 0.59 -0.18 0.47
200045_at ABCF1 208666_s_at ST13 0.45 -0.25 -0.23
200048_s_at JTB 208666_s_at ST13 0.55 -0.15 -0.26
200051_at SART1 208666_s_at ST13 -0.71 -0.19 -0.07
200077_s_at OAZ1 208666_s_at ST13 -0.64 -0.06 0.05
200078_s_at ATP6V0B 208666_s_at ST13 0.43 -0.49 0.03
200626_s_at MATR3 208666_s_at ST13 0.78 0.07 0.08
200828_s_at ZNF207 208666_s_at ST13 0.63 -0.11 0.00
200866_s_at PSAP 208666_s_at ST13 0.66 -0.03 0.13
200925_at COX6A1 208666_s_at ST13 -0.75 -0.45 0.20
200944_s_at HMGN1 208666_s_at ST13 -0.55 0.22 -0.31
200984_s_at CD59 208666_s_at ST13 0.68 -0.02 0.23
201077_s_at NHP2L1 208666_s_at ST13 -0.61 -0.02 0.18
201146_at NFE2L2 208666_s_at ST13 0.70 0.03 0.08
201227_s_at NDUFB8 208666_s_at ST13 -0.67 0.03 0.03
201317_s_at PSMA2 208666_s_at ST13 0.65 0.01 0.05
201434_at TTC1 208666_s_at ST13 0.65 -0.21 -0.10
201441_at COX6B1 208666_s_at ST13 -0.74 -0.09 0.11
201713_s_at RANBP2 208666_s_at ST13 0.71 0.12 0.14
201748_s_at SAFB 208666_s_at ST13 -0.78 -0.37 -0.09
201756_at RPA2 208666_s_at ST13 0.74 0.08 0.09
201762_s_at PSME2 208666_s_at ST13 -0.65 -0.02 -0.09
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201803_at POLR2B 208666_s_at ST13 0.58 0.18 -0.26
201955_at CCNC 208666_s_at ST13 0.60 0.13 -0.21
201956_s_at GNPAT 208666_s_at ST13 -0.59 0.19 -0.14
202092_s_at ARL2BP 208666_s_at ST13 0.69 -0.14 -0.07
202346_at HIP2 208666_s_at ST13 0.74 0.29 -0.20
202423_at MYST3 208666_s_at ST13 0.62 -0.07 -0.14
202520_s_at MLH1 208666_s_at ST13 0.63 0.19 -0.21
202527_s_at SMAD4 208666_s_at ST13 0.77 0.38 0.13
202562_s_at C14orf1 208666_s_at ST13 -0.65 0.09 0.15
202592_at BLOC1S1 208666_s_at ST13 -0.71 -0.24 -0.02
202593_s_at MIR16 208666_s_at ST13 0.72 0.13 0.01
202717_s_at CDC16 208666_s_at ST13 0.68 0.11 -0.04
202735_at EBP 208666_s_at ST13 -0.62 0.17 -0.10
202798_at SEC24B 208666_s_at ST13 0.73 0.14 0.23
202839_s_at NDUFB7 208666_s_at ST13 -0.70 -0.39 0.18
203008_x_at TXNDC9 208666_s_at ST13 0.66 0.19 -0.09
203087_s_at KIF2A 208666_s_at ST13 0.79 0.34 0.18
203307_at GNL1 208666_s_at ST13 -0.73 -0.39 0.14
203356_at CAPN7 208666_s_at ST13 0.67 0.19 -0.09
203406_at MFAP1 208666_s_at ST13 0.72 0.15 0.11
203667_at TBCA 208666_s_at ST13 -0.48 0.36 0.19
204109_s_at NFYA 208666_s_at ST13 0.63 -0.01 0.03
204158_s_at TCIRG1 208666_s_at ST13 -0.73 -0.23 -0.10
204659_s_at GFER 208666_s_at ST13 -0.71 -0.40 0.08
204716_at CCDC6 208666_s_at ST13 0.72 0.24 -0.01
204812_at ZW10 208666_s_at ST13 0.67 0.18 -0.28
205621_at ALKBH1 208666_s_at ST13 0.64 -0.04 -0.01
206238_s_at YAF2 208666_s_at ST13 0.73 0.32 0.02
206508_at CD70 208666_s_at ST13 -0.58 -0.30 0.41
207630_s_at CREM 208666_s_at ST13 0.61 -0.12 0.07
208619_at DDB1 208666_s_at ST13 0.65 -0.12 -0.01
200012_x_at RPL21 208669_s_at EID1 0.01 0.56 -0.37
200018_at RPS13 208669_s_at EID1 -0.06 0.66 -0.45
200029_at RPL19 208669_s_at EID1 -0.09 0.61 -0.22
200046_at DAD1 208669_s_at EID1 0.15 -0.59 0.03
200062_s_at RPL30 208669_s_at EID1 0.00 0.58 -0.41
200603_at PRKAR1A 208669_s_at EID1 0.51 -0.29 0.39
200626_s_at MATR3 208669_s_at EID1 0.30 -0.36 0.54
200650_s_at LDHA 208669_s_at EID1 0.02 0.65 -0.23
200674_s_at RPL32 208669_s_at EID1 -0.15 0.58 -0.41
200681_at GLO1 208669_s_at EID1 -0.04 0.68 0.23
200682_s_at UBE2L3 208669_s_at EID1 -0.06 0.66 0.12
200716_x_at RPL13A 208669_s_at EID1 0.05 0.64 -0.42
200717_x_at RPL7 208669_s_at EID1 0.04 0.56 -0.43
200735_x_at NACA 208669_s_at EID1 0.12 0.61 -0.33
200741_s_at RPS27 208669_s_at EID1 0.13 0.68 -0.19
200763_s_at RPLP1 208669_s_at EID1 -0.01 0.59 -0.33
200809_x_at RPL12 208669_s_at EID1 -0.14 0.54 -0.48
200819_s_at RPS15 208669_s_at EID1 -0.14 0.51 -0.50
200834_s_at RPS21 208669_s_at EID1 -0.25 0.49 -0.38
200886_s_at 8 ::: hCG_20152 208669_s_at EID1 0.02 0.51 -0.45
200926_at RPS23 208669_s_at EID1 0.00 0.67 -0.31
200933_x_at RPS4X 208669_s_at EID1 0.02 0.56 -0.36
201030_x_at LDHB 208669_s_at EID1 0.18 0.68 -0.18
201049_s_at RPS18 208669_s_at EID1 -0.07 0.59 -0.41
201052_s_at PSMF1 208669_s_at EID1 0.23 -0.49 0.35
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201132_at HNRPH2 208669_s_at EID1 0.25 -0.52 0.32
201237_at CAPZA2 208669_s_at EID1 0.12 -0.61 0.47
201257_x_at RPS3A 208669_s_at EID1 0.06 0.61 -0.35
201293_x_at PPIA 208669_s_at EID1 -0.08 0.59 -0.49
201429_s_at RPL37A 208669_s_at EID1 -0.11 0.59 -0.37
201592_at EIF3S3 208669_s_at EID1 -0.02 0.62 -0.37
201665_x_at RPS17 208669_s_at EID1 -0.01 0.61 -0.40
201956_s_at GNPAT 208669_s_at EID1 -0.15 0.64 -0.04
202169_s_at AASDHPPT 208669_s_at EID1 0.25 -0.38 0.57
202329_at CSK 208669_s_at EID1 -0.25 -0.52 0.49
202602_s_at HTATSF1 208669_s_at EID1 0.30 -0.46 0.38
203034_s_at RPL27A 208669_s_at EID1 0.04 0.62 -0.34
204892_x_at EEF1A1 208669_s_at EID1 -0.05 0.54 -0.37
205194_at PSPH 208669_s_at EID1 0.42 -0.52 0.38
205854_at TULP3 208669_s_at EID1 -0.19 0.54 -0.35
206559_x_at EEF1A1 208669_s_at EID1 -0.06 0.54 -0.45
200613_at AP2M1 208675_s_at DDOST 0.57 -0.02 -0.47
201115_at POLD2 208675_s_at DDOST 0.47 -0.15 -0.39
202471_s_at IDH3G 208675_s_at DDOST 0.75 0.26 -0.03
202810_at DRG1 208675_s_at DDOST 0.44 -0.23 -0.28
207614_s_at CUL1 208675_s_at DDOST 0.49 -0.27 -0.16
200042_at C22orf28 208684_at COPA 0.49 -0.04 -0.34
200626_s_at MATR3 208684_at COPA 0.51 -0.30 -0.27
200728_at ACTR2 208684_at COPA 0.62 -0.13 -0.06
200793_s_at ACO2 208684_at COPA 0.62 -0.10 0.15
200885_at RHOC 208684_at COPA 0.63 0.02 -0.14
201756_at RPA2 208684_at COPA 0.47 -0.24 -0.29
202139_at AKR7A2 208684_at COPA 0.55 -0.31 0.00
202176_at ERCC3 208684_at COPA 0.48 -0.29 -0.10
202545_at PRKCD 208684_at COPA 0.67 -0.15 -0.17
207614_s_at CUL1 208684_at COPA 0.59 -0.09 -0.13
207974_s_at SKP1A 208684_at COPA 0.38 -0.07 -0.51
208079_s_at AURKA 208684_at COPA -0.59 -0.17 0.31
200059_s_at RHOA 208689_s_at RPN2 0.56 -0.14 -0.03
200626_s_at MATR3 208689_s_at RPN2 0.44 -0.34 -0.22
200658_s_at PHB 208689_s_at RPN2 0.39 -0.06 -0.54
200750_s_at RAN 208689_s_at RPN2 0.33 -0.20 -0.57
200918_s_at SRPR 208689_s_at RPN2 0.13 0.61 0.77
201115_at POLD2 208689_s_at RPN2 0.40 -0.07 -0.49
201317_s_at PSMA2 208689_s_at RPN2 0.50 -0.08 -0.37
201386_s_at DHX15 208689_s_at RPN2 0.65 0.31 -0.20
201946_s_at CCT2 208689_s_at RPN2 0.61 0.33 -0.30
201956_s_at GNPAT 208689_s_at RPN2 -0.58 0.17 0.02
202009_at TWF2 208689_s_at RPN2 0.45 -0.04 -0.41
202139_at AKR7A2 208689_s_at RPN2 0.52 -0.19 -0.10
202539_s_at HMGCR 208689_s_at RPN2 0.24 -0.17 -0.62
204331_s_at MRPS12 208689_s_at RPN2 0.61 0.15 -0.18
207974_s_at SKP1A 208689_s_at RPN2 0.57 0.13 -0.45
208447_s_at PRPS1 208689_s_at RPN2 0.58 0.33 -0.30
200870_at STRAP 208692_at RPS3 -0.16 0.51 -0.34
200996_at ACTR3 208692_at RPS3 0.11 0.69 -0.12
201264_at COPE 208692_at RPS3 0.33 -0.48 -0.02
208669_s_at EID1 208692_at RPS3 0.03 0.57 -0.35
200023_s_at EIF3S5 208694_at PRKDC -0.41 0.34 -0.44
200059_s_at RHOA 208695_s_at RPL39 -0.26 0.49 0.60
201756_at RPA2 208695_s_at RPL39 -0.60 0.15 -0.34
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204725_s_at NCK1 208695_s_at RPL39 -0.56 0.04 0.24
200028_s_at STARD7 208697_s_at EIF3S6 -0.32 0.50 -0.13
200055_at TAF10 208697_s_at EIF3S6 0.30 -0.55 -0.18
200668_s_at UBE2D3 208697_s_at EIF3S6 -0.23 0.61 0.03
200682_s_at UBE2L3 208697_s_at EIF3S6 -0.47 0.63 -0.05
200870_at STRAP 208697_s_at EIF3S6 -0.27 0.50 -0.17
202678_at GTF2A2 208697_s_at EIF3S6 -0.50 0.29 -0.48
204219_s_at PSMC1 208697_s_at EIF3S6 -0.34 0.54 -0.39
208669_s_at EID1 208697_s_at EIF3S6 -0.02 0.66 -0.24
201717_at MRPL49 208706_s_at EIF5 0.36 -0.29 -0.40
202742_s_at PRKACB 208706_s_at EIF5 0.33 -0.45 0.29
202068_s_at LDLR 208709_s_at NRD1 0.17 -0.48 -0.54
200055_at TAF10 208714_at NDUFV1 0.10 0.72 0.68
200066_at IK 208714_at NDUFV1 0.29 -0.49 -0.45
200655_s_at CALM1 208714_at NDUFV1 -0.22 0.59 0.20
200668_s_at UBE2D3 208714_at NDUFV1 0.23 -0.60 -0.44
200682_s_at UBE2L3 208714_at NDUFV1 0.28 -0.54 -0.43
200802_at SARS 208714_at NDUFV1 0.59 -0.03 -0.20
200978_at MDH1 208714_at NDUFV1 0.33 -0.48 0.13
201002_s_at UBE2V1 208714_at NDUFV1 0.43 -0.36 0.04
201031_s_at HNRPH1 208714_at NDUFV1 -0.32 0.49 -0.04
201176_s_at ARCN1 208714_at NDUFV1 0.10 -0.61 -0.43
202168_at TAF9 208714_at NDUFV1 0.28 -0.55 -0.03
202678_at GTF2A2 208714_at NDUFV1 0.34 -0.55 0.17
204369_at PIK3CA 208714_at NDUFV1 0.41 -0.37 -0.06
205480_s_at UGP2 208714_at NDUFV1 0.41 -0.55 -0.05
207614_s_at CUL1 208714_at NDUFV1 0.47 -0.36 -0.19
208066_s_at GTF2B 208714_at NDUFV1 0.13 -0.53 -0.55
201379_s_at TPD52L2 208717_at OXA1L 0.28 -0.17 -0.57
204706_at INPP5E 208718_at DDX17 0.54 -0.33 0.14
207760_s_at NCOR2 208718_at DDX17 0.38 -0.32 -0.39
200828_s_at ZNF207 208720_s_at RBM39 -0.21 0.56 -0.15
201413_at HSD17B4 208720_s_at RBM39 0.30 -0.50 0.23
202562_s_at C14orf1 208720_s_at RBM39 0.22 -0.52 -0.35
202951_at STK38 208720_s_at RBM39 0.33 -0.55 0.04
205895_s_at NOLC1 208720_s_at RBM39 -0.04 0.65 -0.24
206474_at PCTK2 208720_s_at RBM39 -0.11 0.62 -0.05
206790_s_at NDUFB1 208720_s_at RBM39 0.14 -0.62 -0.27
207515_s_at POLR1C 208720_s_at RBM39 0.03 0.64 -0.19
200626_s_at MATR3 208721_s_at ANAPC5 0.52 -0.35 -0.20
200720_s_at ACTR1A 208721_s_at ANAPC5 0.57 0.74 -0.09
201956_s_at GNPAT 208721_s_at ANAPC5 -0.66 0.12 -0.07
202593_s_at MIR16 208721_s_at ANAPC5 0.77 0.71 -0.01
202876_s_at PBX2 208721_s_at ANAPC5 0.23 -0.57 0.29
201051_at ANP32A 208724_s_at RAB1A 0.45 -0.27 -0.28
202092_s_at ARL2BP 208724_s_at RAB1A 0.45 -0.39 0.05
204716_at CCDC6 208724_s_at RAB1A 0.57 -0.14 -0.06
200001_at CAPNS1 208726_s_at EIF2S2 0.00 -0.69 -0.41
200046_at DAD1 208726_s_at EIF2S2 0.42 -0.60 0.00
200086_s_at COX4I1 208726_s_at EIF2S2 -0.31 0.49 0.14
200626_s_at MATR3 208726_s_at EIF2S2 0.52 -0.35 -0.15
200681_at GLO1 208726_s_at EIF2S2 -0.30 0.63 0.15
200926_at RPS23 208726_s_at EIF2S2 -0.36 0.46 0.04
201051_at ANP32A 208726_s_at EIF2S2 0.45 -0.25 -0.24
201052_s_at PSMF1 208726_s_at EIF2S2 0.16 -0.64 -0.39
201066_at CYC1 208726_s_at EIF2S2 0.51 -0.20 -0.10
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201119_s_at COX8A 208726_s_at EIF2S2 0.37 -0.61 -0.16
201146_at NFE2L2 208726_s_at EIF2S2 0.54 -0.25 -0.01
201237_at CAPZA2 208726_s_at EIF2S2 0.11 -0.65 -0.23
201264_at COPE 208726_s_at EIF2S2 -0.08 -0.74 -0.31
201956_s_at GNPAT 208726_s_at EIF2S2 -0.30 0.63 0.33
202139_at AKR7A2 208726_s_at EIF2S2 0.46 -0.39 -0.18
202505_at SNRPB2 208726_s_at EIF2S2 0.38 -0.40 -0.35
203366_at POLG 208726_s_at EIF2S2 -0.44 0.36 0.25
204331_s_at MRPS12 208726_s_at EIF2S2 0.34 -0.48 -0.39
205733_at BLM 208726_s_at EIF2S2 -0.25 0.54 0.07
208669_s_at EID1 208726_s_at EIF2S2 0.15 0.69 -0.14
208714_at NDUFV1 208726_s_at EIF2S2 0.13 -0.60 -0.34
200001_at CAPNS1 208742_s_at SAP18 -0.01 -0.70 -0.50
200055_at TAF10 208742_s_at SAP18 0.10 -0.73 -0.47
200634_at PFN1 208742_s_at SAP18 0.20 -0.66 -0.43
200655_s_at CALM1 208742_s_at SAP18 0.10 -0.65 -0.30
200736_s_at GPX1 208742_s_at SAP18 0.15 -0.67 -0.30
200903_s_at AHCY 208742_s_at SAP18 0.28 -0.41 -0.48
200964_at UBE1 208742_s_at SAP18 0.11 -0.63 -0.38
200990_at TRIM28 208742_s_at SAP18 0.18 -0.46 -0.57
201052_s_at PSMF1 208742_s_at SAP18 0.19 -0.58 0.00
201082_s_at DCTN1 208742_s_at SAP18 0.16 -0.60 -0.42
201113_at TUFM 208742_s_at SAP18 0.33 -0.37 -0.48
201119_s_at COX8A 208742_s_at SAP18 0.19 -0.61 0.03
201264_at COPE 208742_s_at SAP18 0.32 -0.61 -0.27
201526_at ARF5 208742_s_at SAP18 0.03 -0.68 -0.47
201894_s_at SSR1 208742_s_at SAP18 0.12 -0.57 0.20
201903_at UQCRC1 208742_s_at SAP18 0.27 -0.59 -0.29
202041_s_at FIBP 208742_s_at SAP18 0.28 -0.57 -0.44
202161_at PKN1 208742_s_at SAP18 0.17 -0.56 -0.42
202488_s_at FXYD3 208742_s_at SAP18 -0.37 0.43 -0.20
202779_s_at UBE2S 208742_s_at SAP18 0.26 -0.57 -0.22
202954_at UBE2C 208742_s_at SAP18 0.20 -0.55 -0.31
203109_at UBE2M 208742_s_at SAP18 0.12 -0.60 -0.43
203113_s_at EEF1D 208742_s_at SAP18 0.46 -0.39 0.27
203190_at NDUFS8 208742_s_at SAP18 0.28 -0.49 -0.24
203254_s_at TLN1 208742_s_at SAP18 0.03 -0.67 -0.55
203683_s_at VEGFB 208742_s_at SAP18 0.12 -0.62 -0.35
204610_s_at CCDC85B 208742_s_at SAP18 0.15 -0.58 -0.41
204789_at FMNL1 208742_s_at SAP18 0.07 -0.64 -0.46
204960_at PTPRCAP 208742_s_at SAP18 0.22 -0.69 -0.30
206687_s_at PTPN6 208742_s_at SAP18 0.19 -0.58 -0.36
206766_at ITGA10 208742_s_at SAP18 -0.45 0.35 -0.17
200019_s_at FAU 208756_at EIF3S2 0.02 0.69 0.49
201052_s_at PSMF1 208761_s_at SUMO1 0.50 -0.33 0.12
1494_f_at CYP2A6 208766_s_at HNRPR 0.26 -0.50 -0.33
202092_s_at ARL2BP 208766_s_at HNRPR 0.30 -0.49 -0.05
204962_s_at CENPA 208777_s_at PSMD11 0.50 -0.07 -0.31
200059_s_at RHOA 208780_x_at VAPA -0.56 0.10 0.28
200668_s_at UBE2D3 208780_x_at VAPA -0.44 0.38 0.37
200876_s_at PSMB1 208780_x_at VAPA -0.56 -0.10 0.31
201002_s_at UBE2V1 208780_x_at VAPA -0.47 0.30 0.01
201256_at COX7A2L 208780_x_at VAPA -0.14 0.56 0.68
201546_at TRIP12 208780_x_at VAPA -0.32 0.67 0.25
202546_at VAMP8 208780_x_at VAPA -0.57 0.12 0.06
203190_at NDUFS8 208780_x_at VAPA 0.01 -0.52 -0.72
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203719_at ERCC1 208780_x_at VAPA 0.41 -0.34 -0.28
203818_s_at SF3A3 208780_x_at VAPA 0.22 -0.02 -0.63
204158_s_at TCIRG1 208780_x_at VAPA 0.35 -0.33 -0.41
205480_s_at UGP2 208780_x_at VAPA -0.46 0.33 0.39
207079_s_at MED6 208780_x_at VAPA -0.67 -0.13 0.33
207760_s_at NCOR2 208780_x_at VAPA 0.45 -0.17 -0.33
208066_s_at GTF2B 208780_x_at VAPA -0.33 0.36 0.50
208631_s_at HADHA 208780_x_at VAPA -0.68 -0.06 -0.11
200626_s_at MATR3 208785_s_at MAP1LC3B 0.40 -0.28 -0.37
200655_s_at CALM1 208787_at MRPL3 0.21 -0.58 -0.03
200691_s_at HSPA9 208787_at MRPL3 0.50 -0.31 0.34
201894_s_at SSR1 208787_at MRPL3 0.14 -0.61 -0.08
202168_at TAF9 208787_at MRPL3 0.11 0.75 0.45
203411_s_at LMNA 208788_at ELOVL5 0.04 -0.62 -0.61
200997_at RBM4 208799_at PSMB5 0.59 -0.27 0.38
200077_s_at OAZ1 208804_s_at SFRS6 -0.49 0.18 -0.69
200059_s_at RHOA 208811_s_at DNAJB6 0.59 0.05 -0.16
201847_at LIPA 208811_s_at DNAJB6 0.38 -0.51 -0.02
203371_s_at NDUFB3 208811_s_at DNAJB6 0.30 -0.47 -0.20
200042_at C22orf28 208813_at GOT1 -0.15 0.63 0.59
200065_s_at ARF1 208813_at GOT1 0.43 -0.30 -0.19
200679_x_at HMGB1 208813_at GOT1 0.57 0.12 -0.39
200741_s_at RPS27 208813_at GOT1 -0.53 0.24 -0.39
201059_at CTTN 208813_at GOT1 -0.43 0.23 0.33
202488_s_at FXYD3 208813_at GOT1 -0.48 0.34 -0.12
202870_s_at CDC20 208813_at GOT1 0.66 0.01 -0.11
202954_at UBE2C 208813_at GOT1 0.53 -0.15 -0.33
203471_s_at PLEK 208813_at GOT1 -0.25 0.51 0.35
203599_s_at WBP4 208813_at GOT1 -0.36 0.35 0.37
204092_s_at AURKA 208813_at GOT1 0.43 -0.21 -0.33
205588_s_at FGFR1OP 208813_at GOT1 0.50 -0.05 -0.36
206332_s_at IFI16 208813_at GOT1 0.30 -0.49 -0.43
208079_s_at AURKA 208813_at GOT1 0.46 -0.26 -0.29
200882_s_at PSMD4 208819_at RAB8A 0.47 -0.28 -0.14
200944_s_at HMGN1 208819_at RAB8A 0.52 -0.23 -0.01
201119_s_at COX8A 208819_at RAB8A -0.23 0.62 -0.18
201227_s_at NDUFB8 208819_at RAB8A 0.39 -0.38 -0.29
201756_at RPA2 208819_at RAB8A -0.49 0.11 0.29
201762_s_at PSME2 208819_at RAB8A 0.67 -0.13 0.09
201956_s_at GNPAT 208819_at RAB8A 0.40 -0.40 -0.24
202092_s_at ARL2BP 208819_at RAB8A -0.52 0.30 0.43
202735_at EBP 208819_at RAB8A 0.56 -0.29 0.02
202958_at PTPN9 208819_at RAB8A -0.30 0.44 0.32
203667_at TBCA 208819_at RAB8A 0.28 -0.43 -0.40
208619_at DDB1 208819_at RAB8A -0.44 0.24 0.35
200929_at TMED10 208821_at SNRPB 0.17 -0.24 -0.68
202264_s_at TOMM40 208821_at SNRPB -0.34 0.40 0.29
202839_s_at NDUFB7 208821_at SNRPB -0.19 0.57 0.34
203307_at GNL1 208821_at SNRPB -0.46 0.15 0.47
205423_at AP1B1 208821_at SNRPB -0.30 0.43 0.35
208684_at COPA 208821_at SNRPB 0.23 -0.54 -0.29
208689_s_at RPN2 208821_at SNRPB 0.25 -0.24 -0.59
200012_x_at RPL21 208825_x_at RPL23A 0.63 0.92 0.88
200055_at TAF10 208825_x_at RPL23A 0.45 -0.37 0.14
200817_x_at RPS10 208825_x_at RPL23A 0.72 0.94 0.94
200996_at ACTR3 208825_x_at RPL23A 0.07 0.71 -0.07
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201592_at EIF3S3 208825_x_at RPL23A 0.33 0.83 0.66
208669_s_at EID1 208825_x_at RPL23A -0.10 0.60 -0.42
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 208833_s_at ATXN10 0.57 -0.24 -0.26
200668_s_at UBE2D3 208833_s_at ATXN10 0.48 -0.13 -0.31
200757_s_at CALU 208833_s_at ATXN10 0.48 -0.14 -0.29
200929_at TMED10 208833_s_at ATXN10 0.45 -0.17 -0.36
201057_s_at GOLGB1 208833_s_at ATXN10 0.33 -0.09 -0.59
201146_at NFE2L2 208833_s_at ATXN10 0.60 -0.17 -0.15
201459_at RUVBL2 208833_s_at ATXN10 -0.38 -0.01 0.59
201567_s_at GOLGA4 208833_s_at ATXN10 0.37 -0.09 -0.51
201659_s_at ARL1 208833_s_at ATXN10 0.52 -0.07 -0.48
201707_at PEX19 208833_s_at ATXN10 0.55 -0.08 -0.16
201770_at SNRPA 208833_s_at ATXN10 -0.44 0.05 0.44
201772_at AZIN1 208833_s_at ATXN10 0.44 -0.28 -0.40
201791_s_at DHCR7 208833_s_at ATXN10 -0.44 0.27 0.62
201805_at PRKAG1 208833_s_at ATXN10 0.52 -0.23 -0.17
201841_s_at HSPB1 208833_s_at ATXN10 -0.20 0.38 0.62
201847_at LIPA 208833_s_at ATXN10 0.59 -0.07 -0.15
201851_at SH3GL1 208833_s_at ATXN10 -0.47 0.26 0.23
202384_s_at TCOF1 208833_s_at ATXN10 -0.43 0.03 0.47
202393_s_at KLF10 208833_s_at ATXN10 0.24 -0.15 -0.61
202528_at GALE 208833_s_at ATXN10 -0.29 0.18 0.57
202562_s_at C14orf1 208833_s_at ATXN10 -0.51 0.36 0.13
202592_at BLOC1S1 208833_s_at ATXN10 -0.53 0.07 0.33
202735_at EBP 208833_s_at ATXN10 -0.50 0.24 0.08
202798_at SEC24B 208833_s_at ATXN10 0.45 -0.32 -0.11
202842_s_at DNAJB9 208833_s_at ATXN10 0.42 -0.13 -0.48
202847_at PCK2 208833_s_at ATXN10 -0.57 0.14 0.11
202902_s_at CTSS 208833_s_at ATXN10 0.48 -0.06 -0.35
203040_s_at HMBS 208833_s_at ATXN10 -0.40 0.22 0.48
203190_at NDUFS8 208833_s_at ATXN10 -0.41 0.18 0.41
203307_at GNL1 208833_s_at ATXN10 -0.48 0.08 0.39
204370_at CLP1 208833_s_at ATXN10 0.33 -0.36 -0.38
206687_s_at PTPN6 208833_s_at ATXN10 -0.42 0.25 0.33
208654_s_at CD164 208833_s_at ATXN10 0.43 -0.25 -0.41
208689_s_at RPN2 208833_s_at ATXN10 0.49 -0.15 -0.30
200621_at CSRP1 208835_s_at CROP -0.14 0.42 -0.55
200850_s_at AHCYL1 208835_s_at CROP 0.20 -0.50 0.36
201052_s_at PSMF1 208835_s_at CROP -0.42 0.41 -0.70
201737_s_at 03/06/09 208835_s_at CROP 0.63 -0.11 0.54
202145_at LY6E 208835_s_at CROP -0.15 0.47 -0.46
202157_s_at CUGBP2 208835_s_at CROP 0.40 -0.42 0.31
203262_s_at FAM50A 208835_s_at CROP 0.10 0.39 -0.58
203345_s_at MTF2 208835_s_at CROP 0.63 -0.12 0.66
204197_s_at RUNX3 208835_s_at CROP -0.31 0.41 -0.42
204331_s_at MRPS12 208835_s_at CROP -0.34 0.45 -0.26
204630_s_at GOSR1 208835_s_at CROP 0.56 -0.25 0.11
204771_s_at TTF1 208835_s_at CROP 0.81 -0.02 0.82
205178_s_at RBBP6 208835_s_at CROP 0.76 0.03 0.75
205345_at BARD1 208835_s_at CROP 0.52 -0.24 0.04
206240_s_at ZNF136 208835_s_at CROP 0.70 -0.07 0.57
206567_s_at PHF20 208835_s_at CROP 0.73 0.00 0.55
206789_s_at POU2F1 208835_s_at CROP 0.58 -0.19 0.13
208662_s_at TTC3 208835_s_at CROP 0.64 -0.14 0.80
208718_at DDX17 208835_s_at CROP 0.34 -0.35 0.58
201433_s_at PTDSS1 208836_at ATP1B3 -0.26 0.57 0.24
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202839_s_at NDUFB7 208836_at ATP1B3 0.36 -0.48 -0.04
200691_s_at HSPA9 208837_at TMED3 -0.51 0.27 -0.04
201317_s_at PSMA2 208837_at TMED3 0.38 -0.30 -0.42
201433_s_at PTDSS1 208837_at TMED3 0.30 -0.18 -0.57
201812_s_at TOMM7 208837_at TMED3 0.53 -0.27 -0.01
203635_at DSCR3 208837_at TMED3 0.48 -0.32 -0.11
203744_at HMGB3 208837_at TMED3 -0.56 0.02 0.19
205480_s_at UGP2 208837_at TMED3 0.51 -0.30 -0.20
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 208841_s_at G3BP2 0.45 -0.25 -0.35
201322_at ATP5B 208841_s_at G3BP2 0.22 -0.61 -0.26
201434_at TTC1 208841_s_at G3BP2 0.41 -0.38 0.25
202092_s_at ARL2BP 208841_s_at G3BP2 0.31 -0.50 -0.16
202109_at ARFIP2 208841_s_at G3BP2 0.08 -0.63 -0.49
200028_s_at STARD7 208845_at VDAC3 -0.34 0.35 0.37
200055_at TAF10 208845_at VDAC3 0.28 -0.42 -0.46
200668_s_at UBE2D3 208845_at VDAC3 -0.36 0.37 0.28
200877_at CCT4 208845_at VDAC3 -0.55 -0.11 0.30
201256_at COX7A2L 208845_at VDAC3 -0.29 0.56 0.25
201433_s_at PTDSS1 208845_at VDAC3 -0.35 0.40 0.34
201803_at POLR2B 208845_at VDAC3 -0.40 0.13 0.46
201812_s_at TOMM7 208845_at VDAC3 -0.35 0.56 0.19
201847_at LIPA 208845_at VDAC3 -0.42 0.32 0.18
202313_at PPP2R2A 208845_at VDAC3 -0.63 -0.18 0.32
202518_at BCL7B 208845_at VDAC3 0.32 -0.48 -0.38
202696_at OXSR1 208845_at VDAC3 -0.49 0.06 0.36
203652_at MAP3K11 208845_at VDAC3 0.37 -0.39 -0.50
203839_s_at TNK2 208845_at VDAC3 0.29 -0.43 -0.47
204158_s_at TCIRG1 208845_at VDAC3 0.33 -0.35 -0.48
204659_s_at GFER 208845_at VDAC3 0.40 -0.31 -0.29
205480_s_at UGP2 208845_at VDAC3 -0.54 0.34 0.08
205865_at ARID3A 208845_at VDAC3 0.34 -0.41 -0.42
207614_s_at CUL1 208845_at VDAC3 -0.62 -0.03 0.22
200008_s_at GDI2 208848_at ADH5 0.52 0.17 -0.48
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 208848_at ADH5 0.63 0.38 -0.22
200866_s_at PSAP 208848_at ADH5 0.46 -0.08 -0.44
201441_at COX6B1 208848_at ADH5 -0.69 -0.07 -0.16
201717_at MRPL49 208848_at ADH5 0.37 0.03 -0.52
201762_s_at PSME2 208848_at ADH5 -0.46 0.01 0.43
202139_at AKR7A2 208848_at ADH5 0.51 -0.09 -0.47
202164_s_at CNOT8 208848_at ADH5 0.62 0.34 -0.44
202213_s_at CUL4B 208848_at ADH5 0.52 0.35 -0.48
202448_s_at ZER1 208848_at ADH5 0.36 0.02 -0.54
203087_s_at KIF2A 208848_at ADH5 0.68 0.21 -0.08
204109_s_at NFYA 208848_at ADH5 0.46 -0.01 -0.51
204552_at --- 208848_at ADH5 0.32 0.00 -0.58
206238_s_at YAF2 208848_at ADH5 0.58 0.47 -0.29
208118_x_at SLC7A5P1 208848_at ADH5 0.38 -0.28 -0.47
208631_s_at HADHA 208848_at ADH5 0.46 -0.04 -0.47
208666_s_at ST13 208848_at ADH5 0.74 0.34 -0.03
202077_at NDUFAB1 208852_s_at CANX 0.28 -0.48 -0.31
207974_s_at SKP1A 208852_s_at CANX 0.69 0.19 0.03
121_at PAX8 208861_s_at ATRX 0.27 -0.55 0.02
202488_s_at FXYD3 208861_s_at ATRX 0.37 -0.47 0.14
204706_at INPP5E 208861_s_at ATRX 0.54 -0.24 0.06
204641_at NEK2 208864_s_at TXN 0.12 -0.56 -0.53
200001_at CAPNS1 208874_x_at PPP2R4 -0.05 0.63 0.61
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200675_at CD81 208874_x_at PPP2R4 -0.14 0.58 0.60
201119_s_at COX8A 208874_x_at PPP2R4 -0.23 0.66 0.30
202139_at AKR7A2 208874_x_at PPP2R4 -0.33 0.55 0.45
202448_s_at ZER1 208874_x_at PPP2R4 -0.26 0.20 0.64
203366_at POLG 208874_x_at PPP2R4 0.44 -0.32 -0.13
203415_at PDCD6 208874_x_at PPP2R4 -0.30 0.39 0.41
204246_s_at DCTN3 208874_x_at PPP2R4 -0.46 0.29 0.11
208620_at PCBP1 208874_x_at PPP2R4 -0.24 0.32 0.64
200001_at CAPNS1 208885_at LCP1 0.52 -0.29 0.36
200029_at RPL19 208885_at LCP1 -0.33 0.54 0.41
200046_at DAD1 208885_at LCP1 0.40 -0.29 -0.30
200055_at TAF10 208885_at LCP1 -0.36 -0.36 0.57
200059_s_at RHOA 208885_at LCP1 0.77 0.12 0.23
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 208885_at LCP1 0.56 -0.31 -0.32
200626_s_at MATR3 208885_at LCP1 0.62 -0.56 -0.22
200645_at GABARAP 208885_at LCP1 0.45 -0.44 -0.18
200674_s_at RPL32 208885_at LCP1 -0.12 0.60 0.47
200675_at CD81 208885_at LCP1 0.35 -0.49 0.26
200728_at ACTR2 208885_at LCP1 0.69 0.09 -0.05
200745_s_at GNB1 208885_at LCP1 0.76 0.28 0.22
200802_at SARS 208885_at LCP1 0.51 -0.01 -0.32
200807_s_at HSPD1 208885_at LCP1 -0.15 0.50 0.61
200866_s_at PSAP 208885_at LCP1 0.78 0.03 -0.05
200885_at RHOC 208885_at LCP1 0.58 -0.27 0.23
200929_at TMED10 208885_at LCP1 0.47 -0.11 -0.39
200984_s_at CD59 208885_at LCP1 0.72 0.42 -0.03
201049_s_at RPS18 208885_at LCP1 -0.08 0.62 0.45
201077_s_at NHP2L1 208885_at LCP1 -0.55 0.34 0.33
201146_at NFE2L2 208885_at LCP1 0.42 -0.48 -0.40
201194_at SEPW1 208885_at LCP1 0.53 -0.11 -0.23
201588_at TXNL1 208885_at LCP1 -0.65 0.07 -0.17
201624_at DARS 208885_at LCP1 -0.48 -0.39 0.41
201707_at PEX19 208885_at LCP1 0.41 -0.32 -0.32
201746_at TP53 208885_at LCP1 -0.35 -0.21 0.63
201805_at PRKAG1 208885_at LCP1 0.69 0.17 -0.08
201816_s_at GBAS 208885_at LCP1 0.34 -0.48 -0.23
201847_at LIPA 208885_at LCP1 0.43 -0.30 -0.39
201886_at WDR23 208885_at LCP1 0.42 -0.39 -0.25
201895_at ARAF 208885_at LCP1 0.69 0.10 0.09
201956_s_at GNPAT 208885_at LCP1 -0.64 0.39 -0.06
202043_s_at SMS 208885_at LCP1 -0.35 -0.55 0.44
202139_at AKR7A2 208885_at LCP1 0.77 0.00 0.50
202228_s_at NPTN 208885_at LCP1 0.32 -0.41 -0.43
202384_s_at TCOF1 208885_at LCP1 -0.29 0.25 0.57
202395_at NSF 208885_at LCP1 0.30 -0.10 -0.63
202527_s_at SMAD4 208885_at LCP1 0.47 -0.12 -0.32
202593_s_at MIR16 208885_at LCP1 0.75 0.51 -0.11
203126_at IMPA2 208885_at LCP1 -0.27 0.00 0.62
203307_at GNL1 208885_at LCP1 -0.47 -0.16 0.56
203511_s_at TRAPPC3 208885_at LCP1 0.72 0.33 -0.08
204246_s_at DCTN3 208885_at LCP1 0.55 -0.26 -0.02
204372_s_at KHSRP 208885_at LCP1 -0.56 -0.50 0.32
205480_s_at UGP2 208885_at LCP1 0.71 0.21 -0.07
206042_x_atSNRPN ::: SNUR 208885_at LCP1 0.61 0.34 -0.30
206854_s_at MAP3K7 208885_at LCP1 0.25 -0.45 -0.43
206989_s_at SFRS2IP 208885_at LCP1 0.35 -0.58 -0.30
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207304_at ZNF45 208885_at LCP1 0.61 0.13 -0.21
207419_s_at RAC2 208885_at LCP1 0.71 0.28 -0.01
207630_s_at CREM 208885_at LCP1 0.64 -0.10 0.09
208313_s_at SF1 208885_at LCP1 0.61 -0.18 0.49
208619_at DDB1 208885_at LCP1 0.56 -0.06 -0.15
208628_s_at YBX1 208885_at LCP1 -0.15 0.65 0.57
208689_s_at RPN2 208885_at LCP1 0.60 0.21 -0.33
200001_at CAPNS1 208894_at HLA-DRA 0.54 -0.24 0.03
200018_at RPS13 208894_at HLA-DRA 0.19 0.73 0.78
200026_at RPL34 208894_at HLA-DRA 0.04 0.64 0.71
200029_at RPL19 208894_at HLA-DRA -0.06 0.67 0.71
200034_s_at RPL6 208894_at HLA-DRA 0.12 0.63 0.77
200063_s_at NPM1 208894_at HLA-DRA -0.07 0.47 0.69
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 208894_at HLA-DRA 0.41 -0.31 -0.36
200626_s_at MATR3 208894_at HLA-DRA 0.45 -0.49 -0.30
200645_at GABARAP 208894_at HLA-DRA 0.58 -0.20 -0.25
200650_s_at LDHA 208894_at HLA-DRA 0.07 0.65 0.69
200674_s_at RPL32 208894_at HLA-DRA 0.13 0.72 0.75
200735_x_at NACA 208894_at HLA-DRA 0.01 0.56 0.79
200866_s_at PSAP 208894_at HLA-DRA 0.65 0.00 0.12
200885_at RHOC 208894_at HLA-DRA 0.63 -0.15 0.35
200909_s_at RPLP2 208894_at HLA-DRA 0.07 0.42 0.78
200926_at RPS23 208894_at HLA-DRA 0.01 0.65 0.72
201049_s_at RPS18 208894_at HLA-DRA 0.17 0.74 0.75
201077_s_at NHP2L1 208894_at HLA-DRA -0.47 0.27 0.13
201429_s_at RPL37A 208894_at HLA-DRA 0.06 0.69 0.73
201492_s_at RPL41 208894_at HLA-DRA 0.20 0.71 0.78
201956_s_at GNPAT 208894_at HLA-DRA -0.49 0.38 0.13
202794_at INPP1 208894_at HLA-DRA 0.27 -0.32 -0.57
203034_s_at RPL27A 208894_at HLA-DRA 0.08 0.67 0.79
208695_s_at RPL39 208894_at HLA-DRA -0.06 0.56 0.69
208768_x_at RPL22 208894_at HLA-DRA 0.10 0.62 0.80
208825_x_at RPL23A 208894_at HLA-DRA 0.12 0.74 0.77
200042_at C22orf28 208895_s_at DDX18 -0.39 0.45 0.30
202447_at DECR1 208898_at ATP6V1D -0.10 0.60 0.48
202448_s_at ZER1 208898_at ATP6V1D 0.23 -0.40 -0.53
205205_at RELB 208898_at ATP6V1D 0.33 -0.38 -0.48
200012_x_at RPL21 208904_s_at RPS28 0.52 0.91 0.79
200055_at TAF10 208904_s_at RPS28 0.53 -0.25 0.16
200817_x_at RPS10 208904_s_at RPS28 0.64 0.93 0.90
201748_s_at SAFB 208904_s_at RPS28 0.43 -0.36 0.05
208894_at HLA-DRA 208904_s_at RPS28 0.03 0.67 0.77
200046_at DAD1 208909_at UQCRFS1 0.61 0.05 -0.36
200668_s_at UBE2D3 208909_at UQCRFS1 0.70 0.19 -0.20
201772_at AZIN1 208909_at UQCRFS1 0.34 -0.30 -0.56
203771_s_at BLVRA 208909_at UQCRFS1 0.55 -0.27 0.25
121_at PAX8 208924_at RNF11 0.18 -0.57 -0.32
201756_at RPA2 208925_at CLDND1 0.45 -0.17 -0.32
200626_s_at MATR3 208926_at NEU1 0.44 -0.28 -0.35
208848_at ADH5 208926_at NEU1 0.30 -0.30 -0.58
200001_at CAPNS1 208927_at SPOP -0.18 0.60 0.05
201895_at ARAF 208927_at SPOP -0.37 0.35 0.32
204331_s_at MRPS12 208927_at SPOP -0.39 0.38 0.15
208313_s_at SF1 208927_at SPOP -0.21 0.58 0.24
208845_at VDAC3 208927_at SPOP 0.54 -0.13 -0.24
200046_at DAD1 208932_at PPP4C -0.21 0.56 -0.48
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200079_s_at KARS 208932_at PPP4C 0.29 -0.55 0.31
200681_at GLO1 208932_at PPP4C 0.05 -0.68 0.04
200682_s_at UBE2L3 208932_at PPP4C 0.26 -0.68 -0.18
201119_s_at COX8A 208932_at PPP4C 0.10 0.71 0.05
201956_s_at GNPAT 208932_at PPP4C 0.02 -0.71 -0.35
203155_at SETDB1 208932_at PPP4C -0.21 0.55 -0.19
204219_s_at PSMC1 208932_at PPP4C 0.09 -0.68 -0.10
208642_s_at XRCC5 208932_at PPP4C 0.11 -0.58 0.43
203758_at CTSO 208943_s_at TLOC1 -0.12 0.47 0.62
204635_at RPS6KA5 208943_s_at TLOC1 -0.21 0.13 0.64
202092_s_at ARL2BP 208946_s_at BECN1 0.49 -0.35 -0.17
202370_s_at CBFB 208946_s_at BECN1 -0.53 0.34 0.25
202870_s_at CDC20 208946_s_at BECN1 -0.49 0.26 0.05
203554_x_at PTTG1 208946_s_at BECN1 -0.63 0.13 -0.22
203858_s_at COX10 208946_s_at BECN1 0.43 -0.29 -0.31
204170_s_at CKS2 208946_s_at BECN1 -0.48 0.24 0.19
204716_at CCDC6 208946_s_at BECN1 0.53 -0.09 -0.22
205205_at RELB 208946_s_at BECN1 0.35 -0.37 -0.32
208079_s_at AURKA 208946_s_at BECN1 -0.49 0.33 0.07
208833_s_at ATXN10 208946_s_at BECN1 0.57 -0.18 -0.22
205480_s_at UGP2 208961_s_at KLF6 0.39 -0.40 0.00
200613_at AP2M1 208967_s_at AK2 0.62 0.02 -0.07
200626_s_at MATR3 208967_s_at AK2 0.38 -0.44 -0.28
202593_s_at MIR16 208967_s_at AK2 0.65 0.55 -0.18
204970_s_at MAFG 208967_s_at AK2 -0.54 -0.04 0.32
208628_s_at YBX1 208967_s_at AK2 -0.19 0.47 0.53
201317_s_at PSMA2 208972_s_at ATP5G1 -0.29 0.54 0.17
201748_s_at SAFB 208972_s_at ATP5G1 0.55 -0.22 -0.05
202954_at UBE2C 208972_s_at ATP5G1 0.53 -0.17 -0.25
203659_s_at TRIM13 208972_s_at ATP5G1 -0.55 0.04 0.19
206689_x_at HTATIP 208972_s_at ATP5G1 0.25 -0.48 -0.36
202810_at DRG1 208994_s_at PPIG -0.46 0.34 -0.13
200059_s_at RHOA 208996_s_at POLR2C 0.56 -0.18 0.03
200626_s_at MATR3 208996_s_at POLR2C 0.49 -0.41 -0.27
201256_at COX7A2L 208996_s_at POLR2C 0.38 -0.36 -0.46
201956_s_at GNPAT 208996_s_at POLR2C -0.61 0.13 -0.29
203511_s_at TRAPPC3 208996_s_at POLR2C 0.61 0.30 -0.26
208655_at CCNI 208996_s_at POLR2C 0.26 -0.53 0.02
200029_at RPL19 208998_at UCP2 0.59 -0.14 0.02
200086_s_at COX4I1 208998_at UCP2 0.31 -0.39 -0.42
200089_s_at RPL4 208998_at UCP2 0.56 -0.20 -0.10
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 208998_at UCP2 -0.60 0.06 0.06
200626_s_at MATR3 208998_at UCP2 -0.60 0.21 -0.17
200645_at GABARAP 208998_at UCP2 -0.09 0.70 0.52
200656_s_at P4HB 208998_at UCP2 -0.39 0.04 0.58
200709_at FKBP1A 208998_at UCP2 -0.19 0.60 -0.07
200807_s_at HSPD1 208998_at UCP2 0.28 -0.45 -0.39
200866_s_at PSAP 208998_at UCP2 -0.56 0.08 0.12
200882_s_at PSMD4 208998_at UCP2 0.54 -0.18 -0.33
201146_at NFE2L2 208998_at UCP2 -0.64 0.06 -0.08
201227_s_at NDUFB8 208998_at UCP2 0.60 -0.07 -0.03
201441_at COX6B1 208998_at UCP2 0.59 -0.08 -0.15
201762_s_at PSME2 208998_at UCP2 0.47 -0.21 -0.36
201800_s_at OSBP 208998_at UCP2 -0.50 0.33 0.38
201895_at ARAF 208998_at UCP2 -0.47 0.12 0.35
201956_s_at GNPAT 208998_at UCP2 0.53 -0.19 -0.11
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201966_at NDUFS2 208998_at UCP2 -0.30 0.50 -0.12
202164_s_at CNOT8 208998_at UCP2 -0.64 -0.11 0.16
202527_s_at SMAD4 208998_at UCP2 -0.64 -0.02 0.02
203087_s_at KIF2A 208998_at UCP2 -0.63 0.22 -0.27
204088_at P2RX4 208998_at UCP2 -0.56 -0.24 0.38
204246_s_at DCTN3 208998_at UCP2 -0.36 0.39 0.42
206567_s_at PHF20 208998_at UCP2 0.54 -0.09 -0.20
207419_s_at RAC2 208998_at UCP2 -0.43 0.16 0.55
208113_x_at PABPC3 208998_at UCP2 0.67 -0.16 -0.04
208313_s_at SF1 208998_at UCP2 -0.45 0.38 0.03
208654_s_at CD164 208998_at UCP2 -0.50 0.07 0.35
208666_s_at ST13 208998_at UCP2 -0.69 0.00 0.02
208845_at VDAC3 208998_at UCP2 0.53 0.09 -0.40
208895_s_at DDX18 208998_at UCP2 0.34 -0.29 -0.62
200682_s_at UBE2L3 209003_at SLC25A11 0.44 -0.37 -0.18
203745_at HCCS 209003_at SLC25A11 0.14 -0.44 0.51
200051_at SART1 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.58 0.16 0.15
200055_at TAF10 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.51 0.13 0.32
200073_s_at HNRPD 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.60 -0.03 0.28
200085_s_at TCEB2 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.34 0.42 0.42
200092_s_at RPL37 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.54 -0.01 0.28
200626_s_at MATR3 209036_s_at MDH2 0.64 0.10 -0.07
200655_s_at CALM1 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.61 0.14 0.15
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 209036_s_at MDH2 0.73 0.05 0.28
200745_s_at GNB1 209036_s_at MDH2 0.53 -0.22 -0.31
200804_at TEGT 209036_s_at MDH2 0.67 -0.18 0.09
200828_s_at ZNF207 209036_s_at MDH2 0.72 -0.05 -0.15
200866_s_at PSAP 209036_s_at MDH2 0.70 -0.04 0.27
200882_s_at PSMD4 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.52 0.23 0.08
200925_at COX6A1 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.56 0.24 0.33
200984_s_at CD59 209036_s_at MDH2 0.68 0.02 -0.08
201051_at ANP32A 209036_s_at MDH2 0.59 -0.07 -0.07
201089_at ATP6V1B2 209036_s_at MDH2 0.51 -0.22 -0.24
201098_at COPB2 209036_s_at MDH2 0.50 -0.10 -0.31
201146_at NFE2L2 209036_s_at MDH2 0.56 -0.06 -0.15
201227_s_at NDUFB8 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.53 0.25 0.22
201415_at GSS 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.31 0.38 0.44
201434_at TTC1 209036_s_at MDH2 0.66 0.21 -0.09
201441_at COX6B1 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.53 0.29 0.19
201459_at RUVBL2 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.29 0.37 0.45
201463_s_at TALDO1 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.37 0.41 0.24
201568_at UQCRQ 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.29 0.47 0.37
201659_s_at ARL1 209036_s_at MDH2 0.61 -0.11 -0.27
201707_at PEX19 209036_s_at MDH2 0.59 -0.16 -0.04
201748_s_at SAFB 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.70 0.08 0.15
201756_at RPA2 209036_s_at MDH2 0.61 0.12 -0.24
201757_at NDUFS5 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.55 0.32 0.04
201762_s_at PSME2 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.64 0.11 0.00
201771_at SCAMP3 209036_s_at MDH2 0.65 -0.08 -0.11
201772_at AZIN1 209036_s_at MDH2 0.41 -0.42 -0.34
201791_s_at DHCR7 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.45 0.23 0.56
201835_s_at PRKAB1 209036_s_at MDH2 0.61 -0.07 0.05
201841_s_at HSPB1 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.26 0.27 0.56
201923_at PRDX4 209036_s_at MDH2 0.42 -0.01 -0.50
201955_at CCNC 209036_s_at MDH2 0.50 -0.18 -0.39
202043_s_at SMS 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.42 0.23 0.45
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202061_s_at SEL1L 209036_s_at MDH2 0.25 -0.38 -0.52
202092_s_at ARL2BP 209036_s_at MDH2 0.69 0.03 0.15
202154_x_at TUBB3 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.46 0.32 0.42
202264_s_at TOMM40 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.63 0.09 -0.01
202298_at NDUFA1 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.60 0.09 0.03
202313_at PPP2R2A 209036_s_at MDH2 0.65 -0.13 -0.04
202384_s_at TCOF1 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.54 0.15 0.21
202423_at MYST3 209036_s_at MDH2 0.64 -0.05 -0.27
202518_at BCL7B 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.63 0.02 -0.03
202520_s_at MLH1 209036_s_at MDH2 0.63 -0.04 -0.12
202527_s_at SMAD4 209036_s_at MDH2 0.53 -0.24 -0.12
202562_s_at C14orf1 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.62 0.24 0.21
202592_at BLOC1S1 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.52 0.14 0.37
202593_s_at MIR16 209036_s_at MDH2 0.66 -0.07 -0.13
202690_s_at SNRPD1 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.36 0.22 0.47
202717_s_at CDC16 209036_s_at MDH2 0.55 -0.09 -0.31
202735_at EBP 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.55 0.28 0.35
202785_at NDUFA7 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.45 0.24 0.30
202798_at SEC24B 209036_s_at MDH2 0.55 -0.29 0.00
202839_s_at NDUFB7 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.54 0.39 0.40
202842_s_at DNAJB9 209036_s_at MDH2 0.42 -0.25 -0.49
202902_s_at CTSS 209036_s_at MDH2 0.54 -0.15 -0.27
203025_at ARD1A 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.29 0.49 0.41
203040_s_at HMBS 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.45 0.43 0.12
203090_at SDF2 209036_s_at MDH2 0.57 -0.10 -0.33
203190_at NDUFS8 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.40 0.36 0.29
203226_s_at TSPAN31 209036_s_at MDH2 0.59 -0.08 -0.10
203261_at DCTN6 209036_s_at MDH2 0.63 -0.10 -0.11
203293_s_at LMAN1 209036_s_at MDH2 0.56 -0.25 -0.14
203307_at GNL1 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.72 0.01 0.15
203406_at MFAP1 209036_s_at MDH2 0.77 0.15 0.20
203732_at TRIP4 209036_s_at MDH2 0.49 -0.26 -0.17
203758_at CTSO 209036_s_at MDH2 0.30 -0.38 -0.61
204088_at P2RX4 209036_s_at MDH2 0.51 -0.21 -0.16
204158_s_at TCIRG1 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.63 0.14 -0.02
204207_s_at RNGTT 209036_s_at MDH2 0.52 -0.25 0.07
204209_at PCYT1A 209036_s_at MDH2 0.46 -0.11 -0.39
204313_s_at CREB1 209036_s_at MDH2 0.49 -0.25 -0.38
204370_at CLP1 209036_s_at MDH2 0.51 -0.21 -0.35
204610_s_at CCDC85B 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.48 0.29 0.22
204659_s_at GFER 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.63 0.27 0.12
204716_at CCDC6 209036_s_at MDH2 0.53 -0.21 0.00
204780_s_at FAS 209036_s_at MDH2 0.45 -0.16 -0.33
204812_at ZW10 209036_s_at MDH2 0.60 -0.04 -0.39
204826_at CCNF 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.54 0.16 0.20
205408_at MLLT10 209036_s_at MDH2 0.57 -0.22 -0.11
205480_s_at UGP2 209036_s_at MDH2 0.69 0.02 0.16
206042_x_atSNRPN ::: SNUR 209036_s_at MDH2 0.66 -0.15 -0.15
206238_s_at YAF2 209036_s_at MDH2 0.71 -0.16 0.07
207275_s_at ACSL1 209036_s_at MDH2 0.51 -0.26 -0.31
207338_s_at ZNF200 209036_s_at MDH2 0.53 -0.14 -0.16
207438_s_at SNUPN 209036_s_at MDH2 0.58 -0.23 0.26
207830_s_at PPP1R8 209036_s_at MDH2 0.59 -0.03 -0.33
208066_s_at GTF2B 209036_s_at MDH2 0.44 -0.24 -0.41
208445_s_at BAZ1B 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.65 0.09 -0.15
208453_s_at XPNPEP1 209036_s_at MDH2 0.56 -0.05 -0.31
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208666_s_at ST13 209036_s_at MDH2 0.71 -0.18 0.13
208684_at COPA 209036_s_at MDH2 0.49 -0.37 -0.26
208689_s_at RPN2 209036_s_at MDH2 0.54 -0.11 -0.43
208726_s_at EIF2S2 209036_s_at MDH2 0.65 -0.12 -0.10
208785_s_at MAP1LC3B 209036_s_at MDH2 0.52 -0.32 -0.06
208819_at RAB8A 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.64 0.04 -0.15
208837_at TMED3 209036_s_at MDH2 0.62 0.07 -0.10
208874_x_at PPP2R4 209036_s_at MDH2 -0.55 0.16 0.11
200001_at CAPNS1 209044_x_at SF3B4 -0.11 0.56 0.58
201119_s_at COX8A 209044_x_at SF3B4 -0.26 0.54 -0.19
201264_at COPE 209044_x_at SF3B4 -0.22 0.54 0.54
202145_at LY6E 209044_x_at SF3B4 -0.18 0.56 0.43
202151_s_at UBAC1 209044_x_at SF3B4 -0.23 0.41 0.65
202632_at DPH1 209044_x_at SF3B4 -0.12 0.53 0.62
204346_s_at RASSF1 209044_x_at SF3B4 -0.28 0.48 0.28
205241_at SCO2 209044_x_at SF3B4 0.06 0.60 0.78
208845_at VDAC3 209044_x_at SF3B4 0.45 -0.30 -0.26
200978_at MDH1 209046_s_at GABARAPL2 0.39 -0.31 0.53
201520_s_at GRSF1 209046_s_at GABARAPL2 0.43 -0.37 0.28
200668_s_at UBE2D3 209048_s_at ZMYND8 -0.55 0.30 0.09
201342_at SNRPC 209048_s_at ZMYND8 -0.55 0.22 -0.16
201455_s_at NPEPPS 209048_s_at ZMYND8 -0.43 0.52 0.02
202102_s_at BRD4 209048_s_at ZMYND8 0.43 -0.44 0.21
202678_at GTF2A2 209048_s_at ZMYND8 -0.62 0.13 -0.49
202774_s_at SFRS8 209048_s_at ZMYND8 0.64 -0.17 0.30
203150_at RABEPK 209048_s_at ZMYND8 -0.40 0.40 -0.42
204164_at SIPA1 209048_s_at ZMYND8 0.44 -0.34 -0.07
205134_s_at NUFIP1 209048_s_at ZMYND8 0.46 -0.37 -0.23
205480_s_at UGP2 209048_s_at ZMYND8 -0.39 0.46 -0.02
207186_s_at BPTF 209048_s_at ZMYND8 0.56 -0.38 0.31
208610_s_at SRRM2 209048_s_at ZMYND8 0.48 -0.38 0.36
208642_s_at XRCC5 209048_s_at ZMYND8 -0.31 0.43 -0.47
208835_s_at CROP 209048_s_at ZMYND8 0.54 -0.38 0.37
201567_s_at GOLGA4 209061_at NCOA3 0.03 0.65 0.65
121_at PAX8 209067_s_at HNRPDL -0.34 0.47 -0.04
200044_at SFRS9 209067_s_at HNRPDL 0.60 -0.27 0.37
200655_s_at CALM1 209067_s_at HNRPDL 0.39 -0.45 0.23
200691_s_at HSPA9 209067_s_at HNRPDL 0.59 -0.25 0.44
200976_s_at TAX1BP1 209067_s_at HNRPDL -0.62 0.25 -0.34
201011_at RPN1 209067_s_at HNRPDL 0.36 -0.52 -0.08
201132_at HNRPH2 209067_s_at HNRPDL 0.43 -0.39 0.06
201536_at DUSP3 209067_s_at HNRPDL -0.46 0.37 -0.25
201592_at EIF3S3 209067_s_at HNRPDL -0.55 0.23 -0.33
201783_s_at RELA 209067_s_at HNRPDL -0.47 0.27 0.22
202223_at STT3A 209067_s_at HNRPDL 0.27 -0.51 -0.24
202227_s_at BRD8 209067_s_at HNRPDL 0.35 -0.50 -0.23
202488_s_at FXYD3 209067_s_at HNRPDL -0.42 0.40 -0.02
202644_s_at TNFAIP3 209067_s_at HNRPDL -0.52 0.26 -0.06
203252_at CDK2AP2 209067_s_at HNRPDL 0.37 -0.45 0.14
205046_at CENPE 209067_s_at HNRPDL 0.49 -0.11 -0.31
206174_s_at PPP6C 209067_s_at HNRPDL 0.40 -0.47 -0.07
208445_s_at BAZ1B 209067_s_at HNRPDL 0.59 -0.18 0.38
208932_at PPP4C 209067_s_at HNRPDL 0.21 -0.44 0.45
208631_s_at HADHA 209077_at TXN2 -0.52 0.24 0.04
202907_s_at NBN 209083_at CORO1A -0.64 0.07 -0.06
208742_s_at SAP18 209083_at CORO1A 0.28 -0.48 -0.43
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204771_s_at TTF1 209088_s_at UBN1 0.64 -0.05 0.72
201546_at TRIP12 209089_at RAB5A -0.14 0.54 0.54
200029_at RPL19 209095_at DLD -0.61 0.33 -0.30
200034_s_at RPL6 209095_at DLD -0.44 0.43 -0.27
200045_at ABCF1 209095_at DLD 0.53 -0.28 0.18
200046_at DAD1 209095_at DLD 0.47 -0.42 0.21
200052_s_at ILF2 209095_at DLD 0.69 -0.22 0.37
200078_s_at ATP6V0B 209095_at DLD 0.42 -0.47 0.19
200086_s_at COX4I1 209095_at DLD -0.39 0.40 0.15
200089_s_at RPL4 209095_at DLD -0.57 0.30 -0.27
200090_at FNTA 209095_at DLD -0.31 0.48 -0.02
200626_s_at MATR3 209095_at DLD 0.65 -0.13 0.37
200650_s_at LDHA 209095_at DLD -0.54 0.36 -0.30
200674_s_at RPL32 209095_at DLD -0.57 0.26 -0.45
200681_at GLO1 209095_at DLD -0.21 0.60 0.32
200735_x_at NACA 209095_at DLD -0.45 0.43 -0.25
200809_x_at RPL12 209095_at DLD -0.55 0.29 -0.38
200819_s_at RPS15 209095_at DLD -0.56 0.20 -0.53
200834_s_at RPS21 209095_at DLD -0.42 0.44 -0.26
200858_s_at RPS8 209095_at DLD -0.51 0.26 -0.40
200926_at RPS23 209095_at DLD -0.52 0.38 -0.41
201049_s_at RPS18 209095_at DLD -0.56 0.26 -0.43
201052_s_at PSMF1 209095_at DLD 0.31 -0.51 0.02
201192_s_at PITPNA 209095_at DLD 0.64 -0.13 0.10
201237_at CAPZA2 209095_at DLD 0.47 -0.45 0.40
201293_x_at PPIA 209095_at DLD -0.50 0.30 -0.36
201429_s_at RPL37A 209095_at DLD -0.49 0.32 -0.38
201441_at COX6B1 209095_at DLD -0.57 0.28 0.03
201956_s_at GNPAT 209095_at DLD -0.45 0.46 -0.22
202139_at AKR7A2 209095_at DLD 0.44 -0.20 -0.44
202140_s_at CLK3 209095_at DLD -0.63 0.23 -0.55
202169_s_at AASDHPPT 209095_at DLD 0.60 -0.10 0.62
202296_s_at RER1 209095_at DLD 0.31 -0.50 -0.22
202348_s_at TOR1A 209095_at DLD 0.62 -0.35 0.33
202505_at SNRPB2 209095_at DLD 0.59 -0.17 0.26
202957_at HCLS1 209095_at DLD 0.31 -0.52 0.10
203034_s_at RPL27A 209095_at DLD -0.48 0.36 -0.41
204283_at FARS2 209095_at DLD 0.63 -0.01 -0.13
204331_s_at MRPS12 209095_at DLD 0.41 -0.54 -0.10
207740_s_at NUP62 209095_at DLD 0.26 -0.55 -0.07
208313_s_at SF1 209095_at DLD 0.55 -0.21 -0.04
208695_s_at RPL39 209095_at DLD -0.52 0.28 -0.35
208697_s_at EIF3S6 209095_at DLD -0.32 0.50 -0.21
208845_at VDAC3 209095_at DLD -0.30 0.43 0.50
202140_s_at CLK3 209103_s_at UFD1L -0.46 0.20 -0.69
201756_at RPA2 209139_s_at PRKRA 0.48 -0.25 -0.16
208079_s_at AURKA 209139_s_at PRKRA -0.47 0.31 0.26
200679_x_at HMGB1 209146_at SC4MOL 0.39 -0.37 -0.16
202168_at TAF9 209146_at SC4MOL -0.42 0.32 0.39
202839_s_at NDUFB7 209146_at SC4MOL 0.37 -0.44 -0.03
204158_s_at TCIRG1 209146_at SC4MOL 0.35 -0.32 -0.40
206508_at CD70 209146_at SC4MOL 0.22 -0.49 -0.48
206587_at CCT6B 209146_at SC4MOL -0.44 0.32 0.14
202621_at IRF3 209148_at RXRB -0.08 0.60 0.61
203252_at CDK2AP2 209148_at RXRB -0.33 0.40 0.39
202154_x_at TUBB3 209150_s_at TM9SF1 0.17 -0.43 -0.60
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200626_s_at MATR3 209154_at TAX1BP3 -0.19 0.51 0.47
204641_at NEK2 209154_at TAX1BP3 -0.03 0.65 -0.09
200042_at C22orf28 209157_at DNAJA2 0.32 -0.52 0.33
200055_at TAF10 209157_at DNAJA2 -0.42 0.39 -0.08
200655_s_at CALM1 209157_at DNAJA2 -0.17 0.64 0.23
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 209157_at DNAJA2 0.55 -0.26 0.07
200876_s_at PSMB1 209157_at DNAJA2 0.27 -0.53 0.02
200947_s_at GLUD1 209157_at DNAJA2 0.11 0.72 0.04
201748_s_at SAFB 209157_at DNAJA2 -0.31 0.55 0.06
201946_s_at CCT2 209157_at DNAJA2 0.54 -0.34 0.35
202199_s_at SRPK1 209157_at DNAJA2 0.55 -0.21 0.14
202593_s_at MIR16 209157_at DNAJA2 0.50 -0.32 0.39
203752_s_at JUND 209157_at DNAJA2 -0.13 0.64 0.15
206920_s_at GLE1L 209157_at DNAJA2 0.47 -0.22 -0.29
208310_s_at C7orf28A 209157_at DNAJA2 0.55 -0.36 0.32
208447_s_at PRPS1 209157_at DNAJA2 0.38 -0.40 -0.09
208721_s_at ANAPC5 209157_at DNAJA2 0.49 -0.25 -0.08
200626_s_at MATR3 209162_s_at PRPF4 0.46 -0.30 -0.21
202043_s_at SMS 209162_s_at PRPF4 -0.11 -0.60 0.39
200932_s_at DCTN2 209165_at AATF 0.39 -0.33 0.64
200626_s_at MATR3 209172_s_at CENPF -0.43 0.39 0.18
201256_at COX7A2L 209172_s_at CENPF -0.54 0.25 0.05
201653_at CNIH 209172_s_at CENPF -0.46 0.35 -0.03
201762_s_at PSME2 209172_s_at CENPF 0.57 -0.31 -0.18
202384_s_at TCOF1 209172_s_at CENPF 0.49 -0.33 -0.15
202798_at SEC24B 209172_s_at CENPF -0.47 0.28 0.15
203356_at CAPN7 209172_s_at CENPF -0.46 0.43 0.11
204246_s_at DCTN3 209172_s_at CENPF -0.63 0.13 0.08
200042_at C22orf28 209175_at SEC23IP 0.67 -0.16 0.37
200655_s_at CALM1 209175_at SEC23IP -0.36 0.37 0.34
200657_at SLC25A5 209175_at SEC23IP 0.61 -0.09 -0.20
200668_s_at UBE2D3 209175_at SEC23IP 0.57 -0.22 0.29
200854_at NCOR1 209175_at SEC23IP -0.28 0.31 0.53
201317_s_at PSMA2 209175_at SEC23IP 0.72 0.03 0.31
201748_s_at SAFB 209175_at SEC23IP -0.58 0.30 0.02
202077_at NDUFAB1 209175_at SEC23IP 0.62 -0.14 0.35
205480_s_at UGP2 209175_at SEC23IP 0.55 -0.10 -0.15
206238_s_at YAF2 209175_at SEC23IP 0.67 0.10 -0.08
208310_s_at C7orf28A 209175_at SEC23IP 0.68 -0.09 0.33
208666_s_at ST13 209175_at SEC23IP 0.69 0.03 0.05
209095_at DLD 209175_at SEC23IP 0.67 -0.09 0.48
200645_at GABARAP 209186_at ATP2A2 -0.30 0.54 -0.03
200885_at RHOC 209186_at ATP2A2 -0.38 0.40 -0.56
201241_at DDX1 209186_at ATP2A2 0.32 -0.30 0.60
201274_at PSMA5 209186_at ATP2A2 0.21 -0.43 0.50
201327_s_at CCT6A 209186_at ATP2A2 0.30 -0.50 0.37
201762_s_at PSME2 209186_at ATP2A2 0.35 -0.57 0.35
202352_s_at PSMD12 209186_at ATP2A2 0.47 -0.19 0.70
203327_at IDE 209186_at ATP2A2 0.37 -0.41 0.68
204044_at QPRT 209186_at ATP2A2 -0.38 0.41 -0.38
204641_at NEK2 209186_at ATP2A2 0.07 0.68 -0.24
205133_s_at HSPE1 209186_at ATP2A2 0.41 -0.39 0.15
206976_s_at HSPH1 209186_at ATP2A2 0.39 -0.35 0.62
208813_at GOT1 209186_at ATP2A2 0.38 -0.42 0.29
209067_s_at HNRPDL 209186_at ATP2A2 0.38 -0.47 0.19
209103_s_at UFD1L 209186_at ATP2A2 0.47 -0.36 0.49
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200626_s_at MATR3 209187_at DR1 -0.06 0.78 0.35
201210_at DDX3X 209187_at DR1 0.42 0.72 -0.16
201886_at WDR23 209187_at DR1 -0.42 0.37 0.14
205114_s_at CCL3 209218_at SQLE -0.32 0.43 -0.42
208771_s_at LTA4H 209219_at RDBP 0.41 -0.45 -0.09
200001_at CAPNS1 209239_at NFKB1 0.36 -0.52 0.01
200008_s_at GDI2 209239_at NFKB1 0.73 0.07 0.09
200029_at RPL19 209239_at NFKB1 -0.53 0.46 -0.18
200034_s_at RPL6 209239_at NFKB1 -0.33 0.47 0.07
200046_at DAD1 209239_at NFKB1 0.46 -0.54 -0.14
200052_s_at ILF2 209239_at NFKB1 0.54 -0.40 -0.03
200056_s_at C1D 209239_at NFKB1 0.40 -0.36 -0.24
200059_s_at RHOA 209239_at NFKB1 0.60 -0.02 -0.27
200077_s_at OAZ1 209239_at NFKB1 -0.59 0.17 -0.14
200086_s_at COX4I1 209239_at NFKB1 -0.39 0.48 0.08
200089_s_at RPL4 209239_at NFKB1 -0.54 0.31 0.00
200092_s_at RPL37 209239_at NFKB1 -0.57 0.15 0.00
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 209239_at NFKB1 0.67 -0.34 0.03
200626_s_at MATR3 209239_at NFKB1 0.64 -0.55 -0.03
200645_at GABARAP 209239_at NFKB1 0.35 -0.52 -0.29
200657_at SLC25A5 209239_at NFKB1 0.65 0.38 -0.25
200675_at CD81 209239_at NFKB1 0.33 -0.53 -0.20
200681_at GLO1 209239_at NFKB1 -0.43 0.60 0.00
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 209239_at NFKB1 0.82 0.44 -0.01
200735_x_at NACA 209239_at NFKB1 -0.44 0.47 0.15
200745_s_at GNB1 209239_at NFKB1 0.66 0.12 -0.12
200757_s_at CALU 209239_at NFKB1 0.48 -0.41 -0.32
200766_at CTSD 209239_at NFKB1 0.40 -0.38 -0.13
200828_s_at ZNF207 209239_at NFKB1 0.77 0.42 -0.16
200858_s_at RPS8 209239_at NFKB1 -0.48 0.30 -0.05
200866_s_at PSAP 209239_at NFKB1 0.73 -0.15 0.05
200873_s_at CCT8 209239_at NFKB1 -0.51 0.40 -0.10
200882_s_at PSMD4 209239_at NFKB1 -0.63 0.14 0.28
200885_at RHOC 209239_at NFKB1 0.52 -0.47 0.31
200926_at RPS23 209239_at NFKB1 -0.48 0.48 -0.14
200984_s_at CD59 209239_at NFKB1 0.77 0.28 0.09
201052_s_at PSMF1 209239_at NFKB1 0.33 -0.59 -0.20
201075_s_at SMARCC1 209239_at NFKB1 0.60 0.10 -0.20
201077_s_at NHP2L1 209239_at NFKB1 -0.60 0.23 -0.10
201119_s_at COX8A 209239_at NFKB1 0.37 -0.44 0.14
201146_at NFE2L2 209239_at NFKB1 0.68 -0.37 -0.11
201192_s_at PITPNA 209239_at NFKB1 0.71 0.17 0.12
201227_s_at NDUFB8 209239_at NFKB1 -0.70 0.08 0.20
201284_s_at APEH 209239_at NFKB1 0.52 -0.28 0.06
201343_at UBE2D2 209239_at NFKB1 0.41 -0.38 -0.38
201429_s_at RPL37A 209239_at NFKB1 -0.37 0.44 -0.10
201441_at COX6B1 209239_at NFKB1 -0.68 0.18 0.05
201707_at PEX19 209239_at NFKB1 0.62 -0.17 0.12
201713_s_at RANBP2 209239_at NFKB1 0.49 -0.37 -0.11
201717_at MRPL49 209239_at NFKB1 0.57 0.14 -0.32
201762_s_at PSME2 209239_at NFKB1 -0.62 0.30 0.14
201800_s_at OSBP 209239_at NFKB1 0.55 -0.18 -0.15
201805_at PRKAG1 209239_at NFKB1 0.69 -0.01 -0.24
201816_s_at GBAS 209239_at NFKB1 0.41 -0.50 -0.13
201823_s_at RNF14 209239_at NFKB1 0.71 0.05 -0.25
201845_s_at RYBP 209239_at NFKB1 0.36 -0.45 -0.11
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201847_at LIPA 209239_at NFKB1 0.62 -0.17 0.12
201895_at ARAF 209239_at NFKB1 0.72 -0.14 -0.06
201956_s_at GNPAT 209239_at NFKB1 -0.64 0.56 0.12
202092_s_at ARL2BP 209239_at NFKB1 0.76 0.24 0.14
202139_at AKR7A2 209239_at NFKB1 0.72 -0.21 0.17
202151_s_at UBAC1 209239_at NFKB1 0.66 -0.09 0.13
202164_s_at CNOT8 209239_at NFKB1 0.70 0.21 -0.07
202169_s_at AASDHPPT 209239_at NFKB1 0.29 -0.56 -0.14
202199_s_at SRPK1 209239_at NFKB1 0.69 0.36 -0.17
202228_s_at NPTN 209239_at NFKB1 0.45 -0.38 0.06
202277_at SPTLC1 209239_at NFKB1 0.45 -0.39 -0.05
202296_s_at RER1 209239_at NFKB1 0.40 -0.37 -0.17
202332_at CSNK1E 209239_at NFKB1 -0.53 0.28 0.21
202395_at NSF 209239_at NFKB1 0.60 -0.18 -0.10
202505_at SNRPB2 209239_at NFKB1 0.45 -0.43 -0.19
202520_s_at MLH1 209239_at NFKB1 0.55 -0.20 -0.16
202527_s_at SMAD4 209239_at NFKB1 0.61 -0.11 -0.05
202529_at PRPSAP1 209239_at NFKB1 0.67 -0.10 0.07
202562_s_at C14orf1 209239_at NFKB1 -0.76 -0.17 -0.09
202593_s_at MIR16 209239_at NFKB1 0.82 0.40 0.12
202602_s_at HTATSF1 209239_at NFKB1 0.26 -0.57 -0.14
202679_at NPC1 209239_at NFKB1 -0.41 0.37 0.22
202693_s_at STK17A 209239_at NFKB1 0.61 -0.06 -0.09
202735_at EBP 209239_at NFKB1 -0.72 0.21 -0.05
202794_at INPP1 209239_at NFKB1 0.42 -0.40 0.00
202798_at SEC24B 209239_at NFKB1 0.56 -0.20 -0.02
202847_at PCK2 209239_at NFKB1 -0.66 -0.18 0.12
202902_s_at CTSS 209239_at NFKB1 0.67 0.07 -0.04
202934_at HK2 209239_at NFKB1 -0.63 0.14 0.01
202957_at HCLS1 209239_at NFKB1 0.48 -0.42 -0.10
203008_x_at TXNDC9 209239_at NFKB1 0.54 -0.15 -0.20
203034_s_at RPL27A 209239_at NFKB1 -0.40 0.44 -0.09
203087_s_at KIF2A 209239_at NFKB1 0.67 -0.03 0.14
203090_at SDF2 209239_at NFKB1 0.57 0.66 -0.33
203102_s_at MGAT2 209239_at NFKB1 0.24 -0.57 -0.35
203275_at IRF2 209239_at NFKB1 0.29 -0.50 -0.24
203307_at GNL1 209239_at NFKB1 -0.70 -0.14 0.04
203356_at CAPN7 209239_at NFKB1 0.60 -0.24 -0.12
203366_at POLG 209239_at NFKB1 -0.52 0.42 -0.08
203406_at MFAP1 209239_at NFKB1 0.81 0.16 0.17
204246_s_at DCTN3 209239_at NFKB1 0.59 -0.18 -0.10
204279_at PSMB9 209239_at NFKB1 0.47 -0.34 -0.11
204283_at FARS2 209239_at NFKB1 0.58 -0.19 0.09
204331_s_at MRPS12 209239_at NFKB1 0.54 -0.29 0.00
204675_at SRD5A1 209239_at NFKB1 0.41 -0.40 0.08
205246_at PEX13 209239_at NFKB1 0.34 -0.51 -0.15
205282_at LRP8 209239_at NFKB1 -0.21 0.56 0.01
205371_s_at DBT 209239_at NFKB1 0.58 -0.13 -0.23
205482_x_at SNX15 209239_at NFKB1 -0.10 0.63 0.08
205526_s_at KATNA1 209239_at NFKB1 0.66 -0.05 0.19
205733_at BLM 209239_at NFKB1 -0.47 0.37 0.04
206238_s_at YAF2 209239_at NFKB1 0.78 0.47 0.12
206567_s_at PHF20 209239_at NFKB1 -0.49 0.21 0.17
206989_s_at SFRS2IP 209239_at NFKB1 0.40 -0.63 -0.03
207275_s_at ACSL1 209239_at NFKB1 0.73 0.49 -0.23
207630_s_at CREM 209239_at NFKB1 0.62 -0.30 -0.04
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207641_at TNFRSF13B 209239_at NFKB1 -0.51 0.23 0.13
207813_s_at FDXR 209239_at NFKB1 0.04 -0.66 -0.11
208113_x_at PABPC3 209239_at NFKB1 -0.63 0.06 0.06
208313_s_at SF1 209239_at NFKB1 0.59 -0.21 -0.01
208619_at DDB1 209239_at NFKB1 0.66 -0.10 -0.09
208628_s_at YBX1 209239_at NFKB1 -0.51 0.32 0.03
208666_s_at ST13 209239_at NFKB1 0.72 0.23 0.02
208684_at COPA 209239_at NFKB1 0.56 -0.04 -0.37
208689_s_at RPN2 209239_at NFKB1 0.56 0.05 -0.29
208695_s_at RPL39 209239_at NFKB1 -0.51 0.32 -0.22
208813_at GOT1 209239_at NFKB1 -0.29 0.48 0.29
208837_at TMED3 209239_at NFKB1 0.56 -0.06 -0.26
208885_at LCP1 209239_at NFKB1 0.74 0.60 -0.10
208904_s_at RPS28 209239_at NFKB1 -0.46 0.35 -0.11
209036_s_at MDH2 209239_at NFKB1 0.75 -0.01 0.15
209067_s_at HNRPDL 209239_at NFKB1 -0.26 0.56 0.15
209157_at DNAJA2 209239_at NFKB1 0.37 -0.45 -0.03
209175_at SEC23IP 209239_at NFKB1 0.62 -0.21 -0.02
203719_at ERCC1 209247_s_at ABCF2 -0.47 0.24 0.20
207079_s_at MED6 209247_s_at ABCF2 0.43 -0.17 -0.44
208835_s_at CROP 209247_s_at ABCF2 -0.19 0.45 -0.49
200626_s_at MATR3 209250_at DEGS1 -0.05 0.70 0.49
200039_s_at PSMB2 209265_s_at METTL3 0.21 0.31 -0.58
200895_s_at FKBP4 209265_s_at METTL3 0.07 0.58 -0.40
202423_at MYST3 209268_at VPS45 -0.35 0.33 0.43
200057_s_at NONO 209269_s_at SYK -0.50 0.29 0.26
207614_s_at CUL1 209269_s_at SYK 0.45 -0.12 -0.39
205249_at EGR2 209301_at CA2 0.16 -0.50 -0.55
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 209303_at NDUFS4 0.60 -0.33 -0.11
200626_s_at MATR3 209303_at NDUFS4 0.47 -0.26 -0.17
200882_s_at PSMD4 209303_at NDUFS4 -0.42 0.32 0.31
200885_at RHOC 209303_at NDUFS4 0.41 -0.50 -0.04
201119_s_at COX8A 209303_at NDUFS4 0.42 -0.47 0.09
201146_at NFE2L2 209303_at NDUFS4 0.62 -0.22 -0.09
201244_s_at RAF1 209303_at NDUFS4 -0.09 -0.64 0.33
201327_s_at CCT6A 209303_at NDUFS4 -0.12 0.53 -0.48
201588_at TXNL1 209303_at NDUFS4 -0.25 0.54 0.36
201738_at EIF1B 209303_at NDUFS4 0.66 -0.08 0.39
201762_s_at PSME2 209303_at NDUFS4 -0.61 0.27 -0.17
201895_at ARAF 209303_at NDUFS4 0.57 -0.27 -0.06
201956_s_at GNPAT 209303_at NDUFS4 -0.33 0.53 0.16
202122_s_at M6PRBP1 209303_at NDUFS4 0.24 -0.54 -0.05
202384_s_at TCOF1 209303_at NDUFS4 -0.67 0.07 -0.33
202735_at EBP 209303_at NDUFS4 -0.53 0.19 0.05
203103_s_at PRPF19 209303_at NDUFS4 -0.58 0.27 -0.26
203406_at MFAP1 209303_at NDUFS4 0.63 0.10 -0.13
203554_x_at PTTG1 209303_at NDUFS4 -0.42 -0.25 0.52
203971_at SLC31A1 209303_at NDUFS4 -0.42 0.37 0.30
204034_at ETHE1 209303_at NDUFS4 0.49 -0.28 0.05
206653_at POLR3G 209303_at NDUFS4 -0.32 0.42 -0.45
208895_s_at DDX18 209303_at NDUFS4 -0.40 0.38 0.07
209175_at SEC23IP 209303_at NDUFS4 0.37 -0.36 -0.30
202370_s_at CBFB 209308_s_at BNIP2 -0.12 0.65 0.44
203517_at MTX2 209308_s_at BNIP2 0.34 -0.46 0.11
203858_s_at COX10 209308_s_at BNIP2 0.45 -0.24 -0.33
204725_s_at NCK1 209308_s_at BNIP2 0.43 -0.18 -0.40
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208666_s_at ST13 209308_s_at BNIP2 0.65 0.14 -0.24
201803_at POLR2B 209310_s_at CASP4 -0.44 0.38 0.02
202934_at HK2 209310_s_at CASP4 0.50 0.13 -0.41
204960_at PTPRCAP 209310_s_at CASP4 0.29 -0.47 -0.32
208726_s_at EIF2S2 209310_s_at CASP4 -0.35 0.43 0.29
205901_at PNOC 209311_at BCL2L2 0.60 -0.16 0.25
200029_at RPL19 209321_s_at ADCY3 -0.39 0.41 0.18
200626_s_at MATR3 209321_s_at ADCY3 0.38 -0.44 -0.01
200675_at CD81 209321_s_at ADCY3 0.39 -0.43 -0.06
200757_s_at CALU 209321_s_at ADCY3 0.25 -0.21 -0.62
200866_s_at PSAP 209321_s_at ADCY3 0.46 -0.21 -0.27
201343_at UBE2D2 209321_s_at ADCY3 0.26 -0.34 -0.53
201762_s_at PSME2 209321_s_at ADCY3 -0.52 0.31 -0.04
201800_s_at OSBP 209321_s_at ADCY3 0.43 -0.32 -0.29
203445_s_at CTDSP2 209321_s_at ADCY3 0.37 -0.45 -0.14
208113_x_at PABPC3 209321_s_at ADCY3 -0.51 0.10 0.27
208845_at VDAC3 209321_s_at ADCY3 -0.51 0.06 0.28
201783_s_at RELA 209330_s_at HNRPD -0.30 -0.76 0.09
202298_at NDUFA1 209330_s_at HNRPD 0.03 0.65 -0.15
202488_s_at FXYD3 209330_s_at HNRPD -0.30 -0.76 -0.04
208885_at LCP1 209330_s_at HNRPD 0.03 -0.65 0.02
209154_at TAX1BP3 209330_s_at HNRPD -0.19 0.57 0.12
202671_s_at PDXK 209354_at TNFRSF14 -0.28 0.33 0.50
200626_s_at MATR3 209358_at TAF11 -0.15 0.68 0.17
201956_s_at GNPAT 209358_at TAF11 0.39 -0.44 0.25
202139_at AKR7A2 209362_at SURB7 0.37 -0.38 -0.26
200001_at CAPNS1 209367_at STXBP2 0.05 0.68 0.60
200016_x_at HNRPA1 209367_at STXBP2 0.16 -0.59 -0.09
200029_at RPL19 209367_at STXBP2 0.35 -0.47 0.09
200036_s_at RPL10A 209367_at STXBP2 0.02 -0.65 0.03
200063_s_at NPM1 209367_at STXBP2 0.32 -0.52 -0.02
200066_at IK 209367_at STXBP2 0.28 -0.46 -0.50
200081_s_at RPS6 209367_at STXBP2 0.36 -0.43 0.21
200082_s_at RPS7 209367_at STXBP2 0.44 -0.42 0.12
200086_s_at COX4I1 209367_at STXBP2 0.41 -0.43 -0.42
200089_s_at RPL4 209367_at STXBP2 0.39 -0.48 0.02
200092_s_at RPL37 209367_at STXBP2 0.43 -0.39 0.03
200643_at HDLBP 209367_at STXBP2 0.52 -0.28 0.05
200674_s_at RPL32 209367_at STXBP2 0.23 -0.53 0.13
200675_at CD81 209367_at STXBP2 0.10 0.69 0.73
200682_s_at UBE2L3 209367_at STXBP2 0.09 -0.53 -0.63
200716_x_at RPL13A 209367_at STXBP2 0.13 -0.59 0.15
200735_x_at NACA 209367_at STXBP2 0.30 -0.60 -0.11
200882_s_at PSMD4 209367_at STXBP2 0.42 -0.20 -0.44
200926_at RPS23 209367_at STXBP2 0.39 -0.58 0.04
201146_at NFE2L2 209367_at STXBP2 -0.55 0.22 -0.20
201234_at ILK 209367_at STXBP2 -0.13 0.53 0.56
201257_x_at RPS3A 209367_at STXBP2 0.13 -0.61 0.13
201288_at ARHGDIB 209367_at STXBP2 0.43 -0.39 0.12
201429_s_at  RPL37A 209367_at STXBP2 0.21 -0.55 0.08
201441_at COX6B1 209367_at STXBP2 0.42 -0.29 -0.37
201895_at ARAF 209367_at STXBP2 -0.18 0.47 0.57
202545_at PRKCD 209367_at STXBP2 -0.23 0.49 0.53
202907_s_at NBN 209367_at STXBP2 -0.42 0.41 0.03
202958_at PTPN9 209367_at STXBP2 -0.22 0.48 0.48
203034_s_at RPL27A 209367_at STXBP2 0.29 -0.54 0.10
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203366_at POLG 209367_at STXBP2 0.47 -0.36 -0.12
203415_at PDCD6 209367_at STXBP2 -0.24 0.50 0.57
204279_at PSMB9 209367_at STXBP2 -0.42 0.40 -0.19
207769_s_at PQBP1 209367_at STXBP2 0.64 0.05 0.00
208620_at PCBP1 209367_at STXBP2 -0.01 0.03 0.73
208628_s_at YBX1 209367_at STXBP2 0.45 -0.36 0.36
208692_at RPS3 209367_at STXBP2 0.14 -0.60 0.00
208695_s_at RPL39 209367_at STXBP2 0.37 -0.48 0.07
208825_x_at RPL23A 209367_at STXBP2 0.21 -0.56 0.04
209036_s_at MDH2 209367_at STXBP2 -0.53 0.07 0.26
200059_s_at RHOA 209406_at BAG2 0.61 0.01 -0.12
201956_s_at GNPAT 209406_at BAG2 -0.56 0.27 -0.06
202139_at AKR7A2 209406_at BAG2 0.57 0.08 -0.25
202164_s_at CNOT8 209406_at BAG2 0.55 0.30 -0.35
202562_s_at C14orf1 209406_at BAG2 -0.44 0.03 0.49
206042_x_at SNRPN 209406_at BAG2 0.35 0.12 -0.56
207079_s_at MED6 209406_at BAG2 0.70 0.41 -0.39
207419_s_at RAC2 209406_at BAG2 0.43 0.11 -0.52
209157_at DNAJA2 209406_at BAG2 0.55 -0.16 0.61
202298_at NDUFA1 209413_at B4GALT2 0.34 -0.45 -0.15
200065_s_at ARF1 209418_s_at THOC5 0.40 -0.33 -0.35
200929_at TMED10 209421_at MSH2 0.38 0.01 -0.55
202722_s_at GFPT1 209421_at MSH2 0.28 -0.05 -0.60
207079_s_at MED6 209421_at MSH2 0.63 0.37 -0.25
208654_s_at CD164 209421_at MSH2 0.57 0.24 -0.36
204372_s_at KHSRP 209428_s_at ZFPL1 -0.37 -0.11 0.56
205417_s_at DAG1 209432_s_at CREB3 0.24 0.04 -0.65
200682_s_at UBE2L3 209449_at LSM2 0.22 -0.55 -0.46
200682_s_at UBE2L3 209464_at AURKB 0.41 -0.32 -0.40
201762_s_at PSME2 209464_at AURKB 0.28 -0.33 -0.50
204219_s_at PSMC1 209464_at AURKB 0.27 -0.46 -0.41
202199_s_at SRPK1 209477_at EMD -0.34 0.06 0.58
202264_s_at TOMM40 209477_at EMD 0.69 -0.01 0.33
202505_at SNRPB2 209477_at EMD -0.45 0.10 0.40
203366_at POLG 209477_at EMD 0.65 -0.18 -0.08
203402_at KCNAB2 209477_at EMD 0.65 0.25 -0.18
203530_s_at STX4 209477_at EMD -0.37 0.44 -0.10
209310_s_at CASP4 209477_at EMD 0.48 -0.13 -0.32
200059_s_at RHOA 209492_x_at ATP5I -0.42 0.30 0.40
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 209492_x_at ATP5I -0.53 0.14 0.37
200595_s_at EIF3S10 209492_x_at ATP5I -0.20 0.57 0.35
200626_s_at MATR3 209492_x_at ATP5I -0.47 0.57 0.20
201146_at NFE2L2 209492_x_at ATP5I -0.55 0.30 0.19
201816_s_at GBAS 209492_x_at ATP5I -0.32 0.44 0.38
202693_s_at STK17A 209492_x_at ATP5I -0.39 0.33 0.33
203277_at DFFA 209492_x_at ATP5I 0.45 -0.02 -0.45
203307_at GNL1 209492_x_at ATP5I 0.59 0.06 -0.24
203406_at MFAP1 209492_x_at ATP5I -0.59 -0.16 0.24
203635_at DSCR3 209492_x_at ATP5I -0.50 0.20 0.19
208445_s_at BAZ1B 209492_x_at ATP5I 0.57 0.06 -0.48
208666_s_at ST13 209492_x_at ATP5I -0.58 0.16 0.26
209036_s_at MDH2 209492_x_at ATP5I -0.61 0.03 0.08
200079_s_at KARS 209503_s_at PSMC5 0.71 0.09 0.20
200691_s_at HSPA9 209509_s_at DPAGT1 0.43 -0.34 -0.36
201748_s_at SAFB 209509_s_at DPAGT1 0.40 -0.49 -0.14
202264_s_at TOMM40 209509_s_at DPAGT1 0.55 -0.14 -0.22
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202839_s_at NDUFB7 209509_s_at DPAGT1 0.49 -0.30 -0.07
203252_at CDK2AP2 209509_s_at DPAGT1 0.56 -0.23 0.14
204610_s_at CCDC85B 209509_s_at DPAGT1 0.44 -0.48 -0.18
204960_at PTPRCAP 209509_s_at DPAGT1 0.45 -0.34 -0.03
206238_s_at YAF2 209509_s_at DPAGT1 -0.38 0.41 0.27
209214_s_at EWSR1 209509_s_at DPAGT1 0.45 -0.28 -0.17
200626_s_at MATR3 209517_s_at ASH2L 0.60 -0.29 -0.15
201051_at ANP32A 209517_s_at ASH2L 0.57 -0.09 -0.18
206989_s_at SFRS2IP 209517_s_at ASH2L 0.38 -0.46 -0.16
208666_s_at ST13 209517_s_at ASH2L 0.60 -0.11 0.02
200023_s_at EIF3S5 209523_at TAF2 -0.25 0.51 -0.28
201088_at KPNA2 209531_at GSTZ1 -0.35 0.45 -0.20
201956_s_at GNPAT 209531_at GSTZ1 0.49 -0.47 -0.02
202169_s_at AASDHPPT 209531_at GSTZ1 -0.52 0.28 -0.44
202228_s_at NPTN 209531_at GSTZ1 -0.50 0.29 -0.33
201031_s_at HNRPH1 209535_s_at --- 0.04 -0.66 -0.14
201146_at NFE2L2 209535_s_at --- 0.47 -0.36 0.00
201956_s_at GNPAT 209535_s_at --- -0.31 0.55 0.37
204331_s_at MRPS12 209535_s_at --- 0.24 -0.49 -0.39
200779_at ATF4 209565_at RNF113A 0.46 -0.34 0.29
200830_at PSMD2 209565_at RNF113A -0.43 0.27 -0.56
202954_at UBE2C 209592_s_at WDR68 -0.09 0.12 0.72
204649_at TROAP 209592_s_at WDR68 -0.16 0.00 0.67
200071_at SMNDC1 209623_at MCCC2 0.10 -0.63 -0.12
200626_s_at MATR3 209623_at MCCC2 0.17 -0.55 0.27
201088_at KPNA2 209623_at MCCC2 0.17 -0.58 0.09
202028_s_at RPL38 209623_at MCCC2 0.18 0.49 -0.49
202329_at CSK 209623_at MCCC2 -0.07 -0.49 0.49
204610_s_at CCDC85B 209623_at MCCC2 -0.27 -0.52 0.47
205194_at PSPH 209623_at MCCC2 -0.09 -0.48 0.49
207513_s_at ZNF189 209623_at MCCC2 0.16 -0.60 -0.38
209154_at TAX1BP3 209642_at BUB1 -0.26 0.52 0.03
203371_s_at NDUFB3 209653_at KPNA4 0.29 -0.45 -0.41
205480_s_at UGP2 209653_at KPNA4 0.41 -0.19 -0.44
121_at PAX8 209662_at CETN3 -0.13 -0.69 0.11
200804_at TEGT 209662_at CETN3 -0.16 -0.77 -0.37
202488_s_at FXYD3 209662_at CETN3 -0.06 -0.75 -0.25
207813_s_at FDXR 209662_at CETN3 -0.27 0.59 0.07
209056_s_at CDC5L 209662_at CETN3 0.43 -0.29 -0.24
201812_s_at TOMM7 209665_at CYB561D2 0.26 -0.58 -0.35
202077_at NDUFAB1 209665_at CYB561D2 0.45 -0.35 -0.19
205480_s_at UGP2 209665_at CYB561D2 0.35 -0.33 -0.47
209036_s_at MDH2 209665_at CYB561D2 0.53 -0.03 -0.31
209239_at NFKB1 209665_at CYB561D2 0.47 -0.22 -0.22
206139_at PIK4CB 209667_at CES2 0.47 -0.37 0.06
200626_s_at MATR3 209701_at ARTS-1 0.19 -0.64 -0.33
202678_at GTF2A2 209701_at ARTS-1 -0.36 0.44 -0.11
206854_s_at MAP3K7 209701_at ARTS-1 0.35 -0.48 0.07
200748_s_at FTH1 209709_s_at HMMR 0.28 -0.18 -0.57
201290_at SEC11A 209709_s_at HMMR -0.29 0.31 0.59
201292_at TOP2A 209709_s_at HMMR 0.43 0.84 0.82
202678_at GTF2A2 209709_s_at HMMR 0.47 -0.22 -0.31
204220_at GMFG 209709_s_at HMMR -0.16 0.43 0.67
204613_at PLCG2 209709_s_at HMMR -0.27 0.23 0.68
204822_at TTK 209709_s_at HMMR 0.34 0.76 0.83
208079_s_at AURKA 209709_s_at HMMR 0.35 0.83 0.79
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204962_s_at CENPA 209714_s_at CDKN3 0.46 0.87 0.80
208864_s_at TXN 209714_s_at CDKN3 0.22 -0.44 -0.51
202370_s_at CBFB 209731_at NTHL1 0.46 -0.32 -0.02
209036_s_at MDH2 209731_at NTHL1 -0.30 0.38 0.45
205178_s_at RBBP6 209753_s_at TMPO 0.03 -0.50 0.48
206240_s_at ZNF136 209761_s_at SP110 0.60 -0.15 0.29
202092_s_at ARL2BP 209764_at MGAT3 -0.49 0.29 -0.11
201762_s_at PSME2 209773_s_at RRM2 0.41 -0.23 -0.42
202213_s_at CUL4B 209773_s_at RRM2 -0.31 0.46 0.34
202228_s_at NPTN 209773_s_at RRM2 -0.40 0.46 -0.32
202520_s_at MLH1 209773_s_at RRM2 -0.26 0.48 0.34
202529_at PRPSAP1 209773_s_at RRM2 -0.43 0.38 0.11
203087_s_at KIF2A 209773_s_at RRM2 -0.41 0.46 0.00
209308_s_at BNIP2 209773_s_at RRM2 -0.37 0.44 -0.10
201322_at ATP5B 209786_at HMGN4 0.21 -0.43 -0.62
201756_at RPA2 209786_at HMGN4 0.51 -0.23 -0.11
202092_s_at ARL2BP 209786_at HMGN4 0.35 -0.41 -0.49
202199_s_at SRPK1 209786_at HMGN4 0.30 -0.42 -0.48
202227_s_at BRD8 209786_at HMGN4 -0.25 0.50 0.31
202488_s_at FXYD3 209786_at HMGN4 0.32 -0.48 -0.04
203529_at PPP6C 209786_at HMGN4 -0.19 0.54 0.45
208833_s_at ATXN10 209786_at HMGN4 0.37 -0.11 -0.55
208885_at LCP1 209786_at HMGN4 0.25 -0.48 -0.53
208998_at UCP2 209786_at HMGN4 -0.43 0.31 0.32
209036_s_at MDH2 209786_at HMGN4 0.52 -0.12 -0.45
209239_at NFKB1 209786_at HMGN4 0.48 -0.29 -0.11
209517_s_at ASH2L 209786_at HMGN4 0.42 -0.24 -0.35
204219_s_at PSMC1 209798_at NPAT -0.17 0.66 0.07
204881_s_at UGCG 209805_at PMS2 0.35 -0.44 0.34
203271_s_at UNC119 209825_s_at UCK2 -0.23 0.36 0.66
205205_at RELB 209825_s_at UCK2 -0.41 0.21 0.56
208943_s_at TLOC1 209825_s_at UCK2 -0.01 -0.41 -0.76
200679_x_at HMGB1 209833_at CRADD -0.45 -0.06 0.44
208079_s_at AURKA 209833_at CRADD -0.43 -0.22 0.50
201441_at COX6B1 209882_at RIT1 -0.44 0.31 0.30
201292_at TOP2A 209884_s_at SLC4A7 0.70 0.41 -0.09
200023_s_at EIF3S5 209903_s_at ATR -0.41 0.32 -0.49
201277_s_at HNRPAB 209903_s_at ATR 0.55 -0.21 0.42
205205_at RELB 209928_s_at MSC -0.03 0.68 0.49
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 209944_at ZNF410 -0.34 0.48 0.48
200626_s_at MATR3 209944_at ZNF410 -0.45 0.47 0.08
200858_s_at RPS8 209944_at ZNF410 0.20 -0.42 -0.57
200909_s_at RPLP2 209944_at ZNF410 0.07 -0.61 -0.55
201805_at PRKAG1 209944_at ZNF410 -0.42 0.13 0.49
201823_s_at RNF14 209944_at ZNF410 -0.53 0.02 0.29
201956_s_at GNPAT 209944_at ZNF410 0.38 -0.53 -0.27
202332_at CSNK1E 209944_at ZNF410 0.29 -0.47 -0.38
202348_s_at TOR1A 209944_at ZNF410 -0.33 0.17 0.53
203102_s_at MGAT2 209944_at ZNF410 0.05 0.76 0.50
203511_s_at TRAPPC3 209944_at ZNF410 -0.54 -0.31 0.41
207541_s_at EXOSC10 209944_at ZNF410 0.14 -0.60 -0.33
209157_at DNAJA2 209944_at ZNF410 -0.24 0.65 0.34
209362_at SURB7 209944_at ZNF410 -0.30 0.17 0.62
203635_at DSCR3 209945_s_at GSK3B -0.56 0.17 0.00
209239_at NFKB1 209945_s_at GSK3B -0.61 0.16 -0.21
200626_s_at MATR3 209951_s_at MAP2K7 0.35 -0.33 -0.39
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205865_at ARID3A 209951_s_at MAP2K7 -0.34 0.29 0.46
208619_at DDB1 209951_s_at MAP2K7 0.45 -0.24 -0.25
200055_at TAF10 209953_s_at CDC37 -0.21 0.33 0.60
200682_s_at UBE2L3 209953_s_at CDC37 0.25 -0.51 -0.39
203652_at MAP3K11 209953_s_at CDC37 -0.26 0.36 0.52
207079_s_at MED6 209953_s_at CDC37 0.59 0.06 -0.19
200626_s_at MATR3 210007_s_at GPD2 0.37 -0.40 -0.18
201946_s_at CCT2 210042_s_at CTSZ 0.02 -0.56 0.35
203150_at RABEPK 210042_s_at CTSZ 0.25 -0.51 0.25
208642_s_at XRCC5 210042_s_at CTSZ 0.24 -0.45 0.42
200691_s_at HSPA9 210046_s_at IDH2 -0.32 0.50 -0.21
200825_s_at HYOU1 210046_s_at IDH2 -0.33 0.51 -0.07
200886_s_at 8 ::: hCG_20152 210046_s_at IDH2 0.44 -0.31 0.45
200976_s_at TAX1BP1 210046_s_at IDH2 0.29 -0.60 -0.11
201088_at KPNA2 210046_s_at IDH2 -0.50 0.31 -0.40
201210_at DDX3X 210046_s_at IDH2 -0.44 0.35 -0.26
201503_at G3BP1 210046_s_at IDH2 -0.51 0.34 -0.45
201536_at DUSP3 210046_s_at IDH2 0.43 -0.43 0.06
201783_s_at RELA 210046_s_at IDH2 0.33 -0.46 0.10
202022_at ALDOC 210046_s_at IDH2 0.53 -0.32 0.33
202227_s_at BRD8 210046_s_at IDH2 -0.52 0.32 -0.10
202542_s_at SCYE1 210046_s_at IDH2 0.18 -0.58 0.09
202954_at UBE2C 210046_s_at IDH2 -0.05 0.65 0.44
203351_s_at ORC4L 210046_s_at IDH2 0.06 -0.68 -0.26
203744_at HMGB3 210046_s_at IDH2 -0.20 0.57 0.23
209303_at NDUFS4 210046_s_at IDH2 0.26 -0.57 0.17
201503_at G3BP1 210052_s_at TPX2 0.16 0.61 -0.32
208796_s_at CCNG1 210052_s_at TPX2 -0.34 0.22 0.51
200626_s_at MATR3 210053_at TAF5 -0.48 0.40 0.12
200745_s_at GNB1 210053_at TAF5 -0.57 -0.22 0.30
201077_s_at NHP2L1 210053_at TAF5 0.66 -0.09 -0.13
201227_s_at NDUFB8 210053_at TAF5 0.61 0.06 -0.32
201315_x_at IFITM2 210053_at TAF5 0.35 -0.19 -0.52
201762_s_at PSME2 210053_at TAF5 0.53 -0.07 -0.39
202520_s_at MLH1 210053_at TAF5 -0.34 0.43 0.57
202659_at PSMB10 210053_at TAF5 0.38 -0.19 -0.53
202735_at EBP 210053_at TAF5 0.73 0.13 0.26
203343_at UGDH 210053_at TAF5 -0.23 0.55 -0.01
205371_s_at DBT 210053_at TAF5 -0.46 0.26 0.22
208336_s_at GPSN2 210053_at TAF5 0.66 0.03 -0.01
208946_s_at BECN1 210053_at TAF5 -0.46 0.39 -0.04
208788_at ELOVL5 210058_at MAPK13 0.53 -0.19 -0.04
200036_s_at RPL10A 210097_s_at NOL7 -0.22 0.54 -0.18
200042_at C22orf28 210097_s_at NOL7 -0.39 0.52 0.16
200099_s_at --- 210097_s_at NOL7 -0.16 0.60 -0.13
200655_s_at CALM1 210097_s_at NOL7 0.46 -0.44 -0.10
200691_s_at HSPA9 210097_s_at NOL7 0.52 -0.31 -0.01
200705_s_at EEF1B2 210097_s_at NOL7 -0.23 0.54 -0.07
200735_x_at NACA 210097_s_at NOL7 0.16 0.68 -0.17
200741_s_at RPS27 210097_s_at NOL7 -0.25 0.66 -0.03
200750_s_at RAN 210097_s_at NOL7 0.17 0.73 -0.06
200804_at TEGT 210097_s_at NOL7 -0.48 0.41 -0.02
200976_s_at TAX1BP1 210097_s_at NOL7 -0.43 0.37 -0.15
201231_s_at ENO1 210097_s_at NOL7 -0.21 0.55 -0.41
201536_at DUSP3 210097_s_at NOL7 -0.42 0.44 -0.18
201592_at EIF3S3 210097_s_at NOL7 -0.31 0.53 -0.18
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201783_s_at RELA 210097_s_at NOL7 -0.50 0.34 0.14
201795_at LBR 210097_s_at NOL7 0.35 -0.43 0.30
201812_s_at TOMM7 210097_s_at NOL7 -0.29 0.51 -0.08
202168_at TAF9 210097_s_at NOL7 -0.26 0.51 0.26
202329_at CSK 210097_s_at NOL7 0.29 -0.50 0.09
202644_s_at TNFAIP3 210097_s_at NOL7 -0.46 0.33 0.09
202839_s_at NDUFB7 210097_s_at NOL7 0.44 -0.34 0.01
202954_at UBE2C 210097_s_at NOL7 0.37 -0.38 -0.45
203090_at SDF2 210097_s_at NOL7 -0.47 0.36 0.05
203252_at CDK2AP2 210097_s_at NOL7 0.34 -0.51 -0.23
203471_s_at PLEK 210097_s_at NOL7 -0.32 0.47 -0.06
203744_at HMGB3 210097_s_at NOL7 0.33 -0.45 -0.25
204158_s_at TCIRG1 210097_s_at NOL7 0.27 -0.53 -0.26
204960_at PTPRCAP 210097_s_at NOL7 0.14 -0.56 -0.52
206174_s_at PPP6C 210097_s_at NOL7 0.13 -0.62 -0.18
207707_s_at SEC13 210097_s_at NOL7 0.26 -0.47 0.32
208079_s_at AURKA 210097_s_at NOL7 0.52 -0.22 -0.16
208692_at RPS3 210097_s_at NOL7 -0.24 0.51 -0.28
208894_at HLA-DRA 210097_s_at NOL7 -0.58 0.26 -0.16
209186_at ATP2A2 210097_s_at NOL7 0.36 -0.56 0.43
209239_at NFKB1 210097_s_at NOL7 -0.49 0.47 -0.12
209715_at CBX5 210097_s_at NOL7 0.45 -0.33 -0.10
200065_s_at ARF1 210125_s_at BANF1 0.54 0.16 -0.41
200066_at IK 210125_s_at BANF1 0.22 -0.56 -0.26
200079_s_at KARS 210125_s_at BANF1 0.63 -0.15 0.42
201119_s_at COX8A 210125_s_at BANF1 -0.13 0.64 -0.20
201142_at EIF2S1 210125_s_at BANF1 -0.37 -0.23 0.58
201146_at NFE2L2 210125_s_at BANF1 -0.58 0.21 -0.03
201343_at UBE2D2 210125_s_at BANF1 -0.65 0.07 -0.27
201611_s_at ICMT 210125_s_at BANF1 0.42 -0.35 0.41
201762_s_at PSME2 210125_s_at BANF1 0.61 -0.17 0.32
201895_at ARAF 210125_s_at BANF1 -0.34 0.45 0.33
204219_s_at PSMC1 210125_s_at BANF1 0.37 -0.47 0.14
204612_at PKIA 210125_s_at BANF1 -0.50 -0.04 0.36
208642_s_at XRCC5 210125_s_at BANF1 0.39 -0.31 0.54
200059_s_at RHOA 210137_s_at DCTD 0.52 -0.18 -0.13
200959_at FUS 210137_s_at DCTD -0.23 0.59 -0.09
208113_x_at PABPC3 210137_s_at DCTD -0.39 0.38 0.26
208631_s_at HADHA 210137_s_at DCTD 0.53 -0.17 -0.22
208684_at COPA 210137_s_at DCTD 0.55 -0.18 -0.32
200626_s_at MATR3 210188_at GABPA 0.68 -0.25 -0.17
201441_at COX6B1 210188_at GABPA -0.65 -0.15 0.28
201771_at SCAMP3 210188_at GABPA 0.52 0.09 -0.40
201847_at LIPA 210188_at GABPA 0.54 -0.20 -0.09
201956_s_at GNPAT 210188_at GABPA -0.56 0.04 0.21
202346_at HIP2 210188_at GABPA 0.59 0.11 -0.26
202593_s_at MIR16 210188_at GABPA 0.72 0.49 -0.21
203152_at MRPL40 210188_at GABPA -0.54 0.21 0.08
206989_s_at SFRS2IP 210188_at GABPA 0.46 -0.34 -0.26
208079_s_at AURKA 210188_at GABPA -0.45 0.03 0.47
208848_at ADH5 210188_at GABPA 0.51 0.21 -0.45
200626_s_at MATR3 210191_s_at PHTF1 0.40 -0.49 0.01
203366_at POLG 210205_at B3GALT4 0.39 -0.40 -0.07
200086_s_at COX4I1 210210_at MPZL1 -0.32 0.48 -0.17
202904_s_at LSM5 210210_at MPZL1 0.10 -0.31 0.64
204299_at FUSIP1 210210_at MPZL1 0.26 -0.33 0.65
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200613_at AP2M1 210213_s_at ITGB4BP 0.68 -0.01 0.28
201546_at TRIP12 210213_s_at ITGB4BP 0.28 -0.46 -0.41
201897_s_at CKS1B 210213_s_at ITGB4BP 0.39 -0.13 -0.57
202471_s_at IDH3G 210213_s_at ITGB4BP 0.73 0.22 0.15
203719_at ERCC1 210213_s_at ITGB4BP -0.38 0.27 0.41
205480_s_at UGP2 210213_s_at ITGB4BP 0.40 -0.33 -0.31
207079_s_at MED6 210213_s_at ITGB4BP 0.64 0.02 -0.37
208631_s_at HADHA 210213_s_at ITGB4BP 0.63 -0.15 -0.17
208835_s_at CROP 210213_s_at ITGB4BP -0.30 0.40 -0.58
209709_s_at HMMR 210213_s_at ITGB4BP 0.23 -0.41 -0.63
210052_s_at TPX2 210213_s_at ITGB4BP 0.32 -0.26 -0.51
202151_s_at UBAC1 210260_s_at TNFAIP8 0.36 -0.12 -0.51
208666_s_at ST13 210260_s_at TNFAIP8 0.70 0.09 -0.01
208848_at ADH5 210260_s_at TNFAIP8 0.57 -0.18 0.08
200042_at C22orf28 210266_s_at TRIM33 -0.51 0.22 0.24
200877_at CCT4 210266_s_at TRIM33 -0.40 -0.13 0.52
201256_at COX7A2L 210266_s_at TRIM33 -0.48 0.30 0.09
201317_s_at PSMA2 210266_s_at TRIM33 -0.54 0.09 0.23
203635_at DSCR3 210266_s_at TRIM33 -0.46 0.43 -0.03
204158_s_at TCIRG1 210266_s_at TRIM33 0.58 -0.11 -0.07
204828_at RAD9A 210266_s_at TRIM33 0.35 -0.43 -0.21
205633_s_at ALAS1 210266_s_at TRIM33 -0.37 0.39 0.29
209239_at NFKB1 210266_s_at TRIM33 -0.56 0.17 0.24
207186_s_at BPTF 210276_s_at TRIOBP 0.31 -0.50 0.22
202488_s_at FXYD3 210293_s_at SEC23B 0.24 -0.57 -0.10
209239_at NFKB1 210293_s_at SEC23B 0.22 -0.56 -0.16
201801_s_at SLC29A1 210296_s_at PXMP3 0.40 -0.33 -0.32
202109_at ARFIP2 210296_s_at PXMP3 0.28 -0.54 -0.17
202117_at ARHGAP1 210296_s_at PXMP3 -0.46 0.28 0.17
202139_at AKR7A2 210296_s_at PXMP3 0.48 -0.31 -0.24
203388_at ARRB2 210296_s_at PXMP3 0.28 -0.51 -0.38
204331_s_at MRPS12 210296_s_at PXMP3 0.42 -0.33 -0.33
208620_at PCBP1 210296_s_at PXMP3 0.26 -0.33 -0.61
208885_at LCP1 210296_s_at PXMP3 0.51 -0.10 -0.28
210213_s_at ITGB4BP 210296_s_at PXMP3 0.22 -0.54 -0.29
200056_s_at C1D 210301_at XDH 0.31 -0.60 -0.01
200071_at SMNDC1 210301_at XDH 0.19 -0.67 -0.33
200076_s_at C19orf50 210301_at XDH -0.39 0.53 0.22
200079_s_at KARS 210301_at XDH -0.43 0.40 0.04
200086_s_at COX4I1 210301_at XDH -0.38 0.54 -0.11
200595_s_at EIF3S10 210301_at XDH 0.32 -0.52 -0.17
200603_at PRKAR1A 210301_at XDH 0.35 -0.71 -0.08
200626_s_at MATR3 210301_at XDH 0.45 -0.69 -0.20
200821_at LAMP2 210301_at XDH 0.12 -0.66 -0.39
200891_s_at SSR1 210301_at XDH 0.14 -0.62 -0.22
200961_at SEPHS2 210301_at XDH 0.13 -0.64 -0.12
201077_s_at NHP2L1 210301_at XDH -0.45 0.44 0.01
201088_at KPNA2 210301_at XDH 0.00 -0.72 -0.18
201146_at NFE2L2 210301_at XDH 0.34 -0.53 -0.31
201273_s_at SRP9 210301_at XDH 0.41 -0.57 -0.09
201343_at UBE2D2 210301_at XDH 0.39 -0.43 -0.05
201375_s_at PPP2CB 210301_at XDH 0.23 -0.59 -0.28
201459_at RUVBL2 210301_at XDH -0.58 0.18 0.08
201653_at CNIH 210301_at XDH 0.43 -0.40 -0.04
201713_s_at RANBP2 210301_at XDH 0.35 -0.55 0.00
201734_at CLCN3 210301_at XDH 0.44 -0.36 -0.14
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201738_at EIF1B 210301_at XDH 0.36 -0.47 -0.39
201762_s_at PSME2 210301_at XDH -0.56 0.16 0.00
201795_at LBR 210301_at XDH -0.01 -0.70 0.20
201816_s_at GBAS 210301_at XDH 0.35 -0.55 -0.18
201845_s_at RYBP 210301_at XDH 0.32 -0.46 -0.24
201956_s_at GNPAT 210301_at XDH -0.40 0.44 -0.03
201963_at ACSL1 210301_at XDH 0.35 -0.61 -0.25
202121_s_at CHMP2A 210301_at XDH -0.38 0.44 -0.11
202169_s_at AASDHPPT 210301_at XDH 0.20 -0.74 -0.20
202228_s_at NPTN 210301_at XDH 0.41 -0.61 -0.08
202230_s_at CHERP 210301_at XDH 0.05 -0.68 -0.28
202277_at SPTLC1 210301_at XDH 0.30 -0.65 -0.20
202334_s_at UBE2B 210301_at XDH 0.37 -0.62 -0.23
202346_at HIP2 210301_at XDH 0.45 -0.48 -0.18
202432_at PPP3CB 210301_at XDH 0.18 -0.56 -0.36
202502_at ACADM 210301_at XDH 0.41 -0.43 0.12
202602_s_at HTATSF1 210301_at XDH 0.16 -0.68 -0.16
202603_at --- 210301_at XDH 0.32 -0.47 -0.36
202653_s_at 03/07/09 210301_at XDH 0.25 -0.55 -0.15
202704_at TOB1 210301_at XDH 0.11 -0.63 -0.13
202798_at SEC24B 210301_at XDH 0.37 -0.47 -0.34
203102_s_at MGAT2 210301_at XDH 0.08 -0.67 -0.23
203302_at DCK 210301_at XDH 0.23 -0.57 0.15
203343_at UGDH 210301_at XDH 0.36 -0.57 0.05
203356_at CAPN7 210301_at XDH 0.49 -0.33 -0.15
203362_s_at MAD2L1 210301_at XDH 0.33 -0.61 0.17
203403_s_at RNF6 210301_at XDH 0.13 -0.61 -0.24
203525_s_at APC 210301_at XDH 0.38 -0.48 -0.27
203566_s_at AGL 210301_at XDH 0.24 -0.61 -0.32
204496_at STRN3 210301_at XDH 0.31 -0.54 -0.19
204634_at NEK4 210301_at XDH 0.31 -0.66 -0.31
204641_at NEK2 210301_at XDH 0.11 -0.60 0.32
204675_at SRD5A1 210301_at XDH 0.40 -0.43 -0.25
205194_at PSPH 210301_at XDH 0.03 -0.65 0.03
205263_at BCL10 210301_at XDH 0.39 -0.50 -0.24
205371_s_at DBT 210301_at XDH 0.64 -0.27 0.07
206854_s_at MAP3K7 210301_at XDH 0.40 -0.44 0.09
206989_s_at SFRS2IP 210301_at XDH 0.35 -0.73 -0.11
208766_s_at HNRPR 210301_at XDH 0.28 -0.68 -0.24
208841_s_at G3BP2 210301_at XDH 0.28 -0.54 -0.13
208861_s_at ATRX 210301_at XDH 0.44 -0.40 -0.05
208924_at RNF11 210301_at XDH 0.36 -0.45 -0.36
208946_s_at BECN1 210301_at XDH 0.36 -0.40 -0.25
209022_at STAG2 210301_at XDH 0.13 -0.64 -0.20
209157_at DNAJA2 210301_at XDH 0.27 -0.53 0.02
209259_s_at SMC3 210301_at XDH 0.15 -0.60 -0.07
209330_s_at HNRPD 210301_at XDH -0.09 -0.67 0.11
209523_at TAF2 210301_at XDH 0.08 -0.65 -0.17
209662_at CETN3 210301_at XDH 0.11 -0.62 -0.06
209786_at HMGN4 210301_at XDH 0.42 -0.45 -0.23
210293_s_at SEC23B 210301_at XDH 0.30 -0.54 -0.27
200046_at DAD1 210338_s_at HSPA8 0.55 -0.31 -0.05
200052_s_at ILF2 210338_s_at HSPA8 0.78 0.21 0.52
200059_s_at RHOA 210338_s_at HSPA8 0.72 0.10 0.03
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 210338_s_at HSPA8 0.66 -0.05 0.17
200626_s_at MATR3 210338_s_at HSPA8 0.58 -0.36 0.01
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200645_at GABARAP 210338_s_at HSPA8 0.20 -0.60 0.03
200807_s_at HSPD1 210338_s_at HSPA8 -0.08 0.65 0.26
200866_s_at PSAP 210338_s_at HSPA8 0.68 0.04 0.09
201194_at SEPW1 210338_s_at HSPA8 0.59 -0.16 0.02
201546_at TRIP12 210338_s_at HSPA8 0.46 -0.26 -0.18
201800_s_at OSBP 210338_s_at HSPA8 0.40 -0.28 -0.39
201805_at PRKAG1 210338_s_at HSPA8 0.74 0.17 0.19
201847_at LIPA 210338_s_at HSPA8 0.51 -0.31 -0.01
201956_s_at GNPAT 210338_s_at HSPA8 -0.68 0.29 -0.08
202139_at AKR7A2 210338_s_at HSPA8 0.72 0.06 0.06
204246_s_at DCTN3 210338_s_at HSPA8 0.46 -0.25 -0.25
204331_s_at MRPS12 210338_s_at HSPA8 0.80 0.27 0.53
207079_s_at MED6 210338_s_at HSPA8 0.76 0.61 -0.07
207304_at ZNF45 210338_s_at HSPA8 0.66 0.16 -0.09
208313_s_at SF1 210338_s_at HSPA8 0.79 -0.06 0.47
208628_s_at YBX1 210338_s_at HSPA8 -0.29 0.57 0.10
209046_s_at GABARAPL2 210338_s_at HSPA8 0.24 -0.50 0.24
209048_s_at ZMYND8 210338_s_at HSPA8 -0.57 0.15 -0.66
200626_s_at MATR3 210349_at CAMK4 0.41 -0.23 -0.41
200079_s_at KARS 210371_s_at RBBP4 0.14 -0.66 -0.01
201956_s_at GNPAT 210371_s_at RBBP4 0.10 -0.64 -0.39
203150_at RABEPK 210371_s_at RBBP4 0.05 -0.60 0.22
208669_s_at EID1 210371_s_at RBBP4 0.24 -0.55 0.27
209067_s_at HNRPDL 210371_s_at RBBP4 0.42 -0.43 0.16
200626_s_at MATR3 210386_s_at MTX1 -0.63 0.14 -0.12
201588_at TXNL1 210386_s_at MTX1 0.47 -0.27 -0.10
201823_s_at RNF14 210386_s_at MTX1 -0.68 -0.13 0.05
201956_s_at GNPAT 210386_s_at MTX1 0.58 -0.14 0.04
202139_at AKR7A2 210386_s_at MTX1 -0.51 0.33 -0.21
204158_s_at TCIRG1 210386_s_at MTX1 0.56 0.22 -0.38
209036_s_at MDH2 210386_s_at MTX1 -0.39 0.50 0.05
200059_s_at RHOA 210410_s_at MSH5 -0.46 0.37 0.28
200042_at C22orf28 210418_s_at IDH3B 0.74 0.05 0.25
200055_at TAF10 210418_s_at IDH3B -0.43 0.18 0.45
200059_s_at RHOA 210418_s_at IDH3B 0.60 -0.09 -0.10
200626_s_at MATR3 210418_s_at IDH3B 0.60 -0.15 -0.09
200668_s_at UBE2D3 210418_s_at IDH3B 0.52 -0.19 -0.43
200828_s_at ZNF207 210418_s_at IDH3B 0.74 0.41 -0.02
201386_s_at DHX15 210418_s_at IDH3B 0.73 0.34 0.05
201546_at TRIP12 210418_s_at IDH3B 0.34 -0.48 -0.41
201756_at RPA2 210418_s_at IDH3B 0.67 -0.16 0.31
202527_s_at SMAD4 210418_s_at IDH3B 0.49 -0.09 -0.33
202659_at PSMB10 210418_s_at IDH3B -0.43 0.28 0.23
202693_s_at STK17A 210418_s_at IDH3B 0.37 -0.35 -0.33
202839_s_at NDUFB7 210418_s_at IDH3B -0.40 0.36 0.35
203261_at DCTN6 210418_s_at IDH3B 0.49 -0.28 -0.20
203307_at GNL1 210418_s_at IDH3B -0.60 -0.07 0.30
203511_s_at TRAPPC3 210418_s_at IDH3B 0.72 0.28 0.01
203635_at DSCR3 210418_s_at IDH3B 0.57 -0.35 -0.12
205480_s_at UGP2 210418_s_at IDH3B 0.65 -0.12 -0.19
205865_at ARID3A 210418_s_at IDH3B -0.46 0.24 0.26
207614_s_at CUL1 210418_s_at IDH3B 0.69 0.00 -0.02
208549_x_at PTMA 210418_s_at IDH3B -0.55 0.16 0.14
208631_s_at HADHA 210418_s_at IDH3B 0.70 0.01 0.06
208666_s_at ST13 210418_s_at IDH3B 0.64 -0.17 0.28
208726_s_at EIF2S2 210418_s_at IDH3B 0.49 -0.15 -0.24
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209095_at DLD 210418_s_at IDH3B 0.55 -0.29 -0.01
209239_at NFKB1 210418_s_at IDH3B 0.74 -0.11 0.13
200944_s_at HMGN1 210428_s_at HGS -0.02 -0.71 -0.36
202545_at PRKCD 210428_s_at HGS 0.13 0.76 0.52
208620_at PCBP1 210428_s_at HGS -0.11 0.30 0.73
200001_at CAPNS1 210502_s_at PPIE 0.50 -0.30 -0.05
200675_at CD81 210502_s_at PPIE 0.55 -0.25 0.08
200828_s_at ZNF207 210502_s_at PPIE 0.46 0.17 -0.49
200885_at RHOC 210502_s_at PPIE 0.56 -0.23 0.19
201052_s_at PSMF1 210502_s_at PPIE 0.50 -0.25 -0.01
201379_s_at TPD52L2 210502_s_at PPIE 0.45 -0.26 -0.21
203554_x_at PTTG1 210502_s_at PPIE -0.03 -0.07 0.70
204192_at CD37 210502_s_at PPIE 0.48 -0.33 0.33
207598_x_at XRCC2 210502_s_at PPIE -0.37 0.41 0.16
207614_s_at CUL1 210502_s_at PPIE 0.55 0.31 -0.34
200779_at ATF4 210512_s_at VEGFA 0.44 -0.35 0.24
209067_s_at HNRPDL 210538_s_at BIRC3 -0.28 0.50 -0.18
209709_s_at HMMR 210574_s_at NUDC 0.30 -0.37 -0.56
200944_s_at HMGN1 210621_s_at RASA1 -0.36 0.34 0.38
202870_s_at CDC20 210621_s_at RASA1 -0.53 0.15 0.26
207275_s_at ACSL1 210621_s_at RASA1 0.46 0.08 -0.43
208079_s_at AURKA 210621_s_at RASA1 -0.38 0.43 0.21
209146_at SC4MOL 210621_s_at RASA1 -0.20 0.57 0.29
209172_s_at CENPF 210621_s_at RASA1 -0.47 0.38 0.30
200079_s_at KARS 210639_s_at ATG5 -0.14 0.49 -0.43
200626_s_at MATR3 210639_s_at ATG5 0.65 -0.40 -0.24
201051_at ANP32A 210639_s_at ATG5 0.57 -0.05 -0.19
201146_at NFE2L2 210639_s_at ATG5 0.61 -0.14 -0.04
201386_s_at DHX15 210639_s_at ATG5 0.70 0.78 0.02
201441_at COX6B1 210639_s_at ATG5 -0.71 -0.18 -0.05
201847_at LIPA 210639_s_at ATG5 0.56 -0.15 0.00
201946_s_at CCT2 210639_s_at ATG5 0.66 0.79 0.01
201956_s_at GNPAT 210639_s_at ATG5 -0.61 0.31 -0.20
206989_s_at SFRS2IP 210639_s_at ATG5 0.36 -0.44 -0.23
208313_s_at SF1 210639_s_at ATG5 0.61 -0.03 -0.03
208628_s_at YBX1 210639_s_at ATG5 -0.47 0.32 -0.27
208833_s_at ATXN10 210639_s_at ATG5 0.51 -0.20 -0.24
208998_at UCP2 210639_s_at ATG5 -0.69 -0.41 0.16
209036_s_at MDH2 210639_s_at ATG5 0.59 -0.16 -0.10
209239_at NFKB1 210639_s_at ATG5 0.75 0.47 -0.04
200623_s_at CALM3 210649_s_at ARID1A 0.24 0.80 0.55
202240_at PLK1 210649_s_at ARID1A -0.08 0.70 0.44
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 210653_s_at BCKDHB 0.56 -0.07 -0.22
204158_s_at TCIRG1 210719_s_at HMG20B -0.10 0.57 0.69
208132_x_at BAT2 210719_s_at HMG20B 0.19 0.78 0.59
200079_s_at KARS 210731_s_at LGALS8 -0.33 0.46 0.02
200046_at DAD1 210759_s_at PSMA1 0.50 -0.37 0.30
200059_s_at RHOA 210759_s_at PSMA1 0.49 -0.16 -0.25
200626_s_at MATR3 210759_s_at PSMA1 0.31 -0.62 0.00
200675_at CD81 210759_s_at PSMA1 0.19 -0.60 -0.32
200733_s_at PTP4A1 210759_s_at PSMA1 -0.17 -0.74 -0.02
200736_s_at GPX1 210759_s_at PSMA1 0.10 -0.65 -0.01
201146_at NFE2L2 210759_s_at PSMA1 0.31 -0.51 -0.03
201237_at CAPZA2 210759_s_at PSMA1 0.10 -0.65 0.05
201956_s_at GNPAT 210759_s_at PSMA1 -0.21 0.63 0.18
202139_at AKR7A2 210759_s_at PSMA1 0.50 -0.20 -0.17
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202929_s_at DDT 210759_s_at PSMA1 0.39 -0.43 -0.08
208313_s_at SF1 210759_s_at PSMA1 0.51 -0.39 0.08
208714_at NDUFV1 210759_s_at PSMA1 0.45 -0.40 0.12
209048_s_at ZMYND8 210759_s_at PSMA1 -0.51 0.36 -0.49
209330_s_at HNRPD 210759_s_at PSMA1 -0.03 -0.73 -0.23
205480_s_at UGP2 210785_s_at C1orf38 0.39 -0.41 -0.12
200779_at ATF4 210793_s_at NUP98 -0.47 0.52 -0.29
200816_s_at PAFAH1B1 210793_s_at NUP98 0.68 0.05 0.74
200830_at PSMD2 210793_s_at NUP98 0.28 -0.26 0.67
200988_s_at PSME3 210793_s_at NUP98 0.66 0.05 0.75
201195_s_at SLC7A5 210793_s_at NUP98 -0.17 0.59 0.14
202077_at NDUFAB1 210793_s_at NUP98 0.41 -0.39 0.52
202081_at IER2 210793_s_at NUP98 -0.29 0.41 -0.56
203371_s_at NDUFB3 210793_s_at NUP98 0.37 -0.44 0.04
206115_at EGR3 210793_s_at NUP98 -0.32 0.26 -0.68
209103_s_at UFD1L 210793_s_at NUP98 0.42 -0.32 0.61
200001_at CAPNS1 210825_s_at PEBP1 -0.28 0.40 0.48
200626_s_at MATR3 210825_s_at PEBP1 -0.53 0.36 -0.02
200675_at CD81 210825_s_at PEBP1 -0.33 0.55 0.34
201115_at POLD2 210825_s_at PEBP1 -0.28 0.37 0.54
201441_at COX6B1 210825_s_at PEBP1 0.50 0.06 -0.37
201816_s_at GBAS 210825_s_at PEBP1 -0.45 0.34 -0.01
202139_at AKR7A2 210825_s_at PEBP1 -0.54 0.36 0.23
202151_s_at UBAC1 210825_s_at PEBP1 -0.43 0.30 0.58
202276_at SHFM1 210825_s_at PEBP1 -0.14 0.45 -0.55
202545_at PRKCD 210825_s_at PEBP1 -0.49 0.17 0.44
203415_at PDCD6 210825_s_at PEBP1 -0.29 0.19 0.62
209036_s_at MDH2 210825_s_at PEBP1 -0.52 0.25 0.15
209492_x_at ATP5I 210825_s_at PEBP1 0.57 0.50 -0.29
200626_s_at MATR3 210849_s_at VPS41 0.52 -0.31 0.01
200944_s_at HMGN1 210849_s_at VPS41 -0.46 0.14 0.33
201146_at NFE2L2 210849_s_at VPS41 0.55 -0.26 0.05
201756_at RPA2 210849_s_at VPS41 0.55 0.09 -0.43
202151_s_at UBAC1 210849_s_at VPS41 0.35 -0.35 -0.35
202847_at PCK2 210849_s_at VPS41 -0.65 -0.23 0.14
202870_s_at CDC20 210849_s_at VPS41 -0.61 -0.11 0.22
203554_x_at PTTG1 210849_s_at VPS41 -0.46 -0.01 0.41
205205_at RELB 210849_s_at VPS41 0.48 -0.16 -0.31
205599_at TRAF1 210849_s_at VPS41 0.49 -0.19 -0.33
206332_s_at IFI16 210849_s_at VPS41 -0.47 -0.11 0.44
208666_s_at ST13 210849_s_at VPS41 0.55 -0.06 -0.17
210053_at TAF5 210849_s_at VPS41 -0.55 0.09 0.35
200681_at GLO1 210878_s_at JMJD1B 0.13 -0.61 -0.09
200736_s_at GPX1 210878_s_at JMJD1B -0.10 0.64 0.09
201031_s_at HNRPH1 210878_s_at JMJD1B 0.10 0.71 0.01
201894_s_at SSR1 210878_s_at JMJD1B 0.18 0.77 0.13
201956_s_at GNPAT 210878_s_at JMJD1B 0.08 -0.68 -0.21
202223_at STT3A 210878_s_at JMJD1B 0.14 0.75 0.57
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 210907_s_at PDCD10 0.46 -0.34 -0.02
201317_s_at PSMA2 210907_s_at PDCD10 0.52 -0.30 0.39
201322_at ATP5B 210907_s_at PDCD10 0.22 -0.57 -0.19
201717_at MRPL49 210907_s_at PDCD10 0.38 -0.36 -0.39
201748_s_at SAFB 210907_s_at PDCD10 -0.73 0.01 -0.21
201757_at NDUFS5 210907_s_at PDCD10 -0.49 0.26 0.21
202092_s_at ARL2BP 210907_s_at PDCD10 0.51 -0.40 -0.03
202109_at ARFIP2 210907_s_at PDCD10 0.23 -0.57 -0.38
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202199_s_at SRPK1 210907_s_at PDCD10 0.50 -0.41 -0.04
202448_s_at ZER1 210907_s_at PDCD10 0.37 -0.28 -0.39
202488_s_at FXYD3 210907_s_at PDCD10 0.42 -0.39 -0.19
202529_at PRPSAP1 210907_s_at PDCD10 0.53 -0.22 -0.14
202593_s_at MIR16 210907_s_at PDCD10 0.43 -0.36 0.02
204716_at CCDC6 210907_s_at PDCD10 0.68 -0.13 0.10
204812_at ZW10 210907_s_at PDCD10 0.55 -0.23 0.01
206238_s_at YAF2 210907_s_at PDCD10 0.59 -0.18 0.04
206474_at PCTK2 210907_s_at PDCD10 0.47 -0.31 -0.17
206562_s_at CSNK1A1 210907_s_at PDCD10 0.52 -0.22 -0.12
208310_s_at C7orf28A 210907_s_at PDCD10 0.50 -0.28 -0.07
209492_x_at ATP5I 210907_s_at PDCD10 -0.27 0.46 0.46
210188_at GABPA 210907_s_at PDCD10 0.48 -0.26 -0.12
210301_at XDH 210907_s_at PDCD10 0.57 -0.32 -0.13
210639_s_at ATG5 210907_s_at PDCD10 0.50 -0.35 0.00
208717_at OXA1L 210908_s_at PFDN5 0.46 -0.41 0.38
205371_s_at DBT 210943_s_at LYST 0.50 -0.39 0.04
200613_at AP2M1 210978_s_at TAGLN2 0.60 -0.02 -0.19
201800_s_at OSBP 210978_s_at TAGLN2 0.52 -0.20 -0.15
203098_at CDYL 210978_s_at TAGLN2 0.25 -0.39 -0.50
208631_s_at HADHA 210978_s_at TAGLN2 0.62 0.05 -0.10
201209_at HDAC1 210980_s_at ASAH1 -0.38 0.38 0.20
202092_s_at ARL2BP 210980_s_at ASAH1 0.38 -0.45 -0.35
200085_s_at TCEB2 210981_s_at GRK6 0.46 -0.31 -0.34
200086_s_at COX4I1 210981_s_at GRK6 0.44 -0.22 -0.39
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 210981_s_at GRK6 -0.63 -0.28 0.26
200804_at TEGT 210981_s_at GRK6 -0.64 0.10 0.28
200828_s_at ZNF207 210981_s_at GRK6 -0.62 -0.10 0.17
200882_s_at PSMD4 210981_s_at GRK6 0.56 0.07 -0.30
201051_at ANP32A 210981_s_at GRK6 -0.55 0.20 0.15
201441_at COX6B1 210981_s_at GRK6 0.59 -0.12 -0.45
201756_at RPA2 210981_s_at GRK6 -0.59 0.28 0.05
201913_s_at COASY 210981_s_at GRK6 0.44 -0.36 0.05
202092_s_at ARL2BP 210981_s_at GRK6 -0.68 -0.05 0.27
202298_at NDUFA1 210981_s_at GRK6 0.63 0.11 -0.13
202423_at MYST3 210981_s_at GRK6 -0.63 0.19 0.07
202448_s_at ZER1 210981_s_at GRK6 -0.49 -0.01 0.37
202545_at PRKCD 210981_s_at GRK6 -0.50 0.11 0.26
202593_s_at MIR16 210981_s_at GRK6 -0.63 -0.23 0.21
202839_s_at NDUFB7 210981_s_at GRK6 0.62 -0.14 -0.13
203261_at DCTN6 210981_s_at GRK6 -0.71 0.10 -0.30
203307_at GNL1 210981_s_at GRK6 0.77 0.18 0.17
203415_at PDCD6 210981_s_at GRK6 -0.48 0.07 0.47
203667_at TBCA 210981_s_at GRK6 0.51 0.08 -0.44
206491_s_at NAPA 210981_s_at GRK6 -0.43 0.11 0.44
208684_at COPA 210981_s_at GRK6 -0.57 -0.19 0.41
209224_s_at NDUFA2 210981_s_at GRK6 0.38 -0.35 -0.26
209239_at NFKB1 210981_s_at GRK6 -0.70 0.08 -0.12
209492_x_at ATP5I 210981_s_at GRK6 0.63 0.12 -0.24
200055_at TAF10 211136_s_at CLPTM1 -0.05 0.67 0.55
200682_s_at UBE2L3 211136_s_at CLPTM1 0.21 -0.56 -0.28
207079_s_at MED6 211136_s_at CLPTM1 0.42 -0.25 -0.49
1494_f_at CYP2A6 211185_s_at SF3B1 0.54 -0.22 -0.09
200066_at IK 211185_s_at SF3B1 -0.47 0.02 0.38
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 211185_s_at SF3B1 0.25 -0.53 -0.18
202182_at GCN5L2 211185_s_at SF3B1 0.47 -0.27 -0.10
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203307_at GNL1 211185_s_at SF3B1 -0.46 0.36 -0.45
203599_s_at WBP4 211185_s_at SF3B1 0.46 -0.22 -0.25
203659_s_at TRIM13 211185_s_at SF3B1 0.63 -0.10 0.44
203858_s_at COX10 211185_s_at SF3B1 0.51 -0.09 -0.25
204716_at CCDC6 211185_s_at SF3B1 0.61 -0.24 -0.23
206238_s_at YAF2 211185_s_at SF3B1 0.39 -0.41 0.21
208996_s_at POLR2C 211185_s_at SF3B1 0.25 -0.55 -0.23
210301_at XDH 211185_s_at SF3B1 0.59 -0.19 -0.03
210639_s_at ATG5 211185_s_at SF3B1 0.31 -0.48 0.32
200885_at RHOC 211297_s_at CDK7 0.35 -0.51 0.23
200947_s_at GLUD1 211297_s_at CDK7 -0.05 -0.68 0.03
201119_s_at COX8A 211297_s_at CDK7 0.11 -0.58 0.27
201611_s_at ICMT 211297_s_at CDK7 -0.27 0.52 -0.28
202929_s_at DDT 211297_s_at CDK7 0.38 -0.36 0.45
203739_at ZNF217 211297_s_at CDK7 0.15 -0.52 0.36
207541_s_at EXOSC10 211297_s_at CDK7 -0.08 0.61 -0.13
208787_at MRPL3 211297_s_at CDK7 -0.28 0.50 -0.15
208905_at CYCS 211297_s_at CDK7 -0.44 0.35 -0.35
209046_s_at GABARAPL2 211297_s_at CDK7 0.25 -0.51 0.16
209067_s_at HNRPDL 211297_s_at CDK7 -0.28 0.58 -0.26
210046_s_at IDH2 211297_s_at CDK7 0.39 -0.50 0.16
210097_s_at NOL7 211297_s_at CDK7 -0.26 0.53 -0.26
200008_s_at GDI2 211302_s_at PDE4B 0.63 0.56 -0.25
200626_s_at MATR3 211302_s_at PDE4B 0.54 -0.40 -0.01
201077_s_at NHP2L1 211302_s_at PDE4B -0.57 0.03 0.17
201146_at NFE2L2 211302_s_at PDE4B 0.63 -0.18 0.18
201386_s_at DHX15 211302_s_at PDE4B 0.64 0.58 -0.21
201956_s_at GNPAT 211302_s_at PDE4B -0.55 0.24 -0.14
203635_at DSCR3 211302_s_at PDE4B 0.55 -0.16 -0.23
204207_s_at RNGTT 211302_s_at PDE4B 0.61 0.64 -0.36
205633_s_at ALAS1 211302_s_at PDE4B 0.35 -0.13 -0.61
208447_s_at PRPS1 211302_s_at PDE4B 0.60 0.64 -0.23
208833_s_at ATXN10 211302_s_at PDE4B 0.43 -0.32 -0.43
209036_s_at MDH2 211302_s_at PDE4B 0.49 -0.30 -0.64
209239_at NFKB1 211302_s_at PDE4B 0.74 0.32 -0.02
209764_at MGAT3 211302_s_at PDE4B -0.38 0.32 0.41
200059_s_at RHOA 211317_s_at CFLAR 0.55 -0.18 0.03
200626_s_at MATR3 211317_s_at CFLAR 0.54 -0.22 -0.20
200944_s_at HMGN1 211317_s_at CFLAR -0.61 -0.50 0.25
201756_at RPA2 211317_s_at CFLAR 0.43 -0.37 -0.19
202139_at AKR7A2 211317_s_at CFLAR 0.55 -0.07 -0.18
202545_at PRKCD 211317_s_at CFLAR 0.53 0.12 -0.38
203635_at DSCR3 211317_s_at CFLAR 0.51 -0.23 -0.03
209036_s_at MDH2 211317_s_at CFLAR 0.45 -0.27 -0.32
209239_at NFKB1 211317_s_at CFLAR 0.65 -0.03 -0.07
200029_at RPL19 211337_s_at 76P -0.50 0.24 0.14
200071_at SMNDC1 211337_s_at 76P 0.22 -0.55 -0.10
200086_s_at COX4I1 211337_s_at 76P -0.45 0.34 -0.26
200626_s_at MATR3 211337_s_at 76P 0.43 -0.46 0.12
201146_at NFE2L2 211337_s_at 76P 0.47 -0.49 0.10
201611_s_at ICMT 211337_s_at 76P -0.29 0.53 0.00
201886_at WDR23 211337_s_at 76P 0.28 -0.50 0.09
201956_s_at GNPAT 211337_s_at 76P -0.24 0.55 0.37
206989_s_at SFRS2IP 211337_s_at 76P 0.38 -0.42 -0.01
209157_at DNAJA2 211337_s_at 76P 0.31 -0.50 -0.07
200626_s_at MATR3 211375_s_at ILF3 -0.05 0.66 0.33
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201956_s_at GNPAT 211375_s_at ILF3 0.21 -0.55 0.11
202501_at MAPRE2 211375_s_at ILF3 0.34 -0.51 -0.25
204219_s_at PSMC1 211375_s_at ILF3 0.14 -0.63 -0.17
205282_at LRP8 211375_s_at ILF3 0.40 -0.39 0.22
207813_s_at FDXR 211375_s_at ILF3 -0.07 0.69 0.11
200668_s_at UBE2D3 211475_s_at BAG1 0.69 0.19 -0.01
200876_s_at PSMB1 211475_s_at BAG1 0.63 0.19 -0.43
201194_at SEPW1 211475_s_at BAG1 0.58 -0.23 0.05
201284_s_at APEH 211475_s_at BAG1 0.71 0.05 0.36
201317_s_at PSMA2 211475_s_at BAG1 0.55 -0.17 -0.19
201847_at LIPA 211475_s_at BAG1 0.39 -0.40 -0.02
202139_at AKR7A2 211475_s_at BAG1 0.69 0.06 0.21
202313_at PPP2R2A 211475_s_at BAG1 0.50 -0.14 -0.36
202693_s_at STK17A 211475_s_at BAG1 0.31 -0.44 -0.41
203376_at CDC40 211475_s_at BAG1 0.33 -0.40 -0.38
203511_s_at TRAPPC3 211475_s_at BAG1 0.81 0.43 0.16
205480_s_at UGP2 211475_s_at BAG1 0.62 -0.12 -0.26
207079_s_at MED6 211475_s_at BAG1 0.72 0.35 -0.25
207974_s_at SKP1A 211475_s_at BAG1 0.71 0.14 0.06
208631_s_at HADHA 211475_s_at BAG1 0.72 0.00 0.22
209944_at ZNF410 211475_s_at BAG1 -0.55 -0.15 0.34
201059_at CTTN 211501_s_at EIF3S9 -0.42 0.31 0.29
204706_at INPP5E 211501_s_at EIF3S9 -0.45 0.34 0.22
206174_s_at PPP6C 211501_s_at EIF3S9 0.24 -0.55 -0.21
207769_s_at PQBP1 211501_s_at EIF3S9 0.59 0.28 -0.30
204630_s_at GOSR1 211503_s_at RAB14 0.43 -0.32 -0.19
200042_at C22orf28 211509_s_at RTN4 -0.62 0.12 -0.06
201128_s_at ACLY 211509_s_at RTN4 0.43 -0.43 0.39
201748_s_at SAFB 211509_s_at RTN4 0.51 -0.35 0.37
209239_at NFKB1 211509_s_at RTN4 -0.66 0.11 -0.13
209303_at NDUFS4 211509_s_at RTN4 -0.48 0.32 -0.34
201039_s_at RAD23A 211519_s_at KIF2C 0.62 -0.13 0.34
201267_s_at PSMC3 211519_s_at KIF2C 0.66 0.21 -0.27
201379_s_at TPD52L2 211519_s_at KIF2C 0.43 -0.07 -0.42
201574_at ETF1 211519_s_at KIF2C 0.32 0.19 -0.57
201705_at PSMD7 211519_s_at KIF2C 0.04 0.21 -0.67
201771_at SCAMP3 211519_s_at KIF2C 0.26 -0.24 -0.63
202593_s_at MIR16 211519_s_at KIF2C 0.48 0.09 -0.54
202772_at HMGCL 211519_s_at KIF2C -0.02 -0.08 0.75
202810_at DRG1 211519_s_at KIF2C 0.47 -0.19 -0.29
203538_at CAMLG 211519_s_at KIF2C -0.32 -0.23 0.55
204970_s_at MAFG 211519_s_at KIF2C -0.52 -0.28 0.40
207628_s_at WBSCR22 211519_s_at KIF2C 0.46 0.05 -0.52
208079_s_at AURKA 211519_s_at KIF2C -0.09 0.64 0.63
209103_s_at UFD1L 211519_s_at KIF2C 0.20 -0.12 -0.66
209247_s_at ABCF2 211519_s_at KIF2C 0.28 -0.15 -0.58
210213_s_at ITGB4BP 211519_s_at KIF2C 0.58 0.03 -0.54
210978_s_at TAGLN2 211519_s_at KIF2C 0.64 0.00 -0.02
200613_at AP2M1 211528_x_at HLA-G 0.55 0.01 -0.32
200008_s_at GDI2 211563_s_at C19orf2 0.68 0.24 -0.12
200018_at RPS13 211563_s_at C19orf2 -0.28 0.37 -0.52
200046_at DAD1 211563_s_at C19orf2 0.42 -0.47 -0.26
200059_s_at RHOA 211563_s_at C19orf2 0.70 0.31 -0.16
200626_s_at MATR3 211563_s_at C19orf2 0.71 -0.20 0.28
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 211563_s_at C19orf2 0.69 0.50 -0.14
200866_s_at PSAP 211563_s_at C19orf2 0.67 -0.06 0.18
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200885_at RHOC 211563_s_at C19orf2 0.45 -0.35 0.01
200984_s_at CD59 211563_s_at C19orf2 0.69 0.25 -0.05
201052_s_at PSMF1 211563_s_at C19orf2 0.51 -0.28 0.44
201194_at SEPW1 211563_s_at C19orf2 0.41 -0.41 -0.08
201284_s_at APEH 211563_s_at C19orf2 0.64 -0.12 0.40
201588_at TXNL1 211563_s_at C19orf2 -0.52 0.29 -0.15
201895_at ARAF 211563_s_at C19orf2 0.66 -0.08 0.34
201956_s_at GNPAT 211563_s_at C19orf2 -0.55 0.41 0.01
202041_s_at FIBP 211563_s_at C19orf2 0.31 -0.50 0.17
202139_at AKR7A2 211563_s_at C19orf2 0.72 -0.26 0.05
202296_s_at RER1 211563_s_at C19orf2 0.53 -0.09 -0.20
204331_s_at MRPS12 211563_s_at C19orf2 0.58 -0.18 0.08
205480_s_at UGP2 211563_s_at C19orf2 0.73 0.45 -0.07
207079_s_at MED6 211563_s_at C19orf2 0.68 0.62 -0.23
207630_s_at CREM 211563_s_at C19orf2 0.64 -0.02 -0.03
208313_s_at SF1 211563_s_at C19orf2 0.66 -0.02 0.15
208453_s_at XPNPEP1 211563_s_at C19orf2 0.59 0.26 -0.27
208714_at NDUFV1 211563_s_at C19orf2 0.45 -0.39 0.05
208721_s_at ANAPC5 211563_s_at C19orf2 0.59 0.44 -0.42
208885_at LCP1 211563_s_at C19orf2 0.73 0.50 -0.22
209036_s_at MDH2 211563_s_at C19orf2 0.61 -0.17 0.08
209944_at ZNF410 211563_s_at C19orf2 -0.57 -0.40 0.31
210418_s_at IDH3B 211563_s_at C19orf2 0.70 0.12 0.10
211317_s_at CFLAR 211563_s_at C19orf2 0.55 0.08 -0.29
200041_s_at BAT1 211575_s_at UBE3A -0.15 -0.52 0.48
200055_at TAF10 211575_s_at UBE3A -0.41 -0.50 0.45
200593_s_at HNRPU 211575_s_at UBE3A -0.38 0.00 0.53
201082_s_at DCTN1 211575_s_at UBE3A -0.27 -0.48 0.51
201526_at ARF5 211575_s_at UBE3A -0.29 -0.39 0.55
201738_at EIF1B 211575_s_at UBE3A 0.40 0.13 -0.51
203254_s_at TLN1 211575_s_at UBE3A -0.10 -0.36 0.58
200042_at C22orf28 211576_s_at SLC19A1 -0.39 0.34 0.39
208079_s_at AURKA 211576_s_at SLC19A1 0.62 -0.05 -0.13
208833_s_at ATXN10 211576_s_at SLC19A1 -0.39 -0.05 0.57
209303_at NDUFS4 211576_s_at SLC19A1 -0.56 0.21 -0.26
200944_s_at HMGN1 211793_s_at ABI2 -0.42 0.26 0.33
201142_at EIF2S1 211793_s_at ABI2 0.28 -0.20 -0.57
201756_at RPA2 211793_s_at ABI2 0.37 -0.13 -0.49
204826_at CCNF 211793_s_at ABI2 -0.38 0.34 0.32
208079_s_at AURKA 211793_s_at ABI2 -0.35 0.37 0.33
209036_s_at MDH2 211931_s_at HNRPA3 -0.53 0.13 0.20
210097_s_at NOL7 211931_s_at HNRPA3 0.67 0.06 0.08
200834_s_at RPS21 211937_at EIF4B 0.39 -0.32 0.57
200682_s_at UBE2L3 211939_x_at BTF3 -0.28 0.58 -0.25
200055_at TAF10 211941_s_at PEBP1 -0.23 0.54 0.33
200691_s_at HSPA9 211941_s_at PEBP1 -0.32 0.45 0.35
202168_at TAF9 211941_s_at PEBP1 0.54 -0.27 0.08
205480_s_at UGP2 211941_s_at PEBP1 0.42 -0.45 -0.25
207614_s_at CUL1 211941_s_at PEBP1 0.56 -0.22 0.05
200929_at TMED10 211954_s_at RANBP5 0.32 -0.18 -0.58
206042_x_at SNRPN 211954_s_at RANBP5 0.46 0.20 -0.58
1861_at BAD 211963_s_at ARPC5 0.39 -0.22 -0.45
200001_at CAPNS1 211963_s_at ARPC5 0.35 -0.43 -0.20
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 211963_s_at ARPC5 0.57 -0.20 -0.22
200626_s_at MATR3 211963_s_at ARPC5 0.58 -0.18 0.26
200656_s_at P4HB 211963_s_at ARPC5 0.40 -0.21 -0.65
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200675_at CD81 211963_s_at ARPC5 0.24 -0.48 -0.40
200944_s_at HMGN1 211963_s_at ARPC5 -0.41 0.32 0.27
201146_at NFE2L2 211963_s_at ARPC5 0.50 -0.32 0.04
201227_s_at NDUFB8 211963_s_at ARPC5 -0.68 -0.09 -0.04
201441_at COX6B1 211963_s_at ARPC5 -0.60 0.18 -0.12
201895_at ARAF 211963_s_at ARPC5 0.51 -0.19 -0.30
201956_s_at GNPAT 211963_s_at ARPC5 -0.54 0.34 0.08
202139_at AKR7A2 211963_s_at ARPC5 0.59 -0.16 -0.14
202296_s_at RER1 211963_s_at ARPC5 0.50 -0.10 -0.32
202471_s_at IDH3G 211963_s_at ARPC5 0.42 -0.30 -0.28
202957_at HCLS1 211963_s_at ARPC5 0.48 -0.30 0.02
204088_at P2RX4 211963_s_at ARPC5 0.54 0.22 -0.44
204331_s_at MRPS12 211963_s_at ARPC5 0.54 -0.26 -0.08
206042_x_at SNRPN 211963_s_at ARPC5 0.49 0.50 -0.42
207419_s_at RAC2 211963_s_at ARPC5 0.51 0.12 -0.53
208313_s_at SF1 211963_s_at ARPC5 0.57 -0.26 -0.01
208689_s_at RPN2 211963_s_at ARPC5 0.64 0.23 -0.32
208837_at TMED3 211963_s_at ARPC5 0.40 -0.11 -0.55
208845_at VDAC3 211963_s_at ARPC5 -0.47 0.12 0.50
208926_at NEU1 211963_s_at ARPC5 0.52 -0.06 -0.34
209432_s_at CREB3 211963_s_at ARPC5 0.25 0.23 -0.63
210785_s_at C1orf38 211963_s_at ARPC5 0.40 -0.27 -0.33
211475_s_at BAG1 211963_s_at ARPC5 0.62 -0.05 -0.24
211528_x_at HLA-G 211963_s_at ARPC5 0.45 -0.05 -0.56
202223_at STT3A 211969_at HSP90AA1 0.44 -0.36 0.11
204258_at CHD1 211969_at HSP90AA1 0.33 -0.31 0.59
204881_s_at UGCG 211969_at HSP90AA1 0.55 -0.36 0.33
200079_s_at KARS 211975_at ZNF289 0.42 -0.39 0.29
200682_s_at UBE2L3 211975_at ZNF289 0.23 -0.54 -0.37
201119_s_at COX8A 211975_at ZNF289 0.13 0.71 -0.17
202518_at BCL7B 211975_at ZNF289 0.06 0.66 0.70
208642_s_at XRCC5 211975_at ZNF289 0.25 -0.47 0.43
200059_s_at RHOA 211983_x_at ACTG1 -0.19 0.60 0.51
201669_s_at MARCKS 211983_x_at ACTG1 -0.28 0.51 -0.16
201748_s_at SAFB 211983_x_at ACTG1 0.51 -0.32 0.22
201756_at RPA2 211983_x_at ACTG1 -0.60 0.16 -0.27
204725_s_at NCK1 211983_x_at ACTG1 -0.57 0.11 0.23
208894_at HLA-DRA 211983_x_at ACTG1 -0.06 0.60 0.69
209239_at NFKB1 211983_x_at ACTG1 -0.53 0.33 -0.17
209367_at STXBP2 211983_x_at ACTG1 0.45 -0.51 0.24
200042_at C22orf28 211985_s_at CALM1 0.33 -0.46 0.24
200055_at TAF10 211985_s_at CALM1 -0.45 0.36 0.20
200668_s_at UBE2D3 211985_s_at CALM1 0.52 -0.32 0.00
200682_s_at UBE2L3 211985_s_at CALM1 0.50 -0.36 0.05
200876_s_at PSMB1 211985_s_at CALM1 0.56 -0.11 -0.12
201864_at GDI1 211985_s_at CALM1 -0.54 0.34 -0.04
201946_s_at CCT2 211985_s_at CALM1 0.73 -0.02 0.35
202678_at GTF2A2 211985_s_at CALM1 0.60 -0.32 0.46
202810_at DRG1 211985_s_at CALM1 0.41 -0.40 0.21
202939_at ZMPSTE24 211985_s_at CALM1 0.64 -0.09 0.62
203719_at ERCC1 211985_s_at CALM1 -0.61 0.01 0.03
205219_s_at GALK2 211985_s_at CALM1 0.25 0.17 -0.61
207079_s_at MED6 211985_s_at CALM1 0.58 0.17 -0.35
207543_s_at P4HA1 211985_s_at CALM1 -0.42 0.20 -0.66
208361_s_at POLR3D 211985_s_at CALM1 0.28 0.14 -0.60
209095_at DLD 211985_s_at CALM1 0.66 -0.22 0.32
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209103_s_at UFD1L 211985_s_at CALM1 0.54 -0.22 0.51
209667_at CES2 211985_s_at CALM1 -0.38 0.21 0.47
210502_s_at PPIE 211985_s_at CALM1 0.30 -0.11 -0.61
211519_s_at KIF2C 211985_s_at CALM1 0.47 0.27 -0.51
201783_s_at RELA 211987_at TOP2B 0.11 -0.63 -0.29
203599_s_at WBP4 211987_at TOP2B 0.53 -0.24 -0.02
210301_at XDH 211987_at TOP2B 0.31 -0.49 -0.10
202384_s_at TCOF1 211992_at WNK1 0.46 -0.27 -0.23
200055_at TAF10 212016_s_at PTBP1 -0.05 -0.11 0.73
200682_s_at UBE2L3 212016_s_at PTBP1 0.43 -0.01 -0.48
203652_at MAP3K11 212016_s_at PTBP1 -0.20 0.19 0.69
200086_s_at COX4I1 212032_s_at PTOV1 0.42 -0.21 -0.37
200990_at TRIM28 212032_s_at PTOV1 0.19 0.69 0.78
201717_at MRPL49 212032_s_at PTOV1 -0.48 0.08 0.36
201801_s_at SLC29A1 212032_s_at PTOV1 -0.20 0.44 0.62
202139_at AKR7A2 212032_s_at PTOV1 -0.24 0.51 0.44
202151_s_at UBAC1 212032_s_at PTOV1 -0.24 0.54 0.47
202505_at SNRPB2 212032_s_at PTOV1 -0.50 0.16 0.23
205300_s_at U1SNRNPBP 212032_s_at PTOV1 0.37 -0.42 -0.13
211519_s_at KIF2C 212048_s_at YARS 0.32 0.25 -0.56
209265_s_at METTL3 212120_at RHOQ -0.09 -0.52 0.44
200055_at TAF10 212125_at RANGAP1 -0.26 0.28 0.67
207079_s_at MED6 212125_at RANGAP1 0.66 0.36 -0.27
200018_at RPS13 212137_at LARP1 -0.06 0.20 -0.68
201492_s_at RPL41 212137_at LARP1 -0.06 0.17 -0.71
201746_at TP53 212137_at LARP1 0.45 -0.23 -0.35
203966_s_at PPM1A 212137_at LARP1 -0.39 0.15 0.54
208825_x_at RPL23A 212137_at LARP1 0.00 0.23 -0.66
200891_s_at SSR1 212160_at XPOT 0.54 -0.23 0.49
202603_at --- 212160_at XPOT 0.36 -0.37 0.46
202606_s_at TLK1 212160_at XPOT 0.54 -0.28 0.48
201746_at TP53 212167_s_at SMARCB1 -0.29 0.37 0.45
201903_at UQCRC1 212167_s_at SMARCB1 -0.03 0.66 0.55
206592_s_at AP3D1 212167_s_at SMARCB1 0.38 -0.45 -0.28
201946_s_at CCT2 212191_x_at RPL13 -0.42 0.37 -0.25
202081_at IER2 212191_x_at RPL13 -0.10 -0.36 0.59
204265_s_at GPSM3 212191_x_at RPL13 0.55 -0.25 0.18
204603_at EXO1 212203_x_at IFITM3 0.37 -0.48 -0.48
210053_at TAF5 212203_x_at IFITM3 0.50 -0.21 -0.42
210301_at XDH 212205_at H2AFV 0.09 -0.71 -0.21
200682_s_at UBE2L3 212218_s_at FASN 0.25 -0.56 -0.46
201675_at AKAP1 212218_s_at FASN 0.04 0.42 0.79
203415_at PDCD6 212218_s_at FASN -0.11 0.41 0.69
208642_s_at XRCC5 212218_s_at FASN 0.30 -0.42 0.57
201077_s_at NHP2L1 212223_at IDS -0.61 -0.05 0.16
201256_at COX7A2L 212223_at IDS 0.36 -0.41 -0.22
201400_at PSMB3 212223_at IDS -0.53 -0.02 0.32
201738_at EIF1B 212223_at IDS 0.48 -0.20 -0.28
202384_s_at TCOF1 212223_at IDS -0.43 0.23 0.33
203087_s_at KIF2A 212223_at IDS 0.41 -0.38 -0.31
203356_at CAPN7 212223_at IDS 0.44 -0.24 -0.31
203376_at CDC40 212223_at IDS 0.38 -0.33 -0.32
203781_at MRPL33 212223_at IDS 0.37 -0.35 -0.32
206038_s_at NR2C2 212223_at IDS -0.24 0.52 -0.29
206508_at CD70 212223_at IDS -0.24 0.48 0.47
210125_s_at BANF1 212223_at IDS -0.49 0.17 0.42
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200042_at C22orf28 212296_at PSMD14 -0.23 0.63 0.53
200655_s_at CALM1 212296_at PSMD14 0.36 -0.52 0.04
200691_s_at HSPA9 212296_at PSMD14 0.45 -0.44 0.37
200716_x_at RPL13A 212296_at PSMD14 -0.10 0.48 -0.46
200804_at TEGT 212296_at PSMD14 -0.33 0.48 0.06
201142_at EIF2S1 212296_at PSMD14 -0.11 0.38 0.67
201210_at DDX3X 212296_at PSMD14 0.20 -0.49 0.46
201406_at RPL36A 212296_at PSMD14 -0.27 0.47 -0.40
201592_at EIF3S3 212296_at PSMD14 -0.14 0.53 -0.36
201748_s_at SAFB 212296_at PSMD14 0.38 -0.53 -0.16
201783_s_at RELA 212296_at PSMD14 -0.44 0.41 -0.01
202329_at CSK 212296_at PSMD14 0.27 -0.50 0.15
202488_s_at FXYD3 212296_at PSMD14 -0.41 0.41 -0.11
202810_at DRG1 212296_at PSMD14 -0.17 0.63 0.59
202954_at UBE2C 212296_at PSMD14 0.36 -0.47 -0.46
203090_at SDF2 212296_at PSMD14 -0.45 0.37 0.02
204158_s_at TCIRG1 212296_at PSMD14 0.31 -0.42 -0.33
208079_s_at AURKA 212296_at PSMD14 0.47 -0.32 -0.19
209186_at ATP2A2 212296_at PSMD14 0.37 -0.35 0.58
209303_at NDUFS4 212296_at PSMD14 -0.35 0.50 -0.11
210759_s_at PSMA1 212296_at PSMD14 -0.02 0.64 0.59
211297_s_at CDK7 212296_at PSMD14 -0.31 0.52 -0.12
200042_at C22orf28 212312_at BCL2L1 0.31 -0.51 0.33
200655_s_at CALM1 212312_at BCL2L1 -0.24 0.55 0.26
202488_s_at FXYD3 212312_at BCL2L1 0.19 -0.60 -0.28
204158_s_at TCIRG1 212312_at BCL2L1 -0.27 0.52 -0.01
204219_s_at PSMC1 212312_at BCL2L1 -0.16 -0.59 0.40
204812_at ZW10 212312_at BCL2L1 0.23 -0.49 0.31
204960_at PTPRCAP 212312_at BCL2L1 -0.27 0.48 -0.31
206238_s_at YAF2 212312_at BCL2L1 0.26 -0.52 -0.31
206687_s_at PTPN6 212312_at BCL2L1 -0.28 0.54 -0.14
208669_s_at EID1 212312_at BCL2L1 0.13 -0.42 0.54
202102_s_at BRD4 212318_at TNPO3 0.78 -0.04 0.30
202223_at STT3A 212318_at TNPO3 0.30 -0.48 0.12
202461_at EIF2B2 212318_at TNPO3 -0.25 0.53 0.05
204881_s_at UGCG 212318_at TNPO3 0.68 -0.07 0.42
207186_s_at BPTF 212318_at TNPO3 0.69 -0.14 0.23
207524_at ST7 212318_at TNPO3 0.18 0.39 -0.61
208610_s_at SRRM2 212318_at TNPO3 0.69 -0.12 0.37
208662_s_at TTC3 212318_at TNPO3 0.69 -0.08 0.30
208835_s_at CROP 212318_at TNPO3 0.68 -0.11 0.25
209088_s_at UBN1 212318_at TNPO3 0.62 -0.11 0.22
211992_at WNK1 212318_at TNPO3 0.51 -0.31 0.11
200055_at TAF10 212320_at TUBB 0.46 -0.35 0.35
200623_s_at CALM3 212320_at TUBB 0.44 -0.32 0.42
200655_s_at CALM1 212320_at TUBB 0.30 -0.51 -0.02
201556_s_at VAMP2 212320_at TUBB 0.43 -0.42 0.22
201748_s_at SAFB 212320_at TUBB 0.45 -0.47 0.17
202298_at NDUFA1 212320_at TUBB 0.48 -0.29 -0.10
203198_at CDK9 212320_at TUBB 0.19 -0.58 0.17
204207_s_at RNGTT 212320_at TUBB -0.57 0.04 0.19
204960_at PTPRCAP 212320_at TUBB 0.27 -0.48 0.34
209239_at NFKB1 212320_at TUBB -0.43 0.40 -0.09
209367_at STXBP2 212320_at TUBB 0.40 -0.54 0.19
200944_s_at HMGN1 212331_at RBL2 -0.26 0.45 0.43
202954_at UBE2C 212331_at RBL2 -0.61 -0.04 0.11
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200055_at TAF10 212383_at ATP6V0A1 -0.13 0.68 0.41
200634_at PFN1 212383_at ATP6V0A1 -0.30 0.48 0.34
200691_s_at HSPA9 212383_at ATP6V0A1 -0.42 0.36 0.07
201556_s_at VAMP2 212383_at ATP6V0A1 -0.11 0.63 0.44
201903_at UQCRC1 212383_at ATP6V0A1 -0.23 0.55 0.20
202518_at BCL7B 212383_at ATP6V0A1 -0.22 0.52 0.37
203252_at CDK2AP2 212383_at ATP6V0A1 -0.28 0.53 0.28
204960_at PTPRCAP 212383_at ATP6V0A1 -0.23 0.56 0.26
209367_at STXBP2 212383_at ATP6V0A1 -0.27 0.57 0.34
210981_s_at GRK6 212383_at ATP6V0A1 -0.36 0.12 0.57
200679_x_at HMGB1 212400_at FAM102A -0.41 0.19 0.42
200976_s_at TAX1BP1 212400_at FAM102A 0.58 -0.10 -0.13
201292_at TOP2A 212400_at FAM102A -0.46 0.12 0.35
202095_s_at BIRC5 212400_at FAM102A -0.39 0.29 0.39
202705_at CCNB2 212400_at FAM102A -0.39 0.30 0.48
202870_s_at CDC20 212400_at FAM102A -0.59 0.22 0.44
202954_at UBE2C 212400_at FAM102A -0.57 0.30 0.50
203744_at HMGB3 212400_at FAM102A -0.53 0.12 0.27
203755_at BUB1B 212400_at FAM102A -0.40 0.21 0.46
204092_s_at AURKA 212400_at FAM102A -0.48 0.29 0.23
204822_at TTK 212400_at FAM102A -0.51 0.06 0.29
204826_at CCNF 212400_at FAM102A -0.47 0.17 0.33
205046_at CENPE 212400_at FAM102A -0.44 0.17 0.37
208079_s_at AURKA 212400_at FAM102A -0.55 0.26 0.31
200028_s_at STARD7 212401_s_at CDC2L2 0.13 -0.50 0.46
200046_at DAD1 212401_s_at CDC2L2 -0.46 0.36 0.03
200626_s_at MATR3 212401_s_at CDC2L2 -0.56 0.41 0.17
200681_at GLO1 212401_s_at CDC2L2 0.33 -0.50 -0.06
200682_s_at UBE2L3 212401_s_at CDC2L2 0.15 -0.57 0.35
200885_at RHOC 212401_s_at CDC2L2 -0.40 0.54 -0.14
201077_s_at NHP2L1 212401_s_at CDC2L2 0.54 -0.22 -0.25
201146_at NFE2L2 212401_s_at CDC2L2 -0.49 0.29 0.07
201284_s_at APEH 212401_s_at CDC2L2 -0.28 0.51 0.05
201816_s_at GBAS 212401_s_at CDC2L2 -0.42 0.35 0.20
201956_s_at GNPAT 212401_s_at CDC2L2 0.49 -0.53 -0.09
202139_at AKR7A2 212401_s_at CDC2L2 -0.53 0.24 -0.41
206989_s_at SFRS2IP 212401_s_at CDC2L2 -0.36 0.47 0.22
210097_s_at NOL7 212401_s_at CDC2L2 0.35 -0.52 0.21
212296_at PSMD14 212401_s_at CDC2L2 0.42 -0.41 0.30
121_at PAX8 212410_at EFHA1 0.13 -0.66 -0.32
1494_f_at CYP2A6 212410_at EFHA1 0.28 -0.53 -0.05
202095_s_at BIRC5 212410_at EFHA1 -0.40 0.48 0.02
202488_s_at FXYD3 212410_at EFHA1 0.24 -0.61 0.10
202870_s_at CDC20 212410_at EFHA1 -0.39 0.41 0.09
204716_at CCDC6 212410_at EFHA1 0.46 -0.23 -0.28
204822_at TTK 212410_at EFHA1 0.16 0.75 0.14
204826_at CCNF 212410_at EFHA1 -0.35 0.44 0.02
207389_at GP1BA 212410_at EFHA1 0.26 -0.53 -0.09
207785_s_at RBPJ 212410_at EFHA1 0.51 -0.10 -0.31
208079_s_at AURKA 212410_at EFHA1 -0.18 0.58 0.05
208249_s_at TGDS 212410_at EFHA1 0.56 -0.13 -0.08
210052_s_at TPX2 212410_at EFHA1 -0.31 0.51 -0.23
210301_at XDH 212410_at EFHA1 0.32 -0.59 -0.11
200042_at C22orf28 212416_at SCAMP1 -0.68 0.19 -0.18
200055_at TAF10 212416_at SCAMP1 0.23 -0.46 -0.46
200626_s_at MATR3 212416_at SCAMP1 -0.45 -0.19 0.45
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200655_s_at CALM1 212416_at SCAMP1 0.62 -0.25 -0.13
200804_at TEGT 212416_at SCAMP1 -0.59 0.27 -0.16
201256_at COX7A2L 212416_at SCAMP1 -0.39 0.40 0.22
201433_s_at PTDSS1 212416_at SCAMP1 -0.41 0.50 -0.19
201707_at PEX19 212416_at SCAMP1 -0.41 0.35 0.27
201748_s_at SAFB 212416_at SCAMP1 0.49 -0.42 -0.20
201805_at PRKAG1 212416_at SCAMP1 -0.56 0.13 0.10
201955_at CCNC 212416_at SCAMP1 -0.29 0.52 0.54
202154_x_at TUBB3 212416_at SCAMP1 0.22 -0.43 -0.60
202329_at CSK 212416_at SCAMP1 0.46 -0.36 0.18
202518_at BCL7B 212416_at SCAMP1 0.37 -0.42 -0.29
202562_s_at C14orf1 212416_at SCAMP1 0.59 -0.12 -0.12
202593_s_at MIR16 212416_at SCAMP1 -0.60 0.11 -0.03
202659_at PSMB10 212416_at SCAMP1 0.35 -0.42 -0.20
202847_at PCK2 212416_at SCAMP1 0.49 -0.24 -0.33
202954_at UBE2C 212416_at SCAMP1 0.43 -0.26 -0.31
203261_at DCTN6 212416_at SCAMP1 -0.38 0.38 0.23
203307_at GNL1 212416_at SCAMP1 0.48 -0.15 -0.33
203732_at TRIP4 212416_at SCAMP1 -0.30 0.48 0.19
203758_at CTSO 212416_at SCAMP1 -0.35 0.36 0.48
203839_s_at TNK2 212416_at SCAMP1 0.45 -0.36 -0.18
204158_s_at TCIRG1 212416_at SCAMP1 0.52 -0.46 -0.18
204610_s_at CCDC85B 212416_at SCAMP1 0.29 -0.50 -0.36
204649_at TROAP 212416_at SCAMP1 0.48 -0.14 -0.30
205480_s_at UGP2 212416_at SCAMP1 -0.63 0.45 -0.10
206238_s_at YAF2 212416_at SCAMP1 -0.53 0.29 -0.07
208079_s_at AURKA 212416_at SCAMP1 0.64 -0.06 0.06
208524_at GPR15 212416_at SCAMP1 -0.51 0.21 0.08
208885_at LCP1 212416_at SCAMP1 -0.71 -0.05 -0.65
208946_s_at BECN1 212416_at SCAMP1 -0.44 0.16 0.39
209239_at NFKB1 212416_at SCAMP1 -0.67 0.10 -0.13
209303_at NDUFS4 212416_at SCAMP1 -0.53 0.21 0.08
210849_s_at VPS41 212416_at SCAMP1 -0.45 0.35 0.01
211563_s_at C19orf2 212416_at SCAMP1 -0.56 0.19 0.13
211963_s_at ARPC5 212416_at SCAMP1 -0.55 0.21 -0.01
121_at PAX8 212426_s_at YWHAQ 0.26 -0.52 -0.20
1494_f_at CYP2A6 212426_s_at YWHAQ 0.36 -0.45 -0.16
202423_at MYST3 212426_s_at YWHAQ 0.33 -0.55 -0.02
202488_s_at FXYD3 212426_s_at YWHAQ 0.33 -0.47 -0.01
203659_s_at TRIM13 212426_s_at YWHAQ 0.54 -0.28 0.06
204610_s_at CCDC85B 212426_s_at YWHAQ -0.59 0.19 -0.22
204716_at CCDC6 212426_s_at YWHAQ 0.59 -0.13 -0.05
206900_x_at ZNF253 212426_s_at YWHAQ 0.32 -0.51 -0.01
208035_at GRM6 212426_s_at YWHAQ 0.42 -0.37 -0.07
210125_s_at BANF1 212426_s_at YWHAQ -0.56 0.20 0.07
210301_at XDH 212426_s_at YWHAQ 0.41 -0.53 0.08
210943_s_at LYST 212426_s_at YWHAQ 0.34 -0.51 0.04
200976_s_at TAX1BP1 212429_s_at GTF3C2 -0.02 0.64 -0.12
202329_at CSK 212429_s_at GTF3C2 0.15 -0.60 0.17
204610_s_at CCDC85B 212429_s_at GTF3C2 -0.04 -0.70 -0.06
211375_s_at ILF3 212429_s_at GTF3C2 0.01 -0.68 0.09
202488_s_at FXYD3 212449_s_at LYPLA1 0.18 -0.62 -0.02
210301_at XDH 212449_s_at LYPLA1 0.25 -0.53 -0.04
121_at PAX8 212455_at YTHDC1 0.19 -0.63 -0.04
203858_s_at COX10 212455_at YTHDC1 0.37 -0.40 -0.19
206332_s_at IFI16 212455_at YTHDC1 -0.06 0.66 0.24
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209239_at NFKB1 212455_at YTHDC1 0.27 -0.60 -0.22
210301_at XDH 212455_at YTHDC1 0.37 -0.59 -0.11
201675_at AKAP1 212461_at AZIN1 0.28 -0.41 -0.44
202139_at AKR7A2 212461_at AZIN1 0.15 -0.62 -0.60
202151_s_at UBAC1 212461_at AZIN1 0.29 -0.51 -0.40
202632_at DPH1 212461_at AZIN1 0.30 -0.46 -0.40
204331_s_at MRPS12 212461_at AZIN1 0.23 -0.56 -0.43
208909_at UQCRFS1 212461_at AZIN1 0.32 -0.19 -0.52
121_at PAX8 212462_at MYST4 0.25 -0.63 0.07
1494_f_at CYP2A6 212462_at MYST4 0.33 -0.50 0.06
160020_at MMP14 212462_at MYST4 0.17 -0.49 0.39
200976_s_at TAX1BP1 212462_at MYST4 0.41 -0.43 0.08
201748_s_at SAFB 212462_at MYST4 -0.47 0.32 -0.05
201783_s_at RELA 212462_at MYST4 0.34 -0.50 -0.12
202227_s_at BRD8 212462_at MYST4 -0.07 0.65 0.32
202488_s_at FXYD3 212462_at MYST4 0.33 -0.58 0.03
202870_s_at CDC20 212462_at MYST4 -0.53 0.31 0.13
202954_at UBE2C 212462_at MYST4 -0.48 0.32 -0.01
203090_at SDF2 212462_at MYST4 0.29 -0.52 0.09
203599_s_at WBP4 212462_at MYST4 0.36 -0.40 -0.23
203659_s_at TRIM13 212462_at MYST4 0.45 -0.34 0.04
203858_s_at COX10 212462_at MYST4 0.33 -0.47 -0.26
204610_s_at CCDC85B 212462_at MYST4 -0.53 0.31 -0.33
204826_at CCNF 212462_at MYST4 -0.34 0.45 0.08
206586_at CNR2 212462_at MYST4 0.30 -0.47 0.21
206900_x_at ZNF253 212462_at MYST4 0.35 -0.48 0.01
207096_at SAA4 212462_at MYST4 0.18 -0.54 0.25
208079_s_at AURKA 212462_at MYST4 -0.27 0.51 0.13
209239_at NFKB1 212462_at MYST4 0.22 -0.60 0.05
209701_at ARTS-1 212462_at MYST4 0.37 -0.43 0.17
210301_at XDH 212462_at MYST4 0.38 -0.58 -0.14
201756_at RPA2 212470_at SPAG9 0.56 -0.16 -0.36
202092_s_at ARL2BP 212470_at SPAG9 0.51 -0.29 -0.13
202870_s_at CDC20 212470_at SPAG9 -0.65 -0.12 0.14
202910_s_at CD97 212470_at SPAG9 -0.48 0.32 0.08
203599_s_at WBP4 212470_at SPAG9 0.60 -0.02 -0.13
203858_s_at COX10 212470_at SPAG9 0.58 -0.12 -0.15
205335_s_at SRP19 212470_at SPAG9 -0.53 0.28 -0.11
207071_s_at ACO1 212470_at SPAG9 0.56 -0.14 -0.15
208079_s_at AURKA 212470_at SPAG9 -0.44 0.22 0.33
208666_s_at ST13 212470_at SPAG9 0.67 0.18 -0.09
209036_s_at MDH2 212470_at SPAG9 0.51 -0.33 -0.09
200055_at TAF10 212481_s_at TPM4 -0.27 0.32 0.54
200042_at C22orf28 212491_s_at DNAJC8 -0.24 0.57 0.45
200055_at TAF10 212491_s_at DNAJC8 0.35 -0.48 -0.26
200600_at MSN 212491_s_at DNAJC8 -0.12 -0.76 -0.12
200634_at PFN1 212491_s_at DNAJC8 0.31 -0.56 -0.04
200816_s_at PAFAH1B1 212491_s_at DNAJC8 -0.21 0.58 0.22
201274_at PSMA5 212491_s_at DNAJC8 -0.11 0.62 0.33
201531_at ZFP36 212491_s_at DNAJC8 0.18 -0.48 -0.53
201558_at RAE1 212491_s_at DNAJC8 -0.13 0.67 0.30
201622_at SND1 212491_s_at DNAJC8 0.20 -0.54 -0.40
201803_at POLR2B 212491_s_at DNAJC8 -0.27 0.60 0.22
202352_s_at PSMD12 212491_s_at DNAJC8 -0.23 0.50 0.39
202424_at MAP2K2 212491_s_at DNAJC8 0.16 -0.60 -0.36
202939_at ZMPSTE24 212491_s_at DNAJC8 -0.20 0.57 0.30
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203175_at RHOG 212491_s_at DNAJC8 0.33 -0.50 -0.11
203367_at DUSP14 212491_s_at DNAJC8 -0.26 0.54 0.13
203402_at KCNAB2 212491_s_at DNAJC8 0.50 -0.26 -0.24
203683_s_at VEGFB 212491_s_at DNAJC8 0.28 -0.57 -0.22
204158_s_at TCIRG1 212491_s_at DNAJC8 0.31 -0.42 -0.36
204960_at PTPRCAP 212491_s_at DNAJC8 0.24 -0.54 -0.22
206508_at CD70 212491_s_at DNAJC8 0.19 -0.60 -0.19
209095_at DLD 212491_s_at DNAJC8 -0.40 0.36 0.23
209239_at NFKB1 212491_s_at DNAJC8 -0.38 0.41 0.00
210205_at B3GALT4 212491_s_at DNAJC8 0.36 -0.36 -0.34
201077_s_at NHP2L1 212501_at CEBPB 0.44 -0.37 -0.45
200817_x_at RPS10 212581_x_at GAPDH 0.71 0.95 0.91
200996_at ACTR3 212581_x_at GAPDH -0.01 0.67 -0.18
208669_s_at EID1 212581_x_at GAPDH -0.11 0.53 -0.46
208894_at HLA-DRA 212581_x_at GAPDH 0.18 0.74 0.74
209095_at DLD 212581_x_at GAPDH -0.61 0.18 -0.50
212137_at LARP1 212581_x_at GAPDH -0.10 0.16 -0.71
210301_at XDH 212588_at PTPRC 0.32 -0.57 0.07
200042_at C22orf28 212595_s_at DAZAP2 0.62 0.06 -0.37
200626_s_at MATR3 212595_s_at DAZAP2 0.64 -0.19 -0.15
200679_x_at HMGB1 212595_s_at DAZAP2 -0.41 0.31 0.46
200802_at SARS 212595_s_at DAZAP2 0.55 0.01 -0.24
200828_s_at ZNF207 212595_s_at DAZAP2 0.75 0.63 -0.06
200877_at CCT4 212595_s_at DAZAP2 0.57 0.33 -0.34
201142_at EIF2S1 212595_s_at DAZAP2 0.47 0.35 -0.43
201146_at NFE2L2 212595_s_at DAZAP2 0.65 0.04 -0.03
201256_at COX7A2L 212595_s_at DAZAP2 0.52 -0.38 0.28
201748_s_at SAFB 212595_s_at DAZAP2 -0.72 -0.02 -0.06
201756_at RPA2 212595_s_at DAZAP2 0.64 -0.19 -0.31
201771_at SCAMP3 212595_s_at DAZAP2 0.62 0.15 -0.18
201847_at LIPA 212595_s_at DAZAP2 0.56 -0.24 -0.13
202151_s_at UBAC1 212595_s_at DAZAP2 0.58 0.28 -0.36
202423_at MYST3 212595_s_at DAZAP2 0.64 0.02 -0.02
202593_s_at MIR16 212595_s_at DAZAP2 0.75 0.46 -0.16
202693_s_at STK17A 212595_s_at DAZAP2 0.49 -0.26 -0.04
202810_at DRG1 212595_s_at DAZAP2 0.51 0.11 -0.42
202954_at UBE2C 212595_s_at DAZAP2 -0.45 0.22 0.36
203307_at GNL1 212595_s_at DAZAP2 -0.62 -0.08 0.10
203406_at MFAP1 212595_s_at DAZAP2 0.69 0.47 -0.15
203616_at POLB 212595_s_at DAZAP2 0.48 -0.34 -0.27
203635_at DSCR3 212595_s_at DAZAP2 0.62 -0.18 -0.05
204649_at TROAP 212595_s_at DAZAP2 -0.52 -0.07 0.40
205480_s_at UGP2 212595_s_at DAZAP2 0.68 0.01 0.17
205633_s_at ALAS1 212595_s_at DAZAP2 0.50 -0.16 -0.44
205895_s_at NOLC1 212595_s_at DAZAP2 0.52 0.62 -0.30
206052_s_at SLBP 212595_s_at DAZAP2 0.32 0.12 -0.56
207598_x_at XRCC2 212595_s_at DAZAP2 -0.54 0.17 0.30
208079_s_at AURKA 212595_s_at DAZAP2 -0.59 -0.12 0.27
208720_s_at RBM39 212595_s_at DAZAP2 -0.27 0.57 0.25
208833_s_at ATXN10 212595_s_at DAZAP2 0.54 -0.11 -0.16
208848_at ADH5 212595_s_at DAZAP2 0.55 0.17 -0.32
208885_at LCP1 212595_s_at DAZAP2 0.75 0.50 -0.01
208998_at UCP2 212595_s_at DAZAP2 -0.69 -0.35 0.13
209036_s_at MDH2 212595_s_at DAZAP2 0.66 -0.04 0.06
209239_at NFKB1 212595_s_at DAZAP2 0.79 0.18 0.12
209406_at BAG2 212595_s_at DAZAP2 0.53 0.31 -0.42
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211563_s_at C19orf2 212595_s_at DAZAP2 0.61 0.29 -0.34
211963_s_at ARPC5 212595_s_at DAZAP2 0.67 0.26 -0.09
201052_s_at PSMF1 212604_at MRPS31 -0.23 0.49 -0.30
204219_s_at PSMC1 212652_s_at SNX4 -0.26 0.48 0.34
202081_at IER2 212685_s_at TBL2 0.04 0.28 -0.65
203126_at IMPA2 212685_s_at TBL2 0.32 -0.07 -0.58
209186_at ATP2A2 212688_at PIK3CB 0.27 -0.39 0.57
200675_at CD81 212696_s_at RNF4 0.27 -0.59 -0.21
200736_s_at GPX1 212696_s_at RNF4 0.10 -0.63 -0.32
202139_at AKR7A2 212696_s_at RNF4 0.36 -0.41 -0.31
202929_s_at DDT 212696_s_at RNF4 0.28 -0.65 -0.26
203971_at SLC31A1 212696_s_at RNF4 -0.42 0.42 0.11
205335_s_at SRP19 212696_s_at RNF4 -0.40 0.32 0.25
208714_at NDUFV1 212696_s_at RNF4 0.19 -0.54 -0.38
209036_s_at MDH2 212696_s_at RNF4 0.53 -0.22 -0.18
211941_s_at PEBP1 212696_s_at RNF4 0.31 -0.36 -0.46
202139_at AKR7A2 212739_s_at NME4 -0.27 0.42 0.52
209089_at RAB5A 212739_s_at NME4 -0.02 -0.46 -0.80
200019_s_at FAU 212751_at UBE2N -0.72 -0.04 -0.27
200051_at SART1 212751_at UBE2N -0.63 -0.02 0.06
200055_at TAF10 212751_at UBE2N -0.53 0.18 0.22
201946_s_at CCT2 212751_at UBE2N 0.59 -0.15 0.53
202164_s_at CNOT8 212751_at UBE2N 0.61 0.18 -0.34
202213_s_at CUL4B 212751_at UBE2N 0.55 0.18 -0.41
202329_at CSK 212751_at UBE2N -0.26 0.37 0.52
202659_at PSMB10 212751_at UBE2N -0.57 0.17 0.07
203261_at DCTN6 212751_at UBE2N 0.52 -0.14 -0.23
203293_s_at LMAN1 212751_at UBE2N 0.46 -0.20 -0.37
204088_at P2RX4 212751_at UBE2N 0.36 -0.36 -0.31
205480_s_at UGP2 212751_at UBE2N 0.44 -0.18 -0.35
205621_at ALKBH1 212751_at UBE2N 0.65 0.14 -0.30
205716_at SLC25A40 212751_at UBE2N 0.40 -0.03 -0.50
206238_s_at YAF2 212751_at UBE2N 0.44 -0.19 -0.44
207079_s_at MED6 212751_at UBE2N 0.41 -0.18 -0.41
209095_at DLD 212751_at UBE2N 0.67 -0.06 0.39
209239_at NFKB1 212751_at UBE2N 0.53 -0.23 -0.05
210639_s_at ATG5 212751_at UBE2N 0.57 -0.20 -0.20
200042_at C22orf28 212852_s_at TROVE2 -0.47 0.38 0.02
200679_x_at HMGB1 212852_s_at TROVE2 0.38 -0.42 -0.09
201089_at ATP6V1B2 212852_s_at TROVE2 -0.53 0.03 0.25
201229_s_at ARIH2 212852_s_at TROVE2 0.24 -0.55 -0.03
202810_at DRG1 212852_s_at TROVE2 -0.54 0.29 0.13
207186_s_at BPTF 212852_s_at TROVE2 0.63 -0.06 0.06
208549_x_at OC643287 ::: LO 212852_s_at TROVE2 0.42 -0.21 -0.46
208835_s_at CROP 212852_s_at TROVE2 0.70 -0.09 0.15
210759_s_at PSMA1 212852_s_at TROVE2 -0.46 0.35 0.02
212461_at AZIN1 212852_s_at TROVE2 -0.26 0.45 0.62
205205_at RELB 212870_at RASSF3 0.20 -0.38 -0.59
204234_s_at ZNF195 212878_s_at KLC1 -0.29 0.49 -0.13
208478_s_at BAX 212878_s_at KLC1 0.53 -0.24 0.01
208720_s_at RBM39 212878_s_at KLC1 0.04 0.64 -0.37
201748_s_at SAFB 212894_at SUPV3L1 -0.12 0.61 0.44
202488_s_at FXYD3 212920_at --- 0.48 -0.30 0.06
207785_s_at RBPJ 212920_at --- 0.59 -0.14 0.07
202798_at SEC24B 212952_at CALR -0.46 0.32 0.07
200682_s_at UBE2L3 212983_at HRAS 0.43 -0.40 -0.28
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202092_s_at ARL2BP 212997_s_at TLK2 0.52 0.05 -0.32
212491_s_at DNAJC8 213011_s_at TPI1 0.32 -0.46 -0.25
208833_s_at ATXN10 213024_at TMF1 0.23 -0.30 -0.59
200066_at IK 213041_s_at ATP5D 0.19 -0.47 -0.50
200086_s_at COX4I1 213041_s_at ATP5D 0.43 -0.26 -0.28
202151_s_at UBAC1 213041_s_at ATP5D -0.09 0.56 0.60
202907_s_at NBN 213041_s_at ATP5D -0.55 0.22 0.06
205300_s_at U1SNRNPBP 213041_s_at ATP5D 0.34 -0.45 -0.02
212320_at TUBB 213041_s_at ATP5D 0.48 -0.35 0.36
206508_at CD70 213046_at PABPN1 -0.32 0.48 -0.05
200036_s_at RPL10A 213052_at PRKAR2A -0.26 0.46 -0.48
200086_s_at COX4I1 213052_at PRKAR2A -0.15 0.59 -0.27
200600_at MSN 213052_at PRKAR2A 0.02 -0.68 -0.06
200655_s_at CALM1 213052_at PRKAR2A 0.12 -0.64 0.38
200691_s_at HSPA9 213052_at PRKAR2A 0.08 -0.56 0.53
200716_x_at RPL13A 213052_at PRKAR2A -0.11 0.42 -0.53
200736_s_at GPX1 213052_at PRKAR2A -0.06 -0.68 0.05
200834_s_at RPS21 213052_at PRKAR2A -0.17 0.35 -0.61
200978_at MDH1 213052_at PRKAR2A -0.12 0.59 -0.23
201031_s_at HNRPH1 213052_at PRKAR2A 0.08 -0.71 0.08
201088_at KPNA2 213052_at PRKAR2A 0.22 -0.49 0.39
201132_at HNRPH2 213052_at PRKAR2A -0.05 -0.62 0.39
201237_at CAPZA2 213052_at PRKAR2A -0.03 -0.58 0.41
201503_at G3BP1 213052_at PRKAR2A 0.29 -0.31 0.62
201592_at EIF3S3 213052_at PRKAR2A -0.30 0.35 -0.64
201956_s_at GNPAT 213052_at PRKAR2A -0.02 0.62 -0.20
202028_s_at RPL38 213052_at PRKAR2A 0.04 0.62 -0.45
202121_s_at CHMP2A 213052_at PRKAR2A -0.39 0.41 -0.30
202140_s_at CLK3 213052_at PRKAR2A -0.34 0.22 -0.67
202329_at CSK 213052_at PRKAR2A 0.16 -0.57 0.56
202488_s_at FXYD3 213052_at PRKAR2A -0.02 0.66 -0.04
203752_s_at JUND 213052_at PRKAR2A 0.20 -0.57 0.31
204071_s_at TOPORS 213052_at PRKAR2A 0.24 -0.57 0.40
205241_at SCO2 213052_at PRKAR2A 0.12 -0.45 0.59
205480_s_at UGP2 213052_at PRKAR2A -0.13 0.53 -0.47
207176_s_at CD80 213052_at PRKAR2A -0.27 0.47 -0.38
207522_s_at ATP2A3 213052_at PRKAR2A -0.03 -0.58 0.36
208697_s_at EIF3S6 213052_at PRKAR2A -0.14 0.40 -0.55
208742_s_at SAP18 213052_at PRKAR2A -0.18 0.54 -0.31
208932_at PPP4C 213052_at PRKAR2A 0.13 -0.57 0.45
209044_x_at SF3B4 213052_at PRKAR2A 0.34 -0.31 0.57
209157_at DNAJA2 213052_at PRKAR2A 0.15 -0.55 0.31
209186_at ATP2A2 213052_at PRKAR2A 0.36 -0.41 0.43
209214_s_at EWSR1 213052_at PRKAR2A 0.29 -0.32 0.63
209303_at NDUFS4 213052_at PRKAR2A -0.28 0.48 -0.36
210793_s_at NUP98 213052_at PRKAR2A 0.30 -0.21 0.73
211297_s_at CDK7 213052_at PRKAR2A -0.27 0.43 -0.50
211985_s_at CALM1 213052_at PRKAR2A 0.19 -0.45 0.63
212312_at BCL2L1 213052_at PRKAR2A 0.01 -0.58 0.35
212751_at UBE2N 213052_at PRKAR2A 0.19 -0.32 0.66
202370_s_at CBFB 213086_s_at CSNK1A1 -0.16 0.61 0.10
203858_s_at COX10 213086_s_at CSNK1A1 0.43 -0.10 -0.54
204826_at CCNF 213086_s_at CSNK1A1 -0.42 0.35 0.09
202954_at UBE2C 213090_s_at TAF4 -0.33 0.46 -0.07
210301_at XDH 213090_s_at TAF4 0.32 -0.55 -0.18
204158_s_at TCIRG1 213123_at MFAP3 0.19 -0.60 -0.25
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200066_at IK 213164_at SLC5A3 -0.47 0.07 0.40
202102_s_at BRD4 213164_at SLC5A3 0.57 -0.24 0.13
202745_at USP8 213164_at SLC5A3 0.30 -0.20 0.77
203975_s_at CHAF1A 213164_at SLC5A3 0.46 -0.16 -0.42
208835_s_at CROP 213164_at SLC5A3 0.60 -0.22 0.15
210406_s_at RAB6A ::: RAB6C 213164_at SLC5A3 -0.18 0.21 0.68
212318_at TNPO3 213164_at SLC5A3 0.63 -0.17 0.38
200042_at C22orf28 213180_s_at GOSR2 0.69 -0.28 -0.19
200055_at TAF10 213180_s_at GOSR2 -0.46 0.37 0.24
200655_s_at CALM1 213180_s_at GOSR2 -0.42 0.36 0.37
200668_s_at UBE2D3 213180_s_at GOSR2 0.41 -0.36 -0.19
200804_at TEGT 213180_s_at GOSR2 0.63 -0.07 -0.01
200816_s_at PAFAH1B1 213180_s_at GOSR2 0.42 -0.40 -0.05
201317_s_at PSMA2 213180_s_at GOSR2 0.60 -0.13 -0.09
201322_at ATP5B 213180_s_at GOSR2 0.68 0.14 0.04
201386_s_at DHX15 213180_s_at GOSR2 0.65 0.16 -0.19
201748_s_at SAFB 213180_s_at GOSR2 -0.54 0.34 0.46
201756_at RPA2 213180_s_at GOSR2 0.54 -0.12 -0.16
201771_at SCAMP3 213180_s_at GOSR2 0.67 0.04 0.04
201803_at POLR2B 213180_s_at GOSR2 0.51 -0.22 -0.17
201812_s_at TOMM7 213180_s_at GOSR2 0.25 -0.56 -0.19
202077_at NDUFAB1 213180_s_at GOSR2 0.48 -0.45 -0.05
202168_at TAF9 213180_s_at GOSR2 0.48 -0.23 -0.17
202176_at ERCC3 213180_s_at GOSR2 0.53 -0.11 -0.32
202329_at CSK 213180_s_at GOSR2 -0.50 0.28 -0.07
202423_at MYST3 213180_s_at GOSR2 0.59 -0.11 -0.16
202593_s_at MIR16 213180_s_at GOSR2 0.78 0.22 0.08
202659_at PSMB10 213180_s_at GOSR2 -0.45 0.37 0.34
202785_at NDUFA7 213180_s_at GOSR2 -0.51 0.12 0.24
202954_at UBE2C 213180_s_at GOSR2 -0.38 0.45 0.25
203261_at DCTN6 213180_s_at GOSR2 0.51 -0.28 -0.12
203307_at GNL1 213180_s_at GOSR2 -0.61 0.09 -0.08
203406_at MFAP1 213180_s_at GOSR2 0.64 0.21 -0.15
203511_s_at TRAPPC3 213180_s_at GOSR2 0.74 0.08 -0.12
203635_at DSCR3 213180_s_at GOSR2 0.55 -0.23 -0.25
203744_at HMGB3 213180_s_at GOSR2 -0.31 0.46 0.28
203858_s_at COX10 213180_s_at GOSR2 0.61 -0.01 -0.25
204158_s_at TCIRG1 213180_s_at GOSR2 -0.58 0.14 0.00
204780_s_at FAS 213180_s_at GOSR2 0.48 -0.18 -0.28
205480_s_at UGP2 213180_s_at GOSR2 0.56 -0.29 -0.30
205588_s_at FGFR1OP 213180_s_at GOSR2 -0.41 0.36 0.17
206508_at CD70 213180_s_at GOSR2 -0.36 0.47 0.20
207974_s_at SKP1A 213180_s_at GOSR2 0.62 0.00 -0.11
208079_s_at AURKA 213180_s_at GOSR2 -0.58 0.08 0.05
208310_s_at C7orf28A 213180_s_at GOSR2 0.64 -0.07 -0.15
208666_s_at ST13 213180_s_at GOSR2 0.62 -0.16 -0.06
208726_s_at EIF2S2 213180_s_at GOSR2 0.43 -0.38 -0.26
208819_at RAB8A 213180_s_at GOSR2 -0.35 0.47 0.19
208848_at ADH5 213180_s_at GOSR2 0.51 -0.10 -0.27
208998_at UCP2 213180_s_at GOSR2 -0.59 -0.01 0.14
209095_at DLD 213180_s_at GOSR2 0.46 -0.43 0.03
209239_at NFKB1 213180_s_at GOSR2 0.71 -0.27 -0.30
209303_at NDUFS4 213180_s_at GOSR2 0.41 -0.35 -0.16
210338_s_at HSPA8 213180_s_at GOSR2 0.67 0.11 -0.07
210639_s_at ATG5 213180_s_at GOSR2 0.75 0.22 0.05
211563_s_at C19orf2 213180_s_at GOSR2 0.55 -0.12 -0.19
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211963_s_at ARPC5 213180_s_at GOSR2 0.62 -0.05 -0.05
202488_s_at FXYD3 213225_at PPM1B 0.17 -0.59 -0.15
210301_at XDH 213225_at PPM1B 0.28 -0.60 -0.13
200626_s_at MATR3 213226_at CCNA2 0.00 0.74 0.33
201088_at KPNA2 213226_at CCNA2 0.50 0.86 0.26
203975_s_at CHAF1A 213229_at DICER1 0.60 0.08 -0.16
212318_at TNPO3 213229_at DICER1 0.65 -0.06 0.35
200626_s_at MATR3 213251_at SMARCA5 -0.08 0.55 0.61
208742_s_at SAP18 213281_at JUN -0.37 0.43 0.24
202488_s_at FXYD3 213282_at --- 0.41 -0.40 -0.24
210301_at XDH 213282_at --- 0.40 -0.46 -0.30
200065_s_at ARF1 213330_s_at STIP1 0.51 0.08 -0.39
200682_s_at UBE2L3 213330_s_at STIP1 0.60 -0.13 0.02
205480_s_at UGP2 213344_s_at H2AFX -0.66 0.12 -0.10
206238_s_at YAF2 213344_s_at H2AFX -0.47 0.22 0.38
208631_s_at HADHA 213344_s_at H2AFX -0.64 0.09 -0.17
211317_s_at CFLAR 213344_s_at H2AFX -0.48 -0.06 0.39
211963_s_at ARPC5 213344_s_at H2AFX -0.51 0.17 0.17
200804_at TEGT 213357_at GTF2H5 0.53 -0.39 -0.24
200828_s_at ZNF207 213357_at GTF2H5 0.38 -0.44 -0.11
200882_s_at PSMD4 213357_at GTF2H5 -0.38 0.35 0.29
202423_at MYST3 213357_at GTF2H5 0.49 -0.29 -0.07
202488_s_at FXYD3 213357_at GTF2H5 0.38 -0.44 -0.22
202562_s_at C14orf1 213357_at GTF2H5 -0.48 0.38 0.14
202717_s_at CDC16 213357_at GTF2H5 0.59 0.03 -0.23
202839_s_at NDUFB7 213357_at GTF2H5 -0.50 0.16 0.30
203090_at SDF2 213357_at GTF2H5 0.43 -0.38 -0.23
205526_s_at KATNA1 213357_at GTF2H5 0.40 -0.39 -0.06
206587_at CCT6B 213357_at GTF2H5 0.54 -0.17 -0.09
206861_s_at CGGBP1 213357_at GTF2H5 0.32 -0.45 -0.21
206900_x_at ZNF253 213357_at GTF2H5 0.37 -0.43 -0.15
208035_at GRM6 213357_at GTF2H5 0.37 -0.46 -0.20
210386_s_at MTX1 213357_at GTF2H5 -0.35 0.36 0.46
212470_at SPAG9 213357_at GTF2H5 0.60 -0.03 -0.09
209949_at NCF2 213373_s_at CASP8 0.54 0.18 -0.33
200682_s_at UBE2L3 213377_x_at RPS12 -0.37 0.47 -0.23
200996_at ACTR3 213377_x_at RPS12 0.09 0.73 -0.03
208669_s_at EID1 213377_x_at RPS12 0.18 0.61 -0.32
200804_at TEGT 213408_s_at PIK4CA 0.25 -0.54 0.19
201783_s_at RELA 213408_s_at PIK4CA 0.33 -0.52 0.26
201827_at SMARCD2 213408_s_at PIK4CA -0.38 0.35 0.27
202298_at NDUFA1 213408_s_at PIK4CA -0.42 0.39 -0.18
204641_at NEK2 213408_s_at PIK4CA -0.33 0.49 0.01
206790_s_at NDUFB1 213408_s_at PIK4CA -0.19 0.56 -0.40
201956_s_at GNPAT 213461_at NUDT21 -0.58 0.10 0.09
200623_s_at CALM3 213535_s_at UBE2I 0.21 0.46 0.84
204630_s_at GOSR1 213535_s_at UBE2I 0.13 -0.35 -0.69
200042_at C22orf28 213571_s_at EIF4E2 -0.38 0.43 0.33
200055_at TAF10 213571_s_at EIF4E2 0.34 -0.39 -0.34
200655_s_at CALM1 213571_s_at EIF4E2 0.37 -0.40 -0.43
200804_at TEGT 213571_s_at EIF4E2 -0.46 0.33 0.08
201526_at ARF5 213571_s_at EIF4E2 0.24 -0.48 -0.46
201748_s_at SAFB 213571_s_at EIF4E2 0.52 -0.23 -0.33
201955_at CCNC 213571_s_at EIF4E2 -0.31 0.46 0.30
202329_at CSK 213571_s_at EIF4E2 0.33 -0.43 -0.33
203190_at NDUFS8 213571_s_at EIF4E2 0.49 -0.20 -0.18
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203252_at CDK2AP2 213571_s_at EIF4E2 0.26 -0.49 -0.40
203261_at DCTN6 213571_s_at EIF4E2 -0.47 0.33 0.15
203511_s_at TRAPPC3 213571_s_at EIF4E2 -0.47 0.20 0.30
204158_s_at TCIRG1 213571_s_at EIF4E2 0.51 -0.34 -0.25
204610_s_at CCDC85B 213571_s_at EIF4E2 0.39 -0.33 -0.35
205480_s_at UGP2 213571_s_at EIF4E2 -0.45 0.36 0.42
208998_at UCP2 213571_s_at EIF4E2 0.48 -0.25 -0.26
209239_at NFKB1 213571_s_at EIF4E2 -0.54 0.20 0.32
210849_s_at VPS41 213571_s_at EIF4E2 -0.44 0.22 0.32
202466_at POLS 213587_s_at ATP6V0E2 0.18 -0.42 -0.59
208152_s_at DDX21 213587_s_at ATP6V0E2 0.15 -0.43 0.51
200055_at TAF10 213606_s_at ARHGDIA -0.16 0.30 0.70
200055_at TAF10 213622_at COL9A2 0.16 0.70 0.73
208662_s_at TTC3 213650_at GOLGA8A 0.64 -0.06 0.59
208861_s_at ATRX 213650_at GOLGA8A 0.32 -0.47 0.15
200691_s_at HSPA9 213655_at YWHAE 0.05 -0.64 0.07
200736_s_at GPX1 213655_at YWHAE 0.08 -0.67 -0.28
200804_at TEGT 213655_at YWHAE -0.01 0.62 -0.22
202102_s_at BRD4 213655_at YWHAE 0.05 -0.35 0.60
200888_s_at RPL23 213671_s_at MARS -0.04 0.30 -0.64
200909_s_at RPLP2 213671_s_at MARS 0.10 0.28 -0.66
201628_s_at RRAGA 213671_s_at MARS -0.38 0.32 0.37
205812_s_at TMED9 213671_s_at MARS 0.49 -0.30 0.44
208549_x_at PTMA 213671_s_at MARS 0.37 0.00 -0.55
211937_at EIF4B 213671_s_at MARS 0.03 -0.33 -0.73
201738_at EIF1B 213698_at ZMYM6 0.35 -0.50 0.19
204286_s_at PMAIP1 213698_at ZMYM6 0.15 -0.52 0.45
213052_at PRKAR2A 213698_at ZMYM6 -0.42 0.45 -0.42
202139_at AKR7A2 213735_s_at COX5B -0.15 0.63 0.30
203416_at CD53 213735_s_at COX5B 0.03 -0.70 -0.16
201956_s_at GNPAT 213738_s_at ATP5A1 -0.43 0.43 0.14
202804_at ABCC1 213738_s_at ATP5A1 -0.46 -0.09 0.46
204331_s_at MRPS12 213738_s_at ATP5A1 0.37 -0.36 -0.43
208313_s_at SF1 213738_s_at ATP5A1 0.42 -0.20 -0.39
208885_at LCP1 213738_s_at ATP5A1 0.57 0.31 -0.31
201748_s_at SAFB 213741_s_at KPNA1 -0.45 0.39 0.15
203616_at POLB 213741_s_at KPNA1 0.31 -0.35 -0.44
204158_s_at TCIRG1 213741_s_at KPNA1 -0.51 0.24 0.13
205297_s_at CD79B 213741_s_at KPNA1 -0.17 0.60 -0.03
200055_at TAF10 213746_s_at FLNA -0.10 0.55 0.71
200682_s_at UBE2L3 213746_s_at FLNA 0.34 -0.41 -0.43
207079_s_at MED6 213746_s_at FLNA 0.45 -0.21 -0.29
207760_s_at NCOR2 213746_s_at FLNA -0.13 0.65 0.60
212032_s_at PTOV1 213746_s_at FLNA 0.15 0.77 0.60
210981_s_at GRK6 213754_s_at PAIP1 0.64 0.25 -0.17
204173_at MYL6B 213756_s_at HSF1 0.17 -0.57 0.14
204960_at PTPRCAP 213756_s_at HSF1 0.03 -0.03 0.73
200036_s_at RPL10A 213757_at EIF5A -0.26 0.61 0.09
200042_at C22orf28 213757_at EIF5A -0.30 0.50 0.18
200655_s_at CALM1 213757_at EIF5A 0.35 -0.63 -0.13
200691_s_at HSPA9 213757_at EIF5A 0.33 -0.57 0.10
200804_at TEGT 213757_at EIF5A -0.42 0.49 -0.11
200850_s_at AHCYL1 213757_at EIF5A -0.33 0.47 0.07
200947_s_at GLUD1 213757_at EIF5A 0.13 -0.66 0.13
200968_s_at PPIB 213757_at EIF5A 0.20 -0.57 -0.15
201748_s_at SAFB 213757_at EIF5A 0.46 -0.48 -0.07
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202168_at TAF9 213757_at EIF5A -0.27 0.47 0.38
202223_at STT3A 213757_at EIF5A 0.22 -0.62 0.05
202298_at NDUFA1 213757_at EIF5A 0.22 -0.56 0.01
202329_at CSK 213757_at EIF5A 0.33 -0.46 0.06
202397_at NUTF2 213757_at EIF5A 0.31 -0.51 0.18
202488_s_at FXYD3 213757_at EIF5A -0.20 0.55 -0.10
202954_at UBE2C 213757_at EIF5A 0.36 -0.46 -0.11
203090_at SDF2 213757_at EIF5A -0.40 0.45 -0.11
203416_at CD53 213757_at EIF5A -0.41 0.41 -0.07
203744_at HMGB3 213757_at EIF5A 0.41 -0.49 -0.16
204415_at IFI6 213757_at EIF5A 0.24 -0.56 -0.02
204960_at PTPRCAP 213757_at EIF5A 0.19 -0.59 -0.19
205480_s_at UGP2 213757_at EIF5A -0.40 0.40 0.21
205550_s_at BRE 213757_at EIF5A -0.36 0.44 -0.32
208726_s_at EIF2S2 213757_at EIF5A -0.26 0.53 0.20
208932_at PPP4C 213757_at EIF5A 0.36 -0.50 0.09
209239_at NFKB1 213757_at EIF5A -0.39 0.55 0.03
209303_at NDUFS4 213757_at EIF5A -0.42 0.36 0.05
210125_s_at BANF1 213757_at EIF5A 0.42 -0.49 0.09
211963_s_at ARPC5 213757_at EIF5A -0.24 0.48 0.39
200042_at C22orf28 213762_x_at RBMX -0.27 0.52 0.01
200055_at TAF10 213762_x_at RBMX 0.13 -0.72 -0.09
200614_at CLTC 213762_x_at RBMX 0.11 0.72 -0.16
200668_s_at UBE2D3 213762_x_at RBMX -0.18 0.63 -0.12
200682_s_at UBE2L3 213762_x_at RBMX -0.10 0.63 0.04
200804_at TEGT 213762_x_at RBMX -0.25 0.55 -0.14
200870_at STRAP 213762_x_at RBMX -0.24 0.55 -0.03
201386_s_at DHX15 213762_x_at RBMX -0.26 0.55 0.19
201630_s_at ACP1 213762_x_at RBMX -0.09 0.63 0.06
201695_s_at NP 213762_x_at RBMX -0.29 0.51 -0.32
201864_at GDI1 213762_x_at RBMX 0.08 -0.67 0.04
201946_s_at CCT2 213762_x_at RBMX -0.40 0.45 -0.02
201955_at CCNC 213762_x_at RBMX -0.06 0.68 -0.06
202136_at ZMYND11 213762_x_at RBMX -0.26 0.49 -0.27
202168_at TAF9 213762_x_at RBMX -0.16 0.64 0.07
202659_at PSMB10 213762_x_at RBMX 0.21 -0.64 -0.21
202939_at ZMPSTE24 213762_x_at RBMX -0.35 0.49 -0.45
203683_s_at VEGFB 213762_x_at RBMX 0.21 -0.59 0.08
204158_s_at TCIRG1 213762_x_at RBMX 0.14 -0.65 -0.17
204605_at CGRRF1 213762_x_at RBMX -0.19 0.57 0.09
204805_s_at H1FX 213762_x_at RBMX 0.07 -0.65 -0.15
204949_at ICAM3 213762_x_at RBMX 0.12 -0.62 0.01
204960_at PTPRCAP 213762_x_at RBMX 0.00 -0.69 -0.13
204961_s_at NCF1 213762_x_at RBMX 0.08 -0.66 -0.14
205480_s_at UGP2 213762_x_at RBMX -0.13 0.64 0.27
206235_at LIG4 213762_x_at RBMX -0.26 0.52 -0.36
208726_s_at EIF2S2 213762_x_at RBMX 0.13 0.77 0.09
209239_at NFKB1 213762_x_at RBMX -0.26 0.54 0.13
210639_s_at ATG5 213762_x_at RBMX -0.39 0.43 -0.29
211963_s_at ARPC5 213762_x_at RBMX -0.38 0.56 0.12
213052_at PRKAR2A 213762_x_at RBMX -0.27 0.51 -0.40
202154_x_at TUBB3 213775_x_at ZNF638 0.11 -0.14 -0.70
200071_at SMNDC1 213798_s_at CAP1 -0.05 -0.65 0.20
200086_s_at COX4I1 213798_s_at CAP1 -0.19 0.62 0.18
200603_at PRKAR1A 213798_s_at CAP1 0.00 -0.66 0.08
200626_s_at MATR3 213798_s_at CAP1 0.38 -0.74 0.00
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201031_s_at HNRPH1 213798_s_at CAP1 0.05 -0.67 -0.11
201816_s_at GBAS 213798_s_at CAP1 0.16 -0.59 0.04
201956_s_at GNPAT 213798_s_at CAP1 -0.36 0.53 0.10
204219_s_at PSMC1 213798_s_at CAP1 -0.20 0.59 -0.02
206989_s_at SFRS2IP 213798_s_at CAP1 0.33 -0.64 0.10
212416_at SCAMP1 213798_s_at CAP1 -0.44 0.33 0.13
201748_s_at SAFB 213812_s_at CAMKK2 -0.38 0.45 -0.10
201991_s_at KIF5B 213812_s_at CAMKK2 0.38 -0.44 0.37
202839_s_at NDUFB7 213812_s_at CAMKK2 -0.38 0.40 -0.28
206695_x_at ZNF43 213812_s_at CAMKK2 0.35 -0.45 -0.10
207524_at ST7 213812_s_at CAMKK2 0.58 -0.09 -0.16
208079_s_at AURKA 213812_s_at CAMKK2 -0.53 0.10 0.20
208666_s_at ST13 213812_s_at CAMKK2 0.38 -0.36 -0.25
213052_at PRKAR2A 213846_at COX7C -0.20 0.44 -0.56
200042_at C22orf28 213879_at --- -0.34 0.47 -0.39
200668_s_at UBE2D3 213879_at --- -0.24 0.59 -0.05
201748_s_at SAFB 213879_at --- 0.35 -0.44 0.16
205480_s_at UGP2 213879_at --- -0.45 0.35 0.04
207438_s_at SNUPN 213879_at --- -0.37 0.41 0.14
208726_s_at EIF2S2 213879_at --- -0.29 0.54 -0.02
209239_at NFKB1 213879_at --- -0.48 0.37 -0.18
209321_s_at ADCY3 213879_at --- -0.45 0.33 0.26
211563_s_at C19orf2 213879_at --- -0.35 0.42 -0.47
202625_at LYN 213883_s_at TM2D1 0.67 0.25 -0.15
200681_at GLO1 213892_s_at APRT 0.41 -0.37 -0.08
200682_s_at UBE2L3 213892_s_at APRT 0.25 -0.53 -0.33
200882_s_at PSMD4 213892_s_at APRT 0.55 0.05 -0.24
201441_at COX6B1 213892_s_at APRT 0.53 -0.11 -0.19
202139_at AKR7A2 213892_s_at APRT -0.11 0.62 0.44
202151_s_at UBAC1 213892_s_at APRT -0.14 0.64 0.38
202907_s_at NBN 213892_s_at APRT -0.48 0.30 -0.04
204331_s_at MRPS12 213892_s_at APRT 0.11 0.74 0.63
209036_s_at MDH2 213892_s_at APRT -0.36 0.30 0.39
1861_at BAD 213897_s_at MRPL23 -0.02 0.70 0.51
200682_s_at UBE2L3 213897_s_at MRPL23 0.24 -0.50 -0.37
200944_s_at HMGN1 213897_s_at MRPL23 0.36 -0.47 -0.03
202092_s_at ARL2BP 213897_s_at MRPL23 -0.51 0.17 0.16
202109_at ARFIP2 213897_s_at MRPL23 -0.34 0.36 0.50
202370_s_at CBFB 213897_s_at MRPL23 0.47 -0.42 -0.13
202934_at HK2 213897_s_at MRPL23 0.60 -0.03 -0.13
204716_at CCDC6 213897_s_at MRPL23 -0.69 -0.07 -0.19
205205_at RELB 213897_s_at MRPL23 -0.34 0.35 0.41
205415_s_at ATXN3 213897_s_at MRPL23 0.18 -0.60 0.01
208836_at ATP1B3 213897_s_at MRPL23 0.17 -0.61 -0.10
209036_s_at MDH2 213897_s_at MRPL23 -0.43 0.40 0.38
209054_s_at WHSC1 213897_s_at MRPL23 0.59 -0.16 0.21
212416_at SCAMP1 213897_s_at MRPL23 0.32 -0.40 -0.43
200885_at RHOC 213923_at RAP2B -0.46 0.45 -0.05
201886_at WDR23 213923_at RAP2B -0.36 0.45 0.06
201956_s_at GNPAT 213923_at RAP2B 0.15 -0.61 -0.29
202122_s_at M6PRBP1 213923_at RAP2B -0.40 0.38 0.19
208714_at NDUFV1 213923_at RAP2B -0.53 0.29 -0.02
210046_s_at IDH2 213923_at RAP2B -0.38 0.46 0.08
209653_at KPNA4 214035_x_at LOC399491 -0.36 0.32 0.37
208631_s_at HADHA 214075_at NENF -0.50 0.12 0.28
208313_s_at SF1 214096_s_at SHMT2 -0.63 0.11 -0.39
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200001_at CAPNS1 214167_s_at RPLP0 0.36 -0.43 -0.09
200018_at RPS13 214167_s_at RPLP0 0.33 0.79 0.82
200026_at RPL34 214167_s_at RPLP0 0.16 0.65 0.78
200029_at RPL19 214167_s_at RPLP0 0.13 0.74 0.77
200042_at C22orf28 214167_s_at RPLP0 0.49 0.49 -0.40
200046_at DAD1 214167_s_at RPLP0 0.41 -0.39 0.05
200088_x_at RPL12 214167_s_at RPLP0 0.30 0.69 0.85
200626_s_at MATR3 214167_s_at RPLP0 0.32 -0.52 -0.45
200645_at GABARAP 214167_s_at RPLP0 0.55 -0.38 -0.12
200674_s_at RPL32 214167_s_at RPLP0 0.30 0.77 0.80
200675_at CD81 214167_s_at RPLP0 0.31 -0.60 -0.12
200809_x_at RPL12 214167_s_at RPLP0 0.41 0.79 0.86
200926_at RPS23 214167_s_at RPLP0 0.19 0.70 0.76
200996_at ACTR3 214167_s_at RPLP0 -0.04 0.66 -0.11
201049_s_at RPS18 214167_s_at RPLP0 0.29 0.81 0.79
201052_s_at PSMF1 214167_s_at RPLP0 0.37 -0.47 -0.41
201119_s_at COX8A 214167_s_at RPLP0 0.49 -0.29 0.39
201264_at COPE 214167_s_at RPLP0 0.38 -0.43 -0.05
201429_s_at PLK1 ::: RPL37A 214167_s_at RPLP0 0.17 0.71 0.76
201930_at MCM6 214167_s_at RPLP0 -0.30 0.37 -0.52
201956_s_at GNPAT 214167_s_at RPLP0 -0.37 0.43 0.15
202139_at AKR7A2 214167_s_at RPLP0 0.59 -0.16 0.41
203034_s_at G_21078 ::: RPL 214167_s_at RPLP0 0.25 0.73 0.82
203166_at CFDP1 214167_s_at RPLP0 -0.25 -0.31 0.56
204192_at CD37 214167_s_at RPLP0 0.44 -0.33 0.42
204246_s_at DCTN3 214167_s_at RPLP0 0.58 -0.20 0.39
204892_x_at EEF1A1 214167_s_at RPLP0 0.41 0.84 0.80
205282_at LRP8 214167_s_at RPLP0 -0.57 0.18 -0.48
208152_s_at DDX21 214167_s_at RPLP0 -0.35 0.38 -0.52
208310_s_at orf28A ::: C7orf2 214167_s_at RPLP0 0.38 0.45 -0.48
208669_s_at EID1 214167_s_at RPLP0 0.22 0.54 -0.49
208695_s_at RPL39 214167_s_at RPLP0 0.15 0.56 0.80
208768_x_at RPL22 214167_s_at RPLP0 0.26 0.65 0.89
208825_x_at RPL23A 214167_s_at RPLP0 0.27 0.79 0.86
209048_s_at ZMYND8 214167_s_at RPLP0 -0.32 0.48 0.21
211563_s_at C19orf2 214167_s_at RPLP0 0.52 0.54 -0.44
211983_x_at ACTG1 214167_s_at RPLP0 0.10 0.64 0.76
212296_at PSMD14 214167_s_at RPLP0 -0.33 0.44 -0.49
213052_at PRKAR2A 214167_s_at RPLP0 -0.25 0.42 -0.59
213414_s_at RPS19 214167_s_at RPLP0 0.39 0.79 0.87
204247_s_at CDK5 214179_s_at NFE2L1 0.32 -0.47 0.09
200655_s_at CALM1 214182_at ARF6 0.15 -0.60 -0.15
200691_s_at HSPA9 214182_at ARF6 0.20 -0.59 -0.17
200804_at TEGT 214182_at ARF6 -0.39 0.40 -0.35
201748_s_at SAFB 214182_at ARF6 0.15 -0.59 -0.31
202659_at PSMB10 214182_at ARF6 0.03 -0.72 -0.22
202839_s_at NDUFB7 214182_at ARF6 0.22 -0.55 -0.25
204158_s_at TCIRG1 214182_at ARF6 0.13 -0.61 -0.32
204313_s_at CREB1 214182_at ARF6 -0.27 0.42 0.47
211563_s_at C19orf2 214182_at ARF6 -0.27 0.46 -0.35
200626_s_at MATR3 214198_s_at DGCR2 -0.41 0.36 0.12
203307_at GNL1 214198_s_at DGCR2 0.45 0.01 -0.45
200051_at SART1 214224_s_at PIN4 0.52 -0.11 -0.27
200055_at TAF10 214224_s_at PIN4 0.38 -0.24 -0.65
200059_s_at RHOA 214224_s_at PIN4 -0.52 0.21 0.08
200593_s_at HNRPU 214224_s_at PIN4 0.29 -0.12 -0.63
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200626_s_at MATR3 214224_s_at PIN4 -0.55 0.17 0.03
200655_s_at CALM1 214224_s_at PIN4 0.53 0.00 -0.36
200691_s_at HSPA9 214224_s_at PIN4 0.39 -0.29 -0.53
200896_x_at HDGF 214224_s_at PIN4 0.39 -0.16 -0.58
200913_at PPM1G 214224_s_at PIN4 0.24 -0.32 -0.62
201007_at HADHB 214224_s_at PIN4 -0.22 0.55 0.22
201082_s_at DCTN1 214224_s_at PIN4 0.22 -0.26 -0.63
201256_at COX7A2L 214224_s_at PIN4 -0.36 0.49 0.52
201459_at RUVBL2 214224_s_at PIN4 0.43 -0.16 -0.41
201546_at TRIP12 214224_s_at PIN4 -0.12 0.61 0.39
201653_at CNIH 214224_s_at PIN4 -0.37 0.29 0.56
201659_s_at ARL1 214224_s_at PIN4 -0.50 0.03 0.47
201748_s_at SAFB 214224_s_at PIN4 0.53 -0.16 -0.46
201812_s_at C201725 ::: TOM 214224_s_at PIN4 -0.15 0.56 0.46
201847_at LIPA 214224_s_at PIN4 -0.37 0.35 0.38
201944_at HEXB 214224_s_at PIN4 -0.51 0.26 0.31
202205_at VASP 214224_s_at PIN4 0.15 -0.54 -0.65
202264_s_at TOMM40 214224_s_at PIN4 0.38 -0.33 -0.49
202384_s_at TCOF1 214224_s_at PIN4 0.38 -0.21 -0.53
202518_at BCL7B 214224_s_at PIN4 0.30 -0.41 -0.51
203087_s_at KIF2A 214224_s_at PIN4 -0.50 0.29 0.15
203190_at NDUFS8 214224_s_at PIN4 0.53 -0.10 -0.48
203261_at DCTN6 214224_s_at PIN4 -0.46 0.31 0.34
203376_at CDC40 214224_s_at PIN4 -0.47 0.29 0.26
203616_at POLB 214224_s_at PIN4 -0.33 0.38 0.35
203635_at DSCR3 214224_s_at PIN4 -0.42 0.45 0.01
204233_s_at CHKA 214224_s_at PIN4 0.16 -0.48 -0.57
204610_s_at CCDC85B 214224_s_at PIN4 0.38 -0.20 -0.52
205423_at AP1B1 214224_s_at PIN4 0.30 -0.20 -0.54
205480_s_at UGP2 214224_s_at PIN4 -0.52 0.30 0.24
205621_at ALKBH1 214224_s_at PIN4 -0.64 -0.36 0.22
206042_x_atSNRPN ::: SNUR 214224_s_at PIN4 -0.53 -0.28 0.41
206508_at CD70 214224_s_at PIN4 0.28 -0.49 -0.25
208132_x_at BAT2 214224_s_at PIN4 0.36 -0.26 -0.53
208249_s_at TGDS 214224_s_at PIN4 -0.44 0.12 0.42
208445_s_at BAZ1B 214224_s_at PIN4 0.47 -0.06 -0.39
209239_at NFKB1 214224_s_at PIN4 -0.67 -0.02 0.07
209303_at NDUFS4 214224_s_at PIN4 -0.38 0.15 0.48
209786_at HMGN4 214224_s_at PIN4 -0.40 0.32 0.34
210125_s_at BANF1 214224_s_at PIN4 0.31 -0.31 -0.54
210428_s_at HGS 214224_s_at PIN4 0.14 -0.52 -0.54
210639_s_at ATG5 214224_s_at PIN4 -0.65 -0.41 0.19
210825_s_at PEBP1 214224_s_at PIN4 0.52 0.27 -0.42
211185_s_at SF3B1 214224_s_at PIN4 -0.34 0.39 0.41
212218_s_at FASN 214224_s_at PIN4 0.13 -0.42 -0.70
212739_s_at NME4 214224_s_at PIN4 0.41 -0.06 -0.46
213892_s_at APRT 214224_s_at PIN4 0.44 -0.27 -0.42
200041_s_at BAT1 214257_s_at SEC22B -0.12 -0.76 -0.47
200055_at TAF10 214257_s_at SEC22B -0.05 -0.76 -0.59
200614_at CLTC 214257_s_at SEC22B -0.24 0.54 0.29
200623_s_at CALM3 214257_s_at SEC22B 0.02 -0.67 -0.57
200655_s_at CALM1 214257_s_at SEC22B 0.30 -0.58 -0.01
200691_s_at HSPA9 214257_s_at SEC22B 0.40 -0.61 -0.22
200804_at TEGT 214257_s_at SEC22B -0.39 0.41 -0.18
200976_s_at TAX1BP1 214257_s_at SEC22B -0.32 0.48 0.10
201556_s_at VAMP2 214257_s_at SEC22B 0.12 -0.60 -0.40
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201746_at TP53 214257_s_at SEC22B 0.33 -0.49 -0.43
201748_s_at SAFB 214257_s_at SEC22B 0.21 -0.59 -0.28
201903_at UQCRC1 214257_s_at SEC22B -0.15 -0.77 -0.73
202154_x_at TUBB3 214257_s_at SEC22B 0.30 -0.32 -0.50
202205_at VASP 214257_s_at SEC22B 0.11 -0.56 -0.53
202302_s_at RSRC2 214257_s_at SEC22B -0.23 0.55 0.33
202518_at BCL7B 214257_s_at SEC22B 0.18 -0.61 -0.36
202596_at ENSA 214257_s_at SEC22B 0.32 -0.40 -0.34
202839_s_at NDUFB7 214257_s_at SEC22B 0.26 -0.60 -0.40
203190_at NDUFS8 214257_s_at SEC22B 0.02 -0.68 -0.43
203307_at GNL1 214257_s_at SEC22B 0.34 -0.14 -0.52
203416_at CD53 214257_s_at SEC22B -0.12 0.66 0.33
204158_s_at TCIRG1 214257_s_at SEC22B 0.05 -0.71 -0.32
204610_s_at CCDC85B 214257_s_at SEC22B 0.10 -0.64 -0.42
204960_at PTPRCAP 214257_s_at SEC22B 0.03 -0.67 -0.48
205480_s_at UGP2 214257_s_at SEC22B -0.15 0.61 0.08
208874_x_at PPP2R4 214257_s_at SEC22B 0.06 -0.63 -0.53
209367_at STXBP2 214257_s_at SEC22B 0.14 -0.67 -0.45
209449_at LSM2 214257_s_at SEC22B 0.00 -0.62 -0.72
209535_s_at --- 214257_s_at SEC22B -0.11 0.63 0.23
210125_s_at BANF1 214257_s_at SEC22B -0.02 -0.70 -0.45
212955_s_at POLR2I ::: RPSA 214257_s_at SEC22B 0.19 -0.49 -0.51
213892_s_at APRT 214257_s_at SEC22B 0.13 -0.61 -0.48
203511_s_at TRAPPC3 214274_s_at ACAA1 -0.54 -0.10 0.34
205480_s_at UGP2 214274_s_at ACAA1 -0.57 0.12 0.18
205621_at ALKBH1 214274_s_at ACAA1 -0.67 -0.44 0.18
207614_s_at CUL1 214274_s_at ACAA1 -0.59 0.12 -0.05
209036_s_at MDH2 214274_s_at ACAA1 -0.58 0.26 -0.03
209239_at NFKB1 214274_s_at ACAA1 -0.63 -0.02 0.13
210639_s_at ATG5 214274_s_at ACAA1 -0.57 -0.33 0.31
200052_s_at ILF2 214339_s_at MAP4K1 -0.50 0.25 0.10
200626_s_at MATR3 214339_s_at MAP4K1 -0.66 0.23 -0.04
200675_at CD81 214339_s_at MAP4K1 -0.01 0.62 0.72
201146_at NFE2L2 214339_s_at MAP4K1 -0.56 0.17 -0.05
201441_at COX6B1 214339_s_at MAP4K1 0.53 -0.15 -0.17
202139_at AKR7A2 214339_s_at MAP4K1 -0.40 0.50 0.37
207419_s_at RAC2 214339_s_at MAP4K1 -0.25 0.40 0.53
208074_s_at AP2S1 214339_s_at MAP4K1 -0.21 0.56 0.27
211985_s_at CALM1 214339_s_at MAP4K1 -0.42 0.30 0.27
213571_s_at EIF4E2 214339_s_at MAP4K1 0.37 -0.38 -0.34
200008_s_at GDI2 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.88 0.54 0.53
200029_at RPL19 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 -0.52 0.34 0.25
200046_at DAD1 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.44 -0.36 -0.13
200052_s_at ILF2 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.74 0.15 0.17
200055_at TAF10 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 -0.51 -0.29 0.42
200056_s_at C1D 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.37 -0.30 -0.44
200059_s_at RHOA 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.74 0.06 0.16
200089_s_at RPL4 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 -0.44 0.30 0.17
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.61 -0.13 -0.32
200613_at AP2M1 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.68 -0.03 0.11
200626_s_at MATR3 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.64 -0.37 -0.05
200668_s_at UBE2D3 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.59 0.31 -0.36
200674_s_at RPL32 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 -0.38 0.39 0.38
200802_at SARS 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.52 -0.20 -0.14
200828_s_at ZNF207 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.78 0.52 -0.10
200858_s_at RPS8 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 -0.45 0.25 0.35
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200866_s_at PSAP 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.72 -0.02 -0.09
200885_at RHOC 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.51 -0.30 0.26
200909_s_at RPLP2 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 -0.32 0.46 0.46
200929_at TMED10 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.47 -0.07 -0.36
200984_s_at CD59 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.74 0.35 -0.12
201077_s_at NHP2L1 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 -0.47 0.28 0.23
201078_at TM9SF2 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.51 0.11 -0.38
201194_at SEPW1 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.54 -0.13 -0.29
201284_s_at APEH 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.72 0.15 0.15
201339_s_at SCP2 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.43 -0.02 -0.45
201441_at COX6B1 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 -0.64 0.01 0.02
201546_at TRIP12 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.35 -0.37 -0.44
201707_at PEX19 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.38 -0.37 -0.28
201800_s_at OSBP 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.41 -0.36 -0.28
201805_at PRKAG1 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.67 0.07 -0.17
201816_s_at GBAS 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.42 -0.29 -0.32
201847_at LIPA 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.42 -0.43 -0.29
201956_s_at GNPAT 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 -0.65 0.32 0.10
202139_at AKR7A2 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.81 0.19 0.36
202228_s_at NPTN 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.34 -0.31 -0.49
202546_at VAMP8 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.54 -0.09 -0.20
202593_s_at MIR16 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.80 0.55 -0.18
202816_s_at SS18 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.55 0.22 -0.40
203307_at GNL1 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 -0.45 -0.24 0.45
203511_s_at TRAPPC3 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.81 0.43 -0.01
203719_at ERCC1 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 -0.64 -0.14 0.15
204246_s_at DCTN3 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.45 -0.37 -0.26
204812_at ZW10 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.54 0.25 -0.35
204970_s_atOC644132 ::: MA 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 -0.60 -0.02 0.26
205621_at ALKBH1 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.63 0.27 -0.19
206042_x_atSNRPN ::: SNUR 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.63 0.33 -0.27
206989_s_at SFRS2IP 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.34 -0.48 -0.29
207079_s_at MED6 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.86 0.60 0.25
207304_at ZNF45 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.68 0.12 -0.20
207419_s_at RAC2 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.76 0.30 0.03
207614_s_at CUL1 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.77 0.45 0.01
207630_s_at CREM 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.65 -0.11 0.04
208313_s_at SF1 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.67 -0.13 0.29
208524_at GPR15 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.65 0.37 -0.24
208619_at DDB1 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.54 -0.07 -0.20
208628_s_at YBX1 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 -0.22 0.69 0.56
208631_s_at HADHA 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.80 0.20 0.20
208654_s_at CD164 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.58 -0.02 -0.33
208689_s_at RPN2 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.62 0.16 -0.38
208904_s_at RPS28 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 -0.46 0.25 0.26
209157_at DNAJA2 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.44 -0.43 -0.12
209175_at SEC23IP 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.57 -0.07 -0.25
209308_s_at BNIP2 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.31 -0.45 -0.38
209406_at BAG2 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.77 0.59 0.02
209786_at HMGN4 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.28 -0.51 -0.48
210296_s_at PXMP3 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.49 -0.19 -0.42
210639_s_at ATG5 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.70 0.64 -0.29
211302_s_at PDE4B 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.65 0.58 -0.18
211475_s_at BAG1 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.76 0.38 -0.01
211563_s_at C19orf2 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.74 0.56 -0.28
211985_s_at CALM1 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.57 -0.06 -0.16
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213086_s_at CSNK1A1 214359_s_at HSP90AB1 0.35 -0.33 -0.41
200042_at C22orf28 214427_at NOL1 -0.09 0.60 0.57
200655_s_at CALM1 214427_at NOL1 0.31 -0.52 0.16
200804_at TEGT 214427_at NOL1 -0.28 0.61 0.31
201536_at DUSP3 214427_at NOL1 -0.45 0.37 -0.02
202168_at TAF9 214427_at NOL1 0.01 0.68 0.50
202227_s_at BRD8 214427_at NOL1 0.39 -0.40 -0.16
202329_at CSK 214427_at NOL1 0.30 -0.50 0.35
202810_at DRG1 214427_at NOL1 -0.08 0.62 0.56
203040_s_at HMBS 214427_at NOL1 0.50 -0.01 0.78
206790_s_at NDUFB1 214427_at NOL1 0.14 -0.59 -0.35
209239_at NFKB1 214427_at NOL1 -0.24 0.58 0.14
209667_at CES2 214427_at NOL1 0.29 -0.51 0.21
211297_s_at CDK7 214427_at NOL1 -0.41 0.44 -0.26
214167_s_at RPLP0 214427_at NOL1 -0.36 0.40 -0.42
200655_s_at CALM1 214430_at GLA 0.26 -0.55 -0.26
204415_at IFI6 214430_at GLA 0.36 -0.47 -0.02
209239_at NFKB1 214430_at GLA -0.41 0.42 -0.20
208833_s_at ATXN10 214431_at GMPS -0.52 0.07 0.43
208885_at LCP1 214431_at GMPS -0.34 -0.20 0.60
212416_at SCAMP1 214431_at GMPS 0.41 -0.30 -0.43
213741_s_at KPNA1 214431_at GMPS -0.57 0.08 0.12
200079_s_at KARS 214437_s_at SHMT2 0.46 -0.34 -0.06
200668_s_at UBE2D3 214437_s_at SHMT2 0.20 -0.56 -0.35
200682_s_at UBE2L3 214437_s_at SHMT2 0.42 -0.51 -0.45
201532_at PSMA3 214437_s_at SHMT2 0.33 -0.17 -0.52
202329_at CSK 214437_s_at SHMT2 -0.02 0.63 -0.23
202678_at GTF2A2 214437_s_at SHMT2 0.32 -0.56 -0.23
203652_at MAP3K11 214437_s_at SHMT2 -0.55 0.28 0.43
205512_s_at AIFM1 214437_s_at SHMT2 0.52 -0.16 -0.21
205546_s_at TYK2 214437_s_at SHMT2 -0.32 0.56 0.04
208761_s_at SUMO1 214437_s_at SHMT2 0.50 -0.15 -0.24
202370_s_at CBFB 214440_at NAT1 -0.12 0.61 0.36
200034_s_at RPL6 214473_x_at PMS2L3 0.02 -0.55 0.36
200046_at DAD1 214473_x_at PMS2L3 -0.18 0.52 -0.38
200691_s_at HSPA9 214473_x_at PMS2L3 -0.31 0.51 -0.27
200716_x_at RPL13A 214473_x_at PMS2L3 0.02 -0.52 0.42
200741_s_at RPS27 214473_x_at PMS2L3 0.01 -0.62 0.33
200804_at TEGT 214473_x_at PMS2L3 0.16 -0.58 0.03
200976_s_at TAX1BP1 214473_x_at PMS2L3 0.17 -0.63 -0.03
201052_s_at PSMF1 214473_x_at PMS2L3 -0.08 0.51 -0.42
201237_at CAPZA2 214473_x_at PMS2L3 -0.06 0.61 -0.21
201991_s_at KIF5B 214473_x_at PMS2L3 0.29 -0.58 0.00
202329_at CSK 214473_x_at PMS2L3 -0.20 0.58 -0.07
202954_at UBE2C 214473_x_at PMS2L3 -0.24 0.55 0.51
208697_s_at EIF3S6 214473_x_at PMS2L3 0.18 -0.53 0.32
209186_at ATP2A2 214473_x_at PMS2L3 -0.14 0.49 -0.46
211297_s_at CDK7 214473_x_at PMS2L3 0.26 -0.51 0.24
213798_s_at CAP1 214473_x_at PMS2L3 0.17 -0.58 0.13
200626_s_at MATR3 214483_s_at ARFIP1 0.53 -0.41 -0.25
203566_s_at AGL 214483_s_at ARFIP1 0.23 -0.48 -0.42
206689_x_at HTATIP 214483_s_at ARFIP1 -0.37 0.45 0.16
206989_s_at SFRS2IP 214483_s_at ARFIP1 0.44 -0.47 -0.26
210907_s_at PDCD10 214483_s_at ARFIP1 0.43 -0.36 -0.28
210981_s_at GRK6 214483_s_at ARFIP1 -0.55 -0.06 0.31
213357_at GTF2H5 214483_s_at ARFIP1 0.35 -0.48 -0.34
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201546_at TRIP12 214507_s_at EXOSC2 0.32 -0.52 -0.33
214473_x_at PMS2L3 214552_s_at RABEP1 0.24 -0.38 0.53
200626_s_at MATR3 214585_s_at VPS52 0.20 -0.62 0.11
206989_s_at SFRS2IP 214585_s_at VPS52 0.22 -0.54 0.10
201089_at ATP6V1B2 214594_x_at ATP8B1 -0.63 0.04 -0.11
201227_s_at NDUFB8 214594_x_at ATP8B1 0.59 -0.09 -0.15
202325_s_at ATP5J 214594_x_at ATP8B1 0.64 0.32 -0.22
202562_s_at C14orf1 214594_x_at ATP8B1 0.54 -0.19 -0.20
202839_s_at NDUFB7 214594_x_at ATP8B1 0.54 -0.20 -0.15
208845_at VDAC3 214594_x_at ATP8B1 0.71 0.20 0.10
209239_at NFKB1 214594_x_at ATP8B1 -0.70 0.00 -0.28
209268_at VPS45 214594_x_at ATP8B1 0.60 -0.18 -0.20
202384_s_at TCOF1 214615_at P2RY10 0.29 -0.48 -0.32
202839_s_at NDUFB7 214615_at P2RY10 0.38 -0.45 -0.19
203307_at GNL1 214615_at P2RY10 0.54 0.16 -0.33
200042_at C22orf28 214697_s_at ROD1 0.56 -0.05 -0.34
200626_s_at MATR3 214697_s_at ROD1 0.71 0.01 0.04
200804_at TEGT 214697_s_at ROD1 0.57 0.15 -0.30
200944_s_at HMGN1 214697_s_at ROD1 -0.52 0.08 0.25
201146_at NFE2L2 214697_s_at ROD1 0.69 0.07 0.14
201192_s_at PITPNA 214697_s_at ROD1 0.58 0.37 -0.42
201317_s_at PSMA2 214697_s_at ROD1 0.68 0.03 0.18
201748_s_at SAFB 214697_s_at ROD1 -0.67 -0.24 0.10
201756_at RPA2 214697_s_at ROD1 0.60 -0.24 -0.31
201771_at SCAMP3 214697_s_at ROD1 0.55 0.11 -0.46
202423_at MYST3 214697_s_at ROD1 0.56 -0.05 -0.19
202593_s_at MIR16 214697_s_at ROD1 0.74 0.47 -0.14
202934_at HK2 214697_s_at ROD1 -0.56 -0.28 0.37
207974_s_at SKP1A 214697_s_at ROD1 0.66 0.13 -0.10
208310_s_at C7orf28A 214697_s_at ROD1 0.66 0.17 -0.15
209036_s_at MDH2 214697_s_at ROD1 0.58 -0.22 0.04
209239_at NFKB1 214697_s_at ROD1 0.69 -0.03 -0.10
211563_s_at C19orf2 214697_s_at ROD1 0.64 0.25 -0.20
203758_at CTSO 214780_s_at MYO9B 0.28 -0.44 -0.41
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 214804_at CENPI -0.45 0.35 0.12
202529_at PRPSAP1 214804_at CENPI -0.43 0.34 0.12
202562_s_at C14orf1 214804_at CENPI 0.60 -0.09 -0.01
203307_at GNL1 214804_at CENPI 0.58 -0.21 0.43
206042_x_at SNRPN 214804_at CENPI -0.52 0.27 -0.21
208666_s_at ST13 214804_at CENPI -0.45 0.36 0.03
212595_s_at DAZAP2 214804_at CENPI -0.48 0.21 0.19
201274_at PSMA5 214882_s_at SFRS2 0.68 -0.01 0.36
209124_at MYD88 214882_s_at SFRS2 0.45 -0.21 0.63
201991_s_at KIF5B 214911_s_at BRD2 0.57 -0.19 0.54
202518_at BCL7B 214911_s_at BRD2 0.11 0.74 0.22
203345_s_at MTF2 214911_s_at BRD2 0.64 -0.29 0.56
204197_s_at RUNX3 214911_s_at BRD2 -0.17 0.58 -0.12
204771_s_at TTF1 214911_s_at BRD2 0.73 -0.22 0.70
205178_s_at RBBP6 214911_s_at BRD2 0.67 -0.07 0.61
206567_s_at PHF20 214911_s_at BRD2 0.52 -0.37 0.31
209048_s_at ZMYND8 214911_s_at BRD2 0.45 -0.36 0.21
210276_s_at TRIOBP 214911_s_at BRD2 0.35 -0.51 0.24
211969_at HSP90AA1 214911_s_at BRD2 0.63 -0.20 0.40
212318_at TNPO3 214911_s_at BRD2 0.70 -0.17 0.25
212852_s_at TROVE2 214911_s_at BRD2 0.60 -0.16 0.13
213164_at SLC5A3 214911_s_at BRD2 0.57 -0.16 0.00
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121_at PAX8 214988_s_at SON 0.23 -0.73 -0.31
1494_f_at CYP2A6 214988_s_at SON 0.31 -0.54 -0.36
200042_at C22orf28 214988_s_at SON 0.39 -0.43 0.17
200804_at TEGT 214988_s_at SON 0.43 -0.38 -0.01
200955_at IMMT 214988_s_at SON 0.37 -0.40 -0.27
201292_at TOP2A 214988_s_at SON -0.14 0.70 0.17
201434_at TTC1 214988_s_at SON 0.55 -0.34 0.24
201673_s_at GYS1 214988_s_at SON -0.02 -0.63 -0.64
201717_at MRPL49 214988_s_at SON 0.42 -0.29 -0.26
201748_s_at SAFB 214988_s_at SON -0.61 0.29 -0.24
201756_at RPA2 214988_s_at SON 0.57 -0.24 0.30
202092_s_at ARL2BP 214988_s_at SON 0.48 -0.53 -0.09
202095_s_at BIRC5 214988_s_at SON -0.41 0.54 0.03
202109_at ARFIP2 214988_s_at SON 0.32 -0.48 -0.24
202199_s_at SRPK1 214988_s_at SON 0.40 -0.44 -0.18
202370_s_at CBFB 214988_s_at SON -0.25 0.53 0.31
202448_s_at ZER1 214988_s_at SON 0.30 -0.42 -0.40
202488_s_at FXYD3 214988_s_at SON 0.28 -0.63 -0.11
202705_at CCNB2 214988_s_at SON -0.20 0.58 -0.02
202870_s_at CDC20 214988_s_at SON -0.46 0.40 0.05
202954_at UBE2C 214988_s_at SON -0.58 0.33 -0.31
203087_s_at KIF2A 214988_s_at SON 0.76 0.23 0.24
203307_at GNL1 214988_s_at SON -0.63 0.13 -0.46
203383_s_at GOLGA1 214988_s_at SON 0.31 -0.52 -0.09
203554_x_at PTTG1 214988_s_at SON -0.48 0.33 -0.23
203599_s_at WBP4 214988_s_at SON 0.47 -0.31 -0.12
203744_at HMGB3 214988_s_at SON -0.43 0.38 0.07
203858_s_at COX10 214988_s_at SON 0.47 -0.41 -0.35
204162_at NDC80 214988_s_at SON -0.17 0.60 0.34
204209_at PCYT1A 214988_s_at SON 0.34 -0.54 0.11
204274_at EBAG9 214988_s_at SON 0.00 0.68 0.48
204641_at NEK2 214988_s_at SON -0.15 0.67 -0.24
204716_at CCDC6 214988_s_at SON 0.59 -0.20 -0.13
204725_s_at NCK1 214988_s_at SON 0.43 -0.33 -0.36
204812_at ZW10 214988_s_at SON 0.56 -0.22 0.68
204822_at TTK 214988_s_at SON -0.09 0.72 0.29
204826_at CCNF 214988_s_at SON -0.46 0.46 -0.10
206238_s_at YAF2 214988_s_at SON 0.57 -0.22 0.07
206474_at PCTK2 214988_s_at SON 0.42 -0.31 -0.23
206562_s_at CSNK1A1 214988_s_at SON 0.53 -0.29 -0.04
206586_at CNR2 214988_s_at SON 0.34 -0.54 -0.36
206861_s_at CGGBP1 214988_s_at SON 0.38 -0.42 -0.11
207071_s_at ACO1 214988_s_at SON 0.33 -0.47 0.08
208079_s_at AURKA 214988_s_at SON -0.32 0.66 0.12
208620_at PCBP1 214988_s_at SON 0.01 -0.63 -0.62
208666_s_at ST13 214988_s_at SON 0.68 -0.01 -0.15
208885_at LCP1 214988_s_at SON 0.20 -0.56 -0.49
209036_s_at MDH2 214988_s_at SON 0.48 -0.14 -0.40
209172_s_at CENPF 214988_s_at SON -0.27 0.52 0.32
209239_at NFKB1 214988_s_at SON 0.50 -0.37 -0.09
209303_at NDUFS4 214988_s_at SON 0.41 -0.37 -0.16
209623_at MCCC2 214988_s_at SON 0.37 -0.48 0.05
209944_at ZNF410 214988_s_at SON -0.08 0.63 0.42
210301_at XDH 214988_s_at SON 0.37 -0.69 -0.21
214359_s_at HSP90AB1 214988_s_at SON 0.20 -0.50 -0.56
208079_s_at AURKA 215075_s_at GRB2 0.25 -0.52 0.15
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201178_at FBXO7 215088_s_at SDHC -0.27 0.52 -0.09
200042_at C22orf28 215093_at NSDHL -0.40 0.21 0.57
200626_s_at MATR3 215093_at NSDHL -0.46 0.12 0.37
200804_at TEGT 215093_at NSDHL -0.61 0.03 0.05
201756_at RPA2 215093_at NSDHL -0.42 0.19 0.39
202168_at TAF9 215093_at NSDHL -0.34 0.03 0.54
202423_at MYST3 215093_at NSDHL -0.55 -0.08 0.34
202954_at UBE2C 215093_at NSDHL 0.45 -0.13 -0.41
203406_at MFAP1 215093_at NSDHL -0.40 0.04 0.51
203635_at DSCR3 215093_at NSDHL -0.39 0.47 0.16
207614_s_at CUL1 215093_at NSDHL -0.41 0.19 0.51
208079_s_at AURKA 215093_at NSDHL 0.66 0.13 -0.09
208619_at DDB1 215093_at NSDHL -0.43 0.13 0.42
209036_s_at MDH2 215093_at NSDHL -0.57 0.24 0.05
214804_at CENPI 215093_at NSDHL 0.46 -0.30 -0.07
201730_s_at TPR 215123_at LOC23117 0.67 -0.05 0.61
201901_s_at YY1 215123_at LOC23117 0.61 -0.14 0.52
202102_s_at BRD4 215123_at LOC23117 0.51 -0.15 0.66
203771_s_at BLVRA 215123_at LOC23117 -0.48 0.38 -0.19
204771_s_at TTF1 215123_at LOC23117 0.71 -0.01 0.70
204976_s_at AMMECR1 215123_at LOC23117 0.49 -0.28 0.46
207186_s_at BPTF 215123_at LOC23117 0.67 -0.11 0.63
208003_s_at NFAT5 215123_at LOC23117 0.71 -0.02 0.46
208610_s_at SRRM2 215123_at LOC23117 0.74 -0.10 0.81
208835_s_at CROP 215123_at LOC23117 0.72 -0.09 0.70
209678_s_at PRKCI 215123_at LOC23117 0.43 -0.33 0.48
210266_s_at TRIM33 215123_at LOC23117 0.58 -0.26 0.08
211992_at WNK1 215123_at LOC23117 0.69 -0.08 0.41
213229_at DICER1 215123_at LOC23117 0.67 -0.12 0.49
214911_s_at BRD2 215123_at LOC23117 0.61 -0.07 0.66
200793_s_at ACO2 215148_s_at APBA3 -0.40 0.30 0.53
201051_at ANP32A 215148_s_at APBA3 -0.59 0.15 0.04
201066_at CYC1 215148_s_at APBA3 -0.29 0.39 0.45
201234_at ILK 215148_s_at APBA3 -0.20 0.59 0.33
201284_s_at APEH 215148_s_at APBA3 -0.40 0.25 0.36
201376_s_at HNRPF 215148_s_at APBA3 -0.55 -0.22 0.33
202139_at AKR7A2 215148_s_at APBA3 -0.49 0.49 0.31
202621_at IRF3 215148_s_at APBA3 -0.04 0.58 0.62
202855_s_at SLC16A3 215148_s_at APBA3 -0.29 0.58 0.17
202958_at PTPN9 215148_s_at APBA3 -0.39 0.34 0.39
203388_at ARRB2 215148_s_at APBA3 -0.35 0.39 0.32
204279_at PSMB9 215148_s_at APBA3 -0.42 0.42 -0.37
204283_at FARS2 215148_s_at APBA3 -0.45 0.24 0.26
206790_s_at NDUFB1 215148_s_at APBA3 0.41 0.17 -0.55
209040_s_at PSMB8 215148_s_at APBA3 -0.29 0.55 0.01
213357_at GTF2H5 215148_s_at APBA3 -0.34 0.41 -0.53
213581_at PDCD2 215148_s_at APBA3 0.22 -0.54 0.25
213746_s_at FLNA 215148_s_at APBA3 -0.19 0.60 0.29
200055_at TAF10 215157_x_at PABPC1 0.54 -0.30 0.24
200668_s_at UBE2D3 215157_x_at PABPC1 -0.41 0.39 -0.34
200817_x_at RPS10 215157_x_at PABPC1 0.60 0.91 0.82
200870_at STRAP 215157_x_at PABPC1 -0.37 0.43 -0.28
201386_s_at DHX15 215157_x_at PABPC1 -0.54 0.21 0.09
206790_s_at NDUFB1 215157_x_at PABPC1 0.39 -0.35 -0.29
208669_s_at EID1 215157_x_at PABPC1 -0.16 0.54 -0.32
208885_at LCP1 215157_x_at PABPC1 -0.18 0.62 0.43
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208894_at HLA-DRA 215157_x_at PABPC1 0.06 0.70 0.69
209095_at DLD 215157_x_at PABPC1 -0.55 0.23 -0.37
209239_at NFKB1 215157_x_at PABPC1 -0.42 0.42 -0.10
209367_at STXBP2 215157_x_at PABPC1 0.25 -0.53 0.15
211337_s_at 76P 215157_x_at PABPC1 -0.43 0.28 0.34
214167_s_at RPLP0 215157_x_at PABPC1 0.19 0.77 0.70
214359_s_at HSP90AB1 215157_x_at PABPC1 -0.42 0.34 0.43
200626_s_at MATR3 215193_x_at HLA-DRB1 0.34 -0.28 -0.47
200804_at TEGT 215273_s_at TADA3L -0.24 -0.67 0.23
203185_at RASSF2 215273_s_at TADA3L 0.10 -0.65 -0.19
209662_at CETN3 215273_s_at TADA3L -0.26 0.54 -0.34
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 215416_s_at STOML2 0.46 -0.33 -0.17
201546_at TRIP12 215416_s_at STOML2 0.37 -0.34 -0.31
208313_s_at SF1 215416_s_at STOML2 0.56 -0.35 0.27
209653_at KPNA4 215416_s_at STOML2 0.56 -0.12 -0.07
211475_s_at BAG1 215416_s_at STOML2 0.69 0.14 0.05
208669_s_at EID1 215498_s_at MAP2K3 -0.04 -0.63 0.31
201675_at AKAP1 215548_s_at SCFD1 0.25 -0.20 -0.63
210301_at XDH 215716_s_at ATP2B1 0.07 -0.67 -0.31
200028_s_at STARD7 215735_s_at TSC2 0.19 -0.60 -0.10
200055_at TAF10 215735_s_at TSC2 0.07 0.65 0.71
203190_at NDUFS8 215735_s_at TSC2 0.07 0.71 0.71
204158_s_at TCIRG1 215735_s_at TSC2 -0.03 0.68 0.44
200042_at C22orf28 215794_x_at GLUD2 0.56 0.10 -0.28
200059_s_at RHOA 215794_x_at GLUD2 0.66 -0.07 0.14
200623_s_at CALM3 215794_x_at GLUD2 -0.01 0.24 0.76
200626_s_at MATR3 215794_x_at GLUD2 0.53 -0.33 -0.39
200802_at SARS 215794_x_at GLUD2 0.54 0.06 -0.31
201089_at ATP6V1B2 215794_x_at GLUD2 0.65 0.33 -0.31
201256_at COX7A2L 215794_x_at GLUD2 0.32 -0.41 -0.38
201317_s_at PSMA2 215794_x_at GLUD2 0.57 0.00 -0.25
201847_at LIPA 215794_x_at GLUD2 0.36 -0.25 -0.52
201931_at ETFA 215794_x_at GLUD2 0.47 -0.17 -0.27
202593_s_at MIR16 215794_x_at GLUD2 0.73 0.45 -0.02
202810_at DRG1 215794_x_at GLUD2 0.54 0.10 -0.31
203406_at MFAP1 215794_x_at GLUD2 0.49 0.19 -0.41
203511_s_at TRAPPC3 215794_x_at GLUD2 0.73 0.35 -0.26
204158_s_at TCIRG1 215794_x_at GLUD2 -0.53 -0.05 0.33
205480_s_at UGP2 215794_x_at GLUD2 0.56 -0.13 -0.12
205865_at ARID3A 215794_x_at GLUD2 -0.26 0.36 0.61
207614_s_at CUL1 215794_x_at GLUD2 0.58 0.08 -0.28
208655_at CCNI 215794_x_at GLUD2 0.26 -0.52 -0.01
208848_at ADH5 215794_x_at GLUD2 0.38 0.02 -0.56
200079_s_at KARS 215905_s_at WDR57 0.43 -0.40 0.34
200682_s_at UBE2L3 215905_s_at WDR57 0.41 -0.52 -0.20
201119_s_at COX8A 215905_s_at WDR57 0.00 0.71 -0.09
201285_at MKRN1 215905_s_at WDR57 -0.62 0.13 -0.43
201342_at SNRPC 215905_s_at WDR57 0.52 -0.18 -0.16
202122_s_at M6PRBP1 215905_s_at WDR57 -0.39 0.39 0.17
202678_at GTF2A2 215905_s_at WDR57 0.49 -0.30 0.26
204219_s_at PSMC1 215905_s_at WDR57 0.36 -0.46 -0.03
208742_s_at SAP18 215905_s_at WDR57 0.01 -0.66 -0.59
209509_s_at DPAGT1 215905_s_at WDR57 0.44 -0.23 -0.32
211941_s_at PEBP1 215905_s_at WDR57 -0.17 0.60 0.44
214257_s_at SEC22B 215905_s_at WDR57 0.24 -0.59 -0.33
201448_at TIA1 215983_s_at UBXD6 0.46 -0.38 0.33
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200042_at C22orf28 216032_s_at ERGIC3 0.63 0.26 -0.22
200626_s_at MATR3 216032_s_at ERGIC3 0.43 -0.48 -0.23
200885_at RHOC 216032_s_at ERGIC3 0.65 -0.07 0.27
201284_s_at APEH 216032_s_at ERGIC3 0.51 -0.19 -0.14
201956_s_at GNPAT 216032_s_at ERGIC3 -0.57 0.15 0.02
207614_s_at CUL1 216032_s_at ERGIC3 0.55 -0.09 -0.37
211963_s_at ARPC5 216032_s_at ERGIC3 0.59 0.29 -0.33
212416_at SCAMP1 216032_s_at ERGIC3 -0.62 0.12 -0.09
215075_s_at GRB2 216032_s_at ERGIC3 -0.32 0.49 -0.02
200626_s_at MATR3 216091_s_at BTRC 0.43 -0.46 -0.24
200728_at ACTR2 216091_s_at BTRC 0.50 -0.19 -0.17
201146_at NFE2L2 216091_s_at BTRC 0.46 -0.43 -0.09
201956_s_at GNPAT 216091_s_at BTRC -0.59 0.14 -0.01
206854_s_at MAP3K7 216091_s_at BTRC 0.42 -0.38 0.04
206989_s_at SFRS2IP 216091_s_at BTRC 0.39 -0.34 -0.32
208079_s_at AURKA 216091_s_at BTRC -0.57 -0.18 0.34
200626_s_at MATR3 216092_s_at SLC7A8 0.31 -0.44 -0.42
200028_s_at STARD7 216194_s_at TBCB 0.23 -0.57 -0.13
200066_at IK 216194_s_at TBCB 0.30 -0.53 -0.23
200079_s_at KARS 216194_s_at TBCB 0.58 -0.27 0.36
200681_at GLO1 216194_s_at TBCB 0.31 -0.57 -0.08
200682_s_at UBE2L3 216194_s_at TBCB 0.43 -0.64 -0.21
200839_s_at CTSB 216194_s_at TBCB -0.41 0.43 0.02
201119_s_at COX8A 216194_s_at TBCB -0.16 0.61 0.03
201956_s_at GNPAT 216194_s_at TBCB 0.24 -0.65 -0.38
202092_s_at ARL2BP 216194_s_at TBCB -0.49 0.22 0.39
202370_s_at CBFB 216194_s_at TBCB 0.54 -0.26 -0.14
202678_at GTF2A2 216194_s_at TBCB 0.42 -0.37 0.48
202870_s_at CDC20 216194_s_at TBCB 0.61 0.17 -0.25
202907_s_at NBN 216194_s_at TBCB -0.32 0.41 0.32
203554_x_at PTTG1 216194_s_at TBCB 0.30 -0.28 -0.57
204170_s_at CKS2 216194_s_at TBCB 0.48 -0.04 -0.38
204219_s_at PSMC1 216194_s_at TBCB 0.37 -0.47 0.14
204331_s_at MRPS12 216194_s_at TBCB 0.14 0.77 0.63
204398_s_at EML2 216194_s_at TBCB -0.20 0.60 0.03
204603_at EXO1 216194_s_at TBCB 0.31 -0.49 0.04
205512_s_at AIFM1 216194_s_at TBCB 0.53 -0.25 0.29
208079_s_at AURKA 216194_s_at TBCB 0.52 0.04 -0.37
208642_s_at XRCC5 216194_s_at TBCB 0.23 -0.43 0.49
208669_s_at EID1 216194_s_at TBCB -0.18 -0.71 0.08
209509_s_at DPAGT1 216194_s_at TBCB 0.33 -0.47 -0.38
210053_at TAF5 216194_s_at TBCB 0.49 -0.19 -0.44
211575_s_at UBE3A 216194_s_at TBCB -0.34 -0.28 0.55
212223_at IDS 216194_s_at TBCB -0.44 0.24 0.35
213812_s_at CAMKK2 216194_s_at TBCB -0.37 0.44 -0.31
214224_s_at PIN4 216194_s_at TBCB 0.38 -0.31 -0.36
214257_s_at SEC22B 216194_s_at TBCB 0.10 -0.66 -0.37
200071_at SMNDC1 216221_s_at PUM2 0.28 -0.36 0.54
200614_at CLTC 216221_s_at PUM2 0.12 0.77 0.17
200626_s_at MATR3 216221_s_at PUM2 0.42 -0.40 0.42
200675_at CD81 216221_s_at PUM2 0.12 -0.63 -0.48
200885_at RHOC 216221_s_at PUM2 0.24 -0.56 -0.33
201031_s_at HNRPH1 216221_s_at PUM2 -0.05 -0.69 0.04
201119_s_at COX8A 216221_s_at PUM2 0.15 -0.60 -0.34
201611_s_at ICMT 216221_s_at PUM2 -0.32 0.48 -0.04
201956_s_at GNPAT 216221_s_at PUM2 -0.22 0.63 0.43
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202122_s_at M6PRBP1 216221_s_at PUM2 0.33 -0.53 -0.17
202139_at AKR7A2 216221_s_at PUM2 0.34 -0.53 -0.49
204164_at SIPA1 216221_s_at PUM2 0.11 -0.60 -0.45
204219_s_at PSMC1 216221_s_at PUM2 -0.31 0.61 0.09
204961_s_at NCF1 216221_s_at PUM2 0.04 -0.68 -0.39
206976_s_at HSPH1 216221_s_at PUM2 -0.38 0.39 0.24
208787_at MRPL3 216221_s_at PUM2 -0.24 0.56 0.28
208845_at VDAC3 216221_s_at PUM2 -0.33 0.31 0.46
209036_s_at MDH2 216221_s_at PUM2 0.57 -0.26 -0.29
209509_s_at DPAGT1 216221_s_at PUM2 -0.33 0.47 0.22
210046_s_at IDH2 216221_s_at PUM2 0.36 -0.56 -0.33
212296_at PSMD14 216221_s_at PUM2 -0.36 0.51 0.26
212416_at SCAMP1 216221_s_at PUM2 -0.26 0.51 0.46
213655_at YWHAE 216221_s_at PUM2 -0.04 0.70 0.28
213757_at EIF5A 216221_s_at PUM2 -0.26 0.48 0.35
214257_s_at SEC22B 216221_s_at PUM2 -0.25 0.60 0.44
214427_at NOL1 216221_s_at PUM2 -0.39 0.40 0.03
208833_s_at ATXN10 216237_s_at MCM5 -0.49 0.03 0.47
202145_at LY6E 216241_s_at TCEA1 0.24 -0.52 -0.28
200042_at C22orf28 216266_s_at ARFGEF1 0.63 -0.10 -0.20
200055_at TAF10 216266_s_at ARFGEF1 -0.53 -0.15 0.34
200626_s_at MATR3 216266_s_at ARFGEF1 0.68 -0.07 -0.23
200668_s_at UBE2D3 216266_s_at ARFGEF1 0.56 0.02 -0.22
200773_x_at PTMA 216266_s_at ARFGEF1 -0.48 -0.07 0.40
200802_at SARS 216266_s_at ARFGEF1 0.53 -0.07 -0.36
200828_s_at ZNF207 216266_s_at ARFGEF1 0.71 0.42 -0.10
201089_at ATP6V1B2 216266_s_at ARFGEF1 0.67 0.46 -0.18
201146_at NFE2L2 216266_s_at ARFGEF1 0.64 0.08 -0.13
201256_at COX7A2L 216266_s_at ARFGEF1 0.47 -0.36 -0.04
201317_s_at PSMA2 216266_s_at ARFGEF1 0.64 -0.05 -0.09
201532_at PSMA3 216266_s_at ARFGEF1 0.43 0.30 -0.52
201748_s_at SAFB 216266_s_at ARFGEF1 -0.65 -0.11 0.03
201756_at RPA2 216266_s_at ARFGEF1 0.66 -0.03 -0.24
201771_at SCAMP3 216266_s_at ARFGEF1 0.63 -0.01 -0.13
201816_s_at GBAS 216266_s_at ARFGEF1 0.43 0.04 -0.51
201847_at LIPA 216266_s_at ARFGEF1 0.57 -0.15 -0.25
202593_s_at MIR16 216266_s_at ARFGEF1 0.81 0.46 -0.08
202954_at UBE2C 216266_s_at ARFGEF1 -0.35 0.27 0.54
203008_x_at TXNDC9 216266_s_at ARFGEF1 0.46 0.01 -0.45
203261_at DCTN6 216266_s_at ARFGEF1 0.54 -0.04 -0.25
203307_at GNL1 216266_s_at ARFGEF1 -0.60 -0.18 0.26
203406_at MFAP1 216266_s_at ARFGEF1 0.67 0.38 -0.15
203511_s_at TRAPPC3 216266_s_at ARFGEF1 0.73 0.37 -0.07
203616_at POLB 216266_s_at ARFGEF1 0.44 -0.32 -0.35
203635_at DSCR3 216266_s_at ARFGEF1 0.63 -0.05 0.04
204158_s_at TCIRG1 216266_s_at ARFGEF1 -0.62 -0.12 0.19
204649_at TROAP 216266_s_at ARFGEF1 -0.47 -0.04 0.48
205480_s_at UGP2 216266_s_at ARFGEF1 0.72 0.12 0.16
207275_s_at ACSL1 216266_s_at ARFGEF1 0.71 0.56 -0.17
207598_x_at XRCC2 216266_s_at ARFGEF1 -0.49 0.26 0.14
207614_s_at CUL1 216266_s_at ARFGEF1 0.61 0.21 -0.24
207974_s_at SKP1A 216266_s_at ARFGEF1 0.75 0.28 0.15
208848_at ADH5 216266_s_at ARFGEF1 0.58 0.18 -0.49
209036_s_at MDH2 216266_s_at ARFGEF1 0.62 -0.14 0.18
209095_at DLD 216266_s_at ARFGEF1 0.54 -0.05 -0.34
209239_at NFKB1 216266_s_at ARFGEF1 0.77 0.11 0.08
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211563_s_at C19orf2 216266_s_at ARFGEF1 0.67 0.35 -0.34
211963_s_at ARPC5 216266_s_at ARFGEF1 0.68 0.19 -0.04
201292_at TOP2A 216326_s_at HDAC3 -0.35 -0.09 0.54
200682_s_at UBE2L3 216520_s_at TPT1 -0.39 0.41 -0.40
200996_at ACTR3 216520_s_at TPT1 0.15 0.70 -0.15
204219_s_at PSMC1 216520_s_at TPT1 -0.21 0.47 -0.44
209367_at STXBP2 216520_s_at TPT1 0.10 -0.58 0.25
200086_s_at COX4I1 216521_s_at BRCC3 -0.47 0.38 0.02
200626_s_at MATR3 216521_s_at BRCC3 0.53 -0.46 0.10
201886_at WDR23 216521_s_at BRCC3 0.39 -0.46 0.03
201956_s_at GNPAT 216521_s_at BRCC3 -0.54 0.23 0.07
202043_s_at SMS 216521_s_at BRCC3 -0.11 -0.60 0.37
202593_s_at MIR16 216521_s_at BRCC3 0.72 0.73 -0.06
204088_at P2RX4 216521_s_at BRCC3 0.43 0.47 -0.44
204881_s_at UGCG 216521_s_at BRCC3 0.48 -0.32 0.42
206042_x_at SNRPN 216521_s_at BRCC3 0.49 0.48 -0.38
206989_s_at SFRS2IP 216521_s_at BRCC3 0.45 -0.43 0.23
209157_at DNAJA2 216521_s_at BRCC3 0.49 -0.30 0.27
211185_s_at SF3B1 216521_s_at BRCC3 0.13 -0.62 -0.16
201343_at UBE2D2 216733_s_at GATM 0.34 -0.37 -0.67
201738_at EIF1B 216733_s_at GATM 0.32 -0.56 -0.27
202393_s_at KLF10 216733_s_at GATM 0.33 -0.40 -0.47
202717_s_at CDC16 216733_s_at GATM 0.51 0.12 -0.42
205255_x_at TCF7 216733_s_at GATM -0.41 0.26 0.34
206854_s_at MAP3K7 216733_s_at GATM 0.34 -0.50 -0.41
208654_s_at CD164 216733_s_at GATM 0.46 -0.17 -0.36
209786_at HMGN4 216733_s_at GATM 0.40 -0.26 -0.41
200055_at TAF10 216862_s_at MTCP1 0.60 -0.15 0.18
200059_s_at RHOA 216862_s_at MTCP1 -0.44 0.29 0.25
200626_s_at MATR3 216862_s_at MTCP1 -0.58 0.30 0.00
201146_at NFE2L2 216862_s_at MTCP1 -0.70 0.05 -0.24
201317_s_at PSMA2 216862_s_at MTCP1 -0.51 0.19 0.19
201748_s_at SAFB 216862_s_at MTCP1 0.63 -0.07 0.07
201847_at LIPA 216862_s_at MTCP1 -0.49 0.29 -0.04
203087_s_at KIF2A 216862_s_at MTCP1 -0.58 0.12 0.29
203110_at PTK2B 216862_s_at MTCP1 0.42 -0.43 0.08
203376_at CDC40 216862_s_at MTCP1 -0.36 0.44 0.17
203635_at DSCR3 216862_s_at MTCP1 -0.48 0.22 0.22
205480_s_at UGP2 216862_s_at MTCP1 -0.52 0.29 0.26
206508_at CD70 216862_s_at MTCP1 0.44 -0.49 -0.12
208833_s_at ATXN10 216862_s_at MTCP1 -0.41 0.13 0.43
209036_s_at MDH2 216862_s_at MTCP1 -0.48 0.10 0.59
209239_at NFKB1 216862_s_at MTCP1 -0.61 -0.02 0.08
210907_s_at PDCD10 216862_s_at MTCP1 -0.60 0.17 -0.20
211963_s_at ARPC5 216862_s_at MTCP1 -0.46 0.20 0.39
214697_s_at ROD1 216862_s_at MTCP1 -0.62 -0.12 0.21
216194_s_at TBCB 216862_s_at MTCP1 0.43 -0.32 -0.23
201227_s_at NDUFB8 216942_s_at CD58 -0.62 -0.06 0.12
201441_at COX6B1 216942_s_at CD58 -0.65 -0.21 0.19
201756_at RPA2 216942_s_at CD58 0.62 -0.18 0.19
202164_s_at CNOT8 216942_s_at CD58 0.69 0.23 -0.02
202562_s_at C14orf1 216942_s_at CD58 -0.56 -0.07 0.27
205621_at ALKBH1 216942_s_at CD58 0.60 0.29 -0.28
210260_s_at TNFAIP8 216942_s_at CD58 0.58 -0.05 -0.15
201434_at TTC1 216958_s_at IVD -0.42 0.45 0.06
202092_s_at ARL2BP 216958_s_at IVD -0.61 0.13 0.09
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202423_at MYST3 216958_s_at IVD -0.59 0.21 0.25
202529_at PRPSAP1 216958_s_at IVD -0.49 0.09 0.37
203307_at GNL1 216958_s_at IVD 0.72 -0.08 0.13
205550_s_at BRE 216958_s_at IVD -0.53 0.14 0.14
206238_s_at YAF2 216958_s_at IVD -0.62 -0.15 0.16
208833_s_at ATXN10 216958_s_at IVD -0.45 0.33 0.12
209036_s_at MDH2 216958_s_at IVD -0.62 0.22 -0.03
209239_at NFKB1 216958_s_at IVD -0.61 -0.01 0.17
209492_x_at ATP5I 216958_s_at IVD 0.56 -0.06 -0.24
210981_s_at GRK6 216958_s_at IVD 0.74 0.03 0.16
214594_x_at ATP8B1 216958_s_at IVD 0.62 -0.29 0.06
200064_at HSP90AB1 216960_s_at ZNF133 -0.40 0.43 -0.20
200623_s_at CALM3 216986_s_at IRF4 0.09 0.17 0.78
201847_at LIPA 216986_s_at IRF4 0.22 -0.43 -0.60
214035_x_at LOC399491 216986_s_at IRF4 -0.21 0.38 0.58
200626_s_at MATR3 217099_s_at GEMIN4 0.39 -0.44 -0.16
201146_at NFE2L2 217099_s_at GEMIN4 0.33 -0.35 -0.42
201800_s_at OSBP 217099_s_at GEMIN4 0.47 -0.35 -0.33
208628_s_at YBX1 217099_s_at GEMIN4 -0.41 0.45 0.26
210825_s_at PEBP1 217099_s_at GEMIN4 -0.45 -0.26 0.46
214988_s_at SON 217149_x_at TNK1 0.24 -0.53 -0.24
200944_s_at HMGN1 217478_s_at HLA-DMA -0.41 0.17 0.40
200001_at CAPNS1 217729_s_at AES 0.20 0.80 0.61
200046_at DAD1 217729_s_at AES -0.25 0.47 -0.38
200066_at IK 217729_s_at AES 0.20 -0.54 -0.45
200086_s_at COX4I1 217729_s_at AES 0.29 -0.49 -0.39
200682_s_at UBE2L3 217729_s_at AES 0.11 -0.51 -0.60
201717_at MRPL49 217729_s_at AES -0.44 0.05 0.52
202121_s_at CHMP2A 217729_s_at AES 0.45 -0.40 -0.09
208620_at PCBP1 217729_s_at AES 0.00 -0.01 0.74
208742_s_at SAP18 217729_s_at AES 0.17 -0.64 -0.37
212383_at ATP6V0A1 217729_s_at AES -0.10 0.64 0.32
204641_at NEK2 217738_at PBEF1 0.24 -0.53 -0.21
200682_s_at UBE2L3 217740_x_at RPL7A -0.40 0.42 -0.15
208669_s_at EID1 217740_x_at RPL7A -0.17 0.49 -0.49
200682_s_at UBE2L3 217746_s_at PDCD6IP -0.42 0.42 0.07
204219_s_at PSMC1 217746_s_at PDCD6IP -0.45 0.38 -0.02
214257_s_at SEC22B 217746_s_at PDCD6IP -0.23 0.55 0.24
208717_at OXA1L 217747_s_at RPS9 0.39 -0.34 0.56
209214_s_at EWSR1 217747_s_at RPS9 -0.38 0.26 -0.65
200079_s_at KARS 217749_at COPG 0.21 -0.60 0.03
200086_s_at COX4I1 217749_at COPG 0.26 -0.55 -0.22
200626_s_at MATR3 217749_at COPG -0.49 0.34 -0.16
200681_at GLO1 217749_at COPG 0.13 -0.66 -0.26
200682_s_at UBE2L3 217749_at COPG 0.11 -0.61 -0.39
200834_s_at RPS21 217749_at COPG 0.24 -0.56 -0.18
200882_s_at PSMD4 217749_at COPG 0.42 -0.19 -0.42
201031_s_at HNRPH1 217749_at COPG 0.00 0.73 0.05
201119_s_at COX8A 217749_at COPG -0.06 0.71 0.10
201146_at NFE2L2 217749_at COPG -0.53 0.29 0.02
201237_at CAPZA2 217749_at COPG 0.33 0.81 0.24
201441_at COX6B1 217749_at COPG 0.37 -0.38 -0.23
201762_s_at PSME2 217749_at COPG 0.54 -0.20 -0.01
201895_at ARAF 217749_at COPG -0.33 0.35 0.52
201956_s_at GNPAT 217749_at COPG 0.25 -0.73 -0.35
204219_s_at PSMC1 217749_at COPG 0.14 -0.62 -0.08
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208742_s_at SAP18 217749_at COPG 0.13 -0.65 -0.35
209036_s_at MDH2 217749_at COPG -0.56 0.11 0.12
212296_at PSMD14 217749_at COPG 0.29 -0.56 -0.14
212751_at UBE2N 217749_at COPG -0.41 0.43 0.15
213180_s_at GOSR2 217749_at COPG -0.32 0.48 0.45
213571_s_at EIF4E2 217749_at COPG 0.28 -0.47 -0.40
213757_at EIF5A 217749_at COPG 0.33 -0.57 -0.10
214988_s_at SON 217749_at COPG -0.58 0.21 -0.41
200036_s_at RPL10A 217751_at GSTK1 0.12 -0.62 0.15
200066_at IK 217751_at GSTK1 0.27 -0.48 -0.33
200086_s_at COX4I1 217751_at GSTK1 0.36 -0.44 -0.03
200681_at GLO1 217751_at GSTK1 0.07 -0.62 -0.48
201119_s_at COX8A 217751_at GSTK1 -0.03 0.70 0.47
201176_s_at ARCN1 217751_at GSTK1 0.20 -0.58 -0.09
201237_at CAPZA2 217751_at GSTK1 -0.19 0.59 -0.05
201726_at ELAVL1 217751_at GSTK1 -0.30 0.49 -0.02
201956_s_at GNPAT 217751_at GSTK1 0.11 -0.64 -0.25
202121_s_at CHMP2A 217751_at GSTK1 0.47 -0.37 0.10
202397_at NUTF2 217751_at GSTK1 0.04 0.70 0.12
204071_s_at TOPORS 217751_at GSTK1 -0.23 0.60 -0.26
208742_s_at SAP18 217751_at GSTK1 0.36 -0.58 -0.09
201908_at DVL3 217755_at HN1 -0.51 -0.20 0.39
200626_s_at MATR3 217759_at TRIM44 0.46 -0.34 0.38
201717_at MRPL49 217759_at TRIM44 0.34 -0.05 -0.54
209036_s_at MDH2 217759_at TRIM44 0.42 -0.11 -0.45
200768_s_at MAT2A 217772_s_at MTCH2 0.48 -0.34 0.42
201128_s_at ACLY 217772_s_at MTCH2 0.29 -0.08 0.75
201210_at DDX3X 217772_s_at MTCH2 0.23 -0.53 0.19
209565_at RNF113A 217772_s_at MTCH2 -0.37 0.37 -0.47
216903_s_at CBARA1 217772_s_at MTCH2 -0.32 0.37 -0.58
200045_at ABCF1 217786_at PRMT5 0.73 0.02 0.43
200046_at DAD1 217786_at PRMT5 0.54 -0.22 -0.03
200059_s_at RHOA 217786_at PRMT5 0.51 -0.30 -0.26
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 217786_at PRMT5 0.61 -0.16 0.15
200626_s_at MATR3 217786_at PRMT5 0.47 -0.39 0.15
201386_s_at DHX15 217786_at PRMT5 0.84 0.59 0.26
201800_s_at OSBP 217786_at PRMT5 0.44 -0.23 -0.28
201805_at PRKAG1 217786_at PRMT5 0.72 0.12 0.05
201897_s_at CKS1B 217786_at PRMT5 0.48 0.03 -0.39
201956_s_at GNPAT 217786_at PRMT5 -0.57 0.24 0.01
207079_s_at MED6 217786_at PRMT5 0.67 0.38 -0.21
208313_s_at SF1 217786_at PRMT5 0.71 -0.11 0.32
208631_s_at HADHA 217786_at PRMT5 0.60 0.01 -0.13
211985_s_at CALM1 217786_at PRMT5 0.64 -0.06 0.18
213180_s_at GOSR2 217786_at PRMT5 0.66 0.14 -0.18
202122_s_at M6PRBP1 217789_at SNX6 0.30 -0.42 -0.38
202136_at ZMYND11 217789_at SNX6 -0.29 0.50 -0.09
204164_at SIPA1 217789_at SNX6 0.47 -0.33 0.05
204961_s_at NCF1 217789_at SNX6 0.48 -0.31 0.26
213735_s_at COX5B 217789_at SNX6 0.44 -0.33 0.41
200042_at C22orf28 217794_at PRR13 0.35 -0.49 0.08
200066_at IK 217794_at PRR13 0.40 -0.40 -0.07
200668_s_at UBE2D3 217794_at PRR13 0.28 -0.55 -0.09
200804_at TEGT 217794_at PRR13 0.39 -0.36 0.44
202329_at CSK 217794_at PRR13 -0.17 0.55 -0.25
203744_at HMGB3 217794_at PRR13 -0.14 0.60 -0.01
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204641_at NEK2 217794_at PRR13 -0.24 0.56 0.06
208310_s_at C7orf28A 217794_at PRR13 0.30 -0.51 0.12
209239_at NFKB1 217794_at PRR13 0.24 -0.54 0.06
207813_s_at FDXR 217798_at CNOT2 -0.05 -0.64 0.22
203319_s_at ZNF148 217802_s_at NUCKS1 0.13 0.15 0.79
205480_s_at UGP2 217802_s_at NUCKS1 -0.58 0.07 0.14
208095_s_at SRP72 217802_s_at NUCKS1 0.25 -0.01 0.78
214911_s_at BRD2 217802_s_at NUCKS1 0.59 -0.11 0.63
215123_at LOC23117 217802_s_at NUCKS1 0.62 -0.17 0.65
215338_s_at NKTR 217802_s_at NUCKS1 0.38 0.10 0.82
200668_s_at UBE2D3 217811_at SELT 0.62 -0.10 0.22
209944_at ZNF410 217811_at SELT -0.38 0.36 0.31
211501_s_at EIF3S9 217811_at SELT 0.50 -0.25 -0.10
200079_s_at KARS 217815_at SUPT16H 0.56 -0.28 0.43
200682_s_at UBE2L3 217815_at SUPT16H 0.43 -0.40 -0.08
200029_at RPL19 217817_at ARPC4 0.43 -0.46 -0.10
200066_at IK 217817_at ARPC4 0.17 -0.54 -0.45
200086_s_at COX4I1 217817_at ARPC4 0.36 -0.50 -0.23
200626_s_at MATR3 217817_at ARPC4 -0.44 0.39 -0.09
200650_s_at LDHA 217817_at ARPC4 0.26 -0.53 -0.01
200735_x_at NACA 217817_at ARPC4 0.33 -0.52 -0.27
200926_at RPS23 217817_at ARPC4 0.38 -0.53 -0.03
201119_s_at COX8A 217817_at ARPC4 -0.23 0.61 0.28
201146_at NFE2L2 217817_at ARPC4 -0.50 0.42 -0.11
201956_s_at GNPAT 217817_at ARPC4 0.24 -0.58 -0.19
202139_at AKR7A2 217817_at ARPC4 -0.25 0.54 0.42
202505_at SNRPB2 217817_at ARPC4 -0.48 0.30 0.03
204279_at PSMB9 217817_at ARPC4 -0.50 0.32 0.01
208669_s_at EID1 217817_at ARPC4 0.11 -0.63 0.03
209036_s_at MDH2 217817_at ARPC4 -0.50 0.15 0.33
211983_x_at ACTG1 217817_at ARPC4 0.42 -0.39 -0.02
212320_at TUBB 217817_at ARPC4 0.47 -0.45 0.13
212416_at SCAMP1 217817_at ARPC4 0.30 -0.54 -0.26
213052_at PRKAR2A 217817_at ARPC4 0.01 -0.65 0.07
213757_at EIF5A 217817_at ARPC4 0.10 -0.67 -0.30
214257_s_at SEC22B 217817_at ARPC4 -0.05 -0.75 -0.46
202233_s_at UQCRH 217829_s_at USP39 -0.11 0.50 -0.44
206039_at RAB33A 217833_at SYNCRIP 0.29 -0.52 -0.02
200643_at HDLBP 217844_at CTDSP1 0.45 -0.34 0.01
201441_at COX6B1 217844_at CTDSP1 0.46 0.02 -0.46
207641_at TNFRSF13B 217844_at CTDSP1 0.66 0.00 0.15
212491_s_at DNAJC8 217844_at CTDSP1 0.44 -0.01 -0.51
201292_at TOP2A 217846_at QARS -0.37 0.24 0.50
201664_at SMC4 217846_at QARS -0.51 0.19 0.21
203564_at FANCG 217846_at QARS -0.32 0.25 0.54
203755_at BUB1B 217846_at QARS -0.37 0.27 0.42
204641_at NEK2 217846_at QARS -0.35 0.30 0.43
204822_at TTK 217846_at QARS -0.44 0.25 0.34
205599_at TRAF1 217846_at QARS 0.38 -0.39 -0.23
200736_s_at GPX1 217848_s_at PPA1 0.19 -0.65 0.07
205205_at RELB 217850_at GNL3 -0.24 0.54 0.20
200019_s_at FAU 217854_s_at POLR2E -0.29 0.49 0.13
200028_s_at STARD7 217854_s_at POLR2E 0.22 -0.64 0.10
200055_at TAF10 217854_s_at POLR2E -0.08 0.75 0.34
200614_at CLTC 217854_s_at POLR2E 0.05 -0.68 -0.14
200668_s_at UBE2D3 217854_s_at POLR2E 0.16 -0.61 -0.39
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200682_s_at UBE2L3 217854_s_at POLR2E 0.37 -0.70 -0.19
201264_at COPE 217854_s_at POLR2E 0.40 0.78 0.04
203190_at NDUFS8 217854_s_at POLR2E 0.03 0.71 0.41
204158_s_at TCIRG1 217854_s_at POLR2E -0.15 0.65 0.05
204219_s_at PSMC1 217854_s_at POLR2E 0.15 -0.64 0.07
205512_s_at AIFM1 217854_s_at POLR2E 0.43 -0.37 0.13
206790_s_at NDUFB1 217854_s_at POLR2E -0.49 0.32 -0.21
207813_s_at FDXR 217854_s_at POLR2E 0.07 0.68 -0.06
209239_at NFKB1 217854_s_at POLR2E 0.28 -0.45 0.38
213041_s_at ATP5D 217854_s_at POLR2E 0.21 0.80 0.37
216221_s_at PUM2 217854_s_at POLR2E -0.05 -0.70 -0.14
200042_at C22orf28 217860_at NDUFA10 0.62 -0.11 -0.13
200773_x_at PTMA 217860_at NDUFA10 -0.52 0.01 0.46
200802_at SARS 217860_at NDUFA10 0.56 -0.05 -0.25
200828_s_at ZNF207 217860_at NDUFA10 0.66 0.03 -0.27
201089_at ATP6V1B2 217860_at NDUFA10 0.57 -0.05 -0.15
201146_at NFE2L2 217860_at NDUFA10 0.53 0.01 -0.33
201317_s_at PSMA2 217860_at NDUFA10 0.59 -0.13 -0.11
201624_at DARS 217860_at NDUFA10 -0.45 0.15 0.38
201748_s_at SAFB 217860_at NDUFA10 -0.61 0.13 0.20
201756_at RPA2 217860_at NDUFA10 0.63 0.01 -0.25
202313_at PPP2R2A 217860_at NDUFA10 0.63 0.11 -0.13
202395_at NSF 217860_at NDUFA10 0.50 -0.09 -0.37
202423_at MYST3 217860_at NDUFA10 0.53 0.05 -0.34
202593_s_at MIR16 217860_at NDUFA10 0.69 0.05 -0.10
203307_at GNL1 217860_at NDUFA10 -0.54 0.08 0.46
203406_at MFAP1 217860_at NDUFA10 0.64 0.00 -0.20
203511_s_at TRAPPC3 217860_at NDUFA10 0.58 -0.08 -0.18
203758_at CTSO 217860_at NDUFA10 0.45 0.01 -0.50
204158_s_at TCIRG1 217860_at NDUFA10 -0.54 -0.01 0.37
205480_s_at UGP2 217860_at NDUFA10 0.63 -0.05 0.14
207275_s_at ACSL1 217860_at NDUFA10 0.59 -0.03 -0.19
207614_s_at CUL1 217860_at NDUFA10 0.64 -0.09 -0.22
207830_s_at PPP1R8 217860_at NDUFA10 0.50 -0.05 -0.31
208453_s_at XPNPEP1 217860_at NDUFA10 0.69 -0.01 0.01
208619_at DDB1 217860_at NDUFA10 0.54 -0.04 -0.25
208684_at COPA 217860_at NDUFA10 0.64 0.01 0.02
208689_s_at RPN2 217860_at NDUFA10 0.59 0.05 -0.17
208848_at ADH5 217860_at NDUFA10 0.52 0.03 -0.32
209239_at NFKB1 217860_at NDUFA10 0.72 -0.03 0.03
210981_s_at GRK6 217860_at NDUFA10 -0.61 -0.09 0.20
211302_s_at PDE4B 217860_at NDUFA10 0.54 -0.02 -0.24
211563_s_at C19orf2 217860_at NDUFA10 0.66 0.03 0.05
211983_x_at ACTG1 217860_at NDUFA10 -0.57 -0.11 0.28
212595_s_at DAZAP2 217860_at NDUFA10 0.66 0.08 0.00
213344_s_at H2AFX 217860_at NDUFA10 -0.62 0.10 -0.08
214431_at GMPS 217860_at NDUFA10 -0.40 0.08 0.46
216032_s_at ERGIC3 217860_at NDUFA10 0.73 0.13 0.24
217759_at TRIM44 217860_at NDUFA10 0.36 -0.04 -0.53
208835_s_at CROP 217862_at PIAS1 0.37 0.11 0.82
209036_s_at MDH2 217862_at PIAS1 0.40 -0.39 -0.29
200882_s_at PSMD4 217870_s_at CMPK -0.47 0.23 0.29
201762_s_at PSME2 217870_s_at CMPK -0.58 0.09 0.12
202092_s_at ARL2BP 217870_s_at CMPK 0.53 -0.06 -0.39
202717_s_at CDC16 217870_s_at CMPK 0.60 0.13 -0.26
208837_at TMED3 217870_s_at CMPK 0.43 -0.21 -0.33
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213757_at EIF5A 217870_s_at CMPK -0.42 0.28 0.29
200090_at FNTA 217871_s_at MIF 0.49 -0.44 0.27
204613_at PLCG2 217871_s_at MIF 0.56 -0.24 0.31
200008_s_at GDI2 217873_at CAB39 0.53 -0.11 -0.23
201037_at PFKP 217873_at CAB39 0.27 -0.28 -0.66
202139_at AKR7A2 217873_at CAB39 0.37 -0.27 -0.49
202151_s_at UBAC1 217873_at CAB39 0.42 -0.34 -0.12
202296_s_at RER1 217873_at CAB39 0.38 -0.48 -0.04
203388_at ARRB2 217873_at CAB39 0.14 -0.53 -0.58
204331_s_at MRPS12 217873_at CAB39 0.41 -0.39 -0.16
208845_at VDAC3 217873_at CAB39 -0.58 0.18 0.11
211941_s_at PEBP1 217873_at CAB39 0.39 -0.41 -0.01
215093_at NSDHL 217873_at CAB39 -0.27 0.43 0.41
201434_at TTC1 217879_at CDC27 0.62 -0.09 0.19
201441_at COX6B1 217879_at CDC27 -0.70 -0.15 -0.04
201756_at RPA2 217879_at CDC27 0.65 -0.04 0.00
202370_s_at CBFB 217879_at CDC27 -0.30 0.53 0.24
202870_s_at CDC20 217879_at CDC27 -0.32 0.48 0.14
203554_x_at PTTG1 217879_at CDC27 -0.44 0.33 0.14
204162_at NDC80 217879_at CDC27 -0.15 0.57 0.46
204716_at CCDC6 217879_at CDC27 0.67 0.03 -0.17
204826_at CCNF 217879_at CDC27 -0.41 0.40 0.08
205599_at TRAF1 217879_at CDC27 0.20 -0.62 -0.35
206586_at CNR2 217879_at CDC27 0.39 -0.38 -0.19
208079_s_at AURKA 217879_at CDC27 -0.32 0.50 0.34
208310_s_at C7orf28A 217879_at CDC27 0.61 -0.07 0.05
208666_s_at ST13 217879_at CDC27 0.73 0.22 -0.03
208998_at UCP2 217879_at CDC27 -0.54 0.21 -0.04
209239_at NFKB1 217879_at CDC27 0.54 -0.25 -0.13
209773_s_at RRM2 217879_at CDC27 -0.30 0.56 0.11
210053_at TAF5 217879_at CDC27 -0.35 0.48 0.17
210301_at XDH 217879_at CDC27 0.43 -0.40 -0.02
200007_at SRP14 217882_at TMEM111 -0.47 0.13 0.33
200008_s_at GDI2 217882_at TMEM111 0.49 -0.14 -0.26
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 217882_at TMEM111 0.54 -0.17 -0.23
200793_s_at ACO2 217882_at TMEM111 0.46 -0.32 -0.25
200820_at PSMD8 217882_at TMEM111 0.50 -0.26 -0.02
200877_at CCT4 217882_at TMEM111 0.48 -0.10 -0.41
200950_at ARPC1A 217882_at TMEM111 0.39 -0.33 -0.30
201037_at PFKP 217882_at TMEM111 0.33 -0.56 -0.43
201066_at CYC1 217882_at TMEM111 0.47 -0.48 -0.41
201075_s_at SMARCC1 217882_at TMEM111 0.32 -0.32 -0.54
201115_at POLD2 217882_at TMEM111 0.22 -0.53 -0.50
201118_at PGD 217882_at TMEM111 0.30 -0.46 -0.44
201284_s_at APEH 217882_at TMEM111 0.33 -0.51 -0.45
201317_s_at PSMA2 217882_at TMEM111 0.54 -0.24 0.11
202107_s_at MCM2 217882_at TMEM111 0.27 -0.29 -0.55
202139_at AKR7A2 217882_at TMEM111 0.49 -0.50 -0.33
202151_s_at UBAC1 217882_at TMEM111 0.44 -0.68 -0.47
202399_s_at AP3S2 217882_at TMEM111 -0.41 0.44 0.48
202545_at PRKCD 217882_at TMEM111 0.40 -0.23 -0.37
202958_at PTPN9 217882_at TMEM111 0.30 -0.27 -0.51
203415_at PDCD6 217882_at TMEM111 0.44 -0.24 -0.46
204147_s_at TFDP1 217882_at TMEM111 0.28 -0.36 -0.54
204331_s_at MRPS12 217882_at TMEM111 0.37 -0.36 -0.37
205961_s_at PSIP1 217882_at TMEM111 0.18 -0.43 -0.59
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208453_s_at XPNPEP1 217882_at TMEM111 0.54 -0.19 -0.07
208714_at NDUFV1 217882_at TMEM111 0.30 -0.40 -0.45
208833_s_at ATXN10 217882_at TMEM111 0.45 -0.15 -0.45
208885_at LCP1 217882_at TMEM111 0.44 -0.17 -0.56
209036_s_at MDH2 217882_at TMEM111 0.61 -0.24 -0.17
209089_at RAB5A 217882_at TMEM111 -0.14 0.55 0.68
209421_at MSH2 217882_at TMEM111 0.30 -0.38 -0.56
210418_s_at IDH3B 217882_at TMEM111 0.50 -0.13 -0.24
211954_s_at RANBP5 217882_at TMEM111 0.41 -0.38 -0.49
214224_s_at PIN4 217882_at TMEM111 -0.40 0.14 0.47
214359_s_at HSP90AB1 217882_at TMEM111 0.45 -0.31 -0.45
214615_at P2RY10 217882_at TMEM111 -0.31 0.52 0.36
215416_s_at STOML2 217882_at TMEM111 0.44 -0.43 -0.23
216733_s_at GATM 217882_at TMEM111 0.30 -0.38 -0.53
217860_at NDUFA10 217882_at TMEM111 0.60 -0.07 -0.35
202401_s_at SRF 217902_s_at HERC2 0.43 -0.39 0.22
208079_s_at AURKA 217902_s_at HERC2 0.58 -0.01 -0.28
208619_at DDB1 217902_s_at HERC2 -0.29 0.34 0.51
201075_s_at SMARCC1 217903_at STRN4 -0.17 0.12 0.66
201441_at COX6B1 217903_at STRN4 0.45 -0.40 -0.32
201717_at MRPL49 217903_at STRN4 -0.44 0.25 0.38
201801_s_at SLC29A1 217903_at STRN4 -0.22 0.48 0.66
201895_at ARAF 217903_at STRN4 -0.21 0.45 0.57
202139_at AKR7A2 217903_at STRN4 -0.33 0.26 0.52
202151_s_at UBAC1 217903_at STRN4 -0.19 0.32 0.63
202545_at PRKCD 217903_at STRN4 -0.10 0.65 0.48
202804_at ABCC1 217903_at STRN4 0.42 -0.34 -0.28
203267_s_at DRG2 217903_at STRN4 0.00 0.34 0.80
203415_at PDCD6 217903_at STRN4 -0.29 0.46 0.49
203728_at BAK1 217903_at STRN4 -0.03 0.33 0.75
204331_s_at MRPS12 217903_at STRN4 -0.23 0.38 0.72
205205_at RELB 217903_at STRN4 0.05 0.50 0.75
205267_at POU2AF1 217903_at STRN4 0.39 -0.26 -0.47
208313_s_at SF1 217903_at STRN4 -0.19 0.35 0.64
208620_at PCBP1 217903_at STRN4 -0.14 0.23 0.75
214224_s_at PIN4 217903_at STRN4 0.25 -0.33 -0.62
216862_s_at MTCP1 217903_at STRN4 0.45 -0.34 0.02
200042_at C22orf28 217906_at KLHDC2 0.64 -0.06 -0.27
200045_at ABCF1 217906_at KLHDC2 0.36 -0.32 -0.45
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 217906_at KLHDC2 0.64 -0.06 -0.17
200626_s_at MATR3 217906_at KLHDC2 0.54 0.00 -0.37
200679_x_at HMGB1 217906_at KLHDC2 -0.67 -0.22 0.18
200880_at DNAJA1 217906_at KLHDC2 0.48 -0.22 -0.46
200944_s_at HMGN1 217906_at KLHDC2 -0.53 0.27 0.41
200984_s_at CD59 217906_at KLHDC2 0.62 0.02 -0.13
201142_at EIF2S1 217906_at KLHDC2 0.50 -0.06 -0.50
201146_at NFE2L2 217906_at KLHDC2 0.65 0.03 -0.11
201292_at TOP2A 217906_at KLHDC2 -0.45 0.18 0.35
201317_s_at PSMA2 217906_at KLHDC2 0.62 0.01 -0.21
201756_at RPA2 217906_at KLHDC2 0.61 -0.09 -0.43
201771_at SCAMP3 217906_at KLHDC2 0.60 -0.06 -0.15
201872_s_at ABCE1 217906_at KLHDC2 0.24 -0.01 -0.64
202505_at SNRPB2 217906_at KLHDC2 0.42 -0.12 -0.42
202593_s_at MIR16 217906_at KLHDC2 0.60 0.09 -0.19
202670_at MAP2K1 217906_at KLHDC2 0.58 0.16 -0.32
202735_at EBP 217906_at KLHDC2 -0.64 -0.06 0.02
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202870_s_at CDC20 217906_at KLHDC2 -0.56 0.09 0.39
202907_s_at NBN 217906_at KLHDC2 0.29 -0.30 -0.60
203406_at MFAP1 217906_at KLHDC2 0.71 0.33 -0.34
203415_at PDCD6 217906_at KLHDC2 0.56 -0.02 -0.19
203744_at HMGB3 217906_at KLHDC2 -0.59 -0.13 0.23
203971_at SLC31A1 217906_at KLHDC2 -0.42 0.46 0.14
204170_s_at CKS2 217906_at KLHDC2 -0.55 0.02 0.26
204822_at TTK 217906_at KLHDC2 -0.45 0.21 0.33
204826_at CCNF 217906_at KLHDC2 -0.57 0.02 0.19
205167_s_at CDC25C 217906_at KLHDC2 -0.38 0.36 0.40
205599_at TRAF1 217906_at KLHDC2 0.45 -0.34 -0.23
206181_at SLAMF1 217906_at KLHDC2 0.54 -0.33 -0.30
206233_at B4GALT6 217906_at KLHDC2 0.52 0.06 -0.38
207974_s_at SKP1A 217906_at KLHDC2 0.65 0.01 -0.23
208079_s_at AURKA 217906_at KLHDC2 -0.51 0.17 0.40
208666_s_at ST13 217906_at KLHDC2 0.66 0.22 -0.15
208848_at ADH5 217906_at KLHDC2 0.58 0.22 -0.36
208998_at UCP2 217906_at KLHDC2 -0.54 0.11 0.34
209036_s_at MDH2 217906_at KLHDC2 0.68 0.11 -0.10
209172_s_at CENPF 217906_at KLHDC2 -0.59 0.02 0.18
209239_at NFKB1 217906_at KLHDC2 0.72 -0.04 -0.07
209509_s_at DPAGT1 217906_at KLHDC2 -0.28 0.36 0.49
209773_s_at RRM2 217906_at KLHDC2 -0.29 0.33 0.54
209945_s_at GSK3B 217906_at KLHDC2 -0.61 -0.17 0.22
210053_at TAF5 217906_at KLHDC2 -0.47 0.27 0.30
210418_s_at IDH3B 217906_at KLHDC2 0.57 0.06 -0.36
212416_at SCAMP1 217906_at KLHDC2 -0.50 0.27 0.01
213344_s_at H2AFX 217906_at KLHDC2 -0.54 0.17 0.11
214224_s_at G_1789710 ::: P 217906_at KLHDC2 -0.57 0.20 0.30
214804_at CENPI 217906_at KLHDC2 -0.54 0.20 0.07
216958_s_at IVD 217906_at KLHDC2 -0.49 0.28 0.07
217786_at PRMT5 217906_at KLHDC2 0.53 -0.01 -0.34
200944_s_at HMGN1 217912_at DUS1L 0.38 -0.46 -0.27
202139_at AKR7A2 217912_at DUS1L -0.34 0.46 0.14
202151_s_at UBAC1 217912_at DUS1L -0.18 0.59 0.63
202370_s_at CBFB 217912_at DUS1L 0.38 -0.47 0.09
202545_at PRKCD 217912_at DUS1L -0.23 0.53 0.51
203415_at PDCD6 217912_at DUS1L -0.20 0.44 0.71
207785_s_at RBPJ 217912_at DUS1L -0.61 0.13 -0.49
209036_s_at MDH2 217912_at DUS1L -0.49 0.25 0.11
212137_at LARP1 217912_at DUS1L 0.41 -0.38 -0.10
213357_at GTF2H5 217912_at DUS1L -0.65 0.05 -0.21
214224_s_at G_1789710 ::: P 217912_at DUS1L 0.37 -0.25 -0.49
200042_at C22orf28 217913_at VPS4A -0.38 0.39 0.18
200055_at TAF10 217913_at VPS4A 0.48 -0.37 -0.21
200804_at TEGT 217913_at VPS4A -0.51 0.28 0.00
201748_s_at SAFB 217913_at VPS4A 0.57 -0.24 -0.07
201903_at UQCRC1 217913_at VPS4A 0.42 -0.37 -0.01
201955_at CCNC 217913_at VPS4A -0.48 0.31 -0.16
201991_s_at KIF5B 217913_at VPS4A -0.42 0.40 -0.10
202224_at CRK 217913_at VPS4A -0.50 0.19 0.16
202329_at CSK 217913_at VPS4A 0.56 -0.29 0.22
202423_at MYST3 217913_at VPS4A -0.55 0.41 0.27
203190_at NDUFS8 217913_at VPS4A 0.49 -0.34 0.13
203659_s_at TRIM13 217913_at VPS4A -0.44 0.36 0.08
203858_s_at COX10 217913_at VPS4A -0.50 0.22 0.20
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204158_s_at TCIRG1 217913_at VPS4A 0.47 -0.33 0.00
204610_s_at CCDC85B 217913_at VPS4A 0.56 -0.34 0.11
204960_at PTPRCAP 217913_at VPS4A 0.39 -0.49 -0.24
207275_s_at ACSL1 217913_at VPS4A -0.57 0.17 0.03
208249_s_at TGDS 217913_at VPS4A -0.57 0.40 -0.13
209239_at NFKB1 217913_at VPS4A -0.52 0.49 0.28
212401_s_at CDC2L2 217913_at VPS4A 0.42 -0.34 -0.13
213041_s_at ATP5D 217913_at VPS4A 0.40 -0.38 -0.07
213892_s_at APRT 217913_at VPS4A 0.53 -0.35 -0.05
217870_s_at CMPK 217913_at VPS4A -0.53 0.23 -0.01
200077_s_at OAZ1 217915_s_at C15orf15 -0.22 0.47 0.56
200089_s_at RPL4 217915_s_at C15orf15 -0.11 0.41 0.66
200735_x_at NACA 217915_s_at C15orf15 -0.02 0.52 0.69
200800_s_at HSPA1A 217915_s_at C15orf15 -0.30 0.39 -0.48
201052_s_at PSMF1 217915_s_at C15orf15 0.37 -0.31 -0.35
201192_s_at PITPNA 217915_s_at C15orf15 0.32 0.03 -0.59
202139_at AKR7A2 217915_s_at C15orf15 0.49 -0.30 0.26
202401_s_at SRF 217915_s_at C15orf15 -0.40 0.38 -0.40
202593_s_at MIR16 217915_s_at C15orf15 0.45 -0.03 -0.53
206491_s_at NAPA 217915_s_at C15orf15 0.26 -0.29 -0.59
208310_s_at C7orf28A 217915_s_at C15orf15 0.60 0.42 -0.37
208695_s_at RPL39 217915_s_at C15orf15 -0.16 0.53 0.56
208780_x_at VAPA 217915_s_at C15orf15 -0.41 0.15 0.50
211563_s_at C19orf2 217915_s_at C15orf15 0.54 0.43 -0.34
217802_s_at NUCKS1 217915_s_at C15orf15 -0.34 -0.36 0.51
200028_s_at STARD7 217923_at PEF1 0.20 -0.59 -0.11
200668_s_at UBE2D3 217923_at PEF1 0.01 -0.75 -0.47
200682_s_at UBE2L3 217923_at PEF1 0.20 -0.69 -0.24
200975_at PPT1 217923_at PEF1 0.01 -0.67 0.11
202168_at TAF9 217923_at PEF1 -0.07 -0.69 0.02
202678_at GTF2A2 217923_at PEF1 0.33 -0.48 0.16
216221_s_at PUM2 217923_at PEF1 0.05 -0.70 -0.38
200655_s_at CALM1 217930_s_at TOLLIP -0.50 0.18 0.25
201748_s_at SAFB 217930_s_at TOLLIP -0.41 0.38 0.16
202518_at BCL7B 217930_s_at TOLLIP -0.30 0.50 0.42
202562_s_at C14orf1 217930_s_at TOLLIP -0.59 -0.06 0.19
205480_s_at UGP2 217930_s_at TOLLIP 0.41 -0.41 -0.21
206238_s_at YAF2 217930_s_at TOLLIP 0.45 -0.28 -0.21
211963_s_at ARPC5 217930_s_at TOLLIP 0.44 -0.15 -0.37
200626_s_at MATR3 217931_at TNRC5 -0.58 0.28 -0.35
200643_at HDLBP 217931_at TNRC5 0.57 -0.27 0.05
201077_s_at NHP2L1 217931_at TNRC5 0.63 -0.14 0.33
203152_at MRPL40 217931_at TNRC5 0.53 -0.22 0.02
210053_at TAF5 217931_at TNRC5 0.64 -0.02 0.04
210296_s_at PXMP3 217932_at MRPS7 0.30 -0.44 -0.33
202139_at AKR7A2 217933_s_at LAP3 0.37 -0.33 -0.47
211983_x_at ACTG1 217933_s_at LAP3 -0.46 0.30 -0.42
200876_s_at PSMB1 217938_s_at KCMF1 -0.55 -0.24 0.39
203190_at NDUFS8 217938_s_at KCMF1 0.12 -0.42 -0.65
205480_s_at UGP2 217938_s_at KCMF1 -0.41 0.30 0.47
207079_s_at MED6 217938_s_at KCMF1 -0.63 -0.24 0.19
209239_at NFKB1 217938_s_at KCMF1 -0.49 0.19 0.27
200668_s_at UBE2D3 217941_s_at ERBB2IP -0.04 0.60 0.62
200046_at DAD1 217942_at MRPS35 0.43 -0.47 -0.05
200079_s_at KARS 217942_at MRPS35 -0.18 0.63 0.17
200086_s_at COX4I1 217942_at MRPS35 -0.31 0.48 0.05
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200626_s_at MATR3 217942_at MRPS35 0.58 -0.36 0.35
200885_at RHOC 217942_at MRPS35 0.33 -0.43 -0.24
201077_s_at NHP2L1 217942_at MRPS35 -0.56 0.19 -0.14
201119_s_at COX8A 217942_at MRPS35 0.30 -0.55 -0.29
201237_at CAPZA2 217942_at MRPS35 0.24 -0.52 0.22
201770_at SNRPA 217942_at MRPS35 -0.46 0.34 0.04
201956_s_at GNPAT 217942_at MRPS35 -0.49 0.54 0.14
202139_at AKR7A2 217942_at MRPS35 0.48 -0.18 -0.31
202735_at EBP 217942_at MRPS35 -0.59 0.04 0.09
204603_at EXO1 217942_at MRPS35 -0.26 0.59 0.28
209046_s_at GABARAPL2 217942_at MRPS35 0.29 -0.49 0.15
209157_at DNAJA2 217942_at MRPS35 0.40 -0.43 0.22
212296_at PSMD14 217942_at MRPS35 -0.24 0.50 0.41
212491_s_at DNAJC8 217942_at MRPS35 -0.37 0.48 0.19
200668_s_at UBE2D3 217960_s_at TOMM22 0.30 -0.53 -0.40
200682_s_at UBE2L3 217960_s_at TOMM22 0.38 -0.54 -0.27
202678_at GTF2A2 217960_s_at TOMM22 0.46 -0.35 0.27
203155_at SETDB1 217960_s_at TOMM22 -0.30 0.50 0.09
209095_at DLD 217960_s_at TOMM22 0.28 -0.51 0.09
201756_at RPA2 217971_at MAP2K1IP1 0.47 -0.38 -0.11
202092_s_at ARL2BP 217971_at MAP2K1IP1 0.50 -0.36 -0.24
202095_s_at BIRC5 217971_at MAP2K1IP1 -0.44 0.38 -0.07
202488_s_at FXYD3 217971_at MAP2K1IP1 0.30 -0.48 -0.15
202870_s_at CDC20 217971_at MAP2K1IP1 -0.61 0.21 -0.30
202954_at UBE2C 217971_at MAP2K1IP1 -0.60 0.17 -0.37
203332_s_at INPP5D 217971_at MAP2K1IP1 0.10 -0.54 -0.61
204826_at CCNF 217971_at MAP2K1IP1 -0.56 0.25 -0.32
205633_s_at ALAS1 217971_at MAP2K1IP1 0.46 -0.27 -0.25
208079_s_at AURKA 217971_at MAP2K1IP1 -0.44 0.38 0.08
208833_s_at ATXN10 217971_at MAP2K1IP1 0.45 -0.27 -0.41
209036_s_at MDH2 217971_at MAP2K1IP1 0.46 -0.26 -0.34
209172_s_at CENPF 217971_at MAP2K1IP1 -0.45 0.33 -0.02
210301_at XDH 217971_at MAP2K1IP1 0.32 -0.51 -0.27
208669_s_at EID1 217973_at DCXR 0.14 -0.60 0.06
201847_at LIPA 217977_at SEPX1 -0.45 0.27 0.25
202401_s_at SRF 217977_at SEPX1 0.07 -0.70 -0.07
203087_s_at KIF2A 217977_at SEPX1 -0.50 0.22 0.10
203616_at POLB 217977_at SEPX1 -0.46 0.20 0.40
204170_s_at CKS2 217977_at SEPX1 0.50 -0.34 0.13
206689_x_at HTATIP 217977_at SEPX1 0.39 -0.45 -0.09
208666_s_at ST13 217977_at SEPX1 -0.52 0.12 0.23
121_at PAX8 217982_s_at MORF4L1 0.20 -0.63 0.03
202488_s_at FXYD3 217982_s_at MORF4L1 0.23 -0.60 -0.01
203345_s_at MTF2 217985_s_at BAZ1A 0.52 -0.36 0.25
202776_at DNTTIP2 217988_at CCNB1IP1 -0.49 0.27 -0.54
203745_at HCCS 217988_at CCNB1IP1 -0.37 0.41 -0.66
204683_at ICAM2 217988_at CCNB1IP1 0.33 -0.52 0.28
204805_s_at H1FX 217988_at CCNB1IP1 0.29 -0.52 0.14
200042_at C22orf28 217990_at GMPR2 0.39 -0.47 -0.51
200077_s_at OAZ1 217990_at GMPR2 -0.40 -0.11 0.52
200655_s_at CALM1 217990_at GMPR2 -0.43 0.37 -0.28
200804_at TEGT 217990_at GMPR2 0.53 -0.27 -0.03
200880_at DNAJA1 217990_at GMPR2 0.10 -0.44 -0.68
200944_s_at HMGN1 217990_at GMPR2 -0.42 0.32 0.34
201142_at EIF2S1 217990_at GMPR2 0.17 -0.40 -0.68
201292_at TOP2A 217990_at GMPR2 -0.34 0.35 0.50
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201756_at RPA2 217990_at GMPR2 0.43 0.13 -0.56
202151_s_at UBAC1 217990_at GMPR2 0.48 -0.09 -0.37
202168_at TAF9 217990_at GMPR2 0.36 -0.37 -0.34
202227_s_at BRD8 217990_at GMPR2 -0.41 0.35 0.25
202329_at CSK 217990_at GMPR2 -0.44 0.29 -0.49
202545_at PRKCD 217990_at GMPR2 0.45 -0.18 -0.37
202593_s_at MIR16 217990_at GMPR2 0.45 -0.26 -0.41
202810_at DRG1 217990_at GMPR2 0.31 -0.38 -0.44
202954_at UBE2C 217990_at GMPR2 -0.31 0.40 0.43
203090_at SDF2 217990_at GMPR2 0.50 -0.27 -0.03
203415_at PDCD6 217990_at GMPR2 0.47 -0.11 -0.38
203554_x_at PTTG1 217990_at GMPR2 -0.17 0.45 0.58
203744_at HMGB3 217990_at GMPR2 -0.43 0.38 0.20
204649_at TROAP 217990_at GMPR2 -0.37 0.29 0.43
204822_at TTK 217990_at GMPR2 -0.40 0.26 0.39
206052_s_at SLBP 217990_at GMPR2 0.29 -0.24 -0.62
206181_at SLAMF1 217990_at GMPR2 0.39 -0.45 -0.21
207275_s_at ACSL1 217990_at GMPR2 0.51 -0.39 -0.06
207614_s_at CUL1 217990_at GMPR2 0.51 -0.33 -0.37
208079_s_at AURKA 217990_at GMPR2 -0.42 0.36 0.44
208310_s_at C7orf28A 217990_at GMPR2 0.47 -0.44 -0.34
208453_s_at XPNPEP1 217990_at GMPR2 0.59 -0.14 0.16
208885_at LCP1 217990_at GMPR2 0.49 -0.30 -0.06
208998_at UCP2 217990_at GMPR2 -0.33 0.47 0.29
209172_s_at CENPF 217990_at GMPR2 -0.47 0.33 0.06
209239_at NFKB1 217990_at GMPR2 0.52 -0.38 -0.03
209303_at NDUFS4 217990_at GMPR2 0.56 -0.28 0.31
209321_s_at ADCY3 217990_at GMPR2 0.43 -0.52 -0.10
209406_at BAG2 217990_at GMPR2 0.30 -0.42 -0.54
210338_s_at HSPA8 217990_at GMPR2 0.36 -0.41 -0.28
210502_s_at PPIE 217990_at GMPR2 0.56 -0.24 0.58
211297_s_at CDK7 217990_at GMPR2 0.38 -0.47 0.36
211563_s_at C19orf2 217990_at GMPR2 0.53 -0.26 -0.10
212751_at UBE2N 217990_at GMPR2 0.29 0.35 -0.53
214359_s_at HSP90AB1 217990_at GMPR2 0.46 -0.42 0.02
201924_at AFF1 217993_s_at MAT2B -0.26 0.61 0.19
200885_at RHOC 217995_at SQRDL 0.40 -0.44 0.00
201119_s_at COX8A 217995_at SQRDL 0.38 -0.48 0.19
201956_s_at GNPAT 217995_at SQRDL -0.27 0.62 0.18
205241_at SCO2 217995_at SQRDL 0.26 -0.47 -0.38
203098_at CDYL 218003_s_at FKBP3 -0.45 0.31 0.12
203635_at DSCR3 218003_s_at FKBP3 -0.40 0.38 0.12
203966_s_at PPM1A 218003_s_at FKBP3 -0.47 -0.04 0.40
201781_s_at AIP 218007_s_at RPS27L -0.61 -0.19 0.20
202855_s_at SLC16A3 218007_s_at RPS27L -0.60 0.02 0.26
206042_x_at SNRPN 218007_s_at RPS27L -0.43 -0.47 0.43
207419_s_at RAC2 218007_s_at RPS27L -0.53 -0.18 0.46
208453_s_at XPNPEP1 218007_s_at RPS27L -0.63 -0.41 0.33
200974_at ACTA2 218009_s_at PRC1 -0.29 0.41 0.47
201088_at KPNA2 218009_s_at PRC1 0.12 0.68 -0.12
202501_at MAPRE2 218009_s_at PRC1 0.58 -0.25 0.03
202880_s_at PSCD1 218009_s_at PRC1 -0.38 0.28 0.42
204613_at PLCG2 218009_s_at PRC1 -0.08 0.20 0.74
212400_at FAM102A 218009_s_at PRC1 -0.39 0.21 0.54
200626_s_at MATR3 218013_x_at DCTN4 0.62 -0.19 0.14
201956_s_at GNPAT 218013_x_at DCTN4 -0.54 0.25 -0.23
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211563_s_at C19orf2 218013_x_at DCTN4 0.59 0.58 -0.28
212696_s_at RNF4 218013_x_at DCTN4 0.22 0.57 -0.45
200748_s_at FTH1 218025_s_at PECI 0.30 -0.49 -0.21
200001_at CAPNS1 218036_x_at NMD3 0.38 -0.39 -0.31
200045_at ABCF1 218036_x_at NMD3 0.42 0.00 -0.49
200078_s_at ATP6V0B 218036_x_at NMD3 0.48 0.03 -0.46
200626_s_at MATR3 218036_x_at NMD3 0.73 -0.19 0.14
200675_at CD81 218036_x_at NMD3 0.35 -0.37 -0.32
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 218036_x_at NMD3 0.82 0.71 0.18
200804_at TEGT 218036_x_at NMD3 0.65 0.28 -0.22
200828_s_at ZNF207 218036_x_at NMD3 0.75 0.61 -0.13
200866_s_at PSAP 218036_x_at NMD3 0.75 0.27 0.12
200944_s_at HMGN1 218036_x_at NMD3 -0.56 0.03 0.24
201051_at ANP32A 218036_x_at NMD3 0.55 -0.11 -0.22
201075_s_at SMARCC1 218036_x_at NMD3 0.65 0.42 -0.38
201142_at EIF2S1 218036_x_at NMD3 0.55 0.44 -0.39
201146_at NFE2L2 218036_x_at NMD3 0.70 -0.05 0.25
201192_s_at PITPNA 218036_x_at NMD3 0.63 0.46 -0.33
201227_s_at NDUFB8 218036_x_at NMD3 -0.63 -0.30 0.22
201441_at COX6B1 218036_x_at NMD3 -0.66 -0.14 0.25
201756_at RPA2 218036_x_at NMD3 0.62 -0.10 -0.42
201771_at SCAMP3 218036_x_at NMD3 0.58 0.17 -0.31
201895_at ARAF 218036_x_at NMD3 0.65 0.02 -0.20
201956_s_at GNPAT 218036_x_at NMD3 -0.59 0.16 0.26
202092_s_at ARL2BP 218036_x_at NMD3 0.67 0.21 -0.24
202109_at ARFIP2 218036_x_at NMD3 0.43 -0.10 -0.42
202139_at AKR7A2 218036_x_at NMD3 0.73 -0.08 0.06
202151_s_at UBAC1 218036_x_at NMD3 0.59 -0.04 -0.30
202545_at PRKCD 218036_x_at NMD3 0.46 -0.25 -0.48
202593_s_at MIR16 218036_x_at NMD3 0.78 0.56 -0.30
202717_s_at CDC16 218036_x_at NMD3 0.68 0.44 -0.30
202863_at SP100 218036_x_at NMD3 -0.33 -0.30 0.53
203307_at GNL1 218036_x_at NMD3 -0.69 -0.25 0.05
203415_at PDCD6 218036_x_at NMD3 0.58 -0.02 -0.39
203554_x_at PTTG1 218036_x_at NMD3 -0.43 -0.08 0.58
203667_at TBCA 218036_x_at NMD3 -0.51 -0.25 0.43
203971_at SLC31A1 218036_x_at NMD3 -0.40 0.36 0.16
204246_s_at DCTN3 218036_x_at NMD3 0.62 -0.03 -0.03
204331_s_at MRPS12 218036_x_at NMD3 0.52 -0.03 -0.42
205895_s_at NOLC1 218036_x_at NMD3 0.56 0.46 -0.31
206491_s_at NAPA 218036_x_at NMD3 0.43 -0.04 -0.48
206567_s_at PHF20 218036_x_at NMD3 -0.46 -0.10 0.43
206920_s_at GLE1L 218036_x_at NMD3 0.62 0.58 -0.25
207974_s_at SKP1A 218036_x_at NMD3 0.75 0.36 0.10
208079_s_at AURKA 218036_x_at NMD3 -0.58 -0.04 0.34
208113_x_at PABPC3 218036_x_at NMD3 -0.59 -0.11 0.23
208310_s_at C7orf28A 218036_x_at NMD3 0.76 0.39 -0.15
208313_s_at SF1 218036_x_at NMD3 0.56 -0.15 -0.49
208666_s_at ST13 218036_x_at NMD3 0.76 0.25 0.07
208780_x_at VAPA 218036_x_at NMD3 -0.47 -0.04 0.59
208811_s_at DNAJB6 218036_x_at NMD3 0.58 0.40 -0.32
208885_at LCP1 218036_x_at NMD3 0.72 0.45 -0.09
208948_s_at STAU1 218036_x_at NMD3 -0.48 -0.14 0.42
209036_s_at MDH2 218036_x_at NMD3 0.72 -0.10 0.09
209239_at NFKB1 218036_x_at NMD3 0.79 0.31 0.12
210418_s_at IDH3B 218036_x_at NMD3 0.70 0.30 -0.10
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210639_s_at ATG5 218036_x_at NMD3 0.73 0.69 -0.01
211475_s_at BAG1 218036_x_at NMD3 0.62 0.13 -0.40
212416_at SCAMP1 218036_x_at NMD3 -0.60 0.12 -0.06
213180_s_at GOSR2 218036_x_at NMD3 0.67 0.28 -0.14
213344_s_at H2AFX 218036_x_at NMD3 -0.67 -0.01 -0.08
213571_s_at EIF4E2 218036_x_at NMD3 -0.57 -0.02 0.29
214224_s_at PIN4 218036_x_at NMD3 -0.60 -0.26 0.32
215794_x_at GLUD2 218036_x_at NMD3 0.69 0.37 -0.10
216266_s_at ARFGEF1 218036_x_at NMD3 0.82 0.65 0.15
217099_s_at GEMIN4 218036_x_at NMD3 0.53 0.35 -0.43
217860_at NDUFA10 218036_x_at NMD3 0.68 0.00 0.08
217938_s_at KCMF1 218036_x_at NMD3 -0.43 -0.16 0.66
200059_s_at RHOA 218039_at NUSAP1 -0.54 0.25 0.28
200668_s_at UBE2D3 218039_at NUSAP1 -0.55 0.05 0.25
200745_s_at GNB1 218039_at NUSAP1 -0.61 -0.15 0.29
201189_s_at ITPR3 218039_at NUSAP1 0.40 -0.42 0.11
201194_at SEPW1 218039_at NUSAP1 -0.64 0.01 0.01
201546_at TRIP12 218039_at NUSAP1 -0.42 0.32 0.25
201762_s_at PSME2 218039_at NUSAP1 0.30 -0.22 -0.58
201805_at PRKAG1 218039_at NUSAP1 -0.66 -0.07 0.07
201897_s_at CKS1B 218039_at NUSAP1 -0.02 0.62 0.83
202164_s_at CNOT8 218039_at NUSAP1 -0.41 0.11 0.54
202520_s_at MLH1 218039_at NUSAP1 -0.27 0.41 0.46
203087_s_at KIF2A 218039_at NUSAP1 -0.44 0.44 0.16
203293_s_at LMAN1 218039_at NUSAP1 -0.50 0.03 0.36
203319_s_at ZNF148 218039_at NUSAP1 -0.43 -0.23 0.47
203719_at ERCC1 218039_at NUSAP1 0.41 -0.16 -0.44
203749_s_at RARA 218039_at NUSAP1 0.53 -0.29 -0.01
204246_s_at DCTN3 218039_at NUSAP1 -0.49 0.37 0.19
204962_s_at CENPA 218039_at NUSAP1 0.11 0.69 0.70
205480_s_at UGP2 218039_at NUSAP1 -0.48 0.23 0.36
205716_at SLC25A40 218039_at NUSAP1 -0.26 0.21 0.68
206238_s_at YAF2 218039_at NUSAP1 -0.50 -0.03 0.37
207079_s_at MED6 218039_at NUSAP1 -0.52 0.05 0.38
207630_s_at CREM 218039_at NUSAP1 -0.58 0.12 -0.04
208313_s_at SF1 218039_at NUSAP1 -0.63 0.20 -0.36
208631_s_at HADHA 218039_at NUSAP1 -0.53 0.29 0.34
208684_at COPA 218039_at NUSAP1 -0.59 -0.18 0.33
209709_s_at HMMR 218039_at NUSAP1 0.18 0.81 0.81
210052_s_at TPX2 218039_at NUSAP1 0.17 0.67 0.83
210188_at GABPA 218039_at NUSAP1 -0.49 -0.04 0.47
211317_s_at CFLAR 218039_at NUSAP1 -0.70 -0.43 0.10
211519_s_at KIF2C 218039_at NUSAP1 -0.14 0.53 0.82
212400_at FAM102A 218039_at NUSAP1 -0.33 0.23 0.53
213086_s_at CSNK1A1 218039_at NUSAP1 -0.38 0.41 0.03
214167_s_at RPLP0 218039_at NUSAP1 -0.47 -0.28 0.45
214697_s_at ROD1 218039_at NUSAP1 -0.50 0.12 0.28
216194_s_at TBCB 218039_at NUSAP1 0.26 -0.32 -0.55
217871_s_at MIF 218039_at NUSAP1 0.37 -0.39 0.43
217879_at CDC27 218039_at NUSAP1 -0.33 0.50 0.24
217906_at KLHDC2 218039_at NUSAP1 -0.41 0.42 0.47
217915_s_at C15orf15 218039_at NUSAP1 -0.35 -0.16 0.58
217990_at GMPR2 218039_at NUSAP1 -0.33 0.39 0.64
218036_x_at NMD3 218039_at NUSAP1 -0.54 -0.06 0.35
121_at PAX8 218042_at COPS4 0.33 -0.42 -0.28
1861_at BAD 218042_at COPS4 0.29 -0.46 -0.28
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200008_s_at GDI2 218042_at COPS4 0.54 -0.13 -0.43
200042_at C22orf28 218042_at COPS4 0.65 -0.08 0.21
200053_at SPAG7 218042_at COPS4 0.25 -0.58 -0.38
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 218042_at COPS4 0.62 -0.09 -0.29
200793_s_at ACO2 218042_at COPS4 0.47 -0.37 -0.25
200804_at TEGT 218042_at COPS4 0.57 -0.10 -0.10
200944_s_at HMGN1 218042_at COPS4 -0.41 0.43 -0.04
200955_at IMMT 218042_at COPS4 0.50 -0.23 -0.17
201317_s_at PSMA2 218042_at COPS4 0.75 -0.06 0.29
201322_at ATP5B 218042_at COPS4 0.51 -0.28 -0.09
201434_at TTC1 218042_at COPS4 0.72 -0.14 0.15
201748_s_at SAFB 218042_at COPS4 -0.77 -0.12 -0.19
201756_at RPA2 218042_at COPS4 0.67 -0.06 0.28
201781_s_at AIP 218042_at COPS4 0.29 -0.42 -0.47
201835_s_at PRKAB1 218042_at COPS4 0.49 -0.18 -0.30
201895_at ARAF 218042_at COPS4 0.54 -0.15 -0.21
202092_s_at ARL2BP 218042_at COPS4 0.57 -0.29 -0.09
202109_at ARFIP2 218042_at COPS4 0.39 -0.50 -0.41
202139_at AKR7A2 218042_at COPS4 0.56 -0.35 -0.38
202199_s_at SRPK1 218042_at COPS4 0.58 -0.27 -0.20
202213_s_at CUL4B 218042_at COPS4 0.58 0.23 -0.30
202370_s_at CBFB 218042_at COPS4 -0.40 0.53 0.33
202448_s_at ZER1 218042_at COPS4 0.43 -0.19 -0.44
202562_s_at C14orf1 218042_at COPS4 -0.60 0.02 0.33
202804_at ABCC1 218042_at COPS4 -0.49 0.08 0.40
203529_at PPP6C 218042_at COPS4 -0.36 0.57 0.36
203858_s_at COX10 218042_at COPS4 0.57 -0.16 -0.07
204068_at STK3 218042_at COPS4 -0.33 0.34 0.47
204088_at P2RX4 218042_at COPS4 0.37 -0.40 -0.37
204109_s_at NFYA 218042_at COPS4 0.48 -0.11 -0.31
204246_s_at DCTN3 218042_at COPS4 0.64 0.39 -0.26
204274_at EBAG9 218042_at COPS4 -0.25 0.53 0.22
204716_at CCDC6 218042_at COPS4 0.61 -0.08 -0.08
204725_s_at NCK1 218042_at COPS4 0.52 -0.17 -0.25
205335_s_at SRP19 218042_at COPS4 -0.28 0.40 0.51
205480_s_at UGP2 218042_at COPS4 0.71 0.42 -0.06
205599_at TRAF1 218042_at COPS4 0.27 -0.56 -0.20
206184_at CRKL 218042_at COPS4 0.39 -0.23 -0.48
206474_at PCTK2 218042_at COPS4 0.46 -0.19 -0.45
206920_s_at GLE1L 218042_at COPS4 0.38 -0.23 -0.47
206968_s_at NFRKB 218042_at COPS4 0.28 -0.48 -0.49
207121_s_at MAPK6 218042_at COPS4 -0.31 0.32 0.48
207974_s_at SKP1A 218042_at COPS4 0.69 0.07 0.20
208306_x_at HLA-DRB1 218042_at COPS4 0.17 -0.41 -0.60
208310_s_at C7orf28A 218042_at COPS4 0.66 -0.07 0.20
208620_at PCBP1 218042_at COPS4 0.38 -0.39 -0.43
208666_s_at ST13 218042_at COPS4 0.75 0.15 0.14
208833_s_at ATXN10 218042_at COPS4 0.52 -0.20 -0.31
208837_at TMED3 218042_at COPS4 0.43 -0.31 -0.29
208885_at LCP1 218042_at COPS4 0.49 -0.33 -0.35
208894_at HLA-DRA 218042_at COPS4 0.32 -0.46 -0.51
208926_at NEU1 218042_at COPS4 0.38 -0.32 -0.34
208967_s_at AK2 218042_at COPS4 0.32 -0.38 -0.39
208996_s_at POLR2C 218042_at COPS4 0.47 -0.27 -0.32
209036_s_at MDH2 218042_at COPS4 0.72 -0.12 -0.12
209239_at NFKB1 218042_at COPS4 0.65 -0.16 0.11
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209303_at NDUFS4 218042_at COPS4 0.65 0.12 -0.19
209517_s_at ASH2L 218042_at COPS4 0.61 -0.04 -0.08
209903_s_at ATR 218042_at COPS4 -0.26 0.31 0.62
209944_at ZNF410 218042_at COPS4 -0.34 0.52 0.20
210053_at TAF5 218042_at COPS4 -0.40 0.42 -0.10
210188_at GABPA 218042_at COPS4 0.55 -0.04 -0.27
210301_at XDH 218042_at COPS4 0.42 -0.43 -0.12
210418_s_at IDH3B 218042_at COPS4 0.55 -0.18 -0.16
210653_s_at BCKDHB 218042_at COPS4 0.56 -0.17 0.00
212416_at SCAMP1 218042_at COPS4 -0.43 0.37 0.38
212595_s_at DAZAP2 218042_at COPS4 0.60 -0.12 -0.16
212671_s_at HLA-DQA1 218042_at COPS4 0.28 -0.38 -0.52
213180_s_at GOSR2 218042_at COPS4 0.56 -0.09 -0.13
214359_s_at HSP90AB1 218042_at COPS4 0.52 -0.35 -0.34
214483_s_at ARFIP1 218042_at COPS4 0.45 -0.16 -0.39
214697_s_at ROD1 218042_at COPS4 0.66 0.36 -0.23
215193_x_at HLA-DRB1 218042_at COPS4 0.25 -0.43 -0.55
215794_x_at GLUD2 218042_at COPS4 0.43 -0.30 -0.42
216266_s_at ARFGEF1 218042_at COPS4 0.59 -0.01 -0.47
216862_s_at MTCP1 218042_at COPS4 -0.61 0.23 -0.09
216986_s_at IRF4 218042_at COPS4 0.25 -0.35 -0.57
217860_at NDUFA10 218042_at COPS4 0.51 0.02 -0.45
218003_s_at FKBP3 218042_at COPS4 -0.28 0.41 0.46
218036_x_at NMD3 218042_at COPS4 0.73 0.23 -0.16
200077_s_at OAZ1 218061_at MEA1 0.59 -0.15 -0.03
200613_at AP2M1 218061_at MEA1 -0.44 0.26 0.33
200656_s_at P4HB 218061_at MEA1 -0.47 -0.15 0.43
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 218061_at MEA1 -0.67 -0.08 0.02
201075_s_at SMARCC1 218061_at MEA1 -0.53 -0.21 0.36
201115_at POLD2 218061_at MEA1 -0.35 0.36 0.37
201801_s_at SLC29A1 218061_at MEA1 -0.54 0.15 0.37
201895_at ARAF 218061_at MEA1 -0.42 -0.10 0.51
202139_at AKR7A2 218061_at MEA1 -0.48 0.25 0.40
202151_s_at UBAC1 218061_at MEA1 -0.45 0.28 0.51
202164_s_at CNOT8 218061_at MEA1 -0.68 -0.15 0.00
202199_s_at SRPK1 218061_at MEA1 -0.69 -0.03 -0.24
202958_at PTPN9 218061_at MEA1 -0.41 0.31 0.33
203267_s_at DRG2 218061_at MEA1 -0.31 -0.10 0.57
203388_at ARRB2 218061_at MEA1 -0.32 0.44 0.37
204283_at FARS2 218061_at MEA1 -0.55 0.25 0.08
204331_s_at MRPS12 218061_at MEA1 -0.48 -0.11 0.45
205267_at POU2AF1 218061_at MEA1 0.58 -0.04 -0.31
207419_s_at RAC2 218061_at MEA1 -0.54 -0.04 0.36
208631_s_at HADHA 218061_at MEA1 -0.48 0.01 0.45
208666_s_at ST13 218061_at MEA1 -0.63 0.00 0.02
208833_s_at ATXN10 218061_at MEA1 -0.53 0.11 0.25
208845_at VDAC3 218061_at MEA1 0.57 0.18 -0.33
208885_at LCP1 218061_at MEA1 -0.48 -0.05 0.40
209428_s_at ZFPL1 218061_at MEA1 -0.31 -0.03 0.58
210719_s_at HMG20B 218061_at MEA1 -0.23 0.23 0.65
211337_s_at 76P 218061_at MEA1 -0.46 0.26 0.29
214224_s_at PIN4 218061_at MEA1 0.58 0.30 -0.37
214359_s_at HSP90AB1 218061_at MEA1 -0.59 -0.03 0.24
215794_x_at GLUD2 218061_at MEA1 -0.57 -0.12 0.29
216266_s_at ARFGEF1 218061_at MEA1 -0.71 -0.30 0.00
217860_at NDUFA10 218061_at MEA1 -0.53 0.01 0.36
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217906_at KLHDC2 218070_s_at GMPPA -0.28 0.26 0.55
217882_at TMEM111 218080_x_at FAF1 0.28 -0.50 0.14
204641_at NEK2 218082_s_at UBP1 0.08 0.66 -0.24
200626_s_at MATR3 218088_s_at RRAGC 0.42 -0.41 0.11
201227_s_at NDUFB8 218088_s_at RRAGC -0.40 0.10 0.48
201717_at MRPL49 218088_s_at RRAGC 0.49 0.04 -0.47
201762_s_at PSME2 218088_s_at RRAGC -0.52 0.04 0.35
202264_s_at TOMM40 218088_s_at RRAGC -0.65 -0.17 0.11
202448_s_at ZER1 218088_s_at RRAGC 0.49 -0.11 -0.29
202529_at PRPSAP1 218088_s_at RRAGC 0.56 -0.21 -0.04
202562_s_at C14orf1 218088_s_at RRAGC -0.55 -0.13 0.33
202735_at EBP 218088_s_at RRAGC -0.58 0.11 0.04
202934_at HK2 218088_s_at RRAGC -0.61 -0.03 0.12
203307_at GNL1 218088_s_at RRAGC -0.73 -0.09 -0.18
203366_at POLG 218088_s_at RRAGC -0.52 0.28 -0.07
204219_s_at PSMC1 218088_s_at RRAGC -0.30 0.47 0.28
209067_s_at HNRPDL 218088_s_at RRAGC -0.47 0.27 0.11
209310_s_at CASP4 218088_s_at RRAGC -0.45 0.33 0.08
210981_s_at GRK6 218088_s_at RRAGC -0.62 0.06 -0.04
215093_at NSDHL 218088_s_at RRAGC -0.43 0.22 0.35
217913_at VPS4A 218088_s_at RRAGC -0.45 0.47 0.27
200046_at DAD1 218092_s_at HRB 0.49 -0.22 -0.31
201791_s_at DHCR7 218092_s_at HRB -0.43 0.28 0.47
202092_s_at ARL2BP 218092_s_at HRB 0.55 -0.27 -0.14
202562_s_at C14orf1 218092_s_at HRB -0.55 -0.06 0.28
203261_at DCTN6 218092_s_at HRB 0.55 0.23 -0.34
208724_s_at RAB1A 218092_s_at HRB 0.56 0.13 -0.37
210260_s_at TNFAIP8 218092_s_at HRB 0.62 0.05 -0.22
210639_s_at ATG5 218092_s_at HRB 0.63 0.31 -0.22
216862_s_at MTCP1 218092_s_at HRB -0.51 0.05 0.32
200626_s_at MATR3 218111_s_at CMAS 0.59 -0.11 0.03
208079_s_at AURKA 218116_at C9orf78 0.51 0.13 -0.42
202122_s_at M6PRBP1 218117_at RBX1 0.29 0.23 -0.61
202621_at IRF3 218117_at RBX1 0.14 0.34 -0.59
206920_s_at GLE1L 218117_at RBX1 0.35 -0.01 -0.57
209944_at ZNF410 218117_at RBX1 -0.57 0.15 0.10
215794_x_at GLUD2 218117_at RBX1 0.41 0.05 -0.48
204283_at FARS2 218119_at TIMM23 0.72 0.06 0.06
207079_s_at MED6 218119_at TIMM23 0.71 0.64 -0.11
208689_s_at RPN2 218119_at TIMM23 0.56 0.19 -0.38
211519_s_at KIF2C 218119_at TIMM23 0.60 0.44 -0.38
213587_s_at ATP6V0E2 218119_at TIMM23 -0.13 -0.32 0.61
217906_at KLHDC2 218119_at TIMM23 0.34 -0.10 -0.55
200055_at TAF10 218127_at NFYB -0.66 -0.13 0.16
200626_s_at MATR3 218127_at NFYB 0.68 0.03 0.19
200896_x_at HDGF 218127_at NFYB -0.48 0.07 0.40
201146_at NFE2L2 218127_at NFYB 0.63 -0.01 0.02
202529_at PRPSAP1 218127_at NFYB 0.70 0.21 0.01
203261_at DCTN6 218127_at NFYB 0.65 0.02 -0.16
203307_at GNL1 218127_at NFYB -0.65 -0.11 0.28
203356_at CAPN7 218127_at NFYB 0.63 0.11 -0.12
203781_at MRPL33 218127_at NFYB 0.48 0.12 -0.42
208445_s_at BAZ1B 218127_at NFYB -0.54 -0.13 0.34
208666_s_at ST13 218127_at NFYB 0.74 0.12 0.20
208819_at RAB8A 218127_at NFYB -0.55 0.10 0.15
209036_s_at MDH2 218127_at NFYB 0.63 -0.01 -0.23
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210907_s_at PDCD10 218127_at NFYB 0.57 -0.18 -0.02
211185_s_at SF3B1 218127_at NFYB 0.54 -0.23 -0.13
212997_s_at TLK2 218127_at NFYB 0.54 0.11 -0.34
213357_at GTF2H5 218127_at NFYB 0.54 -0.08 -0.20
200052_s_at ILF2 218133_s_at NIF3L1 0.51 -0.11 -0.26
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 218133_s_at NIF3L1 0.44 -0.39 -0.05
200626_s_at MATR3 218133_s_at NIF3L1 0.49 -0.32 -0.02
201146_at NFE2L2 218133_s_at NIF3L1 0.46 -0.45 0.18
201956_s_at GNPAT 218133_s_at NIF3L1 -0.30 0.62 0.37
204331_s_at MRPS12 218133_s_at NIF3L1 0.46 -0.28 -0.25
209036_s_at MDH2 218133_s_at NIF3L1 0.52 -0.04 -0.29
209157_at DNAJA2 218133_s_at NIF3L1 0.29 -0.50 -0.16
202857_at TMEM4 218140_x_at SRPRB 0.62 -0.01 0.71
202638_s_at ICAM1 218145_at TRIB3 -0.37 0.39 0.32
205205_at RELB 218145_at TRIB3 -0.43 0.31 0.45
209367_at STXBP2 218171_at VPS4B -0.57 0.23 -0.05
205569_at LAMP3 218188_s_at TIMM13 0.03 -0.43 0.60
200055_at TAF10 218190_s_at UCRC -0.22 0.58 0.10
200975_at PPT1 218190_s_at UCRC 0.14 -0.62 -0.09
202168_at TAF9 218190_s_at UCRC 0.18 -0.64 0.00
202352_s_at PSMD12 218190_s_at UCRC 0.08 -0.60 0.11
203839_s_at TNK2 218190_s_at UCRC -0.24 0.51 -0.22
204158_s_at TCIRG1 218190_s_at UCRC -0.25 0.49 -0.32
216221_s_at PUM2 218190_s_at UCRC 0.22 -0.57 -0.17
201063_at RCN1 218192_at IHPK2 0.33 -0.35 -0.44
209036_s_at MDH2 218203_at ALG5 0.39 -0.24 -0.46
214359_s_at HSP90AB1 218205_s_at MKNK2 -0.56 0.27 0.12
202715_at CAD 218213_s_at C11orf10 -0.33 -0.30 -0.85
208717_at OXA1L 218216_x_at ARL6IP4 0.43 -0.54 0.30
201237_at CAPZA2 218217_at SCPEP1 -0.17 0.57 -0.26
201503_at G3BP1 218217_at SCPEP1 -0.29 0.48 -0.18
201956_s_at GNPAT 218217_at SCPEP1 0.09 -0.67 -0.14
202121_s_at CHMP2A 218217_at SCPEP1 0.11 -0.63 0.02
202140_s_at CLK3 218217_at SCPEP1 0.31 -0.49 0.15
203102_s_at MGAT2 218217_at SCPEP1 0.14 0.76 0.24
204071_s_at TOPORS 218217_at SCPEP1 0.01 0.65 -0.16
204962_s_at CENPA 218217_at SCPEP1 -0.17 0.49 0.53
205246_at PEX13 218217_at SCPEP1 -0.16 0.63 -0.17
208313_s_at SF1 218217_at SCPEP1 -0.31 0.51 -0.22
209157_at DNAJA2 218217_at SCPEP1 -0.17 0.70 -0.13
200682_s_at UBE2L3 218220_at C12orf10 0.17 -0.63 -0.40
201237_at CAPZA2 218220_at C12orf10 -0.20 0.60 0.02
202725_at POLR2A 218220_at C12orf10 -0.13 0.69 0.29
202907_s_at NBN 218220_at C12orf10 -0.42 0.38 0.08
208742_s_at SAP18 218220_at C12orf10 0.32 -0.56 -0.25
213762_x_at RBMX 218220_at C12orf10 -0.06 -0.68 0.09
200044_at SFRS9 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.29 0.22 -0.64
200051_at SART1 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.52 -0.26 -0.30
200055_at TAF10 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.55 -0.09 -0.44
200085_s_at TCEB2 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.62 -0.10 0.14
200593_s_at HNRPU 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.40 -0.25 -0.68
200691_s_at HSPA9 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.36 -0.26 -0.50
200800_s_at SPA1A ::: HSPA 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.45 -0.08 -0.43
200850_s_at AHCYL1 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.42 0.27 0.39
200896_x_at HDGF 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.40 -0.14 -0.53
200913_at PPM1G 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.31 -0.31 -0.53
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200929_at TMED10 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.50 0.04 0.44
200959_at FUS 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.24 -0.25 -0.67
201007_at HADHB 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.30 0.35 0.51
201113_at TUFM 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.19 -0.35 -0.61
201256_at COX7A2L 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.36 0.39 0.53
201277_s_at HNRPAB 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.12 -0.30 -0.70
201285_at MKRN1 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.37 0.19 0.56
201317_s_at PSMA2 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.55 0.03 0.30
201339_s_at SCP2 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.49 0.30 0.34
201351_s_at YME1L1 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.42 0.43 0.36
201384_s_atOC727732 ::: NB 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.22 0.44 0.57
201459_at RUVBL2 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.49 -0.34 -0.43
201516_at SRM 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.22 -0.42 -0.70
201653_at CNIH 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.39 0.33 0.56
201659_s_at ARL1 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.53 0.06 0.32
201748_s_at SAFB 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.61 -0.15 -0.39
201933_at CHMP1A 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.34 -0.30 -0.55
202006_at PTPN12 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.44 0.19 0.42
202154_x_at TUBB3 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.38 -0.18 -0.46
202228_s_at NPTN 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.59 0.13 -0.08
202264_s_at TOMM40 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.39 -0.41 -0.66
202299_s_at HBXIP 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.20 0.07 0.66
202390_s_at HD 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.28 -0.41 -0.54
202401_s_at SRF 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.24 -0.14 -0.61
202420_s_at DHX9 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.14 -0.17 -0.70
202710_at BET1 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.42 0.27 0.47
202798_at SEC24B 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.55 0.09 0.20
202839_s_at NDUFB7 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.57 -0.13 -0.07
202934_at HK2 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.57 0.19 -0.31
203040_s_at HMBS 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.30 -0.14 -0.66
203087_s_at KIF2A 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.62 0.25 0.22
203190_at NDUFS8 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.42 -0.19 -0.59
203226_s_at TSPAN31 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.49 -0.19 0.42
203261_at DCTN6 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.47 0.27 0.47
203293_s_at LMAN1 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.60 -0.02 0.22
203343_at UGDH 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.50 0.28 -0.16
203621_at NDUFB5 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.24 0.19 0.73
203781_at MRPL33 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.58 0.08 0.48
204372_s_at KHSRP 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.17 0.09 -0.68
204610_s_at CCDC85B 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.52 -0.20 -0.49
204835_at POLA1 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.29 -0.14 -0.58
205371_s_at DBT 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.58 0.19 -0.05
205408_at MLLT10 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.62 -0.09 0.11
205480_s_at UGP2 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.45 0.09 0.43
205901_at PNOC 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.21 0.47 0.48
206042_x_atSNRPN ::: SNUR 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.41 -0.03 0.61
206238_s_at YAF2 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.54 -0.02 0.40
206989_s_at SFRS2IP 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.55 0.23 -0.19
207565_s_at MR1 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.33 0.24 0.58
208249_s_at TGDS 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.49 -0.03 0.49
208445_s_at BAZ1B 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.47 -0.09 -0.67
208666_s_at ST13 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.67 0.06 0.15
208724_s_at RAB1A 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.49 0.41 0.48
208799_at PSMB5 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.39 -0.09 -0.47
209308_s_at BNIP2 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.52 0.30 -0.14
209575_at IL10RB 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.28 0.31 0.60
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210125_s_at BANF1 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.39 -0.20 -0.71
210849_s_at VPS41 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.49 0.06 0.33
210907_s_at PDCD10 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.53 0.23 0.38
210981_s_at GRK6 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.50 0.13 -0.38
211185_s_at SF3B1 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.56 0.26 0.38
211576_s_at SLC19A1 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.35 -0.26 -0.50
212218_s_at FASN 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.20 -0.24 -0.64
212331_at RBL2 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.39 0.29 0.50
212410_at EFHA1 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.46 0.41 -0.19
212983_at HRAS 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.13 -0.43 -0.66
213357_at GTF2H5 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.46 0.03 0.48
213892_s_at APRT 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.46 -0.29 -0.28
213897_s_at MRPL23 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.56 -0.22 -0.10
214988_s_at SON 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.58 0.22 -0.09
215905_s_at WDR57 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.33 -0.22 -0.53
216091_s_at BTRC 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.56 -0.06 0.26
216194_s_at TBCB 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.44 -0.27 -0.43
217879_at CDC27 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.63 0.13 0.23
217906_at KLHDC2 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.49 0.19 0.35
217912_at DUS1L 218226_s_at NDUFB4 0.37 -0.43 -0.53
217971_at MAP2K1IP1 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.48 0.01 0.37
218036_x_at NMD3 218226_s_at NDUFB4 -0.55 -0.03 0.44
200086_s_at COX4I1 218237_s_at SLC38A1 -0.38 0.35 0.34
201756_at RPA2 218239_s_at GTPBP4 0.51 -0.24 0.59
203781_at MRPL33 218239_s_at GTPBP4 0.47 0.01 -0.39
204771_s_at TTF1 218250_s_at CNOT7 0.65 -0.08 0.63
211969_at HSP90AA1 218250_s_at CNOT7 0.52 -0.39 0.37
212318_at TNPO3 218250_s_at CNOT7 0.68 -0.21 0.21
209944_at ZNF410 218253_s_at LGTN 0.37 -0.45 -0.11
200645_at GABARAP 218254_s_at SAR1B -0.23 0.58 0.19
201952_at ALCAM 218254_s_at SAR1B 0.16 -0.28 0.65
209067_s_at HNRPDL 218254_s_at SAR1B 0.25 -0.53 -0.33
212160_at XPOT 218254_s_at SAR1B 0.52 -0.35 0.40
208717_at OXA1L 218257_s_at UGCGL1 -0.10 0.57 -0.29
200055_at TAF10 218263_s_at ZBED5 0.14 -0.51 -0.58
200668_s_at UBE2D3 218263_s_at ZBED5 -0.12 0.45 0.64
201955_at CCNC 218263_s_at ZBED5 -0.29 0.35 0.53
202154_x_at TUBB3 218263_s_at ZBED5 0.27 -0.36 -0.64
202603_at --- 218263_s_at ZBED5 -0.09 0.40 0.71
202659_at PSMB10 218263_s_at ZBED5 0.16 -0.61 -0.40
202839_s_at NDUFB7 218263_s_at ZBED5 0.26 -0.52 -0.29
203025_at ARD1A 218263_s_at ZBED5 0.11 -0.59 -0.49
203577_at GTF2H4 218263_s_at ZBED5 0.13 -0.56 -0.52
206854_s_at MAP3K7 218263_s_at ZBED5 -0.11 0.25 0.70
208799_at PSMB5 218263_s_at ZBED5 0.34 -0.44 -0.46
211185_s_at SF3B1 218263_s_at ZBED5 -0.21 0.22 0.65
213892_s_at APRT 218263_s_at ZBED5 0.17 -0.64 -0.37
215148_s_at APBA3 218263_s_at ZBED5 0.37 -0.47 -0.22
216194_s_at TBCB 218263_s_at ZBED5 0.30 -0.52 -0.44
216958_s_at IVD 218263_s_at ZBED5 0.49 -0.26 -0.09
218042_at COPS4 218263_s_at ZBED5 -0.32 0.40 0.40
200691_s_at HSPA9 218264_at BCCIP 0.63 -0.11 0.25
201480_s_at SUPT5H 218264_at BCCIP 0.37 -0.36 -0.37
202954_at UBE2C 218264_at BCCIP 0.44 -0.34 -0.26
203307_at GNL1 218264_at BCCIP 0.52 -0.37 -0.05
203508_at TNFRSF1B 218264_at BCCIP 0.33 -0.43 -0.29
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205588_s_at FGFR1OP 218264_at BCCIP 0.44 -0.16 -0.40
201847_at LIPA 218269_at RNASEN -0.35 0.45 0.33
203376_at CDC40 218269_at RNASEN -0.31 0.36 0.43
205480_s_at UGP2 218269_at RNASEN -0.49 0.30 -0.01
208619_at DDB1 218269_at RNASEN -0.22 0.40 0.59
208720_s_at RBM39 218269_at RNASEN 0.20 -0.52 -0.44
211963_s_at ARPC5 218269_at RNASEN -0.48 0.10 0.41
213357_at GTF2H5 218269_at RNASEN -0.28 0.54 0.15
218042_at COPS4 218269_at RNASEN -0.35 0.36 0.39
200634_at PFN1 218283_at SS18L2 0.19 -0.57 -0.42
200748_s_at FTH1 218283_at SS18L2 0.19 -0.57 -0.55
201390_s_at CSNK2B 218283_at SS18L2 0.29 -0.43 -0.37
202659_at PSMB10 218283_at SS18L2 -0.01 -0.71 -0.45
202929_s_at DDT 218283_at SS18L2 0.23 -0.58 -0.15
203113_s_at EEF1D 218283_at SS18L2 0.17 -0.59 0.08
204960_at PTPRCAP 218283_at SS18L2 0.25 -0.52 -0.25
213897_s_at MRPL23 218283_at SS18L2 0.15 -0.62 -0.14
214437_s_at SHMT2 218283_at SS18L2 0.24 -0.64 -0.10
200065_s_at ARF1 218294_s_at NUP50 -0.01 0.57 -0.33
202638_s_at ICAM1 218294_s_at NUP50 -0.04 0.67 0.33
204269_at PIM2 218294_s_at NUP50 -0.17 0.60 0.10
200008_s_at GDI2 218308_at TACC3 -0.48 0.22 0.21
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 218308_at TACC3 -0.62 0.18 -0.48
200626_s_at MATR3 218308_at TACC3 -0.52 0.27 -0.31
200804_at TEGT 218308_at TACC3 -0.55 -0.39 0.38
200882_s_at PSMD4 218308_at TACC3 0.58 -0.11 -0.21
200885_at RHOC 218308_at TACC3 -0.47 0.35 -0.06
201119_s_at COX8A 218308_at TACC3 -0.32 0.49 0.10
201146_at NFE2L2 218308_at TACC3 -0.65 0.21 -0.39
201762_s_at PSME2 218308_at TACC3 0.71 -0.10 -0.25
201895_at ARAF 218308_at TACC3 -0.54 0.20 0.16
201897_s_at CKS1B 218308_at TACC3 -0.20 0.60 0.24
201948_at GNL2 218308_at TACC3 0.60 0.03 -0.12
201956_s_at GNPAT 218308_at TACC3 0.48 -0.35 -0.14
202139_at AKR7A2 218308_at TACC3 -0.45 0.47 0.34
202213_s_at CUL4B 218308_at TACC3 -0.50 0.24 0.07
202448_s_at ZER1 218308_at TACC3 -0.50 0.12 0.44
202529_at PRPSAP1 218308_at TACC3 -0.53 0.28 0.30
202562_s_at C14orf1 218308_at TACC3 0.67 0.23 -0.08
202735_at EBP 218308_at TACC3 0.70 0.04 0.27
203664_s_at POLR2D 218308_at TACC3 -0.16 0.46 0.61
204246_s_at DCTN3 218308_at TACC3 -0.60 0.11 0.29
208313_s_at SF1 218308_at TACC3 -0.20 0.55 0.39
209036_s_at MDH2 218308_at TACC3 -0.59 0.22 0.17
210188_at GABPA 218308_at TACC3 -0.45 0.23 0.31
212296_at PSMD14 218308_at TACC3 0.47 -0.24 -0.20
212400_at FAM102A 218308_at TACC3 -0.54 0.15 0.47
212416_at SCAMP1 218308_at TACC3 0.50 -0.29 -0.30
212595_s_at DAZAP2 218308_at TACC3 -0.66 0.13 0.03
216266_s_at ARFGEF1 218308_at TACC3 -0.53 0.13 0.24
217860_at NDUFA10 218308_at TACC3 -0.56 -0.04 0.30
217906_at KLHDC2 218308_at TACC3 -0.66 -0.08 0.19
202593_s_at MIR16 218327_s_at SNAP29 -0.42 0.37 -0.04
206238_s_at YAF2 218327_s_at SNAP29 -0.39 0.36 0.21
202466_at POLS 218336_at PFDN2 0.47 -0.09 -0.51
208833_s_at ATXN10 218336_at PFDN2 -0.53 0.21 0.11
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209036_s_at MDH2 218336_at PFDN2 -0.34 0.40 0.34
209048_s_at ZMYND8 218336_at PFDN2 0.32 -0.44 -0.26
210053_at TAF5 218336_at PFDN2 0.52 -0.03 -0.31
201756_at RPA2 218343_s_at GTF3C3 0.50 -0.31 0.00
202092_s_at ARL2BP 218343_s_at GTF3C3 0.31 -0.46 -0.29
203415_at PDCD6 218343_s_at GTF3C3 0.43 -0.18 -0.39
208118_x_at SLC7A5P1 218343_s_at GTF3C3 0.38 -0.35 -0.32
202794_at INPP1 218346_s_at SESN1 0.55 -0.20 0.06
201292_at TOP2A 218355_at KIF4A 0.37 0.84 0.72
204490_s_at CD44 218355_at KIF4A -0.17 -0.66 0.22
208079_s_at AURKA 218355_at KIF4A 0.21 0.84 0.71
200626_s_at MATR3 218356_at FTSJ2 -0.23 0.56 0.55
203635_at DSCR3 218356_at FTSJ2 -0.43 0.34 0.15
203511_s_at TRAPPC3 218367_x_at USP21 0.34 -0.22 -0.54
121_at PAX8 218379_at RBM7 0.43 -0.61 -0.05
1494_f_at CYP2A6 218379_at RBM7 0.41 -0.47 -0.24
200042_at C22orf28 218379_at RBM7 0.49 -0.45 -0.18
200045_at ABCF1 218379_at RBM7 0.24 0.14 -0.65
200048_s_at JTB 218379_at RBM7 0.53 -0.09 -0.25
200655_s_at CALM1 218379_at RBM7 -0.50 0.35 -0.41
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 218379_at RBM7 0.55 -0.14 -0.09
200741_s_at RPS27 218379_at RBM7 0.36 -0.44 0.16
200793_s_at ACO2 218379_at RBM7 0.43 -0.43 -0.30
200804_at TEGT 218379_at RBM7 0.55 -0.39 -0.33
201128_s_at ACLY 218379_at RBM7 -0.50 0.36 -0.21
201225_s_at SRRM1 218379_at RBM7 -0.34 0.44 0.22
201290_at SEC11A 218379_at RBM7 -0.12 0.49 0.62
201292_at TOP2A 218379_at RBM7 -0.23 0.55 0.35
201322_at ATP5B 218379_at RBM7 0.39 -0.38 -0.43
201498_at USP7 218379_at RBM7 -0.49 0.14 0.34
201748_s_at SAFB 218379_at RBM7 -0.71 0.14 -0.37
201756_at RPA2 218379_at RBM7 0.50 -0.34 -0.18
201783_s_at RELA 218379_at RBM7 0.41 -0.47 -0.26
201795_at LBR 218379_at RBM7 -0.21 0.57 0.15
201924_at AFF1 218379_at RBM7 -0.34 0.42 0.42
202092_s_at ARL2BP 218379_at RBM7 0.56 -0.28 -0.24
202109_at ARFIP2 218379_at RBM7 0.43 -0.45 -0.36
202199_s_at SRPK1 218379_at RBM7 0.50 -0.30 -0.23
202227_s_at BRD8 218379_at RBM7 -0.33 0.52 0.22
202329_at CSK 218379_at RBM7 -0.63 0.21 -0.13
202370_s_at CBFB 218379_at RBM7 -0.52 0.38 0.26
202488_s_at FXYD3 218379_at RBM7 0.46 -0.56 -0.11
202545_at PRKCD 218379_at RBM7 0.22 -0.28 -0.62
202593_s_at MIR16 218379_at RBM7 0.54 -0.13 -0.35
202810_at DRG1 218379_at RBM7 0.35 -0.47 -0.09
202870_s_at CDC20 218379_at RBM7 -0.57 0.20 -0.08
203090_at SDF2 218379_at RBM7 0.54 -0.39 -0.12
203415_at PDCD6 218379_at RBM7 0.32 -0.28 -0.53
203529_at PPP6C 218379_at RBM7 -0.37 0.45 0.15
203667_at TBCA 218379_at RBM7 -0.35 0.21 0.57
203858_s_at COX10 218379_at RBM7 0.50 -0.24 -0.08
204092_s_at AURKA 218379_at RBM7 -0.40 0.32 0.30
204274_at EBAG9 218379_at RBM7 -0.23 0.67 0.33
204331_s_at MRPS12 218379_at RBM7 0.33 -0.05 -0.58
204334_at KLF7 218379_at RBM7 0.45 -0.37 0.12
204822_at TTK 218379_at RBM7 -0.35 0.53 0.39
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204826_at CCNF 218379_at RBM7 -0.52 0.29 -0.07
205599_at TRAF1 218379_at RBM7 0.37 -0.35 -0.31
206586_at CNR2 218379_at RBM7 0.37 -0.39 -0.26
206724_at CBX4 218379_at RBM7 0.37 -0.29 -0.41
206900_x_at ZNF253 218379_at RBM7 0.48 -0.39 -0.07
207071_s_at ACO1 218379_at RBM7 0.44 -0.32 -0.11
207096_at SAA4 218379_at RBM7 0.30 -0.50 -0.01
207121_s_at MAPK6 218379_at RBM7 -0.34 0.50 0.41
207974_s_at SKP1A 218379_at RBM7 0.62 -0.13 -0.07
208079_s_at AURKA 218379_at RBM7 -0.53 0.46 0.24
208310_s_at C7orf28A 218379_at RBM7 0.57 -0.24 -0.10
208313_s_at SF1 218379_at RBM7 0.35 0.30 -0.53
208620_at PCBP1 218379_at RBM7 0.37 -0.36 -0.47
208780_x_at VAPA 218379_at RBM7 -0.31 0.14 0.56
208833_s_at ATXN10 218379_at RBM7 0.53 -0.12 -0.29
208885_at LCP1 218379_at RBM7 0.53 -0.42 -0.38
208894_at HLA-DRA 218379_at RBM7 0.41 -0.40 -0.03
208948_s_at STAU1 218379_at RBM7 -0.36 0.40 0.31
209036_s_at MDH2 218379_at RBM7 0.55 -0.18 -0.15
209172_s_at CENPF 218379_at RBM7 -0.54 0.42 0.10
209239_at NFKB1 218379_at RBM7 0.61 -0.35 -0.04
209303_at NDUFS4 218379_at RBM7 0.69 -0.22 0.20
209944_at ZNF410 218379_at RBM7 -0.34 0.52 0.11
210053_at TAF5 218379_at RBM7 -0.49 0.26 0.21
210301_at XDH 218379_at RBM7 0.47 -0.56 -0.14
210338_s_at HSPA8 218379_at RBM7 0.50 -0.26 -0.17
210639_s_at ATG5 218379_at RBM7 0.59 -0.15 0.13
210653_s_at BCKDHB 218379_at RBM7 0.51 -0.28 -0.03
211475_s_at BAG1 218379_at RBM7 0.36 -0.36 -0.33
212401_s_at CDC2L2 218379_at RBM7 -0.62 0.19 -0.07
213775_x_at ZNF638 218379_at RBM7 -0.26 0.11 0.60
214224_s_at PIN4 218379_at RBM7 -0.55 -0.06 0.36
214359_s_at HSP90AB1 218379_at RBM7 0.49 -0.32 -0.13
215794_x_at GLUD2 218379_at RBM7 0.51 -0.20 -0.21
216032_s_at ERGIC3 218379_at RBM7 0.54 -0.23 0.01
217149_x_at TNK1 218379_at RBM7 0.25 -0.53 -0.23
217932_at MRPS7 218379_at RBM7 0.23 -0.52 -0.36
218039_at NUSAP1 218379_at RBM7 -0.41 0.22 0.37
218226_s_at NDUFB4 218379_at RBM7 -0.45 0.20 0.33
218263_s_at ZBED5 218379_at RBM7 -0.31 0.26 0.51
218269_at RNASEN 218379_at RBM7 -0.56 0.25 0.16
200675_at CD81 218381_s_at U2AF2 -0.11 0.71 0.36
201119_s_at COX8A 218381_s_at U2AF2 -0.30 0.53 -0.03
202139_at AKR7A2 218381_s_at U2AF2 -0.39 0.39 0.22
213757_at EIF5A 218381_s_at U2AF2 0.21 -0.59 -0.06
202139_at AKR7A2 218386_x_at USP16 0.20 -0.51 -0.69
202505_at SNRPB2 218386_x_at USP16 0.71 0.14 -0.18
204725_s_at NCK1 218386_x_at USP16 0.49 -0.06 -0.39
205335_s_at SRP19 218386_x_at USP16 -0.15 0.65 0.65
208666_s_at ST13 218386_x_at USP16 0.61 0.08 -0.28
209036_s_at MDH2 218386_x_at USP16 0.53 -0.26 -0.42
217860_at NDUFA10 218386_x_at USP16 0.36 -0.10 -0.52
201020_at YWHAH 218387_s_at PGLS -0.38 0.15 0.48
201376_s_at HNRPF 218387_s_at PGLS -0.53 -0.13 0.39
202139_at AKR7A2 218387_s_at PGLS -0.17 0.49 0.65
204147_s_at TFDP1 218387_s_at PGLS -0.44 -0.08 0.45
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205013_s_at ADORA2A 218387_s_at PGLS 0.52 -0.31 -0.04
201546_at TRIP12 218391_at SNF8 0.36 -0.46 -0.35
201933_at CHMP1A 218440_at MCCC1 0.33 -0.40 -0.33
200001_at CAPNS1 218443_s_at DAZAP1 -0.38 0.29 0.40
200675_at CD81 218443_s_at DAZAP1 -0.24 0.42 0.49
201441_at COX6B1 218443_s_at DAZAP1 0.42 -0.22 -0.36
201895_at ARAF 218443_s_at DAZAP1 -0.56 0.11 0.33
202139_at AKR7A2 218443_s_at DAZAP1 -0.50 0.18 0.48
202151_s_at UBAC1 218443_s_at DAZAP1 -0.53 0.11 0.37
202545_at PRKCD 218443_s_at DAZAP1 -0.46 0.26 0.20
203388_at ARRB2 218443_s_at DAZAP1 -0.17 0.38 0.61
203415_at PDCD6 218443_s_at DAZAP1 -0.58 0.18 0.21
203667_at TBCA 218443_s_at DAZAP1 0.57 0.35 -0.42
203971_at SLC31A1 218443_s_at DAZAP1 0.40 -0.41 -0.03
204170_s_at CKS2 218443_s_at DAZAP1 0.61 0.19 -0.21
204246_s_at DCTN3 218443_s_at DAZAP1 -0.66 0.07 -0.14
205205_at RELB 218443_s_at DAZAP1 -0.37 0.03 0.52
205599_at TRAF1 218443_s_at DAZAP1 -0.59 0.08 0.19
208313_s_at SF1 218443_s_at DAZAP1 -0.34 0.37 0.49
208620_at PCBP1 218443_s_at DAZAP1 -0.37 0.14 0.59
208833_s_at ATXN10 218443_s_at DAZAP1 -0.58 0.10 0.24
208885_at LCP1 218443_s_at DAZAP1 -0.55 -0.21 0.39
209036_s_at MDH2 218443_s_at DAZAP1 -0.63 -0.10 0.09
209172_s_at CENPF 218443_s_at DAZAP1 0.65 -0.04 0.14
209239_at NFKB1 218443_s_at DAZAP1 -0.73 -0.12 -0.09
209492_x_at ATP5I 218443_s_at DAZAP1 0.65 0.34 -0.17
212416_at SCAMP1 218443_s_at DAZAP1 0.52 -0.18 -0.30
214224_s_at PIN4 218443_s_at DAZAP1 0.52 -0.02 -0.50
217860_at NDUFA10 218443_s_at DAZAP1 -0.58 0.11 0.43
202518_at BCL7B 218452_at SMARCAL1 0.23 -0.52 -0.41
1494_f_at CYP2A6 218458_at GMCL1 0.39 -0.39 -0.13
200055_at TAF10 218458_at GMCL1 -0.59 0.21 -0.11
200085_s_at TCEB2 218458_at GMCL1 -0.60 0.08 -0.01
200804_at TEGT 218458_at GMCL1 0.42 -0.57 -0.20
200925_at COX6A1 218458_at GMCL1 -0.66 0.01 -0.17
201748_s_at SAFB 218458_at GMCL1 -0.66 0.09 -0.07
201756_at RPA2 218458_at GMCL1 0.59 -0.28 -0.03
201783_s_at RELA 218458_at GMCL1 0.29 -0.49 -0.16
201991_s_at KIF5B 218458_at GMCL1 0.37 -0.45 0.09
202224_at CRK 218458_at GMCL1 0.38 -0.44 0.13
202329_at CSK 218458_at GMCL1 -0.40 0.38 0.20
202423_at MYST3 218458_at GMCL1 0.57 -0.23 0.02
202659_at PSMB10 218458_at GMCL1 -0.53 0.32 -0.06
202717_s_at CDC16 218458_at GMCL1 0.64 0.10 -0.13
202785_at NDUFA7 218458_at GMCL1 -0.59 0.20 -0.09
202839_s_at NDUFB7 218458_at GMCL1 -0.57 0.17 -0.06
202954_at UBE2C 218458_at GMCL1 -0.48 0.39 -0.06
203090_at SDF2 218458_at GMCL1 0.39 -0.50 -0.31
203190_at NDUFS8 218458_at GMCL1 -0.59 0.22 -0.20
203261_at DCTN6 218458_at GMCL1 0.61 0.00 -0.07
203659_s_at TRIM13 218458_at GMCL1 0.54 -0.33 0.13
204109_s_at NFYA 218458_at GMCL1 0.58 -0.17 -0.05
204247_s_at CDK5 218458_at GMCL1 -0.57 0.22 -0.10
204334_at KLF7 218458_at GMCL1 0.39 -0.45 0.20
204826_at CCNF 218458_at GMCL1 -0.48 0.30 -0.05
207275_s_at ACSL1 218458_at GMCL1 0.54 -0.08 -0.19
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207524_at ST7 218458_at GMCL1 0.46 -0.31 -0.14
208249_s_at TGDS 218458_at GMCL1 0.70 -0.17 0.12
208310_s_at C7orf28A 218458_at GMCL1 0.59 -0.21 -0.06
208666_s_at ST13 218458_at GMCL1 0.74 0.10 0.26
208998_at UCP2 218458_at GMCL1 -0.54 0.24 -0.10
209239_at NFKB1 218458_at GMCL1 0.50 -0.49 0.14
209773_s_at RRM2 218458_at GMCL1 -0.24 0.52 -0.13
210260_s_at TNFAIP8 218458_at GMCL1 0.60 -0.19 0.29
210301_at XDH 218458_at GMCL1 0.50 -0.37 0.15
210538_s_at BIRC3 218458_at GMCL1 0.31 -0.46 0.24
210639_s_at ATG5 218458_at GMCL1 0.55 -0.19 -0.06
212470_at SPAG9 218458_at GMCL1 0.71 0.02 0.25
217882_at TMEM111 218458_at GMCL1 0.43 -0.36 -0.02
217902_s_at HERC2 218458_at GMCL1 -0.36 0.45 0.00
218088_s_at RRAGC 218458_at GMCL1 0.38 -0.54 -0.03
218226_s_at NDUFB4 218458_at GMCL1 -0.55 0.20 0.15
200055_at TAF10 218467_at TNFSF5IP1 0.45 -0.45 0.03
200655_s_at CALM1 218467_at TNFSF5IP1 0.42 -0.38 -0.24
200668_s_at UBE2D3 218467_at TNFSF5IP1 -0.38 0.50 -0.14
200682_s_at UBE2L3 218467_at TNFSF5IP1 -0.21 0.57 -0.14
200691_s_at HSPA9 218467_at TNFSF5IP1 0.16 -0.59 -0.25
201642_at IFNGR2 218467_at TNFSF5IP1 0.01 -0.52 0.43
201748_s_at SAFB 218467_at TNFSF5IP1 0.33 -0.51 -0.02
201955_at CCNC 218467_at TNFSF5IP1 -0.33 0.54 0.04
202168_at TAF9 218467_at TNFSF5IP1 -0.41 0.40 -0.26
202329_at CSK 218467_at TNFSF5IP1 0.37 -0.41 -0.13
202397_at NUTF2 218467_at TNFSF5IP1 0.03 -0.64 0.06
202423_at MYST3 218467_at TNFSF5IP1 -0.53 0.31 -0.04
202659_at PSMB10 218467_at TNFSF5IP1 0.42 -0.54 0.06
202785_at NDUFA7 218467_at TNFSF5IP1 0.52 -0.24 0.05
203719_at ERCC1 218467_at TNFSF5IP1 0.51 -0.23 -0.05
203858_s_at COX10 218467_at TNFSF5IP1 -0.53 0.12 0.26
204088_at P2RX4 218467_at TNFSF5IP1 -0.49 -0.08 0.40
204158_s_at TCIRG1 218467_at TNFSF5IP1 0.49 -0.35 0.24
205480_s_at UGP2 218467_at TNFSF5IP1 -0.41 0.51 0.22
206238_s_at YAF2 218467_at TNFSF5IP1 -0.50 0.23 0.15
206508_at CD70 218467_at TNFSF5IP1 0.32 -0.53 0.18
209239_at NFKB1 218467_at TNFSF5IP1 -0.54 0.23 0.15
210639_s_at ATG5 218467_at TNFSF5IP1 -0.63 0.14 -0.19
213892_s_at APRT 218467_at TNFSF5IP1 0.31 -0.52 -0.11
213897_s_at MRPL23 218467_at TNFSF5IP1 0.32 -0.55 0.21
216194_s_at TBCB 218467_at TNFSF5IP1 0.14 -0.65 -0.31
217749_at COPG 218467_at TNFSF5IP1 0.22 -0.57 -0.06
217817_at ARPC4 218467_at TNFSF5IP1 0.29 -0.50 -0.07
218336_at PFDN2 218467_at TNFSF5IP1 0.42 -0.38 -0.10
200804_at TEGT 218470_at YARS2 -0.65 0.22 0.02
201225_s_at SRRM1 218470_at YARS2 0.54 -0.13 -0.16
202329_at CSK 218470_at YARS2 0.41 -0.37 -0.11
202530_at MAPK14 218470_at YARS2 -0.54 0.17 0.11
206238_s_at YAF2 218470_at YARS2 -0.52 0.32 -0.12
208066_s_at GTF2B 218470_at YARS2 -0.48 0.26 0.13
209239_at NFKB1 218470_at YARS2 -0.55 0.26 -0.12
210639_s_at ATG5 218470_at YARS2 -0.45 0.23 0.30
213754_s_at PAIP1 218470_at YARS2 0.69 0.14 0.07
216958_s_at IVD 218470_at YARS2 0.57 -0.23 -0.24
202593_s_at MIR16 218479_s_at XPO4 0.31 0.52 -0.45
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208113_x_at PABPC3 218481_at EXOSC5 -0.48 -0.19 0.47
201197_at AMD1 218488_at EIF2B3 0.49 -0.33 0.44
210793_s_at NUP98 218488_at EIF2B3 0.41 -0.38 0.50
201717_at MRPL49 218494_s_at SLC2A4RG -0.41 0.18 0.44
202139_at AKR7A2 218494_s_at SLC2A4RG -0.21 0.50 0.43
208313_s_at SF1 218494_s_at SLC2A4RG -0.19 0.53 0.44
202705_at CCNB2 218495_at UXT 0.10 -0.65 0.13
210301_at XDH 218495_at UXT -0.29 0.47 0.29
200626_s_at MATR3 218499_at RP6-213H19.1 0.07 0.69 0.66
201954_at ARPC1B 218508_at DCP1A 0.32 -0.40 -0.46
202726_at LIG1 218508_at DCP1A 0.35 -0.43 -0.18
204164_at SIPA1 218508_at DCP1A 0.57 -0.30 -0.02
204558_at RAD54L 218508_at DCP1A 0.41 -0.42 -0.11
218226_s_at NDUFB4 218529_at CD320 0.23 -0.34 -0.59
209044_x_at SF3B4 218530_at FHOD1 -0.07 0.45 0.71
210793_s_at NUP98 218536_at MRS2L 0.28 -0.43 0.58
200001_at CAPNS1 218555_at ANAPC2 -0.09 0.67 0.48
200675_at CD81 218555_at ANAPC2 -0.09 0.60 0.63
201052_s_at PSMF1 218555_at ANAPC2 -0.22 0.57 0.27
201119_s_at COX8A 218555_at ANAPC2 -0.36 0.57 0.02
201264_at COPE 218555_at ANAPC2 0.06 0.68 0.64
202139_at AKR7A2 218555_at ANAPC2 -0.39 0.40 0.26
208620_at PCBP1 218555_at ANAPC2 -0.30 0.08 0.62
213052_at PRKAR2A 218555_at ANAPC2 0.28 -0.53 0.27
214257_s_at SEC22B 218555_at ANAPC2 -0.12 -0.75 -0.30
201244_s_at RAF1 218557_at NIT2 0.25 -0.57 -0.27
204044_at QPRT 218557_at NIT2 0.28 -0.51 -0.03
211969_at HSP90AA1 218557_at NIT2 -0.17 0.60 0.09
200029_at RPL19 218563_at NDUFA3 0.42 -0.36 -0.13
200626_s_at MATR3 218563_at NDUFA3 -0.65 0.08 -0.14
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 218563_at NDUFA3 -0.68 -0.06 -0.14
201051_at ANP32A 218563_at NDUFA3 -0.61 0.22 -0.26
201194_at SEPW1 218563_at NDUFA3 -0.40 0.38 0.32
201284_s_at APEH 218563_at NDUFA3 -0.40 0.45 -0.11
201322_at ATP5B 218563_at NDUFA3 -0.58 0.19 -0.09
201441_at COX6B1 218563_at NDUFA3 0.74 0.14 0.29
201588_at TXNL1 218563_at NDUFA3 0.58 -0.36 -0.07
201956_s_at GNPAT 218563_at NDUFA3 0.59 -0.30 -0.15
202139_at AKR7A2 218563_at NDUFA3 -0.59 0.51 0.02
202151_s_at UBAC1 218563_at NDUFA3 -0.46 0.38 -0.12
202529_at PRPSAP1 218563_at NDUFA3 -0.56 0.09 0.24
202958_at PTPN9 218563_at NDUFA3 -0.37 0.42 0.03
203087_s_at KIF2A 218563_at NDUFA3 -0.63 -0.06 0.15
208666_s_at ST13 218563_at NDUFA3 -0.68 -0.14 0.00
209036_s_at MDH2 218563_at NDUFA3 -0.51 0.31 0.26
209146_at SC4MOL 218563_at NDUFA3 0.41 -0.42 -0.14
209945_s_at GSK3B 218563_at NDUFA3 0.46 -0.26 -0.31
210097_s_at NOL7 218563_at NDUFA3 0.34 -0.45 -0.16
211941_s_at PEBP1 218563_at NDUFA3 -0.37 0.43 0.04
212416_at SCAMP1 218563_at NDUFA3 0.55 -0.30 -0.06
213180_s_at GOSR2 218563_at NDUFA3 -0.58 0.25 -0.07
213357_at GTF2H5 218563_at NDUFA3 -0.43 0.39 0.23
216942_s_at CD58 218563_at NDUFA3 -0.64 -0.01 -0.06
217913_at VPS4A 218563_at NDUFA3 0.47 -0.32 0.22
217938_s_at KCMF1 218563_at NDUFA3 0.55 -0.28 0.08
218226_s_at C727762 ::: NDU 218563_at NDUFA3 0.63 -0.12 0.35
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218458_at GMCL1 218563_at NDUFA3 -0.56 0.25 0.01
218467_at TNFSF5IP1 218563_at NDUFA3 0.55 -0.29 -0.10
200779_at ATF4 218626_at EIF4ENIF1 -0.36 0.46 -0.12
201274_at PSMA5 218626_at EIF4ENIF1 0.33 -0.48 0.34
202077_at NDUFAB1 218626_at EIF4ENIF1 0.26 -0.54 0.39
202591_s_at SSBP1 218626_at EIF4ENIF1 0.24 -0.49 0.34
204641_at NEK2 218626_at EIF4ENIF1 -0.34 0.44 -0.44
209103_s_at UFD1L 218626_at EIF4ENIF1 0.31 -0.38 0.50
213052_at PRKAR2A 218626_at EIF4ENIF1 0.11 -0.54 0.42
218217_at SCPEP1 218626_at EIF4ENIF1 -0.19 0.61 -0.22
200059_s_at RHOA 218662_s_at NCAPG -0.51 0.20 0.17
200626_s_at MATR3 218662_s_at NCAPG -0.50 0.26 0.10
201077_s_at NHP2L1 218662_s_at NCAPG 0.63 0.04 -0.22
201146_at NFE2L2 218662_s_at NCAPG -0.56 0.17 0.03
201256_at COX7A2L 218662_s_at NCAPG -0.54 -0.01 0.30
201386_s_at DHX15 218662_s_at NCAPG -0.44 -0.04 0.45
201762_s_at PSME2 218662_s_at NCAPG 0.60 0.13 -0.31
203635_at DSCR3 218662_s_at NCAPG -0.56 0.09 0.27
205480_s_at UGP2 218662_s_at NCAPG -0.57 0.07 0.45
209036_s_at MDH2 218662_s_at NCAPG -0.59 0.12 0.06
209239_at NFKB1 218662_s_at NCAPG -0.74 -0.14 -0.05
209477_at EMD 218662_s_at NCAPG 0.30 -0.28 -0.56
210188_at ABPA ::: GABPA 218662_s_at NCAPG -0.52 0.02 0.47
210849_s_at VPS41 218662_s_at NCAPG -0.55 -0.18 0.36
212696_s_at RNF4 218662_s_at NCAPG -0.46 -0.16 0.44
216194_s_at TBCB 218662_s_at NCAPG 0.34 -0.07 -0.56
217906_at KLHDC2 218662_s_at NCAPG -0.63 0.08 0.29
218036_x_at NMD3 218662_s_at NCAPG -0.59 -0.17 0.29
218443_s_at DAZAP1 218662_s_at NCAPG 0.67 0.16 -0.11
204331_s_at MRPS12 218667_at PJA1 0.29 -0.39 -0.48
214224_s_at PIN4 218667_at PJA1 -0.38 0.27 0.39
121_at PAX8 218668_s_at RAP2C 0.00 -0.78 -0.19
1494_f_at CYP2A6 218668_s_at RAP2C 0.08 -0.71 -0.34
200626_s_at MATR3 218668_s_at RAP2C 0.30 0.83 0.65
202488_s_at FXYD3 218668_s_at RAP2C 0.07 -0.79 -0.10
207389_at GP1BA 218668_s_at RAP2C 0.10 -0.63 -0.40
210210_at MPZL1 218668_s_at RAP2C 0.17 -0.39 0.55
210301_at XDH 218668_s_at RAP2C 0.21 -0.75 -0.17
213798_s_at CAP1 218668_s_at RAP2C -0.19 -0.71 0.11
209509_s_at DPAGT1 218670_at PUS1 0.53 -0.21 -0.09
200051_at SART1 218671_s_at ATPIF1 0.58 -0.10 -0.04
200059_s_at RHOA 218671_s_at ATPIF1 -0.43 0.32 0.32
200626_s_at MATR3 218671_s_at ATPIF1 -0.50 0.28 -0.43
200657_at SLC25A5 218671_s_at ATPIF1 -0.47 -0.01 0.39
201256_at COX7A2L 218671_s_at ATPIF1 -0.38 0.42 0.12
201653_at CNIH 218671_s_at ATPIF1 -0.47 0.35 0.01
201800_s_at OSBP 218671_s_at ATPIF1 -0.49 0.28 0.23
201897_s_at CKS1B 218671_s_at ATPIF1 -0.36 0.33 0.37
202520_s_at MLH1 218671_s_at ATPIF1 -0.47 0.22 0.33
203087_s_at KIF2A 218671_s_at ATPIF1 -0.49 0.25 0.10
203098_at CDYL 218671_s_at ATPIF1 -0.39 0.34 0.32
203190_at NDUFS8 218671_s_at ATPIF1 0.53 -0.13 -0.17
203261_at DCTN6 218671_s_at ATPIF1 -0.53 0.19 0.25
203376_at CDC40 218671_s_at ATPIF1 -0.50 0.30 0.05
203406_at MFAP1 218671_s_at ATPIF1 -0.57 0.15 -0.06
203445_s_at CTDSP2 218671_s_at ATPIF1 -0.44 0.40 0.19
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203635_at DSCR3 218671_s_at ATPIF1 -0.45 0.33 0.08
203749_s_at RARA 218671_s_at ATPIF1 0.25 -0.46 -0.42
204246_s_at DCTN3 218671_s_at ATPIF1 -0.39 0.12 0.47
206238_s_at YAF2 218671_s_at ATPIF1 -0.56 -0.16 0.48
206508_at CD70 218671_s_at ATPIF1 0.38 -0.48 0.01
209036_s_at MDH2 218671_s_at ATPIF1 -0.52 0.16 0.23
210621_s_at RASA1 218671_s_at ATPIF1 -0.37 0.41 0.22
210849_s_at VPS41 218671_s_at ATPIF1 -0.54 0.17 0.17
212331_at RBL2 218671_s_at ATPIF1 -0.37 0.38 0.26
213086_s_at CSNK1A1 218671_s_at ATPIF1 -0.32 0.45 0.49
217903_at STRN4 218671_s_at ATPIF1 0.38 -0.34 -0.30
217906_at KLHDC2 218671_s_at ATPIF1 -0.55 0.20 0.36
218443_s_at DAZAP1 218671_s_at ATPIF1 0.55 -0.12 -0.23
201795_at LBR 218676_s_at PCTP -0.15 0.52 -0.39
201051_at ANP32A 218680_x_at HYPK -0.41 0.18 0.47
201142_at EIF2S1 218680_x_at HYPK -0.33 0.05 0.67
202545_at PRKCD 218680_x_at HYPK -0.50 0.19 0.29
202910_s_at CD97 218680_x_at HYPK 0.43 -0.39 -0.17
202958_at PTPN9 218680_x_at HYPK -0.33 0.37 0.39
202980_s_at SIAH1 218680_x_at HYPK 0.49 -0.21 -0.19
203307_at GNL1 218680_x_at HYPK 0.67 0.05 -0.10
203366_at POLG 218680_x_at HYPK 0.60 -0.11 -0.09
206491_s_at NAPA 218680_x_at HYPK -0.39 0.28 0.34
207198_s_at LIMS1 218680_x_at HYPK -0.43 0.38 -0.28
208079_s_at AURKA 218680_x_at HYPK 0.59 0.10 -0.30
208821_at SNRPB 218680_x_at HYPK -0.31 0.52 0.29
209036_s_at MDH2 218680_x_at HYPK -0.58 0.22 0.11
210981_s_at GRK6 218680_x_at HYPK 0.73 -0.15 0.17
213754_s_at PAIP1 218680_x_at HYPK 0.50 -0.24 -0.08
214182_at ARF6 218680_x_at HYPK 0.40 -0.43 -0.15
214257_s_at SEC22B 218680_x_at HYPK 0.45 -0.36 -0.15
214594_x_at ATP8B1 218680_x_at HYPK 0.55 -0.15 -0.22
214615_at P2RY10 218680_x_at HYPK 0.37 -0.44 -0.15
216958_s_at IVD 218680_x_at HYPK 0.66 0.03 0.03
218226_s_at NDUFB4 218680_x_at HYPK 0.43 -0.27 -0.56
218263_s_at ZBED5 218680_x_at HYPK 0.47 -0.28 -0.21
218470_at YARS2 218680_x_at HYPK 0.60 -0.07 -0.01
121_at PAX8 218696_at EIF2AK3 0.36 -0.53 -0.07
1494_f_at CYP2A6 218696_at EIF2AK3 0.40 -0.51 -0.15
200042_at C22orf28 218696_at EIF2AK3 0.24 -0.57 -0.30
200804_at TEGT 218696_at EIF2AK3 0.45 -0.37 -0.08
201322_at ATP5B 218696_at EIF2AK3 0.14 -0.54 -0.57
201756_at RPA2 218696_at EIF2AK3 0.48 -0.27 -0.16
201783_s_at RELA 218696_at EIF2AK3 0.47 -0.38 -0.11
202092_s_at ARL2BP 218696_at EIF2AK3 0.43 -0.29 -0.37
202095_s_at BIRC5 218696_at EIF2AK3 -0.45 0.38 0.03
202488_s_at FXYD3 218696_at EIF2AK3 0.44 -0.50 0.06
202870_s_at CDC20 218696_at EIF2AK3 -0.59 0.25 0.04
202954_at UBE2C 218696_at EIF2AK3 -0.54 0.32 -0.16
203090_at SDF2 218696_at EIF2AK3 0.49 -0.34 0.24
203332_s_at INPP5D 218696_at EIF2AK3 0.25 -0.53 -0.40
203659_s_at TRIM13 218696_at EIF2AK3 0.53 -0.28 0.03
203858_s_at COX10 218696_at EIF2AK3 0.43 -0.41 -0.44
203944_x_at BTN2A1 218696_at EIF2AK3 0.45 -0.34 0.29
204162_at NDC80 218696_at EIF2AK3 -0.29 0.47 0.37
204610_s_at CCDC85B 218696_at EIF2AK3 -0.64 0.08 -0.37
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204658_at TRA2A 218696_at EIF2AK3 -0.34 0.45 -0.16
205335_s_at SRP19 218696_at EIF2AK3 -0.44 0.42 0.24
206586_at CNR2 218696_at EIF2AK3 0.34 -0.41 -0.31
207389_at GP1BA 218696_at EIF2AK3 0.27 -0.45 -0.40
208079_s_at AURKA 218696_at EIF2AK3 -0.55 0.44 0.16
208833_s_at ATXN10 218696_at EIF2AK3 0.49 -0.24 -0.45
208885_at LCP1 218696_at EIF2AK3 0.26 -0.48 -0.61
209036_s_at MDH2 218696_at EIF2AK3 0.45 -0.25 -0.40
209239_at NFKB1 218696_at EIF2AK3 0.41 -0.50 -0.25
209265_s_at METTL3 218696_at EIF2AK3 -0.19 -0.50 0.49
209303_at NDUFS4 218696_at EIF2AK3 0.61 -0.25 0.30
210125_s_at BANF1 218696_at EIF2AK3 -0.70 0.01 -0.56
210301_at XDH 218696_at EIF2AK3 0.44 -0.54 -0.26
214224_s_at PIN4 218696_at EIF2AK3 -0.41 -0.04 0.50
216733_s_at GATM 218696_at EIF2AK3 0.30 -0.49 -0.58
217149_x_at TNK1 218696_at EIF2AK3 0.32 -0.49 -0.14
218226_s_at NDUFB4 218696_at EIF2AK3 -0.50 0.22 0.30
218254_s_at SAR1B 218696_at EIF2AK3 0.16 0.76 0.65
218308_at TACC3 218696_at EIF2AK3 -0.62 0.15 -0.13
200042_at C22orf28 218735_s_at ZNF544 -0.39 0.35 0.36
200055_at TAF10 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.39 -0.45 0.10
200655_s_at CALM1 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.49 -0.31 0.23
200668_s_at UBE2D3 218735_s_at ZNF544 -0.26 0.52 0.20
200804_at TEGT 218735_s_at ZNF544 -0.46 0.51 0.16
200828_s_at ZNF207 218735_s_at ZNF544 -0.49 0.40 0.19
201082_s_at DCTN1 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.31 -0.51 0.13
201142_at EIF2S1 218735_s_at ZNF544 -0.35 0.47 0.46
201748_s_at SAFB 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.68 -0.17 0.08
201756_at RPA2 218735_s_at ZNF544 -0.45 0.17 0.42
201783_s_at RELA 218735_s_at ZNF544 -0.44 0.36 0.19
201903_at UQCRC1 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.25 -0.56 0.04
202168_at TAF9 218735_s_at ZNF544 -0.23 0.58 0.40
202298_at NDUFA1 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.50 -0.38 -0.14
202329_at CSK 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.48 -0.36 0.25
202562_s_at C14orf1 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.54 -0.24 0.15
202659_at PSMB10 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.34 -0.54 -0.10
202839_s_at NDUFB7 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.58 -0.36 0.29
203090_at SDF2 218735_s_at ZNF544 -0.44 0.36 0.03
203190_at NDUFS8 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.43 -0.51 0.38
203342_at TIMM17B 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.30 -0.54 0.06
203416_at CD53 218735_s_at ZNF544 -0.34 0.45 -0.14
203655_at XRCC1 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.34 -0.43 -0.22
203659_s_at TRIM13 218735_s_at ZNF544 -0.48 0.42 -0.15
203718_at PNPLA6 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.42 -0.45 0.09
203839_s_at TNK2 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.41 -0.49 -0.06
204158_s_at TCIRG1 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.41 -0.52 0.01
204247_s_at CDK5 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.43 -0.42 0.12
204610_s_at CCDC85B 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.50 -0.31 0.32
204659_s_at GFER 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.48 -0.33 -0.05
204937_s_at ZNF274 218735_s_at ZNF544 -0.40 0.41 0.16
204960_at PTPRCAP 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.34 -0.48 -0.10
206238_s_at YAF2 218735_s_at ZNF544 -0.59 0.16 -0.17
206587_at CCT6B 218735_s_at ZNF544 -0.34 0.44 0.18
207275_s_at ACSL1 218735_s_at ZNF544 -0.53 0.30 0.07
207614_s_at CUL1 218735_s_at ZNF544 -0.41 0.28 0.30
208249_s_at TGDS 218735_s_at ZNF544 -0.55 0.24 -0.36
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208310_s_at C7orf28A 218735_s_at ZNF544 -0.44 0.31 0.46
208726_s_at EIF2S2 218735_s_at ZNF544 -0.46 0.45 0.02
208874_x_at PPP2R4 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.47 -0.48 0.07
209003_at SLC25A11 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.28 -0.52 0.17
209239_at NFKB1 218735_s_at ZNF544 -0.56 0.40 -0.13
209367_at STXBP2 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.45 -0.49 0.00
209477_at EMD 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.56 -0.32 0.08
210125_s_at BANF1 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.49 -0.37 0.43
210825_s_at PEBP1 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.60 -0.32 0.25
211563_s_at C19orf2 218735_s_at ZNF544 -0.37 0.42 0.30
212032_s_at PTOV1 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.38 -0.55 -0.12
212401_s_at CDC2L2 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.52 -0.29 0.32
212470_at SPAG9 218735_s_at ZNF544 -0.55 0.27 -0.02
212696_s_at RNF4 218735_s_at ZNF544 -0.42 0.50 0.13
213041_s_at ATP5D 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.33 -0.46 0.13
213587_s_at ATP6V0E2 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.35 -0.44 0.22
213892_s_at APRT 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.50 -0.44 0.13
215148_s_at APBA3 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.43 -0.60 0.24
215273_s_at TADA3L 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.24 -0.57 0.23
216221_s_at PUM2 218735_s_at ZNF544 -0.49 0.44 0.13
216958_s_at IVD 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.61 -0.28 0.37
217798_at CNOT2 218735_s_at ZNF544 -0.24 0.51 -0.24
217817_at ARPC4 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.49 -0.43 0.07
217873_at CAB39 218735_s_at ZNF544 -0.38 0.43 0.25
217882_at TMEM111 218735_s_at ZNF544 -0.58 0.35 -0.24
217902_s_at HERC2 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.47 -0.35 0.13
217912_at DUS1L 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.60 -0.18 0.32
217915_s_at C15orf15 218735_s_at ZNF544 -0.50 0.38 -0.39
217977_at SEPX1 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.27 -0.51 -0.08
217988_at CCNB1IP1 218735_s_at ZNF544 -0.47 0.37 -0.47
218007_s_at RPS27L 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.41 -0.19 -0.42
218036_x_at NMD3 218735_s_at ZNF544 -0.62 0.14 -0.42
218088_s_at RRAGC 218735_s_at ZNF544 -0.49 0.42 0.05
218127_at NFYB 218735_s_at ZNF544 -0.51 0.17 0.21
218386_x_at USP16 218735_s_at ZNF544 -0.41 0.38 0.33
218563_at NDUFA3 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.37 -0.46 -0.11
218680_x_at HYPK 218735_s_at ZNF544 0.73 -0.06 0.31
200029_at RPL19 218748_s_at EXOC5 -0.62 0.06 0.03
200059_s_at RHOA 218748_s_at EXOC5 0.72 0.06 0.33
200078_s_at ATP6V0B 218748_s_at EXOC5 0.61 0.16 -0.22
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 218748_s_at EXOC5 0.67 0.13 -0.06
200626_s_at MATR3 218748_s_at EXOC5 0.74 -0.34 0.15
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 218748_s_at EXOC5 0.87 0.84 0.19
200804_at TEGT 218748_s_at EXOC5 0.70 0.39 -0.14
200828_s_at ZNF207 218748_s_at EXOC5 0.79 0.64 -0.12
200866_s_at PSAP 218748_s_at EXOC5 0.82 0.31 0.26
200984_s_at CD59 218748_s_at EXOC5 0.80 0.61 0.01
201051_at ANP32A 218748_s_at EXOC5 0.70 0.05 0.26
201077_s_at NHP2L1 218748_s_at EXOC5 -0.62 0.08 -0.15
201146_at NFE2L2 218748_s_at EXOC5 0.64 -0.17 0.19
201317_s_at PSMA2 218748_s_at EXOC5 0.72 0.22 0.00
201441_at COX6B1 218748_s_at EXOC5 -0.77 -0.23 -0.08
201756_at RPA2 218748_s_at EXOC5 0.66 -0.02 -0.25
201771_at SCAMP3 218748_s_at EXOC5 0.64 0.18 -0.34
201847_at LIPA 218748_s_at EXOC5 0.57 -0.16 -0.12
201956_s_at GNPAT 218748_s_at EXOC5 -0.72 0.20 0.03
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202092_s_at ARL2BP 218748_s_at EXOC5 0.74 0.49 -0.07
202139_at AKR7A2 218748_s_at EXOC5 0.73 0.12 0.26
202593_s_at MIR16 218748_s_at EXOC5 0.86 0.69 -0.10
202934_at HK2 218748_s_at EXOC5 -0.56 -0.21 0.34
203307_at GNL1 218748_s_at EXOC5 -0.64 -0.25 0.22
203511_s_at TRAPPC3 218748_s_at EXOC5 0.78 0.52 0.07
203635_at DSCR3 218748_s_at EXOC5 0.62 -0.11 0.12
206042_x_at SNRPN 218748_s_at EXOC5 0.70 0.56 -0.10
206238_s_at YAF2 218748_s_at EXOC5 0.76 0.68 0.02
206989_s_at SFRS2IP 218748_s_at EXOC5 0.54 -0.32 -0.02
207275_s_at ACSL1 218748_s_at EXOC5 0.71 0.71 -0.03
208310_s_at C7orf28A 218748_s_at EXOC5 0.82 0.60 0.17
208619_at DDB1 218748_s_at EXOC5 0.63 0.00 -0.31
208628_s_at YBX1 218748_s_at EXOC5 -0.41 0.39 0.29
209036_s_at MDH2 218748_s_at EXOC5 0.66 -0.06 0.11
209175_at SEC23IP 218748_s_at EXOC5 0.67 0.14 -0.01
209239_at NFKB1 218748_s_at EXOC5 0.79 0.41 0.08
210639_s_at ATG5 218748_s_at EXOC5 0.80 0.81 -0.01
210907_s_at PDCD10 218748_s_at EXOC5 0.49 -0.33 -0.11
211302_s_at PDE4B 218748_s_at EXOC5 0.74 0.75 -0.01
211563_s_at C19orf2 218748_s_at EXOC5 0.70 0.53 -0.11
213180_s_at GOSR2 218748_s_at EXOC5 0.74 0.36 0.03
214988_s_at SON 218748_s_at EXOC5 0.46 -0.37 -0.24
218039_at NUSAP1 218748_s_at EXOC5 -0.63 -0.25 0.20
218042_at COPS4 218748_s_at EXOC5 0.64 -0.08 -0.16
218061_at MEA1 218748_s_at EXOC5 -0.70 -0.21 -0.01
200023_s_at EIF3S5 218755_at KIF20A -0.29 0.28 0.55
200059_s_at RHOA 218755_at KIF20A -0.45 0.33 0.30
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 218755_at KIF20A -0.63 0.25 -0.24
200603_at PRKAR1A 218755_at KIF20A -0.27 0.51 -0.10
200626_s_at MATR3 218755_at KIF20A -0.45 0.44 -0.21
200885_at RHOC 218755_at KIF20A -0.41 0.36 0.21
201077_s_at NHP2L1 218755_at KIF20A 0.59 -0.18 -0.03
201146_at NFE2L2 218755_at KIF20A -0.51 0.27 -0.30
201762_s_at PSME2 218755_at KIF20A 0.40 -0.21 -0.51
201897_s_at CKS1B 218755_at KIF20A 0.07 0.68 0.73
201956_s_at GNPAT 218755_at KIF20A 0.55 -0.22 0.14
202228_s_at NPTN 218755_at KIF20A -0.41 0.43 -0.27
202880_s_at PSCD1 218755_at KIF20A -0.46 0.22 0.29
204034_at ETHE1 218755_at KIF20A -0.38 0.31 0.33
204246_s_at DCTN3 218755_at KIF20A -0.53 0.18 0.33
205716_at SLC25A40 218755_at KIF20A -0.31 0.06 0.66
208313_s_at SF1 218755_at KIF20A -0.46 0.36 -0.27
208631_s_at HADHA 218755_at KIF20A -0.44 0.14 0.46
211519_s_at KIF2C 218755_at KIF20A 0.08 0.63 0.77
212296_at PSMD14 218755_at KIF20A 0.32 -0.30 -0.47
212400_at FAM102A 218755_at KIF20A -0.43 0.12 0.42
212595_s_at DAZAP2 218755_at KIF20A -0.49 -0.05 0.37
214167_s_at RPLP0 218755_at KIF20A -0.46 -0.31 0.51
217906_at KLHDC2 218755_at KIF20A -0.51 0.13 0.36
217990_at GMPR2 218755_at KIF20A -0.31 0.39 0.66
218379_at RBM7 218755_at KIF20A -0.54 0.28 0.21
204857_at MAD1L1 218763_at STX18 0.50 -0.26 0.02
200023_s_at EIF3S5 218766_s_at WARS2 0.25 -0.43 0.48
200056_s_at C1D 218766_s_at WARS2 0.25 -0.48 -0.36
200626_s_at MATR3 218766_s_at WARS2 0.39 -0.58 -0.35
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200925_at COX6A1 218766_s_at WARS2 -0.49 -0.14 0.40
200957_s_at SSRP1 218766_s_at WARS2 -0.52 0.27 0.00
201146_at NFE2L2 218766_s_at WARS2 0.39 -0.43 -0.43
201611_s_at ICMT 218766_s_at WARS2 -0.41 0.39 -0.06
201713_s_at RANBP2 218766_s_at WARS2 0.32 -0.35 -0.43
201738_at EIF1B 218766_s_at WARS2 0.34 -0.46 -0.16
201956_s_at GNPAT 218766_s_at WARS2 -0.36 0.42 0.10
202165_at PPP1R2 218766_s_at WARS2 0.45 -0.27 -0.33
202169_s_at AASDHPPT 218766_s_at WARS2 0.22 -0.50 -0.50
202346_at HIP2 218766_s_at WARS2 0.37 -0.24 -0.45
202393_s_at KLF10 218766_s_at WARS2 0.34 -0.22 -0.48
203150_at RABEPK 218766_s_at WARS2 -0.23 0.57 0.11
204812_at ZW10 218766_s_at WARS2 0.35 0.38 -0.50
206989_s_at SFRS2IP 218766_s_at WARS2 0.28 -0.53 -0.34
209308_s_at BNIP2 218766_s_at WARS2 0.33 -0.33 -0.47
210907_s_at PDCD10 218766_s_at WARS2 0.37 -0.41 -0.33
212320_at TUBB 218766_s_at WARS2 -0.47 0.28 0.33
212410_at EFHA1 218766_s_at WARS2 0.25 -0.43 -0.51
214988_s_at SON 218766_s_at WARS2 0.34 -0.48 -0.46
217971_at MAP2K1IP1 218766_s_at WARS2 0.46 -0.36 -0.18
218042_at COPS4 218766_s_at WARS2 0.40 -0.33 -0.26
218379_at RBM7 218766_s_at WARS2 0.50 -0.32 -0.07
218696_at EIF2AK3 218766_s_at WARS2 0.36 -0.43 -0.27
205480_s_at UGP2 218768_at NUP107 -0.33 0.50 0.11
208700_s_at TKT 218797_s_at SIRT7 -0.36 0.43 0.05
217882_at TMEM111 218803_at CHFR -0.24 0.59 0.14
200055_at TAF10 218813_s_at SH3GLB2 -0.01 0.53 0.71
210301_at XDH 218878_s_at SIRT1 0.38 -0.50 -0.12
209323_at PRKRIR 218882_s_at WDR3 -0.12 0.59 0.46
121_at PAX8 218896_s_at C17orf85 0.41 -0.54 -0.06
1494_f_at CYP2A6 218896_s_at C17orf85 0.50 -0.41 -0.22
200042_at C22orf28 218896_s_at C17orf85 0.19 -0.59 0.09
201756_at RPA2 218896_s_at C17orf85 0.57 -0.19 0.39
201827_at SMARCD2 218896_s_at C17orf85 -0.44 0.38 0.21
202488_s_at FXYD3 218896_s_at C17orf85 0.36 -0.45 0.04
202954_at UBE2C 218896_s_at C17orf85 -0.46 0.35 -0.13
203446_s_at OCRL 218896_s_at C17orf85 0.51 -0.30 0.03
203599_s_at WBP4 218896_s_at C17orf85 0.52 -0.25 -0.03
203659_s_at TRIM13 218896_s_at C17orf85 0.54 -0.22 -0.08
203858_s_at COX10 218896_s_at C17orf85 0.58 -0.23 -0.10
203944_x_at BTN2A1 218896_s_at C17orf85 0.49 -0.43 -0.28
204641_at NEK2 218896_s_at C17orf85 0.04 0.68 -0.16
204812_at ZW10 218896_s_at C17orf85 0.68 -0.06 0.57
204960_at PTPRCAP 218896_s_at C17orf85 -0.49 0.29 -0.13
206174_s_at PPP6C 218896_s_at C17orf85 -0.10 0.63 0.12
206212_at CPA2 218896_s_at C17orf85 0.37 -0.43 -0.23
206353_at COX6A2 218896_s_at C17orf85 0.39 -0.44 -0.07
206586_at CNR2 218896_s_at C17orf85 0.46 -0.34 -0.19
207096_at SAA4 218896_s_at C17orf85 0.36 -0.48 -0.20
207389_at GP1BA 218896_s_at C17orf85 0.31 -0.49 -0.25
207524_at ST7 218896_s_at C17orf85 0.51 -0.24 0.00
208035_at GRM6 218896_s_at C17orf85 0.66 -0.12 0.12
208249_s_at TGDS 218896_s_at C17orf85 0.51 -0.35 -0.19
209239_at NFKB1 218896_s_at C17orf85 0.41 -0.56 -0.18
210301_at XDH 218896_s_at C17orf85 0.58 -0.48 -0.11
210943_s_at LYST 218896_s_at C17orf85 0.43 -0.36 -0.20
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218088_s_at RRAGC 218896_s_at C17orf85 0.44 -0.36 -0.08
218766_s_at WARS2 218896_s_at C17orf85 0.35 -0.39 -0.36
212426_s_at YWHAQ 218966_at MYO5C 0.24 -0.53 0.07
200066_at IK 218967_s_at PTER -0.35 0.33 0.39
200691_s_at HSPA9 218996_at TFPT -0.06 0.68 0.16
200978_at MDH1 218996_at TFPT 0.31 -0.47 -0.25
201031_s_at HNRPH1 218996_at TFPT -0.30 0.49 0.10
202168_at TAF9 218996_at TFPT 0.32 -0.46 -0.14
203652_at MAP3K11 218996_at TFPT -0.08 0.32 0.71
205480_s_at UGP2 218996_at TFPT 0.25 -0.52 -0.23
201783_s_at RELA 219004_s_at C21orf45 0.03 -0.65 0.12
209786_at HMGN4 219041_s_at REPIN1 -0.25 0.54 0.54
201772_at AZIN1 219076_s_at PXMP2 0.31 -0.41 -0.45
200001_at CAPNS1 219079_at CYB5R4 0.34 -0.39 -0.35
200008_s_at GDI2 219079_at CYB5R4 0.63 0.13 -0.15
200626_s_at MATR3 219079_at CYB5R4 0.55 -0.25 -0.08
200877_at CCT4 219079_at CYB5R4 0.56 0.38 -0.37
201075_s_at SMARCC1 219079_at CYB5R4 0.54 0.03 -0.38
201956_s_at GNPAT 219079_at CYB5R4 -0.37 0.45 0.09
202139_at AKR7A2 219079_at CYB5R4 0.55 -0.17 -0.09
202151_s_at UBAC1 219079_at CYB5R4 0.50 -0.14 -0.39
202505_at SNRPB2 219079_at CYB5R4 0.50 -0.19 -0.29
202929_s_at DDT 219079_at CYB5R4 0.25 -0.54 -0.09
203415_at PDCD6 219079_at CYB5R4 0.56 0.18 -0.33
204162_at NDC80 219079_at CYB5R4 -0.31 0.04 0.62
204331_s_at MRPS12 219079_at CYB5R4 0.46 -0.23 -0.36
204786_s_at IFNAR2 219079_at CYB5R4 -0.39 0.04 0.52
205599_at TRAF1 219079_at CYB5R4 0.31 -0.09 -0.57
205733_at BLM 219079_at CYB5R4 -0.42 0.35 0.23
207974_s_at SKP1A 219079_at CYB5R4 0.57 0.25 -0.35
208079_s_at AURKA 219079_at CYB5R4 -0.49 -0.08 0.45
208780_x_at VAPA 219079_at CYB5R4 -0.45 0.23 0.25
208885_at LCP1 219079_at CYB5R4 0.62 0.22 -0.26
210338_s_at HSPA8 219079_at CYB5R4 0.59 0.39 -0.35
210418_s_at IDH3B 219079_at CYB5R4 0.51 -0.01 -0.42
211941_s_at PEBP1 219079_at CYB5R4 0.37 -0.38 -0.46
213180_s_at GOSR2 219079_at CYB5R4 0.58 -0.12 -0.03
214224_s_at PIN4 219079_at CYB5R4 -0.44 -0.03 0.44
214359_s_at HSP90AB1 219079_at CYB5R4 0.64 0.28 -0.45
214594_x_at ATP8B1 219079_at CYB5R4 -0.56 -0.12 0.36
218327_s_at SNAP29 219079_at CYB5R4 -0.38 0.34 0.31
218662_s_at NCAPG 219079_at CYB5R4 -0.42 0.12 0.43
218671_s_at ATPIF1 219079_at CYB5R4 -0.49 -0.06 0.38
200059_s_at RHOA 219105_x_at ORC6L -0.40 0.48 0.35
202003_s_at ACAA2 219105_x_at ORC6L -0.45 0.32 0.11
202164_s_at CNOT8 219105_x_at ORC6L -0.55 -0.34 0.36
201546_at TRIP12 219112_at RAPGEF6 -0.18 0.55 0.50
206235_at LIG4 219125_s_at RAG1AP1 0.24 -0.52 -0.41
215158_s_at DEDD 219125_s_at RAG1AP1 -0.32 -0.06 0.56
218735_s_at ZNF544 219125_s_at RAG1AP1 0.22 -0.55 -0.04
201471_s_at SQSTM1 219131_at UBIAD1 -0.38 0.54 0.08
200042_at C22orf28 219185_at SIRT5 -0.54 0.32 -0.38
202664_at WIPF1 219185_at SIRT5 0.30 -0.53 -0.11
203466_at MPV17 219185_at SIRT5 0.29 -0.49 0.20
203923_s_at CYBB 219185_at SIRT5 0.23 -0.58 -0.26
206332_s_at IFI16 219185_at SIRT5 0.51 -0.25 0.46
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209095_at DLD 219185_at SIRT5 -0.38 0.43 -0.33
209239_at NFKB1 219185_at SIRT5 -0.50 0.50 0.03
200014_s_at HNRPC 219189_at FBXL6 -0.08 -0.72 -0.16
201221_s_at SNRP70 219189_at FBXL6 0.38 0.85 0.64
200626_s_at MATR3 219192_at UBAP2 -0.51 0.11 0.31
202593_s_at MIR16 219192_at UBAP2 -0.62 -0.12 0.23
202810_at DRG1 219192_at UBAP2 -0.51 0.14 0.35
203511_s_at TRAPPC3 219192_at UBAP2 -0.66 -0.01 0.17
203635_at DSCR3 219192_at UBAP2 -0.44 0.43 0.12
203839_s_at TNK2 219192_at UBAP2 0.18 -0.62 -0.32
204158_s_at TCIRG1 219192_at UBAP2 0.46 -0.32 -0.25
205480_s_at UGP2 219192_at UBAP2 -0.61 0.21 -0.14
207614_s_at CUL1 219192_at UBAP2 -0.52 0.20 0.26
208549_x_at PTMA 219192_at UBAP2 0.35 -0.19 -0.53
209239_at NFKB1 219192_at UBAP2 -0.58 0.11 -0.01
211563_s_at C19orf2 219192_at UBAP2 -0.55 0.29 0.32
211963_s_at ARPC5 219192_at UBAP2 -0.63 -0.09 0.11
214359_s_at HSP90AB1 219192_at UBAP2 -0.73 -0.11 -0.34
216958_s_at IVD 219192_at UBAP2 0.52 -0.22 -0.06
218039_at NUSAP1 219192_at UBAP2 0.48 -0.01 -0.40
218563_at NDUFA3 219192_at UBAP2 0.57 -0.21 0.04
200626_s_at MATR3 219198_at GTF3C4 0.60 -0.31 -0.12
201956_s_at GNPAT 219198_at GTF3C4 -0.56 0.28 -0.25
202139_at AKR7A2 219198_at GTF3C4 0.53 -0.21 0.00
209036_s_at MDH2 219198_at GTF3C4 0.51 -0.26 -0.17
203652_at MAP3K11 219205_at SRR 0.30 -0.42 -0.51
203749_s_at RARA 219205_at SRR 0.27 -0.43 -0.41
205480_s_at UGP2 219205_at SRR -0.38 0.51 0.05
208881_x_at IDI1 219205_at SRR -0.31 0.24 0.54
209095_at DLD 219205_at SRR -0.28 0.45 0.40
217873_at CAB39 219205_at SRR -0.38 0.40 0.18
202678_at GTF2A2 219228_at ZNF331 -0.52 0.17 -0.64
202810_at DRG1 219228_at ZNF331 -0.34 0.35 -0.51
203411_s_at LMNA 219228_at ZNF331 -0.23 0.47 -0.37
204641_at NEK2 219228_at ZNF331 0.03 -0.52 0.51
218009_s_at PRC1 219228_at ZNF331 -0.06 -0.48 0.49
218755_at KIF20A 219228_at ZNF331 0.01 -0.43 0.55
202384_s_at TCOF1 219244_s_at MRPL46 -0.33 0.48 0.13
217906_at KLHDC2 219244_s_at MRPL46 0.52 -0.16 -0.16
201037_at PFKP 219275_at PDCD5 -0.23 0.56 0.17
202256_at CD2BP2 219275_at PDCD5 0.42 -0.29 -0.25
202545_at PRKCD 219275_at PDCD5 -0.49 0.19 0.25
203307_at GNL1 219275_at PDCD5 0.54 -0.22 0.14
208666_s_at ST13 219275_at PDCD5 -0.44 0.31 0.18
209036_s_at MDH2 219275_at PDCD5 -0.49 0.18 0.25
209171_at ITPA 219275_at PDCD5 -0.18 0.47 0.56
210981_s_at GRK6 219275_at PDCD5 0.60 -0.08 -0.04
214359_s_at HSP90AB1 219275_at PDCD5 -0.12 0.61 0.44
218263_s_at ZBED5 219275_at PDCD5 0.41 -0.23 -0.39
218766_s_at WARS2 219275_at PDCD5 -0.42 0.35 0.09
213357_at GTF2H5 219287_at KCNMB4 0.51 -0.29 0.03
214988_s_at SON 219287_at KCNMB4 0.41 -0.39 -0.06
212400_at FAM102A 219306_at KIF15 -0.45 0.16 0.37
217846_at QARS 219306_at KIF15 -0.45 0.23 0.51
203307_at GNL1 219322_s_at WDR8 0.54 -0.24 -0.27
200748_s_at FTH1 219329_s_at C2orf28 0.28 -0.60 -0.09
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201625_s_at INSIG1 219329_s_at C2orf28 0.17 -0.46 -0.56
204020_at PURA 219329_s_at C2orf28 -0.24 0.51 0.37
213011_s_at TPI1 219329_s_at C2orf28 0.38 -0.27 -0.40
200626_s_at MATR3 219373_at DPM3 -0.48 0.31 -0.28
202934_at HK2 219373_at DPM3 0.50 -0.22 -0.27
204544_at HPS5 219373_at DPM3 -0.27 0.51 0.03
207630_s_at CREM 219373_at DPM3 -0.35 0.42 0.29
218896_s_at C17orf85 219373_at DPM3 -0.35 0.44 -0.11
200626_s_at MATR3 219375_at CEPT1 -0.45 0.42 -0.13
201956_s_at GNPAT 219375_at CEPT1 0.45 -0.51 -0.05
203102_s_at MGAT2 219375_at CEPT1 -0.23 0.56 -0.15
214988_s_at SON 219375_at CEPT1 -0.30 0.49 -0.02
218379_at RBM7 219375_at CEPT1 -0.31 0.56 0.25
201002_s_at UBE2V1 219384_s_at ADAT1 0.51 -0.28 0.45
201756_at RPA2 219384_s_at ADAT1 0.53 -0.26 0.36
201946_s_at CCT2 219384_s_at ADAT1 0.70 -0.04 0.55
204812_at ZW10 219384_s_at ADAT1 0.57 -0.13 0.66
209095_at DLD 219384_s_at ADAT1 0.62 -0.14 0.55
209239_at NFKB1 219384_s_at ADAT1 0.48 -0.42 0.12
218563_at NDUFA3 219384_s_at ADAT1 -0.56 0.28 -0.08
200086_s_at COX4I1 219428_s_at PXMP4 -0.25 0.54 -0.01
200626_s_at MATR3 219428_s_at PXMP4 0.30 -0.57 -0.32
201713_s_at RANBP2 219428_s_at PXMP4 0.29 -0.53 -0.01
201956_s_at GNPAT 219428_s_at PXMP4 -0.24 0.54 0.02
202334_s_at UBE2B 219428_s_at PXMP4 0.17 -0.66 -0.28
202505_at SNRPB2 219428_s_at PXMP4 0.32 -0.50 -0.16
212426_s_at YWHAQ 219428_s_at PXMP4 0.32 -0.47 -0.12
212462_at MYST4 219428_s_at PXMP4 0.28 -0.55 -0.01
214988_s_at SON 219428_s_at PXMP4 0.34 -0.47 -0.12
218896_s_at C17orf85 219428_s_at PXMP4 0.41 -0.38 -0.22
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 219439_at C1GALT1 -0.32 0.39 0.37
201771_at SCAMP3 219439_at C1GALT1 -0.48 0.02 0.38
200042_at C22orf28 219492_at CHIC2 0.33 -0.46 -0.33
200655_s_at CALM1 219492_at CHIC2 -0.30 0.51 0.06
200691_s_at HSPA9 219492_at CHIC2 -0.30 0.53 0.03
201748_s_at SAFB 219492_at CHIC2 -0.44 0.46 0.23
203090_at SDF2 219492_at CHIC2 0.40 -0.39 -0.03
203252_at CDK2AP2 219492_at CHIC2 -0.45 0.38 0.20
204960_at PTPRCAP 219492_at CHIC2 -0.24 0.54 0.28
209239_at NFKB1 219492_at CHIC2 0.40 -0.43 0.04
211297_s_at CDK7 219492_at CHIC2 0.31 -0.49 -0.09
207186_s_at BPTF 219494_at RAD54B 0.06 -0.59 0.35
202678_at GTF2A2 219548_at ZNF16 -0.41 0.40 0.10
200046_at DAD1 219549_s_at RTN3 -0.12 0.61 -0.28
200079_s_at KARS 219549_s_at RTN3 0.22 -0.62 0.00
200682_s_at UBE2L3 219549_s_at RTN3 0.21 -0.65 -0.48
200736_s_at GPX1 219549_s_at RTN3 -0.12 0.74 0.43
200996_at ACTR3 219549_s_at RTN3 0.17 -0.61 -0.04
201237_at CAPZA2 219549_s_at RTN3 0.27 0.81 0.32
201956_s_at GNPAT 219549_s_at RTN3 0.05 -0.71 -0.32
202223_at STT3A 219549_s_at RTN3 0.33 0.80 0.18
202725_at POLR2A 219549_s_at RTN3 -0.06 0.62 0.58
203652_at MAP3K11 219549_s_at RTN3 -0.36 0.35 0.45
205205_at RELB 219549_s_at RTN3 -0.46 0.04 0.47
205546_s_at TYK2 219549_s_at RTN3 -0.27 0.54 -0.03
207813_s_at FDXR 219549_s_at RTN3 -0.21 0.57 0.17
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208669_s_at EID1 219549_s_at RTN3 0.00 -0.66 0.05
208742_s_at SAP18 219549_s_at RTN3 0.18 -0.65 -0.43
213757_at EIF5A 219549_s_at RTN3 0.15 -0.62 0.00
217749_at COPG 219549_s_at RTN3 0.46 0.87 0.61
205480_s_at UGP2 219593_at SLC15A3 0.25 -0.55 -0.15
204219_s_at PSMC1 219595_at ZNF26 -0.44 0.36 -0.30
209067_s_at HNRPDL 219595_at ZNF26 -0.58 0.18 -0.15
200042_at C22orf28 219600_s_at TMEM50B 0.51 -0.26 -0.03
200718_s_at SKP1A 219600_s_at TMEM50B 0.39 -0.47 -0.15
202077_at NDUFAB1 219600_s_at TMEM50B 0.48 -0.32 0.10
209239_at NFKB1 219600_s_at TMEM50B 0.51 -0.20 -0.17
202488_s_at FXYD3 219603_s_at ZNF226 0.36 -0.45 0.09
200909_s_at RPLP2 219613_s_at SIRT6 -0.33 0.35 0.44
209308_s_at BNIP2 219613_s_at SIRT6 0.23 -0.54 -0.21
209761_s_at SP110 219625_s_at COL4A3BP 0.59 -0.17 0.52
203758_at CTSO 219628_at ZMAT3 0.46 -0.20 -0.42
204247_s_at CDK5 219649_at ALG6 -0.54 0.24 -0.28
208666_s_at ST13 219649_at ALG6 0.56 -0.06 -0.27
209036_s_at MDH2 219649_at ALG6 0.40 -0.23 -0.56
212038_s_at VDAC1 219649_at ALG6 0.27 -0.49 -0.47
200086_s_at COX4I1 219762_s_at RPL36 0.76 -0.01 0.05
201441_at COX6B1 219762_s_at RPL36 0.71 0.22 0.05
201801_s_at SLC29A1 219762_s_at RPL36 -0.38 0.09 0.60
202545_at PRKCD 219762_s_at RPL36 -0.38 0.35 0.32
214359_s_at HSP90AB1 219762_s_at RPL36 -0.41 0.20 0.51
200099_s_at --- 219822_at MTRF1 -0.45 0.31 0.27
200741_s_at RPS27 219822_at MTRF1 -0.35 0.40 0.27
201039_s_at RAD23A 219843_at IPP 0.30 -0.36 -0.44
209088_s_at UBN1 219843_at IPP 0.49 -0.20 -0.19
200042_at C22orf28 219854_at ZNF14 -0.50 0.34 -0.03
200655_s_at CALM1 219854_at ZNF14 0.33 -0.39 -0.33
200804_at TEGT 219854_at ZNF14 -0.35 0.48 0.19
201386_s_at DHX15 219854_at ZNF14 -0.49 0.17 0.23
201433_s_at PTDSS1 219854_at ZNF14 -0.52 0.37 0.00
202168_at TAF9 219854_at ZNF14 -0.35 0.45 0.08
202329_at CSK 219854_at ZNF14 0.24 -0.54 -0.23
202810_at DRG1 219854_at ZNF14 -0.50 0.42 0.03
204158_s_at TCIRG1 219854_at ZNF14 0.45 -0.41 -0.05
205480_s_at UGP2 219854_at ZNF14 -0.45 0.42 0.28
206790_s_at NDUFB1 219854_at ZNF14 0.47 -0.30 -0.17
208726_s_at EIF2S2 219854_at ZNF14 -0.36 0.41 0.36
208927_at SPOP 219854_at ZNF14 0.40 -0.41 0.06
209239_at NFKB1 219854_at ZNF14 -0.47 0.28 0.11
216221_s_at PUM2 219854_at ZNF14 -0.23 0.56 0.14
218133_s_at NIF3L1 219854_at ZNF14 -0.38 0.28 0.46
200717_x_at RPL7 219878_s_at KLF13 0.12 -0.44 0.50
219843_at IPP 219878_s_at KLF13 0.58 -0.18 -0.26
201231_s_at ENO1 219911_s_at SLCO4A1 0.12 -0.33 0.66
200028_s_at STARD7 219920_s_at GMPPB 0.43 -0.37 0.07
200682_s_at UBE2L3 219920_s_at GMPPB 0.51 -0.32 0.00
201725_at CDC123 219920_s_at GMPPB 0.54 -0.21 0.08
200086_s_at COX4I1 219960_s_at UCHL5 -0.54 0.28 -0.10
200626_s_at MATR3 219960_s_at UCHL5 0.65 -0.16 0.17
201051_at ANP32A 219960_s_at UCHL5 0.66 0.00 0.19
201396_s_at SGTA 219960_s_at UCHL5 -0.51 0.10 0.25
201756_at RPA2 219960_s_at UCHL5 0.64 -0.12 0.26
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202505_at SNRPB2 219960_s_at UCHL5 0.67 -0.01 0.24
203087_s_at KIF2A 219960_s_at UCHL5 0.67 0.32 -0.12
208666_s_at ST13 219960_s_at UCHL5 0.65 0.17 -0.11
209239_at NFKB1 219960_s_at UCHL5 0.60 0.08 -0.22
210260_s_at TNFAIP8 219960_s_at UCHL5 0.59 -0.10 0.03
212751_at UBE2N 219960_s_at UCHL5 0.60 -0.15 0.34
218036_x_at NMD3 219960_s_at UCHL5 0.64 0.50 -0.22
218735_s_at ZNF544 219960_s_at UCHL5 -0.44 0.16 0.35
201439_at GBF1 219971_at IL21R -0.18 0.50 0.62
203652_at MAP3K11 219971_at IL21R -0.17 0.50 0.54
201886_at WDR23 219994_at APBB1IP 0.49 -0.30 -0.11
208835_s_at CROP 220019_s_at ZNF224 0.26 -0.30 0.70
200008_s_at GDI2 220081_x_at HSD17B7 -0.54 -0.01 0.35
200059_s_at RHOA 220081_x_at HSD17B7 -0.56 0.26 0.17
202139_at AKR7A2 220081_x_at HSD17B7 -0.53 0.28 0.27
202151_s_at UBAC1 220081_x_at HSD17B7 -0.43 0.38 -0.09
202164_s_at CNOT8 220081_x_at HSD17B7 -0.48 -0.18 0.42
205812_s_at TMED9 220081_x_at HSD17B7 0.40 -0.41 -0.30
208631_s_at HADHA 220081_x_at HSD17B7 -0.57 0.13 0.22
208885_at LCP1 220081_x_at HSD17B7 -0.56 0.07 0.34
209944_at ZNF410 220081_x_at HSD17B7 0.53 -0.16 -0.16
212416_at SCAMP1 220081_x_at HSD17B7 0.42 -0.34 -0.32
212852_s_at TROVE2 220081_x_at HSD17B7 0.57 -0.08 -0.15
214359_s_at HSP90AB1 220081_x_at HSD17B7 -0.57 0.20 0.25
215193_x_at HLA-DRB1 220081_x_at HSD17B7 -0.46 -0.07 0.43
219326_s_at B3GNT2 220081_x_at HSD17B7 -0.55 0.05 0.25
200042_at C22orf28 220113_x_at POLR1B -0.43 0.39 -0.24
200804_at TEGT 220113_x_at POLR1B -0.26 0.56 0.29
202810_at DRG1 220113_x_at POLR1B -0.47 0.36 -0.16
203090_at SDF2 220113_x_at POLR1B -0.25 0.54 0.33
208885_at LCP1 220113_x_at POLR1B -0.38 0.45 0.03
209492_x_at ATP5I 220113_x_at POLR1B 0.40 -0.42 -0.14
210338_s_at HSPA8 220113_x_at POLR1B -0.41 0.38 -0.21
210825_s_at PEBP1 220113_x_at POLR1B 0.48 -0.30 0.05
211475_s_at BAG1 220113_x_at POLR1B -0.43 0.35 0.11
215794_x_at GLUD2 220113_x_at POLR1B -0.44 0.34 0.10
204459_at CSTF2 220132_s_at CLEC2D 0.04 0.01 -0.72
200804_at TEGT 220143_x_at LUC7L -0.30 0.49 0.11
202298_at NDUFA1 220143_x_at LUC7L 0.35 -0.47 -0.10
200996_at ACTR3 220147_s_at FAM60A -0.24 0.53 -0.36
212160_at XPOT 220171_x_at KIAA1704 0.64 -0.26 0.25
204158_s_at TCIRG1 220189_s_at MGAT4B -0.26 0.45 0.57
210428_s_at HGS 220189_s_at MGAT4B 0.11 0.73 0.69
200621_at CSRP1 220202_s_at RC3H2 0.27 -0.31 -0.56
200626_s_at MATR3 220202_s_at RC3H2 0.45 -0.33 -0.17
205633_s_at ALAS1 220202_s_at RC3H2 0.38 -0.29 -0.47
209036_s_at MDH2 220202_s_at RC3H2 0.44 -0.34 -0.38
214182_at ARF6 220202_s_at RC3H2 -0.37 0.36 0.29
219384_s_at ADAT1 220202_s_at RC3H2 0.42 -0.44 -0.21
200603_at PRKAR1A 220244_at LOH3CR2A 0.29 -0.51 -0.01
200626_s_at MATR3 220244_at LOH3CR2A 0.41 -0.40 -0.02
201273_s_at SRP9 220244_at LOH3CR2A 0.37 -0.45 -0.04
201653_at CNIH 220244_at LOH3CR2A 0.34 -0.36 -0.36
202169_s_at AASDHPPT 220244_at LOH3CR2A 0.28 -0.49 -0.23
202798_at SEC24B 220244_at LOH3CR2A 0.30 -0.37 -0.44
205371_s_at DBT 220244_at LOH3CR2A 0.55 -0.16 -0.05
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206989_s_at SFRS2IP 220244_at LOH3CR2A 0.35 -0.49 -0.08
208724_s_at RAB1A 220244_at LOH3CR2A 0.45 -0.32 -0.10
208861_s_at ATRX 220244_at LOH3CR2A 0.44 -0.35 -0.04
210907_s_at PDCD10 220244_at LOH3CR2A 0.49 -0.20 -0.20
211185_s_at SF3B1 220244_at LOH3CR2A 0.62 -0.11 -0.02
212410_at EFHA1 220244_at LOH3CR2A 0.44 -0.37 -0.28
212455_at YTHDC1 220244_at LOH3CR2A 0.45 -0.42 -0.03
212462_at MYST4 220244_at LOH3CR2A 0.32 -0.45 0.33
213282_at --- 220244_at LOH3CR2A 0.38 -0.30 -0.41
214988_s_at SON 220244_at LOH3CR2A 0.36 -0.43 -0.21
218379_at RBM7 220244_at LOH3CR2A 0.37 -0.40 -0.26
218696_at EIF2AK3 220244_at LOH3CR2A 0.46 -0.33 -0.20
218896_s_at C17orf85 220244_at LOH3CR2A 0.59 -0.20 0.01
208841_s_at G3BP2 220248_x_at NSFL1C 0.11 -0.58 0.19
200079_s_at KARS 220287_at ADAMTS9 -0.40 0.45 -0.30
200086_s_at COX4I1 220287_at ADAMTS9 -0.40 0.57 -0.25
200603_at PRKAR1A 220287_at ADAMTS9 0.25 -0.60 0.13
200626_s_at MATR3 220287_at ADAMTS9 0.35 -0.55 -0.16
201031_s_at HNRPH1 220287_at ADAMTS9 0.26 -0.54 0.24
201146_at NFE2L2 220287_at ADAMTS9 0.28 -0.53 -0.17
201956_s_at GNPAT 220287_at ADAMTS9 -0.36 0.50 -0.19
202169_s_at AASDHPPT 220287_at ADAMTS9 0.26 -0.62 0.03
202334_s_at UBE2B 220287_at ADAMTS9 0.35 -0.59 -0.21
202602_s_at HTATSF1 220287_at ADAMTS9 0.16 -0.59 0.12
203362_s_at MAD2L1 220287_at ADAMTS9 0.31 -0.50 0.21
203599_s_at WBP4 220287_at ADAMTS9 0.42 0.22 -0.50
204219_s_at PSMC1 220287_at ADAMTS9 -0.32 0.48 -0.16
206989_s_at SFRS2IP 220287_at ADAMTS9 0.29 -0.60 0.10
207176_s_at CD80 220287_at ADAMTS9 0.18 0.50 -0.47
208766_s_at HNRPR 220287_at ADAMTS9 0.31 -0.51 -0.03
209330_s_at HNRPD 220287_at ADAMTS9 -0.08 -0.71 0.26
212410_at EFHA1 220287_at ADAMTS9 0.33 -0.46 0.28
212426_s_at YWHAQ 220287_at ADAMTS9 0.37 -0.54 0.12
212455_at YTHDC1 220287_at ADAMTS9 0.29 -0.50 -0.05
212462_at MYST4 220287_at ADAMTS9 0.25 -0.57 0.15
214988_s_at SON 220287_at ADAMTS9 0.34 -0.48 0.08
218379_at RBM7 220287_at ADAMTS9 0.34 -0.52 -0.10
218458_at GMCL1 220287_at ADAMTS9 0.44 -0.43 -0.08
218557_at NIT2 220287_at ADAMTS9 -0.39 0.36 -0.43
218668_s_at RAP2C 220287_at ADAMTS9 0.18 -0.65 0.00
218896_s_at C17orf85 220287_at ADAMTS9 0.60 -0.42 0.01
209310_s_at CASP4 220371_s_at SLC12A9 0.43 -0.27 -0.25
209239_at NFKB1 220386_s_at EML4 0.59 0.05 -0.17
209773_s_at RRM2 220386_s_at EML4 -0.42 0.23 0.37
201470_at GSTO1 220387_s_at HHLA3 0.51 -0.26 -0.10
202907_s_at NBN 220387_s_at HHLA3 -0.48 0.23 0.27
213762_x_at RBMX 220387_s_at HHLA3 0.29 -0.53 0.07
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 220408_x_at FAM48A -0.40 0.36 0.15
201835_s_at PRKAB1 220408_x_at FAM48A -0.44 0.29 0.18
204092_s_at AURKA 220408_x_at FAM48A 0.39 -0.41 0.06
204372_s_at KHSRP 220408_x_at FAM48A 0.40 -0.44 -0.29
206238_s_at YAF2 220408_x_at FAM48A -0.33 0.39 0.36
210825_s_at PEBP1 220408_x_at FAM48A 0.30 -0.45 -0.32
201955_at CCNC 220419_s_at USP25 -0.30 0.35 0.50
216194_s_at TBCB 220419_s_at USP25 0.09 -0.32 -0.70
201031_s_at HNRPH1 220446_s_at CHST4 0.15 -0.61 -0.03
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201956_s_at GNPAT 220446_s_at CHST4 -0.29 0.54 0.09
204219_s_at PSMC1 220446_s_at CHST4 -0.22 0.59 -0.05
201946_s_at CCT2 220483_s_at RNF19 0.29 0.67 -0.27
204881_s_at UGCG 220483_s_at RNF19 0.41 -0.39 0.38
208453_s_at XPNPEP1 220483_s_at RNF19 0.26 0.78 0.15
208610_s_at SRRM2 220483_s_at RNF19 0.35 -0.37 0.47
200947_s_at GLUD1 220494_s_at --- 0.00 -0.56 0.41
201237_at CAPZA2 220494_s_at --- 0.39 -0.50 0.13
209048_s_at ZMYND8 220494_s_at --- -0.33 0.51 0.06
208628_s_at YBX1 220500_s_at RABL2A -0.24 0.41 0.54
200042_at C22orf28 220525_s_at AUP1 -0.49 0.30 0.14
200793_s_at ACO2 220525_s_at AUP1 -0.35 0.48 0.25
200944_s_at HMGN1 220525_s_at AUP1 0.39 -0.46 -0.19
201756_at RPA2 220525_s_at AUP1 -0.60 0.07 0.06
201757_at NDUFS5 220525_s_at AUP1 0.50 -0.13 -0.34
202370_s_at CBFB 220525_s_at AUP1 0.27 -0.58 0.08
203529_at PPP6C 220525_s_at AUP1 0.30 -0.47 0.33
203904_x_at CD82 220525_s_at AUP1 -0.33 0.41 0.28
205599_at TRAF1 220525_s_at AUP1 -0.33 0.48 0.10
207275_s_at ACSL1 220525_s_at AUP1 -0.53 0.13 0.15
208079_s_at AURKA 220525_s_at AUP1 0.44 -0.33 -0.23
208310_s_at C7orf28A 220525_s_at AUP1 -0.43 0.33 0.18
208620_at PCBP1 220525_s_at AUP1 -0.38 0.37 0.28
209239_at NFKB1 220525_s_at AUP1 -0.59 0.23 -0.20
211563_s_at C19orf2 220525_s_at AUP1 -0.47 0.05 0.41
200626_s_at MATR3 220566_at PIK3R5 0.33 -0.45 -0.30
201956_s_at GNPAT 220566_at PIK3R5 -0.51 0.31 0.06
214988_s_at SON 220566_at PIK3R5 0.17 -0.58 -0.38
218379_at RBM7 220566_at PIK3R5 0.41 -0.38 -0.06
200066_at IK 220587_s_at GBL 0.27 -0.31 -0.55
208717_at OXA1L 220597_s_at ARL6IP4 0.29 -0.56 0.04
218263_s_at ZBED5 220597_s_at ARL6IP4 0.06 -0.62 -0.58
200065_s_at ARF1 220688_s_at MRTO4 0.40 -0.22 -0.40
202223_at STT3A 220688_s_at MRTO4 0.55 -0.14 -0.20
218157_x_at CDC42SE1 220688_s_at MRTO4 -0.37 0.45 -0.05
202954_at UBE2C 220740_s_at SLC12A6 -0.42 -0.03 0.49
200001_at CAPNS1 220748_s_at ZNF580 -0.07 0.64 0.52
200046_at DAD1 220748_s_at ZNF580 -0.36 0.37 -0.50
200675_at CD81 220748_s_at ZNF580 -0.11 0.60 0.70
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 220748_s_at ZNF580 -0.63 -0.36 0.23
201066_at CYC1 220748_s_at ZNF580 -0.41 0.12 0.46
201075_s_at SMARCC1 220748_s_at ZNF580 -0.44 -0.15 0.51
201264_at COPE 220748_s_at ZNF580 -0.05 0.54 0.65
201376_s_at HNRPF 220748_s_at ZNF580 -0.41 -0.03 0.50
201441_at COX6B1 220748_s_at ZNF580 0.43 -0.16 -0.41
201801_s_at SLC29A1 220748_s_at ZNF580 -0.37 0.13 0.49
201895_at ARAF 220748_s_at ZNF580 -0.36 0.32 0.51
202041_s_at FIBP 220748_s_at ZNF580 -0.04 0.54 0.69
202139_at AKR7A2 220748_s_at ZNF580 -0.44 0.33 0.42
202151_s_at UBAC1 220748_s_at ZNF580 -0.43 0.15 0.57
202545_at PRKCD 220748_s_at ZNF580 -0.32 0.24 0.51
202621_at IRF3 220748_s_at ZNF580 0.02 0.62 0.69
203267_s_at DRG2 220748_s_at ZNF580 -0.23 -0.04 0.63
204875_s_at GMDS 220748_s_at ZNF580 -0.17 0.49 0.61
206724_at CBX4 220748_s_at ZNF580 -0.25 0.09 0.63
206790_s_at NDUFB1 220748_s_at ZNF580 0.52 0.34 -0.44
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208620_at PCBP1 220748_s_at ZNF580 -0.31 0.01 0.58
210649_s_at ARID1A 220748_s_at ZNF580 0.16 0.59 0.81
218735_s_at ZNF544 220748_s_at ZNF580 0.44 -0.43 0.09
200658_s_at PHB 220750_s_at LEPRE1 -0.34 0.41 -0.40
201471_s_at SQSTM1 220753_s_at CRYL1 0.53 -0.22 -0.04
200675_at CD81 220755_s_at C6orf48 0.33 -0.46 -0.22
208787_at MRPL3 220755_s_at C6orf48 -0.53 0.27 -0.18
200036_s_at RPL10A 220757_s_at UBXD1 0.31 -0.50 0.06
200643_at HDLBP 220757_s_at UBXD1 0.50 -0.33 0.11
201176_s_at ARCN1 220757_s_at UBXD1 0.29 -0.57 -0.17
204071_s_at TOPORS 220757_s_at UBXD1 -0.43 0.38 0.03
204603_at EXO1 220757_s_at UBXD1 0.30 -0.46 -0.29
209186_at ATP2A2 220757_s_at UBXD1 -0.43 0.36 -0.35
214167_s_at RPLP0 220757_s_at UBXD1 0.43 -0.40 0.16
200008_s_at GDI2 220773_s_at GPHN 0.73 0.44 -0.02
200029_at RPL19 220773_s_at GPHN -0.44 0.23 0.29
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 220773_s_at GPHN 0.57 -0.15 0.04
200626_s_at MATR3 220773_s_at GPHN 0.57 -0.37 -0.09
200804_at TEGT 220773_s_at GPHN 0.65 0.37 -0.31
200866_s_at PSAP 220773_s_at GPHN 0.67 0.09 -0.22
200885_at RHOC 220773_s_at GPHN 0.57 -0.22 0.12
200984_s_at CD59 220773_s_at GPHN 0.67 0.37 -0.27
201077_s_at NHP2L1 220773_s_at GPHN -0.54 0.21 0.14
201146_at NFE2L2 220773_s_at GPHN 0.60 -0.32 0.03
201317_s_at PSMA2 220773_s_at GPHN 0.61 0.31 -0.28
201805_at PRKAG1 220773_s_at GPHN 0.60 0.11 -0.31
201956_s_at GNPAT 220773_s_at GPHN -0.58 0.40 0.14
202092_s_at ARL2BP 220773_s_at GPHN 0.67 0.35 -0.23
203087_s_at KIF2A 220773_s_at GPHN 0.57 0.07 -0.28
203635_at DSCR3 220773_s_at GPHN 0.63 -0.08 0.20
205408_at MLLT10 220773_s_at GPHN 0.69 0.60 -0.13
205621_at ALKBH1 220773_s_at GPHN 0.62 0.35 -0.40
206238_s_at YAF2 220773_s_at GPHN 0.69 0.67 -0.33
207630_s_at CREM 220773_s_at GPHN 0.53 0.01 -0.36
208721_s_at ANAPC5 220773_s_at GPHN 0.62 0.71 -0.28
209036_s_at MDH2 220773_s_at GPHN 0.61 -0.17 -0.07
209239_at NFKB1 220773_s_at GPHN 0.82 0.48 -0.10
210639_s_at ATG5 220773_s_at GPHN 0.68 0.62 -0.13
212416_at SCAMP1 220773_s_at GPHN -0.68 -0.01 -0.20
212595_s_at DAZAP2 220773_s_at GPHN 0.77 0.54 -0.19
214988_s_at SON 220773_s_at GPHN 0.37 -0.42 -0.31
215123_at LOC23117 220773_s_at GPHN -0.45 0.38 -0.04
216266_s_at ARFGEF1 220773_s_at GPHN 0.76 0.54 -0.01
217860_at NDUFA10 220773_s_at GPHN 0.67 0.01 0.06
217942_at MRPS35 220773_s_at GPHN 0.56 0.50 -0.37
218036_x_at NMD3 220773_s_at GPHN 0.76 0.60 -0.01
218061_at MEA1 220773_s_at GPHN -0.60 -0.07 0.40
220408_x_at FAM48A 220773_s_at GPHN -0.35 0.44 0.15
220525_s_at AUP1 220773_s_at GPHN -0.51 0.05 0.47
201800_s_at OSBP 220789_s_at TBRG4 0.43 -0.11 -0.42
201864_at GDI1 220789_s_at TBRG4 -0.37 0.23 0.43
217882_at TMEM111 220789_s_at TBRG4 0.31 -0.47 -0.27
200936_at RPL8 220865_s_at PDSS1 -0.44 0.36 -0.23
204759_at RCBTB2 220865_s_at PDSS1 0.12 -0.60 -0.46
214437_s_at SHMT2 220892_s_at PSAT1 0.68 0.07 0.10
200001_at CAPNS1 220924_s_at SLC38A2 0.27 -0.35 -0.54
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201115_at POLD2 220924_s_at SLC38A2 0.13 -0.55 -0.51
202139_at AKR7A2 220924_s_at SLC38A2 0.24 -0.51 -0.52
202151_s_at UBAC1 220924_s_at SLC38A2 0.34 -0.57 -0.49
202545_at PRKCD 220924_s_at SLC38A2 0.36 -0.34 -0.38
202621_at IRF3 220924_s_at SLC38A2 0.21 -0.56 -0.33
202736_s_at LSM4 220924_s_at SLC38A2 0.22 -0.47 -0.47
203388_at ARRB2 220924_s_at SLC38A2 0.37 -0.45 -0.31
204331_s_at MRPS12 220924_s_at SLC38A2 0.20 -0.56 -0.62
208714_at NDUFV1 220924_s_at SLC38A2 0.15 -0.54 -0.53
214182_at ARF6 220924_s_at SLC38A2 -0.30 0.46 0.34
214224_s_at PIN4 220924_s_at SLC38A2 -0.42 0.17 0.44
214257_s_at SEC22B 220924_s_at SLC38A2 -0.29 0.59 0.51
214437_s_at SHMT2 220924_s_at SLC38A2 0.37 -0.52 -0.08
218263_s_at ZBED5 220924_s_at SLC38A2 -0.19 0.52 0.47
220789_s_at TBRG4 220924_s_at SLC38A2 0.46 -0.39 -0.39
200042_at C22orf28 220937_s_at ST6GALNAC4 0.17 -0.43 -0.60
203511_s_at TRAPPC3 220937_s_at ST6GALNAC4 0.44 -0.08 -0.45
200603_at PRKAR1A 220957_at CTAGE1 0.35 -0.45 -0.20
200029_at RPL19 220964_s_at RAB1B 0.37 -0.44 -0.05
200626_s_at MATR3 220964_s_at RAB1B -0.59 0.16 -0.14
201146_at NFE2L2 220964_s_at RAB1B -0.61 0.16 -0.30
201770_at SNRPA 220964_s_at RAB1B 0.51 -0.30 0.27
201956_s_at GNPAT 220964_s_at RAB1B 0.35 -0.47 -0.30
202139_at AKR7A2 220964_s_at RAB1B -0.40 0.41 0.31
205633_s_at ALAS1 220964_s_at RAB1B -0.57 0.09 0.12
209036_s_at MDH2 220964_s_at RAB1B -0.42 0.40 0.35
209048_s_at ZMYND8 220964_s_at RAB1B 0.25 -0.52 -0.18
201756_at RPA2 221020_s_at SLC25A32 0.44 -0.33 0.48
200626_s_at MATR3 221041_s_at SLC17A5 0.36 -0.47 -0.05
201956_s_at GNPAT 221041_s_at SLC17A5 -0.43 0.26 0.32
206989_s_at SFRS2IP 221041_s_at SLC17A5 0.38 -0.42 0.12
201713_s_at RANBP2 221050_s_at GTPBP2 0.24 -0.53 0.04
203307_at GNL1 221087_s_at APOL3 0.57 0.03 -0.22
200779_at ATF4 221123_x_at ZNF395 0.46 -0.37 0.21
202081_at IER2 221123_x_at ZNF395 0.22 -0.38 0.56
202857_at TMEM4 221123_x_at ZNF395 -0.28 0.32 -0.61
201375_s_at PPP2CB 221260_s_at FAM130A1 0.44 -0.32 0.41
202169_s_at AASDHPPT 221260_s_at FAM130A1 0.33 -0.49 0.14
202602_s_at HTATSF1 221260_s_at FAM130A1 0.33 -0.50 0.19
212205_at H2AFV 221260_s_at FAM130A1 0.32 -0.47 0.29
212410_at EFHA1 221260_s_at FAM130A1 0.57 -0.24 0.38
212426_s_at YWHAQ 221260_s_at FAM130A1 0.45 -0.40 0.20
218668_s_at RAP2C 221260_s_at FAM130A1 0.35 -0.41 0.42
218896_s_at C17orf85 221260_s_at FAM130A1 0.44 -0.40 0.13
200042_at C22orf28 221268_s_at SGPP1 0.30 -0.55 -0.46
200804_at TEGT 221268_s_at SGPP1 0.50 -0.38 -0.17
201748_s_at SAFB 221268_s_at SGPP1 -0.59 0.14 0.02
201756_at RPA2 221268_s_at SGPP1 0.49 -0.28 -0.31
201783_s_at RELA 221268_s_at SGPP1 0.27 -0.52 -0.21
202092_s_at ARL2BP 221268_s_at SGPP1 0.51 -0.09 -0.27
202227_s_at BRD8 221268_s_at SGPP1 -0.23 0.54 0.23
202954_at UBE2C 221268_s_at SGPP1 -0.33 0.49 0.16
204158_s_at TCIRG1 221268_s_at SGPP1 -0.54 0.11 0.25
205267_at POU2AF1 221268_s_at SGPP1 -0.55 -0.09 0.28
208079_s_at AURKA 221268_s_at SGPP1 -0.38 0.47 0.14
208310_s_at C7orf28A 221268_s_at SGPP1 0.60 -0.04 -0.14
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208885_at LCP1 221268_s_at SGPP1 0.50 -0.22 -0.15
208998_at UCP2 221268_s_at SGPP1 -0.41 0.24 0.49
209239_at NFKB1 221268_s_at SGPP1 0.53 -0.36 -0.10
209773_s_at RRM2 221268_s_at SGPP1 -0.13 0.60 0.35
210301_at XDH 221268_s_at SGPP1 0.45 -0.42 0.06
217942_at MRPS35 221268_s_at SGPP1 0.48 -0.18 -0.32
200086_s_at COX4I1 221269_s_at SH3BGRL3 0.31 -0.47 -0.23
200089_s_at RPL4 221269_s_at SH3BGRL3 0.42 -0.36 -0.03
200681_at GLO1 221269_s_at SH3BGRL3 0.11 -0.60 -0.45
200735_x_at NACA 221269_s_at SH3BGRL3 0.33 -0.46 -0.14
201119_s_at COX8A 221269_s_at SH3BGRL3 -0.07 0.67 0.34
202907_s_at NBN 221269_s_at SH3BGRL3 -0.51 0.24 0.03
204279_at PSMB9 221269_s_at SH3BGRL3 -0.28 0.51 0.20
208742_s_at SAP18 221269_s_at SH3BGRL3 0.19 -0.67 -0.25
212383_at ATP6V0A1 221269_s_at SH3BGRL3 -0.06 0.70 0.35
212491_s_at DNAJC8 221269_s_at SH3BGRL3 0.30 -0.53 -0.26
218735_s_at ZNF544 221269_s_at SH3BGRL3 0.31 -0.50 0.08
200076_s_at C19orf50 221306_at GPR27 -0.39 0.43 -0.15
200086_s_at COX4I1 221306_at GPR27 -0.39 0.49 0.06
200603_at PRKAR1A 221306_at GPR27 0.13 -0.68 -0.10
200626_s_at MATR3 221306_at GPR27 0.23 -0.63 -0.21
201146_at NFE2L2 221306_at GPR27 0.28 -0.50 -0.15
201273_s_at SRP9 221306_at GPR27 0.28 -0.55 -0.16
201713_s_at RANBP2 221306_at GPR27 0.20 -0.60 -0.13
201963_at ACSL1 221306_at GPR27 0.15 -0.64 -0.23
202169_s_at AASDHPPT 221306_at GPR27 0.26 -0.57 -0.22
202228_s_at NPTN 221306_at GPR27 0.12 -0.62 -0.09
202277_at SPTLC1 221306_at GPR27 0.20 -0.59 -0.13
202334_s_at UBE2B 221306_at GPR27 0.16 -0.64 -0.17
206989_s_at SFRS2IP 221306_at GPR27 0.24 -0.65 -0.23
208766_s_at HNRPR 221306_at GPR27 0.17 -0.62 -0.18
209786_at HMGN4 221306_at GPR27 0.27 -0.46 -0.37
212455_at YTHDC1 221306_at GPR27 0.13 -0.62 -0.22
212462_at MYST4 221306_at GPR27 0.23 -0.57 0.22
214988_s_at SON 221306_at GPR27 0.23 -0.58 -0.24
215716_s_at ATP2B1 221306_at GPR27 -0.02 -0.70 -0.32
218668_s_at RAP2C 221306_at GPR27 0.03 -0.68 -0.24
218696_at EIF2AK3 221306_at GPR27 0.30 -0.61 -0.25
218896_s_at C17orf85 221306_at GPR27 0.47 -0.49 -0.17
200042_at C22orf28 221381_s_at MORF4 0.41 -0.46 -0.13
200668_s_at UBE2D3 221381_s_at MORF4 0.63 -0.16 0.07
200804_at TEGT 221381_s_at MORF4 0.30 -0.57 -0.10
200828_s_at ZNF207 221381_s_at MORF4 0.44 -0.38 -0.03
200877_at CCT4 221381_s_at MORF4 0.29 -0.42 -0.45
201142_at EIF2S1 221381_s_at MORF4 0.34 -0.43 -0.29
201317_s_at PSMA2 221381_s_at MORF4 0.53 -0.24 0.06
201322_at ATP5B 221381_s_at MORF4 0.37 -0.50 0.02
201386_s_at DHX15 221381_s_at MORF4 0.48 -0.23 -0.18
201455_s_at NPEPPS 221381_s_at MORF4 0.35 -0.45 -0.09
201756_at RPA2 221381_s_at MORF4 0.50 -0.05 -0.31
202298_at NDUFA1 221381_s_at MORF4 -0.15 0.62 0.27
202329_at CSK 221381_s_at MORF4 -0.36 0.45 -0.35
202488_s_at FXYD3 221381_s_at MORF4 0.04 -0.68 -0.05
202593_s_at MIR16 221381_s_at MORF4 0.52 -0.34 -0.07
202810_at DRG1 221381_s_at MORF4 0.43 -0.34 -0.12
204158_s_at TCIRG1 221381_s_at MORF4 -0.55 0.25 -0.14
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204826_at CCNF 221381_s_at MORF4 -0.34 0.49 0.13
205480_s_at UGP2 221381_s_at MORF4 0.57 -0.19 0.06
206790_s_at NDUFB1 221381_s_at MORF4 -0.42 0.40 0.21
207974_s_at SKP1A 221381_s_at MORF4 0.65 -0.10 0.14
208079_s_at AURKA 221381_s_at MORF4 -0.32 0.50 0.21
208310_s_at C7orf28A 221381_s_at MORF4 0.66 -0.24 0.10
208885_at LCP1 221381_s_at MORF4 0.42 -0.50 -0.06
208998_at UCP2 221381_s_at MORF4 -0.52 0.29 0.03
209095_at DLD 221381_s_at MORF4 0.59 -0.09 0.01
209239_at NFKB1 221381_s_at MORF4 0.48 -0.41 -0.18
209421_at MSH2 221381_s_at MORF4 0.61 -0.01 -0.22
209492_x_at ATP5I 221381_s_at MORF4 -0.36 0.38 0.32
210338_s_at HSPA8 221381_s_at MORF4 0.52 -0.32 0.00
210759_s_at PSMA1 221381_s_at MORF4 0.33 -0.54 -0.07
210825_s_at PEBP1 221381_s_at MORF4 -0.48 0.34 -0.20
211563_s_at C19orf2 221381_s_at MORF4 0.54 -0.19 -0.12
213798_s_at CAP1 221381_s_at MORF4 0.05 -0.66 -0.19
214167_s_at RPLP0 221381_s_at MORF4 0.29 -0.52 0.08
214339_s_at MAP4K1 221381_s_at MORF4 -0.55 0.15 0.16
214359_s_at HSP90AB1 221381_s_at MORF4 0.57 -0.31 0.07
217786_at PRMT5 221381_s_at MORF4 0.42 -0.34 -0.19
217942_at MRPS35 221381_s_at MORF4 0.43 -0.41 -0.15
218748_s_at EXOC5 221381_s_at MORF4 0.59 -0.16 0.26
218755_at KIF20A 221381_s_at MORF4 -0.38 0.42 0.11
220773_s_at GPHN 221381_s_at MORF4 0.45 -0.36 0.01
220964_s_at RAB1B 221381_s_at MORF4 -0.55 0.16 0.16
218896_s_at C17orf85 221466_at P2RY4 0.45 -0.31 -0.21
200042_at C22orf28 221471_at SERINC3 0.38 -0.39 -0.23
200944_s_at HMGN1 221471_at SERINC3 -0.27 0.49 0.30
201118_at PGD 221471_at SERINC3 0.28 -0.32 -0.51
201290_at SEC11A 221471_at SERINC3 0.05 0.62 0.76
201756_at RPA2 221471_at SERINC3 0.51 -0.22 -0.23
201801_s_at SLC29A1 221471_at SERINC3 0.24 -0.37 -0.61
201924_at AFF1 221471_at SERINC3 -0.27 0.51 0.54
202092_s_at ARL2BP 221471_at SERINC3 0.46 -0.37 -0.37
202151_s_at UBAC1 221471_at SERINC3 0.24 -0.35 -0.60
202199_s_at SRPK1 221471_at SERINC3 0.40 -0.40 -0.30
203415_at PDCD6 221471_at SERINC3 0.27 -0.27 -0.59
203667_at TBCA 221471_at SERINC3 -0.24 0.37 0.54
204147_s_at TFDP1 221471_at SERINC3 0.12 -0.46 -0.64
204162_at NDC80 221471_at SERINC3 -0.36 0.37 0.34
204331_s_at MRPS12 221471_at SERINC3 0.17 -0.30 -0.76
204820_s_at BTN3A2 221471_at SERINC3 -0.11 0.57 0.61
205205_at RELB 221471_at SERINC3 0.20 -0.49 -0.62
205267_at POU2AF1 221471_at SERINC3 -0.41 0.19 0.51
205526_s_at KATNA1 221471_at SERINC3 0.48 -0.19 -0.23
205599_at TRAF1 221471_at SERINC3 0.28 -0.52 -0.46
208310_s_at C7orf28A 221471_at SERINC3 0.36 -0.39 -0.36
208313_s_at SF1 221471_at SERINC3 0.29 -0.02 -0.63
208811_s_at DNAJB6 221471_at SERINC3 0.37 -0.39 -0.37
208833_s_at ATXN10 221471_at SERINC3 0.49 -0.04 -0.34
208885_at LCP1 221471_at SERINC3 0.32 -0.53 -0.63
209239_at NFKB1 221471_at SERINC3 0.49 -0.38 0.03
209492_x_at ATP5I 221471_at SERINC3 -0.34 0.37 0.37
210301_at XDH 221471_at SERINC3 0.32 -0.50 -0.24
210338_s_at HSPA8 221471_at SERINC3 0.34 -0.39 -0.41
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210418_s_at IDH3B 221471_at SERINC3 0.38 -0.23 -0.52
211475_s_at BAG1 221471_at SERINC3 0.28 -0.46 -0.45
214224_s_at PIN4 221471_at SERINC3 -0.42 0.26 0.57
214359_s_at HSP90AB1 221471_at SERINC3 0.28 -0.51 -0.52
215794_x_at GLUD2 221471_at SERINC3 0.33 -0.33 -0.43
217099_s_at GEMIN4 221471_at SERINC3 0.26 -0.51 -0.47
218039_at NUSAP1 221471_at SERINC3 -0.32 0.44 0.29
218226_s_at NDUFB4 221471_at SERINC3 -0.40 0.38 0.52
218671_s_at ATPIF1 221471_at SERINC3 -0.48 0.30 0.12
218755_at KIF20A 221471_at SERINC3 -0.47 0.25 0.23
219041_s_at REPIN1 221471_at SERINC3 -0.19 0.44 0.60
200682_s_at UBE2L3 221476_s_at RPL15 -0.37 0.47 -0.27
201956_s_at GNPAT 221476_s_at RPL15 -0.20 0.57 0.37
203102_s_at MGAT2 221476_s_at RPL15 0.17 -0.59 -0.49
203275_at IRF2 221476_s_at RPL15 0.21 -0.55 0.10
204219_s_at PSMC1 221476_s_at RPL15 -0.30 0.51 -0.39
210097_s_at NOL7 221476_s_at RPL15 -0.45 0.35 -0.26
212296_at PSMD14 221476_s_at RPL15 -0.31 0.50 -0.38
212416_at SCAMP1 221476_s_at RPL15 -0.54 0.29 -0.25
213052_at PRKAR2A 221476_s_at RPL15 -0.13 0.48 -0.44
213757_at EIF5A 221476_s_at RPL15 -0.23 0.61 0.19
214473_x_at PMS2L3 221476_s_at RPL15 0.22 -0.51 0.31
200779_at ATF4 221479_s_at BNIP3L 0.40 -0.42 0.18
204641_at NEK2 221479_s_at BNIP3L 0.30 -0.40 0.47
210052_s_at TPX2 221479_s_at BNIP3L -0.10 -0.39 0.56
211519_s_at KIF2C 221479_s_at BNIP3L 0.03 -0.28 0.64
213052_at PRKAR2A 221479_s_at BNIP3L -0.21 0.16 -0.72
218755_at KIF20A 221479_s_at BNIP3L 0.13 -0.37 0.60
200029_at RPL19 221488_s_at CUTA 0.48 -0.35 0.00
200626_s_at MATR3 221488_s_at CUTA -0.49 0.31 -0.07
201470_at GSTO1 221488_s_at CUTA 0.44 -0.23 -0.31
202169_s_at AASDHPPT 221488_s_at CUTA -0.55 0.26 -0.15
208628_s_at YBX1 221488_s_at CUTA 0.37 -0.42 -0.01
209157_at DNAJA2 221488_s_at CUTA -0.46 0.35 -0.22
218896_s_at C17orf85 221488_s_at CUTA -0.46 0.33 -0.16
201002_s_at UBE2V1 221494_x_at EIF3S12 0.45 -0.34 0.08
200830_at PSMD2 221497_x_at EGLN1 -0.55 0.22 -0.35
208972_s_at ATP5G1 221497_x_at EGLN1 -0.45 0.32 -0.39
203247_s_at ZNF24 221499_s_at STX16 0.58 -0.16 0.50
200828_s_at ZNF207 221508_at TAOK3 -0.63 0.16 -0.07
201386_s_at DHX15 221508_at TAOK3 -0.57 0.19 0.14
202199_s_at SRPK1 221508_at TAOK3 -0.52 0.23 -0.02
202298_at NDUFA1 221508_at TAOK3 0.55 -0.28 0.10
202423_at MYST3 221508_at TAOK3 -0.43 0.44 0.03
202530_at MAPK14 221508_at TAOK3 -0.50 0.23 0.24
203230_at DVL1 221508_at TAOK3 0.62 -0.05 -0.16
206238_s_at YAF2 221508_at TAOK3 -0.56 0.24 0.09
208447_s_at PRPS1 221508_at TAOK3 -0.57 0.16 0.14
209239_at NFKB1 221508_at TAOK3 -0.52 0.33 -0.08
210639_s_at ATG5 221508_at TAOK3 -0.48 0.27 0.21
200804_at TEGT 221514_at UTP14A -0.34 0.48 -0.09
202329_at CSK 221514_at UTP14A 0.21 -0.56 0.21
203252_at CDK2AP2 221514_at UTP14A 0.24 -0.52 -0.32
203659_s_at TRIM13 221514_at UTP14A -0.43 0.39 -0.03
208932_at PPP4C 221514_at UTP14A 0.14 -0.58 0.14
200055_at TAF10 221517_s_at CRSP6 -0.58 0.01 0.18
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200880_at DNAJA1 221517_s_at CRSP6 0.56 -0.05 -0.16
201317_s_at PSMA2 221517_s_at CRSP6 0.52 -0.02 -0.44
201756_at RPA2 221517_s_at CRSP6 0.60 -0.12 0.15
202847_at PCK2 221517_s_at CRSP6 -0.47 0.09 0.35
203087_s_at KIF2A 221517_s_at CRSP6 0.57 -0.04 -0.35
204566_at PPM1D 221517_s_at CRSP6 0.51 -0.06 -0.28
209166_s_at MAN2B1 221517_s_at CRSP6 -0.52 -0.16 0.39
209239_at NFKB1 221517_s_at CRSP6 0.55 0.02 -0.28
209764_at MGAT3 221517_s_at CRSP6 -0.47 0.25 0.26
215148_s_at APBA3 221517_s_at CRSP6 -0.47 -0.01 0.40
217879_at CDC27 221517_s_at CRSP6 0.55 -0.14 -0.18
218748_s_at EXOC5 221517_s_at CRSP6 0.57 0.35 -0.36
219762_s_at RPL36 221517_s_at CRSP6 -0.53 0.14 0.13
201315_x_at IFITM2 221521_s_at GINS2 0.27 -0.48 -0.31
202092_s_at ARL2BP 221521_s_at GINS2 -0.52 -0.06 0.36
208336_s_at GPSN2 221521_s_at GINS2 0.64 0.13 -0.15
208885_at LCP1 221521_s_at GINS2 -0.35 0.10 0.57
209303_at NDUFS4 221521_s_at GINS2 -0.40 0.39 -0.32
212203_x_at IFITM3 221521_s_at GINS2 0.36 -0.37 -0.36
217942_at MRPS35 221521_s_at GINS2 -0.33 0.40 0.31
200626_s_at MATR3 221539_at EIF4EBP1 -0.46 0.32 -0.03
200645_at GABARAP 221539_at EIF4EBP1 -0.39 0.30 0.32
200675_at CD81 221539_at EIF4EBP1 -0.09 0.57 0.59
200793_s_at ACO2 221539_at EIF4EBP1 -0.47 0.20 0.27
200944_s_at HMGN1 221539_at EIF4EBP1 0.53 -0.23 -0.41
201052_s_at PSMF1 221539_at EIF4EBP1 -0.10 0.55 0.59
201895_at ARAF 221539_at EIF4EBP1 -0.54 0.18 0.49
201956_s_at GNPAT 221539_at EIF4EBP1 0.50 -0.31 0.08
202104_s_at SPG7 221539_at EIF4EBP1 -0.29 0.52 0.06
202139_at AKR7A2 221539_at EIF4EBP1 -0.34 0.52 0.25
202370_s_at CBFB 221539_at EIF4EBP1 0.62 -0.27 0.05
202501_at MAPRE2 221539_at EIF4EBP1 0.44 -0.37 0.05
202545_at PRKCD 221539_at EIF4EBP1 -0.33 0.45 0.37
202735_at EBP 221539_at EIF4EBP1 0.66 0.11 -0.04
202934_at HK2 221539_at EIF4EBP1 0.64 0.01 0.05
203523_at LSP1 221539_at EIF4EBP1 -0.28 0.49 0.40
203904_x_at CD82 221539_at EIF4EBP1 -0.57 0.01 0.22
204092_s_at AURKA 221539_at EIF4EBP1 0.55 0.16 -0.45
205167_s_at CDC25C 221539_at EIF4EBP1 0.58 0.23 -0.29
205205_at RELB 221539_at EIF4EBP1 -0.52 0.12 0.36
205599_at TRAF1 221539_at EIF4EBP1 -0.53 0.11 0.24
206790_s_at NDUFB1 221539_at EIF4EBP1 0.32 0.40 -0.51
207813_s_at FDXR 221539_at EIF4EBP1 -0.09 0.68 0.15
208079_s_at AURKA 221539_at EIF4EBP1 0.63 0.26 -0.26
208620_at PCBP1 221539_at EIF4EBP1 -0.24 -0.04 0.63
209054_s_at WHSC1 221539_at EIF4EBP1 0.73 0.14 0.25
212223_at IDS 221539_at EIF4EBP1 -0.54 0.03 0.42
212312_at BCL2L1 221539_at EIF4EBP1 -0.48 0.38 0.03
212416_at SCAMP1 221539_at EIF4EBP1 0.51 -0.41 -0.06
213741_s_at KPNA1 221539_at EIF4EBP1 -0.56 0.17 0.16
213762_x_at RBMX 221539_at EIF4EBP1 0.34 -0.46 0.02
214257_s_at SEC22B 221539_at EIF4EBP1 0.01 -0.70 -0.39
215735_s_at TSC2 221539_at EIF4EBP1 -0.22 0.55 0.41
220773_s_at GPHN 221539_at EIF4EBP1 -0.49 -0.35 0.42
202313_at PPP2R2A 221540_x_at GTF2H2 -0.67 -0.25 0.38
214594_x_at ATP8B1 221540_x_at GTF2H2 0.74 0.25 -0.05
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217882_at TMEM111 221540_x_at GTF2H2 -0.63 -0.08 0.13
218443_s_at DAZAP1 221540_x_at GTF2H2 0.68 0.23 -0.10
200626_s_at MATR3 221543_s_at ERLIN2 -0.02 0.72 0.25
201264_at COPE 221543_s_at ERLIN2 -0.44 0.35 -0.28
202488_s_at FXYD3 221543_s_at ERLIN2 -0.07 -0.72 -0.14
207813_s_at FDXR 221543_s_at ERLIN2 -0.18 0.58 -0.24
213052_at PRKAR2A 221543_s_at ERLIN2 0.04 -0.62 0.18
214427_at NOL1 221543_s_at ERLIN2 0.10 -0.61 0.09
200042_at C22orf28 221547_at PRPF18 0.61 -0.04 -0.06
200626_s_at MATR3 221547_at PRPF18 0.74 0.15 0.04
201317_s_at PSMA2 221547_at PRPF18 0.71 -0.02 0.12
201434_at TTC1 221547_at PRPF18 0.62 -0.17 0.15
201756_at RPA2 221547_at PRPF18 0.65 -0.07 -0.03
202139_at AKR7A2 221547_at PRPF18 0.57 -0.27 -0.16
202151_s_at UBAC1 221547_at PRPF18 0.41 -0.42 -0.19
202370_s_at CBFB 221547_at PRPF18 -0.33 0.47 -0.04
202447_at DECR1 221547_at PRPF18 -0.36 0.27 0.44
208079_s_at AURKA 221547_at PRPF18 -0.48 0.22 0.26
208833_s_at ATXN10 221547_at PRPF18 0.51 -0.24 -0.27
208885_at LCP1 221547_at PRPF18 0.55 -0.02 -0.21
208998_at UCP2 221547_at PRPF18 -0.60 -0.01 0.13
209036_s_at MDH2 221547_at PRPF18 0.63 -0.23 -0.10
209172_s_at CENPF 221547_at PRPF18 -0.44 0.28 0.25
209239_at NFKB1 221547_at PRPF18 0.68 0.14 -0.12
210418_s_at IDH3B 221547_at PRPF18 0.59 -0.07 -0.05
214359_s_at HSP90AB1 221547_at PRPF18 0.59 -0.02 -0.33
214615_at P2RY10 221547_at PRPF18 -0.32 0.30 0.47
218735_s_at ZNF544 221547_at PRPF18 -0.53 0.29 0.05
200682_s_at UBE2L3 221563_at DUSP10 0.16 -0.59 0.14
202591_s_at SSBP1 221563_at DUSP10 0.20 -0.51 0.33
209095_at DLD 221563_at DUSP10 0.15 -0.57 0.24
200008_s_at GDI2 221579_s_at NUDT3 -0.14 0.31 0.72
200086_s_at COX4I1 221579_s_at NUDT3 0.22 -0.57 -0.12
200650_s_at LDHA 221579_s_at NUDT3 0.18 -0.58 0.34
200681_at GLO1 221579_s_at NUDT3 0.30 -0.59 0.05
200834_s_at RPS21 221579_s_at NUDT3 0.07 -0.62 0.21
200885_at RHOC 221579_s_at NUDT3 -0.11 0.53 0.59
200886_s_at PGAM1 221579_s_at NUDT3 -0.12 -0.61 0.33
201119_s_at COX8A 221579_s_at NUDT3 -0.10 0.70 0.39
201948_at GNL2 221579_s_at NUDT3 0.30 -0.10 -0.60
201956_s_at GNPAT 221579_s_at NUDT3 0.16 -0.70 -0.19
202505_at SNRPB2 221579_s_at NUDT3 -0.41 0.35 0.29
202735_at EBP 221579_s_at NUDT3 0.52 -0.21 -0.07
203102_s_at MGAT2 221579_s_at NUDT3 -0.24 0.52 -0.38
203366_at POLG 221579_s_at NUDT3 0.45 -0.31 -0.23
204219_s_at PSMC1 221579_s_at NUDT3 0.17 -0.56 -0.45
204490_s_at CD44 221579_s_at NUDT3 -0.32 -0.36 0.51
204716_at CCDC6 221579_s_at NUDT3 -0.44 0.10 0.51
208885_at LCP1 221579_s_at NUDT3 -0.23 -0.25 0.63
209175_at SEC23IP 221579_s_at NUDT3 -0.42 0.43 -0.04
211941_s_at PEBP1 221579_s_at NUDT3 -0.25 0.49 0.49
212296_at PSMD14 221579_s_at NUDT3 0.05 -0.67 -0.37
212320_at TUBB 221579_s_at NUDT3 0.47 -0.44 0.38
212416_at SCAMP1 221579_s_at NUDT3 0.30 -0.33 -0.47
213180_s_at GOSR2 221579_s_at NUDT3 -0.32 0.49 0.16
214988_s_at SON 221579_s_at NUDT3 -0.53 0.27 -0.49
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219322_s_at WDR8 221579_s_at NUDT3 0.41 0.04 -0.49
200626_s_at MATR3 221593_s_at RPL31 -0.35 0.43 0.16
200042_at C22orf28 221601_s_at FAIM3 0.23 -0.56 -0.14
200989_at HIF1A 221601_s_at FAIM3 -0.34 0.34 -0.55
201088_at KPNA2 221601_s_at FAIM3 -0.27 0.50 -0.29
201600_at PHB2 221601_s_at FAIM3 0.38 -0.38 0.42
209186_at ATP2A2 221601_s_at FAIM3 -0.28 0.50 -0.33
215416_s_at STOML2 221601_s_at FAIM3 0.18 -0.58 0.02
202488_s_at FXYD3 221613_s_at ZFAND6 0.27 -0.57 0.11
208079_s_at AURKA 221613_s_at ZFAND6 -0.13 0.65 0.32
210301_at XDH 221613_s_at ZFAND6 0.42 -0.52 0.15
218226_s_at NDUFB4 221613_s_at ZFAND6 -0.43 0.37 -0.04
200793_s_at ACO2 221649_s_at PPAN -0.25 0.41 0.50
201146_at NFE2L2 221649_s_at PPAN -0.51 0.28 0.06
202151_s_at UBAC1 221649_s_at PPAN -0.22 0.46 0.57
214224_s_at PIN4 221649_s_at PPAN 0.46 -0.18 -0.33
218226_s_at NDUFB4 221649_s_at PPAN 0.43 -0.27 -0.41
203262_s_at FAM50A 221654_s_at USP3 -0.09 -0.66 -0.73
219843_at IPP 221664_s_at F11R 0.44 -0.24 -0.30
202659_at PSMB10 221669_s_at ACAD8 -0.54 0.28 -0.25
209095_at DLD 221669_s_at ACAD8 0.58 -0.19 0.13
209239_at NFKB1 221669_s_at ACAD8 0.49 -0.22 -0.16
218563_at NDUFA3 221669_s_at ACAD8 -0.59 0.23 -0.09
201886_at WDR23 221673_s_at CSNK1G1 0.44 -0.33 -0.10
201956_s_at GNPAT 221673_s_at CSNK1G1 -0.45 0.30 0.22
218467_at TNFSF5IP1 221673_s_at CSNK1G1 -0.51 -0.05 0.44
200042_at C22orf28 221750_at HMGCS1 -0.61 0.04 0.11
200059_s_at RHOA 221750_at HMGCS1 -0.48 0.32 0.18
200595_s_at EIF3S10 221750_at HMGCS1 -0.35 0.50 0.02
200626_s_at MATR3 221750_at HMGCS1 -0.53 0.39 0.28
200828_s_at ZNF207 221750_at HMGCS1 -0.61 0.05 -0.03
200880_at DNAJA1 221750_at HMGCS1 -0.58 0.19 0.07
201077_s_at NHP2L1 221750_at HMGCS1 0.56 -0.25 0.01
201146_at NFE2L2 221750_at HMGCS1 -0.53 0.28 0.01
201669_s_at MARCKS 221750_at HMGCS1 -0.43 0.49 0.18
201713_s_at RANBP2 221750_at HMGCS1 -0.50 0.42 0.03
201803_at POLR2B 221750_at HMGCS1 -0.42 0.35 0.15
201931_at ETFA 221750_at HMGCS1 -0.47 0.39 0.25
202168_at TAF9 221750_at HMGCS1 -0.48 0.16 0.31
202346_at HIP2 221750_at HMGCS1 -0.56 0.34 0.11
202934_at HK2 221750_at HMGCS1 0.66 -0.04 0.24
203749_s_at RARA 221750_at HMGCS1 0.45 -0.24 -0.32
203781_at MRPL33 221750_at HMGCS1 -0.55 0.21 0.02
205526_s_at KATNA1 221750_at HMGCS1 -0.50 0.17 0.27
205588_s_at FGFR1OP 221750_at HMGCS1 0.53 -0.17 -0.12
205633_s_at ALAS1 221750_at HMGCS1 -0.47 0.00 0.43
206587_at CCT6B 221750_at HMGCS1 -0.52 0.19 0.14
206688_s_at CPSF4 221750_at HMGCS1 -0.47 0.27 0.16
208666_s_at ST13 221750_at HMGCS1 -0.62 0.10 -0.03
208946_s_at BECN1 221750_at HMGCS1 -0.53 0.24 -0.09
208998_at UCP2 221750_at HMGCS1 0.48 -0.14 -0.31
209036_s_at MDH2 221750_at HMGCS1 -0.61 0.06 0.26
209166_s_at MAN2B1 221750_at HMGCS1 0.29 -0.46 -0.30
209239_at NFKB1 221750_at HMGCS1 -0.64 0.09 -0.05
209764_at MGAT3 221750_at HMGCS1 0.46 -0.35 -0.19
210621_s_at RASA1 221750_at HMGCS1 -0.40 0.46 0.17
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210907_s_at PDCD10 221750_at HMGCS1 -0.50 0.28 0.01
210981_s_at GRK6 221750_at HMGCS1 0.63 0.21 -0.27
212470_at SPAG9 221750_at HMGCS1 -0.43 0.33 0.15
214988_s_at SON 221750_at HMGCS1 -0.48 0.37 0.04
216942_s_at CD58 221750_at HMGCS1 -0.46 0.23 0.32
216958_s_at IVD 221750_at HMGCS1 0.58 -0.27 0.22
217812_at YTHDF2 221750_at HMGCS1 -0.20 0.57 -0.11
217870_s_at CMPK 221750_at HMGCS1 -0.44 0.12 0.39
217977_at SEPX1 221750_at HMGCS1 0.39 -0.40 -0.15
218042_at COPS4 221750_at HMGCS1 -0.59 0.13 0.17
218092_s_at HRB 221750_at HMGCS1 -0.52 0.41 0.27
221547_at PRPF18 221750_at HMGCS1 -0.57 0.14 -0.04
204158_s_at TCIRG1 221816_s_at PHF11 0.59 -0.03 -0.24
218563_at NDUFA3 221816_s_at PHF11 0.60 -0.08 0.02
202384_s_at TCOF1 221829_s_at TNPO1 0.57 0.17 -0.30
208132_x_at BAT2 221829_s_at TNPO1 0.53 0.03 -0.33
209303_at NDUFS4 221829_s_at TNPO1 -0.58 0.22 0.11
214804_at CENPI 221829_s_at TNPO1 0.58 -0.20 0.25
215123_at LOC23117 221829_s_at TNPO1 0.71 -0.14 0.63
217749_at COPG 221829_s_at TNPO1 0.49 -0.09 -0.30
218308_at TACC3 221829_s_at TNPO1 0.55 -0.20 0.01
201183_s_at CHD4 221830_at RAP2A 0.66 -0.11 0.22
214911_s_at BRD2 221830_at RAP2A 0.72 0.03 0.55
202081_at IER2 221840_at PTPRE 0.07 0.50 -0.49
201274_at PSMA5 221864_at TMEM142C -0.54 0.25 -0.49
201471_s_at SQSTM1 221864_at TMEM142C 0.17 -0.65 0.10
203371_s_at NDUFB3 221864_at TMEM142C -0.37 0.56 0.06
205865_at ARID3A 221864_at TMEM142C 0.28 -0.62 -0.05
206689_x_at HTATIP 221864_at TMEM142C 0.22 -0.56 0.14
209095_at DLD 221864_at TMEM142C -0.50 0.34 -0.39
200682_s_at UBE2L3 221882_s_at TMEM8 0.19 -0.57 -0.25
213052_at PRKAR2A 221919_at --- 0.26 -0.49 -0.45
201897_s_at CKS1B 221978_at HLA-F -0.09 -0.53 0.44
209773_s_at RRM2 221978_at HLA-F -0.15 -0.45 0.51
209165_at AATF 221989_at RPL10 0.13 0.58 -0.42
216958_s_at IVD 221999_at VRK3 -0.57 0.06 0.27
218680_x_at HYPK 221999_at VRK3 -0.62 0.00 0.07
219275_at PDCD5 221999_at VRK3 -0.63 -0.05 0.09
200626_s_at MATR3 222047_s_at ARS2 -0.32 0.41 0.33
212160_at XPOT 222077_s_at RACGAP1 0.55 -0.22 0.13
201669_s_at MARCKS 222104_x_at GTF2H3 -0.42 0.40 -0.16
201002_s_at UBE2V1 222113_s_at EPS15L1 -0.42 0.37 -0.02
201624_at DARS 222113_s_at EPS15L1 0.39 -0.42 0.00
207079_s_at MED6 222113_s_at EPS15L1 -0.51 0.03 0.31
208631_s_at HADHA 222113_s_at EPS15L1 -0.50 0.35 0.14
211963_s_at ARPC5 222113_s_at EPS15L1 -0.51 0.34 0.10
200052_s_at ILF2 222138_s_at WDR13 -0.38 0.43 -0.03
200086_s_at COX4I1 222138_s_at WDR13 0.41 -0.42 -0.06
200626_s_at MATR3 222138_s_at WDR13 -0.48 0.35 -0.27
200681_at GLO1 222138_s_at WDR13 0.18 -0.59 -0.12
200978_at MDH1 222138_s_at WDR13 0.02 -0.66 -0.04
201031_s_at HNRPH1 222138_s_at WDR13 -0.22 0.56 -0.10
201146_at NFE2L2 222138_s_at WDR13 -0.40 0.41 -0.11
201956_s_at GNPAT 222138_s_at WDR13 0.35 -0.51 -0.01
202121_s_at CHMP2A 222138_s_at WDR13 0.57 -0.24 0.32
202348_s_at TOR1A 222138_s_at WDR13 -0.40 0.39 0.03
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204071_s_at TOPORS 222138_s_at WDR13 -0.22 0.56 -0.07
206989_s_at SFRS2IP 222138_s_at WDR13 -0.41 0.40 -0.08
208697_s_at EIF3S6 222138_s_at WDR13 0.25 -0.54 -0.19
213762_x_at RBMX 222138_s_at WDR13 0.13 -0.63 -0.08
218467_at TNFSF5IP1 222138_s_at WDR13 0.39 -0.43 0.14
200042_at C22orf28 222216_s_at MRPL17 -0.35 0.53 0.26
201317_s_at PSMA2 222216_s_at MRPL17 -0.24 0.56 0.29
201756_at RPA2 222216_s_at MRPL17 -0.46 0.36 -0.22
202077_at NDUFAB1 222216_s_at MRPL17 -0.11 0.63 0.24
202223_at STT3A 222216_s_at MRPL17 0.27 -0.51 -0.08
202954_at UBE2C 222216_s_at MRPL17 0.48 -0.35 0.06
207974_s_at SKP1A 222216_s_at MRPL17 -0.33 0.44 0.28
208833_s_at ATXN10 222216_s_at MRPL17 -0.49 0.20 0.27
209239_at NFKB1 222216_s_at MRPL17 -0.44 0.39 0.22
210125_s_at BANF1 222216_s_at MRPL17 0.58 -0.16 0.12
214431_at GMPS 222216_s_at MRPL17 0.73 0.09 0.59
200042_at C22orf28 243_g_at MAP4 -0.52 0.24 0.25
202810_at DRG1 243_g_at MAP4 -0.48 0.09 0.38
208079_s_at AURKA 243_g_at MAP4 0.49 -0.16 -0.35
208666_s_at ST13 243_g_at MAP4 -0.41 0.24 0.36
208885_at LCP1 243_g_at MAP4 -0.58 -0.07 0.28
209239_at NFKB1 243_g_at MAP4 -0.59 0.09 0.09
214359_s_at HSP90AB1 243_g_at MAP4 -0.54 -0.10 0.32
214594_x_at ATP8B1 243_g_at MAP4 0.57 0.01 -0.25
200626_s_at MATR3 31845_at ELF4 -0.33 0.47 0.17
208313_s_at SF1 31845_at ELF4 -0.43 0.36 0.18
201713_s_at RANBP2 31861_at IGHMBP2 0.28 -0.54 -0.10
202798_at SEC24B 31861_at IGHMBP2 0.38 -0.33 -0.32
203356_at CAPN7 31861_at IGHMBP2 0.53 -0.17 -0.10
209786_at HMGN4 31861_at IGHMBP2 0.41 -0.42 -0.15
212455_at YTHDC1 31861_at IGHMBP2 0.30 -0.48 -0.20
212470_at SPAG9 31861_at IGHMBP2 0.48 -0.29 -0.14
213090_s_at TAF4 31861_at IGHMBP2 0.43 -0.29 -0.28
214988_s_at SON 31861_at IGHMBP2 0.28 -0.53 -0.25
218696_at EIF2AK3 31861_at IGHMBP2 0.37 -0.43 -0.09
218896_s_at C17orf85 31861_at IGHMBP2 0.54 -0.36 -0.12
219649_at ALG6 31861_at IGHMBP2 0.60 -0.08 -0.09
200008_s_at GDI2 32032_at DGCR14 -0.61 0.04 0.07
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 32032_at DGCR14 -0.53 0.11 0.20
205621_at ALKBH1 32032_at DGCR14 -0.43 0.25 0.28
211963_s_at ARPC5 32032_at DGCR14 -0.57 -0.01 0.24
214359_s_at HSP90AB1 32032_at DGCR14 -0.68 -0.09 -0.11
215794_x_at GLUD2 32032_at DGCR14 -0.66 -0.06 0.03
219192_at UBAP2 32032_at DGCR14 0.67 0.03 -0.02
200682_s_at UBE2L3 32402_s_at SYMPK 0.07 -0.62 -0.54
204331_s_at MRPS12 32402_s_at SYMPK -0.04 0.70 0.54
205415_s_at ATXN3 32402_s_at SYMPK 0.25 -0.53 -0.20
210053_at TAF5 32402_s_at SYMPK 0.45 -0.36 -0.04
214224_s_at PIN4 32402_s_at SYMPK 0.29 -0.45 -0.54
218467_at TNFSF5IP1 32402_s_at SYMPK 0.22 -0.62 0.09
200079_s_at KARS 32540_at PPP3CC -0.33 0.51 0.08
201241_at DDX1 32540_at PPP3CC -0.31 0.48 -0.23
201077_s_at NHP2L1 32541_at PPP3CC 0.36 -0.42 -0.28
204603_at EXO1 32541_at PPP3CC 0.42 -0.17 -0.38
212955_s_at POLR2I 32541_at PPP3CC 0.25 -0.11 -0.64
207845_s_at ANAPC10 33132_at CPSF1 0.47 -0.23 -0.19
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201756_at RPA2 33307_at CTA-126B4.3 -0.49 0.06 0.33
203415_at PDCD6 33307_at CTA-126B4.3 -0.26 0.19 0.59
208833_s_at ATXN10 33307_at CTA-126B4.3 -0.49 0.18 0.34
208885_at LCP1 33307_at CTA-126B4.3 -0.34 0.08 0.54
209036_s_at MDH2 33307_at CTA-126B4.3 -0.52 0.29 0.24
209509_s_at DPAGT1 33307_at CTA-126B4.3 0.49 0.07 -0.41
210981_s_at GRK6 33307_at CTA-126B4.3 0.63 -0.10 0.28
217870_s_at CMPK 33307_at CTA-126B4.3 -0.61 0.17 -0.12
200626_s_at MATR3 33760_at PEX14 -0.46 0.33 0.10
201225_s_at SRRM1 33760_at PEX14 0.46 0.12 -0.43
201546_at TRIP12 33760_at PEX14 -0.33 0.26 0.52
201805_at PRKAG1 33760_at PEX14 -0.69 -0.22 0.08
203307_at GNL1 33760_at PEX14 0.60 0.02 -0.16
203511_s_at TRAPPC3 33760_at PEX14 -0.63 -0.08 0.20
205480_s_at UGP2 33760_at PEX14 -0.57 0.08 0.27
206238_s_at YAF2 33760_at PEX14 -0.59 -0.19 0.35
208666_s_at ST13 33760_at PEX14 -0.49 0.26 0.05
209239_at NFKB1 33760_at PEX14 -0.72 -0.16 -0.06
209477_at EMD 33760_at PEX14 0.33 -0.10 -0.58
212696_s_at RNF4 33760_at PEX14 -0.46 -0.23 0.46
214594_x_at ATP8B1 33760_at PEX14 0.75 0.20 0.31
217906_at KLHDC2 33760_at PEX14 -0.54 0.01 0.30
218036_x_at NMD3 33760_at PEX14 -0.61 -0.33 0.28
218443_s_at DAZAP1 33760_at PEX14 0.70 0.27 -0.13
219079_at CYB5R4 33760_at PEX14 -0.60 -0.05 0.43
221579_s_at NUDT3 33760_at PEX14 0.35 -0.09 -0.52
201051_at ANP32A 33814_at PAK4 -0.44 0.34 0.12
202370_s_at CBFB 33850_at MAP4 0.24 -0.56 -0.06
202414_at ERCC5 33850_at MAP4 0.43 0.06 -0.46
202545_at PRKCD 33850_at MAP4 -0.21 0.49 0.54
201088_at KPNA2 34210_at CD52 -0.23 0.54 -0.32
202799_at CLPP 34210_at CD52 0.18 -0.61 0.19
202947_s_at GYPC 34210_at CD52 0.48 -0.34 0.47
210793_s_at NUP98 34210_at CD52 -0.46 0.27 -0.64
201052_s_at PSMF1 34225_at WHSC2 -0.30 0.48 0.16
201066_at CYC1 34225_at WHSC2 -0.46 0.15 0.39
201113_at TUFM 34225_at WHSC2 -0.48 0.24 0.24
202929_s_at DDT 34225_at WHSC2 -0.34 0.45 0.14
209089_at RAB5A 34225_at WHSC2 0.46 -0.24 -0.30
200055_at TAF10 34478_at RAB11B -0.09 0.35 0.70
200623_s_at CALM3 34478_at RAB11B 0.25 0.59 0.88
204158_s_at TCIRG1 34478_at RAB11B -0.29 0.29 0.53
200059_s_at RHOA 35150_at CD40 0.52 -0.22 -0.19
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 35150_at CD40 0.64 -0.17 0.31
200626_s_at MATR3 35150_at CD40 0.49 -0.52 -0.07
200645_at GABARAP 35150_at CD40 0.50 -0.35 -0.04
200675_at CD81 35150_at CD40 0.44 -0.42 -0.19
200704_at LITAF 35150_at CD40 0.49 -0.31 0.02
200866_s_at PSAP 35150_at CD40 0.72 0.05 -0.11
200882_s_at PSMD4 35150_at CD40 -0.60 -0.01 0.32
200885_at RHOC 35150_at CD40 0.67 -0.15 0.17
201077_s_at NHP2L1 35150_at CD40 -0.60 0.16 0.12
201146_at NFE2L2 35150_at CD40 0.51 -0.29 0.13
201227_s_at NDUFB8 35150_at CD40 -0.61 -0.12 0.23
201343_at UBE2D2 35150_at CD40 0.31 -0.46 -0.27
201762_s_at PSME2 35150_at CD40 -0.63 0.10 0.40
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201781_s_at AIP 35150_at CD40 0.70 0.26 0.00
201800_s_at OSBP 35150_at CD40 0.50 -0.15 -0.33
201886_at WDR23 35150_at CD40 0.40 -0.45 0.01
201895_at ARAF 35150_at CD40 0.74 0.10 0.05
201956_s_at GNPAT 35150_at CD40 -0.59 0.27 0.04
201966_at NDUFS2 35150_at CD40 0.48 -0.41 0.15
202139_at AKR7A2 35150_at CD40 0.68 -0.14 0.00
203356_at CAPN7 35150_at CD40 0.48 -0.25 -0.14
203445_s_at CTDSP2 35150_at CD40 0.36 -0.43 -0.23
203635_at DSCR3 35150_at CD40 0.57 -0.23 0.13
204034_at ETHE1 35150_at CD40 0.45 -0.36 -0.27
204246_s_at DCTN3 35150_at CD40 0.55 -0.38 -0.33
206920_s_at GLE1L 35150_at CD40 0.66 0.52 -0.18
207598_x_at XRCC2 35150_at CD40 -0.57 0.19 -0.27
208313_s_at SF1 35150_at CD40 0.47 -0.42 0.00
208996_s_at POLR2C 35150_at CD40 0.63 0.50 -0.25
209036_s_at MDH2 35150_at CD40 0.61 -0.18 0.06
211576_s_at SLC19A1 35150_at CD40 -0.59 0.12 0.04
212296_at PSMD14 35150_at CD40 -0.52 0.25 0.19
212400_at FAM102A 35150_at CD40 0.53 -0.13 -0.35
212416_at SCAMP1 35150_at CD40 -0.70 -0.12 -0.17
212595_s_at DAZAP2 35150_at CD40 0.75 0.43 0.06
213180_s_at GOSR2 35150_at CD40 0.61 0.10 -0.17
213344_s_at H2AFX 35150_at CD40 -0.64 0.09 -0.41
213571_s_at EIF4E2 35150_at CD40 -0.56 0.16 0.26
216032_s_at ERGIC3 35150_at CD40 0.74 0.30 0.11
217860_at NDUFA10 35150_at CD40 0.69 0.00 0.01
217906_at KLHDC2 35150_at CD40 0.59 -0.20 -0.30
217990_at GMPR2 35150_at CD40 0.50 -0.52 -0.10
218379_at RBM7 35150_at CD40 0.54 -0.22 0.03
220408_x_at FAM48A 35150_at CD40 -0.39 0.50 0.09
220525_s_at AUP1 35150_at CD40 -0.48 0.34 -0.09
221381_s_at MORF4 35150_at CD40 0.39 -0.54 0.16
221601_s_at FAIM3 35150_at CD40 0.28 -0.53 -0.19
200016_x_at HNRPA1 35265_at FXR2 0.33 -0.54 -0.11
200018_at RPS13 35265_at FXR2 0.28 -0.52 -0.03
200029_at RPL19 35265_at FXR2 0.44 -0.47 -0.07
200032_s_at RPL9 35265_at FXR2 0.31 -0.50 0.02
200062_s_at RPL30 35265_at FXR2 0.31 -0.48 0.05
200063_s_at NPM1 35265_at FXR2 0.30 -0.51 -0.15
200077_s_at OAZ1 35265_at FXR2 0.47 -0.33 0.07
200082_s_at RPS7 35265_at FXR2 0.42 -0.37 -0.05
200086_s_at COX4I1 35265_at FXR2 0.46 -0.18 -0.32
200092_s_at RPL37 35265_at FXR2 0.43 -0.35 -0.05
200650_s_at LDHA 35265_at FXR2 0.43 -0.58 0.00
200674_s_at RPL32 35265_at FXR2 0.43 -0.48 0.08
200716_x_at RPL13A 35265_at FXR2 0.36 -0.49 0.07
200735_x_at NACA 35265_at FXR2 0.37 -0.52 -0.13
200781_s_at RPS15A 35265_at FXR2 0.26 -0.54 -0.13
200809_x_at RPL12 35265_at FXR2 0.32 -0.50 -0.20
200926_at RPS23 35265_at FXR2 0.46 -0.56 -0.03
200933_x_at RPS4X 35265_at FXR2 0.39 -0.57 0.00
201049_s_at RPS18 35265_at FXR2 0.41 -0.49 0.03
201066_at CYC1 35265_at FXR2 -0.25 0.51 0.29
201094_at RPS29 35265_at FXR2 0.34 -0.54 -0.09
201115_at POLD2 35265_at FXR2 -0.24 0.54 0.12
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201257_x_at RPS3A 35265_at FXR2 0.36 -0.53 0.09
201293_x_at PPIA 35265_at FXR2 0.32 -0.51 -0.05
201429_s_at PLK1 35265_at FXR2 0.36 -0.49 0.04
201492_s_at RPL41 35265_at FXR2 0.38 -0.48 0.05
201665_x_at RPS17 35265_at FXR2 0.31 -0.49 0.05
201717_at MRPL49 35265_at FXR2 -0.32 0.32 0.45
201891_s_at B2M 35265_at FXR2 0.46 -0.55 -0.03
202139_at AKR7A2 35265_at FXR2 -0.26 0.54 0.22
202151_s_at UBAC1 35265_at FXR2 -0.37 0.44 0.29
202348_s_at TOR1A 35265_at FXR2 -0.47 0.47 0.19
202958_at PTPN9 35265_at FXR2 -0.39 0.39 0.27
203034_s_at RPL27A 35265_at FXR2 0.39 -0.51 0.03
203366_at POLG 35265_at FXR2 0.53 -0.33 0.21
203415_at PDCD6 35265_at FXR2 -0.43 0.36 0.25
204331_s_at MRPS12 35265_at FXR2 -0.19 0.61 0.34
204892_x_at EEF1A1 35265_at FXR2 0.31 -0.51 0.03
205241_at SCO2 35265_at FXR2 -0.17 0.57 0.37
207684_at TBX6 35265_at FXR2 0.31 -0.45 0.28
208695_s_at RPL39 35265_at FXR2 0.50 -0.50 0.04
208825_x_at RPL23A 35265_at FXR2 0.36 -0.55 -0.04
208845_at VDAC3 35265_at FXR2 0.33 -0.53 -0.38
208904_s_at RPS28 35265_at FXR2 0.45 -0.50 -0.01
209123_at QDPR 35265_at FXR2 -0.45 0.34 -0.25
209310_s_at CASP4 35265_at FXR2 0.44 -0.41 -0.12
211983_x_at ACTG1 35265_at FXR2 0.48 -0.50 0.09
212320_at TUBB 35265_at FXR2 0.40 -0.47 0.04
212581_x_at GAPDH 35265_at FXR2 0.44 -0.46 0.07
213879_at --- 35265_at FXR2 0.33 -0.51 -0.08
214182_at ARF6 35265_at FXR2 0.21 -0.58 -0.18
214257_s_at SEC22B 35265_at FXR2 0.22 -0.60 -0.24
214615_at P2RY10 35265_at FXR2 0.40 -0.38 -0.11
215157_x_at PABPC1 35265_at FXR2 0.36 -0.46 -0.04
217923_at PEF1 35265_at FXR2 -0.22 0.55 0.23
217934_x_at STUB1 35265_at FXR2 -0.06 0.68 0.30
220789_s_at TBRG4 35265_at FXR2 -0.38 0.47 0.08
218671_s_at ATPIF1 35436_at GOLGA2 0.43 -0.36 0.24
200626_s_at MATR3 35666_at SEMA3F 0.27 -0.52 -0.14
201956_s_at GNPAT 35666_at SEMA3F -0.35 0.52 0.01
212462_at MYST4 35666_at SEMA3F 0.22 -0.63 0.13
213812_s_at CAMKK2 35666_at SEMA3F 0.51 -0.32 -0.05
217982_s_at MORF4L1 35666_at SEMA3F 0.08 -0.61 0.10
218379_at RBM7 35666_at SEMA3F 0.39 -0.42 -0.10
218896_s_at C17orf85 35666_at SEMA3F 0.43 -0.44 0.08
219384_s_at ADAT1 35666_at SEMA3F 0.17 -0.60 -0.18
218400_at OAS3 35974_at LRMP 0.40 -0.42 0.02
203356_at CAPN7 36019_at STK19 0.48 -0.24 -0.20
218458_at GMCL1 36019_at STK19 0.43 -0.40 -0.11
200042_at C22orf28 36554_at ASMTL 0.27 -0.60 -0.13
200055_at TAF10 36554_at ASMTL 0.16 0.78 0.52
200655_s_at CALM1 36554_at ASMTL -0.25 0.55 0.08
200804_at TEGT 36554_at ASMTL 0.36 -0.55 0.26
200891_s_at SSR1 36554_at ASMTL -0.34 0.48 -0.17
200945_s_at SEC31A 36554_at ASMTL -0.30 0.50 -0.09
200978_at MDH1 36554_at ASMTL 0.17 -0.71 -0.26
201002_s_at UBE2V1 36554_at ASMTL 0.28 -0.51 -0.14
201031_s_at HNRPH1 36554_at ASMTL -0.26 0.56 0.08
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201520_s_at GRSF1 36554_at ASMTL 0.48 -0.37 -0.01
201630_s_at ACP1 36554_at ASMTL 0.11 -0.62 -0.33
201864_at GDI1 36554_at ASMTL -0.11 0.69 -0.01
202179_at BLMH 36554_at ASMTL 0.38 -0.44 -0.04
202329_at CSK 36554_at ASMTL -0.23 0.64 0.06
202461_at EIF2B2 36554_at ASMTL 0.13 -0.63 -0.14
203090_at SDF2 36554_at ASMTL 0.32 -0.45 -0.20
203752_s_at JUND 36554_at ASMTL -0.09 0.68 0.16
204071_s_at TOPORS 36554_at ASMTL -0.18 0.56 -0.11
204158_s_at TCIRG1 36554_at ASMTL -0.16 0.64 0.35
204369_at PIK3CA 36554_at ASMTL 0.36 -0.39 -0.30
205480_s_at UGP2 36554_at ASMTL 0.37 -0.70 -0.10
206790_s_at NDUFB1 36554_at ASMTL -0.37 0.43 -0.25
207974_s_at SKP1A 36554_at ASMTL 0.33 -0.55 0.01
208726_s_at EIF2S2 36554_at ASMTL 0.07 -0.69 -0.42
208885_at LCP1 36554_at ASMTL 0.51 -0.31 0.21
209186_at ATP2A2 36554_at ASMTL -0.23 0.54 -0.15
209239_at NFKB1 36554_at ASMTL 0.28 -0.58 -0.07
209358_at TAF11 36554_at ASMTL -0.49 0.36 -0.05
210759_s_at PSMA1 36554_at ASMTL 0.31 -0.55 -0.06
211563_s_at C19orf2 36554_at ASMTL 0.41 -0.47 -0.01
211963_s_at ARPC5 36554_at ASMTL 0.31 -0.44 -0.32
212401_s_at CDC2L2 36554_at ASMTL -0.38 0.59 -0.03
216221_s_at PUM2 36554_at ASMTL 0.06 -0.67 -0.31
218555_at ANAPC2 36554_at ASMTL -0.09 0.65 0.34
219079_at CYB5R4 36554_at ASMTL 0.26 -0.52 -0.17
221543_s_at ERLIN2 36554_at ASMTL -0.37 0.45 -0.14
200623_s_at CALM3 36907_at MVK -0.14 0.11 0.68
200086_s_at COX4I1 36994_at ATP6V0C 0.07 -0.66 -0.40
201119_s_at COX8A 36994_at ATP6V0C 0.08 0.72 0.23
202121_s_at CHMP2A 36994_at ATP6V0C 0.15 -0.60 -0.14
204071_s_at TOPORS 36994_at ATP6V0C -0.07 0.68 0.04
219549_s_at RTN3 36994_at ATP6V0C 0.05 0.72 0.37
204641_at NEK2 37005_at NBL1 -0.10 -0.72 0.02
208313_s_at SF1 37012_at CAPZB -0.43 0.34 0.33
209048_s_at ZMYND8 37012_at CAPZB 0.51 -0.24 -0.19
207845_s_at ANAPC10 37278_at TAZ 0.43 -0.27 -0.38
1861_at BAD 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.39 0.21 0.42
200001_at CAPNS1 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.15 0.78 0.60
200008_s_at GDI2 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.62 -0.14 0.29
200016_x_at HNRPA1 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.45 -0.39 -0.05
200018_at RPS13 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.32 -0.47 0.06
200029_at RPL19 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.55 -0.41 0.20
200046_at DAD1 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.33 0.49 -0.38
200052_s_at ILF2 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.50 0.27 0.25
200063_s_at NPM1 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.47 -0.32 0.14
200086_s_at COX4I1 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.29 -0.55 -0.36
200089_s_at RPL4 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.56 -0.31 0.20
200626_s_at MATR3 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.49 0.38 -0.14
200633_at UBB 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.27 -0.61 -0.34
200650_s_at LDHA 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.41 -0.46 0.34
200656_s_at P4HB 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.36 0.24 0.51
200674_s_at RPL32 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.40 -0.42 0.20
200675_at CD81 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.03 0.75 0.67
200707_at PRKCSH 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.15 0.73 0.74
200716_x_at RPL13A 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.25 -0.51 0.23
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200735_x_at NACA 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.41 -0.45 -0.04
200809_x_at RPL12 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.32 -0.52 0.06
200820_at PSMD8 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.44 0.18 0.34
200846_s_at PPP1CA 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.35 0.42 0.55
200852_x_at GNB2 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.17 0.60 0.83
200922_at KDELR1 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.11 0.62 0.54
200926_at RPS23 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.49 -0.45 0.14
200933_x_at RPS4X 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.31 -0.54 0.16
200964_at UBE1 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.04 0.67 0.66
200990_at TRIM28 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.21 0.72 0.80
201039_s_at RAD23A 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.24 0.44 0.56
201049_s_at RPS18 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.40 -0.48 0.19
201052_s_at PSMF1 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.19 0.73 0.41
201066_at CYC1 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.50 0.26 0.40
201075_s_at SMARCC1 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.47 0.02 0.60
201082_s_at DCTN1 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.06 0.77 0.68
201102_s_at PFKL 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.03 0.49 0.73
201115_at POLD2 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.51 0.31 0.42
201118_at PGD 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.54 0.07 0.28
201119_s_at COX8A 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.37 0.65 0.24
201146_at NFE2L2 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.53 0.27 -0.23
201221_s_at SNRP70 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.09 0.56 0.63
201234_at ILK 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.35 0.49 0.49
201251_at PKM2 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.11 0.44 0.68
201257_x_at RPS3A 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.33 -0.48 0.25
201264_at COPE 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.11 0.76 0.68
201282_at OGDH 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.15 0.49 0.58
201284_s_at APEH 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.45 0.23 0.35
201293_x_at PPIA 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.33 -0.50 0.15
201358_s_at COPB1 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.40 -0.25 -0.53
201429_s_at RPL37A 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.47 -0.44 0.13
201441_at COX6B1 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.45 -0.34 -0.35
201588_at TXNL1 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.45 -0.36 -0.12
201801_s_at SLC29A1 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.36 0.21 0.61
201895_at ARAF 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.36 0.40 0.49
201903_at UQCRC1 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.25 0.76 0.75
201956_s_at GNPAT 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.37 -0.54 -0.15
202028_s_at RPL38 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.08 -0.64 -0.29
202041_s_at FIBP 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.22 0.57 0.70
202139_at AKR7A2 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.52 0.41 0.53
202151_s_at UBAC1 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.51 0.31 0.54
202161_at PKN1 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.15 0.78 0.71
202218_s_at FADS2 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.18 0.51 0.49
202290_at PDAP1 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.39 -0.16 0.52
202296_s_at RER1 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.31 0.42 0.35
202471_s_at IDH3G 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.38 0.51 0.42
202545_at PRKCD 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.35 0.50 0.39
202621_at IRF3 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.08 0.77 0.60
202632_at DPH1 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.33 0.45 0.60
202804_at ABCC1 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.48 -0.12 -0.36
202957_at HCLS1 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.30 0.49 0.22
202958_at PTPN9 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.25 0.47 0.45
202991_at STARD3 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.21 0.52 0.40
203034_s_at RPL27A 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.45 -0.46 0.13
203109_at UBE2M 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.10 0.60 0.52
203254_s_at TLN1 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.18 0.82 0.76
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203267_s_at DRG2 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.33 -0.01 0.74
203388_at ARRB2 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.26 0.45 0.65
203415_at PDCD6 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.42 0.29 0.39
203523_at LSP1 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.06 0.71 0.74
203664_s_at POLR2D 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.48 0.17 0.37
203727_at SKIV2L 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.17 0.40 0.60
203728_at BAK1 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.16 0.53 0.72
203890_s_at DAPK3 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.41 -0.02 0.50
204147_s_at TFDP1 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.46 0.01 0.55
204192_at CD37 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.00 0.65 0.59
204331_s_at MRPS12 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.47 0.46 0.56
204630_s_at GOSR1 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.14 -0.26 -0.67
204875_s_at GMDS 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.29 0.40 0.54
204892_x_at EEF1A1 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.26 -0.52 0.10
205267_at POU2AF1 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.46 -0.14 -0.36
205733_at BLM 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.31 -0.46 0.22
206567_s_at PHF20 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.41 -0.32 -0.42
206790_s_at NDUFB1 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.48 0.39 -0.46
206920_s_at GLE1L 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.45 -0.30 0.47
206968_s_at NFRKB 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.21 0.02 0.68
207419_s_at RAC2 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.53 0.10 0.46
207722_s_at BTBD2 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.12 0.63 0.79
207740_s_at NUP62 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.33 0.45 0.51
208074_s_at AP2S1 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.36 0.50 0.14
208113_x_at PABPC3 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.62 -0.16 0.15
208313_s_at SF1 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.28 0.49 0.53
208620_at PCBP1 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.30 -0.02 0.70
208695_s_at RPL39 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.53 -0.28 0.13
208697_s_at EIF3S6 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.30 -0.56 -0.10
208714_at NDUFV1 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.30 0.57 0.53
208780_x_at VAPA 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.34 -0.32 -0.54
208825_x_at RPL23A 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.42 -0.48 0.08
208845_at VDAC3 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.58 -0.31 -0.33
208885_at LCP1 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.56 -0.46 0.45
208904_s_at RPS28 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.50 -0.37 0.09
209048_s_at ZMYND8 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.35 -0.51 -0.26
209162_s_at PRPF4 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.48 0.00 0.37
209428_s_at ZFPL1 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.32 0.27 0.66
209449_at LSM2 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.02 0.61 0.68
209953_s_at CDC37 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.37 0.28 0.50
210418_s_at IDH3B 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.58 0.07 0.32
210719_s_at HMG20B 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.08 0.58 0.69
211136_s_at CLPTM1 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.18 0.64 0.47
211337_s_at 76P 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.57 -0.44 0.31
211475_s_at BAG1 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.50 0.06 0.32
211558_s_at DHPS 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.17 0.62 0.37
211983_x_at ACTG1 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.54 -0.32 0.33
211985_s_at CALM1 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.47 0.34 0.05
212016_s_at PTBP1 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.20 -0.12 0.67
212125_at RANGAP1 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.39 0.18 0.49
212320_at TUBB 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.46 -0.43 0.43
212383_at ATP6V0A1 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.10 0.64 0.37
212416_at SCAMP1 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.40 -0.39 -0.32
212581_x_at GAPDH 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.41 -0.40 0.27
213318_s_at BAT3 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.16 0.66 0.81
213606_s_at ARHGDIA 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.14 0.35 0.66
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213746_s_at FLNA 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.17 0.57 0.60
213762_x_at RBMX 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.17 -0.71 -0.04
213879_at --- 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.41 -0.43 0.09
214182_at ARF6 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.14 -0.59 -0.42
214224_s_at PIN4 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.35 -0.16 -0.50
214257_s_at SEC22B 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.06 -0.69 -0.53
214359_s_at HSP90AB1 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.64 -0.34 0.32
214437_s_at SHMT2 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.27 0.50 0.51
215157_x_at PABPC1 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.47 -0.42 0.22
215735_s_at TSC2 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.07 0.61 0.62
215794_x_at GLUD2 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.49 -0.02 0.47
217854_s_at POLR2E 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.27 0.68 0.34
217860_at NDUFA10 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.49 0.14 0.45
217923_at PEF1 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.24 0.58 0.35
217960_s_at TOMM22 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.30 0.43 0.35
218190_s_at UCRC 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.30 0.49 -0.02
218205_s_at MKNK2 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.57 -0.14 0.01
218220_at C12orf10 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.14 0.80 0.59
218367_x_at USP21 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.24 0.48 0.53
218735_s_at ZNF544 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.41 -0.42 0.10
218813_s_at SH3GLB2 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.12 0.51 0.69
218996_at TFPT 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.15 0.47 0.61
219192_at UBAP2 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.46 -0.26 -0.35
219854_at ZNF14 37462_i_at SF3A2 0.38 -0.46 -0.17
220189_s_at MGAT4B 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.33 0.39 0.52
220789_s_at TBRG4 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.48 0.24 0.40
36554_at ASMTL 37462_i_at SF3A2 -0.13 0.66 0.58
201119_s_at COX8A 37652_at CABIN1 -0.32 0.47 0.05
202139_at AKR7A2 37652_at CABIN1 -0.18 0.63 0.42
203190_at NDUFS8 37652_at CABIN1 0.09 0.77 0.49
213123_at MFAP3 37652_at CABIN1 0.01 -0.69 -0.44
218735_s_at ZNF544 37652_at CABIN1 0.29 -0.57 0.06
208628_s_at YBX1 37793_r_at RAD51L3 -0.58 0.17 -0.13
200036_s_at RPL10A 37965_at PARVB 0.38 -0.49 0.23
200041_s_at BAT1 37965_at PARVB 0.11 0.78 0.61
201746_at TP53 37965_at PARVB -0.01 0.66 0.54
203239_s_at CNOT3 37965_at PARVB 0.24 0.78 0.70
204158_s_at TCIRG1 37965_at PARVB -0.06 0.62 0.58
205480_s_at UGP2 37965_at PARVB 0.38 -0.42 -0.14
207614_s_at CUL1 37965_at PARVB 0.35 -0.30 -0.41
208717_at OXA1L 37965_at PARVB 0.49 -0.34 0.12
214167_s_at RPLP0 37965_at PARVB 0.50 -0.37 0.24
218443_s_at DAZAP1 37965_at PARVB -0.22 0.45 0.52
220748_s_at ZNF580 37965_at PARVB -0.06 0.61 0.59
37462_i_at SF3A2 37965_at PARVB -0.05 0.72 0.79
202022_at ALDOC 37966_at PARVB 0.82 0.38 0.34
213762_x_at RBMX 37966_at PARVB 0.31 -0.50 0.06
213535_s_at UBE2I 37996_s_at DMPK -0.06 0.46 0.69
200716_x_at RPL13A 38158_at ESPL1 -0.31 -0.54 0.44
200937_s_at RPL5 38158_at ESPL1 -0.42 -0.46 0.43
202139_at AKR7A2 38158_at ESPL1 -0.30 0.39 0.41
205412_at ACAT1 38158_at ESPL1 -0.28 0.52 0.10
207813_s_at FDXR 38158_at ESPL1 -0.21 0.53 0.42
211519_s_at KIF2C 38158_at ESPL1 0.09 0.44 0.80
212369_at ZNF384 38158_at ESPL1 0.23 -0.22 0.69
214167_s_at RPLP0 38158_at ESPL1 -0.52 -0.49 0.41
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217846_at QARS 38158_at ESPL1 -0.24 0.23 0.62
218458_at GMCL1 38158_at ESPL1 0.02 0.65 -0.13
221190_s_at C18orf8 38158_at ESPL1 0.54 -0.07 -0.27
202545_at PRKCD 38290_at RGS14 -0.24 0.38 0.53
202858_at U2AF1 38447_at ADRBK1 -0.40 0.39 -0.22
204641_at NEK2 38447_at ADRBK1 0.17 -0.59 0.35
208813_at GOT1 38447_at ADRBK1 -0.42 0.43 -0.21
210097_s_at NOL7 38447_at ADRBK1 -0.28 0.51 -0.15
218379_at RBM7 38447_at ADRBK1 0.29 -0.58 -0.17
200086_s_at COX4I1 38521_at CD22 0.35 -0.45 -0.08
200626_s_at MATR3 38521_at CD22 -0.48 0.46 -0.04
201237_at CAPZA2 38521_at CD22 -0.36 0.43 -0.23
201441_at COX6B1 38521_at CD22 0.54 -0.21 -0.02
201956_s_at GNPAT 38521_at CD22 0.50 -0.39 0.17
208313_s_at SF1 38521_at CD22 -0.44 0.37 0.08
209048_s_at ZMYND8 38521_at CD22 0.39 -0.43 0.18
200027_at NARS 38703_at DNPEP 0.44 -0.35 0.06
201358_s_at COPB1 38964_r_at WAS 0.46 -0.25 -0.21
202139_at AKR7A2 38964_r_at WAS -0.51 0.13 0.26
203388_at ARRB2 38964_r_at WAS -0.35 0.49 0.36
208780_x_at VAPA 38964_r_at WAS 0.54 0.04 -0.32
211475_s_at BAG1 38964_r_at WAS -0.54 0.05 0.21
213746_s_at FLNA 38964_r_at WAS -0.40 0.43 0.32
219192_at UBAP2 38964_r_at WAS 0.49 -0.22 -0.15
218645_at ZNF277P 39817_s_at C6orf108 0.10 -0.63 -0.24
200691_s_at HSPA9 40359_at RASSF7 -0.56 -0.05 0.25
200961_at SEPHS2 40359_at RASSF7 0.14 -0.62 -0.32
201343_at UBE2D2 40359_at RASSF7 0.28 -0.55 -0.31
201368_at ZFP36L2 40359_at RASSF7 0.13 -0.61 -0.52
201459_at RUVBL2 40359_at RASSF7 -0.25 0.52 0.30
201567_s_at GOLGA4 40359_at RASSF7 0.15 -0.55 -0.48
201738_at EIF1B 40359_at RASSF7 0.10 -0.65 -0.30
201746_at TP53 40359_at RASSF7 -0.49 0.07 0.31
201762_s_at PSME2 40359_at RASSF7 -0.56 0.22 -0.12
201903_at UQCRC1 40359_at RASSF7 -0.21 0.22 0.63
202154_x_at TUBB3 40359_at RASSF7 -0.48 0.36 0.26
202264_s_at TOMM40 40359_at RASSF7 -0.45 0.30 0.17
202384_s_at TCOF1 40359_at RASSF7 -0.28 0.49 0.35
202799_at CLPP 40359_at RASSF7 -0.01 0.67 0.54
203025_at ARD1A 40359_at RASSF7 -0.23 0.52 0.39
203098_at CDYL 40359_at RASSF7 0.33 -0.40 -0.34
204441_s_at POLA2 40359_at RASSF7 -0.37 0.40 0.23
205170_at STAT2 40359_at RASSF7 -0.34 0.15 0.51
205371_s_at DBT 40359_at RASSF7 0.36 -0.34 -0.40
205423_at AP1B1 40359_at RASSF7 -0.32 0.39 0.36
205901_at PNOC 40359_at RASSF7 0.48 -0.46 0.01
206854_s_at MAP3K7 40359_at RASSF7 0.19 -0.48 -0.55
207769_s_at PQBP1 40359_at RASSF7 -0.36 0.44 -0.02
209067_s_at HNRPDL 40359_at RASSF7 -0.51 0.21 0.17
209786_at HMGN4 40359_at RASSF7 0.20 -0.56 -0.37
212470_at SPAG9 40359_at RASSF7 0.36 -0.56 -0.36
213282_at --- 40359_at RASSF7 0.19 -0.54 -0.39
213892_s_at APRT 40359_at RASSF7 -0.38 0.30 0.34
214988_s_at SON 40359_at RASSF7 0.15 -0.69 -0.60
215905_s_at WDR57 40359_at RASSF7 -0.49 0.12 0.35
216221_s_at PUM2 40359_at RASSF7 0.37 -0.17 -0.47
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217782_s_at GPS1 40359_at RASSF7 -0.26 0.49 0.41
217819_at GOLGA7 40359_at RASSF7 0.30 -0.46 -0.27
217912_at DUS1L 40359_at RASSF7 -0.27 0.54 0.29
217971_at MAP2K1IP1 40359_at RASSF7 0.22 -0.55 -0.22
218379_at RBM7 40359_at RASSF7 0.24 -0.62 -0.35
218680_x_at HYPK 40359_at RASSF7 -0.56 0.17 -0.07
218696_at EIF2AK3 40359_at RASSF7 0.34 -0.56 -0.35
218896_s_at C17orf85 40359_at RASSF7 0.39 -0.47 -0.23
219275_at PDCD5 40359_at RASSF7 -0.54 0.30 -0.17
221654_s_at USP3 40359_at RASSF7 0.20 -0.58 -0.21
221999_at VRK3 40359_at RASSF7 0.67 0.28 -0.23
201284_s_at APEH 40569_at MZF1 -0.48 0.31 0.13
202139_at AKR7A2 40569_at MZF1 -0.50 0.32 0.23
202471_s_at IDH3G 40569_at MZF1 -0.49 0.21 0.21
211519_s_at KIF2C 40569_at MZF1 -0.46 0.17 0.36
219192_at UBAP2 40569_at MZF1 0.50 -0.25 -0.23
36554_at ASMTL 40569_at MZF1 -0.37 0.42 0.01
200001_at CAPNS1 41160_at MBD3 -0.15 0.47 0.63
201441_at COX6B1 41160_at MBD3 0.32 -0.37 -0.55
201628_s_at RRAGA 41160_at MBD3 -0.26 0.30 0.57
201801_s_at SLC29A1 41160_at MBD3 -0.08 0.47 0.66
202139_at AKR7A2 41160_at MBD3 -0.24 0.50 0.37
202151_s_at UBAC1 41160_at MBD3 -0.12 0.50 0.71
202958_at PTPN9 41160_at MBD3 -0.18 0.30 0.72
203415_at PDCD6 41160_at MBD3 -0.16 0.39 0.67
204147_s_at TFDP1 41160_at MBD3 -0.10 0.38 0.68
204331_s_at MRPS12 41160_at MBD3 0.00 0.57 0.70
204630_s_at GOSR1 41160_at MBD3 0.17 -0.52 -0.62
208313_s_at SF1 41160_at MBD3 -0.08 0.41 0.80
208780_x_at VAPA 41160_at MBD3 0.01 -0.47 -0.75
208845_at VDAC3 41160_at MBD3 0.30 -0.49 -0.18
214224_s_at PIN4 41160_at MBD3 0.26 -0.23 -0.65
218226_s_at NDUFB4 41160_at MBD3 0.13 -0.35 -0.68
218735_s_at ZNF544 41160_at MBD3 0.56 -0.32 0.46
201588_at TXNL1 43544_at THRAP5 0.56 -0.13 -0.05
202139_at AKR7A2 43544_at THRAP5 -0.38 0.27 0.39
205267_at POU2AF1 43544_at THRAP5 0.59 -0.04 -0.08
208780_x_at VAPA 43544_at THRAP5 0.26 -0.40 -0.51
213762_x_at RBMX 43544_at THRAP5 0.26 -0.51 -0.22
200668_s_at UBE2D3 44146_at GMEB2 -0.62 0.25 0.07
201955_at CCNC 44146_at GMEB2 -0.35 0.39 0.31
202810_at DRG1 44146_at GMEB2 -0.61 0.13 -0.39
203511_s_at TRAPPC3 44146_at GMEB2 -0.70 -0.07 -0.26
203719_at ERCC1 44146_at GMEB2 0.54 -0.29 -0.21
204158_s_at TCIRG1 44146_at GMEB2 0.55 -0.28 0.28
204164_at SIPA1 44146_at GMEB2 0.28 -0.50 0.12
205480_s_at UGP2 44146_at GMEB2 -0.55 0.20 0.22
207079_s_at MED6 44146_at GMEB2 -0.58 0.02 0.30
208631_s_at HADHA 44146_at GMEB2 -0.64 -0.01 0.09
209239_at NFKB1 44146_at GMEB2 -0.46 0.35 -0.08
211519_s_at KIF2C 44146_at GMEB2 -0.47 -0.02 0.53
217915_s_at C15orf15 44146_at GMEB2 -0.50 0.07 0.34
37462_i_at SF3A2 44146_at GMEB2 0.49 -0.32 0.03
40569_at MZF1 44146_at GMEB2 0.59 -0.20 0.39
200966_x_at ALDOA 46270_at UBAP1 0.29 -0.46 -0.39
201954_at ARPC1B 46270_at UBAP1 0.45 -0.30 -0.17
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203514_at MAP3K3 46270_at UBAP1 0.60 -0.21 0.01
204164_at SIPA1 46270_at UBAP1 0.54 -0.42 -0.28
212462_at MYST4 47571_at ZNF236 0.13 -0.63 0.23
200699_at --- 49077_at PPME1 -0.32 0.51 -0.12
201343_at UBE2D2 49077_at PPME1 0.16 -0.49 -0.55
202081_at IER2 49077_at PPME1 0.14 -0.43 0.51
203758_at CTSO 49077_at PPME1 0.22 0.14 -0.63
204641_at NEK2 49077_at PPME1 -0.03 -0.66 0.15
209067_s_at HNRPDL 49077_at PPME1 -0.53 0.20 0.03
214988_s_at SON 49077_at PPME1 -0.05 -0.69 -0.71
200086_s_at COX4I1 49327_at SIRT3 -0.32 0.49 -0.28
201713_s_at RANBP2 49327_at SIRT3 0.25 -0.53 -0.16
200913_at PPM1G 49878_at PEX16 -0.44 0.35 0.01
201020_at YWHAH 49878_at PEX16 -0.55 0.21 -0.01
202483_s_at RANBP1 49878_at PEX16 -0.59 0.21 -0.05
203931_s_at MRPL12 49878_at PEX16 -0.38 0.47 -0.08
212983_at HRAS 49878_at PEX16 -0.39 0.39 0.11
213897_s_at MRPL23 49878_at PEX16 -0.37 0.47 0.01
214437_s_at SHMT2 49878_at PEX16 -0.58 0.18 0.18
215905_s_at WDR57 49878_at PEX16 -0.45 0.35 -0.04
204641_at NEK2 635_s_at PPP2R5B 0.19 -0.55 0.19
202169_s_at AASDHPPT 65521_at UBE2D4 0.18 -0.58 -0.25
202432_at PPP3CB 65521_at UBE2D4 0.11 -0.60 -0.44
203307_at GNL1 65521_at UBE2D4 -0.48 0.07 0.38
204675_at SRD5A1 65521_at UBE2D4 0.34 -0.40 -0.44
209786_at HMGN4 65521_at UBE2D4 0.22 -0.48 -0.52
212410_at EFHA1 65521_at UBE2D4 0.17 -0.59 -0.41
212462_at MYST4 65521_at UBE2D4 0.16 -0.59 -0.09
214988_s_at SON 65521_at UBE2D4 0.22 -0.53 -0.52
218042_at COPS4 65521_at UBE2D4 0.32 -0.51 -0.31
218896_s_at C17orf85 65521_at UBE2D4 0.44 -0.46 -0.34
200910_at CCT3 78047_s_at LOC729580 -0.62 0.19 -0.04
200959_at FUS 78047_s_at LOC729580 -0.63 0.04 -0.07
201516_at SRM 78047_s_at LOC729580 -0.56 0.24 0.02
202678_at GTF2A2 78047_s_at LOC729580 -0.52 0.25 -0.38
202692_s_at UBTF 78047_s_at LOC729580 -0.45 0.32 0.14
203103_s_at PRPF19 78047_s_at LOC729580 -0.50 0.35 -0.01
203577_at GTF2H4 78047_s_at LOC729580 -0.43 0.43 0.19
208861_s_at ATRX 78047_s_at LOC729580 0.47 -0.36 0.17
209067_s_at HNRPDL 78047_s_at LOC729580 -0.64 0.08 0.01
210574_s_at NUDC 78047_s_at LOC729580 -0.54 0.31 -0.19
213746_s_at FLNA 78047_s_at LOC729580 -0.38 0.43 0.11
218391_at SNF8 78047_s_at LOC729580 -0.48 0.25 0.12
218696_at EIF2AK3 78047_s_at LOC729580 0.36 -0.48 -0.05
221249_s_at FAM117A 78047_s_at LOC729580 0.68 -0.21 0.10
221654_s_at USP3 78047_s_at LOC729580 0.42 -0.36 -0.05
200961_at SEPHS2 78330_at ZNF335 0.17 -0.58 0.09
206729_at TNFRSF8 90265_at CENTA1 -0.32 0.46 -0.23
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Affymetrix ID 1 Gene Symbol 1 Affmetrix ID 2 Gene Symbol 2 R Chr Intergene Distance (bp)
206975_at LTA 207113_s_at TNF 0.58 6 3,680
217782_s_at GPS1 217912_at DUS1L 0.52 17 5,092
212203_x_at IFITM3 214022_s_at IFITM1 0.77 11 5,523
201315_x_at IFITM2 214022_s_at IFITM1 0.63 11 6,113
200031_s_at RPS11 200716_x_at RPL13A 0.85 19 8,329
200634_at PFN1 209003_at SLC25A11 0.52 17 8,428
200807_s_at HSPD1 205133_s_at HSPE1 0.53 2 9,200
203353_s_at MBD1 48580_at CXXC1 0.60 18 9,922
203190_at NDUFS8 204158_s_at TCIRG1 0.54 11 11,334
201315_x_at IFITM2 212203_x_at IFITM3 0.66 11 11,635
208132_x_at BAT2 213318_s_at BAT3 0.59 6 12,532
203932_at HLA-DMB 217478_s_at HLA-DMA 0.68 6 12,745
204149_s_at GSTM4 204418_x_at GSTM2 0.50 1 12,922
203615_x_at SULT1A1 207122_x_at SULT1A2 0.56 16 12,955
204279_at PSMB9 209040_s_at PSMB8 0.53 6 14,432
204103_at CCL4 205114_s_at CCL3 0.84 17 15,571
203581_at RAB4A 206272_at SPHAR 0.54 1 17,363
204418_x_at GSTM2 204550_x_at GSTM1 0.90 1 19,109
208527_x_at HIST1H2BE 209911_x_at HIST1H2BD 0.73 6 19,241
200964_at UBE1 207239_s_at PCTK1 0.53 23 19,424
203153_at IFIT1 203595_s_at IFIT5 0.67 10 19,541
217963_s_at NGFRAP1 217975_at WBP5 0.52 23 20,152
203506_s_at MED12 204116_at IL2RG 0.52 23 21,029
202839_s_at NDUFB7 208336_s_at GPSN2 0.60 19 21,231
209391_at DPM2 220937_s_at ST6GALNAC4 0.50 9 24,191
200064_at HSP90AB1 201801_s_at SLC29A1 0.56 6 24,967
204439_at IFI44L 214453_s_at IFI44 0.84 1 25,499
201390_s_at CSNK2B 213318_s_at BAT3 0.60 6 26,151
207446_at TLR6 210176_at TLR1 0.52 4 27,610
202076_at BIRC2 210538_s_at BIRC3 0.55 11 32,940
209911_x_at HIST1H2BD 215071_s_at HIST1H2AC 0.81 6 33,101
206050_s_at RNH1 212983_at HRAS 0.56 11 33,245
200846_s_at PPP1CA 204960_at PTPRCAP 0.57 11 36,594
204972_at OAS2 218400_at OAS3 0.60 12 39,187
205552_s_at OAS1 218400_at OAS3 0.70 12 43,270
201313_at ENO2 213011_s_at TPI1 0.71 12 49,893
208527_x_at HIST1H2BE 215071_s_at HIST1H2AC 0.77 6 52,341
206313_at HLA-DOA 217478_s_at HLA-DMA 0.52 6 57,503
200922_at KDELR1 203729_at EMP3 0.53 19 59,278
209723_at SERPINB9 213572_s_at SERPINB1 0.62 6 59,786
203153_at IFIT1 204747_at IFIT3 0.63 10 63,987
202518_at BCL7B 208445_s_at BAZ1B 0.50 7 65,633
202564_x_at ARL2 209428_s_at ZFPL1 0.52 11 68,124
203252_at CDK2AP2 204960_at PTPRCAP 0.68 11 70,746
209795_at CD69 220132_s_at CLEC2D 0.54 12 74,263
204326_x_at MT1X 212185_x_at MT2A 0.87 16 74,302
202939_at ZMPSTE24 204243_at RLF -0.56 1 74,903
209398_at HIST1H1C 215071_s_at HIST1H2AC 0.80 6 75,560
204820_s_at BTN3A3 209846_s_at BTN3A2 0.75 6 76,325
203136_at RABAC1 205049_s_at CD79A 0.53 19 78,766
200051_at SART1 204610_s_at CCDC85B 0.51 11 79,224
204972_at OAS2 205552_s_at OAS1 0.70 12 82,457
209140_x_at HLA-B 216526_x_at HLA-C 0.89 6 85,261
201762_s_at PSME2 217990_at GMPR2 -0.52 14 91,166
200041_s_at BAT1 208132_x_at BAT2 0.58 6 93,178
203718_at PNPLA6 209367_at STXBP2 0.73 19 94,191
201797_s_at VARS 202326_at EHMT2 0.51 6 99,710
208932_at PPP4C 209083_at CORO1A 0.55 16 105,666
200041_s_at BAT1 213318_s_at BAT3 0.55 6 105,710
209398_at HIST1H1C 209911_x_at HIST1H2BD 0.70 6 108,660
200752_s_at CAPN1 209428_s_at ZFPL1 0.59 11 110,624
208874_x_at PPP2R4 218813_s_at SH3GLB2 0.51 9 111,506
204610_s_at CCDC85B 210125_s_at BANF1 0.64 11 112,091
203403_s_at RNF6 204831_at CDK8 0.59 13 112,412
203132_at RB1 204759_at RCBTB2 0.68 13 114,032




200902_at SEP15 203284_s_at HS2ST1 0.53 1 123,986
205167_s_at CDC25C 218755_at KIF20A 0.57 5 124,884
200623_s_at CALM3 217903_at STRN4 0.61 19 126,925
208527_x_at HIST1H2BE 209398_at HIST1H1C 0.82 6 127,901
203574_at NFIL3 205052_at AUH 0.54 9 128,504
200094_s_at EEF2 202424_at MAP2K2 0.54 19 130,826
205671_s_at HLA-DOB 217478_s_at HLA-DMA 0.58 6 135,695
215735_s_at TSC2 220587_s_at GBL 0.53 16 138,961
210205_at B3GALT4 221488_s_at CUTA 0.53 6 139,121
203132_at RB1 217732_s_at ITM2B 0.70 13 145,554
200691_s_at HSPA9 210878_s_at JMJD1B 0.53 5 157,089
218499_at RP6-213H19.1 218668_s_at RAP2C 0.67 23 160,483
201266_at TXNRD1 218127_at NFYB 0.54 12 190,819
202621_at IRF3 212032_s_at PTOV1 0.55 19 193,326
201138_s_at SSB 208994_s_at PPIG 0.54 2 194,397
208894_at HLA-DRA 212671_s_at HLA-DQA1 0.63 6 198,594
200852_x_at GNB2 208104_s_at TSC22D4 0.57 7 203,658
200846_s_at PPP1CA 208714_at NDUFV1 0.59 11 209,729
202092_s_at ARL2BP 208996_s_at POLR2C 0.52 16 217,794
208677_s_at BSG 212016_s_at PTBP1 0.55 19 226,949
200077_s_at OAZ1 218205_s_at MKNK2 0.54 19 227,249
202448_s_at ZER1 206920_s_at GLE1L 0.57 9 228,561
202326_at EHMT2 213318_s_at BAT3 0.66 6 244,515
204868_at ICT1 217932_at MRPS7 0.53 17 246,902
200610_s_at NCL 200773_x_at LOC643287 0.52 2 251,345
200903_s_at AHCY 201271_s_at RALY 0.53 20 254,701
202621_at IRF3 207740_s_at NUP62 0.52 19 256,153
202326_at EHMT2 208132_x_at BAT2 0.56 6 257,047
204759_at RCBTB2 217732_s_at ITM2B 0.72 13 259,585
210786_s_at FLI1 214447_at ETS1 0.58 11 260,389
200071_at SMNDC1 209259_s_at SMC3 0.65 10 287,335
208436_s_at IRF7 212203_x_at IFITM3 0.59 11 293,967
208436_s_at IRF7 214022_s_at IFITM1 0.70 11 299,489
203931_s_at MRPL12 217973_at DCXR 0.61 17 305,070
212671_s_at HLA-DQA1 217478_s_at HLA-DMA 0.50 6 310,066
202393_s_at KLF10 208882_s_at EDD1 0.53 8 320,020
203727_at SKIV2L 213318_s_at BAT3 0.50 6 322,457
203931_s_at MRPL12 217782_s_at GPS1 0.61 17 322,969
200658_s_at PHB 221249_s_at FAM117A -0.51 17 327,748
203931_s_at MRPL12 217912_at DUS1L 0.59 17 328,061
203055_s_at ARHGEF1 632_at GSK3A 0.54 19 338,676
213041_s_at ATP5D 41160_at MBD3 0.60 19 341,377
202424_at MAP2K2 220757_s_at UBXD1 0.53 19 344,302
40359_at RASSF7 49327_at SIRT3 0.51 11 346,991
200041_s_at BAT1 202326_at EHMT2 0.50 6 350,225
200029_at RPL19 200888_s_at RPL23 0.51 17 350,925
202911_at MSH6 209421_at MSH2 0.64 2 351,977
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 200984_s_at CD59 0.65 11 353,864
203093_s_at TIMM44 218529_at CD320 0.54 19 369,850
209449_at LSM2 215535_s_at AGPAT1 0.56 6 370,501
208764_s_at ATP5G2 210908_s_at PFDN5 0.57 12 371,414
202138_x_at JTV1 208640_at RAC1 0.54 7 372,705
213041_s_at ATP5D 43544_at THRAP5 0.52 19 374,846
202253_s_at DNM2 209953_s_at CDC37 0.52 19 377,511
203093_s_at TIMM44 203718_at PNPLA6 0.51 19 387,082
202183_s_at KIF22 209083_at CORO1A 0.55 16 388,294
201819_at SCARB1 207760_s_at NCOR2 0.56 12 410,875
201835_s_at PRKAB1 205461_at RAB35 0.61 12 432,711
204192_at CD37 37028_at PPP1R15A 0.54 19 463,762
203422_at POLD1 207740_s_at NUP62 0.51 19 482,404
201614_s_at RUVBL1 202107_s_at MCM2 0.51 3 491,505
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Supplementary Table 1.3
Gene Symbol Predicted Functions (# of Genes in Subnetwork with these Functions)
ARPC5L sex determination (3)
C11orf58 RNA splicing (4), axoneme biogenesis (1), mRNA transport (2), protein amino acid O-linked 
mannosylation (1), cytoplasmic sequestering of NFkB (1), cell morphogenesis (3)
C16orf80 DNA geometric change (1)
C17orf85 RNA splicing (4)
C22orf28 establishment of mitotic spindle (3), mitosis (9), protein folding (7), proton transport (4), heme 
metabolic process (2)
C9orf78 response to arsenic (1)
CHCHD2 translation (59), glycosis (4)
COPS7B protein import (3)
COX4NB RNA processing (12), pyrimidine nucleotide biosynthetic process (4), protein folding (7), 
oligodendrocyte development (2), tRNA processing (4), polyamine biosynthetic process (2), 
quinone cofactor metabolic process(2), cellular component disassembly(3), biopolymer catabolic 
process(7)
DUS1L protein polymerization (4)
EIF1B virus-infected cell apoptosis (2)
EST (212920_at) protein-RNA complex assembly (3), I-kappaB kinase/NF-kappaB cascade (3), spliceosome 
assembly (2), regulation of neurogenesis (2), toll-like receptor signaling pathway (1), regulation 
of long-term neuronal synaptic plasticity (1), ubiquitin-dependent protein catabolic process (3)
EST(213879_at) translation (12)
EST(208082_x_at) bile acid and bile salt transport (1)
FAM117A pyrimidine nucleotide biosynthetic process (3), ER overload response (2), regulation of apoptosis 
(8), protein folding (6), translation (8)
GPN3 double-strand break repair via homologous recombination (2), amine metabolic process (2)
JTV1 ribonucleoprotein complex biogenesis and assembly (13), protein folding (11), nucleotide 
biosynthetic process (7), protein catabolic process (8), mitotic cell cycle (7)
LOC399491 phosphatidylcholine biosynthetic process (1), catecholamine metabolic process (1), fatty acid beta-
oxidation (1)
LOC51035 ER to Golgi vesicle-mediated transport (4), energy derivation by oxidation of organic compounds 
(4), cell division (5), purine ribonucleoside triphosphate biosynthetic process (3)
MMS19L alcohol metabolic process (3), protein import into nucleus (2), GMP metabolic process (1)
NUCKS1 nuclear transport (3), RNA processing (4)
PMS2L3 protein catabolic process (2)
POLR3G IMP metabolic process (2), purine nucleotide biosynthetic process (3), steriod hormone receptor 
complex assembly (1), response to unfolded protein (2)
SDHALP1 S-adenosylmethionine metabolic process (1), protein targeting to mitochondrion (1)
SFRS16 histone deacetylation (1)
SLC35B1 protein folding (5)
TM9SF3 secretory pathway (8)
TMED3 peptidyl-asparagine modification (2), protein folding(4)
TMED9 protein localization (7)
TMEM111 tRNA aminoacylation for protein translation (2), secretory pathway (8)




TMEM147 rRNA processing (1)
TMEM165 RNA splicing (6), protein targeting (5)
TMEM5 response to unfolded protein (1)
USPL1 adenine metabolic process (1)
ZMYM6 plasma membrane to endosome transport (1)
ZNF226 pyrimidine nucleotide metabolic process (4), RNA processing (9), amino acid and derivative 
metabolic process (7), ribonucleoprotein complex biogenesis and assembly (5), regulation of 





Supplementary Figure 1.1.  Genes identified in genome-wide association studies (grey) 
and their neighbors in the network.  Red and green connections refer to positive and 
negative correlations,  respectively. 
 
MICB has been implicated in AIDS progression (PMID: 19115949) 
 
TNF has been implicated in AIDS progression (PMID: 19115949) 
 
LTB has been implicated in AIDS progression (PMID: 19115949) 
 
















CTNNBL1 has been implicated in bone mineral density (PMID: 17903296) 
 
TGFBR3 has been implicated in bone mineral density (PMID: 19249006) 
 















GLG1 has been implicated in breast cancer (PMID: 18463975) 
 
SCHIP1 has been implicated in Celiac disease (PMID: 18311140) 
 





FADS2 has been implicated in Cholesterol (total) (PMID: 19060911), HDL cholesterol 
(PMID: 19060911, 19060906), LDL cholesterol (PMID: 19060911, 19060910), and 






PSMA4 has been implicated in Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (PMID: 
19300482), lung cancer (PMID: 18780872, 18385676, 18385738). 
 






SMAD3 has been implicated in coronary disease (PMID: 17634449) 
 
CCR6 has been implicated in Crohn's disease (PMID: 18587394) 
 






BCL11A has been implicated in fetal hemoglobin levels (PMID: 18245381) and  F-cell 




CCND2 has been implicated in major depressive disorder (PMID: 19107115) 
 
SLC5A3 has been implicated in myocardial infarction (early onset) (PMID: 19198609) 
 
LDLR has been implicated in myocardial infarction (early onset) (PMID: 19198609), 
total cholesterol (PMID: 19060911) and  LDL cholesterol (PMID: 19060911, 19060906, 






ABI2 has been implicated in other subclinical atherosclerosis traits (PMID: 17903303) 
 
 STAP1 (also known as BRDG1) has been implicated in Parkinson's disease (PMID: 
17052657) 
 
SH2B3 has been implicated in Plasma eosinophil count (PMID: 19198610), Celiac 




















TNFAIP3 has been implicated in psoriasis (PMID: 19169254), systemic lupus 
erythematosus (PMID: 18677312), and rheumatoid arthritis (PMID: 17982456, 
17982456). 
 
























IMPA2 has been implicated in stroke (PMID: 17434096) 
 
BLK has been implicated in systemic lupus erythematosus (PMID: 18677312, 18204098) 
 
IRF5 has been implicated in systemic lupus erythematosus in women (PMID: 18204446) 







TNPO3 has been implicated in systemic lupus erythematosus in women (PMID: 
18204446) and systemic lupus erythematosus (PMID: 18204098) 
 






LMO4 has been implicated in treatment response to TNF antagonists (PMID: 18615156) 
 











PTPN1 has been implicated in Type 1 diabetes (PMID: 17554300) 
 





RAB5B has been implicated in Type 1 diabetes (PMID: 18198356) 
 
PTPN2 has been implicated in Type 1 diabetes (PMID: 18978792, 17554260) and 





VEGFA has been implicated in Type 2 diabetes (PMID: 18372903) 
 










MYC has been implicated in urinary bladder cancer (PMID: 18794855) 
 
Supplementary Table 2.1
Affymetrix ID Gene Symbol
# of articles gene 
associated with ER 
stress in Pubmed Fold Change Pcorrected value
1007_s_at DDR1 0 -1.16 4.51E-12
1053_at RFC2 0 -1.35 3.54E-39
117_at HSPA6 1 N.S.
1405_i_at CCL5 0 1.08 4.27E-06
1487_at ESRRA 0 -1.14 0.00E+00
1729_at TRADD 2 1.44 3.37E-39
1861_at BAD 15 1.23 2.19E-32
200000_s_at PRPF8 0 N.S.
200001_at CAPNS1 0 -1.04 1.39E-02
200002_at RPL35 0 N.S.
200003_s_at RPL28 0 1.05 4.16E-03
200004_at EIF4G2 0 1.04 8.98E-03
200005_at EIF3D 0 -1.09 0.00E+00
200006_at PARK7 1 -1.08 0.00E+00
200007_at SRP14 0 N.S.
200009_at GDI2 0 -1.05 1.09E-07
200010_at RPL11 1 N.S.
200013_at RPL24 0 N.S.
200015_s_at SEPT2 0 -1.06 1.16E-04
200017_at RPS27A 0 N.S.
200018_at RPS13 0 N.S.
200019_s_at FAU 0 N.S.
200020_at TARDBP 0 -1.35 1.67E-63
200021_at CFL1 0 N.S.
200024_at RPS5 0 N.S.
200026_at RPL34 0 N.S.
200027_at NARS 0 1.38 2.48E-74
200029_at RPL19 0 N.S.
200030_s_at SLC25A3 0 N.S.
200032_s_at RPL9 0 N.S.
200033_at DDX5 0 -1.09 3.76E-12
200034_s_at RPL6 0 N.S.
200035_at DULLARD 0 N.S.
200036_s_at RPL10A 0 1.06 3.67E-05
200038_s_at RPL17 0 N.S.
200039_s_at PSMB2 0 -1.10 0.00E+00
200040_at KHDRBS1 0 -1.17 1.26E-43
200041_s_at BAT1 0 -1.05 2.37E-05
200042_at C22orf28 0 -1.17 8.92E-23
200043_at ERH 0 N.S.
200044_at SFRS9 0 1.04 1.18E-02
200045_at ABCF1 0 -1.37 1.00E-76
200046_at DAD1 0 1.13 2.36E-20
200048_s_at JTB 0 1.11 1.91E-28
200049_at MYST2 0 1.09 3.01E-12
200050_at ZNF146 0 N.S.
200051_at SART1 0 N.S.
200052_s_at ILF2 1 N.S.
200053_at SPAG7 0 1.08 2.09E-03
Supplementary Table 2.1. Changes in gene expression levels induced by tunicamycin (ER stress)
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200054_at ZNF259 0 -1.30 4.66E-41
200055_at TAF10 0 -1.06 4.80E-08
200056_s_at C1D 0 -1.20 9.17E-23
200059_s_at RHOA 3 N.S.
200060_s_at RNPS1 0 -1.27 7.92E-49
200061_s_at RPS24 0 N.S.
200062_s_at RPL30 0 N.S.
200063_s_at NPM1 0 N.S.
200064_at HSP90AB1 1 -1.34 1.71E-43
200065_s_at ARF1 0 1.20 5.62E-34
200066_at IK 0 -1.13 7.85E-22
200071_at SMNDC1 0 -1.06 1.00E-08
200073_s_at HNRNPD 0 -1.39 1.18E-44
200074_s_at RPL14 0 N.S.
200077_s_at OAZ1 0 N.S.
200078_s_at ATP6V0B 0 N.S.
200080_s_at H3F3A 0 -1.10 0.00E+00
200082_s_at RPS7 0 N.S.
200084_at C11orf58 0 1.03 6.15E-03
200085_s_at TCEB2 0 N.S.
200089_s_at RPL4 1 N.S.
200090_at FNTA 0 N.S.
200091_s_at RPS25 0 N.S.
200092_s_at RPL37 0 N.S.
200093_s_at HINT1 0 N.S.
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 0 N.S.
200099_s_at RPS3A 0 N.S.
200593_s_at HNRNPU 0 -1.64 5.77E-86
200596_s_at EIF3A 0 N.S.
200599_s_at HSP90B1 2 1.48 1.11E-43
200600_at MSN 0 -1.07 6.16E-07
200601_at ACTN4 0 -1.75 3.44E-52
200604_s_at PRKAR1A 0 N.S.
200607_s_at RAD21 0 1.10 1.34E-02
200609_s_at WDR1 0 -1.11 4.66E-11
200610_s_at NCL 2 -1.26 2.06E-36
200613_at AP2M1 0 N.S.
200615_s_at AP2B1 0 1.30 1.24E-45
200616_s_at MLEC 0 1.28 6.71E-36
200618_at LASP1 0 N.S.
200619_at SF3B2 0 -1.12 0.00E+00
200620_at TMEM59 0 1.38 4.82E-52
200621_at CSRP1 0 -1.19 1.73E-28
200623_s_at CALM3 0 -1.12 0.00E+00
200626_s_at MATR3 0 -1.15 7.62E-38
200627_at PTGES3 0 -1.26 1.86E-53
200629_at WARS 0 2.93 7.92E-84
200632_s_at NDRG1 0 1.23 1.87E-03
200633_at UBB 1 N.S.
200634_at PFN1 0 N.S.
200642_at SOD1 11 -1.10 0.00E+00
200644_at MARCKSL1 0 -1.54 1.61E-56
200645_at GABARAP 0 1.05 2.77E-06
200649_at NUCB1 2 1.66 1.20E-59
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200650_s_at LDHA 0 -1.26 2.00E-35
200652_at SSR2 0 1.64 4.82E-72
200654_at P4HB 1 1.69 7.24E-64
200657_at SLC25A5 0 -1.10 5.23E-18
200658_s_at PHB 1 -1.32 1.62E-63
200660_at S100A11 0 1.23 2.50E-21
200661_at CTSA 2 -1.15 0.00E+00
200663_at CD63 1 -1.26 4.43E-57
200665_s_at SPARC 1 -1.63 1.09E-42
200666_s_at DNAJB1 4 -2.16 5.87E-84
200668_s_at UBE2D3 0 N.S.
200670_at XBP1 224 1.73 2.56E-41
200673_at LAPTM4A 0 1.29 3.95E-48
200674_s_at RPL32 0 N.S.
200675_at CD81 1 -1.15 2.21E-29
200677_at PTTG1IP 0 1.48 2.70E-70
200681_at GLO1 0 -1.36 1.91E-76
200682_s_at UBE2L3 3 -1.34 2.22E-61
200687_s_at SF3B3 0 -1.65 1.35E-84
200692_s_at HSPA9 1 1.25 1.95E-48
200695_at PPP2R1A 0 -1.25 0.00E+00
200696_s_at GSN 0 N.S.
200697_at HK1 0 -1.39 2.60E-26
200699_at KDELR2 0 1.74 7.23E-59
200701_at NPC2 1 N.S.
200702_s_at DDX24 0 -1.56 1.22E-41
200703_at DYNLL1 0 -1.28 2.01E-47
200705_s_at EEF1B2 0 1.05 3.11E-04
200706_s_at LITAF 0 N.S.
200707_at PRKCSH 0 1.30 1.95E-38
200708_at GOT2 0 -1.16 2.64E-25
200709_at FKBP1A 0 1.07 1.29E-06
200710_at ACADVL 0 1.22 2.30E-29
200713_s_at MAPRE1 0 -1.14 3.37E-33
200718_s_at SKP1 1 N.S.
200720_s_at ACTR1A 0 -1.23 1.27E-30
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 0 -1.54 1.33E-34
200726_at PPP1CC 0 1.06 1.50E-12
200729_s_at ACTR2 0 N.S.
200733_s_at PTP4A1 0 N.S.
200734_s_at ARF3 0 -1.07 1.25E-07
200736_s_at GPX1 0 -1.06 1.24E-07
200740_s_at SUMO3 0 -1.41 1.03E-68
200741_s_at RPS27 0 1.06 1.37E-05
200743_s_at TPP1 0 N.S.
200746_s_at GNB1 0 1.10 2.95E-18
200748_s_at FTH1 1 1.20 2.61E-33
200749_at RAN 5 -1.36 8.00E-55
200751_s_at HNRNPC 0 -1.13 0.00E+00
200752_s_at CAPN1 2 N.S.
200755_s_at CALU 1 1.30 3.34E-21
200761_s_at ARL6IP5 0 1.04 3.81E-03
200762_at DPYSL2 2 1.21 8.96E-23
200763_s_at RPLP1 0 N.S.
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200766_at CTSD 0 1.26 0.00E+00
200767_s_at FAM120A 0 -1.08 4.75E-02
200770_s_at LAMC1 0 N.S.
200775_s_at HNRNPK 0 -1.11 1.81E-25
200776_s_at BZW1 0 -1.39 7.54E-46
200779_at ATF4 145 2.52 3.30E-105
200782_at ANXA5 4 1.09 0.00E+00
200783_s_at STMN1 0 -1.18 9.86E-30
200786_at PSMB7 0 -1.08 5.84E-20
200788_s_at PEA15 0 -1.10 2.82E-10
200789_at ECH1 0 1.07 2.56E-04
200790_at ODC1 0 -1.28 4.34E-49
200792_at XRCC6 0 -1.14 4.95E-22
200793_s_at ACO2 0 N.S.
200802_at SARS 5 2.53 8.30E-116
200804_at TMBIM6 0 1.71 1.53E-85
200805_at LMAN2 1 1.49 1.00E-72
200806_s_at HSPD1 1 -1.23 4.40E-29
200808_s_at ZYX 0 -1.20 2.70E-22
200811_at CIRBP 0 1.31 7.41E-38
200812_at CCT7 0 -1.36 1.22E-66
200814_at PSME1 1 N.S.
200815_s_at PAFAH1B1 0 1.06 9.26E-03
200818_at ATP5O 0 -1.04 1.94E-02
200819_s_at RPS15 0 N.S.
200820_at PSMD8 0 N.S.
200824_at GSTP1 0 N.S.
200825_s_at HYOU1 2 3.11 3.42E-85
200826_at SNRPD2 0 -1.12 4.84E-18
200827_at PLOD1 0 1.07 2.41E-02
200828_s_at ZNF207 0 -1.21 2.84E-44
200830_at PSMD2 0 -1.21 1.55E-40
200833_s_at hCG_1757335 0 1.07 1.56E-09
200834_s_at RPS21 0 N.S.
200837_at BCAP31 4 -1.07 9.54E-06
200840_at KARS 0 -1.09 2.90E-19
200842_s_at EPRS 0 1.32 4.29E-29
200845_s_at PRDX6 1 -1.26 1.57E-53
200846_s_at PPP1CA 0 N.S.
200847_s_at TMEM66 0 1.55 2.96E-66
200851_s_at KIAA0174 0 N.S.
200853_at H2AFZ 0 N.S.
200854_at NCOR1 2 1.21 5.44E-32
200855_at C20orf191 0 N.S.
200860_s_at CNOT1 0 N.S.
200862_at DHCR24 1 -2.70 1.17E-90
200863_s_at RAB11A 0 -1.14 3.88E-25
200870_at STRAP 0 -1.05 1.49E-06
200871_s_at PSAP 0 1.12 0.00E+00
200873_s_at CCT8 0 -1.08 0.00E+00
200875_s_at NOP56 0 -1.74 1.18E-84
200877_at CCT4 0 -1.26 4.25E-43
200881_s_at DNAJA1 1 -2.14 5.39E-76
200882_s_at PSMD4 0 N.S.
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200885_at RHOC 0 -1.08 2.80E-04
200886_s_at PGAM1 0 -1.21 1.74E-43
200891_s_at SSR1 0 1.57 1.67E-54
200892_s_at TRA2B 0 -1.22 4.44E-37
200894_s_at FKBP4 0 -3.29 9.91E-100
200900_s_at M6PR 0 -1.14 0.00E+00
200902_at SEP15 1 1.38 1.16E-51
200903_s_at AHCY 0 -1.12 2.22E-22
200904_at HLA-E 0 1.55 1.21E-61
200908_s_at RPLP2 0 N.S.
200910_at CCT3 0 -1.51 7.02E-75
200911_s_at TACC1 0 N.S.
200912_s_at EIF4A2 0 -1.24 5.58E-43
200913_at PPM1G 0 -1.31 9.77E-36
200918_s_at SRPR 0 1.27 6.73E-30
200919_at PHC2 0 -1.20 1.04E-18
200920_s_at BTG1 0 1.28 2.07E-30
200922_at KDELR1 1 1.26 5.71E-27
200924_s_at SLC3A2 0 4.85 2.56E-112
200925_at COX6A1 0 N.S.
200926_at RPS23 0 N.S.
200928_s_at RAB14 0 N.S.
200932_s_at DCTN2 0 1.08 4.03E-08
200934_at DEK 0 N.S.
200935_at CALR 3 2.23 7.37E-70
200936_at RPL8 0 N.S.
200937_s_at RPL5 1 N.S.
200941_at HSBP1 0 -1.08 3.22E-04
200944_s_at HMGN1 0 -1.03 2.47E-03
200945_s_at SEC31A 0 1.37 4.97E-57
200947_s_at GLUD1 0 1.17 0.00E+00
200948_at MLF2 0 -1.19 7.48E-25
200951_s_at CCND2 0 -1.24 1.44E-22
200955_at IMMT 0 1.06 1.73E-04
200957_s_at SSRP1 0 N.S.
200958_s_at SDCBP 0 N.S.
200959_at FUS 0 -1.18 1.18E-25
200961_at SEPHS2 0 1.24 3.64E-33
200964_at UBA1 0 -1.15 9.56E-28
200965_s_at ABLIM1 0 1.26 5.71E-37
200967_at PPIB 1 1.36 5.11E-47
200971_s_at SERP1 1 1.24 2.84E-40
200973_s_at TSPAN3 0 N.S.
200975_at PPT1 4 N.S.
200977_s_at TAX1BP1 0 1.30 2.05E-66
200978_at MDH1 0 -1.05 1.86E-03
200980_s_at PDHA1 0 -1.11 0.00E+00
200982_s_at ANXA6 0 N.S.
200984_s_at CD59 0 -1.49 7.12E-59
200989_at HIF1A 14 1.07 5.41E-18
200990_at TRIM28 0 -1.38 1.58E-53
200991_s_at SNX17 0 -1.07 2.30E-02
200994_at IPO7 0 -1.42 8.34E-48
200997_at RBM4 0 1.05 1.40E-07
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200998_s_at CKAP4 0 1.26 7.51E-22
201000_at AARS 0 2.55 1.89E-95
201002_s_at TMEM189-UBE2V1 0 -1.12 8.93E-35
201004_at SSR4 0 1.31 2.87E-44
201005_at CD9 0 -1.53 2.53E-26
201007_at HADHB 0 1.12 4.30E-26
201008_s_at TXNIP 1 1.85 3.60E-33
201011_at RPN1 0 1.81 3.99E-83
201012_at ANXA1 0 1.80 4.17E-40
201017_at EIF1AX 0 -1.29 1.30E-41
201019_s_at EIF1AP1 0 -1.17 6.64E-19
201020_at YWHAH 1 -1.70 2.19E-85
201021_s_at DSTN 0 1.65 1.81E-60
201023_at TAF7 0 -1.05 1.50E-06
201028_s_at CD99 0 1.08 3.76E-06
201031_s_at HNRNPH1 0 N.S.
201032_at BLCAP 0 1.10 7.52E-13
201037_at PFKP 0 -1.90 6.14E-60
201039_s_at RAD23A 1 -1.45 3.62E-46
201041_s_at DUSP1 1 -1.19 0.00E+00
201049_s_at RPS18 0 N.S.
201050_at PLD3 0 1.40 1.93E-28
201051_at ANP32A 0 N.S.
201053_s_at PSMF1 0 N.S.
201055_s_at HNRNPA0 0 -1.16 1.59E-25
201056_at GOLGB1 0 1.63 1.39E-51
201063_at RCN1 0 1.44 7.42E-64
201064_s_at PABPC4 0 1.11 0.00E+00
201066_at CYC1 2 -1.19 1.20E-36
201068_s_at PSMC2 0 -1.11 7.27E-07
201074_at SMARCC1 0 -1.12 4.18E-23
201077_s_at NHP2L1 0 N.S.
201078_at TM9SF2 0 1.20 1.60E-26
201079_at SYNGR2 0 N.S.
201081_s_at PIP4K2B 0 -1.27 9.78E-12
201085_s_at SON 4 -1.33 8.40E-24
201087_at PXN 0 1.30 7.43E-09
201088_at KPNA2 0 -1.20 2.44E-23
201089_at ATP6V1B2 1 -1.08 1.70E-06
201091_s_at CBX3 0 -1.26 2.61E-23
201092_at RBBP7 0 -1.17 4.95E-42
201094_at RPS29 0 N.S.
201095_at DAP 1 1.27 7.30E-31
201097_s_at ARF4 0 1.49 2.17E-51
201098_at COPB2 0 1.18 7.95E-28
201099_at USP9X 0 1.07 0.00E+00
201101_s_at BCLAF1 0 N.S.
201102_s_at PFKL 0 -1.12 0.00E+00
201106_at GPX4 0 1.06 6.08E-03
201112_s_at CSE1L 0 -1.66 6.96E-90
201113_at TUFM 0 -1.08 8.14E-18
201115_at POLD2 0 -1.33 4.35E-30
201118_at PGD 0 -1.36 3.39E-39
201119_s_at COX8A 0 N.S.
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201121_s_at PGRMC1 0 -1.28 7.02E-46
201126_s_at MGAT1 0 N.S.
201128_s_at ACLY 0 -1.43 4.22E-47
201129_at SFRS7 0 -1.91 1.01E-101
201132_at HNRNPH2 0 -1.42 2.46E-51
201133_s_at PJA2 0 1.33 1.38E-45
201135_at ECHS1 0 -1.05 1.77E-06
201136_at PLP2 0 1.12 0.00E+00
201137_s_at HLA-DPB1 0 N.S.
201139_s_at SSB 0 -1.58 1.30E-65
201141_at GPNMB 0 -1.19 1.81E-11
201144_s_at EIF2S1 0 -1.45 5.69E-66
201145_at HAX1 1 2.09 2.58E-109
201146_at NFE2L2 9 1.32 8.58E-50
201155_s_at MFN2 0 -1.25 2.77E-31
201156_s_at RAB5C 0 -1.24 2.30E-43
201158_at NMT1 0 N.S.
201165_s_at PUM1 0 N.S.
201170_s_at BHLHE40 0 -1.14 4.73E-09
201174_s_at TERF2IP 0 1.25 1.45E-46
201175_at TMX2 0 1.20 2.89E-37
201176_s_at ARCN1 0 1.25 2.05E-37
201177_s_at UBA2 0 -1.16 1.36E-19
201178_at FBXO7 0 1.09 4.84E-25
201180_s_at GNAI3 0 N.S.
201182_s_at CHD4 0 -1.32 1.59E-21
201186_at LRPAP1 0 -1.06 2.30E-02
201189_s_at ITPR3 0 -1.21 4.71E-18
201191_at PITPNA 0 N.S.
201193_at IDH1 0 N.S.
201194_at SEPW1 0 -1.42 3.80E-50
201195_s_at SLC7A5 0 3.80 5.51E-97
201197_at AMD1 0 -1.72 9.03E-58
201198_s_at PSMD1 0 -1.64 7.10E-79
201200_at CREG1 0 1.23 2.22E-23
201201_at CSTB 0 N.S.
201204_s_at RRBP1 0 1.40 1.39E-30
201209_at HDAC1 1 -1.23 5.69E-56
201212_at LGMN 0 N.S.
201214_s_at PPP1R7 0 N.S.
201215_at PLS3 0 N.S.
201216_at ERP29 7 1.37 1.18E-60
201221_s_at SNRNP70 0 -1.84 1.18E-68
201223_s_at RAD23B 0 N.S.
201224_s_at SRRM1 0 -1.72 1.53E-63
201226_at NDUFB8 0 N.S.
201228_s_at ARIH2 0 N.S.
201231_s_at ENO1 0 -1.32 1.67E-53
201232_s_at PSMD13 0 -1.14 7.78E-27
201234_at ILK 1 -1.10 8.63E-10
201235_s_at BTG2 0 -1.36 1.30E-21
201238_s_at CAPZA2 0 -1.08 1.08E-04
201240_s_at LOC653566 0 1.34 5.93E-57
201241_at DDX1 0 -1.30 2.55E-61
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201243_s_at ATP1B1 0 -1.33 6.51E-47
201244_s_at RAF1 0 N.S.
201246_s_at OTUB1 0 -1.12 7.86E-08
201248_s_at SREBF2 4 -1.16 3.44E-09
201250_s_at SLC2A1 1 N.S.
201252_at PSMC4 0 N.S.
201253_s_at CDIPT 0 1.14 4.14E-06
201256_at COX7A2L 0 1.30 8.20E-73
201258_at RPS16 0 N.S.
201260_s_at SYPL1 0 1.15 4.03E-08
201263_at TARS 0 1.34 2.25E-49
201266_at TXNRD1 0 -1.12 7.52E-13
201267_s_at PSMC3 0 -1.18 6.20E-25
201268_at NME1 0 N.S.
201271_s_at RALY 0 -1.10 5.27E-12
201272_at AKR1B1 1 N.S.
201273_s_at SRP9 0 -1.08 7.52E-13
201274_at PSMA5 0 N.S.
201275_at FDPS 0 -1.55 1.95E-71
201276_at RAB5B 0 1.63 3.41E-65
201277_s_at HNRNPAB 0 -1.58 2.86E-77
201281_at ADRM1 0 -1.17 8.03E-30
201282_at OGDH 0 -1.60 2.86E-60
201284_s_at APEH 0 -1.22 2.97E-26
201288_at ARHGDIB 0 -1.09 1.10E-10
201290_at SEC11A 0 1.18 1.43E-41
201291_s_at TOP2A 0 N.S.
201299_s_at MOBKL1B 0 -1.35 5.86E-23
201302_at ANXA4 0 N.S.
201303_at EIF4A3 0 -1.51 2.33E-79
201304_at NDUFA5 0 N.S.
201306_s_at ANP32B 0 1.04 1.88E-02
201312_s_at SH3BGRL 0 1.06 3.93E-06
201313_at ENO2 0 -1.99 4.03E-68
201314_at STK25 0 -1.09 9.16E-06
201316_at PSMA2 0 -1.31 5.65E-53
201319_at MYL12A 0 N.S.
201321_s_at SMARCC2 0 -1.22 1.58E-26
201322_at ATP5B 0 -1.04 7.75E-03
201323_at EBNA1BP2 0 -1.25 1.14E-44
201327_s_at CCT6A 0 -1.70 1.02E-83
201330_at RARS 1 -1.99 2.20E-60
201332_s_at STAT6 1 -1.25 0.00E+00
201339_s_at SCP2 0 -1.06 1.49E-10
201341_at ENC1 0 N.S.
201342_at SNRPC 0 -1.12 0.00E+00
201346_at ADIPOR2 0 -1.28 7.16E-31
201349_at SLC9A3R1 0 -1.25 9.19E-28
201350_at FLOT2 0 N.S.
201351_s_at YME1L1 1 1.17 3.00E-42
201354_s_at BAZ2A 0 N.S.
201356_at SF3A1 0 -1.33 2.53E-48
201358_s_at COPB1 0 1.23 4.11E-57
201360_at CST3 0 N.S.
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201361_at TMEM109 0 1.20 1.23E-28
201363_s_at IVNS1ABP 0 -1.40 2.17E-39
201364_s_at OAZ2 0 -1.39 9.00E-40
201366_at ANXA7 0 1.10 2.20E-02
201368_at ZFP36L2 0 1.10 4.40E-09
201371_s_at CUL3 0 N.S.
201375_s_at PPP2CB 4 -1.08 2.25E-10
201376_s_at HNRNPF 0 -1.60 6.99E-68
201379_s_at TPD52L2 0 1.17 0.00E+00
201380_at CRTAP 0 1.15 1.42E-06
201382_at CACYBP 0 N.S.
201383_s_at LOC100133166 0 1.28 3.41E-32
201385_at DHX15 0 -1.48 3.15E-64
201387_s_at UCHL1 1 1.06 2.39E-04
201388_at PSMD3 0 -1.49 2.44E-65
201390_s_at CSNK2B 0 N.S.
201391_at TRAP1 0 -1.14 0.00E+00
201392_s_at IGF2R 0 1.13 1.94E-06
201395_at RBM5 0 1.13 0.00E+00
201396_s_at SGTA 0 -1.17 2.21E-09
201397_at PHGDH 0 4.38 2.82E-90
201400_at PSMB3 0 -1.10 0.00E+00
201403_s_at MGST3 0 N.S.
201405_s_at COPS6 0 -1.11 1.66E-19
201407_s_at PPP1CB 0 N.S.
201411_s_at PLEKHB2 0 N.S.
201412_at LRP10 0 1.10 8.09E-10
201413_at HSD17B4 0 1.22 1.62E-35
201415_at GSS 0 N.S.
201417_at SOX4 0 -1.58 2.19E-50
201419_at BAP1 0 N.S.
201420_s_at WDR77 0 -1.48 1.21E-64
201422_at IFI30 0 -1.28 1.43E-24
201423_s_at CUL4A 0 -1.17 1.85E-24
201425_at ALDH2 1 1.67 6.05E-56
201426_s_at VIM 0 1.16 1.29E-21
201427_s_at SEPP1 0 1.31 5.79E-06
201429_s_at RPL37A 0 N.S.
201433_s_at PTDSS1 0 1.14 5.17E-28
201434_at TTC1 0 -1.12 1.50E-12
201437_s_at EIF4E 4 -1.35 3.63E-31
201439_at GBF1 1 1.32 9.41E-44
201441_at COX6B1 0 -1.17 5.91E-27
201444_s_at ATP6AP2 0 N.S.
201445_at CNN3 0 -1.47 3.27E-35
201447_at TIA1 1 N.S.
201459_at RUVBL2 0 -1.32 1.48E-41
201460_at MAPKAPK2 2 N.S.
201462_at SCRN1 0 N.S.
201463_s_at LOC100133665 0 -1.07 3.01E-12
201466_s_at JUN 137 -1.38 6.42E-18
201468_s_at NQO1 2 N.S.
201469_s_at SHC1 0 1.73 5.33E-22
201470_at GSTO1 0 -1.27 2.53E-45
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201472_at VBP1 0 -1.05 0.00E+00
201473_at JUNB 1 -1.40 6.20E-33
201477_s_at RRM1 0 -1.38 2.64E-65
201478_s_at DKC1 0 -1.48 1.29E-46
201480_s_at SUPT5H 0 -1.10 4.77E-09
201484_at SUPT4H1 0 N.S.
201486_at RCN2 0 N.S.
201487_at CTSC 1 -1.18 1.28E-31
201489_at PPIF 1 -1.74 1.91E-66
201491_at AHSA1 0 -2.02 9.52E-103
201492_s_at RPL41 0 N.S.
201493_s_at PUM2 0 -1.10 0.00E+00
201494_at PRCP 0 N.S.
201499_s_at USP7 0 N.S.
201500_s_at PPP1R11 0 N.S.
201502_s_at NFKBIA 0 -1.28 2.81E-33
201507_at PFDN1 0 -1.32 3.52E-38
201511_at AAMP 0 -1.17 9.03E-12
201512_s_at TOMM70A 0 -1.08 4.51E-12
201513_at TSN 0 N.S.
201514_s_at G3BP1 0 -1.95 5.35E-51
201516_at SRM 0 -1.14 3.03E-26
201521_s_at NCBP2 0 -1.61 2.72E-67
201526_at ARF5 0 N.S.
201527_at ATP6V1F 0 -1.14 2.84E-27
201528_at RPA1 0 -1.11 0.00E+00
201531_at ZFP36 0 -1.27 2.27E-20
201532_at PSMA3 0 -1.09 0.00E+00
201533_at CTNNB1 6 -1.08 2.00E-02
201534_s_at UBL3 0 1.40 1.48E-20
201536_at DUSP3 0 -1.45 2.26E-12
201540_at FHL1 0 -1.38 5.75E-07
201541_s_at ZNHIT1 0 N.S.
201543_s_at SAR1A 1 -1.46 1.45E-61
201546_at TRIP12 0 -1.09 1.29E-19
201553_s_at LAMP1 2 1.17 3.33E-32
201555_at MCM3 0 -1.42 7.24E-61
201557_at VAMP2 1 1.38 1.30E-28
201561_s_at CLSTN1 0 N.S.
201563_at SORD 0 -1.44 3.40E-53
201564_s_at FSCN1 0 -2.14 3.93E-87
201565_s_at ID2 0 -1.10 3.81E-06
201567_s_at GOLGA4 0 1.27 3.42E-31
201568_at UQCRQ 0 -1.05 1.59E-06
201570_at SAMM50 0 -1.16 6.87E-29
201574_at ETF1 0 -1.11 8.67E-22
201576_s_at GLB1 0 1.32 1.42E-40
201580_s_at TMX4 0 1.40 3.99E-42
201582_at SEC23B 0 1.84 2.55E-64
201584_s_at DDX39 0 -1.23 1.19E-46
201585_s_at SFPQ 0 -1.47 4.90E-46
201587_s_at IRAK1 0 -1.13 0.00E+00
201588_at TXNL1 0 1.14 1.58E-43
201591_s_at NISCH 0 -1.07 1.12E-03
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201592_at EIF3H 0 1.07 7.52E-13
201594_s_at PPP4R1 0 -1.16 6.38E-27
201597_at COX7A2 0 N.S.
201598_s_at INPPL1 0 N.S.
201599_at OAT 0 -1.23 3.31E-11
201600_at PHB2 0 -1.06 4.61E-07
201604_s_at PPP1R12A 0 N.S.
201608_s_at PWP1 0 -1.20 2.96E-39
201612_at ALDH9A1 0 1.10 0.00E+00
201613_s_at AP1G2 0 N.S.
201614_s_at RUVBL1 0 -1.44 2.30E-54
201619_at PRDX3 0 -1.13 4.44E-27
201620_at MBTPS1 1 N.S.
201622_at SND1 0 1.27 1.11E-42
201624_at DARS 0 N.S.
201626_at INSIG1 1 -3.10 1.65E-63
201628_s_at RRAGA 0 -1.13 2.10E-28
201629_s_at ACP1 0 -1.08 1.09E-08
201631_s_at IER3 0 -1.25 4.53E-21
201632_at EIF2B1 9 -1.20 3.34E-35
201633_s_at CYB5B 0 -1.29 1.27E-24
201637_s_at FXR1 0 N.S.
201639_s_at CPSF1 0 N.S.
201641_at BST2 0 -1.26 2.82E-36
201642_at IFNGR2 0 -1.17 9.71E-23
201644_at TSTA3 0 -1.06 1.10E-04
201645_at TNC 0 4.57 8.93E-32
201647_s_at SCARB2 0 N.S.
201648_at JAK1 0 1.17 3.85E-25
201649_at UBE2L6 0 1.05 3.02E-02
201651_s_at PACSIN2 0 1.14 0.00E+00
201652_at COPS5 2 N.S.
201653_at CNIH 0 N.S.
201657_at ARL1 0 1.42 2.42E-38
201662_s_at ACSL3 0 -1.11 3.23E-11
201663_s_at SMC4 0 -1.25 5.20E-47
201666_at TIMP1 0 -1.09 3.59E-10
201672_s_at USP14 1 N.S.
201673_s_at GYS1 0 -1.33 5.36E-45
201677_at C3orf37 0 1.13 3.60E-02
201682_at PMPCB 0 1.04 3.10E-08
201684_s_at TOX4 0 1.13 5.38E-24
201687_s_at API5 0 -1.17 2.12E-22
201689_s_at TPD52 0 1.23 0.00E+00
201694_s_at EGR1 1 1.17 3.74E-02
201695_s_at NP 6 -1.49 1.05E-49
201696_at SFRS4 0 -1.14 5.81E-25
201697_s_at DNMT1 1 -1.28 9.83E-46
201699_at PSMC6 0 -1.18 8.38E-30
201700_at CCND3 2 -1.43 8.72E-66
201702_s_at PPP1R10 0 N.S.
201704_at ENTPD6 0 -1.11 7.45E-07
201705_at PSMD7 0 N.S.
201707_at PEX19 0 N.S.
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201709_s_at NIPSNAP1 1 -1.07 1.82E-04
201710_at MYBL2 0 -1.31 1.77E-34
201713_s_at RANBP2 0 -1.12 0.00E+00
201714_at TUBG1 0 -1.58 1.01E-81
201715_s_at ACIN1 0 -1.19 1.71E-30
201716_at SNX1 0 1.30 1.35E-45
201717_at MRPL49 1 -1.17 1.49E-19
201719_s_at EPB41L2 0 -1.22 2.64E-24
201721_s_at LAPTM5 0 1.14 9.12E-23
201724_s_at GALNT1 0 1.15 1.96E-25
201725_at CDC123 0 -1.24 1.22E-62
201726_at ELAVL1 0 -1.22 3.19E-59
201728_s_at KIAA0100 0 -1.34 7.28E-20
201731_s_at TPR 2 N.S.
201732_s_at CLCN3 0 1.36 1.50E-33
201738_at EIF1B 0 1.18 1.07E-25
201739_at SGK1 0 N.S.
201740_at NDUFS3 0 -1.13 9.10E-27
201746_at TP53 5 1.07 5.95E-07
201747_s_at SAFB 0 -1.21 0.00E+00
201751_at JOSD1 0 N.S.
201752_s_at ADD3 0 1.18 2.19E-23
201754_at COX6C 0 N.S.
201755_at MCM5 0 -1.41 9.42E-49
201756_at RPA2 0 -1.32 1.61E-57
201757_at NDUFS5 0 -1.16 3.24E-27
201758_at TSG101 0 1.12 8.15E-36
201760_s_at WSB2 0 -1.36 3.25E-45
201761_at MTHFD2 0 2.01 6.41E-100
201762_s_at PSME2 1 N.S.
201763_s_at DAXX 0 -1.20 1.20E-11
201764_at TMEM106C 0 -1.58 1.89E-69
201768_s_at CLINT1 0 N.S.
201770_at SNRPA 0 1.10 0.00E+00
201771_at SCAMP3 0 1.13 6.19E-19
201772_at AZIN1 0 -1.14 1.13E-25
201774_s_at NCAPD2 0 1.06 1.04E-02
201777_s_at KIAA0494 0 -1.06 1.08E-02
201780_s_at RNF13 0 1.80 6.87E-73
201781_s_at AIP 1 -1.08 2.98E-07
201783_s_at RELA 7 N.S.
201786_s_at ADAR 0 N.S.
201788_at DDX42 0 -1.24 7.95E-30
201791_s_at DHCR7 0 -2.77 5.32E-76
201795_at LBR 0 -1.06 7.81E-04
201797_s_at VARS 0 -1.52 1.17E-53
201800_s_at OSBP 0 1.78 3.09E-68
201802_at SLC29A1 0 -1.62 2.74E-51
201803_at POLR2B 0 -1.20 1.51E-52
201805_at PRKAG1 0 1.36 1.38E-59
201806_s_at ATXN2L 0 1.46 1.86E-35
201807_at VPS26A 0 N.S.
201810_s_at SH3BP5 0 -1.35 2.95E-28
201812_s_at C4orf46 0 N.S.
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201815_s_at TBC1D5 0 N.S.
201816_s_at GBAS 0 -1.17 9.85E-26
201817_at UBE3C 0 -1.18 9.24E-27
201818_at LPCAT1 0 -1.37 9.84E-43
201819_at SCARB1 0 N.S.
201821_s_at TIMM17A 0 N.S.
201823_s_at RNF14 0 1.08 1.07E-07
201826_s_at SCCPDH 0 N.S.
201827_at SMARCD2 0 N.S.
201830_s_at NET1 0 -1.20 1.18E-26
201833_at HDAC2 0 -1.29 1.94E-52
201834_at PRKAB1 0 1.19 1.79E-18
201837_s_at SUPT7L 0 1.38 2.15E-58
201840_at NEDD8 0 -1.26 3.19E-43
201841_s_at HSPB1 4 -1.55 4.33E-60
201845_s_at RYBP 0 1.23 3.09E-43
201847_at LIPA 0 1.36 2.47E-49
201849_at BNIP3 3 -1.37 1.05E-22
201850_at CAPG 0 N.S.
201851_at SH3GL1 0 N.S.
201853_s_at CDC25B 0 N.S.
201854_s_at ATMIN 0 -1.06 1.40E-02
201856_s_at ZFR 0 N.S.
201859_at SRGN 0 N.S.
201861_s_at LRRFIP1 0 1.09 4.47E-04
201863_at FAM32A 0 -1.16 8.28E-24
201864_at GDI1 0 -1.21 2.11E-11
201868_s_at TBL1X 0 1.48 3.01E-12
201870_at TOMM34 0 -1.22 1.02E-18
201872_s_at ABCE1 0 -1.53 2.34E-84
201874_at MPZL1 0 -1.19 7.32E-22
201881_s_at ARIH1 0 N.S.
201885_s_at CYB5R3 0 -1.08 2.27E-05
201889_at FAM3C 0 1.34 2.23E-38
201890_at RRM2 0 -1.62 6.24E-73
201892_s_at IMPDH2 0 -1.08 2.36E-10
201895_at ARAF 0 1.17 3.00E-25
201896_s_at PSRC1 0 1.22 5.95E-22
201897_s_at CKS1B 0 1.37 3.36E-63
201899_s_at UBE2A 0 N.S.
201900_s_at AKR1A1 0 1.12 8.18E-21
201903_at UQCRC1 0 -1.05 3.50E-05
201908_at DVL3 0 N.S.
201912_s_at GSPT1 0 -1.30 9.57E-64
201913_s_at COASY 0 -1.12 4.06E-10
201914_s_at SEC63 1 2.08 2.87E-58
201917_s_at SLC25A36 0 N.S.
201920_at SLC20A1 0 -1.67 8.29E-72
201921_at GNG10 0 -1.24 3.71E-23
201922_at TINP1 0 N.S.
201923_at PRDX4 0 1.10 6.48E-07
201924_at AFF1 0 1.12 0.00E+00
201925_s_at CD55 0 1.50 7.13E-45
201928_at PKP4 0 N.S.
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201930_at MCM6 0 -1.48 5.75E-65
201931_at ETFA 1 1.04 5.08E-06
201932_at LRRC41 0 -1.27 9.18E-40
201933_at CHMP1A 0 -1.26 7.23E-20
201934_at WDR82 0 -1.16 2.71E-11
201936_s_at EIF4G3 0 N.S.
201937_s_at DNPEP 0 -1.30 2.49E-29
201938_at CDK2AP1 0 -1.23 1.92E-44
201944_at HEXB 0 N.S.
201945_at FURIN 1 N.S.
201947_s_at CCT2 0 -1.59 3.35E-81
201948_at GNL2 0 -1.48 6.51E-58
201952_at ALCAM 0 1.16 9.61E-20
201953_at CIB1 0 -1.15 5.89E-25
201954_at ARPC1B 0 N.S.
201955_at CCNC 0 1.12 2.05E-24
201956_s_at GNPAT 0 N.S.
201957_at PPP1R12B 0 1.14 1.54E-04
201959_s_at MYCBP2 0 N.S.
201961_s_at RNF41 0 1.81 2.31E-66
201963_at ACSL1 0 N.S.
201964_at SETX 0 1.91 2.04E-94
201966_at NDUFS2 0 N.S.
201967_at RBM6 0 N.S.
201968_s_at PGM1 0 -1.12 0.00E+00
201970_s_at NASP 0 -1.55 2.55E-80
201971_s_at ATP6V1A 0 -1.32 7.82E-19
201973_s_at C7orf28A 0 1.22 8.35E-55
201975_at CLIP1 0 1.22 0.00E+00
201977_s_at KIAA0141 0 N.S.
201985_at KIAA0196 0 -1.28 1.64E-20
201986_at MED13 0 1.16 0.00E+00
201990_s_at CREBL2 0 1.28 3.73E-36
201991_s_at KIF5B 0 1.07 3.12E-02
201994_at MORF4L2 0 N.S.
201997_s_at SPEN 0 -1.04 2.09E-02
201999_s_at DYNLT1 0 -1.08 4.58E-05
202001_s_at NDUFA6 0 -1.10 0.00E+00
202007_at NID1 0 -1.45 0.00E+00
202009_at TWF2 0 1.21 8.05E-25
202010_s_at ZNF410 0 1.19 2.09E-38
202012_s_at EXT2 0 N.S.
202016_at MEST 0 -1.57 3.64E-20
202019_s_at LANCL1 0 N.S.
202022_at ALDOC 0 -1.68 1.88E-47
202024_at ASNA1 0 N.S.
202026_at SDHD 0 -1.16 1.08E-23
202027_at TMEM184B 0 N.S.
202028_s_at RPL38 0 N.S.
202030_at BCKDK 0 -1.27 2.77E-28
202033_s_at RB1CC1 0 1.26 4.92E-46
202038_at UBE4A 0 1.06 4.43E-05
202039_at MYO18A 0 N.S.
202040_s_at KDM5A 0 1.16 4.19E-27
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202041_s_at FIBP 0 N.S.
202042_at HARS 0 N.S.
202043_s_at SMS 0 -1.13 3.60E-29
202045_s_at GRLF1 0 N.S.
202048_s_at CBX6 0 -1.42 3.88E-44
202050_s_at ZMYM4 0 N.S.
202053_s_at ALDH3A2 1 -1.27 1.18E-42
202055_at KPNA1 0 -1.09 2.64E-03
202060_at CTR9 0 N.S.
202064_s_at SEL1L 4 3.22 1.28E-82
202069_s_at IDH3A 0 -1.63 2.18E-80
202071_at SDC4 0 -1.11 2.19E-03
202072_at HNRNPL 0 N.S.
202074_s_at OPTN 0 1.31 6.20E-43
202075_s_at PLTP 0 1.19 2.13E-09
202076_at BIRC2 1 1.32 1.69E-58
202077_at NDUFAB1 0 -1.07 8.27E-11
202078_at COPS3 0 -1.07 2.44E-08
202080_s_at TRAK1 0 1.10 1.04E-04
202081_at IER2 0 N.S.
202083_s_at SEC14L1 0 N.S.
202085_at TJP2 0 1.91 1.30E-77
202086_at MX1 0 N.S.
202089_s_at SLC39A6 0 N.S.
202090_s_at UQCR 0 -1.08 2.57E-06
202092_s_at ARL2BP 0 N.S.
202093_s_at PAF1 0 -1.10 3.26E-07
202095_s_at BIRC5 0 -1.20 1.21E-30
202096_s_at TSPO 0 N.S.
202097_at NUP153 0 -1.53 2.67E-60
202100_at RALB 0 N.S.
202103_at BRD4 0 1.14 3.00E-08
202104_s_at SPG7 0 -1.27 4.13E-24
202105_at IGBP1 0 1.17 5.06E-28
202106_at GOLGA3 0 1.32 2.24E-31
202107_s_at MCM2 0 -1.65 1.36E-73
202108_at PEPD 0 N.S.
202109_at ARFIP2 0 N.S.
202110_at COX7B 0 -1.12 1.85E-21
202111_at SLC4A2 0 N.S.
202113_s_at SNX2 0 1.06 2.81E-02
202115_s_at NOC2L 0 -1.53 5.78E-38
202116_at DPF2 0 1.17 5.87E-11
202117_at ARHGAP1 0 N.S.
202119_s_at CPNE3 0 -1.39 3.30E-57
202121_s_at CHMP2A 0 N.S.
202122_s_at M6PRBP1 0 N.S.
202123_s_at ABL1 0 N.S.
202124_s_at TRAK2 0 -1.11 1.13E-03
202126_at PRPF4B 0 -1.42 1.87E-61
202128_at KIAA0317 0 N.S.
202129_s_at RIOK3 0 N.S.
202135_s_at ACTR1B 0 N.S.
202136_at ZMYND11 0 N.S.
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202139_at AKR7A2 0 N.S.
202140_s_at CLK3 0 -1.33 5.10E-37
202143_s_at COPS8 0 -1.15 6.02E-12
202144_s_at ADSL 0 -1.08 2.26E-12
202145_at LY6E 0 N.S.
202146_at IFRD1 0 2.94 2.15E-88
202148_s_at PYCR1 0 2.34 5.23E-86
202149_at NEDD9 0 N.S.
202151_s_at UBAC1 0 -1.32 4.56E-41
202161_at PKN1 0 N.S.
202162_s_at CNOT8 0 -1.16 3.70E-10
202166_s_at PPP1R2 0 N.S.
202167_s_at MMS19 0 N.S.
202168_at TAF9 0 1.04 1.12E-02
202170_s_at AASDHPPT 0 -1.25 2.52E-38
202173_s_at VEZF1 0 1.11 4.00E-03
202174_s_at PCM1 0 1.19 1.77E-30
202175_at CHPF 0 1.70 5.31E-36
202179_at BLMH 0 -1.30 1.84E-41
202180_s_at MVP 0 -1.43 1.29E-40
202181_at KIAA0247 0 1.22 1.47E-37
202182_at KAT2A 0 -1.46 1.01E-31
202184_s_at NUP133 0 -1.16 1.39E-31
202185_at PLOD3 0 N.S.
202187_s_at PPP2R5A 0 1.10 2.76E-05
202188_at NUP93 0 -1.30 7.30E-40
202190_at CSTF1 0 -1.47 4.11E-54
202191_s_at GAS7 0 1.56 3.18E-36
202193_at LIMK2 1 -1.21 1.75E-20
202195_s_at TMED5 0 1.84 1.45E-66
202200_s_at SRPK1 0 -1.26 7.32E-57
202201_at BLVRB 0 1.14 1.02E-08
202204_s_at AMFR 0 1.09 2.88E-04
202205_at VASP 0 -1.13 9.01E-06
202209_at LSM3 0 -1.25 1.19E-40
202211_at ARFGAP3 0 1.78 1.53E-58
202212_at PES1 0 -1.57 5.06E-56
202213_s_at CUL4B 0 N.S.
202215_s_at NFYC 0 1.24 6.79E-31
202217_at C21orf33 0 -1.16 2.36E-18
202218_s_at FADS2 0 -1.89 6.93E-49
202220_at KIAA0907 0 N.S.
202221_s_at EP300 0 N.S.
202223_at STT3A 2 1.90 1.47E-77
202225_at CRK 0 N.S.
202227_s_at BRD8 0 1.16 8.11E-32
202228_s_at NPTN 0 N.S.
202230_s_at CHERP 0 -1.44 3.79E-71
202233_s_at UQCRH 1 -1.05 7.23E-04
202234_s_at SLC16A1 0 1.18 0.00E+00
202239_at PARP4 0 1.18 0.00E+00
202240_at PLK1 0 N.S.
202241_at TRIB1 0 N.S.
202243_s_at PSMB4 0 -1.09 9.66E-19
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202246_s_at CDK4 3 -1.24 7.42E-46
202249_s_at WDR42A 0 N.S.
202251_at PRPF3 0 -1.10 1.47E-08
202252_at RAB13 0 N.S.
202253_s_at DNM2 0 1.16 8.58E-11
202254_at SIPA1L1 0 1.11 3.91E-05
202257_s_at CD2BP2 0 N.S.
202261_at VPS72 0 -1.12 0.00E+00
202263_at CYB5R1 0 N.S.
202264_s_at TOMM40 0 -1.66 2.71E-76
202265_at BMI1 0 1.11 2.09E-09
202266_at TTRAP 0 -1.10 1.52E-24
202268_s_at NAE1 0 -1.35 4.29E-58
202270_at GBP1 0 -1.38 1.89E-19
202272_s_at FBXO28 0 -1.06 7.02E-06
202275_at G6PD 1 -1.06 1.27E-03
202276_at SHFM1 0 -1.10 2.79E-08
202277_at SPTLC1 0 N.S.
202279_at C14orf2 0 -1.21 3.50E-45
202282_at HSD17B10 0 N.S.
202284_s_at CDKN1A 9 1.35 4.57E-56
202288_at FRAP1 0 N.S.
202294_at STAG1 0 1.18 7.58E-09
202295_s_at CTSH 0 -1.21 6.21E-36
202297_s_at RER1 0 1.10 9.83E-18
202298_at NDUFA1 0 N.S.
202300_at HBXIP 0 -1.28 1.27E-33
202301_s_at RSRC2 0 -1.23 2.03E-30
202306_at POLR2G 0 N.S.
202307_s_at TAP1 1 1.30 2.39E-37
202308_at SREBF1 9 -1.40 9.22E-20
202309_at MTHFD1 0 -1.29 3.27E-20
202313_at PPP2R2A 0 -1.06 5.80E-07
202321_at GGPS1 0 1.23 6.50E-19
202323_s_at ACBD3 0 N.S.
202325_s_at ATP5J 0 -1.16 8.95E-32
202328_s_at PKD1 0 N.S.
202329_at CSK 0 -1.31 1.02E-38
202330_s_at UNG 0 -2.13 6.14E-73
202331_at BCKDHA 0 1.42 1.85E-56
202336_s_at PAM 0 1.18 1.98E-27
202337_at PMF1 0 N.S.
202338_at TK1 0 -1.17 1.52E-17
202339_at SYMPK 0 N.S.
202344_at HSF1 7 N.S.
202345_s_at FABP5 0 -1.57 3.02E-67
202347_s_at UBE2K 0 N.S.
202349_at TOR1A 0 N.S.
202351_at ITGAV 0 1.08 3.07E-03
202352_s_at PSMD12 0 -1.39 1.66E-71
202355_s_at GTF2F1 0 N.S.
202359_s_at SNX19 0 1.16 3.17E-10
202360_at MAML1 0 -1.15 1.47E-24
202361_at SEC24C 0 1.22 5.05E-36
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202362_at RAP1A 0 N.S.
202364_at MXI1 0 1.21 3.95E-07
202365_at UNC119B 0 N.S.
202366_at ACADS 0 N.S.
202367_at CUX1 0 1.12 1.03E-02
202369_s_at TRAM2 0 1.14 0.00E+00
202371_at TCEAL4 0 -1.10 2.93E-11
202378_s_at LEPROT 0 1.11 1.16E-07
202381_at ADAM9 0 1.54 1.09E-60
202382_s_at GNPDA1 0 -1.32 6.04E-32
202383_at KDM5C 0 N.S.
202384_s_at TCOF1 0 -1.67 3.59E-63
202386_s_at KIAA0430 0 1.32 7.50E-46
202388_at RGS2 0 -1.75 4.87E-36
202390_s_at HTT 2 -1.13 5.56E-04
202391_at BASP1 1 N.S.
202392_s_at PISD 0 1.47 2.91E-42
202393_s_at KLF10 0 N.S.
202394_s_at ABCF3 0 N.S.
202395_at NSF 1 1.06 1.18E-02
202396_at TCERG1 0 -1.51 1.94E-74
202397_at NUTF2 0 -1.16 5.93E-37
202399_s_at AP3S2 0 1.23 1.81E-44
202402_s_at CARS 0 2.58 6.43E-91
202406_s_at TIAL1 0 1.06 2.71E-06
202413_s_at USP1 0 N.S.
202414_at ERCC5 0 1.28 2.35E-40
202415_s_at HSPBP1 0 -1.10 1.86E-03
202417_at KEAP1 4 -1.21 1.25E-32
202418_at YIF1A 0 1.08 1.92E-04
202419_at KDSR 0 N.S.
202420_s_at DHX9 0 -1.86 7.53E-82
202421_at IGSF3 0 -1.31 0.00E+00
202422_s_at ACSL4 0 -1.38 0.00E+00
202424_at MAP2K2 0 1.21 2.82E-38
202427_s_at BRP44 0 -1.10 1.57E-17
202431_s_at MYC 14 -1.26 1.29E-21
202432_at PPP3CB 0 1.18 1.19E-36
202433_at SLC35B1 1 2.65 7.62E-88
202435_s_at CYP1B1 1 1.72 4.76E-38
202439_s_at IDS 0 -1.07 4.16E-04
202444_s_at ERLIN1 0 -1.28 0.00E+00
202446_s_at PLSCR1 0 -1.12 3.69E-11
202447_at DECR1 0 1.06 5.03E-07
202449_s_at RXRA 0 1.13 8.69E-05
202450_s_at CTSK 0 1.22 7.07E-11
202451_at GTF2H1 0 N.S.
202457_s_at PPP3CA 0 1.31 6.67E-31
202459_s_at LPIN2 0 -1.18 0.00E+00
202461_at EIF2B2 0 -1.16 2.52E-24
202462_s_at DDX46 0 -1.19 0.00E+00
202466_at POLS 0 1.33 5.98E-30
202468_s_at CTNNAL1 0 -1.10 4.10E-07
202470_s_at CPSF6 0 -1.19 0.00E+00
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202471_s_at IDH3G 0 N.S.
202472_at MPI 1 -1.27 1.47E-24
202474_s_at HCFC1 0 -1.23 0.00E+00
202475_at TMEM147 0 -1.04 4.52E-02
202480_s_at DEDD 0 N.S.
202486_at AFG3L2 1 -1.24 3.08E-31
202487_s_at H2AFV 0 N.S.
202488_s_at FXYD3 0 N.S.
202490_at IKBKAP 0 N.S.
202492_at ATG9A 0 1.26 1.47E-22
202495_at TBCC 0 -1.10 1.52E-05
202496_at EDC4 0 -1.32 1.33E-27
202499_s_at SLC2A3 0 1.33 3.98E-24
202500_at DNAJB2 0 1.15 1.13E-07
202502_at ACADM 0 N.S.
202503_s_at KIAA0101 0 -1.07 1.13E-11
202505_at SNRPB2 1 -1.15 0.00E+00
202506_at SSFA2 0 1.07 4.07E-04
202510_s_at TNFAIP2 0 1.11 3.83E-04
202513_s_at PPP2R5D 0 -1.19 6.69E-11
202514_at DLG1 0 1.09 6.29E-04
202518_at BCL7B 0 N.S.
202520_s_at MLH1 0 1.08 0.00E+00
202521_at CTCF 0 -1.07 3.09E-08
202522_at PITPNB 0 -1.07 7.44E-10
202527_s_at SMAD4 0 N.S.
202528_at GALE 1 -1.29 3.46E-07
202529_at PRPSAP1 0 N.S.
202530_at MAPK14 0 N.S.
202531_at IRF1 2 1.14 1.35E-09
202532_s_at DHFR 0 -1.52 2.89E-56
202535_at FADD 4 1.31 5.86E-33
202538_s_at CHMP2B 0 N.S.
202540_s_at HMGCR 0 -2.31 4.37E-96
202541_at SCYE1 0 -1.13 1.12E-08
202543_s_at GMFB 0 N.S.
202545_at PRKCD 0 -1.23 1.14E-27
202546_at VAMP8 0 -1.14 6.75E-22
202548_s_at ARHGEF7 0 N.S.
202550_s_at VAPB 6 -1.06 1.33E-05
202552_s_at CRIM1 0 N.S.
202553_s_at SYF2 0 1.40 5.29E-58
202556_s_at MCRS1 0 1.09 6.89E-09
202557_at HSPA13 0 3.01 1.84E-90
202567_at SNRPD3 0 -1.26 6.41E-58
202569_s_at MARK3 0 N.S.
202573_at CSNK1G2 0 -1.19 0.00E+00
202578_s_at DDX19A 0 -1.69 4.43E-65
202581_at HSPA1A 2 -2.69 1.63E-68
202583_s_at RANBP9 0 1.25 1.41E-35
202584_at NFX1 1 N.S.
202586_at POLR2L 0 -1.23 1.50E-12
202587_s_at AK1 0 N.S.
202592_at BLOC1S1 0 -1.11 3.84E-09
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202593_s_at GDE1 0 N.S.
202594_at LEPROTL1 0 N.S.
202600_s_at NRIP1 0 N.S.
202602_s_at HTATSF1 0 -1.15 0.00E+00
202605_at GUSB 0 N.S.
202609_at EPS8 0 N.S.
202613_at CTPS 0 -1.91 1.61E-86
202614_at SLC30A9 0 1.07 5.55E-07
202617_s_at MECP2 0 N.S.
202620_s_at PLOD2 0 N.S.
202621_at IRF3 0 -1.15 6.36E-27
202622_s_at ATXN2 0 N.S.
202623_at EAPP 0 1.32 4.89E-53
202624_s_at CABIN1 0 N.S.
202625_at LYN 0 N.S.
202631_s_at APPBP2 0 1.21 4.84E-34
202632_at DPH1 0 N.S.
202633_at TOPBP1 0 -1.28 5.71E-60
202635_s_at POLR2K 0 -1.22 4.02E-40
202636_at RNF103 0 1.18 0.00E+00
202640_s_at RANBP3 0 -1.21 1.70E-21
202643_s_at TNFAIP3 0 N.S.
202645_s_at MEN1 0 N.S.
202647_s_at NRAS 1 -1.07 3.42E-06
202650_s_at KIAA0195 0 1.11 3.78E-05
202651_at LPGAT1 0 1.17 6.71E-29
202653_s_at MARCH7 0 N.S.
202655_at ARMET 3 3.12 3.34E-70
202657_s_at SERTAD2 0 1.04 2.03E-02
202658_at PEX11B 0 N.S.
202659_at PSMB10 0 -1.12 2.27E-23
202662_s_at ITPR2 0 1.21 2.13E-23
202665_s_at WIPF1 0 1.13 9.03E-12
202666_s_at ACTL6A 0 -1.34 1.15E-19
202667_s_at SLC39A7 0 1.55 4.07E-41
202670_at MAP2K1 0 1.17 1.29E-40
202672_s_at ATF3 27 2.43 2.39E-81
202673_at DPM1 0 N.S.
202677_at RASA1 0 N.S.
202678_at GTF2A2 0 -1.21 5.00E-45
202680_at GTF2E2 0 -1.07 8.60E-05
202681_at USP4 0 N.S.
202683_s_at RNMT 0 N.S.
202688_at TNFSF10 18 1.14 3.59E-03
202689_at RBM15B 0 -1.20 9.99E-18
202691_at SNRPD1 0 -1.62 3.34E-62
202693_s_at STK17A 0 N.S.
202696_at OXSR1 0 -1.18 5.87E-40
202702_at TRIM26 0 1.13 0.00E+00
202703_at DUSP11 0 1.15 3.52E-33
202704_at TOB1 0 N.S.
202705_at CCNB2 0 1.05 3.30E-02
202708_s_at HIST2H2BE 0 1.16 2.84E-05
202709_at FMOD 0 1.21 8.22E-03
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202710_at BET1 0 2.10 2.47E-78
202713_s_at KIAA0391 0 -1.44 2.52E-58
202715_at CAD 1 -1.34 4.62E-38
202716_at PTPN1 2 -1.07 3.69E-02
202720_at TES 0 2.17 2.70E-70
202721_s_at GFPT1 0 1.67 4.47E-57
202724_s_at FOXO1 7 N.S.
202725_at POLR2A 0 -1.27 1.58E-18
202726_at LIG1 0 -1.37 7.19E-42
202730_s_at PDCD4 0 1.88 8.78E-59
202732_at PKIG 0 1.20 3.21E-25
202733_at P4HA2 1 -1.37 1.06E-18
202734_at TRIP10 0 -1.19 6.35E-21
202736_s_at LSM4 0 -1.06 6.90E-05
202738_s_at PHKB 0 1.14 1.07E-22
202740_at ACY1 0 1.09 1.87E-07
202742_s_at PRKACB 0 N.S.
202743_at PIK3R3 0 -1.35 1.64E-36
202745_at USP8 0 N.S.
202746_at ITM2A 0 -1.08 1.26E-02
202748_at GBP2 0 -1.10 4.90E-02
202749_at WRB 1 N.S.
202750_s_at TFIP11 0 N.S.
202753_at PSMD6 0 -1.15 4.35E-39
202754_at R3HDM1 0 1.07 1.30E-04
202757_at COBRA1 0 -1.09 1.60E-09
202758_s_at RFXANK 0 N.S.
202759_s_at AKAP2 0 N.S.
202760_s_at PALM2-AKAP2 0 -1.06 2.65E-03
202761_s_at SYNE2 0 N.S.
202762_at ROCK2 0 -1.05 3.69E-02
202763_at CASP3 223 -1.07 1.78E-02
202764_at STIM1 1 1.26 0.00E+00
202765_s_at FBN1 0 N.S.
202767_at ACP2 0 N.S.
202769_at CCNG2 1 2.00 3.11E-43
202771_at FAM38A 0 1.25 2.05E-18
202772_at HMGCL 0 1.16 1.02E-17
202775_s_at SFRS8 0 -1.08 7.58E-07
202776_at DNTTIP2 0 -1.56 7.64E-82
202777_at SHOC2 0 1.36 2.12E-49
202779_s_at LOC731049 0 -1.11 0.00E+00
202780_at OXCT1 0 -1.04 1.16E-02
202781_s_at INPP5K 0 N.S.
202783_at NNT 1 -1.09 4.01E-07
202785_at NDUFA7 0 N.S.
202786_at STK39 0 N.S.
202787_s_at MAPKAPK3 0 -1.29 1.61E-25
202789_at PLCG1 1 -1.28 3.69E-28
202793_at LPCAT3 1 -1.43 7.86E-26
202794_at INPP1 0 1.19 6.36E-24
202796_at SYNPO 0 N.S.
202797_at SACM1L 0 N.S.
202798_at SEC24B 0 -1.09 7.52E-13
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202799_at CLPP 3 -1.12 1.04E-22
202803_s_at ITGB2 0 N.S.
202804_at ABCC1 0 N.S.
202808_at C10orf26 0 1.08 2.21E-06
202809_s_at INTS3 0 1.29 3.24E-48
202810_at DRG1 2 -1.21 3.82E-46
202811_at STAMBP 0 1.19 7.81E-35
202812_at GAA 0 N.S.
202813_at TARBP1 0 -1.17 1.59E-19
202815_s_at HEXIM1 0 -1.16 3.06E-07
202820_at AHR 3 -1.33 4.92E-22
202824_s_at TCEB1 0 -1.14 8.85E-35
202825_at SLC25A4 0 -1.41 9.05E-55
202829_s_at VAMP7 1 1.24 2.56E-69
202832_at GCC2 0 1.33 4.59E-55
202837_at TRAFD1 0 -1.14 8.51E-05
202838_at FUCA1 0 1.31 9.37E-50
202839_s_at NDUFB7 0 -1.17 0.00E+00
202840_at TAF15 0 N.S.
202843_at DNAJB9 3 6.32 1.56E-80
202844_s_at RALBP1 0 N.S.
202847_at PCK2 0 3.47 5.88E-117
202850_at ABCD3 0 -1.27 2.14E-43
202853_s_at RYK 0 1.10 0.00E+00
202854_at HPRT1 0 -1.29 1.62E-60
202856_s_at SLC16A3 0 -1.25 4.59E-09
202858_at U2AF1 0 -1.13 0.00E+00
202860_at DENND4B 0 N.S.
202862_at FAH 1 1.05 1.38E-02
202868_s_at POP4 0 -1.28 3.10E-49
202870_s_at CDC20 0 N.S.
202871_at TRAF4 0 -1.21 0.00E+00
202874_s_at ATP6V1C1 0 -1.32 5.31E-47
202876_s_at PBX2 0 N.S.
202887_s_at DDIT4 2 1.82 5.76E-54
202891_at NIT1 0 1.06 3.10E-05
202892_at CDC23 0 1.04 3.35E-02
202897_at SIRPA 0 N.S.
202899_s_at SFRS3 0 -1.26 1.47E-46
2028_s_at E2F1 4 -1.42 1.00E-48
202900_s_at NUP88 0 N.S.
202902_s_at CTSS 0 1.17 8.82E-18
202904_s_at LSM5 0 -1.13 1.39E-09
202908_at WFS1 11 2.74 2.46E-70
202909_at EPM2AIP1 0 -1.16 7.52E-13
202910_s_at CD97 0 1.39 8.31E-45
202912_at ADM 0 -1.78 0.00E+00
202915_s_at FAM20B 0 -1.10 2.94E-06
202919_at MOBKL3 0 -1.13 2.29E-04
202922_at GCLC 1 1.12 1.20E-08
202925_s_at PLAGL2 1 1.93 1.81E-77
202926_at NBAS 0 1.26 0.00E+00
202927_at PIN1 0 -1.34 7.81E-42
202929_s_at DDT 1 -1.13 9.16E-20
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202930_s_at SUCLA2 0 -1.09 7.52E-13
202935_s_at SOX9 0 -1.33 1.37E-31
202939_at ZMPSTE24 0 1.09 0.00E+00
202941_at NDUFV2 1 -1.15 1.33E-37
202942_at ETFB 1 -1.05 2.79E-02
202943_s_at NAGA 0 N.S.
202945_at FPGS 0 -1.21 0.00E+00
202946_s_at BTBD3 0 N.S.
202947_s_at GYPC 0 1.33 6.04E-56
202949_s_at FHL2 0 1.28 4.51E-12
202950_at CRYZ 0 1.56 7.01E-55
202954_at UBE2C 0 N.S.
202957_at HCLS1 0 N.S.
202958_at PTPN9 0 1.12 5.79E-10
202960_s_at MUT 2 1.09 2.24E-02
202961_s_at ATP5J2 0 -1.19 1.58E-33
202962_at KIF13B 0 -1.20 6.02E-12
202963_at RFX5 0 N.S.
202967_at GSTA4 0 1.47 1.27E-46
202968_s_at DYRK2 0 -1.24 2.98E-33
202974_at MPP1 0 -1.09 7.38E-05
202976_s_at RHOBTB3 0 1.12 6.79E-03
202980_s_at SIAH1 0 1.44 8.53E-28
202982_s_at ACOT1 0 N.S.
202983_at HLTF 0 1.16 1.06E-29
202984_s_at BAG5 0 -1.22 1.17E-21
202987_at TRAF3IP2 0 N.S.
202991_at STARD3 0 1.12 2.29E-02
202996_at POLD4 0 N.S.
203004_s_at MEF2D 0 N.S.
203006_at INPP5A 0 1.29 1.49E-29
203010_at STAT5A 0 -1.29 6.92E-30
203011_at IMPA1 0 -1.27 2.89E-55
203013_at ECD 0 -1.10 1.87E-07
203017_s_at SSX2IP 0 -1.26 7.52E-13
203022_at RNASEH2A 0 -1.30 8.82E-49
203024_s_at C5orf15 0 N.S.
203025_at ARD1A 0 -1.14 2.65E-22
203026_at ZBTB5 0 1.39 1.12E-55
203027_s_at MVD 0 -1.47 7.52E-13
203028_s_at CYBA 1 N.S.
203031_s_at UROS 0 -1.10 1.15E-19
203035_s_at PIAS3 0 1.21 1.69E-19
203038_at PTPRK 0 1.31 1.34E-04
203039_s_at NDUFS1 0 -1.10 1.28E-24
203040_s_at HMBS 0 N.S.
203041_s_at LAMP2 0 1.26 3.82E-27
203043_at ZBED1 0 -1.34 4.12E-21
203044_at CHSY1 0 1.11 2.56E-11
203046_s_at TIMELESS 1 -1.32 5.30E-48
203049_s_at TTC37 0 1.13 3.02E-03
203050_at TP53BP1 0 1.11 4.86E-07
203051_at BAHD1 0 -1.18 2.26E-11
203053_at BCAS2 0 1.06 2.93E-07
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203054_s_at TCTA 0 1.08 1.40E-03
203055_s_at ARHGEF1 0 -1.11 1.79E-04
203058_s_at PAPSS2 0 N.S.
203062_s_at MDC1 0 N.S.
203064_s_at FOXK2 0 -1.26 4.44E-50
203065_s_at CAV1 0 N.S.
203067_at PDHX 0 N.S.
203068_at KLHL21 0 -1.38 1.21E-08
203069_at SV2A 0 N.S.
203072_at MYO1E 0 -1.28 1.20E-33
203073_at COG2 0 -1.22 4.26E-34
203075_at SMAD2 0 1.16 2.36E-33
203079_s_at CUL2 0 -1.21 5.74E-25
203080_s_at BAZ2B 0 1.29 2.16E-25
203081_at CTNNBIP1 0 N.S.
203082_at BMS1 0 -1.24 3.84E-41
203085_s_at TGFB1 3 -1.40 1.52E-59
203089_s_at HTRA2 1 -1.06 2.15E-05
203090_at SDF2 3 N.S.
203093_s_at TIMM44 0 1.27 8.99E-25
203094_at MAD2L1BP 0 -1.21 2.87E-22
203095_at MTIF2 0 1.16 5.08E-30
203099_s_at CDYL 0 N.S.
203102_s_at MGAT2 0 1.71 3.00E-69
203103_s_at PRPF19 0 1.13 1.13E-11
203105_s_at DNM1L 0 -1.33 5.19E-57
203106_s_at VPS41 0 N.S.
203109_at UBE2M 0 -1.22 2.59E-31
203112_s_at WHSC2 0 -1.22 7.71E-19
203113_s_at EEF1D 0 1.11 3.02E-19
203114_at SSSCA1 0 -1.38 3.91E-44
203115_at FECH 0 1.40 6.80E-34
203117_s_at PAN2 0 1.34 8.61E-42
203118_at PCSK7 0 1.23 0.00E+00
203119_at CCDC86 0 -2.58 1.61E-81
203120_at TP53BP2 0 N.S.
203122_at TTC15 0 N.S.
203124_s_at SLC11A2 0 N.S.
203126_at IMPA2 3 -1.85 7.18E-36
203127_s_at SPTLC2 0 1.11 0.00E+00
203133_at SEC61B 0 1.13 0.00E+00
203135_at TBP 2 -1.12 3.01E-12
203136_at RABAC1 0 1.50 1.27E-38
203138_at HAT1 0 -1.34 3.64E-62
203139_at DAPK1 0 1.23 7.06E-39
203141_s_at AP3B1 1 N.S.
203143_s_at KIAA0040 0 1.13 2.32E-09
203145_at SPAG5 0 -1.48 1.53E-74
203147_s_at TRIM14 0 -1.37 8.88E-55
203150_at RABEPK 0 -1.17 2.99E-19
203152_at MRPL40 0 N.S.
203153_at IFIT1 0 -1.27 2.51E-05
203155_at SETDB1 0 N.S.
203156_at AKAP11 0 -1.14 1.78E-29
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203158_s_at GLS 0 1.30 6.85E-32
203163_at KATNB1 0 N.S.
203165_s_at SLC33A1 0 2.68 3.51E-79
203169_at RGP1 0 1.21 9.28E-25
203171_s_at RRP8 0 -1.30 9.18E-33
203173_s_at C16orf62 0 1.19 7.46E-24
203175_at RHOG 0 -1.22 3.76E-42
203176_s_at TFAM 0 -1.37 1.80E-39
203178_at GATM 0 -2.25 4.69E-53
203179_at GALT 1 -1.12 7.52E-13
203183_s_at SMARCD1 0 N.S.
203185_at RASSF2 0 -1.81 1.36E-76
203186_s_at S100A4 0 -1.41 4.28E-19
203188_at B3GNT1 0 -1.16 5.19E-11
203189_s_at NDUFS8 0 N.S.
203192_at ABCB6 0 1.29 2.11E-27
203196_at ABCC4 0 N.S.
203197_s_at C1orf123 0 N.S.
203198_at CDK9 0 -1.20 2.57E-22
203200_s_at MTRR 0 1.35 6.54E-43
203201_at PMM2 0 -1.19 0.00E+00
203202_at KRR1 0 N.S.
203205_at KDM4A 0 1.64 2.01E-57
203206_at FAM53B 0 N.S.
203208_s_at MTFR1 0 1.41 4.59E-35
203209_at RFC5 0 -1.61 3.88E-90
203212_s_at MTMR2 0 N.S.
203218_at MAPK9 0 N.S.
203219_s_at APRT 0 -1.10 0.00E+00
203223_at RABEP1 0 -1.18 0.00E+00
203225_s_at RFK 0 -1.55 1.57E-39
203226_s_at TSPAN31 0 1.26 1.33E-27
203228_at PAFAH1B3 0 -1.20 1.76E-22
203229_s_at CLK2 0 -1.13 3.01E-12
203230_at DVL1 0 -1.30 1.89E-21
203231_s_at ATXN1 0 N.S.
203233_at IL4R 0 N.S.
203234_at UPP1 0 2.25 7.87E-58
203235_at THOP1 0 -1.28 1.37E-21
203236_s_at LGALS9 0 -1.24 1.30E-28
203241_at UVRAG 0 -1.08 2.71E-11
203244_at PEX5 0 -1.32 1.10E-25
203245_s_at NCRNA00094 0 N.S.
203246_s_at TUSC4 0 -1.07 1.33E-04
203247_s_at ZNF24 0 N.S.
203250_at RBM16 0 -1.07 5.85E-10
203252_at CDK2AP2 0 2.66 1.13E-84
203253_s_at HISPPD1 0 1.28 8.41E-24
203254_s_at TLN1 0 1.05 3.45E-02
203258_at DRAP1 0 -1.06 3.19E-02
203260_at HDDC2 0 N.S.
203261_at DCTN6 0 -1.07 2.08E-07
203262_s_at FAM50A 0 -1.09 7.52E-13
203263_s_at ARHGEF9 0 1.38 1.57E-50
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203266_s_at MAP2K4 0 N.S.
203268_s_at DRG2 0 N.S.
203269_at NSMAF 0 N.S.
203270_at DTYMK 0 -1.22 7.00E-18
203271_s_at UNC119 0 N.S.
203272_s_at TUSC2 0 -1.26 2.09E-41
203274_at F8A1 0 -1.32 5.33E-44
203275_at IRF2 0 N.S.
203276_at LMNB1 0 -1.24 5.27E-40
203277_at DFFA 0 -1.49 3.74E-54
203278_s_at PHF21A 0 1.37 5.70E-41
203279_at EDEM1 9 2.63 3.27E-95
203280_at SAFB2 0 N.S.
203281_s_at UBA7 0 1.10 1.22E-03
203282_at GBE1 0 -1.23 1.29E-37
203286_at RNF44 0 N.S.
203288_at KIAA0355 0 1.32 3.95E-42
203289_s_at C16orf35 0 N.S.
203292_s_at VPS11 0 1.16 2.26E-12
203298_s_at JARID2 0 1.23 1.31E-30
203299_s_at AP1S2 0 1.20 1.19E-05
203301_s_at DMTF1 0 1.10 7.54E-06
203302_at DCK 0 -1.33 6.46E-23
203303_at DYNLT3 0 N.S.
203304_at BAMBI 0 2.34 2.53E-19
203306_s_at SLC35A1 0 1.17 8.32E-29
203307_at GNL1 0 N.S.
203309_s_at HPS1 1 N.S.
203310_at STXBP3 0 N.S.
203311_s_at ARF6 0 N.S.
203313_s_at TGIF1 0 1.87 4.30E-29
203314_at GTPBP6 0 -1.29 3.02E-47
203315_at NCK2 2 1.13 1.38E-18
203316_s_at SNRPE 0 -1.18 3.06E-30
203318_s_at ZNF148 0 N.S.
203320_at SH2B3 0 1.31 4.41E-46
203321_s_at ADNP2 0 -1.08 6.31E-04
203330_s_at STX5 0 2.32 2.80E-73
203331_s_at INPP5D 0 N.S.
203333_at KIFAP3 0 N.S.
203334_at DHX8 0 N.S.
203335_at PHYH 0 N.S.
203336_s_at ITGB1BP1 0 -1.19 3.04E-37
203338_at PPP2R5E 0 1.12 4.86E-21
203339_at SLC25A12 0 N.S.
203341_at CEBPZ 0 -1.51 7.09E-69
203342_at TIMM17B 0 -1.08 5.42E-06
203343_at UGDH 0 1.80 2.67E-65
203344_s_at RBBP8 0 -1.06 2.73E-05
203350_at AP1G1 0 1.12 4.87E-20
203351_s_at ORC4L 0 -1.08 7.52E-13
203356_at CAPN7 0 1.14 9.85E-11
203361_s_at MYCBP 0 -1.11 6.28E-06
203362_s_at MAD2L1 0 -1.39 1.81E-34
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203363_s_at KIAA0652 0 1.72 6.17E-68
203366_at POLG 1 -1.28 3.58E-31
203367_at DUSP14 0 -1.14 0.00E+00
203368_at CRELD1 0 3.84 1.23E-82
203371_s_at NDUFB3 0 -1.22 2.22E-32
203373_at SOCS2 0 -1.27 2.73E-25
203375_s_at TPP2 0 1.18 4.65E-46
203377_s_at CDC40 0 -1.12 7.31E-07
203378_at PCF11 0 1.18 7.46E-24
203379_at RPS6KA1 0 N.S.
203384_s_at GOLGA1 0 1.32 8.68E-29
203385_at DGKA 0 1.14 0.00E+00
203387_s_at TBC1D4 0 N.S.
203388_at ARRB2 0 -1.33 4.02E-20
203391_at FKBP2 1 2.82 2.65E-67
203396_at PSMA4 0 1.06 4.53E-07
203397_s_at GALNT3 0 2.38 1.65E-36
203401_at PRPS2 0 -1.53 1.59E-64
203404_at ARMCX2 0 N.S.
203405_at PSMG1 0 N.S.
203406_at MFAP1 0 -1.35 4.99E-70
203409_at DDB2 0 1.26 1.38E-34
203410_at AP3M2 0 1.53 1.90E-41
203411_s_at LMNA 0 -1.11 5.16E-06
203412_at LZTR1 0 N.S.
203414_at MMD 0 -1.11 1.05E-11
203415_at PDCD6 0 -1.23 8.53E-36
203416_at CD53 0 -1.19 2.33E-30
203420_at FAM8A1 0 1.21 1.02E-33
203422_at POLD1 0 -1.52 1.56E-64
203427_at ASF1A 0 1.25 2.89E-29
203429_s_at C1orf9 0 1.74 5.53E-51
203430_at HEBP2 0 1.08 1.85E-08
203433_at MTHFS 0 N.S.
203436_at RPP30 0 -1.25 3.84E-42
203437_at TMEM11 0 -1.32 2.15E-46
203438_at STC2 3 6.06 2.39E-77
203444_s_at MTA2 0 -1.20 4.72E-10
203445_s_at CTDSP2 0 1.29 2.79E-37
203449_s_at TERF1 0 N.S.
203450_at CBY1 0 1.34 1.67E-35
203452_at B3GAT3 0 N.S.
203454_s_at ATOX1 1 -1.14 0.00E+00
203455_s_at SAT1 0 N.S.
203456_at PRAF2 0 1.18 3.76E-11
203457_at STX7 0 N.S.
203458_at SPR 0 -1.95 6.36E-59
203459_s_at VPS16A 0 N.S.
203460_s_at PSEN1 13 1.49 1.06E-70
203464_s_at EPN2 0 N.S.
203465_at MRPL19 0 -1.22 0.00E+00
203466_at MPV17 0 -1.13 0.00E+00
203467_at PMM1 0 1.66 4.31E-75
203468_at CDK10 0 N.S.
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203471_s_at PLEK 0 1.14 3.26E-19
203474_at IQGAP2 0 N.S.
203476_at TPBG 0 1.23 4.56E-08
203478_at NDUFC1 0 -1.13 1.37E-24
203480_s_at OTUD4 0 N.S.
203482_at FAM178A 0 1.18 0.00E+00
203484_at SEC61G 1 1.26 5.23E-44
203487_s_at ARMC8 0 N.S.
203493_s_at CEP57 0 1.49 1.08E-40
203495_at LRRC14 0 N.S.
203496_s_at MED1 1 N.S.
203500_at GCDH 0 -1.14 1.25E-06
203502_at BPGM 0 N.S.
203508_at TNFRSF1B 0 -1.63 6.28E-62
203511_s_at TRAPPC3 0 -1.16 4.38E-31
203513_at SPG11 0 1.28 1.10E-42
203514_at MAP3K3 0 N.S.
203515_s_at PMVK 0 N.S.
203517_at MTX2 0 -1.07 1.04E-08
203519_s_at UPF2 0 -1.15 9.77E-27
203521_s_at ZNF318 0 -1.09 2.26E-04
203522_at CCS 2 1.17 0.00E+00
203523_at LSP1 0 N.S.
203524_s_at MPST 0 -1.17 0.00E+00
203526_s_at APC 0 -1.10 4.10E-02
203528_at SEMA4D 0 N.S.
203529_at PPP6C 0 N.S.
203530_s_at STX4 0 N.S.
203531_at CUL5 0 1.04 4.59E-03
203534_at LSM1 0 -1.12 0.00E+00
203537_at PRPSAP2 0 1.13 2.70E-26
203538_at CAMLG 0 1.24 3.20E-45
203542_s_at KLF9 0 1.72 1.04E-39
203544_s_at STAM 1 N.S.
203545_at ALG8 1 1.07 9.69E-08
203546_at IPO13 0 -1.06 1.23E-04
203550_s_at C1orf2 0 -1.27 2.80E-24
203552_at MAP4K5 0 1.24 0.00E+00
203556_at ZHX2 0 1.17 2.72E-20
203557_s_at PCBD1 0 -1.32 8.69E-37
203560_at GGH 1 N.S.
203561_at FCGR2A 0 N.S.
203562_at FEZ1 1 N.S.
203564_at FANCG 0 -1.13 1.81E-11
203565_s_at MNAT1 0 N.S.
203566_s_at AGL 0 -1.14 0.00E+00
203567_s_at TRIM38 0 1.07 1.48E-03
203569_s_at OFD1 0 1.08 6.36E-06
203572_s_at TAF6 0 N.S.
203573_s_at RABGGTA 0 N.S.
203574_at NFIL3 0 1.55 7.64E-30
203575_at CSNK2A2 0 1.51 4.58E-72
203577_at GTF2H4 0 -1.10 1.04E-10
203579_s_at SLC7A6 0 -1.18 0.00E+00
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203581_at RAB4A 0 N.S.
203583_at UNC50 0 1.40 1.65E-58
203584_at TTC35 0 1.18 1.33E-26
203588_s_at TFDP2 0 1.06 1.02E-03
203590_at DYNC1LI2 0 -1.14 2.98E-10
203592_s_at FSTL3 0 -1.28 8.61E-08
203593_at CD2AP 0 N.S.
203596_s_at IFIT5 0 1.35 4.17E-23
203599_s_at WBP4 0 1.08 1.14E-10
203600_s_at C4orf8 0 1.06 5.79E-06
203604_at ZNF516 0 1.26 6.09E-11
203605_at SRP54 0 1.10 7.15E-11
203606_at NDUFS6 0 -1.15 2.11E-31
203607_at INPP5F 0 N.S.
203608_at ALDH5A1 0 N.S.
203611_at TERF2 0 -1.08 1.68E-09
203612_at BYSL 0 -2.04 1.31E-72
203613_s_at NDUFB6 0 -1.10 2.04E-10
203614_at UTP14C 0 1.37 2.50E-60
203616_at POLB 0 N.S.
203620_s_at FCHSD2 0 N.S.
203621_at NDUFB5 0 1.04 6.84E-05
203622_s_at PNO1 0 -1.74 1.38E-81
203630_s_at COG5 0 1.25 9.15E-21
203634_s_at CPT1A 0 N.S.
203635_at DSCR3 0 -1.09 2.67E-06
203643_at ERF 0 -1.48 1.71E-39
203644_s_at MON1B 0 1.36 1.27E-33
203647_s_at FDX1 0 -1.09 0.00E+00
203648_at TATDN2 0 -1.18 7.79E-27
203651_at ZFYVE16 0 1.21 3.69E-21
203652_at MAP3K11 0 -1.08 7.76E-06
203653_s_at COIL 3 -1.36 2.20E-29
203655_at XRCC1 0 N.S.
203656_at FIG4 0 1.08 1.74E-07
203658_at SLC25A20 0 N.S.
203659_s_at TRIM13 0 -1.33 1.28E-42
203660_s_at PCNT 0 1.22 2.11E-31
203662_s_at TMOD1 0 1.10 3.12E-08
203665_at HMOX1 21 1.87 2.52E-48
203668_at MAN2C1 0 N.S.
203669_s_at DGAT1 1 N.S.
203671_at TPMT 0 1.17 7.80E-04
203674_at HELZ 0 N.S.
203675_at NUCB2 0 2.67 1.98E-63
203677_s_at TARBP2 0 N.S.
203678_at MTMR15 0 N.S.
203679_at TMED1 0 N.S.
203683_s_at VEGFB 0 N.S.
203684_s_at BCL2 8 1.20 6.37E-09
203686_at MPG 8 1.12 7.52E-13
203688_at PKD2 0 1.98 2.96E-95
203689_s_at FMR1 0 N.S.
203693_s_at E2F3 0 -1.27 5.84E-33
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203694_s_at DHX16 0 N.S.
203695_s_at DFNA5 0 1.13 3.67E-35
203701_s_at TRMT1 0 -1.18 5.21E-21
203702_s_at TTLL4 0 -1.31 1.19E-35
203705_s_at FZD7 0 1.38 1.64E-05
203707_at ZNF263 0 1.07 1.22E-07
203709_at PHKG2 0 N.S.
203711_s_at HIBCH 0 -1.35 6.12E-38
203712_at KIAA0020 0 -1.68 1.81E-83
203713_s_at LLGL2 0 1.31 7.02E-04
203715_at TBCE 0 -1.09 4.26E-02
203718_at PNPLA6 0 -1.07 1.55E-02
203720_s_at ERCC1 0 1.09 9.43E-07
203722_at ALDH4A1 0 1.17 4.46E-08
203723_at ITPKB 0 1.27 0.00E+00
203725_at GADD45A 4 1.82 5.86E-62
203727_at SKIV2L 0 -1.34 4.34E-28
203728_at BAK1 7 -1.13 5.27E-12
203729_at EMP3 0 -1.20 3.95E-21
203731_s_at ZKSCAN5 0 N.S.
203732_at TRIP4 0 1.14 2.15E-24
203733_at DEXI 0 N.S.
203734_at FOXJ2 0 1.10 1.07E-06
203737_s_at PPRC1 0 -1.78 1.09E-75
203738_at C5orf22 0 N.S.
203739_at ZNF217 0 N.S.
203740_at MPHOSPH6 0 -1.23 1.84E-35
203741_s_at ADCY7 0 N.S.
203743_s_at TDG 0 -1.50 7.84E-72
203744_at HMGB3 0 -1.31 8.60E-37
203745_at HCCS 5 -1.06 9.56E-03
203752_s_at JUND 0 -1.50 1.50E-68
203755_at BUB1B 0 -1.26 3.39E-46
203758_at CTSO 0 1.58 5.47E-64
203762_s_at DYNC2LI1 0 1.37 5.15E-36
203764_at DLGAP5 0 -1.27 5.63E-43
203765_at GCA 1 -1.11 3.13E-09
203774_at MTR 0 -1.13 1.65E-10
203775_at SLC25A13 0 -1.26 3.03E-33
203776_at GPKOW 0 1.05 1.33E-02
203777_s_at RPS6KB2 0 -1.09 1.83E-03
203778_at MANBA 0 1.16 4.27E-06
203781_at MRPL33 0 -1.16 1.25E-26
203782_s_at POLRMT 0 -1.55 1.82E-57
203787_at SSBP2 0 -1.11 8.05E-11
203790_s_at HRSP12 0 -1.12 1.16E-17
203791_at DMXL1 0 1.24 1.38E-18
203795_s_at BCL7A 0 -1.22 0.00E+00
203799_at CD302 0 -1.13 1.66E-08
203800_s_at MRPS14 0 N.S.
203803_at PCYOX1 0 N.S.
203804_s_at CROP 4 N.S.
203805_s_at FANCA 0 -1.43 1.02E-52
203810_at DNAJB4 0 1.10 5.93E-03
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203814_s_at NQO2 0 1.25 6.49E-23
203815_at GSTT1 0 N.S.
203816_at DGUOK 0 1.22 5.85E-43
203817_at GUCY1B3 0 -1.09 1.40E-02
203818_s_at SF3A3 0 -1.19 5.49E-44
203820_s_at IGF2BP3 0 1.22 6.24E-27
203822_s_at ELF2 9 N.S.
203825_at BRD3 0 1.28 4.18E-24
203826_s_at PITPNM1 0 1.15 1.51E-05
203827_at WIPI1 0 3.91 6.01E-96
203829_at ELP4 0 1.07 6.22E-07
203830_at C17orf75 0 N.S.
203831_at R3HDM2 0 1.44 1.38E-45
203832_at SNRPF 0 -1.30 2.93E-51
203836_s_at MAP3K5 8 1.14 2.26E-12
203840_at BLZF1 0 N.S.
203843_at RPS6KA3 0 -1.15 0.00E+00
203845_at KAT2B 0 1.19 2.26E-12
203846_at TRIM32 0 N.S.
203852_s_at SMN1 0 N.S.
203855_at WDR47 0 -1.09 8.85E-04
203856_at VRK1 0 -1.56 8.42E-92
203857_s_at PDIA5 0 1.75 1.66E-62
203858_s_at COX10 0 N.S.
203860_at PCCA 0 N.S.
203866_at NLE1 0 -1.21 1.80E-09
203868_s_at VCAM1 0 N.S.
203869_at USP46 0 -1.40 3.98E-52
203871_at SENP3 0 -1.29 5.17E-39
203879_at PIK3CD 0 -1.22 4.63E-20
203880_at COX17 0 -1.18 6.33E-38
203881_s_at DMD 0 N.S.
203883_s_at RAB11FIP2 0 N.S.
203885_at RAB21 0 1.04 4.75E-03
203890_s_at DAPK3 0 N.S.
203892_at WFDC2 0 N.S.
203894_at TUBG2 0 -1.10 7.61E-03
203897_at LYRM1 0 1.20 5.27E-45
203899_s_at CRCP 0 -1.18 3.46E-05
203900_at KIAA0467 0 1.11 4.01E-05
203901_at MAP3K7IP1 0 N.S.
203903_s_at HEPH 0 N.S.
203905_at PARN 0 1.06 4.99E-04
203907_s_at IQSEC1 0 -1.08 5.82E-03
203909_at SLC9A6 0 1.08 1.84E-08
203912_s_at DNASE1L1 0 N.S.
203916_at NDST2 0 1.09 1.39E-02
203919_at TCEA2 0 1.23 1.17E-17
203920_at NR1H3 0 -1.14 1.07E-05
203921_at CHST2 0 -1.47 6.52E-42
203923_s_at CYBB 0 1.62 1.57E-45
203925_at GCLM 0 1.14 1.50E-12
203927_at NFKBIE 0 -1.20 6.53E-24
203931_s_at MRPL12 0 -1.56 3.77E-57
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203932_at HLA-DMB 0 N.S.
203933_at RAB11FIP3 0 -1.23 9.03E-12
203935_at ACVR1 0 1.60 9.59E-24
203936_s_at MMP9 0 N.S.
203938_s_at TAF1C 0 N.S.
203939_at NT5E 0 N.S.
203941_at INTS9 0 -1.29 7.10E-44
203942_s_at MARK2 0 N.S.
203943_at KIF3B 0 -1.15 1.02E-20
203945_at ARG2 1 1.20 3.31E-07
203947_at CSTF3 0 N.S.
203952_at ATF6 247 1.31 9.02E-21
203955_at KIAA0649 0 N.S.
203957_at E2F6 0 -1.15 3.56E-20
203958_s_at ZBTB40 0 N.S.
203960_s_at HSPB11 0 -1.20 1.39E-21
203964_at NMI 0 N.S.
203965_at USP20 0 1.10 4.42E-02
203966_s_at PPM1A 0 N.S.
203967_at CDC6 0 1.41 6.66E-36
203970_s_at PEX3 1 N.S.
203971_at SLC31A1 0 1.28 9.70E-18
203973_s_at CEBPD 1 -1.33 1.28E-11
203974_at HDHD1A 0 -1.31 2.66E-49
203975_s_at CHAF1A 0 -1.88 9.47E-57
203978_at NUBP1 0 -1.18 2.93E-32
203983_at TSNAX 0 N.S.
203984_s_at CASP9 82 N.S.
203985_at ZNF212 0 N.S.
203987_at FZD6 0 1.14 2.78E-07
203988_s_at FUT8 0 N.S.
203990_s_at KDM6A 0 N.S.
204001_at SNAPC3 0 N.S.
204003_s_at NUPL2 0 N.S.
204004_at PAWR 0 -1.20 1.83E-21
204008_at DNAL4 0 1.44 0.00E+00
204015_s_at DUSP4 0 -1.33 5.16E-29
204016_at LARS2 0 -1.32 1.19E-30
204019_s_at SH3YL1 0 -1.12 2.49E-08
204021_s_at PURA 2 -1.15 0.00E+00
204023_at RFC4 0 -1.17 3.44E-32
204025_s_at PDCD2 0 N.S.
204026_s_at ZWINT 0 -1.49 8.25E-79
204027_s_at METTL1 0 -1.38 6.27E-39
204028_s_at RABGAP1 0 1.30 1.01E-25
204030_s_at SCHIP1 0 N.S.
204032_at BCAR3 0 -1.55 2.78E-30
204033_at TRIP13 0 -1.79 2.77E-74
204034_at ETHE1 0 N.S.
204044_at QPRT 0 -1.40 5.82E-48
204045_at TCEAL1 0 -1.16 8.05E-08
204049_s_at PHACTR2 0 -1.65 1.52E-21
204054_at PTEN 5 1.36 3.64E-46
204057_at IRF8 0 -1.09 6.53E-08
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204059_s_at ME1 1 1.35 1.60E-45
204061_at PRKX 0 -1.10 1.90E-07
204064_at THOC1 0 -1.12 3.08E-09
204065_at CHST10 0 -1.09 5.70E-03
204067_at SUOX 0 -1.18 5.31E-18
204068_at STK3 0 N.S.
204070_at RARRES3 0 1.29 2.20E-22
204071_s_at TOPORS 0 -1.18 3.29E-06
204074_s_at KIAA0562 0 N.S.
204076_at ENTPD4 0 1.18 0.00E+00
204079_at TPST2 0 N.S.
204080_at TOE1 0 -1.58 1.90E-63
204081_at NRGN 0 -1.52 9.84E-24
204082_at PBX3 0 N.S.
204085_s_at CLN5 0 1.21 0.00E+00
204087_s_at SLC5A6 0 -1.30 1.48E-34
204088_at P2RX4 0 1.81 9.10E-59
204091_at PDE6D 0 N.S.
204093_at CCNH 0 -1.09 0.00E+00
204094_s_at TSC22D2 0 1.09 4.95E-07
204096_s_at ELL 1 N.S.
204098_at RBMX2 0 N.S.
204102_s_at EEF2 3 1.09 6.09E-11
204103_at CCL4 2 -1.60 1.70E-31
204104_at SNAPC2 0 N.S.
204106_at TESK1 0 N.S.
204108_at NFYA 0 -1.25 7.05E-34
204113_at CUGBP1 0 -1.20 3.69E-11
204115_at GNG11 0 N.S.
204116_at IL2RG 0 1.22 6.32E-39
204117_at PREP 0 -1.29 1.19E-30
204118_at CD48 0 1.13 1.94E-20
204120_s_at ADK 0 N.S.
204123_at LIG3 0 -1.20 4.23E-04
204125_at NDUFAF1 0 -1.39 8.84E-39
204126_s_at CDC45L 0 -1.11 1.92E-07
204128_s_at RFC3 0 -1.89 1.19E-57
204131_s_at FOXO3 2 1.16 1.86E-04
204133_at RRP9 0 -1.95 3.33E-57
204135_at FILIP1L 0 N.S.
204137_at GPR137B 0 -1.10 1.66E-06
204140_at TPST1 0 N.S.
204141_at TUBB2A 0 -1.65 2.98E-61
204142_at ENOSF1 0 N.S.
204144_s_at PIGQ 0 N.S.
204145_at FRG1 0 1.07 3.92E-04
204146_at RAD51AP1 0 N.S.
204149_s_at GSTM4 0 N.S.
204153_s_at MFNG 0 -1.35 8.56E-56
204156_at KIAA0999 0 N.S.
204158_s_at TCIRG1 0 N.S.
204160_s_at ENPP4 0 N.S.
204162_at NDC80 0 N.S.
204164_at SIPA1 0 -1.56 9.81E-48
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204165_at WASF1 0 -1.38 1.73E-22
204168_at MGST2 0 N.S.
204169_at IMPDH1 0 -1.33 1.13E-23
204170_s_at CKS2 0 -1.35 3.67E-60
204171_at RPS6KB1 0 -1.30 0.00E+00
204172_at CPOX 0 N.S.
204173_at MYL6B 0 N.S.
204174_at ALOX5AP 0 3.57 1.03E-71
204175_at ZNF593 0 -1.43 5.31E-49
204178_s_at RBM14 0 -1.57 3.35E-66
204181_s_at ZBTB43 0 1.18 0.00E+00
204183_s_at ADRBK2 0 N.S.
204186_s_at PPID 0 -1.16 9.50E-29
204190_at USPL1 0 -1.07 2.55E-03
204191_at IFNAR1 4 1.14 5.94E-06
204192_at CD37 0 1.10 1.50E-12
204198_s_at RUNX3 0 N.S.
204201_s_at PTPN13 0 N.S.
204203_at CEBPG 0 2.31 4.55E-96
204205_at APOBEC3G 0 N.S.
204206_at MNT 0 1.22 4.78E-22
204208_at RNGTT 0 1.09 1.19E-05
204209_at PCYT1A 1 1.08 1.88E-05
204212_at ACOT8 0 1.17 0.00E+00
204215_at C7orf23 0 1.28 2.34E-57
204216_s_at ZC3H14 0 -1.17 1.13E-17
204218_at C11orf51 0 N.S.
204219_s_at PSMC1 0 -1.24 2.02E-36
204220_at GMFG 0 N.S.
204222_s_at GLIPR1 0 1.36 1.26E-35
204224_s_at GCH1 1 1.44 1.87E-73
204225_at HDAC4 0 N.S.
204226_at STAU2 0 -1.24 3.38E-40
204228_at PPIH 0 -1.16 1.14E-26
204232_at FCER1G 0 N.S.
204233_s_at CHKA 0 N.S.
204234_s_at ZNF195 0 N.S.
204241_at ACOX3 0 N.S.
204243_at RLF 0 -1.10 2.26E-09
204244_s_at DBF4 0 -1.19 5.38E-22
204245_s_at RPP14 0 -1.32 8.24E-43
204246_s_at DCTN3 0 1.14 7.52E-13
204247_s_at CDK5 1 -1.15 8.00E-22
204249_s_at LMO2 0 1.67 5.75E-29
204250_s_at CEP164 0 N.S.
204258_at CHD1 0 -1.16 5.01E-24
204263_s_at CPT2 0 N.S.
204265_s_at GPSM3 0 N.S.
204269_at PIM2 0 1.42 1.14E-23
204275_at SOLH 0 -1.25 3.02E-24
204276_at TK2 0 1.50 0.00E+00
204278_s_at EBAG9 0 1.30 3.12E-63
204279_at PSMB9 0 1.12 5.57E-18
204286_s_at PMAIP1 7 1.53 1.27E-46
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204291_at ZNF518A 0 1.20 0.00E+00
204294_at AMT 0 1.42 9.21E-31
204295_at SURF1 0 1.25 7.98E-27
204296_at DCTN1 0 1.90 1.09E-31
204297_at PIK3C3 2 1.08 1.36E-09
204299_at FUSIP1 0 -1.22 1.56E-21
204300_at PET112L 0 N.S.
204305_at MIPEP 0 -1.13 3.76E-12
204306_s_at CD151 0 -1.59 0.00E+00
204308_s_at TECPR2 0 N.S.
204319_s_at RGS10 0 1.08 0.00E+00
204327_s_at ZNF202 0 -1.14 2.81E-08
204331_s_at MRPS12 0 -1.40 5.41E-61
204332_s_at AGA 0 1.97 1.71E-79
204334_at KLF7 0 1.27 3.39E-19
204335_at CCDC94 0 N.S.
204336_s_at RGS19 0 -1.27 5.49E-37
204340_at TMEM187 0 1.22 1.25E-09
204341_at TRIM16 0 1.18 1.12E-06
204342_at SLC25A24 0 N.S.
204346_s_at RASSF1 0 N.S.
204347_at AK3L1 0 -1.72 3.10E-37
204350_s_at MED7 0 -1.17 1.32E-22
204352_at TRAF5 0 -1.10 4.10E-10
204354_at POT1 0 1.19 1.01E-33
204369_at PIK3CA 0 1.19 2.50E-30
204370_at CLP1 0 -1.30 4.31E-56
204372_s_at KHSRP 0 -1.14 2.05E-33
204373_s_at CEP350 0 1.09 1.37E-05
204375_at CLSTN3 0 N.S.
204377_s_at VPRBP 0 -1.21 5.04E-03
204378_at BCAS1 0 N.S.
204382_at NAT9 0 N.S.
204394_at SLC43A1 0 2.97 1.15E-82
204401_at KCNN4 0 N.S.
204404_at SLC12A2 0 -1.22 9.82E-35
204407_at TTF2 0 -1.60 2.23E-25
204408_at APEX2 0 -1.42 6.62E-19
204411_at KIF21B 0 1.59 7.69E-26
204413_at TRAF2 12 -1.18 7.28E-03
204415_at IFI6 0 N.S.
204421_s_at FGF2 0 1.77 1.62E-35
204423_at MKLN1 0 -1.23 2.65E-35
204425_at ARHGAP4 0 N.S.
204426_at TMED2 0 1.63 2.61E-18
204430_s_at SLC2A5 0 N.S.
204432_at SOX12 0 -1.53 9.26E-34
204433_s_at SPATA2 0 N.S.
204435_at NUPL1 0 -1.25 8.65E-26
204436_at PLEKHO2 0 N.S.
204439_at IFI44L 0 1.17 0.00E+00
204440_at CD83 0 -1.69 3.40E-60
204441_s_at POLA2 0 -1.39 1.54E-43
204444_at KIF11 0 -1.15 5.54E-18
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204448_s_at PDCL 0 -1.16 4.51E-12
204453_at ZNF84 0 -1.15 1.66E-22
204458_at PLA2G15 0 N.S.
204459_at CSTF2 0 -1.33 8.50E-46
204460_s_at RAD1 0 -1.39 6.38E-43
204472_at GEM 0 N.S.
204473_s_at ZNF592 0 N.S.
204474_at ZNF142 0 -1.08 2.32E-04
204477_at RABIF 0 N.S.
204479_at OSTF1 0 -1.09 9.50E-08
204481_at BRPF1 0 -1.15 3.15E-07
204483_at ENO3 0 1.14 1.07E-04
204484_at PIK3C2B 0 1.20 1.20E-11
204485_s_at TOM1L1 0 N.S.
204488_at DOLK 0 -1.08 1.23E-04
204492_at ARHGAP11A 0 -1.16 6.58E-07
204502_at SAMHD1 0 -1.63 2.03E-69
204504_s_at HIRIP3 0 1.08 2.69E-08
204506_at PPP3R1 0 1.18 1.85E-22
204510_at CDC7 0 -1.51 1.34E-66
204511_at FARP2 0 1.30 3.67E-10
204512_at HIVEP1 0 N.S.
204513_s_at ELMO1 0 1.11 3.01E-12
204514_at DPH2 0 -1.60 2.39E-47
204516_at ATXN7 0 1.27 1.66E-05
204521_at C12orf24 0 -1.65 3.43E-67
204522_at DOM3Z 0 1.25 0.00E+00
204523_at ZNF140 0 1.36 1.14E-56
204531_s_at BRCA1 2 -1.10 9.55E-11
204533_at CXCL10 1 -1.91 8.85E-25
204544_at HPS5 0 -1.10 8.74E-20
204545_at PEX6 0 -1.14 1.63E-03
204546_at KIAA0513 0 1.67 1.52E-17
204547_at RAB40B 0 N.S.
204552_at INPP4A 0 1.39 6.82E-51
204554_at PPP1R3D 0 1.10 3.32E-06
204558_at RAD54L 0 -1.73 9.59E-45
204559_s_at LSM7 0 -1.10 8.63E-08
204562_at IRF4 2 1.41 1.24E-48
204563_at SELL 1 -1.16 0.00E+00
204565_at ACOT13 0 -1.18 1.60E-29
204566_at PPM1D 0 N.S.
204568_at KIAA0831 0 1.15 2.23E-18
204569_at ICK 0 1.37 0.00E+00
204573_at CROT 0 -1.29 1.42E-20
204576_s_at CLUAP1 0 1.19 2.26E-12
204578_at HISPPD2A 0 1.46 0.00E+00
204588_s_at SLC7A7 0 1.63 7.67E-45
204593_s_at SMCR7L 0 -1.06 5.32E-07
204599_s_at MRPL28 0 -1.27 2.30E-23
204603_at EXO1 0 -1.70 1.84E-79
204605_at CGRRF1 0 1.64 5.32E-75
204608_at ASL 1 1.14 1.69E-08
204610_s_at CCDC85B 0 -2.07 3.11E-75
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204612_at PKIA 0 -1.42 1.59E-40
204613_at PLCG2 0 N.S.
204616_at UCHL3 0 -1.06 2.36E-02
204617_s_at ACD 0 -1.24 1.40E-30
204618_s_at GABPB1 0 1.18 0.00E+00
204630_s_at GOSR1 0 N.S.
204632_at RPS6KA4 0 -1.35 1.50E-12
204634_at NEK4 0 1.08 3.55E-05
204635_at RPS6KA5 0 1.33 0.00E+00
204638_at ACP5 0 -1.18 9.40E-09
204641_at NEK2 0 N.S.
204642_at S1PR1 0 N.S.
204646_at DPYD 0 1.22 1.44E-03
204649_at TROAP 0 N.S.
204650_s_at APBB3 0 1.20 5.74E-07
204651_at NRF1 1 N.S.
204659_s_at GFER 0 N.S.
204662_at CP110 0 N.S.
204666_s_at RP5-1000E10.4 0 N.S.
204668_at RNF24 0 1.17 7.48E-04
204672_s_at ANKRD6 0 N.S.
204674_at LRMP 0 1.29 3.46E-25
204676_at TMEM186 0 -1.13 1.98E-09
204678_s_at KCNK1 0 1.21 1.50E-12
204683_at ICAM2 0 N.S.
204687_at DKFZP564O0823 0 1.23 0.00E+00
204688_at SGCE 0 1.25 4.71E-34
204690_at STX8 0 N.S.
204695_at CDC25A 1 -1.97 7.43E-63
204698_at ISG20 0 1.27 1.16E-23
204702_s_at NFE2L3 0 -1.15 1.48E-10
204703_at IFT88 0 1.11 0.00E+00
204706_at INPP5E 0 N.S.
204709_s_at KIF23 0 -1.15 3.60E-09
204710_s_at WIPI2 0 1.23 2.73E-38
204711_at KIAA0753 0 N.S.
204715_at PANX1 0 -1.08 1.03E-05
204716_at CCDC6 0 N.S.
204717_s_at SLC29A2 0 -2.52 4.07E-38
204720_s_at DNAJC6 0 1.71 7.11E-30
204725_s_at NCK1 2 N.S.
204727_at WDHD1 0 -1.62 1.84E-29
204730_at RIMS3 0 1.68 0.00E+00
204731_at TGFBR3 0 N.S.
204735_at PDE4A 0 -1.24 8.28E-23
204739_at CENPC1 0 -1.13 0.00E+00
204740_at CNKSR1 0 N.S.
204742_s_at PDS5B 0 -1.22 3.89E-20
204744_s_at IARS 0 1.67 1.93E-90
204747_at IFIT3 0 N.S.
204757_s_at C2CD2L 0 1.48 5.73E-23
204759_at RCBTB2 0 N.S.
204761_at USP6NL 0 N.S.
204765_at ARHGEF5 0 -1.20 4.67E-07
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204766_s_at NUDT1 0 -1.20 0.00E+00
204767_s_at FEN1 0 -1.81 6.86E-74
204770_at TAP2 0 N.S.
204771_s_at TTF1 0 -1.37 1.94E-39
204773_at IL11RA 0 N.S.
204774_at EVI2A 0 1.57 1.51E-48
204777_s_at MAL 0 1.27 0.00E+00
204779_s_at HOXB7 0 1.13 2.41E-11
204781_s_at FAS 28 2.00 2.10E-88
204786_s_at IFNAR2 0 N.S.
204788_s_at PPOX 0 1.20 1.59E-29
204789_at FMNL1 0 N.S.
204790_at SMAD7 0 1.36 1.48E-31
204793_at GPRASP1 0 1.25 2.28E-02
204794_at DUSP2 0 -1.15 7.52E-13
204795_at PRR3 0 -1.73 6.46E-72
204798_at MYB 1 -1.31 4.76E-24
204804_at TRIM21 0 -1.27 1.43E-22
204805_s_at H1FX 0 1.50 4.70E-47
204807_at TMEM5 0 N.S.
204809_at CLPX 0 N.S.
204812_at ZW10 0 N.S.
204813_at MAPK10 0 N.S.
204817_at ESPL1 0 -1.11 3.01E-07
204821_at BTN3A3 0 1.50 6.48E-53
204822_at TTK 0 -1.08 1.93E-08
204824_at ENDOG 0 -1.43 5.91E-33
204825_at MELK 0 -1.20 8.91E-34
204827_s_at CCNF 0 -1.35 3.10E-18
204828_at RAD9A 0 1.61 1.27E-62
204831_at CDK8 0 N.S.
204832_s_at BMPR1A 0 N.S.
204834_at FGL2 0 -1.23 1.29E-08
204835_at POLA1 0 -1.08 4.58E-05
204836_at GLDC 0 -1.38 4.49E-38
204838_s_at MLH3 0 -1.50 6.14E-44
204839_at POP5 0 -1.12 2.54E-18
204840_s_at EEA1 1 -1.39 1.35E-11
204847_at ZBTB11 0 -1.15 8.15E-30
204849_at TCFL5 0 -1.25 1.73E-26
204852_s_at PTPN7 0 -1.06 1.11E-03
204853_at ORC2L 0 -1.33 6.82E-40
204857_at MAD1L1 0 1.10 6.36E-08
204858_s_at TYMP 0 N.S.
204861_s_at NAIP 0 N.S.
204862_s_at NME3 0 -1.18 0.00E+00
204863_s_at IL6ST 0 1.38 0.00E+00
204866_at PHF16 0 -1.28 7.37E-03
204867_at GCHFR 0 N.S.
204868_at ICT1 0 1.06 1.02E-02
204871_at MTERF 0 -1.22 0.00E+00
204880_at MGMT 0 N.S.
204881_s_at UGCG 0 -1.21 0.00E+00
204883_s_at HUS1 0 -1.20 1.68E-18
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204887_s_at PLK4 0 -1.41 1.58E-45
204890_s_at LCK 0 -1.26 3.09E-25
204902_s_at ATG4B 0 1.23 4.59E-11
204905_s_at EEF1E1 0 -1.43 1.83E-57
204909_at DDX6 0 -1.27 0.00E+00
204912_at IL10RA 0 1.39 1.75E-36
204917_s_at MLLT3 0 1.10 1.12E-05
204919_at PRR4 0 1.35 0.00E+00
204923_at SASH3 0 N.S.
204928_s_at SLC10A3 0 1.24 7.52E-13
204932_at TNFRSF11B 2 -1.38 9.89E-04
204936_at MAP4K2 0 N.S.
204937_s_at ZNF274 0 1.10 0.00E+00
204946_s_at TOP3A 0 -1.26 7.72E-22
204949_at ICAM3 0 1.08 3.76E-12
204950_at CARD8 0 1.16 9.98E-26
204959_at MNDA 0 -1.56 3.88E-70
204960_at PTPRCAP 0 N.S.
204961_s_at LOC648998 0 N.S.
204962_s_at CENPA 0 1.16 1.02E-29
204968_at C6orf47 0 N.S.
204970_s_at MAFG 0 1.53 2.76E-48
204971_at CSTA 0 2.98 2.01E-41
204976_s_at AMMECR1 0 1.27 9.70E-37
204977_at DDX10 0 -1.66 2.04E-76
204978_at SFRS16 0 N.S.
204979_s_at SH3BGR 0 1.29 8.99E-05
204981_at SLC22A18 0 1.32 0.00E+00
204982_at GIT2 0 N.S.
204985_s_at TRAPPC6A 0 1.29 8.54E-44
204992_s_at PFN2 0 -1.09 2.22E-05
204994_at MX2 0 N.S.
204995_at CDK5R1 0 1.41 7.89E-31
205002_at AHDC1 0 -1.14 3.52E-07
205003_at DOCK4 0 N.S.
205004_at NKRF 0 -1.66 2.62E-68
205010_at GNL3L 0 -1.25 0.00E+00
205012_s_at HAGH 0 1.30 9.61E-26
205013_s_at ADORA2A 0 N.S.
205020_s_at ARL4A 0 N.S.
205025_at ZBTB48 0 1.14 1.87E-05
205027_s_at MAP3K8 1 1.41 4.10E-24
205034_at CCNE2 0 -2.75 9.13E-78
205035_at CTDP1 0 N.S.
205036_at LSM6 0 -1.31 3.30E-45
205042_at GNE 0 -1.09 5.73E-05
205046_at CENPE 0 N.S.
205047_s_at ASNS 3 3.85 7.52E-109
205048_s_at PSPH 0 2.65 2.46E-49
205049_s_at CD79A 0 1.19 6.06E-29
205052_at AUH 0 1.14 4.44E-11
205053_at PRIM1 0 1.08 4.45E-08
205055_at ITGAE 0 1.22 3.02E-25
205060_at PARG 0 N.S.
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205061_s_at EXOSC9 0 -1.62 7.04E-75
205063_at SIP1 0 N.S.
205069_s_at ARHGAP26 0 1.31 1.80E-03
205070_at ING3 0 1.17 3.34E-20
205074_at SLC22A5 0 1.13 3.58E-04
205078_at PIGF 0 N.S.
205081_at CRIP1 0 -1.27 1.34E-32
205085_at ORC1L 0 -1.42 6.89E-46
205087_at RWDD3 0 N.S.
205089_at ZNF7 0 N.S.
205090_s_at NAGPA 0 N.S.
205094_at PEX12 0 1.19 1.05E-29
205097_at SLC26A2 0 1.46 1.53E-40
205098_at CCR1 0 -1.44 5.59E-22
205101_at CIITA 0 N.S.
205105_at MAN2A1 0 -1.09 1.09E-03
205107_s_at EFNA4 0 N.S.
205114_s_at CCL3 1 -1.31 7.08E-26
205124_at LOC729991-MEF2B 0 4.15 1.03E-77
205126_at VRK2 0 1.12 0.00E+00
205129_at NPM3 0 -1.13 1.75E-19
205132_at ACTC1 0 N.S.
205133_s_at HSPE1 0 -2.20 1.62E-88
205134_s_at NUFIP1 0 -1.63 6.56E-56
205140_at FPGT 0 -1.18 1.11E-09
205141_at ANG 2 3.83 7.92E-57
205145_s_at LOC649851 0 1.13 8.11E-03
205158_at RNASE4 0 7.00 1.33E-64
205159_at CSF2RB 0 -1.48 5.29E-46
205162_at ERCC8 0 1.44 4.80E-40
205168_at DDR2 0 2.25 1.08E-26
205169_at RBBP5 0 -1.09 1.39E-04
205170_at STAT2 0 N.S.
205171_at PTPN4 0 1.16 1.50E-12
205174_s_at QPCT 0 N.S.
205176_s_at ITGB3BP 0 -1.04 1.73E-02
205178_s_at RBBP6 1 1.26 5.29E-36
205181_at ZNF193 0 1.13 5.28E-07
205188_s_at SMAD5 0 N.S.
205189_s_at FANCC 0 N.S.
205190_at PLS1 0 -1.42 6.24E-11
205191_at RP2 0 N.S.
205192_at MAP3K14 1 N.S.
205196_s_at AP1S1 0 -1.43 2.03E-36
205198_s_at ATP7A 1 N.S.
205205_at RELB 0 1.11 2.13E-04
205210_at TGFBRAP1 0 -1.44 0.00E+00
205211_s_at RIN1 0 N.S.
205212_s_at ACAP1 0 N.S.
205215_at RNF2 0 N.S.
205217_at TIMM8A 0 -2.26 9.78E-66
205218_at POLR3F 0 N.S.
205220_at NIACR2 0 3.91 1.86E-66
205222_at EHHADH 0 N.S.
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205223_at DEPDC5 0 N.S.
205224_at SURF2 0 -1.29 7.90E-19
205229_s_at COCH 0 -1.65 3.21E-57
205231_s_at EPM2A 2 N.S.
205233_s_at PAFAH2 0 1.16 1.48E-04
205235_s_at KIF20B 0 N.S.
205238_at TRMT2B 0 1.13 6.30E-06
205241_at SCO2 0 -1.30 4.55E-46
205245_at PARD6A 0 -1.20 6.77E-12
205246_at PEX13 0 -1.15 1.13E-11
205247_at NOTCH4 0 N.S.
205248_at DOPEY2 0 N.S.
205249_at EGR2 0 N.S.
205252_at ZNF174 0 N.S.
205256_at ZBTB39 0 N.S.
205260_s_at ACYP1 0 -1.35 7.37E-34
205263_at BCL10 0 N.S.
205264_at CD3EAP 0 -2.61 4.33E-77
205267_at POU2AF1 1 -1.05 2.63E-03
205269_at LCP2 0 N.S.
205273_s_at PITRM1 0 N.S.
205283_at FKTN 0 N.S.
205291_at IL2RB 0 N.S.
205292_s_at HNRNPA2B1 0 -1.17 1.89E-28
205296_at RBL1 0 -1.22 1.50E-12
205297_s_at CD79B 0 1.20 3.55E-31
205298_s_at BTN2A2 0 1.17 1.20E-22
205300_s_at SNRNP35 0 -1.30 3.18E-29
205301_s_at OGG1 0 -1.38 1.01E-23
205307_s_at KMO 0 N.S.
205308_at FAM164A 0 1.15 4.48E-07
205310_at FBXO46 0 N.S.
205312_at SPI1 0 N.S.
205313_at HNF1B 1 -1.23 4.24E-05
205315_s_at SNTB2 0 -1.36 5.45E-30
205317_s_at SLC15A2 0 1.25 2.24E-05
205321_at EIF2S3 0 N.S.
205322_s_at MTF1 0 N.S.
205327_s_at ACVR2A 0 1.26 3.21E-07
205329_s_at SNX4 0 -1.07 5.66E-10
205333_s_at RCE1 0 N.S.
205335_s_at SRP19 0 1.32 1.11E-47
205339_at STIL 0 N.S.
205340_at ZBTB24 1 -1.20 7.14E-21
205345_at BARD1 0 -1.41 1.13E-46
205346_at ST3GAL2 0 -1.50 0.00E+00
205347_s_at TMSB15A 0 -1.25 6.30E-03
205349_at GNA15 0 -1.13 6.48E-03
205352_at SERPINI1 0 1.63 2.64E-61
205354_at GAMT 0 -1.17 4.03E-07
205355_at ACADSB 0 N.S.
205356_at USP13 0 -1.48 2.00E-49
205361_s_at PFDN4 0 N.S.
205367_at SH2B2 0 1.08 3.04E-04
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205372_at PLAG1 0 1.34 1.81E-25
205373_at CTNNA2 0 1.74 0.00E+00
205376_at INPP4B 0 1.25 2.71E-11
205393_s_at CHEK1 0 -1.34 8.91E-39
205400_at WAS 2961 -1.15 5.08E-04
205401_at AGPS 0 -1.37 6.87E-45
205406_s_at SPA17 0 -1.07 1.18E-03
205407_at RECK 0 1.38 4.86E-04
205408_at MLLT10 0 N.S.
205411_at STK4 0 N.S.
205412_at ACAT1 0 N.S.
205414_s_at RICH2 0 N.S.
205416_s_at ATXN3 1 1.23 2.27E-25
205417_s_at DAG1 1 -1.08 4.30E-03
205419_at GPR183 0 -1.64 5.21E-33
205423_at AP1B1 0 -1.19 1.08E-21
205425_at HIP1 0 N.S.
205427_at ZNF354A 0 N.S.
205429_s_at MPP6 0 -1.31 3.37E-32
205433_at BCHE 0 2.34 2.72E-21
205436_s_at H2AFX 0 -1.35 4.31E-62
205437_at ZNF211 0 1.17 0.00E+00
205441_at OCEL1 0 N.S.
205443_at SNAPC1 0 N.S.
205449_at SAC3D1 0 -1.36 7.68E-36
205452_at PIGB 0 1.13 3.49E-20
205453_at HOXB2 0 1.23 1.07E-07
205461_at RAB35 0 N.S.
205462_s_at HPCAL1 0 N.S.
205463_s_at PDGFA 0 N.S.
205467_at CASP10 1 1.19 1.06E-04
205469_s_at IRF5 0 N.S.
205474_at CRLF3 0 -1.04 8.16E-06
205480_s_at UGP2 0 1.33 7.01E-67
205483_s_at ISG15 0 N.S.
205484_at SIT1 0 -1.23 2.03E-06
205486_at TESK2 0 1.34 1.37E-36
205497_at ZNF175 0 N.S.
205500_at C5 0 N.S.
205504_at BTK 0 N.S.
205505_at GCNT1 0 -1.36 0.00E+00
205511_at FLJ10038 0 N.S.
205512_s_at AIFM1 4 1.07 2.37E-05
205518_s_at CMAH 0 1.45 1.08E-39
205519_at WDR76 0 -1.35 1.18E-24
205521_at EXOG 0 -1.26 2.67E-29
205526_s_at KATNA1 0 N.S.
205527_s_at GEMIN4 0 -2.22 2.22E-86
205536_at VAV2 0 N.S.
205539_at AVIL 1 1.73 8.19E-31
205540_s_at RRAGB 0 N.S.
205541_s_at GSPT2 0 -1.21 3.10E-38
205542_at STEAP1 0 2.09 7.16E-50
205543_at HSPA4L 0 -1.46 8.80E-67
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205544_s_at CR2 0 -1.08 4.25E-05
205546_s_at TYK2 0 N.S.
205547_s_at TAGLN 1 1.25 6.32E-11
205550_s_at BRE 0 1.09 0.00E+00
205551_at SV2B 0 2.89 2.61E-52
205552_s_at OAS1 0 1.16 2.39E-08
205554_s_at DNASE1L3 0 N.S.
205558_at TRAF6 0 N.S.
205562_at RPP38 0 -1.21 6.15E-28
205565_s_at FXN 0 N.S.
205569_at LAMP3 1 1.62 4.19E-58
205570_at PIP4K2A 0 -1.15 7.52E-13
205571_at LIPT1 0 -1.09 1.43E-07
205584_at ALG13 0 1.53 1.18E-31
205585_at ETV6 0 1.08 1.37E-02
205588_s_at FGFR1OP 0 -1.11 0.00E+00
205590_at RASGRP1 0 N.S.
205594_at ZNF652 0 1.16 7.76E-06
205596_s_at SMURF2 0 1.09 2.33E-10
205599_at TRAF1 1 -1.71 1.64E-67
205603_s_at DIAPH2 0 N.S.
205607_s_at SCYL3 0 1.09 7.52E-12
205621_at ALKBH1 0 -1.11 2.63E-09
205628_at PRIM2 0 -1.12 1.69E-02
205633_s_at ALAS1 1 -1.13 3.01E-12
205642_at CEP110 0 1.13 0.00E+00
205644_s_at SNRPG 0 -1.22 1.69E-44
205647_at RAD52 0 N.S.
205652_s_at TTLL1 0 1.53 2.43E-24
205657_at HAAO 0 N.S.
205658_s_at SNAPC4 0 -1.46 1.53E-41
205659_at HDAC9 0 -1.12 4.05E-02
205664_at KIN 0 -1.05 2.29E-02
205667_at WRN 0 N.S.
205668_at LY75 0 1.35 8.92E-43
205671_s_at HLA-DOB 0 1.14 1.82E-09
205672_at XPA 1 N.S.
205677_s_at DLEU1 0 -1.27 1.12E-43
205681_at BCL2A1 0 -1.17 7.91E-18
205684_s_at DENND4C 0 1.12 2.70E-09
205687_at UBFD1 0 N.S.
205691_at SYNGR3 0 1.48 8.09E-28
205692_s_at CD38 0 1.21 0.00E+00
205704_s_at ATP6V0A2 0 1.77 1.91E-50
205705_at ANKRD26 0 N.S.
205707_at IL17RA 0 1.11 4.35E-04
205708_s_at TRPM2 2 N.S.
205716_at SLC25A40 0 N.S.
205718_at ITGB7 0 1.25 4.27E-27
205733_at BLM 0 -1.31 1.50E-12
205740_s_at RBM42 0 N.S.
205746_s_at ADAM17 0 1.54 3.36E-32
205748_s_at RNF126 0 -1.37 2.85E-51
205750_at BPHL 0 -1.19 4.11E-19
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205756_s_at F8 0 1.35 7.27E-38
205761_s_at DUS4L 0 1.25 1.03E-31
205770_at GSR 0 -1.24 1.63E-21
205773_at CPEB3 0 1.49 7.52E-12
205774_at F12 0 -1.20 5.27E-12
205775_at FAM50B 0 N.S.
205780_at BIK 3 -1.40 9.13E-20
205781_at C16orf7 0 1.36 7.52E-13
205788_s_at ZC3H11A 0 1.23 1.79E-57
205790_at SKAP1 0 1.11 5.37E-10
205796_at TCP11L1 0 -1.14 1.76E-17
205801_s_at RASGRP3 0 1.68 4.36E-76
205804_s_at TRAF3IP3 0 1.75 9.45E-56
205807_s_at TUFT1 0 1.42 6.02E-25
205809_s_at WASL 0 N.S.
205811_at POLG2 0 -1.14 1.64E-18
205830_at CLGN 0 2.04 0.00E+00
205832_at CPA4 0 N.S.
205839_s_at BZRAP1 0 -1.17 6.06E-07
205841_at JAK2 3 N.S.
205848_at GAS2 0 1.47 3.65E-27
205849_s_at UQCRB 0 N.S.
205851_at NME6 0 N.S.
205855_at ZNF197 0 N.S.
205859_at LY86 0 N.S.
205861_at SPIB 0 -2.45 4.13E-80
205865_at ARID3A 0 N.S.
205873_at PIGL 0 N.S.
205877_s_at ZC3H7B 0 -1.22 0.00E+00
205881_at ZNF74 0 N.S.
205884_at ITGA4 0 -1.46 8.02E-30
205890_s_at GABBR1 0 -1.66 2.96E-36
205895_s_at NOLC1 0 -2.05 4.48E-83
205901_at PNOC 0 1.13 1.24E-08
205902_at KCNN3 0 1.15 1.92E-10
205909_at POLE2 0 -1.85 5.70E-85
205917_at ZNF264 0 1.15 8.12E-11
205922_at VNN2 0 1.81 2.33E-66
205928_at ZNF443 0 -1.29 3.64E-31
205930_at GTF2E1 0 -1.22 2.14E-28
205932_s_at MSX1 0 N.S.
205933_at SETBP1 0 -1.23 2.54E-02
205945_at IL6R 0 -1.38 1.35E-24
205953_at LRIG2 0 1.06 3.89E-02
205955_at TAF6L 0 N.S.
205963_s_at DNAJA3 0 N.S.
205964_at ZNF426 0 1.17 4.82E-05
205965_at BATF 0 -1.30 6.87E-32
205966_at TAF13 0 -1.38 1.96E-11
205967_at HIST1H4C 0 N.S.
205978_at KL 0 N.S.
205981_s_at ING2 0 -1.36 4.21E-43
205990_s_at WNT5A 0 2.28 2.34E-25
205992_s_at IL15 1 2.11 4.05E-75
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205994_at ELK4 0 N.S.
205996_s_at AK2 0 -1.51 8.77E-54
206006_s_at KIAA1009 0 N.S.
206016_at CCDC22 0 -1.06 5.30E-03
206020_at SOCS6 0 -1.20 1.92E-02
206026_s_at TNFAIP6 0 1.26 1.73E-11
206031_s_at USP5 0 -1.16 1.72E-02
206034_at SERPINB8 0 1.36 4.69E-32
206035_at REL 1 -1.37 2.05E-06
206037_at CCBL1 0 -1.45 1.21E-33
206038_s_at NR2C2 0 N.S.
206039_at RAB33A 0 1.79 7.03E-68
206044_s_at BRAF 1 1.35 2.48E-33
206045_s_at NOL4 0 -1.36 6.29E-07
206050_s_at RNH1 0 N.S.
206052_s_at SLBP 0 -1.90 4.66E-92
206053_at ZNF510 0 N.S.
206055_s_at SNRPA1 0 -1.43 1.49E-46
206059_at ZNF91 0 N.S.
206061_s_at DICER1 0 -1.21 0.00E+00
206074_s_at HMGA1 2 -1.30 3.42E-55
206082_at HCP5 0 -1.23 4.71E-38
206096_at ZNF35 0 N.S.
206098_at ZBTB6 0 N.S.
206102_at GINS1 0 -1.73 1.65E-78
206106_at MAPK12 0 -1.50 2.25E-36
206108_s_at SFRS6 0 -1.27 0.00E+00
206110_at HIST1H3J 0 -1.25 0.00E+00
206115_at EGR3 0 -1.41 0.00E+00
206129_s_at ARSB 0 -1.13 1.33E-02
206133_at XAF1 0 1.12 8.79E-03
206141_at MOCS3 0 -1.22 7.52E-13
206150_at CD27 0 1.33 1.34E-33
206158_s_at CNBP 0 -1.20 1.02E-34
206181_at SLAMF1 0 1.30 2.31E-51
206182_at ZNF134 0 N.S.
206183_s_at HERC3 0 N.S.
206184_at CRKL 0 N.S.
206188_at ZNF623 0 1.21 4.03E-06
206194_at HOXC4 0 -1.21 5.55E-18
206200_s_at ANXA11 0 -1.07 1.06E-06
206219_s_at VAV1 0 -1.12 2.32E-10
206233_at B4GALT6 0 N.S.
206235_at LIG4 0 N.S.
206238_s_at YAF2 0 -1.15 4.33E-25
206240_s_at ZNF136 0 N.S.
206241_at KPNA5 0 -1.31 7.52E-13
206247_at MICB 0 -1.31 4.75E-31
206255_at BLK 0 1.46 2.13E-41
206257_at CCDC9 0 N.S.
206261_at ZNF239 0 -1.45 1.98E-09
206263_at FMO4 1 N.S.
206278_at PTAFR 0 1.46 7.52E-13
206279_at PRKY 0 N.S.
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206302_s_at NUDT4 0 -1.18 5.43E-31
206308_at TRDMT1 0 N.S.
206313_at HLA-DOA 0 N.S.
206314_at ZNF167 0 1.43 1.02E-41
206316_s_at KNTC1 0 -1.09 5.37E-05
206335_at GALNS 0 N.S.
206337_at CCR7 0 N.S.
206352_s_at PEX10 0 -1.10 3.42E-03
206357_at OPA3 0 -1.12 4.25E-04
206364_at KIF14 0 -1.11 9.39E-10
206398_s_at CD19 3 1.09 1.50E-12
206412_at FER 0 N.S.
206437_at S1PR4 0 N.S.
206440_at LIN7A 0 N.S.
206445_s_at PRMT1 1 -1.16 3.67E-30
206451_at TBCCD1 0 N.S.
206478_at KIAA0125 0 -1.40 4.23E-07
206491_s_at NAPA 0 1.05 1.45E-02
206492_at FHIT 0 1.24 9.84E-20
206495_s_at HINFP 0 N.S.
206497_at C7orf44 0 1.34 0.00E+00
206500_s_at C14orf106 0 N.S.
206507_at ZSCAN12 0 N.S.
206508_at CD70 0 1.08 2.37E-02
206512_at ZRSR1 0 2.06 7.18E-24
206513_at AIM2 0 N.S.
206515_at CYP4F3 0 1.82 0.00E+00
206521_s_at GTF2A1 0 N.S.
206530_at RAB30 0 -1.22 7.52E-13
206533_at CHRNA5 0 N.S.
206536_s_at XIAP 11 1.26 5.27E-12
206540_at GLB1L 0 N.S.
206542_s_at SMARCA2 0 N.S.
206550_s_at NUP155 0 -1.60 3.55E-73
206553_at OAS2 1 N.S.
206566_at SLC7A1 0 2.07 4.20E-37
206583_at ZNF673 0 1.50 4.14E-58
206584_at LY96 0 1.68 8.50E-58
206586_at CNR2 0 1.44 0.00E+00
206587_at CCT6B 0 1.37 9.07E-33
206589_at GFI1 1 N.S.
206592_s_at AP3D1 0 1.42 2.97E-70
206593_s_at MED22 0 N.S.
206613_s_at TAF1A 0 -1.10 2.70E-05
206618_at IL18R1 0 1.19 2.77E-09
206620_at GRAP 0 N.S.
206621_s_at EIF4H 0 1.05 8.79E-03
206632_s_at APOBEC3B 0 1.13 2.12E-10
206636_at RASA2 0 1.18 4.62E-06
206641_at TNFRSF17 0 1.14 4.63E-18
206648_at ZNF571 0 1.46 2.54E-18
206649_s_at TFE3 0 1.31 2.30E-42
206650_at IQCC 0 N.S.
206652_at ZMYM5 0 1.30 0.00E+00
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206654_s_at POLR3G 0 -1.71 1.42E-24
206656_s_at C20orf3 0 1.13 2.35E-19
206659_at FLJ14082 0 N.S.
206661_at DBF4B 0 N.S.
206667_s_at SCAMP1 0 -1.22 2.23E-06
206683_at ZNF165 0 2.38 9.18E-61
206686_at PDK1 1 N.S.
206687_s_at PTPN6 0 -1.19 2.47E-31
206688_s_at CPSF4 0 N.S.
206693_at IL7 0 1.72 3.16E-61
206703_at CHRNB1 0 1.84 3.92E-48
206704_at CLCN5 0 N.S.
206708_at FOXN2 0 -1.19 2.94E-02
206724_at CBX4 0 2.43 5.07E-70
206729_at TNFRSF8 0 1.12 7.52E-13
206734_at JRKL 0 -1.15 9.14E-08
206752_s_at DFFB 0 -1.17 6.02E-12
206756_at CHST7 0 1.35 1.05E-52
206759_at FCER2 0 1.12 1.29E-18
206766_at ITGA10 0 1.13 2.01E-02
206788_s_at CBFB 0 -1.20 0.00E+00
206789_s_at POU2F1 0 -1.17 1.62E-24
206790_s_at NDUFB1 0 -1.12 2.57E-21
206809_s_at HNRNPA3 0 -1.23 0.00E+00
206818_s_at CNNM2 0 1.20 1.55E-06
206825_at OXTR 0 -1.49 4.93E-39
206828_at TXK 0 1.84 8.58E-32
206833_s_at ACYP2 0 1.16 0.00E+00
206838_at TBX19 0 1.32 0.00E+00
206845_s_at RNF40 0 N.S.
206848_at FAM36A 0 -1.13 1.14E-02
206853_s_at MAP3K7 0 -1.22 0.00E+00
206855_s_at HYAL2 0 -1.54 2.74E-40
206858_s_at HOXC6 0 N.S.
206860_s_at MIOS 0 N.S.
206861_s_at CGGBP1 0 N.S.
206875_s_at SLK 1 -1.28 3.82E-31
206907_at TNFSF9 0 N.S.
206918_s_at CPNE1 0 1.18 4.01E-26
206925_at ST8SIA4 0 1.36 8.60E-18
206928_at ZNF124 0 -1.40 2.06E-25
206931_at ZNF141 0 N.S.
206949_s_at RUSC1 0 -1.33 3.82E-44
206956_at BGLAP 0 -1.22 1.87E-09
206958_s_at UPF3A 0 1.10 0.00E+00
206967_at CCNT1 0 N.S.
206975_at LTA 0 -1.11 6.96E-05
206976_s_at HSPH1 1 -2.57 3.30E-97
206983_at CCR6 0 -1.14 5.34E-04
206992_s_at ATP5S 0 -1.13 7.52E-13
207000_s_at PPP3CC 0 1.09 3.22E-09
207002_s_at PLAGL1 0 1.31 0.00E+00
207006_s_at CCDC106 0 N.S.
207030_s_at CSRP2 0 -1.66 0.00E+00
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207038_at SLC16A6 0 1.32 3.15E-26
207040_s_at ST13 0 -1.10 3.83E-25
207046_at HIST2H4A 0 1.28 5.27E-12
207061_at ERN1 32 1.25 7.99E-06
207064_s_at AOC2 0 N.S.
207071_s_at ACO1 0 -1.25 3.10E-30
207076_s_at ASS1 0 6.23 2.61E-71
207079_s_at MED6 0 -1.10 3.32E-10
207088_s_at SLC25A11 0 -1.48 8.73E-55
207103_at KCND2 0 1.18 9.11E-09
207113_s_at TNF 66 -1.16 1.06E-07
207121_s_at MAPK6 0 1.22 1.40E-46
207124_s_at GNB5 0 1.09 2.54E-03
207125_at ZNF225 0 N.S.
207127_s_at HNRNPH3 0 -1.19 6.00E-23
207128_s_at ZNF223 0 N.S.
207143_at CDK6 1 N.S.
207153_s_at GLMN 0 -1.44 1.67E-58
207156_at HIST1H2AG 0 N.S.
207157_s_at GNG5 0 -1.07 1.34E-08
207160_at IL12A 0 -1.15 5.13E-06
207163_s_at AKT1 10 -1.51 7.15E-54
207170_s_at LETMD1 0 1.45 2.70E-67
207176_s_at CD80 1 N.S.
207178_s_at FRK 0 N.S.
207181_s_at CASP7 31 1.08 8.02E-04
207183_at GPR19 0 1.61 1.59E-44
207186_s_at BPTF 0 1.10 1.08E-09
207196_s_at TNIP1 0 N.S.
207198_s_at LIMS1 0 -1.09 3.26E-04
207219_at ZNF643 0 2.46 7.32E-60
207232_s_at DZIP3 0 1.20 9.09E-10
207234_at RFX3 0 1.26 2.45E-05
207243_s_at CALM2 0 -1.08 1.81E-11
207245_at UGT2B17 0 N.S.
207283_at RPL23AP32 0 N.S.
207286_at CEP135 0 N.S.
207291_at PRRG4 0 -1.62 3.18E-37
207305_s_at KIAA1012 0 1.07 3.83E-08
207315_at CD226 0 1.09 6.23E-07
207332_s_at TFRC 0 -1.66 8.98E-65
207338_s_at ZNF200 0 -1.16 9.61E-21
207339_s_at LTB 0 -1.27 1.26E-25
207347_at ERCC6 0 1.18 2.69E-19
207350_s_at VAMP4 0 1.20 0.00E+00
207375_s_at IL15RA 0 N.S.
207386_at CYP7B1 0 N.S.
207394_at ZNF137 0 1.23 0.00E+00
207396_s_at ALG3 1 1.18 2.06E-25
207399_at BFSP2 0 -1.21 3.06E-10
207405_s_at RAD17 0 1.26 2.67E-29
207417_s_at ZNF177 0 1.38 1.95E-18
207426_s_at TNFSF4 0 N.S.
207431_s_at DEGS1 0 1.21 0.00E+00
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207433_at IL10 7 -1.29 4.82E-07
207435_s_at SRRM2 0 -1.18 1.20E-27
207438_s_at SNUPN 0 -1.17 2.82E-34
207440_at SLC35A2 0 N.S.
207446_at TLR6 0 1.36 7.52E-13
207469_s_at PIR 0 -1.18 2.10E-23
207480_s_at MEIS2 0 N.S.
207492_at NGLY1 0 N.S.
207508_at ATP5G3 0 -1.23 1.84E-33
207513_s_at ZNF189 0 1.21 3.75E-41
207515_s_at POLR1C 0 -1.50 6.44E-50
207518_at DGKE 0 N.S.
207520_at TROVE2 0 -1.17 1.93E-02
207525_s_at GIPC1 0 -1.13 4.94E-04
207528_s_at SLC7A11 2 5.98 1.64E-76
207536_s_at TNFRSF9 0 N.S.
207540_s_at SYK 0 -1.34 6.55E-37
207541_s_at EXOSC10 0 -1.18 3.99E-38
207543_s_at P4HA1 1 N.S.
207545_s_at NUMB 0 1.28 0.00E+00
207551_s_at MSL3 0 1.32 3.18E-38
207556_s_at DGKZ 0 N.S.
207559_s_at ZMYM3 0 -1.19 5.18E-19
207563_s_at OGT 0 1.72 4.89E-61
207583_at ABCD2 0 N.S.
207585_s_at RPL36AL 0 1.07 8.92E-09
207604_s_at SLC4A7 0 -1.71 3.23E-18
207606_s_at ARHGAP12 0 1.30 2.31E-22
207610_s_at EMR2 0 -1.34 1.78E-07
207614_s_at CUL1 0 -1.32 6.72E-45
207618_s_at BCS1L 0 -1.28 3.69E-51
207621_s_at PEMT 0 1.28 2.41E-25
207622_s_at ABCF2 0 -1.41 1.02E-42
207624_s_at RPGR 0 1.15 1.21E-07
207627_s_at TFCP2 0 N.S.
207628_s_at WBSCR22 0 1.08 3.76E-12
207641_at TNFRSF13B 0 N.S.
207643_s_at TNFRSF1A 0 1.86 8.60E-53
207655_s_at BLNK 0 -1.05 1.01E-08
207677_s_at NCF4 0 1.09 2.34E-07
207687_at INHBC 0 N.S.
207707_s_at SEC13 0 1.20 8.18E-18
207711_at C20orf117 0 -1.23 9.43E-03
207713_s_at RBCK1 0 1.12 1.08E-10
207714_s_at SERPINH1 0 1.46 2.32E-18
207722_s_at BTBD2 0 N.S.
207727_s_at MUTYH 0 1.19 6.06E-21
207734_at LAX1 0 N.S.
207735_at RNF125 0 N.S.
207740_s_at NUP62 0 -2.30 1.51E-67
207746_at POLQ 0 -1.47 2.57E-22
207753_at ZNF304 0 N.S.
207761_s_at METTL7A 0 N.S.
207765_s_at KIAA1539 0 1.42 1.54E-22
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207777_s_at SP140 0 1.25 1.62E-31
207785_s_at RBPJ 0 N.S.
207786_at CYP2R1 0 2.12 5.95E-36
207805_s_at PSMD9 0 N.S.
207809_s_at ATP6AP1 0 1.21 7.06E-24
207812_s_at GORASP2 0 1.43 7.84E-56
207813_s_at FDXR 0 1.08 7.20E-05
207819_s_at ABCB4 0 2.99 1.49E-73
207824_s_at MAZ 1 -1.34 1.72E-17
207826_s_at ID3 0 -1.70 1.05E-44
207830_s_at PPP1R8 0 -1.22 1.62E-41
207839_s_at C9orf127 0 N.S.
207842_s_at CASC3 0 N.S.
207845_s_at ANAPC10 0 N.S.
207855_s_at CLCC1 0 1.20 1.13E-11
207856_s_at LOC150776 0 -1.24 2.61E-24
207861_at CCL22 0 -1.35 2.21E-47
207871_s_at ST7 0 1.14 5.02E-22
207877_s_at NVL 0 1.13 3.15E-07
207891_s_at HAUS7 0 -1.62 4.07E-56
207900_at CCL17 0 N.S.
207901_at IL12B 0 N.S.
207904_s_at LNPEP 0 1.09 2.58E-02
207907_at TNFSF14 0 -1.23 1.65E-05
207917_at NUDT13 0 -1.12 1.96E-02
207922_s_at MAEA 0 N.S.
207945_s_at CSNK1D 0 -1.20 3.63E-41
207957_s_at PRKCB 0 N.S.
207966_s_at GLG1 0 1.17 0.00E+00
207980_s_at CITED2 0 1.18 1.67E-08
207996_s_at C18orf1 0 2.02 3.51E-51
208003_s_at NFAT5 0 1.31 1.41E-19
208018_s_at HCK 0 1.27 1.47E-07
208021_s_at RFC1 0 1.56 2.43E-58
208024_s_at DGCR6 0 N.S.
208047_s_at NAB1 0 -1.31 6.14E-07
208050_s_at CASP2 0 -1.27 7.67E-19
208051_s_at PAIP1 0 N.S.
208055_s_at HERC4 0 N.S.
208056_s_at CBFA2T3 0 -1.21 1.07E-18
208066_s_at GTF2B 0 N.S.
208070_s_at REV3L 0 1.24 5.40E-23
208072_s_at DGKD 0 1.62 2.29E-58
208074_s_at AP2S1 0 N.S.
208076_at HIST1H4D 0 N.S.
208081_s_at ZNF442 0 N.S.
208089_s_at TDRD3 0 N.S.
208091_s_at ECOP 0 -1.08 9.95E-18
208093_s_at NDEL1 0 1.17 0.00E+00
208094_s_at CCDC130 0 1.20 0.00E+00
208095_s_at SRP72 0 1.42 2.19E-47
208101_s_at URM1 0 N.S.
208104_s_at TSC22D4 0 N.S.
208107_s_at LOC81691 0 -1.33 8.62E-37
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208117_s_at LAS1L 0 -1.51 3.20E-56
208119_s_at ZNF93 0 1.07 4.19E-02
208152_s_at DDX21 0 -1.36 9.79E-65
208154_at LOC51336 0 N.S.
208165_s_at PRSS16 0 3.32 5.48E-50
208184_s_at TRAPPC10 0 N.S.
208190_s_at LSR 0 -1.18 2.98E-09
208194_s_at STAM2 0 N.S.
208195_at TTN 0 1.23 0.00E+00
208249_s_at TGDS 0 1.27 9.64E-31
208270_s_at RNPEP 0 N.S.
208290_s_at EIF5 0 1.22 1.09E-21
208302_at HMHB1 0 -1.15 3.20E-06
208309_s_at MALT1 0 -1.32 9.00E-55
208319_s_at RBM3 0 N.S.
208328_s_at MEF2A 1 1.15 1.28E-11
208336_s_at GPSN2 0 -1.11 2.06E-19
208361_s_at POLR3D 0 N.S.
208368_s_at BRCA2 1 -1.19 5.19E-06
208382_s_at DMC1 0 -1.35 3.44E-25
208398_s_at TBPL1 0 N.S.
208405_s_at CD164 0 1.16 5.64E-29
208424_s_at CIAPIN1 0 -1.24 1.23E-39
208433_s_at LRP8 0 -1.45 1.11E-43
208436_s_at IRF7 0 1.34 1.22E-29
208438_s_at FGR 0 1.44 3.25E-41
208442_s_at ATM 5 1.39 6.21E-28
208447_s_at PRPS1 0 -1.32 6.30E-38
208453_s_at XPNPEP1 0 -1.16 0.00E+00
208460_at GJC1 0 -1.76 4.29E-11
208498_s_at AMY1A 0 1.76 9.02E-18
208499_s_at DNAJC3 11 2.71 1.27E-63
208503_s_at GATAD1 0 1.15 1.70E-06
208506_at HIST1H3F 0 -1.51 2.90E-27
208511_at PTTG3 0 N.S.
208515_at HIST1H2BM 0 N.S.
208524_at GPR15 0 -1.25 6.70E-09
208534_s_at RASA4 0 -1.28 8.86E-18
208553_at HIST1H1E 0 -1.44 6.92E-08
208576_s_at HIST1H3B 0 N.S.
208588_at FKSG2 0 N.S.
208612_at PDIA3 6 1.84 3.80E-73
208613_s_at FLNB 0 N.S.
208616_s_at PTP4A2 0 1.04 4.45E-03
208619_at DDB1 0 -1.07 9.65E-06
208620_at PCBP1 0 -1.34 1.13E-51
208623_s_at EZR 0 -1.17 6.32E-44
208624_s_at EIF4G1 0 -1.37 2.41E-31
208626_s_at VAT1 0 -1.24 6.77E-12
208627_s_at YBX1 0 N.S.
208629_s_at HADHA 0 N.S.
208632_at RNF10 0 1.14 5.85E-20
208633_s_at MACF1 0 N.S.
208636_at ACTN1 0 -1.37 1.84E-22
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208641_s_at RAC1 2 N.S.
208642_s_at XRCC5 0 -1.41 1.35E-75
208644_at PARP1 1 -1.08 5.04E-07
208645_s_at RPS14 0 N.S.
208647_at FDFT1 0 -2.02 1.16E-88
208649_s_at VCP 12 N.S.
208652_at PPP2CA 4 -1.11 1.00E-33
208655_at CCNI 0 1.32 2.93E-43
208659_at CLIC1 0 1.06 4.66E-07
208660_at CS 22 -1.14 1.76E-36
208664_s_at TTC3 0 N.S.
208670_s_at EID1 0 -1.40 3.08E-35
208671_at SERINC1 0 1.82 5.42E-70
208675_s_at DDOST 0 1.45 2.19E-59
208676_s_at PA2G4 0 -1.52 3.34E-55
208677_s_at BSG 0 -1.12 6.77E-08
208678_at ATP6V1E1 0 -1.13 0.00E+00
208679_s_at ARPC2 0 N.S.
208680_at PRDX1 1 -1.29 3.79E-42
208684_at COPA 0 1.34 7.19E-45
208686_s_at BRD2 0 N.S.
208689_s_at RPN2 0 1.47 3.56E-68
208690_s_at PDLIM1 0 N.S.
208692_at RPS3 0 N.S.
208693_s_at GARS 0 2.32 1.63E-101
208695_s_at RPL39 0 N.S.
208696_at CCT5 0 -1.50 2.87E-68
208697_s_at EIF3E 2 1.04 8.85E-03
208698_s_at NONO 0 -1.13 1.88E-11
208700_s_at TKT 0 -1.17 1.25E-26
208709_s_at NRD1 0 1.07 3.44E-07
208713_at HNRNPUL1 0 1.09 4.67E-02
208714_at NDUFV1 0 1.06 1.10E-09
208715_at TMCO1 0 1.35 1.25E-47
208717_at OXA1L 0 N.S.
208719_s_at DDX17 0 N.S.
208720_s_at RBM39 0 1.08 0.00E+00
208721_s_at ANAPC5 0 -1.21 3.36E-10
208723_at USP11 0 1.20 1.42E-29
208724_s_at RAB1A 0 1.18 2.37E-32
208726_s_at EIF2S2 0 1.40 8.24E-69
208736_at ARPC3 0 -1.11 2.03E-20
208737_at ATP6V1G1 0 N.S.
208741_at SAP18 0 N.S.
208745_at ATP5L 0 N.S.
208753_s_at NAP1L1 0 N.S.
208756_at EIF3I 0 -1.10 1.45E-20
208757_at TMED9 0 1.67 1.22E-43
208758_at ATIC 0 -1.44 1.13E-62
208759_at NCSTN 0 1.31 0.00E+00
208760_at UBE2I 0 1.13 6.40E-05
208762_at SUMO1 0 N.S.
208763_s_at TSC22D3 0 2.24 9.74E-85
208765_s_at HNRNPR 0 -1.41 2.15E-42
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208771_s_at LTA4H 0 -1.05 4.77E-06
208777_s_at PSMD11 0 -1.34 1.19E-48
208784_s_at KLHDC3 0 -1.08 2.63E-06
208785_s_at MAP1LC3B 2 1.86 2.29E-73
208787_at MRPL3 0 -1.07 8.27E-12
208796_s_at CCNG1 1 1.17 2.17E-46
208799_at PSMB5 1 -1.34 1.37E-57
208807_s_at CHD3 0 -1.07 1.05E-04
208808_s_at HMGB2 3 1.08 3.16E-07
208813_at GOT1 0 2.22 6.46E-91
208819_at RAB8A 0 -1.33 3.28E-69
208820_at PTK2 1 N.S.
208821_at SNRPB 0 -1.18 3.92E-34
208822_s_at DAP3 0 -1.09 0.00E+00
208827_at PSMB6 1 -1.07 1.71E-09
208828_at POLE3 0 -1.75 3.10E-81
208829_at TAPBP 0 N.S.
208830_s_at SUPT6H 0 N.S.
208833_s_at ATXN10 0 -1.10 3.12E-07
208836_at ATP1B3 0 -1.10 2.23E-23
208837_at TMED3 0 -1.19 5.43E-18
208839_s_at CAND1 0 -1.31 1.21E-50
208841_s_at G3BP2 0 -1.20 2.42E-22
208845_at VDAC3 0 -1.22 5.90E-50
208847_s_at ADH5 0 N.S.
208853_s_at CANX 1 1.70 2.37E-67
208854_s_at STK24 0 1.26 5.97E-47
208857_s_at PCMT1 0 N.S.
208858_s_at FAM62A 0 1.22 3.26E-21
208861_s_at ATRX 0 1.09 4.59E-11
208862_s_at CTNND1 0 N.S.
208872_s_at REEP5 0 1.20 1.07E-39
208876_s_at PAK2 0 -1.20 2.54E-18
208880_s_at PRPF6 0 -1.10 1.84E-10
208883_at UBR5 0 N.S.
208885_at LCP1 0 -1.16 7.07E-28
208886_at H1F0 0 3.09 2.27E-55
208887_at EIF3G 0 N.S.
208894_at HLA-DRA 0 -1.06 3.72E-04
208897_s_at DDX18 0 -1.31 4.37E-59
208900_s_at TOP1 0 -1.47 2.93E-32
208905_at CYCS 0 -1.10 0.00E+00
208906_at BSCL2 3 1.31 2.58E-41
208909_at UQCRFS1 0 -1.19 1.19E-43
208910_s_at C1QBP 0 -1.21 8.03E-51
208911_s_at PDHB 0 -1.09 1.17E-10
208912_s_at CNP 1 -1.27 1.11E-31
208916_at SLC1A5 0 3.78 1.51E-104
208920_at SRI 0 -1.19 0.00E+00
208922_s_at NXF1 0 N.S.
208923_at CYFIP1 0 -1.43 2.01E-66
208924_at RNF11 0 -1.10 1.61E-05
208925_at CLDND1 0 1.17 1.68E-17
208926_at NEU1 0 1.11 5.49E-09
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208927_at SPOP 0 1.19 7.05E-34
208928_at POR 1 -1.25 3.90E-26
208932_at PPP4C 0 -1.08 1.10E-03
208938_at PRCC 0 -1.16 5.68E-21
208941_s_at SEPHS1 0 -1.16 3.38E-28
208942_s_at SEC62 0 N.S.
208944_at TGFBR2 0 N.S.
208946_s_at BECN1 4 1.12 6.71E-23
208949_s_at LGALS3 1 -1.08 9.36E-10
208954_s_at LARP5 0 N.S.
208959_s_at ERP44 2 1.42 8.16E-55
208964_s_at FADS1 0 -2.22 1.87E-82
208965_s_at IFI16 0 -1.11 5.62E-05
208969_at NDUFA9 1 N.S.
208971_at UROD 0 -1.10 6.90E-09
208972_s_at ATP5G1 0 -1.62 1.32E-70
208973_at ERI3 0 -1.20 6.40E-28
208979_at NCOA6 0 N.S.
208980_s_at UBC 0 1.06 4.21E-04
208985_s_at EIF3J 0 -1.10 1.50E-12
208986_at TCF12 0 1.33 7.95E-49
208987_s_at KDM2A 0 N.S.
208991_at STAT3 11 1.07 2.28E-06
208995_s_at PPIG 0 -1.42 7.93E-48
208996_s_at POLR2C 0 -1.16 1.44E-17
208998_at UCP2 1 -1.30 7.80E-53
208999_at SEPT8 0 -1.29 4.27E-40
209001_s_at ANAPC13 0 1.13 4.37E-27
209002_s_at CALCOCO1 0 1.39 2.12E-35
209004_s_at FBXL5 0 N.S.
209007_s_at C1orf63 0 1.25 3.51E-23
209014_at MAGED1 0 -1.44 1.06E-49
209015_s_at DNAJB6 0 -1.08 6.58E-06
209017_s_at LONP1 0 1.76 5.12E-72
209018_s_at PINK1 2 1.35 1.23E-18
209020_at C20orf111 0 1.09 1.48E-08
209023_s_at STAG2 0 N.S.
209028_s_at ABI1 1 1.10 2.59E-10
209029_at COPS7A 0 -1.16 3.69E-27
209030_s_at CADM1 1 N.S.
209034_at PNRC1 0 1.51 1.18E-29
209037_s_at EHD1 0 N.S.
209040_s_at PSMB8 0 -1.11 5.27E-12
209042_s_at UBE2G2 0 -1.50 8.15E-57
209043_at PAPSS1 0 1.09 2.26E-12
209046_s_at GABARAPL2 0 N.S.
209049_s_at ZMYND8 0 -1.05 2.47E-03
209050_s_at RALGDS 0 N.S.
209052_s_at WHSC1 0 -1.14 3.49E-07
209055_s_at CDC5L 0 -1.41 1.86E-31
209058_at EDF1 0 1.16 2.48E-29
209068_at HNRPDL 0 -1.22 1.72E-23
209075_s_at ISCU 0 1.15 8.12E-26
209076_s_at WDR45L 0 N.S.
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209077_at TXN2 1 N.S.
209083_at CORO1A 0 N.S.
209084_s_at RAB28 0 1.28 2.23E-23
209088_s_at UBN1 0 -1.20 0.00E+00
209090_s_at SH3GLB1 0 1.25 1.96E-36
209092_s_at GLOD4 0 -1.15 9.95E-23
209095_at DLD 1 1.12 5.31E-30
209096_at UBE2V2 0 -1.39 6.11E-39
209100_at IFRD2 0 -1.60 8.83E-55
209102_s_at HBP1 0 2.17 7.95E-67
209103_s_at UFD1L 2 -1.15 4.51E-29
209104_s_at NHP2 0 -1.15 3.91E-34
209106_at NCOA1 0 1.19 1.53E-19
209110_s_at RGL2 0 N.S.
209111_at RNF5 1 1.07 7.57E-06
209112_at CDKN1B 4 1.58 3.95E-59
209113_s_at HMG20B 0 N.S.
209115_at UBA3 0 -1.12 1.98E-20
209117_at WBP2 0 N.S.
209118_s_at TUBA1A 0 -1.22 4.06E-18
209122_at ADFP 1 1.20 2.31E-29
209123_at QDPR 0 -1.33 5.56E-52
209124_at MYD88 1 -1.36 1.74E-52
209127_s_at SART3 0 -1.09 6.85E-05
209130_at SNAP23 0 1.05 1.87E-05
209132_s_at COMMD4 0 -1.19 1.37E-21
209135_at ASPH 0 N.S.
209136_s_at USP10 0 -1.24 1.67E-21
209139_s_at PRKRA 0 1.06 1.66E-03
209142_s_at UBE2G1 0 -1.15 1.62E-21
209143_s_at CLNS1A 0 -1.09 2.34E-26
209146_at SC4MOL 0 -1.98 7.57E-72
209148_at RXRB 0 1.21 0.00E+00
209150_s_at TM9SF1 0 1.57 1.41E-59
209154_at TAX1BP3 0 -1.08 4.20E-10
209155_s_at NT5C2 0 1.55 1.75E-55
209157_at DNAJA2 0 -1.36 5.67E-36
209158_s_at CYTH2 0 1.39 3.10E-45
209162_s_at PRPF4 0 -1.53 1.86E-55
209163_at CYB561 0 2.72 1.26E-60
209165_at AATF 1 -1.24 4.96E-32
209166_s_at MAN2B1 0 N.S.
209171_at ITPA 0 -1.17 2.57E-31
209174_s_at QRICH1 0 N.S.
209175_at SEC23IP 0 -1.16 1.53E-24
209177_at NDUFAF3 0 N.S.
209178_at DHX38 0 -1.09 5.20E-05
209179_s_at MBOAT7 0 -1.19 9.03E-12
209187_at DR1 0 N.S.
209190_s_at DIAPH1 0 -1.32 1.04E-57
209191_at TUBB6 0 -1.29 0.00E+00
209193_at PIM1 0 N.S.
209194_at CETN2 0 1.13 0.00E+00
209196_at WDR46 0 -1.52 1.40E-28
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209198_s_at SYT11 0 1.11 0.00E+00
209199_s_at MEF2C 1 -1.14 1.27E-29
209205_s_at LMO4 0 1.84 5.10E-64
209206_at SEC22B 2 1.41 8.19E-51
209208_at MPDU1 0 N.S.
209210_s_at FERMT2 0 2.77 2.86E-79
209213_at CBR1 0 -1.70 1.39E-59
209215_at MFSD10 0 N.S.
209217_s_at WDR45 0 2.03 5.27E-68
209219_at RDBP 1 -1.07 5.53E-08
209221_s_at OSBPL2 0 1.28 1.03E-22
209224_s_at NDUFA2 0 -1.20 4.10E-33
209229_s_at SAPS1 0 -1.10 0.00E+00
209231_s_at DCTN5 0 -1.31 3.71E-44
209233_at EMG1 0 -1.54 2.21E-63
209234_at KIF1B 0 1.08 2.53E-02
209239_at NFKB1 2 -1.10 6.11E-09
209249_s_at GHITM 0 1.32 1.40E-63
209252_at HARS2 0 1.07 1.34E-07
209254_at KLHDC10 0 N.S.
209258_s_at SMC3 0 -1.17 2.93E-09
209265_s_at METTL3 0 -1.21 2.90E-43
209267_s_at SLC39A8 0 N.S.
209268_at VPS45 0 1.20 1.68E-25
209275_s_at CLN3 0 1.22 1.31E-10
209276_s_at GLRX 0 1.12 8.27E-12
209279_s_at NSDHL 0 -1.53 3.53E-46
209282_at PRKD2 0 N.S.
209285_s_at C3orf63 0 -1.11 4.69E-07
209287_s_at CDC42EP3 0 -1.12 2.28E-06
209295_at TNFRSF10B 15 1.71 3.73E-78
209300_s_at NECAP1 0 1.13 4.51E-12
209301_at CA2 85 -2.07 4.88E-28
209302_at POLR2H 0 -1.60 6.43E-82
209303_at NDUFS4 0 1.12 4.60E-30
209306_s_at SWAP70 0 -1.17 1.35E-18
209308_s_at BNIP2 0 1.37 6.22E-43
209310_s_at CASP4 19 1.09 1.18E-02
209311_at BCL2L2 0 1.18 2.14E-22
209313_at GPN1 0 -1.12 4.01E-22
209316_s_at HBS1L 0 N.S.
209321_s_at ADCY3 0 -1.23 3.43E-34
209323_at PRKRIR 0 -1.06 1.11E-03
209324_s_at RGS16 2 2.02 1.39E-71
209331_s_at MAX 22 1.06 2.44E-02
209333_at ULK1 0 1.34 2.27E-19
209336_at PWP2 0 -1.69 5.08E-55
209339_at SIAH2 0 1.50 1.67E-40
209340_at UAP1 0 1.15 4.29E-11
209342_s_at IKBKB 4 N.S.
209344_at TPM4 0 N.S.
209349_at RAD50 0 1.11 2.26E-12
209352_s_at SIN3B 0 N.S.
209354_at TNFRSF14 0 1.20 0.00E+00
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209358_at TAF11 0 -1.26 2.82E-33
209361_s_at PCBP4 0 -1.11 3.73E-02
209363_s_at MED21 0 -1.23 3.34E-28
209367_at STXBP2 0 N.S.
209374_s_at IGHM 0 -1.17 3.36E-02
209375_at XPC 0 N.S.
209377_s_at HMGN3 0 -1.23 1.02E-37
209378_s_at KIAA1128 0 1.59 1.69E-47
209383_at DDIT3 190 9.77 1.13E-100
209385_s_at PROSC 0 -1.10 5.55E-08
209390_at TSC1 3 1.38 5.45E-49
209391_at DPM2 0 N.S.
209392_at ENPP2 0 1.87 3.64E-58
209393_s_at EIF4E2 0 -1.62 7.41E-68
209394_at ASMTL 0 -1.31 2.15E-30
209398_at HIST1H1C 0 1.11 3.88E-10
209403_at LOC653498 0 1.28 0.00E+00
209405_s_at FAM3A 0 N.S.
209406_at BAG2 0 -1.67 1.46E-76
209407_s_at DEAF1 0 -1.49 4.27E-33
209408_at KIF2C 0 N.S.
209411_s_at GGA3 0 -1.07 7.09E-03
209413_at B4GALT2 0 N.S.
209417_s_at IFI35 0 1.35 5.47E-36
209421_at MSH2 0 -1.20 8.33E-30
209427_at SMTN 0 -1.19 9.42E-08
209428_s_at ZFPL1 0 1.27 2.71E-26
209430_at BTAF1 0 N.S.
209432_s_at CREB3 8 1.55 3.45E-48
209433_s_at PPAT 0 -1.49 1.81E-54
209435_s_at ARHGEF2 0 -1.09 3.58E-03
209438_at PHKA2 0 N.S.
209449_at LSM2 0 -1.19 2.27E-29
209450_at OSGEP 1 N.S.
209451_at TANK 0 N.S.
209452_s_at VTI1B 0 -1.05 2.20E-02
209453_at SLC9A1 0 1.31 9.03E-12
209456_s_at FBXW11 0 1.18 5.24E-04
209457_at DUSP5 1 1.20 4.03E-20
209459_s_at ABAT 0 1.49 2.19E-27
209463_s_at TAF12 0 -1.11 0.00E+00
209464_at AURKB 0 -1.14 0.00E+00
209467_s_at MKNK1 0 -1.12 7.52E-13
209468_at LRP5 0 -1.44 5.16E-25
209472_at CCBL2 0 N.S.
209474_s_at ENTPD1 0 N.S.
209475_at USP15 0 N.S.
209476_at TMX1 0 N.S.
209477_at EMD 0 1.06 1.38E-02
209478_at STRA13 0 -1.65 1.31E-64
209479_at CCDC28A 0 1.72 1.54E-63
209481_at SNRK 0 N.S.
209482_at POP7 0 -1.17 1.21E-29
209484_s_at NSL1 0 N.S.
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209486_at UTP3 0 -1.43 7.30E-59
209497_s_at RBM4B 0 1.14 0.00E+00
209501_at CDR2 0 1.16 8.41E-09
209503_s_at PSMC5 0 -1.11 2.28E-29
209507_at RPA3 0 N.S.
209509_s_at DPAGT1 0 1.64 2.56E-68
209510_at RNF139 0 1.17 1.91E-36
209511_at POLR2F 0 -1.53 2.77E-45
209512_at HSDL2 0 1.22 1.59E-22
209514_s_at RAB27A 0 1.20 1.57E-23
209516_at SMYD5 0 -1.22 6.47E-11
209517_s_at ASH2L 0 N.S.
209520_s_at NCBP1 0 -1.52 1.98E-60
209523_at TAF2 0 N.S.
209524_at HDGFRP3 0 N.S.
209531_at GSTZ1 0 1.25 3.66E-32
209532_at PLAA 0 -1.21 4.92E-07
209536_s_at EHD4 0 1.13 6.92E-11
209537_at EXTL2 0 1.14 4.04E-22
209538_at ZNF32 0 N.S.
209539_at ARHGEF6 0 1.51 2.42E-48
209545_s_at RIPK2 0 1.24 1.00E-31
209546_s_at APOL1 0 -1.40 2.42E-18
209553_at VPS8 0 1.18 1.87E-25
209556_at NCDN 0 -1.36 2.14E-28
209565_at RNF113A 0 1.28 4.43E-45
209566_at INSIG2 1 1.28 8.59E-27
209567_at RRS1 1 -1.62 9.99E-44
209568_s_at RGL1 0 N.S.
209571_at CIR 0 1.13 4.23E-09
209575_at IL10RB 0 1.24 3.05E-22
209577_at PCYT2 0 -1.48 4.25E-24
209581_at PLA2G16 0 -1.09 6.92E-05
209583_s_at CD200 0 N.S.
209585_s_at MINPP1 0 -1.13 0.00E+00
209593_s_at TOR1B 1 N.S.
209595_at GTF2F2 0 N.S.
209604_s_at GATA3 0 1.16 8.50E-08
209605_at TST 0 -1.35 4.38E-41
209606_at CYTIP 0 1.16 2.73E-19
209608_s_at ACAT2 0 -1.99 7.02E-82
209609_s_at MRPL9 0 -1.08 0.00E+00
209615_s_at PAK1 0 -1.23 3.73E-24
209619_at CD74 1 N.S.
209620_s_at ABCB7 0 N.S.
209622_at STK16 0 1.14 5.27E-12
209624_s_at MCCC2 0 -1.18 9.03E-12
209625_at PIGH 0 1.22 2.65E-20
209627_s_at OSBPL3 0 N.S.
209628_at NXT2 0 N.S.
209630_s_at FBXW2 0 N.S.
209636_at NFKB2 0 N.S.
209645_s_at ALDH1B1 0 -1.98 2.92E-32
209647_s_at SOCS5 0 N.S.
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209653_at KPNA4 0 -1.17 2.88E-18
209654_at KIAA0947 0 N.S.
209657_s_at HSF2 0 -1.33 1.26E-46
209659_s_at CDC16 0 1.04 3.08E-02
209662_at CETN3 0 N.S.
209665_at CYB561D2 0 1.08 1.32E-03
209666_s_at CHUK 0 -1.17 0.00E+00
209667_at CES2 0 1.09 1.08E-05
209669_s_at SERBP1 0 -1.30 8.23E-58
209670_at TRAC 1 -1.09 7.29E-05
209674_at CRY1 0 N.S.
209678_s_at PRKCI 0 -1.21 0.00E+00
209680_s_at KIFC1 0 -1.43 6.47E-33
209681_at SLC19A2 0 -1.13 1.75E-06
209682_at CBLB 0 1.60 8.48E-65
209694_at PTS 0 -1.19 6.94E-29
209695_at PTP4A3 0 -1.56 4.88E-38
209704_at MTF2 0 -1.41 5.57E-58
209707_at PIGK 0 1.17 7.60E-21
209709_s_at HMMR 0 -1.08 1.00E-08
209711_at SLC35D1 0 1.20 1.26E-19
209714_s_at CDKN3 0 N.S.
209724_s_at ZFP161 0 N.S.
209725_at UTP20 0 -1.74 1.17E-70
209726_at CA11 0 N.S.
209727_at GM2A 0 -1.36 0.00E+00
209731_at NTHL1 0 -1.46 1.68E-41
209732_at CLEC2B 0 N.S.
209739_s_at PNPLA4 0 1.26 4.07E-26
209748_at SPAST 0 1.08 7.52E-03
209753_s_at TMPO 0 -1.46 4.29E-54
209759_s_at DCI 0 1.42 9.31E-49
209760_at KIAA0922 0 1.26 4.25E-58
209761_s_at SP110 0 -1.09 1.06E-04
209764_at MGAT3 0 N.S.
209770_at BTN3A1 0 1.64 3.74E-21
209778_at TRIP11 0 1.12 0.00E+00
209780_at PHTF2 0 -1.20 8.45E-28
209786_at HMGN4 0 N.S.
209788_s_at ERAP1 0 1.45 5.28E-63
209790_s_at CASP6 2 -1.22 7.32E-09
209795_at CD69 0 N.S.
209796_s_at CNPY2 0 1.18 3.21E-42
209799_at PRKAA1 0 N.S.
209805_at PMS2 0 1.09 1.17E-02
209806_at HIST1H2BK 0 1.25 2.60E-42
209814_at ZNF330 0 -1.17 1.06E-39
209820_s_at TBL3 0 -1.99 7.50E-68
209822_s_at VLDLR 1 6.00 8.54E-74
209825_s_at UCK2 0 -1.63 1.92E-89
209827_s_at IL16 0 1.50 1.02E-48
209829_at FAM65B 0 N.S.
209832_s_at CDT1 1 -1.31 2.77E-26
209833_at CRADD 1 N.S.
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209837_at AP4M1 0 -1.32 2.02E-18
209838_at COPS2 0 -1.29 1.01E-28
209845_at MKRN1 0 N.S.
209849_s_at RAD51C 0 N.S.
209853_s_at PSME3 0 -1.64 2.24E-67
209861_s_at METAP2 0 -1.17 4.17E-36
209863_s_at TP63 0 1.40 3.54E-22
209864_at FRAT2 0 1.37 1.42E-31
209865_at SLC35A3 0 N.S.
209879_at SELPLG 0 N.S.
209882_at RIT1 0 -1.12 1.31E-08
209883_at GLT25D2 0 1.98 3.04E-31
209891_at SPC25 0 -1.39 4.41E-51
209893_s_at FUT4 0 -1.23 2.10E-04
209894_at LEPR 2 1.33 5.88E-20
209899_s_at PUF60 0 -1.33 1.10E-52
209903_s_at ATR 0 -1.40 8.88E-68
209910_at SLC25A16 0 N.S.
209912_s_at KIAA0415 0 1.50 1.07E-46
209916_at DHTKD1 0 1.17 1.24E-23
209925_at OCLN 0 N.S.
209926_at LOC729991 0 -1.52 7.06E-27
209927_s_at C1orf77 0 -1.26 2.53E-24
209928_s_at MSC 1 1.62 1.45E-52
209929_s_at IKBKG 0 N.S.
209932_s_at DUT 0 -1.27 5.19E-53
209933_s_at CD300A 0 -1.22 6.07E-18
209940_at PARP3 0 N.S.
209941_at RIPK1 1 N.S.
209943_at FBXL4 0 N.S.
209945_s_at GSK3B 1 -1.20 1.01E-25
209949_at NCF2 0 1.24 3.23E-29
209953_s_at CDC37 0 -1.25 2.08E-25
209962_at EPOR 0 N.S.
209965_s_at RAD51L3 0 -1.16 0.00E+00
209967_s_at CREM 2 N.S.
209969_s_at STAT1 5 N.S.
209972_s_at JTV1 0 N.S.
209973_at NFKBIL1 0 1.82 0.00E+00
209974_s_at BUB3 0 N.S.
209989_at ZNF268 0 N.S.
209994_s_at ABCB1 2 2.81 1.17E-69
210006_at ABHD14A 0 N.S.
210010_s_at SLC25A1 0 -1.69 5.22E-71
210022_at PCGF1 0 1.41 7.52E-12
210024_s_at UBE2E3 0 -1.19 1.94E-32
210027_s_at APEX1 0 -1.14 3.08E-31
210028_s_at ORC3L 0 1.10 5.05E-10
210041_s_at PGM3 0 1.49 1.69E-33
210045_at IDH2 0 N.S.
210048_at NAPG 0 -1.09 1.58E-08
210052_s_at TPX2 0 -1.11 1.09E-21
210053_at TAF5 0 -1.30 1.33E-60
210054_at HAUS3 0 -1.15 6.38E-20
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210057_at SMG1 0 N.S.
210058_at MAPK13 0 N.S.
210070_s_at CHKB 0 1.24 1.11E-19
210075_at MARCH2 0 N.S.
210092_at MAGOH 0 N.S.
210097_s_at NOL7 0 1.08 6.93E-06
210105_s_at FYN 0 1.72 1.29E-58
210109_at C7orf54 0 1.28 1.26E-02
210114_at INVS 0 N.S.
210115_at RPL39L 0 N.S.
210117_at SPAG1 0 1.06 4.30E-03
210125_s_at BANF1 0 -1.33 5.95E-45
210128_s_at LTB4R 0 1.15 3.46E-02
210130_s_at TM7SF2 0 -1.40 1.21E-26
210137_s_at DCTD 0 -1.08 8.73E-09
210138_at RGS20 0 1.47 4.07E-28
210144_at TBC1D22A 0 1.18 2.33E-05
210145_at PLA2G4A 2 -1.50 2.82E-51
210149_s_at ATP5H 0 -1.07 4.91E-09
210151_s_at DYRK3 0 1.21 6.77E-12
210152_at LILRB4 0 1.18 3.10E-03
210154_at ME2 0 -1.35 5.67E-31
210160_at PAFAH1B2 0 -1.21 2.26E-12
210169_at SEC14L5 0 N.S.
210172_at SF1 0 N.S.
210176_at TLR1 0 1.18 9.17E-18
210188_at GABPA 0 N.S.
210200_at WWP2 0 N.S.
210202_s_at BIN1 0 1.26 8.77E-07
210205_at B3GALT4 0 1.19 1.43E-06
210206_s_at DDX11 0 -1.47 1.17E-20
210213_s_at EIF6 0 -1.09 1.79E-10
210214_s_at BMPR2 0 N.S.
210219_at SP100 0 N.S.
210220_at FZD2 0 2.16 2.58E-30
210235_s_at PPFIA1 0 N.S.
210241_s_at TP53TG1 0 1.15 4.38E-10
210243_s_at B4GALT3 0 1.67 1.19E-56
210247_at SYN2 0 N.S.
210253_at HTATIP2 0 -1.11 2.76E-03
210258_at RGS13 0 N.S.
210260_s_at TNFAIP8 0 1.15 7.41E-24
210269_s_at SFRS17A 0 1.93 9.18E-65
210275_s_at ZFAND5 0 1.09 7.52E-13
210276_s_at TRIOBP 0 1.08 8.06E-03
210278_s_at AP4S1 0 1.19 0.00E+00
210279_at GPR18 0 1.65 1.17E-31
210280_at MPZ 1 1.17 8.83E-05
210281_s_at ZMYM2 0 -1.14 2.49E-02
210284_s_at MAP3K7IP2 0 N.S.
210296_s_at PXMP3 0 N.S.
210312_s_at IFT20 0 1.38 2.62E-55
210338_s_at HSPA8 2 -2.42 1.10E-63
210346_s_at CLK4 0 1.14 8.52E-28
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210349_at CAMK4 0 N.S.
210371_s_at RBBP4 0 N.S.
210377_at ACSM3 0 1.34 1.25E-22
210378_s_at SSNA1 0 N.S.
210379_s_at TLK1 0 N.S.
210386_s_at MTX1 0 -1.15 1.59E-26
210396_s_at BOLA2 0 -1.07 5.30E-03
210406_s_at RAB6A 0 1.37 1.98E-58
210415_s_at ODF2 0 N.S.
210416_s_at CHEK2 0 -1.19 3.27E-21
210417_s_at PI4KB 0 N.S.
210418_s_at IDH3B 0 -1.10 0.00E+00
210428_s_at HGS 0 -1.12 8.68E-20
210448_s_at P2RX5 0 N.S.
210450_at LOC90925 0 1.78 1.23E-19
210474_s_at CDC2L1 0 N.S.
210479_s_at RORA 0 1.22 1.99E-07
210480_s_at MYO6 0 N.S.
210502_s_at PPIE 0 1.17 3.05E-28
210512_s_at VEGFA 7 2.83 1.24E-70
210528_at MR1 1 1.23 6.88E-09
210531_at NR2C1 0 -1.29 7.66E-10
210538_s_at BIRC3 1 -1.38 3.54E-38
210543_s_at PRKDC 0 -1.24 7.77E-35
210556_at NFATC3 0 N.S.
210559_s_at CDC2 3 -1.62 4.20E-79
210561_s_at WSB1 0 N.S.
210573_s_at POLR3C 0 1.49 9.46E-38
210574_s_at NUDC 0 -1.56 5.03E-79
210587_at INHBE 1 19.91 2.47E-101
210589_s_at GBAP 0 N.S.
210596_at LOC100129513 0 2.15 1.04E-45
210609_s_at TP53I3 0 1.08 1.11E-05
210620_s_at GTF3C2 0 -1.22 3.83E-09
210625_s_at AKAP1 0 -1.79 1.59E-54
210627_s_at MOGS 0 1.28 2.44E-20
210631_at NF1 0 N.S.
210635_s_at KLHL20 0 N.S.
210638_s_at FBXO9 0 N.S.
210639_s_at ATG5 7 N.S.
210643_at TNFSF11 0 -1.24 7.73E-20
210649_s_at ARID1A 0 -1.09 1.23E-04
210656_at EED 0 -1.34 1.50E-11
210685_s_at UBE4B 1 1.08 1.22E-02
210701_at CFDP1 0 -1.27 8.68E-04
210705_s_at TRIM5 0 1.38 3.42E-28
210715_s_at SPINT2 0 1.14 1.24E-03
210718_s_at ARL17P1 0 N.S.
210720_s_at NECAB3 0 -1.12 6.12E-04
210732_s_at LGALS8 0 -1.09 3.00E-04
210733_at TRAM1 1 2.13 3.43E-38
210740_s_at ITPK1 0 -1.20 5.58E-24
210752_s_at MLX 0 -1.12 2.52E-03
210758_at PSIP1 0 1.26 4.09E-19
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210759_s_at PSMA1 0 -1.10 1.18E-18
210771_at PPARA 0 N.S.
210774_s_at NCOA4 0 N.S.
210785_s_at C1orf38 0 N.S.
210786_s_at FLI1 0 1.19 1.50E-12
210793_s_at NUP98 0 -1.25 7.16E-32
210797_s_at OASL 0 1.19 7.08E-05
210807_s_at SLC16A7 0 1.17 2.15E-03
210811_s_at DDX49 0 1.10 4.20E-06
210813_s_at XRCC4 0 N.S.
210817_s_at CALCOCO2 0 1.62 2.57E-63
210822_at RPL13P5 0 N.S.
210830_s_at PON2 3 -1.32 7.04E-24
210868_s_at ELOVL6 0 -1.15 3.24E-05
210878_s_at KDM3B 0 -1.07 1.84E-06
210889_s_at FCGR2B 0 -1.08 1.94E-06
210892_s_at GTF2I 2 -1.35 2.23E-19
210895_s_at CD86 1 1.14 0.00E+00
210907_s_at PDCD10 0 N.S.
210908_s_at PFDN5 0 N.S.
210910_s_at POMZP3 0 N.S.
210926_at ACTBL3 0 -1.15 1.15E-03
210942_s_at ST3GAL6 0 N.S.
210943_s_at LYST 0 N.S.
210944_s_at CAPN3 0 1.28 0.00E+00
210946_at PPAP2A 0 1.59 3.47E-56
210947_s_at MSH3 0 N.S.
210949_s_at EIF3C 0 1.04 5.35E-03
210959_s_at SRD5A1 0 1.51 8.66E-52
210968_s_at RTN4 0 -1.09 7.37E-11
210971_s_at ARNTL 1 N.S.
210976_s_at PFKM 0 -1.55 4.42E-71
210978_s_at TAGLN2 0 -1.20 2.56E-21
210983_s_at MCM7 0 -1.54 2.69E-79
210996_s_at YWHAE 0 -1.19 1.73E-17
211009_s_at ZNF271 0 1.17 2.14E-22
211010_s_at NCR3 0 N.S.
211012_s_at LOC161527 0 -1.23 2.76E-19
211015_s_at HSPA4 1 -1.70 8.10E-81
211026_s_at MGLL 0 -1.37 1.63E-46
211028_s_at KHK 0 -1.26 2.67E-07
211031_s_at CLIP2 0 1.12 1.22E-05
211033_s_at PEX7 0 N.S.
211034_s_at C12orf51 0 1.13 7.52E-13
211038_s_at CROCCL1 0 N.S.
211043_s_at CLTB 0 -1.15 7.57E-18
211048_s_at PDIA4 3 2.74 7.65E-74
211052_s_at TBCD 0 -1.19 2.02E-23
211059_s_at GOLGA2 0 N.S.
211064_at ZNF493 0 -1.19 4.04E-03
211071_s_at MLLT11 0 -1.56 3.02E-69
211074_at FOLR1 0 N.S.
211075_s_at CD47 0 1.13 8.83E-22
211089_s_at NEK3 1 1.21 2.68E-06
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211113_s_at ABCG1 1 N.S.
211136_s_at CLPTM1 0 1.10 5.77E-09
211141_s_at CNOT3 0 1.60 1.94E-39
211168_s_at UPF1 0 -1.22 1.19E-32
211178_s_at PSTPIP1 0 1.25 2.66E-10
211212_s_at ORC5L 0 -1.25 0.00E+00
211250_s_at SH3BP2 0 1.09 3.79E-03
211275_s_at GYG1 0 -1.09 1.65E-11
211284_s_at GRN 0 N.S.
211285_s_at UBE3A 1 -1.07 1.51E-08
211297_s_at CDK7 0 1.17 1.73E-31
211310_at EZH1 0 N.S.
211317_s_at CFLAR 0 1.25 4.51E-18
211330_s_at HFE 5 N.S.
211339_s_at ITK 0 N.S.
211352_s_at NCOA3 0 N.S.
211358_s_at CIZ1 0 1.22 9.05E-32
211364_at MTAP 0 N.S.
211368_s_at CASP1 5 1.09 4.61E-05
211373_s_at PSEN2 5 N.S.
211391_s_at PATZ1 0 -1.25 5.00E-06
211404_s_at APLP2 0 N.S.
211406_at IER3IP1 0 1.31 2.16E-20
211450_s_at MSH6 0 -1.94 5.39E-60
211475_s_at BAG1 0 -1.47 9.01E-67
211501_s_at EIF3B 0 -1.58 7.87E-52
211502_s_at PFTK1 0 N.S.
211505_s_at STAU1 0 N.S.
211512_s_at OGFR 0 -1.19 5.37E-07
211538_s_at HSPA2 1 -2.34 5.44E-39
211543_s_at GRK6 0 1.12 5.27E-10
211558_s_at DHPS 0 N.S.
211563_s_at C19orf2 0 -1.11 4.42E-07
211569_s_at HADH 0 -1.19 5.41E-33
211572_s_at SLC23A2 0 N.S.
211574_s_at CD46 0 N.S.
211593_s_at MAST2 0 -1.20 3.63E-23
211596_s_at LRIG1 0 N.S.
211600_at PTPRO 0 N.S.
211612_s_at IL13RA1 0 N.S.
211623_s_at FBL 0 -1.10 4.34E-22
211662_s_at VDAC2 0 -1.09 9.42E-10
211665_s_at SOS2 0 1.45 2.70E-19
211671_s_at NR3C1 0 1.39 1.36E-50
211672_s_at ARPC4 0 -1.36 1.23E-25
211676_s_at IFNGR1 0 N.S.
211678_s_at RNF114 0 1.23 1.16E-54
211684_s_at DYNC1I2 0 -1.06 0.00E+00
211685_s_at NCALD 0 -1.14 5.48E-03
211686_s_at MAK16 0 -1.44 9.14E-68
211692_s_at BBC3 7 1.35 3.13E-21
211702_s_at USP32 0 N.S.
211704_s_at SPIN2A 0 -1.13 6.02E-03
211707_s_at IQCB1 0 1.13 0.00E+00
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211708_s_at SCD 0 -2.07 9.89E-51
211715_s_at BDH1 0 -1.67 5.39E-61
211717_at ANKRD40 0 N.S.
211721_s_at ZNF551 0 -1.35 1.84E-23
211725_s_at BID 18 -1.58 1.72E-81
211727_s_at COX11 0 -1.09 0.00E+00
211742_s_at EVI2B 0 1.35 2.78E-46
211749_s_at VAMP3 0 N.S.
211752_s_at NDUFS7 0 1.07 1.78E-05
211753_s_at RLN1 0 -1.43 1.10E-25
211754_s_at SLC25A17 0 -1.38 1.06E-49
211755_s_at ATP5F1 0 -1.06 9.88E-06
211763_s_at UBE2B 0 1.23 2.74E-30
211764_s_at UBE2D1 0 -1.20 4.21E-20
211767_at GINS4 0 -1.44 2.39E-32
211773_s_at ZKSCAN3 0 N.S.
211774_s_at MMACHC 0 -1.24 0.00E+00
211783_s_at MTA1 0 N.S.
211784_s_at SFRS1 0 -1.20 1.16E-46
211787_s_at EIF4A1 0 -1.12 2.12E-20
211792_s_at CDKN2C 0 N.S.
211796_s_at TRBC1 0 N.S.
211810_s_at GALC 0 N.S.
211812_s_at B3GALNT1 0 N.S.
211825_s_at EWSR1 0 1.16 8.62E-04
211828_s_at TNIK 0 -1.12 2.24E-07
211833_s_at BAX 94 N.S.
211855_s_at SLC25A14 0 N.S.
211913_s_at MERTK 0 N.S.
211926_s_at MYH9 0 -1.06 6.39E-04
211928_at DYNC1H1 0 N.S.
211935_at ARL6IP1 0 1.24 1.13E-48
211936_at HSPA5 75 2.07 2.89E-49
211938_at EIF4B 0 N.S.
211946_s_at BAT2D1 0 -1.11 0.00E+00
211950_at UBR4 0 1.29 3.05E-44
211955_at IPO5 0 -1.07 2.08E-06
211956_s_at EIF1 1 1.25 9.86E-46
211960_s_at RAB7A 0 -1.20 9.32E-19
211962_s_at ZFP36L1 0 1.07 3.40E-02
211963_s_at ARPC5 0 -1.24 4.04E-38
211967_at TMEM123 0 1.18 0.00E+00
211971_s_at LRPPRC 0 N.S.
211975_at ARFGAP2 0 N.S.
211985_s_at CALM1 0 N.S.
211987_at TOP2B 0 1.07 4.65E-05
211989_at SMARCE1 0 -1.17 1.50E-30
211990_at HLA-DPA1 0 N.S.
211994_at WNK1 0 1.09 0.00E+00
211998_at H3F3B 0 1.18 7.52E-20
212005_at C1orf144 0 -1.27 4.26E-34
212007_at UBXN4 2 1.33 7.76E-32
212009_s_at STIP1 0 -2.04 7.56E-49
212016_s_at PTBP1 0 -1.43 1.01E-31
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212017_at FAM168B 0 N.S.
212019_at RSL1D1 0 N.S.
212021_s_at MKI67 1 -1.20 8.62E-27
212025_s_at FLII 0 N.S.
212027_at RBM25 0 -1.22 3.54E-11
212032_s_at PTOV1 0 -1.37 7.61E-46
212036_s_at PNN 0 -1.33 2.14E-47
212038_s_at VDAC1 1 -1.16 1.87E-31
212040_at TGOLN2 0 1.18 4.21E-22
212041_at ATP6V0D1 0 1.11 2.24E-06
212044_s_at RPL27A 0 N.S.
212047_s_at RNF167 0 1.22 0.00E+00
212048_s_at YARS 0 1.62 4.28E-70
212050_at WIPF2 0 N.S.
212052_s_at TBC1D9B 0 -1.22 2.65E-30
212053_at PDXDC1 0 -1.23 6.46E-22
212055_at C18orf10 0 -1.14 2.19E-20
212057_at KIAA0182 0 -1.24 9.36E-27
212058_at SR140 0 N.S.
212059_s_at TRPC4AP 0 1.35 3.84E-37
212066_s_at USP34 0 1.06 1.16E-17
212069_s_at BAT2L 0 N.S.
212072_s_at CSNK2A1 0 N.S.
212078_s_at MLL 0 N.S.
212082_s_at MYL6 0 N.S.
212083_at TEX261 0 1.11 3.01E-12
212087_s_at ERAL1 0 -1.15 8.14E-28
212088_at PMPCA 0 -1.58 1.32E-60
212090_at GRINA 0 -1.16 0.00E+00
212092_at PEG10 0 -1.70 2.07E-40
212098_at LOC151162 0 -1.48 2.19E-52
212099_at RHOB 0 -1.30 1.11E-25
212100_s_at POLDIP3 1 -1.08 3.60E-10
212101_at KPNA6 0 -1.13 9.93E-27
212106_at FAF2 0 N.S.
212110_at SLC39A14 0 2.53 3.65E-88
212112_s_at STX12 0 N.S.
212115_at HN1L 0 -1.59 3.32E-54
212118_at TRIM27 0 1.22 5.94E-26
212119_at RHOQ 0 2.06 1.16E-74
212121_at TCTN3 0 N.S.
212124_at ZMIZ1 0 -1.27 5.21E-37
212126_at CBX5 0 -1.20 1.62E-25
212127_at RANGAP1 0 -1.20 9.25E-06
212129_at NIPA2 0 1.14 2.22E-27
212131_at LSM14A 0 N.S.
212140_at PDS5A 0 1.05 1.93E-03
212141_at MCM4 0 -2.60 3.65E-77
212144_at UNC84B 0 1.22 9.46E-21
212145_at MRPS27 0 N.S.
212146_at PLEKHM2 0 N.S.
212150_at EFR3A 0 1.08 3.63E-05
212153_at POGZ 0 1.24 3.73E-26
212155_at RNF187 0 2.15 7.29E-93
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212156_at VPS39 0 1.23 0.00E+00
212160_at XPOT 0 2.30 3.64E-104
212161_at AP2A2 0 -1.18 8.98E-03
212162_at KIDINS220 0 1.30 2.04E-24
212165_at TMEM183A 0 -1.18 4.96E-42
212166_at XPO7 0 -1.13 0.00E+00
212169_at FKBP9 0 1.33 0.00E+00
212170_at RBM12 0 -2.05 2.65E-73
212177_at SFRS18 0 1.15 1.46E-02
212186_at ACACA 0 -1.70 1.69E-70
212188_at KCTD12 0 -2.45 4.53E-56
212189_s_at COG4 0 1.15 2.57E-08
212190_at SERPINE2 0 1.86 1.61E-19
212193_s_at LARP1 0 N.S.
212194_s_at TM9SF4 0 -1.12 4.59E-11
212199_at MRFAP1L1 0 -1.06 1.64E-08
212200_at ANKLE2 0 -1.13 3.76E-12
212202_s_at TMEM87A 0 1.30 7.81E-54
212208_at MED13L 0 N.S.
212211_at ANKRD17 0 -1.27 7.86E-41
212217_at PREPL 0 1.24 3.67E-34
212218_s_at FASN 1 -3.16 1.78E-88
212219_at PSME4 0 N.S.
212228_s_at COQ9 0 N.S.
212231_at FBXO21 0 -1.21 1.24E-32
212232_at FNBP4 0 N.S.
212233_at MAP1B 0 3.01 2.11E-46
212238_at ASXL1 0 -1.11 2.26E-12
212242_at TUBA4A 0 -2.10 4.79E-75
212244_at GCOM1 0 1.43 1.85E-47
212245_at MCFD2 2 1.96 2.27E-70
212247_at NUP205 0 -1.25 3.06E-59
212249_at PIK3R1 2 -1.16 4.05E-03
212251_at MTDH 0 1.22 1.13E-36
212255_s_at ATP2C1 0 1.22 5.92E-22
212260_at GIGYF2 0 -1.11 7.00E-10
212263_at QKI 0 -1.07 7.07E-03
212266_s_at SFRS5 0 -1.14 4.89E-25
212268_at SERPINB1 0 N.S.
212271_at MAPK1 9 1.17 1.95E-31
212274_at LPIN1 1 N.S.
212277_at MTMR4 0 1.40 4.01E-39
212281_s_at TMEM97 0 -1.84 2.30E-84
212287_at SUZ12 0 -1.07 3.04E-10
212293_at HIPK1 0 N.S.
212296_at PSMD14 0 -1.06 2.51E-07
212297_at ATP13A3 0 -1.31 1.47E-23
212300_at TXLNA 0 1.25 8.06E-35
212302_at RTF1 0 -1.14 4.74E-06
212308_at CLASP2 0 N.S.
212310_at MIA3 0 1.58 8.04E-46
212311_at KIAA0746 0 N.S.
212312_at BCL2L1 18 -1.16 0.00E+00
212313_at CHMP7 0 N.S.
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212317_at TNPO3 0 N.S.
212320_at TUBB 0 -1.34 1.98E-65
212323_s_at VPS13D 0 N.S.
212329_at SCAP 0 1.07 4.99E-04
212330_at TFDP1 0 -1.30 1.44E-53
212332_at RBL2 0 N.S.
212333_at FAM98A 0 -1.50 4.54E-78
212338_at MYO1D 0 -1.17 4.24E-03
212340_at YIPF6 0 1.21 1.31E-19
212345_s_at CREB3L2 2 1.89 1.28E-81
212348_s_at KDM1 0 -1.34 1.75E-50
212350_at TBC1D1 1 -1.07 2.19E-06
212351_at EIF2B5 0 -1.24 7.86E-38
212352_s_at TMED10 0 1.57 2.78E-74
212355_at KIAA0323 0 1.10 9.03E-11
212357_at FAM168A 0 N.S.
212360_at AMPD2 0 -1.10 0.00E+00
212366_at ZNF292 0 N.S.
212371_at PPPDE1 0 1.23 1.10E-42
212372_at MYH10 0 -1.35 6.21E-50
212374_at FEM1B 0 N.S.
212376_s_at EP400 0 -1.23 1.44E-20
212380_at FTSJD2 0 N.S.
212381_at USP24 0 -1.20 9.85E-09
212383_at ATP6V0A1 0 1.42 8.63E-47
212398_at RDX 0 -1.26 1.53E-18
212400_at FAM102A 0 1.46 4.82E-43
212401_s_at CDC2L2 0 -1.14 1.37E-21
212402_at ZC3H13 0 -1.15 3.79E-20
212403_at UBE3B 0 1.13 0.00E+00
212405_s_at METTL13 0 -1.36 1.19E-54
212406_s_at PCMTD2 0 1.15 7.54E-21
212408_at TOR1AIP1 0 N.S.
212410_at EFHA1 0 N.S.
212411_at IMP4 0 -1.37 0.00E+00
212415_at SEPT6 0 N.S.
212420_at ELF1 0 1.29 5.27E-20
212422_at PDCD11 0 -1.43 1.03E-70
212430_at RBM38 0 -1.21 8.05E-27
212434_at GRPEL1 0 -1.36 9.57E-46
212436_at TRIM33 0 N.S.
212437_at CENPB 0 -1.64 5.87E-60
212439_at IP6K1 0 N.S.
212440_at SNRNP27 0 N.S.
212441_at KIAA0232 0 N.S.
212443_at NBEAL2 0 -1.17 2.26E-11
212445_s_at NEDD4L 0 -1.24 9.40E-11
212446_s_at LASS6 1 1.75 1.11E-73
212447_at KBTBD2 0 1.07 2.26E-02
212449_s_at LYPLA1 0 N.S.
212451_at SECISBP2L 0 1.16 7.68E-05
212453_at KIAA1279 0 -1.04 8.43E-03
212456_at KIAA0664 0 -1.79 4.60E-67
212458_at SPRED2 0 1.33 7.44E-38
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212462_at MYST4 0 1.32 1.01E-58
212465_at SETD3 0 1.16 3.54E-11
212467_at DNAJC13 0 N.S.
212470_at SPAG9 0 N.S.
212471_at AVL9 0 -1.12 8.41E-03
212473_s_at MICAL2 0 1.91 2.54E-25
212476_at ACAP2 0 1.16 8.25E-19
212479_s_at RMND5A 0 1.38 1.09E-50
212480_at CYTSA 0 N.S.
212483_at NIPBL 0 1.13 3.13E-18
212484_at FAM89B 0 -1.24 5.96E-09
212487_at GPATCH8 0 -1.13 4.47E-04
212491_s_at DNAJC8 0 -1.13 4.45E-22
212499_s_at FCF1 0 N.S.
212500_at ADO 0 N.S.
212501_at CEBPB 1 7.68 2.20E-122
212505_s_at KIAA0892 0 1.17 0.00E+00
212507_at TMEM131 0 1.22 3.81E-41
212508_at MOAP1 0 N.S.
212509_s_at MXRA7 0 -1.17 3.31E-05
212510_at GPD1L 0 -1.35 4.25E-21
212512_s_at CARM1 0 -1.15 4.46E-23
212515_s_at DDX3X 0 -1.28 1.94E-28
212516_at ARAP1 0 N.S.
212517_at ATRN 0 1.19 4.46E-09
212518_at PIP5K1C 0 -1.07 3.40E-02
212520_s_at SMARCA4 0 -1.50 7.65E-53
212523_s_at KIAA0146 0 N.S.
212526_at SPG20 0 -1.27 6.67E-04
212527_at PPPDE2 0 1.46 4.22E-71
212528_at D15Wsu75e 0 1.30 4.23E-32
212529_at LSM12 0 -1.26 3.00E-29
212530_at NEK7 0 1.65 2.01E-89
212536_at ATP11B 0 1.31 1.52E-27
212538_at DOCK9 0 N.S.
212539_at CHD1L 0 -1.08 1.25E-06
212540_at CDC34 0 N.S.
212541_at FLAD1 0 -1.08 1.07E-02
212542_s_at PHIP 0 N.S.
212543_at AIM1 0 1.39 3.52E-51
212544_at ZNHIT3 0 1.11 4.04E-19
212548_s_at FRYL 0 -1.22 2.46E-27
212550_at STAT5B 0 -1.13 1.76E-06
212553_at RPRD2 0 1.10 1.25E-05
212556_at SCRIB 0 -1.39 5.69E-56
212557_at ZNF451 0 1.11 1.47E-08
212558_at SPRY1 0 -1.23 4.01E-04
212560_at SORL1 0 N.S.
212561_at DENND5A 0 1.46 2.70E-39
212568_s_at DLAT 0 -1.35 2.28E-54
212571_at CHD8 0 -1.16 3.12E-25
212572_at STK38L 0 -1.29 1.20E-39
212573_at ENDOD1 0 1.11 7.66E-07
212576_at MGRN1 0 N.S.
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212579_at SMCHD1 0 -1.20 0.00E+00
212584_at AQR 0 -1.18 3.79E-39
212585_at OSBPL8 0 N.S.
212586_at CAST 0 1.08 3.99E-19
212587_s_at PTPRC 0 N.S.
212589_at RRAS2 0 -1.09 1.67E-19
212592_at IGJ 0 -1.53 0.00E+00
212595_s_at DAZAP2 0 -1.26 8.63E-30
212597_s_at HMGXB4 0 -1.33 2.67E-45
212600_s_at UQCRC2 0 -1.11 2.46E-31
212601_at ZZEF1 0 1.06 1.02E-03
212603_at MRPS31 0 -1.24 2.79E-29
212608_s_at NUDT3 0 -1.15 1.09E-06
212610_at PTPN11 0 -1.08 2.25E-21
212611_at DTX4 0 N.S.
212612_at RCOR1 0 N.S.
212613_at BTN3A2 0 1.33 2.55E-26
212614_at ARID5B 0 1.35 8.55E-33
212621_at TMEM194A 0 1.19 2.36E-22
212623_at TMEM41B 0 2.01 6.99E-87
212625_at STX10 0 -1.06 3.45E-04
212627_s_at EXOSC7 0 -1.41 1.19E-40
212630_at EXOC3 0 N.S.
212634_at KIAA0776 0 1.40 1.06E-39
212637_s_at WWP1 0 -1.43 3.78E-27
212640_at PTPLB 0 1.12 6.21E-22
212642_s_at HIVEP2 0 1.16 6.09E-11
212643_at MAPK1IP1L 0 -1.41 8.30E-69
212646_at RFTN1 0 1.12 0.00E+00
212647_at RRAS 0 1.53 1.33E-21
212649_at DHX29 0 -1.13 2.14E-04
212653_s_at EHBP1 0 N.S.
212655_at ZCCHC14 0 1.33 2.13E-06
212656_at TSFM 0 -1.20 9.87E-27
212658_at LHFPL2 0 -1.11 1.26E-07
212663_at FKBP15 0 -1.18 7.46E-26
212664_at TUBB4 0 -1.25 2.11E-05
212665_at TIPARP 0 1.21 1.07E-26
212666_at SMURF1 0 1.10 3.07E-03
212673_at METAP1 0 -1.35 2.35E-45
212674_s_at DHX30 0 -1.58 7.68E-58
212677_s_at CEP68 0 -1.39 2.93E-20
212685_s_at TBL2 0 1.30 2.14E-43
212688_at PIK3CB 0 1.08 4.48E-07
212689_s_at KDM3A 0 1.15 2.26E-12
212690_at DDHD2 0 N.S.
212692_s_at LRBA 0 N.S.
212693_at MDN1 0 -1.41 6.05E-71
212694_s_at PCCB 0 1.10 0.00E+00
212696_s_at RNF4 0 1.06 2.88E-07
212697_at FAM134C 0 1.32 2.58E-43
212698_s_at SEPT10 0 N.S.
212699_at SCAMP5 1 N.S.
212704_at ZCCHC11 0 1.41 2.60E-60
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212707_s_at LOC100133005 0 -1.20 0.00E+00
212708_at MSL1 0 N.S.
212712_at CAMSAP1 0 -1.14 1.50E-12
212716_s_at EIF3K 0 N.S.
212718_at PAPOLA 0 N.S.
212721_at SFRS12 0 -1.10 3.10E-22
212723_at JMJD6 0 -1.26 3.50E-42
212726_at PHF2 0 -1.11 2.16E-08
212729_at DLG3 0 1.39 2.60E-22
212731_at ANKRD46 0 -1.20 4.89E-32
212735_at KIAA0226 0 N.S.
212738_at ARHGAP19 0 1.08 3.56E-04
212739_s_at NME4 0 -1.47 8.45E-61
212742_at RNF115 0 1.26 5.39E-41
212745_s_at BBS4 0 1.14 1.24E-06
212746_s_at CEP170 0 -1.09 1.86E-03
212747_at ANKS1A 0 1.15 0.00E+00
212751_at UBE2N 0 -1.49 1.95E-62
212752_at CLASP1 0 1.16 2.04E-24
212753_at PCGF3 0 -2.23 5.72E-71
212754_s_at MON2 0 1.15 2.86E-36
212756_s_at UBR2 0 1.11 9.03E-12
212758_s_at ZEB1 0 N.S.
212763_at CAMSAP1L1 0 -1.24 1.41E-17
212766_s_at ISG20L2 0 -1.79 9.69E-80
212767_at MTG1 0 1.21 2.26E-12
212770_at TLE3 0 -1.11 1.37E-06
212773_s_at TOMM20 0 1.10 3.23E-18
212774_at ZNF238 0 1.05 8.44E-03
212779_at KIAA1109 0 1.25 2.57E-26
212780_at SOS1 1 1.24 2.46E-35
212784_at CIC 0 N.S.
212785_s_at LARP7 0 N.S.
212786_at CLEC16A 0 N.S.
212787_at YLPM1 0 -1.39 3.28E-58
212789_at NCAPD3 0 -1.31 1.87E-45
212791_at C1orf216 0 -1.52 1.52E-58
212794_s_at KIAA1033 0 1.14 5.23E-07
212801_at CIT 0 -1.12 8.33E-08
212802_s_at GAPVD1 0 -1.19 6.36E-37
212810_s_at SLC1A4 1 2.64 1.37E-106
212813_at JAM3 0 N.S.
212815_at ASCC3 0 N.S.
212816_s_at CBS 4 6.31 2.19E-85
212817_at DNAJB5 0 1.91 7.29E-52
212819_at ASB1 0 N.S.
212820_at DMXL2 0 N.S.
212822_at HEG1 0 1.13 2.05E-07
212824_at FUBP3 0 N.S.
212825_at PAXIP1 0 -1.68 7.37E-73
212826_s_at SLC25A6 0 1.05 5.75E-03
212828_at SYNJ2 0 -1.45 1.25E-19
212830_at MEGF9 0 N.S.
212832_s_at CKAP5 0 N.S.
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212833_at SLC25A46 0 N.S.
212834_at DDX52 0 1.14 0.00E+00
212836_at POLD3 0 -1.51 3.63E-72
212837_at FAM175B 0 1.08 1.35E-03
212838_at DNMBP 0 N.S.
212841_s_at PPFIBP2 0 -1.12 1.79E-04
212846_at RRP1B 0 -1.57 9.25E-55
212847_at FUBP1 0 -1.15 4.56E-08
212851_at DCUN1D4 0 N.S.
212856_at GRAMD4 0 -1.16 5.81E-10
212858_at PAQR4 0 -1.38 3.56E-30
212860_at ZDHHC18 0 N.S.
212861_at MFSD5 0 -1.10 1.43E-05
212862_at CDS2 0 1.19 1.53E-29
212866_at R3HCC1 0 1.18 2.23E-19
212867_at NCOA2 0 1.29 8.64E-34
212871_at MAPKAPK5 0 -1.10 2.59E-08
212873_at HMHA1 0 N.S.
212875_s_at C2CD2 0 -1.07 1.26E-02
212876_at B4GALT4 0 1.26 0.00E+00
212877_at KLC1 0 -1.13 0.00E+00
212880_at WDR7 0 -1.09 4.66E-11
212881_at PIAS4 0 N.S.
212885_at MPHOSPH10 0 -1.40 5.02E-58
212886_at CCDC69 0 1.18 4.31E-20
212887_at SEC23A 1 1.12 4.34E-07
212890_at SLC38A10 0 1.80 1.95E-58
212891_s_at GADD45GIP1 0 -1.16 0.00E+00
212892_at ZNF282 0 -1.15 2.26E-09
212893_at ZZZ3 0 N.S.
212894_at SUPV3L1 0 1.18 0.00E+00
212896_at SKIV2L2 0 -1.20 5.17E-52
212898_at KIAA0406 0 -1.45 5.74E-47
212901_s_at CSTF2T 0 -1.28 9.59E-28
212902_at SEC24A 0 N.S.
212904_at LRRC47 0 -1.09 4.51E-12
212906_at GRAMD1B 0 -1.10 1.25E-03
212907_at SLC30A1 0 1.46 7.42E-38
212908_at DNAJC16 0 1.27 4.69E-46
212910_at THAP11 0 -1.21 7.54E-33
212912_at RPS6KA2 0 4.86 2.55E-62
212913_at C6orf26 0 N.S.
212914_at CBX7 0 2.13 3.84E-66
212916_at PHF8 0 N.S.
212918_at RECQL 0 N.S.
212919_at DCP2 0 -1.20 1.92E-31
212926_at SMC5 0 -1.13 1.99E-06
212928_at TSPYL4 0 -1.38 7.23E-50
212929_s_at FAM21A 0 N.S.
212930_at ATP2B1 0 1.26 0.00E+00
212931_at TCF20 0 -1.10 1.50E-12
212934_at UBXN2B 0 1.09 3.75E-03
212936_at FAM172A 0 1.24 9.25E-23
212943_at KIAA0528 0 1.19 2.79E-37
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212944_at SLC5A3 0 -1.47 2.60E-51
212945_s_at MGA 0 -1.14 1.50E-11
212947_at SLC9A8 0 1.24 7.52E-13
212948_at CAMTA2 0 N.S.
212949_at NCAPH 0 -1.64 8.92E-66
212954_at DYRK4 0 1.98 3.03E-67
212955_s_at POLR2I 0 -1.09 6.05E-10
212956_at TBC1D9 0 -1.65 7.12E-28
212959_s_at GNPTAB 0 -1.18 3.75E-18
212963_at TM2D1 0 N.S.
212964_at HIC2 0 -1.31 8.76E-36
212968_at RFNG 0 1.18 0.00E+00
212973_at RPIA 0 -1.54 1.14E-72
212974_at DENND3 0 -1.20 2.93E-11
212977_at CXCR7 0 1.96 1.34E-65
212978_at LRRC8B 0 -1.31 2.84E-24
212979_s_at FAM115A 0 -1.22 0.00E+00
212983_at HRAS 1 -1.47 1.53E-51
212984_at ATF2 2 1.53 5.03E-45
212986_s_at TLK2 0 1.09 5.18E-06
212989_at SGMS1 0 N.S.
212990_at SYNJ1 1 1.14 0.00E+00
212994_at THOC2 0 -1.15 0.00E+00
213000_at MORC3 0 1.21 2.80E-09
213002_at MARCKS 0 1.18 6.77E-04
213008_at FANCI 0 -1.14 1.33E-29
213009_s_at TRIM37 0 -1.21 7.56E-38
213010_at PRKCDBP 0 1.36 2.26E-12
213011_s_at TPI1 0 -1.22 4.72E-42
213012_at NEDD4 0 N.S.
213016_at BBX 0 1.27 4.08E-38
213017_at ABHD3 0 N.S.
213019_at RANBP6 0 -1.28 1.24E-44
213025_at THUMPD1 0 -1.15 6.69E-24
213026_at ATG12 0 1.22 1.73E-43
213028_at NFRKB 0 -1.21 2.15E-09
213031_s_at WDR73 0 1.08 5.76E-05
213035_at ANKRD28 0 1.30 1.66E-31
213038_at RNF19B 0 1.44 1.78E-51
213039_at ARHGEF18 0 -1.14 0.00E+00
213041_s_at ATP5D 0 -1.09 2.33E-11
213043_s_at MED24 0 -1.17 4.21E-26
213044_at ROCK1 0 1.15 9.35E-44
213045_at MAST3 0 -1.38 3.45E-36
213046_at PABPN1 0 N.S.
213048_s_at SET 71 N.S.
213052_at PRKAR2A 0 -1.10 0.00E+00
213054_at HAUS5 0 N.S.
213058_at TTC28 0 N.S.
213060_s_at CHI3L2 0 N.S.
213061_s_at NTAN1 0 N.S.
213065_at ZFC3H1 0 N.S.
213070_at PIK3C2A 0 1.06 2.00E-03
213073_at ZFYVE26 0 -1.07 3.85E-05
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213076_at ITPKC 0 1.39 6.31E-24
213077_at YTHDC2 0 -1.12 1.50E-12
213079_at TSR2 0 -1.11 1.13E-07
213081_at ZBTB22 0 N.S.
213082_s_at SLC35D2 0 1.35 1.18E-07
213086_s_at CSNK1A1 0 1.54 2.90E-76
213088_s_at DNAJC9 0 -1.37 5.77E-62
213089_at LOC100272216 0 N.S.
213090_s_at TAF4 0 -1.26 3.22E-30
213097_s_at DNAJC2 0 -1.24 3.25E-30
213098_at RQCD1 0 -1.17 0.00E+00
213101_s_at ACTR3 0 N.S.
213103_at STARD13 0 1.67 2.16E-49
213105_s_at C16orf42 0 -1.14 2.26E-11
213106_at ATP8A1 0 1.21 5.15E-20
213111_at PIKFYVE 0 1.12 4.90E-18
213113_s_at SLC43A3 0 -1.16 5.05E-18
213115_at ATG4A 0 1.11 0.00E+00
213117_at KLHL9 0 -1.22 1.89E-27
213119_at SLC36A1 0 N.S.
213122_at TSPYL5 0 -1.22 3.71E-03
213126_at MED8 0 1.66 1.19E-51
213130_at ZNF473 0 -1.21 2.90E-02
213132_s_at MCAT 0 -1.53 4.07E-42
213133_s_at GCSH 0 -1.19 1.07E-27
213137_s_at PTPN2 0 1.13 0.00E+00
213138_at ARID5A 0 N.S.
213140_s_at SS18L1 0 -1.15 0.00E+00
213141_at PSKH1 0 N.S.
213145_at FBXL14 0 1.21 2.21E-41
213151_s_at SEPT7 0 N.S.
213152_s_at SFRS2B 0 1.13 4.44E-10
213153_at SETD1B 0 N.S.
213154_s_at BICD2 0 -1.28 9.97E-32
213160_at DOCK2 0 1.14 2.09E-21
213161_at C9orf97 0 1.21 7.88E-41
213168_at SP3 1 1.05 4.68E-04
213170_at GPX7 0 N.S.
213172_at TTC9 0 N.S.
213173_at PCNX 0 N.S.
213185_at KIAA0556 0 1.07 2.87E-02
213188_s_at MINA 2 N.S.
213190_at COG7 0 -1.15 4.66E-11
213191_at TICAM1 0 -1.24 2.33E-11
213192_at THAP3 0 1.20 4.25E-06
213194_at ROBO1 0 1.24 6.73E-24
213203_at SNAPC5 0 -1.21 9.69E-36
213204_at CUL9 0 1.16 0.00E+00
213205_s_at RAD54L2 0 -1.18 5.14E-04
213206_at GOSR2 1 1.41 1.68E-27
213213_at DIDO1 0 N.S.
213216_at OTUD3 0 N.S.
213218_at ZNF187 0 1.27 7.42E-26
213221_s_at SIK2 0 N.S.
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213224_s_at NCRNA00081 0 1.47 6.02E-51
213225_at PPM1B 0 1.19 3.44E-04
213226_at CCNA2 0 -1.37 2.31E-58
213227_at PGRMC2 0 1.18 2.77E-18
213237_at C16orf88 0 -1.94 1.72E-72
213238_at ATP10D 0 1.06 4.49E-02
213239_at PIBF1 0 N.S.
213244_at SCAMP4 0 N.S.
213246_at C14orf109 0 -1.17 2.19E-26
213251_at SMARCA5 0 N.S.
213252_at SH3PXD2A 0 N.S.
213253_at SMC2 0 -1.22 1.35E-11
213254_at TNRC6B 0 1.16 1.28E-09
213256_at MARCH3 0 1.32 3.84E-26
213259_s_at SARM1 0 N.S.
213261_at LBA1 0 1.45 2.30E-27
213262_at SACS 1 -1.44 7.18E-55
213266_at TUBGCP4 0 N.S.
213267_at DOPEY1 0 N.S.
213269_at ZNF248 0 1.21 0.00E+00
213272_s_at TMEM159 0 -1.14 1.20E-07
213274_s_at CTSB 1 N.S.
213278_at MTMR9 0 N.S.
213279_at DHRS1 0 N.S.
213282_at APOOL 0 N.S.
213283_s_at SALL2 0 -1.34 5.27E-12
213287_s_at KRT10 0 1.09 9.07E-03
213293_s_at TRIM22 0 1.26 1.48E-41
213294_at EIF2AK2 0 -1.23 1.17E-41
213297_at RMND5B 0 N.S.
213298_at NFIC 0 -1.35 1.50E-12
213300_at ATG2A 0 1.20 0.00E+00
213302_at PFAS 0 -1.71 9.31E-78
213304_at FAM179B 0 1.21 1.35E-32
213305_s_at PPP2R5C 1 N.S.
213310_at EIF2C2 0 1.13 2.52E-08
213312_at C6orf162 0 -1.32 5.51E-29
213318_s_at BAT3 1 N.S.
213320_at PRMT3 0 -1.78 1.10E-69
213322_at C6orf130 0 1.28 5.14E-51
213324_at SRC 12 -1.16 7.52E-13
213326_at VAMP1 0 N.S.
213327_s_at USP12 0 N.S.
213328_at NEK1 0 1.26 0.00E+00
213333_at MDH2 0 -1.26 3.45E-23
213340_s_at KIAA0495 0 -1.14 3.84E-10
213341_at FEM1C 0 1.08 5.61E-05
213346_at C13orf27 0 -1.36 1.10E-58
213350_at RPS11 0 N.S.
213351_s_at TMCC1 0 1.14 1.24E-09
213353_at ABCA5 0 1.46 2.26E-46
213357_at GTF2H5 0 -1.44 8.83E-67
213361_at TDRD7 0 -1.10 0.00E+00
213365_at ERI2 0 -1.15 1.76E-22
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213370_s_at SFMBT1 0 -1.52 1.18E-51
213372_at PAQR3 0 N.S.
213373_s_at CASP8 47 -1.21 7.09E-18
213376_at ZBTB1 0 -1.21 4.50E-34
213379_at COQ2 0 -1.08 1.84E-05
213383_at SAPS2 0 N.S.
213387_at ATAD2B 0 N.S.
213390_at ZC3H4 0 -1.15 1.34E-21
213391_at DPY19L4 0 1.27 4.36E-26
213392_at IQCK 0 1.14 3.66E-04
213394_at MAPKBP1 0 -1.25 3.94E-20
213398_s_at SDR39U1 0 N.S.
213402_at ZNF787 0 N.S.
213403_at MFSD9 0 1.62 1.07E-21
213405_at RAB22A 0 1.10 0.00E+00
213408_s_at PI4KA 0 N.S.
213409_s_at RHEB 1 N.S.
213410_at C10orf137 0 N.S.
213414_s_at RPS19 0 N.S.
213415_at CLIC2 0 1.24 2.28E-20
213420_at DHX57 0 N.S.
213427_at RPP40 0 -1.19 0.00E+00
213430_at RUFY3 1 N.S.
213433_at ARL3 0 N.S.
213434_at STX2 0 -1.09 5.92E-03
213436_at CNR1 0 1.18 6.51E-09
213445_at ZC3H3 0 N.S.
213446_s_at IQGAP1 0 N.S.
213447_at IPW 0 1.42 3.00E-33
213449_at POP1 0 -1.68 9.29E-50
213452_at ZNF184 0 1.23 5.80E-18
213454_at APITD1 0 N.S.
213455_at FAM114A1 0 N.S.
213457_at MFHAS1 0 -1.10 1.93E-04
213461_at NUDT21 0 N.S.
213469_at PGAP1 0 N.S.
213471_at NPHP4 0 N.S.
213474_at KCTD7 0 1.13 1.73E-03
213475_s_at ITGAL 0 1.43 5.52E-41
213478_at RP1-21O18.1 0 N.S.
213483_at PPWD1 0 1.10 1.00E-09
213485_s_at ABCC10 0 N.S.
213489_at MAPRE2 0 -1.30 0.00E+00
213494_s_at YY1 8 N.S.
213508_at C14orf147 0 N.S.
213517_at PCBP2 0 N.S.
213520_at RECQL4 0 -1.53 2.36E-24
213521_at PTPN18 0 N.S.
213523_at CCNE1 0 -2.25 3.51E-72
213524_s_at G0S2 0 3.24 7.29E-41
213526_s_at LIN37 0 1.46 4.75E-55
213527_s_at ZNF688 0 1.56 2.21E-67
213528_at C1orf156 0 -1.07 7.73E-03
213531_s_at RAB3GAP1 0 1.63 1.45E-63
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213534_s_at PASK 1 N.S.
213540_at HSD17B8 0 1.33 1.82E-27
213546_at DKFZP586I1420 0 1.11 3.69E-06
213548_s_at CDV3 0 N.S.
213549_at SLC18A2 0 -1.06 9.73E-03
213552_at GLCE 0 N.S.
213555_at RWDD2A 0 1.77 4.76E-54
213556_at LOC390940 0 N.S.
213557_at CRKRS 0 1.20 1.50E-12
213560_at GADD45B 3 N.S.
213566_at RNASE6 0 -1.57 2.64E-24
213568_at OSR2 0 -1.15 1.52E-02
213577_at SQLE 0 -2.11 5.63E-60
213587_s_at ATP6V0E2 0 -1.15 1.17E-25
213590_at LOC100133772 0 N.S.
213593_s_at TRA2A 0 1.17 2.67E-02
213599_at OIP5 0 -1.20 2.62E-38
213603_s_at RAC2 0 N.S.
213604_at TCEB3 0 -1.13 1.85E-08
213605_s_at LOC100134401 0 N.S.
213606_s_at ARHGDIA 0 -1.96 5.36E-55
213608_s_at SRRD 0 -1.22 3.61E-28
213618_at ARAP2 0 1.10 1.58E-11
213622_at COL9A2 0 1.22 1.24E-26
213623_at KIF3A 0 1.09 2.35E-05
213625_at ZKSCAN4 0 N.S.
213626_at CBR4 0 1.18 1.90E-19
213627_at MAGED2 0 -1.29 4.70E-26
213634_s_at TRMU 0 -1.47 1.51E-38
213638_at PHACTR1 0 N.S.
213642_at RPL27 0 N.S.
213647_at DNA2 0 -1.70 1.44E-58
213650_at GOLGA8A 0 N.S.
213654_at TAF5L 0 -1.05 4.57E-03
213660_s_at TOP3B 0 N.S.
213664_at SLC1A1 0 1.27 3.03E-50
213671_s_at MARS 0 2.21 2.10E-99
213677_s_at PMS1 0 -1.22 3.20E-43
213679_at TTC30A 0 -1.20 2.60E-05
213681_at CYHR1 0 N.S.
213687_s_at RPL35A 0 N.S.
213694_at RSBN1 0 -1.08 2.61E-07
213699_s_at YWHAQ 0 -1.08 3.01E-12
213701_at C12orf29 0 -1.13 0.00E+00
213703_at LOC150759 0 N.S.
213704_at RABGGTB 0 -1.33 2.02E-21
213705_at MAT2A 0 -1.51 5.00E-22
213736_at COX5B 0 N.S.
213738_s_at ATP5A1 0 N.S.
213742_at SFRS11 0 N.S.
213743_at CCNT2 0 N.S.
213746_s_at FLNA 0 N.S.
213748_at TRIM66 0 N.S.
213757_at EIF5A 1 -1.14 1.36E-06
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213761_at MDM1 0 1.24 0.00E+00
213763_at HIPK2 0 N.S.
213779_at EMID1 0 N.S.
213787_s_at EBP 174 -1.45 6.96E-54
213792_s_at INSR 0 1.54 4.70E-41
213793_s_at HOMER1 0 -1.45 1.47E-39
213794_s_at NGDN 0 -1.17 3.34E-34
213798_s_at CAP1 0 -1.17 3.29E-48
213799_s_at PTPRA 0 N.S.
213803_at KPNB1 0 -1.11 1.27E-06
213804_at INPP5B 0 1.29 7.17E-32
213810_s_at AKIRIN2 0 1.21 1.28E-11
213812_s_at CAMKK2 0 N.S.
213820_s_at STARD5 2 1.63 7.56E-43
213826_s_at LOC100133109 0 -1.19 3.70E-05
213846_at COX7C 0 -1.08 0.00E+00
213850_s_at SFRS2IP 0 -1.20 1.02E-23
213851_at TMEM110 0 1.37 8.95E-34
213853_at DNAJC24 0 1.22 1.65E-11
213861_s_at FAM119B 0 N.S.
213872_at C6orf62 0 N.S.
213878_at PYROXD1 0 1.64 5.79E-71
213879_at SUMO2 0 N.S.
213887_s_at POLR2E 0 -1.20 1.11E-30
213888_s_at LOC100133233 0 1.48 9.09E-62
213891_s_at TCF4 1 1.10 9.45E-10
213897_s_at MRPL23 0 -1.14 6.25E-22
213906_at MYBL1 0 -1.25 3.01E-12
213908_at WHAMML1 0 1.64 0.00E+00
213916_at ZNF20 0 N.S.
213919_at DNAJC4 0 N.S.
213922_at TTBK2 0 1.32 6.84E-18
213923_at RAP2B 0 -1.18 1.13E-21
213927_at MAP3K9 1 1.12 1.15E-04
213934_s_at ZNF23 0 N.S.
213937_s_at FTSJ1 0 1.48 1.75E-46
213938_at ERC2 0 5.82 1.05E-40
213940_s_at FNBP1 0 N.S.
213951_s_at PSMC3IP 0 -1.33 1.31E-40
213959_s_at RPGRIP1L 0 -1.74 2.19E-47
213963_s_at SAP30 0 N.S.
213970_at RABL3 0 -1.11 1.32E-06
213979_s_at CTBP1 1 N.S.
213982_s_at RABGAP1L 0 N.S.
214004_s_at VGLL4 0 N.S.
214006_s_at GGCX 0 N.S.
214007_s_at TWF1 0 -1.43 4.81E-28
214011_s_at NOP16 0 -1.80 6.00E-63
214022_s_at IFITM1 0 1.16 4.94E-26
214030_at CRYBG3 0 -1.21 1.13E-11
214036_at EFNA5 0 N.S.
214039_s_at LAPTM4B 0 -1.54 1.34E-28
214042_s_at RPL22 0 1.05 2.64E-06
214045_at LIAS 0 1.18 4.52E-19
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214048_at MBD4 0 1.35 2.65E-26
214051_at TMSB15B 0 -1.18 1.59E-22
214054_at DOK2 0 -1.15 6.46E-04
214057_at MCL1 1 N.S.
214060_at SSBP1 0 N.S.
214061_at WDR67 0 N.S.
214075_at NENF 0 -1.20 5.63E-23
214079_at DHRS2 0 1.57 1.07E-24
214083_at LOC100132532 0 N.S.
214086_s_at PARP2 0 -1.06 4.63E-02
214096_s_at SHMT2 0 2.25 2.91E-101
214101_s_at NPEPPS 0 -1.15 4.43E-05
214106_s_at GMDS 0 1.07 4.17E-05
214112_s_at CXorf40A 0 1.32 1.23E-46
214113_s_at RBM8A 0 -1.08 5.66E-10
214116_at BTD 0 N.S.
214126_at MCART1 0 1.38 1.23E-27
214132_at ATP5C1 0 N.S.
214144_at POLR2D 0 -1.42 2.11E-35
214148_at FOXM1 0 1.18 4.76E-05
214152_at CCPG1 0 3.54 2.43E-75
214153_at ELOVL5 0 -1.51 1.40E-09
214155_s_at LARP4 0 -1.35 6.95E-21
214167_s_at RPLP0 0 1.07 3.20E-06
214179_s_at NFE2L1 0 3.62 3.88E-114
214182_at LOC100132430 0 N.S.
214186_s_at HCG26 0 N.S.
214202_at PGGT1B 0 N.S.
214221_at ALMS1 0 -1.12 1.28E-05
214224_s_at PIN4 0 -1.08 1.55E-08
214231_s_at KIAA0564 0 -1.12 4.80E-03
214264_s_at C14orf143 0 N.S.
214274_s_at ACAA1 0 N.S.
214281_s_at RCHY1 0 1.14 1.28E-31
214287_s_at CDC2L5 0 N.S.
214290_s_at HIST2H2AA3 0 1.11 0.00E+00
214291_at LOC729046 0 -1.51 3.27E-45
214305_s_at SF3B1 0 -1.40 1.74E-19
214313_s_at EIF5B 0 -1.31 3.01E-12
214328_s_at HSP90AA1 0 -1.29 2.81E-45
214339_s_at MAP4K1 0 -1.11 0.00E+00
214352_s_at KRAS 0 1.14 2.16E-04
214356_s_at KIAA0368 0 1.24 7.37E-41
214364_at MTERFD2 0 1.13 0.00E+00
214366_s_at ALOX5 0 N.S.
214374_s_at PPFIBP1 0 N.S.
214377_s_at CTRL 0 N.S.
214422_at LOC131185 0 N.S.
214427_at NOP2 0 -1.85 4.04E-68
214429_at MTMR6 0 1.39 7.89E-23
214430_at GLA 1 -1.46 1.56E-58
214431_at GMPS 0 -1.40 3.04E-61
214440_at NAT1 1 -1.15 8.11E-34
214441_at STX6 0 N.S.
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214446_at ELL2 0 N.S.
214447_at ETS1 0 1.24 0.00E+00
214452_at BCAT1 0 2.49 2.04E-58
214453_s_at IFI44 0 -1.10 2.11E-06
214455_at HIST1H2BC 0 N.S.
214467_at GPR65 0 1.81 1.33E-64
214469_at HIST1H2AE 0 -1.26 1.54E-22
214472_at HIST1H2AD 0 1.15 4.80E-07
214474_at PRKAB2 0 N.S.
214481_at HIST1H2AM 0 -1.35 1.86E-23
214482_at ZBTB25 0 -1.16 1.02E-18
214484_s_at SIGMAR1 0 -1.54 6.81E-25
214502_at HIST1H2BJ 0 1.64 7.66E-19
214507_s_at EXOSC2 0 -2.00 6.63E-67
214513_s_at CREB1 4 -1.23 0.00E+00
214519_s_at RLN2 0 -1.30 1.71E-21
214527_s_at PQBP1 0 1.09 1.12E-18
214539_at SERPINB10 0 1.49 1.77E-34
214554_at HIST1H2AL 0 -1.21 2.10E-09
214572_s_at INSL3 0 N.S.
214583_at RSC1A1 0 -1.57 1.02E-52
214585_s_at VPS52 0 -1.10 5.20E-06
214597_at SSTR2 0 N.S.
214614_at MNX1 0 1.40 7.47E-29
214615_at P2RY10 0 N.S.
214617_at PRF1 0 N.S.
214626_s_at GANAB 0 1.11 9.69E-06
214657_s_at NCRNA00084 0 N.S.
214658_at TMED7 0 1.94 6.37E-58
214661_s_at NOP14 0 -1.21 3.18E-21
214662_at WDR43 0 -1.52 6.37E-63
214670_at ZKSCAN1 0 1.17 3.20E-10
214672_at TTLL5 0 -1.17 2.31E-24
214674_at USP19 1 N.S.
214681_at GK 0 1.19 7.13E-05
214683_s_at CLK1 0 1.30 3.18E-43
214686_at ZNF266 0 1.21 5.53E-42
214688_at TLE4 0 N.S.
214690_at TAF1B 0 N.S.
214694_at LOC729143 0 N.S.
214696_at C17orf91 0 2.85 1.53E-69
214697_s_at ROD1 0 N.S.
214703_s_at MAN2B2 0 1.18 2.22E-18
214709_s_at KTN1 0 N.S.
214710_s_at CCNB1 0 -1.29 1.54E-59
214711_at GATC 0 -1.43 0.00E+00
214714_at ZNF394 0 N.S.
214717_at DKFZp434H1419 0 N.S.
214719_at SLC46A3 0 1.95 2.57E-71
214722_at NOTCH2NL 0 -1.15 5.21E-04
214729_at TWISTNB 0 -1.70 6.55E-31
214731_at CTTNBP2NL 0 N.S.
214733_s_at YIPF1 0 1.30 7.49E-30
214735_at IPCEF1 0 N.S.
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214736_s_at ADD1 0 N.S.
214739_at LRCH3 0 1.11 3.87E-10
214741_at ZNF131 0 N.S.
214742_at AZI1 0 -1.13 1.87E-03
214744_s_at RPL23 1 -1.14 2.06E-09
214747_at ZBED4 0 N.S.
214748_at N4BP2L2 0 3.09 3.20E-66
214749_s_at ARMCX6 0 1.16 4.93E-31
214751_at ZNF468 0 -1.19 6.30E-08
214755_at UAP1L1 0 -1.13 3.64E-07
214757_at PMS2L2 0 1.14 3.56E-06
214759_at WTAP 0 N.S.
214762_at ATP6V1G2 0 1.44 7.52E-13
214764_at RRP15 0 -1.36 0.00E+00
214765_s_at NAAA 0 -1.32 4.71E-22
214766_s_at AHCTF1 0 -1.15 5.25E-07
214772_at C11orf41 0 N.S.
214778_at MEGF8 0 N.S.
214779_s_at SGSM3 0 1.22 0.00E+00
214780_s_at MYO9B 0 N.S.
214785_at VPS13A 1 -1.31 0.00E+00
214787_at DENND4A 0 N.S.
214790_at SENP6 0 N.S.
214791_at SP140L 0 1.23 0.00E+00
214801_at IFRG15 0 -1.30 2.09E-29
214804_at CENPI 0 -1.40 9.45E-38
214806_at BICD1 0 N.S.
214813_at ZNF75D 0 1.73 3.56E-48
214814_at YTHDC1 0 N.S.
214828_s_at RRP7A 0 -1.65 1.79E-42
214830_at SLC38A6 0 N.S.
214838_at SFT2D2 0 N.S.
214843_s_at USP33 0 -1.18 2.62E-20
214848_at YWHAZ 0 N.S.
214849_at KCTD20 0 -1.16 2.41E-11
214850_at LOC100170939 0 1.14 5.46E-04
214857_at C10orf95 0 -1.31 1.61E-26
214861_at KDM4C 0 N.S.
214864_s_at GRHPR 0 -1.04 5.91E-04
214876_s_at TUBGCP5 0 -1.38 6.52E-25
214878_at ZNF37A 0 N.S.
214881_s_at UBTF 0 -1.71 6.34E-51
214882_s_at SFRS2 0 -2.01 1.39E-80
214895_s_at ADAM10 0 N.S.
214910_s_at APOM 0 1.36 1.49E-33
214918_at HNRNPM 0 N.S.
214919_s_at ANKHD1-EIF4EBP3 0 1.29 5.22E-45
214931_s_at SRPK2 0 -1.13 1.60E-02
214941_s_at PRPF40A 0 -1.14 9.10E-11
214943_s_at RBM34 0 N.S.
214948_s_at TMF1 0 -1.43 1.24E-52
214949_at hCG_1795560 0 -1.37 2.47E-70
214953_s_at APP 15 N.S.
214958_s_at TMC6 0 1.15 2.38E-08
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214962_s_at NUP160 0 -1.47 5.08E-30
214965_at SPATA2L 0 -1.14 5.96E-07
214972_at MGEA5 0 N.S.
214975_s_at MTMR1 0 -1.26 4.98E-09
214976_at RPL13 0 -1.85 9.09E-29
214982_at SNRNP200 0 N.S.
214991_s_at PIGO 0 1.17 6.60E-04
214992_s_at DNASE2 0 2.81 2.39E-85
214994_at APOBEC3F 0 -1.20 9.85E-11
214997_at C9orf126 0 N.S.
215001_s_at GLUL 0 -1.74 2.39E-71
215006_at EZH2 0 N.S.
215011_at SNHG3 0 -1.82 1.96E-56
215023_s_at PEX1 0 N.S.
215024_at C7orf28B 0 1.19 1.04E-08
215029_at C1orf108 0 N.S.
215030_at GRSF1 0 -1.24 2.09E-29
215043_s_at LOC653188 0 N.S.
215046_at C2orf67 0 1.21 5.35E-06
215058_at DENND5B 0 N.S.
215068_s_at FBXL18 0 -1.41 1.60E-34
215071_s_at HIST1H2AC 0 1.61 8.63E-58
215075_s_at GRB2 0 -1.06 1.26E-06
215084_s_at LRRC42 0 -1.09 1.41E-04
215087_at C15orf39 0 -1.31 1.09E-25
215088_s_at SDHC 0 -1.14 2.69E-08
215089_s_at RBM10 0 1.11 2.98E-10
215091_s_at GTF3A 0 -1.09 3.01E-12
215096_s_at ESD 0 -1.12 8.22E-19
215109_at KIAA0492 0 N.S.
215111_s_at TSC22D1 0 N.S.
215123_at LOC642778 0 N.S.
215127_s_at RBMS1 0 -1.35 5.27E-11
215134_at PI4K2A 0 1.15 7.61E-09
215136_s_at EXOSC8 0 1.35 1.83E-66
215143_at DPY19L2P2 0 -1.62 1.47E-30
215148_s_at APBA3 0 1.18 1.13E-32
215159_s_at NADK 0 -1.23 2.55E-08
215170_s_at CEP152 0 -1.11 3.90E-03
215190_at EIF3M 0 -1.24 1.49E-10
215191_at FBXL11 0 N.S.
215201_at REPS1 0 N.S.
215210_s_at DLST 0 -1.10 3.28E-23
215218_s_at WDR62 0 N.S.
215223_s_at SOD2 0 -1.24 1.09E-28
215224_at SNORA21 0 -1.87 2.05E-23
215271_at TNN 0 1.19 4.52E-04
215285_s_at PHTF1 0 -1.11 2.99E-10
215307_at ZNF529 0 N.S.
215318_at CG012 0 1.95 4.38E-23
215338_s_at NKTR 0 -1.19 8.09E-10
215343_at CCDC88C 0 N.S.
215351_at RTCD1 0 1.30 1.17E-05
215354_s_at PELP1 0 -1.30 1.20E-28
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215378_at ANKHD1 0 N.S.
215380_s_at GGCT 0 N.S.
215390_at C9orf5 0 N.S.
215399_s_at OS9 0 1.76 2.23E-57
215416_s_at STOML2 0 N.S.
215424_s_at SNW1 0 -1.06 4.42E-04
215429_s_at ZNF428 0 N.S.
215440_s_at BEX4 0 1.46 1.44E-10
215465_at ABCA12 1 1.76 3.01E-12
215470_at GTF2H2B 0 N.S.
215482_s_at EIF2B4 0 -1.14 0.00E+00
215485_s_at ICAM1 0 -1.14 2.07E-04
215499_at MAP2K3 1 -1.08 3.58E-04
215501_s_at DUSP10 0 -1.23 2.02E-23
215505_s_at STRN3 0 N.S.
215509_s_at BUB1 0 N.S.
215543_s_at LARGE 111 N.S.
215545_at ERCC3 0 N.S.
215548_s_at SCFD1 0 1.33 1.67E-51
215577_at UBE2E1 0 N.S.
215596_s_at RNF160 0 1.10 2.14E-08
215602_at FGD2 0 N.S.
215606_s_at ERC1 0 N.S.
215631_s_at BRMS1 0 -1.10 0.00E+00
215639_at SH2D3C 0 2.47 2.89E-32
215641_at SEC24D 0 2.75 3.27E-41
215648_at NUDCD3 0 N.S.
215684_s_at ASCC2 0 N.S.
215694_at SPATA5L1 0 -1.41 2.63E-11
215696_s_at SEC16A 1 1.08 8.82E-08
215707_s_at PRNP 0 1.27 3.23E-11
215711_s_at WEE1 1 -1.26 1.38E-20
215718_s_at PHF3 0 N.S.
215728_s_at ACOT7 0 -1.39 1.37E-34
215732_s_at DTX2 0 1.54 2.51E-29
215734_at C19orf36 0 N.S.
215739_s_at TUBGCP3 0 N.S.
215743_at NMT2 0 N.S.
215747_s_at RCC1 0 -1.58 2.48E-35
215749_s_at GORASP1 0 N.S.
215750_at KIAA1659 0 N.S.
215767_at ZNF804A 0 1.58 9.47E-35
215779_s_at HIST1H2BG 0 N.S.
215780_s_at hCG_1644608 0 -1.20 2.81E-09
215785_s_at CYFIP2 0 1.12 7.37E-18
215792_s_at DNAJC11 0 -1.33 1.45E-45
215836_s_at PCDHGA1 0 N.S.
215854_at FBXO22 0 N.S.
215884_s_at UBQLN2 0 -1.10 0.00E+00
215905_s_at SNRNP40 0 -1.26 3.57E-54
215910_s_at FNDC3A 0 1.52 5.86E-31
215919_s_at MRPS11 0 -1.21 9.31E-04
215925_s_at CD72 0 N.S.
215930_s_at CTAGE5 0 2.40 5.20E-47
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215931_s_at ARFGEF2 0 N.S.
215938_s_at PLA2G6 2 1.69 1.32E-24
215942_s_at GTSE1 0 -1.18 1.15E-23
215947_s_at FAM136A 0 -1.54 2.09E-52
215954_s_at C19orf29 0 -1.14 7.25E-05
215967_s_at LY9 0 2.94 1.59E-58
215983_s_at UBXN8 0 N.S.
215984_s_at ARFRP1 0 N.S.
215985_at NCRNA00171 0 1.31 0.00E+00
216006_at RAPGEFL1 0 N.S.
216020_at IFIH1 0 -1.38 4.21E-25
216026_s_at POLE 3 -1.52 3.72E-53
216028_at DKFZP564C152 0 1.09 3.17E-02
216032_s_at ERGIC3 0 1.09 0.00E+00
216060_s_at DAAM1 0 1.21 1.24E-18
216088_s_at PSMA7 0 -1.16 6.78E-21
216114_at NCKIPSD 0 -1.35 1.27E-06
216177_at LOC391132 0 N.S.
216194_s_at TBCB 0 N.S.
216199_s_at MAP3K4 0 N.S.
216218_s_at PLCL2 0 N.S.
216226_at TAF4B 0 -1.19 8.09E-10
216231_s_at B2M 1 N.S.
216232_s_at GCN1L1 0 -1.34 4.72E-55
216241_s_at TCEA1 0 1.88 6.21E-113
216247_at RPS20 0 -1.25 3.89E-03
216248_s_at NR4A2 1 1.30 1.62E-05
216250_s_at LPXN 0 -1.06 1.02E-05
216251_s_at TTLL12 0 -2.43 3.27E-88
216262_s_at TGIF2 0 -1.13 7.52E-13
216266_s_at ARFGEF1 0 N.S.
216267_s_at TMEM115 0 1.25 8.92E-21
216278_at KIAA0256 0 1.34 5.34E-04
216288_at CYSLTR1 0 -1.40 5.02E-06
216305_s_at C2orf3 0 -1.21 6.68E-18
216326_s_at HDAC3 0 -1.13 2.44E-20
216338_s_at YIPF3 0 1.41 2.00E-50
216347_s_at PPP1R13B 0 N.S.
216348_at RPS17P5 0 N.S.
216361_s_at MYST3 0 N.S.
216383_at RPL18A 0 N.S.
216389_s_at WDR23 0 1.15 5.31E-09
216396_s_at EI24 0 -1.36 1.87E-44
216397_s_at BOP1 0 -1.56 2.89E-37
216411_s_at GALK2 0 1.62 2.16E-34
216421_at GTSF1L 0 N.S.
216438_s_at TMSB4X 0 N.S.
216520_s_at TPT1 1 N.S.
216521_s_at BRCC3 0 -1.39 4.65E-24
216531_at YY2 0 N.S.
216547_at LOC127406 0 N.S.
216555_at C22orf30 0 -1.46 2.03E-10
216563_at ANKRD12 0 N.S.
216574_s_at hCG_2024410 0 -1.51 7.74E-49
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216591_s_at hCG_1776980 0 -1.12 1.28E-09
216602_s_at FARSA 0 -1.28 3.89E-29
216607_s_at CYP51A1 0 -1.68 5.10E-64
216609_at TXN 0 N.S.
216627_s_at B4GALT1 0 N.S.
216640_s_at PDIA6 0 1.75 1.86E-66
216650_at LOC283412 0 N.S.
216678_at IFT122 0 N.S.
216699_s_at KLK1 0 N.S.
216705_s_at ADA 3 N.S.
216783_at LOC283677 0 N.S.
216806_at RPSA 0 N.S.
216834_at RGS1 0 N.S.
216835_s_at DOK1 0 -1.22 5.94E-26
216836_s_at ERBB2 1 1.27 0.00E+00
216860_s_at GDF11 0 -1.43 0.00E+00
216862_s_at MTCP1NB 0 N.S.
216863_s_at MORC2 0 -1.27 1.67E-29
216873_s_at ATP8B2 0 N.S.
216899_s_at SKAP2 0 -1.11 7.70E-05
216902_s_at LOC653390 0 N.S.
216903_s_at CBARA1 0 1.07 6.07E-08
216942_s_at CD58 0 -1.21 3.53E-29
216944_s_at ITPR1 0 2.26 7.71E-70
216952_s_at LMNB2 0 -1.34 2.99E-36
216961_s_at RPAIN 0 N.S.
216969_s_at KIF22 0 N.S.
216993_s_at COL11A2 4 N.S.
216996_s_at FASTKD2 0 -1.64 1.43E-74
217019_at RPS4X 0 N.S.
217025_s_at DBN1 0 1.28 6.73E-07
217028_at CXCR4 0 N.S.
217042_at RDH11 0 -1.35 1.85E-05
217043_s_at MFN1 0 1.07 3.84E-03
217047_s_at FAM13A 0 1.30 1.51E-09
217094_s_at ITCH 1 1.19 0.00E+00
217100_s_at UBXN7 0 N.S.
217104_at ST20 0 1.49 2.80E-28
217118_s_at C22orf9 0 -1.42 5.22E-56
217122_s_at RP11-345P4.4 0 1.38 1.65E-51
217124_at IQCE 0 N.S.
217125_at UBBP2 0 N.S.
217127_at CTH 0 8.42 1.59E-109
217144_at LOC648390 0 N.S.
217168_s_at HERPUD1 18 2.90 2.59E-75
217176_s_at ZFX 0 N.S.
217188_s_at C14orf1 0 -1.35 7.05E-36
217211_at ACTBP9 0 N.S.
217266_at RPL15P22 0 N.S.
217286_s_at NDRG3 0 -1.07 1.69E-02
217289_s_at SLC37A4 0 N.S.
217299_s_at NBN 0 1.14 6.71E-10
217310_s_at FOXJ3 0 N.S.
217317_s_at HERC2P2 0 1.11 3.76E-12
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217336_at RPS10 0 N.S.
217340_at RPL21P68 0 N.S.
217346_at LOC128192 0 N.S.
217365_at PRAMEF11 0 N.S.
217368_at ATP5G2 0 N.S.
217379_at RPL10 0 1.17 4.88E-08
217383_at PGK1 0 -1.26 3.52E-04
217388_s_at KYNU 0 -1.23 6.46E-49
217403_s_at ZNF227 0 1.26 3.07E-26
217408_at MRPS18B 0 1.23 1.08E-43
217427_s_at HIRA 1 -1.14 0.00E+00
217445_s_at GART 0 -1.38 8.02E-10
217448_s_at LOC285412 0 N.S.
217457_s_at RAP1GDS1 0 -1.13 6.81E-08
217478_s_at HLA-DMA 0 -1.09 7.52E-13
217494_s_at PTENP1 0 N.S.
217496_s_at IDE 2 N.S.
217501_at CIAO1 0 N.S.
217503_at STK17B 0 -1.23 4.43E-18
217504_at ABCA6 0 1.41 1.38E-29
217506_at LOC339290 0 N.S.
217523_at CD44 2 N.S.
217527_s_at NFATC2IP 0 -1.26 3.43E-27
217538_at SGSM2 0 -1.23 7.95E-03
217539_at C18orf25 0 N.S.
217540_at FAM55C 0 N.S.
217544_at LOC729806 0 1.20 4.70E-04
217549_at NCKAP1L 0 1.38 4.12E-38
217555_at SMC1A 0 -1.21 2.89E-02
217559_at RPL10L 0 1.33 1.54E-04
217588_at CATSPER2 0 1.30 3.08E-10
217591_at SKIL 0 N.S.
217599_s_at MDFIC 0 N.S.
217608_at SFRS12IP1 0 -1.19 3.99E-11
217609_at LRRC23 0 1.25 4.51E-12
217612_at TIMM50 0 -1.18 2.78E-06
217627_at ZNF573 0 N.S.
217645_at COX16 0 -1.16 0.00E+00
217663_at ZNF234 0 N.S.
217667_at LOC729799 0 N.S.
217677_at PLEKHA2 0 -1.38 7.52E-13
217682_at C16orf72 0 1.33 0.00E+00
217716_s_at SEC61A1 1 2.22 2.37E-83
217718_s_at YWHAB 0 1.05 5.09E-07
217719_at EIF3L 0 N.S.
217720_at CHCHD2 0 1.05 1.77E-04
217722_s_at NGRN 0 1.17 9.10E-30
217726_at COPZ1 0 1.35 9.66E-31
217728_at S100A6 0 -1.14 7.78E-03
217729_s_at AES 0 -1.16 0.00E+00
217730_at TMBIM1 0 1.25 2.30E-23
217731_s_at ITM2B 0 1.29 6.75E-07
217733_s_at TMSB10 0 -1.06 1.23E-02
217734_s_at WDR6 0 N.S.
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217736_s_at EIF2AK1 196 1.08 0.00E+00
217739_s_at NAMPT 0 1.11 1.28E-09
217742_s_at WAC 0 1.14 4.46E-36
217743_s_at TMEM30A 0 1.15 0.00E+00
217744_s_at PERP 0 N.S.
217745_s_at NAT13 0 -1.51 5.39E-50
217746_s_at PDCD6IP 0 N.S.
217747_s_at RPS9 0 1.07 6.31E-06
217748_at ADIPOR1 0 -1.07 4.76E-04
217749_at COPG 0 1.55 1.14E-55
217750_s_at UBE2Z 0 1.12 3.18E-26
217751_at GSTK1 0 N.S.
217752_s_at CNDP2 0 N.S.
217753_s_at RPS26 0 -1.11 3.76E-12
217754_at DDX56 0 -1.36 6.79E-47
217755_at HN1 0 -1.43 1.20E-76
217758_s_at TM9SF3 0 1.51 1.13E-71
217759_at TRIM44 0 N.S.
217761_at ADI1 0 -1.06 1.89E-02
217763_s_at RAB31 0 -1.20 1.40E-09
217765_at NRBP1 0 1.11 2.80E-09
217766_s_at TMEM50A 0 1.11 9.18E-21
217768_at C14orf166 0 N.S.
217769_s_at POMP 0 N.S.
217770_at PIGT 0 1.08 3.87E-03
217771_at GOLM1 0 N.S.
217772_s_at MTCH2 0 -1.24 7.16E-48
217773_s_at NDUFA4 0 -1.05 2.47E-04
217774_s_at HSPC152 0 -1.11 2.78E-18
217777_s_at PTPLAD1 1 -1.61 4.57E-61
217778_at SLC39A1 0 N.S.
217779_s_at LOC100132235 0 1.23 8.57E-49
217780_at C19orf56 0 1.09 2.26E-12
217781_s_at ZFP106 0 N.S.
217782_s_at GPS1 0 -1.16 3.01E-12
217783_s_at YPEL5 0 1.91 2.67E-70
217784_at YKT6 0 1.12 2.74E-07
217786_at PRMT5 0 -1.32 4.97E-36
217788_s_at GALNT2 0 N.S.
217789_at SNX6 0 1.30 2.44E-32
217790_s_at SSR3 0 2.17 5.32E-64
217791_s_at ALDH18A1 0 -1.45 8.73E-59
217792_at SNX5 0 1.09 1.35E-10
217794_at PRR13 0 -1.24 1.62E-51
217795_s_at TMEM43 0 1.29 2.50E-52
217796_s_at NPLOC4 1 -1.16 7.52E-13
217797_at UFC1 0 1.09 0.00E+00
217800_s_at NDFIP1 0 1.56 7.57E-49
217801_at ATP5E 0 N.S.
217803_at GOLPH3 0 N.S.
217805_at ILF3 0 -1.43 8.83E-56
217806_s_at POLDIP2 0 -1.09 3.84E-11
217807_s_at GLTSCR2 0 1.14 6.20E-27
217808_s_at MAPKAP1 0 N.S.
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217809_at BZW2 0 -1.51 2.08E-49
217811_at SELT 0 N.S.
217812_at YTHDF2 0 -1.24 6.21E-38
217813_s_at SPIN1 0 -1.20 9.26E-07
217814_at CCDC47 0 1.06 1.98E-10
217815_at SUPT16H 0 -1.36 4.05E-57
217816_s_at PCNP 0 1.07 1.07E-08
217819_at GOLGA7 0 N.S.
217822_at WBP11 0 -1.30 2.38E-47
217826_s_at UBE2J1 1 1.39 4.94E-51
217827_s_at SPG21 0 -1.10 0.00E+00
217828_at SLTM 0 1.22 1.25E-43
217829_s_at USP39 0 -1.28 2.18E-30
217830_s_at NSFL1C 0 N.S.
217833_at SYNCRIP 0 -1.56 1.10E-74
217836_s_at YY1AP1 0 1.18 5.70E-30
217837_s_at VPS24 0 1.19 1.35E-40
217838_s_at EVL 0 1.06 4.99E-04
217840_at DDX41 0 -1.16 3.90E-34
217841_s_at PPME1 0 -1.12 4.14E-11
217843_s_at MED4 0 -1.24 4.09E-18
217844_at CTDSP1 0 1.08 9.57E-05
217846_at QARS 0 N.S.
217847_s_at THRAP3 0 -1.47 1.99E-26
217848_s_at PPA1 0 -1.13 2.80E-37
217849_s_at CDC42BPB 0 1.16 4.28E-03
217850_at GNL3 0 N.S.
217851_s_at SLMO2 0 N.S.
217852_s_at ARL8B 0 1.20 3.59E-44
217853_at TNS3 0 N.S.
217858_s_at ARMCX3 0 1.92 5.25E-70
217860_at LOC732160 0 N.S.
217861_s_at PREB 0 1.50 1.22E-49
217862_at PIAS1 0 N.S.
217866_at CPSF7 0 N.S.
217868_s_at METTL9 0 N.S.
217869_at HSD17B12 0 1.12 2.43E-30
217870_s_at CMPK1 0 1.08 0.00E+00
217871_s_at MIF 1 -1.08 1.50E-12
217872_at PIH1D1 0 1.08 4.65E-09
217873_at CAB39 0 -1.10 0.00E+00
217874_at SUCLG1 0 1.07 0.00E+00
217876_at GTF3C5 0 N.S.
217877_s_at GPBP1L1 0 1.14 2.34E-20
217878_s_at CDC27 0 N.S.
217882_at TMEM111 0 1.10 1.58E-17
217883_at MMADHC 0 1.07 9.19E-09
217884_at NAT10 0 -1.64 1.76E-84
217885_at IPO9 0 -1.32 2.82E-46
217886_at EPS15 0 1.23 9.97E-28
217888_s_at ARFGAP1 0 N.S.
217889_s_at CYBRD1 0 1.21 1.66E-17
217892_s_at LIMA1 0 -1.06 4.88E-05
217893_s_at AKIRIN1 0 -1.13 7.00E-11
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217894_at KCTD3 0 -1.39 2.68E-19
217895_at PTCD3 0 -1.07 1.27E-07
217896_s_at NIP30 0 N.S.
217898_at C15orf24 0 1.14 6.71E-21
217899_at TMEM214 0 1.38 6.50E-30
217900_at IARS2 0 -1.14 3.11E-30
217901_at DSG2 0 -1.09 7.08E-04
217902_s_at HERC2 0 N.S.
217903_at STRN4 0 N.S.
217905_at C10orf119 0 -1.35 2.75E-23
217906_at KLHDC2 0 1.85 9.52E-92
217907_at MRPL18 0 -1.36 1.94E-57
217908_s_at IQWD1 0 N.S.
217911_s_at BAG3 0 N.S.
217912_at DUS1L 0 -1.09 1.84E-04
217913_at VPS4A 0 -1.12 2.92E-10
217914_at TPCN1 0 1.51 9.74E-49
217915_s_at RSL24D1 0 1.45 3.53E-69
217918_at DYNLRB1 0 1.05 3.47E-06
217919_s_at MRPL42 0 -1.16 8.83E-30
217923_at PEF1 0 -1.09 0.00E+00
217924_at C6orf106 0 -1.20 6.68E-21
217926_at C19orf53 0 -1.19 2.57E-35
217927_at SPCS1 0 1.09 2.62E-20
217928_s_at SAPS3 0 -1.08 9.09E-04
217929_s_at KIAA0319L 0 1.51 6.37E-39
217930_s_at TOLLIP 0 -1.08 7.36E-04
217931_at CNPY3 0 1.25 1.35E-25
217932_at MRPS7 0 -1.31 1.16E-39
217933_s_at LAP3 0 N.S.
217935_s_at UQCC 0 N.S.
217936_at ARHGAP5 0 1.27 1.71E-23
217938_s_at KCMF1 0 1.18 1.21E-45
217939_s_at AFTPH 0 1.21 1.47E-48
217940_s_at CARKD 0 1.18 2.54E-21
217941_s_at ERBB2IP 0 1.46 5.02E-52
217942_at MRPS35 0 N.S.
217943_s_at MAP7D1 0 N.S.
217944_at POMGNT1 0 -1.23 0.00E+00
217945_at BTBD1 0 N.S.
217946_s_at SAE1 0 -1.20 3.16E-23
217947_at CMTM6 0 1.09 2.06E-19
217949_s_at VKORC1 0 -1.28 2.38E-49
217950_at NOSIP 0 N.S.
217955_at BCL2L13 0 1.10 3.24E-06
217956_s_at ENOPH1 0 -1.19 8.02E-38
217957_at C16orf80 0 -1.12 0.00E+00
217959_s_at TRAPPC4 0 -1.17 2.80E-30
217960_s_at TOMM22 0 -1.28 1.61E-39
217961_at SLC25A38 0 N.S.
217962_at NOP10 0 -1.22 9.30E-41
217963_s_at NGFRAP1 0 N.S.
217964_at TTC19 0 1.13 5.82E-19
217965_s_at SAP30BP 0 N.S.
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217966_s_at FAM129A 1 2.47 1.60E-74
217968_at TSSC1 0 1.17 3.93E-28
217969_at C11orf2 0 1.08 1.13E-11
217970_s_at CNOT6 0 -1.09 5.72E-09
217971_at MAPKSP1 0 1.10 3.01E-12
217972_at CHCHD3 0 N.S.
217973_at DCXR 0 -1.06 1.56E-05
217974_at TM7SF3 0 N.S.
217975_at WBP5 0 -1.09 3.55E-02
217976_s_at DYNC1LI1 0 N.S.
217977_at SEPX1 0 -1.51 5.79E-46
217978_s_at UBE2Q1 0 N.S.
217980_s_at MRPL16 0 -1.39 5.28E-62
217981_s_at FXC1 0 -1.15 1.20E-11
217982_s_at MORF4L1 0 N.S.
217984_at RNASET2 0 -1.09 2.76E-07
217986_s_at BAZ1A 0 -1.60 3.95E-65
217987_at ASNSD1 0 N.S.
217988_at CCNB1IP1 0 1.38 3.81E-54
217989_at HSD17B11 0 1.86 2.64E-77
217990_at GMPR2 0 1.08 5.75E-08
217992_s_at EFHD2 0 -1.85 1.11E-74
217993_s_at MAT2B 0 1.19 5.42E-51
217995_at SQRDL 0 1.06 2.65E-03
217997_at PHLDA1 2 N.S.
218001_at MRPS2 0 -1.37 7.06E-50
218003_s_at FKBP3 0 -1.14 5.27E-12
218005_at ZNF22 0 1.07 8.73E-11
218007_s_at RPS27L 0 1.11 1.16E-30
218008_at C7orf42 0 1.09 7.52E-13
218009_s_at PRC1 0 -1.24 1.68E-45
218011_at UBL5 0 -1.22 8.06E-35
218012_at TSPYL2 0 1.66 1.46E-33
218014_at NUP85 0 -1.65 1.25E-82
218016_s_at POLR3E 0 -1.37 8.20E-65
218017_s_at HGSNAT 0 N.S.
218018_at PDXK 0 1.10 3.64E-02
218020_s_at ZFAND3 0 1.71 6.71E-57
218021_at DHRS4 0 -1.11 4.36E-05
218022_at VRK3 0 1.10 1.49E-08
218023_s_at FAM53C 0 N.S.
218024_at BRP44L 0 1.22 1.94E-31
218025_s_at PECI 0 1.08 6.84E-11
218026_at CCDC56 0 -1.43 1.64E-73
218027_at MRPL15 0 -1.16 7.24E-30
218030_at GIT1 1 N.S.
218032_at SNN 0 -1.63 1.44E-67
218034_at FIS1 0 N.S.
218035_s_at RBM47 0 1.18 1.44E-22
218039_at NUSAP1 0 N.S.
218040_at PRPF38B 0 -1.09 3.14E-05
218042_at COPS4 0 -1.07 2.77E-19
218043_s_at AZI2 0 1.68 3.87E-35
218046_s_at MRPS16 0 -1.15 3.08E-31
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218047_at OSBPL9 0 1.20 1.12E-51
218048_at COMMD3 0 1.12 5.07E-23
218049_s_at MRPL13 0 -1.17 7.25E-44
218050_at UFM1 2 1.76 3.09E-65
218051_s_at NT5DC2 0 1.27 9.01E-19
218052_s_at ATP13A1 0 1.16 0.00E+00
218055_s_at WDR41 0 1.94 1.74E-87
218056_at BFAR 0 1.09 7.52E-13
218058_at CXXC1 0 -1.39 1.03E-55
218059_at ZNF706 0 -1.05 1.11E-04
218060_s_at C16orf57 0 -1.29 0.00E+00
218061_at MEA1 0 -1.18 1.32E-25
218065_s_at TMEM9B 0 N.S.
218066_at SLC12A7 0 -1.17 6.51E-03
218067_s_at ARGLU1 0 -1.06 2.45E-05
218068_s_at ZNF672 0 -1.49 1.95E-67
218069_at DCTPP1 0 -1.87 1.10E-73
218070_s_at GMPPA 0 2.26 6.79E-73
218071_s_at MKRN2 0 1.22 6.06E-49
218072_at COMMD9 0 N.S.
218073_s_at TMEM48 0 N.S.
218074_at FAM96B 0 N.S.
218075_at AAAS 0 -1.15 4.21E-11
218076_s_at ARHGAP17 0 -1.07 5.17E-05
218077_s_at ZDHHC3 0 -1.08 1.31E-05
218079_s_at GGNBP2 0 1.10 0.00E+00
218081_at C20orf27 0 -1.49 2.83E-36
218082_s_at UBP1 0 -1.11 1.94E-26
218083_at PTGES2 0 -1.40 2.48E-35
218085_at CHMP5 0 1.23 3.43E-24
218088_s_at RRAGC 0 1.07 9.70E-11
218089_at C20orf4 0 -1.11 7.52E-13
218090_s_at BRWD2 0 1.33 1.78E-35
218093_s_at ANKRD10 0 1.07 1.56E-04
218095_s_at TMEM165 0 1.32 1.62E-33
218096_at AGPAT5 0 1.06 6.67E-06
218097_s_at CUEDC2 0 -1.09 6.67E-08
218099_at TEX2 0 -1.32 4.36E-35
218100_s_at IFT57 0 N.S.
218101_s_at NDUFC2 0 N.S.
218102_at DERA 0 -1.09 3.69E-20
218103_at FTSJ3 0 -1.59 2.91E-76
218104_at TEX10 0 -1.37 5.55E-59
218105_s_at MRPL4 0 -1.27 6.90E-46
218106_s_at MRPS10 0 1.19 7.20E-39
218107_at WDR26 0 1.14 1.21E-32
218108_at UBR7 0 -1.23 1.02E-47
218109_s_at MFSD1 0 1.18 9.63E-33
218110_at XAB2 0 -1.11 2.19E-05
218111_s_at CMAS 0 -1.12 3.01E-12
218112_at MRPS34 0 -1.54 2.05E-55
218115_at ASF1B 0 -1.61 1.40E-79
218116_at C9orf78 0 -1.23 3.84E-20
218117_at RBX1 1 -1.17 3.00E-28
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218118_s_at TIMM23 0 -1.52 6.12E-81
218121_at HMOX2 0 -1.29 2.14E-19
218122_s_at SENP2 0 1.42 2.19E-37
218123_at C21orf59 0 -1.30 1.15E-46
218124_at RETSAT 0 1.29 1.26E-46
218125_s_at CCDC25 0 1.15 2.41E-10
218126_at FAM82A2 0 1.16 6.73E-35
218129_s_at NFYB 0 -1.20 6.90E-21
218130_at C17orf62 0 N.S.
218131_s_at GATAD2A 0 -1.14 1.53E-24
218132_s_at TSEN34 0 -1.19 7.02E-38
218133_s_at NIF3L1 0 -1.09 0.00E+00
218134_s_at RBM22 0 N.S.
218135_at ERGIC2 0 1.14 3.71E-19
218137_s_at SMAP1 0 1.15 5.41E-35
218138_at MKKS 0 1.38 1.85E-42
218139_s_at MUDENG 0 1.10 3.32E-28
218141_at UBE2O 0 -1.13 2.29E-10
218142_s_at CRBN 0 1.33 5.34E-48
218143_s_at SCAMP2 0 1.18 2.74E-31
218144_s_at INF2 0 -1.54 6.29E-32
218145_at TRIB3 10 9.16 6.29E-132
218147_s_at GLT8D1 0 1.35 2.28E-30
218148_at CENPT 0 -1.11 6.54E-06
218149_s_at ZNF395 0 -1.59 1.10E-34
218150_at ARL5A 0 -1.30 2.46E-41
218152_at HMG20A 0 N.S.
218153_at CARS2 0 -1.23 4.44E-31
218154_at GSDMD 0 N.S.
218158_s_at APPL1 0 N.S.
218159_at DDRGK1 0 1.11 6.77E-12
218160_at NDUFA8 0 -1.39 3.64E-73
218161_s_at CLN6 1 N.S.
218163_at MCTS1 0 N.S.
218164_at SPATA20 0 N.S.
218165_at C1orf149 0 1.19 3.27E-19
218166_s_at RSF1 0 -1.13 1.57E-05
218167_at AMZ2 0 1.13 4.03E-29
218168_s_at CABC1 0 N.S.
218170_at ISOC1 0 -1.36 5.75E-20
218171_at VPS4B 0 1.10 0.00E+00
218172_s_at DERL1 6 1.54 5.16E-47
218174_s_at C10orf57 0 N.S.
218175_at CCDC92 0 1.35 5.61E-32
218176_at MAGEF1 0 1.14 4.33E-10
218178_s_at CHMP1B 0 N.S.
218179_s_at C4orf41 0 N.S.
218184_at TULP4 0 1.11 5.04E-06
218185_s_at ARMC1 0 N.S.
218187_s_at C8orf33 0 -1.39 4.97E-44
218188_s_at TIMM13 0 -1.30 1.26E-42
218189_s_at NANS 0 1.75 7.83E-64
218190_s_at UCRC 0 -1.20 5.43E-32
218191_s_at LMBRD1 0 1.89 4.04E-81
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218192_at IP6K2 0 -1.08 4.74E-02
218193_s_at GOLT1B 0 1.52 1.50E-55
218194_at REXO2 0 -1.12 1.95E-18
218195_at C6orf211 0 -1.13 9.78E-12
218196_at OSTM1 0 1.14 1.98E-07
218197_s_at OXR1 0 N.S.
218198_at DHX32 0 N.S.
218199_s_at NOL6 0 -1.95 3.76E-53
218201_at NDUFB2 1 -1.19 2.71E-30
218203_at ALG5 1 1.93 2.65E-87
218204_s_at FYCO1 0 N.S.
218205_s_at MKNK2 0 -1.24 1.70E-30
218208_at LOC100131178 0 -1.11 0.00E+00
218209_s_at RPRD1A 0 1.09 1.93E-05
218210_at FN3KRP 0 -1.23 5.06E-24
218211_s_at MLPH 0 N.S.
218212_s_at MOCS2 0 N.S.
218213_s_at C11orf10 0 1.15 4.55E-35
218214_at C12orf44 0 1.08 7.17E-06
218215_s_at NR1H2 0 1.09 2.37E-04
218217_at SCPEP1 0 1.23 3.06E-41
218218_at APPL2 0 1.08 4.76E-02
218219_s_at LANCL2 0 N.S.
218220_at C12orf10 0 1.11 8.78E-19
218221_at ARNT 2 N.S.
218223_s_at PLEKHO1 0 1.07 9.72E-05
218224_at PNMA1 0 -1.06 1.25E-03
218225_at ECSIT 0 1.07 1.36E-03
218226_s_at NDUFB4 0 -1.18 3.25E-34
218227_at NUBP2 0 N.S.
218228_s_at TNKS2 0 1.37 3.68E-44
218229_s_at POGK 0 -1.18 4.16E-19
218230_at ARFIP1 0 N.S.
218231_at NAGK 0 1.08 1.80E-03
218233_s_at PRICKLE4 0 -1.53 1.06E-65
218235_s_at UTP11L 0 -1.34 1.49E-61
218236_s_at PRKD3 0 N.S.
218237_s_at SLC38A1 0 1.68 1.68E-99
218239_s_at GTPBP4 0 -1.69 2.13E-68
218241_at GOLGA5 0 1.44 9.16E-60
218242_s_at SUV420H1 0 1.35 2.35E-45
218243_at RUFY1 0 -1.19 5.02E-23
218244_at NOL8 0 -1.20 1.32E-37
218247_s_at MEX3C 0 1.34 2.71E-27
218248_at FAM111A 0 -1.08 3.04E-07
218249_at ZDHHC6 0 -1.14 4.77E-26
218250_s_at CNOT7 0 N.S.
218251_at MID1IP1 1 1.39 6.50E-27
218252_at CKAP2 0 -1.10 4.95E-08
218253_s_at LGTN 0 1.26 6.55E-49
218254_s_at SAR1B 1 1.10 4.22E-08
218255_s_at FBRS 0 N.S.
218257_s_at UGCGL1 0 1.60 4.55E-67
218258_at POLR1D 0 -1.05 4.87E-02
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218259_at MKL2 0 -1.07 2.16E-04
218260_at DDA1 0 -1.08 1.39E-04
218263_s_at ZBED5 0 1.10 4.15E-23
218264_at BCCIP 0 -1.16 0.00E+00
218265_at SECISBP2 0 1.15 5.19E-10
218267_at CINP 0 -1.21 3.24E-28
218268_at TBC1D15 0 1.09 7.52E-13
218269_at RNASEN 0 -1.14 2.10E-32
218270_at MRPL24 0 N.S.
218271_s_at PARL 0 1.14 3.97E-27
218272_at TTC38 0 N.S.
218273_s_at PPM2C 0 N.S.
218274_s_at ANKZF1 0 N.S.
218275_at SLC25A10 0 -1.63 1.31E-54
218276_s_at SAV1 0 1.16 8.64E-28
218277_s_at DHX40 0 1.46 8.31E-66
218278_at LOC649169 0 -1.33 4.96E-11
218281_at MRPL48 0 1.07 0.00E+00
218282_at EDEM2 2 2.43 8.24E-78
218283_at SS18L2 0 -1.08 2.47E-10
218284_at SMAD3 0 1.49 2.92E-49
218285_s_at BDH2 0 N.S.
218286_s_at RNF7 0 N.S.
218287_s_at EIF2C1 0 -1.14 8.07E-18
218288_s_at CCDC90B 0 1.36 3.33E-58
218289_s_at UBA5 0 1.37 3.61E-52
218290_at PLEKHJ1 0 -1.06 1.46E-02
218291_at ROBLD3 0 N.S.
218294_s_at NUP50 0 -1.10 6.42E-04
218297_at C10orf97 0 N.S.
218298_s_at C14orf159 0 1.13 0.00E+00
218300_at C16orf53 0 -1.15 2.65E-20
218301_at RNPEPL1 0 1.19 5.34E-11
218302_at PSENEN 0 1.27 1.41E-36
218304_s_at OSBPL11 0 -1.34 5.84E-47
218305_at IPO4 0 -1.56 6.00E-66
218306_s_at HERC1 0 -1.07 6.63E-05
218307_at RSAD1 0 -1.33 6.74E-41
218308_at TACC3 0 -1.36 2.02E-34
218310_at RABGEF1 0 1.10 0.00E+00
218311_at MAP4K3 0 N.S.
218314_s_at C11orf57 0 1.09 0.00E+00
218315_s_at CDK5RAP1 0 -1.06 6.60E-05
218316_at TIMM9 0 1.24 6.50E-45
218318_s_at NLK 0 1.14 1.11E-07
218319_at PELI1 0 1.10 2.26E-12
218320_s_at NDUFB11 0 1.04 2.82E-03
218322_s_at ACSL5 0 1.07 1.61E-03
218324_s_at SPATS2 0 1.17 1.74E-20
218326_s_at LGR4 0 -1.44 4.81E-11
218327_s_at SNAP29 0 -1.09 5.01E-04
218328_at COQ4 0 1.19 4.03E-22
218330_s_at NAV2 0 1.65 1.54E-32
218331_s_at C10orf18 0 N.S.
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218333_at DERL2 1 2.39 7.47E-83
218334_at THOC7 0 -1.09 1.42E-06
218336_at PFDN2 0 -1.14 1.19E-26
218337_at FAM160B2 0 -1.09 2.53E-03
218339_at MRPL22 0 -1.10 0.00E+00
218340_s_at UBA6 0 N.S.
218341_at PPCS 0 1.12 2.23E-06
218342_s_at ERMP1 0 -1.28 7.88E-27
218343_s_at GTF3C3 0 -1.14 2.01E-22
218344_s_at RCOR3 0 1.18 4.90E-23
218346_s_at SESN1 0 N.S.
218347_at TYW1 0 1.12 4.64E-18
218348_s_at ZC3H7A 0 1.28 1.21E-49
218349_s_at ZWILCH 0 -1.34 1.33E-39
218350_s_at GMNN 0 -1.74 6.54E-96
218351_at COMMD8 0 N.S.
218352_at RCBTB1 0 1.13 7.15E-08
218354_at TRAPPC2L 0 -1.26 1.72E-26
218355_at KIF4A 0 N.S.
218357_s_at TIMM8B 0 -1.40 2.67E-59
218358_at CRELD2 2 3.02 1.20E-69
218361_at GOLPH3L 0 1.74 8.81E-77
218362_s_at DIS3 0 N.S.
218363_at EXD2 0 1.10 4.71E-06
218364_at LRRFIP2 0 1.51 3.33E-61
218365_s_at DARS2 0 -1.37 1.42E-34
218370_s_at S100PBP 0 1.08 1.88E-07
218372_at MED9 0 -1.24 0.00E+00
218373_at AKTIP 0 1.39 5.64E-44
218374_s_at C12orf4 0 N.S.
218375_at NUDT9 0 -1.28 2.26E-36
218376_s_at MICAL1 0 1.18 1.35E-21
218377_s_at RWDD2B 0 1.18 1.28E-19
218378_s_at PRKRIP1 0 1.18 1.67E-09
218379_at RBM7 0 N.S.
218381_s_at U2AF2 0 -1.46 4.16E-41
218383_at HAUS4 0 N.S.
218384_at CARHSP1 0 -1.16 0.00E+00
218385_at MRPS18A 0 -1.09 2.60E-07
218388_at PGLS 0 1.05 2.83E-03
218389_s_at APH1A 0 N.S.
218390_s_at C10orf84 0 N.S.
218391_at SNF8 0 N.S.
218393_s_at SMU1 0 N.S.
218394_at ROGDI 0 N.S.
218395_at ACTR6 0 1.07 1.54E-05
218396_at VPS13C 0 1.22 1.23E-21
218397_at FANCL 0 -1.24 6.50E-28
218399_s_at CDCA4 0 -1.32 6.85E-50
218400_at OAS3 0 N.S.
218401_s_at ZNF281 0 -1.17 0.00E+00
218403_at TRIAP1 0 -1.21 6.40E-30
218404_at SNX10 0 -1.18 8.41E-27
218405_at ABT1 0 -1.19 3.14E-19
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218408_at TIMM10 0 -1.06 4.29E-02
218409_s_at DNAJC1 0 2.00 4.49E-54
218411_s_at MBIP 0 N.S.
218412_s_at GTF2IRD1 0 -1.23 0.00E+00
218414_s_at NDE1 0 1.10 4.33E-06
218415_at VPS33B 0 -1.09 1.85E-04
218419_s_at TMUB2 0 1.50 1.37E-43
218420_s_at C13orf23 0 1.39 9.85E-58
218421_at CERK 0 N.S.
218422_s_at RBM26 0 -1.08 6.38E-06
218424_s_at STEAP3 0 N.S.
218426_s_at RNF216 0 1.08 7.01E-06
218427_at SDCCAG3 0 -1.24 1.49E-08
218428_s_at REV1 0 N.S.
218429_s_at C19orf66 0 N.S.
218430_s_at RFX7 0 N.S.
218431_at C14orf133 0 1.26 1.11E-35
218432_at FBXO3 0 1.33 3.65E-29
218433_at PANK3 0 -1.73 1.55E-35
218434_s_at AACS 0 1.11 0.00E+00
218435_at DNAJC15 0 1.17 1.55E-30
218436_at SIL1 4 1.88 8.89E-71
218437_s_at LZTFL1 0 2.51 6.19E-51
218439_s_at COMMD10 0 N.S.
218440_at MCCC1 0 1.16 3.30E-28
218441_s_at RPAP1 0 -1.24 1.91E-34
218443_s_at DAZAP1 0 -1.14 1.89E-20
218444_at ALG12 0 1.81 1.35E-45
218446_s_at FAM18B 0 1.51 3.99E-32
218447_at C16orf61 0 -1.24 1.06E-36
218448_at C20orf11 0 -1.12 0.00E+00
218449_at UFSP2 0 1.35 6.51E-51
218452_at SMARCAL1 0 N.S.
218455_at NFS1 0 -1.27 2.41E-22
218456_at CAPRIN2 0 1.09 1.11E-06
218457_s_at DNMT3A 0 -1.19 1.50E-12
218458_at GMCL1 0 -1.10 1.71E-03
218459_at TOR3A 0 N.S.
218460_at HEATR2 0 -1.56 6.20E-86
218461_at GPN3 0 -1.29 1.25E-52
218462_at BXDC5 0 N.S.
218463_s_at MUS81 0 1.09 0.00E+00
218464_s_at C17orf63 0 N.S.
218465_at TMEM33 0 N.S.
218466_at TBC1D17 0 1.29 1.86E-18
218467_at PSMG2 0 1.04 6.80E-03
218470_at YARS2 0 -1.21 2.98E-19
218471_s_at BBS1 0 1.32 6.35E-40
218473_s_at GLT25D1 0 -1.63 2.29E-58
218474_s_at KCTD5 0 N.S.
218476_at POMT1 1 1.16 7.24E-06
218477_at TMEM14A 0 -1.13 7.52E-13
218478_s_at ZCCHC8 0 1.49 6.39E-53
218479_s_at XPO4 0 -1.17 9.21E-25
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218480_at AGBL5 0 N.S.
218481_at EXOSC5 0 -1.09 8.52E-08
218482_at ENY2 0 -1.24 5.39E-48
218483_s_at C11orf60 0 1.18 0.00E+00
218487_at ALAD 0 N.S.
218488_at EIF2B3 0 -1.11 7.45E-11
218490_s_at ZNF302 0 1.22 7.00E-38
218491_s_at THYN1 0 N.S.
218492_s_at THAP7 0 -1.18 1.19E-18
218493_at SNRNP25 0 -1.61 6.01E-72
218494_s_at SLC2A4RG 0 -1.18 0.00E+00
218495_at UXT 0 1.12 1.30E-27
218496_at RNASEH1 0 1.09 5.18E-04
218498_s_at ERO1L 6 1.09 3.49E-02
218499_at RP6-213H19.1 0 -1.11 0.00E+00
218500_at C8orf55 0 -1.69 6.42E-33
218501_at ARHGEF3 0 N.S.
218503_at KIAA1797 0 1.20 6.55E-35
218507_at C7orf68 0 -1.44 1.05E-28
218508_at DCP1A 0 1.08 1.13E-06
218511_s_at PNPO 0 1.07 9.60E-04
218512_at WDR12 0 -1.61 2.04E-90
218513_at C4orf43 0 -1.34 1.58E-07
218514_at C17orf71 0 -1.29 9.63E-63
218515_at C21orf66 0 -1.25 2.25E-26
218516_s_at IMPAD1 0 N.S.
218517_at PHF17 0 1.06 5.51E-03
218518_at FAM13B 0 1.37 4.93E-53
218519_at SLC35A5 0 1.55 1.24E-87
218520_at TBK1 0 -1.07 4.37E-06
218521_s_at UBE2W 0 N.S.
218522_s_at MAP1S 0 -1.10 6.67E-07
218524_at E4F1 0 -1.13 0.00E+00
218525_s_at HIF1AN 0 N.S.
218526_s_at RANGRF 0 -1.08 7.52E-13
218527_at APTX 0 -1.09 1.11E-10
218528_s_at RNF38 0 1.13 2.60E-08
218529_at CD320 0 -1.60 2.54E-49
218530_at FHOD1 0 -1.47 1.71E-55
218531_at TMEM134 0 N.S.
218532_s_at FAM134B 0 1.44 1.50E-12
218533_s_at UCKL1 0 N.S.
218534_s_at AGGF1 0 N.S.
218535_s_at RIOK2 0 -1.06 4.11E-03
218536_at MRS2 0 -1.24 3.09E-34
218537_at HCFC1R1 0 N.S.
218539_at FBXO34 0 1.06 1.21E-02
218542_at CEP55 0 -1.15 1.48E-28
218543_s_at PARP12 0 1.19 0.00E+00
218544_s_at RCL1 0 -1.36 1.16E-45
218545_at CCDC91 0 1.39 3.28E-50
218547_at DHDDS 0 1.13 5.27E-12
218549_s_at FAM82B 0 1.07 1.05E-11
218550_s_at LRRC20 0 -1.94 1.26E-62
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218552_at ECHDC2 0 1.09 3.64E-03
218554_s_at ASH1L 0 N.S.
218555_at ANAPC2 0 -1.24 6.40E-29
218556_at ORMDL2 0 -1.14 0.00E+00
218557_at NIT2 0 -1.13 1.23E-29
218558_s_at MRPL39 0 -1.13 1.61E-21
218561_s_at LYRM4 0 -1.16 1.33E-34
218562_s_at TMEM57 0 1.64 3.61E-57
218563_at NDUFA3 0 -1.22 6.72E-30
218564_at RFWD3 0 -1.46 4.55E-49
218565_at C9orf114 0 -1.49 3.01E-49
218566_s_at CHORDC1 0 -1.69 1.77E-81
218568_at AGK 0 -1.05 3.08E-02
218570_at KBTBD4 0 -1.43 1.05E-47
218571_s_at CHMP4A 0 1.13 9.04E-21
218573_at MAGEH1 0 -1.12 3.10E-04
218574_s_at LMCD1 0 N.S.
218575_at ANAPC1 0 -1.20 5.36E-33
218576_s_at DUSP12 0 1.31 1.42E-39
218577_at LRRC40 0 -1.16 0.00E+00
218578_at CDC73 0 N.S.
218579_s_at DHX35 0 N.S.
218581_at ABHD4 0 1.42 3.55E-35
218582_at MARCH5 0 N.S.
218583_s_at DCUN1D1 0 -1.13 3.86E-24
218584_at TCTN1 0 1.31 4.17E-18
218585_s_at DTL 0 -1.78 3.25E-74
218586_at C20orf20 0 -1.28 4.74E-35
218587_s_at KTELC1 0 1.34 2.53E-40
218588_s_at FAM114A2 0 1.12 0.00E+00
218590_at C10orf2 1 -1.61 3.13E-58
218592_s_at CECR5 0 -1.33 1.91E-52
218593_at RBM28 0 -1.36 2.98E-47
218594_at HEATR1 0 -1.47 1.85E-56
218596_at TBC1D13 0 N.S.
218597_s_at CISD1 0 -1.22 4.01E-48
218598_at RINT1 0 N.S.
218599_at REC8 0 -1.36 6.71E-33
218600_at LIMD2 0 -1.17 3.69E-11
218602_s_at HAUS6 0 -1.30 0.00E+00
218603_at HECA 0 1.29 4.74E-38
218604_at LEMD3 0 N.S.
218605_at TFB2M 0 -1.23 1.21E-23
218606_at ZDHHC7 0 N.S.
218607_s_at SDAD1 0 N.S.
218608_at ATP13A2 0 -1.13 8.97E-04
218609_s_at NUDT2 0 1.21 1.17E-18
218610_s_at CPPED1 0 N.S.
218611_at IER5 0 -1.06 1.78E-05
218612_s_at TSSC4 0 N.S.
218614_at C12orf35 0 1.21 4.56E-29
218615_s_at TMEM39A 0 2.63 1.34E-82
218616_at INTS12 0 N.S.
218617_at TRIT1 0 -1.14 7.64E-27
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218618_s_at FNDC3B 0 1.36 8.64E-25
218619_s_at SUV39H1 0 -1.27 1.02E-40
218620_s_at HEMK1 0 N.S.
218622_at NUP37 0 -1.14 6.81E-41
218624_s_at MGC2752 0 N.S.
218626_at EIF4ENIF1 0 -1.07 4.83E-08
218627_at DRAM 0 1.18 1.53E-23
218628_at CCDC53 0 1.21 7.16E-36
218630_at MKS1 0 1.08 5.10E-03
218631_at AVPI1 0 N.S.
218632_at HECTD3 0 -1.07 7.12E-05
218634_at PHLDA3 0 1.23 6.47E-22
218636_s_at MAN1B1 0 N.S.
218637_at IMPACT 78 1.43 1.86E-18
218639_s_at ZXDC 0 1.29 0.00E+00
218640_s_at PLEKHF2 0 N.S.
218641_at LOC65998 0 N.S.
218642_s_at CHCHD7 0 -1.15 8.31E-22
218643_s_at CRIPT 0 -1.11 3.69E-10
218645_at ZNF277 0 1.25 8.42E-23
218646_at C4orf27 0 -1.14 1.92E-28
218647_s_at YRDC 0 -1.25 2.91E-31
218648_at CRTC3 0 1.08 2.94E-08
218650_at DGCR8 0 -1.18 1.15E-22
218652_s_at PIGG 0 1.20 3.22E-34
218653_at SLC25A15 0 -1.75 1.11E-73
218654_s_at MRPS33 0 -1.07 3.63E-06
218655_s_at CCDC49 0 N.S.
218656_s_at LHFP 0 N.S.
218658_s_at ACTR8 0 1.14 5.29E-07
218659_at ASXL2 0 1.15 8.35E-27
218661_at NAT15 0 1.11 3.19E-04
218663_at NCAPG 0 -1.23 7.18E-41
218664_at MECR 0 -1.09 3.27E-05
218666_s_at STX17 0 N.S.
218667_at PJA1 0 1.31 1.96E-25
218669_at RAP2C 0 1.14 1.63E-29
218670_at PUS1 0 -1.30 1.44E-35
218671_s_at ATPIF1 0 1.06 9.85E-11
218672_at SCNM1 0 1.15 8.51E-24
218673_s_at ATG7 4 -1.21 2.60E-18
218674_at C5orf44 0 N.S.
218676_s_at PCTP 0 1.10 9.48E-11
218679_s_at VPS28 0 1.22 1.17E-39
218681_s_at SDF2L1 1 3.91 4.37E-79
218682_s_at SLC4A1AP 0 N.S.
218683_at PTBP2 0 -1.21 1.50E-11
218684_at LRRC8D 0 1.34 1.31E-30
218685_s_at SMUG1 0 -1.11 3.64E-04
218688_at DAK 0 N.S.
218689_at FANCF 0 1.11 6.42E-09
218692_at GOLSYN 0 -1.27 0.00E+00
218694_at ARMCX1 0 1.41 1.62E-08
218696_at EIF2AK3 6 1.63 8.27E-56
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218698_at APIP 0 N.S.
218699_at RAB7L1 0 -1.05 1.02E-02
218701_at LACTB2 0 1.26 1.93E-23
218703_at SEC22A 1 1.28 2.93E-19
218705_s_at SNX24 0 1.21 2.39E-08
218706_s_at GRAMD3 0 N.S.
218708_at NXT1 0 -1.38 5.37E-49
218709_s_at IFT52 0 1.14 1.06E-22
218710_at TTC27 0 -1.18 0.00E+00
218712_at C1orf109 0 N.S.
218713_at NARG2 0 1.05 1.74E-03
218715_at UTP6 0 -1.28 2.48E-22
218719_s_at GINS3 0 -1.82 2.95E-64
218721_s_at C1orf27 0 N.S.
218722_s_at CCDC51 0 -1.28 2.70E-36
218723_s_at C13orf15 0 -2.06 8.98E-56
218725_at SLC25A22 0 -1.28 0.00E+00
218726_at HJURP 0 N.S.
218728_s_at CNIH4 0 1.28 2.68E-48
218729_at LXN 0 N.S.
218732_at PTRH2 0 -1.34 1.66E-53
218733_at MSL2 0 1.17 0.00E+00
218735_s_at ZNF544 0 -1.07 2.91E-04
218738_s_at RNF138 0 -1.23 6.16E-34
218739_at ABHD5 0 -1.09 1.76E-02
218740_s_at CDK5RAP3 0 1.18 5.26E-33
218741_at CENPM 0 -1.30 3.33E-26
218742_at NARFL 0 N.S.
218743_at CHMP6 0 -1.37 7.72E-40
218746_at TAPBPL 0 N.S.
218748_s_at EXOC5 0 -1.24 3.47E-10
218751_s_at FBXW7 0 1.17 0.00E+00
218752_at ZMAT5 0 1.18 5.57E-11
218753_at XKR8 0 N.S.
218754_at NOL9 0 -1.19 7.24E-25
218755_at KIF20A 0 N.S.
218756_s_at DHRS11 0 N.S.
218757_s_at UPF3B 0 N.S.
218758_s_at RRP1 0 -1.55 5.01E-46
218759_at DVL2 0 -1.44 1.73E-20
218760_at COQ6 0 1.17 8.48E-09
218761_at RNF111 0 1.09 3.28E-09
218762_at ZNF574 0 -1.25 0.00E+00
218763_at STX18 0 N.S.
218764_at PRKCH 0 1.23 2.63E-08
218766_s_at WARS2 0 N.S.
218767_at REXO4 0 -1.12 0.00E+00
218768_at NUP107 0 -1.43 5.34E-96
218769_s_at ANKRA2 0 1.51 6.35E-48
218770_s_at TMEM39B 0 1.35 1.36E-58
218771_at PANK4 0 -1.32 8.90E-35
218774_at DCPS 0 -1.07 7.94E-08
218776_s_at TMEM62 0 1.29 1.06E-22
218777_at REEP4 0 1.27 0.00E+00
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218781_at SMC6 0 1.25 2.31E-31
218782_s_at ATAD2 0 -1.74 1.21E-61
218785_s_at RABL5 0 1.19 4.98E-06
218786_at NT5DC3 0 N.S.
218788_s_at SMYD3 0 1.12 0.00E+00
218789_s_at C11orf71 0 -1.29 8.18E-35
218791_s_at C15orf29 0 1.10 7.52E-13
218794_s_at TXNL4B 0 1.29 1.06E-39
218795_at ACP6 0 1.26 2.02E-25
218797_s_at SIRT7 0 N.S.
218798_at KRI1 0 -1.15 3.08E-05
218799_at GPN2 0 N.S.
218800_at SRD5A3 1 1.42 8.39E-09
218801_at UGCGL2 0 1.22 2.72E-24
218802_at CCDC109B 0 1.08 1.71E-03
218803_at CHFR 0 N.S.
218809_at PANK2 0 -1.11 1.09E-22
218810_at ZC3H12A 0 N.S.
218812_s_at ORAI2 0 -1.08 1.27E-02
218813_s_at SH3GLB2 0 -1.12 1.86E-05
218817_at SPCS3 0 1.49 1.63E-64
218823_s_at KCTD9 0 N.S.
218826_at SLC35F2 0 -1.25 6.04E-43
218827_s_at CEP192 0 N.S.
218830_at RPL26L1 0 -1.19 6.39E-45
218833_at ZAK 0 N.S.
218836_at RPP21 0 -1.15 5.64E-11
218837_s_at UBE2D4 0 N.S.
218838_s_at TTC31 0 1.14 2.84E-20
218840_s_at NADSYN1 0 N.S.
218841_at ASB8 0 1.26 4.75E-24
218842_at RPAP3 0 N.S.
218844_at ACSF2 0 N.S.
218845_at DUSP22 0 1.31 3.49E-49
218846_at MED23 0 1.17 1.31E-09
218848_at THOC6 0 N.S.
218850_s_at LIMD1 0 N.S.
218851_s_at WDR33 0 N.S.
218852_at PPP2R3C 0 1.25 7.41E-47
218853_s_at MOSPD1 0 1.52 8.31E-70
218854_at DSE 0 -1.15 8.78E-37
218855_at GPR175 0 1.45 1.19E-51
218858_at DEPDC6 0 4.19 1.22E-49
218859_s_at ESF1 0 -1.53 2.02E-49
218860_at NOC4L 0 -1.52 8.02E-47
218861_at RNF25 0 N.S.
218866_s_at POLR3K 0 -1.81 2.44E-74
218867_s_at C12orf49 0 N.S.
218868_at ACTR3B 0 -1.43 1.23E-37
218869_at MLYCD 0 N.S.
218870_at ARHGAP15 0 1.33 1.03E-51
218872_at TESC 0 -1.12 5.26E-06
218873_at GON4L 0 N.S.
218874_s_at C6orf134 0 N.S.
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218875_s_at FBXO5 0 -1.42 3.83E-25
218877_s_at TRMT11 0 -1.20 5.63E-40
218878_s_at SIRT1 2 1.09 5.98E-03
218879_s_at MTHFSD 0 N.S.
218882_s_at WDR3 0 -1.75 3.04E-73
218883_s_at MLF1IP 0 N.S.
218884_s_at GUF1 0 -1.38 3.74E-37
218886_at PAK1IP1 0 -1.79 4.57E-43
218887_at MRPL2 0 N.S.
218888_s_at NETO2 0 1.20 3.99E-05
218889_at NOC3L 0 -1.27 1.92E-41
218893_at ISOC2 0 1.39 2.61E-54
218894_s_at MAGOHB 0 N.S.
218895_at GPATCH3 0 N.S.
218896_s_at C17orf85 0 N.S.
218897_at TMEM177 0 -1.63 1.05E-64
218898_at FAM57A 0 -1.52 2.12E-47
218900_at CNNM4 0 N.S.
218902_at NOTCH1 0 N.S.
218903_s_at OBFC2B 0 -1.14 7.52E-13
218904_s_at C9orf40 0 -1.49 3.18E-37
218905_at INTS8 0 N.S.
218907_s_at LRRC61 0 N.S.
218908_at ASPSCR1 0 N.S.
218909_at RPS6KC1 0 1.33 6.38E-41
218911_at YEATS4 0 N.S.
218912_at GCC1 0 1.57 2.33E-51
218913_s_at GMIP 0 -1.32 6.25E-36
218914_at C1orf66 0 1.28 7.52E-13
218916_at ZNF768 0 1.26 6.98E-18
218919_at ZFAND1 0 1.70 6.49E-69
218920_at FLJ10404 0 N.S.
218922_s_at LASS4 0 N.S.
218924_s_at CTBS 0 1.52 8.94E-48
218926_at MYNN 0 1.08 9.93E-11
218927_s_at CHST12 0 1.31 7.32E-27
218928_s_at SLC37A1 0 1.28 1.27E-22
218929_at CDKN2AIP 0 -1.23 8.10E-39
218930_s_at TMEM106B 0 1.13 7.64E-19
218932_at ZNHIT6 0 -1.12 1.82E-18
218935_at EHD3 0 N.S.
218936_s_at CCDC59 0 1.11 7.52E-13
218937_at ZNF434 0 N.S.
218938_at FBXL15 0 N.S.
218940_at C14orf138 0 -1.08 7.64E-03
218942_at PIP4K2C 0 N.S.
218943_s_at DDX58 0 N.S.
218945_at C16orf68 0 1.29 4.30E-36
218946_at NFU1 0 1.11 2.81E-31
218947_s_at MTPAP 0 -1.54 6.72E-67
218949_s_at QRSL1 0 N.S.
218951_s_at PLCXD1 0 1.26 2.26E-12
218953_s_at PCYOX1L 0 -1.40 2.91E-49
218954_s_at BRF2 0 -1.16 2.04E-07
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218956_s_at PTCD1 0 -1.32 1.04E-20
218957_s_at PAAF1 0 -1.08 2.29E-09
218958_at C19orf60 0 N.S.
218961_s_at PNKP 0 -1.09 1.83E-06
218962_s_at TMEM168 0 1.14 0.00E+00
218964_at ARID3B 0 1.16 7.52E-13
218965_s_at TUT1 0 N.S.
218966_at MYO5C 0 1.11 1.11E-03
218967_s_at PTER 0 N.S.
218968_s_at ZFP64 0 1.08 4.82E-05
218969_at Magmas 0 -1.18 2.04E-21
218970_s_at CUTC 0 -1.32 2.88E-44
218971_s_at WDR91 0 -1.16 3.76E-12
218972_at TTC17 0 2.20 3.31E-79
218973_at EFTUD1 0 -1.22 5.71E-35
218974_at SOBP 0 N.S.
218976_at DNAJC12 0 3.36 4.10E-45
218977_s_at TRNAU1AP 0 -1.14 0.00E+00
218979_at RMI1 0 -1.46 1.30E-64
218981_at ACN9 0 -1.16 5.65E-05
218982_s_at MRPS17 0 -1.99 6.95E-100
218983_at C1RL 0 1.20 0.00E+00
218984_at PUS7 0 -1.72 2.48E-77
218985_at SLC2A8 0 1.32 0.00E+00
218986_s_at DDX60 0 1.31 1.27E-17
218987_at ATF7IP 0 N.S.
218988_at SLC35E3 0 1.32 3.85E-26
218991_at HEATR6 0 -1.18 1.18E-04
218992_at C9orf46 0 1.34 4.00E-60
218993_at RNMTL1 0 -1.44 7.54E-54
218994_s_at STAG3L4 0 1.34 1.35E-11
218996_at TFPT 0 N.S.
218997_at POLR1E 0 -1.26 7.36E-37
218998_at C9orf6 0 1.32 1.32E-30
218999_at TMEM140 0 2.70 5.42E-71
219001_s_at WDR32 0 1.12 2.26E-12
219002_at FASTKD1 0 -1.49 6.72E-78
219003_s_at MANEA 0 -1.27 1.50E-12
219004_s_at C21orf45 0 -1.30 1.25E-49
219006_at NDUFAF4 0 -1.46 1.78E-60
219007_at NUP43 0 -1.06 6.95E-03
219009_at C14orf93 0 N.S.
219010_at C1orf106 0 -1.25 1.17E-17
219012_s_at C11orf30 0 N.S.
219013_at GALNT11 0 -1.44 2.47E-19
219014_at PLAC8 0 N.S.
219016_at FASTKD5 0 -1.25 1.63E-33
219020_at HS1BP3 0 1.21 0.00E+00
219021_at RNF121 0 N.S.
219022_at C12orf43 0 -1.25 8.27E-29
219023_at C4orf16 0 1.32 9.60E-27
219027_s_at MYO9A 0 1.13 5.49E-07
219029_at C5orf28 0 2.25 9.83E-92
219030_at TPRKB 0 -1.04 3.58E-04
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219031_s_at NIP7 0 -1.40 3.93E-27
219033_at PARP8 0 1.53 1.02E-54
219034_at PARP16 0 N.S.
219035_s_at RNF34 0 1.05 1.28E-03
219036_at CEP70 0 1.65 2.71E-31
219040_at CORO7 0 N.S.
219041_s_at REPIN1 0 -1.32 2.15E-53
219043_s_at LOC285359 0 -1.37 2.28E-67
219045_at RHOF 0 N.S.
219047_s_at ZNF668 0 -1.51 5.45E-23
219048_at PIGN 0 1.12 3.54E-05
219052_at HPS6 1 -1.28 0.00E+00
219053_s_at VPS37C 0 1.22 3.15E-30
219055_at SRBD1 0 1.12 2.65E-09
219060_at WDYHV1 0 -1.08 8.20E-11
219061_s_at LAGE3 0 N.S.
219062_s_at ZCCHC2 0 -1.25 4.81E-29
219063_at C1orf35 0 -1.38 1.26E-42
219065_s_at MEMO1 0 -1.05 4.10E-05
219066_at PPCDC 0 1.39 3.87E-46
219067_s_at NSMCE4A 0 -1.16 1.73E-37
219069_at ANKRD49 0 1.05 5.57E-05
219070_s_at MOSPD3 0 N.S.
219072_at BCL7C 0 N.S.
219074_at TMEM184C 0 1.17 4.74E-05
219076_s_at PXMP2 0 -1.07 4.99E-02
219077_s_at WWOX 0 1.25 4.40E-20
219078_at GPATCH2 0 N.S.
219079_at CYB5R4 0 1.21 5.31E-32
219080_s_at CTPS2 0 -1.26 3.05E-39
219084_at NSD1 0 N.S.
219086_at ZNF839 0 N.S.
219089_s_at ZNF576 0 -1.20 0.00E+00
219092_s_at IPPK 0 -1.14 9.13E-07
219096_at ARMC7 0 N.S.
219098_at MYBBP1A 0 -1.61 9.65E-55
219099_at C12orf5 0 -1.09 6.43E-10
219100_at OBFC1 0 1.08 2.15E-05
219104_at RNF141 0 N.S.
219109_at SPAG16 0 N.S.
219110_at GAR1 0 -1.49 3.18E-68
219111_s_at DDX54 0 N.S.
219112_at RAPGEF6 0 -1.21 2.48E-25
219116_s_at DCUN1D2 0 N.S.
219117_s_at FKBP11 1 2.03 2.15E-49
219119_at LSM8 0 N.S.
219120_at C2orf44 0 -1.62 2.14E-48
219122_s_at THG1L 0 1.08 6.75E-09
219123_at ZNF232 0 -1.70 7.21E-66
219124_at C8orf41 0 -1.25 1.72E-35
219125_s_at RAG1AP1 0 1.40 9.41E-34
219126_at PHF10 0 -1.23 3.23E-32
219128_at C2orf42 0 1.26 3.31E-33
219129_s_at SAP30L 0 N.S.
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219130_at CCDC76 0 N.S.
219131_at UBIAD1 0 -1.30 2.35E-39
219133_at OXSM 0 1.13 3.64E-23
219137_s_at MFF 0 1.12 4.76E-20
219143_s_at RPP25 0 -2.18 7.70E-67
219146_at C17orf42 0 -1.14 2.13E-09
219147_s_at C9orf95 0 1.64 1.88E-62
219148_at PBK 0 -1.33 1.45E-67
219150_s_at ADAP1 0 -1.24 1.56E-06
219155_at PITPNC1 0 -1.17 5.27E-12
219156_at SYNJ2BP 0 -1.22 1.39E-21
219157_at KLHL2 0 1.10 2.75E-06
219158_s_at NARG1 0 -1.65 5.91E-60
219159_s_at SLAMF7 0 1.30 6.12E-25
219162_s_at MRPL11 0 -1.14 1.02E-23
219163_at ZNF562 0 -1.15 1.39E-08
219164_s_at ATG2B 0 1.26 6.63E-21
219165_at PDLIM2 0 N.S.
219166_at C14orf104 0 -1.27 2.42E-09
219169_s_at TFB1M 0 -1.05 1.01E-03
219174_at IFT74 0 1.26 2.93E-28
219175_s_at SLC41A3 0 1.21 0.00E+00
219176_at C2orf47 0 N.S.
219177_at BXDC2 0 -2.05 5.34E-55
219178_at QTRTD1 0 -1.40 9.42E-53
219180_s_at PEX26 0 -1.10 4.16E-09
219187_at FKBPL 0 N.S.
219189_at FBXL6 0 N.S.
219190_s_at EIF2C4 0 1.39 1.16E-07
219191_s_at BIN2 0 1.51 1.66E-35
219192_at UBAP2 0 -1.42 3.24E-70
219193_at WDR70 0 1.09 1.27E-08
219198_at GTF3C4 0 -1.46 1.38E-41
219199_at AFF4 0 N.S.
219200_at FASTKD3 0 -1.11 0.00E+00
219201_s_at TWSG1 0 -1.13 3.32E-06
219202_at RHBDF2 0 N.S.
219203_at FAM158A 0 1.29 2.20E-44
219205_at SRR 0 N.S.
219207_at EDC3 0 -1.21 0.00E+00
219210_s_at RAB8B 0 1.19 0.00E+00
219211_at USP18 0 N.S.
219212_at HSPA14 0 -1.32 4.16E-48
219213_at JAM2 0 1.24 6.80E-06
219214_s_at NT5C 0 -1.13 4.13E-09
219215_s_at SLC39A4 0 -1.54 6.19E-36
219216_at ETAA1 0 N.S.
219217_at NARS2 0 -1.17 5.39E-26
219219_at TMEM160 0 N.S.
219221_at ZBTB38 0 1.15 3.86E-10
219228_at ZNF331 0 1.15 4.04E-06
219231_at TGS1 0 -1.32 5.53E-31
219232_s_at EGLN3 1 -1.82 4.64E-18
219235_s_at PHACTR4 0 1.12 5.72E-11
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219237_s_at DNAJB14 0 1.07 6.61E-03
219238_at PIGV 0 1.43 4.79E-34
219239_s_at ZNF654 0 N.S.
219240_s_at C10orf88 0 N.S.
219242_at CEP63 0 1.24 4.00E-24
219244_s_at MRPL46 0 -1.20 6.51E-33
219246_s_at OGFOD2 0 1.27 1.20E-18
219248_at THUMPD2 0 -1.44 4.18E-55
219252_s_at GEMIN8 0 N.S.
219253_at TMEM185B 0 -1.20 7.18E-26
219254_at C17orf101 0 N.S.
219256_s_at SH3TC1 0 1.71 1.34E-60
219258_at TIPIN 0 -1.53 1.61E-66
219259_at SEMA4A 0 1.76 2.25E-48
219260_s_at C17orf81 0 -1.20 1.02E-20
219262_at SUV39H2 0 -1.97 2.89E-47
219264_s_at LOC100134089 0 N.S.
219266_at ZNF350 0 1.20 0.00E+00
219267_at GLTP 0 N.S.
219269_at HMBOX1 0 1.28 1.57E-24
219270_at CHAC1 2 15.92 5.14E-91
219274_at TSPAN12 0 1.25 7.52E-13
219275_at PDCD5 0 -1.17 2.28E-30
219279_at DOCK10 0 -1.14 2.08E-23
219280_at BRWD1 0 N.S.
219281_at MSRA 0 1.14 3.64E-20
219282_s_at TRPV2 0 N.S.
219283_at C1GALT1C1 0 -1.43 1.57E-60
219284_at HSPBAP1 0 N.S.
219286_s_at RBM15 0 -1.09 3.38E-19
219287_at KCNMB4 0 N.S.
219288_at C3orf14 0 N.S.
219289_at HEATR3 0 -1.40 3.27E-56
219291_at DTWD1 0 N.S.
219292_at THAP1 0 N.S.
219293_s_at OLA1 0 N.S.
219294_at CENPQ 0 -1.23 0.00E+00
219296_at ZDHHC13 0 -1.11 0.00E+00
219297_at WDR44 0 1.15 7.52E-13
219298_at ECHDC3 0 N.S.
219299_at TRMT12 0 -1.20 0.00E+00
219303_at RNF219 0 -1.37 6.79E-32
219304_s_at PDGFD 0 N.S.
219306_at KIF15 0 -1.23 8.38E-37
219311_at CEP76 0 -1.24 4.33E-26
219312_s_at ZBTB10 0 1.41 4.21E-20
219317_at POLI 0 1.31 8.39E-34
219320_at MYO19 0 -1.20 1.02E-10
219321_at MPP5 0 -1.19 0.00E+00
219322_s_at WDR8 0 -1.11 1.80E-03
219324_at NOL12 0 -1.29 2.61E-41
219325_s_at ELAC1 0 N.S.
219326_s_at B3GNT2 0 1.29 0.00E+00
219329_s_at C2orf28 0 1.10 2.37E-24
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219330_at VANGL1 0 1.11 1.95E-06
219334_s_at OBFC2A 0 N.S.
219335_at ARMCX5 0 1.48 7.05E-67
219336_s_at ASCC1 0 1.13 0.00E+00
219337_at C1orf159 0 N.S.
219338_s_at LRRC49 0 1.36 1.40E-28
219342_at CASD1 0 N.S.
219343_at CDC37L1 0 1.16 1.14E-27
219345_at BOLA1 0 N.S.
219347_at NUDT15 0 -1.43 1.77E-38
219348_at USE1 0 1.17 0.00E+00
219349_s_at EXOC2 0 N.S.
219350_s_at DIABLO 8 -1.03 4.91E-02
219351_at TRAPPC2 0 1.20 1.14E-34
219352_at HERC6 0 1.53 4.89E-42
219353_at NHLRC2 0 N.S.
219354_at KLHL26 0 -1.29 2.26E-12
219357_at GTPBP1 0 1.10 1.02E-03
219358_s_at ADAP2 0 N.S.
219359_at ATHL1 0 1.44 0.00E+00
219361_s_at AEN 0 N.S.
219363_s_at MTERFD1 0 -1.36 1.59E-47
219366_at AVEN 0 -1.25 7.28E-37
219368_at NAP1L2 0 N.S.
219371_s_at KLF2 0 N.S.
219372_at IFT81 0 N.S.
219373_at DPM3 0 N.S.
219374_s_at ALG9 1 1.23 4.23E-41
219375_at CEPT1 0 1.14 1.69E-28
219376_at ZNF322B 0 1.10 5.53E-08
219378_at NARG1L 0 -1.47 2.46E-44
219381_at C5orf42 0 N.S.
219382_at SERTAD3 0 1.23 6.02E-12
219384_s_at ADAT1 0 N.S.
219387_at CCDC88A 0 -1.31 0.00E+00
219390_at FKBP14 0 3.55 3.51E-73
219394_at PGS1 0 N.S.
219397_at COQ10B 0 1.17 5.23E-30
219398_at CIDEC 0 1.27 5.04E-11
219400_at CNTNAP1 0 N.S.
219401_at XYLT2 0 -1.30 6.09E-07
219405_at TRIM68 0 1.15 2.91E-20
219406_at C1orf50 0 1.12 9.78E-12
219408_at PRMT7 0 -1.65 3.96E-47
219409_at SNIP1 0 N.S.
219410_at TMEM45A 0 1.30 0.00E+00
219411_at ELMO3 0 -1.21 1.84E-10
219412_at RAB38 0 1.58 1.59E-30
219413_at ACBD4 0 N.S.
219417_s_at C17orf59 0 1.57 5.83E-39
219420_s_at C1orf163 0 -2.15 2.23E-61
219421_at TTC33 0 1.20 1.31E-18
219424_at EBI3 0 1.09 5.08E-07
219426_at EIF2C3 0 1.12 5.75E-19
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219428_s_at PXMP4 0 N.S.
219429_at FA2H 0 -1.47 1.91E-09
219431_at ARHGAP10 0 1.11 4.78E-07
219433_at BCOR 0 N.S.
219435_at C17orf68 0 -1.22 0.00E+00
219437_s_at ANKRD11 0 1.62 2.61E-46
219439_at C1GALT1 0 -1.19 1.32E-18
219441_s_at LRRK1 0 -1.26 3.75E-22
219442_at C16orf67 0 1.12 4.50E-05
219443_at TASP1 0 N.S.
219444_at BCORL1 0 -1.26 2.26E-12
219445_at GLTSCR1 0 N.S.
219446_at RIC8B 0 N.S.
219447_s_at SLC35C2 0 N.S.
219449_s_at TMEM70 0 -1.26 2.85E-49
219451_at MSRB2 0 N.S.
219453_at KLHL36 0 N.S.
219458_s_at NSUN3 0 1.10 5.05E-03
219459_at POLR3B 0 -1.11 2.26E-12
219460_s_at TMEM127 0 1.20 0.00E+00
219462_at TMEM53 0 -1.24 1.65E-11
219467_at GIN1 0 -1.11 2.96E-10
219471_at C13orf18 0 -1.24 6.12E-21
219472_at CENPO 0 N.S.
219473_at GDAP2 0 1.18 1.28E-09
219477_s_at THSD1 0 1.44 1.58E-08
219479_at KDELC1 0 N.S.
219481_at TTC13 0 N.S.
219483_s_at PORCN 0 1.24 0.00E+00
219484_at HCFC2 0 1.13 1.05E-11
219485_s_at PSMD10 1 1.15 1.65E-19
219486_at DUS2L 0 -1.14 1.91E-04
219487_at BBS10 0 N.S.
219489_s_at NXN 0 N.S.
219490_s_at DCLRE1B 0 -1.49 3.93E-40
219492_at CHIC2 0 1.60 1.44E-72
219493_at SHCBP1 0 1.14 1.90E-10
219494_at RAD54B 1 -1.23 1.30E-20
219495_s_at ZNF180 0 -1.23 2.76E-21
219496_at ANKRD57 0 N.S.
219497_s_at BCL11A 0 -1.64 3.08E-18
219499_at SEC61A2 0 N.S.
219501_at ENOX1 0 1.41 2.93E-11
219502_at NEIL3 0 -1.14 9.03E-12
219504_s_at RPAP2 0 N.S.
219505_at CECR1 0 1.41 4.08E-21
219506_at C1orf54 0 1.11 9.50E-06
219507_at RSRC1 0 -1.24 2.13E-20
219512_at DSN1 0 N.S.
219513_s_at SH2D3A 0 1.20 7.30E-07
219515_at PRDM10 0 -1.51 8.39E-50
219517_at ELL3 0 -1.28 4.28E-19
219520_s_at WWC3 0 1.59 1.03E-39
219522_at FJX1 0 -2.42 7.77E-49
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219526_at C14orf169 0 -1.24 5.00E-42
219530_at PALB2 0 -1.34 1.30E-41
219531_at CEP72 0 -1.56 2.14E-43
219538_at WDR5B 0 N.S.
219539_at GEMIN6 0 -1.97 6.31E-64
219540_at ZNF267 0 1.22 0.00E+00
219541_at LIME1 0 -1.22 6.75E-07
219543_at PBLD 0 1.38 4.30E-33
219544_at C13orf34 0 1.19 7.08E-31
219548_at ZNF16 0 1.16 5.29E-07
219549_s_at RTN3 2 1.62 4.98E-72
219551_at EAF2 0 N.S.
219559_at SLC17A9 0 1.32 1.29E-20
219560_at C22orf29 0 -1.31 1.20E-11
219563_at C14orf139 0 N.S.
219565_at CYP20A1 0 1.49 8.49E-44
219567_s_at DEM1 0 N.S.
219570_at KIF16B 0 N.S.
219571_s_at ZNF12 0 1.20 9.86E-23
219575_s_at COG8 0 -1.14 1.41E-17
219576_at MAP7D3 0 -1.20 9.78E-12
219577_s_at ABCA7 0 1.14 5.17E-07
219581_at TSEN2 0 -1.64 1.45E-35
219582_at OGFRL1 0 N.S.
219583_s_at SPATA7 0 1.36 0.00E+00
219584_at PLA1A 0 1.24 1.21E-22
219588_s_at NCAPG2 0 -1.26 8.36E-29
219593_at SLC15A3 0 1.08 7.13E-03
219594_at NINJ2 0 N.S.
219595_at ZNF26 0 N.S.
219596_at THAP10 0 2.00 1.34E-55
219598_s_at RWDD1 0 -1.06 2.76E-10
219600_s_at TMEM50B 0 2.37 5.52E-76
219602_s_at FAM38B 0 1.38 2.27E-28
219603_s_at ZNF226 0 N.S.
219609_at WDR25 0 1.89 4.03E-27
219613_s_at SIRT6 0 N.S.
219617_at C2orf34 0 N.S.
219618_at IRAK4 0 1.33 2.11E-28
219622_at RAB20 0 -1.15 6.89E-03
219624_at BAG4 0 -1.31 1.26E-26
219625_s_at COL4A3BP 1 N.S.
219627_at ZNF767 0 1.36 3.25E-33
219628_at ZMAT3 0 1.42 7.08E-45
219629_at FAM118A 0 N.S.
219632_s_at TRPV1 1 1.20 1.23E-08
219633_at TTPAL 0 -1.10 4.86E-04
219634_at CHST11 0 1.14 2.48E-20
219635_at ZNF606 0 1.20 0.00E+00
219636_s_at ARMC9 0 N.S.
219640_at CLDN15 0 1.25 2.56E-19
219641_at DET1 0 1.18 1.79E-09
219644_at CCDC41 0 -1.18 0.00E+00
219646_at DEF8 0 -1.39 7.28E-36
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219648_at MREG 0 -1.21 8.69E-43
219649_at ALG6 2 N.S.
219650_at ERCC6L 0 -2.03 1.42E-67
219653_at LSM14B 0 -1.15 8.12E-11
219657_s_at KLF3 0 N.S.
219662_at C2orf49 0 N.S.
219665_at NUDT18 0 N.S.
219667_s_at BANK1 0 1.32 4.82E-05
219673_at MCM9 0 -1.24 2.10E-24
219675_s_at UXS1 0 -1.17 1.71E-21
219676_at ZSCAN16 0 1.24 9.40E-23
219680_at NLRX1 0 N.S.
219681_s_at RAB11FIP1 0 -1.08 3.19E-03
219683_at FZD3 0 -1.20 1.24E-10
219684_at RTP4 0 N.S.
219688_at BBS7 0 1.08 2.77E-02
219690_at TMEM149 0 1.20 0.00E+00
219691_at SAMD9 0 N.S.
219696_at DENND1B 0 N.S.
219698_s_at METTL4 0 1.55 1.23E-60
219702_at PLAC1 0 5.30 1.26E-50
219703_at MNS1 0 -1.36 1.67E-21
219705_at QSER1 0 -1.52 1.16E-21
219706_at C20orf29 0 N.S.
219711_at ZNF586 0 N.S.
219713_at SHPK 0 N.S.
219715_s_at TDP1 0 -1.37 5.66E-64
219716_at APOL6 0 1.88 4.41E-56
219717_at C4orf30 0 -1.25 1.06E-20
219718_at FGGY 0 1.11 1.03E-02
219720_s_at C14orf118 0 N.S.
219724_s_at KIAA0748 0 1.36 2.23E-24
219731_at FLJ34077 0 -1.12 2.41E-08
219733_s_at SLC27A5 0 -1.32 0.00E+00
219740_at VASH2 0 -1.28 1.10E-25
219742_at PRR7 0 -1.27 6.27E-08
219751_at SETD6 0 -1.35 3.44E-23
219753_at STAG3 0 N.S.
219754_at RBM41 0 1.29 1.69E-22
219757_s_at C14orf101 0 1.28 4.29E-30
219758_at TTC26 0 -1.14 4.99E-05
219759_at ERAP2 0 1.26 0.00E+00
219762_s_at RPL36 0 N.S.
219763_at DENND1A 0 1.14 7.24E-06
219765_at ZNF329 0 1.42 3.80E-25
219767_s_at CRYZL1 0 N.S.
219770_at GTDC1 0 N.S.
219774_at CCDC93 0 -1.14 0.00E+00
219777_at GIMAP6 0 N.S.
219783_at C2orf18 0 N.S.
219785_s_at FBXO31 0 1.19 3.56E-27
219787_s_at ECT2 0 -1.13 2.48E-11
219788_at PILRA 0 1.35 1.36E-04
219793_at SNX16 0 N.S.
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219797_at MGAT4A 0 -1.42 4.93E-07
219798_s_at MEPCE 0 -1.08 8.33E-04
219800_s_at THNSL1 0 -1.71 0.00E+00
219801_at ZNF34 0 N.S.
219805_at CXorf56 0 N.S.
219806_s_at C11orf75 0 1.39 2.70E-50
219809_at WDR55 0 -1.17 0.00E+00
219812_at PVRIG 0 1.18 7.27E-25
219814_at MBNL3 0 N.S.
219816_s_at RBM23 0 -1.08 0.00E+00
219817_at C12orf47 0 1.19 3.54E-10
219818_s_at GPATCH1 0 N.S.
219819_s_at MRPS28 0 -1.47 1.48E-81
219821_s_at GFOD1 0 1.11 7.65E-05
219822_at MTRF1 0 N.S.
219828_at C9orf86 0 -1.19 1.05E-11
219831_at CDKL3 0 1.36 2.72E-19
219833_s_at EFHC1 0 1.30 4.51E-27
219834_at ALS2CR8 0 1.26 0.00E+00
219838_at TTC23 0 N.S.
219841_at AICDA 0 -1.19 3.01E-12
219842_at ARL15 0 N.S.
219843_at IPP 0 -1.15 7.73E-07
219848_s_at ZNF432 0 1.19 0.00E+00
219849_at ZNF671 0 1.13 2.63E-04
219854_at ZNF14 0 N.S.
219858_s_at MFSD6 0 N.S.
219860_at LY6G5C 0 1.13 3.69E-02
219861_at DNAJC17 0 -1.33 3.09E-43
219862_s_at NARF 0 N.S.
219863_at HERC5 0 1.18 9.73E-19
219865_at HSPC157 0 1.27 3.53E-20
219868_s_at ANKFY1 0 N.S.
219870_at ATF7IP2 0 1.62 1.60E-57
219874_at SLC12A8 0 1.26 1.07E-31
219876_s_at GOLGA2L1 0 N.S.
219878_s_at KLF13 0 N.S.
219885_at SLFN12 0 -1.10 3.33E-04
219888_at SPAG4 0 N.S.
219889_at FRAT1 0 1.62 1.22E-35
219891_at PGPEP1 0 1.26 7.91E-26
219892_at TM6SF1 0 7.11 5.40E-97
219901_at FGD6 0 1.30 1.41E-18
219904_at ZSCAN5A 0 N.S.
219905_at ERMAP 0 1.55 8.73E-35
219906_at FLJ10213 0 N.S.
219910_at FICD 0 2.80 7.16E-74
219911_s_at LOC100134295 0 -1.35 2.61E-26
219913_s_at CRNKL1 0 1.05 1.13E-05
219915_s_at SLC16A10 0 -1.38 8.95E-11
219917_at ZCCHC4 0 N.S.
219918_s_at ASPM 0 -1.08 2.41E-11
219920_s_at GMPPB 0 1.74 3.06E-46
219922_s_at LTBP3 0 1.20 1.29E-04
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219923_at TRIM45 0 -1.20 3.31E-03
219924_s_at ZMYM6 0 1.20 0.00E+00
219929_s_at ZFYVE21 0 N.S.
219931_s_at KLHL12 0 N.S.
219933_at GLRX2 0 -1.17 4.62E-25
219938_s_at PSTPIP2 0 N.S.
219939_s_at CSDE1 0 1.12 3.09E-28
219940_s_at PCID2 0 -1.15 0.00E+00
219941_at TMEM19 0 N.S.
219944_at CLIP4 0 N.S.
219947_at CLEC4A 0 1.30 1.32E-08
219951_s_at C20orf12 0 N.S.
219952_s_at MCOLN1 0 1.38 0.00E+00
219956_at GALNT6 0 -1.27 1.90E-09
219957_at RUFY2 0 N.S.
219959_at MOCOS 0 N.S.
219960_s_at UCHL5 0 -1.17 2.07E-31
219961_s_at NCRNA00153 0 2.64 5.47E-77
219967_at MRM1 0 -1.54 6.34E-30
219968_at ZNF589 0 -1.29 6.63E-18
219969_at CXorf15 0 -1.34 0.00E+00
219971_at IL21R 0 1.55 4.80E-50
219972_s_at C14orf135 0 1.30 1.43E-24
219976_at HOOK1 0 1.40 3.15E-21
219979_s_at C11orf73 0 1.12 5.52E-08
219980_at C4orf29 0 -1.13 4.86E-02
219982_s_at SERF1A 0 -1.09 2.70E-04
219986_s_at ACAD10 0 1.11 3.16E-03
219988_s_at RNF220 0 N.S.
219990_at E2F8 0 -2.07 1.26E-73
219994_at APBB1IP 0 N.S.
219996_at ASB7 0 N.S.
219997_s_at COPS7B 0 -1.16 6.38E-08
219998_at HSPC159 0 -1.74 6.55E-26
219999_at MAN2A2 0 N.S.
220002_at KIF26B 0 -1.36 1.50E-12
220007_at METTL8 0 -1.14 0.00E+00
220011_at C1orf135 0 -1.25 4.09E-31
220012_at ERO1LB 2 2.25 6.39E-75
220015_at CASZ1 0 N.S.
220018_at CBLL1 0 N.S.
220019_s_at ZNF224 0 1.11 2.60E-02
220020_at XPNPEP3 0 -1.14 9.04E-04
220028_at ACVR2B 0 N.S.
220034_at IRAK3 0 N.S.
220035_at NUP210 0 -1.32 1.48E-20
220036_s_at LMBR1L 0 1.22 0.00E+00
220038_at C8orf44 0 2.41 1.08E-42
220041_at PIGZ 0 N.S.
220046_s_at CCNL1 0 N.S.
220050_at C9orf9 0 1.26 6.86E-20
220052_s_at TINF2 0 N.S.
220054_at IL23A 0 1.57 4.40E-31
220058_at C17orf39 0 N.S.
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220059_at STAP1 0 -1.05 2.82E-02
220060_s_at C12orf48 0 -1.16 0.00E+00
220063_at GSTCD 0 N.S.
220066_at NOD2 0 -1.14 2.85E-06
220068_at VPREB3 0 -1.28 1.94E-10
220079_s_at USP48 0 1.14 1.15E-36
220085_at HELLS 0 -1.43 7.24E-35
220086_at IKZF5 0 N.S.
220089_at L2HGDH 0 -1.35 0.00E+00
220091_at SLC2A6 0 -1.26 1.89E-18
220094_s_at CCDC90A 0 1.45 2.77E-65
220099_s_at LUC7L2 0 -1.06 5.67E-05
220103_s_at MRPS18C 0 N.S.
220104_at ZC3HAV1 0 -1.58 9.90E-34
220118_at ZBTB32 0 -2.26 8.07E-66
220121_at LINS1 0 N.S.
220122_at MCTP1 0 1.99 1.76E-47
220123_at SLC35F5 0 N.S.
220127_s_at FBXL12 0 N.S.
220132_s_at CLEC2D 0 N.S.
220145_at MAP9 0 N.S.
220146_at TLR7 0 1.48 6.63E-37
220147_s_at FAM60A 0 -1.07 6.69E-05
220148_at ALDH8A1 0 1.44 5.23E-06
220153_at ENTPD7 0 1.40 8.14E-19
220155_s_at BRD9 0 -1.29 3.25E-43
220158_at LGALS14 0 1.78 1.44E-62
220159_at ABCA11P 0 1.23 0.00E+00
220161_s_at EPB41L4B 0 -1.49 1.08E-22
220169_at TMEM156 0 1.75 1.12E-47
220172_at C2orf37 0 1.14 0.00E+00
220175_s_at CBWD1 0 -1.16 4.36E-09
220176_at NUBPL 0 1.09 2.28E-02
220178_at C19orf28 0 -1.36 7.75E-22
220182_at SLC25A23 0 -1.28 0.00E+00
220183_s_at NUDT6 0 1.21 0.00E+00
220189_s_at MGAT4B 0 -1.24 2.62E-19
220195_at MBD5 0 -1.15 0.00E+00
220199_s_at AIDA 0 1.12 0.00E+00
220200_s_at SETD8 0 1.11 1.38E-02
220201_at RC3H2 0 -1.21 0.00E+00
220212_s_at THADA 0 N.S.
220214_at ZNF215 0 N.S.
220215_at ZNF669 0 N.S.
220219_s_at LOC100133503 0 1.18 4.82E-06
220223_at ATAD5 0 -1.53 2.94E-33
220230_s_at CYB5R2 0 -1.13 1.57E-06
220235_s_at C1orf103 0 1.42 4.76E-47
220236_at PDPR 0 N.S.
220238_s_at KLHL7 0 -1.16 6.19E-06
220241_at TMCO3 0 1.66 5.13E-24
220244_at LOH3CR2A 0 N.S.
220246_at CAMK1D 0 N.S.
220250_at ZNF286A 0 N.S.
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220251_at C1orf107 0 N.S.
220255_at FANCE 0 N.S.
220260_at TBC1D19 0 1.50 7.77E-26
220261_s_at ZDHHC4 0 1.25 5.71E-21
220278_at KDM4D 0 N.S.
220285_at FAM108B1 0 -1.34 0.00E+00
220287_at ADAMTS9 0 N.S.
220288_at MYO15A 0 N.S.
220305_at MAVS 0 N.S.
220311_at N6AMT1 0 -2.05 9.22E-60
220315_at PARP11 0 1.41 1.45E-18
220319_s_at MYLIP 0 -1.40 1.50E-23
220329_s_at RMND1 0 -1.08 5.23E-06
220330_s_at SAMSN1 0 1.07 1.51E-04
220346_at MTHFD2L 0 -1.24 1.48E-08
220349_s_at ENGASE 0 N.S.
220353_at FAM86C 0 -1.38 2.54E-26
220355_s_at PBRM1 0 1.06 6.87E-06
220358_at BATF3 0 1.54 1.13E-33
220367_s_at SAP130 0 -1.10 0.00E+00
220368_s_at SMEK1 0 N.S.
220370_s_at USP36 0 -1.16 3.49E-09
220371_s_at SLC12A9 0 N.S.
220372_at DNAJC28 0 N.S.
220375_s_at H2AFY 0 N.S.
220386_s_at EML4 0 -1.40 8.89E-26
220387_s_at HHLA3 0 1.36 1.06E-37
220390_at AGBL2 0 N.S.
220391_at ZBTB3 0 1.23 2.70E-08
220399_at NCRNA00115 0 -1.20 5.12E-09
220417_s_at THAP4 0 -1.26 2.92E-27
220419_s_at USP25 1 1.15 4.47E-28
220444_at ZNF557 0 -1.49 4.41E-29
220446_s_at CHST4 0 -1.23 9.17E-03
220450_at SMAD1 0 N.S.
220458_at FLJ10246 0 N.S.
220459_at MCM3APAS 0 -1.91 5.76E-33
220465_at LOC80054 0 N.S.
220466_at CCDC15 0 -1.18 7.52E-13
220467_at FLJ21272 0 1.85 1.13E-31
220470_at BET1L 0 N.S.
220477_s_at C20orf30 0 1.09 1.84E-02
220482_s_at SERGEF 0 -1.19 1.06E-04
220484_at MCOLN3 0 N.S.
220488_s_at BCAS3 0 1.35 2.03E-20
220491_at HAMP 0 N.S.
220494_s_at C14orf43 0 1.15 4.08E-08
220495_s_at TXNDC15 0 1.77 1.17E-69
220500_s_at RABL2A 0 -1.11 6.62E-03
220525_s_at AUP1 0 1.07 3.55E-09
220534_at TRIM48 0 N.S.
220547_s_at FAM35A 0 -1.22 9.30E-29
220550_at FBXO4 0 -1.45 5.70E-07
220553_s_at PRPF39 0 -1.22 1.36E-22
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220565_at CCR10 0 -1.38 1.80E-31
220566_at PIK3R5 0 N.S.
220572_at DKFZp547G183 0 -1.42 4.34E-05
220577_at GVIN1 0 1.90 9.01E-71
220586_at CHD9 0 N.S.
220587_s_at GBL 0 1.14 4.65E-09
220588_at BCAS4 0 N.S.
220590_at ITFG2 0 N.S.
220597_s_at ARL6IP4 0 N.S.
220600_at C3orf75 0 N.S.
220602_s_at LOC388152 0 N.S.
220603_s_at MCTP2 0 N.S.
220605_s_at SIRT2 1 1.10 1.74E-06
220606_s_at C17orf48 0 1.23 1.32E-26
220608_s_at ZNF770 0 N.S.
220609_at LOC202181 0 N.S.
220615_s_at FAR2 0 -1.58 9.78E-25
220631_at OSGEPL1 0 -1.26 2.08E-20
220633_s_at HP1BP3 0 N.S.
220643_s_at FAIM 0 1.09 1.13E-06
220647_s_at CHCHD8 0 -1.59 5.69E-76
220651_s_at MCM10 0 -2.83 4.36E-97
220658_s_at ARNTL2 0 -1.12 0.00E+00
220661_s_at ZNF692 0 -1.31 1.27E-29
220668_s_at DNMT3B 0 N.S.
220671_at CCRN4L 0 -1.23 3.18E-05
220682_s_at KLHL5 0 N.S.
220685_at FAM120C 0 N.S.
220688_s_at MRTO4 0 -2.00 3.14E-69
220690_s_at DHRS7B 0 1.23 7.44E-28
220703_at C10orf110 0 -1.66 2.53E-20
220712_at C8orf60 0 N.S.
220721_at ZNF614 0 1.30 9.88E-20
220731_s_at NECAP2 0 N.S.
220734_s_at GLTPD1 0 N.S.
220735_s_at SENP7 0 1.30 2.89E-03
220739_s_at CNNM3 0 -1.17 8.36E-20
220740_s_at SLC12A6 0 1.09 1.49E-02
220741_s_at PPA2 0 N.S.
220746_s_at UIMC1 0 N.S.
220748_s_at ZNF580 0 N.S.
220750_s_at LEPRE1 0 N.S.
220753_s_at CRYL1 0 1.16 5.27E-12
220755_s_at C6orf48 0 1.74 2.25E-82
220757_s_at UBXN6 0 1.35 8.39E-19
220761_s_at TAOK3 0 1.28 7.50E-40
220762_s_at GNB1L 0 -1.38 1.33E-19
220768_s_at CSNK1G3 0 1.18 8.61E-21
220770_s_at C5orf54 0 -1.08 1.45E-02
220773_s_at GPHN 0 -1.24 5.78E-18
220774_at DYM 0 N.S.
220775_s_at UEVLD 0 N.S.
220776_at KCNJ14 0 N.S.
220788_s_at IRF9 0 N.S.
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220789_s_at TBRG4 0 -1.56 5.77E-44
220797_at METT10D 0 -1.35 2.86E-11
220800_s_at TMOD3 0 -1.26 0.00E+00
220840_s_at C1orf112 0 -1.38 2.55E-38
220864_s_at NDUFA13 0 N.S.
220865_s_at PDSS1 0 -1.73 2.60E-78
220885_s_at CENPJ 0 -1.35 7.39E-26
220890_s_at DDX47 0 -1.32 1.95E-54
220892_s_at PSAT1 0 5.06 1.78E-87
220917_s_at WDR19 0 2.12 5.65E-66
220924_s_at SLC38A2 1 2.26 3.41E-101
220925_at MAK10 0 1.13 0.00E+00
220926_s_at EDEM3 0 1.66 2.55E-46
220933_s_at ZCCHC6 0 1.13 6.11E-18
220934_s_at TMEM223 0 -1.29 6.48E-45
220935_s_at CDK5RAP2 0 N.S.
220936_s_at H2AFJ 0 N.S.
220937_s_at ST6GALNAC4 0 1.35 7.24E-26
220939_s_at DPP8 0 1.12 8.66E-25
220940_at ANKRD36B 0 N.S.
220941_s_at C21orf91 0 -1.12 3.05E-09
220943_s_at C2orf56 0 N.S.
220944_at PGLYRP4 0 N.S.
220946_s_at SETD2 0 N.S.
220947_s_at TBC1D10B 0 N.S.
220948_s_at ATP1A1 0 N.S.
220949_s_at C7orf49 0 N.S.
220953_s_at MTMR12 0 -1.13 1.19E-03
220954_s_at PILRB 0 1.28 6.52E-28
220956_s_at EGLN2 0 N.S.
220964_s_at RAB1B 0 -1.30 1.16E-37
220973_s_at SHARPIN 0 1.17 1.45E-09
220980_s_at ADPGK 0 -1.07 3.79E-04
220984_s_at SLCO5A1 0 N.S.
220985_s_at RNF170 0 1.42 5.37E-35
220987_s_at C11orf17 0 N.S.
220988_s_at C1QTNF3 0 1.19 1.73E-02
220990_s_at MIR21 0 1.15 0.00E+00
220991_s_at RNF32 0 1.95 2.55E-37
220992_s_at C1orf25 0 1.07 7.55E-04
220993_s_at GPR63 0 N.S.
221002_s_at TSPAN14 0 N.S.
221004_s_at ITM2C 0 -1.14 0.00E+00
221006_s_at SNX27 0 N.S.
221007_s_at FIP1L1 0 -1.11 0.00E+00
221011_s_at LBH 0 -1.27 7.47E-19
221012_s_at TRIM8 0 N.S.
221014_s_at RAB33B 0 1.23 1.66E-09
221015_s_at CDADC1 0 N.S.
221020_s_at SLC25A32 0 -1.40 1.67E-65
221021_s_at CTNNBL1 0 -1.17 2.16E-09
221027_s_at PLA2G12A 0 N.S.
221031_s_at APOLD1 0 1.28 7.52E-13
221036_s_at APH1B 0 1.14 0.00E+00
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221039_s_at ASAP1 0 1.20 1.02E-20
221041_s_at SLC17A5 0 1.37 2.72E-26
221042_s_at CLMN 0 -1.25 0.00E+00
221044_s_at TRIM34 0 -1.22 1.01E-21
221046_s_at GTPBP8 0 N.S.
221050_s_at GTPBP2 0 1.54 1.89E-45
221053_s_at TDRKH 0 N.S.
221058_s_at CKLF 0 N.S.
221059_s_at COTL1 0 -1.08 0.00E+00
221069_s_at CCDC44 0 -1.07 1.51E-05
221073_s_at NOD1 0 N.S.
221079_s_at METTL2A 0 -1.32 0.00E+00
221080_s_at DENND1C 0 1.06 1.74E-04
221081_s_at DENND2D 0 1.19 3.73E-22
221087_s_at APOL3 0 -1.37 1.86E-25
221090_s_at OGFOD1 0 -1.09 0.00E+00
221092_at IKZF3 0 -1.44 8.74E-26
221094_s_at ELP3 0 N.S.
221096_s_at TMCO6 0 -1.19 1.68E-20
221103_s_at WDR52 0 1.18 4.14E-06
221104_s_at NIPSNAP3B 0 N.S.
221135_s_at ASTE1 0 -1.11 1.41E-03
221139_s_at CSAD 0 1.27 0.00E+00
221142_s_at PECR 0 -1.07 2.74E-02
221187_s_at FUZ 0 N.S.
221188_s_at CIDEB 0 -1.31 0.00E+00
221189_s_at TARS2 0 -1.14 8.97E-08
221190_s_at C18orf8 0 1.21 4.88E-31
221193_s_at ZCCHC10 0 -1.05 1.90E-02
221194_s_at RNFT1 0 N.S.
221203_s_at YEATS2 0 -1.13 3.84E-09
221207_s_at NBEA 0 1.18 1.63E-05
221208_s_at C11orf61 0 N.S.
221210_s_at NPL 0 1.29 0.00E+00
221211_s_at C21orf7 0 1.39 2.76E-09
221213_s_at ZNF280D 0 N.S.
221214_s_at NELF 0 -1.57 1.56E-43
221216_s_at SCMH1 0 -1.15 0.00E+00
221218_s_at TPK1 0 1.09 1.26E-08
221219_s_at KLHDC4 0 -1.30 1.15E-25
221220_s_at SCYL2 0 N.S.
221221_s_at KLHL3 0 1.19 2.94E-08
221222_s_at C1orf56 0 N.S.
221229_s_at TRMT61B 0 -1.15 1.07E-26
221230_s_at ARID4B 0 1.12 1.59E-07
221235_s_at LOC644617 0 -1.45 1.74E-48
221238_at NSBP1 0 N.S.
221244_s_at PDPK1 0 N.S.
221245_s_at FZD5 0 -1.50 4.84E-29
221247_s_at WBSCR16 0 -1.29 6.49E-38
221248_s_at WHSC1L1 0 N.S.
221249_s_at FAM117A 0 1.33 2.33E-48
221253_s_at TXNDC5 0 N.S.
221255_s_at TMEM93 0 -1.18 1.77E-41
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221256_s_at HDHD3 0 -1.23 0.00E+00
221258_s_at KIF18A 0 -1.19 1.07E-19
221260_s_at CSRNP2 0 1.28 3.41E-33
221262_s_at SLC2A11 0 N.S.
221263_s_at SF3B5 0 N.S.
221264_s_at LOC100128223 0 N.S.
221265_s_at C15orf44 0 N.S.
221267_s_at FAM108A1 0 -1.32 7.39E-51
221268_s_at SGPP1 0 N.S.
221269_s_at SH3BGRL3 0 1.06 1.60E-03
221270_s_at QTRT1 0 N.S.
221274_s_at LMAN2L 0 1.08 1.23E-03
221277_s_at PUS3 0 -1.17 8.83E-27
221286_s_at MGC29506 0 2.51 1.08E-47
221293_s_at DEF6 0 N.S.
221306_at GPR27 0 N.S.
221326_s_at TUBD1 0 -1.13 1.99E-04
221381_s_at MORF4 0 N.S.
221423_s_at YIPF5 0 1.41 6.22E-27
221425_s_at ISCA1 0 -1.13 6.77E-12
221427_s_at CCNL2 0 1.09 2.91E-02
221428_s_at TBL1XR1 0 -1.12 7.60E-03
221430_s_at RNF146 0 1.24 1.61E-20
221432_s_at SLC25A28 0 1.23 0.00E+00
221434_s_at C14orf156 0 -1.36 4.18E-63
221436_s_at CDCA3 0 -1.28 1.37E-38
221437_s_at MRPS15 0 -1.12 2.79E-26
221449_s_at ITFG1 0 1.29 2.32E-42
221452_s_at TMEM14B 0 N.S.
221471_at SERINC3 0 1.69 1.24E-83
221474_at MYL12B 0 N.S.
221475_s_at RPL15 0 N.S.
221479_s_at BNIP3L 2 N.S.
221483_s_at ARPP19 0 -1.19 1.50E-38
221484_at B4GALT5 0 -1.63 6.63E-56
221486_at ENSA 0 -1.19 9.83E-10
221488_s_at CUTA 0 1.04 3.28E-02
221489_s_at SPRY4 0 1.43 0.00E+00
221492_s_at ATG3 0 N.S.
221493_at TSPYL1 0 N.S.
221495_s_at TCF25 0 1.14 8.41E-22
221502_at KPNA3 0 -1.33 1.36E-60
221504_s_at ATP6V1H 1 1.06 6.80E-05
221505_at ANP32E 0 N.S.
221506_s_at TNPO2 0 -1.46 4.70E-53
221509_at DENR 0 1.13 2.57E-22
221513_s_at UTP14A 0 -1.26 1.25E-26
221515_s_at LCMT1 0 1.15 2.78E-21
221517_s_at MED17 0 -1.06 7.37E-04
221518_s_at USP47 0 1.17 3.83E-40
221520_s_at CDCA8 0 -1.08 3.31E-08
221521_s_at GINS2 0 -1.64 2.05E-60
221522_at ANKRD27 0 -1.14 3.83E-28
221524_s_at RRAGD 0 -1.22 6.49E-28
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221532_s_at WDR61 0 -1.11 6.28E-23
221534_at C11orf68 0 N.S.
221535_at LSG1 0 -1.26 6.78E-46
221539_at EIF4EBP1 3 3.72 1.81E-109
221542_s_at ERLIN2 0 1.11 4.51E-11
221548_s_at ILKAP 0 -1.28 2.16E-46
221549_at GRWD1 0 -1.85 5.13E-52
221550_at COX15 0 -1.07 1.26E-03
221553_at MAGT1 0 1.99 5.50E-70
221556_at CDC14B 0 13.79 2.65E-80
221558_s_at LEF1 0 N.S.
221559_s_at MIS12 0 1.80 8.91E-75
221561_at SOAT1 0 N.S.
221565_s_at CALHM2 0 1.16 2.70E-09
221568_s_at LIN7C 0 N.S.
221569_at AHI1 0 N.S.
221570_s_at METTL5 0 N.S.
221571_at TRAF3 0 1.24 5.26E-28
221573_at C7orf25 0 -1.16 4.81E-07
221575_at SCLY 0 -1.28 1.65E-34
221580_s_at TAF1D 0 -1.09 0.00E+00
221582_at HIST3H2A 0 1.65 3.75E-48
221586_s_at E2F5 0 N.S.
221587_s_at C19orf24 0 N.S.
221591_s_at FAM64A 0 -1.21 0.00E+00
221593_s_at RPL31 0 -1.06 4.39E-03
221595_at DKFZP564O0523 0 1.43 9.30E-30
221597_s_at TMEM208 0 1.15 0.00E+00
221598_s_at LOC100131612 0 N.S.
221600_s_at C11orf67 0 1.26 1.13E-20
221602_s_at FAIM3 0 N.S.
221610_s_at STAP2 0 -1.16 6.52E-08
221616_s_at TAF9B 0 N.S.
221619_s_at MTCH1 0 -1.34 3.80E-55
221620_s_at APOO 0 -1.17 8.84E-18
221621_at C17orf86 0 N.S.
221622_s_at TMEM126B 0 -1.14 2.12E-32
221626_at ZNF506 0 1.25 3.31E-11
221632_s_at WDR4 0 -1.32 1.08E-23
221634_at RPL23AP7 0 N.S.
221636_s_at MOSC2 0 N.S.
221637_s_at C11orf48 0 -1.48 1.60E-79
221638_s_at STX16 0 N.S.
221640_s_at LRDD 1 -1.30 0.00E+00
221641_s_at ACOT9 0 1.15 0.00E+00
221643_s_at RERE 0 N.S.
221645_s_at ZNF83 0 1.14 2.15E-03
221646_s_at ZDHHC11 0 1.28 1.07E-05
221647_s_at RIC8A 0 -1.08 1.31E-05
221649_s_at PPAN 0 -1.86 8.64E-68
221650_s_at MED18 0 -1.26 3.21E-02
221652_s_at C12orf11 0 -1.16 2.88E-35
221657_s_at ASB6 0 -1.27 1.58E-11
221666_s_at PYCARD 0 -1.21 1.03E-19
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221669_s_at ACAD8 0 -1.06 2.05E-02
221673_s_at CSNK1G1 0 N.S.
221675_s_at CHPT1 0 N.S.
221676_s_at CORO1C 0 -1.39 1.65E-58
221677_s_at DONSON 0 -1.15 2.39E-29
221681_s_at DSPP 1 N.S.
221683_s_at CEP290 0 N.S.
221685_s_at CCDC99 0 -1.12 0.00E+00
221688_s_at IMP3 0 -1.54 8.33E-67
221689_s_at PIGP 0 1.41 3.83E-74
221692_s_at MRPL34 0 -1.60 3.07E-65
221699_s_at DDX50 0 1.14 8.61E-20
221700_s_at UBA52 0 N.S.
221701_s_at STRA6 0 N.S.
221702_s_at TM2D3 0 1.17 2.00E-45
221703_at BRIP1 0 -1.51 1.49E-23
221704_s_at VPS37B 0 N.S.
221708_s_at UNC45A 0 N.S.
221711_s_at C19orf62 0 1.05 1.77E-05
221712_s_at WDR74 0 -1.35 1.40E-36
221725_at WASF2 0 1.20 2.12E-35
221727_at SUB1 0 -1.25 4.98E-26
221732_at CANT1 0 N.S.
221734_at PRRC1 0 1.24 0.00E+00
221737_at GNA12 0 N.S.
221738_at KIAA1219 0 1.20 1.62E-24
221739_at C19orf10 0 2.06 3.24E-71
221741_s_at YTHDF1 0 -1.12 6.61E-19
221744_at WDR68 0 -1.09 1.62E-05
221746_at UBL4A 0 -1.41 4.83E-41
221749_at YTHDF3 0 N.S.
221750_at HMGCS1 0 -2.51 2.66E-71
221751_at SLC2A3P1 0 -1.33 6.15E-53
221753_at SSH1 0 N.S.
221758_at ARMC6 0 -1.35 1.44E-26
221759_at G6PC3 1 N.S.
221760_at MAN1A1 0 1.43 2.86E-58
221761_at ADSS 0 -1.22 5.76E-22
221763_at JMJD1C 0 1.67 4.60E-73
221766_s_at FAM46A 0 -1.25 5.42E-11
221770_at RPE 4 -1.37 1.49E-26
221771_s_at MPHOSPH8 0 N.S.
221772_s_at PPP2R2D 0 N.S.
221776_s_at BRD7 0 -1.05 2.98E-05
221778_at JHDM1D 0 1.19 8.56E-03
221780_s_at DDX27 0 -1.11 8.18E-10
221782_at DNAJC10 2 2.17 7.81E-71
221786_at C6orf120 0 N.S.
221791_s_at CCDC72 0 N.S.
221799_at CSGLCA-T 0 N.S.
221800_s_at C17orf70 0 -1.38 6.63E-34
221803_s_at NRBF2 0 1.24 1.95E-26
221804_s_at FAM45A 0 1.19 5.71E-40
221806_s_at SETD5 0 1.15 5.78E-18
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221807_s_at TRABD 0 1.12 3.54E-10
221808_at RAB9A 0 1.28 3.46E-45
221813_at FBXO42 0 N.S.
221816_s_at PHF11 0 1.11 3.70E-24
221817_at DOLPP1 0 1.37 4.35E-47
221818_at INTS5 0 -1.24 3.59E-21
221821_s_at C12orf41 0 N.S.
221823_at C5orf30 0 -1.38 4.42E-33
221824_s_at MARCH8 0 1.39 8.03E-50
221825_at ANGEL2 0 1.17 2.56E-39
221829_s_at TNPO1 0 -1.06 1.07E-02
221831_at LUZP1 0 -1.22 0.00E+00
221833_at LONP2 0 N.S.
221840_at PTPRE 0 1.23 0.00E+00
221843_s_at KIAA1609 0 1.34 2.24E-24
221845_s_at CLPB 0 -1.32 9.35E-31
221847_at LOC100129361 0 1.04 1.77E-04
221851_at C19orf72 0 N.S.
221853_s_at NOMO1 0 1.08 3.10E-08
221858_at TBC1D12 0 1.12 3.90E-08
221864_at ORAI3 0 1.15 5.19E-11
221865_at C9orf91 0 1.66 5.34E-70
221867_at N4BP1 0 1.33 3.90E-18
221873_at ZNF143 0 -1.41 1.14E-47
221876_at ZNF783 0 -1.23 1.64E-08
221879_at CALML4 0 -1.13 3.75E-03
221881_s_at CLIC4 0 1.58 2.33E-45
221882_s_at TMEM8 0 -1.18 7.81E-20
221888_at CC2D1A 0 N.S.
221896_s_at HIGD1A 0 -1.13 8.39E-27
221897_at TRIM52 0 1.28 5.23E-28
221904_at FAM131A 0 -1.19 7.52E-13
221905_at CYLD 0 1.21 1.50E-12
221909_at RNFT2 0 1.11 4.86E-06
221912_s_at CCDC28B 0 -1.28 1.45E-35
221915_s_at RANBP1 0 -1.29 3.08E-07
221918_at PCTK2 0 1.50 1.95E-39
221920_s_at SLC25A37 0 N.S.
221922_at GPSM2 0 -1.11 4.73E-03
221925_s_at CSPP1 0 -1.14 3.62E-02
221927_s_at ABHD11 0 -1.62 5.81E-49
221931_s_at SEH1L 0 -1.47 4.61E-67
221932_s_at GLRX5 0 -1.34 1.59E-50
221934_s_at DALRD3 0 1.19 3.76E-12
221935_s_at C3orf64 0 -1.18 0.00E+00
221937_at AP1GBP1 0 1.13 1.58E-11
221940_at RPUSD2 0 -1.19 7.25E-22
221957_at PDK3 0 -1.10 2.10E-07
221960_s_at RAB2A 0 N.S.
221962_s_at UBE2H 0 1.10 2.42E-03
221965_at MPHOSPH9 0 N.S.
221969_at PAX5 0 N.S.
221970_s_at NOL11 0 -1.64 1.85E-66
221972_s_at SDF4 0 1.45 5.97E-51
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221978_at HLA-F 0 N.S.
221983_at FAM134A 0 N.S.
221985_at KLHL24 0 1.69 2.41E-40
221987_s_at TSR1 0 -2.15 3.11E-79
221988_at C19orf42 0 1.86 4.88E-68
221995_s_at MRP63 0 -1.24 5.60E-09
221997_s_at MRPL52 0 N.S.
222000_at C1orf174 0 -1.11 0.00E+00
222006_at LETM1 0 -1.43 2.05E-44
222010_at TCP1 0 -1.22 1.75E-36
222016_s_at ZNF323 0 1.27 7.52E-13
222018_at NACA 0 -1.28 3.92E-26
222019_at PFDN6 0 -1.33 2.95E-20
222027_at NUCKS1 0 1.18 1.60E-07
222028_at ZNF45 0 N.S.
222030_at SIVA1 0 N.S.
222031_at LOC286434 0 N.S.
222034_at GNB2L1 2 -1.19 0.00E+00
222039_at KIF18B 0 -1.22 1.60E-32
222040_at HNRNPA1 0 -1.34 5.35E-41
222046_at SRRT 0 N.S.
222048_at CRYBB2P1 0 1.20 5.03E-09
222052_at C19orf54 0 1.46 5.24E-60
222064_s_at AARSD1 0 N.S.
222071_s_at SLCO4C1 0 1.33 7.56E-08
222077_s_at RACGAP1 0 -1.09 5.93E-08
222088_s_at SLC2A14 0 1.32 9.02E-25
222103_at ATF1 2 1.15 0.00E+00
222105_s_at NKIRAS2 0 N.S.
222118_at CENPN 0 -1.31 4.63E-40
222119_s_at FBXO11 0 1.32 4.37E-51
222120_at ZNF764 0 N.S.
222125_s_at P4HTM 0 1.16 9.66E-24
222127_s_at EXOC1 0 1.08 9.22E-21
222128_at NSUN6 0 1.18 2.92E-08
222130_s_at FTSJ2 0 -1.36 1.40E-39
222138_s_at WDR13 0 1.34 3.94E-35
222139_at KIAA1466 0 1.26 1.20E-11
222140_s_at GPR89A 0 1.35 3.64E-57
222143_s_at MTMR14 0 N.S.
222147_s_at ACTR5 0 -1.33 7.03E-26
222148_s_at RHOT1 0 N.S.
222150_s_at PION 0 1.08 2.58E-04
222154_s_at LOC26010 0 N.S.
222155_s_at GPR172A 0 1.59 4.14E-47
222175_s_at MED15 0 N.S.
222186_at ZFAND6 0 N.S.
222190_s_at C16orf58 0 1.50 9.31E-25
222193_at C2orf43 0 -1.27 2.08E-23
222199_s_at BIN3 0 -1.20 2.87E-28
222200_s_at BSDC1 0 1.25 9.59E-19
222201_s_at CASP8AP2 0 -1.38 1.16E-48
222203_s_at RDH14 0 N.S.
222204_s_at RRN3 1 -1.16 3.59E-10
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222208_s_at POLR2J4 0 N.S.
222209_s_at TMEM135 0 -1.19 1.69E-31
222212_s_at LASS2 1 1.09 2.87E-05
222214_at SUZ12P 0 -1.23 1.62E-03
222216_s_at MRPL17 0 -1.81 3.25E-71
222217_s_at SLC27A3 0 1.23 0.00E+00
222228_s_at ALKBH4 0 N.S.
222230_s_at ACTR10 0 1.30 9.09E-53
222231_s_at LRRC59 0 N.S.
222233_s_at DCLRE1C 0 1.17 1.78E-20
222235_s_at CSGALNACT2 0 1.75 7.79E-46
222238_s_at POLM 0 -1.15 1.65E-07
222239_s_at INTS6 0 1.08 5.48E-05
222243_s_at TOB2 0 N.S.
222244_s_at TUG1 0 N.S.
222250_s_at INTS7 0 N.S.
222251_s_at GMEB2 0 N.S.
222262_s_at ETNK1 0 -1.34 1.44E-39
222263_at SLC35E1 0 N.S.
222264_at HNRNPUL2 0 N.S.
222270_at SMEK2 0 -1.40 5.00E-08
222273_at PAPOLG 0 N.S.
222275_at MRPS30 0 -1.22 5.04E-26
222276_at METTL2B 0 N.S.
222279_at RP3-377H14.5 0 N.S.
222283_at ZNF480 0 -1.41 2.63E-11
222305_at HK2 0 -1.72 2.84E-25
222307_at LOC282997 0 1.25 1.50E-12
222310_at SFRS15 0 N.S.
222313_at CNOT2 0 N.S.
222316_at USO1 0 1.92 1.57E-40
222318_at ZNF324B 0 -1.21 9.26E-07
222326_at PDE4B 1 -1.54 5.26E-07
222336_at C4orf34 0 1.38 4.56E-04
222344_at C5orf13 0 N.S.
222350_at BCL9 0 -1.32 2.55E-02
222351_at PPP2R1B 0 -1.19 6.33E-07
222354_at F11R 0 -1.24 3.42E-02
222360_at DPH5 0 N.S.
222366_at ADNP 0 N.S.
222369_at NAT11 0 -1.44 7.39E-42
222376_at HACE1 0 -1.17 3.89E-08
266_s_at CD24 1 -1.70 2.50E-19
31845_at ELF4 0 -1.17 2.75E-21
32032_at DGCR14 0 N.S.
32091_at SLC25A44 0 -1.13 0.00E+00
32811_at MYO1C 0 -1.10 7.54E-10
32836_at AGPAT1 0 N.S.
33322_i_at SFN 1 -1.17 5.72E-09
33494_at ETFDH 0 1.20 1.50E-36
33760_at PEX14 0 -1.09 1.55E-10
33814_at PAK4 0 -1.17 0.00E+00
33850_at MAP4 0 1.08 4.45E-02
34210_at CD52 0 -1.29 2.14E-34
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34221_at HMGXB3 0 -1.07 4.34E-02
34260_at TELO2 0 -1.58 1.68E-53
34406_at PACS2 0 -1.16 2.48E-06
34408_at RTN2 0 1.22 1.07E-10
34478_at RAB11B 0 N.S.
34697_at LRP6 0 N.S.
34858_at KCTD2 0 -1.11 7.67E-08
34868_at SMG5 0 1.17 6.36E-19
35160_at LDB1 0 -1.20 0.00E+00
35265_at FXR2 0 N.S.
35626_at SGSH 0 1.19 8.27E-11
35671_at GTF3C1 0 -1.18 1.49E-27
36019_at STK19 0 1.40 1.33E-61
36030_at IFFO1 0 N.S.
36084_at CUL7 0 N.S.
36475_at GCAT 0 N.S.
36545_s_at SFI1 0 N.S.
36552_at C2CD3 0 -1.16 7.94E-25
36711_at MAFF 0 1.48 8.78E-32
36829_at PER1 0 1.24 3.41E-20
36865_at ANGEL1 0 -1.15 1.73E-17
36907_at MVK 0 -1.27 1.63E-28
36920_at MTM1 0 1.62 8.69E-39
36994_at ATP6V0C 0 N.S.
37012_at CAPZB 0 N.S.
37028_at PPP1R15A 20 2.50 6.12E-76
37079_at YDD19 0 1.41 1.00E-19
37152_at PPARD 0 1.16 0.00E+00
37170_at BMP2K 0 N.S.
37226_at BNIP1 0 1.12 0.00E+00
37232_at KIAA0586 0 N.S.
37254_at ZNF133 0 1.10 7.10E-06
37278_at TAZ 0 1.20 1.50E-12
37462_i_at SF3A2 0 -1.19 1.76E-29
37512_at HSD17B6 0 N.S.
37802_r_at FAM63B 0 N.S.
37860_at ZNF337 0 N.S.
37872_at JRK 0 -1.15 1.50E-12
37966_at PARVB 0 -1.18 3.97E-28
38290_at RGS14 0 1.24 2.81E-37
38398_at MADD 0 1.08 4.89E-05
38447_at ADRBK1 0 N.S.
38892_at KIAA0240 0 1.27 2.32E-40
39248_at AQP3 0 -1.15 6.07E-03
39318_at TCL1A 0 -1.64 4.82E-69
39729_at PRDX2 0 -1.06 3.60E-03
39817_s_at C6orf108 0 -1.08 2.28E-10
40020_at CELSR3 0 N.S.
40149_at SH2B1 1 N.S.
40255_at DDX28 0 -1.38 1.28E-55
40273_at SPHK2 0 -1.23 1.11E-20
40359_at RASSF7 0 -1.27 1.08E-27
40420_at STK10 0 1.39 3.77E-62
40446_at PHF1 0 1.19 0.00E+00
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40465_at DDX23 0 -1.42 4.25E-52
40829_at WDTC1 0 1.12 0.00E+00
41160_at MBD3 0 -1.32 5.20E-53
41220_at SEPT9 0 -1.05 2.47E-02
41387_r_at KDM6B 0 1.25 0.00E+00
41397_at ZNF821 0 1.63 2.22E-42
41512_at BRAP 0 1.12 0.00E+00
41577_at PPP1R16B 0 N.S.
41657_at STK11 0 N.S.
41858_at FRAG1 0 1.12 4.35E-18
43544_at MED16 0 -1.12 0.00E+00
43934_at GPR137 0 1.21 2.12E-07
43977_at TMEM161A 0 1.19 3.93E-33
44065_at C12orf52 0 -1.20 5.78E-33
44669_at LOC644096 0 -1.09 9.78E-12
44702_at SYDE1 0 N.S.
44783_s_at HEY1 0 -1.19 7.19E-20
45687_at PRR14 0 N.S.
46167_at TTC4 0 -1.33 3.45E-53
46270_at UBAP1 0 N.S.
46665_at SEMA4C 0 N.S.
47083_at C7orf26 0 -1.07 2.52E-03
47571_at ZNF236 0 N.S.
47608_at TJAP1 0 1.11 4.12E-10
48117_at CCDC101 0 N.S.
48531_at TNIP2 0 -1.24 7.55E-50
48659_at MIIP 0 1.20 1.35E-33
49306_at RASSF4 0 -1.12 1.85E-02
49327_at SIRT3 0 1.28 5.75E-28
49485_at PRDM4 0 N.S.
50221_at TFEB 0 1.15 0.00E+00
50277_at GGA1 0 N.S.
50374_at C17orf90 0 -1.17 7.18E-25
51158_at FAM174B 0 1.62 9.05E-47
51774_s_at LOC222070 0 N.S.
52078_at TMEM222 0 N.S.
52164_at C11orf24 0 -1.25 4.73E-33
52169_at STRADA 0 -1.11 0.00E+00
52741_at TRMT61A 0 -1.28 0.00E+00
52940_at SIGIRR 0 N.S.
53076_at B4GALT7 0 1.13 1.50E-12
53912_at SNX11 0 N.S.
53987_at RANBP10 0 N.S.
54037_at HPS4 0 N.S.
54051_at PKNOX1 0 N.S.
54970_at ZMIZ2 0 -1.18 8.35E-19
55065_at MARK4 0 1.07 2.27E-06
55081_at MICALL1 0 -1.13 3.01E-11
55616_at PERLD1 0 1.13 2.04E-05
55662_at C10orf76 0 N.S.
55692_at ELMO2 0 1.09 3.17E-09
55705_at C19orf22 0 N.S.
55872_at ZNF512B 0 -1.17 0.00E+00
56256_at SIDT2 0 1.13 0.00E+00
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56919_at WDR48 0 1.36 2.71E-27
57082_at LDLRAP1 0 -1.12 1.20E-06
57163_at ELOVL1 0 -1.09 1.46E-03
57539_at ZGPAT 0 -1.21 3.44E-23
58308_at TRIM62 0 N.S.
58696_at EXOSC4 0 -1.82 7.77E-74
59625_at NOL3 0 1.32 1.73E-20
60528_at JMJD7-PLA2G4B 2 N.S.
63009_at SHQ1 0 -1.33 1.07E-46
632_at GSK3A 0 N.S.
635_s_at PPP2R5B 0 1.35 1.32E-22
64371_at SFRS14 0 N.S.
64486_at CORO1B 0 -1.13 6.71E-18
64488_at IRGQ 0 -1.15 8.76E-08
64883_at MOSPD2 0 1.37 3.02E-30
64900_at FLJ22167 0 1.23 0.00E+00
65086_at YIPF2 0 1.22 0.00E+00
65133_i_at INO80B 0 -1.35 3.88E-25
65585_at FAM86B1 0 -1.43 1.69E-46
65588_at LOC388796 0 -1.14 0.00E+00
65630_at TMEM80 0 1.22 1.24E-17
65770_at RHOT2 0 -1.35 7.88E-47
77508_r_at LOC100133585 0 -1.11 1.88E-04
78047_s_at LOC729580 0 N.S.
78383_at LOC100129250 0 N.S.
87100_at ABHD2 0 N.S.
89948_at PCIF1 0 -1.18 7.52E-13
90610_at LRCH4 0 1.07 4.17E-03
91703_at EHBP1L1 0 -1.41 5.12E-35
91816_f_at MEX3D 0 -1.99 9.42E-54
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1007_s_at DDR1 2 N.S 1.59 2.31E-28
1053_at RFC2 21 N.S N.S
1405_i_at CCL5 4 N.S N.S
1487_at ESRRA 0 N.S N.S
1729_at TRADD 7 N.S -1.19 4.92E-03
1861_at BAD 104 N.S N.S
200000_s_at PRPF8 0 N.S N.S
200001_at CAPNS1 1 N.S N.S
200002_at RPL35 0 N.S N.S
200003_s_at RPL28 0 N.S N.S
200004_at EIF4G2 0 N.S N.S
200005_at EIF3D 0 N.S N.S
200006_at PARK7 1 N.S N.S
200007_at SRP14 0 N.S N.S
200009_at GDI2 0 N.S -1.08 3.65E-05
200010_at RPL11 1 N.S N.S
200013_at RPL24 0 N.S N.S
200015_s_at SEPT2 1 N.S N.S
200017_at RPS27A 0 N.S N.S
200018_at RPS13 0 N.S N.S
200019_s_at FAU 1 N.S N.S
200020_at TARDBP 0 -1.2 4.71E-13 N.S
200021_at CFL1 1 N.S N.S
200024_at RPS5 0 N.S N.S
200026_at RPL34 0 N.S N.S
200027_at NARS 0 -1.1 2.06E-09 1.09 9.99E-04
200029_at RPL19 0 N.S N.S
200030_s_at SLC25A3 0 N.S N.S
200032_s_at RPL9 0 N.S N.S
200033_at DDX5 7 1.1 1.50E-13 N.S
200034_s_at RPL6 0 N.S N.S
200035_at DULLARD 0 N.S N.S
200036_s_at RPL10A 1 N.S N.S
200038_s_at RPL17 0 N.S N.S
200039_s_at PSMB2 0 N.S N.S
200040_at KHDRBS1 2 N.S 1.06 3.31E-03
200041_s_at BAT1 0 N.S N.S
200042_at C22orf28 0 N.S 1.09 6.53E-04
200043_at ERH 0 N.S N.S
200044_at SFRS9 2 N.S N.S
200045_at ABCF1 0 N.S N.S
200046_at DAD1 1 N.S N.S
200048_s_at JTB 0 N.S N.S
200049_at MYST2 1 N.S N.S
200050_at ZNF146 0 -1.2 2.35E-04 N.S
200051_at SART1 0 N.S N.S
200052_s_at ILF2 0 N.S N.S
200053_at SPAG7 0 N.S N.S
200054_at ZNF259 0 N.S N.S
200055_at TAF10 0 N.S N.S
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200056_s_at C1D 3 N.S N.S
200059_s_at RHOA 16 N.S 1.07 1.59E-04
200060_s_at RNPS1 1 1.1 1.94E-07 N.S
200061_s_at RPS24 0 N.S N.S
200062_s_at RPL30 0 N.S N.S
200063_s_at NPM1 4 N.S N.S
200064_at HSP90AB1 1 N.S N.S
200065_s_at ARF1 0 N.S N.S
200066_at IK 1 N.S N.S
200071_at SMNDC1 0 N.S N.S
200073_s_at HNRNPD 0 N.S N.S
200074_s_at RPL14 0 N.S N.S
200077_s_at OAZ1 0 N.S N.S
200078_s_at ATP6V0B 0 N.S N.S
200080_s_at H3F3A 0 N.S N.S
200082_s_at RPS7 0 N.S N.S
200084_at C11orf58 0 N.S N.S
200085_s_at TCEB2 1 N.S N.S
200089_s_at RPL4 1 N.S N.S
200090_at FNTA 0 N.S 1.06 3.48E-02
200091_s_at RPS25 0 N.S N.S
200092_s_at RPL37 1 N.S N.S
200093_s_at HINT1 4 N.S N.S
200096_s_at ATP6V0E1 0 N.S N.S
200099_s_at RPS3A 0 N.S N.S
200593_s_at HNRNPU 0 N.S N.S
200596_s_at EIF3A 0 N.S N.S
200599_s_at HSP90B1 0 N.S N.S
200600_at MSN 5 N.S N.S
200601_at ACTN4 0 N.S N.S
200604_s_at PRKAR1A 1 N.S -1.21 3.65E-04
200607_s_at RAD21 21 N.S N.S
200609_s_at WDR1 2 N.S 1.11 1.09E-02
200610_s_at NCL 43 N.S N.S
200613_at AP2M1 0 N.S N.S
200615_s_at AP2B1 0 N.S N.S
200616_s_at MLEC 4 N.S N.S
200618_at LASP1 0 N.S N.S
200619_at SF3B2 0 N.S N.S
200620_at TMEM59 0 N.S N.S
200621_at CSRP1 0 N.S 1.20 1.25E-08
200623_s_at CALM3 0 N.S N.S
200626_s_at MATR3 2 N.S N.S
200627_at PTGES3 0 N.S -1.12 4.64E-10
200629_at WARS 284 N.S N.S
200632_s_at NDRG1 3 N.S N.S
200633_at UBB 0 N.S N.S
200634_at PFN1 0 N.S N.S
200642_at SOD1 42 N.S N.S
200644_at MARCKSL1 0 N.S N.S
200645_at GABARAP 0 N.S N.S
200649_at NUCB1 0 N.S N.S
200650_s_at LDHA 1 N.S N.S
200652_at SSR2 0 N.S N.S
200654_at P4HB 1 N.S N.S
200657_at SLC25A5 0 N.S N.S
200658_s_at PHB 2 N.S N.S
200660_at S100A11 1 N.S N.S
200661_at CTSA 0 N.S N.S
200663_at CD63 1 N.S N.S
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200665_s_at SPARC 3 N.S 1.61 5.04E-21
200666_s_at DNAJB1 1 -1.1 1.71E-02 1.20 5.95E-07
200668_s_at UBE2D3 2 N.S N.S
200670_at XBP1 15 N.S -1.26 4.60E-15
200673_at LAPTM4A 0 N.S N.S
200674_s_at RPL32 0 N.S N.S
200675_at CD81 0 N.S N.S
200677_at PTTG1IP 0 N.S N.S
200681_at GLO1 0 N.S N.S
200682_s_at UBE2L3 0 N.S N.S
200687_s_at SF3B3 2 N.S -1.18 6.72E-06
200692_s_at HSPA9 2 N.S N.S
200695_at PPP2R1A 0 N.S N.S
200696_s_at GSN 0 N.S N.S
200697_at HK1 1 N.S -1.23 3.37E-06
200699_at KDELR2 0 -1.1 2.03E-06 -1.15 1.10E-06
200701_at NPC2 0 N.S N.S
200702_s_at DDX24 0 N.S -1.13 3.96E-02
200703_at DYNLL1 1 N.S N.S
200705_s_at EEF1B2 1 N.S N.S
200706_s_at LITAF 0 N.S N.S
200707_at PRKCSH 0 N.S N.S
200708_at GOT2 0 N.S N.S
200709_at FKBP1A 0 N.S N.S
200710_at ACADVL 0 N.S N.S
200713_s_at MAPRE1 1 N.S N.S
200718_s_at SKP1 20 N.S N.S
200720_s_at ACTR1A 0 N.S 1.14 3.64E-08
200722_s_at CAPRIN1 0 N.S N.S
200726_at PPP1CC 1 N.S N.S
200729_s_at ACTR2 0 N.S N.S
200733_s_at PTP4A1 0 1.2 3.24E-03 1.31 6.19E-08
200734_s_at ARF3 1 N.S N.S
200736_s_at GPX1 24 N.S 1.25 9.85E-09
200740_s_at SUMO3 1 1.1 7.03E-11 1.07 5.02E-03
200741_s_at RPS27 3 N.S N.S
200743_s_at TPP1 16 N.S N.S
200746_s_at GNB1 0 N.S N.S
200748_s_at FTH1 0 N.S N.S
200749_at RAN 24 1.1 9.29E-07 N.S
200751_s_at HNRNPC 2 N.S N.S
200755_s_at CALU 9 N.S N.S
200761_s_at ARL6IP5 9 -1.1 9.95E-12 1.11 1.52E-06
200762_at DPYSL2 0 N.S N.S
200763_s_at RPLP1 0 N.S N.S
200766_at CTSD 1 N.S N.S
200767_s_at FAM120A 0 N.S N.S
200770_s_at LAMC1 0 N.S N.S
200775_s_at HNRNPK 0 N.S N.S
200776_s_at BZW1 0 1.1 1.96E-02 N.S
200779_at ATF4 17 1.2 2.90E-09 -1.14 5.13E-06
200782_at ANXA5 109 N.S N.S
200783_s_at STMN1 8 1.2 4.34E-15 1.27 7.11E-16
200786_at PSMB7 0 N.S N.S
200788_s_at PEA15 2 1.2 2.79E-06 1.39 4.51E-22
200789_at ECH1 1 N.S N.S
200790_at ODC1 2 N.S -1.21 1.66E-17
200792_at XRCC6 4 N.S N.S
200793_s_at ACO2 0 N.S N.S
200802_at SARS 21 N.S 1.35 1.09E-25
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200804_at TMBIM6 0 N.S N.S
200805_at LMAN2 0 N.S N.S
200806_s_at HSPD1 2 N.S N.S
200808_s_at ZYX 0 N.S -1.22 1.69E-03
200811_at CIRBP 2 1.3 1.67E-19 1.34 2.96E-17
200812_at CCT7 2 N.S -1.07 1.72E-03
200814_at PSME1 0 N.S N.S
200815_s_at PAFAH1B1 1 N.S N.S
200818_at ATP5O 0 N.S N.S
200819_s_at RPS15 0 N.S N.S
200820_at PSMD8 0 N.S N.S
200824_at GSTP1 130 N.S N.S
200825_s_at HYOU1 0 N.S 1.23 1.14E-05
200826_at SNRPD2 0 N.S N.S
200827_at PLOD1 0 -1.2 7.54E-03 -1.40 9.42E-15
200828_s_at ZNF207 0 1.1 5.55E-06 N.S
200830_at PSMD2 0 N.S N.S
200833_s_at hCG_1757335 0 N.S 1.09 7.12E-03
200834_s_at RPS21 0 N.S N.S
200837_at BCAP31 1 N.S N.S
200840_at KARS 2 N.S N.S
200842_s_at EPRS 0 N.S N.S
200845_s_at PRDX6 4 N.S N.S
200846_s_at PPP1CA 1 N.S N.S
200847_s_at TMEM66 0 N.S N.S
200851_s_at KIAA0174 0 N.S 1.10 8.55E-03
200853_at H2AFZ 0 N.S N.S
200854_at NCOR1 2 N.S N.S
200855_at C20orf191 0 -1.2 7.29E-03 N.S
200860_s_at CNOT1 0 N.S N.S
200862_at DHCR24 0 N.S -1.25 2.15E-08
200863_s_at RAB11A 0 N.S N.S
200870_at STRAP 8 N.S N.S
200871_s_at PSAP 0 N.S N.S
200873_s_at CCT8 0 N.S N.S
200875_s_at NOP56 0 1.1 9.66E-08 N.S
200877_at CCT4 0 N.S -1.10 3.93E-10
200881_s_at DNAJA1 1 -1.1 1.29E-05 N.S
200882_s_at PSMD4 1 N.S N.S
200885_at RHOC 1 N.S 1.18 6.95E-03
200886_s_at PGAM1 0 N.S N.S
200891_s_at SSR1 0 N.S N.S
200892_s_at TRA2B 0 N.S N.S
200894_s_at FKBP4 0 -1.2 3.55E-02 -1.48 3.15E-18
200900_s_at M6PR 0 N.S N.S
200902_at SEP15 0 N.S N.S
200903_s_at AHCY 1 N.S 1.08 2.00E-02
200904_at HLA-E 1 1.1 3.42E-04 -1.14 5.01E-06
200908_s_at RPLP2 0 N.S N.S
200910_at CCT3 1 N.S -1.10 1.50E-09
200911_s_at TACC1 0 N.S N.S
200912_s_at EIF4A2 0 -1.1 5.08E-09 N.S
200913_at PPM1G 1 N.S N.S
200918_s_at SRPR 0 N.S N.S
200919_at PHC2 0 N.S N.S
200920_s_at BTG1 4 1.3 1.72E-18 1.30 3.78E-19
200922_at KDELR1 0 N.S N.S
200924_s_at SLC3A2 0 N.S N.S
200925_at COX6A1 0 N.S N.S
200926_at RPS23 0 N.S N.S
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200928_s_at RAB14 0 N.S N.S
200932_s_at DCTN2 0 N.S 1.09 2.15E-03
200934_at DEK 5 N.S -1.11 3.71E-06
200935_at CALR 0 N.S N.S
200936_at RPL8 0 N.S N.S
200937_s_at RPL5 1 N.S N.S
200941_at HSBP1 1 1.1 7.24E-07 N.S
200944_s_at HMGN1 8 N.S N.S
200945_s_at SEC31A 0 N.S N.S
200947_s_at GLUD1 0 N.S N.S
200948_at MLF2 0 N.S 1.50 5.08E-17
200951_s_at CCND2 2 N.S N.S
200955_at IMMT 0 N.S N.S
200957_s_at SSRP1 10 N.S N.S
200958_s_at SDCBP 0 -1.1 2.07E-05 N.S
200959_at FUS 14 1.1 3.55E-05 N.S
200961_at SEPHS2 0 -1.2 5.04E-11 -1.16 2.00E-10
200964_at UBA1 1 N.S N.S
200965_s_at ABLIM1 0 N.S N.S
200967_at PPIB 1 N.S N.S
200971_s_at SERP1 1 N.S N.S
200973_s_at TSPAN3 0 N.S N.S
200975_at PPT1 0 N.S N.S
200977_s_at TAX1BP1 0 N.S N.S
200978_at MDH1 0 N.S N.S
200980_s_at PDHA1 0 N.S N.S
200982_s_at ANXA6 1 N.S -1.13 1.12E-03
200984_s_at CD59 15 N.S 1.09 5.81E-06
200989_at HIF1A 68 1.1 6.16E-03 N.S
200990_at TRIM28 13 N.S N.S
200991_s_at SNX17 0 N.S -1.14 1.08E-02
200994_at IPO7 0 N.S 1.07 2.00E-02
200997_at RBM4 0 N.S N.S
200998_s_at CKAP4 27 N.S -1.17 3.11E-05
201000_at AARS 1 N.S N.S
201002_s_at TMEM189-UBE2V1 0 N.S N.S
201004_at SSR4 0 N.S N.S
201007_at HADHB 0 N.S N.S
201008_s_at TXNIP 2 N.S N.S
201011_at RPN1 1 N.S N.S
201012_at ANXA1 3 N.S N.S
201017_at EIF1AX 0 N.S N.S
201019_s_at EIF1AP1 0 N.S N.S
201020_at YWHAH 2 N.S -1.10 1.76E-04
201021_s_at DSTN 0 N.S N.S
201023_at TAF7 0 -1.1 1.21E-03 -1.09 5.96E-03
201028_s_at CD99 0 N.S N.S
201031_s_at HNRNPH1 0 N.S N.S
201032_at BLCAP 0 N.S 1.33 2.51E-22
201037_at PFKP 0 N.S -1.44 2.52E-15
201039_s_at RAD23A 24 N.S -1.20 1.04E-04
201041_s_at DUSP1 6 N.S -1.28 3.28E-06
201049_s_at RPS18 0 N.S N.S
201051_at ANP32A 0 N.S -1.08 6.59E-05
201053_s_at PSMF1 0 N.S 1.11 4.32E-07
201055_s_at HNRNPA0 0 1.1 7.88E-07 N.S
201056_at GOLGB1 0 N.S 1.15 4.42E-02
201063_at RCN1 0 N.S N.S
201064_s_at PABPC4 0 N.S N.S
201066_at CYC1 12 N.S N.S
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201068_s_at PSMC2 0 N.S N.S
201074_at SMARCC1 0 N.S N.S
201077_s_at NHP2L1 1 N.S N.S
201078_at TM9SF2 0 N.S N.S
201079_at SYNGR2 0 N.S N.S
201085_s_at SON 30 N.S N.S
201088_at KPNA2 3 N.S -1.30 5.29E-18
201089_at ATP6V1B2 0 N.S 1.11 4.22E-02
201091_s_at CBX3 1 N.S N.S
201092_at RBBP7 2 N.S N.S
201094_at RPS29 0 N.S N.S
201095_at DAP 22 N.S 1.13 5.09E-04
201097_s_at ARF4 1 N.S N.S
201098_at COPB2 0 N.S N.S
201099_at USP9X 1 N.S N.S
201101_s_at BCLAF1 3 N.S N.S
201102_s_at PFKL 0 N.S N.S
201106_at GPX4 4 N.S N.S
201112_s_at CSE1L 1 N.S 1.10 1.09E-02
201113_at TUFM 0 N.S N.S
201115_at POLD2 1 N.S N.S
201118_at PGD 4 N.S N.S
201119_s_at COX8A 0 N.S N.S
201121_s_at PGRMC1 3 N.S N.S
201126_s_at MGAT1 0 N.S N.S
201128_s_at ACLY 0 N.S N.S
201129_at SFRS7 0 -1.1 6.63E-12 -1.31 2.06E-19
201132_at HNRNPH2 1 N.S -1.12 1.84E-04
201133_s_at PJA2 0 N.S N.S
201135_at ECHS1 0 N.S N.S
201136_at PLP2 0 N.S N.S
201137_s_at HLA-DPB1 0 N.S N.S
201139_s_at SSB 605 N.S N.S
201141_at GPNMB 0 N.S N.S
201144_s_at EIF2S1 0 N.S N.S
201145_at HAX1 0 N.S N.S
201146_at NFE2L2 26 1.3 1.56E-17 1.21 9.57E-16
201155_s_at MFN2 2 N.S 1.18 2.11E-02
201156_s_at RAB5C 0 N.S N.S
201158_at NMT1 2 N.S N.S
201165_s_at PUM1 0 -1.1 1.24E-02 N.S
201170_s_at BHLHE40 0 1.2 6.16E-07 N.S
201174_s_at TERF2IP 5 N.S 1.10 7.75E-03
201175_at TMX2 0 N.S 1.09 1.56E-02
201176_s_at ARCN1 0 N.S N.S
201177_s_at UBA2 3 N.S N.S
201178_at FBXO7 0 N.S -1.09 1.20E-05
201180_s_at GNAI3 0 N.S N.S
201182_s_at CHD4 2 N.S N.S
201186_at LRPAP1 0 N.S 1.26 1.71E-13
201191_at PITPNA 0 N.S N.S
201193_at IDH1 0 -1.3 9.24E-24 -1.42 1.86E-25
201194_at SEPW1 0 N.S N.S
201195_s_at SLC7A5 1 N.S N.S
201197_at AMD1 0 1.1 1.18E-04 -1.15 6.17E-04
201198_s_at PSMD1 0 N.S N.S
201200_at CREG1 0 1.1 3.61E-02 1.11 6.62E-03
201201_at CSTB 1 N.S N.S
201204_s_at RRBP1 0 N.S -1.20 3.91E-04
201209_at HDAC1 40 N.S N.S
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201212_at LGMN 0 N.S -1.18 1.75E-04
201214_s_at PPP1R7 0 N.S -1.10 1.05E-03
201215_at PLS3 0 N.S N.S
201216_at ERP29 2 N.S -1.10 8.84E-03
201221_s_at SNRNP70 0 N.S N.S
201223_s_at RAD23B 28 N.S -1.14 3.53E-03
201224_s_at SRRM1 0 N.S N.S
201226_at NDUFB8 0 N.S N.S
201228_s_at ARIH2 0 N.S N.S
201231_s_at ENO1 1 N.S N.S
201232_s_at PSMD13 0 N.S N.S
201234_at ILK 9 N.S N.S
201235_s_at BTG2 16 1.5 4.47E-08 2.02 3.57E-20
201238_s_at CAPZA2 0 N.S N.S
201240_s_at LOC653566 0 N.S N.S
201241_at DDX1 1 N.S N.S
201243_s_at ATP1B1 0 N.S N.S
201244_s_at RAF1 5 N.S N.S
201246_s_at OTUB1 1 N.S N.S
201248_s_at SREBF2 1 N.S N.S
201250_s_at SLC2A1 4 N.S -1.34 1.32E-12
201252_at PSMC4 0 N.S N.S
201253_s_at CDIPT 0 N.S N.S
201256_at COX7A2L 1 N.S 1.10 1.63E-03
201258_at RPS16 0 N.S N.S
201260_s_at SYPL1 0 N.S N.S
201263_at TARS 44 N.S N.S
201266_at TXNRD1 9 1.2 3.74E-07 N.S
201267_s_at PSMC3 0 N.S 1.14 1.67E-10
201268_at NME1 11 N.S N.S
201271_s_at RALY 1 N.S N.S
201272_at AKR1B1 0 N.S 1.11 1.44E-03
201273_s_at SRP9 0 N.S N.S
201274_at PSMA5 0 N.S N.S
201275_at FDPS 0 N.S -1.10 7.13E-03
201276_at RAB5B 0 -1.1 2.89E-04 N.S
201277_s_at HNRNPAB 0 1.1 4.54E-09 N.S
201281_at ADRM1 0 1.1 2.87E-03 1.12 4.10E-03
201282_at OGDH 0 N.S N.S
201284_s_at APEH 0 N.S -1.12 4.72E-03
201288_at ARHGDIB 1 N.S N.S
201290_at SEC11A 0 N.S N.S
201291_s_at TOP2A 1 N.S -1.24 1.19E-04
201299_s_at MOBKL1B 0 N.S N.S
201302_at ANXA4 0 N.S 1.22 4.00E-20
201303_at EIF4A3 0 N.S N.S
201304_at NDUFA5 0 N.S N.S
201306_s_at ANP32B 0 N.S N.S
201312_s_at SH3BGRL 0 N.S N.S
201313_at ENO2 0 -1.2 3.13E-07 -1.33 6.04E-11
201314_at STK25 0 N.S N.S
201316_at PSMA2 0 N.S N.S
201319_at MYL12A 0 N.S N.S
201321_s_at SMARCC2 1 N.S N.S
201322_at ATP5B 1 N.S N.S
201323_at EBNA1BP2 0 N.S N.S
201327_s_at CCT6A 0 N.S -1.09 1.37E-05
201330_at RARS 11 N.S N.S
201339_s_at SCP2 0 N.S 1.10 6.03E-06
201342_at SNRPC 0 N.S 1.14 3.24E-02
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201346_at ADIPOR2 0 N.S N.S
201349_at SLC9A3R1 0 N.S N.S
201350_at FLOT2 0 N.S N.S
201351_s_at YME1L1 0 N.S N.S
201356_at SF3A1 0 1.2 7.99E-07 N.S
201358_s_at COPB1 0 N.S N.S
201360_at CST3 0 N.S N.S
201361_at TMEM109 0 N.S -1.15 1.15E-05
201363_s_at IVNS1ABP 0 -1.2 8.09E-04 N.S
201364_s_at OAZ2 0 N.S N.S
201366_at ANXA7 0 N.S N.S
201368_at ZFP36L2 0 1.6 3.22E-31 N.S
201371_s_at CUL3 5 N.S N.S
201375_s_at PPP2CB 52 N.S 1.20 2.15E-19
201376_s_at HNRNPF 0 N.S N.S
201379_s_at TPD52L2 0 N.S N.S
201380_at CRTAP 0 N.S N.S
201382_at CACYBP 3 N.S N.S
201383_s_at LOC100133166 0 N.S N.S
201385_at DHX15 0 N.S -1.08 9.70E-03
201387_s_at UCHL1 0 N.S N.S
201388_at PSMD3 0 N.S N.S
201390_s_at CSNK2B 0 N.S 1.18 5.78E-05
201391_at TRAP1 2 N.S N.S
201392_s_at IGF2R 3 N.S N.S
201395_at RBM5 1 N.S N.S
201396_s_at SGTA 0 N.S N.S
201397_at PHGDH 0 N.S N.S
201400_at PSMB3 1 N.S N.S
201403_s_at MGST3 1 N.S N.S
201405_s_at COPS6 1 N.S N.S
201407_s_at PPP1CB 0 N.S N.S
201411_s_at PLEKHB2 0 N.S N.S
201412_at LRP10 0 N.S 1.32 7.30E-12
201413_at HSD17B4 1 -1.1 1.71E-04 -1.17 1.23E-10
201415_at GSS 3 N.S 1.17 5.05E-07
201417_at SOX4 1 N.S N.S
201420_s_at WDR77 0 N.S N.S
201422_at IFI30 0 N.S N.S
201423_s_at CUL4A 45 N.S N.S
201425_at ALDH2 15 N.S N.S
201426_s_at VIM 2 N.S N.S
201427_s_at SEPP1 0 N.S N.S
201429_s_at RPL37A 0 N.S N.S
201433_s_at PTDSS1 0 N.S -1.14 3.25E-08
201434_at TTC1 0 N.S N.S
201437_s_at EIF4E 18 N.S -1.19 5.43E-03
201439_at GBF1 0 N.S N.S
201441_at COX6B1 0 N.S N.S
201444_s_at ATP6AP2 0 N.S 1.27 3.35E-14
201445_at CNN3 0 N.S N.S
201447_at TIA1 3 -1.1 4.84E-03 N.S
201459_at RUVBL2 8 N.S N.S
201460_at MAPKAPK2 10 N.S -1.11 2.92E-02
201462_at SCRN1 0 N.S -1.26 2.51E-13
201463_s_at LOC100133665 0 N.S N.S
201466_s_at JUN 480 1.8 2.60E-15 N.S
201468_s_at NQO1 71 N.S 1.10 7.13E-03
201470_at GSTO1 2 N.S N.S
201472_at VBP1 0 N.S 1.08 1.55E-05
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201473_at JUNB 8 1.3 1.20E-08 N.S
201477_s_at RRM1 12 1.1 6.53E-04 1.21 5.32E-21
201478_s_at DKC1 5 N.S -1.13 7.89E-03
201480_s_at SUPT5H 0 N.S N.S
201484_at SUPT4H1 0 1.1 2.03E-04 1.22 1.76E-15
201486_at RCN2 0 -1.2 1.21E-10 1.14 4.72E-02
201487_at CTSC 0 N.S -1.29 5.95E-18
201489_at PPIF 1 1.3 1.01E-17 N.S
201491_at AHSA1 0 -1.1 2.30E-07 -1.32 6.36E-19
201492_s_at RPL41 0 N.S N.S
201493_s_at PUM2 0 -1.2 1.84E-09 N.S
201494_at PRCP 0 N.S N.S
201499_s_at USP7 11 N.S -1.13 1.18E-07
201500_s_at PPP1R11 0 N.S N.S
201502_s_at NFKBIA 0 1.5 2.36E-22 N.S
201507_at PFDN1 0 N.S N.S
201511_at AAMP 0 N.S N.S
201512_s_at TOMM70A 0 -1.1 1.12E-04 N.S
201513_at TSN 3 1.1 1.97E-02 N.S
201514_s_at G3BP1 0 N.S N.S
201516_at SRM 18 N.S N.S
201521_s_at NCBP2 0 N.S N.S
201526_at ARF5 0 N.S N.S
201527_at ATP6V1F 0 N.S N.S
201528_at RPA1 160 N.S N.S
201531_at ZFP36 0 N.S -1.63 2.20E-23
201532_at PSMA3 0 N.S N.S
201533_at CTNNB1 66 N.S N.S
201534_s_at UBL3 0 N.S N.S
201540_at FHL1 0 N.S N.S
201541_s_at ZNHIT1 1 N.S N.S
201543_s_at SAR1A 0 N.S N.S
201546_at TRIP12 0 N.S N.S
201553_s_at LAMP1 0 1.1 1.41E-04 1.20 1.96E-16
201555_at MCM3 8 1.1 9.52E-03 N.S
201557_at VAMP2 1 1.4 3.45E-11 N.S
201561_s_at CLSTN1 0 N.S N.S
201563_at SORD 0 N.S 1.28 1.85E-23
201564_s_at FSCN1 0 N.S -1.27 5.21E-07
201565_s_at ID2 8 1.8 4.22E-20 N.S
201567_s_at GOLGA4 0 N.S 1.20 3.17E-10
201568_at UQCRQ 0 N.S N.S
201570_at SAMM50 0 N.S 1.18 5.77E-15
201574_at ETF1 1 1.1 1.71E-03 N.S
201576_s_at GLB1 0 N.S N.S
201578_at PODXL 2 N.S 2.74 7.06E-21
201580_s_at TMX4 0 N.S N.S
201582_at SEC23B 0 -1.1 1.08E-02 N.S
201584_s_at DDX39 0 1.1 3.52E-11 1.07 3.44E-03
201585_s_at SFPQ 1 1.1 5.15E-03 N.S
201587_s_at IRAK1 2 N.S N.S
201588_at TXNL1 0 N.S N.S
201591_s_at NISCH 0 N.S N.S
201592_at EIF3H 0 N.S N.S
201594_s_at PPP4R1 0 N.S 1.12 1.62E-04
201597_at COX7A2 0 N.S N.S
201598_s_at INPPL1 0 N.S N.S
201599_at OAT 17 N.S N.S
201600_at PHB2 0 N.S N.S
201604_s_at PPP1R12A 0 -1.2 8.02E-03 N.S
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201608_s_at PWP1 0 N.S -1.09 6.07E-04
201612_at ALDH9A1 0 N.S N.S
201613_s_at AP1G2 0 N.S N.S
201614_s_at RUVBL1 7 N.S -1.18 2.01E-08
201619_at PRDX3 1 N.S N.S
201620_at MBTPS1 0 N.S N.S
201624_at DARS 0 N.S -1.19 3.64E-12
201626_at INSIG1 0 N.S -1.62 5.20E-23
201628_s_at RRAGA 0 N.S N.S
201629_s_at ACP1 0 N.S N.S
201631_s_at IER3 4 1.6 2.22E-22 1.59 2.32E-18
201632_at EIF2B1 2 N.S N.S
201633_s_at CYB5B 0 N.S N.S
201637_s_at FXR1 0 N.S N.S
201639_s_at CPSF1 0 N.S N.S
201641_at BST2 0 N.S -1.13 3.41E-02
201642_at IFNGR2 0 N.S N.S
201644_at TSTA3 0 N.S N.S
201647_s_at SCARB2 0 N.S N.S
201648_at JAK1 3 N.S N.S
201649_at UBE2L6 0 N.S -1.18 1.57E-08
201651_s_at PACSIN2 0 N.S N.S
201652_at COPS5 6 N.S N.S
201653_at CNIH 0 -1.1 5.29E-05 N.S
201657_at ARL1 0 N.S N.S
201662_s_at ACSL3 0 N.S -1.37 3.58E-17
201663_s_at SMC4 3 N.S N.S
201666_at TIMP1 3 N.S N.S
201672_s_at USP14 0 N.S N.S
201673_s_at GYS1 0 N.S -1.17 1.70E-02
201677_at C3orf37 0 1.1 2.86E-02 -1.20 1.24E-04
201682_at PMPCB 0 N.S N.S
201684_s_at TOX4 0 N.S N.S
201687_s_at API5 0 N.S N.S
201689_s_at TPD52 0 -1.1 3.34E-03 -1.24 5.84E-11
201694_s_at EGR1 59 -1.5 8.16E-07 -1.81 1.10E-16
201695_s_at NP 99 N.S N.S
201696_at SFRS4 0 N.S -1.18 1.32E-13
201697_s_at DNMT1 35 N.S N.S
201699_at PSMC6 0 N.S N.S
201700_at CCND3 7 N.S 1.14 1.72E-05
201705_at PSMD7 0 N.S N.S
201707_at PEX19 0 N.S N.S
201709_s_at NIPSNAP1 0 N.S -1.13 3.96E-03
201710_at MYBL2 4 1.1 3.02E-02 N.S
201713_s_at RANBP2 3 N.S N.S
201714_at TUBG1 0 N.S N.S
201715_s_at ACIN1 1 N.S N.S
201716_at SNX1 0 -1.1 1.18E-05 1.11 1.19E-03
201717_at MRPL49 0 1.2 1.16E-07 1.77 1.42E-46
201719_s_at EPB41L2 0 N.S N.S
201721_s_at LAPTM5 1 N.S N.S
201724_s_at GALNT1 0 N.S N.S
201725_at CDC123 0 N.S N.S
201726_at ELAVL1 0 N.S -1.07 1.82E-03
201731_s_at TPR 8 N.S N.S
201738_at EIF1B 0 1.1 4.22E-02 1.18 2.92E-04
201739_at SGK1 1 2.2 9.23E-25 N.S
201740_at NDUFS3 1 N.S N.S
201746_at TP53 503 N.S N.S
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201747_s_at SAFB 0 N.S N.S
201751_at JOSD1 0 N.S N.S
201752_s_at ADD3 0 N.S -1.21 7.99E-04
201754_at COX6C 0 N.S N.S
201755_at MCM5 5 N.S N.S
201756_at RPA2 39 1.1 5.20E-05 1.15 4.19E-12
201757_at NDUFS5 0 N.S N.S
201758_at TSG101 3 N.S N.S
201760_s_at WSB2 0 N.S N.S
201761_at MTHFD2 0 1.1 2.26E-03 1.09 2.42E-05
201762_s_at PSME2 0 N.S N.S
201763_s_at DAXX 8 N.S N.S
201764_at TMEM106C 0 N.S 1.10 2.83E-03
201768_s_at CLINT1 0 N.S N.S
201770_at SNRPA 0 N.S N.S
201771_at SCAMP3 0 N.S N.S
201772_at AZIN1 1 -1.2 8.00E-06 -1.18 1.20E-04
201774_s_at NCAPD2 0 N.S -1.26 1.83E-05
201777_s_at KIAA0494 0 N.S N.S
201780_s_at RNF13 0 N.S N.S
201781_s_at AIP 9 -1.1 3.55E-03 -1.13 4.39E-04
201783_s_at RELA 57 N.S N.S
201786_s_at ADAR 3 N.S N.S
201788_at DDX42 1 N.S N.S
201791_s_at DHCR7 0 N.S -1.45 1.82E-16
201795_at LBR 0 -1.2 1.93E-05 -1.29 6.84E-13
201797_s_at VARS 0 N.S N.S
201800_s_at OSBP 0 N.S N.S
201802_at SLC29A1 0 N.S N.S
201803_at POLR2B 0 N.S N.S
201805_at PRKAG1 0 N.S 1.18 3.18E-11
201807_at VPS26A 0 N.S 1.08 4.81E-03
201810_s_at SH3BP5 0 N.S -1.24 5.79E-09
201812_s_at C4orf46 0 N.S N.S
201815_s_at TBC1D5 0 N.S N.S
201816_s_at GBAS 0 N.S N.S
201817_at UBE3C 0 N.S N.S
201818_at LPCAT1 0 -1.2 3.17E-04 -1.49 1.75E-20
201819_at SCARB1 0 N.S N.S
201821_s_at TIMM17A 0 N.S N.S
201823_s_at RNF14 0 N.S N.S
201826_s_at SCCPDH 0 N.S -1.13 2.89E-03
201827_at SMARCD2 0 N.S N.S
201830_s_at NET1 3 N.S N.S
201833_at HDAC2 11 N.S N.S
201834_at PRKAB1 0 1.4 1.92E-11 2.00 9.48E-35
201837_s_at SUPT7L 0 N.S 1.15 3.48E-06
201840_at NEDD8 14 N.S N.S
201841_s_at HSPB1 22 N.S N.S
201845_s_at RYBP 1 1.1 3.44E-04 N.S
201847_at LIPA 1 N.S 1.15 2.04E-03
201849_at BNIP3 6 -1.2 1.10E-09 -1.88 8.80E-21
201851_at SH3GL1 0 N.S N.S
201853_s_at CDC25B 44 N.S -1.34 2.14E-19
201854_s_at ATMIN 4 N.S N.S
201856_s_at ZFR 0 N.S N.S
201859_at SRGN 0 N.S N.S
201861_s_at LRRFIP1 0 N.S -1.24 7.46E-20
201863_at FAM32A 0 N.S 1.10 3.28E-03
201864_at GDI1 0 N.S N.S
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201870_at TOMM34 0 N.S N.S
201872_s_at ABCE1 0 N.S -1.13 1.47E-07
201874_at MPZL1 0 N.S N.S
201881_s_at ARIH1 0 -1.1 8.29E-07 1.20 2.81E-13
201885_s_at CYB5R3 0 N.S N.S
201889_at FAM3C 0 N.S -1.15 1.56E-04
201890_at RRM2 7 1.2 1.47E-09 1.21 1.07E-10
201892_s_at IMPDH2 0 N.S N.S
201895_at ARAF 0 N.S N.S
201896_s_at PSRC1 3 -1.7 1.47E-20 -2.25 1.17E-28
201897_s_at CKS1B 0 N.S N.S
201899_s_at UBE2A 7 N.S 1.14 7.44E-16
201900_s_at AKR1A1 3 N.S N.S
201903_at UQCRC1 0 N.S N.S
201908_at DVL3 0 N.S 1.26 1.80E-12
201912_s_at GSPT1 1 N.S -1.23 3.05E-16
201913_s_at COASY 0 -1.1 1.60E-03 N.S
201914_s_at SEC63 1 N.S N.S
201917_s_at SLC25A36 0 -1.1 4.19E-03 -1.10 4.05E-02
201920_at SLC20A1 0 1.2 6.95E-03 1.29 1.14E-15
201921_at GNG10 0 N.S N.S
201922_at TINP1 0 N.S N.S
201923_at PRDX4 1 N.S N.S
201924_at AFF1 3 -1.2 2.04E-07 -1.11 3.70E-02
201925_s_at CD55 0 1.2 2.17E-04 -1.62 2.69E-26
201928_at PKP4 0 -1.2 4.60E-05 N.S
201930_at MCM6 7 1.1 1.36E-03 -1.11 1.16E-03
201931_at ETFA 1 N.S N.S
201932_at LRRC41 0 N.S -1.29 2.91E-06
201933_at CHMP1A 0 N.S N.S
201934_at WDR82 0 N.S N.S
201936_s_at EIF4G3 0 N.S -1.22 1.64E-08
201937_s_at DNPEP 0 N.S N.S
201938_at CDK2AP1 1 N.S N.S
201939_at PLK2 13 5.3 5.48E-33 4.83 1.41E-30
201944_at HEXB 1 N.S 1.09 1.21E-04
201947_s_at CCT2 3 N.S -1.08 7.95E-05
201948_at GNL2 1 1.1 1.71E-03 N.S
201952_at ALCAM 0 N.S 1.17 1.91E-10
201953_at CIB1 13 N.S N.S
201954_at ARPC1B 0 N.S N.S
201955_at CCNC 1 N.S N.S
201956_s_at GNPAT 0 N.S N.S
201959_s_at MYCBP2 0 N.S -1.16 3.33E-04
201963_at ACSL1 0 N.S -1.14 6.75E-03
201964_at SETX 4 -1.3 9.62E-11 N.S
201966_at NDUFS2 0 N.S N.S
201967_at RBM6 0 N.S -1.16 6.22E-05
201968_s_at PGM1 1 N.S -1.20 7.76E-08
201970_s_at NASP 0 1.1 3.12E-08 -1.10 1.75E-04
201971_s_at ATP6V1A 0 N.S N.S
201973_s_at C7orf28A 0 N.S N.S
201975_at CLIP1 0 N.S N.S
201977_s_at KIAA0141 0 N.S N.S
201985_at KIAA0196 0 N.S N.S
201986_at MED13 0 N.S N.S
201990_s_at CREBL2 0 N.S N.S
201991_s_at KIF5B 0 N.S N.S
201994_at MORF4L2 0 -1.1 4.76E-17 -1.11 1.28E-10
201997_s_at SPEN 0 N.S N.S
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201999_s_at DYNLT1 0 -1.2 1.59E-03 N.S
202001_s_at NDUFA6 0 N.S N.S
202007_at NID1 0 N.S N.S
202009_at TWF2 0 N.S N.S
202010_s_at ZNF410 0 N.S 1.09 9.48E-04
202012_s_at EXT2 0 N.S N.S
202016_at MEST 0 N.S N.S
202019_s_at LANCL1 0 N.S N.S
202022_at ALDOC 0 N.S -1.20 6.23E-05
202024_at ASNA1 1 N.S N.S
202026_at SDHD 0 N.S N.S
202027_at TMEM184B 0 N.S N.S
202028_s_at RPL38 1 N.S N.S
202030_at BCKDK 0 N.S -1.23 7.73E-07
202033_s_at RB1CC1 1 N.S N.S
202038_at UBE4A 0 N.S N.S
202040_s_at KDM5A 1 N.S N.S
202041_s_at FIBP 0 N.S N.S
202042_at HARS 1 N.S N.S
202043_s_at SMS 6 N.S N.S
202050_s_at ZMYM4 0 -1.3 1.39E-11 N.S
202053_s_at ALDH3A2 0 N.S -1.14 1.28E-03
202055_at KPNA1 1 N.S 1.41 1.89E-17
202060_at CTR9 0 N.S N.S
202064_s_at SEL1L 0 N.S N.S
202069_s_at IDH3A 0 N.S -1.08 4.18E-02
202071_at SDC4 1 1.1 4.74E-03 N.S
202072_at HNRNPL 0 N.S N.S
202074_s_at OPTN 0 N.S 1.11 4.39E-05
202075_s_at PLTP 0 N.S 1.25 3.95E-02
202076_at BIRC2 4 -1.1 7.28E-04 N.S
202077_at NDUFAB1 0 N.S N.S
202078_at COPS3 0 1.2 1.26E-10 1.09 7.58E-05
202080_s_at TRAK1 0 N.S N.S
202081_at IER2 0 N.S -1.57 3.00E-25
202083_s_at SEC14L1 0 N.S -1.29 2.96E-13
202085_at TJP2 0 N.S N.S
202086_at MX1 4 N.S N.S
202089_s_at SLC39A6 0 N.S N.S
202090_s_at UQCR 0 N.S N.S
202092_s_at ARL2BP 0 N.S 1.23 3.12E-11
202093_s_at PAF1 4 N.S N.S
202095_s_at BIRC5 39 N.S -1.13 1.78E-04
202096_s_at TSPO 0 N.S N.S
202097_at NUP153 0 N.S N.S
202100_at RALB 1 N.S N.S
202103_at BRD4 0 N.S N.S
202104_s_at SPG7 0 N.S N.S
202105_at IGBP1 1 N.S N.S
202106_at GOLGA3 0 N.S N.S
202107_s_at MCM2 41 N.S N.S
202108_at PEPD 0 N.S N.S
202109_at ARFIP2 0 N.S N.S
202110_at COX7B 0 N.S N.S
202113_s_at SNX2 0 N.S 1.21 3.52E-11
202115_s_at NOC2L 0 N.S N.S
202116_at DPF2 0 N.S N.S
202117_at ARHGAP1 1 N.S N.S
202119_s_at CPNE3 0 N.S N.S
202121_s_at CHMP2A 0 N.S N.S
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202122_s_at M6PRBP1 0 N.S -1.16 1.05E-03
202123_s_at ABL1 7 N.S N.S
202124_s_at TRAK2 0 N.S 1.18 3.29E-02
202126_at PRPF4B 0 N.S -1.16 6.12E-05
202128_at KIAA0317 0 N.S 1.18 1.19E-05
202129_s_at RIOK3 0 N.S 1.18 5.84E-04
202135_s_at ACTR1B 0 N.S N.S
202136_at ZMYND11 1 -1.2 5.09E-10 N.S
202139_at AKR7A2 0 N.S N.S
202140_s_at CLK3 0 N.S N.S
202143_s_at COPS8 0 N.S N.S
202144_s_at ADSL 0 N.S -1.10 1.92E-11
202145_at LY6E 0 N.S N.S
202146_at IFRD1 1 N.S 1.16 2.93E-02
202148_s_at PYCR1 0 N.S -1.15 1.08E-05
202149_at NEDD9 1 N.S N.S
202162_s_at CNOT8 3 N.S N.S
202166_s_at PPP1R2 0 N.S -1.24 3.36E-14
202167_s_at MMS19 2 N.S -1.17 2.60E-06
202168_at TAF9 1 1.1 6.52E-09 1.14 2.06E-10
202170_s_at AASDHPPT 0 N.S 1.14 2.10E-10
202173_s_at VEZF1 0 1.2 1.76E-02 N.S
202174_s_at PCM1 0 N.S N.S
202179_at BLMH 0 N.S 1.13 2.54E-04
202180_s_at MVP 5 N.S N.S
202181_at KIAA0247 0 N.S 1.12 2.11E-02
202182_at KAT2A 1 N.S N.S
202184_s_at NUP133 3 -1.1 1.12E-04 -1.12 7.26E-04
202185_at PLOD3 0 N.S -1.14 1.36E-03
202187_s_at PPP2R5A 1 N.S N.S
202188_at NUP93 0 N.S N.S
202190_at CSTF1 0 -1.2 3.71E-16 N.S
202191_s_at GAS7 1 N.S N.S
202193_at LIMK2 1 N.S 1.33 4.02E-15
202195_s_at TMED5 0 N.S N.S
202200_s_at SRPK1 0 -1.1 1.93E-03 -1.09 1.53E-02
202201_at BLVRB 0 N.S 1.33 4.44E-08
202205_at VASP 1 N.S -1.14 1.36E-02
202209_at LSM3 0 N.S N.S
202211_at ARFGAP3 0 N.S N.S
202212_at PES1 1 N.S N.S
202213_s_at CUL4B 7 N.S N.S
202215_s_at NFYC 1 N.S 1.21 3.78E-12
202217_at C21orf33 0 N.S N.S
202218_s_at FADS2 0 N.S -1.37 8.62E-12
202220_at KIAA0907 0 -1.3 1.69E-13 N.S
202221_s_at EP300 18 N.S N.S
202223_at STT3A 1 -1.1 3.10E-07 -1.10 1.16E-02
202225_at CRK 8 N.S 1.10 4.41E-02
202227_s_at BRD8 0 -1.1 1.43E-05 N.S
202228_s_at NPTN 0 N.S N.S
202230_s_at CHERP 0 N.S N.S
202233_s_at UQCRH 0 N.S N.S
202234_s_at SLC16A1 0 N.S -1.27 4.24E-10
202239_at PARP4 2 N.S N.S
202240_at PLK1 87 -1.2 5.86E-06 -2.87 4.33E-36
202241_at TRIB1 0 N.S -1.63 4.83E-14
202243_s_at PSMB4 0 N.S N.S
202246_s_at CDK4 114 N.S -1.09 1.88E-03
202249_s_at WDR42A 0 N.S N.S
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202251_at PRPF3 0 N.S N.S
202252_at RAB13 0 N.S N.S
202254_at SIPA1L1 0 N.S -1.22 1.05E-06
202257_s_at CD2BP2 0 N.S N.S
202261_at VPS72 0 -1.1 3.17E-03 N.S
202263_at CYB5R1 0 1.1 3.82E-02 1.32 1.91E-20
202264_s_at TOMM40 0 N.S N.S
202265_at BMI1 11 N.S -1.14 1.18E-03
202266_at TTRAP 1 -1.1 1.88E-04 1.12 5.39E-10
202268_s_at NAE1 0 N.S N.S
202270_at GBP1 0 N.S -1.42 2.68E-16
202272_s_at FBXO28 0 N.S N.S
202274_at ACTG2 0 N.S N.S
202275_at G6PD 28 N.S N.S
202276_at SHFM1 4 N.S N.S
202277_at SPTLC1 0 N.S 1.13 2.34E-05
202279_at C14orf2 0 N.S N.S
202282_at HSD17B10 0 N.S N.S
202284_s_at CDKN1A 1186 2.3 3.28E-28 2.69 7.89E-37
202288_at FRAP1 0 N.S N.S
202294_at STAG1 1 N.S N.S
202295_s_at CTSH 1 N.S N.S
202297_s_at RER1 0 N.S N.S
202298_at NDUFA1 0 N.S N.S
202300_at HBXIP 0 N.S N.S
202301_s_at RSRC2 0 N.S N.S
202306_at POLR2G 0 N.S N.S
202307_s_at TAP1 3 N.S 1.33 8.30E-21
202309_at MTHFD1 1 N.S N.S
202313_at PPP2R2A 0 -1.1 6.16E-08 -1.11 2.83E-07
202321_at GGPS1 0 -1.1 2.00E-03 N.S
202323_s_at ACBD3 0 N.S 1.28 8.33E-08
202325_s_at ATP5J 0 N.S N.S
202329_at CSK 4 -1.1 2.46E-06 -1.45 5.31E-28
202330_s_at UNG 55 1.2 2.29E-14 -1.18 1.23E-09
202331_at BCKDHA 0 N.S N.S
202336_s_at PAM 33 -1.2 1.57E-05 -1.34 8.80E-10
202337_at PMF1 0 1.1 1.30E-06 1.25 1.10E-09
202338_at TK1 11 N.S 1.14 2.63E-05
202345_s_at FABP5 2 N.S N.S
202347_s_at UBE2K 0 N.S N.S
202349_at TOR1A 0 1.1 7.15E-08 1.43 7.71E-39
202351_at ITGAV 0 -1.2 6.88E-05 1.20 7.39E-09
202352_s_at PSMD12 0 1.1 3.32E-07 N.S
202355_s_at GTF2F1 0 N.S N.S
202359_s_at SNX19 0 -1.1 8.98E-03 N.S
202360_at MAML1 1 N.S N.S
202361_at SEC24C 0 N.S N.S
202362_at RAP1A 0 N.S -1.12 7.26E-03
202364_at MXI1 2 -1.2 4.63E-02 -1.31 2.37E-05
202365_at UNC119B 0 N.S 1.16 1.29E-08
202366_at ACADS 0 N.S N.S
202369_s_at TRAM2 0 N.S 1.39 2.75E-21
202371_at TCEAL4 0 N.S N.S
202378_s_at LEPROT 0 N.S N.S
202381_at ADAM9 0 N.S N.S
202382_s_at GNPDA1 0 N.S N.S
202384_s_at TCOF1 0 N.S N.S
202386_s_at KIAA0430 0 N.S N.S
202388_at RGS2 0 N.S -1.69 5.48E-08
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202391_at BASP1 1 N.S 1.16 1.41E-06
202392_s_at PISD 0 N.S N.S
202393_s_at KLF10 1 1.2 1.78E-07 N.S
202394_s_at ABCF3 0 N.S N.S
202395_at NSF 6 N.S 1.22 9.17E-09
202396_at TCERG1 0 N.S N.S
202397_at NUTF2 0 N.S N.S
202399_s_at AP3S2 0 N.S 1.16 2.45E-11
202402_s_at CARS 6 N.S 1.15 2.66E-02
202406_s_at TIAL1 10 -1.1 2.82E-05 N.S
202413_s_at USP1 10 1.2 3.64E-12 N.S
202414_at ERCC5 29 N.S N.S
202415_s_at HSPBP1 0 N.S N.S
202417_at KEAP1 13 N.S 1.15 3.08E-06
202418_at YIF1A 0 N.S N.S
202419_at KDSR 0 1.1 9.19E-03 -1.10 4.90E-02
202420_s_at DHX9 2 N.S N.S
202421_at IGSF3 0 N.S N.S
202422_s_at ACSL4 0 -1.2 1.10E-02 -1.23 2.00E-04
202424_at MAP2K2 5 N.S N.S
202427_s_at BRP44 0 N.S 1.15 5.71E-03
202431_s_at MYC 528 N.S -2.14 7.94E-38
202432_at PPP3CB 0 N.S -1.14 4.19E-06
202433_at SLC35B1 0 N.S 1.18 2.66E-09
202435_s_at CYP1B1 63 N.S N.S
202439_s_at IDS 1 N.S -1.11 2.52E-03
202446_s_at PLSCR1 0 N.S -1.15 3.15E-04
202447_at DECR1 0 N.S N.S
202449_s_at RXRA 0 N.S 1.56 5.64E-21
202450_s_at CTSK 0 N.S N.S
202451_at GTF2H1 1 -1.2 1.37E-10 N.S
202457_s_at PPP3CA 0 N.S -1.24 3.27E-06
202459_s_at LPIN2 0 N.S N.S
202461_at EIF2B2 0 N.S 1.11 5.18E-06
202462_s_at DDX46 0 N.S N.S
202466_at POLS 38 N.S -1.12 3.45E-02
202468_s_at CTNNAL1 0 1.2 1.55E-13 1.42 2.50E-23
202470_s_at CPSF6 0 N.S N.S
202471_s_at IDH3G 0 N.S N.S
202472_at MPI 5 N.S -1.22 6.55E-04
202474_s_at HCFC1 11 N.S N.S
202475_at TMEM147 0 N.S -1.16 1.78E-02
202480_s_at DEDD 0 N.S N.S
202486_at AFG3L2 0 N.S N.S
202487_s_at H2AFV 0 N.S N.S
202488_s_at FXYD3 0 N.S N.S
202492_at ATG9A 0 N.S N.S
202495_at TBCC 0 N.S N.S
202496_at EDC4 0 N.S N.S
202499_s_at SLC2A3 2 -2.7 6.86E-28 -2.23 1.57E-26
202502_at ACADM 0 N.S N.S
202503_s_at KIAA0101 2 N.S 1.19 5.12E-09
202505_at SNRPB2 0 N.S N.S
202506_at SSFA2 0 -1.2 1.54E-03 N.S
202510_s_at TNFAIP2 0 N.S N.S
202513_s_at PPP2R5D 0 N.S N.S
202514_at DLG1 1 -1.2 1.37E-03 N.S
202518_at BCL7B 0 1.3 8.04E-09 N.S
202520_s_at MLH1 173 N.S 1.09 1.58E-04
202521_at CTCF 0 N.S N.S
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202522_at PITPNB 0 N.S N.S
202527_s_at SMAD4 3 N.S N.S
202528_at GALE 8 N.S N.S
202529_at PRPSAP1 0 N.S N.S
202530_at MAPK14 4 -1.2 2.38E-03 1.17 1.27E-06
202531_at IRF1 17 1.2 2.52E-04 1.21 5.26E-10
202532_s_at DHFR 80 N.S 1.10 4.08E-02
202535_at FADD 52 -1.2 5.95E-06 N.S
202538_s_at CHMP2B 0 N.S N.S
202540_s_at HMGCR 0 -1.5 5.68E-15 -1.25 8.32E-08
202541_at SCYE1 0 1.2 7.70E-08 N.S
202543_s_at GMFB 0 N.S 1.13 2.47E-03
202545_at PRKCD 30 N.S N.S
202546_at VAMP8 0 N.S N.S
202548_s_at ARHGEF7 0 -1.1 1.70E-02 -1.31 5.98E-13
202550_s_at VAPB 0 N.S 1.07 2.94E-02
202552_s_at CRIM1 0 N.S -1.33 7.78E-05
202553_s_at SYF2 0 N.S 1.22 8.57E-13
202556_s_at MCRS1 0 N.S N.S
202557_at HSPA13 0 N.S N.S
202567_at SNRPD3 0 N.S N.S
202569_s_at MARK3 3 N.S N.S
202573_at CSNK1G2 0 N.S 1.22 7.52E-15
202578_s_at DDX19A 0 N.S N.S
202581_at HSPA1A 2 -1.5 4.30E-12 1.41 2.59E-07
202583_s_at RANBP9 1 1.1 8.94E-05 N.S
202584_at NFX1 0 -1.2 3.56E-03 N.S
202592_at BLOC1S1 0 N.S N.S
202593_s_at GDE1 0 N.S 1.15 2.86E-06
202594_at LEPROTL1 0 -1.3 1.02E-19 N.S
202600_s_at NRIP1 0 N.S N.S
202602_s_at HTATSF1 0 N.S N.S
202605_at GUSB 0 1.1 1.08E-03 1.10 5.78E-06
202609_at EPS8 0 N.S N.S
202613_at CTPS 0 1.1 1.77E-03 N.S
202614_at SLC30A9 0 N.S N.S
202620_s_at PLOD2 0 N.S N.S
202621_at IRF3 7 N.S -1.20 2.42E-03
202622_s_at ATXN2 0 -1.3 1.39E-11 N.S
202623_at EAPP 0 1.1 1.85E-05 1.17 2.15E-09
202625_at LYN 19 N.S -1.21 6.97E-16
202631_s_at APPBP2 0 -1.3 1.89E-15 1.15 2.50E-03
202632_at DPH1 0 N.S N.S
202633_at TOPBP1 90 N.S N.S
202635_s_at POLR2K 0 N.S N.S
202636_at RNF103 0 N.S -1.14 5.41E-03
202640_s_at RANBP3 0 N.S N.S
202643_s_at TNFAIP3 4 1.4 1.07E-14 1.29 3.30E-13
202645_s_at MEN1 12 -1.2 3.35E-03 N.S
202647_s_at NRAS 7 1.1 1.79E-04 N.S
202650_s_at KIAA0195 0 N.S N.S
202651_at LPGAT1 0 N.S -1.22 4.78E-09
202653_s_at MARCH7 0 N.S N.S
202655_at ARMET 0 N.S N.S
202657_s_at SERTAD2 0 1.1 8.68E-04 1.35 1.65E-14
202658_at PEX11B 0 -1.3 1.05E-20 1.09 4.83E-05
202659_at PSMB10 0 N.S N.S
202662_s_at ITPR2 1 N.S 1.22 2.77E-04
202665_s_at WIPF1 0 N.S -1.13 1.70E-02
202666_s_at ACTL6A 0 N.S N.S
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202667_s_at SLC39A7 0 N.S 1.16 1.41E-02
202670_at MAP2K1 11 -1.1 1.61E-02 -1.24 2.69E-17
202672_s_at ATF3 28 3.1 6.03E-35 2.24 1.14E-29
202673_at DPM1 0 N.S N.S
202674_s_at LMO7 0 N.S N.S
202677_at RASA1 0 -1.3 3.74E-13 N.S
202678_at GTF2A2 0 N.S N.S
202680_at GTF2E2 0 -1.1 6.63E-12 -1.41 5.22E-35
202681_at USP4 0 N.S -1.09 4.65E-03
202683_s_at RNMT 0 N.S -1.16 2.27E-04
202688_at TNFSF10 109 N.S N.S
202689_at RBM15B 0 N.S N.S
202691_at SNRPD1 0 N.S N.S
202693_s_at STK17A 0 N.S N.S
202696_at OXSR1 0 N.S N.S
202702_at TRIM26 0 1.1 7.32E-03 1.28 2.50E-13
202703_at DUSP11 1 N.S 1.14 5.31E-12
202704_at TOB1 3 1.4 4.94E-13 1.98 3.10E-30
202705_at CCNB2 11 N.S -1.35 8.28E-22
202708_s_at HIST2H2BE 0 N.S N.S
202709_at FMOD 1 N.S N.S
202710_at BET1 0 -1.2 5.15E-15 N.S
202713_s_at KIAA0391 0 N.S -1.14 1.78E-05
202715_at CAD 65 N.S N.S
202716_at PTPN1 2 N.S N.S
202720_at TES 3 N.S N.S
202721_s_at GFPT1 0 N.S N.S
202724_s_at FOXO1 17 1.2 2.57E-05 1.12 3.77E-02
202726_at LIG1 13 N.S 1.51 6.64E-20
202730_s_at PDCD4 2 N.S -1.19 3.40E-07
202732_at PKIG 0 N.S N.S
202733_at P4HA2 0 -1.2 4.16E-08 N.S
202734_at TRIP10 1 N.S N.S
202736_s_at LSM4 0 N.S N.S
202738_s_at PHKB 0 -1.1 2.66E-03 -1.33 2.79E-11
202740_at ACY1 0 N.S N.S
202742_s_at PRKACB 1 N.S N.S
202743_at PIK3R3 0 N.S 1.30 1.69E-08
202745_at USP8 0 N.S N.S
202746_at ITM2A 0 N.S 1.50 7.34E-19
202748_at GBP2 0 N.S -1.32 7.30E-12
202749_at WRB 0 N.S N.S
202750_s_at TFIP11 0 N.S N.S
202753_at PSMD6 0 N.S N.S
202754_at R3HDM1 0 N.S -1.11 2.86E-02
202757_at COBRA1 0 N.S -1.11 7.86E-03
202758_s_at RFXANK 0 N.S N.S
202759_s_at AKAP2 0 N.S -1.19 1.60E-07
202760_s_at PALM2-AKAP2 0 N.S N.S
202761_s_at SYNE2 0 N.S -1.15 4.92E-02
202762_at ROCK2 2 -1.2 2.70E-14 N.S
202763_at CASP3 1007 N.S 1.14 7.04E-05
202764_at STIM1 0 N.S -1.21 8.63E-04
202767_at ACP2 1 N.S N.S
202769_at CCNG2 8 -1.7 8.63E-19 -1.52 2.99E-12
202771_at FAM38A 0 N.S -1.36 3.81E-12
202772_at HMGCL 0 N.S N.S
202775_s_at SFRS8 0 N.S N.S
202776_at DNTTIP2 0 1.2 1.54E-12 -1.12 1.14E-06
202777_at SHOC2 0 N.S N.S
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202779_s_at LOC731049 0 N.S -1.55 2.48E-18
202780_at OXCT1 0 N.S N.S
202781_s_at INPP5K 0 N.S N.S
202783_at NNT 2 N.S N.S
202785_at NDUFA7 0 N.S N.S
202786_at STK39 1 N.S N.S
202787_s_at MAPKAPK3 0 N.S N.S
202789_at PLCG1 0 N.S N.S
202793_at LPCAT3 0 N.S 1.21 2.05E-03
202794_at INPP1 0 N.S 1.93 8.74E-37
202796_at SYNPO 0 N.S N.S
202797_at SACM1L 0 -1.4 4.53E-22 N.S
202798_at SEC24B 0 -1.2 1.05E-08 N.S
202799_at CLPP 6 N.S N.S
202803_s_at ITGB2 5 N.S -1.25 1.23E-09
202804_at ABCC1 2 -1.1 3.71E-02 -1.23 5.31E-11
202808_at C10orf26 0 -1.1 2.23E-02 1.11 1.63E-04
202809_s_at INTS3 3 N.S -1.16 2.23E-03
202810_at DRG1 0 N.S N.S
202811_at STAMBP 0 -1.1 1.61E-06 N.S
202813_at TARBP1 0 N.S -1.37 1.12E-12
202820_at AHR 58 N.S -1.21 1.07E-07
202824_s_at TCEB1 0 N.S N.S
202825_at SLC25A4 0 N.S N.S
202829_s_at VAMP7 0 1.1 3.80E-03 1.19 2.97E-21
202832_at GCC2 0 N.S N.S
202837_at TRAFD1 0 N.S N.S
202838_at FUCA1 0 1.2 2.67E-06 1.82 3.49E-25
202839_s_at NDUFB7 0 N.S N.S
202840_at TAF15 1 N.S N.S
202843_at DNAJB9 0 1.3 7.76E-06 N.S
202844_s_at RALBP1 3 N.S N.S
202847_at PCK2 0 N.S N.S
202850_at ABCD3 0 N.S N.S
202853_s_at RYK 1 -1.1 7.13E-06 N.S
202854_at HPRT1 369 N.S N.S
202856_s_at SLC16A3 0 -1.3 8.05E-10 -2.16 3.64E-16
202858_at U2AF1 0 N.S N.S
202860_at DENND4B 0 N.S N.S
202862_at FAH 1 N.S N.S
202868_s_at POP4 0 N.S 1.10 4.88E-02
202870_s_at CDC20 33 -1.3 3.22E-09 -2.45 5.54E-34
202871_at TRAF4 2 1.5 2.72E-18 1.62 9.66E-30
202874_s_at ATP6V1C1 0 -1.1 6.61E-08 1.19 4.98E-10
202876_s_at PBX2 0 N.S N.S
202887_s_at DDIT4 17 -1.3 2.18E-04 1.32 9.63E-07
202891_at NIT1 3 -1.2 2.48E-19 1.11 8.22E-03
202892_at CDC23 2 N.S 1.10 5.33E-03
202899_s_at SFRS3 0 1.1 1.78E-02 N.S
2028_s_at E2F1 182 1.2 3.16E-10 N.S
202900_s_at NUP88 0 N.S -1.24 8.75E-17
202902_s_at CTSS 1 N.S N.S
202904_s_at LSM5 0 N.S N.S
202908_at WFS1 0 N.S 1.39 6.12E-21
202909_at EPM2AIP1 0 N.S 1.42 6.03E-30
202910_s_at CD97 0 N.S N.S
202912_at ADM 25 -1.8 2.65E-11 -1.40 1.30E-02
202915_s_at FAM20B 0 N.S N.S
202919_at MOBKL3 0 1.2 1.16E-06 N.S
202922_at GCLC 3 1.2 1.23E-08 N.S
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202925_s_at PLAGL2 1 N.S 1.13 1.58E-03
202926_at NBAS 0 N.S N.S
202927_at PIN1 26 N.S N.S
202929_s_at DDT 39 N.S N.S
202930_s_at SUCLA2 0 N.S N.S
202935_s_at SOX9 2 1.6 7.11E-18 N.S
202939_at ZMPSTE24 5 N.S 1.12 3.25E-03
202941_at NDUFV2 0 N.S N.S
202942_at ETFB 0 N.S N.S
202943_s_at NAGA 0 N.S -1.12 1.15E-03
202946_s_at BTBD3 0 N.S N.S
202947_s_at GYPC 0 N.S N.S
202949_s_at FHL2 4 1.4 1.03E-08 3.34 6.39E-41
202950_at CRYZ 1 N.S N.S
202954_at UBE2C 0 N.S -1.55 1.38E-17
202957_at HCLS1 0 N.S N.S
202958_at PTPN9 0 N.S N.S
202960_s_at MUT 41 -1.1 3.15E-02 N.S
202961_s_at ATP5J2 0 N.S N.S
202963_at RFX5 0 N.S N.S
202968_s_at DYRK2 6 N.S -1.20 1.24E-07
202974_at MPP1 0 N.S N.S
202976_s_at RHOBTB3 0 -1.2 4.98E-06 -1.33 8.07E-07
202980_s_at SIAH1 2 N.S N.S
202982_s_at ACOT1 0 1.1 1.72E-06 1.11 2.00E-02
202983_at HLTF 5 -1.1 1.93E-05 -1.47 1.24E-23
202984_s_at BAG5 0 1.1 1.17E-03 N.S
202990_at PYGL 0 N.S N.S
202991_at STARD3 0 N.S N.S
202996_at POLD4 1 N.S N.S
203004_s_at MEF2D 0 N.S N.S
203006_at INPP5A 1 N.S N.S
203011_at IMPA1 0 1.1 4.30E-03 N.S
203013_at ECD 60 N.S N.S
203017_s_at SSX2IP 0 N.S N.S
203022_at RNASEH2A 0 N.S N.S
203024_s_at C5orf15 0 -1.2 3.17E-18 N.S
203025_at ARD1A 1 N.S N.S
203026_at ZBTB5 0 1.1 9.00E-04 N.S
203027_s_at MVD 6 N.S -1.22 1.17E-02
203028_s_at CYBA 6 N.S N.S
203031_s_at UROS 0 N.S N.S
203035_s_at PIAS3 0 N.S 1.16 3.50E-02
203039_s_at NDUFS1 0 N.S 1.09 8.07E-04
203040_s_at HMBS 0 N.S -1.12 1.09E-09
203041_s_at LAMP2 0 N.S 1.11 4.78E-03
203043_at ZBED1 0 1.3 6.99E-07 1.69 3.40E-19
203044_at CHSY1 0 N.S N.S
203045_at NINJ1 1 1.5 3.63E-13 2.33 2.86E-34
203046_s_at TIMELESS 14 N.S N.S
203049_s_at TTC37 0 N.S N.S
203051_at BAHD1 0 N.S N.S
203053_at BCAS2 1 N.S 1.20 4.43E-12
203054_s_at TCTA 0 N.S 1.13 8.96E-06
203058_s_at PAPSS2 0 N.S N.S
203062_s_at MDC1 147 N.S N.S
203064_s_at FOXK2 0 N.S N.S
203065_s_at CAV1 4 N.S N.S
203067_at PDHX 0 N.S 1.11 1.04E-06
203072_at MYO1E 1 N.S -1.27 5.57E-08
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203073_at COG2 0 N.S N.S
203075_at SMAD2 10 N.S N.S
203079_s_at CUL2 4 N.S N.S
203080_s_at BAZ2B 0 N.S N.S
203082_at BMS1 0 N.S N.S
203085_s_at TGFB1 83 N.S N.S
203089_s_at HTRA2 3 N.S N.S
203090_at SDF2 0 N.S N.S
203093_s_at TIMM44 0 N.S N.S
203094_at MAD2L1BP 0 N.S N.S
203095_at MTIF2 0 -1.1 1.83E-05 N.S
203102_s_at MGAT2 0 N.S N.S
203103_s_at PRPF19 6 N.S N.S
203105_s_at DNM1L 0 -1.1 3.63E-07 -1.17 8.34E-06
203106_s_at VPS41 0 N.S N.S
203109_at UBE2M 0 N.S N.S
203112_s_at WHSC2 0 N.S N.S
203113_s_at EEF1D 1 N.S 1.15 1.12E-05
203114_at SSSCA1 0 N.S N.S
203115_at FECH 0 N.S N.S
203117_s_at PAN2 1 -1.2 9.84E-04 N.S
203119_at CCDC86 0 N.S -1.16 3.84E-06
203120_at TP53BP2 5 1.3 1.08E-05 N.S
203124_s_at SLC11A2 0 N.S -1.24 2.88E-06
203127_s_at SPTLC2 0 N.S -1.14 3.87E-07
203133_at SEC61B 0 N.S N.S
203135_at TBP 27 -1.1 4.94E-02 N.S
203136_at RABAC1 0 N.S N.S
203138_at HAT1 4 N.S 1.10 4.91E-06
203139_at DAPK1 1 -1.2 1.52E-08 N.S
203141_s_at AP3B1 0 N.S N.S
203145_at SPAG5 1 N.S -1.16 1.34E-02
203147_s_at TRIM14 0 N.S -1.25 2.11E-06
203150_at RABEPK 0 -1.2 1.07E-05 -1.25 3.43E-14
203152_at MRPL40 0 N.S N.S
203153_at IFIT1 2 N.S -1.49 4.93E-06
203156_at AKAP11 0 -1.2 5.31E-12 N.S
203158_s_at GLS 0 -1.2 2.13E-04 -1.32 1.06E-11
203163_at KATNB1 0 N.S N.S
203165_s_at SLC33A1 0 -1.2 5.54E-07 N.S
203169_at RGP1 0 N.S N.S
203171_s_at RRP8 0 -1.2 1.25E-05 N.S
203173_s_at C16orf62 0 -1.1 2.81E-03 N.S
203175_at RHOG 0 N.S N.S
203176_s_at TFAM 19 1.2 7.72E-14 1.26 3.31E-18
203178_at GATM 0 N.S -1.27 6.87E-07
203179_at GALT 1 -1.3 9.93E-24 -1.12 2.25E-02
203183_s_at SMARCD1 0 N.S N.S
203185_at RASSF2 1 N.S N.S
203186_s_at S100A4 6 N.S N.S
203188_at B3GNT1 0 -1.2 1.78E-04 1.24 1.42E-07
203189_s_at NDUFS8 0 N.S N.S
203192_at ABCB6 2 N.S 1.30 7.61E-10
203196_at ABCC4 0 N.S -1.24 1.15E-07
203197_s_at C1orf123 0 N.S N.S
203198_at CDK9 7 -1.1 1.48E-02 N.S
203200_s_at MTRR 3 N.S N.S
203201_at PMM2 0 1.3 1.27E-10 N.S
203202_at KRR1 0 N.S 1.15 2.25E-06
203205_at KDM4A 1 N.S 1.10 1.70E-02
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203206_at FAM53B 0 N.S N.S
203208_s_at MTFR1 1 -1.3 4.22E-06 N.S
203209_at RFC5 13 N.S N.S
203212_s_at MTMR2 0 N.S N.S
203218_at MAPK9 0 N.S N.S
203219_s_at APRT 60 N.S N.S
203223_at RABEP1 0 N.S N.S
203225_s_at RFK 0 N.S 1.30 2.09E-08
203226_s_at TSPAN31 0 -1.1 2.29E-06 N.S
203228_at PAFAH1B3 0 N.S N.S
203229_s_at CLK2 1 -1.1 2.71E-02 N.S
203230_at DVL1 0 N.S -1.14 2.24E-03
203235_at THOP1 0 N.S N.S
203236_s_at LGALS9 0 N.S 1.32 1.84E-04
203241_at UVRAG 0 N.S -1.17 1.05E-05
203244_at PEX5 0 N.S -1.16 4.60E-07
203245_s_at NCRNA00094 0 N.S N.S
203246_s_at TUSC4 0 -1.1 1.62E-02 N.S
203247_s_at ZNF24 1 1.1 6.35E-04 N.S
203250_at RBM16 0 1.3 2.49E-14 N.S
203252_at CDK2AP2 0 N.S N.S
203253_s_at HISPPD1 0 N.S -1.14 2.57E-02
203254_s_at TLN1 1 N.S N.S
203258_at DRAP1 0 N.S N.S
203260_at HDDC2 0 N.S N.S
203261_at DCTN6 0 N.S 1.18 2.22E-05
203262_s_at FAM50A 0 N.S N.S
203263_s_at ARHGEF9 0 -1.2 9.43E-09 N.S
203266_s_at MAP2K4 11 N.S 1.17 9.10E-07
203269_at NSMAF 0 N.S N.S
203270_at DTYMK 1 N.S N.S
203272_s_at TUSC2 0 N.S 1.21 3.78E-06
203274_at F8A1 0 N.S 1.32 1.38E-21
203275_at IRF2 1 -1.2 7.70E-11 -1.10 4.12E-03
203276_at LMNB1 1 N.S -1.17 8.60E-04
203277_at DFFA 0 -1.1 2.65E-02 N.S
203278_s_at PHF21A 0 -1.2 4.43E-05 N.S
203279_at EDEM1 1 N.S N.S
203282_at GBE1 0 N.S -1.17 1.24E-13
203286_at RNF44 0 N.S -1.21 2.44E-06
203288_at KIAA0355 0 -1.2 5.63E-08 N.S
203299_s_at AP1S2 0 N.S -1.17 3.87E-02
203301_s_at DMTF1 1 N.S N.S
203302_at DCK 9 -1.2 4.22E-08 N.S
203303_at DYNLT3 0 N.S N.S
203304_at BAMBI 5 N.S N.S
203306_s_at SLC35A1 0 -1.5 2.45E-23 1.27 1.09E-16
203307_at GNL1 0 N.S N.S
203309_s_at HPS1 0 N.S N.S
203310_at STXBP3 0 N.S 1.21 5.24E-09
203311_s_at ARF6 1 1.2 8.25E-05 N.S
203314_at GTPBP6 0 N.S N.S
203315_at NCK2 3 N.S N.S
203316_s_at SNRPE 1 N.S N.S
203318_s_at ZNF148 0 -1.1 4.58E-02 N.S
203320_at SH2B3 0 1.2 1.02E-09 N.S
203321_s_at ADNP2 0 1.4 1.94E-17 N.S
203330_s_at STX5 0 N.S 1.19 1.67E-03
203333_at KIFAP3 0 -1.2 5.87E-06 N.S
203335_at PHYH 0 N.S 1.17 1.00E-07
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203336_s_at ITGB1BP1 0 N.S N.S
203338_at PPP2R5E 0 N.S N.S
203339_at SLC25A12 0 N.S N.S
203341_at CEBPZ 0 N.S -1.14 4.11E-07
203342_at TIMM17B 0 N.S N.S
203343_at UGDH 0 N.S N.S
203344_s_at RBBP8 25 N.S N.S
203350_at AP1G1 0 N.S N.S
203351_s_at ORC4L 0 -1.1 3.12E-06 N.S
203356_at CAPN7 0 N.S 1.22 1.77E-08
203361_s_at MYCBP 1 N.S N.S
203362_s_at MAD2L1 17 N.S -1.14 3.98E-03
203363_s_at KIAA0652 0 N.S N.S
203366_at POLG 5 N.S -1.16 2.29E-04
203367_at DUSP14 1 1.3 3.40E-10 2.02 5.41E-35
203371_s_at NDUFB3 0 N.S N.S
203373_at SOCS2 1 1.2 3.29E-08 1.56 2.54E-26
203375_s_at TPP2 1 -1.1 1.36E-03 -1.20 4.03E-10
203377_s_at CDC40 0 N.S N.S
203378_at PCF11 0 N.S N.S
203379_at RPS6KA1 2 N.S 1.45 2.72E-20
203384_s_at GOLGA1 0 -1.2 8.99E-05 N.S
203385_at DGKA 0 N.S N.S
203387_s_at TBC1D4 0 N.S -1.19 5.96E-05
203391_at FKBP2 0 N.S N.S
203396_at PSMA4 0 N.S N.S
203401_at PRPS2 0 N.S 1.07 3.77E-03
203404_at ARMCX2 0 N.S N.S
203405_at PSMG1 0 N.S N.S
203406_at MFAP1 0 -1.1 2.22E-06 N.S
203409_at DDB2 106 1.3 3.92E-13 2.62 5.76E-49
203410_at AP3M2 0 -1.4 8.76E-11 -1.29 9.95E-12
203411_s_at LMNA 9 N.S 1.32 1.37E-09
203412_at LZTR1 0 N.S N.S
203414_at MMD 1 N.S N.S
203415_at PDCD6 1 N.S N.S
203416_at CD53 2 N.S -1.09 3.25E-03
203420_at FAM8A1 0 -1.1 5.96E-06 N.S
203422_at POLD1 8 N.S N.S
203427_at ASF1A 11 -1.2 1.03E-06 N.S
203429_s_at C1orf9 0 1.2 1.23E-03 N.S
203430_at HEBP2 0 N.S N.S
203433_at MTHFS 0 N.S N.S
203436_at RPP30 0 N.S N.S
203437_at TMEM11 0 N.S N.S
203445_s_at CTDSP2 0 N.S N.S
203449_s_at TERF1 2 -1.3 5.59E-18 N.S
203454_s_at ATOX1 0 N.S N.S
203455_s_at SAT1 1 N.S N.S
203457_at STX7 0 -1.2 7.81E-10 -1.34 1.39E-11
203458_at SPR 13 N.S N.S
203459_s_at VPS16A 0 N.S N.S
203460_s_at PSEN1 7 N.S 1.16 3.98E-07
203465_at MRPL19 0 N.S -1.15 1.71E-05
203466_at MPV17 0 N.S N.S
203468_at CDK10 0 N.S N.S
203471_s_at PLEK 0 1.1 1.17E-02 1.22 3.46E-17
203474_at IQGAP2 0 N.S -1.33 2.16E-15
203476_at TPBG 0 N.S N.S
203478_at NDUFC1 0 N.S N.S
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203480_s_at OTUD4 0 1.1 3.95E-02 -1.17 5.66E-05
203482_at FAM178A 0 -1.3 7.22E-07 N.S
203484_at SEC61G 0 N.S N.S
203487_s_at ARMC8 0 N.S N.S
203493_s_at CEP57 0 -1.2 2.83E-06 N.S
203495_at LRRC14 0 N.S N.S
203500_at GCDH 0 N.S N.S
203502_at BPGM 0 N.S N.S
203508_at TNFRSF1B 0 N.S -1.19 1.33E-06
203511_s_at TRAPPC3 0 N.S N.S
203513_at SPG11 0 -1.2 3.10E-06 -1.22 7.28E-07
203514_at MAP3K3 1 N.S N.S
203515_s_at PMVK 0 N.S N.S
203517_at MTX2 0 N.S N.S
203519_s_at UPF2 1 N.S N.S
203521_s_at ZNF318 0 -1.2 5.84E-11 -1.53 1.21E-18
203522_at CCS 5 N.S N.S
203523_at LSP1 0 N.S N.S
203526_s_at APC 148 N.S N.S
203528_at SEMA4D 0 N.S -1.31 1.66E-12
203529_at PPP6C 0 1.1 2.51E-08 1.16 4.71E-19
203530_s_at STX4 0 -1.1 4.25E-02 N.S
203531_at CUL5 4 N.S N.S
203534_at LSM1 0 N.S N.S
203537_at PRPSAP2 0 -1.1 2.79E-02 -1.08 4.01E-03
203538_at CAMLG 0 N.S 1.15 4.59E-04
203544_s_at STAM 1 1.2 2.40E-10 1.33 1.33E-23
203545_at ALG8 0 -1.1 3.00E-06 -1.09 1.63E-04
203546_at IPO13 0 N.S 1.14 3.12E-04
203550_s_at C1orf2 0 N.S -1.24 1.14E-05
203552_at MAP4K5 0 N.S N.S
203556_at ZHX2 0 -1.2 1.04E-05 -1.44 5.31E-12
203557_s_at PCBD1 0 N.S N.S
203560_at GGH 7 N.S N.S
203562_at FEZ1 0 N.S 1.85 2.25E-18
203564_at FANCG 49 N.S N.S
203565_s_at MNAT1 0 N.S N.S
203566_s_at AGL 0 N.S N.S
203567_s_at TRIM38 0 N.S 1.16 6.83E-03
203569_s_at OFD1 0 N.S N.S
203572_s_at TAF6 13 N.S N.S
203573_s_at RABGGTA 0 N.S 1.52 1.90E-31
203574_at NFIL3 1 N.S -1.41 1.01E-13
203575_at CSNK2A2 0 N.S 1.12 9.41E-05
203577_at GTF2H4 0 -1.2 2.73E-09 N.S
203579_s_at SLC7A6 0 N.S 1.70 4.82E-31
203581_at RAB4A 0 N.S N.S
203583_at UNC50 0 N.S 1.21 8.57E-10
203584_at TTC35 0 -1.2 2.39E-11 N.S
203588_s_at TFDP2 1 N.S -1.13 1.83E-05
203592_s_at FSTL3 0 N.S N.S
203593_at CD2AP 0 N.S N.S
203599_s_at WBP4 0 N.S N.S
203600_s_at C4orf8 0 -1.1 7.84E-05 N.S
203604_at ZNF516 0 -1.2 1.47E-02 N.S
203605_at SRP54 0 N.S 1.09 1.99E-02
203606_at NDUFS6 0 N.S N.S
203607_at INPP5F 0 N.S -1.33 6.16E-06
203608_at ALDH5A1 0 N.S N.S
203611_at TERF2 28 -1.2 9.09E-11 1.13 1.70E-05
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203612_at BYSL 1 N.S N.S
203613_s_at NDUFB6 0 N.S N.S
203614_at UTP14C 0 -1.2 2.03E-05 1.19 1.55E-16
203616_at POLB 21 -1.1 1.09E-03 N.S
203620_s_at FCHSD2 0 -1.2 2.33E-08 N.S
203621_at NDUFB5 0 N.S N.S
203622_s_at PNO1 0 1.1 6.76E-06 -1.11 1.89E-05
203630_s_at COG5 0 N.S -1.15 2.50E-02
203635_at DSCR3 0 N.S N.S
203643_at ERF 1 N.S N.S
203644_s_at MON1B 0 N.S N.S
203647_s_at FDX1 0 N.S N.S
203648_at TATDN2 0 N.S N.S
203650_at PROCR 1 N.S 1.99 4.75E-19
203651_at ZFYVE16 0 -1.2 3.54E-03 1.35 1.66E-11
203652_at MAP3K11 0 N.S N.S
203653_s_at COIL 88 N.S N.S
203655_at XRCC1 356 N.S N.S
203656_at FIG4 0 N.S N.S
203658_at SLC25A20 0 -1.1 4.55E-05 N.S
203659_s_at TRIM13 0 1.2 1.44E-09 -1.16 5.31E-12
203660_s_at PCNT 2 N.S 1.14 1.37E-05
203662_s_at TMOD1 0 N.S N.S
203665_at HMOX1 111 1.3 3.39E-13 1.31 2.30E-14
203668_at MAN2C1 0 N.S N.S
203674_at HELZ 0 N.S N.S
203675_at NUCB2 0 N.S -1.15 8.19E-04
203677_s_at TARBP2 0 N.S N.S
203678_at MTMR15 1 -1.2 2.91E-02 N.S
203679_at TMED1 0 1.3 1.94E-10 N.S
203686_at MPG 59 N.S N.S
203688_at PKD2 0 N.S 1.29 5.84E-15
203689_s_at FMR1 6 -1.1 3.00E-03 N.S
203693_s_at E2F3 13 N.S N.S
203694_s_at DHX16 0 N.S N.S
203695_s_at DFNA5 2 N.S -1.09 1.23E-02
203701_s_at TRMT1 0 N.S -1.13 6.56E-03
203707_at ZNF263 0 1.2 3.67E-03 N.S
203711_s_at HIBCH 0 N.S -1.17 4.52E-03
203712_at KIAA0020 0 N.S -1.09 6.53E-03
203715_at TBCE 0 N.S -1.29 7.65E-15
203718_at PNPLA6 0 N.S N.S
203720_s_at ERCC1 272 N.S N.S
203725_at GADD45A 135 2.1 4.48E-27 2.79 2.54E-32
203728_at BAK1 35 N.S 1.33 8.48E-18
203729_at EMP3 0 N.S N.S
203731_s_at ZKSCAN5 0 N.S N.S
203732_at TRIP4 0 N.S 1.12 1.69E-06
203733_at DEXI 0 N.S 1.18 1.77E-04
203734_at FOXJ2 0 N.S N.S
203737_s_at PPRC1 0 1.3 3.02E-08 -1.33 2.11E-13
203738_at C5orf22 0 N.S N.S
203739_at ZNF217 2 -1.3 9.79E-13 N.S
203740_at MPHOSPH6 0 N.S N.S
203741_s_at ADCY7 0 -1.3 2.22E-15 -1.28 3.10E-12
203743_s_at TDG 19 1.2 7.78E-09 N.S
203744_at HMGB3 1 N.S N.S
203745_at HCCS 20 N.S 1.10 1.76E-02
203752_s_at JUND 5 1.5 1.61E-20 N.S
203755_at BUB1B 2 -1.4 1.20E-16 -1.40 1.27E-14
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203758_at CTSO 0 1.2 4.38E-08 1.35 6.20E-20
203762_s_at DYNC2LI1 0 N.S -1.15 7.31E-03
203764_at DLGAP5 0 -1.1 1.63E-03 -1.90 3.50E-30
203765_at GCA 1 N.S N.S
203774_at MTR 15 N.S N.S
203775_at SLC25A13 0 N.S -1.16 3.61E-10
203776_at GPKOW 0 N.S 1.09 3.38E-02
203777_s_at RPS6KB2 0 N.S N.S
203778_at MANBA 0 N.S N.S
203781_at MRPL33 0 N.S N.S
203787_at SSBP2 2 -1.1 3.95E-03 -1.29 1.31E-16
203790_s_at HRSP12 0 N.S N.S
203791_at DMXL1 0 -1.2 1.54E-02 -1.25 3.64E-05
203799_at CD302 0 N.S N.S
203800_s_at MRPS14 0 N.S N.S
203803_at PCYOX1 0 N.S N.S
203804_s_at CROP 46 N.S N.S
203805_s_at FANCA 64 N.S N.S
203810_at DNAJB4 1 -1.2 2.19E-03 1.58 1.30E-21
203814_s_at NQO2 3 N.S N.S
203816_at DGUOK 0 N.S N.S
203817_at GUCY1B3 0 -1.4 3.91E-11 -1.47 1.30E-10
203818_s_at SF3A3 0 1.1 8.75E-10 1.27 2.95E-25
203820_s_at IGF2BP3 0 -1.2 5.24E-17 -1.32 1.09E-20
203822_s_at ELF2 0 N.S -1.13 7.88E-05
203825_at BRD3 0 -1.1 2.23E-03 N.S
203827_at WIPI1 0 N.S -1.29 1.81E-12
203829_at ELP4 0 N.S N.S
203830_at C17orf75 0 N.S 1.15 1.75E-03
203831_at R3HDM2 0 -1.1 7.65E-03 N.S
203832_at SNRPF 1 N.S N.S
203836_s_at MAP3K5 4 -1.2 2.81E-04 -1.19 7.14E-04
203840_at BLZF1 0 -1.2 3.05E-02 N.S
203843_at RPS6KA3 0 -1.1 6.55E-03 N.S
203845_at KAT2B 0 N.S N.S
203846_at TRIM32 0 1.2 5.02E-04 1.57 4.11E-34
203852_s_at SMN1 3 1.1 2.02E-02 N.S
203855_at WDR47 0 N.S 1.13 7.19E-04
203856_at VRK1 0 N.S N.S
203857_s_at PDIA5 0 N.S N.S
203858_s_at COX10 0 N.S N.S
203860_at PCCA 0 N.S -1.31 1.71E-14
203868_s_at VCAM1 0 N.S N.S
203869_at USP46 1 1.2 2.77E-06 N.S
203871_at SENP3 0 N.S N.S
203879_at PIK3CD 0 -1.2 3.61E-03 -1.15 4.39E-03
203880_at COX17 0 N.S N.S
203881_s_at DMD 6 N.S N.S
203883_s_at RAB11FIP2 0 1.1 1.12E-03 N.S
203885_at RAB21 0 N.S 1.19 1.74E-13
203890_s_at DAPK3 1 N.S N.S
203892_at WFDC2 0 N.S 1.19 3.34E-02
203894_at TUBG2 0 N.S N.S
203897_at LYRM1 0 N.S 1.32 2.19E-19
203899_s_at CRCP 0 N.S N.S
203900_at KIAA0467 0 N.S N.S
203903_s_at HEPH 0 N.S N.S
203905_at PARN 1 N.S 1.25 1.94E-14
203909_at SLC9A6 0 N.S N.S
203910_at ARHGAP29 1 N.S N.S
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203916_at NDST2 0 N.S N.S
203921_at CHST2 0 N.S N.S
203923_s_at CYBB 6 N.S -1.53 1.39E-18
203925_at GCLM 6 N.S 1.18 1.73E-09
203927_at NFKBIE 0 N.S N.S
203931_s_at MRPL12 0 N.S N.S
203932_at HLA-DMB 0 1.1 3.01E-02 -1.18 1.67E-05
203933_at RAB11FIP3 0 N.S N.S
203935_at ACVR1 0 N.S 1.30 4.63E-06
203936_s_at MMP9 1 N.S N.S
203939_at NT5E 0 N.S -1.25 1.68E-02
203941_at INTS9 0 -1.1 1.52E-02 N.S
203943_at KIF3B 0 N.S 1.18 6.80E-07
203945_at ARG2 2 N.S N.S
203947_at CSTF3 0 -1.3 1.28E-21 1.39 9.33E-27
203957_at E2F6 4 N.S N.S
203958_s_at ZBTB40 0 N.S N.S
203960_s_at HSPB11 0 N.S N.S
203964_at NMI 0 N.S -1.17 1.34E-14
203966_s_at PPM1A 0 1.1 4.61E-02 1.22 2.47E-15
203967_at CDC6 40 1.4 1.33E-19 N.S
203970_s_at PEX3 0 N.S -1.16 2.75E-07
203971_at SLC31A1 0 -1.2 4.70E-04 -1.32 1.59E-12
203973_s_at CEBPD 1 1.3 2.25E-02 N.S
203974_at HDHD1A 0 -1.1 1.73E-08 -1.12 1.27E-05
203975_s_at CHAF1A 5 1.3 7.38E-07 N.S
203978_at NUBP1 0 N.S N.S
203983_at TSNAX 1 N.S N.S
203984_s_at CASP9 274 N.S N.S
203985_at ZNF212 0 N.S N.S
203987_at FZD6 0 1.2 8.08E-07 1.52 2.62E-16
203988_s_at FUT8 0 -1.3 2.45E-16 N.S
203990_s_at KDM6A 0 N.S N.S
204001_at SNAPC3 0 -1.3 2.34E-18 -1.13 1.78E-03
204003_s_at NUPL2 0 -1.2 2.99E-07 N.S
204004_at PAWR 0 -1.2 3.23E-07 -1.22 2.59E-06
204015_s_at DUSP4 2 N.S -1.26 1.87E-04
204016_at LARS2 0 N.S N.S
204019_s_at SH3YL1 0 N.S 1.12 1.16E-04
204021_s_at PURA 2 -1.2 4.17E-07 1.12 1.07E-02
204023_at RFC4 12 N.S N.S
204025_s_at PDCD2 0 N.S N.S
204026_s_at ZWINT 0 N.S 1.11 1.50E-07
204027_s_at METTL1 0 N.S N.S
204028_s_at RABGAP1 0 -1.2 2.65E-04 N.S
204030_s_at SCHIP1 0 N.S N.S
204032_at BCAR3 0 N.S -1.40 4.46E-08
204033_at TRIP13 1 N.S -1.21 1.10E-12
204034_at ETHE1 0 N.S 1.16 3.79E-03
204038_s_at LPAR1 0 N.S N.S
204044_at QPRT 0 N.S N.S
204045_at TCEAL1 3 N.S N.S
204054_at PTEN 87 N.S N.S
204057_at IRF8 0 -1.1 9.28E-06 -1.32 2.69E-16
204059_s_at ME1 0 N.S 1.22 3.04E-10
204061_at PRKX 0 N.S 1.48 9.09E-26
204064_at THOC1 2 N.S N.S
204065_at CHST10 0 N.S N.S
204067_at SUOX 0 N.S N.S
204068_at STK3 0 -1.3 2.49E-10 N.S
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204070_at RARRES3 0 N.S N.S
204071_s_at TOPORS 2 1.2 9.11E-08 N.S
204076_at ENTPD4 0 N.S N.S
204079_at TPST2 0 -1.1 2.37E-02 N.S
204080_at TOE1 0 1.1 8.15E-05 N.S
204082_at PBX3 0 -1.2 6.99E-10 N.S
204085_s_at CLN5 0 N.S 1.16 5.48E-05
204088_at P2RX4 0 N.S N.S
204091_at PDE6D 0 N.S N.S
204093_at CCNH 4 N.S N.S
204094_s_at TSC22D2 0 1.3 2.57E-09 N.S
204098_at RBMX2 0 N.S 1.10 4.22E-02
204102_s_at EEF2 0 N.S N.S
204103_at CCL4 32 1.4 1.03E-03 -1.65 1.86E-14
204106_at TESK1 0 N.S N.S
204108_at NFYA 8 N.S N.S
204115_at GNG11 0 N.S N.S
204116_at IL2RG 2 N.S -1.19 2.61E-02
204118_at CD48 0 N.S N.S
204120_s_at ADK 2 N.S N.S
204125_at NDUFAF1 0 N.S N.S
204126_s_at CDC45L 9 N.S 1.15 3.46E-05
204128_s_at RFC3 9 1.1 4.95E-03 1.20 1.55E-06
204131_s_at FOXO3 22 1.3 1.23E-10 N.S
204133_at RRP9 0 N.S -1.18 4.97E-05
204135_at FILIP1L 0 N.S N.S
204137_at GPR137B 0 -1.1 2.42E-07 -1.21 8.62E-12
204141_at TUBB2A 0 N.S N.S
204142_at ENOSF1 0 N.S N.S
204144_s_at PIGQ 0 N.S N.S
204145_at FRG1 0 N.S N.S
204146_at RAD51AP1 7 N.S 1.14 5.57E-06
204153_s_at MFNG 0 N.S N.S
204156_at KIAA0999 0 N.S N.S
204158_s_at TCIRG1 0 N.S N.S
204160_s_at ENPP4 0 -1.1 7.99E-03 N.S
204162_at NDC80 1 -1.2 5.04E-05 -1.15 1.14E-03
204164_at SIPA1 0 N.S -1.58 1.29E-15
204165_at WASF1 0 N.S N.S
204168_at MGST2 0 N.S N.S
204170_s_at CKS2 2 -1.3 8.05E-07 -1.40 9.47E-14
204171_at RPS6KB1 0 N.S N.S
204172_at CPOX 0 -1.1 1.05E-04 N.S
204173_at MYL6B 0 N.S N.S
204174_at ALOX5AP 1 N.S -1.24 4.56E-05
204175_at ZNF593 0 N.S N.S
204181_s_at ZBTB43 0 1.2 1.69E-06 1.12 4.42E-03
204186_s_at PPID 2 N.S N.S
204190_at USPL1 0 N.S 1.23 3.02E-07
204192_at CD37 1 N.S N.S
204198_s_at RUNX3 5 N.S N.S
204201_s_at PTPN13 1 N.S N.S
204203_at CEBPG 0 1.3 1.56E-14 N.S
204204_at SLC31A2 0 1.3 6.48E-04 1.34 3.88E-07
204205_at APOBEC3G 1 N.S 1.43 9.37E-27
204206_at MNT 30 1.5 5.97E-15 -1.54 2.66E-13
204208_at RNGTT 0 -1.2 4.08E-07 N.S
204209_at PCYT1A 0 N.S N.S
204212_at ACOT8 0 N.S N.S
204215_at C7orf23 0 N.S -1.24 2.22E-17
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204216_s_at ZC3H14 0 N.S -1.09 2.44E-02
204218_at C11orf51 0 N.S N.S
204219_s_at PSMC1 2 1.1 1.07E-02 N.S
204220_at GMFG 0 N.S N.S
204222_s_at GLIPR1 0 N.S -1.26 3.44E-10
204224_s_at GCH1 0 1.1 9.63E-04 1.80 1.07E-44
204226_at STAU2 0 N.S -1.22 1.71E-07
204228_at PPIH 0 N.S N.S
204233_s_at CHKA 1 N.S N.S
204234_s_at ZNF195 0 1.2 2.73E-12 1.55 3.03E-30
204241_at ACOX3 0 N.S N.S
204243_at RLF 0 -1.2 4.41E-08 -1.31 5.31E-12
204244_s_at DBF4 27 -1.1 4.44E-03 -1.20 1.09E-08
204245_s_at RPP14 0 1.1 4.28E-04 1.10 4.16E-04
204246_s_at DCTN3 0 N.S N.S
204247_s_at CDK5 19 N.S N.S
204249_s_at LMO2 2 N.S -1.25 3.83E-06
204258_at CHD1 1 N.S -1.14 2.05E-02
204263_s_at CPT2 0 N.S 1.28 7.24E-10
204265_s_at GPSM3 0 N.S -1.14 3.54E-02
204269_at PIM2 1 N.S N.S
204275_at SOLH 0 N.S N.S
204276_at TK2 2 N.S N.S
204278_s_at EBAG9 1 N.S -1.09 1.38E-04
204279_at PSMB9 0 N.S N.S
204286_s_at PMAIP1 31 1.8 5.60E-31 1.60 5.26E-28
204291_at ZNF518A 0 N.S N.S
204295_at SURF1 0 N.S 1.19 2.39E-02
204297_at PIK3C3 0 -1.2 7.39E-07 N.S
204299_at FUSIP1 0 N.S N.S
204300_at PET112L 0 N.S N.S
204305_at MIPEP 0 N.S N.S
204308_s_at TECPR2 0 -1.3 7.32E-06 1.29 2.27E-07
204319_s_at RGS10 0 N.S N.S
204327_s_at ZNF202 0 1.2 4.94E-05 N.S
204331_s_at MRPS12 0 N.S N.S
204332_s_at AGA 11 N.S 1.17 5.57E-11
204334_at KLF7 0 -1.1 5.37E-03 -1.26 3.13E-12
204335_at CCDC94 0 1.5 3.36E-16 N.S
204336_s_at RGS19 0 -1.2 6.71E-04 -1.22 2.52E-11
204342_at SLC25A24 0 N.S N.S
204346_s_at RASSF1 10 N.S N.S
204347_at AK3L1 0 N.S -1.41 9.84E-09
204350_s_at MED7 0 -1.3 2.22E-15 N.S
204352_at TRAF5 2 -1.3 1.09E-16 -1.65 1.20E-28
204354_at POT1 45 -1.2 3.52E-08 N.S
204369_at PIK3CA 4 N.S N.S
204370_at CLP1 1 1.3 2.16E-29 1.60 3.38E-49
204372_s_at KHSRP 0 1.1 8.68E-05 N.S
204373_s_at CEP350 0 -1.2 1.97E-06 N.S
204382_at NAT9 0 N.S N.S
204394_at SLC43A1 0 N.S -1.20 1.60E-05
204401_at KCNN4 0 -1.1 6.65E-03 1.13 3.47E-03
204404_at SLC12A2 0 1.1 7.13E-07 N.S
204407_at TTF2 0 N.S N.S
204408_at APEX2 4 N.S N.S
204415_at IFI6 0 N.S N.S
204420_at FOSL1 0 2.4 9.62E-14 3.81 4.94E-24
204423_at MKLN1 0 -1.1 1.53E-02 N.S
204425_at ARHGAP4 0 N.S N.S
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204426_at TMED2 0 N.S N.S
204430_s_at SLC2A5 1 1.2 1.31E-07 -1.26 8.27E-09
204432_at SOX12 0 N.S N.S
204435_at NUPL1 0 1.1 3.89E-02 N.S
204436_at PLEKHO2 0 N.S 1.35 6.98E-21
204439_at IFI44L 0 -1.2 4.90E-05 -1.29 2.22E-06
204440_at CD83 1 1.5 8.15E-19 1.12 3.83E-02
204441_s_at POLA2 0 N.S 1.18 6.73E-07
204444_at KIF11 1 N.S -1.19 3.57E-04
204448_s_at PDCL 3 N.S N.S
204453_at ZNF84 0 -1.3 1.62E-10 N.S
204458_at PLA2G15 0 N.S 1.34 1.51E-12
204459_at CSTF2 0 N.S N.S
204460_s_at RAD1 238 N.S N.S
204472_at GEM 7 N.S -1.20 5.15E-03
204473_s_at ZNF592 0 N.S N.S
204474_at ZNF142 0 N.S N.S
204477_at RABIF 0 N.S N.S
204479_at OSTF1 0 N.S -1.12 2.03E-02
204481_at BRPF1 0 1.4 5.64E-11 1.19 2.07E-03
204483_at ENO3 0 N.S N.S
204485_s_at TOM1L1 0 N.S N.S
204488_at DOLK 0 N.S 1.13 1.64E-03
204492_at ARHGAP11A 0 N.S -1.55 8.46E-15
204502_at SAMHD1 0 -1.1 3.92E-02 N.S
204506_at PPP3R1 0 N.S N.S
204510_at CDC7 40 N.S N.S
204512_at HIVEP1 0 1.2 8.76E-05 1.13 7.40E-04
204513_s_at ELMO1 0 N.S -1.21 1.88E-04
204514_at DPH2 0 N.S N.S
204516_at ATXN7 0 1.2 4.71E-03 N.S
204521_at C12orf24 0 -1.1 1.86E-02 -1.35 2.21E-16
204523_at ZNF140 0 N.S 1.15 6.20E-05
204530_s_at TOX 22 N.S N.S
204531_s_at BRCA1 975 -1.1 2.21E-03 N.S
204533_at CXCL10 1 N.S N.S
204544_at HPS5 0 N.S N.S
204547_at RAB40B 0 N.S N.S
204552_at INPP4A 0 -1.2 4.53E-02 -1.26 3.35E-07
204554_at PPP1R3D 0 N.S 1.20 6.11E-07
204559_s_at LSM7 0 N.S N.S
204562_at IRF4 0 N.S -1.35 5.24E-16
204563_at SELL 5 N.S -1.37 2.77E-15
204565_at ACOT13 0 N.S N.S
204566_at PPM1D 26 3.0 7.88E-36 3.74 3.41E-51
204568_at KIAA0831 0 1.2 3.30E-08 1.12 9.35E-04
204569_at ICK 0 N.S 1.35 5.74E-05
204573_at CROT 0 -1.2 6.20E-04 1.72 7.52E-30
204576_s_at CLUAP1 0 -1.3 8.32E-18 1.15 9.11E-07
204593_s_at SMCR7L 0 1.1 6.68E-09 1.11 1.00E-05
204599_s_at MRPL28 0 N.S N.S
204602_at DKK1 3 N.S N.S
204603_at EXO1 41 1.2 2.81E-08 1.15 5.11E-04
204605_at CGRRF1 0 1.1 4.62E-05 1.50 1.44E-30
204608_at ASL 4 N.S N.S
204610_s_at CCDC85B 0 N.S -1.30 2.87E-09
204612_at PKIA 0 -1.2 4.30E-12 N.S
204613_at PLCG2 1 N.S N.S
204616_at UCHL3 0 N.S N.S
204617_s_at ACD 1 N.S N.S
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204618_s_at GABPB1 0 1.2 2.30E-07 N.S
204630_s_at GOSR1 0 N.S 1.18 1.56E-06
204632_at RPS6KA4 0 N.S N.S
204634_at NEK4 0 N.S N.S
204635_at RPS6KA5 0 N.S 1.17 1.21E-03
204638_at ACP5 0 N.S -1.17 8.45E-03
204641_at NEK2 6 -1.2 3.42E-06 -1.65 2.38E-24
204642_at S1PR1 0 N.S -1.50 4.22E-12
204646_at DPYD 0 N.S N.S
204650_s_at APBB3 0 N.S N.S
204651_at NRF1 2 N.S N.S
204659_s_at GFER 0 N.S N.S
204662_at CP110 0 N.S 1.78 1.56E-38
204666_s_at RP5-1000E10.4 0 N.S N.S
204674_at LRMP 0 -1.3 2.47E-15 -1.14 3.36E-02
204676_at TMEM186 0 -1.3 1.83E-09 N.S
204678_s_at KCNK1 0 N.S N.S
204683_at ICAM2 0 N.S -1.13 2.35E-02
204687_at DKFZP564O0823 0 N.S N.S
204688_at SGCE 4 N.S -1.15 1.86E-08
204690_at STX8 0 N.S N.S
204695_at CDC25A 314 1.8 1.28E-17 N.S
204698_at ISG20 0 N.S N.S
204702_s_at NFE2L3 0 N.S -1.19 2.72E-06
204703_at IFT88 0 N.S N.S
204706_at INPP5E 0 N.S N.S
204709_s_at KIF23 0 -1.4 3.83E-10 -1.62 1.47E-13
204710_s_at WIPI2 0 N.S 1.10 9.13E-05
204715_at PANX1 0 1.2 6.55E-10 N.S
204716_at CCDC6 2 N.S N.S
204720_s_at DNAJC6 0 N.S N.S
204725_s_at NCK1 0 -1.2 2.23E-04 N.S
204727_at WDHD1 0 -1.2 3.23E-02 N.S
204731_at TGFBR3 0 N.S 1.20 2.33E-02
204735_at PDE4A 0 N.S -1.27 4.70E-07
204739_at CENPC1 0 1.2 4.21E-14 N.S
204740_at CNKSR1 0 N.S N.S
204742_s_at PDS5B 0 -1.2 2.71E-04 N.S
204744_s_at IARS 0 N.S N.S
204747_at IFIT3 0 1.3 3.41E-10 1.16 2.41E-03
204759_at RCBTB2 0 N.S 1.25 4.69E-07
204761_at USP6NL 0 N.S -1.13 2.82E-02
204766_s_at NUDT1 7 N.S 1.39 2.40E-02
204767_s_at FEN1 66 1.1 5.46E-04 1.11 1.06E-02
204771_s_at TTF1 0 N.S N.S
204774_at EVI2A 0 -1.4 4.27E-17 -1.68 1.23E-25
204777_s_at MAL 9 N.S N.S
204779_s_at HOXB7 1 N.S N.S
204781_s_at FAS 434 1.5 1.09E-26 1.88 2.27E-39
204786_s_at IFNAR2 0 N.S N.S
204788_s_at PPOX 0 -1.1 5.90E-03 -1.14 1.76E-06
204789_at FMNL1 0 N.S N.S
204790_at SMAD7 6 N.S N.S
204794_at DUSP2 1 N.S -1.49 2.77E-30
204795_at PRR3 0 N.S N.S
204798_at MYB 25 N.S -1.20 2.95E-04
204804_at TRIM21 0 N.S N.S
204805_s_at H1FX 0 N.S -1.96 6.47E-20
204807_at TMEM5 0 N.S N.S
204809_at CLPX 6 N.S N.S
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204812_at ZW10 1 N.S N.S
204813_at MAPK10 1 N.S N.S
204821_at BTN3A3 0 -1.2 2.29E-03 -1.39 7.96E-12
204822_at TTK 6 N.S -1.31 1.01E-15
204825_at MELK 1 -1.1 2.59E-02 N.S
204828_at RAD9A 4 N.S 1.13 4.05E-02
204831_at CDK8 4 -1.3 1.36E-14 N.S
204832_s_at BMPR1A 1 -1.2 8.75E-05 N.S
204834_at FGL2 0 -1.3 5.41E-05 N.S
204835_at POLA1 11 N.S N.S
204836_at GLDC 0 N.S N.S
204838_s_at MLH3 6 -1.5 4.01E-24 -1.27 5.70E-11
204839_at POP5 0 N.S N.S
204840_s_at EEA1 0 N.S 1.31 3.43E-04
204847_at ZBTB11 0 N.S 1.14 4.35E-04
204849_at TCFL5 0 -1.2 1.49E-07 N.S
204852_s_at PTPN7 0 N.S -1.24 8.29E-08
204853_at ORC2L 1 -1.3 6.01E-20 -1.16 1.19E-06
204857_at MAD1L1 5 N.S 1.71 8.85E-21
204862_s_at NME3 0 N.S -1.20 1.45E-03
204866_at PHF16 0 N.S 1.55 2.18E-14
204867_at GCHFR 0 N.S N.S
204868_at ICT1 0 N.S N.S
204880_at MGMT 154 N.S N.S
204881_s_at UGCG 0 1.1 4.94E-02 -1.18 2.50E-08
204883_s_at HUS1 115 N.S -1.22 1.12E-04
204887_s_at PLK4 5 N.S -1.17 1.36E-03
204890_s_at LCK 18 N.S -1.29 3.98E-13
204905_s_at EEF1E1 0 N.S N.S
204909_at DDX6 1 N.S N.S
204912_at IL10RA 1 1.4 5.53E-14 1.15 1.19E-02
204917_s_at MLLT3 1 N.S -1.22 4.65E-05
204923_at SASH3 0 N.S -1.32 2.76E-14
204937_s_at ZNF274 0 N.S N.S
204946_s_at TOP3A 0 N.S N.S
204949_at ICAM3 0 N.S N.S
204950_at CARD8 0 -1.2 9.29E-12 N.S
204955_at SRPX 0 N.S N.S
204959_at MNDA 1 N.S -1.44 1.13E-18
204960_at PTPRCAP 0 N.S -1.62 2.76E-21
204961_s_at LOC648998 0 N.S -1.17 1.60E-09
204962_s_at CENPA 4 -1.7 8.16E-27 -2.07 8.88E-36
204968_at C6orf47 0 N.S N.S
204970_s_at MAFG 0 N.S N.S
204976_s_at AMMECR1 0 -1.3 5.87E-17 N.S
204977_at DDX10 0 -1.1 1.62E-13 -1.19 1.39E-13
204978_at SFRS16 0 N.S N.S
204985_s_at TRAPPC6A 0 N.S N.S
204992_s_at PFN2 0 N.S -1.20 4.64E-09
204994_at MX2 10 N.S -1.36 3.18E-17
204995_at CDK5R1 0 -1.2 4.38E-03 -1.58 5.46E-15
205004_at NKRF 0 N.S N.S
205010_at GNL3L 0 N.S N.S
205012_s_at HAGH 0 N.S N.S
205013_s_at ADORA2A 0 -1.1 2.05E-02 N.S
205027_s_at MAP3K8 3 N.S N.S
205034_at CCNE2 1 1.5 2.46E-15 1.43 7.37E-15
205036_at LSM6 0 N.S N.S
205042_at GNE 0 1.1 1.50E-05 1.36 6.50E-16
205046_at CENPE 0 -1.3 1.98E-12 -2.06 2.65E-26
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205047_s_at ASNS 0 N.S 1.19 2.65E-09
205048_s_at PSPH 0 N.S 1.21 3.68E-05
205049_s_at CD79A 0 N.S N.S
205052_at AUH 2 -1.2 6.02E-13 -1.30 2.66E-19
205053_at PRIM1 1 N.S N.S
205055_at ITGAE 0 N.S N.S
205060_at PARG 36 -1.2 2.85E-05 N.S
205061_s_at EXOSC9 0 1.1 5.29E-08 N.S
205063_at SIP1 2 -1.3 1.06E-07 N.S
205069_s_at ARHGAP26 1 N.S N.S
205070_at ING3 2 1.2 5.17E-14 1.11 7.57E-06
205078_at PIGF 0 -1.2 6.94E-03 N.S
205081_at CRIP1 2 N.S N.S
205085_at ORC1L 3 1.3 1.13E-11 N.S
205087_at RWDD3 0 N.S 1.24 6.04E-05
205089_at ZNF7 0 N.S 1.13 1.67E-04
205090_s_at NAGPA 0 N.S N.S
205094_at PEX12 0 N.S 1.26 5.83E-15
205097_at SLC26A2 0 N.S 1.22 3.65E-02
205098_at CCR1 1 -1.5 6.39E-15 -1.73 7.16E-21
205103_at C1orf61 0 N.S N.S
205105_at MAN2A1 0 N.S N.S
205107_s_at EFNA4 0 N.S N.S
205114_s_at CCL3 2 1.5 2.89E-15 -1.18 8.56E-03
205126_at VRK2 0 -1.1 7.90E-07 N.S
205129_at NPM3 0 N.S N.S
205132_at ACTC1 0 N.S N.S
205133_s_at HSPE1 0 N.S -1.25 1.49E-03
205134_s_at NUFIP1 1 N.S N.S
205140_at FPGT 0 -1.3 1.82E-16 N.S
205145_s_at LOC649851 0 N.S N.S
205159_at CSF2RB 0 N.S N.S
205162_at ERCC8 16 N.S N.S
205169_at RBBP5 2 -1.1 2.48E-03 N.S
205170_at STAT2 2 N.S N.S
205171_at PTPN4 0 N.S 1.15 2.48E-04
205176_s_at ITGB3BP 0 N.S N.S
205178_s_at RBBP6 0 1.2 9.47E-07 N.S
205181_at ZNF193 0 N.S 1.26 6.13E-04
205188_s_at SMAD5 1 1.3 4.30E-03 2.26 3.40E-24
205189_s_at FANCC 59 N.S N.S
205191_at RP2 1 N.S N.S
205192_at MAP3K14 0 N.S N.S
205198_s_at ATP7A 0 -1.2 1.69E-06 N.S
205205_at RELB 13 1.4 2.80E-15 1.33 7.71E-15
205217_at TIMM8A 0 N.S N.S
205218_at POLR3F 0 N.S 1.20 8.09E-07
205220_at NIACR2 0 1.6 2.76E-21 2.64 3.23E-41
205222_at EHHADH 1 -1.4 8.59E-03 N.S
205224_at SURF2 0 N.S N.S
205229_s_at COCH 0 N.S -1.18 4.03E-05
205231_s_at EPM2A 1 N.S 1.16 9.02E-04
205235_s_at KIF20B 1 N.S N.S
205238_at TRMT2B 0 N.S N.S
205241_at SCO2 0 N.S N.S
205245_at PARD6A 0 N.S N.S
205246_at PEX13 0 N.S N.S
205249_at EGR2 2 1.2 4.30E-02 -1.40 1.88E-09
205256_at ZBTB39 0 N.S N.S
205260_s_at ACYP1 0 N.S N.S
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205263_at BCL10 3 N.S 1.18 1.09E-09
205264_at CD3EAP 1 N.S -1.41 4.59E-13
205267_at POU2AF1 0 N.S -1.15 9.10E-10
205269_at LCP2 0 -1.3 1.23E-08 -1.66 1.40E-21
205273_s_at PITRM1 0 N.S N.S
205283_at FKTN 0 -1.1 1.41E-03 N.S
205291_at IL2RB 0 N.S -1.42 1.79E-15
205292_s_at HNRNPA2B1 0 N.S -1.12 8.58E-05
205296_at RBL1 15 N.S N.S
205297_s_at CD79B 0 N.S N.S
205298_s_at BTN2A2 0 N.S N.S
205300_s_at SNRNP35 0 N.S -1.14 1.83E-02
205301_s_at OGG1 351 N.S N.S
205308_at FAM164A 0 N.S N.S
205310_at FBXO46 0 N.S N.S
205315_s_at SNTB2 0 N.S 1.14 5.46E-05
205321_at EIF2S3 0 N.S N.S
205322_s_at MTF1 2 N.S N.S
205327_s_at ACVR2A 0 1.2 1.63E-03 N.S
205328_at CLDN10 0 N.S N.S
205329_s_at SNX4 0 N.S 1.10 3.54E-04
205333_s_at RCE1 0 1.2 1.39E-03 N.S
205335_s_at SRP19 0 N.S N.S
205339_at STIL 0 N.S N.S
205340_at ZBTB24 0 N.S N.S
205345_at BARD1 59 N.S -1.15 1.96E-02
205346_at ST3GAL2 0 N.S N.S
205349_at GNA15 0 N.S 1.36 8.19E-08
205352_at SERPINI1 0 -1.1 1.15E-04 N.S
205354_at GAMT 4 N.S 1.56 4.23E-18
205355_at ACADSB 0 N.S N.S
205356_at USP13 0 N.S -1.19 1.35E-09
205361_s_at PFDN4 0 N.S N.S
205367_at SH2B2 0 -1.2 1.47E-05 -1.25 4.41E-07
205372_at PLAG1 1 N.S N.S
205376_at INPP4B 0 N.S N.S
205393_s_at CHEK1 16 1.1 6.77E-04 N.S
205401_at AGPS 0 N.S N.S
205406_s_at SPA17 0 N.S N.S
205408_at MLLT10 0 -1.3 9.86E-09 N.S
205411_at STK4 1 N.S N.S
205412_at ACAT1 1 N.S N.S
205414_s_at RICH2 0 N.S N.S
205416_s_at ATXN3 2 -1.1 5.22E-04 N.S
205417_s_at DAG1 0 N.S N.S
205419_at GPR183 0 N.S -1.32 4.66E-06
205423_at AP1B1 0 N.S N.S
205429_s_at MPP6 0 N.S -1.31 2.72E-12
205436_s_at H2AFX 583 N.S N.S
205443_at SNAPC1 0 -1.5 6.19E-26 -1.14 7.53E-04
205449_at SAC3D1 0 1.3 1.73E-09 2.05 3.59E-37
205452_at PIGB 0 N.S N.S
205461_at RAB35 0 N.S N.S
205463_s_at PDGFA 0 N.S N.S
205467_at CASP10 8 N.S N.S
205469_s_at IRF5 7 N.S 1.15 4.02E-04
205474_at CRLF3 0 -1.2 2.45E-13 -1.23 3.36E-20
205480_s_at UGP2 0 -1.0 1.34E-02 -1.14 7.79E-19
205483_s_at ISG15 5 N.S N.S
205484_at SIT1 0 -1.4 8.51E-08 -1.97 4.89E-20
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205497_at ZNF175 0 N.S 1.26 2.03E-05
205504_at BTK 3 N.S -1.21 4.21E-09
205512_s_at AIFM1 19 N.S N.S
205518_s_at CMAH 0 -1.4 3.49E-16 -1.32 1.09E-10
205519_at WDR76 0 N.S N.S
205521_at EXOG 0 N.S 1.19 1.82E-05
205526_s_at KATNA1 0 N.S 1.11 7.79E-08
205527_s_at GEMIN4 0 N.S -1.49 3.61E-17
205531_s_at GLS2 1 N.S 4.79 2.94E-28
205540_s_at RRAGB 0 N.S N.S
205541_s_at GSPT2 0 -1.2 2.59E-11 N.S
205542_at STEAP1 0 N.S -1.43 4.26E-09
205543_at HSPA4L 0 -1.2 4.25E-14 N.S
205544_s_at CR2 8 -1.2 3.34E-06 -1.73 3.04E-23
205546_s_at TYK2 1 N.S N.S
205550_s_at BRE 10 N.S -1.12 3.58E-11
205552_s_at OAS1 0 N.S -1.49 2.22E-20
205554_s_at DNASE1L3 1 N.S N.S
205562_at RPP38 0 N.S N.S
205565_s_at FXN 1 N.S -1.16 3.55E-04
205569_at LAMP3 1 N.S 1.58 5.01E-25
205570_at PIP4K2A 0 N.S -1.14 3.14E-03
205571_at LIPT1 0 N.S N.S
205584_at ALG13 0 -1.3 7.74E-07 -1.30 1.04E-05
205585_at ETV6 1 -1.3 1.19E-05 N.S
205588_s_at FGFR1OP 0 -1.1 4.32E-07 N.S
205590_at RASGRP1 0 -1.2 3.88E-08 N.S
205594_at ZNF652 0 N.S N.S
205596_s_at SMURF2 2 N.S 1.32 7.30E-25
205599_at TRAF1 2 N.S N.S
205603_s_at DIAPH2 0 N.S -1.18 6.50E-04
205607_s_at SCYL3 0 -1.3 1.47E-03 1.17 5.25E-04
205621_at ALKBH1 11 N.S 1.13 3.93E-05
205628_at PRIM2 0 N.S N.S
205633_s_at ALAS1 0 -1.1 9.06E-04 1.14 7.70E-10
205642_at CEP110 0 -1.1 1.91E-02 -1.15 3.67E-04
205644_s_at SNRPG 0 N.S N.S
205655_at MDM4 39 N.S N.S
205659_at HDAC9 1 -1.5 5.04E-15 N.S
205664_at KIN 14 -1.2 1.84E-10 N.S
205667_at WRN 181 N.S N.S
205668_at LY75 0 -1.1 1.36E-04 N.S
205671_s_at HLA-DOB 0 N.S N.S
205672_at XPA 332 N.S 1.16 4.19E-06
205677_s_at DLEU1 0 -1.1 3.09E-02 -1.22 1.06E-07
205681_at BCL2A1 2 N.S -1.15 1.52E-02
205684_s_at DENND4C 0 -1.2 1.94E-02 N.S
205687_at UBFD1 0 -1.1 1.72E-07 -1.12 4.94E-03
205692_s_at CD38 18 N.S -1.22 5.21E-03
205701_at IPO8 0 N.S N.S
205704_s_at ATP6V0A2 0 N.S N.S
205716_at SLC25A40 0 N.S N.S
205718_at ITGB7 0 N.S N.S
205733_at BLM 296 N.S N.S
205740_s_at RBM42 0 N.S N.S
205746_s_at ADAM17 2 N.S N.S
205748_s_at RNF126 0 N.S -1.15 3.89E-02
205750_at BPHL 0 N.S N.S
205756_s_at F8 2 N.S 1.25 1.00E-14
205761_s_at DUS4L 0 N.S N.S
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205770_at GSR 4 N.S N.S
205773_at CPEB3 0 N.S N.S
205775_at FAM50B 0 -1.2 4.81E-12 N.S
205781_at C16orf7 0 N.S N.S
205788_s_at ZC3H11A 0 -1.1 1.96E-02 N.S
205790_at SKAP1 0 N.S -1.40 9.63E-22
205796_at TCP11L1 0 N.S 1.49 1.08E-26
205801_s_at RASGRP3 0 -1.2 3.05E-06 N.S
205804_s_at TRAF3IP3 0 -1.2 9.49E-03 -1.34 2.10E-21
205807_s_at TUFT1 0 1.3 4.72E-12 1.40 1.03E-14
205809_s_at WASL 0 N.S N.S
205811_at POLG2 0 -1.4 1.59E-16 N.S
205830_at CLGN 0 N.S 3.00 3.79E-23
205832_at CPA4 0 N.S N.S
205841_at JAK2 18 -1.6 3.14E-13 N.S
205847_at PRSS22 0 N.S N.S
205848_at GAS2 2 N.S N.S
205849_s_at UQCRB 0 N.S N.S
205851_at NME6 0 N.S N.S
205855_at ZNF197 0 N.S N.S
205859_at LY86 0 N.S -1.12 3.87E-03
205861_at SPIB 0 -1.2 1.35E-07 -1.30 4.25E-12
205865_at ARID3A 2 N.S 1.18 3.10E-10
205873_at PIGL 0 N.S N.S
205884_at ITGA4 0 -1.3 2.05E-06 -1.80 2.35E-18
205890_s_at GABBR1 0 N.S N.S
205895_s_at NOLC1 0 N.S N.S
205901_at PNOC 0 N.S -1.22 7.61E-04
205902_at KCNN3 0 -1.5 9.42E-11 1.58 2.02E-13
205909_at POLE2 0 N.S N.S
205917_at ZNF264 0 N.S 1.24 8.62E-12
205922_at VNN2 0 N.S N.S
205928_at ZNF443 1 N.S N.S
205930_at GTF2E1 0 -1.3 5.75E-17 N.S
205932_s_at MSX1 1 N.S N.S
205934_at PLCL1 0 N.S N.S
205945_at IL6R 1 N.S N.S
205953_at LRIG2 0 N.S N.S
205955_at TAF6L 0 N.S N.S
205963_s_at DNAJA3 0 -1.1 2.07E-04 N.S
205964_at ZNF426 0 N.S 1.26 1.08E-02
205965_at BATF 1 N.S N.S
205967_at HIST1H4C 0 N.S N.S
205978_at KL 14 N.S 1.33 2.88E-02
205981_s_at ING2 8 1.3 2.18E-12 -1.15 8.00E-05
205991_s_at PRRX1 0 N.S N.S
205992_s_at IL15 0 1.1 4.72E-04 N.S
205996_s_at AK2 0 N.S N.S
206006_s_at KIAA1009 0 N.S N.S
206016_at CCDC22 0 N.S N.S
206020_at SOCS6 1 N.S N.S
206026_s_at TNFAIP6 1 N.S N.S
206031_s_at USP5 0 N.S N.S
206035_at REL 29 N.S N.S
206037_at CCBL1 0 -1.2 2.50E-05 -1.25 1.65E-07
206038_s_at NR2C2 0 N.S N.S
206039_at RAB33A 0 -1.4 5.83E-16 -1.58 5.16E-24
206044_s_at BRAF 23 N.S N.S
206050_s_at RNH1 1 N.S N.S
206052_s_at SLBP 0 1.2 4.57E-19 -1.16 9.81E-10
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206055_s_at SNRPA1 0 N.S N.S
206059_at ZNF91 0 N.S N.S
206061_s_at DICER1 1 -1.2 9.44E-07 N.S
206074_s_at HMGA1 7 N.S N.S
206082_at HCP5 0 -1.1 5.83E-06 1.20 2.19E-11
206096_at ZNF35 0 1.2 4.51E-11 N.S
206098_at ZBTB6 0 N.S N.S
206102_at GINS1 0 N.S 1.13 3.00E-04
206106_at MAPK12 2 N.S -1.20 2.06E-02
206108_s_at SFRS6 2 1.2 2.45E-04 N.S
206115_at EGR3 1 -1.5 7.43E-08 -2.05 2.79E-20
206129_s_at ARSB 0 N.S N.S
206132_at MCC 3 N.S N.S
206133_at XAF1 1 N.S N.S
206134_at ADAMDEC1 0 N.S -1.22 1.79E-04
206141_at MOCS3 0 N.S N.S
206150_at CD27 3 -1.1 3.77E-02 -1.39 2.50E-13
206158_s_at CNBP 0 1.1 2.12E-10 N.S
206181_at SLAMF1 0 -1.3 8.30E-20 N.S
206182_at ZNF134 0 N.S N.S
206184_at CRKL 1 N.S N.S
206188_at ZNF623 0 N.S 1.50 1.89E-19
206194_at HOXC4 0 -1.1 8.15E-03 N.S
206200_s_at ANXA11 0 N.S N.S
206219_s_at VAV1 1 N.S -1.19 2.16E-07
206233_at B4GALT6 0 N.S N.S
206235_at LIG4 51 N.S N.S
206240_s_at ZNF136 2 1.1 6.09E-04 N.S
206247_at MICB 7 -1.1 3.56E-02 1.23 3.85E-11
206255_at BLK 3 N.S -1.40 5.66E-10
206257_at CCDC9 0 N.S N.S
206261_at ZNF239 0 N.S N.S
206263_at FMO4 0 N.S N.S
206302_s_at NUDT4 0 N.S N.S
206308_at TRDMT1 0 N.S N.S
206313_at HLA-DOA 0 N.S N.S
206314_at ZNF167 0 -1.2 2.35E-02 N.S
206316_s_at KNTC1 1 N.S N.S
206335_at GALNS 0 N.S N.S
206337_at CCR7 0 N.S 1.26 7.72E-15
206357_at OPA3 0 N.S N.S
206361_at GPR44 0 N.S N.S
206364_at KIF14 0 -1.3 9.27E-16 -1.64 8.17E-23
206398_s_at CD19 14 N.S -1.10 1.96E-02
206412_at FER 4 N.S N.S
206440_at LIN7A 0 N.S N.S
206445_s_at PRMT1 12 N.S N.S
206451_at TBCCD1 0 -1.4 2.62E-23 1.25 2.36E-13
206478_at KIAA0125 0 N.S N.S
206491_s_at NAPA 4 N.S N.S
206492_at FHIT 37 N.S N.S
206497_at C7orf44 0 N.S N.S
206500_s_at C14orf106 0 N.S -1.29 1.04E-06
206507_at ZSCAN12 0 N.S N.S
206508_at CD70 2 1.2 6.98E-08 1.63 5.20E-21
206513_at AIM2 0 -1.2 2.55E-06 -2.03 6.34E-34
206515_at CYP4F3 0 N.S 2.63 5.10E-34
206533_at CHRNA5 0 N.S -1.13 5.93E-03
206536_s_at XIAP 32 N.S N.S
206542_s_at SMARCA2 5 N.S -1.15 4.04E-02
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206550_s_at NUP155 0 N.S N.S
206553_at OAS2 0 N.S -1.16 7.24E-03
206583_at ZNF673 0 -1.2 3.13E-04 N.S
206584_at LY96 1 N.S N.S
206587_at CCT6B 0 N.S 1.28 1.61E-14
206588_at DAZL 0 N.S 1.38 7.70E-07
206592_s_at AP3D1 0 N.S N.S
206593_s_at MED22 0 N.S N.S
206608_s_at RPGRIP1 0 N.S N.S
206613_s_at TAF1A 0 -1.3 7.10E-08 N.S
206618_at IL18R1 0 -1.3 1.35E-09 -1.28 2.25E-05
206621_s_at EIF4H 0 N.S N.S
206632_s_at APOBEC3B 0 1.2 6.48E-09 1.74 2.81E-30
206641_at TNFRSF17 0 1.2 4.55E-06 N.S
206649_s_at TFE3 0 N.S N.S
206652_at ZMYM5 0 N.S N.S
206654_s_at POLR3G 0 N.S -1.36 9.09E-09
206656_s_at C20orf3 0 N.S N.S
206659_at FLJ14082 0 N.S 1.31 2.85E-10
206667_s_at SCAMP1 0 N.S N.S
206683_at ZNF165 0 N.S N.S
206686_at PDK1 7 N.S -1.87 2.78E-15
206687_s_at PTPN6 7 -1.1 1.33E-04 -1.18 2.15E-06
206688_s_at CPSF4 0 N.S 1.17 3.49E-14
206693_at IL7 0 N.S -1.17 1.59E-02
206704_at CLCN5 0 N.S N.S
206729_at TNFRSF8 0 -1.3 9.35E-15 -1.31 3.55E-12
206734_at JRKL 0 -1.6 2.32E-16 N.S
206752_s_at DFFB 4 -1.2 6.25E-07 N.S
206756_at CHST7 0 1.2 4.03E-08 N.S
206759_at FCER2 0 N.S N.S
206766_at ITGA10 0 N.S N.S
206788_s_at CBFB 2 N.S N.S
206789_s_at POU2F1 11 -1.2 3.15E-02 -1.17 6.52E-03
206790_s_at NDUFB1 0 N.S N.S
206809_s_at HNRNPA3 1 N.S N.S
206825_at OXTR 0 1.1 4.46E-02 N.S
206828_at TXK 1 N.S 1.31 1.30E-02
206833_s_at ACYP2 0 N.S N.S
206845_s_at RNF40 0 N.S 1.14 4.30E-03
206848_at FAM36A 0 N.S N.S
206855_s_at HYAL2 1 N.S N.S
206860_s_at MIOS 0 -1.3 1.02E-18 -1.38 2.29E-22
206861_s_at CGGBP1 0 1.1 3.21E-05 N.S
206875_s_at SLK 1 N.S N.S
206907_at TNFSF9 2 2.0 5.57E-31 1.63 4.58E-22
206918_s_at CPNE1 0 N.S N.S
206925_at ST8SIA4 0 -1.5 2.56E-18 -1.19 5.39E-03
206928_at ZNF124 1 1.2 5.08E-09 N.S
206931_at ZNF141 0 N.S N.S
206942_s_at PMCH 0 N.S N.S
206949_s_at RUSC1 0 N.S 1.28 6.59E-18
206958_s_at UPF3A 0 N.S N.S
206975_at LTA 8 N.S -1.61 1.67E-21
206976_s_at HSPH1 0 -1.2 2.64E-16 -1.23 2.57E-09
206983_at CCR6 1 -1.6 3.63E-14 -2.15 1.01E-18
206992_s_at ATP5S 0 1.2 4.81E-05 1.23 6.18E-09
207000_s_at PPP3CC 0 N.S -1.24 3.94E-12
207002_s_at PLAGL1 1 -1.2 6.35E-09 N.S
207038_at SLC16A6 0 N.S N.S
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207040_s_at ST13 0 N.S N.S
207064_s_at AOC2 0 N.S 1.25 8.38E-06
207071_s_at ACO1 0 N.S N.S
207079_s_at MED6 0 N.S 1.16 1.34E-07
207088_s_at SLC25A11 0 -1.1 1.55E-02 N.S
207096_at SAA4 0 N.S N.S
207103_at KCND2 0 -1.5 3.59E-17 -1.27 6.84E-05
207113_s_at TNF 539 1.3 4.62E-10 -1.57 2.30E-16
207121_s_at MAPK6 0 N.S N.S
207124_s_at GNB5 0 N.S N.S
207127_s_at HNRNPH3 0 N.S N.S
207152_at NTRK2 5 N.S N.S
207153_s_at GLMN 0 N.S N.S
207157_s_at GNG5 0 N.S N.S
207158_at APOBEC1 1 N.S N.S
207160_at IL12A 0 N.S -1.30 2.68E-05
207163_s_at AKT1 99 N.S N.S
207170_s_at LETMD1 0 -1.1 2.27E-02 1.16 1.59E-11
207176_s_at CD80 3 -1.2 9.89E-07 1.18 3.89E-10
207178_s_at FRK 2 -1.4 2.27E-04 1.34 7.60E-10
207181_s_at CASP7 46 N.S N.S
207186_s_at BPTF 0 N.S N.S
207196_s_at TNIP1 0 N.S -1.11 3.14E-02
207198_s_at LIMS1 2 N.S N.S
207219_at ZNF643 0 1.4 8.94E-10 N.S
207229_at KLRA1 0 N.S N.S
207234_at RFX3 0 N.S N.S
207243_s_at CALM2 0 N.S N.S
207245_at UGT2B17 0 N.S 1.38 2.26E-02
207283_at RPL23AP32 0 N.S N.S
207305_s_at KIAA1012 0 -1.2 1.14E-06 N.S
207315_at CD226 1 -1.1 4.10E-02 -1.27 3.18E-12
207332_s_at TFRC 1 N.S 1.10 9.40E-03
207338_s_at ZNF200 0 1.2 3.02E-06 1.20 2.12E-12
207339_s_at LTB 1 N.S -1.42 2.60E-09
207347_at ERCC6 77 N.S N.S
207350_s_at VAMP4 0 N.S N.S
207375_s_at IL15RA 0 N.S -1.17 2.88E-03
207386_at CYP7B1 3 N.S N.S
207389_at GP1BA 0 N.S N.S
207394_at ZNF137 0 N.S 1.14 1.33E-02
207405_s_at RAD17 185 -1.1 1.70E-02 N.S
207408_at SLC22A14 0 N.S N.S
207417_s_at ZNF177 0 N.S N.S
207426_s_at TNFSF4 2 1.3 1.71E-04 2.03 1.43E-27
207431_s_at DEGS1 0 N.S -1.38 3.17E-19
207435_s_at SRRM2 0 N.S N.S
207438_s_at SNUPN 0 -1.1 2.09E-07 -1.13 1.74E-06
207440_at SLC35A2 0 N.S N.S
207445_s_at CCR9 0 N.S N.S
207469_s_at PIR 5 N.S N.S
207480_s_at MEIS2 0 -1.2 2.44E-05 N.S
207508_at ATP5G3 1 N.S N.S
207513_s_at ZNF189 0 -1.2 5.37E-05 1.18 4.22E-06
207515_s_at POLR1C 0 N.S N.S
207519_at SLC6A4 2 N.S 1.33 5.71E-14
207536_s_at TNFRSF9 1 N.S N.S
207540_s_at SYK 4 N.S N.S
207541_s_at EXOSC10 0 N.S N.S
207543_s_at P4HA1 0 -1.3 9.63E-19 -2.04 2.75E-24
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207545_s_at NUMB 3 N.S N.S
207551_s_at MSL3 0 -1.3 1.11E-18 N.S
207559_s_at ZMYM3 0 -1.2 2.52E-05 -1.34 4.34E-13
207563_s_at OGT 23 N.S N.S
207568_at CHRNA6 0 N.S 1.23 4.36E-03
207583_at ABCD2 0 N.S N.S
207585_s_at RPL36AL 0 N.S N.S
207597_at ADAM18 0 N.S N.S
207606_s_at ARHGAP12 0 -1.3 7.55E-08 -1.18 4.96E-02
207610_s_at EMR2 0 N.S N.S
207614_s_at CUL1 17 N.S N.S
207618_s_at BCS1L 0 N.S -1.11 3.81E-05
207621_s_at PEMT 0 N.S N.S
207622_s_at ABCF2 0 N.S N.S
207624_s_at RPGR 0 1.2 5.20E-04 N.S
207627_s_at TFCP2 0 -1.3 2.84E-08 N.S
207628_s_at WBSCR22 0 N.S N.S
207641_at TNFRSF13B 0 N.S -1.32 7.30E-12
207655_s_at BLNK 1 -1.1 4.80E-10 N.S
207665_at ADAM21 0 N.S N.S
207677_s_at NCF4 0 N.S -1.17 8.89E-07
207684_at TBX6 0 N.S N.S
207687_at INHBC 0 N.S N.S
207707_s_at SEC13 0 N.S N.S
207713_s_at RBCK1 0 N.S N.S
207727_s_at MUTYH 29 N.S N.S
207734_at LAX1 0 -1.2 1.99E-02 N.S
207735_at RNF125 0 N.S N.S
207740_s_at NUP62 0 N.S N.S
207746_at POLQ 9 N.S N.S
207753_at ZNF304 0 N.S 1.18 4.59E-04
207761_s_at METTL7A 0 N.S 1.61 2.13E-20
207777_s_at SP140 0 -1.2 2.23E-04 -1.40 3.17E-13
207780_at CYLC2 0 N.S N.S
207785_s_at RBPJ 3 N.S N.S
207805_s_at PSMD9 0 N.S 1.18 4.38E-06
207809_s_at ATP6AP1 0 N.S N.S
207812_s_at GORASP2 0 N.S -1.13 3.28E-07
207813_s_at FDXR 5 1.4 3.73E-15 3.24 7.53E-47
207826_s_at ID3 1 N.S 1.59 3.03E-14
207830_s_at PPP1R8 1 N.S 1.09 2.50E-04
207842_s_at CASC3 0 N.S 1.15 2.88E-05
207845_s_at ANAPC10 0 N.S N.S
207855_s_at CLCC1 0 N.S 1.11 3.76E-02
207856_s_at LOC150776 0 N.S N.S
207861_at CCL22 0 N.S N.S
207871_s_at ST7 0 N.S -1.30 6.76E-18
207891_s_at HAUS7 0 N.S -1.16 4.57E-02
207900_at CCL17 0 N.S N.S
207904_s_at LNPEP 0 N.S N.S
207907_at TNFSF14 0 N.S N.S
207908_at KRT2 0 N.S N.S
207922_s_at MAEA 1 N.S 1.12 1.07E-08
207945_s_at CSNK1D 0 N.S N.S
207951_at CSN2 5 N.S N.S
207957_s_at PRKCB 0 N.S -1.27 1.56E-15
207966_s_at GLG1 0 N.S N.S
207980_s_at CITED2 2 1.3 1.94E-08 N.S
207996_s_at C18orf1 0 N.S 1.81 1.24E-21
208003_s_at NFAT5 5 N.S N.S
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208018_s_at HCK 0 N.S N.S
208021_s_at RFC1 26 N.S N.S
208024_s_at DGCR6 0 N.S N.S
208035_at GRM6 0 N.S N.S
208037_s_at MADCAM1 0 N.S N.S
208039_at SLC9A2 0 N.S N.S
208047_s_at NAB1 0 N.S N.S
208050_s_at CASP2 11 N.S N.S
208051_s_at PAIP1 0 1.2 1.91E-10 N.S
208055_s_at HERC4 0 -1.4 1.34E-06 N.S
208056_s_at CBFA2T3 0 -1.3 1.27E-15 -1.16 7.99E-05
208066_s_at GTF2B 0 1.2 1.33E-15 1.15 1.56E-12
208070_s_at REV3L 19 N.S 1.46 5.20E-23
208072_s_at DGKD 0 N.S -1.28 3.91E-05
208074_s_at AP2S1 0 N.S N.S
208089_s_at TDRD3 0 -1.2 3.02E-08 -1.20 1.10E-05
208091_s_at ECOP 0 N.S N.S
208093_s_at NDEL1 0 N.S N.S
208095_s_at SRP72 0 1.1 3.13E-04 N.S
208101_s_at URM1 0 N.S N.S
208104_s_at TSC22D4 0 N.S N.S
208107_s_at LOC81691 0 N.S 1.40 1.01E-16
208117_s_at LAS1L 0 N.S N.S
208119_s_at ZNF93 0 -1.2 4.59E-07 N.S
208152_s_at DDX21 0 1.2 5.31E-12 N.S
208154_at LOC51336 0 N.S N.S
208184_s_at TRAPPC10 0 N.S N.S
208190_s_at LSR 0 N.S N.S
208195_at TTN 0 N.S N.S
208217_at GABRR2 0 N.S N.S
208249_s_at TGDS 1 N.S 1.34 2.70E-22
208250_s_at DMBT1 0 N.S N.S
208270_s_at RNPEP 0 N.S 1.22 1.11E-09
208290_s_at EIF5 0 N.S N.S
208302_at HMHB1 0 N.S N.S
208309_s_at MALT1 2 N.S N.S
208319_s_at RBM3 1 1.1 1.82E-06 1.18 1.23E-08
208328_s_at MEF2A 0 N.S N.S
208336_s_at GPSN2 0 N.S N.S
208368_s_at BRCA2 482 N.S N.S
208382_s_at DMC1 50 N.S N.S
208398_s_at TBPL1 0 N.S N.S
208405_s_at CD164 0 N.S -1.09 1.50E-02
208424_s_at CIAPIN1 0 N.S 1.20 1.27E-14
208433_s_at LRP8 0 N.S -1.19 2.73E-04
208436_s_at IRF7 4 N.S -1.20 6.10E-04
208438_s_at FGR 0 N.S 1.35 4.36E-15
208442_s_at ATM 2168 N.S -1.40 1.49E-10
208447_s_at PRPS1 0 N.S N.S
208453_s_at XPNPEP1 0 N.S N.S
208498_s_at AMY1A 0 N.S N.S
208499_s_at DNAJC3 1 N.S N.S
208503_s_at GATAD1 0 N.S 1.15 4.52E-03
208506_at HIST1H3F 0 N.S N.S
208511_at PTTG3 0 N.S N.S
208524_at GPR15 0 -1.6 2.98E-17 N.S
208578_at SCN10A 0 N.S N.S
208588_at FKSG2 0 N.S N.S
208612_at PDIA3 5 N.S N.S
208616_s_at PTP4A2 0 N.S -1.15 1.16E-16
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208619_at DDB1 107 N.S N.S
208620_at PCBP1 0 N.S -1.13 1.31E-07
208623_s_at EZR 1 N.S -1.17 2.25E-07
208624_s_at EIF4G1 1 N.S N.S
208627_s_at YBX1 11 N.S N.S
208629_s_at HADHA 0 N.S N.S
208632_at RNF10 0 1.2 2.35E-04 1.15 4.84E-04
208636_at ACTN1 0 N.S N.S
208641_s_at RAC1 27 N.S N.S
208642_s_at XRCC5 263 N.S N.S
208644_at PARP1 187 N.S N.S
208645_s_at RPS14 0 N.S N.S
208647_at FDFT1 0 -1.1 1.67E-08 -1.21 1.03E-10
208649_s_at VCP 6 N.S N.S
208652_at PPP2CA 52 1.1 9.96E-05 N.S
208655_at CCNI 1 N.S N.S
208659_at CLIC1 0 N.S N.S
208660_at CS 1304 N.S N.S
208670_s_at EID1 2 N.S 1.11 4.38E-03
208671_at SERINC1 0 1.3 2.81E-13 N.S
208675_s_at DDOST 0 N.S 1.12 2.68E-08
208676_s_at PA2G4 0 N.S N.S
208677_s_at BSG 1 N.S N.S
208678_at ATP6V1E1 0 N.S 1.09 2.33E-02
208679_s_at ARPC2 0 N.S N.S
208680_at PRDX1 9 N.S N.S
208684_at COPA 1 N.S N.S
208686_s_at BRD2 0 1.2 5.19E-07 N.S
208689_s_at RPN2 2 N.S N.S
208690_s_at PDLIM1 0 N.S 1.20 8.77E-15
208692_at RPS3 8 N.S N.S
208693_s_at GARS 0 N.S 1.12 3.04E-05
208695_s_at RPL39 0 N.S N.S
208696_at CCT5 2 N.S -1.15 2.85E-11
208697_s_at EIF3E 3 N.S N.S
208698_s_at NONO 4 N.S N.S
208700_s_at TKT 0 N.S N.S
208709_s_at NRD1 0 N.S N.S
208713_at HNRNPUL1 0 N.S N.S
208714_at NDUFV1 0 N.S N.S
208715_at TMCO1 0 1.1 4.42E-02 N.S
208717_at OXA1L 0 N.S 1.11 4.33E-10
208720_s_at RBM39 0 1.1 2.98E-02 N.S
208721_s_at ANAPC5 0 N.S N.S
208723_at USP11 2 N.S N.S
208724_s_at RAB1A 0 1.1 3.44E-04 1.26 5.71E-25
208726_s_at EIF2S2 0 N.S N.S
208736_at ARPC3 0 N.S N.S
208737_at ATP6V1G1 0 N.S N.S
208741_at SAP18 0 N.S N.S
208745_at ATP5L 0 N.S N.S
208753_s_at NAP1L1 0 N.S N.S
208756_at EIF3I 0 N.S N.S
208757_at TMED9 0 N.S N.S
208758_at ATIC 0 N.S -1.10 2.87E-08
208759_at NCSTN 0 N.S N.S
208760_at UBE2I 0 N.S N.S
208762_at SUMO1 12 N.S N.S
208763_s_at TSC22D3 1 -1.1 4.34E-02 N.S
208765_s_at HNRNPR 0 N.S N.S
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208771_s_at LTA4H 0 N.S N.S
208777_s_at PSMD11 0 N.S 1.13 7.94E-08
208784_s_at KLHDC3 0 N.S N.S
208785_s_at MAP1LC3B 0 N.S N.S
208787_at MRPL3 0 N.S N.S
208796_s_at CCNG1 44 1.2 3.53E-15 1.54 2.55E-39
208799_at PSMB5 0 N.S N.S
208808_s_at HMGB2 20 N.S N.S
208813_at GOT1 0 -1.1 1.44E-03 N.S
208819_at RAB8A 0 N.S N.S
208820_at PTK2 15 N.S -1.34 5.18E-03
208821_at SNRPB 0 1.1 3.16E-02 N.S
208822_s_at DAP3 2 N.S N.S
208827_at PSMB6 0 N.S N.S
208828_at POLE3 0 1.2 4.97E-15 N.S
208829_at TAPBP 0 N.S N.S
208830_s_at SUPT6H 0 N.S N.S
208833_s_at ATXN10 0 N.S N.S
208836_at ATP1B3 0 N.S N.S
208837_at TMED3 0 N.S N.S
208839_s_at CAND1 4 N.S N.S
208841_s_at G3BP2 0 N.S N.S
208845_at VDAC3 0 N.S N.S
208847_s_at ADH5 0 N.S N.S
208849_at EEF1A1 1 N.S N.S
208853_s_at CANX 0 N.S N.S
208854_s_at STK24 0 N.S N.S
208857_s_at PCMT1 0 N.S -1.10 1.69E-03
208858_s_at FAM62A 0 N.S N.S
208861_s_at ATRX 3 -1.1 1.70E-07 N.S
208862_s_at CTNND1 0 N.S 1.47 2.14E-15
208872_s_at REEP5 0 N.S -1.13 9.41E-04
208876_s_at PAK2 8 N.S N.S
208880_s_at PRPF6 0 N.S N.S
208883_at UBR5 7 -1.2 5.36E-08 N.S
208885_at LCP1 0 N.S N.S
208886_at H1F0 0 N.S -1.91 7.35E-13
208887_at EIF3G 0 N.S N.S
208894_at HLA-DRA 0 N.S N.S
208897_s_at DDX18 0 -1.1 3.14E-06 -1.28 1.89E-18
208900_s_at TOP1 89 N.S N.S
208905_at CYCS 0 N.S N.S
208906_at BSCL2 0 N.S 1.41 2.85E-16
208909_at UQCRFS1 0 N.S N.S
208910_s_at C1QBP 1 N.S N.S
208911_s_at PDHB 0 N.S -1.12 3.56E-07
208912_s_at CNP 2 N.S N.S
208916_at SLC1A5 0 N.S N.S
208920_at SRI 20 N.S -1.28 6.05E-10
208922_s_at NXF1 1 N.S N.S
208923_at CYFIP1 0 N.S -1.13 1.59E-03
208924_at RNF11 1 N.S N.S
208925_at CLDND1 0 -1.2 7.18E-09 1.19 8.18E-08
208926_at NEU1 0 N.S 1.20 1.38E-07
208927_at SPOP 0 -1.2 7.30E-12 N.S
208932_at PPP4C 1 N.S N.S
208938_at PRCC 0 N.S N.S
208941_s_at SEPHS1 0 N.S N.S
208942_s_at SEC62 0 N.S N.S
208944_at TGFBR2 4 N.S N.S
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208946_s_at BECN1 6 1.1 1.04E-03 1.12 3.38E-11
208949_s_at LGALS3 3 N.S N.S
208954_s_at LARP5 0 -1.2 1.15E-04 N.S
208959_s_at ERP44 0 N.S N.S
208964_s_at FADS1 0 -1.1 2.51E-06 -1.24 2.47E-13
208965_s_at IFI16 7 N.S N.S
208969_at NDUFA9 0 N.S N.S
208971_at UROD 0 N.S 1.12 3.11E-04
208972_s_at ATP5G1 0 N.S N.S
208973_at ERI3 0 N.S N.S
208979_at NCOA6 2 -1.2 1.43E-05 N.S
208980_s_at UBC 22 1.1 2.85E-02 N.S
208985_s_at EIF3J 0 N.S N.S
208986_at TCF12 0 -1.3 1.33E-16 N.S
208991_at STAT3 36 N.S N.S
208995_s_at PPIG 0 N.S N.S
208996_s_at POLR2C 0 N.S N.S
208998_at UCP2 1 N.S N.S
208999_at SEPT8 0 N.S 1.14 2.18E-04
209001_s_at ANAPC13 0 1.1 1.34E-04 N.S
209004_s_at FBXL5 0 -1.2 1.41E-10 N.S
209007_s_at C1orf63 0 N.S 1.31 2.89E-05
209014_at MAGED1 0 N.S N.S
209015_s_at DNAJB6 0 -1.2 7.90E-08 N.S
209017_s_at LONP1 0 N.S -1.15 1.14E-03
209020_at C20orf111 0 1.2 9.29E-11 1.08 2.26E-02
209023_s_at STAG2 0 N.S N.S
209028_s_at ABI1 2 N.S -1.19 4.52E-08
209029_at COPS7A 0 N.S N.S
209030_s_at CADM1 0 N.S N.S
209034_at PNRC1 0 N.S N.S
209037_s_at EHD1 0 1.2 3.14E-06 N.S
209040_s_at PSMB8 0 N.S N.S
209042_s_at UBE2G2 0 N.S N.S
209043_at PAPSS1 0 N.S -1.24 3.15E-15
209046_s_at GABARAPL2 0 N.S N.S
209049_s_at ZMYND8 0 -1.1 7.37E-04 N.S
209050_s_at RALGDS 3 N.S 1.68 1.05E-23
209055_s_at CDC5L 4 N.S N.S
209058_at EDF1 1 N.S N.S
209068_at HNRPDL 0 N.S -1.28 1.59E-14
209075_s_at ISCU 1 N.S 1.39 1.91E-19
209076_s_at WDR45L 0 N.S N.S
209077_at TXN2 3 N.S N.S
209083_at CORO1A 0 N.S -1.12 1.42E-04
209084_s_at RAB28 0 -1.2 8.90E-03 N.S
209088_s_at UBN1 0 N.S N.S
209090_s_at SH3GLB1 0 N.S N.S
209092_s_at GLOD4 0 N.S N.S
209095_at DLD 26 N.S 1.08 1.30E-04
209096_at UBE2V2 6 N.S N.S
209100_at IFRD2 1 N.S N.S
209103_s_at UFD1L 0 N.S 1.15 3.97E-06
209104_s_at NHP2 1 N.S N.S
209106_at NCOA1 0 N.S N.S
209110_s_at RGL2 0 N.S N.S
209111_at RNF5 0 N.S -1.16 3.16E-03
209112_at CDKN1B 115 -1.3 1.53E-10 N.S
209113_s_at HMG20B 1 N.S N.S
209115_at UBA3 0 N.S N.S
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209118_s_at TUBA1A 1 N.S N.S
209122_at ADFP 0 N.S N.S
209123_at QDPR 0 N.S N.S
209124_at MYD88 9 N.S N.S
209127_s_at SART3 0 N.S N.S
209130_at SNAP23 0 N.S -1.17 3.81E-10
209132_s_at COMMD4 0 N.S N.S
209135_at ASPH 0 -1.4 2.55E-04 N.S
209136_s_at USP10 2 N.S N.S
209139_s_at PRKRA 0 N.S -1.11 1.09E-05
209142_s_at UBE2G1 0 -1.1 3.31E-03 -1.17 7.30E-12
209143_s_at CLNS1A 0 N.S N.S
209146_at SC4MOL 0 -1.5 1.74E-20 -1.24 8.57E-09
209148_at RXRB 0 N.S N.S
209150_s_at TM9SF1 0 N.S 1.14 9.08E-04
209154_at TAX1BP3 2 N.S 1.72 3.10E-31
209155_s_at NT5C2 0 N.S N.S
209157_at DNAJA2 0 -1.1 5.16E-05 N.S
209158_s_at CYTH2 0 N.S N.S
209162_s_at PRPF4 0 N.S N.S
209165_at AATF 7 N.S -1.12 6.22E-03
209166_s_at MAN2B1 0 N.S 1.24 5.97E-11
209171_at ITPA 0 N.S N.S
209174_s_at QRICH1 0 N.S N.S
209175_at SEC23IP 0 N.S N.S
209177_at NDUFAF3 0 N.S N.S
209178_at DHX38 0 N.S N.S
209187_at DR1 2 -1.2 1.39E-10 1.17 1.26E-04
209190_s_at DIAPH1 2 N.S N.S
209191_at TUBB6 0 N.S 1.47 1.22E-07
209193_at PIM1 7 1.7 1.88E-23 N.S
209194_at CETN2 5 N.S N.S
209196_at WDR46 0 N.S N.S
209198_s_at SYT11 0 N.S N.S
209199_s_at MEF2C 0 -1.2 6.85E-14 -1.39 1.04E-23
209205_s_at LMO4 0 N.S 1.20 4.34E-05
209206_at SEC22B 0 N.S N.S
209208_at MPDU1 0 1.1 8.40E-04 N.S
209210_s_at FERMT2 0 N.S N.S
209213_at CBR1 0 N.S -1.18 2.21E-02
209215_at MFSD10 0 N.S N.S
209217_s_at WDR45 0 N.S N.S
209219_at RDBP 0 N.S N.S
209224_s_at NDUFA2 0 N.S N.S
209229_s_at SAPS1 0 N.S -1.14 5.79E-03
209231_s_at DCTN5 0 N.S 1.34 1.47E-23
209233_at EMG1 0 N.S N.S
209239_at NFKB1 5 N.S N.S
209249_s_at GHITM 0 N.S 1.07 7.05E-05
209252_at HARS2 0 -1.1 4.07E-02 N.S
209254_at KLHDC10 0 -1.2 4.75E-06 N.S
209258_s_at SMC3 20 N.S N.S
209265_s_at METTL3 0 -1.4 9.54E-27 N.S
209267_s_at SLC39A8 0 N.S -1.23 7.50E-11
209268_at VPS45 0 -1.1 8.09E-03 N.S
209276_s_at GLRX 1 N.S -1.22 1.20E-08
209277_at TFPI2 0 N.S N.S
209279_s_at NSDHL 0 N.S N.S
209282_at PRKD2 0 N.S 1.21 1.84E-04
209285_s_at C3orf63 0 -1.2 8.44E-14 -1.38 4.79E-19
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209287_s_at CDC42EP3 0 1.2 2.81E-05 1.17 1.84E-05
209295_at TNFRSF10B 74 1.5 2.06E-20 1.65 3.70E-27
209300_s_at NECAP1 0 N.S N.S
209302_at POLR2H 0 N.S N.S
209303_at NDUFS4 0 N.S N.S
209306_s_at SWAP70 0 N.S N.S
209308_s_at BNIP2 0 1.2 1.50E-07 1.17 1.23E-05
209310_s_at CASP4 3 N.S N.S
209311_at BCL2L2 2 -1.2 4.19E-07 N.S
209313_at GPN1 1 N.S 1.06 3.11E-02
209316_s_at HBS1L 0 N.S N.S
209321_s_at ADCY3 0 N.S N.S
209323_at PRKRIR 0 N.S N.S
209324_s_at RGS16 0 2.1 5.86E-28 2.16 1.04E-28
209331_s_at MAX 222 -1.1 1.51E-03 N.S
209336_at PWP2 0 N.S -1.16 6.94E-05
209339_at SIAH2 1 N.S -1.33 1.60E-15
209340_at UAP1 0 N.S N.S
209342_s_at IKBKB 62 N.S N.S
209344_at TPM4 0 N.S -1.30 5.45E-09
209349_at RAD50 457 N.S N.S
209354_at TNFRSF14 0 N.S N.S
209358_at TAF11 0 N.S 1.11 4.07E-06
209363_s_at MED21 0 -1.2 9.02E-13 N.S
209367_at STXBP2 0 N.S N.S
209374_s_at IGHM 0 N.S N.S
209375_at XPC 289 1.2 4.59E-04 2.20 7.82E-39
209377_s_at HMGN3 0 N.S N.S
209378_s_at KIAA1128 0 N.S 1.46 1.17E-16
209383_at DDIT3 159 1.3 3.35E-05 1.56 1.57E-10
209385_s_at PROSC 0 -1.1 4.74E-02 N.S
209390_at TSC1 8 -1.2 1.57E-07 N.S
209391_at DPM2 0 N.S N.S
209392_at ENPP2 1 N.S -1.32 2.53E-06
209393_s_at EIF4E2 0 N.S N.S
209394_at ASMTL 0 1.1 9.39E-03 1.24 7.62E-07
209398_at HIST1H1C 0 N.S N.S
209406_at BAG2 2 -1.1 8.82E-03 -1.23 1.10E-12
209408_at KIF2C 2 N.S -1.16 1.02E-04
209413_at B4GALT2 0 N.S N.S
209417_s_at IFI35 0 N.S N.S
209421_at MSH2 207 N.S N.S
209430_at BTAF1 0 -1.2 1.54E-03 N.S
209433_s_at PPAT 0 -1.1 3.11E-04 -1.28 7.18E-15
209435_s_at ARHGEF2 0 -1.3 5.51E-11 -1.13 3.97E-03
209438_at PHKA2 0 N.S N.S
209449_at LSM2 0 N.S 1.24 3.99E-04
209450_at OSGEP 0 N.S -1.09 6.90E-03
209451_at TANK 16 1.3 6.20E-04 1.35 2.89E-10
209452_s_at VTI1B 0 N.S N.S
209456_s_at FBXW11 0 N.S N.S
209457_at DUSP5 1 N.S -1.45 4.67E-15
209459_s_at ABAT 0 N.S N.S
209463_s_at TAF12 1 N.S 1.19 1.70E-04
209464_at AURKB 4 N.S -1.30 2.32E-11
209467_s_at MKNK1 0 N.S N.S
209472_at CCBL2 0 N.S N.S
209474_s_at ENTPD1 0 N.S -1.32 5.47E-15
209475_at USP15 0 N.S N.S
209476_at TMX1 0 N.S N.S
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209477_at EMD 2 N.S N.S
209478_at STRA13 3 N.S N.S
209479_at CCDC28A 0 N.S N.S
209481_at SNRK 0 N.S 1.24 5.17E-14
209482_at POP7 0 N.S N.S
209484_s_at NSL1 0 -1.2 7.62E-05 N.S
209486_at UTP3 0 N.S N.S
209497_s_at RBM4B 0 N.S 1.20 7.48E-08
209498_at CEACAM1 0 N.S 3.55 1.00E-29
209503_s_at PSMC5 0 N.S N.S
209507_at RPA3 6 N.S 1.22 2.13E-02
209509_s_at DPAGT1 0 -1.1 3.23E-08 -1.35 4.55E-23
209510_at RNF139 0 1.2 7.60E-10 -1.18 1.52E-09
209511_at POLR2F 0 N.S N.S
209512_at HSDL2 0 N.S 1.20 4.70E-06
209514_s_at RAB27A 0 N.S N.S
209517_s_at ASH2L 3 N.S 1.19 4.99E-10
209520_s_at NCBP1 1 -1.1 8.23E-05 -1.13 4.81E-02
209523_at TAF2 2 N.S N.S
209524_at HDGFRP3 1 N.S N.S
209531_at GSTZ1 1 N.S 1.25 4.57E-08
209536_s_at EHD4 0 N.S -1.31 1.86E-11
209537_at EXTL2 1 -1.2 5.31E-12 -1.42 2.65E-24
209538_at ZNF32 0 N.S N.S
209539_at ARHGEF6 1 N.S N.S
209545_s_at RIPK2 1 N.S N.S
209553_at VPS8 1 N.S N.S
209556_at NCDN 0 N.S N.S
209565_at RNF113A 0 -1.3 2.43E-12 N.S
209566_at INSIG2 1 -1.8 5.26E-25 -1.58 5.55E-14
209567_at RRS1 0 N.S -1.16 5.01E-04
209568_s_at RGL1 0 1.1 8.03E-08 1.19 1.66E-12
209571_at CIR 3 N.S N.S
209575_at IL10RB 0 N.S 1.26 3.28E-10
209577_at PCYT2 0 N.S -1.20 2.91E-10
209583_s_at CD200 0 -1.2 3.57E-07 1.09 4.96E-02
209585_s_at MINPP1 0 -1.2 2.73E-10 1.20 5.31E-10
209593_s_at TOR1B 0 N.S 1.11 1.29E-02
209595_at GTF2F2 0 N.S N.S
209604_s_at GATA3 3 N.S N.S
209606_at CYTIP 0 -1.1 2.03E-06 -1.20 3.30E-15
209608_s_at ACAT2 0 N.S N.S
209609_s_at MRPL9 0 N.S N.S
209615_s_at PAK1 8 N.S N.S
209619_at CD74 2 N.S N.S
209620_s_at ABCB7 1 N.S N.S
209622_at STK16 0 N.S N.S
209624_s_at MCCC2 0 N.S N.S
209625_at PIGH 0 N.S N.S
209627_s_at OSBPL3 0 N.S 1.20 4.46E-08
209628_at NXT2 0 N.S N.S
209630_s_at FBXW2 0 -1.1 8.44E-03 N.S
209636_at NFKB2 0 N.S N.S
209645_s_at ALDH1B1 0 N.S N.S
209647_s_at SOCS5 1 -1.2 1.30E-04 N.S
209652_s_at PGF 14 N.S 5.62 3.11E-25
209653_at KPNA4 0 N.S N.S
209654_at KIAA0947 0 N.S N.S
209657_s_at HSF2 1 N.S N.S
209659_s_at CDC16 3 N.S N.S
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209662_at CETN3 0 -1.2 4.12E-05 N.S
209665_at CYB561D2 0 N.S N.S
209666_s_at CHUK 25 N.S N.S
209667_at CES2 1 N.S 1.68 5.45E-23
209669_s_at SERBP1 0 N.S -1.08 1.86E-03
209670_at TRAC 0 N.S N.S
209674_at CRY1 9 N.S N.S
209678_s_at PRKCI 0 -1.1 1.43E-03 N.S
209681_at SLC19A2 3 N.S N.S
209682_at CBLB 2 -1.2 1.64E-04 -1.26 5.88E-08
209694_at PTS 9 1.2 9.89E-04 1.20 1.98E-04
209695_at PTP4A3 2 N.S -1.11 1.16E-02
209704_at MTF2 0 N.S N.S
209707_at PIGK 0 N.S N.S
209708_at MOXD1 0 N.S N.S
209709_s_at HMMR 1 -1.2 9.75E-13 -1.74 8.29E-32
209711_at SLC35D1 0 1.2 1.07E-03 2.07 6.10E-37
209714_s_at CDKN3 2 N.S -1.20 2.55E-02
209722_s_at SERPINB9 0 N.S N.S
209724_s_at ZFP161 0 N.S N.S
209725_at UTP20 0 N.S N.S
209727_at GM2A 0 N.S 1.36 4.22E-06
209731_at NTHL1 21 N.S -1.46 1.36E-16
209732_at CLEC2B 0 N.S -1.35 1.95E-03
209748_at SPAST 0 -1.1 1.56E-02 N.S
209753_s_at TMPO 1 N.S -1.13 8.48E-04
209759_s_at DCI 1 N.S N.S
209760_at KIAA0922 0 -1.3 7.87E-13 N.S
209761_s_at SP110 0 N.S N.S
209764_at MGAT3 0 N.S 1.17 1.82E-05
209770_at BTN3A1 0 -1.4 5.24E-16 -1.35 1.24E-10
209778_at TRIP11 0 -1.3 1.61E-10 N.S
209780_at PHTF2 0 N.S N.S
209786_at HMGN4 0 N.S -1.09 5.54E-03
209788_s_at ERAP1 0 N.S N.S
209790_s_at CASP6 20 N.S 1.19 6.21E-09
209795_at CD69 11 N.S -2.10 3.13E-23
209796_s_at CNPY2 0 N.S N.S
209799_at PRKAA1 1 1.2 2.06E-04 N.S
209805_at PMS2 49 -1.2 5.84E-05 N.S
209806_at HIST1H2BK 0 N.S N.S
209814_at ZNF330 0 N.S -1.09 2.92E-05
209820_s_at TBL3 0 N.S N.S
209822_s_at VLDLR 0 -1.2 1.31E-05 -1.38 5.69E-08
209825_s_at UCK2 0 N.S -1.24 2.10E-19
209827_s_at IL16 2 -1.4 6.73E-23 -1.52 1.10E-26
209829_at FAM65B 0 -1.8 2.36E-24 -1.50 1.39E-11
209832_s_at CDT1 46 N.S N.S
209833_at CRADD 10 N.S N.S
209838_at COPS2 1 1.2 5.08E-08 N.S
209845_at MKRN1 1 N.S -1.23 1.78E-12
209849_s_at RAD51C 51 -1.1 1.05E-05 1.52 5.94E-28
209853_s_at PSME3 1 N.S N.S
209861_s_at METAP2 0 N.S 1.08 6.33E-03
209863_s_at TP63 45 -1.2 9.35E-06 N.S
209864_at FRAT2 0 N.S N.S
209865_at SLC35A3 0 N.S N.S
209882_at RIT1 1 -1.2 3.24E-05 N.S
209883_at GLT25D2 0 N.S N.S
209891_at SPC25 0 N.S N.S
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209894_at LEPR 0 N.S N.S
209899_s_at PUF60 0 1.1 9.52E-04 N.S
209903_s_at ATR 1057 -1.1 1.64E-04 N.S
209910_at SLC25A16 0 N.S N.S
209912_s_at KIAA0415 0 N.S 1.27 3.73E-04
209916_at DHTKD1 0 N.S 1.18 1.68E-03
209925_at OCLN 1 N.S N.S
209927_s_at C1orf77 0 N.S N.S
209928_s_at MSC 42 N.S -1.31 2.27E-07
209932_s_at DUT 8 N.S N.S
209933_s_at CD300A 0 -1.3 5.03E-18 -1.73 1.05E-32
209940_at PARP3 4 N.S N.S
209943_at FBXL4 0 -1.4 2.21E-22 N.S
209945_s_at GSK3B 0 N.S N.S
209949_at NCF2 0 N.S N.S
209953_s_at CDC37 2 N.S N.S
209965_s_at RAD51L3 18 N.S N.S
209967_s_at CREM 1 N.S N.S
209969_s_at STAT1 31 N.S -1.27 4.69E-13
209972_s_at JTV1 0 N.S N.S
209974_s_at BUB3 10 N.S N.S
209989_at ZNF268 0 N.S 1.23 1.33E-06
209994_s_at ABCB1 135 N.S N.S
210004_at OLR1 1 N.S N.S
210006_at ABHD14A 0 N.S N.S
210010_s_at SLC25A1 0 N.S N.S
210024_s_at UBE2E3 0 N.S N.S
210027_s_at APEX1 182 N.S -1.06 1.74E-02
210028_s_at ORC3L 0 -1.2 5.27E-06 N.S
210048_at NAPG 0 N.S N.S
210052_s_at TPX2 0 -1.2 1.54E-05 -1.55 4.34E-22
210053_at TAF5 1 -1.3 3.51E-12 N.S
210054_at HAUS3 0 1.2 1.45E-08 N.S
210057_at SMG1 8 N.S N.S
210058_at MAPK13 0 N.S 1.18 1.78E-05
210070_s_at CHKB 1 -1.2 3.94E-04 N.S
210092_at MAGOH 0 N.S N.S
210097_s_at NOL7 0 N.S N.S
210105_s_at FYN 4 N.S -1.18 3.27E-03
210114_at INVS 2 -1.3 7.30E-12 -1.17 7.14E-04
210115_at RPL39L 0 N.S N.S
210117_at SPAG1 0 N.S 1.20 3.24E-07
210125_s_at BANF1 1 N.S N.S
210130_s_at TM7SF2 0 N.S 1.36 1.14E-09
210137_s_at DCTD 0 N.S N.S
210138_at RGS20 0 -1.2 3.36E-05 1.19 2.38E-02
210144_at TBC1D22A 0 N.S -1.34 2.03E-08
210145_at PLA2G4A 11 -1.6 1.14E-24 -1.23 3.61E-06
210149_s_at ATP5H 0 N.S N.S
210154_at ME2 2 -1.1 6.56E-03 -1.24 3.26E-09
210160_at PAFAH1B2 0 N.S N.S
210172_at SF1 2 N.S N.S
210176_at TLR1 0 1.5 3.53E-16 -1.25 4.25E-06
210188_at GABPA 0 N.S N.S
210195_s_at PSG1 1 N.S N.S
210200_at WWP2 1 N.S N.S
210213_s_at EIF6 0 N.S N.S
210219_at SP100 3 N.S N.S
210235_s_at PPFIA1 0 N.S N.S
210241_s_at TP53TG1 0 N.S 1.68 3.47E-15
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210243_s_at B4GALT3 0 N.S -1.17 2.28E-07
210253_at HTATIP2 1 N.S N.S
210258_at RGS13 0 N.S N.S
210260_s_at TNFAIP8 0 1.1 1.79E-03 1.11 2.15E-06
210275_s_at ZFAND5 0 1.2 2.59E-11 N.S
210276_s_at TRIOBP 0 N.S 1.20 3.79E-05
210278_s_at AP4S1 0 N.S N.S
210279_at GPR18 0 N.S -1.57 2.24E-06
210284_s_at MAP3K7IP2 0 N.S 1.21 6.18E-06
210296_s_at PXMP3 0 N.S N.S
210301_at XDH 3 N.S N.S
210312_s_at IFT20 0 N.S N.S
210338_s_at HSPA8 4 N.S N.S
210346_s_at CLK4 1 1.4 2.48E-09 1.58 5.45E-22
210349_at CAMK4 1 N.S N.S
210371_s_at RBBP4 4 N.S N.S
210377_at ACSM3 0 N.S N.S
210378_s_at SSNA1 0 N.S N.S
210379_s_at TLK1 13 N.S -1.19 5.47E-04
210386_s_at MTX1 0 N.S N.S
210396_s_at BOLA2 0 N.S N.S
210406_s_at RAB6A 0 N.S N.S
210417_s_at PI4KB 0 N.S 1.21 3.88E-03
210418_s_at IDH3B 0 N.S 1.08 6.21E-03
210428_s_at HGS 2 N.S N.S
210448_s_at P2RX5 0 -1.1 4.78E-05 -1.71 1.05E-29
210479_s_at RORA 0 N.S N.S
210502_s_at PPIE 1 N.S N.S
210512_s_at VEGFA 9 N.S N.S
210528_at MR1 3 N.S 1.57 7.39E-08
210531_at NR2C1 1 N.S N.S
210538_s_at BIRC3 2 N.S N.S
210543_s_at PRKDC 568 N.S N.S
210556_at NFATC3 0 N.S N.S
210559_s_at CDC2 572 N.S N.S
210561_s_at WSB1 1 N.S N.S
210573_s_at POLR3C 0 N.S N.S
210574_s_at NUDC 0 N.S -1.16 3.77E-12
210587_at INHBE 0 N.S N.S
210596_at LOC100129513 0 N.S N.S
210609_s_at TP53I3 9 N.S 2.92 4.21E-37
210620_s_at GTF3C2 0 1.2 3.37E-04 N.S
210625_s_at AKAP1 0 N.S N.S
210635_s_at KLHL20 0 N.S 1.18 6.00E-03
210638_s_at FBXO9 0 N.S 1.20 4.61E-18
210639_s_at ATG5 8 N.S 1.13 2.90E-05
210643_at TNFSF11 3 -1.2 1.25E-05 -1.38 8.15E-14
210649_s_at ARID1A 0 N.S N.S
210685_s_at UBE4B 0 N.S N.S
210705_s_at TRIM5 0 N.S -1.22 5.61E-07
210732_s_at LGALS8 0 N.S -1.27 2.87E-07
210733_at TRAM1 0 N.S N.S
210740_s_at ITPK1 0 N.S N.S
210748_at LOC100129624 0 N.S N.S
210752_s_at MLX 0 N.S N.S
210758_at PSIP1 0 N.S -1.24 4.96E-09
210759_s_at PSMA1 0 N.S N.S
210771_at PPARA 1 N.S N.S
210774_s_at NCOA4 4 N.S 1.20 5.86E-17
210785_s_at C1orf38 0 N.S N.S
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210786_s_at FLI1 6 -1.3 1.89E-06 1.26 4.10E-06
210793_s_at NUP98 3 N.S N.S
210797_s_at OASL 0 1.3 1.20E-06 N.S
210811_s_at DDX49 0 N.S N.S
210813_s_at XRCC4 166 N.S N.S
210817_s_at CALCOCO2 0 N.S N.S
210822_at RPL13P5 0 N.S N.S
210868_s_at ELOVL6 0 N.S -1.54 4.45E-14
210878_s_at KDM3B 0 N.S N.S
210889_s_at FCGR2B 1 N.S N.S
210892_s_at GTF2I 0 N.S N.S
210895_s_at CD86 7 N.S N.S
210907_s_at PDCD10 0 N.S N.S
210908_s_at PFDN5 0 N.S N.S
210910_s_at POMZP3 0 1.2 5.24E-06 1.60 3.71E-20
210926_at ACTBL3 0 N.S N.S
210942_s_at ST3GAL6 0 -1.4 6.89E-08 -1.23 6.36E-03
210943_s_at LYST 0 N.S N.S
210944_s_at CAPN3 0 -1.3 9.63E-04 N.S
210946_at PPAP2A 0 N.S 1.18 3.17E-04
210947_s_at MSH3 29 N.S N.S
210949_s_at EIF3C 0 N.S N.S
210959_s_at SRD5A1 0 N.S N.S
210968_s_at RTN4 0 N.S -1.24 6.00E-24
210971_s_at ARNTL 3 N.S N.S
210976_s_at PFKM 0 N.S -1.35 1.15E-17
210978_s_at TAGLN2 0 N.S N.S
210983_s_at MCM7 12 1.2 3.96E-04 N.S
210996_s_at YWHAE 0 N.S N.S
211009_s_at ZNF271 0 -1.2 1.90E-10 N.S
211015_s_at HSPA4 1 N.S N.S
211026_s_at MGLL 0 N.S -1.27 2.21E-17
211031_s_at CLIP2 0 N.S N.S
211033_s_at PEX7 0 N.S N.S
211034_s_at C12orf51 0 N.S 1.17 6.94E-05
211038_s_at CROCCL1 0 N.S 1.20 1.45E-09
211043_s_at CLTB 0 N.S N.S
211048_s_at PDIA4 0 N.S N.S
211064_at ZNF493 0 N.S -1.27 8.22E-04
211071_s_at MLLT11 0 -1.1 2.94E-06 N.S
211074_at FOLR1 1 N.S N.S
211075_s_at CD47 1 N.S -1.48 3.39E-29
211089_s_at NEK3 0 N.S N.S
211136_s_at CLPTM1 0 N.S N.S
211168_s_at UPF1 5 N.S N.S
211200_s_at EFCAB2 0 N.S N.S
211212_s_at ORC5L 0 -1.2 1.33E-09 N.S
211250_s_at SH3BP2 1 N.S 1.20 5.35E-04
211275_s_at GYG1 0 N.S N.S
211276_at TCEAL2 0 N.S N.S
211284_s_at GRN 1 N.S 1.44 3.85E-20
211285_s_at UBE3A 8 N.S N.S
211297_s_at CDK7 19 N.S N.S
211317_s_at CFLAR 10 -1.2 1.73E-05 1.17 1.04E-02
211330_s_at HFE 2 N.S N.S
211339_s_at ITK 0 N.S N.S
211352_s_at NCOA3 0 N.S 1.18 4.24E-02
211358_s_at CIZ1 0 N.S N.S
211364_at MTAP 0 N.S N.S
211368_s_at CASP1 52 N.S N.S
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211391_s_at PATZ1 0 N.S N.S
211404_s_at APLP2 2 N.S N.S
211406_at IER3IP1 0 N.S N.S
211450_s_at MSH6 69 1.2 1.56E-03 -1.19 1.31E-02
211475_s_at BAG1 1 1.1 4.28E-08 1.28 7.50E-21
211501_s_at EIF3B 0 N.S N.S
211502_s_at PFTK1 0 N.S N.S
211505_s_at STAU1 0 N.S N.S
211512_s_at OGFR 0 N.S N.S
211543_s_at GRK6 1 N.S -1.23 2.48E-06
211558_s_at DHPS 3 N.S -1.20 8.41E-07
211563_s_at C19orf2 0 N.S N.S
211569_s_at HADH 0 N.S N.S
211596_s_at LRIG1 0 N.S -1.21 1.13E-05
211600_at PTPRO 0 N.S N.S
211612_s_at IL13RA1 0 N.S N.S
211623_s_at FBL 0 N.S N.S
211662_s_at VDAC2 0 N.S N.S
211665_s_at SOS2 1 N.S 1.23 1.03E-03
211671_s_at NR3C1 1 N.S N.S
211672_s_at ARPC4 0 N.S N.S
211676_s_at IFNGR1 0 -1.1 9.74E-06 -1.28 2.32E-16
211678_s_at RNF114 0 N.S N.S
211684_s_at DYNC1I2 0 N.S N.S
211685_s_at NCALD 0 -1.1 5.11E-04 N.S
211686_s_at MAK16 0 1.1 1.50E-05 -1.15 5.29E-05
211692_s_at BBC3 62 2.3 1.58E-31 2.01 7.08E-29
211702_s_at USP32 0 N.S N.S
211707_s_at IQCB1 1 -1.1 1.51E-02 N.S
211715_s_at BDH1 0 N.S -1.25 5.39E-10
211717_at ANKRD40 0 N.S N.S
211721_s_at ZNF551 0 N.S N.S
211725_s_at BID 86 N.S N.S
211727_s_at COX11 2 1.1 1.47E-06 1.20 1.12E-12
211742_s_at EVI2B 0 -1.1 1.48E-06 -1.33 9.13E-22
211749_s_at VAMP3 0 N.S N.S
211752_s_at NDUFS7 0 N.S N.S
211753_s_at RLN1 0 -1.2 1.56E-02 N.S
211754_s_at SLC25A17 0 N.S N.S
211755_s_at ATP5F1 0 N.S N.S
211763_s_at UBE2B 4 N.S 1.15 2.46E-06
211764_s_at UBE2D1 2 N.S N.S
211767_at GINS4 1 N.S 1.45 4.65E-12
211774_s_at MMACHC 0 -1.2 5.99E-10 N.S
211783_s_at MTA1 6 N.S N.S
211784_s_at SFRS1 3 N.S N.S
211787_s_at EIF4A1 0 N.S N.S
211792_s_at CDKN2C 7 N.S N.S
211796_s_at TRBC1 0 N.S -1.22 1.01E-02
211810_s_at GALC 2 1.2 5.28E-05 N.S
211819_s_at SORBS1 0 N.S N.S
211825_s_at EWSR1 5 N.S N.S
211828_s_at TNIK 0 N.S -1.30 1.21E-07
211833_s_at BAX 779 N.S 1.47 6.05E-15
211913_s_at MERTK 0 N.S N.S
211926_s_at MYH9 0 N.S N.S
211928_at DYNC1H1 0 N.S 1.22 2.57E-06
211935_at ARL6IP1 0 N.S N.S
211936_at HSPA5 6 N.S N.S
211938_at EIF4B 2 N.S N.S
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211946_s_at BAT2D1 0 N.S N.S
211950_at UBR4 0 N.S N.S
211955_at IPO5 0 N.S N.S
211956_s_at EIF1 1 N.S N.S
211960_s_at RAB7A 0 N.S N.S
211962_s_at ZFP36L1 0 N.S N.S
211963_s_at ARPC5 0 N.S N.S
211967_at TMEM123 0 N.S -1.11 2.26E-04
211971_s_at LRPPRC 0 N.S N.S
211975_at ARFGAP2 0 N.S N.S
211985_s_at CALM1 0 N.S N.S
211987_at TOP2B 1 N.S -1.19 1.44E-07
211989_at SMARCE1 0 N.S N.S
211990_at HLA-DPA1 0 N.S N.S
211994_at WNK1 0 -1.1 3.23E-03 N.S
211998_at H3F3B 0 1.8 5.93E-22 N.S
212005_at C1orf144 0 1.2 2.18E-02 N.S
212007_at UBXN4 0 N.S N.S
212009_s_at STIP1 1 N.S -1.28 9.71E-10
212016_s_at PTBP1 0 N.S N.S
212017_at FAM168B 0 1.2 6.70E-07 N.S
212021_s_at MKI67 96 N.S -1.18 1.37E-04
212025_s_at FLII 0 N.S N.S
212027_at RBM25 0 N.S N.S
212032_s_at PTOV1 0 N.S -1.18 1.55E-03
212036_s_at PNN 1 N.S N.S
212038_s_at VDAC1 2 N.S -1.06 4.38E-02
212040_at TGOLN2 0 N.S N.S
212041_at ATP6V0D1 0 N.S 1.11 9.56E-07
212044_s_at RPL27A 0 N.S N.S
212047_s_at RNF167 0 N.S N.S
212048_s_at YARS 0 N.S N.S
212050_at WIPF2 0 N.S 1.18 6.00E-08
212052_s_at TBC1D9B 0 N.S -1.21 5.51E-10
212053_at PDXDC1 0 N.S N.S
212055_at C18orf10 0 N.S N.S
212057_at KIAA0182 0 -1.2 1.69E-04 N.S
212058_at SR140 0 N.S -1.12 5.88E-04
212059_s_at TRPC4AP 0 N.S N.S
212066_s_at USP34 0 N.S N.S
212069_s_at BAT2L 0 N.S N.S
212072_s_at CSNK2A1 0 N.S N.S
212077_at CALD1 0 N.S N.S
212078_s_at MLL 44 N.S N.S
212082_s_at MYL6 0 N.S N.S
212083_at TEX261 0 N.S N.S
212087_s_at ERAL1 0 N.S 1.16 2.04E-04
212088_at PMPCA 0 N.S N.S
212090_at GRINA 0 N.S N.S
212092_at PEG10 0 N.S N.S
212098_at LOC151162 0 N.S -1.23 5.56E-05
212099_at RHOB 15 N.S N.S
212100_s_at POLDIP3 0 N.S N.S
212101_at KPNA6 0 N.S N.S
212106_at FAF2 0 N.S N.S
212110_at SLC39A14 0 N.S N.S
212112_s_at STX12 0 N.S 1.12 5.55E-03
212115_at HN1L 0 N.S N.S
212118_at TRIM27 0 N.S N.S
212119_at RHOQ 0 N.S -1.21 2.69E-08
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212121_at TCTN3 0 N.S N.S
212124_at ZMIZ1 0 -1.1 6.93E-03 -1.13 9.47E-03
212126_at CBX5 0 N.S 1.10 3.52E-02
212129_at NIPA2 0 N.S -1.13 1.02E-06
212131_at LSM14A 0 N.S N.S
212140_at PDS5A 1 -1.1 1.02E-05 -1.15 8.03E-08
212141_at MCM4 9 N.S N.S
212144_at UNC84B 0 N.S -1.59 2.21E-17
212145_at MRPS27 0 -1.1 2.43E-02 N.S
212150_at EFR3A 0 N.S -1.15 2.92E-04
212155_at RNF187 0 N.S -1.10 1.87E-03
212160_at XPOT 0 N.S -1.11 1.70E-02
212161_at AP2A2 0 N.S N.S
212165_at TMEM183A 0 N.S N.S
212166_at XPO7 0 N.S N.S
212170_at RBM12 0 N.S -1.34 1.66E-10
212177_at SFRS18 0 N.S N.S
212186_at ACACA 0 N.S -1.20 1.30E-05
212188_at KCTD12 0 -1.2 2.63E-03 -1.54 1.08E-09
212189_s_at COG4 1 N.S N.S
212190_at SERPINE2 0 N.S N.S
212193_s_at LARP1 0 N.S N.S
212194_s_at TM9SF4 0 N.S N.S
212199_at MRFAP1L1 0 -1.1 3.34E-02 1.08 4.74E-02
212200_at ANKLE2 0 N.S N.S
212202_s_at TMEM87A 0 1.3 1.69E-23 1.11 4.46E-03
212208_at MED13L 0 N.S N.S
212211_at ANKRD17 0 -1.3 1.00E-13 N.S
212217_at PREPL 0 -1.1 3.00E-02 N.S
212218_s_at FASN 2 N.S -1.43 4.22E-17
212219_at PSME4 1 N.S N.S
212228_s_at COQ9 4 N.S N.S
212231_at FBXO21 0 1.3 9.30E-18 N.S
212232_at FNBP4 0 N.S N.S
212233_at MAP1B 0 N.S N.S
212238_at ASXL1 0 N.S N.S
212242_at TUBA4A 0 N.S -1.19 1.46E-15
212244_at GCOM1 0 -1.1 2.49E-03 N.S
212245_at MCFD2 0 N.S N.S
212247_at NUP205 0 N.S -1.13 3.38E-02
212249_at PIK3R1 0 N.S 1.19 1.61E-02
212251_at MTDH 0 N.S -1.23 2.66E-26
212255_s_at ATP2C1 0 -1.2 6.47E-14 -1.21 1.81E-07
212263_at QKI 0 N.S -1.14 5.04E-03
212266_s_at SFRS5 0 1.2 3.97E-14 -1.32 9.38E-22
212271_at MAPK1 79 N.S 1.17 4.46E-04
212274_at LPIN1 0 N.S -1.24 6.35E-04
212277_at MTMR4 0 N.S N.S
212281_s_at TMEM97 0 1.1 4.07E-05 N.S
212287_at SUZ12 0 N.S N.S
212293_at HIPK1 1 N.S N.S
212296_at PSMD14 1 N.S N.S
212297_at ATP13A3 0 N.S N.S
212300_at TXLNA 0 1.1 1.92E-02 1.22 7.80E-08
212302_at RTF1 0 N.S N.S
212308_at CLASP2 0 N.S N.S
212310_at MIA3 0 N.S N.S
212311_at KIAA0746 0 N.S -1.21 9.74E-03
212312_at BCL2L1 215 N.S 1.33 6.64E-17
212313_at CHMP7 0 N.S N.S
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212317_at TNPO3 0 N.S N.S
212320_at TUBB 0 N.S N.S
212323_s_at VPS13D 0 N.S N.S
212329_at SCAP 1 N.S N.S
212330_at TFDP1 8 N.S N.S
212333_at FAM98A 0 N.S N.S
212340_at YIPF6 0 N.S N.S
212345_s_at CREB3L2 0 N.S -1.13 5.35E-03
212348_s_at KDM1 1 N.S -1.17 9.60E-04
212350_at TBC1D1 0 N.S N.S
212351_at EIF2B5 0 N.S N.S
212352_s_at TMED10 0 N.S N.S
212355_at KIAA0323 0 N.S 1.11 1.03E-05
212357_at FAM168A 0 N.S 1.17 1.85E-05
212360_at AMPD2 0 N.S -1.25 8.50E-09
212366_at ZNF292 0 -1.2 1.30E-06 -1.14 6.64E-03
212371_at PPPDE1 0 N.S 1.38 9.11E-24
212372_at MYH10 0 N.S 1.57 2.47E-22
212376_s_at EP400 3 N.S N.S
212380_at FTSJD2 0 N.S N.S
212381_at USP24 0 N.S N.S
212383_at ATP6V0A1 0 N.S N.S
212398_at RDX 0 N.S N.S
212400_at FAM102A 0 N.S 1.46 1.67E-12
212401_s_at CDC2L2 0 N.S N.S
212402_at ZC3H13 0 -1.2 1.09E-05 N.S
212403_at UBE3B 0 -1.1 7.20E-03 N.S
212405_s_at METTL13 0 -1.2 6.39E-08 N.S
212406_s_at PCMTD2 0 N.S 1.13 4.72E-03
212408_at TOR1AIP1 2 N.S -1.20 1.58E-12
212410_at EFHA1 0 N.S N.S
212411_at IMP4 0 N.S N.S
212415_at SEPT6 4 N.S N.S
212420_at ELF1 1 N.S N.S
212422_at PDCD11 0 N.S N.S
212430_at RBM38 1 N.S N.S
212434_at GRPEL1 0 N.S -1.21 5.55E-15
212436_at TRIM33 0 N.S 1.18 3.25E-10
212437_at CENPB 3 N.S N.S
212439_at IP6K1 1 N.S N.S
212440_at SNRNP27 0 1.3 7.96E-15 1.43 4.17E-27
212441_at KIAA0232 0 N.S 1.22 6.73E-08
212443_at NBEAL2 0 N.S N.S
212445_s_at NEDD4L 0 N.S N.S
212446_s_at LASS6 1 N.S N.S
212447_at KBTBD2 0 1.2 6.33E-04 N.S
212449_s_at LYPLA1 0 N.S N.S
212451_at SECISBP2L 0 N.S N.S
212453_at KIAA1279 0 -1.3 8.66E-16 N.S
212456_at KIAA0664 0 N.S N.S
212458_at SPRED2 0 1.2 5.24E-03 -1.42 2.59E-20
212462_at MYST4 2 N.S N.S
212465_at SETD3 0 N.S N.S
212467_at DNAJC13 0 -1.1 1.26E-03 -1.13 1.28E-02
212470_at SPAG9 0 N.S N.S
212471_at AVL9 0 N.S N.S
212473_s_at MICAL2 0 N.S N.S
212476_at ACAP2 0 N.S 1.18 4.55E-06
212479_s_at RMND5A 0 N.S N.S
212483_at NIPBL 2 -1.1 6.27E-05 N.S
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212487_at GPATCH8 0 N.S N.S
212491_s_at DNAJC8 0 N.S N.S
212499_s_at FCF1 0 N.S N.S
212500_at ADO 4 N.S N.S
212501_at CEBPB 1 N.S 1.36 2.80E-07
212505_s_at KIAA0892 0 N.S N.S
212507_at TMEM131 0 N.S 1.21 1.73E-06
212508_at MOAP1 1 -1.1 2.88E-02 N.S
212509_s_at MXRA7 0 N.S N.S
212512_s_at CARM1 3 N.S -1.26 2.87E-09
212515_s_at DDX3X 1 1.2 4.90E-06 -1.16 4.41E-02
212517_at ATRN 1 -1.4 8.58E-14 N.S
212520_s_at SMARCA4 10 N.S -1.16 2.89E-04
212523_s_at KIAA0146 0 N.S N.S
212526_at SPG20 0 N.S N.S
212527_at PPPDE2 0 N.S N.S
212528_at D15Wsu75e 0 N.S N.S
212529_at LSM12 0 N.S N.S
212530_at NEK7 0 -1.2 1.13E-11 N.S
212536_at ATP11B 0 N.S N.S
212538_at DOCK9 0 N.S N.S
212539_at CHD1L 1 N.S N.S
212540_at CDC34 3 N.S 1.10 1.58E-02
212541_at FLAD1 0 N.S N.S
212542_s_at PHIP 91 N.S 1.15 9.00E-05
212543_at AIM1 0 N.S N.S
212544_at ZNHIT3 0 N.S 1.22 1.21E-08
212548_s_at FRYL 0 -1.4 6.51E-22 N.S
212550_at STAT5B 3 N.S N.S
212556_at SCRIB 1 N.S 1.32 1.52E-16
212557_at ZNF451 0 N.S 1.26 3.64E-06
212558_at SPRY1 0 N.S N.S
212560_at SORL1 0 N.S N.S
212561_at DENND5A 0 N.S 1.24 3.97E-06
212568_s_at DLAT 0 N.S -1.16 7.25E-06
212571_at CHD8 0 N.S N.S
212572_at STK38L 0 -1.2 2.94E-03 N.S
212573_at ENDOD1 0 N.S -1.43 5.72E-21
212576_at MGRN1 0 N.S 1.18 2.53E-03
212579_at SMCHD1 0 -1.1 1.62E-02 -1.16 1.15E-03
212584_at AQR 0 N.S N.S
212585_at OSBPL8 0 N.S N.S
212586_at CAST 36 N.S 1.11 6.13E-03
212587_s_at PTPRC 14 N.S -1.59 1.55E-26
212589_at RRAS2 0 -1.1 2.27E-04 N.S
212592_at IGJ 0 N.S N.S
212595_s_at DAZAP2 0 1.1 6.76E-06 N.S
212597_s_at HMGXB4 0 1.3 7.13E-21 -1.11 3.82E-02
212600_s_at UQCRC2 0 N.S N.S
212601_at ZZEF1 0 N.S N.S
212603_at MRPS31 0 N.S N.S
212608_s_at NUDT3 0 N.S N.S
212610_at PTPN11 14 N.S N.S
212611_at DTX4 0 N.S N.S
212612_at RCOR1 0 N.S N.S
212613_at BTN3A2 0 -1.3 5.11E-11 -1.48 4.67E-16
212614_at ARID5B 0 -1.5 5.21E-22 -1.27 6.03E-10
212621_at TMEM194A 0 N.S 1.26 1.00E-07
212623_at TMEM41B 0 -1.1 4.40E-02 1.11 3.60E-02
212625_at STX10 0 N.S N.S
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212627_s_at EXOSC7 0 N.S N.S
212630_at EXOC3 0 N.S N.S
212634_at KIAA0776 0 N.S N.S
212637_s_at WWP1 1 N.S 1.39 3.87E-15
212640_at PTPLB 0 N.S -1.13 1.84E-05
212642_s_at HIVEP2 0 -1.2 5.76E-04 -1.20 3.85E-09
212643_at MAPK1IP1L 0 1.1 6.51E-08 -1.06 6.56E-05
212646_at RFTN1 0 N.S 1.10 9.27E-05
212649_at DHX29 0 N.S N.S
212653_s_at EHBP1 0 -1.1 9.58E-05 N.S
212655_at ZCCHC14 0 N.S N.S
212656_at TSFM 0 N.S N.S
212658_at LHFPL2 0 N.S N.S
212665_at TIPARP 0 1.2 1.28E-05 N.S
212666_at SMURF1 1 1.4 1.53E-11 N.S
212673_at METAP1 0 N.S N.S
212674_s_at DHX30 0 N.S N.S
212677_s_at CEP68 0 -1.2 1.10E-02 N.S
212685_s_at TBL2 0 -1.2 2.99E-15 -1.28 2.78E-20
212688_at PIK3CB 0 -1.1 1.63E-03 N.S
212689_s_at KDM3A 0 -1.5 3.34E-14 -2.19 1.09E-25
212690_at DDHD2 0 N.S N.S
212692_s_at LRBA 0 N.S N.S
212693_at MDN1 0 N.S -1.18 4.58E-06
212694_s_at PCCB 0 N.S N.S
212696_s_at RNF4 2 N.S -1.13 4.39E-02
212697_at FAM134C 0 -1.1 1.77E-02 N.S
212698_s_at SEPT10 0 N.S N.S
212699_at SCAMP5 0 N.S N.S
212704_at ZCCHC11 0 -1.2 1.39E-05 N.S
212707_s_at LOC100133005 0 N.S -1.27 6.43E-04
212708_at MSL1 1 -1.2 5.71E-06 N.S
212712_at CAMSAP1 0 N.S N.S
212716_s_at EIF3K 0 N.S N.S
212718_at PAPOLA 1 N.S -1.11 1.93E-03
212721_at SFRS12 0 -1.1 2.47E-03 N.S
212723_at JMJD6 0 -1.2 1.55E-09 -1.28 3.86E-12
212726_at PHF2 0 N.S 1.17 1.02E-02
212729_at DLG3 0 N.S N.S
212731_at ANKRD46 0 -1.2 5.86E-04 1.20 2.51E-10
212735_at KIAA0226 0 N.S N.S
212739_s_at NME4 0 N.S N.S
212742_at RNF115 0 N.S N.S
212745_s_at BBS4 0 N.S 1.64 3.54E-14
212746_s_at CEP170 0 -1.3 2.77E-03 N.S
212747_at ANKS1A 0 -1.5 1.52E-18 N.S
212751_at UBE2N 15 N.S N.S
212752_at CLASP1 0 N.S N.S
212753_at PCGF3 0 N.S N.S
212754_s_at MON2 0 N.S 1.39 1.03E-24
212756_s_at UBR2 2 -1.2 6.38E-09 N.S
212758_s_at ZEB1 1 -1.2 5.76E-03 N.S
212763_at CAMSAP1L1 0 N.S N.S
212766_s_at ISG20L2 0 N.S N.S
212767_at MTG1 0 N.S N.S
212771_at FAM171A1 0 N.S N.S
212773_s_at TOMM20 0 N.S N.S
212774_at ZNF238 0 -1.3 1.16E-09 N.S
212779_at KIAA1109 0 -1.2 1.05E-03 N.S
212780_at SOS1 0 -1.2 5.40E-06 N.S
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212784_at CIC 5 N.S 1.29 7.83E-06
212785_s_at LARP7 0 N.S N.S
212786_at CLEC16A 0 N.S N.S
212787_at YLPM1 0 N.S N.S
212789_at NCAPD3 0 N.S -1.11 3.27E-03
212791_at C1orf216 0 N.S -1.12 1.03E-02
212794_s_at KIAA1033 0 N.S -1.15 1.20E-02
212802_s_at GAPVD1 0 -1.2 1.64E-07 N.S
212810_s_at SLC1A4 0 N.S N.S
212813_at JAM3 0 N.S N.S
212815_at ASCC3 0 -1.1 1.22E-03 1.22 4.89E-08
212817_at DNAJB5 0 -1.2 1.25E-02 1.45 2.27E-17
212819_at ASB1 1 N.S N.S
212820_at DMXL2 0 N.S N.S
212824_at FUBP3 0 N.S N.S
212825_at PAXIP1 12 1.1 9.90E-03 N.S
212826_s_at SLC25A6 0 N.S 1.10 1.05E-04
212830_at MEGF9 0 -1.2 2.72E-03 N.S
212832_s_at CKAP5 0 -1.1 1.92E-02 -1.18 5.05E-07
212833_at SLC25A46 0 N.S 1.15 1.04E-09
212834_at DDX52 0 N.S 1.11 1.76E-02
212836_at POLD3 3 N.S N.S
212837_at FAM175B 0 N.S N.S
212838_at DNMBP 0 -1.2 8.26E-07 N.S
212841_s_at PPFIBP2 0 -1.2 3.46E-04 -1.16 1.23E-03
212846_at RRP1B 1 N.S N.S
212847_at FUBP1 0 N.S -1.17 4.27E-03
212851_at DCUN1D4 0 -1.4 3.06E-12 N.S
212858_at PAQR4 0 N.S N.S
212860_at ZDHHC18 0 N.S N.S
212861_at MFSD5 0 N.S N.S
212862_at CDS2 0 N.S 1.26 2.31E-19
212867_at NCOA2 0 -1.1 1.24E-02 N.S
212871_at MAPKAPK5 2 N.S N.S
212873_at HMHA1 0 N.S -1.30 8.69E-08
212875_s_at C2CD2 0 -1.4 5.97E-12 N.S
212876_at B4GALT4 0 N.S N.S
212877_at KLC1 0 N.S N.S
212880_at WDR7 0 N.S N.S
212881_at PIAS4 3 N.S 1.14 1.13E-02
212885_at MPHOSPH10 0 N.S -1.11 2.30E-04
212886_at CCDC69 0 N.S N.S
212887_at SEC23A 0 -1.2 1.21E-06 N.S
212891_s_at GADD45GIP1 1 N.S N.S
212893_at ZZZ3 0 N.S N.S
212894_at SUPV3L1 0 N.S N.S
212896_at SKIV2L2 0 N.S N.S
212898_at KIAA0406 0 -1.2 1.43E-04 N.S
212901_s_at CSTF2T 0 N.S N.S
212902_at SEC24A 0 N.S -1.20 3.03E-06
212904_at LRRC47 0 N.S 1.11 5.85E-04
212906_at GRAMD1B 0 N.S N.S
212907_at SLC30A1 0 2.2 7.07E-24 2.03 1.78E-31
212908_at DNAJC16 0 -1.2 8.74E-09 1.12 3.35E-05
212910_at THAP11 0 -1.3 1.03E-14 N.S
212916_at PHF8 0 N.S N.S
212918_at RECQL 21 N.S N.S
212919_at DCP2 0 -1.3 6.37E-11 N.S
212926_at SMC5 41 N.S N.S
212928_at TSPYL4 0 -1.1 1.54E-07 N.S
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212929_s_at FAM21A 0 N.S N.S
212930_at ATP2B1 0 N.S N.S
212931_at TCF20 1 N.S N.S
212934_at UBXN2B 0 N.S N.S
212936_at FAM172A 0 N.S -1.30 1.50E-12
212943_at KIAA0528 0 -1.2 1.02E-07 N.S
212944_at SLC5A3 0 -1.5 6.34E-17 N.S
212945_s_at MGA 2 -1.2 2.68E-02 N.S
212947_at SLC9A8 0 N.S N.S
212948_at CAMTA2 0 N.S N.S
212949_at NCAPH 0 N.S -1.22 1.89E-05
212954_at DYRK4 0 N.S N.S
212955_s_at POLR2I 0 N.S N.S
212959_s_at GNPTAB 0 N.S 1.19 3.15E-08
212963_at TM2D1 0 N.S N.S
212964_at HIC2 0 1.2 7.71E-16 N.S
212973_at RPIA 0 N.S N.S
212977_at CXCR7 0 N.S -1.55 7.24E-17
212978_at LRRC8B 0 1.4 1.33E-18 -1.19 8.18E-05
212979_s_at FAM115A 0 -1.3 2.20E-06 N.S
212983_at HRAS 56 N.S 1.66 2.83E-26
212984_at ATF2 20 -1.3 8.69E-10 N.S
212986_s_at TLK2 1 N.S N.S
212989_at SGMS1 0 N.S -1.22 4.81E-05
212990_at SYNJ1 0 -1.3 1.66E-07 1.26 4.46E-10
212994_at THOC2 0 N.S N.S
213000_at MORC3 0 N.S N.S
213002_at MARCKS 2 N.S N.S
213008_at FANCI 28 N.S 1.19 2.73E-02
213009_s_at TRIM37 0 N.S N.S
213010_at PRKCDBP 0 N.S N.S
213011_s_at TPI1 0 N.S N.S
213012_at NEDD4 4 N.S N.S
213016_at BBX 0 -1.2 2.05E-05 -1.13 2.66E-03
213017_at ABHD3 0 N.S 1.22 3.71E-03
213019_at RANBP6 0 N.S N.S
213025_at THUMPD1 0 N.S N.S
213026_at ATG12 1 N.S N.S
213031_s_at WDR73 0 1.1 3.08E-02 1.19 9.95E-12
213035_at ANKRD28 0 N.S -1.20 5.53E-09
213038_at RNF19B 0 1.6 1.08E-15 2.06 1.45E-29
213039_at ARHGEF18 0 N.S N.S
213041_s_at ATP5D 0 N.S N.S
213043_s_at MED24 0 N.S N.S
213044_at ROCK1 1 -1.1 1.44E-04 N.S
213046_at PABPN1 0 N.S N.S
213048_s_at SET 960 N.S N.S
213052_at PRKAR2A 0 N.S N.S
213054_at HAUS5 0 N.S 1.13 4.18E-02
213058_at TTC28 0 N.S N.S
213060_s_at CHI3L2 0 N.S N.S
213061_s_at NTAN1 0 N.S 1.17 2.51E-06
213065_at ZFC3H1 0 -1.4 1.70E-23 N.S
213070_at PIK3C2A 1 -1.3 2.44E-15 1.13 5.01E-03
213073_at ZFYVE26 0 N.S N.S
213076_at ITPKC 0 N.S 1.51 3.01E-19
213077_at YTHDC2 0 N.S N.S
213079_at TSR2 0 N.S N.S
213086_s_at CSNK1A1 0 1.1 6.26E-04 1.15 1.53E-10
213088_s_at DNAJC9 0 1.3 2.28E-28 1.15 8.62E-12
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213090_s_at TAF4 1 -1.1 4.27E-04 N.S
213097_s_at DNAJC2 0 N.S N.S
213098_at RQCD1 0 -1.1 1.85E-02 N.S
213101_s_at ACTR3 0 N.S N.S
213103_at STARD13 1 -1.5 7.15E-09 N.S
213105_s_at C16orf42 0 N.S N.S
213106_at ATP8A1 0 N.S -1.55 4.08E-19
213111_at PIKFYVE 0 N.S N.S
213113_s_at SLC43A3 0 N.S -1.15 4.58E-06
213115_at ATG4A 0 N.S 1.24 4.84E-11
213117_at KLHL9 0 -1.3 2.83E-10 N.S
213120_at UHRF1BP1L 0 N.S N.S
213122_at TSPYL5 0 N.S -1.16 3.01E-02
213126_at MED8 0 N.S N.S
213132_s_at MCAT 4 N.S N.S
213133_s_at GCSH 2 N.S N.S
213137_s_at PTPN2 0 N.S N.S
213138_at ARID5A 0 1.2 2.40E-02 -1.18 7.28E-03
213140_s_at SS18L1 0 N.S 1.19 1.61E-05
213141_at PSKH1 0 N.S N.S
213145_at FBXL14 0 N.S -1.18 1.84E-08
213151_s_at SEPT7 2 N.S -1.11 7.43E-09
213152_s_at SFRS2B 0 1.2 3.99E-10 1.22 1.36E-09
213153_at SETD1B 1 N.S N.S
213154_s_at BICD2 0 N.S 1.26 4.41E-19
213160_at DOCK2 0 N.S N.S
213161_at C9orf97 0 N.S N.S
213168_at SP3 9 N.S N.S
213170_at GPX7 1 N.S N.S
213172_at TTC9 0 -1.5 5.85E-08 N.S
213188_s_at MINA 2 -1.1 2.39E-07 -1.17 1.47E-07
213191_at TICAM1 0 N.S N.S
213194_at ROBO1 0 N.S N.S
213203_at SNAPC5 0 N.S 1.21 6.13E-07
213206_at GOSR2 0 N.S 1.15 5.49E-03
213213_at DIDO1 1 -1.2 3.86E-03 N.S
213216_at OTUD3 0 N.S N.S
213224_s_at NCRNA00081 0 N.S N.S
213225_at PPM1B 0 1.1 1.39E-02 N.S
213226_at CCNA2 18 N.S -1.18 6.77E-05
213227_at PGRMC2 0 N.S N.S
213237_at C16orf88 0 N.S N.S
213238_at ATP10D 0 -1.5 1.70E-24 -1.16 5.59E-04
213239_at PIBF1 0 -1.3 1.04E-20 -1.21 2.00E-09
213246_at C14orf109 0 N.S N.S
213251_at SMARCA5 1 N.S N.S
213253_at SMC2 8 N.S N.S
213254_at TNRC6B 0 N.S N.S
213256_at MARCH3 0 N.S -1.35 8.95E-08
213262_at SACS 9 N.S N.S
213266_at TUBGCP4 0 N.S N.S
213269_at ZNF248 0 -1.8 1.61E-20 N.S
213272_s_at TMEM159 0 N.S N.S
213274_s_at CTSB 0 N.S N.S
213278_at MTMR9 0 1.1 8.44E-03 N.S
213279_at DHRS1 0 N.S N.S
213282_at APOOL 0 N.S N.S
213283_s_at SALL2 0 -1.2 1.52E-02 N.S
213287_s_at KRT10 1 1.2 3.01E-04 N.S
213293_s_at TRIM22 0 N.S 1.45 4.75E-21
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213294_at EIF2AK2 0 N.S N.S
213297_at RMND5B 0 N.S N.S
213300_at ATG2A 0 N.S N.S
213302_at PFAS 0 N.S -1.22 6.62E-07
213304_at FAM179B 0 -1.2 6.08E-07 1.15 4.77E-05
213305_s_at PPP2R5C 3 N.S -1.22 4.20E-09
213310_at EIF2C2 1 N.S N.S
213312_at C6orf162 0 -1.2 2.07E-03 N.S
213318_s_at BAT3 2 N.S N.S
213320_at PRMT3 0 N.S N.S
213322_at C6orf130 0 N.S 1.12 1.64E-05
213326_at VAMP1 0 N.S N.S
213327_s_at USP12 1 N.S N.S
213328_at NEK1 4 -1.2 4.25E-02 N.S
213333_at MDH2 0 N.S N.S
213340_s_at KIAA0495 0 N.S 1.10 3.20E-02
213341_at FEM1C 0 1.3 3.97E-15 N.S
213346_at C13orf27 0 N.S N.S
213350_at RPS11 0 N.S N.S
213351_s_at TMCC1 0 -1.5 3.70E-12 N.S
213353_at ABCA5 0 N.S 1.25 1.14E-12
213357_at GTF2H5 1 N.S N.S
213361_at TDRD7 0 N.S N.S
213365_at ERI2 0 -1.1 2.81E-02 1.29 4.26E-19
213370_s_at SFMBT1 0 N.S 1.12 7.26E-03
213372_at PAQR3 0 N.S N.S
213373_s_at CASP8 219 -1.2 8.80E-04 N.S
213376_at ZBTB1 0 N.S N.S
213379_at COQ2 0 N.S N.S
213387_at ATAD2B 0 N.S N.S
213390_at ZC3H4 0 N.S 1.09 2.50E-02
213391_at DPY19L4 0 -1.2 2.16E-03 1.29 5.39E-08
213398_s_at SDR39U1 0 N.S N.S
213402_at ZNF787 0 N.S N.S
213405_at RAB22A 0 N.S N.S
213408_s_at PI4KA 0 N.S N.S
213409_s_at RHEB 5 1.3 4.86E-03 N.S
213410_at C10orf137 0 -1.5 8.70E-19 -1.20 5.78E-05
213414_s_at RPS19 1 N.S N.S
213415_at CLIC2 0 N.S N.S
213420_at DHX57 0 N.S N.S
213427_at RPP40 0 1.2 8.00E-07 N.S
213436_at CNR1 0 -1.3 3.00E-04 1.46 2.81E-12
213445_at ZC3H3 0 N.S N.S
213446_s_at IQGAP1 0 N.S N.S
213447_at IPW 1 N.S N.S
213449_at POP1 0 -1.3 1.14E-08 N.S
213452_at ZNF184 0 N.S 1.14 2.17E-02
213454_at APITD1 0 N.S 1.22 2.42E-07
213455_at FAM114A1 0 -1.2 3.77E-07 N.S
213457_at MFHAS1 0 N.S N.S
213461_at NUDT21 0 N.S N.S
213469_at PGAP1 0 N.S 2.05 3.08E-31
213474_at KCTD7 0 -1.3 1.05E-05 N.S
213475_s_at ITGAL 3 N.S -1.23 7.89E-03
213483_at PPWD1 0 -1.2 6.88E-13 1.11 4.45E-05
213485_s_at ABCC10 1 N.S N.S
213494_s_at YY1 11 N.S N.S
213497_at ABTB2 0 N.S 1.16 6.97E-03
213508_at C14orf147 0 -1.1 4.45E-06 1.18 2.34E-10
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213517_at PCBP2 0 N.S N.S
213521_at PTPN18 0 N.S N.S
213523_at CCNE1 6 1.1 1.48E-03 N.S
213526_s_at LIN37 0 -1.2 2.24E-03 1.26 1.16E-06
213527_s_at ZNF688 0 N.S N.S
213528_at C1orf156 0 N.S N.S
213531_s_at RAB3GAP1 0 N.S N.S
213534_s_at PASK 0 N.S -1.08 1.47E-02
213540_at HSD17B8 0 N.S N.S
213546_at DKFZP586I1420 0 N.S N.S
213548_s_at CDV3 0 N.S -1.28 5.66E-03
213549_at SLC18A2 0 N.S N.S
213560_at GADD45B 52 1.3 3.15E-04 N.S
213566_at RNASE6 0 N.S -1.61 5.36E-14
213568_at OSR2 0 N.S -1.17 1.94E-03
213577_at SQLE 0 N.S -1.41 4.68E-12
213587_s_at ATP6V0E2 0 N.S N.S
213590_at LOC100133772 0 N.S N.S
213593_s_at TRA2A 0 N.S N.S
213599_at OIP5 0 N.S N.S
213603_s_at RAC2 0 N.S -1.13 4.10E-04
213604_at TCEB3 0 1.2 3.65E-07 N.S
213605_s_at LOC100134401 0 N.S N.S
213606_s_at ARHGDIA 0 N.S N.S
213608_s_at SRRD 0 N.S N.S
213618_at ARAP2 0 -1.2 3.85E-03 N.S
213622_at COL9A2 0 N.S N.S
213623_at KIF3A 1 N.S N.S
213625_at ZKSCAN4 0 N.S 1.29 6.42E-15
213626_at CBR4 0 -1.2 1.78E-08 N.S
213627_at MAGED2 1 N.S N.S
213634_s_at TRMU 0 -1.2 2.38E-02 N.S
213638_at PHACTR1 0 N.S -1.22 4.20E-04
213642_at RPL27 0 N.S N.S
213647_at DNA2 19 N.S N.S
213650_at GOLGA8A 0 N.S N.S
213654_at TAF5L 0 N.S N.S
213664_at SLC1A1 1 -1.4 6.84E-24 -1.28 4.98E-14
213671_s_at MARS 67 N.S N.S
213677_s_at PMS1 27 -1.5 1.28E-33 -1.13 6.25E-05
213679_at TTC30A 0 -1.4 3.20E-10 N.S
213687_s_at RPL35A 0 N.S N.S
213694_at RSBN1 0 -1.6 6.82E-21 -1.21 1.38E-08
213699_s_at YWHAQ 0 N.S N.S
213701_at C12orf29 0 N.S N.S
213703_at LOC150759 0 N.S N.S
213704_at RABGGTB 0 N.S N.S
213705_at MAT2A 1 N.S N.S
213738_s_at ATP5A1 0 N.S N.S
213742_at SFRS11 0 N.S N.S
213743_at CCNT2 0 N.S N.S
213746_s_at FLNA 1 N.S N.S
213748_at TRIM66 0 N.S N.S
213757_at EIF5A 2 N.S N.S
213761_at MDM1 0 -1.2 7.62E-05 1.34 1.56E-12
213779_at EMID1 0 N.S N.S
213787_s_at EBP 63 N.S N.S
213792_s_at INSR 1 N.S N.S
213793_s_at HOMER1 0 N.S -1.41 4.26E-18
213794_s_at NGDN 0 1.1 8.27E-08 N.S
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213798_s_at CAP1 1 N.S -1.09 1.09E-05
213803_at KPNB1 0 -1.1 5.07E-07 -1.33 2.77E-17
213804_at INPP5B 0 N.S N.S
213810_s_at AKIRIN2 0 N.S N.S
213812_s_at CAMKK2 0 N.S N.S
213826_s_at LOC100133109 0 N.S N.S
213846_at COX7C 1 N.S N.S
213850_s_at SFRS2IP 0 N.S N.S
213851_at TMEM110 0 N.S N.S
213853_at DNAJC24 0 N.S N.S
213861_s_at FAM119B 0 N.S N.S
213863_s_at OAZ3 1 N.S N.S
213872_at C6orf62 0 N.S 1.17 3.81E-06
213878_at PYROXD1 0 N.S N.S
213879_at SUMO2 5 N.S N.S
213887_s_at POLR2E 0 N.S N.S
213888_s_at LOC100133233 0 -1.3 1.05E-19 -1.50 9.27E-30
213891_s_at TCF4 0 -1.2 6.71E-19 -1.35 1.15E-24
213897_s_at MRPL23 0 N.S N.S
213900_at C9orf61 0 N.S N.S
213906_at MYBL1 0 N.S 1.46 1.53E-06
213908_at WHAMML1 0 N.S -1.83 1.84E-12
213916_at ZNF20 0 -1.2 6.65E-15 N.S
213919_at DNAJC4 0 N.S N.S
213922_at TTBK2 0 N.S N.S
213923_at RAP2B 0 1.2 2.12E-11 1.69 1.63E-36
213927_at MAP3K9 0 -1.2 7.01E-04 N.S
213934_s_at ZNF23 0 N.S N.S
213937_s_at FTSJ1 0 N.S N.S
213940_s_at FNBP1 0 N.S -1.15 8.66E-17
213951_s_at PSMC3IP 0 1.2 1.47E-10 1.42 4.52E-20
213954_at FAM169A 0 N.S 2.16 4.10E-18
213959_s_at RPGRIP1L 0 -1.4 9.55E-11 N.S
213963_s_at SAP30 0 N.S N.S
213970_at RABL3 0 N.S N.S
213974_at ADAMTSL3 0 N.S N.S
213979_s_at CTBP1 1 N.S N.S
213982_s_at RABGAP1L 0 N.S -1.32 2.36E-20
213999_at YIPF4 0 N.S N.S
214004_s_at VGLL4 0 -1.3 2.39E-05 -1.30 4.14E-07
214006_s_at GGCX 0 N.S N.S
214007_s_at TWF1 0 N.S N.S
214011_s_at NOP16 0 N.S -1.21 1.19E-03
214022_s_at IFITM1 0 N.S N.S
214030_at CRYBG3 0 N.S N.S
214036_at EFNA5 0 N.S N.S
214039_s_at LAPTM4B 0 N.S N.S
214042_s_at RPL22 0 N.S N.S
214045_at LIAS 0 N.S N.S
214048_at MBD4 21 N.S N.S
214051_at TMSB15B 0 N.S N.S
214057_at MCL1 15 N.S N.S
214060_at SSBP1 5 N.S -1.20 1.20E-03
214061_at WDR67 0 -1.2 4.42E-09 1.25 1.24E-09
214075_at NENF 0 N.S N.S
214079_at DHRS2 0 N.S N.S
214083_at LOC100132532 0 N.S N.S
214086_s_at PARP2 11 -1.2 8.24E-16 N.S
214096_s_at SHMT2 0 N.S N.S
214101_s_at NPEPPS 0 N.S N.S
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214106_s_at GMDS 0 N.S -1.16 2.69E-07
214112_s_at CXorf40A 0 N.S 1.12 1.61E-04
214113_s_at RBM8A 0 N.S N.S
214123_s_at C4orf10 0 N.S 1.32 8.71E-06
214126_at MCART1 0 N.S N.S
214132_at ATP5C1 0 N.S N.S
214144_at POLR2D 0 N.S 1.17 1.34E-04
214148_at FOXM1 7 N.S 1.20 5.63E-03
214152_at CCPG1 0 N.S N.S
214155_s_at LARP4 0 N.S 1.18 1.99E-02
214167_s_at RPLP0 0 N.S N.S
214179_s_at NFE2L1 0 N.S N.S
214182_at LOC100132430 0 N.S N.S
214186_s_at HCG26 0 N.S 1.28 8.10E-17
214202_at PGGT1B 0 N.S N.S
214218_s_at XIST 3 N.S N.S
214221_at ALMS1 0 -1.2 3.85E-11 N.S
214224_s_at PIN4 0 N.S N.S
214231_s_at KIAA0564 0 N.S N.S
214264_s_at C14orf143 0 N.S N.S
214274_s_at ACAA1 0 N.S N.S
214281_s_at RCHY1 3 N.S N.S
214290_s_at HIST2H2AA3 0 N.S N.S
214291_at LOC729046 0 N.S N.S
214305_s_at SF3B1 1 N.S N.S
214313_s_at EIF5B 0 N.S N.S
214328_s_at HSP90AA1 0 N.S N.S
214339_s_at MAP4K1 0 N.S -1.24 1.17E-07
214352_s_at KRAS 13 N.S N.S
214356_s_at KIAA0368 0 N.S N.S
214364_at MTERFD2 0 N.S 1.17 8.01E-05
214366_s_at ALOX5 5 N.S 1.31 2.92E-02
214377_s_at CTRL 2 N.S N.S
214427_at NOP2 0 N.S N.S
214429_at MTMR6 1 N.S N.S
214430_at GLA 23 N.S N.S
214431_at GMPS 0 N.S N.S
214440_at NAT1 20 N.S 1.12 4.32E-08
214441_at STX6 1 N.S 1.50 1.28E-23
214446_at ELL2 0 N.S 1.35 1.13E-12
214447_at ETS1 7 N.S N.S
214452_at BCAT1 0 N.S -1.26 2.23E-07
214453_s_at IFI44 2 N.S N.S
214455_at HIST1H2BC 0 1.3 4.15E-05 1.37 1.51E-03
214467_at GPR65 0 -1.4 4.82E-09 -1.41 2.64E-15
214482_at ZBTB25 0 -1.2 1.11E-04 N.S
214484_s_at SIGMAR1 0 N.S -1.16 4.47E-02
214507_s_at EXOSC2 0 N.S -1.12 5.56E-03
214513_s_at CREB1 5 -1.2 1.60E-06 N.S
214519_s_at RLN2 0 N.S N.S
214527_s_at PQBP1 0 N.S N.S
214529_at TSHB 0 N.S N.S
214569_at IFNA5 0 N.S N.S
214583_at RSC1A1 0 N.S N.S
214585_s_at VPS52 1 N.S N.S
214597_at SSTR2 0 N.S N.S
214599_at IVL 0 N.S N.S
214614_at MNX1 0 -1.2 7.02E-04 N.S
214615_at P2RY10 0 N.S N.S
214617_at PRF1 1 N.S 1.46 1.31E-10
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214626_s_at GANAB 0 N.S N.S
214657_s_at NCRNA00084 0 N.S N.S
214658_at TMED7 1 N.S N.S
214661_s_at NOP14 0 N.S N.S
214662_at WDR43 0 1.2 9.77E-07 N.S
214668_at C13orf1 0 N.S N.S
214670_at ZKSCAN1 0 N.S N.S
214672_at TTLL5 0 N.S -1.16 1.05E-03
214681_at GK 12 N.S N.S
214683_s_at CLK1 0 1.6 3.75E-15 1.50 9.72E-16
214686_at ZNF266 0 N.S N.S
214688_at TLE4 0 N.S N.S
214690_at TAF1B 1 N.S N.S
214696_at C17orf91 0 1.5 9.04E-19 1.26 1.25E-05
214697_s_at ROD1 0 N.S 1.39 5.49E-16
214703_s_at MAN2B2 0 N.S 1.14 3.60E-02
214709_s_at KTN1 1 N.S -1.17 1.72E-11
214710_s_at CCNB1 227 -1.2 4.59E-08 -2.72 2.69E-42
214711_at GATC 9 -1.2 2.24E-05 N.S
214714_at ZNF394 0 N.S -1.15 1.03E-03
214717_at DKFZp434H1419 0 N.S N.S
214719_at SLC46A3 0 -1.2 1.54E-06 -1.18 4.22E-04
214722_at NOTCH2NL 0 1.2 3.22E-03 1.36 8.42E-11
214729_at TWISTNB 0 N.S N.S
214731_at CTTNBP2NL 0 N.S N.S
214735_at IPCEF1 0 -1.2 4.90E-02 N.S
214736_s_at ADD1 0 N.S N.S
214739_at LRCH3 0 -1.3 1.68E-13 N.S
214741_at ZNF131 0 N.S 1.25 1.07E-07
214742_at AZI1 0 N.S N.S
214744_s_at RPL23 0 1.3 1.31E-15 1.40 5.73E-20
214748_at N4BP2L2 0 -1.2 7.36E-03 1.29 3.32E-07
214749_s_at ARMCX6 0 N.S N.S
214751_at ZNF468 0 1.3 4.74E-10 1.30 9.95E-12
214759_at WTAP 1 N.S N.S
214762_at ATP6V1G2 0 N.S N.S
214764_at RRP15 0 1.3 1.34E-03 N.S
214766_s_at AHCTF1 0 N.S -1.13 5.34E-03
214772_at C11orf41 0 N.S 1.38 4.41E-08
214775_at N4BP3 0 N.S N.S
214779_s_at SGSM3 0 N.S N.S
214780_s_at MYO9B 0 N.S N.S
214785_at VPS13A 0 N.S N.S
214787_at DENND4A 0 N.S N.S
214790_at SENP6 2 1.8 2.17E-24 1.27 7.73E-05
214791_at SP140L 0 N.S N.S
214801_at IFRG15 0 N.S N.S
214804_at CENPI 0 -1.4 3.97E-14 -1.22 3.06E-04
214813_at ZNF75D 0 -1.2 7.09E-06 N.S
214814_at YTHDC1 0 N.S N.S
214830_at SLC38A6 0 N.S N.S
214838_at SFT2D2 0 N.S N.S
214843_s_at USP33 0 N.S N.S
214844_s_at DOK5 0 N.S N.S
214848_at YWHAZ 0 N.S N.S
214850_at LOC100170939 0 N.S N.S
214857_at C10orf95 0 -1.2 1.51E-03 -1.21 2.54E-05
214864_s_at GRHPR 0 N.S N.S
214876_s_at TUBGCP5 0 1.2 3.62E-03 N.S
214878_at ZNF37A 0 N.S 1.31 1.42E-02
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214882_s_at SFRS2 2 1.1 6.44E-16 N.S
214895_s_at ADAM10 1 N.S N.S
214918_at HNRNPM 0 N.S N.S
214919_s_at ANKHD1-EIF4EBP3 0 -1.2 1.28E-06 N.S
214923_at ATP6V1D 0 N.S N.S
214931_s_at SRPK2 0 N.S N.S
214941_s_at PRPF40A 0 N.S N.S
214943_s_at RBM34 0 N.S 1.18 4.50E-02
214948_s_at TMF1 0 N.S N.S
214949_at hCG_1795560 0 N.S N.S
214953_s_at APP 39 N.S N.S
214962_s_at NUP160 0 1.7 1.92E-25 1.33 1.26E-09
214975_s_at MTMR1 0 N.S N.S
214984_at LOC440345 0 N.S N.S
214992_s_at DNASE2 1 N.S N.S
214997_at C9orf126 0 N.S N.S
215001_s_at GLUL 0 N.S N.S
215011_at SNHG3 0 -1.3 1.10E-08 -1.22 1.43E-06
215023_s_at PEX1 0 N.S N.S
215029_at C1orf108 0 N.S N.S
215030_at GRSF1 0 -1.1 5.81E-03 -1.17 2.22E-05
215068_s_at FBXL18 0 N.S N.S
215071_s_at HIST1H2AC 1 N.S N.S
215075_s_at GRB2 8 N.S -1.10 1.12E-04
215084_s_at LRRC42 0 N.S N.S
215087_at C15orf39 0 N.S -1.34 4.23E-15
215088_s_at SDHC 2 N.S N.S
215089_s_at RBM10 0 N.S N.S
215091_s_at GTF3A 0 N.S N.S
215096_s_at ESD 3 N.S N.S
215100_at C6orf105 0 N.S N.S
215109_at KIAA0492 0 N.S N.S
215111_s_at TSC22D1 1 -1.3 4.92E-07 N.S
215123_at LOC642778 0 N.S N.S
215127_s_at RBMS1 1 N.S N.S
215134_at PI4K2A 0 N.S 1.18 1.97E-06
215136_s_at EXOSC8 0 N.S N.S
215143_at DPY19L2P2 0 N.S N.S
215148_s_at APBA3 0 N.S N.S
215150_at YOD1 0 N.S N.S
215170_s_at CEP152 0 N.S N.S
215190_at EIF3M 0 N.S N.S
215191_at FBXL11 0 N.S N.S
215210_s_at DLST 0 N.S N.S
215218_s_at WDR62 0 N.S N.S
215223_s_at SOD2 49 N.S N.S
215228_at NHLH2 0 N.S 1.77 5.47E-13
215241_at ANO3 1 N.S 2.10 8.78E-15
215263_at ZXDA 0 N.S N.S
215285_s_at PHTF1 0 1.1 2.20E-02 1.37 1.53E-19
215307_at ZNF529 0 N.S N.S
215338_s_at NKTR 0 -1.4 1.05E-12 1.15 8.09E-04
215343_at CCDC88C 0 -1.1 6.15E-03 1.28 1.39E-12
215366_at SNX13 0 N.S N.S
215380_s_at GGCT 0 N.S 1.15 5.97E-06
215385_at FTO 3 N.S N.S
215399_s_at OS9 0 N.S N.S
215416_s_at STOML2 0 N.S N.S
215424_s_at SNW1 1 N.S N.S
215425_at BTG3 3 N.S N.S
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215440_s_at BEX4 0 N.S N.S
215463_at OR7E24 0 N.S N.S
215465_at ABCA12 0 N.S 1.77 2.68E-13
215470_at GTF2H2B 0 N.S N.S
215482_s_at EIF2B4 0 N.S N.S
215499_at MAP2K3 2 N.S 1.25 1.14E-15
215501_s_at DUSP10 2 N.S -1.38 1.10E-16
215509_s_at BUB1 28 N.S -1.77 6.27E-19
215521_at PHC3 0 N.S N.S
215536_at HLA-DQB2 0 N.S N.S
215548_s_at SCFD1 0 N.S N.S
215577_at UBE2E1 0 N.S N.S
215596_s_at RNF160 0 -1.2 8.65E-06 N.S
215602_at FGD2 0 N.S N.S
215631_s_at BRMS1 0 N.S 1.13 1.14E-04
215684_s_at ASCC2 0 N.S N.S
215694_at SPATA5L1 0 N.S N.S
215696_s_at SEC16A 0 N.S N.S
215707_s_at PRNP 3 N.S N.S
215718_s_at PHF3 0 N.S N.S
215728_s_at ACOT7 0 N.S 1.12 4.82E-03
215734_at C19orf36 0 N.S N.S
215739_s_at TUBGCP3 0 N.S N.S
215743_at NMT2 1 N.S 1.31 4.35E-05
215747_s_at RCC1 2 N.S N.S
215749_s_at GORASP1 0 N.S N.S
215767_at ZNF804A 0 -1.5 4.33E-14 -1.25 1.12E-04
215780_s_at hCG_1644608 0 N.S N.S
215785_s_at CYFIP2 0 N.S 1.19 2.51E-02
215792_s_at DNAJC11 0 N.S N.S
215854_at FBXO22 0 1.4 2.89E-12 1.40 7.89E-11
215884_s_at UBQLN2 0 -1.1 2.52E-05 N.S
215905_s_at SNRNP40 0 N.S N.S
215919_s_at MRPS11 0 N.S N.S
215930_s_at CTAGE5 0 N.S N.S
215942_s_at GTSE1 4 -1.2 2.58E-05 -1.30 6.44E-07
215947_s_at FAM136A 0 N.S N.S
215954_s_at C19orf29 0 N.S N.S
215980_s_at IGHMBP2 0 N.S N.S
215983_s_at UBXN8 0 N.S N.S
215984_s_at ARFRP1 0 -1.3 6.83E-10 N.S
215985_at NCRNA00171 0 -1.3 1.13E-07 N.S
216006_at RAPGEFL1 0 N.S N.S
216020_at IFIH1 0 1.4 1.08E-17 N.S
216026_s_at POLE 28 N.S N.S
216028_at DKFZP564C152 0 N.S N.S
216032_s_at ERGIC3 0 N.S 1.10 3.37E-03
216060_s_at DAAM1 0 -1.2 7.25E-03 N.S
216088_s_at PSMA7 1 N.S N.S
216114_at NCKIPSD 0 N.S N.S
216147_at SEPT11 0 N.S N.S
216177_at LOC391132 0 N.S N.S
216194_s_at TBCB 0 N.S N.S
216199_s_at MAP3K4 3 -1.2 1.02E-06 N.S
216218_s_at PLCL2 0 N.S 1.42 1.22E-12
216226_at TAF4B 0 N.S -1.20 3.96E-04
216231_s_at B2M 2 N.S N.S
216232_s_at GCN1L1 0 N.S -1.17 2.37E-06
216241_s_at TCEA1 0 N.S N.S
216247_at RPS20 0 N.S 1.24 2.05E-05
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216248_s_at NR4A2 5 N.S -1.52 9.92E-05
216250_s_at LPXN 0 N.S 1.13 2.43E-13
216251_s_at TTLL12 0 N.S -1.26 4.41E-09
216261_at ITGB3 0 N.S N.S
216262_s_at TGIF2 0 N.S N.S
216266_s_at ARFGEF1 0 N.S 1.19 5.73E-05
216267_s_at TMEM115 0 N.S 1.19 7.89E-03
216305_s_at C2orf3 0 N.S N.S
216326_s_at HDAC3 5 N.S N.S
216338_s_at YIPF3 0 N.S N.S
216348_at RPS17P5 0 N.S N.S
216383_at RPL18A 0 N.S N.S
216396_s_at EI24 8 1.3 1.18E-23 1.93 1.34E-48
216397_s_at BOP1 1 N.S N.S
216409_at ACSL6 0 N.S N.S
216411_s_at GALK2 0 N.S N.S
216437_at EPC1 1 N.S N.S
216438_s_at TMSB4X 0 N.S N.S
216520_s_at TPT1 0 N.S N.S
216521_s_at BRCC3 4 N.S N.S
216547_at LOC127406 0 N.S N.S
216563_at ANKRD12 0 N.S N.S
216574_s_at hCG_2024410 0 N.S N.S
216591_s_at hCG_1776980 0 N.S N.S
216602_s_at FARSA 0 N.S N.S
216607_s_at CYP51A1 0 N.S -1.40 7.30E-11
216609_at TXN 4 N.S N.S
216640_s_at PDIA6 0 N.S N.S
216650_at LOC283412 0 N.S N.S
216678_at IFT122 0 N.S N.S
216699_s_at KLK1 0 N.S N.S
216705_s_at ADA 78 N.S 1.20 9.63E-03
216783_at LOC283677 0 N.S N.S
216806_at RPSA 0 N.S N.S
216834_at RGS1 1 N.S -1.39 4.67E-13
216835_s_at DOK1 1 -1.2 8.52E-06 -1.14 8.19E-03
216862_s_at MTCP1NB 0 N.S N.S
216863_s_at MORC2 0 -1.3 1.04E-09 -1.17 2.21E-03
216899_s_at SKAP2 0 N.S N.S
216902_s_at LOC653390 0 N.S N.S
216903_s_at CBARA1 0 N.S N.S
216942_s_at CD58 0 N.S N.S
216944_s_at ITPR1 3 N.S -1.37 1.42E-13
216952_s_at LMNB2 0 N.S N.S
216961_s_at RPAIN 0 N.S N.S
216969_s_at KIF22 0 N.S N.S
216993_s_at COL11A2 8 N.S N.S
216996_s_at FASTKD2 0 N.S N.S
217019_at RPS4X 0 N.S N.S
217028_at CXCR4 5 1.3 1.49E-04 N.S
217042_at RDH11 0 -1.2 3.17E-02 -1.18 4.09E-02
217043_s_at MFN1 1 N.S -1.18 2.06E-05
217047_s_at FAM13A 0 -1.4 3.25E-11 -1.33 2.17E-06
217094_s_at ITCH 9 N.S N.S
217100_s_at UBXN7 0 -1.2 1.69E-08 N.S
217104_at ST20 0 N.S N.S
217118_s_at C22orf9 0 N.S -1.24 5.73E-17
217122_s_at RP11-345P4.4 0 -1.3 3.57E-12 N.S
217125_at UBBP2 0 N.S N.S
217127_at CTH 1 N.S 1.23 1.19E-02
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217139_at LOC100133724 0 N.S N.S
217144_at LOC648390 0 N.S N.S
217168_s_at HERPUD1 0 N.S -1.18 3.29E-12
217176_s_at ZFX 0 N.S N.S
217188_s_at C14orf1 0 N.S N.S
217211_at ACTBP9 0 N.S N.S
217266_at RPL15P22 0 N.S N.S
217286_s_at NDRG3 0 N.S -1.31 3.84E-16
217289_s_at SLC37A4 0 N.S N.S
217299_s_at NBN 271 -1.1 1.37E-06 -1.14 1.32E-04
217310_s_at FOXJ3 0 N.S N.S
217317_s_at HERC2P2 0 -1.6 8.77E-19 N.S
217336_at RPS10 0 N.S N.S
217340_at RPL21P68 0 N.S N.S
217346_at LOC128192 0 N.S N.S
217365_at PRAMEF11 0 N.S N.S
217368_at ATP5G2 0 N.S N.S
217379_at RPL10 0 N.S N.S
217383_at PGK1 18 N.S N.S
217388_s_at KYNU 0 -1.1 8.94E-04 -1.22 1.88E-25
217403_s_at ZNF227 0 1.2 2.77E-04 1.21 1.40E-03
217408_at MRPS18B 0 N.S N.S
217427_s_at HIRA 1 N.S N.S
217445_s_at GART 2 N.S -1.21 7.41E-03
217448_s_at LOC285412 0 N.S N.S
217457_s_at RAP1GDS1 0 N.S -1.18 2.10E-04
217465_at NCKAP1 0 N.S N.S
217477_at PIP5K1B 0 N.S N.S
217478_s_at HLA-DMA 0 N.S N.S
217494_s_at PTENP1 0 N.S N.S
217496_s_at IDE 81 N.S N.S
217501_at CIAO1 0 N.S N.S
217503_at STK17B 0 -1.2 4.61E-08 -1.25 2.38E-09
217504_at ABCA6 0 N.S N.S
217506_at LOC339290 0 N.S N.S
217523_at CD44 35 1.3 6.14E-03 N.S
217527_s_at NFATC2IP 0 1.1 2.60E-02 N.S
217540_at FAM55C 0 N.S N.S
217544_at LOC729806 0 N.S N.S
217549_at NCKAP1L 0 N.S N.S
217559_at RPL10L 0 N.S N.S
217599_s_at MDFIC 0 -1.2 8.96E-06 N.S
217602_at PPIA 0 N.S N.S
217608_at SFRS12IP1 0 N.S N.S
217627_at ZNF573 0 -1.4 5.47E-14 N.S
217645_at COX16 0 N.S N.S
217663_at ZNF234 0 N.S N.S
217677_at PLEKHA2 0 N.S -1.33 4.82E-08
217682_at C16orf72 0 1.5 1.32E-19 N.S
217692_at MAGOH2 0 N.S N.S
217716_s_at SEC61A1 0 N.S 1.53 2.53E-19
217718_s_at YWHAB 0 N.S N.S
217719_at EIF3L 0 N.S N.S
217720_at CHCHD2 0 N.S N.S
217722_s_at NGRN 0 N.S N.S
217726_at COPZ1 0 N.S N.S
217728_at S100A6 4 N.S N.S
217729_s_at AES 19 N.S N.S
217730_at TMBIM1 0 N.S 1.46 1.53E-15
217731_s_at ITM2B 0 N.S 1.64 1.41E-14
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217733_s_at TMSB10 0 N.S N.S
217734_s_at WDR6 0 N.S N.S
217736_s_at EIF2AK1 33 N.S N.S
217739_s_at NAMPT 2 1.1 3.67E-05 N.S
217742_s_at WAC 1 N.S N.S
217743_s_at TMEM30A 0 N.S 1.43 2.69E-24
217744_s_at PERP 7 N.S 1.30 4.48E-06
217745_s_at NAT13 0 N.S N.S
217746_s_at PDCD6IP 1 N.S N.S
217747_s_at RPS9 1 N.S N.S
217748_at ADIPOR1 0 N.S 1.12 6.24E-06
217749_at COPG 0 N.S N.S
217750_s_at UBE2Z 0 N.S N.S
217751_at GSTK1 0 N.S N.S
217752_s_at CNDP2 0 N.S N.S
217753_s_at RPS26 0 N.S N.S
217754_at DDX56 0 N.S N.S
217755_at HN1 0 N.S -1.18 2.41E-04
217758_s_at TM9SF3 0 N.S N.S
217759_at TRIM44 0 N.S N.S
217761_at ADI1 0 1.1 1.19E-05 1.26 1.38E-18
217763_s_at RAB31 0 N.S -1.29 5.59E-03
217765_at NRBP1 0 N.S N.S
217766_s_at TMEM50A 0 N.S N.S
217768_at C14orf166 0 N.S N.S
217769_s_at POMP 3 N.S N.S
217772_s_at MTCH2 0 N.S N.S
217773_s_at NDUFA4 0 N.S N.S
217774_s_at HSPC152 0 N.S N.S
217777_s_at PTPLAD1 0 N.S N.S
217778_at SLC39A1 0 N.S N.S
217779_s_at LOC100132235 0 N.S N.S
217780_at C19orf56 0 N.S N.S
217781_s_at ZFP106 0 N.S N.S
217782_s_at GPS1 0 N.S N.S
217783_s_at YPEL5 0 1.1 3.04E-05 N.S
217786_at PRMT5 5 N.S N.S
217788_s_at GALNT2 0 N.S N.S
217789_at SNX6 0 N.S N.S
217790_s_at SSR3 0 N.S N.S
217791_s_at ALDH18A1 0 N.S N.S
217792_at SNX5 0 -1.2 5.31E-11 N.S
217794_at PRR13 0 N.S N.S
217795_s_at TMEM43 0 N.S N.S
217796_s_at NPLOC4 0 N.S N.S
217797_at UFC1 0 N.S N.S
217800_s_at NDFIP1 0 N.S 1.22 2.60E-04
217801_at ATP5E 0 N.S N.S
217803_at GOLPH3 0 N.S N.S
217805_at ILF3 0 N.S N.S
217806_s_at POLDIP2 0 N.S N.S
217807_s_at GLTSCR2 0 N.S 1.11 3.79E-05
217808_s_at MAPKAP1 0 N.S N.S
217809_at BZW2 0 N.S N.S
217811_at SELT 0 N.S N.S
217812_at YTHDF2 0 1.1 5.81E-03 N.S
217813_s_at SPIN1 0 N.S N.S
217814_at CCDC47 0 N.S N.S
217815_at SUPT16H 4 N.S N.S
217816_s_at PCNP 1 N.S 1.19 1.20E-17
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217819_at GOLGA7 0 N.S 1.07 2.90E-03
217822_at WBP11 0 N.S N.S
217826_s_at UBE2J1 0 -1.1 3.25E-02 -1.34 4.63E-14
217827_s_at SPG21 0 N.S -1.16 1.02E-12
217828_at SLTM 0 N.S N.S
217829_s_at USP39 0 N.S N.S
217830_s_at NSFL1C 0 1.2 5.08E-05 N.S
217833_at SYNCRIP 0 1.3 5.02E-15 -1.17 4.25E-05
217836_s_at YY1AP1 2 1.1 2.06E-05 N.S
217837_s_at VPS24 0 1.3 2.84E-16 1.57 3.27E-39
217838_s_at EVL 1 N.S -1.27 1.79E-11
217840_at DDX41 0 N.S -1.10 3.49E-02
217841_s_at PPME1 0 -1.4 2.76E-13 -1.21 2.79E-03
217843_s_at MED4 3 N.S 1.28 5.03E-13
217846_at QARS 0 N.S N.S
217848_s_at PPA1 0 N.S N.S
217850_at GNL3 1 1.1 4.46E-09 -1.17 7.83E-11
217851_s_at SLMO2 0 N.S N.S
217852_s_at ARL8B 0 1.1 1.07E-09 1.18 2.52E-11
217853_at TNS3 0 N.S N.S
217858_s_at ARMCX3 0 -1.3 6.65E-15 N.S
217860_at LOC732160 0 N.S N.S
217861_s_at PREB 0 N.S 1.31 6.59E-18
217862_at PIAS1 3 N.S -1.13 7.64E-04
217866_at CPSF7 0 1.1 2.05E-02 N.S
217868_s_at METTL9 0 N.S N.S
217869_at HSD17B12 0 N.S 1.13 5.77E-11
217870_s_at CMPK1 0 N.S N.S
217871_s_at MIF 10 N.S N.S
217872_at PIH1D1 0 N.S N.S
217873_at CAB39 0 N.S N.S
217874_at SUCLG1 0 N.S N.S
217877_s_at GPBP1L1 0 N.S N.S
217878_s_at CDC27 2 N.S N.S
217882_at TMEM111 0 1.2 3.84E-07 1.13 4.11E-06
217883_at MMADHC 0 1.1 8.78E-03 N.S
217884_at NAT10 2 N.S -1.14 2.35E-04
217885_at IPO9 0 N.S N.S
217886_at EPS15 0 -1.1 1.41E-02 N.S
217888_s_at ARFGAP1 0 N.S N.S
217892_s_at LIMA1 0 -1.1 1.48E-06 N.S
217893_s_at AKIRIN1 0 N.S N.S
217894_at KCTD3 0 N.S N.S
217895_at PTCD3 0 -1.1 4.44E-05 -1.14 1.19E-06
217896_s_at NIP30 0 N.S N.S
217898_at C15orf24 0 N.S N.S
217899_at TMEM214 0 N.S N.S
217900_at IARS2 0 N.S N.S
217901_at DSG2 0 -1.1 2.68E-02 1.11 3.11E-04
217902_s_at HERC2 3 -1.1 3.49E-04 N.S
217903_at STRN4 0 N.S N.S
217905_at C10orf119 1 1.1 9.08E-04 N.S
217906_at KLHDC2 0 1.1 1.93E-05 1.29 3.47E-30
217907_at MRPL18 0 N.S 1.16 4.48E-04
217908_s_at IQWD1 0 N.S N.S
217911_s_at BAG3 0 N.S N.S
217912_at DUS1L 0 N.S N.S
217913_at VPS4A 0 N.S N.S
217914_at TPCN1 0 N.S -1.21 2.31E-02
217915_s_at RSL24D1 0 1.1 3.33E-02 N.S
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217918_at DYNLRB1 0 N.S N.S
217919_s_at MRPL42 0 N.S N.S
217923_at PEF1 0 N.S N.S
217924_at C6orf106 0 N.S N.S
217926_at C19orf53 0 N.S N.S
217927_at SPCS1 0 N.S N.S
217928_s_at SAPS3 0 1.1 5.06E-03 N.S
217930_s_at TOLLIP 0 N.S 1.20 1.33E-07
217931_at CNPY3 0 N.S -1.31 3.20E-02
217932_at MRPS7 0 N.S N.S
217933_s_at LAP3 0 N.S N.S
217935_s_at UQCC 0 -1.2 2.57E-10 1.23 1.59E-15
217936_at ARHGAP5 0 N.S N.S
217938_s_at KCMF1 0 N.S -1.06 3.68E-02
217939_s_at AFTPH 0 -1.2 3.55E-08 N.S
217940_s_at CARKD 0 N.S N.S
217941_s_at ERBB2IP 0 N.S N.S
217942_at MRPS35 0 N.S N.S
217943_s_at MAP7D1 0 N.S N.S
217944_at POMGNT1 0 N.S N.S
217945_at BTBD1 0 N.S N.S
217946_s_at SAE1 3 N.S N.S
217947_at CMTM6 0 1.1 1.35E-07 1.23 2.15E-21
217949_s_at VKORC1 0 N.S N.S
217950_at NOSIP 0 N.S N.S
217955_at BCL2L13 0 N.S N.S
217956_s_at ENOPH1 0 N.S -1.19 3.76E-18
217957_at C16orf80 0 N.S N.S
217959_s_at TRAPPC4 0 N.S N.S
217960_s_at TOMM22 0 N.S N.S
217961_at SLC25A38 0 N.S N.S
217962_at NOP10 0 N.S N.S
217963_s_at NGFRAP1 0 N.S N.S
217964_at TTC19 0 N.S N.S
217965_s_at SAP30BP 0 N.S N.S
217966_s_at FAM129A 1 N.S 1.40 5.02E-18
217968_at TSSC1 0 N.S N.S
217969_at C11orf2 0 N.S N.S
217970_s_at CNOT6 1 N.S 1.14 6.14E-04
217971_at MAPKSP1 0 N.S 1.12 8.33E-05
217972_at CHCHD3 0 N.S -1.11 1.53E-07
217973_at DCXR 0 N.S N.S
217974_at TM7SF3 0 N.S 2.07 2.25E-33
217975_at WBP5 0 N.S N.S
217976_s_at DYNC1LI1 0 N.S N.S
217977_at SEPX1 0 -1.1 5.30E-04 -1.32 1.11E-07
217978_s_at UBE2Q1 0 N.S 1.11 2.12E-05
217980_s_at MRPL16 0 N.S N.S
217981_s_at FXC1 0 N.S N.S
217982_s_at MORF4L1 3 N.S N.S
217984_at RNASET2 0 N.S -1.84 1.23E-27
217986_s_at BAZ1A 0 -1.2 7.35E-05 N.S
217987_at ASNSD1 0 1.2 6.43E-20 N.S
217988_at CCNB1IP1 0 N.S 1.23 1.12E-24
217989_at HSD17B11 0 N.S -1.22 1.33E-07
217990_at GMPR2 0 N.S N.S
217992_s_at EFHD2 0 N.S N.S
217993_s_at MAT2B 0 -1.1 7.08E-03 N.S
217995_at SQRDL 0 N.S N.S
217997_at PHLDA1 0 N.S N.S
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218001_at MRPS2 0 1.1 2.01E-02 -1.11 4.98E-02
218003_s_at FKBP3 1 N.S N.S
218005_at ZNF22 0 N.S -1.13 2.19E-11
218007_s_at RPS27L 2 1.1 5.00E-02 1.41 4.36E-12
218008_at C7orf42 0 N.S N.S
218009_s_at PRC1 3 -1.3 8.06E-15 -1.48 8.04E-21
218011_at UBL5 0 N.S N.S
218014_at NUP85 0 N.S N.S
218016_s_at POLR3E 0 -1.2 2.17E-09 -1.16 1.95E-06
218017_s_at HGSNAT 0 N.S N.S
218018_at PDXK 1 N.S N.S
218020_s_at ZFAND3 0 N.S 1.12 5.74E-03
218021_at DHRS4 0 N.S N.S
218022_at VRK3 0 N.S N.S
218023_s_at FAM53C 0 1.2 1.72E-11 N.S
218024_at BRP44L 0 N.S N.S
218025_s_at PECI 0 N.S N.S
218026_at CCDC56 0 N.S N.S
218027_at MRPL15 1 N.S N.S
218032_at SNN 0 N.S N.S
218034_at FIS1 1 N.S N.S
218035_s_at RBM47 0 -1.1 1.39E-02 N.S
218039_at NUSAP1 0 N.S N.S
218040_at PRPF38B 0 -1.2 7.69E-04 N.S
218042_at COPS4 0 N.S N.S
218043_s_at AZI2 0 N.S N.S
218046_s_at MRPS16 0 N.S N.S
218047_at OSBPL9 0 N.S N.S
218048_at COMMD3 0 N.S N.S
218049_s_at MRPL13 0 N.S N.S
218050_at UFM1 0 1.2 1.19E-11 1.21 1.62E-09
218051_s_at NT5DC2 0 N.S N.S
218052_s_at ATP13A1 0 N.S N.S
218055_s_at WDR41 0 N.S N.S
218056_at BFAR 1 -1.2 5.17E-11 1.16 5.65E-09
218058_at CXXC1 1 N.S -1.33 2.38E-12
218059_at ZNF706 0 N.S N.S
218061_at MEA1 0 N.S N.S
218065_s_at TMEM9B 0 N.S 1.18 4.70E-12
218066_at SLC12A7 0 N.S N.S
218067_s_at ARGLU1 0 N.S N.S
218068_s_at ZNF672 0 N.S 1.12 3.53E-02
218069_at DCTPP1 0 N.S N.S
218070_s_at GMPPA 0 N.S N.S
218071_s_at MKRN2 0 1.1 2.30E-04 N.S
218072_at COMMD9 0 N.S 1.14 2.10E-02
218073_s_at TMEM48 0 N.S N.S
218074_at FAM96B 0 N.S N.S
218075_at AAAS 1 N.S N.S
218076_s_at ARHGAP17 0 N.S -1.30 7.99E-15
218077_s_at ZDHHC3 0 N.S N.S
218079_s_at GGNBP2 1 1.3 1.88E-20 N.S
218082_s_at UBP1 0 N.S N.S
218083_at PTGES2 0 N.S -1.13 3.00E-02
218085_at CHMP5 0 N.S N.S
218088_s_at RRAGC 0 N.S N.S
218089_at C20orf4 0 1.1 6.80E-05 N.S
218090_s_at BRWD2 0 N.S N.S
218093_s_at ANKRD10 0 -1.1 8.12E-06 N.S
218095_s_at TMEM165 0 -1.2 2.43E-13 N.S
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218096_at AGPAT5 0 N.S -1.21 1.39E-15
218097_s_at CUEDC2 0 N.S N.S
218099_at TEX2 0 N.S N.S
218100_s_at IFT57 0 N.S -1.21 1.89E-10
218101_s_at NDUFC2 1 N.S N.S
218102_at DERA 0 N.S 1.11 4.83E-04
218103_at FTSJ3 0 N.S N.S
218104_at TEX10 0 N.S -1.15 2.33E-07
218105_s_at MRPL4 0 N.S N.S
218106_s_at MRPS10 0 1.1 7.24E-10 1.13 1.26E-10
218107_at WDR26 0 -1.1 2.75E-07 N.S
218108_at UBR7 0 N.S N.S
218109_s_at MFSD1 0 N.S 1.13 2.50E-05
218110_at XAB2 4 N.S N.S
218111_s_at CMAS 0 N.S N.S
218112_at MRPS34 0 N.S N.S
218115_at ASF1B 6 N.S 1.24 8.49E-15
218116_at C9orf78 0 N.S 1.13 1.29E-03
218117_at RBX1 13 N.S N.S
218118_s_at TIMM23 0 N.S N.S
218122_s_at SENP2 0 N.S 1.13 2.25E-04
218123_at C21orf59 0 N.S -1.29 1.41E-17
218124_at RETSAT 0 N.S 1.99 1.45E-35
218125_s_at CCDC25 0 N.S N.S
218126_at FAM82A2 0 N.S N.S
218129_s_at NFYB 2 N.S N.S
218130_at C17orf62 0 -1.1 3.78E-05 -1.23 2.85E-12
218131_s_at GATAD2A 0 N.S N.S
218132_s_at TSEN34 0 N.S N.S
218133_s_at NIF3L1 0 -1.2 8.08E-18 -1.15 1.83E-13
218134_s_at RBM22 0 1.1 1.02E-03 N.S
218135_at ERGIC2 0 N.S N.S
218137_s_at SMAP1 0 N.S 1.09 1.28E-03
218138_at MKKS 0 -1.2 8.17E-16 N.S
218139_s_at MUDENG 0 -1.2 2.13E-12 1.21 2.26E-14
218142_s_at CRBN 0 N.S N.S
218143_s_at SCAMP2 0 N.S N.S
218145_at TRIB3 1 N.S -1.11 2.34E-02
218147_s_at GLT8D1 0 -1.3 1.99E-19 N.S
218149_s_at ZNF395 0 -1.3 3.53E-16 -2.51 1.97E-26
218150_at ARL5A 0 N.S N.S
218152_at HMG20A 0 -1.2 9.31E-14 N.S
218153_at CARS2 0 N.S -1.16 2.28E-07
218154_at GSDMD 0 N.S N.S
218158_s_at APPL1 0 -1.1 1.84E-02 -1.16 1.46E-04
218159_at DDRGK1 1 N.S N.S
218160_at NDUFA8 0 N.S N.S
218161_s_at CLN6 0 N.S N.S
218163_at MCTS1 4 N.S N.S
218164_at SPATA20 0 N.S N.S
218165_at C1orf149 0 N.S N.S
218166_s_at RSF1 0 -1.3 2.90E-15 N.S
218167_at AMZ2 0 N.S 1.23 1.21E-14
218168_s_at CABC1 1 N.S 1.75 7.52E-32
218170_at ISOC1 0 N.S N.S
218171_at VPS4B 0 N.S 1.15 1.19E-06
218172_s_at DERL1 0 1.1 7.67E-03 N.S
218174_s_at C10orf57 0 N.S N.S
218176_at MAGEF1 0 -1.2 2.07E-05 1.13 6.52E-03
218178_s_at CHMP1B 0 1.1 5.37E-07 N.S
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218179_s_at C4orf41 0 -1.2 1.12E-04 N.S
218181_s_at MAP4K4 0 N.S 1.55 1.92E-10
218183_at C16orf5 0 N.S 2.08 2.57E-12
218184_at TULP4 0 -1.1 8.09E-04 1.10 9.63E-03
218185_s_at ARMC1 0 N.S 1.11 1.17E-02
218187_s_at C8orf33 0 1.2 1.73E-05 N.S
218188_s_at TIMM13 0 N.S N.S
218189_s_at NANS 0 N.S N.S
218190_s_at UCRC 0 N.S N.S
218191_s_at LMBRD1 0 -1.2 7.26E-17 N.S
218192_at IP6K2 1 1.2 7.83E-11 1.20 4.64E-12
218193_s_at GOLT1B 0 1.2 5.91E-09 1.15 1.35E-09
218194_at REXO2 0 N.S N.S
218195_at C6orf211 0 N.S N.S
218196_at OSTM1 0 N.S 1.17 2.05E-02
218197_s_at OXR1 4 N.S N.S
218198_at DHX32 0 -1.2 6.63E-12 N.S
218201_at NDUFB2 0 N.S N.S
218203_at ALG5 0 1.2 9.29E-12 N.S
218204_s_at FYCO1 0 -1.3 5.92E-08 N.S
218205_s_at MKNK2 0 N.S N.S
218208_at LOC100131178 0 N.S N.S
218209_s_at RPRD1A 0 -1.4 1.37E-18 N.S
218210_at FN3KRP 0 N.S 1.08 3.46E-02
218211_s_at MLPH 0 N.S N.S
218212_s_at MOCS2 0 N.S 1.28 4.06E-08
218213_s_at C11orf10 0 N.S N.S
218214_at C12orf44 0 -1.1 4.65E-02 -1.13 8.94E-04
218215_s_at NR1H2 0 N.S N.S
218217_at SCPEP1 0 N.S N.S
218218_at APPL2 0 N.S N.S
218219_s_at LANCL2 0 1.3 1.88E-21 1.24 1.11E-10
218220_at C12orf10 0 N.S N.S
218221_at ARNT 8 N.S N.S
218223_s_at PLEKHO1 0 -1.1 4.15E-02 -1.33 3.03E-20
218224_at PNMA1 0 N.S -1.10 1.34E-04
218225_at ECSIT 0 N.S N.S
218226_s_at NDUFB4 0 N.S N.S
218227_at NUBP2 0 N.S N.S
218228_s_at TNKS2 0 N.S N.S
218229_s_at POGK 0 N.S N.S
218230_at ARFIP1 0 -1.2 1.93E-07 1.19 2.77E-07
218231_at NAGK 0 -1.2 4.74E-14 N.S
218233_s_at PRICKLE4 0 N.S N.S
218235_s_at UTP11L 0 N.S N.S
218236_s_at PRKD3 0 -1.1 1.59E-02 -1.23 7.43E-06
218237_s_at SLC38A1 1 N.S -1.16 4.09E-06
218239_s_at GTPBP4 0 1.1 2.46E-03 N.S
218241_at GOLGA5 1 N.S N.S
218242_s_at SUV420H1 0 N.S 1.37 8.62E-12
218243_at RUFY1 0 N.S N.S
218244_at NOL8 0 N.S N.S
218247_s_at MEX3C 0 N.S N.S
218248_at FAM111A 0 N.S N.S
218249_at ZDHHC6 0 -1.1 5.14E-08 N.S
218250_s_at CNOT7 1 N.S -1.06 2.42E-02
218251_at MID1IP1 0 N.S N.S
218252_at CKAP2 1 -1.1 8.50E-05 1.14 7.58E-04
218253_s_at LGTN 0 N.S N.S
218254_s_at SAR1B 0 N.S N.S
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218255_s_at FBRS 0 N.S N.S
218257_s_at UGCGL1 0 N.S N.S
218258_at POLR1D 0 N.S N.S
218259_at MKL2 0 -1.2 3.18E-10 N.S
218260_at DDA1 1 N.S N.S
218263_s_at ZBED5 0 -1.3 6.63E-12 N.S
218264_at BCCIP 9 N.S N.S
218265_at SECISBP2 1 N.S N.S
218267_at CINP 1 N.S N.S
218268_at TBC1D15 0 N.S N.S
218269_at RNASEN 2 -1.2 5.25E-07 N.S
218270_at MRPL24 0 N.S N.S
218271_s_at PARL 7 N.S 1.09 2.90E-04
218273_s_at PPM2C 0 N.S N.S
218275_at SLC25A10 0 N.S N.S
218276_s_at SAV1 0 N.S N.S
218277_s_at DHX40 0 N.S N.S
218278_at LOC649169 0 N.S N.S
218281_at MRPL48 0 N.S N.S
218282_at EDEM2 0 N.S N.S
218283_at SS18L2 0 N.S N.S
218284_at SMAD3 13 N.S N.S
218285_s_at BDH2 0 N.S N.S
218286_s_at RNF7 3 N.S N.S
218287_s_at EIF2C1 0 N.S N.S
218288_s_at CCDC90B 0 N.S 2.03 2.98E-45
218289_s_at UBA5 0 N.S N.S
218290_at PLEKHJ1 0 N.S N.S
218291_at ROBLD3 0 N.S 1.24 2.28E-02
218294_s_at NUP50 1 N.S N.S
218297_at C10orf97 0 N.S N.S
218298_s_at C14orf159 0 N.S N.S
218301_at RNPEPL1 0 N.S N.S
218302_at PSENEN 0 N.S N.S
218304_s_at OSBPL11 0 N.S N.S
218305_at IPO4 0 N.S -1.13 1.54E-03
218306_s_at HERC1 0 N.S -1.20 1.76E-06
218307_at RSAD1 0 N.S N.S
218308_at TACC3 0 N.S -1.33 1.79E-09
218310_at RABGEF1 0 N.S N.S
218311_at MAP4K3 1 N.S N.S
218314_s_at C11orf57 0 1.1 2.37E-03 N.S
218315_s_at CDK5RAP1 1 N.S N.S
218316_at TIMM9 0 N.S N.S
218318_s_at NLK 0 -1.2 5.25E-06 N.S
218319_at PELI1 0 1.1 1.86E-02 -1.14 6.95E-05
218320_s_at NDUFB11 0 N.S N.S
218322_s_at ACSL5 0 N.S N.S
218324_s_at SPATS2 0 -1.2 4.11E-11 N.S
218326_s_at LGR4 0 N.S N.S
218327_s_at SNAP29 0 N.S N.S
218328_at COQ4 0 N.S N.S
218330_s_at NAV2 0 -1.2 6.59E-07 N.S
218331_s_at C10orf18 0 N.S N.S
218333_at DERL2 0 N.S 1.15 7.33E-03
218334_at THOC7 0 N.S N.S
218336_at PFDN2 0 N.S N.S
218337_at FAM160B2 0 N.S N.S
218339_at MRPL22 0 N.S N.S
218340_s_at UBA6 0 -1.2 5.19E-04 N.S
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218341_at PPCS 0 N.S N.S
218343_s_at GTF3C3 0 N.S N.S
218344_s_at RCOR3 0 N.S N.S
218346_s_at SESN1 6 1.8 8.69E-18 5.28 1.41E-46
218347_at TYW1 0 -1.1 1.44E-02 N.S
218348_s_at ZC3H7A 0 1.2 3.93E-10 1.48 1.03E-34
218349_s_at ZWILCH 1 N.S N.S
218350_s_at GMNN 18 1.3 4.47E-18 N.S
218351_at COMMD8 0 N.S N.S
218352_at RCBTB1 0 N.S N.S
218354_at TRAPPC2L 0 N.S N.S
218355_at KIF4A 1 N.S -1.16 2.64E-03
218357_s_at TIMM8B 0 N.S N.S
218358_at CRELD2 0 N.S 1.16 4.49E-04
218361_at GOLPH3L 0 -1.5 1.31E-22 N.S
218362_s_at DIS3 0 1.2 5.05E-03 N.S
218363_at EXD2 0 -1.1 1.07E-02 N.S
218364_at LRRFIP2 0 N.S 1.10 1.93E-02
218365_s_at DARS2 0 N.S -1.18 1.37E-06
218370_s_at S100PBP 0 -1.8 9.57E-27 N.S
218372_at MED9 0 1.1 1.03E-03 N.S
218373_at AKTIP 0 N.S N.S
218374_s_at C12orf4 0 N.S N.S
218375_at NUDT9 0 -1.1 1.16E-04 -1.18 2.96E-07
218376_s_at MICAL1 0 N.S -1.18 4.01E-04
218377_s_at RWDD2B 0 -1.1 2.26E-04 1.10 2.05E-04
218378_s_at PRKRIP1 0 N.S 1.21 3.28E-04
218379_at RBM7 0 -1.1 4.50E-05 N.S
218381_s_at U2AF2 0 N.S N.S
218383_at HAUS4 0 N.S N.S
218384_at CARHSP1 0 N.S N.S
218385_at MRPS18A 0 N.S N.S
218388_at PGLS 1 N.S N.S
218389_s_at APH1A 0 N.S N.S
218391_at SNF8 0 N.S N.S
218393_s_at SMU1 0 N.S N.S
218394_at ROGDI 0 N.S N.S
218395_at ACTR6 0 N.S N.S
218396_at VPS13C 0 N.S N.S
218397_at FANCL 18 -1.3 1.31E-13 N.S
218399_s_at CDCA4 0 1.3 1.30E-15 -1.13 4.94E-03
218400_at OAS3 0 N.S N.S
218401_s_at ZNF281 0 1.1 3.00E-02 N.S
218403_at TRIAP1 1 1.5 1.39E-29 2.15 2.22E-44
218404_at SNX10 0 -1.1 5.56E-09 -1.17 6.67E-09
218405_at ABT1 0 N.S N.S
218408_at TIMM10 0 N.S N.S
218411_s_at MBIP 0 N.S N.S
218414_s_at NDE1 0 -1.3 1.64E-12 N.S
218415_at VPS33B 0 N.S 1.35 6.63E-12
218419_s_at TMUB2 0 N.S N.S
218420_s_at C13orf23 0 N.S N.S
218421_at CERK 0 N.S -1.28 1.84E-13
218422_s_at RBM26 0 N.S N.S
218424_s_at STEAP3 1 N.S N.S
218426_s_at RNF216 0 -1.2 2.07E-03 N.S
218427_at SDCCAG3 0 N.S -1.23 3.39E-09
218428_s_at REV1 111 N.S N.S
218429_s_at C19orf66 0 N.S N.S
218430_s_at RFX7 0 N.S 1.66 4.44E-20
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218431_at C14orf133 0 -1.3 9.52E-16 N.S
218432_at FBXO3 0 N.S N.S
218433_at PANK3 0 N.S N.S
218434_s_at AACS 0 N.S N.S
218435_at DNAJC15 0 N.S N.S
218436_at SIL1 0 N.S N.S
218437_s_at LZTFL1 0 N.S -1.24 4.03E-02
218439_s_at COMMD10 0 N.S N.S
218440_at MCCC1 0 N.S N.S
218441_s_at RPAP1 0 N.S N.S
218443_s_at DAZAP1 0 N.S -1.12 1.67E-04
218446_s_at FAM18B 0 N.S N.S
218447_at C16orf61 0 N.S N.S
218448_at C20orf11 0 N.S N.S
218449_at UFSP2 0 N.S N.S
218452_at SMARCAL1 6 -1.3 8.77E-08 N.S
218455_at NFS1 0 -1.1 7.86E-06 -1.13 4.96E-07
218456_at CAPRIN2 0 -1.2 1.19E-06 1.16 1.90E-06
218458_at GMCL1 0 -1.3 3.73E-10 N.S
218459_at TOR3A 0 1.2 1.48E-13 1.15 2.03E-07
218460_at HEATR2 0 N.S -1.22 1.56E-12
218461_at GPN3 0 N.S 1.09 1.34E-02
218462_at BXDC5 0 N.S N.S
218463_s_at MUS81 71 -1.2 1.03E-13 -1.11 9.78E-05
218465_at TMEM33 0 -1.1 5.91E-03 N.S
218467_at PSMG2 0 N.S N.S
218470_at YARS2 0 N.S N.S
218471_s_at BBS1 0 N.S 1.23 3.38E-10
218473_s_at GLT25D1 0 N.S N.S
218474_s_at KCTD5 0 N.S -1.11 4.12E-03
218477_at TMEM14A 0 N.S N.S
218478_s_at ZCCHC8 0 -1.2 1.24E-08 N.S
218479_s_at XPO4 0 N.S N.S
218481_at EXOSC5 0 N.S N.S
218482_at ENY2 0 N.S N.S
218483_s_at C11orf60 0 N.S N.S
218487_at ALAD 6 N.S N.S
218488_at EIF2B3 0 -1.1 2.27E-06 N.S
218490_s_at ZNF302 0 -1.3 1.66E-15 1.14 1.41E-04
218491_s_at THYN1 0 N.S N.S
218492_s_at THAP7 0 N.S N.S
218493_at SNRNP25 0 N.S N.S
218494_s_at SLC2A4RG 0 N.S N.S
218495_at UXT 1 N.S N.S
218496_at RNASEH1 0 1.3 1.93E-13 N.S
218498_s_at ERO1L 0 N.S -1.45 1.59E-13
218499_at RP6-213H19.1 0 N.S -1.22 3.05E-19
218501_at ARHGEF3 0 1.3 8.32E-07 1.36 2.08E-14
218503_at KIAA1797 0 N.S -1.30 4.15E-12
218507_at C7orf68 0 -1.6 1.68E-15 -1.64 1.19E-14
218508_at DCP1A 0 N.S N.S
218511_s_at PNPO 0 -1.1 2.86E-05 N.S
218512_at WDR12 1 N.S -1.07 3.18E-03
218513_at C4orf43 0 N.S N.S
218514_at C17orf71 0 N.S N.S
218515_at C21orf66 0 N.S N.S
218516_s_at IMPAD1 0 N.S N.S
218517_at PHF17 0 N.S N.S
218518_at FAM13B 0 N.S 1.22 1.59E-09
218519_at SLC35A5 0 N.S 1.18 4.86E-07
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218520_at TBK1 0 N.S 1.22 1.61E-15
218521_s_at UBE2W 0 N.S N.S
218524_at E4F1 0 N.S N.S
218525_s_at HIF1AN 1 -1.1 3.70E-02 N.S
218526_s_at RANGRF 0 N.S -1.16 6.19E-03
218527_at APTX 20 N.S 1.62 3.87E-37
218528_s_at RNF38 0 N.S N.S
218529_at CD320 0 N.S N.S
218531_at TMEM134 0 N.S N.S
218532_s_at FAM134B 0 -1.3 2.60E-02 N.S
218533_s_at UCKL1 0 N.S N.S
218534_s_at AGGF1 1 -1.2 6.50E-11 1.11 4.16E-04
218535_s_at RIOK2 0 N.S N.S
218536_at MRS2 0 -1.1 5.96E-04 N.S
218539_at FBXO34 0 N.S N.S
218542_at CEP55 0 -1.1 1.40E-06 -1.36 4.63E-16
218543_s_at PARP12 0 N.S -1.16 7.02E-04
218544_s_at RCL1 0 1.1 4.46E-02 N.S
218545_at CCDC91 0 N.S N.S
218547_at DHDDS 0 N.S 1.18 4.36E-08
218549_s_at FAM82B 0 N.S 1.10 1.30E-04
218550_s_at LRRC20 0 -1.2 5.38E-03 N.S
218552_at ECHDC2 0 N.S N.S
218555_at ANAPC2 0 N.S N.S
218556_at ORMDL2 0 N.S N.S
218557_at NIT2 1 N.S N.S
218558_s_at MRPL39 0 N.S 1.31 1.91E-23
218561_s_at LYRM4 0 N.S N.S
218562_s_at TMEM57 0 1.4 7.92E-09 1.75 6.26E-31
218563_at NDUFA3 0 N.S N.S
218564_at RFWD3 1 1.2 3.16E-06 N.S
218565_at C9orf114 0 N.S N.S
218566_s_at CHORDC1 0 -1.3 2.55E-21 -1.14 3.18E-02
218568_at AGK 0 N.S N.S
218570_at KBTBD4 0 N.S N.S
218571_s_at CHMP4A 0 N.S N.S
218573_at MAGEH1 0 N.S N.S
218574_s_at LMCD1 0 -1.2 1.73E-03 N.S
218575_at ANAPC1 0 N.S N.S
218576_s_at DUSP12 0 1.2 2.60E-07 N.S
218577_at LRRC40 0 -1.1 1.54E-02 1.13 4.56E-02
218578_at CDC73 3 -1.2 1.72E-06 N.S
218579_s_at DHX35 0 N.S N.S
218581_at ABHD4 0 N.S 1.43 1.03E-21
218582_at MARCH5 0 N.S N.S
218583_s_at DCUN1D1 0 -1.1 1.11E-04 1.14 5.46E-10
218584_at TCTN1 0 N.S N.S
218585_s_at DTL 6 1.2 6.47E-10 N.S
218586_at C20orf20 0 N.S -1.25 1.85E-09
218587_s_at KTELC1 0 N.S 1.32 6.77E-16
218588_s_at FAM114A2 0 -1.1 2.76E-03 N.S
218589_at P2RY5 0 N.S 1.37 4.44E-02
218590_at C10orf2 1 N.S -1.22 3.41E-09
218591_s_at NOL10 0 N.S N.S
218592_s_at CECR5 0 N.S -1.32 5.55E-19
218593_at RBM28 0 N.S N.S
218594_at HEATR1 0 N.S N.S
218597_s_at CISD1 0 N.S N.S
218598_at RINT1 1 N.S N.S
218599_at REC8 6 N.S N.S
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218602_s_at HAUS6 0 N.S N.S
218603_at HECA 0 N.S N.S
218604_at LEMD3 0 N.S N.S
218605_at TFB2M 0 1.2 1.31E-08 N.S
218606_at ZDHHC7 0 N.S N.S
218607_s_at SDAD1 0 N.S N.S
218609_s_at NUDT2 0 N.S N.S
218610_s_at CPPED1 0 N.S N.S
218611_at IER5 2 1.6 4.45E-34 1.46 3.20E-33
218614_at C12orf35 0 -1.2 8.25E-05 N.S
218615_s_at TMEM39A 0 N.S N.S
218616_at INTS12 0 N.S N.S
218617_at TRIT1 0 N.S -1.11 1.80E-06
218618_s_at FNDC3B 0 -1.2 9.50E-03 N.S
218619_s_at SUV39H1 6 N.S N.S
218622_at NUP37 0 N.S N.S
218624_s_at MGC2752 0 N.S 1.13 1.35E-02
218626_at EIF4ENIF1 0 -1.2 2.71E-10 N.S
218627_at DRAM 2 1.4 1.22E-08 2.08 9.20E-35
218628_at CCDC53 0 N.S N.S
218630_at MKS1 0 -1.1 2.10E-02 N.S
218632_at HECTD3 0 N.S N.S
218634_at PHLDA3 0 1.5 1.85E-22 2.42 2.46E-38
218636_s_at MAN1B1 0 N.S N.S
218637_at IMPACT 1509 N.S N.S
218640_s_at PLEKHF2 0 -1.2 2.15E-06 N.S
218641_at LOC65998 0 N.S N.S
218642_s_at CHCHD7 0 1.4 1.57E-23 1.24 2.15E-15
218643_s_at CRIPT 0 N.S N.S
218645_at ZNF277 0 N.S 1.14 3.86E-06
218646_at C4orf27 0 N.S N.S
218647_s_at YRDC 0 1.3 6.63E-12 -1.17 2.02E-05
218648_at CRTC3 0 N.S N.S
218650_at DGCR8 1 N.S N.S
218652_s_at PIGG 0 N.S N.S
218653_at SLC25A15 0 N.S 1.24 7.47E-08
218654_s_at MRPS33 0 N.S N.S
218655_s_at CCDC49 0 N.S N.S
218656_s_at LHFP 0 N.S 1.36 4.62E-06
218658_s_at ACTR8 0 N.S 1.16 2.46E-03
218659_at ASXL2 0 -1.3 7.87E-15 N.S
218661_at NAT15 0 N.S N.S
218663_at NCAPG 0 N.S N.S
218664_at MECR 0 N.S N.S
218666_s_at STX17 0 N.S N.S
218667_at PJA1 0 -1.1 2.16E-04 N.S
218669_at RAP2C 0 N.S N.S
218670_at PUS1 0 N.S -1.17 1.58E-03
218671_s_at ATPIF1 0 N.S N.S
218672_at SCNM1 0 N.S N.S
218673_s_at ATG7 3 N.S N.S
218674_at C5orf44 0 N.S 1.21 1.09E-02
218676_s_at PCTP 0 N.S N.S
218679_s_at VPS28 0 N.S N.S
218681_s_at SDF2L1 0 N.S N.S
218682_s_at SLC4A1AP 0 N.S 1.09 3.56E-03
218683_at PTBP2 0 N.S N.S
218684_at LRRC8D 0 -1.2 8.57E-09 -1.23 3.06E-17
218685_s_at SMUG1 18 -1.3 3.25E-10 1.22 3.34E-07
218688_at DAK 1 N.S N.S
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218689_at FANCF 18 -1.3 7.51E-09 N.S
218692_at GOLSYN 0 N.S -1.34 6.23E-09
218693_at TSPAN15 0 N.S N.S
218694_at ARMCX1 0 N.S N.S
218696_at EIF2AK3 2 N.S N.S
218698_at APIP 1 N.S N.S
218699_at RAB7L1 0 -1.2 1.77E-06 N.S
218701_at LACTB2 0 N.S N.S
218703_at SEC22A 0 -1.2 1.11E-08 1.38 2.41E-22
218705_s_at SNX24 0 N.S N.S
218706_s_at GRAMD3 0 N.S 1.43 5.03E-15
218708_at NXT1 0 1.2 2.58E-08 -1.21 1.78E-06
218709_s_at IFT52 0 N.S N.S
218710_at TTC27 0 N.S N.S
218712_at C1orf109 0 N.S N.S
218713_at NARG2 0 N.S N.S
218715_at UTP6 0 -1.1 2.30E-10 N.S
218719_s_at GINS3 1 1.4 1.11E-18 N.S
218721_s_at C1orf27 0 N.S N.S
218722_s_at CCDC51 0 -1.3 1.93E-16 N.S
218723_s_at C13orf15 0 N.S -1.56 3.80E-16
218726_at HJURP 1 -1.5 6.45E-18 -1.35 1.06E-11
218728_s_at CNIH4 0 N.S N.S
218729_at LXN 0 N.S N.S
218732_at PTRH2 0 N.S -1.31 1.53E-10
218733_at MSL2 0 N.S 1.21 3.52E-05
218735_s_at ZNF544 0 N.S N.S
218738_s_at RNF138 0 1.1 1.12E-05 N.S
218739_at ABHD5 0 N.S N.S
218740_s_at CDK5RAP3 3 N.S N.S
218741_at CENPM 0 N.S N.S
218743_at CHMP6 0 N.S N.S
218746_at TAPBPL 0 N.S 1.24 6.01E-10
218748_s_at EXOC5 0 N.S N.S
218751_s_at FBXW7 8 N.S 1.58 2.40E-21
218753_at XKR8 0 N.S N.S
218754_at NOL9 0 N.S N.S
218755_at KIF20A 0 -1.6 7.08E-26 -1.67 9.71E-17
218756_s_at DHRS11 0 N.S N.S
218757_s_at UPF3B 0 N.S 1.14 1.76E-05
218760_at COQ6 0 N.S N.S
218761_at RNF111 0 N.S 1.21 9.83E-10
218763_at STX18 0 -1.1 9.08E-04 N.S
218764_at PRKCH 0 N.S N.S
218766_s_at WARS2 0 N.S 1.11 5.76E-04
218767_at REXO4 0 N.S N.S
218768_at NUP107 0 N.S N.S
218769_s_at ANKRA2 0 1.2 4.30E-07 2.39 2.19E-39
218770_s_at TMEM39B 0 N.S N.S
218771_at PANK4 0 N.S N.S
218774_at DCPS 0 N.S N.S
218776_s_at TMEM62 0 N.S N.S
218777_at REEP4 0 N.S N.S
218781_at SMC6 34 -1.1 3.11E-06 1.08 1.89E-02
218782_s_at ATAD2 1 N.S N.S
218788_s_at SMYD3 0 N.S -1.17 1.57E-07
218789_s_at C11orf71 0 N.S 1.11 1.90E-02
218791_s_at C15orf29 0 -1.3 1.02E-22 N.S
218794_s_at TXNL4B 0 1.1 3.63E-06 1.12 8.87E-07
218795_at ACP6 0 N.S N.S
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218797_s_at SIRT7 4 N.S 1.13 2.42E-02
218799_at GPN2 0 N.S N.S
218801_at UGCGL2 0 N.S N.S
218802_at CCDC109B 0 N.S N.S
218803_at CHFR 6 N.S N.S
218809_at PANK2 0 N.S 1.16 2.32E-11
218810_at ZC3H12A 0 1.4 6.10E-18 N.S
218812_s_at ORAI2 0 N.S -1.19 5.67E-05
218813_s_at SH3GLB2 0 N.S N.S
218817_at SPCS3 0 N.S N.S
218823_s_at KCTD9 0 1.1 7.17E-05 1.11 1.26E-02
218826_at SLC35F2 0 1.2 1.43E-09 N.S
218827_s_at CEP192 0 -1.1 2.51E-02 N.S
218830_at RPL26L1 0 N.S N.S
218833_at ZAK 7 N.S N.S
218836_at RPP21 0 N.S N.S
218837_s_at UBE2D4 0 N.S N.S
218838_s_at TTC31 0 N.S N.S
218840_s_at NADSYN1 0 N.S 1.27 7.30E-12
218841_at ASB8 0 N.S 1.10 1.73E-02
218842_at RPAP3 1 N.S N.S
218845_at DUSP22 1 -1.1 7.49E-07 N.S
218846_at MED23 0 N.S 1.36 5.40E-17
218848_at THOC6 0 N.S N.S
218850_s_at LIMD1 0 -1.2 1.17E-07 -1.18 2.20E-04
218852_at PPP2R3C 0 1.2 5.97E-12 1.09 8.84E-05
218853_s_at MOSPD1 0 1.2 1.69E-07 1.60 1.43E-38
218854_at DSE 5 N.S 1.49 3.85E-33
218859_s_at ESF1 0 N.S N.S
218860_at NOC4L 0 N.S N.S
218866_s_at POLR3K 0 N.S N.S
218867_s_at C12orf49 0 N.S N.S
218868_at ACTR3B 0 -1.1 6.70E-03 N.S
218870_at ARHGAP15 0 N.S -1.48 1.31E-30
218872_at TESC 0 N.S N.S
218873_at GON4L 0 -1.1 3.30E-02 N.S
218875_s_at FBXO5 6 N.S N.S
218877_s_at TRMT11 0 N.S N.S
218878_s_at SIRT1 80 1.3 6.61E-10 N.S
218879_s_at MTHFSD 0 N.S N.S
218882_s_at WDR3 0 -1.1 2.71E-04 -1.24 8.97E-09
218883_s_at MLF1IP 0 1.3 3.04E-25 1.33 2.62E-23
218884_s_at GUF1 0 N.S 1.11 2.47E-02
218886_at PAK1IP1 0 N.S -1.25 1.76E-05
218887_at MRPL2 0 N.S N.S
218888_s_at NETO2 0 N.S N.S
218889_at NOC3L 0 -1.2 1.99E-11 -1.13 2.87E-03
218893_at ISOC2 0 N.S N.S
218894_s_at MAGOHB 0 N.S N.S
218895_at GPATCH3 0 N.S N.S
218896_s_at C17orf85 0 N.S N.S
218897_at TMEM177 0 -1.2 1.23E-06 N.S
218898_at FAM57A 0 N.S -1.38 2.42E-13
218902_at NOTCH1 12 N.S 1.66 2.94E-24
218903_s_at OBFC2B 0 N.S N.S
218904_s_at C9orf40 0 -1.4 6.00E-24 N.S
218905_at INTS8 0 -1.1 1.33E-03 -1.17 3.39E-10
218907_s_at LRRC61 0 N.S N.S
218909_at RPS6KC1 0 -1.2 7.73E-07 N.S
218911_at YEATS4 0 1.2 2.53E-09 N.S
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218912_at GCC1 0 1.1 4.57E-03 N.S
218913_s_at GMIP 0 N.S N.S
218916_at ZNF768 0 N.S N.S
218919_at ZFAND1 0 N.S N.S
218920_at FLJ10404 0 N.S N.S
218924_s_at CTBS 1 N.S N.S
218926_at MYNN 0 N.S 1.12 2.04E-03
218927_s_at CHST12 0 -1.2 2.13E-05 -1.42 9.17E-15
218929_at CDKN2AIP 1 N.S 1.17 1.11E-03
218930_s_at TMEM106B 0 -1.2 2.02E-05 N.S
218932_at ZNHIT6 0 N.S N.S
218936_s_at CCDC59 0 1.2 7.33E-04 N.S
218937_at ZNF434 0 N.S N.S
218938_at FBXL15 0 N.S N.S
218940_at C14orf138 0 1.2 1.70E-07 N.S
218945_at C16orf68 0 N.S N.S
218946_at NFU1 0 N.S N.S
218947_s_at MTPAP 0 N.S N.S
218949_s_at QRSL1 0 -1.1 5.04E-11 -1.09 1.45E-04
218951_s_at PLCXD1 0 -1.2 2.09E-02 -1.38 9.95E-12
218956_s_at PTCD1 0 N.S N.S
218957_s_at PAAF1 0 -1.2 1.21E-14 N.S
218961_s_at PNKP 8 N.S -1.12 4.50E-03
218962_s_at TMEM168 0 N.S 2.01 1.01E-40
218966_at MYO5C 0 N.S N.S
218967_s_at PTER 2 N.S N.S
218968_s_at ZFP64 0 N.S N.S
218969_at Magmas 0 N.S N.S
218970_s_at CUTC 0 N.S -1.21 6.34E-16
218971_s_at WDR91 0 -1.2 1.16E-08 N.S
218972_at TTC17 0 -1.2 1.46E-08 N.S
218973_at EFTUD1 0 N.S -1.16 2.94E-04
218974_at SOBP 4 N.S -1.34 1.53E-09
218977_s_at TRNAU1AP 0 N.S 1.18 1.13E-02
218979_at RMI1 8 N.S 1.16 7.22E-06
218981_at ACN9 0 N.S N.S
218982_s_at MRPS17 0 N.S N.S
218983_at C1RL 0 -1.1 1.23E-02 1.22 3.77E-05
218984_at PUS7 0 N.S -1.21 2.90E-09
218986_s_at DDX60 0 N.S -1.47 1.27E-18
218987_at ATF7IP 0 N.S N.S
218988_at SLC35E3 0 1.2 2.27E-03 1.82 5.06E-27
218992_at C9orf46 0 N.S N.S
218993_at RNMTL1 0 N.S N.S
218996_at TFPT 0 N.S N.S
218997_at POLR1E 0 1.1 1.41E-03 N.S
218998_at C9orf6 0 N.S N.S
218999_at TMEM140 0 -1.3 1.50E-03 -1.20 1.16E-02
219001_s_at WDR32 0 N.S N.S
219002_at FASTKD1 0 -1.2 4.25E-10 N.S
219003_s_at MANEA 0 N.S N.S
219004_s_at C21orf45 0 N.S N.S
219006_at NDUFAF4 0 N.S -1.19 4.49E-04
219007_at NUP43 0 -1.1 2.25E-07 N.S
219012_s_at C11orf30 0 -1.3 5.12E-07 N.S
219013_at GALNT11 0 N.S N.S
219014_at PLAC8 0 N.S N.S
219016_at FASTKD5 0 N.S N.S
219021_at RNF121 0 N.S 1.19 5.69E-04
219022_at C12orf43 0 N.S N.S
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219023_at C4orf16 0 N.S N.S
219025_at CD248 0 N.S N.S
219027_s_at MYO9A 0 N.S N.S
219029_at C5orf28 0 N.S N.S
219030_at TPRKB 0 N.S N.S
219031_s_at NIP7 1 1.3 2.58E-10 N.S
219033_at PARP8 0 -1.2 1.39E-07 -1.17 1.15E-03
219034_at PARP16 0 N.S N.S
219035_s_at RNF34 0 N.S N.S
219038_at MORC4 0 N.S N.S
219041_s_at REPIN1 0 N.S -1.25 3.24E-10
219043_s_at LOC285359 0 N.S N.S
219045_at RHOF 0 N.S -1.17 2.91E-05
219052_at HPS6 0 N.S N.S
219053_s_at VPS37C 0 N.S N.S
219055_at SRBD1 0 -1.2 5.65E-09 N.S
219060_at WDYHV1 0 N.S N.S
219061_s_at LAGE3 0 N.S N.S
219062_s_at ZCCHC2 0 -1.3 1.20E-08 N.S
219063_at C1orf35 0 N.S N.S
219065_s_at MEMO1 0 N.S N.S
219066_at PPCDC 0 1.1 1.28E-04 N.S
219067_s_at NSMCE4A 0 N.S N.S
219069_at ANKRD49 0 N.S N.S
219074_at TMEM184C 0 N.S 1.22 1.74E-08
219076_s_at PXMP2 0 N.S N.S
219077_s_at WWOX 12 N.S N.S
219078_at GPATCH2 0 N.S N.S
219079_at CYB5R4 0 N.S N.S
219080_s_at CTPS2 0 N.S -1.15 7.07E-08
219086_at ZNF839 0 N.S N.S
219089_s_at ZNF576 0 N.S N.S
219092_s_at IPPK 0 N.S N.S
219098_at MYBBP1A 0 N.S N.S
219099_at C12orf5 1 1.6 3.42E-27 2.24 8.92E-44
219100_at OBFC1 0 N.S N.S
219104_at RNF141 0 N.S N.S
219109_at SPAG16 0 N.S -1.14 3.56E-02
219110_at GAR1 0 N.S N.S
219111_s_at DDX54 0 N.S N.S
219112_at RAPGEF6 0 -1.2 1.32E-03 N.S
219116_s_at DCUN1D2 0 1.2 2.52E-03 N.S
219117_s_at FKBP11 0 N.S N.S
219119_at LSM8 0 N.S N.S
219120_at C2orf44 0 -1.2 4.56E-02 N.S
219122_s_at THG1L 0 N.S N.S
219123_at ZNF232 0 -1.4 6.09E-23 N.S
219124_at C8orf41 0 -1.1 2.88E-05 N.S
219125_s_at RAG1AP1 0 N.S N.S
219126_at PHF10 0 -1.2 2.77E-16 1.12 9.98E-08
219128_at C2orf42 0 N.S N.S
219129_s_at SAP30L 0 N.S 1.13 4.70E-02
219130_at CCDC76 0 -1.2 1.27E-09 N.S
219131_at UBIAD1 0 1.3 6.89E-17 -1.23 1.53E-09
219133_at OXSM 0 -1.3 4.20E-25 N.S
219137_s_at MFF 0 N.S N.S
219142_at RASL11B 0 N.S N.S
219143_s_at RPP25 0 N.S -1.28 3.89E-13
219146_at C17orf42 0 -1.2 5.77E-05 1.12 3.47E-03
219147_s_at C9orf95 0 -1.1 2.12E-05 -1.27 2.91E-13
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219148_at PBK 4 N.S N.S
219155_at PITPNC1 0 N.S -1.11 5.46E-03
219156_at SYNJ2BP 0 -1.2 9.40E-04 N.S
219157_at KLHL2 0 -1.2 2.13E-10 N.S
219158_s_at NARG1 0 N.S N.S
219159_s_at SLAMF7 0 -1.2 1.74E-05 N.S
219162_s_at MRPL11 0 N.S N.S
219163_at ZNF562 0 N.S N.S
219164_s_at ATG2B 0 -1.3 1.93E-07 N.S
219165_at PDLIM2 0 N.S N.S
219166_at C14orf104 0 -1.4 1.50E-16 -1.19 2.38E-06
219169_s_at TFB1M 0 -1.3 4.46E-16 -1.12 1.86E-04
219174_at IFT74 0 N.S N.S
219175_s_at SLC41A3 0 N.S N.S
219176_at C2orf47 0 N.S N.S
219177_at BXDC2 0 N.S -1.24 5.26E-05
219178_at QTRTD1 0 N.S N.S
219180_s_at PEX26 0 N.S N.S
219189_at FBXL6 0 N.S N.S
219192_at UBAP2 0 N.S N.S
219193_at WDR70 0 N.S N.S
219198_at GTF3C4 0 1.2 9.27E-03 N.S
219200_at FASTKD3 0 N.S N.S
219201_s_at TWSG1 0 N.S N.S
219203_at FAM158A 0 N.S -1.17 1.93E-02
219205_at SRR 1 N.S N.S
219207_at EDC3 0 N.S 1.15 7.78E-03
219210_s_at RAB8B 0 -1.2 2.30E-07 N.S
219211_at USP18 0 1.2 6.34E-03 N.S
219212_at HSPA14 0 1.2 2.69E-16 1.14 8.33E-06
219214_s_at NT5C 0 N.S N.S
219215_s_at SLC39A4 0 N.S N.S
219216_at ETAA1 0 N.S N.S
219217_at NARS2 0 -1.2 7.89E-11 -1.21 2.38E-14
219219_at TMEM160 0 N.S N.S
219221_at ZBTB38 0 -1.5 3.97E-10 -1.28 4.83E-06
219228_at ZNF331 0 -1.1 1.92E-06 -1.14 1.44E-03
219231_at TGS1 0 1.3 2.78E-05 1.48 2.11E-16
219232_s_at EGLN3 1 N.S -1.70 1.69E-12
219235_s_at PHACTR4 0 N.S 1.25 2.19E-11
219237_s_at DNAJB14 0 N.S 1.15 1.50E-02
219238_at PIGV 0 N.S N.S
219239_s_at ZNF654 0 N.S 1.50 2.99E-18
219240_s_at C10orf88 0 N.S 1.15 2.29E-06
219242_at CEP63 1 N.S N.S
219244_s_at MRPL46 0 N.S N.S
219248_at THUMPD2 0 N.S N.S
219252_s_at GEMIN8 0 -1.2 9.54E-04 -1.35 7.30E-12
219253_at TMEM185B 0 1.2 1.19E-11 1.23 2.43E-09
219256_s_at SH3TC1 0 N.S 1.14 5.92E-03
219258_at TIPIN 8 1.3 5.24E-11 -1.18 1.13E-06
219259_at SEMA4A 0 N.S N.S
219260_s_at C17orf81 0 N.S N.S
219262_at SUV39H2 0 -1.2 2.80E-07 N.S
219267_at GLTP 0 N.S 1.29 9.13E-21
219269_at HMBOX1 0 N.S N.S
219274_at TSPAN12 0 -1.6 5.05E-21 N.S
219275_at PDCD5 1 N.S N.S
219279_at DOCK10 0 -1.2 5.02E-10 -1.37 1.18E-16
219280_at BRWD1 0 -1.3 1.01E-02 N.S
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219281_at MSRA 1 N.S N.S
219282_s_at TRPV2 0 N.S N.S
219283_at C1GALT1C1 0 -1.1 8.15E-04 -1.19 9.37E-10
219284_at HSPBAP1 0 -1.3 2.71E-08 1.30 1.84E-13
219286_s_at RBM15 0 1.4 4.01E-24 -1.21 1.13E-09
219287_at KCNMB4 0 N.S N.S
219288_at C3orf14 0 N.S N.S
219289_at HEATR3 0 -1.1 2.05E-05 -1.14 6.81E-06
219291_at DTWD1 0 -1.2 1.84E-05 1.24 2.69E-06
219292_at THAP1 0 N.S -1.15 1.28E-05
219293_s_at OLA1 0 N.S N.S
219294_at CENPQ 0 N.S N.S
219296_at ZDHHC13 0 -1.2 4.44E-03 1.17 9.92E-05
219297_at WDR44 0 N.S N.S
219299_at TRMT12 0 N.S N.S
219303_at RNF219 0 N.S N.S
219304_s_at PDGFD 0 N.S N.S
219306_at KIF15 0 -1.1 2.06E-05 -1.18 6.91E-06
219311_at CEP76 0 N.S 1.23 1.12E-05
219312_s_at ZBTB10 0 1.6 3.60E-17 N.S
219317_at POLI 34 N.S N.S
219320_at MYO19 0 N.S N.S
219321_at MPP5 0 N.S N.S
219322_s_at WDR8 0 N.S 1.57 2.20E-34
219324_at NOL12 0 N.S N.S
219325_s_at ELAC1 0 N.S 1.23 8.15E-05
219326_s_at B3GNT2 0 N.S -1.26 2.02E-07
219329_s_at C2orf28 0 N.S N.S
219330_at VANGL1 0 N.S N.S
219334_s_at OBFC2A 0 N.S 1.53 9.72E-09
219335_at ARMCX5 0 N.S N.S
219336_s_at ASCC1 0 N.S 1.20 5.88E-08
219338_s_at LRRC49 0 -1.1 3.73E-02 N.S
219342_at CASD1 0 N.S N.S
219343_at CDC37L1 0 N.S 1.19 1.10E-07
219345_at BOLA1 0 -1.4 6.98E-15 N.S
219347_at NUDT15 0 1.6 6.58E-26 1.61 1.41E-29
219348_at USE1 0 N.S N.S
219350_s_at DIABLO 24 N.S 1.10 5.28E-05
219351_at TRAPPC2 0 N.S N.S
219352_at HERC6 0 N.S -1.30 1.67E-06
219353_at NHLRC2 0 N.S N.S
219357_at GTPBP1 0 N.S N.S
219361_s_at AEN 3 2.1 5.16E-34 1.80 1.51E-32
219363_s_at MTERFD1 0 -1.4 1.99E-27 -1.14 5.18E-08
219366_at AVEN 4 N.S N.S
219368_at NAP1L2 0 N.S N.S
219371_s_at KLF2 1 -1.9 3.14E-19 -1.93 2.84E-23
219372_at IFT81 0 -1.1 6.85E-05 -1.22 2.17E-06
219374_s_at ALG9 0 N.S 1.09 1.43E-03
219375_at CEPT1 0 -1.3 6.10E-19 1.15 5.13E-05
219376_at ZNF322B 0 N.S 1.48 3.64E-17
219378_at NARG1L 0 N.S N.S
219382_at SERTAD3 0 -1.2 3.50E-03 N.S
219384_s_at ADAT1 0 N.S 1.20 1.44E-09
219387_at CCDC88A 1 N.S N.S
219390_at FKBP14 0 N.S N.S
219394_at PGS1 0 N.S N.S
219397_at COQ10B 0 1.2 5.23E-19 N.S
219405_at TRIM68 0 N.S 1.36 6.32E-17
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219406_at C1orf50 0 N.S N.S
219409_at SNIP1 2 1.2 3.60E-07 N.S
219410_at TMEM45A 0 -1.2 2.13E-05 -1.57 3.16E-14
219412_at RAB38 0 N.S 1.45 4.46E-04
219421_at TTC33 0 -1.4 7.77E-17 1.21 2.32E-06
219424_at EBI3 0 N.S N.S
219426_at EIF2C3 0 -1.2 6.40E-05 N.S
219428_s_at PXMP4 0 N.S N.S
219429_at FA2H 0 N.S N.S
219431_at ARHGAP10 0 N.S N.S
219433_at BCOR 1 1.2 3.03E-04 N.S
219435_at C17orf68 0 N.S -1.17 3.39E-04
219437_s_at ANKRD11 1 N.S N.S
219439_at C1GALT1 0 -1.1 7.68E-04 N.S
219441_s_at LRRK1 0 -1.3 2.05E-06 -1.19 3.28E-02
219443_at TASP1 0 N.S N.S
219444_at BCORL1 1 N.S N.S
219446_at RIC8B 0 -1.4 1.44E-17 N.S
219447_s_at SLC35C2 0 N.S N.S
219449_s_at TMEM70 0 N.S N.S
219458_s_at NSUN3 0 N.S N.S
219459_at POLR3B 0 -1.1 3.64E-03 N.S
219462_at TMEM53 0 N.S N.S
219467_at GIN1 0 -1.3 7.58E-16 N.S
219471_at C13orf18 0 -1.3 5.51E-11 N.S
219472_at CENPO 0 N.S N.S
219473_at GDAP2 0 N.S N.S
219479_at KDELC1 0 -1.2 3.74E-14 1.14 3.61E-04
219481_at TTC13 0 N.S N.S
219484_at HCFC2 0 -1.1 4.72E-02 1.10 4.29E-02
219485_s_at PSMD10 2 N.S N.S
219487_at BBS10 0 -1.6 4.52E-12 N.S
219489_s_at NXN 1 N.S N.S
219490_s_at DCLRE1B 13 N.S N.S
219492_at CHIC2 0 N.S 1.14 4.83E-04
219493_at SHCBP1 0 N.S N.S
219494_at RAD54B 10 -1.7 2.53E-23 N.S
219495_s_at ZNF180 0 N.S N.S
219496_at ANKRD57 0 N.S N.S
219497_s_at BCL11A 1 -1.9 4.65E-15 N.S
219501_at ENOX1 0 N.S N.S
219502_at NEIL3 7 -1.3 4.46E-12 N.S
219504_s_at RPAP2 0 N.S 1.46 3.24E-07
219506_at C1orf54 0 N.S N.S
219507_at RSRC1 0 N.S N.S
219512_at DSN1 0 N.S 1.20 1.71E-05
219515_at PRDM10 0 N.S N.S
219517_at ELL3 0 -1.1 2.72E-03 -1.29 1.04E-07
219520_s_at WWC3 0 N.S N.S
219526_at C14orf169 0 1.2 6.04E-11 N.S
219530_at PALB2 20 N.S 1.27 5.97E-12
219531_at CEP72 0 -1.2 7.05E-03 -1.26 1.28E-06
219538_at WDR5B 0 -1.3 1.14E-07 1.29 8.68E-13
219539_at GEMIN6 0 N.S N.S
219540_at ZNF267 0 N.S N.S
219543_at PBLD 0 N.S 1.61 1.06E-25
219544_at C13orf34 1 -1.4 2.46E-24 -1.34 1.61E-19
219548_at ZNF16 0 1.1 3.83E-03 N.S
219549_s_at RTN3 0 N.S N.S
219551_at EAF2 2 N.S -1.18 2.21E-07
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219557_s_at NRIP3 0 N.S N.S
219559_at SLC17A9 0 N.S N.S
219563_at C14orf139 0 -1.2 2.93E-08 1.20 4.17E-15
219565_at CYP20A1 0 1.4 2.06E-11 1.35 2.88E-10
219567_s_at DEM1 1 N.S N.S
219570_at KIF16B 0 N.S N.S
219571_s_at ZNF12 0 N.S N.S
219575_s_at COG8 0 1.1 1.25E-03 N.S
219577_s_at ABCA7 0 N.S N.S
219581_at TSEN2 0 -1.2 1.34E-06 -1.29 1.53E-11
219582_at OGFRL1 0 N.S N.S
219583_s_at SPATA7 0 -1.4 1.01E-08 1.41 7.39E-18
219584_at PLA1A 0 N.S 1.31 4.29E-08
219588_s_at NCAPG2 0 N.S N.S
219593_at SLC15A3 0 N.S N.S
219594_at NINJ2 0 N.S N.S
219596_at THAP10 0 -1.2 5.10E-06 1.36 1.13E-11
219598_s_at RWDD1 0 N.S N.S
219600_s_at TMEM50B 0 -1.1 2.15E-05 N.S
219602_s_at FAM38B 0 N.S -1.30 3.19E-02
219603_s_at ZNF226 0 N.S N.S
219613_s_at SIRT6 5 N.S N.S
219617_at C2orf34 0 N.S N.S
219618_at IRAK4 0 N.S N.S
219624_at BAG4 0 1.2 6.76E-04 N.S
219627_at ZNF767 0 N.S 1.41 4.74E-17
219628_at ZMAT3 0 1.3 2.09E-12 1.51 3.87E-25
219629_at FAM118A 0 N.S N.S
219633_at TTPAL 0 N.S 1.17 1.38E-05
219634_at CHST11 0 N.S N.S
219635_at ZNF606 0 N.S N.S
219636_s_at ARMC9 0 N.S N.S
219644_at CCDC41 0 -1.3 8.22E-13 1.21 2.31E-05
219646_at DEF8 0 N.S N.S
219648_at MREG 0 N.S 1.10 7.30E-03
219649_at ALG6 0 -1.1 4.97E-09 N.S
219650_at ERCC6L 0 N.S N.S
219653_at LSM14B 0 N.S N.S
219662_at C2orf49 0 -1.2 3.37E-09 N.S
219667_s_at BANK1 0 N.S -1.38 1.13E-06
219673_at MCM9 0 1.3 4.78E-11 1.20 2.67E-07
219675_s_at UXS1 0 N.S 1.14 5.53E-08
219676_at ZSCAN16 0 N.S 1.41 1.28E-13
219680_at NLRX1 0 N.S 1.30 4.05E-12
219681_s_at RAB11FIP1 0 1.6 7.62E-21 -1.40 4.75E-14
219683_at FZD3 0 -1.4 4.60E-08 -1.19 2.44E-02
219688_at BBS7 0 N.S 1.38 9.29E-12
219690_at TMEM149 0 N.S N.S
219691_at SAMD9 0 N.S -1.28 7.08E-06
219696_at DENND1B 0 N.S N.S
219698_s_at METTL4 0 -1.2 1.45E-10 N.S
219703_at MNS1 0 N.S N.S
219706_at C20orf29 0 N.S N.S
219711_at ZNF586 0 N.S N.S
219715_s_at TDP1 36 -1.1 7.99E-10 -1.21 2.23E-19
219717_at C4orf30 0 N.S N.S
219720_s_at C14orf118 0 N.S N.S
219724_s_at KIAA0748 0 N.S N.S
219731_at FLJ34077 0 -1.1 4.45E-05 N.S
219740_at VASH2 0 -1.2 3.52E-04 N.S
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219751_at SETD6 0 N.S -1.11 2.22E-02
219753_at STAG3 1 N.S N.S
219754_at RBM41 0 N.S 1.34 1.23E-08
219757_s_at C14orf101 0 -1.2 2.40E-04 N.S
219759_at ERAP2 0 N.S N.S
219762_s_at RPL36 1 N.S N.S
219763_at DENND1A 0 N.S N.S
219765_at ZNF329 0 N.S 1.26 2.29E-04
219767_s_at CRYZL1 0 N.S 1.14 3.26E-06
219770_at GTDC1 0 -1.2 2.22E-07 N.S
219774_at CCDC93 0 N.S N.S
219777_at GIMAP6 0 -1.4 1.43E-13 N.S
219785_s_at FBXO31 3 N.S 1.14 4.63E-02
219787_s_at ECT2 6 N.S -1.40 5.11E-13
219793_at SNX16 0 N.S N.S
219798_s_at MEPCE 0 1.2 8.97E-06 N.S
219800_s_at THNSL1 0 -1.4 3.05E-03 N.S
219801_at ZNF34 0 N.S N.S
219805_at CXorf56 0 N.S N.S
219806_s_at C11orf75 0 -1.2 1.54E-03 -1.49 2.46E-21
219809_at WDR55 0 N.S N.S
219812_at PVRIG 0 -1.1 9.09E-03 -1.98 1.17E-25
219816_s_at RBM23 0 N.S 1.10 2.41E-02
219818_s_at GPATCH1 0 N.S N.S
219819_s_at MRPS28 0 N.S N.S
219821_s_at GFOD1 0 -1.3 3.05E-16 -1.49 2.12E-26
219822_at MTRF1 2 -1.3 3.21E-13 N.S
219833_s_at EFHC1 0 N.S N.S
219834_at ALS2CR8 1 -1.4 3.86E-05 N.S
219841_at AICDA 36 N.S -1.19 5.92E-07
219843_at IPP 4 N.S 1.36 1.43E-09
219848_s_at ZNF432 0 N.S N.S
219849_at ZNF671 0 N.S N.S
219854_at ZNF14 0 N.S 1.17 1.34E-02
219858_s_at MFSD6 0 N.S N.S
219860_at LY6G5C 0 N.S N.S
219861_at DNAJC17 0 N.S N.S
219862_s_at NARF 0 N.S -1.30 5.52E-14
219863_at HERC5 1 N.S 1.17 7.74E-04
219870_at ATF7IP2 0 -1.7 1.37E-14 N.S
219874_at SLC12A8 0 N.S -1.34 2.78E-13
219878_s_at KLF13 1 N.S N.S
219885_at SLFN12 0 N.S N.S
219889_at FRAT1 0 N.S N.S
219891_at PGPEP1 0 N.S N.S
219892_at TM6SF1 0 N.S N.S
219901_at FGD6 0 N.S N.S
219904_at ZSCAN5A 0 N.S N.S
219910_at FICD 0 1.1 2.45E-04 N.S
219913_s_at CRNKL1 0 N.S N.S
219915_s_at SLC16A10 0 N.S N.S
219917_at ZCCHC4 0 -1.2 3.95E-05 N.S
219918_s_at ASPM 5 -1.3 6.63E-12 -1.86 2.98E-23
219920_s_at GMPPB 0 N.S N.S
219923_at TRIM45 0 N.S N.S
219924_s_at ZMYM6 0 -1.2 8.62E-07 N.S
219929_s_at ZFYVE21 0 -1.2 1.77E-04 N.S
219931_s_at KLHL12 0 N.S 1.22 2.23E-03
219933_at GLRX2 0 N.S N.S
219938_s_at PSTPIP2 0 N.S 2.55 3.20E-41
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219939_s_at CSDE1 1 N.S N.S
219940_s_at PCID2 0 N.S -1.11 8.05E-07
219941_at TMEM19 0 N.S N.S
219951_s_at C20orf12 0 N.S N.S
219956_at GALNT6 0 N.S N.S
219959_at MOCOS 0 N.S N.S
219960_s_at UCHL5 0 N.S -1.12 7.72E-10
219967_at MRM1 0 -1.2 9.88E-04 N.S
219971_at IL21R 2 N.S 1.30 3.37E-10
219972_s_at C14orf135 0 -1.2 2.74E-03 N.S
219976_at HOOK1 0 N.S N.S
219979_s_at C11orf73 0 N.S N.S
219980_at C4orf29 0 N.S N.S
219982_s_at SERF1A 0 N.S 1.13 3.04E-02
219988_s_at RNF220 0 1.2 2.90E-07 N.S
219990_at E2F8 2 1.3 2.15E-07 N.S
219996_at ASB7 0 N.S N.S
219997_s_at COPS7B 0 N.S N.S
219999_at MAN2A2 0 N.S N.S
220007_at METTL8 0 N.S N.S
220011_at C1orf135 0 1.2 4.10E-10 N.S
220012_at ERO1LB 0 1.2 4.35E-06 N.S
220015_at CASZ1 0 N.S N.S
220018_at CBLL1 0 1.2 3.37E-05 N.S
220019_s_at ZNF224 0 N.S N.S
220035_at NUP210 0 N.S N.S
220036_s_at LMBR1L 0 N.S N.S
220046_s_at CCNL1 0 1.2 2.51E-09 N.S
220050_at C9orf9 0 N.S N.S
220052_s_at TINF2 5 N.S N.S
220054_at IL23A 0 N.S N.S
220058_at C17orf39 0 N.S N.S
220059_at STAP1 0 N.S -1.30 1.22E-23
220060_s_at C12orf48 0 N.S N.S
220063_at GSTCD 0 N.S N.S
220066_at NOD2 0 -1.4 1.56E-12 -1.22 1.99E-05
220073_s_at PLEKHG6 0 N.S 1.75 9.71E-15
220079_s_at USP48 1 N.S -1.22 2.38E-02
220085_at HELLS 0 N.S N.S
220089_at L2HGDH 0 N.S N.S
220091_at SLC2A6 0 N.S N.S
220094_s_at CCDC90A 0 1.1 4.85E-02 N.S
220099_s_at LUC7L2 0 1.1 1.28E-06 1.14 1.91E-08
220103_s_at MRPS18C 0 N.S N.S
220104_at ZC3HAV1 0 1.3 7.40E-16 1.39 3.46E-18
220118_at ZBTB32 0 -1.5 4.32E-13 -1.60 1.61E-16
220121_at LINS1 0 N.S N.S
220122_at MCTP1 0 N.S -1.31 2.14E-06
220127_s_at FBXL12 0 1.1 2.18E-10 1.09 1.49E-07
220132_s_at CLEC2D 15 N.S -1.58 1.53E-12
220145_at MAP9 1 N.S N.S
220146_at TLR7 1 -1.1 1.93E-02 -1.43 1.53E-19
220147_s_at FAM60A 0 N.S -1.22 6.89E-14
220155_s_at BRD9 0 N.S N.S
220158_at LGALS14 0 N.S N.S
220159_at ABCA11P 0 -1.4 8.81E-08 1.26 2.05E-05
220161_s_at EPB41L4B 0 N.S 1.18 3.65E-02
220167_s_at LOC729355 0 N.S N.S
220169_at TMEM156 0 -1.3 2.97E-07 -1.32 8.27E-06
220172_at C2orf37 0 N.S N.S
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220175_s_at CBWD1 0 N.S 1.15 1.13E-02
220176_at NUBPL 0 N.S N.S
220183_s_at NUDT6 1 -1.3 1.31E-10 N.S
220189_s_at MGAT4B 0 N.S N.S
220195_at MBD5 0 -1.3 8.78E-16 -1.22 6.13E-05
220199_s_at AIDA 7 N.S N.S
220200_s_at SETD8 5 N.S N.S
220201_at RC3H2 0 N.S N.S
220215_at ZNF669 0 N.S N.S
220230_s_at CYB5R2 0 N.S N.S
220235_s_at C1orf103 0 N.S 1.28 3.37E-13
220236_at PDPR 0 N.S N.S
220238_s_at KLHL7 0 N.S 1.27 7.91E-07
220241_at TMCO3 0 N.S N.S
220244_at LOH3CR2A 0 N.S N.S
220250_at ZNF286A 0 N.S N.S
220251_at C1orf107 0 N.S N.S
220255_at FANCE 16 1.2 1.91E-05 N.S
220261_s_at ZDHHC4 0 N.S N.S
220285_at FAM108B1 0 N.S N.S
220287_at ADAMTS9 0 N.S N.S
220288_at MYO15A 0 N.S N.S
220305_at MAVS 0 -1.3 1.68E-15 1.19 4.19E-07
220319_s_at MYLIP 0 N.S -1.16 6.71E-04
220320_at DOK3 0 N.S N.S
220329_s_at RMND1 0 N.S N.S
220330_s_at SAMSN1 0 N.S -1.17 3.53E-05
220346_at MTHFD2L 0 N.S N.S
220355_s_at PBRM1 0 N.S N.S
220358_at BATF3 0 N.S -1.25 4.88E-05
220367_s_at SAP130 2 N.S N.S
220368_s_at SMEK1 0 1.2 9.25E-03 1.42 1.16E-17
220370_s_at USP36 0 1.3 1.11E-06 N.S
220371_s_at SLC12A9 0 N.S N.S
220375_s_at H2AFY 0 N.S N.S
220386_s_at EML4 0 N.S N.S
220387_s_at HHLA3 0 N.S N.S
220390_at AGBL2 0 N.S N.S
220391_at ZBTB3 0 N.S N.S
220399_at NCRNA00115 0 N.S N.S
220417_s_at THAP4 0 N.S N.S
220419_s_at USP25 0 N.S -1.24 2.72E-11
220446_s_at CHST4 0 N.S N.S
220459_at MCM3APAS 0 -1.5 4.58E-11 -1.22 2.68E-02
220466_at CCDC15 0 -1.2 5.18E-07 1.36 1.40E-16
220467_at FLJ21272 0 N.S N.S
220476_s_at C1orf183 0 1.6 5.53E-08 2.94 1.41E-26
220477_s_at C20orf30 0 N.S N.S
220488_s_at BCAS3 0 N.S N.S
220494_s_at C14orf43 0 N.S -1.50 9.94E-20
220495_s_at TXNDC15 0 N.S 1.14 5.69E-08
220500_s_at RABL2A 0 N.S N.S
220525_s_at AUP1 0 N.S N.S
220547_s_at FAM35A 0 N.S N.S
220550_at FBXO4 1 N.S N.S
220553_s_at PRPF39 0 N.S N.S
220565_at CCR10 0 N.S -1.18 3.80E-03
220566_at PIK3R5 0 N.S N.S
220572_at DKFZp547G183 0 N.S N.S
220577_at GVIN1 0 -1.4 1.66E-18 N.S
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220580_at BICC1 0 N.S N.S
220586_at CHD9 0 N.S N.S
220587_s_at GBL 0 N.S N.S
220588_at BCAS4 0 N.S 1.22 1.43E-03
220590_at ITFG2 0 N.S N.S
220597_s_at ARL6IP4 0 N.S N.S
220603_s_at MCTP2 0 -1.2 2.69E-05 -1.29 1.59E-04
220605_s_at SIRT2 6 N.S N.S
220608_s_at ZNF770 0 N.S N.S
220623_s_at TSGA10 0 N.S 1.41 3.18E-05
220643_s_at FAIM 2 N.S N.S
220647_s_at CHCHD8 0 N.S N.S
220651_s_at MCM10 6 1.2 1.51E-04 N.S
220658_s_at ARNTL2 0 N.S N.S
220661_s_at ZNF692 0 -1.3 8.23E-11 N.S
220682_s_at KLHL5 0 N.S N.S
220688_s_at MRTO4 0 1.2 2.97E-07 -1.12 1.75E-02
220690_s_at DHRS7B 0 -1.2 1.92E-11 1.19 2.27E-08
220703_at C10orf110 0 N.S N.S
220721_at ZNF614 0 N.S N.S
220731_s_at NECAP2 0 N.S 1.14 2.76E-03
220735_s_at SENP7 0 -1.3 7.17E-07 N.S
220739_s_at CNNM3 0 N.S N.S
220740_s_at SLC12A6 0 N.S N.S
220741_s_at PPA2 1 N.S N.S
220746_s_at UIMC1 1 N.S N.S
220750_s_at LEPRE1 0 N.S N.S
220753_s_at CRYL1 0 N.S N.S
220755_s_at C6orf48 0 N.S 1.23 7.07E-06
220757_s_at UBXN6 0 N.S N.S
220761_s_at TAOK3 0 N.S -1.19 7.12E-08
220768_s_at CSNK1G3 0 N.S N.S
220770_s_at C5orf54 0 -2.1 4.93E-16 1.42 6.87E-15
220773_s_at GPHN 0 N.S N.S
220775_s_at UEVLD 0 -1.2 6.03E-07 N.S
220776_at KCNJ14 0 N.S N.S
220788_s_at IRF9 1 N.S N.S
220789_s_at TBRG4 0 N.S N.S
220797_at METT10D 0 N.S N.S
220800_s_at TMOD3 0 N.S N.S
220826_at TCP10L 0 N.S N.S
220840_s_at C1orf112 0 -1.1 3.58E-04 N.S
220864_s_at NDUFA13 0 N.S N.S
220865_s_at PDSS1 0 N.S -1.07 5.73E-03
220885_s_at CENPJ 2 N.S N.S
220890_s_at DDX47 0 N.S N.S
220892_s_at PSAT1 0 N.S 1.16 3.49E-03
220924_s_at SLC38A2 0 N.S N.S
220925_at MAK10 0 N.S 1.11 3.45E-04
220926_s_at EDEM3 0 -1.3 1.89E-04 N.S
220931_at MGC5590 0 N.S N.S
220933_s_at ZCCHC6 0 -1.2 3.38E-09 N.S
220934_s_at TMEM223 0 -1.2 2.17E-07 N.S
220935_s_at CDK5RAP2 3 N.S N.S
220937_s_at ST6GALNAC4 0 N.S -1.17 7.63E-03
220939_s_at DPP8 0 N.S N.S
220940_at ANKRD36B 0 N.S N.S
220941_s_at C21orf91 0 1.2 1.74E-04 1.13 6.18E-04
220943_s_at C2orf56 0 -1.3 4.05E-06 -1.26 1.14E-03
220944_at PGLYRP4 0 N.S N.S
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220946_s_at SETD2 0 N.S N.S
220947_s_at TBC1D10B 0 N.S N.S
220948_s_at ATP1A1 0 N.S 1.12 1.04E-08
220949_s_at C7orf49 0 -1.2 1.54E-16 1.09 3.61E-04
220953_s_at MTMR12 0 1.2 1.19E-02 N.S
220956_s_at EGLN2 0 N.S -1.15 7.83E-04
220957_at CTAGE1 0 N.S N.S
220964_s_at RAB1B 0 N.S N.S
220980_s_at ADPGK 0 N.S N.S
220985_s_at RNF170 0 -1.2 3.92E-02 N.S
220987_s_at C11orf17 0 N.S N.S
220988_s_at C1QTNF3 0 N.S N.S
220990_s_at MIR21 0 -1.2 2.63E-08 N.S
220991_s_at RNF32 0 -1.2 1.06E-02 N.S
220992_s_at C1orf25 0 -1.5 1.14E-22 N.S
220993_s_at GPR63 0 N.S N.S
221002_s_at TSPAN14 0 N.S 1.30 3.63E-14
221004_s_at ITM2C 0 N.S N.S
221007_s_at FIP1L1 0 N.S -1.09 5.94E-03
221011_s_at LBH 1 -1.1 4.71E-04 -1.26 4.05E-06
221012_s_at TRIM8 0 N.S N.S
221014_s_at RAB33B 0 N.S 1.40 3.23E-16
221020_s_at SLC25A32 0 1.1 1.96E-03 -1.17 2.17E-07
221021_s_at CTNNBL1 0 N.S N.S
221027_s_at PLA2G12A 0 N.S N.S
221031_s_at APOLD1 0 -1.6 4.80E-05 N.S
221036_s_at APH1B 0 N.S N.S
221038_at UTP15 0 N.S N.S
221039_s_at ASAP1 0 N.S N.S
221044_s_at TRIM34 0 N.S -1.27 1.27E-14
221046_s_at GTPBP8 0 N.S N.S
221059_s_at COTL1 0 N.S N.S
221069_s_at CCDC44 0 N.S 1.19 2.73E-16
221079_s_at METTL2A 0 N.S N.S
221080_s_at DENND1C 0 N.S N.S
221081_s_at DENND2D 0 -1.4 3.46E-20 N.S
221087_s_at APOL3 0 -1.1 1.72E-02 -1.29 3.54E-08
221090_s_at OGFOD1 0 N.S 1.11 2.80E-03
221094_s_at ELP3 2 -1.1 1.13E-05 N.S
221096_s_at TMCO6 0 -1.2 3.26E-06 -1.11 2.17E-02
221103_s_at WDR52 0 -1.3 1.49E-09 N.S
221104_s_at NIPSNAP3B 0 N.S N.S
221139_s_at CSAD 0 N.S N.S
221142_s_at PECR 0 N.S N.S
221188_s_at CIDEB 0 N.S N.S
221190_s_at C18orf8 0 -1.1 4.61E-08 N.S
221193_s_at ZCCHC10 0 N.S 1.16 3.47E-04
221194_s_at RNFT1 0 N.S 1.19 2.62E-05
221203_s_at YEATS2 0 -1.6 1.01E-25 -1.18 1.12E-04
221207_s_at NBEA 0 N.S -1.42 1.69E-05
221208_s_at C11orf61 0 -1.2 5.33E-04 1.22 3.92E-06
221210_s_at NPL 6 N.S N.S
221211_s_at C21orf7 0 N.S N.S
221213_s_at ZNF280D 0 -1.6 5.92E-10 N.S
221214_s_at NELF 0 N.S N.S
221216_s_at SCMH1 0 N.S N.S
221218_s_at TPK1 1 N.S -1.18 4.76E-09
221219_s_at KLHDC4 0 N.S N.S
221221_s_at KLHL3 0 N.S N.S
221222_s_at C1orf56 0 N.S 1.32 6.92E-08
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221229_s_at TRMT61B 0 N.S N.S
221230_s_at ARID4B 1 -1.2 2.44E-05 N.S
221235_s_at LOC644617 0 1.1 1.77E-02 1.21 3.57E-07
221238_at NSBP1 0 N.S N.S
221244_s_at PDPK1 0 N.S N.S
221245_s_at FZD5 0 N.S 1.31 1.18E-08
221247_s_at WBSCR16 0 N.S N.S
221249_s_at FAM117A 0 N.S N.S
221253_s_at TXNDC5 0 N.S -1.24 2.29E-08
221255_s_at TMEM93 0 N.S N.S
221256_s_at HDHD3 0 -1.2 8.51E-06 N.S
221258_s_at KIF18A 0 -1.4 3.43E-19 -1.30 4.73E-13
221260_s_at CSRNP2 0 N.S 1.30 2.87E-16
221263_s_at SF3B5 0 N.S N.S
221264_s_at LOC100128223 0 N.S -1.15 5.84E-03
221265_s_at C15orf44 0 -1.1 3.44E-02 1.10 3.15E-04
221267_s_at FAM108A1 0 N.S -1.10 1.76E-02
221268_s_at SGPP1 0 N.S 1.20 4.63E-05
221269_s_at SH3BGRL3 0 N.S N.S
221277_s_at PUS3 0 N.S 1.12 3.84E-07
221286_s_at MGC29506 0 N.S -1.33 1.07E-06
221381_s_at MORF4 2 N.S N.S
221423_s_at YIPF5 0 N.S 1.19 9.82E-11
221425_s_at ISCA1 0 1.1 8.24E-03 N.S
221428_s_at TBL1XR1 0 N.S N.S
221430_s_at RNF146 0 -1.2 3.01E-03 1.21 4.92E-04
221434_s_at C14orf156 0 N.S N.S
221436_s_at CDCA3 0 -1.2 1.27E-03 -1.47 1.62E-15
221437_s_at MRPS15 0 N.S N.S
221449_s_at ITFG1 0 N.S 1.18 1.07E-04
221452_s_at TMEM14B 0 N.S N.S
221464_at OR1D2 0 N.S N.S
221466_at P2RY4 0 N.S N.S
221471_at SERINC3 0 -1.1 2.60E-03 N.S
221474_at MYL12B 0 N.S N.S
221475_s_at RPL15 0 N.S N.S
221479_s_at BNIP3L 2 N.S -1.24 4.01E-07
221483_s_at ARPP19 0 1.1 1.01E-02 1.18 4.32E-15
221484_at B4GALT5 0 N.S -1.22 3.25E-11
221486_at ENSA 1 -1.2 2.36E-09 -1.20 4.74E-07
221488_s_at CUTA 0 N.S N.S
221492_s_at ATG3 0 N.S N.S
221493_at TSPYL1 0 N.S N.S
221495_s_at TCF25 0 N.S N.S
221502_at KPNA3 0 N.S -1.11 1.35E-03
221504_s_at ATP6V1H 0 N.S N.S
221505_at ANP32E 0 N.S -1.09 5.73E-03
221506_s_at TNPO2 0 N.S N.S
221509_at DENR 0 N.S N.S
221513_s_at UTP14A 0 N.S N.S
221515_s_at LCMT1 0 N.S N.S
221517_s_at MED17 1 N.S N.S
221518_s_at USP47 1 N.S N.S
221520_s_at CDCA8 0 -1.2 1.50E-06 -1.34 3.20E-16
221521_s_at GINS2 0 N.S -1.13 1.39E-03
221522_at ANKRD27 0 -1.2 6.11E-14 -1.24 2.99E-11
221524_s_at RRAGD 0 N.S -1.27 8.04E-05
221532_s_at WDR61 0 N.S N.S
221534_at C11orf68 0 N.S N.S
221535_at LSG1 0 N.S N.S
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221539_at EIF4EBP1 10 N.S N.S
221542_s_at ERLIN2 0 N.S N.S
221548_s_at ILKAP 0 N.S N.S
221549_at GRWD1 1 N.S -1.22 1.40E-04
221550_at COX15 0 N.S 1.27 1.70E-10
221553_at MAGT1 0 N.S N.S
221558_s_at LEF1 1 N.S N.S
221559_s_at MIS12 1 1.2 2.05E-08 N.S
221561_at SOAT1 0 N.S N.S
221568_s_at LIN7C 0 N.S N.S
221569_at AHI1 0 -1.2 1.35E-07 N.S
221570_s_at METTL5 0 N.S N.S
221571_at TRAF3 0 N.S N.S
221575_at SCLY 0 -1.1 2.99E-03 -1.14 3.49E-08
221580_s_at TAF1D 0 N.S N.S
221582_at HIST3H2A 0 N.S N.S
221586_s_at E2F5 8 -1.3 1.83E-14 -1.15 1.70E-02
221587_s_at C19orf24 0 N.S N.S
221591_s_at FAM64A 0 N.S -1.44 2.21E-20
221593_s_at RPL31 0 N.S N.S
221594_at C7orf64 0 N.S N.S
221595_at DKFZP564O0523 0 1.4 4.65E-05 N.S
221597_s_at TMEM208 0 N.S N.S
221600_s_at C11orf67 0 N.S N.S
221602_s_at FAIM3 0 N.S N.S
221610_s_at STAP2 0 N.S N.S
221614_s_at RPH3AL 0 N.S N.S
221616_s_at TAF9B 0 N.S N.S
221619_s_at MTCH1 1 1.1 4.35E-02 1.09 2.58E-05
221620_s_at APOO 1 N.S N.S
221621_at C17orf86 0 N.S -1.16 3.16E-03
221622_s_at TMEM126B 0 N.S -1.15 9.76E-05
221626_at ZNF506 0 N.S 1.21 2.67E-03
221632_s_at WDR4 0 N.S N.S
221634_at RPL23AP7 0 N.S 1.40 5.25E-10
221637_s_at C11orf48 0 N.S N.S
221638_s_at STX16 0 N.S N.S
221640_s_at LRDD 17 N.S 2.35 2.52E-21
221641_s_at ACOT9 0 N.S N.S
221643_s_at RERE 0 N.S N.S
221645_s_at ZNF83 0 N.S N.S
221647_s_at RIC8A 0 N.S N.S
221649_s_at PPAN 0 -1.2 1.76E-08 -1.32 5.12E-18
221650_s_at MED18 0 N.S N.S
221652_s_at C12orf11 0 -1.2 3.23E-18 -1.33 3.07E-21
221657_s_at ASB6 0 N.S N.S
221666_s_at PYCARD 1 N.S N.S
221669_s_at ACAD8 0 N.S 1.17 4.28E-05
221673_s_at CSNK1G1 0 N.S 1.41 3.80E-16
221675_s_at CHPT1 0 N.S -1.12 2.36E-02
221676_s_at CORO1C 0 N.S N.S
221677_s_at DONSON 2 1.1 7.22E-03 1.11 1.30E-04
221680_s_at ETV7 0 N.S 1.22 1.04E-02
221683_s_at CEP290 0 N.S N.S
221685_s_at CCDC99 0 -1.2 1.49E-13 N.S
221688_s_at IMP3 0 N.S N.S
221689_s_at PIGP 0 N.S N.S
221692_s_at MRPL34 0 N.S N.S
221699_s_at DDX50 0 N.S N.S
221700_s_at UBA52 0 N.S N.S
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221702_s_at TM2D3 0 N.S N.S
221703_at BRIP1 25 N.S 1.37 5.40E-08
221704_s_at VPS37B 0 N.S 1.45 6.11E-13
221708_s_at UNC45A 0 N.S N.S
221711_s_at C19orf62 4 N.S N.S
221712_s_at WDR74 0 N.S N.S
221725_at WASF2 0 N.S 1.11 6.44E-03
221727_at SUB1 2 1.3 6.63E-11 -1.29 7.98E-08
221737_at GNA12 0 N.S N.S
221738_at KIAA1219 0 N.S 1.39 2.48E-14
221739_at C19orf10 0 N.S N.S
221741_s_at YTHDF1 0 N.S N.S
221744_at WDR68 0 -1.2 7.20E-04 N.S
221746_at UBL4A 0 N.S N.S
221749_at YTHDF3 0 N.S N.S
221750_at HMGCS1 0 -1.3 2.85E-11 -1.39 4.45E-14
221751_at SLC2A3P1 0 N.S -1.16 5.10E-05
221753_at SSH1 0 N.S N.S
221758_at ARMC6 0 N.S N.S
221760_at MAN1A1 0 N.S N.S
221761_at ADSS 0 -1.1 3.47E-05 -1.14 9.39E-03
221763_at JMJD1C 0 N.S -1.27 7.23E-11
221766_s_at FAM46A 0 1.5 1.01E-13 1.84 9.17E-20
221770_at RPE 52 -1.4 2.45E-11 N.S
221771_s_at MPHOSPH8 0 -1.1 8.68E-04 N.S
221776_s_at BRD7 1 N.S N.S
221780_s_at DDX27 0 N.S N.S
221782_at DNAJC10 0 N.S N.S
221786_at C6orf120 0 N.S N.S
221791_s_at CCDC72 0 N.S N.S
221800_s_at C17orf70 0 N.S N.S
221803_s_at NRBF2 0 1.2 4.64E-12 N.S
221804_s_at FAM45A 0 N.S N.S
221806_s_at SETD5 0 N.S N.S
221808_at RAB9A 0 N.S N.S
221813_at FBXO42 0 -1.2 7.60E-07 N.S
221816_s_at PHF11 0 N.S N.S
221817_at DOLPP1 0 N.S N.S
221821_s_at C12orf41 0 1.3 3.01E-22 1.18 2.85E-15
221823_at C5orf30 0 N.S -1.50 4.79E-25
221824_s_at MARCH8 0 N.S 1.29 4.86E-10
221825_at ANGEL2 0 N.S 1.29 7.69E-17
221829_s_at TNPO1 0 N.S -1.13 7.44E-04
221840_at PTPRE 0 N.S 1.40 7.84E-17
221845_s_at CLPB 1 N.S N.S
221847_at LOC100129361 0 N.S N.S
221853_s_at NOMO1 0 N.S N.S
221858_at TBC1D12 0 N.S N.S
221864_at ORAI3 0 N.S 1.86 2.37E-28
221865_at C9orf91 0 N.S -1.11 4.98E-03
221871_s_at TFG 1 N.S N.S
221873_at ZNF143 1 N.S -1.27 7.06E-13
221881_s_at CLIC4 2 N.S N.S
221882_s_at TMEM8 0 N.S N.S
221896_s_at HIGD1A 0 N.S 1.16 3.12E-11
221897_at TRIM52 0 -1.2 6.18E-05 N.S
221904_at FAM131A 0 -1.3 2.56E-13 N.S
221905_at CYLD 0 N.S N.S
221912_s_at CCDC28B 0 N.S N.S
221915_s_at RANBP1 1 N.S N.S
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221918_at PCTK2 0 N.S N.S
221922_at GPSM2 0 -1.4 1.61E-13 -1.25 3.66E-04
221925_s_at CSPP1 0 N.S N.S
221927_s_at ABHD11 0 N.S N.S
221931_s_at SEH1L 0 N.S N.S
221932_s_at GLRX5 0 N.S N.S
221935_s_at C3orf64 0 1.2 2.60E-03 N.S
221940_at RPUSD2 0 N.S N.S
221957_at PDK3 0 N.S N.S
221960_s_at RAB2A 0 N.S N.S
221962_s_at UBE2H 0 N.S N.S
221965_at MPHOSPH9 0 N.S N.S
221969_at PAX5 2 N.S N.S
221970_s_at NOL11 0 N.S N.S
221972_s_at SDF4 0 N.S N.S
221978_at HLA-F 0 N.S N.S
221983_at FAM134A 0 N.S N.S
221985_at KLHL24 0 N.S N.S
221987_s_at TSR1 0 N.S -1.22 1.30E-06
221992_at PDXDC2 0 N.S N.S
221995_s_at MRP63 0 N.S N.S
221997_s_at MRPL52 0 N.S N.S
222000_at C1orf174 0 -1.1 2.21E-04 -1.17 1.96E-10
222006_at LETM1 0 N.S N.S
222010_at TCP1 0 N.S -1.11 5.97E-12
222019_at PFDN6 0 N.S N.S
222027_at NUCKS1 0 N.S N.S
222028_at ZNF45 0 N.S 1.11 1.06E-03
222030_at SIVA1 2 N.S N.S
222031_at LOC286434 0 N.S N.S
222034_at GNB2L1 3 N.S -1.29 1.35E-07
222038_s_at UTP18 0 N.S N.S
222039_at KIF18B 0 -1.2 8.51E-09 -1.14 4.34E-04
222040_at HNRNPA1 0 1.3 8.64E-07 N.S
222051_s_at LOC100131637 0 N.S N.S
222052_at C19orf54 0 N.S N.S
222064_s_at AARSD1 0 N.S N.S
222077_s_at RACGAP1 0 -1.2 1.43E-10 -1.26 7.26E-10
222088_s_at SLC2A14 0 -1.9 6.74E-26 -1.75 5.80E-22
222103_at ATF1 7 1.1 8.18E-04 N.S
222105_s_at NKIRAS2 0 N.S 1.16 2.93E-03
222118_at CENPN 0 1.3 4.36E-15 N.S
222119_s_at FBXO11 0 -1.1 2.80E-04 N.S
222125_s_at P4HTM 0 N.S 1.11 1.29E-02
222127_s_at EXOC1 0 -1.2 1.51E-09 1.12 1.75E-06
222128_at NSUN6 0 N.S 1.26 7.91E-03
222130_s_at FTSJ2 0 1.2 2.44E-09 1.47 4.66E-27
222139_at KIAA1466 0 -1.3 4.13E-05 N.S
222140_s_at GPR89A 0 N.S N.S
222143_s_at MTMR14 0 N.S N.S
222147_s_at ACTR5 0 N.S N.S
222148_s_at RHOT1 0 -1.3 1.59E-21 N.S
222150_s_at PION 9 N.S N.S
222154_s_at LOC26010 0 N.S -1.16 5.94E-06
222155_s_at GPR172A 0 N.S N.S
222175_s_at MED15 0 N.S N.S
222193_at C2orf43 0 -1.2 6.27E-05 N.S
222199_s_at BIN3 1 N.S N.S
222200_s_at BSDC1 0 N.S 1.32 8.04E-10
222201_s_at CASP8AP2 1 N.S N.S
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222203_s_at RDH14 0 N.S N.S
222204_s_at RRN3 0 N.S N.S
222208_s_at POLR2J4 0 N.S N.S
222209_s_at TMEM135 0 N.S N.S
222212_s_at LASS2 1 N.S N.S
222216_s_at MRPL17 0 N.S -1.27 5.77E-06
222228_s_at ALKBH4 0 N.S N.S
222230_s_at ACTR10 0 -1.1 1.93E-03 1.27 1.50E-20
222231_s_at LRRC59 0 1.1 5.88E-06 N.S
222233_s_at DCLRE1C 42 N.S N.S
222235_s_at CSGALNACT2 0 1.2 2.04E-04 N.S
222239_s_at INTS6 0 -1.3 4.42E-06 N.S
222243_s_at TOB2 1 N.S 1.14 2.28E-04
222244_s_at TUG1 0 -1.2 2.82E-04 N.S
222250_s_at INTS7 0 N.S N.S
222262_s_at ETNK1 0 -1.2 4.22E-05 1.15 5.13E-03
222263_at SLC35E1 0 N.S N.S
222264_at HNRNPUL2 0 N.S N.S
222267_at TMEM209 0 N.S N.S
222270_at SMEK2 0 1.6 1.99E-11 N.S
222273_at PAPOLG 0 N.S N.S
222275_at MRPS30 1 -1.3 1.23E-13 -1.19 1.37E-07
222279_at RP3-377H14.5 0 N.S N.S
222305_at HK2 0 N.S N.S
222310_at SFRS15 0 N.S N.S
222316_at USO1 0 N.S N.S
222326_at PDE4B 0 N.S 1.55 4.72E-07
222344_at C5orf13 0 N.S -1.29 1.96E-03
222360_at DPH5 0 N.S N.S
222366_at ADNP 1 N.S N.S
222369_at NAT11 0 -1.3 3.86E-13 1.18 2.81E-05
222376_at HACE1 0 -1.2 7.18E-03 N.S
266_s_at CD24 8 N.S -1.24 1.42E-02
31845_at ELF4 4 N.S N.S
32032_at DGCR14 0 N.S N.S
32091_at SLC25A44 0 N.S N.S
32811_at MYO1C 0 N.S N.S
32836_at AGPAT1 0 N.S N.S
33322_i_at SFN 49 N.S N.S
33494_at ETFDH 0 N.S N.S
33760_at PEX14 0 -1.1 6.99E-06 N.S
33814_at PAK4 0 N.S N.S
33850_at MAP4 7 N.S N.S
34210_at CD52 0 N.S N.S
34221_at HMGXB3 0 N.S N.S
34260_at TELO2 0 N.S N.S
34408_at RTN2 0 N.S N.S
34858_at KCTD2 0 N.S N.S
34868_at SMG5 1 N.S N.S
35160_at LDB1 0 N.S 1.34 1.88E-13
35265_at FXR2 0 N.S N.S
35626_at SGSH 0 N.S N.S
35666_at SEMA3F 0 N.S N.S
35671_at GTF3C1 0 N.S N.S
36019_at STK19 0 1.1 2.62E-02 1.13 2.74E-10
36030_at IFFO1 0 -1.1 4.10E-06 1.15 9.47E-10
36084_at CUL7 2 N.S N.S
36475_at GCAT 5 N.S N.S
36545_s_at SFI1 0 N.S -1.33 2.18E-12
36552_at C2CD3 0 -1.1 1.52E-03 N.S
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36711_at MAFF 2 1.4 4.19E-07 -1.80 3.64E-21
36829_at PER1 15 N.S N.S
36865_at ANGEL1 0 N.S -1.12 2.13E-02
36907_at MVK 2 N.S N.S
36920_at MTM1 0 N.S N.S
36994_at ATP6V0C 0 N.S N.S
37012_at CAPZB 0 N.S N.S
37028_at PPP1R15A 63 1.5 3.37E-13 N.S
37079_at YDD19 0 N.S N.S
37170_at BMP2K 0 N.S N.S
37226_at BNIP1 1 1.2 3.71E-11 N.S
37232_at KIAA0586 0 N.S N.S
37254_at ZNF133 0 -1.2 2.50E-08 1.15 1.33E-06
37278_at TAZ 2 N.S N.S
37462_i_at SF3A2 0 N.S N.S
37512_at HSD17B6 0 N.S N.S
37802_r_at FAM63B 0 N.S N.S
37860_at ZNF337 0 N.S 1.45 7.88E-21
37872_at JRK 0 N.S N.S
37966_at PARVB 0 N.S N.S
38290_at RGS14 0 -1.2 4.33E-09 -1.23 2.91E-13
38398_at MADD 1 N.S N.S
38447_at ADRBK1 0 N.S N.S
38892_at KIAA0240 0 N.S N.S
39248_at AQP3 0 1.3 2.57E-04 1.34 4.10E-05
39318_at TCL1A 1 N.S -1.67 4.17E-13
39729_at PRDX2 1 N.S N.S
39817_s_at C6orf108 0 N.S N.S
40149_at SH2B1 0 N.S N.S
40255_at DDX28 0 N.S N.S
40359_at RASSF7 0 -1.3 1.46E-11 N.S
40420_at STK10 0 N.S 1.24 1.16E-05
40446_at PHF1 2 1.1 6.42E-04 1.22 1.37E-15
40465_at DDX23 0 N.S N.S
41160_at MBD3 0 N.S N.S
41220_at SEPT9 1 N.S -1.12 2.15E-02
41387_r_at KDM6B 0 1.2 2.29E-04 -1.22 3.19E-08
41512_at BRAP 6 N.S 1.12 6.35E-03
41577_at PPP1R16B 0 N.S -1.38 1.13E-14
41858_at FRAG1 2 N.S N.S
43544_at MED16 0 N.S N.S
43977_at TMEM161A 0 N.S -1.12 2.28E-06
44065_at C12orf52 0 N.S -1.22 1.83E-12
44669_at LOC644096 0 N.S 1.13 1.61E-04
44702_at SYDE1 0 N.S N.S
44783_s_at HEY1 1 -1.2 1.41E-12 -1.52 8.49E-26
45687_at PRR14 0 N.S 1.26 4.42E-09
46167_at TTC4 0 N.S N.S
46270_at UBAP1 0 N.S N.S
46665_at SEMA4C 0 N.S N.S
47083_at C7orf26 0 N.S N.S
47571_at ZNF236 0 N.S N.S
47608_at TJAP1 0 N.S 1.17 4.18E-10
48531_at TNIP2 1 1.2 9.57E-20 1.16 7.63E-09
48659_at MIIP 0 N.S N.S
49306_at RASSF4 0 -1.2 1.96E-07 N.S
49327_at SIRT3 2 N.S N.S
49485_at PRDM4 0 N.S N.S
50221_at TFEB 0 N.S N.S
50277_at GGA1 0 N.S N.S
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50374_at C17orf90 0 -1.2 2.51E-08 N.S
51158_at FAM174B 0 N.S N.S
51774_s_at LOC222070 0 N.S N.S
52078_at TMEM222 0 1.2 1.65E-06 1.16 4.13E-02
52164_at C11orf24 0 N.S 1.62 7.76E-41
52169_at STRADA 2 N.S 1.27 1.48E-17
52741_at TRMT61A 0 N.S N.S
53076_at B4GALT7 0 N.S N.S
53912_at SNX11 0 N.S N.S
53987_at RANBP10 0 N.S 1.33 2.71E-14
54037_at HPS4 0 N.S N.S
54051_at PKNOX1 0 N.S N.S
54970_at ZMIZ2 0 N.S N.S
55065_at MARK4 0 N.S 1.25 1.81E-04
55081_at MICALL1 0 N.S 1.68 1.66E-25
55662_at C10orf76 0 N.S N.S
55692_at ELMO2 0 N.S N.S
55705_at C19orf22 0 N.S N.S
55872_at ZNF512B 0 N.S N.S
56256_at SIDT2 0 N.S N.S
56919_at WDR48 0 N.S N.S
57082_at LDLRAP1 0 N.S N.S
57163_at ELOVL1 0 N.S N.S
57539_at ZGPAT 0 N.S N.S
58308_at TRIM62 0 N.S N.S
58696_at EXOSC4 0 -1.1 1.59E-02 N.S
60528_at JMJD7-PLA2G4B 2 N.S N.S
63009_at SHQ1 0 N.S -1.14 3.81E-02
632_at GSK3A 0 N.S N.S
635_s_at PPP2R5B 1 N.S N.S
64371_at SFRS14 0 -1.2 1.57E-02 N.S
64486_at CORO1B 0 N.S N.S
64488_at IRGQ 0 N.S 1.43 4.01E-22
64883_at MOSPD2 0 -1.2 6.07E-06 N.S
64900_at FLJ22167 0 N.S N.S
65133_i_at INO80B 0 N.S N.S
65585_at FAM86B1 0 N.S N.S
65588_at LOC388796 0 1.3 5.73E-15 N.S
65630_at TMEM80 0 N.S N.S
65770_at RHOT2 0 N.S N.S
78383_at LOC100129250 0 N.S N.S
89948_at PCIF1 0 1.4 1.62E-14 N.S
90610_at LRCH4 0 N.S N.S
91703_at EHBP1L1 0 N.S N.S
91816_f_at MEX3D 0 N.S N.S
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Supplementary Table 2.3
Affymetrix ID #1 Gene Symbol # 1 Affymetrix ID #2 Gene Symbol # 2 R - DMSO R - Tunicamycin Nominal P-value
ER Stress
200002_at RPL35 200599_s_at HSP90B1 0.48 0.88 4.90E-12
200010_at RPL11 200599_s_at HSP90B1 0.47 0.89 1.29E-13
200017_at RPS27A 200599_s_at HSP90B1 0.49 0.90 1.81E-13
200018_at RPS13 200599_s_at HSP90B1 0.47 0.89 4.96E-13
200019_s_at FAU 200599_s_at HSP90B1 0.46 0.86 4.22E-10
200026_at RPL34 200599_s_at HSP90B1 0.46 0.88 7.71E-12
200029_at RPL19 200599_s_at HSP90B1 0.50 0.92 3.33E-16
200032_s_at RPL9 200599_s_at HSP90B1 0.43 0.85 2.48E-10
200038_s_at RPL17 200599_s_at HSP90B1 0.46 0.88 3.28E-12
200061_s_at RPS24 200599_s_at HSP90B1 0.48 0.90 8.52E-14
200062_s_at RPL30 200599_s_at HSP90B1 0.50 0.92 1.11E-16
200063_s_at NPM1 200599_s_at HSP90B1 0.47 0.90 2.78E-14
200077_s_at OAZ1 200599_s_at HSP90B1 0.49 0.87 2.07E-10
200082_s_at RPS7 200599_s_at HSP90B1 0.44 0.89 7.44E-15
200092_s_at RPL37 200599_s_at HSP90B1 0.46 0.88 2.84E-12
200599_s_at HSP90B1 200633_at UBB 0.42 0.89 3.31E-14
200599_s_at HSP90B1 200634_at PFN1 0.37 0.86 1.47E-12
200599_s_at HSP90B1 200674_s_at RPL32 0.47 0.87 2.59E-11
200599_s_at HSP90B1 200741_s_at RPS27 0.48 0.89 9.47E-13
200599_s_at HSP90B1 200763_s_at RPLP1 0.50 0.91 1.17E-14
200599_s_at HSP90B1 200819_s_at RPS15 0.47 0.90 1.57E-14
200599_s_at HSP90B1 200834_s_at RPS21 0.50 0.88 6.83E-11
200599_s_at HSP90B1 200926_at RPS23 0.45 0.88 1.27E-12
200599_s_at HSP90B1 201049_s_at RPS18 0.52 0.91 6.88E-15
200599_s_at HSP90B1 201094_at RPS29 0.46 0.89 5.03E-14
200599_s_at HSP90B1 201258_at RPS16 0.50 0.88 1.41E-11
200599_s_at HSP90B1 201429_s_at RPL37A 0.52 0.92 1.11E-16
200599_s_at HSP90B1 201492_s_at RPL41 0.51 0.92 7.77E-16
201412_at LRP10 201582_at SEC23B 0.53 -0.17 1.35E-09
201502_s_at NFKBIA 201626_at INSIG1 -0.36 0.39 3.76E-10
200990_at TRIM28 202060_at CTR9 0.30 -0.42 8.73E-10
200599_s_at HSP90B1 202064_s_at SEL1L 0.72 0.11 1.65E-10
201077_s_at NHP2L1 202115_s_at NOC2L 0.53 -0.17 1.04E-09
200599_s_at HSP90B1 202433_at SLC35B1 0.57 -0.11 1.37E-09
202636_at RNF103 202843_at DNAJB9 0.39 -0.35 5.15E-10
201626_at INSIG1 203276_at LMNB1 0.35 -0.36 2.13E-09
201626_at INSIG1 204394_at SLC43A1 0.40 -0.34 4.94E-10
201626_at INSIG1 204573_at CROT -0.33 0.42 2.32E-10
201626_at INSIG1 204835_at POLA1 0.21 -0.50 8.10E-10
201614_s_at RUVBL1 205141_at ANG -0.33 0.42 2.75E-10
201626_at INSIG1 205141_at ANG 0.47 -0.33 1.16E-11
203261_at DCTN6 205141_at ANG -0.44 0.39 1.04E-12
200599_s_at HSP90B1 205158_at RNASE4 0.54 -0.22 3.86E-11
201614_s_at RUVBL1 205158_at RNASE4 -0.26 0.46 8.32E-10
203082_at BMS1 205158_at RNASE4 -0.07 0.66 5.83E-12
203261_at DCTN6 205158_at RNASE4 -0.08 0.63 8.16E-11
202060_at CTR9 205246_at PEX13 -0.56 0.11 1.87E-09
202097_at NUP153 205246_at PEX13 -0.35 0.38 1.07E-09
204411_at KIF21B 205269_at LCP2 0.24 -0.49 3.92E-10
201626_at INSIG1 205292_s_at HNRNPA2B1 0.55 -0.17 3.32E-10
201144_s_at EIF2S1 206976_s_at HSPH1 0.80 0.28 8.71E-11
202078_at COPS3 206976_s_at HSPH1 0.76 0.20 4.00E-10
203743_s_at TDG 206976_s_at HSPH1 0.69 0.05 2.25E-10
205158_at RNASE4 207079_s_at MED6 -0.04 0.61 1.65E-09
202843_at DNAJB9 208249_s_at TGDS 0.01 0.67 1.12E-10
Supplementary Table 2.3. Gene pairs which are differentially coexpressed (Fisher's test of homogeneity)
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205141_at ANG 208447_s_at PRPS1 -0.33 0.40 7.12E-10
200599_s_at HSP90B1 208499_s_at DNAJC3 0.77 0.06 2.02E-14
202655_at ARMET 208499_s_at DNAJC3 0.73 -0.01 7.62E-14
200599_s_at HSP90B1 208645_s_at RPS14 0.50 0.92 3.33E-16
200599_s_at HSP90B1 208692_at RPS3 0.51 0.89 2.76E-12
202115_s_at NOC2L 208693_s_at GARS 0.59 -0.08 1.46E-09
200599_s_at HSP90B1 208695_s_at RPL39 0.43 0.86 1.83E-11
200599_s_at HSP90B1 208697_s_at EIF3E 0.45 0.84 1.75E-09
202413_s_at USP1 208785_s_at MAP1LC3B -0.30 0.42 1.80E-09
206976_s_at HSPH1 208787_at MRPL3 0.80 0.29 1.34E-10
208785_s_at MAP1LC3B 208813_at GOT1 -0.21 0.54 5.55E-11
202246_s_at CDK4 209336_at PWP2 0.73 0.11 1.19E-10
205141_at ANG 209482_at POP7 0.11 0.73 3.69E-11
205158_at RNASE4 209503_s_at PSMC5 -0.07 0.60 1.19E-09
200812_at CCT7 209577_at PCYT2 0.42 -0.30 1.15E-09
200980_s_at PDHA1 209577_at PCYT2 0.33 -0.39 1.97E-09
201221_s_at SNRNP70 209577_at PCYT2 0.47 -0.27 2.63E-10
201484_at SUPT4H1 209577_at PCYT2 0.34 -0.39 8.31E-10
202268_s_at NAE1 209577_at PCYT2 0.44 -0.28 1.38E-09
202540_s_at HMGCR 209577_at PCYT2 0.37 -0.37 7.75E-10
203082_at BMS1 209770_at BTN3A1 -0.35 0.41 1.76E-10
203114_at SSSCA1 209770_at BTN3A1 -0.27 0.47 2.53E-10
207618_s_at BCS1L 209770_at BTN3A1 -0.28 0.45 6.36E-10
209482_at POP7 209770_at BTN3A1 -0.20 0.51 8.53E-10
208813_at GOT1 210338_s_at HSPA8 0.40 -0.34 4.51E-10
209196_at WDR46 210338_s_at HSPA8 0.47 -0.32 1.14E-11
209577_at PCYT2 210386_s_at MTX1 0.36 -0.36 1.85E-09
205158_at RNASE4 210574_s_at NUDC -0.16 0.54 6.47E-10
200599_s_at HSP90B1 211048_s_at PDIA4 0.78 0.14 7.95E-13
202655_at ARMET 211048_s_at PDIA4 0.78 0.10 5.15E-14
201626_at INSIG1 211784_s_at SFRS1 0.49 -0.25 1.71E-10
200010_at RPL11 211936_at HSPA5 0.45 0.86 6.85E-11
200013_at RPL24 211936_at HSPA5 0.38 0.89 1.11E-16
200018_at RPS13 211936_at HSPA5 0.45 0.86 5.36E-11
200032_s_at RPL9 211936_at HSPA5 0.44 0.92 0
200034_s_at RPL6 211936_at HSPA5 0.42 0.91 0
200038_s_at RPL17 211936_at HSPA5 0.45 0.90 1.89E-15
200043_at ERH 211936_at HSPA5 0.37 0.82 1.25E-09
200063_s_at NPM1 211936_at HSPA5 0.46 0.89 6.43E-13
200089_s_at RPL4 211936_at HSPA5 0.42 0.92 0
200091_s_at RPS25 211936_at HSPA5 0.36 0.90 0
200092_s_at RPL37 211936_at HSPA5 0.47 0.89 2.00E-13
200099_s_at RPS3A 211936_at HSPA5 0.48 0.93 0
200718_s_at SKP1 211936_at HSPA5 0.27 0.79 3.38E-10
200741_s_at RPS27 211936_at HSPA5 0.47 0.85 1.40E-09
200805_at LMAN2 211936_at HSPA5 0.43 -0.40 1.94E-12
200825_s_at HYOU1 211936_at HSPA5 0.75 0.18 1.80E-10
200926_at RPS23 211936_at HSPA5 0.47 0.91 4.44E-16
200937_s_at RPL5 211936_at HSPA5 0.34 0.84 4.28E-12
201094_at RPS29 211936_at HSPA5 0.46 0.87 2.07E-11
201429_s_at RPL37A 211936_at HSPA5 0.49 0.88 2.64E-11
201761_at MTHFD2 211936_at HSPA5 0.32 0.82 2.16E-11
201859_at SRGN 211936_at HSPA5 0.27 0.79 1.28E-10
202064_s_at SEL1L 211936_at HSPA5 0.76 0.18 8.09E-11
202433_at SLC35B1 211936_at HSPA5 0.53 -0.46 0
202655_at ARMET 211936_at HSPA5 0.92 0.59 6.16E-14
203136_at RABAC1 211936_at HSPA5 0.55 -0.16 6.57E-10
203252_at CDK2AP2 211936_at HSPA5 0.71 0.02 6.35E-12
204102_s_at EEF2 211936_at HSPA5 0.40 0.86 5.38E-12
205158_at RNASE4 211936_at HSPA5 0.52 -0.36 1.83E-14
208499_s_at DNAJC3 211936_at HSPA5 0.76 0.13 2.82E-12
208649_s_at VCP 211936_at HSPA5 0.63 -0.09 2.95E-11
208695_s_at RPL39 211936_at HSPA5 0.44 0.92 0
211048_s_at PDIA4 211936_at HSPA5 0.84 0.25 2.18E-14
200599_s_at HSP90B1 211956_s_at EIF1 0.52 0.89 5.55E-12
211936_at HSPA5 211956_s_at EIF1 0.53 0.88 3.65E-10
200078_s_at ATP6V0B 212411_at IMP4 0.62 -0.05 5.71E-10
200812_at CCT7 212411_at IMP4 0.66 -0.17 9.44E-15
200877_at CCT4 212411_at IMP4 0.65 -0.05 3.94E-11
200881_s_at DNAJA1 212411_at IMP4 0.42 -0.38 1.19E-11
200910_at CCT3 212411_at IMP4 0.49 -0.23 6.29E-10
201066_at CYC1 212411_at IMP4 0.62 -0.06 3.41E-10
201241_at DDX1 212411_at IMP4 0.66 -0.12 4.78E-13
201252_at PSMC4 212411_at IMP4 0.52 -0.18 9.63E-10
201267_s_at PSMC3 212411_at IMP4 0.56 -0.26 1.27E-12
201400_at PSMB3 212411_at IMP4 0.67 0.05 8.28E-10
201405_s_at COPS6 212411_at IMP4 0.74 0.07 2.75E-12
201459_at RUVBL2 212411_at IMP4 0.56 -0.17 1.02E-10
201489_at PPIF 212411_at IMP4 0.65 -0.06 2.10E-11
201491_at AHSA1 212411_at IMP4 0.65 -0.08 8.43E-12
201532_at PSMA3 212411_at IMP4 0.59 -0.10 6.17E-10
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201574_at ETF1 212411_at IMP4 0.44 -0.38 3.05E-12
201584_s_at DDX39 212411_at IMP4 0.69 0.01 1.47E-11
201608_s_at PWP1 212411_at IMP4 0.62 -0.15 2.94E-12
201629_s_at ACP1 212411_at IMP4 0.63 -0.11 8.82E-12
201714_at TUBG1 212411_at IMP4 0.66 -0.07 4.10E-12
201740_at NDUFS3 212411_at IMP4 0.59 -0.09 5.57E-10
201947_s_at CCT2 212411_at IMP4 0.65 -0.10 2.10E-12
202144_s_at ADSL 212411_at IMP4 0.65 0.00 4.44E-10
202209_at LSM3 212411_at IMP4 0.69 0.09 1.36E-09
202246_s_at CDK4 212411_at IMP4 0.67 -0.13 4.60E-14
202268_s_at NAE1 212411_at IMP4 0.50 -0.27 4.52E-11
202691_at SNRPD1 212411_at IMP4 0.64 -0.11 2.89E-12
202753_at PSMD6 212411_at IMP4 0.58 -0.15 1.22E-10
202899_s_at SFRS3 212411_at IMP4 0.57 -0.14 3.42E-10
203109_at UBE2M 212411_at IMP4 0.60 -0.17 4.42E-12
203114_at SSSCA1 212411_at IMP4 0.63 -0.05 1.65E-10
203150_at RABEPK 212411_at IMP4 0.60 -0.09 2.94E-10
203436_at RPP30 212411_at IMP4 0.67 -0.07 1.80E-12
203931_s_at MRPL12 212411_at IMP4 0.56 -0.14 6.35E-10
204331_s_at MRPS12 212411_at IMP4 0.69 0.09 9.09E-10
205133_s_at HSPE1 212411_at IMP4 0.45 -0.29 2.65E-10
205512_s_at AIFM1 212411_at IMP4 0.62 -0.06 3.11E-10
206445_s_at PRMT1 212411_at IMP4 0.74 0.02 8.35E-14
207891_s_at HAUS7 212411_at IMP4 0.70 0.10 8.12E-10
208696_at CCT5 212411_at IMP4 0.60 -0.08 5.87E-10
208758_at ATIC 212411_at IMP4 0.57 -0.21 4.88E-12
208821_at SNRPB 212411_at IMP4 0.75 0.21 2.07E-09
208972_s_at ATP5G1 212411_at IMP4 0.52 -0.25 2.37E-11
209103_s_at UFD1L 212411_at IMP4 0.63 -0.01 1.77E-09
209233_at EMG1 212411_at IMP4 0.65 -0.10 4.14E-12
209279_s_at NSDHL 212411_at IMP4 0.57 -0.21 1.02E-11
209464_at AURKB 212411_at IMP4 0.74 0.17 5.27E-10
209482_at POP7 212411_at IMP4 0.73 0.13 1.19E-10
209503_s_at PSMC5 212411_at IMP4 0.53 -0.22 5.83E-11
209511_at POLR2F 212411_at IMP4 0.63 -0.05 3.68E-10
209825_s_at UCK2 212411_at IMP4 0.68 -0.03 7.33E-12
210213_s_at EIF6 212411_at IMP4 0.66 -0.01 1.66E-10
210338_s_at HSPA8 212411_at IMP4 0.39 -0.37 1.12E-10
210574_s_at NUDC 212411_at IMP4 0.56 -0.24 1.40E-12
212115_at HN1L 212411_at IMP4 0.63 -0.09 2.39E-11
210338_s_at HSPA8 212501_at CEBPB -0.07 -0.67 1.90E-09
212411_at IMP4 212627_s_at EXOSC7 0.59 -0.15 3.31E-11
212411_at IMP4 212656_at TSFM 0.50 -0.28 2.83E-11
209577_at PCYT2 212766_s_at ISG20L2 0.33 -0.44 5.87E-11
212411_at IMP4 212766_s_at ISG20L2 0.55 -0.18 1.66E-10
212160_at XPOT 212825_at PAXIP1 0.59 -0.08 1.10E-09
200881_s_at DNAJA1 213086_s_at CSNK1A1 -0.04 -0.69 1.29E-10
204394_at SLC43A1 213086_s_at CSNK1A1 -0.08 0.62 1.30E-10
210338_s_at HSPA8 213086_s_at CSNK1A1 0.08 -0.75 0
200599_s_at HSP90B1 213101_s_at ACTR3 0.39 0.83 7.15E-10
211936_at HSPA5 213101_s_at ACTR3 0.38 0.89 1.11E-16
200599_s_at HSP90B1 213414_s_at RPS19 0.50 0.92 0
200692_s_at HSPA9 213531_s_at RAB3GAP1 -0.39 0.33 1.24E-09
201263_at TARS 213531_s_at RAB3GAP1 -0.27 0.49 1.18E-10
209050_s_at RALGDS 213531_s_at RAB3GAP1 0.22 -0.48 2.01E-09
212501_at CEBPB 213531_s_at RAB3GAP1 -0.12 0.59 2.49E-10
213531_s_at RAB3GAP1 213671_s_at MARS -0.19 0.52 4.53E-10
200599_s_at HSP90B1 213687_s_at RPL35A 0.41 0.85 6.93E-11
211936_at HSPA5 213738_s_at ATP5A1 0.49 0.90 6.76E-14
205158_at RNASE4 213937_s_at FTSJ1 0.26 0.78 4.66E-10
212411_at IMP4 214011_s_at NOP16 0.59 -0.19 6.70E-12
200599_s_at HSP90B1 214167_s_at RPLP0 0.46 0.87 3.01E-11
200063_s_at NPM1 214328_s_at HSP90AA1 0.98 0.89 3.18E-10
212411_at IMP4 214670_at ZKSCAN1 -0.60 0.09 4.21E-10
212411_at IMP4 215416_s_at STOML2 0.53 -0.15 1.88E-09
202961_s_at ATP5J2 215424_s_at SNW1 -0.44 0.31 1.95E-10
208620_at PCBP1 215424_s_at SNW1 -0.05 0.61 7.80E-10
209577_at PCYT2 215905_s_at SNRNP40 0.28 -0.45 6.36E-10
212411_at IMP4 216194_s_at TBCB 0.52 -0.19 6.06E-10
200599_s_at HSP90B1 216231_s_at B2M 0.53 0.93 0
200599_s_at HSP90B1 216438_s_at TMSB4X 0.45 0.87 9.11E-12
211936_at HSPA5 216438_s_at TMSB4X 0.45 0.92 0
200599_s_at HSP90B1 216520_s_at TPT1 0.51 0.90 5.09E-13
211936_at HSPA5 216640_s_at PDIA6 0.66 -0.20 7.77E-16
209577_at PCYT2 216952_s_at LMNB2 0.33 -0.40 1.18E-09
212411_at IMP4 216952_s_at LMNB2 0.48 -0.24 8.59E-10
209577_at PCYT2 217188_s_at C14orf1 0.32 -0.46 4.18E-11
211936_at HSPA5 217719_at EIF3L 0.33 0.83 1.23E-11
211936_at HSPA5 217801_at ATP5E 0.27 0.78 4.73E-10
200875_s_at NOP56 217850_at GNL3 0.79 0.29 1.48E-09
212411_at IMP4 217932_at MRPS7 0.60 -0.15 2.39E-11
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212411_at IMP4 217960_s_at TOMM22 0.37 -0.34 1.84E-09
205141_at ANG 217972_at CHCHD3 -0.39 0.34 1.01E-09
205158_at RNASE4 217972_at CHCHD3 -0.17 0.62 1.26E-12
205246_at PEX13 218003_s_at FKBP3 -0.68 -0.06 7.22E-10
212411_at IMP4 218027_at MRPL15 0.69 0.03 8.69E-11
211936_at HSPA5 218070_s_at GMPPA 0.72 -0.03 8.46E-14
212411_at IMP4 218105_s_at MRPL4 0.74 0.05 5.10E-13
201037_at PFKP 218145_at TRIB3 0.43 -0.32 1.94E-10
212411_at IMP4 218235_s_at UTP11L 0.57 -0.16 9.51E-11
211936_at HSPA5 218282_at EDEM2 0.74 0.17 2.27E-10
212411_at IMP4 218324_s_at SPATS2 -0.55 0.21 1.98E-11
212411_at IMP4 218336_at PFDN2 0.67 -0.10 1.73E-13
208499_s_at DNAJC3 218358_at CRELD2 0.60 -0.07 8.88E-10
211048_s_at PDIA4 218358_at CRELD2 0.68 0.07 1.07E-09
211936_at HSPA5 218358_at CRELD2 0.74 -0.01 3.01E-14
205141_at ANG 218373_at AKTIP -0.36 0.37 9.63E-10
213531_s_at RAB3GAP1 218389_s_at APH1A -0.29 0.48 6.80E-11
209770_at BTN3A1 218408_at TIMM10 -0.39 0.41 1.12E-11
203109_at UBE2M 218409_s_at DNAJC1 -0.31 0.41 1.40E-09
204460_s_at RAD1 218409_s_at DNAJC1 -0.35 0.38 8.70E-10
207830_s_at PPP1R8 218409_s_at DNAJC1 -0.30 0.44 3.12E-10
209482_at POP7 218409_s_at DNAJC1 -0.22 0.54 5.31E-11
213787_s_at EBP 218409_s_at DNAJC1 -0.20 0.50 1.87E-09
213531_s_at RAB3GAP1 218426_s_at RNF216 -0.30 0.43 9.75E-10
205141_at ANG 218488_at EIF2B3 -0.15 0.55 5.62E-10
205158_at RNASE4 218488_at EIF2B3 -0.04 0.62 5.77E-10
212411_at IMP4 218488_at EIF2B3 0.48 -0.25 4.66E-10
212411_at IMP4 218493_at SNRNP25 0.71 0.13 1.08E-09
212411_at IMP4 218512_at WDR12 0.68 0.01 6.66E-11
218409_s_at DNAJC1 218535_s_at RIOK2 -0.11 0.61 6.85E-11
212411_at IMP4 218557_at NIT2 0.60 -0.12 7.62E-11
202843_at DNAJB9 218647_s_at YRDC 0.02 0.67 3.23E-10
208499_s_at DNAJC3 218681_s_at SDF2L1 0.64 -0.04 2.44E-10
211936_at HSPA5 218681_s_at SDF2L1 0.75 -0.11 0
201626_at INSIG1 218726_at HJURP 0.37 -0.35 1.23E-09
205158_at RNASE4 218732_at PTRH2 -0.04 0.62 8.68E-10
212411_at IMP4 218732_at PTRH2 0.55 -0.14 1.37E-09
212411_at IMP4 218850_s_at LIMD1 -0.46 0.28 4.18E-10
212411_at IMP4 218866_s_at POLR3K 0.65 -0.05 3.14E-11
213531_s_at RAB3GAP1 218936_s_at CCDC59 -0.11 0.56 1.82E-09
200599_s_at HSP90B1 219117_s_at FKBP11 0.74 0.03 1.92E-13
200967_at PPIB 219117_s_at FKBP11 0.67 0.02 4.17E-10
202655_at ARMET 219117_s_at FKBP11 0.81 0.25 3.75E-12
211936_at HSPA5 219117_s_at FKBP11 0.77 -0.09 0
202915_s_at FAM20B 219270_at CHAC1 0.23 -0.49 9.57E-10
203450_at CBY1 219270_at CHAC1 -0.21 0.52 3.40E-10
212411_at IMP4 219347_at NUDT15 0.60 -0.10 1.74E-10
211936_at HSPA5 219600_s_at TMEM50B 0.50 -0.37 4.19E-14
211936_at HSPA5 219762_s_at RPL36 0.40 0.84 2.88E-10
212411_at IMP4 219819_s_at MRPS28 0.59 -0.12 2.16E-10
205141_at ANG 219960_s_at UCHL5 -0.25 0.50 1.27E-10
205158_at RNASE4 219960_s_at UCHL5 0.03 0.67 7.14E-10
209577_at PCYT2 221255_s_at TMEM93 0.27 -0.49 5.48E-11
212411_at IMP4 221255_s_at TMEM93 0.54 -0.17 5.47E-10
211936_at HSPA5 221286_s_at MGC29506 0.77 0.23 2.90E-10
202635_s_at POLR2K 221423_s_at YIPF5 -0.44 0.29 8.16E-10
200599_s_at HSP90B1 221475_s_at RPL15 0.46 0.85 6.05E-10
212411_at IMP4 221649_s_at PPAN 0.56 -0.12 1.36E-09
209577_at PCYT2 221711_s_at C19orf62 0.41 -0.34 1.50E-10
211936_at HSPA5 221739_at C19orf10 0.77 0.03 3.11E-15
201275_at FDPS 221750_at HMGCS1 0.70 0.04 2.17E-11
208647_at FDFT1 221750_at HMGCS1 0.79 0.25 4.89E-11
211936_at HSPA5 221791_s_at CCDC72 0.40 0.90 1.11E-16
209770_at BTN3A1 221970_s_at NOL11 -0.40 0.31 1.93E-09
201626_at INSIG1 222006_at LETM1 -0.65 0.06 3.90E-11
205141_at ANG 222231_s_at LRRC59 0.35 0.82 1.33E-10
203579_s_at SLC7A6 37028_at PPP1R15A 0.47 -0.26 4.12E-10
Affymetrix ID #1 Gene Symbol # 1 Affymetrix ID #2 Gene Symbol # 2 R - 0hr R - 2hr R - 6hr Nominal P-value
IR Stress
201849_at BNIP3 201948_at GNL2 -0.69 -0.52 0.06 2.62E-09
201849_at BNIP3 202022_at ALDOC 0.85 0.88 0.35 5.55E-13
202022_at ALDOC 202499_s_at SLC2A3 0.56 -0.25 -0.12 9.25E-10
201849_at BNIP3 202856_s_at SLC16A3 0.87 0.88 0.40 1.73E-12
202022_at ALDOC 202856_s_at SLC16A3 0.88 0.88 0.43 1.74E-11
202499_s_at SLC2A3 202856_s_at SLC16A3 0.53 -0.33 -0.05 1.06E-09
202499_s_at SLC2A3 202887_s_at DDIT4 0.49 -0.36 -0.30 5.34E-11
202095_s_at BIRC5 205046_at CENPE 0.76 0.62 0.06 6.60E-10
202535_at FADD 206188_at ZNF623 -0.20 0.57 -0.15 8.15E-10
201849_at BNIP3 207543_s_at P4HA1 0.88 0.86 0.48 2.44E-09
203487_s_at ARMC8 208720_s_at RBM39 0.54 -0.43 0.25 1.60E-12
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205046_at CENPE 209398_at HIST1H1C 0.33 0.43 -0.42 2.16E-10
205046_at CENPE 209806_at HIST1H2BK 0.08 0.24 -0.56 2.47E-09
209311_at BCL2L2 209894_at LEPR -0.12 0.63 -0.11 1.48E-10
209894_at LEPR 211512_s_at OGFR -0.49 0.37 -0.20 1.52E-09
203409_at DDB2 212453_at KIAA1279 0.21 0.57 -0.28 2.68E-09
201849_at BNIP3 212689_s_at KDM3A 0.78 0.15 0.31 6.83E-10
201968_s_at PGM1 212689_s_at KDM3A 0.76 0.24 0.10 9.65E-10
202022_at ALDOC 212689_s_at KDM3A 0.75 0.22 -0.02 2.71E-11
202856_s_at SLC16A3 212689_s_at KDM3A 0.80 0.21 0.24 4.48E-11
202887_s_at DDIT4 212689_s_at KDM3A 0.61 -0.22 -0.34 2.45E-14
207543_s_at P4HA1 212689_s_at KDM3A 0.88 0.40 0.37 7.54E-14
208720_s_at RBM39 212907_at SLC30A1 0.19 -0.62 -0.10 1.70E-09
212689_s_at KDM3A 213011_s_at TPI1 0.49 -0.14 -0.37 6.98E-10
212689_s_at KDM3A 214683_s_at CLK1 -0.48 -0.06 0.39 1.81E-09
202022_at ALDOC 218149_s_at ZNF395 0.67 0.60 -0.18 1.49E-12
202887_s_at DDIT4 218149_s_at ZNF395 0.61 0.09 -0.19 2.76E-09
213011_s_at TPI1 218149_s_at ZNF395 0.60 0.59 -0.14 7.83E-10
201849_at BNIP3 218507_at C7orf68 0.84 0.34 0.04 1.11E-15
202499_s_at SLC2A3 218507_at C7orf68 0.56 -0.13 -0.27 2.29E-10
202856_s_at SLC16A3 218507_at C7orf68 0.78 0.29 0.19 2.48E-09
207543_s_at P4HA1 218507_at C7orf68 0.74 0.22 -0.05 2.33E-11
209566_at INSIG2 218507_at C7orf68 0.63 0.00 -0.28 3.65E-12
209882_at RIT1 218507_at C7orf68 0.59 -0.07 -0.17 2.62E-09
212689_s_at KDM3A 218507_at C7orf68 0.70 -0.03 -0.20 9.47E-14
218149_s_at ZNF395 218507_at C7orf68 0.75 0.29 0.01 2.84E-10
218527_at APTX 218755_at KIF20A -0.27 -0.27 0.52 2.04E-10
202225_at CRK 219515_at PRDM10 -0.05 0.71 0.27 8.69E-10
219515_at PRDM10 219627_at ZNF767 0.18 0.71 0.00 2.07E-09
202499_s_at SLC2A3 219862_s_at NARF 0.52 -0.28 -0.18 1.09E-09
202225_at CRK 220195_at MBD5 -0.23 0.59 -0.02 1.22E-09
203487_s_at ARMC8 220195_at MBD5 0.00 0.67 -0.02 1.46E-09
205046_at CENPE 220500_s_at RABL2A -0.41 -0.40 0.36 2.46E-09
215191_at FBXL11 220500_s_at RABL2A -0.35 0.01 0.52 1.43E-09
218755_at KIF20A 220500_s_at RABL2A -0.41 -0.39 0.38 7.82E-10
218703_at SEC22A 221203_s_at YEATS2 -0.39 0.47 0.24 1.27E-09
203674_at HELZ 221208_s_at C11orf61 -0.48 0.27 0.31 8.07E-10
200666_s_at DNAJB1 222270_at SMEK2 0.12 -0.64 0.08 1.51E-10
202499_s_at SLC2A3 222270_at SMEK2 -0.51 0.34 -0.23 2.80E-09
























treatment               
0.1 14,792,155 6775 5371 4366.7 N.D. 0.36 1.93 
0.2 8,352,322 6775 3974 2465.6 N.D. 0.16 0.41 
0.3 4,164,502 6775 2755 1229.4 N.D. 0.02 0.07 
0.4 1,828,730 6636 1886 551.15 0.51 0.52 0.55 
0.5 688,693 5939 1186 231.92 0.53 0.73 0.81 
0.6 212,298 4354 662 97.519 0.55 0.80 0.97 
0.7 51,316 2476 322 41.451 0.57 0.84 1.04 
0.8 10,044 894 140 22.47 0.63 0.61 0.87 
0.9 1,634 194 53 16.845 0.70 0.39 0.55 
Tunicamycin 
treatment               
0.1 14,583,140 6775 5364 4305 N.D. 0.33 1.77 
0.2 8,071,030 6775 4010 2382.6 N.D. 0.11 0.31 
0.3 3,949,687 6774 2846 1166.1 N.D. 0.06 0.14 
0.4 1,709,749 6625 1945 516.15 0.51 0.58 0.60 
0.5 639,833 5810 1264 220.25 0.53 0.77 0.84 
0.6 197,019 4205 738 93.707 0.55 0.81 0.96 
0.7 45,239 2317 333 39.05 0.58 0.86 1.08 
0.8 7,526 859 113 17.523 0.61 0.72 1.00 




radiation               
0.1 11,971,044 5975 4867 4007 N.D. 0.32 2.03 
0.2 7,135,543 5975 3818 2388.5 N.D. 0.11 0.39 
0.3 3,771,686 5974 2868 1262.7 N.D. 0.00 0.02 
0.4 1,734,379 5946 2043 583.38 0.47 0.49 0.51 
0.5 667,903 5588 1313 239.05 0.48 0.75 0.81 
0.6 203,949 4401 683 92.683 0.49 0.79 0.98 
0.7 49,866 2582 280 38.626 0.51 0.79 0.98 
0.8 10,104 886 135 22.808 0.56 0.60 0.84 
0.9 1,964 177 62 22.192 0.71 0.33 0.47 
2 hours after 
exposure to 
ionizing 
radiation               




0.2 7,088,905 5975 3956 2372.9 N.D. 0.09 0.33 
0.3 3,694,167 5975 3019 1236.5 N.D. 0.01 0.05 
0.4 1,642,560 5946 2176 552.49 0.47 0.54 0.54 
0.5 590,946 5557 1356 212.69 0.47 0.77 0.86 
0.6 159,749 4325 695 73.872 0.47 0.84 1.08 
0.7 32,088 2405 238 26.684 0.48 0.83 1.16 
0.8 6,082 745 91 16.328 0.53 0.56 0.89 
0.9 1,518 126 59 24.095 0.75 0.20 0.33 
6 hours after 
exposure to 
ionizing 
radiation               
0.1 12,020,500 5975 4974 4023.6 N.D. 0.30 1.81 
0.2 7,212,953 5975 4015 2414.4 N.D. 0.07 0.29 
0.3 3,850,900 5975 3113 1289 N.D. 0.02 0.08 
0.4 1,791,232 5944 2274 602.7 0.49 0.54 0.55 
0.5 694,654 5544 1488 250.6 0.50 0.75 0.79 
0.6 212,679 4249 817 100.11 0.51 0.81 0.95 
0.7 51,516 2367 346 43.529 0.52 0.77 0.99 
0.8 11,312 816 155 27.725 0.59 0.48 0.72 










No. of central 




No. of central 
genes that are 
upregulated 
No. of central 
genes that are 
downregulated 
Fraction of 









Fraction of D.E. 
neighbors that 
change in expected 
direction in 
Random network 
DMSO - Tm               
0.1 6775 4801 2160 2641 0.71 0.55 0.53 
0.2 6775 4801 2160 2641 0.72 0.57 0.52 
0.3 6775 4801 2160 2641 0.73 0.59 0.51 
0.4 6636 4729 2121 2608 0.74 0.61 0.51 
0.5 5939 4278 1896 2382 0.75 0.64 0.53 
0.6 4354 3186 1313 1873 0.75 0.67 0.54 
0.7 2476 1809 651 1158 0.76 0.72 0.58 
0.8 894 605 184 421 0.75 0.76 0.57 
0.9 194 98 32 66 0.68 0.77 0.46 
IR 0 hours-IR 2 hours        
0.1 5975 1381 488 893 0.23 0.57 0.55 
0.2 5975 1381 488 893 0.23 0.58 0.53 
0.3 5974 1381 488 893 0.23 0.61 0.52 
0.4 5946 1375 487 888 0.24 0.63 0.52 
0.5 5588 1301 464 837 0.26 0.67 0.52 
0.6 4401 1013 364 649 0.27 0.69 0.52 
0.7 2582 549 203 346 0.29 0.76 0.55 
0.8 886 161 49 112 0.37 0.86 0.48 




IR 0 hours-IR 6 hours       
0.1 5975 1902 951 951 0.32 0.55 0.53 
0.2 5975 1902 951 951 0.32 0.57 0.52 
0.3 5974 1901 951 950 0.32 0.59 0.51 
0.4 5946 1897 948 949 0.33 0.62 0.51 
0.5 5588 1785 883 902 0.34 0.66 0.50 
0.6 4401 1372 660 712 0.35 0.70 0.49 
0.7 2582 742 343 399 0.36 0.76 0.53 
0.8 886 195 75 120 0.42 0.86 0.70 
0.9 177 6 0 6 0.67 1.00 NaN 
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Supplementary Table 2.6.  Cell lines used in this study
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GM12156 GM12144
GM12234 GM12145
GM12236 GM12146
GM12239 GM12154
GM12248 GM12155
GM12249 GM12156
GM12385 GM12234
GM12386 GM12236
GM12456 GM12239
GM12470 GM12248
GM12471 GM12249
GM12708 GM12250
GM12717 GM12251
GM12739 GM12264
GM12750 GM12273
GM12751 GM12274
GM12760 GM12282
GM12761 GM12283
GM12762 GM12286
GM12763 GM12340
GM12766 GM12341
GM12767 GM12383
GM12812 GM12398
GM12813 GM12400
GM12814 GM12413
GM12815 GM12466
GM12817 GM12481
GM12818 GM12482
GM12831 GM12489
GM12832 GM12558
GM12872 GM12569
GM12873 GM12716
GM12874 GM12717
GM12877 GM12718
GM12891 GM12749
GM12892 GM12750
GM12897 GM12751
GM12898 GM12760
GM12911 GM12761
GM12912 GM12762
GM12763
GM12775
GM12776
GM12777
GM12778
GM12812
GM12813
GM12814
GM12815
GM12827
GM12828
GM12829
GM12830
GM12840
GM12841
GM12842
GM12843
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GM12860
GM12861
GM12862
GM12863
GM12872
GM12873
GM12874
GM12875
GM12889
GM12890
GM12891
GM12892
GM12908
GM12921
GM12977
GM12978
GM12979
GM13042
GM13133
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